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LONDON'S 'FOODEASY' RACKET
Broadway Legit Production Slow;

Only 11 Starting Dates Set Tin Dec. 1

By JACK PULASKI
Broadway's legit season of 1947-48

will be exceptionally late in reach-
ing active proportions unless pro-

ducers speed up during the current

nionth. So far only a few shows
have fixed definite opening dates be-
tween now and Dec. 1, a record low
of 11 being in that grouping. There
ai'e many more shows in various
Stages of preparation, and the list of

debuts will be upped by a number
of imports, but showmen generally

are in no hurry to go into rehearsal.

Same goes for actors, judging from
the number sticking In summer
stocks.

Two shows are slated to open in

late August, one being a double ar-

rival. Only one has set a date for

September and six are carded for

, October, mostly bunched together
early that month. Scenic shops have
productions in work that are not yet

earmarked for start of rehearsals,

and so those shows won't be retarded
in opening if there should be a man-
agerial rush. That could happen,
especially it strawhats are more pro-
ductive in Broadway possibilities

.
ihan heretofore. And recognized

(Continued on page 46)
.

Airline's Patron Pix
New Orleans, Aug. 5.

Pix 5,000 feet above the Mississippi
Valley may soon become a regular
"passenger comfort" aboard Chicago
& Southern DCf-4 planes as a result

of an experimental showing Thurs-
day <31) on a ship traveling between
Memphis and here.
Permanent installation of the

equipment would make Chicago &
Southern the first domestic air line

in the U. S. to feature pictures on
their regular flights. Only firstrun

pix would be shown.

Internal Revenue

Admits Failure To

Nab One-Pic Outfits

Washington, Aug. 5.

Bureau of Internal Revenue has
bogged down in its drive against
Hollywood's single - picture cor-

porations and has made virtually no
progress during the more than a
year it has been working on this

matter. Although the bureau let in-

formation leak, months ago, that it

was sending bills to various Holly -

. wood biggies for additional income
taxes, absolutely nothing has been
done in this line yet, according to
insiders in the bureau's main offices
here.

One-pic companies are designed to
take advantage of the capital-gains
situation under which they pay only
25% tax. These outfits fold after
making one film, then form a new
corporation under the same setup.
,
The orginal test case against pro-

ducer Samuel Goldwyn has not even
' gotten to the stage of a bill for ad-

(Continued on page 42)

SEE NX-TO-CHI TELE

WORKING OKAY IN 1948
Hollywood, Aug. 5.

Transmission of video programs&om New York to Chicago in 1948
*«s predicted by Noran Kersta,
manager of NBC's tele department,w members of the NBC-Northwest-
«r» Univ. Summer Radio Institute
"we last week. He said that coaxial

tfme
W°Uld be comPleted by that

Kersta also said that NBC expected
«> extend New York-Schenectady-
wasnmgton network to Baltimore in
»e next few months.

Plenty Prospects

For Pix Found

On Hayloft Route
Film finds among the eastern

strawhat legit players have been
few and far between thus far this

season. But even though the 1947
barnyard cycle is already well past
the midway marker, pic talent
scouts from the majors are chalking
up this season as one of the most
successful in ^years in the number of
young players who have been tagged
promising prospects.

During this season, talent depart-
ments at RKO, Paramount and 20th-
Fox have been making intensive

forays into the backwoods, from
Maine to Virginia, each one rover-
ing between 120 to 140 productions.
Metro's talent gunners, who in past

years gave full coverage to the

strawhatters, decided to sit it out
this year on the theory that the best

ones of all finally come to Broadway
anyway.
RKO talent chief Arthur Willi

commented on his summer labors by
saying "if the season turns up only
one crackerjack kid like Barbara
Bel Geddes, then I'm happy."

(Continued on page 46)

By ABEL GREEN*
London, Aug. 5.

London's "foodeasies," flourishing

more and more as a "gray market"
means of circumventing the law,

give the average American-in-Lon-
don the feeling that the speakeasy
era is back again.

These "clubs," with their pseudo-
exclusive memberships, constitute the
major means of getting what little

there is left o£ London's meager
larder. Following recommendations,
"admission'' and "membership" fees
of one pound each—$8 in all—the
member has the privilege of paying
ceiling prices for meals.
Fashionable town houses are

packed for luncheon, dinner and
supper with hungry Londoners who
already are griping at the $40 vaca-
tion-allowance restrictions as of
Sept. 1. Within the tight little isle

the blacketeering in food and drink
is the one big problem next to dollar

exchange and the Labor government.
Americans are welcome, with "hon-
orary" memberships in these clubs,

for obvious reasons. ;

Wise hotel guests find that they
get better food eating in their rooms
than in the formerly fashionable

grillrooms because the upstairs din-

(Continued on page 46)

AAF IN WORLD-WIDE

PICTURE COVERAGE
Washington, Aug. 5.

The Army Air Forces is reorganiz-

ing and expanding its motion picture

service, including new world-wide

pic coverage of AAF events.

This new flying camera circus is

about to get under way, with the first

crew leaving for Germany very

shortly. Other units arc expected

to be dispatched to Japan, Greece,

Austria and other areas to make
celluloid records of AAF activities.

It is understood that the AAF will

begin feeding prints of the pictures

to the newsreel companies, as was

the case during the war.

In order to build up its photo-

graphic setup, the AAF is taking

(Continued on page 47>

'CLUBS' ALLOW

OVERCHARGES
Which Plans Spending 1

SEE ATTLEE KEY

T01LS,ANGL0

PIC TAX
London, Aug. 5,

Prime Minister Attlee's stalement
to Parliament tomorrow (Wednes-
day) on Britain's desperate economic
plight may provide the answer to

the U. S. film industry's drive to

stave off an ad valorem tax on Hol-
lywood product. American film

interests' counter-proposals were
transmitted yesterday (Monday) by
Motion Picture Assn. prez Eric
Johnston to Chancellor of the Ex-
chequer Hugh Dalton. Johnston's

plan, details of which are confiden-

tial, is understood to ask for the

revival in some form of wartime
coin-freezing measures rather than

Dalton's proposed duly based on
earnings of a film in Britain.

[In New York it was disclosed

MXnday (4) that the alternative

plan proposed by the MPA was
(Continued on page 29)

Provocative Title
Operators at 20th-Fox's New

York exchange answer the tele-

phone with the name of the

company, plus the title of one

of the current pix. It goes, for

instance: "Good morning. 20th

Century-Fox, 'Forever Amber'."

Wags are now waiting for re-

lease of "The Snake Pit."

Penny-Poor Demos Can't Match GOP,

00G on Air Time

Spain Nixes Carol Spoof
Mexico City, Aug. 5.

Pic censors in Spain have nixed
the Mexican film "El Rey se

Divierte" ("The King Is Amused"),
a spoof on ex-King Carol of Ru-
mania, made by Producciones Grovas
while Carol lived in Mexico, which
was during most of the war. Pic
did mildly in Mexico.

Carol's friends made some objec-
tion to production of the pic, but to

no avail. Carol himself is said to

have been amused when he saw it

in a local cinema.

Soviets, Yanks

Near Deal-On

Sale of Pictures
The Russians are giving signs of

shelving their veto in the long
drawn-out negotiations with the Mo-
tion Picture Export Assn. for im-
portation of American films. They
have agreed in principle to the U. S.

industry's demand on a deal for a
sizable block of films to be accepted
over a period of time, rather than
for very occasional spot buys of a
few pix.

Agreement puts the Soviet and
U. S. filmmakers the closest they
have ever been to consummating a

lasting deal.

Russians opened the negotiations
with the expressed desire of buying
just seven pictures on a flat-fee

basis. Irving Maas, veepee and gen-
eral manager of the MPEA, in-

formed Nicholas Napoli, head of

Artkino, Russe distributing com-
pany in the U. S„ who was negotiat-
ing the buy for his principals, that

the deal was not acceptable. Desire
of American companies to have their

product play in the Soviet Union
was stressed by Maas, but he in-

continued on page 46)

* Washington, Aug. 5.

The Republicans are way out
ahead of the Demos in their use of
radio time, according to reports here.
While the Republican National Com-
mittee is coordinating a heavy bar-
rage of broadcasts on network and
local station time, the Democratic
National Committee is still strug-
gling along without a radio director
or sufficient cash in the till to buy
platters for its rank and file on
Capitol Hill. While the Demos get an
even break in use of political ether
on the networks, they are not going
after radio time with anything like
the GOP's enthusiasm.

Result is that the Republican Con-
gress may have an easier job of
maintaining itself in power1 next
year and President Truman will
probably have to buck the toughest
kind of ether competition from the
GOP stalwarts in '48. Observers
here are amazed that the Demos,
with the example of FDR and the
fireside chats before them, are miss-
ing a bet on radio. The Republicans,
it seems, have learned more from
FDR's radio record than h?.ve the
Demos and are working hard to

(Continued on page 42)

WORLD CULTURAL WEB

PLANS TAKING SHAPE
Washington, Aug. 5.

Plans for a worldwide cultural

radio web are very much alive again,

it was disclosed last. Friday (1),

when Lloyd Free, special assistant

to the director of OlE (formerly
OIC) of the State Dept., flew to

Paris to huddle with experts of

countries on plans for the interna-

tional net. Such a network would
operate under the aegis of both the

United Nations and UNESCO. Free
was formerly counselor on mass
media in the secretariat of the per-
paratory commission of UNESCO.
Talk of a worldwide cultural ra-

dio web has been going on for the

past 18 months, but it appeared to

be dying out in recent months.

See Demand for Big

Nitery Names; Modest

Supporting-Act Coin
Nitery owners converging on New

York to buy talent from major and
indie talent offices indicate that the
forthcoming season will produce an
unprecedented demand for names
which will shoot upper-salaried acta
to highest points in history at the
expense of middle and lower sala-
ried performers.
The operators, according to the

talent agencies, declare that bidding
for performers such as Sophie
Tucker, Joe E. Lewis, Lena Home,
Milton Berle and others selling for
around $5,000 or over, is unusually
heavy because operators are unwill-
ing to take chances with anything
but proven draws. They feel that,
with nitery business on the wane be-
cause of the general recession in the
entertainment industry, the only
way they can maintain profitable
levels is with top names.
On the other hand, they feel that

they'll make up for the super
salary of the headliners by booking
cheaper surrounding bills. That
method has worked out at the
Copacabana, N. Y., where Monte
Preiser splurges heavily on the top

. . (Continued on page 38)

DURANTE, LAWF0RD

TEAM UP FOR YAUDE
Hollywood, Aug. 5.

Jimmy Durante is rehearsing a
new vaude act with Peter Lawford
on the Metro lot between their
scenes in "On An Island With You.™

Pair would step out on a stage
tour if they can arrange their screen
commitments.
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No Serious Difficulties on Taxes

For Amus. Industry Seen by U. S.

h Washington. Aug. 5.

While there is considerable over-

lapping between the states and cities

and the Federal government in the

Held of amusement taxation, it pro-

-vidus no serious conflict which would
require early action to straighten

out. This is the conclusion of a

Treasury tax study of Federal-state

tax relations.

If this yardstick should be adopted
by Congress in its plan to overhaul
the Federal tax structure, it might
indicate there would be no speedy
change in the 20% federal tax bite.

"All factors considered," said the

report issued Sunday (3), "there are
no compelling reasons for an imme-
diate coordination effort in the field

of amusement taxations. Due to the

fact that interstate commerce is not

a consideration, states and munici-
palities are able to administer this

group of taxes with reasonable suc-

cess."

''The expanding use of admissions
lax at the local level this far has
Treated no special problems. In only
» few cases are city and state amuse-
ment taxes overlapping. Of the

cities, only those in Alabama, Mis-
souri and West Virginia overlap
state taxes and in the case of Mis-
souri cities the tax is of limited ap-
plication."

The Treasury figures show that 21

states now have admissions taxes, in-

cluding those states where the bite

is part of "a statewide general sales

tax, generally only 2%. In addition,

£9 cities have been applying an ad-

missions tax. This does not include

the states such as New York, which
recently authorized cities to collect

an admissions levy.

The Federal Government instituted

its first 10% bite on admissions in

1917, changing to 20% in 1943. In

most years three have been exemp-
tions. These have varied from 5c. in

1917 to $3 in 1928. Since 1941, there

has been no exemption.
The pre-war Federal yields were

fairly small. In 1940, for instance,

the tax brought in only $21,900,000.

In fiscal 1946, the return to the gov-
ernment was $415,000,000, including

the bite on nightclub checks.

The first state amusement tax was
levied by Connecticut in 1921 and
was set at only 50% of the Federal
tax, then 10% and with a 10 cent ex-
emption.

. Sports Shorts
There were over 31,000 in at-

tendance at Jamaica track Sat-

urday (2), getaway day, before
the races switched to Saratoga,
it being a 30% increase over the
daily average at the Long Is-

land pony park during July.
" When the game at the Yankee
Stadium was postponed last

Thursday (31) because of

"threatening weather," it was the

first time in baseball history for
such an alibi, and frontoffice was
panned plenty. Busloads of

youngsters, who brought their

lunches, were disappointed, not
understanding how the game
could be called off despite bright
sunshine, although it had been
cloudy in the- morning. Under-
stood the move was made to con-
serve the team's pitchers, three
crack Yankee flingers . ailing.

Still, the replacement hurlers
are doing plenty okay, and the

team is away out in front in the
American League.

• 268th WEEK

!

KEN MURRAY'S
"BLACKOUTS OF 1947"

El Capitan Theatre, Hollywood, Cal.

Coming soon, the most unusual
picture ever made. KEN MUR-
RAY'S Production, "BILL AND
COO," in Tmcolo'r. A Republic re-
lease.

OK Tax In 7 Ohio Cities

Akron, Aug. 5.

Officials of seven northwestern
Ohio cities have voted to recommend
to their respective city councils the
enactment of uniform ordinances for

a 3% admission tax without any ex-

emptions. The state admissions tax

is due to expire Oct. 1.

Towns affected are Fostoria, Fre-
mont, Findlay, Tiffin, Mansfield, Van.
Wert and Bucyrus.

Betty Grable Tops

Skouras, Her Boss,

By 43G in Salary
Philadelphia, Aug. 5.

Betty Grable collected $299,333

from 20th-Fox in -1946, topping by
$43,411 the $255,922 income of her
boss, Spyros P. SkourasT president of

the company, according to the cor-

poration's annual report to the Se-
curities and Exchange Commission.
The report, which,- as in all in-

comes listed by the SEC, represents

the gross sum before payment of

taxes, also revealed that Charles P.

Skouras* president of National The-
atres, may receive $846,695 from Na-
tional Theatres Amus. Co., Inc., a
subsidiary, pending settlement of a
stockholders' suit. The report

showed the base salaity of Charles

P. Skouras as $135,000.
,

Other gross enumerations re-

ported to the SEC included those

of the following RKO executives:

N. Peter Rathvon, president,

$104,540; I Ned . E. Depinet, vice-

chairman of the board, $105,010, and
Malcolm Kingsberg, vice-president,

$71,260.

BVay Columnists to Be

Unbilled Collabers On

Film Rap at New York
Hollywood, Aug. 5.

Broadway columnists next week
will receive a questionnaire on
which they're asked to enumerate
the 20 most objectionable features
of living in New York. Results of
the poll will be used' in Screen
Plays' "So This Is New York," based
on Ring Lardner's "The Big Town,"
filming to attack the old Manhattan
premise that anything outside of
New York is strictly alfalfa. Script,

now being prepped by Herbert
Baker and Carl Foreman, is con-
cerned strictly with the novel thesis

that New York isn't even a great
place to visit, let alone live.

Sharp-tongued Henry Morgan, the
cynical ether satirist who lampoons
radio commercials, will be chief

protagonist of the cynical Lardner
philosophy that "everybody on

(.Continued on page 38)

Shelby, O., 3% Tax
Shelby, O., Aug. 5.

City Council of Shelby is expected
to enact a 3% admissions tax, as rec-

ommended by Mayor Frank C. Long.

ipley to Sea

Gary Grant to England

For Korda Pic Talks
Cary Grant sailed for England

Friday (1) to finalize his British

film deal with Sir Alexander Korda.
Actor declared that both he and
Korda have two untitled stories in

mind, but his filmmaking in Britain

probably won't begin until next Jan-
uary. He plans to stay abroad for

two or three weeks, then is due for

Hollywood assignment in an Eric
Hodgins yarn, "Mr. Blanding Builds
His Dream Home," at RKO upon his

return.

Korda deal originally was to' have
been consummated last spring, Grant
said, but was held up my his stint

in Samuel Goldwyn's "Bishop's
Wife." Published last year by Simon
& Schuster, "Mr. Blanding" was
bought by RKO early this year. It's

a humorous story about a fellow who
expects to buy a house for a modest
price, but eventually finds himself
paying considerably more.

Riggs, Cut in Car Mishap,

Nixes Radio Reunion Date
Pittsburgh, Aug. 5.

Tommy Riggs, radio star who's
been spending some time here with
his mother, was pain ully injured

last week in.an auto crack-up just a

short time before he was scheduled
to make a guest appearance before

the local Radio and Television Club.

He came out of the collision with
two badly cut eyes and a gash in his

nose which required four stitches

to close. Riggs was taken to a
hospital immediately but was able

Hollywood, Aug. 5. to return home a short time later.

Alf Kjellin, Swedish film and stage
j
The accident, of course, canceled out

star inked by David O. Selznick,
j

his date at the RTC.
debuts with one of the top roles in Appearance was to have also been
the Jennifer Jones starrer, "Tender

| a sentimental anniversary, since it

Is the Night." Picture, based on an
\ would have been almost 10 years to

F. Scott Fitzgerald novel, rolls early the day that Riggs, following a long
next year.

| career in local radio first as half of

Kjellin, accompanied by his wife
|

the team of Riggs & Moke and later

and four-year-old son, has already i
as a single with his mythical doll,

arrived in New York on board the
j

Betty Lou. got his first biglime break
Gripsholm. Ion the old Rudy Vallee show.

Albany, Aug. 5.

Robert L. Ripley will sail his Chi-
nese junk, the Mon Lei, up the Hud-
ton river to Albany Friday (8),

where he will do the weekly net-
work broadcast from the boat or
the Ten Eyck hotel. He will ad-
dress the Rotary Club, hold a press
reception, and -make a personal ap-
pearance at the Palace theatre. Sat-
urday the "Believe It Or Not" cre-

ator will be honored by Saratoga
Springs on "Ripley Day," and will

appear with Sophie Tucker at the

Piping Rock club. i

Ripley, whose Albany area dates
are being publicized by Hearst's
Times-Union, will take the ship
back to New York, with the winner
of the local "Believe It Or Not," on
Sunday. Hudson River valley may-
ors have been invited to go aboard
the junk at Albany.

,

TRANSCRIPTION SHOW

FOR ORSON WELLES
, No timewaster is Orson Welles.

Simultaneously with reports from
London that it is likely he will act

in and direct a play there, word has
been received from Hollywood that

a deal is about to" be closed by which
he'll do a series of three-half-hour
transcriptions a week for U. S. sta-

tions.

London arrangement is for Welles
possibly to do the legiter under the
banner of C. B. Cochran, with ft-

| nancial backing by Sir Alexander

j

Korda, for whom Welles is to pro-

|

duce, write, direct and act in a film.

iPlay is being set for late fall or early
winter with the picture to be made
in London next summer.
Welles is now in London huddling

(Continued on page 45)

State Dept. Info Div. Takes

Belt in Under Congress

Cuts; Benton to Stay On
Washington, Aug. 5.

State's international information
division will be cutting its clo.lh to

match its reduced pocketbook, Asst.

Secretary of State William Benton
declared at a press conference last

Thursday (1), but disclosed that his

operation had .ome off much better

than the public generally realized.

Benton, incidentally, killed off re-

ports that he intends to quit by as-

serting that he would stick around
as long as he could do a job. In ad-

dition to stepped up broadcasts to

Russia, the State Dept. will inaugu-
rate programs in Arabic and
Turkish, beginning in October.
Programs in less critical areas will

be reduced to provide the necessary
funds.

Benton said he was confident that

when some 80 Congressmen, includ-

ing a special committee of the House
and Senate Foreign Affairs commit-
tees, get back from their interna-

tional junkets this summer, the

"Voice of America" would win much
greater support on Capitol Hill.

In accordance with the necessary
cuts, Benton is reorganizing Mis set-

up as follows:

1. Office o'' International Informa-
tion and Cultural Affairs (OIC) be-
comes the Office of Information and
Educational Exchange (OIE).'

> Latter
is the title in the Mundt bill which
authorizes the Benton office as a
permanent agency of the State Dept.

2. The 10 operating divisions of
OIC will be reduced to four under
OIE. Tre separated press, publica-
tions and motion picture divisions

will become a new press and films

division. International Broadcasting
Division will continue unchanged.

3. The Washington and New York
staffs will be reduced from 1,013 to

649 persons. The overseas staff will

drop from 1.813 to 897. Offices have
already been closed in 10 countries.

Benton's overall operation got

$20,000,000, or 60% of the $34,000,000
asked. One of the biggest reductions
was in motion pictures which
dropped from $2,700,000 last year to

only- $400,000 this year. "Voices of

America" broadcasting got $6,200,000
against $7,800,000 requested. Benton
got virtually all he asked for
UNESCO -and special projects to

Latin America.

Lillie-Buchanan Set

For New Chariot Revue
The new Andre Chariot revue is

now set to revive with two of its

onetime stars, Beatrice Lillie and
Jack Buchanan, with Gertrude Law-
rence definitely not to be in it.

Revue will open in Boston Oct. 13.

|
Odd factor is fact that musical will

j
be put together in Britain, where it

will be tried out for a couple of

I weeks, then brought to the U. S.

|
Revue will bring over several new

' British players unknown in America.

Kjellin's DOS Debut

Warners Skeds Biog Of
Seabiscuit, Turf Champ

Hollywood, Aug. 5.

Seabiscuit's racing career will be
filmed by Warners. Rights to the
story of the late turf champion were
acquired by Jack L. Warner from
C. S. Howard, its former owner.

Picture, to be titled "The Story of
Seabiscuit," will be made in Tech-
nicolor and directed by David But-'

' ler, who piloted the heavy-grossing
, horse film, "Kentucky." Understood
: Sea Sovereign, one. of Seabiscuit's

progeny, will play " his sire on the
screen.

Europe to N. Y.
David Farrar
Emerson Foote
Lerrence Macgrath
Peggy Phillips

David A. Smart
Bob Terridge
Robert Weait

STRIKE BALLOT MAILED

TO MEMBERS OF SAG
Hollywood, Aug. 5.

Ballot containing two questions,

ratify or strike, was mailed to 9,000

members of the Screen Actors Guild
yesterday (Mon.), accompanied by
a detailed summary of the proposed
one-year contract with the motion
picture producers.
Questions on the ballot are:
1—Shall the revised basic agree-

ment of 1947 be ratified?
2—Shall the board of directors of

Screen Actors Guild be empowered
to call a strike at such time as it sees
fit against any producer who does
not sign the revised basic agreement
of 1947 on or before Aug. 22, 1947?
Deadline for the return of the

ballots to the SAG office is mid-
night, Aug. 14.

State Law Places

New Curbs On

NX Kid Actors
New law, passed during the re-

'cent session of the New York State
Legislature at Albany, places various
restrictions on the employment of
minors in radio, television and films
effective Sept. 1. Somewhat similar
regulations have applied to legit and
vaude for years.

The statute differentiates' between
cities of more than 1,000.000 popula-
tion (New York City is the only
such) and smaller cities and towns.

'

In New York, permission for the
employment of performers under 16
years old must be obtained from a
representative of the Society for the
Prevention of Cruelty of Children
and from the Mayor's office. How-
ever, it's understood that the Mayor
may waitfe the formality as far as
his office is concerned. In all cases,
application must be made at least
48 hours in advance, and various
details about the performance' must
be supplied in writing.
Henry Jaffe, attorney for the

American Federation of Radio Art-
ists," is trying to arrange with the
SFCC representative for a standard
procedure to handle the situation.

It's figured that in the ense of run-
ning parts in a radio series, it may
be possible to have a blanket permit
for a period of several weeks. Also,
in the case of frequently-employed
performers, the routine may be
simplified. However, it isn't clear as
yet whether, in the case of a spon-
sored program, the network or ad
agency would make the application.
In the case of sustaining shows, of
course, the network or station would
have the task. The law does not ap-
ply to broadcasts originating in

churches or schools, or to studio con-
testants in audience participation
programs.

In the case of cities and towns of
less than 1,000,000 population, th«
State Education Commission will set
up procedures with local mayors or
school boards.

As far as is known, the various
picture companies have made no
plans for operating under the new
regulations. It's figured each com-
pany will do so more oi' less inde-
pendently, probably in cooperation
with the eastern office of the Screen
Actors' Guild.

Sues Birdwell for 16G
Hollywood, Aug. 5.

Press anient Russell Birdwell is

being sued for $16,700 on money
allegedly borrowed from actress
Venita Varden Oakie. Suit Was
instituted through attorqey S.

Schwartzberg for I. Ginsberg, who
claims the debt has been assigned
to him.

Plaintiff reported $800 of the debt
has been paid and that Birdwell had
acknowledged the debt. Schwartz-
berg also claimed that Birdwell
notified his client last month that
he was working for Charles Chaplin
at a good salary but that his income
after taxes is only $150 weekly.
Birdwell had no comment.

N. Y. to Europe
Judith Abbott
Jack Buchanan
Virginia Field"

Carl Fisher
Max Gordon
Cary Grant .

David Jones
Beatrice Lillie

Frederick Lonsdale
John Nathan
William S. Paley
Samuel Schneider
Eleanor Stnber
Elizabeth Taylor
Jack Train

L. A. to N. Y.
Neil Agnew
Lou Astor
George Bagnall
William Brennan
Buddy Clark
Buddy Coleman
Luther Davis
Bruce Dodge
James Dunn
Ed Gerlich
Ben Goetz
Paul Graetz
Sid Grauman
Jacques Grinieff

Mary Harris
Mark Hellinger
Elia Kazan'
Arthur W. Kelly
Milton Kramer
Paul N. Lazarus, Jr.

Lester Lewis
Al Lichtman
Philip Loeb
Carmen Miranda
Maria Montez
Joseph H. Moskowitz
Gregory Peck
William Pizor
Victor Saville

Gradwell L. Sears
Dave Sebastian
Harry Sherman
Taddi Sherman
Norman Siegal
Frank Sinatra
Donald Ogden Slew; , t

Herbert Stothart
Dave Sussman
Ben Washer
Jacqueline White
Billy Wilder
Carey Wilson

N. Y. to L. A.

Robert S. Benjamin
Rene Clair
Paul Denis
Lynn Fariiol

Arnold Grant
Bob Hussey
Harold Mirish
Dudley Nichols
Ruth Reynolds
Jack Rieger
Sam Shaytn
Leonard Spigelgas?

Arnold Stang
Helen Tamiris
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TOP SCRIBES SHY FROM PICTURES
UA Board, Naming Sears a Member,

Gives Him Free Hand on Co. Plans
General outline, of his plans forf

the company were given the board

of directors of United Artists yes-

terday (Tuesday) by Grad Sears fol-

lowing his election as UA prexy.

Sears was given the backing of the

board—which is neither completely

optimistic nor unskeptical of his

ability to pull UA out of its present

muddled state—to go ahead with his

plans as he sees fit.

Another meeting of the board is

Slated for today. Corporate matters

only were taken up yesterday, plus

approval of the plan of aiding in the

'financing of UA producers. Today's

meeting will concentrate on produc-

tion plans and deals. It will be at-

tended by George Bagnall, v.p! in

charge of production, who arrived in

New York yesterday. •

"

As per agreement of owners Mary
Pickford and Charles Chaplin last

week when they decided on upping

the v.p. over distribution to prez,

Arthur W. Kelly was named exec,

v.p. He is already a member of the

Aboard. Kelly's term of office, was
,^set at three years. He will be in com-
plete charge of the foreign dept. As
v.p. over distribution, Sears was in

charge of both foreign and domestic

sales.

As ' well as being elected prexy
yesterday, Sears was named to the

board. That was the most important

move in connection with the UA
exec shifts, since it, makes b,im the

^tiinth member of the directorate and
gives him the decisive vote in event
of a clash between the two owners.
These clashes, with no one with a

vote to break the tie, has perpetually

(Continued on page 6)

Air Affiliation Seems

To Clear Pic Stars Of

Ban on Cuffo Guestints

Hollywood, Aug. 5.

Right or wrong, you're right, so

long as you've got "radio rights"

written in a studio contract watch-
dogged by your ad agency. That, at

least, is the decision of the Johnston
office regarding Dorothy Lamour's
cuffo guesting on Frances Scully's

ABC network "Star Gazing," last

week, agented by N. W. Ayer, which
handles her "Front and Center" pro-
gram. Miss Lamour's stint with

" Scully was presumed to be in vio-

lation of the free-guesting bah in

effect—but not always workable

—

between producers and the Motion
Picture Assn.

The incident again made it appear
that Paramount, to which Miss
Lamour is contracted, was spear-

. heading the rebellion against the as-

. sorted ether bans but this time there
was no hairline technicality, as
when Par "took over" the Erskine
Johnson show on Mutual and played

(Continued from page 17)

Work Near Dynamite,

U-I Extras' Pay Hiked
Hollywold, Aug. 5.

Extras engaged in hazardous
thesping in Universal-International's
"Tap Roots'' had pay boosted to $35
a day over the weekend. They ob-
jected early last week to regular
wages when they noticed several
wagonloads of dynamite being
trucked onto set.

Screen Extras Guild officers, after
inspecting daily rushes, recommend-
ed that those working close to ex-
plosive in film's battle scenes be
upped. Those outside the danger
zone get the regular $15,56.

Cutting of Film

To Get Airing In

SDG Pact Talks
Hollywood, Aug. 5.

That old conflict between director
and producer on how a film should
be cut is expected to get an airing
in negotiations with the studios by
the Screen Directors Guild on the
new basic agreement coming up next
March. SDG will seek to have in-
cluded a clause guaranteeing a di-
rector at least one public preview of
his picture edited according to his
own ideas.

DirectdV, producer and front office

frequently are in violent disagree1-

ment on exactly how a picture
should be cut. Inasmuch as the di-
rector is often low man of the trio,

so far as authority is concerned, he
gets squelched. SDG maintains that
inasmuch as he directed and knows
what he had in mind, it is only logi-

(Continued on page 18)

POSSIBLE ACTION ON

RKO SALE THIS WEEK
Action in N. Peter Rathvon's ef-

forts to purchase control of RKO
may come during the next week,
with return of Floyd Odium, head of

Atlas Corp., to New York. Odium,
whose outfit owns a controlling in-
terest in RKO, was discharged over
the weekend from Mayo Clinic,
Rochester, Minn., where .he under-
went a minor operation.

(

Odium has acknowledged his will-
ingness to sell his interest for a re-
Ported $10,000,000 to $12,000,000. In-
volved are 900,000 shares of common
and 325,000 warrants owned by
Atlas.

Delay in 'negotiations between
Hathvon and Odium has given rise
to a flock of rumors. Among them is
talk that Music Corp. of America's
•rules Stein and Lew Wasserman are
Prepared to function as agents in the
oeal Another report is that David
u. Selznick may be tied up with
ttatnvon in efforts to get the com-
pany.

FILM CO. DIVVIES 35%

AHEAD FOR 3 M0S.
Washington, Aug. 5.

For the three-month period end-
ing May 31, motion picture film divi-

dends were running 35% ahead of

the same period' in record-smashing
1946, according to figures released
last week by the Department of

Commerce. The quarterly return to

industry stockholders was a terrific

$12,616;000, compared with $8,947,000

for the same period last year.

For the first five months of 1947,

tffe melon amounted to $16,319,000,

against $11,22,000 for that period of

1946.

The May divvy, however, was a

slim $188,000. During May, 1946, It

was a lusty $1,074,000. This was due
to the fact that RKO declared its

dividend in April this year and in

May last year.

Department of Commerce reminds
that its figures cover only publicly

reported cash dividends, which are

about 60% of all cash dividends
paid.

Prez Shoulda Been At

Least $30 Worth of GOP
Washington, Aug. 5,

Eric Johnston would be $30 in

pocket money i£ Harry Truman were
a Republican, the Motion Picture

Assn, disclosed here last Friday (1).

Johnston went to the White House
to give Mr. Truman the documentary
film sent as a gift to the President

by the Polish Government. Johnston

was made official courier during his

recent visit.to Poland.

"When my plane landed in New
York," Johnston told the President,

'"the customs inspector insisted that

the film was subject to duty. I ex-

plained to him that it was a gift

to you from the Polish government.

"The inspector said. '1 don't care

whether it's for Truman or not. I'm

a Republican.' " So Johnston paid

and got his pic through customs.

FALL-OFF IN

ROD PITCH
, Hollywood's easy coin appears to

be losing its lure for the literati.

Tdpnotch writers who used to turn

out their plays and books with an

eye on screen sugar seem to be
giving the go-by to the film studios.

That's the verdict of story editors

for major companies on the astonish-

ing drop in buys of novels and legiters

during the first six months of this

year. Slide was about 35% from
similar' period of 1946 and also from
the final six months of last year.

There were 97 books and plays

bought by majors and independents
from Jan. 1 to June 30, 1946; and
exactly the same number, by coin-

cidence, from July 1 to Dec. 31, 1946.

This is in contrast to only 64 such
buys from Jan. 1 to June 30 of this

year. Originals and unpublished
stories are not counted in the tabu-
lation.

While a total of what was paid
for the properties this year as against

last isn't available, it's believed that

there's been even more than the

35% drop monetarily. That's because
of a higher proportion of minor and
unimportant properties bought this

year than last.

While there are numerous facets

behind the decline in purchases,

story eds give as the principal rea-

son, that there just hasn't been any-

continued on page 18)

Publicists Guild In

Protest to Skouras

At Nine 20th Firings

First of the majors to begin sweep-
ing revamps of homeoffice employ-
ees as a cost-saving measure, 20th-

Fox axed nine members of its ad-

publicity department Monday (4)

following a day-long meeting with
all department heads and prexy
Spyros Skouras.

New York local of the Screen
Publicists Guild took action, im-
mediately upon hearing of the lay-

offs. In a ,wire sent to Skouras yes-

terday (Tuesday) afternoon, the

SPG charged 20th with, "selling

America short" and with "spear-,

heading the drive towards unem-
ployment and depression."

With the layoffs to become effec-

tive Friday (8), the SPG demanded
that Skouras rescind his order. Wire
declared that the firings had • oc-

curred at "a time when your com-
pany boasts unprecedented astro-

nomical profits." Since the profits

were "achieved with the aid of these
people," the wire declared, the fir-

(Continued on page 45)

'Hucksters,' 'Ruth' Set July Pace

For Nation's Boxoffice Winners

Screen Writer Needed To
Solve 3-Novelist Mystery

Hollywood, Aug. 5.

Three novelists, Louis BromHeld,
Thomas Mann and Maximilian Ilyin,

have ganged up on a three-way
story, "The Woman of a Hundred
Faces," a mystery yarn about a

glamorous model. A screen writer
will have to be brought in to wind
up the loose ends of the tales written
by the novelists.

"

William LeBaron and Boris Mor-
ros will unscramble the mystery in

a picture.

4 "Dear Ruth" (Par) and "The
Hucksters" (M-G) fought it out for
top boxoffice laurels in July, accord-
ing to compilations by Variety of
firstruns in some 20 key cities. Total
money, strength shown in individual
locations, number of playdates and
ability to hold1 up steadily after
opening weeks are considered, with
a tossup for first position resulting
between the Paramount comedy and
the Gable-Kerr starrer. Fact that
"Hucksters" was only on release

Indie Exhibs Balk

MPA Survey By

Their Suspicion
Lack of exhibitor cooperation is

largely responsible for the long de-

lay anticipated in completion of the

Motion Picture Assn.'s survey of

American theatres, Report was to

have been issued last June 30, but
now appears to be anywhere from
six months to a year off—without
any assurance that it' will ever be
100% complete.
Attitude of many indie exhibs,

when presented, with a list of ques-
tions to be answered, for the survey,
can best be summed up in the crack
of one theatreowner: "Uh-uh. I'm
not going to tell Nick Schenck my
business."
These indies see the MPA as an

organization of major distribs and
have an inbred fear that any info
they impart will be turned around
and used against them in efforts to

get higher jfllm rental or otherwise
harm their interests.

Attitude is taken by the theatre-

continued on page 29)

Bogart, Bacall Teamed

Again, in WB's 'Largo'
Hollywood, Aug. 5.

Humphrey Bogart and Lauren
Bacall will be teamed again as co-
stars at Warners in "Key Largo,"
to be produced by Jerry Wald.
Film will be based on Maxwell

Anderson's legiter, in which Paul
Muni played the male lead in New
York.

National Boxoffice Survey
Better Weather Helps Summer Slump—'Hucksters,'

'Kissing,' 'Perils,' 'Ruth,' 'Brute' Pace Field .

Despite changeable weather in

many key cities, break in hot spell

along Atlantic seaboard and other

spots is' warming up biz generally.

Fact that several distributors have
launched additional new product is

helping the outlook.

Pacing the field again, for third

week in succession, is "Hucksters"
(M-G), with the Gable-Kerr starrer

making a strong showing although
opening in only one key city cov-
ered by Variety this stanza. Second
best is "Wonder Who's Kissing Her"
(20th), with smash second session

at N. Y. Roxy putting it over the

top. While topping Washington,
film is rated mild in St. Louis, and
only good in L. A. However, "Kiss-

ing" is fast in Kansas' City and
fancy in Denver.
Others in Big Six are "Perils of

Pauline" (Par). "Dear Ruth" (Par),

"Brute Force" (U) and "Possessed"

(WB). "Brute" continues big in

third N. Y. stanza and is terrific at a

smaller Philadelphia house. "Ruth"
is leader in Louisville, solid in Buf-

falo and big on second Philly ses-

sion.
,; '

"Won't Believe Me" (RKO) and
"Welcome Stranger" (Pan just

1 missed getting into the top six list-

ings. Former is doing nice to big
biz in some five keys. With a smash
Chi opening, "Stranger" continues to

evidence potentialities of a top
grosser. It's sock on second weeks
in K. C, Detroit and Minneapolis
and still strong on third San Fran-
cisco session.

Besides "Bachelor and Bobby-Sox-
er" (RKO), which may top its open-
ing sock week at N. Y. Music Hall
this round "Cry Wolf" (WB), "Cross-
fire" (RKO), "Desert Fury" (Par)
and "Slave Girl" (U) shape up this

frame_ as having greatest possibili-

ties among newcomers, "Fury" is

pacing Frisco with smash biz on its

preem.
"Duel in Sun" (SRO) is getting ad-

ditional bookings this round, doing
nicely in several keys. "Ivy" (U) is

inclined to be spotty, but fine in

three cities. "Other Love" (UA),
with batch of new dates currently,
is even more in this category. While
leading Providence at solid figure,

it's.only passable in Indianapolis and
j

light in K. C. "Angel and Badman" i

(Rep) shapes great in Seattle. "Co-
|

pacabana" (UA) is fast , in Buffalo

and nice in Cincy.
(Complete Boxoffice Reports on

Pages 9-11).

July's Big B.O. Six
"Daar Ruth" (Par).
"Hucksters" (M-G).
"Perils of Pauline" (Par).
"Unfaithful" (WB).
"Kissing Her Now" (20th).
"Fiesta" (M-G).

two weeks during July and declined
with rather surprising abruptness in
its second week balanced the less
sensational openings of "Ruth."

"Best Years" (RKO), "Duel in
Sun" (SRO) and "Egg and I" (U)
continued racking up heavy coin in
smaller cities, on subsequent-run or
via holdovers and moveovers, but
not showing up as stoutly in keys
covered by Variety during past
month. "Years" again did biz that
shows it likely will be the outstand-
ing 1947 grosser, while, "Duel" con-
tinues its high prorriise. "Egg,"
which was a runner-up In July

(Continued on page 41)

WHAT BENJAMIN NEEDS

IS A GOOD 26-HR. DAY
- Robert S. Benjamin, the man with
four major jobs in the film industry,
is slated to fly to the Coast tomor-
row (Thursday) to take care of busi-
ness connected with three of them.
He goes in one capacity as prexy

of the J. Arthur Rank Organization
for huddles with Reginald Allen,
Rank's Hollywood representative,
regarding the possible signing- of
more Hollywood stars for film work
in England. He'll also discuss with
Allen the rewrite job currently be-
ing done on the Coast on "Saraband
for Dead Lovers," one of Rank's
Ealing productions. Script is being
revamped at the insistence of the
Production Code Administration,
which has objected to several

(Continued on page 18)
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New Jersey Allied Urges All Exhibs

To Resist Upped-Price Demands
Allied Theatre Owners of Newf

Jersey, taking up the cudgel lor ex-

hibitors throughout the U. S. against

the current stream of films for

which producers are demanding

upped admission prices, have issued

a proclamation urging exhibs to "re-

sist all attempts" by distributors to

sell their pictures in this way. Pol-

icy, according to Allied, is both

"harmful and shortsighted."

Although the anti-trust decree

specifically forbids' the setting by

distributors of any minimum admis-

sion prices, recent stay of the de-

cree has resulted in a flock of pro-

ducer-distributor demands for such

terms. New trend was led off by

Samuel Goldwyn for his "Best Years

of Our Lives" and by David O.

Selznick for "Duel in the Sun." Now
20th-Fox has announced it will ask^

upped admission scales for both"

"Forever Amber" and "Captain From
Castile," and other majors are fol-

lowing the same lines. Warners is

reportedly mulling the possibility of

seeking such *a deal for "Life With
Father," Metro might ask the same
terms for "Green Dolphin Street"

and RKO is considering such terms

for "Mourning Becomes Electra."

Allied has based its proclamation

on the belief that such increases

arouse "considerable illwill and dis-

satisfaction" among theatre patrons.

Latter, it's claimed, either can't af-

ford to pay more mbney or "pay it

under protest because they don't get

the benefit of proportionate reduc-

tions from the usual scale for in-

ferior productions." Smalltown ex-

hibs get the brunt of this illwill be-

cause they're usually on close per-

sonal terms with their patrons and
the latter don't understand that the

exhibs themselves don't boost prices.

Allied also takes exception to the

upping of admission scales on the

assumption that such scales give dis-

proportionate pictures of high gross-

es In key theatres. These "false"

gross reports, it's claimed, thus make
all theatres and exhibitors a "natu-

ral target" for new admission taxes

whenever a city or state government
begins casting around for new
sources of funds.

Waller O.O.'s Wash.
Tom Waller, who took over as

New York public relations rep for
the Motion Picture Assn. Monday
(4), goes to Washington next Mon-
day (11) to spend some time there
familiarizing himself with the opera-
tion of MPA's g.h.q.

Waller, formerly chief flack for
United1 Artists, ' succeeded Glen All-
vine at the MPA. He'll huddle in

Washington with Ken Clark, MPA's
overall public relations topper.

UA Staff Changes

By Sears Seen

Held to Minimum

tin

To Be Decided This Wk.
Decision on whether Metro's

"Green Dolphin Street" will be road-

shown or played at regular admis-

sion prices is expected to be made
during the next few days as the"

results of huddles now .
in progress

at the homeofflce among Metro
prexy Nicholas M. Schenck, veepee
over sales William F. Rodgers,

"Dolphin" producer Carey Wilson
and studio exec producer Al

%
Licht-

man.
Lichtman and Wilson arrived in

New York from the Coast Monday
(4) with the first roughcut print of

• the picture, which was screened for

Schenck and Rodgers Monday after-

noon. Wilson has reportedly asked
that roadshow terms be established

for the film, which was budgeted at

a reported $3,750,000. Film, co-star

ring Lana Turner and Van Heflin. is

an adaptation of a last-year Metro
-prizewinning novel.

Grant Rank, EL Delay
J. Arthur Rank, Rank Organiza-

tion and Eagle-Lion on Mon-
day (4) were granted an exten-

sion until Sept. 2 by N. Y. Federal
Judge Alexander Holtzoff to file

answers in connection with a N. Y.

federal' court suit brought against

them by Empire-Universal Films
and United World Pictures of

Canada. Plaintiffs' action sought to

declare their rights to exclusive dis

tribution of Rank PicturesJn Canada
and Newfoundland.

Also named as defendants are
General Cinema Finance Corp., In-

ternational Pictures Corp., Uni-
versal, William Goetz and Leo
Spitz. In addition. Rank is also being
sued for $1,000*000 damages for

allegedly inducing the other defend
ants to beach an "exclusive" con-

tract made by the plaintiffs with
United World Films and United
World Pictures of U. S. Latter, a

Rank affiliate, is another defendant.

Naming of Grad Sears as prexy
and Arthur W. Kelly as exec veepee
of United Artists by the company's
board in New York yesterday (Tues-
day) is- expected to set off a chain
reaction of switches, resignations and
promotion of personnel. There was
a general sigh of relief, however,
among UA staffers from coast to

coast with the appointment of Sears,

since personnel changes, it is figured,

will be at a minimum as compared
with what would have happened had
outsiders taken over the company.

Nothing . more definite than
"thought on the subject" has taken
place so far on the exec changes.

There's,no doubt that they'll be com-
ing within the next month, however,
despite anticipated assurances—natu-
rally, for the sake of company mo-
rale—by Sears at a press confab to-

day (Wednesday) that few If any
changes will be made.
Most important appointment Sears

will have to make is of a distribution

topper \o at least partially fill the
spot he is vacating to take he presi-

dency. Sears is expected to con-

tinue a close interest in the sales

department, but nevertheless
strong hand will be needed at the
helm without the distractions -of

other company affairs.

Possibility is seen that Sears will

hand added authority and responsi-

bility to Joseph Unger, present
salesmanager. However, more likely

if a willing and able exec- can be
found—is the possibility of bringing
in a sales chief from the outside.

Another switch considered very
likely is the upping of Paul-Lazarus
Jr., from publicity-advertising chief

to assistant to the president. LaZarus
and Sears have long been .close

friends, and Lazarus' excellent rec-

ord in the pub-ad department started

talk months ago of his promotion
Foreign department is certain of a

shakeup, with Kelly taking over its

supervision. Kelly formerly headed
it, with Walter Gould, who now is

foreign manager, succeeding him.
Gould's future with the company is

uncertain. He has a contract

1949, but whether he will stay on
Under the Sears-Kelly regime ap
pears in doubt. He and Sears have
long failed to see eye-to-eye. Possi-

bility is seen of H. W. Schroeder,
foreign salesmanager,' being given
added responsibility under Kelly
direction.

While no definite steps have been
taken, either, in regard to UA's Brit

ish topper, David Coplan, it appears
certain that he is resigning. As re
ported in Variety last week, he is

organizing a British production com-
pany with Sir Edward Villiers.

Kelly is expected to make change;

right down the line and on a broader
scale than the domestic department.

De Fore May Play Babe
Hollywood, Aug. 3.

Don De Fore is top contender for

role of Babe Ruth in Allied Artists'

biog of the Bambino.
De Fore's last stint for AA was "It

Happened on Fifth Ave."

Painters Back Sorrell

In Producer Talks
Hollywood, Aug. 5.

Painters Local 644 gave Herbert
Sorrell, business agent of the local

and prexy of Conference of Studio
Unions, a vote of confidence to co

tinue negotiations with the Produc
ers Labor Committee. It also ordered
the labor committee's "back-to
work" order of last week (28).

Counter-proposal, which Sorrell

and the negotiations committee are

now instructed to .offer, is for signed
contracts, return to work of all

picket-line observers and same pay
raises for "latter that have been
granted other workers.

Sears UA Prez
s Continued from page 3

stalled the company. Miss Pick-

ford and Chaplin have almost auto-

matically adopted opposing views.

A vacancy is left on the directorate

by resignation of Edward C. Raftery,

who is also stepping out as UA prez

to return to his law practice. A num-

ber of changes are expected in

the board shortly in keeping with

plan of the owners to reduce the

lawyer membership in favor of, "film

en."

Sears appointment is until the an-

nual stockholders' meeting next
spring. It is by no means an in-

terim or temporary move, however,

and it is anticipated the arrange-

ment will be renewed. However, of

course, if UA tradition persists, any-

thing can happen by that time.

Raftery's appointment was an in-

terim affair—and it went on for six

years.

Kelly's and Sears' relationship is

expected to cause no difficulty,

since there's no doubt who's boss,

and Sears has that decisive vote on

the board.. Kelly is' also a. member
of the directorate. As well as being

in charge of the foreign department

he will undoubtedly be active in the

financial end, as he has good bank-

ing connections. He'll also perform

as watchdog for Chaplin's- interest in

UA, as he has long been close to and
represented the ' producer - owner.

Miss Plckfords closest parallel on
that score Is Bagnall.

Kelly, British-born and long ex-

perienced in foreign sales, will

shove off for England as soon as

he gets his passport straightened

out. He'll try to clear up the dif-

ficulties with J.. Arthur Rank which

are keeping UA product from the

Rank-UA-owned1 circuit. Kelly for-

merly repped Rank In the U. S.

Sears' appointment came , last week
when Miss Pickford and Chaplin got

together In .the same rboni for the

first time since early last spring.

Realizing after months of fruitless

talk and negotiations on bringing in

a prexy from outside or selling the

company, that they had to make a

now-or-never move to save the

rapidlydeteriorating pieces of UA,
they took the anti-climactic step of

upping Sears.

A sidelight of the bitterness be-

tween the owners was failure of the

final move, before naming Sears, to

get Joe Schenck to run the com-
pany's affairs on a volunteer basis.

Schenck had Miss Pickford's proxy
to operate the company, but Chaplin
refused his. Reason for Chaplin's

nix is understood to have been
pique at the news of Miss Pickford's

action in regard to Schenck leaking

out before Chaplin knew anything
officially about the Schenck deal.

rj New Advertising Code to Be First Step
~~

By Films in Fighting Industry Smear

Graetz In From Paris
Paul Graetz, French producer,

arrives in New York from the Coast
today (Wednesday) and heads for

Paris in a few days. He has been
in huddles with Universal-Interna-
tional on a production deal for the
U. S. and France. He recently com-
pleted "Le Diable au Corps" in Paris
with U financing.

While on- the Coast Graetz also

made a deal' for Elliot Paul to write
the English subtitles for "Diable."

Pickford Atty. Denies

Rift With Chaplin
Emphatic denial of a much-pub

licized bitter split between United
Artists owners Charles Chaplin and
Mary Pickford over recent negotia-

tions for sale of the company was
made by Arnold Grant following the
UA board meeting yesterday (Tues-

day). Grant is Miss Pickford's at-

torney and represents her on the

directorate He declared: .

"With the election of Grad Sears
as president and the taking of other
forward steps to insure the progress
and place in the sun that United
Artists has always had and always
will enjoy, it appears advisable to

clean up a number of misconceptions
that have arisen from gossip, rumors
and inaccurate stories in recent
months.

"The only negotiations looking to

the sale of the company that have
taken place were those with the
Fabian-Semenenko group. These ne-

gotiations proceeded in orderly and
constructive fashion for a period of

about seven weeks and ultimately
dissolved because Of insurmountable
tax problems. At no time was there
any conflict between Miss Pickford
and Chaplin in regard to these nego-
tiations. There were no other offers

considered or discussed.

"With the full cooperation and en
dorsement of the owners, Mr. Sears
undertakes his duties as president
and has the odd vote on the board
of directors. Any stories as to cur-
rent policies or moves by the man-
agement are completely without
foundation and are gossip or rumor
unless they emanate from the only
sources of information that UA will

have from this point on. namely, Mr.
Sears and the UA publicity depart-
ment"

Boost in Quality

Aim ofUA in Coin

Aid to Its Indies

Production fund which United
Artists hopes to have at its disposal
for aiding indies distributing though
it is aimed as much at improving
quality of the pictures it releases
as insuring a regular flow. Emphasis
on quality was pointed up by George
Bagnall, v.p. in charge of production,
on the Coast Monday (4). He de-
clared:

'If you get 15 big pictures, you
don't need 25 medium ones. We're
definitely out after more important
proprieties."

Grad Sears, who acceded to the
presidency yesterday (Tuesday)
also declared that the company was
willing to offer second-money financ-

ing for "real quality production
only."

With coin in pictures, UA will, of
course, have say over talent, stories,

general production, timing, etc. The
$5,000,000 which has been bandied
about as the size of the revolving
fund is pretty much a figure pulled
out of the thin air. There's a con-
siderable way to go in negotiations
with the banks before the loan of

its size are set.

Motion picture banking sources
contacted yesterday said that they
thought it entirely possible that NA
could raise such a fund for second-
money and end-money loans to

producers, but it would have to be
pretty much on terms the banks
dictate. It would depend on the
security the company could offer.

"There are so many headaches- in

the independent production field at
the moment," one banker said, "that
we would naturally be more than
cautious in any such loan to UA.
For the same reason that regular
sources of second-money and end-
money have dried up in recent
months, we'd want unusual security
in making loans of this type."

Sears declared over the weekend
that producers would be financed
by UA on profit-participating deals
from 10% up, with no maximum.
Reports that the company would dis-
tribute only pix in which it had a
financial investment were said to
be untrue, since it would be un-
likely that UA would refuse to re-
lease such a film as "Arch of
Triumph," for instance, because the
producers wouldn't accept its coin
and offer apiece of the pic in return.

METRO RELEASE HYPO

DELAYED TWO MONTHS
Despite Metro's announced plans

to boost the number of monthly re-

leases concurrently with its ex-

panded production, the release step-

up will not be effected for at least

another two months. September and
October release schedule comprises
only five films, about the same num-
ber that have been issued in each

previous two-month period.

Three pictures are to be released
next month, topped by "Song of the
Thin Man," starring William Powell
and Myrna Loy. This will be fol-

lowed by "Unfinished Dance," star-
ring Margaret O'Brien and produced
in Technicolor. Last release for the
month is "Arnelo Affair," with
George Murphy, John Hodiak and
Frances Gifford. October will see
"Song of Love," starring Katharine
Hepburn, Paul Henreid and Robert
Walker, and vMefton of the Movies,"
starring Red Skelton.

Irate at the manner in which the
entire industry is smeared with bad
publicity whenever a single person
or organization within the industry
pulls a misdemeanor, film officials
are expected to use their newly-
revised advertising code as the first
step in a fight-back campaign.

Putting more teeth into the code
still won't insure proper control over
those producers and exhibitors not
subscribing to it, it's pointed out.
Chief reason for revamping the code,
consequently, is to take the onus off
the bad publicity continually being
heaped upon the industry. This will
be done through ballyhooing to the
public the fact that the major part
of the industry has always attempted
and will continue to attempt to keep
its ad-matter clean. Indications that
such a public relations campaign
might pay off was furnished by the
tremendous amount of space given
by the daily as well as trade press
to last week's announcement that the
code had been revised.
Broadened code was devised by

the industry's advertising advisory
council, under chairman Charles
Schlaifer, 20th-Fox publicity chief,
and was unanimously adopted by the
Motion Picture Assn. board last
Wednesday (30). Fact that the ad-
publicity directors themselves, who
would be most likely to seek more
leeway as a better means of selling
their product, were the ones. who
recommended the changes is ex-
pected to form one of the chief pegs
on which the public-education cam-

'

paign will be hung.
What further form the campaign

will take has yet to be made known.
Any time film advertising again
draws fire from reformists, though,
the industry can be expected to

point to the code as evidence that
the fire has been misdirected. If

MPA member companies live up to
the code, it will be proved that film
advertising is much milder than, for
example, the ads plugging intimate
women's apparel or some highly-
suggestive perfume.
To this end, industry officials cite

the fact that what's in the code is

secondary to how the code is en-
forced. Gordon White, who super-
vises its administration for»the MPA,
is expected consequently to crack
down on any ad-publicity matter
that might be considered on the
fence.

New teeth inserted into the coda
follow closely the attempts to

strengthen its enforcement through
an attempt to clarify some of the
points heretofore left to the majors'
discretion. New code, for instance,
lists specifically those forms of ad-
publicity that are to be guided by
its overall principles, including even
radio copy. Special significance,

moreover, is placed on the fact that

the new code states strongly -that

film advertisers "shall be guided by"
provisions of the Production Code
relating to use of liquor, where the
old code cautioned advertisers only
to "bear in mind" those provisions.

DESIGNERS VOTE TO

REMAIN WITH CSU
Hollywood, Aug. 5. •

Screen Set Designers voted to

stand by the Conference of Studio

Unions and turned down a bid by
the producers to enter negotiations

as an individual union.
Major lots had proposed that the

designers make themselves available

for studio jobs, as the work occurred,

while negotiations were being

carried on fo'f a new contract.

LaCava-Pickford Suit

Taken Under Advisement
Los Angeles, Aug. 5.

Gregory La Cava's $1,653,750

breach-bf-contract suit against Mary
Pickford was taken under advise-

ment by Judge Elmer W. Heald in

L. A. superior court.

Jurist indicated that a final ruling

in the case may be delayed for sev-

eral months.

'Unconquered' Bow
In London Sept 12

Hollywood, Aug. 5.

The world - premiere of "Uncon-

quered," Cecil B. deMille's Para-

mount tinter, has been set for Sept.

12 at the Carlton, theatre, London.

Producer sails on the Queen Mary

Aug. 27 for the preem.
American debut will be held Oct. 3

at Loew's Penn, Pittsburgh.



EASTERN PROD/S LABOR 'SAVING'
Exhibitor Showmanship Pointed Up

By Jack Warner as B.O. Threat Offset
Chicago, Aug. 5.

Revival of showmanship in ex-

hibition and cutting of production

costs without impairing product

quality will be sufficient to offset

threats of a serious boxoffice reces-

sion, Jack L. Warner declared today

(5) at a Warner Bros, sales conven-

tion attended by 125 members of the

company's western sales organiza-

tion. Ben Kalmenson, vice-prexy and
general sales manager, who headed

the similar eastern sales convention

in New York, July 31-Aug. 2, is

presiding. Chi session, for three

days, opened yesterday (4).

Warner, exec veepee in charge of

WB production, announced that the

Burbank studios will maintain a

capacity production schedule through

1947-48, during which season WB
•will release about the same number
of features as last year. Last year

WB released 23. In announcing next

year's schedule, Warner warned the

conclave that they would "be facing a

competitive market ^such as you
will have to reach far back in

- your
memories to recall. We are deal-

ing with value-wise audiences all

along the line," he. said, "and
.
they

mean to get their money's worth
out of a picture or they will spend
their money for something else."

. Warner disclosed that 47 story

properties were currently being

readied for the cameras. Empha-
sizing that the WB studio is not an-

ticipating any particular trend,
Warner broke down the 47 proper-

ties as follows: 24 romantic dramas,

eight adventure stories, five com-
edies, four musicals and six under

the heading of mystery, romance and
biography. Included among these

were six Broadway legit plays, in-

cluding "Christopher Blake," "John
Loves Mary," "Johnny Belinda,"

(Continued on page 16)

Warners Has Several

Wrinkles to Iron Out

In Newsreel Buy-out
With Warners entering the news-

reel business next week for the first

time in its history,' it's expected to

have an advantage over the four

other companies already in the field

by not being subject to the agree-

ments now in effect among the

others. Numerous problems in

Coverage remain for WB to iron out,

however, before it's believed the

company will be ready to compete
on an equal footing with its compet-
itors.

Universal, Metro, Fox-Movietone
and Paramount now operate on a
pooling basis in both Germany and
the Far East, a carryover from war

(Continued on page 18)

6 Into Production For
Metro This Month

Hollywood, Aug. 5.

Six features, including two under
independent banners, go into pro-
duction at Metro this month, three
of them in Technicolor.
Indies are "State of the Union,"

by Liberty Films, and "Joan cf Lor-
raine," by Sierra Pictures. Metro's
own1 starters are "Luxury Liner," a
tinted musical; "Homecoming," star-

ring Clark Gable, "Hills -of Home,"
starring Lassie, and "The Big City,"

starring Margaret O'Brien.

British Treasury

Controls Pic Coin

Of U.S. Showings
With British economists and

government leaders stressing the

desperate situation in England's dol-

lar-exchange shortage, it's been re-

vealed that not one cent of Amer-
ican dollars goes to J. Arthur Rank
or other British producers whose
films earn money in the U. S.

All earnings of British films in

the U. S. are deposited in banks
under jurisdiction of the British
treasury, with British producers get-

ting pounds sterling in return. Brit-

ish government then uses this money
to purchase food and1 other com-
modities in the U. S. As a result,

the government benefits consider-
ably from British films that play
here by getting a chance to latch

onto much-needed dollars. Motion
Picture Assn. prexy Eric Johnston,
in fact, stressed last week that the
British film industry could eventu-
ally become one of that country's
chief gatherers of foreign exchange.
Manner of payment is part of the

government's dollar - conservation
plan, which has been in effect since
the outbreak of war in 1939. It was
recently reaffirmed to prevent the
possible loss of extra dollars. Rank,
moreover, who owns a considerable
share of common stock in Univer-
sal-International, gets not a penny
in dividends from that company.
Instead, as with his American film
grosses, his earnings are deposited
in banks and converted1 for him into
pounds.

STRESS UNIONS'

SIMPLE SETUP
Hollywood producers shooting

films in New York can save 15-20%
of their normal cost of Coast opera-
tion because of the comparative
simplicity of the film labor union
setup in the east. That's the peg on
which Harold Lewis, manager of the

new RKO-Pathe studios in N. Y.,

will hang a concerted pitch to lure

more major film production east-

ward during a forthcoming trip to

the Coast. He's slated to leave

Aug. 15.

Stressing that David O. Selznick,

the first major producer to use the

Pathe studios, had approved the fa-

cilities offered during the N. Y.
shooting of "Portrait of Jenny,"
Lewis disclosed that Selznick had
picked up an option to lens two
more films at the studios. Under the
contract, one of these must be start-

ed before the end of the year. To
date, Selznick has not announced
what the picture will be\.

In contrast to Hollywood where
there's a separate union to take care

of each individual phase of produc-
tion, most of the N. Y. film workers
are consolidated into a single union,

Local 52 of the International Alli-

ance of Theatrical Stage Employees,
according to Lewis. That includes

soundmen, props, grips, electricians

and assistant directors. Producers
(Continued on page 31)

MONO'S AA OUTFIT

VOTED INTO MPA
Voting of Allied Artists into the

Motion Picture Assn. and the Mo-
tion Picture Export Assn. last week

' makes it the only minor distrib in

the MPA and the first minor to join
the MPEA since the export pool was
set up early last year.' Allied Artists
*s an affiliate of Monogram, with the
same officers serving both com-
panies, and the new memberships
carry Mono along with them.
AA accession to the two organiza-

tions was approved at MPA's and
MPEA's respective board meetings
last Wednesday (30) and announced
by Eric Johnston, prexy of both
associations, this week. Effective
date is Sept. 1. Initial pic being
prepared for MPEA release abroad
•s "It Happened on Fifth Avenue."
Coming of AA into the Export

A^sn. is especially welcomed by
that body since it is set up as an
American monopoly to deal in
those countries abroad which have
national film monopolies. Each new
company added to the eight majors
that originally comprised the mem-
bership gives the. MPEA greater
strength .in its dealings overseas.
Likewise it gives the American in-
dustry added control in selection of
Product to go abroad, thus avoiding
the showing in foreign countries of
nlms inimical to U. S. interests.

MPEA Set to Handle

Official German Reels
With the takeover of German film

distribution from the Military Gov-
ernment by the Motion Picture Ex-
port Assn. shortly, MPEA is also
preparing to handle preparation of

the official newsreel. It is obligatory

for all theatres in the American and
British zones of Germany and Aus-
tria to play the reel.

Newsreel is now made up in

Munich by the British and Ameri-
can Military Governments, using
clips from all five U. S, reels, British

reels and stuff made by British and
American Army photogs. It is sold

to exhibs at a minimum -price.

Under the new setup, clips will

continue to come from the <amc
sources and the same policy will be

followed. Army and civilian officials

will supervise.

Prep Par Sales Drive
Los Angeles. Aug. 5.

Georgo A. Smith and Harold

Wirthwein left for Des Moines to

open a series of sales meetings pre-

liminary to Paramount's 1947 drive.

Following the Des Moines meeting

tomorrow (Wed.), other sessions will

be staged in St. Louis, Kansas City,

Omaha, Denver, Salt Lake City,

Seattle, Portland and San Francisco,

winding up in Los Angeles Aug.

27-28.

Company's annual sales drive

opens Aug. 31 and runs through

Nov.- 29.

Name Advisory Group

As Pix-Radio Liaison
Hollywood, Aug. 5.

Mai Boyd, indie radio-films ex-
ploiteer, will head the motion pic-

ture advisory committee of the Hol-
lywood Advertising Club, composed
of six others who will act as a per-
manent liaison between pix and
radio industries. Aim is to be on
call to studios making films with
radio backgrounds as technical ad-
visers, to minimize lampooning of

radio a la "The Hucksters" and cre-

ate more authentic backgrounds.
Also serving on the committee are

Bob Coleson, of Coast branch of

National Assn. of Broadcasters; Bob
Rains, Universal-International radio
contact; Marty Lewis, Paramount's
radio rep; May Sibley, of Bank of
America, a neutral; Maurice Binder,
Columbia Pictures, and Ed Cash-
man, Coast rep for Kudner ad
agency.

PRC Eagle-Lion Due to Complete

Amalgamation No Later Than Sept. 1

PRC Has Backlog
Of Dozen Pictures

Hollywood, Aug. 5.

Backlog of unreleased pictures at

PRC amounts to an even dozen, two
more than the number at this time
last year. In addition, the studio has
two features before the lenses,

"Headin' for Heaven" and "The
El Lobo Mystery."
Completed and awaiting release

are "Bury Me Dead." "Gashouse
Kids in Hollywood," "Ghost Town
Renegades," "Gashouse Kids Go
West," "Railroaded," "Black Hills,"

"Shadow Valley," "Return of the

Lash," "Check Your Guns," "Blonde
Savage," "Linda Be Good" and
"Gun Law."

Smaller Exhibs

Benefit by New

20th Sales Plan
New 20th-Fox distribution plan,

designed by sales chief Andy W.
Smith, Jr., to help smalltown and
other low-grossing theatres, and at

the same time derive more revenue
from them, will be expanded to in-

I

elude the entire U. S. starting Mon-
day (11).

Plan, which basically offers such
exhibitors 20th's best films on a slid-

ing-scale deal that can go as low as
15% and not over 40%, was first out-
lined at the New Jersey Allied con-
vention in Atlantic City last June
25. Since then, the plan has been
tested in the New Haven territory
where, according to Smith, it's

proved that it can accomplish its ob-
jectives. Sales chief announced its

adoption for the rest of the country
at a North Central Allied meet in

Minneapolis yesterday (Tuesday).
In addition to smalltown exhibs,

many of whom operate their houses
with only the help of their immedi-
ate families, the plan is applicable
to exhibs operating a "sub-subse-
quent run" house in a large city or
operating what Smith terms "prob-
lem" theatres. Many of these oper-

(Continued on page 16)

Complete amalgamation of Pro-
ducers Releasing Corp. into Eagle-
Lion, long in the cards, is set to take
place no later than Sept. 1. PRC's
existence will cease in every way,
except as a producing unit making
exploitation-type product for E-L
release.

Contract of Harry Thomas, PRC
prexy, is now under negotiation for
cancellation. Included in the deal

by which he leaves the company
may be a provision giving him a

release for a series of pix to be made
on his own. His son, Jerry, for the
past few years has been making the
"Eddie Dean" westerns which PRC
distribs.

Other than Thomas, all PRC execs
will stay on in the new setup, at

least for the time being. E-L's top-

pers will continue to run the com-
bined companies. They are Arthur
Krim, prexy; Bryan Foy, v.p. in

charge of production; Alfred W.
Schwalberg, v.p. and general sales-

manager, and Max E. Youngstein, di-

rector of advertising and publicity.

E-L, organized only 10 months
ago, was antedated a number of

years by PRC and used PRC's ex-
change setup. E-L's own sales de-
partment consisted of only nine field

supervisors. However, for the past
several months Schwalberg has to

all Intents and purposes directed the
entire setup of both companies. Pub-
ad departments were officially com-
bined under Youngstein in April.

PRC has, had nine district mana-
gers, but no division managers. Aim

(Continued from page 17)

Briefs From the Lots

Hollywood, Aug. 5.

Albert Kyder drew a top role in

"T-Man" at Eagle-Lion . . . Argosy
chartered an air ambulance to stand

by during the filming of "War
Party" in Monument Valley, Ariz.

. . . Katherine Locke signed for a

featured role in "The Snake Pit"

at 20th-Fox . . . Ben Stoloff re-

turned from Mexico City with a

rough cut of Eagle-Lion's "Adven-
tures of Casanova." . . . "If This

Be My Destiny" is the new tag on
"The Big Curtain," to be produced
by Alson Productions for 20th-Fox

release . . . Henry and Phoebe Eph-
ron assigned to screenplay "John
Loves Mary" at Warners ... Col.

Paul K. Davidson signed as tech-

nical advisor on "Stations West" at

RKO . . . Arthur Shields, former
Abbey Theatre actor, drew a role in

"My Own True Love" at Para-

mount." . . .

"Mary Hagen" at Warners will be
released under its original title,

"That Hagen Girl." . . . Deanna Dur-
bin checked in at Universal-Inter-

national for "Up in Central Park,"

in which she will co-star with Dick

Haymes and Vincent Price . . . Jerry

Wald and Jean Negulesco started

north to "scout locations for "Johnny

Belinda."
Gene Fowler signed for a walk-on

part in "The Senator Was Indiscreet"

at Universal-International . . . PRC
bought "The Spiritualist," written by
Crane Wilbur, who will direct the

picture . . . Lcnore Aubert and
Alan Baxter draw top roles in "The
Prairie," to be produced and di-

|
reeled by Frank Wisbar for Zenith

Pictures . . ; Two carny outfits,

Famous Ferris Shows and Patterson-
Yankee Circus, moved into 20th-Fox
for a week's work in "Nightmare
Alley." . . . Max King purchased
"I'll Give You Till Monday," mys-
tery yarn by Paul Francis Webster
and Ken Crossen for October pro-
duction.

Edmund Gwenn draws the key
role in "Hills of Home," Technicolor
production at Metro, starring Lassie.

. . . Leo Genn signed by Independent
Artists for the male lead opposite
Rosalind Russell in "The Velvet

j
Touch." . . . "The Kick-Off is the re-

lease tag on the Glenn Davis-Doc
Blanchard football picture, previous-
ly known as "On Parade" and
"Yankee Rebel." . . . Walter Kings-
ford returned to the screen for the
first time in three years in "The
Black Arrow" at Columbia. . . . Ray
Nazarro will direct "Rose of Santa
Rosa" at Columbia. . . . Roy Del
Ruth Productions acquired all rights

to "The King of Swat," Bob ConsI-
dine's novel based on the life of

Babe Ruth. . . . Edmund Lowe draws
a supporting role in Leo McCarey's
picture, "Good Sam," co-starring

Ann Sheridan and Gary Cooper. . . .

Columbia signed Ray Enright to

direct "Corner Creek," Randolph
Scott starrer, based on a magazine
£tory by Luke Short. Picture will be
in Cinecolor, with Harry Joe Brown
as producer, starting Aug. 15. . . .

A Frank Capra camera crew be-

gan shooting aerial sequences in

I

San Antonio for the forthcoming pic

I
version of "State of the Union."

Steady Stream Of

Rank's Pic Personnel

Resumes to U. S.

With J. Arthur Rank once more
back in his London headquarters
following his visit to the U. S„ the
steady stream of Rank personnel to

this country has again resumed. One
of his top executives and a star have
already arrived in N. Y., and another
exec, plus a production chief, are
due in next week.

First to arrive was Robert Weait,
treasurer of the J. Arthur Rank
Organization, who came in on the
postwar maiden voyage of the Queen
Mary yesterday (Tuesday) with his

family. Weait, who's also in charge
of the Rank organizations in Latin
America and head of Rank's 16m ac-

tivities, will make his permanent
residence in New York,
Also arriving on the Mary was

David Farrar, star of "Black Nar-
cissus" and "Frieda," both of which
will open in N. Y. next week. Far-
rar will remain in N. Y. for two
weeks of radio appearances and
press interviews to ballyhoo the
films and will then fly to various key

(Continued from page 17)

N.Y. PUBLICISTS PREP

WAGE-HIKE DEMANDS
Following on the heels of the

Screen Office and Professional Em-
ployees Guild, Screen Publicists

Guild is preparing wage-hike de-
mands to be presented to the New
York film companies under their

union contracts' wage-reopening
clause expiring Sept. L. Although
no formal representations have been
made to the companies as yet. SPG's
negotiating committee is expected to

follow SOPEG's suit with a demand
for increases of $10, or 40™, which-
ever is greater.

Upcoming union-company talks

will affect approximately 400 pub-
licists in the homeoffices of Para-
mount, Warner, 20th-Fox. Metro,
RKO, UA, Universal, Columbia and
Republic in addition to the Loew's
and RKO theatre circuits.

Meanwhile, SOPEG's negotiations

for a new union contract covering
frontoffice exchange workers in

Loew's, UA, 20th-Fox and Columbia
continued over last weekend with-

out conclusive results. SOPEG de-

mands include wage increases of $10,

of 30%, whichever is higher; 35-

hour week instead of the present

40. and an increase in the number
of paid holidays.
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M is for the Million thrills she'll give you!

0 is for the Oh's^and Ah's she drew!

T is for the Tights she filled so neatly!

H is for the Heart-throbs that she knew!

E is for the Eyeful that she gave 'em!

R is for the Raves she rated, too ! %

Put

them

all

together

they

spell

M0FF1CE!
from

Ok i

andMONA FREEMAN • CONNIE MARSHALL
Vanessa Brown • Robert Arthur • Sara Allgood

William Frawley • Ruth Nelson • Anabel Shaw

Directed by Produced by

WALTER LANG • LAMAR TROTTI
Screen Piay by Lamar Trotti . Baswl on the Book by Miriam Young

Lyrics and Music: "On A Little Two-Seat Tandem" • "Kokomo.

Indiana" - "You Do" . "There's Nothing Like A Song" . "Tins

Is My Favorite City" . Tare-Thee-Well Dear Alma M.iler" by

fthek Goi 6m ssid Josef Myrow

Dances Stages bj Seymour Felix and Kenny Williams

Costumes Designed by Orry-'Kelly
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•Stranger Wham $28,000, Chi; 'Perils'

Strong 20G, 'Barharee' Tasty 25G
Chicago, Aug. 5.

Half the Loop houses brought in

new bills this, week, with "Welcome
Stranger" leading the boxoffice

parade with a smash $28,000 at the

Apollo. Oriental's combination of

"Carnival in Costa Rica" and Art

Lund and Helen Forrest on the stage

look sturdy $55,000. Surprise is the

fourth week strength of "Dear Ruth"
and Jo Stafford and .Victor Borge
heading stageshow at the Chicago.

Stout $50,000 looks likely.

Temperature was in the high
90's the first three days last week,
and then tumbled 30 degrees on
Thursday. It was back to a humid
95 later in week.

"Perils of Pauline" looks sock
$20,000 at the small Garrlck. "High
Barbaree" shapes as nice $25,000 at

United Artists. "Slave Girl," an-
other new entry, is only fair at the
Palace. Circus, which opened last

Saturday (2), is no help to film

houses.

Eslima'as for This Week
Apollo (B&K) (1,200; 95)—"Wel-

come Stranger" (Par). Smash $28,-

000. Last week, "Happened on Fifth
Ave." (Mono) (3d wk). $10,000.
Chicago (B&K) (3,900: 95)—"Dear

Ruth" (Par) with Jo Stafford and
Victor Borge on stage (4th wk).
Holding up to sharp $50,000. Last
week, fine $55,000.

Garrick" (B&K) (900: 95).—"Perils
Pauline" -(Par). Sock $20,000 or
near. Last week, "Gunfighters" (Col)
and "Corpse Came C*. 6. D." (Col)
(4th wk), still in profit at $9,000.
Grand (RKO) (1,500; 95)—"Brute

Force" (U) (2d wk). Hefty $27,000
after first week's smash $33,000.
Oriental (Essaness). (3,400; 95)—

"Carnival Costa Rica" (20th), with
Art Lund and Helen Forrest on
stage. Staunch $55,000. Last week,
"Wonder Who's Kissing Her" (20th)
with Harmonicats on stage (4th wk),
big $50,000.
Palace (RKO) (2,500; 95) "Slave

Girl" (U) and "Desperate" (RKO).
Fair $20,000. Last week, "Won't Be-
•lieve. Me" (RKO) and "Blondie's
Holiday" (Col), $18,000.

Rialto (Indie) (1,700: 95)—"Out-
law" (UA) (6th wk). Terrif $13,000.
Last week, $13,800.
Roosevelt (B&K) (1,500; 95) —

"Homestretch" (20th) (3d.wk). Fad-
ins to $14,000. Last week, trim $18,-
000.

State-Lake (B&K) (2,700; 95)—
"Hucksters" (M-G) (2d wk). Big
$40,000. Last week, smash $50,000.
United Artists (B&K (1.700; 95)—

"High Barbaree" (M-G). Tasty $25,-
000. Last week, "Great Expecta-
tions" (U) (4th wk), $12,000.
Woods (Essaness) (1.073; 95)—

"Secret Life Walter Mitty" (RKO).
Opened Monday (4). In ahead, "Re-
peat Performance" (E-L) (2d wk),
scant $11,000 after okay $14,000
opener.
World (Playhouse) (Indie) (587;

75)—"Great Waltz" (M-G) (reissue)
(8th wk). Trim $3,500. Last week,
$3,800.

Heat Melts St. Loo Biz

Mheit 'Hucksters' Wow
35G, 'Kissing' Slow 18G

St. Louis, Aug. 5.

Aided by a fancy ad campaign and
sock bally, "The Hucksters" broke
fast here and will spread-eagle the
field by "a wide margin. "Wonder
Who's Kissing Her Now" dualed with
"Crimson Key is the runnerup but
very disappointing. "Dear Ruth"
wound up a big seven-week stand,

one of the longest, locally in years,

at the St. Louis last week. Mercury
is flirting with the 100-degree mark
after two days of summer resort

temperature.

Estimates for This Week
Ambassador (F&M) (3,000; 50-75)— Ivy" (U) and "Blackmail" (Rep).

Fair $17,000. Last week, "Honey-
moon" (RKO) and "Second Chance"
(20th),.$18,000.

,
Fox (F&M) (5,000; 50-75)—"Won-

der Who's Kissing Her" (20th) and
Cnmson Key" (20th). Mild $18,000.

Last week, "Won't Believe Me"

$19 000 "
Yankee Fakir" (ReP''

loew's (Loew) (3.172; 50-75)—
.^he Hucksters" (M-G). Wham $35,-W. Last week, "Gunfighters" (Col)
and Corpse Came COD"

Key City Grosses

Estimated Total Gross
This Week $2,687,000

(Based on 21 cities, 212 thea-

tres, chiefly first runs, including

N. Y.)

Total Gross Same Weelr
Last Year $3,316,000

(Based on 23 cities, 197 theatres)

'Desert' Torrid

, Frisco

PICTURE GROSSES

San Francisco, Aug. 5.

Biz is perking up all around here

this week, with many summer va-

cationers back and several conven-

tions starting. Hypoed by an ex-

tensive, excellent campaign, "Desert

Fury" is going great guns at the

Paramount to pace city. "Fiesta" is

fairly good at the big Fox. Else-

where holdovers are playing with
few exceptions. Best of these is

"Welcome Stranger," being big on
third week at the St. Francis with
little hint of it finishing its run soon.

Estimates for This Week
Golden Gate (RKO) (2,844; 65-$l)

—"They Won't Believe Me" (RKO)
plus vaude headed by Harry Savoy
and Freddie David. Nice $22,500.

Last week, "Riff-Raff" (RKO) plus
vaude, fair $21,500.
Fox (FWC) (4,651; 60-95)—

"Fiesta" (M-G). Fairly good. $26,-

000 or near. Last week, "Wonder
Who's Kissing Her" (20th) (2d wk),
down to $14,500.

Warfleld (FWC) (2,656; 60-85)—
"Hucksters" (M-G) (3d wk). Fair
$15,000. Last week, oke $19,500.
Paramount (Par) (2,646; 60-85)—

"Desert Fury" (Par). Terrific $34,-
000 or close. Last week, "Possessed"
(WB) (2d wk), $14,500.
St Francis (Par) (1,400; 60-85)—

"Welcome Stranger" (Par) (3d wk).
Big $21,000. Last week, great $23,-
500.
Orpheum (Blumenfeld) (2,448; 55-

85)—"Brute Force" (U) (2d Wk).
Hefty $14,500. Last week, explosive
$27,000.
United Artists (Blumenfeld) (1,-

207: 55-85)—"Other Love" (UA) (2d
wk). , Thin $6,500. Last week, $9,-

800.
Stagedoor (Ackerman) (350; 60-85)

—"That Hamilton Woman" (UA)
(reissue). Sad $3,000 or over. Last
week, "Sea of Grass" (M-G), $2,000.
Guild Theatre (Lippert) (400; 35-

85)—"Great Waltz" (M-G) (9th wk).
Oke $3,500. Last week, about same.
Clay (Roesner) (400; 65-85)—

"Children Paradise" (Indie) (2d
wk). Sock $3,500. Last week, $3,-

800.
Larkin (Roesner) (400; 65-85)—

"Captive Heart" (U) and "Storm in
a Teacup" (Indie) (2d wk). Nice $2,-
200. Last week, $1,700.
United Nations (FWC) (1,149: 60-

85)—"Fantasia" (RKO) (reissue)
(2d wk). Held to fine $6,500. Last
week, fine $11,000.

'Homestretch' Hot 13G
In Mont'l; 'Privates' 9G

Montreal, Aug. 5.

"The Hucksters" has shaken up
real interest here and may be the
first film to run three weeks here
in many months. It's now strong in
second week at Loew's. Biz is gen-
erally picking up.

Estimates for This Week
Capitol (C.T.) (2,610; 30-45-621—

"Homestretch" (20thL Solid $13,000.
Last week, "High Barbaree" (M-G),
$11,000.
Imperial (C.T.) (1,916; 30-40-50)—

"Murder in Reverse" (PRC) and
"Joke Son" (PRC). Thin $3,000 or
near. Last week, "Scarlet Pimpernel"
(Indie)

. and "Return Pimpernel"
(Indie), saine.
Loew's (C.T.) (3,115; 35-47-67)—

"Hucksters" (M-G) (2d wk). Strong
$12,000. Last week, sock $17,500.
Orpheum (C.T.) (1,119; 30-40-60)—

"L'Esclave aux Mains d'Or" (Col)
and "Nous Irons Paris" (Col). Fair
$3,500. Last week, "Dernier Metro"
(E-L) and "Ne Ie Criez Pas Sur les
Toits" (E-L) (2d wk), $3,000.
Palace (C.T.) (2,578; 30-45-62)—

"Magic Bow" (E-L). Good $11,000.-
Last week. "Calcutta" (Par) (2d wk),
trim $8,000.
Princess (C.T.) (2,270: 30-40-53)—

"Buck Privates Home" (U) and
"Desperate" (RKO). Hot $9,000. Last
week, "Framed" (Col) and "Sport
Kings" (Col), $7,500.

M|.ls Dull With

Xopa Oke $11,500
Minneapolis, Aug. 5.

Newcomers are spotted in many
houses this week, holdovers being
limited to three. But biz is only
moderate. "Ivy" heads the proces-
sion, but "Copacabana," "Living In
A Big Way" and the reissue of "Fan-
tasia are doing fairly well. It's the
third week at Radio ' City for the
smash hit "Welcome Stranger."
Mbveovers are led by "Egg and I,"

at the World after five sock weeks
divided between the Orpheum and
Pan. Cool weather after the brief
torrid wave is helping.

Estimates for This Week
Aster (Par) (900; 30-44)—"Danger

Street" (Par) and "Heartaches"
(PRC). Good $2,200 in 5 days. Last
week, "Wolf Call" (Mono) and
"Queen of Yukon" (Mono) (reissues),
$2,000 in 5 days.
Century (Par) (1,600; 50-70)—

"Living in Big Way". (M-G). Fairly
good $5,000. Last week, "Time Out
of Mind" (U), light $4,800.
Gopher (Par) (1,600; 44)—"Michi-

gan Kid" (U). Big $4,500. Last
week,."Born to Kill" (RKO), $3,000.
Lyric (Par) (1,100; 50-70)—"Hap-

pened on 5th Ave." (Mono) (m.o.).
(Continued on page 16)

$20,000.
(Col),

Missouri (F&M) (3,500; 50-75) •

Possessed" (WB) (2d wk), and
They Won't Believe -Me" (RKO)
"Su

0
.-,*- Good $8,000. Last week, with

Philo Vance Returns" (RC), $9,000.
,
Orpheum (Loew) (2,000; 50-75)—

,P^ [

„
In Slm" 'SRO) (m.o.) (2d

wki). Nice $9,000 following $10,000
tc"; initial session.

St. Louis (F&M) (4,000; 50-75)—
Penis of Pauline" (Par) and "3

t
A Ticket" (PRC). Fine $15,000.

Last week. "Dear Ruth" (Par) and

$7000
F1 '8ht" (Par) (7th wk), big

'VIGILANTES'-VAUDE

HANGUP 23G, BALT0
Baltimore, Aug. 5.

Slight drop here this week with
the lone exception of the combo
Hippodrome. The Harmonicats and
Johnny Bothwell band with "Vigi-
lantes Return" will give house top
figure. Some action reported for
"Living in a Big Way" at Loew's
Century.

Estimates for This Week
Century (Loew's-UA) (3,000; 20-

60)—"Living in Big Way" (M-G).
Nice $14,000. Last week, second of

"Hucksters" (M-G).- held well at

$15,500 after big $23,300 opener.
Hippodrome (Rsfppaport) (2,240;

25-70)—"Vigilantes Return" (Col)

plus The Harmonicats and Johnny
Bothwell orch. Bangup $23,000 or

near. Last week, "New Orleans"
(UA) and vaude, $18,800.

Keith's (Schanberger) (2,460 ;
20-

60)—"The Web" (U). Mild $9,300.

Last week. "Dear Ruth" (Par) (3d
wk). $8,000.
Mayfair (Hicks) (980; 25-55)—

"King Wild Horses" (Col). Average
$5 000 Last week. "Springtime
Sierra's" (Rep), $4,200.

New (Mechanic.) (1,800: 20-60)—
"Who's Kissing Her Now" (20th) (2d

wk). Holding well at $12,000 after

big initial round at $17,700.

Stanley (WB) (3.280; 25-75)

—

"Perils Pauline" (Par) (2d wk
Fancy $13,000 after smash $18,200

opener.
Town (Rappaport) (1.600; 35-6a)-

"Lost Honeymoon" (E-L). Not do-

ing much at $8,000. Last week
"Fantasia" (RKO) (reissue), fine

$11,800.

'Kissing' Rugged $25,000

In D. C; 'Trouble'-Vaude

Smooth 23G, 'Lady' 18G
Washington, Aug. 5.

Steady biz at the three Loew
houses is lifting the general box-
office level some notches over last

week's low. "I Wonder Who's Kiss-
ing Her Now," at the Palace, looks
Leader with sock returns. "Trouble
With Women," at Loew's plus a
snappy vaude bill, is taking second
money. "Dishonored Lady" looks
so-so at the Earle.

Estimates for This Week
Capitol (Loew's) (3,434; 44-80)—

"Trouble With Women" (Par) plus
vaude. Dip in temperature and ap-
pealing stage show is resulting in a
nice $23,000. Last week, "Ghost Mrs.
Muir" (20th) with vaude, $20,000.
Columbia (Loew's) (1,263; 44-70)—

"Hucksters" (M-G) (m.o.). Above
average $10,000, and nice for third
consecutive week on F Street. Last
week, "Fiesta" (M-G) (2d run),
$8,500.

Earle (WB) (2,154; 4485)—"Dis-
honored Lady" (UA). So-so $18,000.
Last week, "Possessed" (WB), $19,000.
Hippodrome (Lust) (365; 44-85)—

"Stone Flower" (Indie). Okay $25,000.
Last week, "Magic Bow" (U) (2d
wk), slim $1,300.

Keith's (RKO) (1.838; 44-80)—
"Brute Force" (U) (2d wk). Thin
$9,000 after opening light with
$11,000.
Metropolitan (WB) (1,153; 44-74)—

"Perils of Pauline" (Par) (2d run).
Satisfactory $8,500. Last week.
"Great Expectations" (U)- (2d run),

$9,500.
Palace (Loew's) (2,370; 44-74)

—

"Who's Kissing Her Now" (20th).

Fine $25,000 to top the town. Last
week, "Hucksters" (M-G) (2d wk),
solid $17,000.

Weather favors Bway; 'Bachelor

Socko 150G, 2d, 'Kissing'-A&C, Big

!

, 2d, 'Crossfire' Great 50G, 2d
Saturday. In ahead, "Congorilla"
vlndie) and "Borneo" (Indie) (re-
issues), four days of third week,
was big $8,000.
Hollywood (WB) (1,499; 70-$1.10)

—"Possessed" (WB) (10th wk). Off
to $12,000 or nea^r; ninth was $13,000.
Stays only one week, more with
"Life With Father" (WB) coming in
Aug. 15.

Palace (RKO) (1.700: 60-$1.20)—
"They Won't Believe Me" (RKO)
(3d wk). Nice weekend upbeat en-
abling this to duplicate second week
figure of good $18,000. Stays on, with
no picture yet set to come in.

Paramount (Par) (3,664: 70-$1.50)
• "Welcome Stranger" (Par) with
Carmen Cavallaro orch heading
stageshow; opens today (Wed). Last
week, "Perils Pauline" (Par) with
Phil Spitalny orch on stage (4th wk),
held remarkably well to land $60,-

000, same as third stanza.
Park Avenue (U) (583: i>1.20-$2.40)

—"100 Men and Girl" (U) (reissue).
Doing only light $5,000 or near, but
holds. "Frieda" (U) opens here on
Aug. 14. In ahead, second week of
"Slave Girl" (U), $4,000.
Radio City Music Hall (Rockefel-

lers) (5,945; 70-$2.40) — "Bachelor
and Bobby-Soxer" (RKO) and stage-
show (2d wk). Up in higher brack-
ets on initial holdover round, with

'

smash $150,000 likely; first was great
$149,000, both being among biggest
summer weeks ever at the Hall.
Stays on, natch!
Rialto (Mayer) (594: 35-85) —

"Blackmail" (Rep). Opened Mon-
day (4). In ahead, "Key Witness"
(Col), only $5,200 in 6 days after
getting $5,000 on "Sioux City Sue"
(Rep) and "Apache Rose" (Rep) in
previous week. j

Kivoli (UA-Par) (2,092; 60-$1.25)—
"Crossfire" (RKO) (3d wk). Second
week concluded yesterday (Tues.)
hit socko $50,000 after smash $56,000
for first week, which was over hopes.
In here for indef run.
Roxy (20th) (5,886; . 80-$1.50)—

"Wonder Who's Kissing Her" (20th)
plus Abbott & Costello heading
stageshow (3d wk). Down consider-
ably from terrific first week pace
but still smash at $105,000 in second
frame ended last (Tues.) night; first

was $125,000, over expectancy. May
play four weeks, but dubious if Ab-
bott-Costello will be able to remain
fourth.

State (Loew's) (3,450; 43-$1.10)

—

"Fiesta" (M-G) (2d run) and vaude
headed by Johnny Burke, Dean Mar-
tin & Jerry Lewis, Gracie Barrie.
Fine $28,500. Last week, "High
Barbaree" (M-G) (2d run) with
Benny Fields, Adrian Rollini Trio
heading vaude, slow $19,500.
Strand (WB) (2,756; 75-$1.50)—

'Cry Wolf" (WB) plus Freddy Mar-
tin orch, Artie Dann, others, on
stage (3d-final wk). Looks to hit
modest $40,000 this week after okay
$43,000 for second. "Marked Woman"
(WB) and "Dust Be My Destiny"
(WB) (reissues) open on Friday (8),
without any stageshow.

Victoria (Maurer) (720; 70-$1.20)—
"Gunfighters" (Col) (2d wk). Head-
ing for fairly good $12,000 this frame
after nice $20,000 opener. Stays on
indefinitely, according to present
plans.
Winter Garden (UA) (1,312; 60-

$1.20)—"Slave Girl" (U) (3d-flnal
wk). Getting thin $10,000 for final
frame after modest $12,000 in sec-
ond. "Green for Danger" (E-L)
opens tomorrow (Thurs.).

Grosses Are Net
Film gross estimates, as re-

ported herewith from the vari-

ous key cities, are net, i.e., with-

out the 20% tax. Distributors

share on net take, when playing
percentage, hence the estimated

figures are net income.
The parenthetic admission

prices, however, as indicated, in-

clude the U.S. amusement tax.

Much cooler weather over Satur-
day (2) and Sunday (3) was just

what the doctor ordered for Broad-
way firstruns temperature dip act-

ing on most of them like a shot in

the arm. This drop in the mercury
was a lifesaver after the hottest day
of the year last Wednesday (30).

All-round strength is being dis-

played by the Street in current ses-

sion despite a plethora o? holdovers
and

.
longruns.'

There was not a single important
new picture opening during the past
week. The Broadway, Gotham and
Park avenue all had new bills, but
all were reissues. None attracted

much attention. "Key Witness" at

the small Rialto failed to pull that

house out of its recent doldrums,
and failed to last a full week.
"Fiesta," at second-run State with
vaudeville, was nice $28,500.
' Of the holdovers currently in their

second weeks, "Bachelor and Bobby-
Soxer" with stageshow continues
standout at the Music Hall. "Bach-
elor" is holding up so strongly that

it may hit smash $150,000 to beat
first stanza's sock $149,000. Both
represent among biggest summer
sessions ever at the Hall, this vast

theatre living up to its reputation of

doing extremely well every August.
Abbott & Costello, with stage sup-

port headed by Joe E. Howard and
Maurice Rocco, and "Wonder Who's
Kissing Her Now" on screen, con-
tinued big at the Roxy, second
round holding to $105,000 or over,

after giant $125,000 opening session.

Another stage-film house staying

up in taller brackets is the Capitol,

which looks to do a big $78,000 or

better with the third week of

"Hucksters" plus Tony and Sally De
Marco, Charles Trenet and Ted
Straeter band. This combo sagged
over $28,000, from opening week, to

hit $86,000 in its second stanza.

Of the straight-film houses, Rivoli

with "Crossfire" and Criterion with
"Brute Force" are attracting the

most attention. "Crossfire" con-
tinues terrific at about $50,000 on
second round after climbing to sock
$56,000, over hopes, on first. "Brute"
is heading for $35,000 for third week
at the Criterion or slightly over sec-

ond week's figure.

"Welcome Stranger," with Carmen
Cavallaro band heading stagebill,

opens today (Wed.) at the Para-
mount after four solid weeks with
"Perils of Pauline" and Phil Spi-

talny band. Latter combo likely

will hit $60,000 in final round or
same as third week.
Globe is. bringing in "Northwest

Outpost" tomorrow (Thurs.). Strand
brings in two reissues, "Marked
Woman" and "Dust Be My Destiny"
without any stageshow next Friday
(8). "Cry Wolf" plus Freddy Mar-
tin band heading stagebill failed to

measure up to initial week's promise,
second and third frames being way
behind teeoff session. Park Avenue
is getting nowhere with "100 Men
and a Girl" but keeps this reissue
until Aug. 14 when it brings in
"Frieda," a new British-made film.

Also tipping that Broadway deluxers
are prepping for start of the fall sea-
son is the launching of new product
by the Astor and Hollywood, and
opening of Fulton as a film house
next week. Astor opens Danny
Kaye's new comedy, "Private Life of

Walter Mitty" on Aug. 14. On same
date, the Hollywood launches "Life
With Father," while Fulton preems
"Black Narcissus" on Aug. 13.

Estimates for This Week
Astor (City Inv.) (1,300; 95-$2.40)

—"Best Years" (RKO) (37th wk).
Still in profit but off to $17,000
after $18,000 in 36th week. Stays
only one week more with "Life
Walter Mitty" (RKO), new Danny
Kaye comedy, opening Aug. 14. Fact
that RKO neighborhood theatres in

N. Y. metropolitan area are adver-
tising "Years" as opening naturally
is cutting in here currently.
Broadway (UA) (1,895; 70-$1.50)—

"Lady of Burlesque" (UA) and
"Great John L." (UA) (reissues). On
first week ending tomorrow (Thurs.)
looks only $6,000, if that. Holds. In
ahead, "Copacabana" (UA) (3d wk),
$5,000.

Capitol (Loew's) (4,820: 70-$1.50)—
"Hucksters" (M-G) and Tony and
Sally De Marco, Charles Trenet. Ted
Straeter orch on stage (3d wk).
Down to $78,000 but still solid and
stays a fourth. Second was big
$86,000. but way below forecast.

Criterion (Loew's) (1.700: 60-S1.25)—"Brute Force" (U) (4th wk). For
third week ending yesterday (Tues.)
managed to hit $35,000 slightly

ahead of second frame, with big
weekend turning trick; second was
$34,000. Both are strong.
Globe (Brandt) (1.500; 70-$1.20>—

"Wyoming" (Rep) (2d wk). Down
to $8,500 after mild $12,500 opener.
"Northwest Outpost" (Rep) opens
tomorrow (Thurs.).
Gotham (Brandtl (900; 70-S1.40)—

"Dillinger" (Mono) and "Mutiny
Big House" (Mono) (reissues). Looks
to strike mild $10,000 in 10 days.
"Smith To Washington" (Col) and
"Let Us Live" (Col) (reissues) open

'Kissing' Lusty $21,500

For 2 Denver Spots
Denver, Aug. 5.

Continued hot weather is hurting
most theatres this week. "Wondef
Who's Kissing Her Now" in two
spots is a cinch for top coin. "Won't
Believe Me" also is nice.

Estimates for This Week
Aladdin (Fox) (1,400; 35-74)—

"Possessed" (WB> and "Keeper of
Bees" (Col) (m.o.). Nice $4,500.
Last week, 'Great Expectations"
(U) and "That's My Gal"' (Rep)
(m.o.), good $3,500.
Broadway (Cinema) (1,500; 35-74)—"Meet John Doe" (Indie) and

"Flying Deuces" (Indie). Sad $4,000.
Last week, "Stanley, Livingstone"
(20th) and "Les Miserables'r (UA)
(reissues) (2d wk), sad $4,000.
Denham (Cockrill) (1,750; 35-70)

—"Perils Pauline" (Par) (2d wk).
Good $10,000. Last week, $12,000.
Denver (Fox) (2.525; 35-74)—

"Wonder Who's Kissina Her" (20th).
day-date with Webber. Fancy $18.-
000. Last week, "Possessed" (WB)
and "Keeper of Bees" (Col), same
as Webber, good $15,000.
Esquire (Fox) (742: 35-74)—

"Ghost Mrs. Muir" (20th) and "Sec-
ond Chance" (20th), day-date with
Paramount. Only $2,000. Last week,
"Miracle 34th St." (20th) and "Kil-
roy Was Here" (Mono), fair $3,000".

Orpheum (RKO) (2,600; 33-74)

—

"Won't Believe Me" (RKO) and
"Seven Keys Baldpate" (RKO). Nice

(Continued on page 16)
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Pitt Perks; 'Possessed' Trim $21.

Igg Robust $13,000,W Bright 12G
Pittsburgh, Aug. 5.

Things are looking up a bit this

week. End of summer opera, which

has been snaring huge crowds, is

sending a few more people into

Golden Triangle at mght, which
helps. "Possessed" at Stanley looks

like an easy front-runner, but "Egg

and I" is doing comparatively as

well at -Fulton. It's in for a run.

"Ivy" got away fairly fast at the

Harris and may stick. Reissue combo
of "Marked Woman" and "Dust Be
My Destiny" at Warner is shooting

that house up into upper brackets.

Holdover of "The Hucksters" is

falling way off to about half open-

ing session's sock take.

Estimate* for This Week
Fulton (Shea) (1,700; 40-70)—

"Egg and I" (U). Got away to biggest

opening this house has had in

months. Looks strong $13,000 or over.

Should be around several weeks.
Last week, third of "Wonder Who's
Kissing Her." (20th). about $2,500

in 3 days.
Harris (Harris) .{2,200: 40-70)—

"Ivy" (U). Not 'exactly warm
weather entertainment but brisk

$12,000 or better .seems sure. Last
week. "The Web" (U), $10,000.
Penn (Loew's-UA) (3,300;40-70)—

"Hucksters" (M-G) (2d wk). Slippin"
badly in second week as new pix.

open against it. Looks about $14,500.

Last week, booming $28,000.
Kite (Loew's) (800; 40-70)—"Easy

Come. Easv Go" (Par) and "Fear In
Night" (Par). First twin bill here
In long time. Good $3,000. Last week.
"Dear Rutv (Par) on moveover
•fter fortnicht at Penn. nice $4,000.

Senator (Hu-ris) (1,750; 40-70)—
"Northwest Outpost" (Rep) and
"Calendar Girl" (Rep). Looks like

a decent doub'e-feature entry here
and okav $3. 000. Last week, "Wings

|

Of Mornin"" (20th) (reissue) and,
"Hit Parade '47" (Ren), $2,500.

Stanley (TO (3,800: 40-70)—
"Possessed" (WB). Crix didn't hand i

this one much but will hit trim
$21,000. and will get moveover to

Warner. Ln=f week, second of "Perils
Pauline" (Par). $12,500.
Warner (WB) (2.000; 40-70)—

"Marked Woman" (WB) and "Dust
My Destipv" (WB) v

(reissues>.

Couple of n'^es have lots of bulb
draw, sock $13:000. Last week. "Riff-

Raff" (RKO), sad $6,000, and below
hopes.

Cold Weather Aids Del;

'Fiesta' Big 18C; Duel'

21G,
<

StraBger
,

27G,H.0.s
Detroit, Aug. 5.

Holdovers are pacing Detroit this

week, with ^'Duel in the Sun" at the
Fox. "Welcome Stranger" at the
United Artists, both in second weeks,
and "Hucksters" at Michigan, in

third, outdrawing new entries. Busi-
ness spurted a bit when the coldest
first week in August hit Detroit and
kept the beaches bare. Best new-
comer is "Fiesta," big at Adams.

Estimates lor This Week
Adams (Balaban) (1,740: 70-95)—

"Fiesta" (M-G) and "Hat Box Mys-
tery" (M-G). Big $18,000. Last
week, "Cynthia" (M-G) and "Dark
Delusion" (M-G), loud $16,000.
Broadway - Capitol (United De-

troit) (3,309: 70-95)—"Lost Honey-
moon" (E-L) and "Repeat Perform-
tnce" (E-L). Disappointing. $11,000.
.ast week, "Gunfighters" (Col) and

"Corpse Came C.O.D." (Col), $10,000.
Cinema (Miirten) (250; 60-90)—

"Ivan. Terrible" (Indie) (2d wk).
Sweet $1,700. Last week, tall $2,500.
Downtown (Balaban) (2.683; 70-

95)—"Born to Kill" (RKO) and
"Tarzan Huntress" (RKO). Good
$13,000. Last week, "Odd Man Out"
(U) (2d wk ), nice $9,000.
Fox (Fox -Michigan) (5.100; $1-

$1.25)—"Duel in Sun" (SRO) <2tl

wk). Loud $21,000. Also showing at
19 neighborhood houses this week.
Last week, smnsh $58,000.
Madison (UD) (1,866: 50-60)—

'Favorite Brunette" " (Par) and
Yank in London" <U>. Lofty $2,400

to 3 days. Last week, "Happened in
Brooklyn" i M-G) and "Red House"
(UA). $2,300 in 3 days.
Michigan (UD) (4,039; 70-95)—

"Hucksters" (M-G) (3d wk). Still

powerful at $22,000. Last week,
great $27,000.
Palms-State (UD ) (2,976; 70-95 1—

Affairs of Bel Ami" (UA) and "Fun
on Weekend" (UA). Soft $12,000.
Last week. "Won't Believe Me"
;5K01 and "Thunder Mountain"
(RKO) (2d wk). nice $12,000.
United Artists (UD) (1,941; 70-95)— Welcome Stranger" (Par) (2d

wk). Sock- $27 000 T»ast week new
record here at great $35,000.

Cairo-Kent Indie

Hollywood, Aug. 5.

Edward Cahn and Robert Kent or-
ganized an indie producing outfit
with "Hideout." based on their own
story, as -their first venture.

Picture, localed in a motel with
only one set and three pivotal char-
acters, will be filmed in Fullcolor.

Broadway Crosses

Estimated Total Gross
This Week $543,000

(Based on 18 theatres}

Last Tear .$730,500
(Based on 17 theatres)

'Duel' New High

At $36,080, Cincy
Cincinnati. Aug. 5.

"Duel in Sun," at upped scale, is

setting a new high for Keith's and
tilting the overall downtown take to

a lofty summer mark. Day and
date showing at nine nabes is equaK
ling the Keith figure and establish-
ing a greater Cincy film record for
a single round. _ Other newcomers
currently are " "Possessed" and
"Copacabana," okay and above par,
respectively. "Dear Ruth" is top-
ping the holdovers with big session
at the Shubert.

Estimates for This Week
Albee (RKO) (3,100; 50-75)—

"Possessed" (WB). Satisfying $13,-

000. Last week, "Dear Ruth" (Par),
sock $19,000.

Capitol (RKO) (2,000; 50-75)—
"Hucksters" (M-G) (3d wk). All
right $7,500 after hefty $12,000 sec-
ond round.
Grand (RKO) (1,400; 50-75)—

"Marked Woman" (WB) and "Dust
My Destiny" (WB) (reissues). Swell
S9.500. Last week. "Black Gold"
(Mono), hotsy $11,500. .

Keith's (CI) (1.542; 90-S1.25)—
"Duel in Sun" (SRO). Soaring to

all-time high here of $36,000, upped
scale helping. This figure matches
returns from nine suburban theatres
in. Greater Cincy now playing
"Duel" simultaneously, five of them
for three days and the others for
full week. Overall total of $72,000
racks up a new high for one pic-
ture's take in Greater Cincy in a
single week. Last week, "Ivy" (U)
(2d wk), at 50-75c scale, slick $6,500.
Lyric (RKO) (1,400: 50-75)

"Black Gold" (Mono) (m.o.). Tame
$4,500. Ditto last week for "Unfaith-
ful" (WB) (m.o.).
Palace (RKO) (2.600: 50-75)—

"Copacabana" (UA); Pleasing $13,-
000. Last week, "Won't Believe Me"
(RKO), moderate $10,000.
Shubert (RKO) (2.100: 50-75)—

"Dear Ruth" (Par) (m.o.). Wow
$10,500. Last week. "Wonder Who's
Kissing Her" (20th) (m.o.) (2d wk),
$6,000.

'Kissing' Lusty $19,000,

K.C.; /Stranger' 16G, 2d
Kansas City. Aug. 5.

Run of big money pictures con-
tinues -here despite the worst heat
wave in years. This week "I Wonder
Who's Kissing Her Now" is taking
the top money, day-dating in the
Tower. Uptown and Fairway. This
looks a cinch holdover.' and best
these houses have had in some time.
"Welcome Stranger" in second week
at the Paramount continues near
the top pace of first week, and will

net around $16,000. not far from
first week of "Kissing" in three
spots. "The Other Love" in the Mid-
land is only so-so. Town is fagged
out with the over-100 degree tem-
perature which has orevailed here
for more than a week now.

Est'mates for This Week
Esauire (Fox Midwest) (820: 45-65)

—"The Web" (U) and "Time Out of

Mind" (U). Verv slow $4,000. Last
week "Odd Man Out" (U) and "Stole

a Million" (U) (reissue), solid '$6 000.

Kimo (Dickinson) (550: 05)—
"Frmtasia" (RKO) (reissue). Great
$4,500 and will stay another session.

Lp«t week. "Sirocco" (Indie). slow-

Si. 500.

Midland (Loew's) (3.500: .45-65)—
"Other Love" (UA) and "Keener of

Roes" (Col>. Lightweight $12,000.

Last week. "The Hucksters" 'M-G)
(2d wk). strong $17,000. but big dip

from first week's $30,000.

Ornheum (RKO) M 900: 45-65)—
"Marked Woman" (WB) and "Des-
tiny" (WB) (reissues). Fairlv good
$11 000. Last week. "Won't Believe

M-" (RKO). same.
Paramount (Par) (1.900: 45-65)—

"Welcome Stranger" (Pan (2d wk).
Continues very welcome here at

$16,000. Certain to go at least s

third week. Last week, terrific

S?3 000. or about a'l hoire can do.

Southtown (Elmer) (950: 45-65)—
"L'Oraee" (Indie) ard "Amateur
Gentleman" (Indie). Moderate $1,500.

List week. "Schubert's S'-rf nade

'

(Jn^ie) p'-"* "First Fjlin—Concert"
( Indie). $2,000. —

J
Tower-Untown-Falrwav (Fnv Mid-

-ve<f) (2.100. 2.043 700: 45-65)—
'Wonder Who's Kissin" Hit" (20thl.

Fat $19 000. and ho'''« .over. Last

week. "Miracle on 34th St." (20th i

(2d wk), fine $1-1.000.

'Miracle' Trim $12,000,

Omaha; 'Believe Me' 8G
Omaha, Aug. 5.

"They Won't Believe Me" and
"Miracle on 34th Street" look stand-

out this week. Remainder of town
is only so-so. "Perils of Pauline,"

first moveover in weeks here, still

is big at the Omaha after terrific

first stanza at the Orpheum.
Estimates for This Week

Brandeis (RKO) (1,500; 16-65)—

"They Won't Believe Me" (Rk!o.)
and "Millie's Daughter" (Col). Sur-
prisingly stout. $8,000. Last week.
"Possessed" (WB I and "Keeper of

Bees" (Col), $9,000.
Omaha (Tristates) (2,000; 16-65)—

"Perils of Pauline" (Par) (m.o.)
and "Jewels Brandenburg" t20th>.
Big $9,500 or near. Last week.
"Destry Rides Again" (U) and
"When Daltons Rode" (U) (reissues),
down to $8,500.
Orpheum (Tristates) (3,000; 16-05)

—"Red • House" (UA) and "Big
Town" (Par). Good $10,000. Last
week, "Perils Pauline" (Par) and
"Fear in Night" (Par), terrific $19.-

000 and one of biggest film grosses
of year.
Paramount (Tristates) (3.000: 16-

65)—"Miracle on 34th St." (20th).

Trim $12,000. Last week, "High Bar-
baree" (M-G), $10,000.

'Brute Huge 23G

Enlivens Philly

Philadelphia, Aug. 5.

Biz is spotty in Philly this week,
especially in view of new product.
"Brute Force" and "I Wonder Who's
Kissing Her Now" look best. Also
okay is "Cry Wolf."

Estimates for This Week
Aldine (WB) (1,303; 50-94)—

"That's My Man" (Rep I. Pale $7,500.

Last week, "Cynthia" (M-G), $12,000.
Arcadia (Sablosky) (700; 50-94)—

"Yearling" (M-G) (2d run). Little
weak due to long milking at first-

run Karlton, looks like about $5,000.
Last week, "Egg and I" (U >, oke
$5,500 for second run.
Boyd (WB) (2.350; 50-94)—"Other

Love" (UA) (2d wk). Thin $12,500.
Last week, so-so $17,000.

Earle (WB) (2.760; 50-94)—"Huck-
sters" (M-G) (3d wk). Still potent at
$32,000. Last week, great $35,000.
Fox (WB) (2.250; 50-94)—"Kissing

Her Now" (20th). Punchy .$28,000."

Last week. "Ghost Mrs. ' Muir"
(20th), mild $12,500 for second week.
Goldman (Goldman) (1.300: 50-94)

—"Dear Ruth" (Par) (2d wk ). Big
$24,000. Opener last week was sock
$31,000.
Karlton (Goldman) (1.000; 50-94)

—"Brute Force" (U). Smash $23,000.
with opening day record for house.
Last week. "Unfaithful" (WB), mild
$7,500 second run.

Keith's (Goldman) (1.300: 50-94)—
"Perils Pauline" (Par) (2d run).
Good $8,500. Last week. "Miracle
34th St." (20th). oke $6,000 for
second run in 6 days.
Mastbanm (WB) (4.360: 50-94)—

"Cry Wolf" (WB ). Okay S29.000. Last
week. "Possessed" (WB), fairish
$20 000 second stanza.
Pix (Cummins) (500: 50-94)—

"Great Waltz" (M-G) (reissue). (2d
wk). Looks fair $6,000. Last week.
$6,500.

Stanley (WB) (2.950: 50-94)—
"Romance Rosv Ridge" (M-G>. Blah
$15,000. Last week. "Fiesta" (M-G).
fair $15,000 third session.

Stanton (WB) (1.475: 50-94)—
"Tarzan ' Huntress" (RKO). Fine
$13,500. Last week. "Ramrod" (UA I.

$8,000 second week.

Weather Slows LA. But 'Slave' Tall

$52,500 in 5 Spots; 'Believe Me Nice

37G in 2, 'Riff-Raff' Fair 25G for 4

'Ruth' Rousing $16,000,

Buff.; 'Copa' Fast 16G,

'Ivy' No Poison at 13G
Buffalo, Aug. 5.

Batch of new films is making the
overall boxoffice picture stronger
here this week. "Dear Ruth,"
"Copacabana" and "Ivy" look like

the best bets.
Estimates for This Week

Buffalo (Shea) (3.500; 40-70)—
"Other Love" (UA) and "Jewels
Brandenburg" (20th). Moderate
$12,000. Last week, "Possessed"
(WB). stout $17,000.

Great Lukes (Shea) (3,400; 40-70)

—"Dear Ruth" (Par). Solid $16,000.

Last week. "Hucksters" (M-G ) (2d

wk). $14,000.

Hipp (Shea) (2.100: 40-70 )—"Pos-
sessed" (WB) (m.o. ). Good $6,500.

Last week, "Great Expectations" (U )

and "Philo Vance Returns" (PRC>.
tlrnn? $8,000.

/ Tec'k (Shea) (1.400: 40-70 >—"Huck-
sters" (M-G l (m.o.). Fine $4,500.

I Last week. "Duel in Sun" (SRO)
1

(7th wk). nice $6,000 at S1.25 top.

|
Lafayette (Basil ) (3,000; 40-70'—

"Ivv" (U> and "Gas House Kids Go
|
West" (U i. Trim $13,000 Last week.
'•Odd l&iivi Out" (U) and "Miss

!
Broadway" (U>. $11,500.

! 20th Century (20th Cent.) (3,000:
' 40-70) — "Copacabana" (UAi and
, "Step by Step" (RKO > Fast $16,000.

j Last week. "That's My Man" (Rep)
' and "Hit Parade 1947" (Rep), $10,500.

Los Angeles, Aug. 5.

Firstruns here still are fighting it

out with the weather, with grosses

not too forte. However, "Slave

Girl" shapes as pleasing $52,500 in

five ftieatres and "Won't Believe

Me" looks nice at $37,000 in two
houses. Latter is certain of hold-

over.

"Imperfect Lady" is heading for a

very scant $20,000 in two Paramount
situations. "Riff-Raff" will be only

fair $25,000 in four spols. "Blithe

Spirit" is failing to impress and is

going out after five days with faint

$8,000 for four houses.
"Kissing Her Now." in second

frame, is down to $45,500 in five

spots after hefty $71,200 first week
Third round of "Hucksters" is dip-
ping to a mere $37,500 in three spots.

Third week of "Possessed" is only
$27,000 in three houses.

Estimates for This Week
Belmont (FWC) (1.532: 50-S1 1

—

"Riff-Raff" (RKO) and "Seven Keys
Baldpate" (RKO). Slow $3,500,
Last week, "Repeat Performance"
(E-L) and "Green for Danger"
(E-L), $4,100.
Beverly Hills Music Hall (G&S-

Blumenfeld) (824; 65-$l )—"Blithe
Spirit" (UA) and "Flight to No-
where" (SG). Sad $1,500 in 5 days.
Last week, "Copacabana" (UA) (2d
wk-10 davs). dull $3,800.
Carthay Circle (FWC) (1.518: 50-

$1)—"Who's Kissing Her" (20th)
(2d wk). Down to $5,000 or near.
Last week, oke $7,600.
Chinese (Grauman-WC) (2,048;

50-$l )—"Kissing Her" (2.0th) (2d
wk>. Neat $11,000. Last week.
$16,700.
Downtown (WB) (1.800; 50-$D—

"Possessed" (WB) (3d wk). Oke
$11,000- in 8 days. Last week, neat
$15,500. .

'

Downtown Music Hall (Blumen-
feld) (872: 50-$l)—"BMthe Soirit"
(UA) and "Flight to Nowhere"
(SG). Only $3,000 in 5 days. Last
week, "Copacabana" (UA) (2d wk-
10 days), $8,500.
Egyptian (FWC) (1.638: 50-.$D—

"Hucksters" (M-G) (3d wk). Off to
$10,000, nice. Last week. $14,200.

El Rev (FWC) (861; 50-$l )—"Riff-
RafT" (RKO) and "Seven Keys
Baldpate" (RKO). Fair $4,000. Last
week. "Repeat Performance'' (E-L)
and "Green for Danger" (E-L),
pleasing $5,200.
Esquire (Rosener) (685: $1.20)—

"This Happy Breed" (U) (10th wk).
About $1,500. Last week, still profit-
able $1,800.

. Four Star (UA-WC) (900: 50-$D—
"Repeat Performance" (E-L) and
"Green for Danger" (E-L)- (m.o.).
Okay $3,500. Last week. "Great Ex-
pectations" (U) (m.o.) (3d wk-9
days), hi" $3,700.
Gnild (FWC) (968; 50-.S1

)—"Slave
Girl" (U) and "Thunderbolt"
(Mono). Pleasing $6,500 oi- over.
Last week. "Brute Force" (Uj (3d
wk-9 davs). $2,400.
Hawaii (G&S-Blumenfeld l (956:

50-$!)—"Blithe Spirit" (UA) and
"Flight to Nowhere" (SG ). Dull
S2.000 in 5 days. Last we*. "Copa-
cabana" (UA) (2d wk-10 days).
S3.000.
Hollywood (WB) (2.756: 50-$l )—

"Possessed" (WB) (3d wk). Only
$7,000. Last week, oke $11,600.
Hollywood Music Hall (Blumen-

feld) (475: 50-85 )—"Blithe Spirit"
(UA) and "Flight to Nowhere" (SG).
Bnre $1 500 in 5 days. Last week,
"Copacabana" (UA) (2d wk-10 davs).
scant $3,000. •

Iris (FWC) (828: 50-85 >—"Slave
Girl" (U) and "Thunderbolt"
(Mono). Neat $6,500 or better. Last
week. "Brut/ Force" (U) (3d wk-
9 davs). $2,800.

Laurel (Rosener) (890: 85)—
"Genius and Nisbting.-ile" (Indie)
and "Broken Love" (Indie) (2d wk).
Below $1,000. Last week, taint $1,100.
Loew State (Loew-WC) (2.404:

50-$l )—"Kissing Her" (20lhi and
••Crimson Kev" (20th) (2d wk i.

Down to $16,500. Last week, good
$26,500.
Los Anpeles (D'town-WC) (2.097:

50-$li—"Hucksters" (M-G' (3d wk I.

Sagging to $16 500. Last week. $2' 000.

Lovola (FWC) (1.248: 50-S1I--
"Kissing Her" (20th i '2d wk ). Nice
$6 500. Last week. $9,400.

Marcal (GAS) (90(): B0-S1.80)—
"Henry V" (UA) (Of* wit). Good
$3 000. Last week. $3 300.

Orpheum (D'town-WC) (2.210: 50-

$1 1—"RifT-Rnff" (RKO) and "Bald-
pate" (RKO). Liciht $13,000. Last
week. "Repeat Porfnrmnpce" (E-L

'

and "Green for Danger" (E-L ).

i $12,000.
i Million' Dollar (D'town) (2.122: 55-
98)—"News Hounds" (Mono' with
fiu«ar Chile Robinson. Will Mastin
Trio, others, on stage. Goori $22,000.

I Last week. "Shoot "1o Kill" (SO)
[
with Kiiig Cole Trio on stage.

, $23,000.
Partakes (Pan) (2.812- 50-$l)~

"Won't Believe Me" (RKO) and
! "Bl on die's Big Moment" (Col>. Nice
$18,000. Last week, "Woman on

Beach" (RKO) and "Sport of Kings"
(Col) (9 days). $13,100.

Paramount (F&M) (3,398; 50-$D—
"Imperfect Lady" (Par) and "Bells
San Fernando" (SG). Faint $11,000.

Last week, "Perils Pauline" (Par)
and "Big Town" (Par) (3d wk),
light $13,500,

Paramount Hollywood (F&M)
(1.451; 50-$l)-^"Imperfect Lady"
(Par) and "Bells San Fernando"
(SG). Thin $8,000. Last week. "Perils
Pauline" (Par) (3d wk). nifty $11,-

600.

RKO Hillstrcct (RKO) (2,890: 50-
80)—"Won't Believe Me" (RKO)
and "Blondie's" (Col). Trim $19,000.

Last week, "Woman on Beach"
(RFO) and "Sport of Kings" (Col)
(9 .V vs). very thin $15,800.
Kltz (FWC) (1.370; 50-$D—"Slave

Girl" (U) and "Thunderbolt" (Mono).
Good $10,000. Last week. "Brute
Force" (U) (3d wk-9 days). $5,300.

Studio City (FWC) (880; 50-$l l—
"Slave Girl" (U) and "Thunderbolt"
(Mono). Okay $6,000. Last week,
"Brute Force" (U) (3d wk-9 days),'

$3,000.
United Artists (UA) (2.100: 50-$D

"Slave Girl" (U) and "Thunderbolt"
(Mono). Stout $23,500. Last week,
"Brute Force" (U) (3d wk-9 days),
$10,800.
Uptown (FWC) (1.719; 50-$D—

"Kissing Her" (20th) and "Crimson
Key" (20th) (2d wk). Oke $6,500.

Last week, good $10,900.
Vofrue (FWC) (835; 50-$1 )—"Riff-

Raff" (RKO) and "Baldpate" (RKO).
Fair $4,500. Last week. "Repeat Per-
formance" (E-L) and "Green for
Danger" (E-L). $5,100.
Wilshlre (FWC) (2,296; 50-$D—

"Hucksters" (M-G) (3d wk). Near
$10,500. Last week, $14^500.

•

Wlltern (WB) (2,300: 50-$D—
"Possessed" (WB) (3d wk). Down to
$8,500. Last wcek.^nice $13,100.

'Ruth' Fancy 16G

In Mild L'ville

Louisville, Aug. 5.

Biz is on the slow side this week,
hot weather keeping patrons out of
film houses. Only bright entry is

"Dear Ruth'" at the Rialto which
looks to have a fine session. Other
houses either have comparatively
lightweight product or holdovers.

Estimates for This Week
Brown (Fourth Avenue) (1.200; 40-

60)—"Perils Pauline" (Par) and
"Cover Big Town" (Par) (3d wk).
Still strong $4,000 after last week's
fine $5,000.
Kentucky (Switow) (1,200: 30-40)

—"Two Mrs. CarroUs" (WB) and
"Love and Learn" (WB). Nice
$3,100. Last ;veek, "Farmer's Daugh-
ter" ( RKO ) and "Undercover Maisie"
(M-G). $3,200.
Mary Anderson (People's) (1.100;

40-60)—"Possessed" (WB) (2d wk).
Satisfactory $5,000 after first week's
good $7,500.
National (Standard) (2.400: 40-60)

—"Daniel Boone" (RKO> and
"Windjammer" (RKO) (reissues).
Mild $5,000. Last week, "Dracula"
(U) and "Frankenstein" (U) (re-

issues), fair $7,000.
Rialto (FA) (3,400: 40-60 >—"Dear

Ruth" (Par) and "Jungle Princess"
(Par). Topping town for fine $16,000.

Last week. "Ghost Mrs. Muir" (20th).

and "Banio" (-RKO), $13,000.
Scoop (Louisville Theatres) (700;

40-60)—"Wedding Night" (Par) (re-

i
issue). Modest $2,000. Last week,

I
"Mice and Men" (FO (reissue),

. *2 200
I State (Loew's) (3.300: 40-60)—
"Living in Big Way" (M-G) and

I "Keeper of Bees" (Col). Fair $12.-

000. Last week, "Hucksters" (M-G)
! (2d wk). pnort $15,000.

i
Strand (FA) (1,400; 40-60)—"Black

Gold" (Mono) and "Kilrov Was
i
Here" (Mono) (2d wk). Sprightly
$5,500 after last week's big $8,000.

'Fiesta' Torrid $12,000.

Seattle; 'Angel' Bis 9G
Seattle. Aug. 5.

Plenty of holdovers here this
week but most of them are strong.
'Fiesta" looks standout but "Angel
and Badman" is great at small-
seater Palomar.

Estimates 'or This vesk
Blur Mouse (H-E) (800: 45-80)—

"Miracle 34th St." (20th) (m.o.).

Oke $4,000 in 6 days for third down-
town week. Last week. "Egg and
I" <U> (7th wk), big $4,000.

Fifth Avenue (H-E) (2.349: 45-80>

—"Fiesta" (M-G). Big $12,000. Last
week. "Miracle 34th St." (20th) (2d
wk ). nice $7,300 in 5 days.
Liberty (J&VH) (1.650; 45-80)—

"Gtinfightors" (Col) and "Keeper
of Bees" (Col) (2d wk). Hot $8,500

(Continued on page 16)
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* Singapore
Universal-International release of Jerry

Bresler production. Stars Fred MacMurray,
Ava Gardner; features Roland Culver,
Richard Haydn,* Spring Byington, Thomas,
Gomez, Porter Hall. Directed by John
Urahm. Screenplay, Seton I. Miller and
Hobert Thoeren, based on original slory
by Miller; camera, Maury Gertsmnn; edi-

tor, William Hornbeck; music,- Daniele
Amnthentreof. Tradeshown, N. Aug. f»i

'47. Running time, VJ MINIS.
Matt Gordon Fred MacMurray
Linda Ava, Gardner
Michael Van l.eyderi.. Roland Culver
Chief Inspector 'Hewitt Richard Haydn
Mrs. Bellows .Spring Hylngton
Mr. Manribus Thomas Gomez
Mr. Bellows Porter Hall
Sascha JBarda George Lloyd
Ming Ling Maylta
Rev. Barnes Holmes Herbert
Miss Barnes ......... Edith F.vanson
Cadum Frederick Wortoch
Mr. Hussein , I.al Ctaa'nd Mehra
Pepe Curt Conway

up the chance, so she picks Preston,
causing trouble in camp. Preston is

swayed to highjack grain from farm-
ers, resulting in more trouble. Final
blowup has Ladd and Preston going
at it in a knockdown, dragout fight

that sends Miss Lamour packing and'
brings the buddies together again,
John Monks,: Jr., scripted. Camera

work by. John Seitz is expert, and
good process photography . was con-
tributed by farciot Edouart. Hugo
Friedhofer's music score is on the
credit side. Brog,

"Singapore" is a slow-paced pic

that will have to bank heavily on
its fair marquee values and snappy
exploitation of its intriguing title.

A" postwar adventure tale set against
an Oriental background, film is short
on action and too long on pedestrian
romantic mooning between the prin-
cipals, Fred MacMurray and Ava
Gardner.
Producer Jerry Bresler, however,

has limned this offering with a solid

dress that manages to generate an
authentic atmosphere of British-con-
trolled Singapore. Firstrate support-
ing cast, well-defined camera work,
smooth editing and a good musical
tcore also help greatly. But the pro-
duction fails to surmount towering
obstacles presented by obvious di-

rectorial treatment of a formula
screenplay tritely scripted.
MacMurray plays an ex-A'mericah

eailor who returns to Singapore to

continue his prewar job of smug-
gling pearls out of the territory,

via flashbacks, story establishes a
previous romance between MacMur-
ray and Miss Gardner, who presuma-
bly was killed in a Japanese air raid
on their wedding night during the
war years. Meantime, a gang of

Singapore cutthroats tail MacMurray
to take over a swag of pearls which
he stashed away in a hotel...room
during the Japanese occupation.
While making the rounds of the

.Singapore niteries,! MacMurray finds

his gal still alive but wedded to an-
other man and suffering from total

amnesia. Film gets bogged in talk
in trying to unravel 'the complica-
tions but finally solves them with
pat meller devices that are handled
without credibility. Windup has Miss
Gardner getting kidnapped, with an
heroic bang-up rescue by MacMur-
ray and a tragic renunciation by her
husband.

In central role of debonair ad-
venturer, MacMurray walks through
Tiis paces in standard okay form.
Miss Gardner, miscast as sweet,
young item, has no chance to display
her sultry charms and falters in the
high-key emotive range. Solid per-
formances are turned in by Porter
Hall and Spring Byington, as visiting

American tourists from Minneapolis";
Poland Culver, as Miss Gardner's
husband; and George Lloyd as a
subtle pickpocket, Herm.

lllnekiuail
Hollywood, Aug. 1.

Republic release of William .1. o'Sullivan
production. .Stars William Marshall, Adele
.Mara. Kicardo , Cortez; features Grant
Withers, Stephanie B.ichelor, Richard
eraser, Roy Barcroft, George J. Lewis.
Directed by Lesley selander. . Screenplay,
Royal I^. Cole; added dialog, Albert De-
Mond; original story. Robert Leslie Bellen:
camera, Reggie tanning: editor, Tony Msr-
tirieili. Previewed In Hollvwood, July 81,

'47. Running time, 67 .WINS.
Dan Turner William Marshall
Sylvia Duane ...» Adele Mara
Zlggy Cranston ..Itlcardo Cortez
Inspector Donaldson. ..'.... .Grant Withers
Carla '. . • .Stephanie Bachelor
Antolne Richard Fraser
Spice Kelloway Roy Barcroft
Blue Chip Wlnslow George J. Lewis
Jervie ..Gregory Ga.v

I Pinky .....Tristram Coffin

Mamie .'. i Eva Nova

k

Gomez Bud Wolfe

"Blackmail" never proves as ex-
citing as its title would indicate.

Actionless motion and dull talk keep
interest at a minimum. Production
dress is good but physical quality
fails to make up for lack of punch.
Melodrama deals with another of

those tough private detectives lately

in fashion. The guy is called in by
a rich playboy gambler to protect
him from blackmailers. Detective's
interference in the case apparently
only results in the ante being boosted
from original $50,000 tap to $150,000.

A number of bumpoffs, several fisti-

cuff encounters by the dick and sun-
dry stock ingredients are padded in

but only serve to further the con-
fusion.
William Marshall isn't too con-

vincing as the dick. Neither are the
others, including Ricardo Cortez. the
client; Adele Mara and Richard
Fraser, the villains; Grant Withers,
the police detective; Roy Barcroft,
Stephanie Bachelor and George J.

Lewis.
Lesley Selander's direction keeps

the players in .motion but it's not
meller action. Mild script was fur-
nished by Royal K. Cole from an
original story by Robert Leslie Bel-
lem. Brog.

Miniature Reviews
"Sinrapore" OJ-I). Slow ad-

venture romance with Fred Mac-
Murray and Ava Gardner; .

mediocre b.o.

'•WHd Harvest" (Par). Star

names, headed by Alan Ladd,
will aid in putting over story of

"

wheat harvesting. .
:•

•.•Blackmail" (Rep). Melodrama
of private detective and his du-
bious clients. Fails to live up to

action promised in title.

"Key Witness" (Col). Mild
wurder yarn suited for lower
rung of twin bills.

"High Tice" (Mono). Okay ac-

tion whodunit. K"

'•I Know Where I'm Going"
(British) (U-I). Michael Pow-
ell-Emeric Pressburger produc-
tion. Surefire for sure-seaters.

•Twins" (Artkino) (Songs).

Russian-made comedy a modest
entry for foreign houses.

"A Man About The House''

(BL) (British). Good who-
dunit limited by lack marquee
names.

"Anything- for a Song" (Ital-

ian) (Superfilm). May entice

some opera fans, but otherwise

for. Italian-language fans.

"A Sangre Fria" ("In Cold
Blood"). Tepid Argentine thril-

ler with no appeal for U. S.

"she knows where .she's going" —
which, to. her, means marrying
money. She hooks a wealthy in-
dustrialist and leaves London to
marry him on a tiny island in the
Hebrides, which he's rented during
the war. Just when she's in sight of.

the island, on the last lap of her
journey, a sudden gale springs up
arwjrshe'jB. forced to stay on the main-
land \Mtl) . the native Scots in the
village.

She naturally meets and falls for
a young navy lieutenant, actually a
Scottish lord and the owner of the
island, who's also frying to get there
for some hunting while on leave.
Rest of the picture shows her gradu-
ally losing faith in her ideas, under
the combined blandishments of the
lieutenant and the happy, but poor,
Scotsmen. After making one last at-
tempt to reach the island, in which
she and the lieutenant are almost
drowned, she finally realizes she's
been wrong all the time and. in a
logically-drawn denouement, throws
over the old codger for the young
Scotsman.
Story is an original by Powell and

Pressburger. Production team's di-
rection gives the film a leisurely pace
that slows it down too much at times
but the combined story line, acting
and novel setting and characters
build sufficient suspense. Production
mountings are standout, from the
unique method of presenting the
credits, to the suspense-laden climax.
Allan Gray's score adds to the film's
mood, with the Glasgow Orpheus
Choir helping with some interesting

Wild Harvest
Hollywood, Aug. 1.

Key Witness
Columbia release of Rudolph C. Flqthnw

production. Features John Beat, Trudy
Marshall. Jimmy Lloyd. Directed tay D.
Ross Lederman.- Screenplay. Edward Bock*
from story by J. Donald Wilson; camera.
Philip Tannura: editor. Dwight" Caldwell.
At Rialto. N. Y., week starting July 20,

'47. Running time, 07 SUNS.
Milton Higby John Beal
Marge Andrews Trudy Marshall
Larry Summers Jimmy Lloyd
Sally Guthrie Helen Mowery
Albert Lorlng Wilton Graff
Martha Tllgby Barbara Reed
John Ballin Charles Trowbridge
(Ulster Bidwetl Harry JIayden
Smiley William Newell
Edward Clemmons Seimer Jackson
Officer Johnson Robert Williams
Nurse Sibley Victoria Home

Scottish airs. Stal.

characters who try to make life

tough for private detective Don
Castle. Latter does well by assign-
ment, as does Lee Tracy as the hard-
boiled editor who is the cause of all

the trouble, although not exposed
until the end.

Behind (he mystery is Tracy's
efforts to take control of newspaper
tor which he is editor. He knocks
off his publisher, attempts to get the
detective he had called in to protect
him from, alleged threats, and does
in an undercover operator for the
publisher as well as his own gambler
sidekick before the round of events
catch up with him. ,

. John Reihhardt's direction keeps
the plot on the move and perform-
ances good. Julie Bishop and Ana-
bel Shaw carry off the small femme
leads okay, with Miss Bishop ap-
pearing to best advantage in un-
sympathetic spot. Regis Toomey is

good as the police inspector and
others measure up to requirements.
"Lensing by Henry Sharp, editing,

music score by Rudy Schrager and
other productional functions fur-
nished by Wrather and his associate,

James C. Jordan, supply okay back-
ing to the Robert Presnell, Sr.,

script, based oh story by Raoul
Whitfield. Brog.

Twins
(Russian-Made)

(SONGS).
Artkino release of Mosfilm Studios produc-

tion. Star* Mikhail Zharov, Ludmilla Trel-
Ikovskaya. Directed by Konstuntin Yudin.
Screenplay, Y. L'luner, M. VitukhnovRky

:

camera, A. Tarasov; songs. Boris I^isker;
English titles. Charles Clement. At Stan-
ley, N. Y.. starting July 26, '47, Running
time, SO MISS.
Yeropkln Mikhail Zharov
Luba Ludmila Tselikovskaya
Liza Vera Orlova
Lfstopadov Andrei Tut Ishkin
His Son Pavel Shprlngfeld
Orlikov Dmitri Taviov
Gsdalov .Konstantin Sorotkin
Alia t Broshkina trlna Murzayeva

been left a legacy by their uncle—

a

beautiful villa south of Naples. Tbej,
sojourn there with object of dispos-
ing of the property and returning to
England.
On arrival they find the place is

managed by Salvatore, their late un-
cle's general factotum. Agnes is bent
on returning, but Ellen falls in love
with the beauty and plentltude that
abounds after their abject poverty.
She also falls in love with Salvatore,
in reality a man with a bad record.
They are finally married and hubby
makes up his mind to get rid of her
by a slow poisoning process. His ac-
tion- is revealed by Sir Benjamin
Dench, former sweetheart of Agnes,
who has now fallen for the .younger
sister.

Dench forces a confession from
Salvatore who, after a realistic fight,

is killed falling over a cliff. His
wife thinks it's an accident and is

left in ignorance of real cause of
death. Fadeout - is departure of
Dench and Ellen, off to get married
in India, with Agnes staying behind
to manage the estate, as her husband
(whom she still cherishes as one of
the 'finest men in the world) would
have wished her to do.
Acting is good' all around, with

exception of Guy Middleton who, in

two scenes, gives out with that plum-
in-the-mouth accent which has been
great hindrance to the popularity of
some English pix;iin America. Kie-
ron Moore, formerly known as Kie-
ron O'Hanrahan when he was acting

at the Abbey theatre, Dublin, is a
find and should be in great demand.
Most of the outdoor shots were

made in Genoa and are beautiful,

while direction is pretty slick and
workmanlike. Rege.

Paramount release of Robert Fellows pro-
Auction, Stare Alan Ladd, Dorothy La-
mour, Robert Preston, Lloyd Nolan; fea-

tures Dick Erdman, Allen Jenkins. "Direct-
ed by Tay Gamett. 'Screenplay, John
Monks, Jr.; camera, John Seltz; process
photography, Farciot Kdouart; music score.

Hugo Frledhofer: editor, Billy Shea. Trade-
shown Aug. 1, '47. Running time, ti'l MINS.
Joe Madlgan Alan Ladd
J"ay Rankin Dorothy J-arnour
51m Davis Robert Preston
Kink Lloyd Nolan
Mark Lewis Dick Erdman
Hlggins Allen Jenkins
Mike Alperson Will Wright
Rankin Griff Rarnett
Pete Anthony Caruso
Long Wnlter Knnd-e

Kick Frank Sully

"Wild Harvest" concerns itself

more with harvesting of wheat than
with virile action. As a consequence,
there are long stretches of dull foot-

age that take the edge off the action

when it does come. Name values are
*trong and will help in arousing ini-

tial boxoffice interest, although take
in the upper brackets is not likely

to be sustained.
Film opens slowly and doesn't gear

itself for wild and violent action un-
til well past the halfway mark.
Scenes of harvesting by gangs of
reaper-wielders begin to pall after

awhile. Tay Garnett's direction of

the Robert Fellows production has
considerable scope to cover in this

apparently censor-softened story of

a gang of adventurers who turn tal-

ents to wheat harvesting.
Garnett does wallop over some

sequences of fisticuffs between Alan
Ladd and Robert Preston. There's a

good chase when angry farmers take
after the gang but these highlights
aren't backed up by other footage.

There's a lack of tension that could
have punched over the harvesting
scenes, the battle against time and
weather when the wHeat is ripe.

Sex-play, too, between Ladd and
Dorothy Lamour, with Preston as

third side of a triangle, has been
watered down and fails to excite.

Ladd, Preston and Lloyd Nolan are
good Tn top tvtfPhsted mfc*. while-

Dick Erdman and Allen Jenkins ap-
pear okay in featured spots. Miss
Lamour shares star billing, holding
her own in a film that emphasizes
muscled males. She's a no-good gal

who tries to talk Ladd' into taking

her away from the farm. He passes

Exhibitor complaint nowadays is

that the B's are so sad they can't

get a dollar with them. Such a
squawk applies to this film, a B
which distributors would have been
afraid to offer a few years ago.

Lack of cast names is also a factor,

tor.

John Beal does fairly well, as a

much-harried inventor who is acci-

dentally involved in the slaying of

a girlfriend. Trudy Marshall is cast
as his buddy's sweetheart, this look-
ing like a fairly good screentest for
the gal. Beal's buddy, Jimmy Lloyd,
seems to have the best future possi-
bilities of the whole cast. Lad has
looks and can act, something that
can't be said for many in this pic-
ture. However, one is inclined to
blame both the director and editor
for some of the absurd sequences
and hammy entrances.

J. Donald Wilson's original story
fs okay but what Edward Bock,
scripter, and D. Ross Lederman,
director, didn't do to it, the cast did.
All continuity and semblance of rea-
sonable development appear to have
been tossed aside at times. Wear.

I Know Where I'm Going
(BRITISH-MADE)

Universal - International (Prestige) re-
lease of Michael Powell, Emerie Press-
burger (J. Aithur Rank) production. Stars
Wendy Hitler. Roger Livesey; features Fin-
lay t.'urrie, Pamela Brown. Directed and
written by Powell and Pressburger. Cam-
era, Erwin HtUler; editor, John Heabourne;
music, Allan Gray, with Glasgow Orpheus
Choir. Tradeshown. N. Y., July 31, '47.

Running time, VI M1NS.
Joan Webster Wendy Timer
Tortiull MacNeil Roger Livesey
Ruulrldh Mor Flnlay Currie
Catriona Pamela Brown
Mr. Robinson Valentine Dynll
Cherll Petula Clark
>lu,nter Walter Hudd
Mr. Webster George Carney
Capt, Lochinvar.Capt. Duncan Mackechnie
Kenny Murdo Morrison
Birdie ...Margot Fltzsimons
Mrs. Corzier Naacy Price
R.A.F. Sergeant Graham Moffett
John Campbell John Laurie
Postmistress Jean Cadell

(In Russian; English Titles)

Striving hard to be funny, "Twins"
is really only a mildly amusing So-
viet pic. It should do just passably
good biz in foreign-language houses.

Difficulty is that too much hokum
was piled on a slim story. Only when
it verges on the slapstick does it

manage to generate genuine laughter.
Plot concerns a pair of unidentified

baby twins who are a'dopted by a
femme Soviet worker. ' First her
roommate is annoyed by the babes.
Then her landlady. Story ultimately
drags in the head Commissar in her
precinct, two sailors recuperating
from wounds and, ultimately, the
real parents. The babies are sup-
posed to be war orphans and yarn
mildly touches on the angle that So-
viet citizens should adopt war or-
phans.
Mikhail Zharov chips in with a

strong performance as food-loving

Anything for a Song
(SONGS)

(Italian-Made)
Superfilm Distributing Corp. release of

S. A. Grand! production. Stars Ferruccio
Tagljavlnl. Directed by Carlo Buglani.
Screenplay, Mario MattoU: camera, Charles
Suin; music, Cllea, Donizetti, Cardlllo.

Previewed In N. Y., Aug. 1, '47. Running
time, 76 MINS.
Mario Guadalucoi Ferruccio Tagliavini

Bodoloni Carlo Rnmani
Anna Lulsa Rossi
Parcottt Tino Scotti

Cavoncelli Aldo Silvan!

Glulid Carlo Campania!
Elena Vera Carmi
Conte' Luigi Cjmaia
Gualducci Virglllo Riento

(In Italian; English Titles)

Ferruccio Tagliavini, one of the
Met Opera's prize importations of last

season, is one of the more active
voices in the renascent postwar Ital-

ian film industry because of his U. S.

acclaim. He's attained considerable
stature in name value in the music
fields, but draw of this pic is confined
to those circles, mainly because of
meagre production surrounding him.
Latest importation, "Anything for a

Song," Italian picture with English
subtitles, is mainly for the Italian-

language houses, but with hefty ex-

ploitation of Tagliavini, film could
get a play from longhair devotees.
Tagliavini does considerable sing- .

ing in this film, running a wide range
from opera to lighter Italian airs.

. He's seen in a far-fetched comedy as
chaser, while Ludmila Tselikovskaya the son of an eggplant processor who

II iffN Tide
Hollywood, Aug. 1.

Monogram release ot Jack Wrather pro-
duction. Stars Lee Tracy. Don Castle. Julie
Bishop. Allahel Shaw; features Regis Ton*
nif y. .

Douglas, Walton, Francis Ford. An-
thony Wattle; Directed by John Relnhnrdt.
Screenplay. Robert Presnell,. Sr.: added
dining. Peter Milne: story. R."oul Whilfteld-
camera. Henry Sharp: musical score. Rudy
Schrager; edllor.

,
Stewart S. Frye. Pre-

viewed in Hollvwood, July ,11, '47. Running
lime. 70 MINN.
Hugh Fresney , Lee Tracy
Tim Siade Tain Casile
Julie Vnughn Julie Bishop
Dana Jones Annbel Shaw
Inspector O'Harfey Regis Toomey
Clinton V.'itiglin Dontrlns Walton
Pop Marrow Francis Ford
Nick Dyke Anthony Wards
Cleve Collins Wilson Wood
Mir. Cresset- Argentina Bninetfi
Interne George H. Ryland

"High Tide" is actionful whodunit
that willserve canablv. Turned out
for MonolramTrTWrck Wrather, new
to Hollywood production, film gives

interesting fulfillment to its tale of

mayhem against a newspaper back-
ground. Production quality is good
for budget expenditure.
Cast is good in depicting various

is excellent as the comely party
worker who adopts the kids. Dmitri
Pavlov and Konstantin Sorotkin do
okay as the two sailors who decide
to help support the twins, with one
falling in love with the gal. In fact,

their comedy work far overshadows
the silly yarn.
Konstantin Yudin directed but he's

never surmounted the story handed
him. Several untitled songs by Boris
Lasker are fairly tuneful, especially
when sung by Miss Tselikovskaya.
Others in the cast break into song
on the slightest pretext but the di-
rector, luckily, has confined this to
a few late sequences. Wear.

"I Know Where I'm Going" should
be a natural for the arty houses.
Turned out by Michael Powell and
Emet ic Pressburger, one of J. Arthur
Rank's ace production units, the pic-
ture has in it all the charm and re-
alism with which this team has siic-

cess'ully embellished a number of
its other films released in the U. S.
Slotted for distribution under the
Prestige banner of Universal-Inter-
national, the picture hasn't sufficient
boxoffice draw to enable it to stand
alone in general situations; with the
tremendous word-of-mouth it's cer-
tain to amass, however, it can't miss
for the stireseaters.

Film returns Wendy Hiller to U. S.
screens after a long absence,, and the
actress scores as heavily in this as
she did in "Pygmalion" and "Major
Barbaia," her two most noteworthy
successes heretofore. Only other
marquee names, even for the arty
houses, are Roger Livesey and Pame-
la Brown, both of whom add to their
laurels in this one. With most of
the action taking place in northern
Scotland, Powell and Pressburger
evidently, recruited some of the na-
tives to add to the supporting cast.

Result is a neat touch of realism,
with the Gaelic language, used spar-
ingly for effect, serving to build in-

terest in the tale.

Title is taken l>"*40|fcld Sflitifch
folktune, which run's wsporaflBlfly
through the film. Rapidfire sequences
at the outset show Miss Hiller prog-
ressing from childhood to the point
at. which the story picks her up, con-
tinually building the Impression that

A Man About the House
(BRITISH-MADE)

London, Aug. 1.

British Lion release of Kllward Black
production. Stars Margaret JohnBton. Dul-"
cie Gray, Kleron Moore. Directed by Leslie
Arliss. Screen adaptation of novel.hy Fran-
cis .Brett young by J. B. Williams and
Arliss. Music by Nicholas Brodzsky. Cam-
era, Georges Perlnal. At Palace. London,
Aug. ill, '47. Running time. »5 MINS.
Agnes Islt Margaret Johnston
Klein Isit Dulcie tlray
Salvatore rr. . . . Kierou Moore
Sir Benjamin Dench Guy Middleton
Ronald Sanctuary Felix Aylmer
Mrs. Armltage Lilian Bralthwalte
Maria Jone Salinas
Assunta Maria Flmtan)
Gita Fulvla de Prlamo
Antonio Nicola Esposlto
Htggs Reginald Purdell
Solicitor Wilfred Caithness

Lack of marquee names is bound
to have effect on pulling power of
this picture, especially for America;
and the best it can attain is the dual-
er spot. But with air its deficiencies,
this John Perry screen adaptation of
Francis

-

Brett Young's best seller is

good cinema, and should do well on
its general release after its West
End premiere, some time in Septem-
ber, at Metro's ace spot, the Empire.
Story is woven around two spin-

ster sisters running a school in the
Midlands in very straitened circum-
stances, but full of family pride, es-
pecially Agnes, the elder, who domi-
nates the younger, Ellen.
As they are about to sell some old

sticks ^Igtett'iitiue to a local junk
man, he cTTSws their attention to an
advertisement in a London paper
asking for the whereabouts of a
family Isit, a very uncommon name,
wondering if it's meant for them.
Gals investigate and find they have

rebels against the family trade in an
effort to crash music. Opposition of

his father stymies any attempt in

that direction, and he ultimately re-

turns to the family fold in order to

procure enough money to restore the

sight of a blind girl, even so far as

intending to marry a girl his father

has selected for him. However, his

intended bride falls for another, and
matters work out to Tagliavini's sat-

isfaction.
Comedy is frequently naive. Per-

formances are similarly lightweight,

Virgilio Riento hitting a nice stride

as the singer's father. Vera Carmi,

as the love interest, and Luisa Rossi,

the blind gal, play their roles ade-

quately. Tagliavini is believable, but

his major importance, naturally, lies

in his song contributions. Jose.

A Sangre Fria
("In Cold Blood")

(ARGENTINE-MADE)
Buenos Aires, July 22.

tnler-Americann release or Luis Saslav.

sky production. Stars Amelia Benoe; fea-

tures Pedro Lopez Lagar. Directed oy

Daniel Ttnayre. Story and screenplay,

Ssslavsky: camera, Alberto Btchehehert.

At Gran Cine Ocean, June (!, '47.

time, 95 MINS.
Running

Like other recent Argentine who-
dunits, this film is a tepid thriller

tending to be boring rather than ex-

citing. Picture has no appeal for

U. S. audiences but may do well in

small local houses. Yarn is built

around'the attempts on the Ijfe o£ a

wealthy old lady. Her nephew ex-

pects to inherit her money and uses

a servant to poison her. Pair are

foiled and killed in a chase.

Only bright spot is Amelia Bence s

performance, but she's handicapped

by inept story. Other acting is gen-

erally poor. Lopez Lagar. once one

of the better actors, seems more
mystified with the plot than the

audience. .

Daniel Tinayre's direction )S

stodgy and unimaginative. Nul.

Jerry Fairbanks' Switch '

Hollywood. Aug- 5.

Jerry lN^h;, nki^; hintyj^M^Sftt
is < w i I c IuflPffo^e^^rTi i cs \vtWT^B!^P
tor Jim," a tale of a country physi-

cian, as his first full-length venture.

Picture goes into production Ava-
il, with Lew Landers directing.
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• GOOD PICTURES are the lifeblood

of this industry, important not only to

the companies that make them, but to -

every man and woman who draws a

studio paycheck.

With the majority of companies
launching their new product season in

August, the quality of the new pic-

tures is of greater significance to the

industry than perhaps at any other

time in its history. For this reason, we
couldn't help being impressed by the
enthusiasm we. encountered in visiting

the MGM lot for the first time in

months. There was an unmistakable
tingle that seemed to radiate from Louis
B. Mayer's front office all the way
back to Lot Three.

For one reason, "The Hucksters,"
starring Clark Gable, No. 1 release on
"MGM's Biggest Hit Parade," is set

for a -record-breaking world-wide
"premiere" in 1000 important thea-

tres. This picture, in the majority of

spots, follows "Fiesta,"' which has
been piling up hefty grosses.

Everyone on the lot tells you about
"Green Dolphin Street," starring Lana
Turner, Van Heflin, Donna Reed and
Richard Hart. You hear on every side

the glories of "Song of Love," starring

Katharine Hepburn, Paul Henreid and
Robert Walker.

"The Romance of Rosy Ridge," star-

ring Van Johnson has enjoyed preview

raves, and Red Skelton's. "Merton of

the Movies" is hailed as a comedy
sleeper; Bill' Powell and Myrna Loy in

"Song of the Thin Man" are credited

with another laugh hit. Greer Garson,

Robert Mitchum and Richard Hart in

"Desire Me," had just been sneak pre-

viewed and those who saw it were
offering such comparisons as "Mrs.
Parkington" and "Mrs. Miniver."

Spencer Tracy, Lana Turner and
Zachary Scott in "Cass Timberlane";
Walter Pidgeon, Deborah Kerr and
Angela Lansbury in "If Winter
Comes"; Frank Sinatra and Kathryn

Grayson in "The Kiss-ing Bandit"; Judy
Garland and Gene Kelly in "The Pir-

ate"; Robert Taylor in "The High
Wall"; June Allyson and Peter Law-
ford in "Good News"; "Summer Holi-

day," starring Mickey Rooney; "This
Time For Keeps," starring Esther Wil-
liams; "Virtuous," with Van Johnson
and June Allyson; "Birds and Bees,"
with Jeanette MacDonald, Jose Iturbi

and Jane Powell, are just a few more

recently and almost finished produc-
tions the MGM gang is raving about.

With twenty of the new season's

pictures completed, with seven others

before the cameras, and nine addit-

ional important productions scheduled
to start within the next eight weeks,
it looks like MGM has hit its full

stride.

Hero's what ifsays

in a nutshell''
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'46 Film Theatre Grosses in Mexico

Soar to $14,607,357; Top All Show Biz

Mexico City, Aug. 5. *

Show business gross in Mexico

was over four times as much in 1946

as in 1939, according to the munici-

pal treasury department. The 1939

gross was $4,640,413 as compared

with $19,761,402 last year. However,

the latter figure was about $600,000

below the 1945 total, with the gov-

ernment officials pointing to the 1946

figures as indicating there is no

widespread depression here. Gov-

ernment takes 10-15% tax on amuse-

ment biz grosses.

Motion picture theatres again

were far in the lead in total grosses.

The 82 cinemas here grossed $14,607,-

357 from 68,887 • shows whicli were

attended by 49,723,477 patrons. There

"were only 8,084,497 who bought sec-

ond-class tickets, remainder going

lor first-class ducats. In comparison

the cinemas grossed a mere $3,394,-

230 in 1939.

Next to picture houses, bullfights

were responsible for the biggest

gross, but this" was only $2,215,474.

In 1939, ,the bullfights took in about

$386,043." Theatres, other than those

showing pictures, grossed less than'

$1 .000,000 last year but .'still' were

about $100,000 ahead of 1939. .

Much hypoed by the Pasquel

brothers raiding of- U. S. major

leagues in 1946, Mexican baseball

attracted 701,718 patrons to 127

games and took- in $598,886 as com-
pared with less than $40,000 in 1939

when only 70 games were played.

U. S. Spreadeagles Field

Of the new high of .215 pix re-

leased here this year up to July 31,

Americans were far out front with

131, according to .official report.

Ruonerup were 37 Mexicans. Then
came 27 Argentinian; 13 British;

three Chilean, arid two each of

French and Spanish.

During ' this period, only two
Mexican pix did' any good at all at

the boxoffice.. "Yo Mate a Rosita

Alvirez" ("I Killed Rosita Alvirez"),

made by Prodiicciones Raul de

Anda, did play 13 solid weeks at

the Cine Savoy.

JAPS TO SCAN 'MIKADO'

SOME TIME NEXT YEAR
Tokyo, J-uly 29.

Jap producers of the previously

banned "The Mikado" announced
they have finally succeeded in secur-

ing the performance rights for the

comic opera, and will produce it

hove early next year.

The show was previously booked
for a week's run at the Tokyo thea-

Ire, but officials of General Mac-
Arthur's Civil Information & Educa-

tion Section nixed it because the

Nips were without the necessary

permission from the copyright own-
ers.

First showing of the play to the

Jap public will be held at the Tokyo,
largest theatre in Japan. Producers,

the Shochiku Film Co., were balked

in their attempt to open the play

earlier because the house has been
contracted for KabuJci and Shimpa
plays until the first of 1948.

E-L Inks $309,000 For

Foreign Branch Offices

Sam L. Seidelman, foreign sales

manager for Eagle-Lion, left for

Mexico City last weekend on the

first leg of a south-of-the-border tour

in conjunction with the setting up of

a foreign distribution organization,

E-L's branch office in Mexico .City

will open formally Aug. 25.

Prior to his departure, Seidelman
revealed that E-L had laid aside

$300,000 for the opening of foreign

branch offices. In addition to E-L's

output, the foreign organization will

distribute the J. Arthur Rank pic-

tures which E'-L handles in the U. S.,

other Rank pictures which are not

released in the U. S. and a flock of

Eddie Small releases. E-L is plan-

ning to strengthen its distribution

facilities in Latin-America, Philip-

pines and other overseas territories.

Sneak Review

Sets BA Style

Buenos Aires, July .29.

.

Sneak preview of "La Cumparsita,'

patterned after the Hollywood meth-
od of screening product before an
average theatre audience sans bally

of advance notice, worked out so

well at Cine Medrano in the Flores

residential district that it may set a

pattern for others to follow here.

This is the latest from San Miguel
Studios, and not even Hugo del Car-
ril, star of picture, was given ad-

vance notice of the screening. Fact

that the reaction was favorable, even
to the extent that the picture drew
applause at its conclusion, made the

producer think this might be a

smart idea to follow in the future.

Industry generally here feels that

local product is not obtaining im-
partial, constructive criticism. This

has not been helped by the warning
by the Board of Entertainment that

any slaps by crix at native produc-

tion would result *in their being

muzzled permanently. Since the

prote'etionist decree insures a cer-

tain amount of local films getting

playing time at preferred rentals,

major studios naturally have been
making less and less effort to turn

out worthwhile product. It's es-

timated by unbiased critics that

only' four or six of 18 films released

by Argentine studios in the first six

months this year can be rated as top-

ranking.

Nicholas Bros. Wow

In London Vaude Bow
London, Aug. 5.

Nicholas Bros., stepping into new
vaude show at the Casino yesterday

*4), stopped show cold. Jack Dur-
snt, holdover from last month, also

scored.
Jewell and Warriss did splendidly

but turn is overlong. Swiss Stars, a

continental acrobatic foursome, also

liked.

40-Hr. Wk. Anssie
Sydney, July '29.

Film industry is still trying to

work out some schedule on the New
South Wales edict permitting a 40-

hour working week in any industry.

Edict is shooting up operational

overhead in film biz because extra

staff must go on to cover the short-

ened week.

Berg lipped in Brazil

$250,000 PHILIPPINE

PRODUCTION UNIT SET
Manila, July 29.

A new Philippine picture con-

cern capitalized at $250,000 has been
organized here, being called the

Movie Technical Service, Inc. In-

corporators are some of the city's

largest businessmen. Latest to en-

ter the local film industry, the com-
pany had started' construction of its

studio at the former site of Exotic

Films, just outside Manila. Most of

equipment ordered by the firm in

U. S. already has arrived.

President of the company is Jesus

Cacho and chief technician is Wil-

liam Janscn, formerly of Exotic

Films.

French Filmers on First

Swede Location Since War
Stockholm, July 25.

" First group of French film makers
to shoot pictures in Sweden since

pre-war days has arrived here to

make documentaries in the northern
part of the country. Headed by
production manager Philipe Fraisse,

group also includes director Edward
Logerau and cameraman Roger
Moride.
Last French film to have been

made on location in Sweden was
produced in 1939. Picture was "La
Loi du Nord," starring Michele Mor-
gan.

Pix Industry
4

In Germany To

Get Reprieve
Washington, Aug. 5.

The German picture industry will

soon be allowed to com pete in the
world film market, it was an-
nounced in Berlin yesterday (4) by
the Information Control Division of

U. S. Military Government. How-
ever, this will be limited to pix pro-
duced since the fall of the Nazi
regime.

Col. Gordon E. Textor, informa-
tion chief in Berlin, said German
production in the American zone
would continue under U. S. super-
vision and that all those connected
with the making of pix must have
clean political bills of health and
high moral standards.

Hence the fight of some segments
of the. American industry to keep
German pix out of the world mar-'
ket has been lost fo the policy of

permitting the Germans to get for-

eign exchange to pay for imports of

food and critical raw materials.

However, the industry in this coun-
try has ' won a partial victory in

that the large stockpile of pix made
during the years of Nazi domina-
tion will be embargoed within
Germany.
Another bright note came to

MPEA arid other U. S. distributors

who have been waiting for a chance
for a free, competitive market in

Germany. War Dept. announced
here:

"Distribution, now a Military

Government operation, is to be
commercialized' by licensing do-

mestic and foreign distributors un-
der the principle that German
screens should be open to foreign

and domestic product on a free and
competitive basis within current

regulations governing the activities

of firms licensed to do business in

the U. S. zone.

"The admission of Soviet, French
and British distributors to the

V. f). zone is contingent upon full

reciprocity for U. S. zone distrib-

utors from the respective zones. No
interest or combination of interests,

German or foreign, is to have such
control of production, distribution

or exhibition in the industry as

might limit competition or permit
the denial of the screen in Germany
to other groups.

"The functions of production, dis-

tribution and exhibiiion will be
treated as separate businesses. Per-
sons and firms engaged in any one
of these three branches will not be
permitted to engage in either of the

others."

Cot-Price Days Irk Argent. Exhibs;

Forcing of Local Films Hurts Biz
Montevideo, July 29.

Argentine exhibitors may be en-
joying a bonanza season with coin
pouring into the boxoffice, but they
still feel that their lot is an unhappy
one. Aside from having to comply
with the government's protectionist

decree, which forces them to yank
good foreign pix when they are
grossing big and replace them with
local pix with little draw at first-

runs, they now have a new govern-
ment decree to contend with. Ad-
mission scales must he cut three

days a week to 20 percent of usual
scale under this edict.

This government action is part of

the Peron regime's "strength through
joy" policy for the masses. Accord-
ing to the new decree, all houses
which run seven days a week at a
scale 'above 40c. must reduce their

prices by 20 percent at least three

days weekly. Choice of lower-scale

is left to the exhibitor.

Check on first-run and nabe the-

atres after three weeks of new sys-
' tern shows that scaling down of

prices for benefit of the masses has
! not been appreciated by the latter.

Exhibs don't find any more attend-

ing their houses on low-price days.

They point out that'the masses have
far more coin for film shows than
ever before and do not like to be
classified on the lower scale. They
prefer seeing shows on higher-priced

days.

Exhibitors must also display plans
Mexico city, Aug. o.

Q[ seating so purchasers of tickets

,
"The Best Years of Our Lives"

j can see exactly where they will be
(RKO) topped the three highest I jn the, theatre. • Two theatres which
grossing pix current here, according did not comply with this part of the
to report of the civic treasury de-

j
decree were shuttered for three days

partment.
! by the municipal authorities. But

"Years" grossed $120,436 in 42
j

the biggest hardship exhibs have to

days, including one show at $10 per, I
face is the compulsory exhibition of

the preem; il days at $1, and the
j

local product. Instead of improving

rest at 80c. That record was copped with time and acquisition of greater

Mex Stations Fined For

Off-CoIor Programming
Mexico City, Aug. 5.

Ministry of Communications and

Public Works has announced stiff

fines against local stations XERT,
XEGR, XEWG, XELD, XERK,
XEOX, XEOY and XEB for spicing

their programs with "indecorous or

indecent matter, or religious or po-

litical propaganda, in gross viola-

tion of regulations for broadcasts by
Mexican radio stations."

Stations were warned that if they

do it again their franchises would
•be cancelled. ' Ministry recently

sent a blanket warning to all radio

stations in Mexico that decency and

discretion must govern their pro-

grams. Ukase was provoked by
numerous complaints from radio

listeners all over Mexico about off-

color programs, and use of mike for

religious-political spiels.

Tears' Tops

J Mexican B.0.

Performers Threaten

Mex Radio Walkout
Mexico City, Aug. 5.

All radio stations here face clos-

ing as their unionized performers,

musicians and songwriters have filed

notice Of a strike with the Labor
Ministry unless the stations contract

with them as regular and perma-
nent help.

Station operators' side of the case

was given the Ministry by Emilio

Azcariaga, operator of three of

Mexico's largest stations, XEW,
XEQ and XEOY, all here. He con-

tends that no station can possibly

Fritz Berg has been named man- please the public if it yields to the

ager for Warner Bros, in Brazil to pressure of unions as to which per-

.
! formers, tunesters and songwriters

it must use.
take the place of Ary Lima, ij»o re

ccntly was upped to positioner su-

pervisor for Brazil, Argentina, Chile

and Uruguay. Appointment was Amcrico Rosenberger, Paramount

jvade by Wolfe Cohen, veepee of International's branch manager for

Warner International. [Cuba, planed to his headquarters in

Berg was with Warners for' years ;
Havana Friday <1) after a month's

in Brazil. I stay in New York,

know-how, local studios are turning
out even more mediocre product and
the public's reaction' is reflected at

the boxoffice. Exceptions to this rule
this year have been "Corazon"
(PYADA), "Albeniz" (Sono) and "A
Sangre Fria" (Inter-Americana), all

of which are still doing well.

Local film commentators and
critics have been tipped off by the
Entertainment Board that any out-
right or too unfavorable criticism of

local pix will be considered "un-
patriotic." And that offenders may
find themselves out in the cold un-
less they bear this in mind. Cria
find themselves perfectly free to pan
foreign pix, especially the Mexican
ones. One columnist and film com-
mentator was hauled before the Ra-
dio Control authorities and told that

Mexico City, July 29. I she would find her daily stint on

Maria Candelaria," the Mexican one °f the biggest radio outlets

at the firstrun Cine Alameda. Pic

is current at the Cine Bucareli, Ala-
meda's moveover house.

Mexican pic, produced by Pro-
ducciones 'Raul de Anda, "Yo Mate
a Rosita Alvirez" ("I Killed Rosita

Alvirez"), grossed $86,200 in a
straight run of 82 days at one cine-

ma, the Savoy, at a straight 60c for

the run, and third place is held by
another Mexican, "De Amor Tam-
bien se Muere" ("You Can Also Die
of Love"), with a gross of $43,936 in

21 days.

$200,000 Damages Sought

On Mex 'Candelaria' Pic

Current London Shows
(Figure shows weeks of run)

' London, Aug. 5.

"Annie Get Your Gun." Col's'm (9).

"Bless the Bride," Adelphia X15).

"Born Yesterday," Garrick (28).

"Boys In Brown," Duchess (6).

"Deep Are Roots,'* Wyndhams (4).

"Crime of Foley," Comedy (4).

"Dr. Angelus," Phoenix (1).

"Edward My Son," Majesty's (10).

"Ever Since Paradise," New (9).

"Here There," Palladium (18).

"Jane," Aldwych (27).

"Life With Father," Savoy (9).

"My Wives A I." Strand (1).

"Nightingale," Prinoes (3).

"Noose," Saville (7).

"Off the Record," Apollo (9).

"Oklahoma," Drury Lane (14).

"Peace In Our Time," Lyric (.2).

"Perchance to Dream," Hipp (120).

"Piccadilly Hayride." Wales (21).

"Present Laughter," Haym'kt ( 16)

.

"Proudly Present," Yorks (14).

"Sleeping Clergyman," Crit. (7).

"Sweetest Lowest," Ambass. (66).

"Together Again," Vic Palace (16).

"Trespass," Globe (3).

"Voice of Turtle," Piccadilly (4).

"Winslow Boy," Lyric (63).

"Worm's View," Whitehall (14).

picture that did so well in U. S. and
Europe, is the subject of a $200,000

damage claim accompanied by de-
mand for surrender of. all existing

prints of the film. Claim was filed

in a local court by Jose A. Inclan.

former colonel in the Mexican reg-
ular army. Suit is against Fernando
Fernandez, director and co-producer,
and Clasa Films Mundiales, producer
of the picture. *

Tnclan charges that film's plot was
stolen from a scenario he wrote and
claims he copyrighted it with the
Ministry of Public Education April
23, 1940. In his complaint, Inclan
said that while he was in jail jn

Ozumba, a nearby town, accused of

rebellion and social dissolution, and
in need of coin, he gave his scenario
to an agent to peddle.

This is the second suit of its kind
that Inclan has filed in the past year.
The previous suit merely asked for
adequate damages. -New action is

more pointed since it specifies the
amount of damages wanted plus all

prints of "Maria Candelaria." This
pic was dubbed in English, French
and several other languages.

banned unless she toned down her
opinions' of the poor local product.
Her plea that criticism is construc-
tive was received with a repetition

of the warning.

Says Palestine Good Pic

Spot But Lacks Facilities
Hollywood, Aug. 5.

Herbert Kline returned from Pal-
estine with prints of "My Father's
House," the first full-length feature
ever made In the Holy Land. Picture
was produced by Kline in associa-
tion with Meyer Levin, who wrote
the original story.

Palestine, Kline declared, has an
ideal climate for outdoor photog-
raphy but lacks studios and film
technicians although there are large
numbers of refugees expert in other
scientific fields and capable of learn-
ing motion picture technique. Kline

New Aussie Pix Producer

Offers Stock to Public

Sydney, July 29.

With revived Interest in picture

production in Australia, new pro-

ducers may finance their projects

via public offerings of stock. First

to offer shares to the public is En-

deavour Films, headed by Erio

Woods, nightclub operator, with

stock offered on market at $4 per

share. Company is issuing 10,000

shares at the outset. Roy Darling it

listed as director of Endeavour.
Reported that Endeavour covered

the film industry thoroughly before

deciding fo make a public offering

of shares.

Fight Over Screen Ads
In Houses Down Under

Sydney, July 29.

A real squabble is developing be-

tween major handlers of screen ad-

vertising here. Rival units are re-

ported out to corner local screens in

order to woo top coin sponsors. Pol-

icy in Aussie is generally for the

cinema, vaude or legit loops to hire

screens to organizations handling

this type of advertising.

Screen ads are run here before a

show, during intermissions, and at

supper shows.

New Mex Houses
Mexico City, July 29'

Luis Castro, operator of the Cin«

Palacio Chino, swank firstrun house,

and three second runs here, has put

is negotiating lor the relea.se of
j

up $1,400,000 to build two big cine-

"House."
| mas here.
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Behind-tlie-Scenes Truce Held

Possible Between Yates, Goetz
Indications increased last week-

that a behind-the-scenes truce was
being arranged between Herbert J.

Yates and Harry Goetz in their "bat-

tle over management ot Republic.

It's understood that negotiations

have been continuing for Yates' pur-
chase of Goetz' sizable stock inter-

est in the company, although the two
eides are far from agreeing on the

terms of sale.

Inability to hold the scheduled
board meeting of the company in

New York last Thursday (31) for
lack of a quorum gave a hint that

something was doing. A sufficient

number of board members to con-
stitute a quorum was in town, but
failed to attend. Among those ab-
sent was Goetz. His attorney, Sam-
uel Becker, who is also on the direc-

torate, appeared in the board room,
but told the secretary not to count
him present, that he was only there

"to use the telephone."- .-

'

Outside observers gathered from
this strange procedure that a back-
curtain' deal was cooking which the
participants were not ready to have
come up at a board meeting. Neither
side was willing to talk on the sub-
ject.

Goetz, who, with his family, owns
a large block of Rep stock, has been
hammering at Yates, prexy of the

company, claiming profits have not
been commensurate with income. He
has been studying for the past
few months a large body of statisti-

cal data on the company's operation,

which has been supplied to him by
Yates at his request. In the back-
ground has been the possible threat

of a stockholder's suit.

Goetz and -his family own 80,000

shares of Rep, which at current
market price would be worth slight-

ly more than $400,000. They also

own 33,782 shares of Associated Mo-
tion Picture. Industries, a Rep hold-
ing company: This is unlisted.

Yates returned to the Coast from
New York last Thursday. Goetz
left Monday (4).

Picture Grosses

DENVER
(Continued from page 9)

$14,500. Last week, "The Hucksters"
(M-G) and -'Alias Mr. Twilight"
(Col) (2d wk), good $12,500.
Paramount (Fox) (2,200; 35-74)—

"Ghost Mrs. Muir" (20tb) and "Sec-
ond Chance" (20th), also Esquire.
Fair $9,000. Last week, "Miracle
34th St." (20th) and "Kilroy Was
Here" (Mono), also Esquire, good
$10,000.

Rialto (Fox) (878; 35-74)—
"Miracle 34th St." (20th) and "Kit-
roy Was Here" (Mono) (m.o.). Mild
$3,000. Last week, "Welldigger's
Daughter" (Indie), thin $2,500.
Tabor (Fox) (1*967; 35-74)—"Fabu-

lous Dorseys" (UA) and "Killer at
Large" (PRC). Fair $8,000. Last
week, "Wyoming" (Rep) and "Web
of Danger" (Rep), fair $7,500.
Webber (Fox) (750; 35-74)—"Won-

der Who's Kissing Her" (20th), also
Denver. Good $3,500. Last week,

I" (WB) and "Keeper of
(Col), good $3,000.

20th Sales Plan
Continued from page 7

,

ate at high expense and have low-
grossing possibilities. According to

Smith, there are probably 6*000 thea-

tres in the U. S. that would; qualify

for the new deal and it will be of-

fered to them, regardless of whether
they're affiliated or independent.

Under the plan, exhibs will be of-

fered on percentage not less than
two and not more than five pictures

out of each season's product. All
other films, excluding roadshows
such as the forthcoming "Forever
Amber" and "Captain from Castile,"

will be offered at fl* rentals. If the

percentage pictures "merit pre-
ferred playing time," 20th will ex-
pect to get it. In working out the

scale deal, the company will require

a statement of expenses certified to

by accredited accountants. First

step in establishment of the deal will

be for an exhib to submit such a
statement.
Under the scale arrangements, at

15% of the gross, the scale deal will

be based on a break-even point

meaning that at this point, 20th will

have 15% of the gross and the the

atre will have its expenses. In dol

lars and cents, that means that 85%
of the gross would be chalked up to

house expense. Taking . $100 as an
expense figure, the exhib would
have to gross $117.60 to get bis even
break. Film rental, or 10% of that,

to the amount of $17.60, would go to

20th, with the exhib retaining the

other $100 to give him an even
break with his expenses.

Scale is to go up in steps of 2%%
with a profit equal to the percent-

age paid at each level. For in-

stance, at 17%% of the gross as film

rental, the theatre will have a profit

of 17%% of the film rental. At 20%
of the gross as film rental, the thea
tre will have 20% of the rental as

profit. Scale goes up correspond
ingly to the 35% level, where the
theatre is to have 50% of the film

rental as profit. Deal also offers

50% of the rental as profit at the

37%% level and 50% as profit at the
40% level. For anything over 40%
the exhib and 20th share dollar for

dollar.

Since it was first disclosed by
Smith, the plan has been publicly en

dorsed by Harry Brandt, prez of the

Independent Theatre Owners of New
York; Sam Carver of the Michigan
Independent Theatre Owners, and
the Gulf States Allied.

'LOVE' BRISK $23,500,

PROV.; HURACLE' 18G
Providence, Aug. 5.

Biz is rolling high here this week.
Loew's State looks to top the list

with "Other Love," but "Miracle On
34th Street" is comparatively as
strong at the Majestic.

Estimates for This Week
Albee (RKO) (2,200*; 44*65)—"Riff

Raff" (RKO) and "Born to Kill'
(RKO). Fairly good $14,500. Last
week, "Won't Believe Me" (RKO)
and "Banjo" (RKO), $15,000.

Carlton (Fay-Loew) (1,400; 44-6
—"Ghost Mrs. Muir" (20th) and
','Crimson Key" (20th) . (2d run)
Good $5,000. Last week, "Unfaith-
ful" (WB) and "Killer at Large'
(PRC) (2d run), $4,500.
Fay's (Fay) (1,400; 44-65)—"That

Hamilton Woman" (UA) (reissue)
and "Hat Box Mystery" (SG). Fine
$7,000. Last week, "Tobacco Road"
(20th) and "Grapes of Wrath" (20th)
(reissues), $6,500. .»

Majestic (Fay) (2,200; 44-65)—
"Miracle 34th St." (20th) and
"Strange Journey" (20th). Solid
$18,000. Last week, "Ghost Mrs.
Muir" (20th) and "Crimson Key"
(20th), $11,000.
State (Loew) (3,200; 44-65)—

"Other Love" (UA) and "Fabulous
Suzanne" (UA). Solid $23,500 or
near. Last week, "Hucksters" (M-G)
(2d wk), strong $16,000.
Strand (Silverman) 2,200; 44-65)—

"Dear Ruth" (Par). Opened Monday
(4). Last week, "Perils Pauline"
(Par) (3d wk), swell $8,000 after
neat $10,000 for second.

Doing amazing business. Still strong
at $12,000. Last week, huge $19,000.
RKO-Orpheum (RKO) (2,800; 50-

70)—"Ivy" (U). Praised picture
should come through with fine $11,-

500. Last week, "Won't Believe Me"
(RKO), $9,500.
RKO-Pan (RKO) (1,600; 50-70)—

"Fantasia" (RKO) (reissue). Fancy
$11,000 in prospect. Last week, "Egg
and I" (U) (5th wk), execllent
$7,000.

State (Par) (2,300; 50-70)—"Copa-
cabana" (UA). Groucho Marx great
favorite, and helping this to satis-

factory $11,500. Last week, "Hap-
pened on Fifth Ave." (Mono), same.
Uptown (Par) (1,000; 50-55)—

"Homestretch" (20th). First nabe
showing. Good $4,000. Last week,
"Two Mrs. .Carrolls" (WB), $3,000.-

World (Mann) (350; 50-99)—"Egg
and I" (U) (m.o.). Here after five

big weeks at Orpheum and Pan.
Third stand looks virile $3,500. Last
week, "Cheyenne" "(WB) (2d wk),
$2,500.

SEATTLE
(Continued from page 11)

after getting surprising $10,200 in

opener.
Music Box (H-E) (850; 45-80)—

"Great Waltz" (M-G) (reissue) (2d
wk). Stout $4,500 after $6,200 last

Music Hall (H-E) (2,200; 45-80)—
"Hucksters" (M-G) (3d wk). Solid
$8,500. Last week, big $12,400.
Orpheum (H-E) (2,600; 45-80)—

"Possessed" (WB). Good $10,£00.
Last week, "The Web" (U) and
"Overlanders" (U), $8,800.
Palomar (Sterling) (1,350; 45-80)—"Angel and Badman" (Rep) and

"Magnificent Rogue" (Rep). Great
$9,000. Last week, second of "Dis-
honored Lady" (UA), $6,100.
Paramount (H-E) (3,039; 45-80)—

"Perils Pauline" (Par) (2d wk). Nice
$8,000. Last week sock $14,600.
Roosevelt (Sterling) (800; 45-80)—

"Dishonored Lady" (UA) (3d wk).
moved over from Palomar, and
"Decpy" (Mono). Good $4,000. Last
week, 5th of "Ramrod*: (UA) and
"Ghost Goes Wild" (Rep), okay
$3,300. •

Indpls. Still Slow But

Trivates' 126, love' 11G
Indianapolis, Aug. 5.

First-run biz, getting full effect of
outdoor competish with Olsen and
Johnson show on card at Butler
Bowl this week, is still running far
down in the rut. "Miracle on 34th
St." at the Indiana; "Other Love,"
at -Loew's, and "Buck Privates Come
Home," at the Circle, are about even
for modest top money.

Estimates for This Week
Circle (Gamble-Dolle) (2,800; 40-

60)—"Buck Privates Home" (U) and
"Madonna of 7 Moons" (U). Oke
$12,000 Last week, "Web of Dan-

ger" (Rep) with Jerry Colonna,
Jimmy James orch, others, on stage,
nice $18,500 at 48-74c scale.
Indiana (G-D) (3,300; 40-60)—

"Miracle on 34th St." (20th) and
"Thunderbolt? (Mono). Mild $11,-
000. Last week, "Unfaithful" (WB)
and "Singin' in Corn" (Col), $10,000

Keith's (G-D) (1.300; 40-60)—"Un-
faithful" (WB) and "Singjn' in
Corn" (Col) (m.o.). Tepid $3,000.
Last week, "Westerner" (FC) and
"Come and Get It" (FC) (reissues),
nice $6,500.
Loew's (Loew's) (2,450; 40-60)—

"Other Love" (UA) and "Keeper of
Bees" (Col). Passable $11,000. Last
week, "Hucksters" (M-G) <2d wk),
fair $10,000 on top of big $20,000
opener.
Lyric (G-D) (1,600; 40-60)—"Guilt

of Janet Ames" (Col) and "High
Conquest" (Mono). Sluggish $4,500.
Last week, "Black Gold" (Mono)
and "Kilroy Was Here" (Mono), neat
$7,000.

Jack Warner
— Continued from page 7 sassa

"Distant Drums," "The Patriots" and
"Key Lar'go," the latter having been
set as the next starrer for Humphrey
Bogart and Lauren Bacall.

Warner enumerated 26 stars under
contract to WB with 17 actors and
actresses on the studio's feature ros-

ter. Among candidates for stellar

grooming, Warner listed Barbara
Bates, Geraldine Brooks, Robert
Douglas, Penny Edwards, Lila Leeds,
Kyle MacDonnell, Lois Maxwell
Yves Montand, Jeanne Shepherd,
Mary Stuart, Richard Taylor, Forrest
Tucker and Steven Vincent.
jKalmenson outlined the 1947-48

season's initial group of 10 pictures,

headed by "Life With Father," which
preems in Skowhegan, Me., Aug.'14,

and in New York the following day
at the Warner theatre, renamed
from the Hollywood beginning Aug.
15. Kalmenson said that "Life With
Father" will be shown first for

special engagement only with the
general release taking place later.

First general release of the new
season will be "Deep Valley," star-

ring Ida Lupino, Dane Clark and
Wayne Morris, dated for Sept. 1.

Following will be "Night Unto
Night," starring Ronald Reagan and
Viveca Lindfors; "Dark Passage,"
starring Bogart and Miss Bacall;

"The Unsuspected," Michael Curtiz
production with Joan Caulfteld and
Claude' Rains; "Escape Me Never,"
with Errol Flynn; "My Wild Irish

Rose," with Dennis Morgan; "Wall-
flower," with Joyce Reynolds and
Robert Hutton; "Ever the Begin-
ning," United States Pictures produc-
tion with Lilli Palmer and. Sam
Wanamaker, and "Voice of the
Turtle," with Ronald Reagan, El-
eanor Parker and Eve Arden.

Inside Stuff—Pictures
Some overlaps in screenings and difficulties brought about by companies

booking press and other special showings too close together has been
caused in recent months by occasional failure of distribs to notify the
Motion Picture Assn. of intended screenings. To avoid difficulties caused
by two or more screenings at the same time, Sarah Siegel, secretary in
the MPA's New York public relations office; maintains a Booking service.
It's open to member and non-member companies alike, with dates allotted
strictly on a first-come-first-served basis. _

A well as thus keeping .track of press and other special showings in
New York, Miss Siegel maintains a similar service for trade screenings
in the 31 exchange centers throughout the country.

Studio and eastern story editors of almost all studios are heavily touting
to their lots a recently-published novel, "The Steeper Cliff," by David
Davidson. Studios have been resisting the yarn because it is located1 in
occupied Germany and deals with postwar problems.

It deals' with an American Military Government man in charge of news-
papers' in Germany and his doubt as to how he would have acted had he
been-a German with the choice of at least passive collaboration with the
regime or a concentration camp. It got excellent reviews and has been
.named an alternate Book-of-the-Month Club' selection. It is also to be
issued as an Omnibpok. . Random House published.

RKO is pondering a protest from the International Circulation Man-
agers Assn. against the characterization of newsboys as roughnecks in
the recently completed pictur.e,- "Fighting Father Dunne." Newspaper
group contends that newsboys of today are not as tough as those in the
picture. RKO maintains the kids were like that in St. Louis in 1905,
the locale and date of the novel, "Father Dunne's Newsboys Home." Cir-
culation managers' committee is headed by J. B. Cassidy of the San Fran.
Cisco Examiner. ' •

Should the U. S. Supreme Court uphold the provisions of the consent
decree, it would end. one of the last of the "key" deals in the country.
That's United Artists' arrangement with the Tri-State Theatres, Paramount
pards, in the midwest. Under such a "key"deal, the price the circuit pays
for a picture is determined by that picture's national gross. It's an agreed
upon percentage of the latter figure. One-third of the estimated amount
due is paid when the deal is signed, another third six months later, and the
final adjustment 12 months after that/

Somerset Pictures has a technical adviser on a jailbreak sequence in
indie's second film, "The Dark Road," who really knows what he's doing.
Working under pseudonym of Mat Jackson is aft ex-con who was inno-
cently involved in a Joliet jailbreak a decade ago. Now a gas station
operator in Glendale, Cal., "Jackson" is, repaying a favor to associate
producer Selvyn Levinson, who loaned him $500 to start business when
banks had turned him down after he came out of the big house legiti-
mately.

New whitehaired boy at Paramount is William D. Russell, who directed
"Dear Ruth." Studio has a number of important properties lined up for
him as the result of the film's cleanup. Russell has been with Par since
1935, coming up through the talent department, where he coached such
contractees as Joan Caulfield, Virginia Welles and Kenny O'Morrison, all in
"Ruth," plus Diana Lynn, Gail Russell, Bill Edwards and James Brown.
"Ruth" is his first smash.

Ingrid Bergman's suit of armor, to be worn in "Joan of Lorraine," is
going through daily rehearsals, with a live mail-clad dummy walking
around the Hal Roach Jot, followed by Fred Knouth, special effects tech-
nician, armed with a screw driver and an oilcan. The idea is to remove
the squeaks lest they interfere with the dialog in the picture. The armor
weighs 21 pounds.

Columbia is experimenting with a new fog-making process in "The
Sign' of the Ram," to spare Susan Foster the ordeal of working in an
atmosphere of chemical mist. Action is first shot without fog. Then
the same scene is filmed with fog but without thesps. Later the fog
scene is superimposed on the action scene.

MINNEAPOLIS
(Continued from page 9)

Fair $4,500. Last week, "Miracle
34th St." (20th) (3d wk), fine $5,000.
Fix (Corwin) (300; 50-70)—

"Wuthering Heights" (FC) (reissue).
Neat $2,200. Last week, "Of Mice
and Men" (Indie

1

) and "Nevada"
(Indie) (reissues), $2,000.
Radio City (Par) (4,400; 50-70)—

WB Cuts to Skeleton Crew
Hollywood, Aug. 5.

With four pictures winding up
their shooting schedules simultane-
ously, the .Warner studio resembles
a deserted village, with only skele-
ton crew at work. All white collar

workers went on a two-week vaca-
tion, 400 carpenters and all casual
and itinerant workers were laid off.

Producers, directors and writers re-
main on the lot to prepare for future
production.

After a meeting of studio execu-
tives, headed by Jack L. Warner,
it was explained that the current
condition is due to the customary
summer lag in production and to the
fact four productions finished about
the same time. The pictures are
"Romance in High C," "Silver
River," "Ever the Beginning" and
"That Hagen Girl."

"Stallion" In Houston Preem
Houston, Aug: 5.

Eagle -Lion's "Red Stallion" will
world-premiere here Aug. 13 at In-
terstate Majestic theatre.

Recent wave of Al Jolson popularity has even extended to, for instance,
Kennywood Park, Pittsburgh. That amusement spot has a penny arcade,
and one of the peepshows is a slide-over condensation of Jolson's "Jazz
Singer." It's the most popular show there.

J. Arthur Rank's topdrawer attraction, Stuart Grainger, is preparing a
trip to the U. S. He has six months' layoff from Rank pictures coming up.
Ostensibly, he wants to visit Hollywood but it's understood he's amenable
to doing a U.. S. film. Top studios are already bidding hotly -via jy»ble.

EXHIB LEADER RAPS

JERSEY BINGO RETURN
New Brunswick, N. J., Aug. 5.

Proposed gambling amendment to
the New Jersey State constitution
was firmly opposed by George Gold,
chairman of the Federation o£ New
Jersey Theatre Owners, at a public
hearing held here last week. Appear-
ing before the committee revising
the constitution, Gold character-
ized the amendment as raising a
very controversial issue, particu-
larly among exhibitors, because of
the bingo angle. "Theatres of New
Jersey," he said, "are opposed to
games of chance as it represents un-
fair competition."

As planned by the committee, two
gambling alternatives would be
placed before the state's voters this
fall in referendum.. One permits
pari-mutuel betting on horseraces
while the other would also legalize
gambling such as bingo and other
games of chance for the benefit of
charitable, fraternal or religious or-
ganizations.

Public opinion on the amendment
at the hearing—both for and against
^-was so stormy that Gov. Alfred E.
Driscoll later declared that he was
in favor of holding the issue over
for another year for fear that the
gambling amendment would jeopard-
ize revision of the entire constitu-
tion. Gold was in complete accord
with the governor's views.
Organized last spring to fight pro-

posed admission tax measures in
various parts of the State, FNJT'S
continuance as an active group is

somewhat doubtful. Gold said last
week that "it's difficult to say wheth-

er it will continue." He added that
a recent poll he took of. the mem-
bership, which includes both inde-
pendent exhibs as well as the af-

filiated circuits, to determine the
question produced inconclusive re-

sults. Some exhibs requested a spe-
cial meeting to decide the issue

and Gold indicated that such a con-
clave probably will he held early
in September.
At an outing of the Allied Thea-

tre Owners of New Jersey, which
will be held late this month in West
End, N. J., the organization's prexy,
Edward Lachman, will hold a meet-
ing of members for possible discus-
sion of the state gambling issue

along with the American Society of

Authors, Composers- and Publishers
seat tax, among other things.

Commenting on the proposed state

constitutional amendment which
would legalize various forms of

gambling, among them bingo. Lach-
man declared that "bingo is bad for

the public. It starts the young in

the gambling habit under the guise

of charity." He emphasized that

"legalized gambling has no place in

the state constitution."

ANTI-FASCIST 'SECRET

AS MARATHON'S FIRST
Hollywood, Aug. 5.

First production by Marathon Pic-

tures, headed by Harry Brandt, will

be "Open Secret," a tale of fascism

in America, based on "Death Watch,

authored by Max Wihc and
.

Tt<1

Murkland.
Filming starts in two weeks with

Frank Satenstein producing and

Peter Meyer directing.
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Major Companies Deny 'Shortage

Of Prints Nips Indie Exhibitors
Charges of independent exhibitors,*'

that when notified films were avail-

able they failed to get them due to a

"print shortage," wer^ denied this

yireek by - the major distributors.-

Practically all of the majors agreed

that the number of prints per film

currently in use substantially com-

pares with pre-war print figures al-

though its conceded there was a

small reduction during the war
years.

Protests of complaining exhibs

were recently outlined in a bulletin

of Allied Rocky Mountain Indepen-

dent Theatres. Organization pointed

out that "fewer prints and late avail-

abilities are one and the same thing.

The 'no print' problem and resulting

late availability for small towns is

just a result of not enough organized

complaining." It adds that in the

film companies' "retrenchment" they

"cut down on the number of prints

for each exchange."
Warners currently has 330 prints

available on . its bigger films, com-
pared to 285 during the war. Be-
fore the l/ar number of prints .were

about the same as the figure now in

-use. Metro's tallies are. 336 on the

bigger films, 292 during the war,

while pre-war period was about the

same as now. According to 20th-Fox
general sales manager Andy Smith,

his company's prints run "between
300 and 330, was under that during
the war and before the war was a

little higher than it is now."
Columbia has about 325 prints oh

such pictures as "The Jolson Story"

and other company top films. For
its B's it runs around 160 prints for

each pic. During the war there was
only a slight reduction, company
spokesman said. While failing to re-

veal exact figures on its prints, James
McKeon, manager of Universal's
print dept., disclosed that some time
ago his company had cut down on its

prints. However, he added, this

doesn't mean that fewer prints are

available since distribution is now
centralized at the homeoffice, result-

ing in greater spread of prints.

David Heend, manager of RKO's
print dept., felt that exhibs' squawks
about a "print shortage" . were un-

justified. He declared that the com-
pany has about 330 prints in use for

the bigger films and noted that RKO
considered that a practical amount
to meet the demand. Of course, he
added, an exhib can't expect to find

a print if he waits until the last

minute. He said in order to keep
everyone happy it would call for

1,000 prints on every film, which the

company could not afford to do.

Radio Guestars
Continued from page" 3

full house for two weeks with its

whole talent roster. This time the

MPA concurred in Par's impressions
that "radio rights" clauses precluded
interference, - particularly since an
ad agency engineered the guesting
that resulted in a wholesale round
of plugs - for the star's latest Par
entry,- "Favorite • Brunette," setting
the precedent that has become trade-
labeled as "The Great Out." We
didn't do it but we love it, says Par.

Probe Postponed
Decision creates the general as-

sumption that top stars working in

both pictures and radio absolve
their studios of all responsibilities
in seeming violations, while at the
same time fostering more confusion
within radio departments of studios
regarding - the now badly battered
agreement. • And now, with the
MPA failing to hold the promised
meeting on Par's initial infraction
with the Johnson vehicle and put-
ting it off until some future date-
while the two-week holiday ended
for Par Aug. 1—those concerned are
even more confused and several
Parties to it are considering open
campaigning for abandonment .of it

as impracticable. Feeling is that
studio radio liaison jobs are ren-
dered pointless if actions are
thwarted by self-imposed restric-
tions.

In exonerating Par, Marty Lewis
and Miss Lamour on Lewis' explana-
tion of the most recent occurrence,
'he Johnston office sets free such pic
stars as Bing Crosby, Bob Hope,
*rank Sinatra, Alice Faye. Red Skel-
ton

.
et ah, to work likewise, since

all work in radio, too.
Arch Reeve, MPA's Hollywood

^P, has called a meeting for Thurs-
day W), at MPA offices, of the Radio
Producers' Committee to discuss

Central's Streamlining
Hollywood, Aug. 5.

• Howard R. Philbriok, general man-
ager of Central. Casting . Corp., an-
nounced a. streamlining program de-
signed to promote economy and ef-
ficiency in the arrangement of job
placements for film extras.
Principal change is the creation of

a centralized system of all files deal-
ing with 4,000 grownup extras and
1,200 moppets. Separate department
for the casting of children has been
dropped. Mrs. Bernice Saunders,
who has handled that work for 21
years, is checking out of Central.
Under the new alignment it will

be possible to handle a peak load of
12,000 phone calls daily between the
hours of 4 and 7 p.m. These are the
hours during which extras inquire
about jobs for next day.

SEC REPORTS GRIFF1S

SALE OF PAR COMMON
Philadelphia, Aug. 5.

There was only moderate activity

in film industry securities the past

month, according to latest report of

Securities and Exchange Commission
made public yesterday (4).

Biggest deal reported was the sale
of 3,000 shares of Paramount com-
mon by the Stanton Griffis trust,

making its holdings in Paramount
stock stand at 20,800. Griffis also re-
ported selling 220 shares from his
personal account, bringing his total

to an even 9,000. Maurice Newton
New York, disposed of 115 shares of
Paramount to make his total 18,505

Newton also reported his trust hold-
ing 18,380 shares of Par common.
Herbert J. Yates acquired an addl

tional 1,400 shares of Republic 50c
par common, boosting his total to
50,800. He also reported holding 900
shares of $1 cumulative preferred
and $25,000 worth of 4% cumulative
income debentures.

Onsrud, Inc., a holding company,
reported having 86,950 shares of
Republic 50c par common, while the
Antonsen Realty Corp. reported 14,-

685 50c common, and 12,200 $1 cu
mutative preferred.

Only activity in Loew's, Inc., com-
mon was sale of 100 shares by Eu-

gene W. Leake, New York.
William H. Clark, New York, re

ported holding 730 warrants for RKO
common, plus 76 shares of $1 par
common.
Harry Cohn reported holding 139,

127 Columbia Pictures common. He
also bought 100 shares of $4.25 Co
lumbia preferred. Lester W. Roth,
Hollywood, reported the acquisition

of 5,125 shares of Columbia common
as of last May.
Harry Brandt continued buying up

Trans-Lux common with the addi
tion of 1,600 shares to make his total

80,515. Broadyork, Inc., a Brandt
holding company, reported having
1,000 shares; Harday Operating Co.,

another holding company, 1,400, and
Brandt's wife, 14,700 shares.

Rank Travelers
j

SB Continued from page 7 ssssL

cities for openings there. He might

also take a quick trip to the Coast

for a looksee at U. S. production

methods but has no intentions of

making a picture there. He's slated
to return to England at the end of
the month.

Third to arrive is Earl St. John,
Rank's chief production counsel. An
American who's worked in England
for the last 22 years, St. John will
spend a week in N. Y. before flying

to the Coast, where he'll study pro-
duction at the Universal studios
under U production chief William
Goetz. After a month' there, Goetz
will join him on a return trip to

England to make a reciprocal study
of British production. They sail

from N. Y. Sept. 18. Jock Lawrence,
ad-publicity veepee for the Rank
Organization, also goes to England
with St. John and Goetz to once-
over forthcoming Rank product and
huddle with Rank and his British
executive staff.

Sydney Box, head of Rank's Gains-
borough Studios, is due in Aug. 14.

Box, who won an Academy award
for top scripting for his "Seventh
Veil," will huddle with James
Mason regarding a possible produc-
tion starring Mason to be filmed in

England. He'll also gab with Rank
prexy Robert S. Benjamin and
Lawrence in N. Y.

Walsh Intervention Possible

To Avert Local 306 Walkout

PRC-E-L
Continued from page, %

now is to create an organization

parallel to that of the majors, with

branch, district and division execs.

There is expected to be a breakdown

into eight to 10 districts and three
to five divisions. Temporarily, at

least, it is anticipated that Harold
Dunn, acting PRC salesmanager, will

become assistant to Schwalberg.

New organizational setup will be
large enough to' take in all the PRC
sales help. In the realignment, how-
ever, there will be some upgrading
and some downgrading of both PRC
E-L personnel.

Efforts are continuing by Krim to

obtain top indie product for E-L re-

lease. Talks have been held with
Walter Wanger and Edward Small.

Negotiations are at more or less a

standstill in both cases, but have not

been broken off. Robert Benjamin,
prez of the J. Arthur Rank Organi-
zation in this country, is heading
from New York for the Coast to-

morrow (Thursday) to confer on the

Wanger deal with Krim. JARO has
a cross-distribution tieup with E-L.

Prospects for averting the threat*

ened strike on Sept. 1 by projection-

ists' Local 306, N. Y., against Broad*

way firstruns and the Skouras, Loew
and RKO cricuits, became good this

week with the anticipated interven-

tion into the labor dispute of Rich-

ard F. Walsh, prez of the Interna-

tional Alliance of Theatrical Stage)

Employees.

Walsh declared that he would as-

sign an international rep to the sit-

uation if local 306 referred its strike
vote, taken last week, to his office.

Under the IA's constitution, which
governs Local 306, affiliated locals

must submit all strike action pro-
posals to the international office.

Vote for strike action, which
would involve 1,200 projectionists,

was taken last week following a
three-month deadlock in contract ne-
gotiations between the union and
circuit representatives.

Local 306 is asking for a 34% wage
increase in addition to a 5% welfare
fund'.

In a similar situation recently,

Walsh's intervention in the dispute
between laboratory technicians Lo-
cal 702 and 18 major New York labs
averted a walkout.

j*or the best in motion picture sound ...

." ^uuiiiuiiee 10 aisuuss i
new product ....

violations" of the free air guesting. I vertising budgets

45 Bldgs. Razed By

150G Fire at RKO Lot

Hollywood, Aug. 5.

Fire of undetermined origin swept
the RKO ranch at Encino last Mon-
day night, destroying 45 buildings.

Damage is estimated at least $150,000.

No companies were on the lot at the

time. A caretaker discovered the

blaze. Five fire companies from sur-

rounding communities spent two-

and-a-half hours getting the blaze

under control.

Cluster of sets known as the

"French Street" were completely

wiped out. They were mostly old

buildings, recently remodeled for

"Miracle of the Bells." Also wiped

out were sets recently constructed

for "Your Red Wagon."
*It's expected the blaze will delay

production of both pix.

U-I to Coast
Hollywood, Aug. 5.

Nate Blumberg, Universal-Inter-

national prexy; sales chief William

Scully and ad-publicity chief Mau-

rice Bergman' are slated to arrive

here Friday (8) for a two-week stay.

While here the U-I toppers will

line up distribution plans, gander

and huddle on ad-

The Western Electric Mechanical Filter

cuts flutter to less than half the accepted standard

You. can forget flutter when you use a

Western Electric recording system with

its new mechanical filter. The Academy of

Motion Picture Arts and Sciences limits

uneven film motion (flutter) to 0.15% . . . but

the Western Electric filter holds it down
to no more than 0.05% in any particular

frequency band, and total flutter down to no

more than- 0.07%.

You can forget the filter, too— for it's a

simple trouble-free mechanism that requires

no adjustment. A precision fitted piston

operates in a leakproof cylinder containing a

damping fluid which was especially selected

for its constant viscosity.

This mechanical filter is but one of many
reasons why the new line of Western Electric

recording equipment gives the best in motion

picture sound. The line is made up of alt

new units—mixers, limiting amplifiers, noise

reduction units, regulated power supplier

and fully automatic recorder controls.

The Western Electric 300 Series, "Junior**

member of the new line, for main channel,

standby or portable service, records on eithej*

35 mm or 16 mm film. The change-over tt

quickly made With simple tool*.

Electrical Research Products Division
Of

Western Electric Company
233 BROADWAY NEW YORK 7 N Y
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Artigues Named Manager of Allied

Of Gulf States; Other Xchange News
New Orleans.

Appointment of Maurice J. Arti-

gues as general manager of the
newly organized Allied Theatre
Owners of the Gulf States was ap-
proved at a meeting here last week.
The need for independent exhibitors

to unify their efforts in the Gulf
states territory was stressed by W.
A. Pruett, Jr., organization's prexy.

The group also passed a resolution

expressing thanks to Andy Smith of

20th-Fox on newly-established policy

of assisting small independent ex-
hibitors.

Landers Upped by E. M. Loew
Hartford.

George E. Landers, manager of E.

M. Loew's Theatre here, named dis-

trict manager for E. M. Loew circuit.

Landers will supervise theatres in

Connecticut and Western Massachu-
setts. He replaces Ed Harrison, re-

signed.

Va. House Reopened
Mt. Jackson, Va.

Nelson theatre, 716-seater here,

which was a fire casualty last win-
ter, has been reopened. With Tom
Baldridge of Metro as m.c, trade

•was well represented at reopening.

Kaselman Joins 1>RC in PhUly

Charles Kaselman joined Produ-
cers Releasing Corp. as salesman at

the Philadelphia branch.
He'll work under branch manager

Harry Berman.

Switch Fox-Midwest Powwow
Kansas City.

Dates for the annual convention of

managers arid execs of Fox-Midwest
Amus. Corp. have been switched
from mid-August to Sept. 8-10. Ho-
tel Muehlebach is scene of meeting,

which will include about 125 man-
agers from the five-state area in

which Fox-Midwest operates. Prime
purpose of the meet is to kick off the
annual fall showmanship drive, and
September date nearer the kickoff

•was favored over the hot-weather
August, date- originally planned.

Sterling Manager in Seattle
.

* Seattle.

Fred Danz, general manager of
Sterling Theatres, named Robert
Lee as manager of Palomar theatre.

Lee is formerly a Sterling neighbor-

hood manager.

NT Chiefs Meet In Hwood
Los Angeles.

Charles P. Skouras will preside

ever a meeting of National Theatre s

divisional presidents, slated for

Thursday and Friday of this week to
solve current operating problems.

In town for the huddles are Rick
Rf&ketson, Fox Inter-Mountain; Har-
old Fitzgerald, Wisconsin; Frank L.
Newman, Evergreen, and Elmer Rho-
den, Midwest.

Fox-Midwest Meet In K. C.
Kansas City.

Fox Midwest Amus. Corp. will
hold its annual convention at
Muehlebach Hotel here, Aug. 18-19.

About 120 managers, divisional
chiefs and other execs are expected
to attend.

Stan Dudelson Joins RICO
Pittsburgh.

Stanley Dudelson, son of Moe
Dudelson, United Artists district

manager for Cincinnati, Cleveland
and Detroit, joined RKO sales, staff

here. He'll cover West Virginia ter-
ritory serviced until recently by
Russ Zebra, resigned.
Al Panza returned to the Miami

theatre in Springdale as manager.
He had been an exhibitor in.Russel-
ton. .

Jack Meadows, transferred from
Buffalo to Pittsburgh exchange as
salesman for UA. Replaces Mickey
Hartz, resigned.
W. A. Habegger resigned as local

rep of National Advertising Co. and
plans to return to exhibition. He
once was connected with WB
theatres.
Harold Conner named manager of

new Eastwood theatre, Penn Town-
ship.
Francis Aiello transferred his in-

terest in the Aurora theatre, Hussel-
ton to his former partner, Sam Ross.
Aiello's joining Dattola Enter-
prises.

Norfolk, Va.
Pix theatre here starts a new foreign

film policy on Sept. 15. House, a
unit in Samuel Cummins Pix Theatre
circuit, will screen the foreign-mades
only three days a week. „.

Astor .Snags Harry Careys
Astor Pictures closed a deal last

week with Western Attractions. Inc.,

for worldwide distribution rights of
some six Harry Carey westerns.

Arthur Frudenfeld to Retire

Col. Arthur Frudenfeld, currently

division manager of RKO Theatres
in Cincinnati and Dayton, is retiring

from show business next Sept. 1, it

was announced yesterday (Tues.) by
Sol A. Schwartz, general manager of

RKO theatres, Colonel Frudenfeld

New York theatres

Errol FLYNN • Barbara STANWYCK
Tn Warner Bros. Hit

"CRY WOLF"
with

GERALDINE BROOKS
Produced by Henry Blanke

In Person

FREDDY MARTIN
Bis "SlnRlng Saxaphone" ana

His Orchestra
and

THE COCOAMUT GROVE REVUE
BROADWAY WARNERS'
AT 47TH STREET STRAND
Air-conditioned ' 1

"I WONDER WHO'S
KISSING HER NOW"

with MARK STEVENS JUNE HAVER
A 20th Century-Fox Picture In Technicolor

PLUS ON STAGE IN PERSON I

ABBOTT and COSTELLO
Extra! MAURICE ROCCOBAVVHb Ave *ItUA I goth St. _____

SCttNIIfICALiV run . ... i, nm .

i »*».
iwAvt4flll „. tmmma •

• • • •

ON SCREEN
iThurs., Augr. 7

Hedy IAMARR

I Dennis O'KEEFE

'DISHONORED

, IADV

IN PERSON

GEORGE M,
COHAN, Jr.

JOHN & RENE
ARNAUT
Extra*

JEAN CARROLL

(OH! YOUNG • SUSAN MM)

T««y RITA JOHNSON ^

JOAN CRAWFORD VAN HEFLIN
In Warner Bret. Hit

"POSSESSED"
With

Raymond Maesey • Geraldiue Brooks
Directed by Cortls Bernhardt

Produced bj' Jerry Wald

BROADWAY „'^fSSES^
At 51.t Street HOLLYWOOD

BING CROSBY .

JOAN CAtrUKlO

BARRY FTTZGE8ALD

fa?

-RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL
Rockefeller Center

Shirley

TEMPLE

'The BACHELOR and the BOBBY-SOXER1

An RKO Radio Picture

SPECTACULAR STAGE PRESENTATION

Cary
GRANT

Myrna
LOY

has been actively in show business
for 45 years, with 26 years devoted
to RKO circuit. He joined the com-
pany in 1921 at the Orpheum,
Duluth, Minn., then going to St.

Louis. Later he became division
manager of the Detroit territory, be-
coming manager of present division
in 1933.

Dayton Votes 3% Tax
Dayton, O.

City Commission^ approved a 3%
theatre admission tax, effective Oct.
1. City expects levy to net over
$10,000 per month.

Tom Bailey Into Indie District
Denver.

Tom Bailey, recently resigned
RKO branch manager, bought the
Cinema Distributing Co. from
Harold Cohen plus the Commercial
Film Exchange and Astor franchise
from Nat Wolfe. He will service
Denver and Salt Lake City areas.
Frank Hale quit as Metro booker

to become office manager and
booker for SRO. Claude Newell,
checking supervisor, gets the Metro
booking job.
James Burgess, manager Colonial,

Lincoln, Neb., moved to Greeley,
Colo., as manager of the Kiva. Both
al? Westland houses.

WB Newsreel
Continued from page 7

days. As a new company, WB, which
bought out RKO-Pathe's newsreel, is

expected to set up its own staff. The
other firms have for some time been
talking of discarding the pool oper-
ation if Warners succeeds in get-
ting better coverage by not being
party to the pool.

Since its operation is a new one,

however, - Warners faces several
problems in coverage in other parts
of the world. RKO-Pathe, for ex-
ample, was part of another pool ar-

rangement existing among French
Pathe In Paris and Pathe, Ltd., of

London, from which companies it ob-
tained most of its footage dealing
with England and western Europe.
Purchase deal with RKO-Pathe did
not stipulate continuance of the pool,

so WB now must either join the pool

as a new partner or arrange for in-

dividual staff coverage in that area.

Since both the French- and British

companies would otherwise be shut
off from U. S. footage, it's expected
that WB will be taken into their

fold.
'

Company also has a distinct prob-
lem in Washington. George Dorsey,
RKO-Pathe's staffer .in D.C., also

served in the capital as liaison man
for Pathe shorts and for the RKO
studios in Hollywood. Since it

would be impossible for him to con-
tinue working for RKO and still act

for. the WB newsreel, Warners will

be foYced to set up a new bureau in

D. C. Another problem still hang-
ing fire is disposition of the State
Dept. newsreel magazine, which
Pathe had released under a State

Dept. contract to 24 foreign coun-
tries. If W** decides against con-
tinuance of the newsreel mag, the
department will either have to find

a new producer or discard the
project.

Most of the 25 RKO-Pathe em
ployees who worked exclusively on
the newsreel, meanwhile, are ex
pected to join Warners, including
staff cameramen as well as the reel

toppers.

CAPITOL
WOSLRI GABU TONY * SALLY

DtMARCO

Ted STRAETER

rent W1NCHEM.

THE BEST
YEARS OF
OUR LIVES

THE MOST
HONORED
FILM OF
OUR TIME!

38th Week

cwot .

*

ASTOR

SDG
Continued

Film Bay Box Score
Number of plays and published1 stories bought by the major com-

panies during the 18 months ending last June 30 is as follows:
Jan.-June, June-Dec, Jan.-June, 18

1946 1946 1947 Mos. Total
5 3 12
9 10 30
8 2 22
10 . 4 '

'

24
14 • 9 32
11 12 30
4 6 19

61 46 169

Editing I

from page 3

'

Top Scribes
[—? Continued from page 3
'

thing to buy. As one major com-

pany exec points out: , .

The quantity of plays- and books

available for purchase seems to

keep climbing every year, yet the

material we went through in 1947

offered .strangely little suitable for

films. For one thing, the general

quality of novels and plays was

well below standard, but, in addi-

tion to that, writers just didn't seem
to have their eyes on that potential

bag of gold held out by Hollywood.

"Most of the material published

in 1947 was written, of course, in

1945 and '46. With the impact of the

war still upon them, authors appar-
ently had a lot to get off their chests,

whether there was' a bag of gold

in the writings or not; That's in

contrast to earlier years, when most
writers—whether they'd admit it or

not—never punched a typewriter key
without considering the Hollywood
purchase angle. At the risk of being
labeled cynical* I'd say we'll be back
to that soon."

Part of the reason for the decline

in purchases waa also certainly the

studios' new eye to economy. They
want modern-day stories that by
their very concept can be produced
at profitable cost levels, rather than
big historical novels "written in

Technicolor," requiring extravagant
sets and costumes. Thus, skipped
over have been such bestsellers as

Frank Yerby's "The Vixens," Samuel
Shellabarger's "Prince of Foxes"
and Thomas Costain's "The Money-
man."

Still another reason for declining
number of purchases is desire of
studios to eat into their stockpiles.

They want to use up properties that

they bought at top prices, rather
than release pictures made from
these stories in the possible de-
flated market of an uncertain future.

Survey of last 18 months' pur-
chases shows Universal-International
surging to the fore in number of

buys. With the merger of Universal
and International late last summer
and the resultant change of policy

to top-quality production, U-I has
proved to be the biggest buyer of

books and plays this year. As against
seven such properties of a more or
less minor nature purchased by U
and Int between them during the
first half of 1948, U-I bought 12 in

1947. It led Metro, which made 10
buys this year, and 20th-Fox, which
made nine. With Darryl F. Zanuck's
strong leaning to books and plays,
20th-Fox led in the 18-month totals,

with 32 buys as against 30 each for
Metro and U-I.

cal that he have some authority in
the cutting.

Guild, rather than go so far as to

demand final say for the director

—

a demand that undoubtedly wouldn't
be granted without a terrific battle

—

seeks merely to let the others view
how the picture plays before an au-
dience when edited according to the
director's wishes. Meggers take the
idealistic outlook that all the pro-
ducer and front office will have to
do is see to be convinced.
Another change to be sought In

the new agreement will eliminate
the use of the word "director" in the
credits in connection with anything
but the actual director. In other
words such terms as "director of

photography" and "musical director"
will be changed so as not to fog the
issue of who held the reins, if the
SDG gets Its way.

Principal thing the SDG will aim
at, however, is an elimination of
"price - cutting" among directors.

Since there is an insufficient num-
ber of pix made to keep the entire
SDG membership active, it is

claimed some directors are trimming
their fees to get jobs. There are 296
men on SDG rolls, of whom 260 are
active. Total output of top 11 distribs
this year is expected to be around
450 pix, so there's not even enough
for two per man a year.

I Benjamin
)

' Continued from page T I

sequences. Under arrangements re-

cently worked out between British

producers and Joseph I. Breen, PCA
administrator, scripts from both

countries are submitted for approval
to the respective industry censors
before work begins on the pictures.

Second job Benjamin will take
care of is that of general counsel
for Pathe Industries and Robert R.
Young, PI prexy. He's slated to
huddle with Arthur Krim, prez of
Eagle-Lion (a PI subsidiary), and
Walter Wanger regarding the dis-

tribution deal currently being
worked out by them. In his third
capacity, as a member of the Uni-
versal-International board, he'll .sit

in on a U-I board meeting and also
huddle with U-I prexy Nate J.

Blumberg and production execs
William Goetz and Leo Spitz on
U-I production and distribution
matters.

Benjamin's fourth' job is that of
an active partner in the New York
law firm of Phillips, Nizer, Ben-
jamin & Krim, which handles r»«ch
film work for the majors. He's by-
passing any work connected with
that on this trip.

N. Y. Winter Garden

Booked for Pix to '48,

Belying Legit Return
Report in a New York daily that

Broadway's Winter Garden would
return to legit during the corning
season is apparently premature. Lee
Shubert is quoted in a Herald Trib
story as saying that the Garden "will
definitely be returned to availabil-

ity for legitimate stage attractions"

though, actually, no definite date was
given. John J. O'Connor, vicepresi-

dent of Universal - International,

stated this week that his firm has a
lease on the Garden until October,
1948, and that several feature pic-

tures are scheduled into the house
during the fall and winter.

U-I rented Broadway's former
number one legit musical house at

the suggestion of J. Arthur Rank,
U-I partner, at a reputed rental of

$1,000 per day but whether that fig-

ure has been moderated is not in-

dicated.

There was talk of a "Ziegfeld Fol-

lies" going into the Garden during
the coming season but if the revue
eventuates it will be spotted else-

where, since the Shuberts will have

.

several theatres available for major
musicals. The Fulton, another le-

giter, which was wired for film some
weeks ago, will open' next Wednes-
day (13) with "Black Narcissus,"

British film starring Deborah Kerr.

Broidy to England
With Monogram,geared to handle

four British-made films on its '47-48

release program, prexy Steve Broidy
sailed fo- England Friday (1) to ar-

range product deals with British

producers. i

FOR SALE
MAGNIFICENT

COUNTRY ESTATE

35 mi. to Times Square
15 cleared acres with lake ....
surrounded by state roads
completely secluded
spectacular landscaping
many 100 yr old trees

beautiful lawns and shrubs ....

25 large dogwood trees

apple, peach, pear, cherry
root cellar and open shed
new chicken house
wonderful barn newly equipped,
new greenhouse and tennis court

charming 6 bedroom house
3 Ms tile baths
dining room overlooking lake .

.

secluded guest room 1st floor....

nursery—could be apartment ..

2 rooms and bath for help
large kitchen and pantry
electric range and refrigerator . .

.

40 cubic ft freezer

copper water pipes and spouts .

.

new oil heating—fully insulated,

electric cable underground
4 room guest house with bath . .

.

all in excellent condition
available in one month. .........

set price $80,000

communicate with agent

W H OLIVER OsSinlng 656

Ossining New York

HARRY DELMAR
• Productions

New Located at 8776 Sunset Blvd.

Hollywood 46. Calif.

CRestview 67055

In Preparation for Fall Production

"FOLLOW THE GIRLS"
For Motion Picturel

DELMARS REVELS
Intimate Revue
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NBC GETS A REVAMPED FORMAT
The Comedy Test

This coming season will be especially important as regards the
networks' campaign to regain ground lost years ago in the field

Of program-building. The networks for the time being enjoy
advantages previously lacking, for during the war years they
were able to strengthen their staffs and increase their know-how
find prestige. At the same time the advertising agencies, more
vulnerable to the draft, were weakened!

That the makings of a struggle for control over programs exists

between the networks and the agencies has long been apparent,
although it would be exaggerating to speak of a "feud." But
future showmanship prestige is definitely at stake. That's behind
CBS recently taking on an agency-trained radio showman, Hub-
bell Robinson, Jr., as veepee in charge of competitive programs.
It's behind the new emphasis on sales all along the line now
that the easy pickings of the war years are clearly ended.

General view of the trade dopesters on both coasts is that the
networks will be tested as program-builders and will largely
succeed or fail by what they can achieve in the toughest area'
of all—the comedy shows. That will not be easy, but unless the
networks can make the grade in stand-up yak-yak comedy, real

progress will not have been made.

As the dopesters figure the matter, it's the comedy shows that
get the big circulation. Several dozen freelance package houses
can build dramatics, audience quizzes and so on just as well as
the webs. The real challenge remains comedy know-how.

SSC&B Agcy. Mulls Top-Budgeted

Show Reprising Week s Click Stanza
A new series, starring top names

in repeat broadcasts of their click

stanzas, is being set up by Don
Stauffer, of the Sullivan, Stauffer,

Colwell & Bayles agency. The deal

Js understood to be still in the pre-
liminary stage, with Stauffer cur-

rently on the Coast attempting to

pull some of the elusive strings to-

gether. Others of the SSC&B
partners are reluctant to discuss the
hush-hush scheme, and it's not known
which of the firm's clients is inter-

ested in such a high-budget series.

Idea of the series, if it can be
worked out, would be for the
SSC&B client to bankroll selected

rebroadcasts of, say, the Bob Hope,
Fibber & Molly, Jack Benny shows,
etc., just as originally presented, ex-
cept that

.
the temporary sponsor's

commercials would be substituted
for the regular ones. The idea, ap-
parently, would be that the regu-
lar sponsor would get a credit* line

on the rebroadcast and would addi-
tionally benefit by having the show
receive the extra prestige, exposure

• «nd exploitation.

Just how the financial aspect of
the show would be set up isn't

known. Possibly talent involved
might accept slightly reduced coin,
eihce the rebroadcast would pre-
sumably require little or no added

(Continued on page 28)

Filer In Twin

Network Act
It'll be Jimmy Fidler in front and

in back of Walter Winchell in the
fall and in one of those rare in-
stances in radio when a personality
will be slotted commercially on two
different networks with different,
programs, the same night. In addi-
tion to his regular ABC network 15-
minute Hollywood commentary
sponsored by Carter Products, Fidler
will also go on Mutual for the same
client.

i>d^
arter has Purchased the 8:30-

«:45 Sunday evening time on Mutual,
starting Sept. 7. Mutual program
w«l Plug Arrid and will have a 200-
station hookup. He'll go on ABC,

« in*
difterent commentary stint,

« 10:30, switching over from his
Previous 9:30 period.
Mutual will back up the Fidler

in°4u
Wlth a femme chatter stanzaW the following (8:45) time slot.

SWlrvan, Stauffler, Colwell &
bayles is the agency. .

Earle McGill's Audition

il^
ad

,

10 director Earle McGill audi-
«oned recentIy fQr the master of

nu*
m°n,es Perth on "We, the Peo-

t±t> 'P« Young & Rubicam novelty

din ?e
,

W £rolic
- He was reported

aea<Hte,v ;„ the running .

. W> about 100 Personalities have

U,
rec°i-ded in the present search.

Who's Kiddin'?
Hollywood, Aug. 5.

Jim Hawthorne, ex - disk-
jockey of KXEA, Pasadena, may
not know it, but he recently
summed up in a few words the
general operation of independent
stations in this area.

In his closing .announcement,
Hawthorne said: "This is

KXLA, the 10,000-watt jufce-box.

Dyke to Sink Teeth

Into Public Service

AsNBC'sOnlyGap
NBC top shelf realignment, keyed

to web's long-range planning and an
awareness that "while-we're-on-
top-today-it-imay-be-d i ff e r e n t-to-

morrow," actually comes at a time
when the network was never in a

more enviable position, from a

standpoint of talent and billings. The
web has corralled practically all of

radio's top talent. When the fall

season bows, the SRO sign will be
very much in evidence and, as now
appears practically assured, the

Monday night 10:30 time is bought
by General Electric for a Fred War-
ing show, every half-hour segment
of network time will be sold out.

Up to a couple of years ago, it wa3
pretty much of a nip-and-tuck battle,

for billing supremacy between NBC
and CBS, but the former network
now has a commanding lead. As for

a talent roster, it's strictly NBC all

the way.

However, with Ken Dyke moving
in to administer programming,
there's one phase of activity that'll

be given new emphasis, and that is

public service programming. It's

recognized that, in terms of coming
up with new ideas, etc.. CBS. is far

out in front, particularly on docu-
mentaries.

ABC Reshuffles Sun.

Shed to Aid U.S. Steel

ABC is reshuffling its Sunday

night schedule, designed primarily

to give the U. S. Steel-sponsored

"Theatre Guild of the Air" prime

time showcasing. Instead of its pre-

vious 10 to 11 p.m. airing, 60-minute

dramatic show will be moved up a

half-hour from 9:30 to 10:30. U. S.

had long been trying to maneuver

a time switch.

That means Jimmy Fidler, pre-

viously heard at 9:30, goes into the

post-"Guild" time at 10:30.

IN

REALIGNMENT
By GEORGE ROSEN

NBC's executive realignment, an-
nounced following the board ot di-

rectors' meeting last Friday (1),

represents one of the major reshuf-
flings within the industry in the.

postwar era. The setting up of three
administrative vice-presidencies for
Harry C. Kopf, Ken R. Dyke and
John H. MacDonald; the bowout,
particularly, of programming veepee,

Clarence L. Menser; the exiting of
Judge A. L. Ashby as veepee and
general counsel, and the upping of

George H. Frey and James M.
Gaines, hit the trade with a stunning
suddenness that left in its wake a

flurry of speculation, although the
realignment had been in the works
for some time.

Principal topic of discussion, of

course, was the retirement of Menser
as the web's programming boss,

which immediately invited conjec-

ture as to the reasons for his de-

parture from the network.
Associated with NBC for 18 years,

the past five years in the program-
ming-spot (only two others had held
it before him, John Royal and Sid

Strotz), Menser in recent years was
the network's stormy petrel. As
NBC's continuity acceptance chief,

his, censorship of scripts, particularly

among the web's flock of top-

Trammell Likes Radio
Immediate Teaction to NBC

brass reshuffle in top trade
circles was speculation as to

whether the shifts weren't act-

ually the prelude to prexy Niles
Trammell moving into the presi-

dency of the parent company,
RCA. Post has been vacant
ever since David Sarnoff stepped
into the RCA board chair-

manship, and for some time
there have been recurrent re-

ports that Trammell was headed
for the prexy spot,

i However, .a spokesman for

NBC says "positively not," that

basically Trammell is a broad-
caster and will stay one. Moves,
however, will enable Trammell
and Frank Mullen, exec veepee,
to mastermind policy operation
and concentrate more on tele

developments.

K& E to Pay $2,000 for Tord Theatre

Originals, Return Rights to Scripters

Timber!
Retirement of Clarence Men-

• ser as program veepee at NBC,
in the web's new realignment of

execs; climaxes one of the most
turbulent three-month periods
of drastic overhaulings among
the agencies and network in re-

cent years.

It was a period that saw the
reshuffling of CBS program
_execs, with Ed Murrow resign-

ing his vice-presidency to return
to the air; of Davidson Taylor,
moving over into Murrow's spot

and- Hubbell Robinson, Jr., mov-
ing out as radio head of Foote,

Cone & Belding and within the
same three-month span taking
over Taylor's CBS spot as a

veepee.
Same period saw Tom Lewis

exit Young & Rubicam, with a
flock of other Y & R production-
talent execs getting axed; and
Joe Bigelow resigning as a J.

Walter Thompson radio v. p.

JWT 'Love Fee

Surprise To

Agnes Ridgway
Agnes Ridgway, whose $5,000-

weekly budgeted "Those We Love"
Sunday afternoon network show
commanded a strong loyal following
and which gave her a weekly in-

come $1,000 as scripter until the
show went off a couple of years
back, recently severed her connec-
tions with the William Morris
agency. Instead she took on John
E. Gibbs as her agent in a new bid

for network time and sponsorship.

The switchover has brought to

light some revelations concerning
ownership of the show which, ac-

cording to Miss Ridgway, came as a
complete surprise to her. Gibbs, it

(Continued on page 28)

• "Ford Theatre." the 60-minute
dramatic show which bows on NBC
in the fall, is destined to maka
radio history for a variety of reasons.
Program, which will put emphasis

on writing rather than stars, will
use a minimum of two original
scripts on each 13-week cycle and
for each original Kenyon & Eck-
hardt, agency on the show,' will pay
$2,000. Thai's believed lo be art

all-time high for freelance scripts
for a regular weekly comercial.

For adaptations (films, novels,
stage), which will be the show's
mainstay, K & E will pay $1,000.

In the case of originals, K & E
will ask freelancers to submit brief
outlines, and scripters will be assign-
ed on the basis of these outlines.
An assignment for a first draft will
automatically fetch a $1,000 fee,
regardless of whether the script gets
final acceptance for airing.

There are even more historic over-
tones, however, to the decision of
Bill Lewis, K & E's radio topper,
to return performance rights to the
writer, with K & E thus joining ma-
jor agencies in falling in with the
new demands of scripters that they
retain rights to their properties for
future sales.

In the instance of " Ford Theatre,"
K & E will have second performance
rights, with $1,000 (half of the orig-
inal fee)" accruing to the writer.
Thence forth, he's privileged t9
dicker for pix, stage, tele or any
other sales.

New Ford show will have Georga
Zachary as writer-producer, with
Howard Teichman as script editor
and George Faulkner as continuity
chief.

bracketed comedians, was • snow-
balled into national prominence only
a few months back—the climax of

a succession of incidents with Fred
Allen, whose constant jibes at NBC
veepees were specifically 'directed

toward Menser.
Invariably Menser was backed up

by prexy Niles Trammell but it's

known, too, that on occasion the
Menser bluepencilling treatment got

under the executive skin. When, for

example, NBC, which took a ter-

rific press beating in the recent

Allen fiasco, decided on a "laugh it

(Continued on page 30)

CBS RESHUFFLE HITS

WILLIAMS, FREDERICKS
Herschell Williams, it's reported,

is definitely exiting the CBS fold in

the network's revamp of its pro-

gramming sales operation, as de-

tailed in last week's Variety.

Reshuffling is also said to involve

a "change in assignment" for David
Fredericks, of the sales promotion-
advertising dept.

The network, in a move to bolster

its agency - client - programming
liaison activity, is still on the hunt
for a top programming man with
sales know how, particularly one
with agency background.

Straus' Europe Spi

Nathan Straus, WMCA, N. Y.,

prexy-owner, makes his debut on the
station as a public affairs commen-
tator Aug. 11.

Straus will broadcast daily for one
week on his recent two-months trip

through Europe which he wound up
July 30. He will discuss the general
European scene with individual pro-

grams devoted to England, France,

Germany and the displaced persons
camps.

'Sherlock Holmes' to Go

Sleuthing on MBS Under

New Sponsorship & Twist
With Kreml dropping "Sherlock

Holmes" on ABC, new deal has just

been wrapped up whereby "Sher-
lock" moves over to Mutual under
Clipper Craft Clothes (Trimount)
sponsorship. Latter client currently

sponsors "Warden Lawes" program
on Mutual, but is dropping it next
month. "Lawes" is a 15-minute
Tuesday evening (8-8: 15) program,
with Clipper Clothes expanding its

budget for 30-minute programming.
New sponsorship goes into effect

week after daylight saving ends, but

it's not definite yet whether "Sher-

lock" moves into the Tuesday 8-8:30-

segment.
Unusual aspect of "Sherlock" deal,

handled via Weintraub agency, is

that show was not purchased as a

straight package, with agency mak-
ing deal direct with Denis Conan
Doyle, son of the author, although
William Morris agency was in on the

negotiations.

"Sherlock" is a $6,000 package,

though direct deal will shave cost.

'ARTHUR' IN DOUBT AS

BORDEN MULLS MUSICAL
There's a possibility that Borden's

may replace "Arthur's Place" on
CBS with an all-musical show, but
there's no decision as yet. Sponsor
has an option until the end of the
month, at which time it'll decide
one way or the other.

"Arthur's Place" is produced by
Kenyon & Eckhardt agency, which
acquired the Borden billings from
Young & Rubicam. Agency, in a
bid to hypo the show, replaced Ar-
thur Moore a couple weeks back,
putting Ja^'K-!"1'"'ond. in,.lhe. Ifiad

role. /

Bittner s 850C v

WOOD Buy Puts

Him in Bigtime
ABC network is unloading. WOOD

in Grand Rapids, which the network
purchased last year in the King-
Trendle deal. Purchaser of WOOD
is Harry Bittner, the former general
manager of the Hearst newspapers.
Purchase price is reported at
$850,000, which is considered a good
price for the station.

Unloading of the station is in ac-
cordance with the agreement mad*
at the time of the King-Trendle-
WXYZ station ownership reshuf-
fling, with ABC promising it would
sell in Grand Rapids under condi-
tions (involving number of stations
in a town) which also resulted in
CBS disposing of WBT, Charlotte,
a couple of years back. WOOD is a
5,000-watter and at the time of the
King-Trendle deal with ABC was an
NBC affiliate.

Sale marks the projecting of
Bittner into radio on a major scale,
since he's also consummated a deal
for the takeover of WFDF in Flint
for a reported $750,000. In addition
he owns WFER in Manchester
(N.H.), and WFBM, CBS outlet in
Indianapolis.

CARNATION DROPPING

CBS' 'LONE JOURNEY'
Carnation Co. is dropping the

"Lone Journey" serial, effective
Sept. 26, with the question of a re-
placement undecided. The bankroller
is also relinquishing the five-a-week
2:30-2:43 p. m. spot on CBS, -but will
retain its "Contented Hour" eve-
ning series on NBC. '

"Journey" will have completed an
18-month run for the milk firm. It
was previously sponsored by Procter
& Gamble for several years. The
stanza is co-authored by Sandra and
Peter Michael. Former will sail
Sept. 22 for a six-week visit to her
native Denmark, accompanied by
her mother, Mrs. Catherine Mickel-
sen. Meanwhile, her sister. Gerda
Michael, will assist her brother with
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Hearings Complicate FCC Deadline

InWOKO Case; StayDue After Aug. 31

Washington, Aug. 5. *
' FCC is going to have a tough time

meeting its own deadline ol Aug.

81 on which WOKO, Albany is due

to turn back its license, the way it

looks here. Commission Examiner

Jack Blume wound up three days of

hearing last week on competing

bids of the Joseph Henry Broad-

easting Co., the Gov. Dongan Broad-

casting Corp. and the Van Curler

Broadcasting Co. for the WOKO
frequency and has skedded a final

cession here this Friday (8)

Commission could' get out a pro-

posed decision in favor of one of

these three contenders but, in any

event, the losers get another 20

days in which to appeal an un-

favorable ruling. As a result,

WOKO may get a short reprieve be-

yond the Aug. 31 date, it was be-

lieved. Station lost its license be-

cause of misrepresentations on stock

ownership

Meanwhile, it appeared unlikely

that FCC would eye favorably the

bid of the Joseph Henry Broadcast-

ing Corp., headed by WOKO v.p.

and director Dueul Richardson, with

largest stockholdings in hands of,

Raymond Curtis, part-owner of

WOKO. This company, however,

has offered1 WOKO employees -500

(Shares of stock in the. new station

and holds an option, through Curtis,

to 'take over WOKO's present studio

and transmitter facilities.

These were the developments:

1. Dueul Richardson, who mas
terminded formation of the Joseph

Henry Co. after "general" talks with

WOKO manager Harold Smith, said

he came to the station as Smith's

secretary in 1931. In 1941, he be-

came a, WOKO vice-president and

director.

Richardson said he had "misgiv-

ings" that WOKO dividend checks

in the name of R. K. Phelps actually

belonged to one Sam Pickard' as far

back as 1934. When Blume asked

him if had done anything about his

suspicions, he replied, "Nothing,

that was not my business."

Richardson assured Blume that

Smith would not get any stock or

hold any job with the Joseph
Henry Corp. Raymond Curtis will

be principal stockholder. Curtis, he

said, was very inactive in the

operation of WOKO and would
probably be equally so with Joseph

Henry. Curtis" has agreed to turn

over WOKO facilities to Joseph

Henry in return for 400 shares of

stock.

Financing Troubles

Blume was concerned over the

financing of Joseph Henry. Com
pany will have a $138,000 balance

in September to finance a power
hike to 5 kw at an estimated cost

of $85,000. Richardson said he ex
pected to take in another $30,000

in first six months on the air. He
would have a second note of $467

800 to meet in March, which would
apparently leave station strapped

for dough. "We would not take

money from Smith," Richardson
said. "We will go to a bank first.

2. J. T. Healey, president of the

Gov. Dongan Co., said 90 shares in

his company were being held out

for WOKO employees, as well as

assurances of employment. Healey
a director of WSNY, Schenectady
said he would relinquish his WSNY
stock and devote full time to run.

Ding the Albany station.

Healey was roundly quizzed by
counsel for Joseph Henry on Blue

Book charges to the effect that

WSNY had not lived up to prom
ises made FCC when it got its

license. Healey said1 he was instru-

mental in organizing the station, and

had recommended improvements fol-

lowing the Blue Book reprimand

Winter T. Brown, a Gov. Dongan
director, said he dropped out of the

"Van Curler bid when it appeared

three companies were 'going to

merge their' interests last year,

praised Si Fabian, Van Curler prin

cipal, with whom he worked dur
ing the war.

3. All bidders put in revamped
program proposals to show non-net-

work operation. ABC has shifted its

former WOKO affiliation to new 10

kw outlet WRWR, effective Dec. 1,

1947. They estimated only a loss

of $1,000 a month by reason of in-

dependent operation. About 44% of

WOKO's income last year came
from the network, however.

WORL's Second Chance
Washington, Aug. 5.

WORL, Boston, sentenced to

go off the air Aug. 31 because
of misrepresentations made on
its Stock ownership, will get a
second chance to plead for len-
iency at a special FCC oral argu-
ment here Sept. 25.

It is expected FCC will slip

the station another 60-day ex-

tension of its license beyond
Aug. 31 to provide for the argu-
ment.

Station asked for a rehearing

on a ground that the quorum of

FCC'ers which finally ordered
it off the air was composed of

different Commissioners than
those which had entered the pro-

posed decision against the sta-

tion. WORL's point was that

the present FCC bench had
never heard its arguments but
was merely acting on recom-
mendations made by Commis--
sioners and lawyers who are no
longer with the Commission.
New FCC member Robert F.

Jones, ex-GOP Representative
from Ohio, will sit in on the

Sept. 25 session.

KLZ News Writer, Reporter

JAMES BENNETT
Typical of KLZ's full-time news

staff, Bennett got basic training in

newspaper work, switched to radio;

wc-jked In NBC's Hollywo&d news
department before joining KLZ.

KLZ, DENVER.
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From the Production Centres

Col. Stoopnagle

Hooper Surprise
Talk around the trade the past

week was the way the new batch
of summertime Hoopers shape up.
Most of the boys were rubbing their

eyes and doing a fast double-take
at the show in the leadoff position
among the

.
Top 15 — Lemuel Q.

Stoopnagle (F. Chase Taylor), sub-
bing for Bob Hawk on the Monday
night 10:30 Camel show on CBS.
Doing a comeback after a long"

absence from network programming,
Stoopnagle, with a 10.2 rating, out-
ranked all of the year-round kilo-

cycle faves, -including "Mr. District

Attorney," "Hit Parade," "Take It

Or Leave It," "Crime -Doctor," etc.

Some say it ties in with the cur-
rent yen for nostalgia^ Others just
chalk it- up as part of the whole
peculiar pattern of summer radio

—

"and one man's guess is as good as
the next."

Here's the Top 15 scorecard:
Stoopnagle 10.2

"Take It-Leave It".. . ... 9.8

"Mr. D. A." 9.1

"Break the Bank" 8.3

"Can You Top This?" 8-1

Album of Fam. Music 8.0

"Dr. I. Q." 8.0

"Crime Doctor" 7.9

"Three Views of the. News"
(Winchell sub) 7.8

"Hit Parade" , 7.7

"Crime Photographer". 7.7

"Man. Merry-Go-Round" 7.1

"Suspense" 7.0

"Sam Spade" 7.0

"Philip Marlowe" 7.0

CBS PLANS DROPPING

BARBER SPORTS SHOW
With Alka-Seltzer moving "Lum

'n' Abner" into the 5:45 p.m. CBS
slot cross-the-board starting Sept.
29, .the network is planning to drop
the Red Barber sports program,
which has been aired on a co-op
basis.

Spotting of Barber, who is - the
web's sports director, into the co-op
sports picture marked something of

an innovation in CBS programming,
but report is that the web wasn't
too happy over the station accept-
ance, despite favorable comment
show has received.

Eversharp Yanks

lights Out' Switch
m

Eversharp yanked the switch on
"Lights Out" after last Wednesday's
(30) broadcast, dousing the series

after only three of a scheduled eight-

week summer run. The sponsor is

committed to the show's owner, Wyl-
lis Cooper, for the contractual pe-
riod, but is understood to have
worked out a compromise payoff

covering the cost of the scripts. Deal
is also being worked out with the

ABC network, which will fill the

unexpired weeks with a sustainer,

for the time charges. This is believed

to be part of negotiations between
Mark Woods, ABC prez, and Martin
Strauss, boss of the pen and razor

firm, involving a reshuffle of the

net's whole Wednesday night sched-
ule for the* coming fall-winter.

"Lights Out," horror series with a

long and spotty history on both ABC
and NBC, stumbled as a summer re-

placement from its first broadcast
July 16. Although it was a minimum-
budget production, using old scripts

originally written by Cooper when
the series was launched a decade ago
as a late-evening sustainer out of

Chicago. it aroused the ire of Strauss,

who ordered the Biow agency to

yank it after the third installment.

The ABC replacement-of-the-re-
placement will fill the vacant time
until Henry Morgan returns to the
air Sept. 10. However, depending on
Strauss's huddles with ABC a*nd

what the network is able to work
out with Bing Crosby and his spon-
sor, Philco, the Morgan opus may or

may not. return to the 10:30 slot

Wednesdays. ABC is known to be
juggling the schedule, with the idea
of moving Crosby forward from his

10-10:30 niche, with Morgan prob-
ably slated to move up with the
Groaner. Under Strauss's contract

with ABC, the Eversharp time must
follow immediately after Crosby, al-

though the sponsor could conceiv-
ably put another show into the slot

and move Morgan to another time.

MM > I >«> ».

f]V mW YORK CITY . . .

Dolores Craeg, who's had a teenage interview program on WINS for

past 10 months," off the air Aug. .1. .. .Ex-Variety mugg and freelance

scripter Saul Carson hospitalized for 10 days with minor surgery....

Radio Guild, United Office and Professional Workers, CIO, and Office

Employees International Union, Local 153, AFL, have withdrawn previ-

ously filed objections to WOR collective bargaining elections held May 20

....Freelance scripter Bernard Reines putting finishing touches to a legit

play he hopes to have ready by fall. .. .Harold Kaye made veepee of Olian
Advertising Co., St. Louis, and will continue in charge of N. Y. office ....

Margpt Gayle to do radio column for YWCA publication, Woman's Press .

....CBS again springing its 485 Madison ave. employees at 3 p.m. on
sweltering days—now an established summer custom Jack Ryan, NBC's
press chief in Chi. in and out after few days Gotham o.o. . . .Thelma
Ritter back after month's vacation on Fire Island. ., .Bob Landry, CBS
program writing director, leaving Aug. 15 for Mexico City vacation in his

annual hay fever escape. ,. .Alice Smart joining K&E's "Ford Theatre"
as casting director. Last had same position on "This Is Your FBI." Mark
Barron, AP radio editor,, collapsed on street last week with recurrence

of malaria acquired while a foreign correspondent, and hospitalized at

Bellevue for a few days, :

WOR's "Mutual Music Show" on Sunday (3) from 1 to 2 p.m. featured

Martha Wright- and Glenn Burris in a duet of "O, Promise Me." It was
a coincidental tribute for Steve Schultz, first trumpet in Sylvan Levin's .

orch that accompanied' the vocalists, for Schultz was married at 5 p.m.

that day Ray Green, general manager of Kermit-Raymond Co., disk

firm, is recuping from heart attack of a week ago, but will still be
bedded for several weeks. Bill McCambridge, formerly manager of Press

Assn., is pinch-hitting for Green at KR... .Evelyne Seibold added to the

cast of "Life Can Be Beautiful". ., .Rosemary Rice into "When a Girl

Marries" Elaine Rost into preem. sequence of Mutual's "Song of the

Stranger" .... Scott Buckley, formerly writer-producer at WBYN, Brook-
lyn, now producer on WNBC, N. Y. staff NBC tossing lunch for Henry
Cassidy at Waldorf Friday (8).

Tristram" Dunri has joined William Esty agency as an account executive

on the Vel account of Colgate-Palmolive-Peet. He was^ formerly general
ad manager of Northam Warren and Peggy Sage, Inc.. . . .Bill Wylie, man-
ager of ABC's program promotion division, left Friday (1) for Canadian-
Maine border vacation. . . .Fred Robbins, WOV emcee, back from two-week
Martha's Vineyard loaf. .'. .Joseph A. Lenn appointed director of local

sales for WHLI, Hempstead,- L. I. - •

Bill Ramsey, P & G radio head, acquired a painful sunburn last week-
end at Bridgehampton, L. I. Incidentally, he just became a grandad
again. .. .Sylvia Dowlihg, Y & R -Commercial writer, vacationing at Lake
George. .. .Gordon Cates, Y & R v.p. on the General Foods account, due
back this week from Paris with the missus. She's Jean Crump, commer-
cial writer for the same agency. . . .Dave Levy returned1 to the Y & R salt

mines after a month at Provincetown . . . .Lewis Titterton, Compton agency
radio v.p., vacationing at his Putnam County (N.Y.) hacienda Mary
Harris checked in from the Coast last week to join Y & R talent staff in

the homeoffice, reporting to Lester (Leo the Lip) Gottlieb. . . .Percy Faith
resumed chores on Carnation Contented Hour Monday (4) after short
Canadian vacation. Roy Shields subbed while he was away.

Pharmacol $1,200,000

3-Way Program Parlay
"The Adventures of Charlie Chan"

will be the third show in the new
Pharmaco setup on Mutual, when
the whodunit returns to the air

next Mon. (11). Show will start as

sustainer in the Monday 8:30 p. m.
slot, going commercial Sept. 29.

Pharmaco three-show deal will

involve $1,200,000 in annual billings,

for company's highest radio budget
in its history. Other two shows are

"Song of the Stranger," Mondays,
Wednesdays, Fridays at 3:30, and
the Jim Backus Show, Sundays at

9:30. Shows will plug company's

100-YEAR OLD STORY

CBS Studio One presents 'Carmen'
Markle's Three-Way Role'

"Carmen" was the Aug. 5 present-

ation of the CBS' full-hour series

"Studio One". It was adapted from
the Prosper Merimee original story

(not the opera) exactly 100 years to

the week ai.-r its publication.

Further obviating any resemblance
to the opera, "Studio One" com-
missioned Lan Adomian to compose
an entirely original score.

Fletcher Markle for the second
time appeared in the three-way role

of director-adaptor-actor, doing the

part of Don Jose. "Studio One" Su-
pervisor Robert J. Landry explains
that Markle may step into the cast

from time to time where the pro-
ductions are simple and . the role

suitable. Everett Sloane is under
contract to 'Studio One' but Ann
Burr, Robert Dryden and Hedley
Rainnie appear practically evtty
week.

CLIFF G00UMAFS SWITCH
Memphis, Aug. 5.

Cliff Goodman, sales manager for,

WMC past five years and on the
staff for nine years, resigned last

week to become general manager of

KWHN, new 5,000-watt station at

Fort Smith, Ark.
Earl Moreland, production man-

ager, replaces.

fJV HOLLYWOOD . . .

Charles Brown, program director of KFI and prexy of Colonial Film
Productions, 16m outfit, guest speaks at Aug. 12 meeting of the Academy
of Television Arts and Sciences. .. .Larry Chatterton and "Bob Anderson
additions to Don Lee gabber staff. .. .Mobile telephone service added' to

ABC-KECA's roving radio car to facilitate news-special events coverage,
covering a 'radius of 50 miles. .. .Jack Benny back from three weeks of

motoring in which he glommed Lake Louise and1 Banff, Canada, and
Sun Valley, and may do a strawhat turn as ye editor in "Front Page" at

Gryphon Players, Laguna Beach—or extend straight resting until resum-
ing in October Art Linkletter and wife, Lois, off to six weeks of air-

viewing Central and South America V ..A1 Kaye, of Benton & Bowles
shop, back from vacation. Ditto Jack Runyon, of Biow, whose boss,

Brude Dodge, left here yesterday (Tuesday) for New York....John Dick-
inson, of national sales staff in Paramount's video subsidiary, talking na-
tional coordination with Klaus Landesberg of KTLA AFRA's final

membership meeting before delegates trek to Gotham convention set for

Aug. 6. Ken Carpenter off to Lake Tahoe with his clan ere he takes up
cudgel at AFRA convention, staying there until Aug. 10 Dave Crandell,
production head for L. A. Times' televisions, back from month 'r more in

the east scouting wares of others Gerold Lauck, exec v-p of N. W.
Ayer and plans chief of Ayer, Bryden Greene, out after a week at Coast
shop. .. .Stanley Frank, Collier ace, in to do a piece on Jimmy Durante
... Ad Association of West holds midwinter conference at Hotel del Coro-
nado, Coronado, Jan. 11 to 13, '48 Bernie Joslin to Gotham and Chi to

peddle transcriptions Irna Phillips and Meredith Willson spoke at Hol-
lywood Ad Club feedbag Monday, former expounding on "What's Right
With Daytime Shows" Bill Holmes handling production on Frances
Scully's ABC'er, "Star Gazing". .. .Dick Graham, NBC-RCA attorney,
closed his private offices and moved into network's Sunset structure
George Fisher and frau at Tahoe resting Bob Hall, ABC press chief,

returned from his outing Dick Fishell handling special exploitation
and promotion for Del Mar in between chores with KFWB, his own Hack-
ery and roading it with the warming-up footballing Ranis for which he'll

do play-by-play for Pabst Beer in season.
Harry Lubcke. director of Don Lee television, back from sabbatical....

Actress Cathryn Craven now a femme disk jockey on KIEV, Glendale....
Phil Cochran, noted war flyer, trying to drum interest in himself as an
air personality with an adventure strip for early a.m.'s, designed to get

kids out of bed and off to school, a different take than most afternoon or

evening juve airuckuses Actor Bill Frawley building his own combo
vocal-instrumental group dealing in nostalgic things for possible air and
disk bids, with NBC encouraging. . . .John Guedel another vacationer
returned.

fJV CHICAGO . . .

WGN will present James Melton as one of the headliners of 18th An-
nual Chicagoland Music Festival in Soldiers' Field Aug, 16. In addition,

program will include 25 minutes of melodies from "Carousel," which will

be sung by members of legit showcast ... J511 Henry in Evanston hospital

for major operation Merritt Schoenfeld, local radio exec, entertaining

Vice Admiral R. M. Emmett, former commander of Great Lakes Training

School. .. .Ernie Simon's wife and daughter off to Washington, D. C, for

month's visit with Simon's family ... .Lonny Lunde, member of "Quiz

Kids" and emcee Everett Mitchell of NBC, doubling in dramatic pageant

at Park Ridge on the life of Abe Lincoln John Blair & Co. has been

appointed exclusive radio rep for Aloha Network of JSawaii. .. "Shopping
With the Missus" celebrates its 400th broadcast on Aug. 13 Don Dowd
of ABC back at work after minor surgery ... ."Jane Jarvis. Presents." 15-

minute musical show, debuted' on WTMJ in Milwaukee Aug. 4.. .James

H. McBurney principal speaker at dinner marking closing of NBC-North-
western Univ. Summer Radio Institute on Aug. 1.

Donald Cook of "Private Lives" interviewed by June Marlowe on the

"Melody Lane" show. .. .Judith Waller going to U of Denver to instruct

course in public service during week of Aug. 18 to 22,...Orrin E. Wolf

elected veepee of Zenith Radio Harry Elders in New York and Canada

for three weeks Jim Schlosser and Geraldine Sowle are on honeymoon

after recent marriage. Groom is news writer at WTMJ.
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HARD-TO-LIVE-WITH
Catholic Students Group to Take

Poll on Purity ofComedy Material

Chicago, Aug. 5.

Program executives of networks

and agencies here expressed them-

selves as somewhat puzzled by an

announcement last week that the

National Federation o£ Catholic Col-

lege SSudents was inaugurating in

the fall a poll to check on the ac-

ceptability of material broadcast on

network comedy shows. The pro-

grammers seemed curious as to the

basis for the federation's move at

this time, particularly in light of the

fact that the past season or two have

been marked by the scantiness of

off-the-reservation treading by net-

work comedians.

It was agreed among these pro-

f
ramming men that there may have

een sound justification for such ap-

prehension during the war when a

few broadcasting comics, in cater-

ing to servicemen at their camps,-

were inclined to veer into precincts

of dubious taste. The repercussions

that ensued, the programmers
pointed out, wera of such sharpness

as to have a chastening effect on not

only the offenders but radio comedi-

ans as a whole. That they've been

on their good behavior ever since

was reflected, it was recalled, by the

unusually low score of complaints

racked up from individual listen-

ers or organizations.

Check 'Good Taste'

The "radio acceptance poll" as set

up by the press commission of the

NFCCS at a meeting last week pro-

vides for checking on the "good

taste" of nationally broadcast com-

edy programs among the student

bodies of 180 colleges, numbering
around 50,000 undergraduates. The
continuing poll, extended over the

customary 39-week season, will be

directed by a steering committee of

students and advisory committee of

five, temporarily headed by James V.

Malone, Chicago press agent for St.

Joseph's of Indiana College.

When quizzed about the back-

ground for the NFCCS's move, Ma-
lone declined to put the finger on
any particular cases or personalities

but explained that the idea for the

poll grew out of a meeting of a

student council in Toledo last May.
Malone said in a discussion on radio

several students cited "-derelictions

of taste by "certain" comics, and it

was later agreed within the federa-

tion that something ought to be done
about keeping a tab on "violation of

decency standards" in radio com
edy.

In a letter to network heads and
the National Assn. of Broadcasters,
inviting them to designate a dele

gate to the poll's advisory commit
- tee, the chairman of the student
steering committee wrote that the

purpose of the check will be both
condemnatory and commendatory.
The poll's reports will give recogni-

tion to comedians who maintain
good standards of taste as well as

. those who stoop to the undesirable in
" entertainment in an effort to win
laughs.

Biow's $64 Question
Hollywood, Aug. 5.

It's still a three-way tossup as to

who moves into quizzmaster of

Take It Or Leave It" when Phil

Baker's contract runs out Sept. 7.

Garry Moore is said to have the

inside track, with Dick Powell and
Kenny Baker next in that preferen-

tj&\ order.

Groucho Marx's audition won
many supporters at the Biow agency.

There's still a possibility that Baker
may be retained. Sponsor may an-

nounce his choice this week.

Mutual Finding It Tough

To Sell Block as Net Jock

Due to Sponsor Overlaps
Mutual is having a tough time

*elling Martin Block jas a network
disk jockey attraction, although the
net is solidly committed to an annual
outlay of $200,000 to Warners'
KPWB, Hollywood for the one hour
it, picks up of his four-hour daily
platter session. Block's contract with
Mutual is the joker that hamstrings
the net, limiting the type of sponsors
it may accept.

Ticket stipulates that sponsors on
t.ne net may not be duplicates of
those Block already has on a local
oasis at KFWB and WNEW, N. Y.,

where he's heard on transcription
Since total sellout of the quarter
hour segments represents 32 differ
*nt sponsors alone, not counting spot
announcements, this greatly limits
saleability on net which must seek
sponsors of products that are non

- competitive with indie operations.

CBS Socks E&P

For One-Sided

Sim Coverage
CBS not only s"views" the press.

It has also shown a willingness

to trade haymakers with the gents

who decide editorial policy for the
metropolitan rags. Having ex-
changed swings with the N. Y. Sun
several weeks ago, the network last

week let fly a straight right at news-
paperdom's acknowledged spokes-
man, Editor & Publisher. It was a
bullseye. The occasion was E & P's
coverage of the CBS-Sun brawl.

Letter by Edward R. Murrow, di-

rector of public affairs, dated July
29 and addressed to Robert U.
Brown, editor E & B, is mostly
self-explanatory. However, the ref-

erence to Col. Hodges' attack on the
Integrity of Don Hollenbeck had to

do with the Sun official's Insinuation

that the CBS staffer, having once
been associated with the liberal

newspaper PM, is therefore a Com-
munist sympathizer. Murrow quoted
Hollenbeck's reply that the Blur

(Continued on page 30)

RADIO STILL

PLEADS GUILTY
Radio corirnercials, long the sub-

ject of disdain among the nation's

more squeamish listeners, have once
more been brought into the lime-

light by Metro's filmization of "The
Hucksters." And, according to a

survey of typical plugs to be heard
in an average week's listening by
Varisty, the commercials won't be
able to stand up under the bright

lights—at least not among the dis-

cerning audiences which resent con-
stant reminders that they may not

be dainty or that their wives might
become widows any day now.

Commercials have been allowed to

pursue their merry way practically

unimpeded since publication of the

FCC's Blue Book last year, with
only sporadic newspaper editorials

and public speeches leveled against

them. True, the NAB Code Com-
mittee has buckled down seriously

to the task of setting higher stand-

ards and NBC, on its own, is initi-

ating steps aimed toward cleaning

up the air. But as yet they haven't

translated themselves into realistic

broadcast presentation.

Whether the parodies heaped on
so thickly in "Hucksters" will bring
about any changes is a moot point.

Fact remains, though, that the pic-

ture might conceivably play to some
50 or 60 million people, indicating it

can have much more power than
Frederic Wakeman's novel.

Here are some of the hard-to-live-

with commercials, gleaned at ran-
dom, from a week of sitting before

the radio: :

"The Big Story"—Sponsored by
Pall Mall over the NBC web Wednes-
day nights at 10. Sound of four low

GEs Waring Deal

For Night Show
There'll probably be a decision

today (Wed.) on the pending deal
whereby General- Electric (Lamp
Division), via BBD&O agency, will

bankroll a nighttime Fred Waring
show. That would be in addition

to Waring's Monday-through-Friday
morning (part sustaining — part

sponsored) show on NBC and his

current Tuesday night program for

Johnson's Wax as summer replace-

ment for Fibber McGee & Molly;

It would mark the first regular

season nighttime air show for War
ing since his Owens-Ulinois commer
clal several years back. Similarly it

marks
.
GE Lamp Division's return

to radio bankrolling since it dropped
the Phil Spitalny "Hour of Charm
last year.

NBC is pitching up the 10:30 Mon-
day night segment, the only half-

hour of network time remaining on
the whole NBC programming roster.

However, it may involve a possible

switching of NBC shows or a likeli-

hood of CBS copping the GE billings,

but latter would depend on whether
Waring has an "exclusive" with NBC
in view of his longtime morning
association.

GE Waring show would be bud-
geted at approximately $13,000

weekly, (talent only).

Bob Weenolsen's New Post

Robert Weenolsen, until recently

with Young & Rubicam. has joined

the Sherman & Marquette agency as

supervisor of radio in the New York
office. He succeeds Sam Fuller, who
recently resigned.

Before joining Y & R. Weenolsen

was with the production staff of the

ABC network and was previously a

legit playwright and producer.

Won't Scrub Clean
Case of "bad breath" develop-

ing bad blood between ABC net-

work and Colgate developed last

week with result that net execs
disclosed that the soap com-
pany had decided to drop its

quarter-hour segment of the
"Breakfast Club" because the

net refused to pass Colgate den-

tal cream copy it deemed ob-
jectionable. Sponsor has been
advertising Luster cream with-

in the show, and running a cow-
catcher on the dentrifice, but re-

cently decided to put the main
plug on the latter product.

Net's attitude was that it

didn't want to "jeopardize" the
hour-long daytime stanza be-

cause of copy it regarded as be-

ing in questionable taste.- Net
at the same time felt that it

would have do difficulty lining

up another sponsor for the seg-

ment in short order. In fact,

Toni Shampoo picks it up as

soon as Colgate scrams Aug. 29.

Still another factor is that

Swift, which bankrolls a half-

hour of the "Breakfast Club," is

in competition with Colgate on
certain products, which made for

an unhealthy situation. Fourth
15-minute portion of the show is

sponsored by Philco.

notes and one higher note struck on
chimes, as basis for the announcer's

disclosure that "of America's lead-

ing cigarets, one is outstanding"

—

because Pall Mall's "distinguished

length is the outward sign of a basic

superiority." Commercial itself is

acceptable, despite the fact that its

"distance lends enchantment" theme
isn't too logically drawn. Plugs are

inserted, however, at crucial mo-
ments in the story, which is itself

top-drawer, thereby making them
offensive and a definite drawback to

the show's entertainment quality.

"Murder At Midnight"—Sponsored

by Ehrets Beer and carried in New
York by WJZ, Monday nights at

10:30. One of the worst cases ol the

failure of the agency and sponsor to

trim their commercials to fit the

show. This is a blood-bath program,

and the plugs—particularly the

jingle sung by four girls—sound

silly. Constant stress in the plug on
Ehret's "extra" qualities, moreover,

is nerve-jangling to the extreme.

The middle commercial breaks the

(Continued on page 30)

NAB in Busy Beaver Pace Setting Up

Its Program for Shore Convention

De-Sensitized
Those questions of sensitiveity

that led to the exit of Paul
White as head of the CBS news
dept. some time'ago will have
no place in the scheme of things

when Edward R. Murrow - re- .

sumes broadcasting in Septem-
ber and relinquishes his admin-

.
istrator's desk.

Under network policy, where-
by all announcers, commenta-
tors, newsmen, etc., are under
contract to'CBS and thus report

to Ted Church, web news head,

Murrow will similarly channel
all his scripts through Church
and come under the latter's di-

rect supervision. Right now it's

Church who reports to Murrow
as veepee— director of public
affairs.

It's recalled that during his

broadcasting days in Europe
Murrow reported to White, then
running the CBS news desk.

And when Murrow was brought
in for an administrative role, he
became White's boss. Soon after-

wards White resigned.

Storm Ends At

Y-R; Ackerman

To Stick Around
Apparently the hurricane is about

over in the Young & Rubicam radio
department. With the return from
Europe of Sigurd Larmon, the
agency's prez and board chairman,
it became known that Harry Acker-
man, who had been rumored as
planning to leave, will remain in

the radio department as v.p. in

charge of programs and production,

as well as second in command of the

New York office. Pat Weaver is due
to assume charge of the radio de-
partment Aug. 19, as v.p. and mem-
ber of the agency's executive com-
mittee and plans board. He resigned
as advertising manager of American
Tobacco to accept the job, but was
with Y & R some years ago.

It's expected that when Weaver
takes over active charge of the Y & R
radio setup, he will gradually build
up the staff to something like its

former size, though that will natu-
rally be governed by the agency's
success in regaining some of the bill-

ing lost m the last year or so. Mean-
while, a nucleus staff remains, with
Joe Moran as v.p. and client repre-
sentative for radio, Lester Gottlieb
in charge of new programs and tal-

ent, John Swayze supervisor of com-
mercial copy, Bob Hussey as Coast
talent head and Fred Wile, Cy Pitts,

Dave Levy, Ed Duerr, Mary Harris,

Tony Zaghi and Bill Forbes in

various other assignments.
The recent exodus of execs from

the Y & R radio department, headed
by Tom Lewis as v.p. and radio di-

rector, was one of the most complete
mop-ups in agency annals. However,
last Week's resignation of Rupert
Lucas did not exactly fit into that

category, as he had not been on the

radio payroll for the last year, but
was with the firm's Chicago office.

SINATRA COMES OF AGE;

BOBBYSOXERS TO BE OUT
Hollywood, Aug. 5.

There'll be no whinnying of bobby

soxers when Frank Sinatra leads Hit

Paraders on NBC late next month.

General agreement was reached by

f NBC. Foote, Come & Belding, nnd

Sinatra himself to hold audience age

minimum to 18 years instead of net-

work's arbitrary 14 except for kid-

dies who attend Smiling Ed McCon-
nell's Saturday morning broadcast.

Consensus is that Sinatra has out-
grown following of screeching

youngsters, and will get a buildup
as serious and dignified singer in

field of popular music,

Washington, Aug. 5. .

Unlike most other offices around
town, NAB is disregarding the sum-
mer heat and racing against time to

ready program for its upcoming an-
nual convention, due to open Sept..

15 in Atlantic City. As a result,

roimd-vobbin of committee meetings
and industry huddles is in prospect
at NAB headquarters.
For example:

,
1. On the code front, NAB's pro-

gram executive committee parleys
here this week (7-8) under chair-,

manship of Merles Jones, WCCO,
Minneapolis. Committee will study
draft of new industry standards pre-
pared by - sub-committee chairman
Robert Swezey, Mutual veepee, and
NBC vice-prexy Ken Dyke. Coda
will then be mailed out to the NAB
board of directors for final okay. No
decision has been reached whether
NAB members will get a look at the5

document before the board votes it

on the books.
2. Concurrently, plans for a second

industry-financed public opinion poll
of radio were released following a
meeting of the research subcom-
mitte in New York City last week.
Second study will be by the National
Opinion Research Centre at the
Univ. of Denver and its results in-

terpreted by Dr. Paul Lazarsfeld, co-
author of "The People Look at
Radio." Field work will start this
November, but results will not b»
available before early 1948. Thera
appears to. be no reason why tha
second study will not turn out as
favorable a report on American
radio as the first NORC product did.

Two New Clinics

3. NAB has announced two mora
clinics for the opening day (Sept.
15) of its convention. First is an em-
ployer-employee session to proba
impact of the Taft-Hartley and Lea
Acts. Second, on broadcast adver-
tising, will stress increased use of
radio by department stores and ne\V
sales techniques developed under
heavier competition. An engineering
parley is already set up under aegis
of NAB Director of Engineering
Royal Howard.

4. NAB last week gave notice it

was picking up where it left off on
its war-interrupted chore of revising
standards for recordings and trans-
criptions. Meeting of the recording
committee is set for Sept. 16 during
the Atlantic City convention. Chair-
man Royal Howard said revisions ot
the 1941 standards will be consid-
ered. In view of the wide usage of
standard home-type 78 rpm records
by broadcasters, these disks will b«
standardized along with the 33.3 rpm
transcriptions.

5. On another front, NAB's newly-
organized educational standards
committee met here last week to
map out a program of accrediting
college courses in radio and setting
standards which will insure the
radio curricula gear with broad-
casters' actual personnel needs. Com-
mittee also went along in favor of in-
service training for those already in
radio jobs. Committee chairman
Ralph W. Hardy, KSL will have
progress report for the September
convention.

6. Finally, six new NAE directors
came to Washington last week (31-1)

for a seminar on the NAB setup and
their duties and obligations. Ses-
sion was first of its kind. New di-
rectors are: Harold Fellows, WEEI;
Henry P. Johnston, WSGN; Gilmore
Nunn. WLAP; Charles C. Caley,
WMBD; John F. Meagher, KYSMj
and Clyde Rembert, KRLD.

Paar's New Script Staff

Hollywood, Aug. 5.

Writing setup for the Jack Paar
show has been completed with sub-
titution of Hal Kanter for Dave
Schwartz, who withdrew when of-
ficial announcement was made that

Mac Benoff would be head writer.
Jack Douglas, who also balked at

the 'Benoff designation, returned to

the staff.

Battery of three will turn out
scripts with equal billing. Deadline,

for option takeup on Paar by Amer-
ican Tobacco for the fall show to
plug Pall Mall cigarets is Aug. 29.

with no indication yet as to spon-
sor's decision.
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Test of FCC s Local Owner Partiality

Looms in Reversal on Indiana Grant
Washington, Aug. 5,

Long-awaited test of the FCC's
Jong-standing policy of preferring
local residents over non-residents in

contested cases for station grants is

loreseen in trade circles here as a
result of an FCC final decision last

week in awarding a station grant
for a new 250-watter in Fort Wayne,
Ind. New decision reversed a pro-
posed decision made earlier. .

• Oddest angle on the reversal is

that it was accomplished without a*

vote switch on the part of any FCC
member. FCC proposed May 1 to

grant an application for the station

to Community Broadcasting Corp,,

headed up by Arthur Feldman, for-

mer NBC special events chief and
later a BBC adviser in London and
»n ABC war correspondent.

Proposed decision was adopted by
e 3-2 vote. Commissioners Clifford J.

Durr, Rose! Hyde and Ray C. Wake-
field comprised the majority, with
chairman Charles 'R. Denny and
Ewell K. Jett dissenting, voting for

grant of the station to Radio Fort
Wayne, owned equally by Merlin
Smith, former Civil Service investi-

gator, and Charles Sprague and
Glenn Thayer, both engineers of

WOWO, Fort Wayne station. Five
commissioners voting heard all ar-

guments from Smith's group June 13.

Reversed final decision adopted last

week reflected the substitution on
the FCC of B. M. Webster in place
of Wakefield, whose term expired
June 30. Webster joined Denny and
Jett to form a new majority. Final
decision, also a 3-2 vote, showed the
proposed loser was the final winner
with no vote switch.

Feldman was favored earlier be-
cause of his "extensive and varied
experience in numerous phases of

broadcasting." Residency angle was
taken care by the fact that Feldman
stated4ie would move to Fort Wayne
to devote full time to station opera-
tion. The Denhy-Jett-Webster .de-

cision was made because of the
closer identification of Smith's
stockholders with Fort Wayne and
because, "while- Feldman plans to

move to Fort Wayne, he's not pres-

ently a resident of that city."

Another FCC flip-flop saw WJPS,
Inc., come out on top in its bid for a
new regional station in Evansville.

FCC earlier proposed a, grant to the
Tri-State Broadcasting Corp., which
was competing with WJPS for use
«f the 1330 kc cnannel.

Commission, with Chairman
Charles Denny and E. K. Jett dis-

senting, said it preferred WJPS be-
cause stockholders of that company
proposed more direct participation
an the Evansville station and had
fewer broadcast holdings than the
principals in Tri-State.

, John K.
Jennings, former Indiana head of the
War Manpower Commission and a
theatre operator in Evansville;
Frank McKinney, owner of the Bos-
ton Braves and other baseball clubs
and a bank president, and Robert
Hinckley, ABC v.p., are. principal
(Stockholders in Tri-State.

Commission points out they also
hold permits for stations in Terre
Haute, Fort Wayne and Indianapolis,
end in Honolulu. Commission added
that fact Hinckley is an officer of
ABC "is an important consideration,"
although it did not disqualify him
in winning permits for two other In-
diana stations. Tn-State had pro-
posed' that George Hatch, manager
ef KALL, Salt Lake City, take over
management of the Evansville sta-
tion for the next several month's,
though not on a permanent basis."

Robert J. Mcintosh, program man-
ager at WGRC, Louisville, will move
to Evansville to manage WJPS.
Robert Davis, WJPS president, and
treasurer J. Porter Smith are also
bidding for a new station (WOOPJ
in Dayton. O.

It Was Close
Cleveland, Aug. 5.

WJMO's Howard Lund came
out second best in a disk jockey
tirade against Guy Lombardo.
Lund, the station's ace platter

man, stopped a Lombardo disk
before its completion saying, "I

can't stand him." This brought
on protests from fans as well as

from Lombardo who purchased
a quarter-hour for his songs and
had Lund read the commer-
cials.

Meanwhile listeners were
asked to vote on "Do I or Do I

Not Like Lombardo?"
Final count was 734 for, and

719 against Lombardo.

Writers, Webs

Agree on Terms
General agreement on terms of a

contract covering scripters of all

network shows has been worked out
and initialed by the Radio Writers
Guild (RWG) and the four net-

works. As the ad agencies have
agreed to sign letters of compliance
when the* final ' deal is completed,
the pact will cOver both' sustaining
and commercial programs, and will

apply to freelance writers as well as

Staffers and contract scripters.

Initialling of the agreement by both
the RWG and the networks at this

time is designed to bring the con-
tract within the requirements of the
Taft-Hartley Act, which becomes ef-

fective Aug. 22.

For the present, further negotia-
tions are discontinued, while the
networks are working on a formula
to cover subsidiary rights to script

material, and which is hoped will

be acceptable to both sides. Nego-
tiations ' will 'be resumed the first

week in September and are expect-
ed to be completed, with either a
final agreement or a stalemate, by
Nov. 15.

Under the terms thus far agreed
to (and initialled) by both sides the
pact will cover all radio writers

(with some technical exceptions re-

lating to heirs of authors of written
material) and will apply to all

script written for the air, except
Government, . religious, physical,

cultural and advertising sales and
promotion material. Under the
modified guild shop proviso all con-
tract and staff writers, both sustain-

ing, and commercial, must be RWG
members, but 10 percent of the free-

lance writers for any sustaining

show may remain outside the Guild:

The latter proviso is to bring the

agreement within Constitutional
guarantees of free speech.

Scales of fees and regulations
covering the sale of rights are the
major points still to be worked out.

EMILE COTE
'

Pardon the cliche, but from the
North, South, East and West re-
ports stream in to Lang-Worth's
headquarters praising the Cote Glee
Club releases.
Without benefit of advertising

support or name star ballyhoo the
Cote Glee Club has consistently
earned local "ratings" comparable
to elaborate network productions.

LANG-WORTH, INC., NEW YORK

Kentucky Solons to Be Asked (or Funds

On Statewide FM Net; Schools to Aid

Brewery Buys Ted Lewis

Show in 8 Major Markets
Chicago, Aug. 5.

-Burlington Brewery (Van Merritt

beer) has tied up the half-hour Ted
Lewis open-ender for eight major
markets, with the campaign teeing

off with the time change in the fall.

It will be Burlington's bow into ra-

dio,' previously confining itself to

class mags.
Deal was set between Chartock-

Colman, producers of the disker,

and Harlow Roberts, account exec

in the Goodkind, Joice & Morgan
agency. .

SWIFT BUYS 'MEEKS';

PARLAY WITH 'ARCHIE'
Chicago, Aug. 5.

In addition to "Archie Andrews"
in the present NBC spot Saturday
morning, Swift & Co. bought the
following half-hour for another com-
edy, "Meet the Meeks." The Chi-
cago office of J. Walter Thompson
handled it. •

"Andrews" goes commercial this

Saturday (9) and "Meeks" makes
debut Nov. 8, with Les Weinrott as
producer. It will originate in Chi-
cago.

"Andrews" will plug Swift's
Premium Fr-^iks and "Meeks" AJ1-

Jiweet.

Petrillo to Act Soon On

Plea of Network Execs

To Lift AM-FM Dupe Ban
Chicago, Aug. 5.

Network chiefs last week bearded
James C. Petrillo in his local den for

the first time since the passage of

the Lea Act with a request that he
reverse himself on an edict. The'

broadcasters asked that he lift the
ban on the duplication of programs
over AM and FM stations as soon as

possible. The American Federation
of Musicians president said that they
would have his answer in a week or
10 days.

Present at the meeting with
Petrillo at his Local 10 office were
Edgar Kobak, Mutual head; Mark
Woods, ABC, prez; Frank White.

CBS v.p.-treasurer; Frank Mullen,
NBC executive v.p. and Frank
Schreiber, v.p. of WGN, Chicago.
Petrillo left after the talk, which
lasted almost three hours, for his

summer place in Wisconsin.

Racon Device

Just a Case

Of Watts What
Chicago, Aug. 5.

A device which would. revolution-
ize current concepts about measuring
size of radio station's audience was
developed here recently by two local
announcers, Robert L. MeKee and
Roland Butterfield, Jr., who divulged
general info following submission of
plans to patent, office. New device,
Racon, determines number, of sets

tuned to particular station- by meas-
uring amount of electrical power
consumed by. sets with an accuracy
claimed to be better than 90%.

In operation, at whatever instant
radio station wishes to check its

number of listeners, a special signal
is transmitted, momentarily and sim-
ultaneously, along with regular
broadcast. Device which must be at-

tached to set, immediately shuts it

off for split second, too short to be
noticed by listener, which In turn
causes a drop in the overall amount
of electrical power being consumed
at the particular, instant. This drop
in ' power is then immediately re-

corded at the power house.

Action is the same as if large
number of people in given area
simultaneously turned off a 60-watt
bulb. The number of sets tuned to

station " is quickly determined by
simple arithmetic on basis that aver-
age set consumes about 50 watts of
power. For example, if recorded
drop in power is 25,000 watts at
given instant, 500 sets were tuned to
station. Variation in amount of
power used by different sets pre-
cludes absplute determination.

It will require considerable *time
before installation of special units
in' all sets can be made, but cov-
erage of new sets, both radio and
television, can be overcome during
production. To get at sets already in
homes can partially be done by
solicitation and partially via radio
repair agencies since it is estimated
that most sets require at least minor
repairs once a year. However, once
the physical structure for system is

all set up, it would cost practically
nothing to conduct fast surveys and

CBS
5

L&A Tab

Of $1,000,000

CBS has just wrapped up another

$1,000,000 in billings, and in the
process is inheriting the Lum 'n

Abner show from ABC network.
" Alka-Seltzer, which has sponsored
the vet team on ABC for the past

four years (heard four times a week
in the 8-8:15 p.m. segment), is mov-
ing over to Columbia. Starting Sept.

29, L & A will be heard in the 5:45-6

late afternoon time, Mon.-thru-Fri.

Acquisition of show ups CBS' new
billings to approximately $9,000,000

over the past couple of months, big-

gest chunks coming from Campbell
Soup programming, the Chesterfield

tab on the Arthur Godfrey morning
show, and Lever Bros, sponsorship
of Godfrey's "Talent Scouts" and
"My Friend Irma."
ABC says it wanted a revamped

once-weekly half-hour L&A show;
sponsor says major factor was pene-
tration of CBS in rural market.

BATTERS UP!
Cleveland, Aug. 5.

Cleveland's two most powerful

stations, WTAM and WGAR, will

test their rivalry on the baseball

diamond, with proceeds going to the

Damon Runyon Cancer Fund.

The two stations will meet in a
softball game under the lights

Thursday (7) night. A third station,

WJW, will broadcast the event.

CBS Western Boom
Hollywood, Aug. 5.

CBS' western division sales are
humming. Wayne Steffner, regional

sales topper, reports a chunky $686,-

660 in new business over the past

six weeks, an average of $114,440

weekly.
Take is represented in 10 newly-

signed contracts over the six-week
period, the last two being the S.O.S.

Co., of Chicago, and the Sunnyvale
Packing Co., of Sunnyvale, Calif.

WEISS SKEDS MUTUAL

BOARD MEET FOR SEPT.
Hollywood, Aug. 5.

Board meeting of Mutual will be
called the first week in September
by Lewis Allen Weiss, chairman of
board, and v-p and g.m. of Don Lee
here. He wants his net's business in

order before the NAB convention
starts. Sept. 15, and will hold the
me&iing at NAB's site in Atlantic
City.

After the NAB convention he will
visit New York and, if the FCC
hasn't already given its decision on
the commercial licensing of Don
Lee's television station here, he will
go to Washington, D. C, to look into
the matter. Hearings on the regional
net's alleged violations of network-
affiliate regulations were held last

January and result has been hanging
fire since.

Senators Try Banning

Liquor Radio Ads Again;

Calvert Is Chief Target
Washington, Aug. 5.

Radio men here are not too ex-
cited about the latest attempt on
Capitol Hill to get Calvert Whisky's
"Man of Distinction" to become a

teetotaler. Move is the latest of at

least a dozen Congressional efforts

during the past six years to outlaw
liquor plugs on the air and in print.

Senators Clyde Reed (R., Kans.)
and Edwin Johnson (D., Colo.) are
recommending that Congress em-
power the Federal Trade Commis-
sion to restrain as "misleading" any
radio or other advertising which
suggests that imbibing promotes
health, wealth or social prestige. The
long parade of Calvert's "Men of
Distinction" are the principal tar-

get, it was understood.
Both Reed and Johnson have tried

several times to get Capitol Hill
sanction of bills to outlaw all liquor
advertising in interstate commerce.
Radio lawyers point out that Su-
preme Court has held all Federal
authority over liquor traffic is con-
tained in the 21st Amendemnt and
the Reed-Johnson bills are probably
unconstitutional.

Joan Edwards Quiz OK'd
By Court in Luckies Suit
Federal Judge Alexander Holtzoff

last week signed an order granting
the American Tobacco Co. and its ad
agency, Foote, Cone & Belding, per-
mission to examine Joan Edwards
before trial in connection with her
$75,000 damage suit against the
firms.

Miss Edwards brought suit when
Lucky Strike (American Tobacco)
failed to renev^.her contract as a
singer on the "Hit Parade." Court
also ruled after 10 days she may
examine the defendants.

Louisville, Aug. 5.

The.1948 Kentucky Legislature may
be asked for special funds to put
into operation statewide net of FM
stations, with Univ. of Kentucky's
WBKY as the key outlet. Elmer
Sulzer, Unlv, of Kentucky director

of radio and Prof. Thomas Hankins,

head of the school's Department of

Industrial Education, have had their

proposed network approved by the

State Department of Education.

Expect to use war surplus mate-
rials and will utilize facilities and
labor of colleges and trade schools,
with estimate that the net could
be put in operation with $75,000 to

$100,000. Colleges and trade schools
in the various localities where FM
stations would be installed would
be asked to cooperate.

Idea is based on premise that edu-
cation, culture and entertainment
could be beamed to listeners with-
out interruption of commercials.
Kentucky is one of 23 states to re-

spond to a request of the FCC and
wartime Office of Education to work
out plans for such an FM network.

WMCA, NT., Cuts Schedule

From 24 to 18 Hours When

AH -Night Show Cancels
With the cancellation of the

Strauss Stores all-night show on
WMCA effective Saturday (9), the

N. Y. indie is cutting back its broad-

cast schedule from 24 to 18 .hours.

Strauss Stores, national auto and
electrical parts suppliers, has been
bankrolling 36 hours of- WMCA's
nocturnal airtime on a six-hour-a-

day, Monday-through-Saturday basis

since February, 1946 when the sta-

tion began its all-night run.

Straus' pulling out of New York
radio picture Is one phase of the

company's large-scale air advertis-

ing budget reduction. WIP, Phila-

delphia, also felt the cancellation axe
with suspension of the Strauss Store

show which had a longtime standing.

WMCA's decision to resume an 18-

hour schedule is a continuation of

the station's pre-1946 policy which
shied away from all-night program-
ming.

Stang's 'Silver' Date

May Cue Y&R Series

Arnold Stang, who plays a guest

lead Sunday (10) on "Silver Thea-
tre," via CBS, goes to the Coast im-

mediately afterward for several

other guest dates. He's been ap-

proached for two appearances on the

Jack Paar show. He's due next

month for the resumption of the

Henry Morgan series on ABC for

Eversharp and, meanwhile, is being

written out of the Milton Berle

stanza on NBC for Philip Morris.

He does character stooge bits on

both shows.
For his "Silver Theatre" date,

Stang is playing the title part in

"Eager Beaver," scripted by Charles

Gussman. Lester Vail produces

the show for Young & Rubicam.
The stanza will be in the nature

of an audition for both the

talent and Y & R, as Stang and Guss-

man figure the office boy-hero offers

material for a series, and the

agency has taken a "first-refusal"

hook on the show.

ELGIN PREPS MUSICAL

STANZA FOR ABC SLOT
Chicago, Aug. 5.

Elgin American, maker of com-
pacts and cigaret cases, has taken

an option from ABC for the Thurs-

day 9-9:30 p.m. slot for a musical

stanza that's still in the auditioning

stage. Weiss & Geller, agency on the

account, had pitched a refolded

audition with Buddy Clark. Kitty

Kallen & Ray Bloch, and it waf de-

cided to try again but with a girl

vocalist leaning more to the ballad

side.

Dorothy Shay was the original

selectee but she balked at taking on

the show when denied top billing.

She also felt that her assignment

wouldn't allow for enough of a per-

sonal showcase. If the deal goes

through, Clark will be working

Monday for Carnation Milk <NBC),

Thursday for Elgin American «««

every other Saturday for Lucky

Strike (NBC).
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JIM BACKUS SHOW
With Bin* Tront, France* Robertson,

Jerry Housner; frank Graham,
announcer „ ,

Writer?: Jim, Henny Backus
Producer: Stu Garner
38 Mins.. Sun., 9:30 p.m.
Sustaiii'iifT

WOR-MUTUAL, N. Y.
> On the basis of the preem broad-

cast of his own half-hour comedy
show last Sunday (3), Jim Backus

is one of radio's upcoming comics.

Familiar to nighttime listeners via

his multiple supporting roles for

Alan Yoang, Eddie Cantor, Danny
Kaye, Jack Benny, Fred Allen, et al..

Backus is now being showcased on
his own. Next" month Feenamint
starts picking up the tab and if

Backus can continue at the same
merry pace which marked this

week's sustaining whirl, the client's

itself a neat little comedy

The new Backus show, is some-
thing, too, of an innovation -jn low-

budgeted comedy programming, an
offshoot of .the current disk jockey
sweepstakes. For. instead of back-

ing him up with a live orchestra and
soloists, they've got Backus spin-

ning some platters between comedy
rounds, with Tex Beneke, Georgia
GibbK, Frank Sinatra-Dinah Shore
and Bing Crosby-Dick Haymes-An-
drews Sisters throwing in their
waxed support. Sort of casual, yet
production-wise it all fitted in

nicely.
• But essentially it's the Backus
oomedic pattern that augurs well

for this show and which may pyra-
mid him into star bracketing, just

as Dennis Day, before him, segued
successfully from supporting bit

roles into a sock personality.
Backus' "Hubert TJpdyke" richest-

man-in-the-world (a carryover from
the ex-Alan Young show)' chara-
terization remains one of the solid

comedy contribs of recent vintage,

as was again demonstrated on Sun-
day. And his Backus Award for

Heroism was a model of tight com-
edy scripting and expert delivery.

Rose.

XAVIER CUGAT
With Bob Graham, Art Balfinger,

oreh, chorus
Director: Axel Gruenberg
30 Mins.; Sun., 10 p.m.
EVERSHARP
WCBS-CBS, N. Y.

(Btoio)

With Eversharp's shift of its "Take
It Or Leave It" quizzer to the op-
posite spot on NBC, the sponsor was
left with six weeks of unexpired
time at 10 p.m. Sundays on CBS. It

is bankrolling Xavier Cugat there,
thus virtually blanketing the field
for that 30-minute segment.

No musical show would be ex-
pected to pull much of a . rating

I

against the potent "Take It," but
Cugat seems about as good a bet as
anyone could suggest offhand. His
Latin rhythms are standard for that
type music. The band is' solid and
Cugat is an established showman
and personality.

Bob Graham's soft, opaque vocals
seem incongruous, but except for
that spot, the stanza probably won't
alienate any potential customers
who unwittingly dial CBS for the
Phil Baker quiz. Eversharp may
even register a few additional sales-
arguments in the 12 commercials the
series represents.
The commercial copy, incidently,

continues to cover both the Schick
razor and the Eversharp pen and
pencil. Kobe.

THAT THESE MAT LIVE
With Joe Mulvlhill, Clarence. Kava-
naugh, Rita Rodgers, VI Kavanaugh,
Nancy Lee Ferry, George Roberts,
Lawson Demjng, Al Henderson,
Brooke Taylor, Griff Davics, John
Butler, Ken Sleda and Helen
Laing.

Writer-Producer: Thomas E. O'Con-
nell

Sound Production: Lawson Deiuing
Announcer: Dick Roll
(• Mins.: Sun. 10 p.m.
Sustaining.

WTAM, Cleveland
For both effort and attempt to

alert the listening audience of this

major midwest station to the dangers
of cancer, the cast of "That These
May Live" rates an accolade. Bluntly,

without pulling any punches, the

cast, recruited from AFRA on a non-
payment basis, has produced one of

the strongest presentations of the

evils of cancer.

Station approached the local Can-
cer Prevention Society in an effort

to secure material and background
for the series tha-t will- run for 13

weeks and which, if creditably done,
might be a network presentation
from this o. and o. NBC outlet.

Tom O'Connell has produced a
well-documented story. His script,

strong and adequately written, la?s
hi spots. Production, too, slips, pri-
marily in failure to cue in music.
But these flaws can be overcome
without too great effort.

'• In first week's production cast told
the story of Tom Crawford and his
wife, and how the couple braved
the wrath of the community when
Mrs. Crawford permitted Dr.
Ephraim" McDowell to perform an
internal operation, which, at that
time, was unheard of.

Of the cast, Rita Rodgers, as Mrs.
Crawford scored a significant tri-

umph. Her dramatic ability, in a
role calling for courage, and whole-
some feminine strength, was the out-
standing performance of the stanza.
Brooke Taylor as Dr. McDowell, and
George Roberts as Crawford, .turned
in smooth and highly acceptable
jobs.

Narrator is Joe Mulvihill and his
mike technique is another strong
point of the show. Clarence Kav-
anaugh o£ the Cleveland Play House
staff, played "Cancer" and did the
job^with the smoothness expected of
a stage veteran. Helen Lain»'s Sing-
ing was good, and parts played by
Vi Kavanaugh, Nancy Lee Ferry, Al
Henderson. Lawson Deming, John
Butler and Ken Sleds were okay.
Deming's sound production was

highly satisfactory and Dick Roll
continues to be, one of. the top an-
nouncers in these parts. Mark.

XOUR TIME
With Bob Reed
Producer: Bob Emerick
1* Mins.; Mon through Fri., 1:45 p.m.
pastaiiiaiR
WpR, N. Y.

'Your Time" is an unpretentious
attenioon airer featuring Bob Reed
across the board in a congenial ses-
sion of music and patter. Reed's
equipment comprises a first-rate
Pianistjc talent, a lightweight, but
ustenable voice and a relaxed per-
sonality that's easy to take. His
repertory, covers pop tunes, folk airs.

£i?
110

• ""'raicry and readings of hi
ongnial verse
On the kickoff stanza (4/. he

i GORDON MACRAE
i
With Marlon Bell, Johnny Guarnerl

|
Orch; Dan Seymour, announcer

Writer: Ian Gordon
Producer: Cy Pitts
30 Mins.; Fri., 8 p.m.
GENERAL FOODS
WCBS-CBS, N. Y.

(Young & Rubtcom)
Replacement for the Fanny Brice

"Baby Snooks Show," which vaca-
tions for five weeks, this new musi-
cal series has those summer show
blues. It's not the talent but the
humidity which has apparently
wilted all of the freshness out of this
airer. As a straight session of pop
vocalizing with Gordon MacRae's
smooth baritone pipes carrying the
load, it would serve-okay. But mixed
in purposelessly is a load of flat

chatter and corny humor tossed off
in a pseudo-casual manner by Mac-
Rae which sinks the show to non-
network calibre.

Opening stanza was given a much-
needed lift by guestar Marion Bell,
of the legit musical, "Brigadoon."
Program's' high point was Miss Bell's
rendering of several of the musical's
numbers with a nice assist from
MacRae. MacRae soloed on "Talla-
hassie," "Home On the Range" and
"Peg O' My Heart," and handled one
long and childish musical tale about
a theft in a pawnshop. Three full-
sized plugs for the Jello product in-
cluded a jinglet which was anything
but tasty. Herm.

STEPHEN GRAHAM, FAMILY
DOCTOR

With Ed Begley, Jack McBride, Nan-
cy Sheridan, others; Harry Hen-
nessy, announcer

Director: Wynn Wright
Writer: Harriet Hester
30 Mins.; Sun., 2 p.m.
Sustaining
WOR-Mutual, N. Y.
This show is presented by Mutual

in cooperation with the American
Medical Assn. and, as such, is. prob-
ably meant to point up what a great
guy the family medico is. Any mes-
sage intended, however, is complete-
ly lost sight of in a mess of faulty

. scripting, acting and direction. Show
I emerges for the most part as a stand-

j

aid soaper but one that won't com-
|
pare favorably with Some of those

:
aired in less conspicuous midweek

1 slots.

|
Carried for some time on the Mu-

' tual web. the show has only recently
;
been picked up by WOR, Mutunl'S

i N. Y. flagship. While it might have
been okay for listeners in the sticks,

it has nothing to offer metropolitan
audiences. Attempts at injecting hu-
mor don't come off and it's paced at
so slow a tempo, that most listeners
will probably switch their dials im-
patiently before the halfway mark is

reached.

Show caught (3) had Stephen Gra-
ham, the family doctor, on a fishing
trip with a car dealer from whom
he's trying to get a new car. Dealer,
a kno.w-itr.al] character, is saved by
the doc after contracting a near-fatal
case of sunburn and. hi gratitude,
sells the doc his own car until he
can get another new one. Ed Beg-
ley as the medico was the only mem-
ber of the cast to lend any. credence
whatsover to his role, with the
others sounding like mixed versions
of Wallace Beery, Mortimer Snerd
and Percy Kilbride. Jack McBride.
as the auto dealer, was especially at

fault on this score.

Win Wright's direction followed
the slow script, instead of trying to

lead it to something more listenable.

;
Orjon bridges were too numerous,

:

often petting in 'the way of the story.

Even the sound effects men took a

beating on this one. Slat

bounced nicely through an Irish air

and led into an amusing piano take-

off on different styles of playing "The
Anniversary Song." Among his origi-

nal contributions were a poem.
"When My Dad Was Growing Up"

i and ;\ lire-number, "Grandma's Farm
' on 52d Street."' ' •

•
• Herm.

* * » <

Follow-up Comment :

-+-»-•»•-»»»-*•»-» »» »«»»<
Earl Godwin, commenting Thurs-

day night (31) on ABC from Wash-
ington, opened the spot as if he were
auditioning for a resumption of Ford
sponsorship. His coverage of the
Ford-United Auto Workers situation
used merely the former's statements,
without any semblance of union bal-
ance. Subsequently, Godwin broad-
ened his spiel to do a strenuous pitch
for a straight political speech by
Senator Taft, then extending his
palaver to suggest a "100%- Repub-
lican administration in .1948" as the
solution ,to U. S. problems, and final-
ly usingf some o* Senator Byrd's
familiar statistics to assail Govern-
ment "extravagance." Throughout
the stanza the broadcaster didn't
leave any question where his sym-
pathies (and prejudices) lie.

Skitch Henderson contributed
some nifty piano passages to his
broadcast Thursday night (31) over
ABC, the eve of Army Air Forces
Day. The continuity for the stanza
made war service in the AAF sound
like those good old days on the Old
Siwash campus, but there was a
listenable medley of GI faves from
overseas, including "I Found Six-
pence," "Waltzing Matilda" and "Lily
Marlene," and some pleasant vocals

by Beryl Davis.

Ed and Pegeen Fitzgerald gabbed
about turtles, night clubs and vari-
ous other seeming inconsequentials
in their early evening show -on ABC
last Thursday (31 ). For the unwary
dialer, who is occasionally exposed
to them briefly in the morning, it

was something to run away from

—

fast.

AnchorHocking's "Crime Photog-
rapher" has progressed to the point
where smooth performances of a
radio-wise cast overshadow some of
the weaknesses of the story. Show's
Thursday (31) stanza, delving into
shOwbusiness, virtually pre-selected
the guilty party without too much
mental strain on the audience, by the
simple expedient of picking the least
suspicious character. In this case
audience deductions were correct.
Story centered on a producer about
to preem a Broadway legiter who
has his star murdered shortly before
the opening. A gangster and an
established star who's part had been
boilijd down to a supporting role con-
stitute the suspects. Solutions weren't
too ingenious, but. despite general
lack of complete suspense, dialog was
actionful and pacing crisp.

"Ave Maria Hour," sponsored by
the Franciscan Friars of Garrison,
N. Y., is now in its 13th year on the
air. From an inauspicious start on
WMCA, N. Y., half-hour dramatic
program is now' on a platter net of
almost 200 stations. Show via WMCA
Sunday, July 27, dealt with the
story of Catherine Labourne, who
was canonized a. Saint. Script traced
the career of 18-year-old Catherine,

who entered a charity nursing home
because of a burning desire to care
for the sick.

With, the action taking place circa

1830, • story is chiefly built around
Catherine's many visions of the
Blessed Virgin and others. An un-
identified cast does a fair job with
its thesping chores accompanied by
an organ which lends the only musi-
cal effects. Windup is a short prayer
by one of the Friars followed by a
description of how St. Christopher's
Inn at Graymoor aids homeless men.
Program undoubtedly is of great

interest to those of the Catholic faith

but offers only limited appeal to

those of other denominations.

MEL TORME SHOW
With Walter Gross Quintet, John
Reed King

Producer-Writer: Robert Moss
15 Minis.; Sat., 5:30 p.m.
TONI
WNBC-NBC, N. Y.

(Foote, Cotie & Be(dino)

Mel Torme, who has, of late, cut a
wide groove in bobbysoxers' affec-
tions via recordings and nitery dates,
impresses as an ideal selection to
plump for sales of the Toni perma-
nent home permanent wave packets.

Singer, in his early 20's, has a con-
siderable following among the teen-
sters who can't afford an expensive
store-boughten hair-do, and it's

likely that his work will beget an
audience that will do his sponsor the

most good.

However, his appeal for o]dcr age
groups seems limited. Wliile his

personality and interpretation are of

adult stature, his "velvet fog" voice
isn't sufficiently mature to jive with
the sexy overtones he puts upon his

offerings. Voice has a rather thin
quality which sounds as though he's

holding back. This restraint consti-

tutes a too unsubtle boudoir tone.

However, the session will add to

his lustre among the bobbysoxers
for the very qualities which will be
disdained by the adult trade.

Walter Gross Quintet backs Torme
capably and John Reed King's com-
mercials are well-done. Jose.

YOUTH DEMANDS AN ANSWER
With Don O'Keefe, Prof. Francis

Ballaine, Liston Oaks, Dan Sclig-

man, Vivian Johnston
Producer: John Neal
30 Mins.; Thurs., 9 p.m.
Sustaining
WINS, N. Y.

In "Youth Demands an Answer,"
WINS has a public service program
which attempts to analyze contem-
porary world problems. The brain-

child of a 19-year-old Columbia
Univ. student, Don O'Keefe, show in

second airing (30) on the air wres-
tled with the poser, "Can the United
Nations Succeed?" Taking the af-

firmative was Francis Ballaine, pro-

fessor of philosophy at Adelphi Col-

lege, N. Y., while his adversary 'was

Liston Oaks, editor of the New
Leader.

'

Both Ballaine and Oaks read a
three-minute prepared paper ex-
pounding their views, then were
plied with questions by Dan Selig-

man, assistant editor of the Ameri-
can Mercury, and Vivian Johnston,

law student of Alabama Univ. Bal-

laine was supremely confident in the

UN's future while Oaks was equally

convinced that the organization

would come to naught.

Oaks contended that the "United
Nations is not an effective agency
to arbitrate disputes." He felt that

Russia was using it for its own ends
and emphasized that the UN should
reorganize with or without Russia

with the veto power abolished for a

"real world parliament of man." On
the other hand, Ballaine scouted his

theories and was sure that the pres-

ent setup would emerge into a prac-

tical unit. Seligman and Johnston
added fuel to the debating fires with

some spirited queries while O'Keefe
acted as moderator.

Chief fault of the forum was that

too often it resolved itself into a dis-

cussion of the Russian "menace"
rather than strict adhesion to the

question at hand. Debate at times

also deviated into an analysis of

technical UN matters which could
I not; have offered much appeal to the

average listener. Moderator O'Keefe
could have overcome this to some
extent by greater use of his umpir-
ing powers. On the basis of the re-

sults of this stanza, youth is still

looking for an answer. Gitb.

I Television Reviews

SHOWROOM
With Eileen Coughlln. Powers
Models; Shirley l'erces, announcer

Director: Frances Buss
Asst. director: Ralph Levy
20 Mins.; Thins. (31), 8:40 p.m.

Sustaining
WCBS-TV-CBS. N. Y.

After trying out the Zoomar lens
weeks

Waldo of California, with the
clothes certainly constituting some-
thing for the distaff viewers to

watch. Beauteous Powers models dis-

playing the fashions kept the show
interesting for the males. Unless the
viewers were actually interested in

fashions, however, the show tended
to drag, evidencing that something
more was needed than just the
models and clothes to perk up thesuccessfully two weeks ago on a

baseball game broadcast. CBS tele- I nrnrlw^; r, aK
vision gave it another try Thursday pr

^,„pi in,m„ offered a naturalm) night
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Hotel Dorset. N. Y.. whose
h t , R y programming,

limited - confines didn t constitute a .•**"'' '
b

stal
fair test for the Zoomar. Interest

]

it added to the show, however in-

dicates its possibilities for indoor

use are just as promising as for

remotes.

Director Franny Buss did an ex-
cellent job on the show, integrating
her camera shots neatly with the

THE JACK PAYNE SHOW
With Payne and Linn Burton
Director: Lorraine Larson
15 Mins.; Wed., 8:15 p.m.
TERMAN TELEVISION SALE!
WBKB-Chicago

commentary. If announcer Shirley !. The. Jack Payne Show, which has

Perce-s was talking about the hem I

k.een just an excuse for filling time

of a skirt, for example, the camera
panned clown to the hem. Use of the
Zoomar was confined to only those
shots in which it would add some
thinn to the show and Miss Buss is

slot on station WBKB. came up with
a fair script for current airing which
gave it bit stronger reason for being
video program. Although it was
better than previous airers, it still

to be commended for her restraint i f
ocs
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Show featured the fall fashions of • .(Continued on page 28)

ELLERY QUEEN
With Larry Dobkin, Charlotte Keans,

Bill Smith, Ed Latimer, Stefan
Schnabel, Jimmy McCallion,. Don
Hancock, Cliet Kingsbury

Writer: Manny Lee
Director: Tom Vietor
30 Mins.; Sun., 6:30 p. m.
WHITEHALL PHARMACAL
WNBC-NBC, N. Y.

(S., S.C. & B.)

After a short summer layoff, the
veteran amateur gumshoe, Ellery
Queen, returned to the air Sunday
night (3) via WNBC-NBC for White-
hall Pharmacal. In the near-decad*
since the series started as a 45-min-
ute sustainer on CBS, the fictional
Ellery and his conspiring confreres
have grown pretty tired. The show
is now just a routine whodunit, with
only the somewhat frayed armchair
detective gimmick as a bid for dis-
tinction.

When the "Ellery Queen" series
was first launched as a sustainer it

was written by the authors of the
original books, Fred Dannay and
Manny Lee. with producer George
Zachary giving an assist on radio
technique. At that time the charac-
ters had dimension and substance,
and there was imagination, ingenuity
and slight humor in the plotting. But
Danny and Lee subsequently relin-
quished the week-to-week grind of
turning out the radio series, and
farmed out the assignment. However,
the show caught is stated to have
been written by Lee.

In the seasonal opener there was
an attempt to capture topical impor-
tance by basing the episode on atomic
armament research, "and the sign-off
tease pronjised that next week's
stanza would deal with tolerance,
but that's merely synthetic sugar
coating. As a whodunit, the script
seemed contrived, talky and relative-
ly slow, and the principal characters
lacked' clarity. There was little sus-
pense or surprise, and the armchair-
detective task (legit actor-producer
Eddie Dowling whiffed it) was to
explain why the victim was bumped
off, not who did it and how did he
slipped up. The performances were,
in general, as humdrum as the script,

but there were effectively hokey
German bits played by Stefan Sch-
nabel and Jimmy McCallion. Tom
Vietor's direction seemed fair

enough and Chet Kingsbury's organ
bridges were conventional.
The commercials included a

straight plug for Anacin in the mid-
dle spot (in which the "use only as
directed" statement was given the
customary throwaway), a closing
blurb about the alleged anti-halitosis
qualities of Kolynos and a hitch-hike
about how Anacin has not just one,
but a- combination of three ingre-
dients, whatever that's worth. Don
Hancock gav them the traditional
"sincere" reading. Hobe.

JUNE MOON
With Mason Adams, Florence Robin-
. son, Ralph Bell, Robert Dsryden,
Betty Garde, Bernard Gould,
Claire Niesen; Sandy Becker, an-
nouncer

Director: Albert Ward
Writer: Charles Monroe
30 Mins.; Fri. (1), 9:30 p.m.
Sustaining
WCBS-CBS, N. Y.
CBS is running a three-broadcast

filler in the Friday 9:30 p.m. slot

under general heading of "Comedy
Time," and judging by Friday's (1)
opener. "June Moon," the business
is just a fill-in, and not to be taken
more seriously. Comedy production
was a dated, dreary affair—not very
funny, and all too familiar.

Story, based on the George S.
Kaufman-Ring Lardner legit hit of
years back,, is the sentimental ro-
mance of a dumb cluck of a would-
be songwriter who comes to New
York from the sticks with a song
he's sure will be an all-fire hit. The-
city slickers and harpies take him
over, so that he deserts his sweet
little girl from back home, and
throws his money away on a moll.
You can't keep a songwriting genius
down, of course, so our hero comes
out all right in the end. escaping the
foul clutches of a predatory female
and returning to his- true love.
Every cliche in the world is in the

script, in both situation and dialog—
and it sounded it Friday night. De-
spite good acting and direction, pro-
gram floundered around feebly, cast
beins unable to overcome the inade-
ni'nte script. It wasn't good listen-
ing. Bron.

HOLIDAY FOR STRINGS
Willi Earle Keller's Oreh, Kenny

Rentier, vocalist
30 Mine., Sal., 3 p.m.
Sustaining:
WAVE-.VBC, Louisville

Local entry in the Saturday Show-
case series which NBC is utilizing as
a vehicle to perk up summer listen-
ing and give a network hearing to
quality shows originating from vari-
ous affiliates, was a splendid choice.
String combo under Earlo Keller's
direction offered a smoothly blended
half hour of musical show tunes.
Keller has long enjoyed a rep

hereabout as one of ihe best pianist-
leaders in vaude, and for several
years lias been at the helm of the
WAVE staff crew. Favors strings, to
the exclusion of brass, and results
come close to the Romberg type of
tight operatic tunes, lacking of course
the full instrumentation. Combo
heard, however, was well orches-
trated, splendid arrangements', and
made for pleasant listening.

" Hold.
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jWluteman Sees Pix, Legit, Radio As

Tributaries for '01 Man River Tele

By PAUL WH1TEMAN
When I was a youngster and*

phonographs were" leaping into pop-

ularity the old folks used to shake

their heads sadly and say that it

•pelt the doom of concerts, operettas

and other in-person musical per-

formances. "Who'll go to hear John
McCormack and pay a high price

for seats," they asked, "when they

can have a collection of his records

and listen at home?"

The trend continued, more people

fcought records and, as it developed,

it stimulated their interest when the

recording artists played Denver,

•where I lived, or any other town.

More people than ever bought the

tickets, even at a two-dollar top.

By the time radio, began to raise

its voice 1 had established my b'and

as a recording favorite and lots Of

the people who bought the records

were still willing to pay a five-

dollar cover charge to hear us in

the flesh—and I h&ve lots of flesh—

at the Palais Royal, the site of the

present day Latin Quarter. Radio,

they were sayirig, was the death

knell of show business.

Talking pictures came along and

that, said the sages, was definitely

the end of Broadway and show
business. According to the way they

put it, practically the only plays

presented on a stage would be at

high school commencements.

Now television is on its way, and

the same old cry resounds through

the radio studios, the picture studios,

the theatres, night clubs and even

the ball parks and prizefight arenas.

Wo one's going to come, they can sit

home and listen and watch.

comparatively quiet and in many
cases they can't even smoke.

Television shows will reach people
at home where they might be eat-

ing, drinking, dressing, having com-
pany in for the evening, or doing
anything else that people do at

home. The television producer who
takes all these factors into consider-
ation will probably build the best

shows.

Television is a new thing. Its pos-
sibilities haven't even begun to be
realized. New improvements in its

reproduction and new ways to adapt
talent to it will be discovered as

time passes. But, like almost any
new invention, its end result will be
more employment for show people,

musicians, actors, writers, producers
and technicians. (Aside to Fred
Allen: there'll even be more, vice-

presidents and more entertainment
for the public.) .

(Eighth in a series on television)

Marlowe Sets Adventure

Series on 16 & 35 Film
Series of 13 television adventure

shows on- film is currently being
offered for sale by Harvey Marlowe
Television A-nsoci^es tp station's and
ad agencies^Series ?v£as, ^produced,

by Marlowe in collaboration with

Tom Terriss, ;. former I worldwide
film' cameraman, and will be titled

"Tom Terriss' Tales of Mystery.'"

Series is being shot on 35m sto/:k,

with sound dubbed in on a sound-

track. Prints on 16m stock will also

be made available.

DuMont Ups Time Rates to Pro Class;

Some New Rises Go as High as 1

Chi Tele Sets Up

l,000%in8Mos.
Chicago, Aug. 5.

• Number of installed television sets

in the Chicago area, which includes
the siiburbs, has jumped over 1,000%
within the past eight months. In a.

survey conducted . by. an outside
checking organization for WBKB,
the Balaban & Katz tele operation.
it was found that, as of July 29 that

Well, I don't believe it._._I_ think
|
these sets totalled 433^ as eompared
to the 425 sets that prevailed in the
same area in November, "1946.- A

television will draw from all

branches of show business for its

talent and I think it'll increase the

income of all branches of show busi-

ness. Radio actors play films, the

theatre and even night clubs. So

will television performers, whose

reputations will be even more en-

hanced by the new medium.

More Big Names Than Ever

-Film names have generally loomed

larger as in-person draws than most

purely radio names because the

people have been able to see as well

as hear their favorites- With tele-

vision they'll be able to see and. hear

'em and I think there will be' more

big names than ever, ;
•

As I said, I think films, radio and

the stage are three tributaries that

will sweep the big river of tele-

vision. Along the banks this picks .up

something of its own. To get away
from the river metaphor, television

will make some people who other-

wise could never had been heard of.

Remember Rudy Vallee's first big

success? ; Had Rudy been born 20

years earlier he would • have re-

mained obscure all his life. Without

the radio to carry his voice, with its

cwn intimate appealing quality, into

the listeners' homes he would have

been, at best, sax playing leader of

a small band. Unaided, Vallee's

voice couldn't have filled an average

size theatre to compete with the big

volume singers of the day.

Television will find people who
are just as suited, particularly, to

that medium as Vallee is to radio.

Another quality of television

shows will, I think, be their fresh,

unrehearsed naturalness. It will be

the ideal field for the boys and girls

who are talented ad libbers. Some
people think that television shows

will be as carefully planned as a

movie but I don't agree. Pictures

can be filmed again and again until

they're perfect. Besides, a lot more
footage is shot than ever appears on

the screen, so a movie producer can

be pretty extravagant in making a

picture. In television the show is

rehearsed, telecast and that's that.

Whatever mistakes are .made are

witnessed by the millions who, even-

tually, will own the receivers.

The way I look at it, the best way
to get a television show together is

like a radio show, with about as

much rehearsal. Since the perform-

ers won't be able to read scripts

they'll have to get a general idea of

the way the line.- go and fill in the

saps in their memories with ad libs.

Perhaps it may turn out that the

most gifted extemporaneous talkers

are the greatest television perform-

ers.

The casual' effect that television

shows should have will be height-

ened, I think, by the atmosphere in

•which they'll be seen and heard. In

Jims, the audiences are seated in a

darkened theatre, they have to be

CBS Off Color as It Plans

Step Into Black-White

With Chicago Station Bid
Washington, Aug. 5.

Indicating complete abandonment
of its hopes for color tele any time

soon, CBS put its foot firmly in the

black-and-white television picture

last week with a bid for a com-
mercial' station in Chicago. Net is

already licensee of WCBS-TV, New
York City. Action leaves only one
of Chicago's seven video slots un-

claimed.
CBS asked for the No. 11 slot for

a 5 kw sound and picture operation.

Construction costs are pegged at

$307,693 and monthly losses of $8,000

are expected during the station's

early days. CBS vice-prexy H. Les
lie Atlass and WBBM manager
Frank Falknor will- run the tele

operation. Net will be on the air

only 12 hours a week initially. Net
programs will be exchanged with

WCBS-TV and CBS has an arrange-

ment with Bamberger's WTVW,
Washington station to handle pick-

ups out here.

'

NBC, ABC, Paramount's WBKB.
WGN-TV are already authorized

for video operation in Chicago
Johnson-Kennedy Corp., licensee of

WIND, has a tele bid on file with

FCC.

significant disclosure of the checkup
was that despite the feverish rush
among tavernkeepers for tele re-
ceivers since the first of the year
the number of video screens in the

ont's Ratio
Despite the fact that the FCC

has not yet set a ratio for tele-

vision, between commercial time

and program time, WABD (Du-
Mont, N. Y.T has established its

own system, to become effective

Sept. 1 with the new .
rate

schedule. Ratio, ranging from
one minute, 15 seconds' for a

five-minute nighttime show, up
to six minutes for an hour show
is, according to DuMont toppers,

"determined largely on the in-

terest value of the commercial
for the majorjty of viewers."

Ratio follows closely that

adopted by the FCC for radio

„ programming, including three
minute*; of commercial time for

the usual half-hour show. Until

the FCC makes such ratios into

law, however, DuMont has
stated that it may "depart on
occasions" from the schedule
established. As a possible lure

to attract m 0 r e" daytime pro-
gramming, the web will permit
four-and-a-half minutes of com-
mercials for a half-hour show
aired from noon to 6 p.m., as

against the three minutes al-

lowed for the same time segment
from 6 to 11 p.m.

WBKB Hikes Rate
Chicago, Aug. 5.

First boost ' in ad rates of
WBKB, tele station here take
effect Aug. 15 with a raise from
$200 an hour to $375. Old rate
was' based on distribution of
5,000 sets. New rates prevail
until as many as 15,000 receivers
are in use. Official number of
sets in Chicago as Aug. 1 was
4,554.

'

Majority of the current spon-
sors have signed new contracts
under the old rate, which will
still apply for 26 weeks more if

signed before deadline date.

home led the tavern group by a sub-
stantial margin. This upsets an im-
pression commonly nurtured among
Chicago agency execs.
The breakdown of the tally of sets

in Chicago proper, taking in home,
taverns and other places of business,
such as department stores and elec-

trical appliance and retailer tele-
vision stores where sets are set up
for regularly invited audiences, shows
that the home receivers rate 50% as
against 36% J.01

taverns. With the
sets installed around the suburbs of

Chicago included switches to 71%
(Continued on page 30)

CINCY'S WLW READYING

FIRST VIDEO STATION
Cincinnati, ' Aug- 5.

First of the Cincy stations to begin

setting up for television, WLW is

preparing to emerge from the ex-

perimental stage within a few
months. Roscoe. Duncan, chief tele-

vision engineer'; for the past three

years, has been appointed acting di-

rector of video,-' 'operations. He
formerly was with television depart-

ments of both RCA and Philco and
holds patents on the blocking tube
oscillator in 13 contries.

Cincy had its initial closeup of

video when the RCA television cara-

van staged a three-day show in Roll-

man's department store, which at-

tracted an estimated 100,000 persons.

Talent from WKRC, CBS outlet,

participating in the RCA programs
included June Black, contralto; Tom
McCarthy, newscaster; Dick Nesbitt,

sports spieler; Penny Pruden, home
economist; Bob Snyder, ork leader,

and Byron Taggart, emcee.

Electric, Beer on TAP
Chicago, Aug. 5.

Union Electric Co., St. Louis,

signed Television Advertising Pro-
ductions, Chicago, as its exclusive

video agents. TAP will produce a

half-hour show called "Tele-Quiz-

Calls" for the utility over KSD-TV
for 52 weeks. .

Inside Television
Although no television engineer will venture a guess as to what makes

it happen, reports of tele shows being received thousands of miles out-
side the standard transmitter-to-horizon radius continue to roll in. Latest
comes from an engineer in Indianapolis, who wrote NBC tele officials in

N. Y. that he had received consistently good images from the WNBT trans-

missions and asked to be put on the mailing list for program schedules.
Reports have also been received of experimental sets in New Mexico

picking up tele shows transmitted from N. Y. and there's one instance on
record of a set-owner on Long Island receiving a show aired from BBC
in England. Best explanation offered so far for the freak pickups is that

the high-frequency video waves skip across some unidentified barrier

in the stratosphere. Indianapolis engineer attributed it to a "bending"
of the waves in some unexplained manner.

WABD in Sharp

Fall Revamp
Revamped programming schedule

for the fall, including a 13-week
series of half-hour dramatic shows,
is currently being mapped out by
WABD, DuMont's N. Y. tele outlet.

Expansion plans calls for the addi-
tion of three new directors to the
staff and four new members to the
production unit now being set up
by production designer Jim Mc-
Naughton.

Biggest item on WABD's fall pro-
gram, but the 'one that looks most
tenuous at the moment, is airing of
the World Series: With the N-. Y.
Yankees, whose home games Du-
Mont has televised all season, prac-
tically a certainty for the series, Du-
Mont has hopes of wrapping up these
games and is already talking terms
with two national advertisers. In ad-
dition to the Yanks' winning the
pennant, though, DuMont must also

await permission from Commissioner
A. B. ("Happy") Chandler to tele-

vise the series, then outbid other
broadcasters for the rights and sign

on its sponsor.
WABD has already obtained rights

to all 'home games of the Yankees'
professional football team and is

currently dickering with several
neighboring college teams for their

Saturday afternoon sports cards.

WTTG, the Web's outlet in Washing-
ton, has signed on the Univ. of

Maryland, some of whose games may
be transmitted to N Y. over the Bell
System's coaxial cable. To round out
its sports card, DuMont will continue
picking up boxing and wrestling
bouts from Jamaica Arena Tuesday,
Thursday and Friday nights.

New directors, who will be taught
the trade tricks by staffer Paul
Belanger with an assist from Bob
Loewi, will handle the" dramatic se-
ries. Also to be added to the fall

schedule is the Belanger-McNaugh-
ton package, "Carnival," for which
DuMont is still seeking a sponsor.
Chevrolet will continue sponsorship
of its Tuesday night western film
and Bob Emery's "Small Fry Club,"
now aired across the board, will re-
main, with the possible addition of
a bank-roller.

Optimistic estimates that 500 new television sets daily will be installed

in N. Y. homes after Aug. 15 are something of an eye-opener to ad agency
circles. Estimates are based by station managers on the fact that 11

different manufacturers now feed sets to snrnp 2.800 dealprs in the Greater

New York area. Manufacturers are confident their production lines will

be rolling sufficiently fast by the middle of the month to reach the 500

sets daily figure.

Most of the dealers, it's pointed out, still have long lists of unfilled

orders, with new orders continually rolling in. Chief reason for the

latter fact, it's believed, is the ice-breaking done for apartment house

installations by the acceptance of Telicon's master antenna system by the

Television Broadcasters Assn. Many apartment house owners who had

arbitrarily refused to permit installation of any sets now have reversed

themselves completely, allowing tenants to erect even individual antennas

for each set in a building.

Amer. Tele Starts School
For Video Stock Units

Hollywood, Aug. 5.

American Telecasting, a new
branch of the American Television
Laboratories here, which • S. R.
Rabinoff heads, has been formed to

package live video productions
derived from its school which vet
thesp William Farnum will head.
Plan is to train crews of actors,

directors, producers, etc.. into tele-
stock units, a plan previously ad-
vanced by Patrick Michael Cun-
ning. Shows would be piped from
ATL combination school and pro-
duction pool to station buyers here.
In addition, road companies would
be built to travel elsewhere.

DuMont television,^ttdicatirnp that',
it's now ready to make the switch
from experimental to commercial
operation, last week became the first
to boost its time rates in accordance
with the increase in the number ot
sets now in circulation. Web an-
nounced a new rate schedule to be-
come effective Sept. 1 for WABD,
its N. Y. flagship station, with the
new scale in. some instances up 166%
over prices hitherto in effect.

Pointing out that its current rate
schedule was set in April, 1946, at a
time when there were less than
5,000 sets in homes throughout met-
ropolitan N. Y., WABD station man-
ager John McNeil cited the fact
the number of sets has risen more
than six times since then. Current
estimates place the number of home
sets in the Greater New York area
at anywhere from 33,000-66,000, with
another 2,000 sets' now installed in
bars and taverns. Total audience,
consequently, has increased from
about 25,000 (at an average of five
viewers to a set) to well over 150,000.

Although DuMont plans for day-
time programming are still in the
nebulous stage, the new rate card
fakes ayem time into' account by
dividing the day into three segments,
comprising the noon to 6 p.m. hours,
6 to 7 p.m. and. 7 to 11 p.m. Rates
for the latter segment, naturally the
choicest, range from $800 per hour
to $80 per minute for either studio
or remote shows. Station breaks are
also to be charged for at $80 each.
Rates for the 6-7 p.m. slot range

from $650 per hour to $65 per min-
ute, with daytime charges scaled
from $500 .per hour to $50 per min-
ute. Charges include all facilities,

including use of the transmitter, with
a 20% discount offered when film
only is used on periods of five

minutes or more,

Rehearsal Time Charges
Rehearsal time is to be charged

for at $75 for the first nour and
$37.50 for each succeeding consecu-
tive half-hour, or any portion of a

half-hour.' Under . DuMont's insist-

ence that a six to one ratio be re-
quired for studio rehearsal time, the
overall charge for one hour in the
7-11 p.m. time segment would be
$1,250. DuMont will let a show go in

at less rehearsal time, though, if the
program "is such that, in our opin-

ion, a lesser rehearsal period will

Suffice." Producers will have access

to any of DuMoht'5 available studios
and one to four cameras. Studio is

to be provided for film show re-
hearsal at 10% of the charges in ef-

fect for daytime programming. All
charges- are subject to the standard
15% ad agency commission.
DuMont's WTTG in Washington is

also in operation now, with shows
Originating in N. Y. available to the

D. C. outlet via the Bell System's
coaxial cable. No rates have been
set yet for network charges, with
DuMont announcing that such
charges are' "avaihible upon request."

Additional charges are to be made
for production of commercials, to be
determined by the type of commer-
cial agreed on and the amount of

preparation involved.

Although the announcement ac-

companying the new rate card

doesn't go into the matter, DuMont
is expected to continue its policy of

allowing an outside producer or di-

rector to handle a show even during

its actual airing. Policy is opposed

to that of NBC, which demands that

its own staffer take over once a show
is ready to go on the air. DuMont
will cooperate with outside produc-

ers by making available its entire

production staff without charge in

arranging and preparing shows. Ad-

ditional charges will be levied, how-
ever, for shows "requiring special

production or origination outside of

station studios."

Both NBC and CBS, meanwhile,

are expected to follow DuMont's

lead in the near future by upping

their time rates. NBC currently

charges $850 per' hour for live studio

shows, including five hours of free

rehearsal time. CBS, which has

eliminated all live studio program-

ming in favor of films and remotes,

charges $150 per hour for film

shows.

KSD'S HEW TRANSMITTER
St. Louis, Aug. 5.

KSD, owned and operated by 1he

St. Louis Post-Dispatch, (Pulitzer),

will put its new tele transmitter in-

to official use Thursday i7> with tin

all-day ' program that will feature

talks by George M. Burbach. station

head, and Niles Trammel), prexy w
NBC.
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FCC Sets Procedure for Dual

Station-Church Leases, License
Washington, Aug. 5.

Pattern for future FCC action
where stations have contracted
ether-time to third parties over sev-
eral-year periods was spelled out
last week when the Commission
okayed separate licenses for station

WAIT, Chicago, and the Christian
Catholic Church of Zion.

WAIT's license had been held up
j

by FCC because of a contract which
automatically turned ever the hours
between 11 and 1 p.m. and 2 to 5
p.m. Sundays to the Ctv rch, former
owner of the station. Commission
said this was a delegation of WAIT's
responsibility as a station licensee.

Under the new arrangement, Gene
Dyer continues to operate WAIT ex-
cept for the Sunday hours when the

j

church becomes the licensee, and
leases WAIT's facilities for its

|

weekly broadcasts. Similar setup is

already in existence at WBBL, Rich-
mond, where the Grace Covenant
Presbyterian Church Is licensed to

be on the air on Sundays only.
Meanwhile, the most dramatic of

all Church-station conflicts on use of
air time moved toward solution last

week, when the Churchill Taber-
nacle of Buffalo, filed sales applica-
tion with FCC to buy WKBW,
Buffalo for an estimated $375,000.
Church has a- court suit against

WKBW for breach of contract and
also has filed a competing applica-
tion with FCC for WKBW's facilities.

Both will be dropped if FCC ap-
proves this transfer.

Trouble arose when FCC last year
denied licenses to then commonly-
owned WGR and WKBW because of
contracts which gave the Tabernacle
17 J/o hours of free radio time on the
stations for the next 100 years and
also the right of reverter of license
in case either station was sold. The
court upheld FCC in part but re-
manded the case back for further
cbnsideratiort.

It was believed, inasmuch as the
sales contract involves so many past
obligations and contracts between
WKBW and the church, the FCC
may waive the AVCO procedure of
competitive bidding when stations
are on the block.

Bud Barry Holds Off On

Naming ABC Successor
Charles (Bud) Barry planed back

to N. Y. from Hollywood last week

to wade into his new job as

ABC veepee in charge of programs
and television, succeeding Adrian
Samish, who's moving over to the

Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample agency as

prexy of Show Productions. Barry
said he would put off naming his

own successor as director of pro-

grams until he had a chance to get

settled in his new assignment and
determine the responsibilities to be
detailed to his top lieutenant.

New ABC program topper, who
went to the Coast four weeks ago
.with Paul Whiteman for the latter's

Hollywood debut as a disk jockey,

reports he didn't sign any new shows
on the Coast; just mainly looked
over the net's Coast operations.

Whiteman is remaining on the
Coast two more weeks chiefly to

wire-record a batch of interviews
with film colonists. Maestro has cut

down the guestshots on his hour-
long platter. stanza from two to one
a day, but lately was down to a
backlog of 10 or 12 recorded guest
interviews. •

WHIPS Goes to War
Memphis, Aug. 5.

WMPS and the Memphis Press-

Scimitar have teamed up in a "war
on flies" in ' light of recent medical
evidence that the fly carries polio.

"A new.series, supported by daily

articles in the p.m. sheet, was en-
gineered by Harry LeBrun, station

director; Matty Brescia, promotion
manager; Zollie Howard, Press-
Scimitar managing editor; Kay Al-
len, the station's women's director;

and Charles Caldwell, assigned by
the paper as "fly war correspondent."

Blasts will continue weekly.
County health authorities report ser-

ies already getting results.

JEAN TIGHE
PATTERNS IN MELODY

Mondays. 7:30 P.M., EDST, NBC
FOR MAYTAG ATLANTIC CO.

ANGOSTURA TIME
Saturdays, 5:30 P.M.. EDST

Mutual

FOR ANGOSTURA WUPPERMAN CO.

EDDIE DUCHIN SHOW
Monday, August 11 — Wednesday, August 13

Friday, August 15
ABC, 4:30 P.M.. EDST

FOR KREML HAIR TONIC

Olson Asks Out in ladies'

To Build Up 'Rumpus Room'
Chicago, Aug. 5.

Johnny Olson, m.c. on "Ladies Be
Seated" (ABC), has asked Feature
Productions, which controls the

show, to release him from his con-

tract as soon as it can find some- one
to replace him. Olson wants to get

back to New York where he has an
account interested in his "Rumpus
Room" idea. The latter would be
his own production.

Olson took over the m.c. spot on
"Ladies" in January, 1944. His con-

tract with Feature Productions has

until next September to go. How-
ever, he's committed to appear with
"Ladies" at the Illinois State Fair,

Aug. 11-15. „, v
Aunt Jemima Flour (Quaker

Oats) and Toni Cream Cold Wave
are co-sponsors of "Ladies."

Phone LA. 4-1200

Supreme Court Decisions

To Be Dramatized in New

'High Tribunal' Package
"High Tribunal," new radio pack-

age dramatizing important cases that

have come up before the U. S. Su-
preme Court, has been wrapped up
by Saul Carson, freelance scripter.

Show will discuss some of the de-
cisions that have made prominent
headlines and changed the course of

U. S. history. Emphasis won't be on
criticism, pro and con, of the Court's
decisions, but on the drama inherent
in those cases. One stanza will

handle the Dred Scott case; another
the .NBA upset;, etc. Occasionally,
cases that terminated in the U. S.

Circuit Court of Appeals will also

get their dramatic airing via this

program.

Plan is to engage a top star to

head the cast as part" of the package.
Shows will be written by Carson,
with a staff of legal researchers dig-
ging up the authentic material and
briefing the cases directly from the
records of the Supreme Court.

Mildred Fenton is
.
handling the

Carson package for placement. For-
mer is now on the Coast, where
she's also representing Carson in a
deal for filming of an original story
he did for films, titled "Chicken
Today—Feathers Tomorrow."

IVES' MUTUAL STANZA

DUE FOR GUESTAR HYPO
Hutchins ad agency is out to

hoist the Burl Ives show out of the
Hooperating. cellar. Balladeer's 15-

minute Mutual stanza for Philco
will be hypoed beginning Aug. 15

via addition of a guestar each
week, the Dick Davis Quartet, and
a studio audience to play to.

According to Pearson Mapes.
Hutchins veepee. the feeling has
developed that Ives" troubadotir-
ing, plattered like Bing Crosby's
Philco stint, built a small and fierce-

ly loyal audience during its initial

season on the kilocycles, but needed
added features to give it a satis-

factory audience pull.

Unlike Crosby's show, however,
which relies heavily on top name
guests for extra pull, the guest
policy for the Ives stanza will be
to pick them for their value in

complementing the balladeer's' per-
sonality. Initiator under the new
format will have Aunt Jenny of the
"Breakfast Club" in the guest spot.

Ives' first year under Philco bank-
rolling won't be up until mid-Octo-
ber, which apparently gives him a
chance, what with some added coin
being poured into his show, to make
a more impressive showing before
renewal time rolls around.

NEW 500G STUDIOS SET

FOR TWIN CITY'S KSTP
Minneapolis, Aug. 5.

KSTP, Twin City NBC outlet, has

purchased property straddling «. the

Minneapolis-St. Paul city line on

which to erect a new $500,000 radio

station -building, Stanley E. Hub-
bard, KSTP general manager,- says

plans for the new KSTP home to

house its AM, FM and television are

near completion and construction

will start soon.

The new three-story building will

be, 82 by 136 feet, with a 6,350 -foot

television and FM antenna at the

rear. The radio station will include

six studios. There'll be complete

s ouTn d treatment and isolation by
"floating" the studios within the

building structure, according to

Hubbard.

Two studios will have walls and
ceilings using poly-cylindrical and
convexly-sprayed surfaces to insure

brilliance of broadcasts. A full-stage

auditorium studio, with acoustical

characteristics to suit each type of

program, will seat several hundred
persons, Hubbard says.

The eventual development also

contemplates a $3,000,000 retail -cen-

ter.

Twin City Announcers

Guild to AFRA Setup
Minneapolis, Aug. 5.

In one of the few deals of its kind
WTCN announcers Monday (4)

switched allegiance from American
Newspaper Guild under which they
had been organized to American
Federation of Radio Artists.

Signing of new contract awaits
only settlement of a minor technical

point, attorney Lee Loevinger said.

Loevinger, as attorney for AFRA,
handled negotiations. He has also

served as attorney for Newspaper
Guild, which made no objection to

the realignment.
The announcers, eight of whom

are affected, themselves voted to

make the switch. A new contract
does not affect status of Other WTCN
employees covered under News
Guild contract. The new contract
calls for a minor increase in pay,
otherwise status of announcers is lit-

tle affected.

AFRA contracts .already cover an-
nouncers in all other Twin City sta-

tions,, except KSTP, whert nego-
tiations have been sporadic.

• AFRA, Sept. 2, will award an hon-
orary card to Minneapolis -Maypr
Hubert H. Humphrey. The card
was voted by the national organiza-
tion in recognition of his friendli-
ness with radio and other show peo-
ple. Humphrey, incidentally, for-

merly did radio news analyses.

Crosby Starts Plattering

Philco Shows on Aug. 10;

ot Wax in Britain

Chicago RDG Head Denies

Any Strike Action Move
Chicago. Aug. -5.

Burr Lee, head of Chi Radio Di-
rectors Guild, denied reports that lo-

cal chapter would meet this week to
empower national negotiating com-
mittee to call a strike. Lee said that

;
strike action would be in direct con-

I

flict with the no-strike clause in the

j

present contract and that while the

]

chapter would probably give the
national body a vote of confidence,

. no local action would take place

j

that would be in conflict with body-
wise action.

Chi local has over 75 members,
most of them freelance. RDG is

trying to obtain recognition from
the nets as director's bargaining
agent.

'Terry' Chi-Bound
Chicago, Aug. 5.

Latest of radio programs to move
to Chicago* is the juve cross-the-
board strip, "Terry and the Pirates"
which will originate here over ABC
in the 5:15 p.m. slot, starting Aug.
12. Other ABC shows that have
moved to Chi in the past two
months are "Ladies Be Seated" and
the "Bobby Doyle" show.
Quaker Oats will resume sponsor-

ship of "Terry" Aug. 26 through
Sherman & Marquette.

Hollywood, Aug. 5.

Although Bing Crosby isn't slated
to hit the air in the teeoff of his
second season for Philco until the
last Wednesday in September or the
first ' one . in October, he has set the
plattering of his fall preem for Aui>.

IP, with a second show to be cut
within a week after that.

It'll be a month ahead of the time
Crosby expected to return to the
waxworks, but there have been de-
velopments. Seems the Groaner
wants to go moosehunting late this

summer, and he's scheduled to show
up on the Paramount lot in Septem-
ber to start filming his next starrer,

"A Connecticut Yankee." So the
initial plattering*sessions h'ave been
pushed forward to assure Philco of

its fall airers in case Crosby's days
are crowded in September,
H. Pearson Mapes, Philco account

exec, of the Hutchins agency, which
bandies the show, arrived last week
to be - on hand for the waxings.
Whether the Groaner will kick oil

the seaspn in duet with his usual
sidekick, Bob Hopeff, or some other
guest, hasn't been disclosed. Philco-
will definitely, however, continue
stress on top name guests to hypo
the Bingsday broadcasts.

Possibility has now developed that

Crosby won't wax any shows in

Britain, where he's slated to make
a couple of pictures for J. Arthur
Rank next year. His "Yankee" film

for Par is expected to hold him in

Hollywood until near the end of the
year, and it's now believed he may
not head for England until the
spring or summer of 1948. In this

case, he probably would cut enough
shows ahead to finish off his season
before sailing.

TBI0 FBOM BRENEMAN'S
Hollywood, Aug. 5.

Tom Breneman's now originates

radio* shows morning, noon and
night, probably marking a first for

remote pickup sites. Yesterday (4)

at midnight it introduced "Holly-

wpod Holiday" to the ABC web, with
Jack McElroy m.c.'ing the combina-
tion floor show and audience partici-

pation airshow.
Eatery-nitery is the site of ABC's

"Breakfast at Breneman's at nina

a.m., and Mutual's afternooner,

"Heart's Desire."

"HIRES TO YA'"
FOR THIRD YEAR

ON CBS

for further information wire, phone or wrile —
John Blair A Co.-Natlonal Rej>roi«ntativ»
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LATEST
RELEASE

"76*K6d to the great fraternity of platter

spinners for the honors bestowed upon

me on the national disk jockey poll.

fyatefaUy yam*.

Personal Representatives • GABBE, LUTZ AND HEUER
8210 SUNSET BLVD. • HOLLYWOOD, CALIF.

GENERAL ARTISTS CORPORATION
THOMAS G ROCKWELL Presided"

S!A YORK-CHICAGO'HOllYWOOO'CINC'NNA'i.L'pNOON

Public Relations - • • Red Doff
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Monti Radio Setup in Sharp Revamp

Due to New Personnel Changes
Montreal, Aug, 5.

The local radio setup is fast chang-
ing in programming appearance fol-

lowing recent developments, the

latest being the resignations from
the personnel of C.B.F., tha Cana-
dian Broadcasting Corporation's

main French station, o£ Roger Baulu,
Paul Leduc and Jean Monte. All
three will now freelance after many
years with the French network of

the C.B.C. here.

Leduc will go on independently
producing the weekly "Radio-Cara-
bins" and "Radio-Concert Canadien"
next month when the two shows
will be on the air again after a sum-
mer layoff. The former was spon-
sored by O'Keefe Brewery last sea-

son but it is rumored it will have
new sponsors next autumn. The lat-

ter show is keeping its regular back-
er, Molson Brewery. Both programs
will still be aired by C.B.F. and its

French network throughout
; the

province. Baulu, most efficient of

the local commentators for the past

********
WDRC Market

Wins National

Honors
Sales Management's "Sur-

vey of Buying Power" gives

the state of Connecticut two

''firsts" in per family income

and quality of market index.

The city of Hartford an<4

Hartford County are among
the top three in their groups.

THIS is a market, and the

WDRC Primary Area gives

you the best big slice of it . .

.

$949,927,000 in Retail Sales.

Write for WDRC's new Mar-
ket Study, with the whole

story of now to Connect in

Connecticut!

Wni. F. Malo, Commercial Mgr.

REPRESENTED BY RAYMER

decade and m.c. and producer of

many special programs, has already
line up a one-hour daily morning
broadcast with the new station,

CK.VL, in nearby Verdun, starting

yesterday (4).

Reasons for the trio's resignations
are reported to be the fact that the

policies of C.B.F. are restricted, both

financially and artistically. Con-
trolled by the federal government,
it operates with too much red tape

and keeps its roster of producers
and staffers limited in. initiative'. .

CKVL is reported to have permis-
sion to broadcast 24 hours a day
starting next month and Baulu's

contract with this new station defi-

nitely demonstrates its directors,

headed by Jack Titleman, are hop-
ing soon to surpass all other local

stations in new ideas, using new as

well as established stars and person-
alities.

JWT love' Fee
Continued from page 19

r c - r

appears, was informed by John U.

Reber, radio veepee of the J. Walter

Thompson agency, that "Those We
Love" has been a',, JWT-packaged-
and-owned program; that the Morris

office, in handling the show for the

agency, had been paying over a
weekly fee to the agency,

Also, although sponsorship of the

program had passed through other

agencies on . behalf of their clients,

it remained during its air career a

JWT show, for which a weekly
royalty was paid, with Reber, in ef-

fect, "lend-leasing" it to the other

agencies.

Gibbs said it all was news to him
and Miss Ridgway expressed com-
plete surprise over the fact that

JWT ha.d been getting a weekly fee

from the Morris office while show
was aired under various commercial
auspices.

Reber says now that, if proper
financial arrangements * can be
made, agency wants to dispose of

property. But the upshot of the

revelation is that Miss Ridgway
wants no part of "Love" anymore
and has abandoned her plans to

script the new series. Instead she's

come up with a new package, "Fair

Meadows," also a once-weekly halt

hour show which practically recap

tures the locale, the flavor and even
the same cast as "Love." Her sug'

gested castings in the presentation

to agencies includet, for example,

such top performers as Nan Gray,

Donald Woods, Alma Kruger, Tem-
pleton Fox and Mary Gordon, all

carryovers from "Love."

Meanwhile Miss Ridgway has also

come up with another package,
"Millionaire's Alley," a saga of kids

who come to the big town and their

bid for the bigtime.

Miller's Plug
Washington, Aug. 5.

NAB prexy Justin Miller, who
has been boosting BMB on every

front, got in another plug last

week on the Bureau's decision

to set up shop on a permanent
basis.

Miller said idea was approved
by both NAB and BMB boards.

He declared: "Broadcasters now
have the opportunity to give per-

manent support to the principle

of standardized uniform meas-
urement. If .properly supported

and directed, BMB can supply
basic measurements and factual

background which will inspire

confidence upon the part of those

who use it."

LOTS OF SPONSORED

GRIDCASTS ON GRIDDLE
With football season in the offing

next month, broadcasters have be-

gun - lining up bankrollers for the

play-by-play coverage of collegiate

and professional games. Aluminum
Corp. of Amerjca, in its first major
venture into air advertising, has
picked up the tab for all 10 of Ten-
nessee University's games during
the coming season _over WNOX,
Knoxville. Lowell Blanchard, local

sports announcer, • will handle the
mike chore.

WHN, N. Y., will air the full

schedule of Giant pro games this

fall with Old Golds renewing last

year's sponsorship. Lennen & Mit-
chell, ad agency handling the ac-

count, has not set the gabber as yet.

Jn Chicago, Atlas Brewing is under-
writing all home and away games
of the Cardinals over WJJD. Jack
Brickhouse does the calling, replac-

ing Bob Elson who did the job last

year. Brickhouse handled, the Giant
games last year.

WMEX Allowed to File New

FM Request as Claim Is

Made That Coin Is On Hand
Washington, Aug. 5.

It looks like WMEX, Boston, or-

iginally denied an FM franchise in

Boston because it didn't show
enough blue chips to underwrite the

operation, will get in the- FM picture

after all.

FCC last week turned down the

company's request for a rehearing on
its FM bid, but added that WMEX
could file a new request for one of

the two reserved Class B FM slots

in Boston, FCC had rapped the

staUon for its racing shows, use of

time-brokers and heavy larding of

spots on its foreign-language stints,

but had given lack of dough as only

reason for denying the FM license.

WMEX reports that as result of

$10,000 profit picked up during the

first six months of '47, it now has

$40,0000 in cold cash set aside just

for FM. Station said it would prob-
ably net $25,000 this year which
would enable it to go into FM.
This is the second time financial

difficulties have gotten the station

into t r o u b 1 e at FCC. Two FCC
members registered strong dissents-

when WMEX won higher power in

1938, on the grounds that between
April and December, 1936, WMEX
appeared to have found $100,000 ad-
ditional financing but that no testi-

mony was given on its source. .

RDG Pacts Coast NBC,

ABC a la CBS Pact
Hollywood, Aug. 5.

Radio Directors Guild and NBC
and ABC have finally agreed on
initial hamaster contracts and now
attorneys for the nets are working
out the language and forms of the
pacts. They will closely follow the
pattern set with CBS last month,
granting $90 weekly as a basic mini-
mum for beginners and $100 for two-
year tenure men and up.

Next the Guild will tackle Mutual,
where initial feelers' have already
been made, but where it is now be-
lieved that the RDG has no majority
since several directors were moved
into executive classifications. Any-
how, Lewis Allen Weiss, Mutual-
Don Lee topper here, will pose the
question of RDG acceptability on the
grounds that directors or producers
as they are sometimes called, have
hire-and-fire authority and therefore
are employers or execs.

TAKE THE GUESS OUT OF BUYING

WITH WOV'S £tfuM<t

yfe. want you to be a WOV sponsor

with the knowledge of 5 AUDITED
AUDIENCES, each a definitely dif-

ferent group of purchasers; each the

result of a penetrating revealing lis-

tener survey. Get the facts on these

.

5 AUDITED AUDIENCES today and
..."take the guess out of
buying:'

Ralph JV. Rt>i7, General Manager
John & Pearson Co., National Reprctentative

Television Reviews
55 Continued from page 23 as

is type-of show which puts television
in the "crystal set" stage.
Main attraction of format is

mystery guest who wears mask
throughout and is questioned by
Payne regarding climb to success.
During conversation they drop clues
for identifying purposes, and view-
ers mail these hints plus correct
answer to station. Various items, in-
cluding compacts, nylons and ciga-
rette cases are prizes.

Lady in the mask, on program in
question, was June Christy, who
was not only seen, but heard in
musical sequence when one of her
recordings was played, as hint. She
gabbed with Payne who did neatly
as talk-provoker, but whese actions
were impulsive. His brisk and un-
diplomatic brushoff of guest almost
cost the blonde vocalist loss of poise.

In course of their talk, Payne
mentioned previous show's stars, the
Harmonicats, and in typical show
biz manner, music of "Peg O' My
Heart" hums in background. Seconds
later the ttio, with harmonicas at
work, move into picture as surprise
guests. Talent lineup was brightest
asset of show, and despite very
simply answered guessing game,
their appearance perked things up.

Linn Burton as announcer is re-
cent addition and was improvement
over constant presence in text and
commercials of same figure and
voice. However, they could make
wiser use of Burton if he worked
visually rather than as voice pro-
jected from advertised tele set.

Sponsor writes his own commercials
for show, but doesn't take advantage
of the creative medium he is paying
for. Commercials are flat, sordid
pieces of copy and could use injec-
tion of something which would sell,

not detract.

SSC & B
sss, Continued from page 19 as

rehearsals. Also, there might be a

saving on script fees, as there'd be
virtually no extra typewriter exer-

cise for the writers. Stauffer is said

to be working out just such wrinkles

with many of the name performers
during his present Coast stay.

' Disk Possibility

Another possibility is that the re-

broadcasts might be done via re-

cording, with different commercials
dubbed in. That would probably al-

low greatly reduced talent cost.

Although such a series would be un-
acceptable to either NBC or CBS,
since it would violate their no-re-
cording rules, it would be a major
acquisition for either ABC or Mu-
tual. Particularly ABC, which is

currently playing footy-footy with
various advertisers and agencies to

bolster its already potent Wednes-
day night lineup, would undoubtedly
make extensive concessions to land

a series of"this kind.

However, if the series, either live

or recorded, were to involve sub-
stantially reduced, talent fees, it

would probably have to be cleared

with the American Federation of

Radio Artists (AFRA). The per-
former union has* nixed various such
propositions in the past, although it

has never rescinded the waiver it

granted the Motion Pidture Relief

Fund for the "Screen Guild Theatre"
series. It also permitted the Stage
Door Canteen to make a similar re-

duced-scale deal with Corn Products
for the "Stage Door Canteen" pro-
gram.
On the other hand, when Chester-

field proposed another such deal for

"This Is the Army", several years
ago, AFRA precipitated a violent
row by forbidding it. In that case
the beneficiary would have been the
Army Relief Fund.

sNAB s Standard:

On School Courses
Washington, Aug. 5.

NAB moved last week to set up
standards for rapidly mushrooming
courses in radio on the high school
and college level. "A newly formed
Educational. Standards Committee
held its first meeting (29) to work
on methods of accrediting such
courses and to establish constant
liaison between educational institu-
tions and the radio industry.
NAB committee stressed needs of

broadcasters for qualified personnel
and urged uniform standards to
measure radio curricula now avail-
able to students and ex-GI's. Com-
mittee also urged a program of in-
service training for persons already
at work in radio to improve present
performance. Committee members
include: Ralph W. Hardy, KSL,
chairman; Dr. Willis Dunbar, WKZO;
F. C. Sowell, WLAC; Judith C. Wal-
ler, NBC; and William B, Way,
KVOO.

Memphis—Allen Avery has taken
over as new chief announcer at

WHHM, replacing Milton Q. Ford,
who jumped to WWDC, Washington.

Mat.: LOU CLAYTON
UNITED REXAIX DRUG CO.
Friclay*-CBS—9:30 p.m., EDST
M-G-M—"This Time for Keeps"

"It Happened In Brooklyn"

FOR SALE!
5,000 WATTS CBS
NEW ENGLAND

Gross: $180,000 Per Year

Pricet $185,000
Including $16,000

Cosh and Accts. Receivable

Box 40F. Variety. 154 W. 46th Sr..

New York 19, N. Y.

ACT QUICK I

. OLANSOULE
Starting In

"GRAND MARQUEE"
NBC—Coast to Coast

Rayvo Crem* Shampoo

AVAILABLE—VERSATILE

RADIO DIRECTOR
EXPERIENCED YOUNG WOMAN

Imaginative—Adaptable

Box 770. Variety. New York 19. N.Y.

ON TARGET

Covering ground quickly and efficiently t*

second nature with Weed men, who travel

more than 200,000 miles a year to give

expert service to the stations they represent.

WEED
ano company

RADIO
STATION

REPRESENTATIVES

NEW YORK-tOSTON-CHICAGODETROIT-SAN FRAMCIKO'ATIANTA'HOUYWOOO
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Attlee Key to Pic Tax
Continued from page 1

based on a 25% freeze In remit-

tances from Britain for a period

of six months. Proposal leaves

„ door open for extension of the

freeze for a full year as a further
'

concession to the Labor govern-

ment if it turns down the six-

month limit. Acceptance of

MPA's plan would effect a cut in

U. S. remittances from $68,000,000

to $51,000,000 annually.
' American companies agree

under the plan to accumulate the

blocked funds in Britain as an

aid to her economy but want the
v funds to be withdrawn when the

situation eases. Whether or not

V. S. companies are ready to

propose a higher figure than

-25% for the freeze ratio is not

known. It was indicated, how-
ever, that the MPA has several

alternative plans in reserve if

this one is found unacceptable.]

American film execs here have

been encouraged by the unanimous
display of reluctance among govern-

ment chiefs to place such an import

tax on U. S. films. But pressure for

dollar exchange is forcing their hand
against their wills.

Last week Glenville Hall, M.P.,

and financial secretary to Dalton, ex-

pressed his "deepest" affection for

American films but, he said, the

meeting of Parliament tomorrow and
Thursday (7) will decide the fate

of all luxuries, such as films, tobacco,

--radios, disks,, etc. Hall reiterated

the" sentiments of John W. Belcher,
' M.P., and Parliamentary secretary

to the British Board of Trade, who
expressed himself the previous day.

Both Hall and Belcher, speaking
•' lor Dalton and Sir Stafford Cripps,

Board of Trade president, stressed

that any customs tax on . American
films would be imposed only because

TRANSCRIBED
AND

AVAILABLE

of England's current economic stress
and would be "most reluctantly" ap-
plied as a "temporary" measure.
Both agreed that the ambiguous
meaning of "temporary" should be
clarified by a specific proviso. Both
further agreed that it was impos-
sible for American film interests to

operate effectively with a sword of

Damocles, in the form of a threat-

ened revenue tax, hanging indefi-

nitely over their heads.

Parliamentary solons admitted
that disgruntled newspaper inter-

ests, irked over sharp paper cuts,

were helping to foment the public

"clamor" against U. S. films. Hall

was deeply sympathetic to the idea

that an ad valorem tax would set

a bad precedent for other nations to

follow.

He struck an optimistic note by
hinting that favorable terms in the

forthcoming new American loan to

Britain, and the Marshall plan, can

yet avert an import tax. He re-

iterated that Dalton's act is law right

now, but yet all concerned are mull-

,
ing means to forestall need for any
taxation. But when it becomes a

question" of cutting- army expendi-

tures and food rations, it becomes
difficult to okay release of film dol-

lars to the U. S. in face of the gen-

eral clamor, he declared.

At a secret government meeting
last week, it is understood that Dal-

ton proposed three plans for curtail-

ing export of film dollars. One in-

volved a tax based on his original

idea of an import duty. Another
involved a new version of the war-'

time dollar, freezing measures, simi-

lar to that contained in the Johnston
plan. Third entailed a plan for great-

er . expenditure by American com-
panies in British production.

Local press has been barraging

both J. Arthur Rank and Johnston
for guesses on how much will be
remitted to Britain from the U. S.

on earnings from its films. Variety's

recent story, "Stix Still Nix British

Pix," has been widely reprinted. It's

generally estimated that the U. S.

circuits' guarantee of $12,000,000 to

Rank next year will mean only

$5,000,000 in remittable dollars. Rank
has mentioned percentage increases

for his pictures in the U. S., and

Johnston hinted at Britain's ability

to remit "possibly considerably

more" than the estimated $12,000,000.

Neither, however, would hazard

guessing at definite figures.

INDPLS/ WIBC GETS

CHURCH AS GEN. MGR.
Cincinnati, Aug. 5.

Kenneth Church, exec vice-presi-

dent in charge of sales at WCKY
since December, 1944, when he
transferred from WKRC, is resign-

ing Aug. 30 to join WIBC, Indiana-
polis. There he will become general
manager, succeeding George Biggar,
who takes over direction of WRFD,
a new station in Worthington, O.
There will be no replacement of

Church at WCKY. L. B. Wilson,
president and general manager of the
station, will take on his duties.

WCKY has terminated a cqntract
of several years' standing with Free
and Peters as exclusive national
sales representative and this week is

opening its own office in New York
at 480 Lexington A«e. Ralph E. Mc-
Kinnie, lately with the Paul H. Ray-
mer agency, is in charge of the new
branch, with Kathryn T. Callahan,
formerly with the H. B. Humphrey
agency, as assistant.

Wilson is lining up sales facalities

in Chicago and other markets.

CIRCLING THE KILOCYCLES

Davenport—Appointment of Carle-

ton J. Smyth, a member of the staff

of WOC, Davenport, as assistant pro-
fessor of journalism at Kent State

university, Kent, O., has just been an-

nounced* Smyth will take charge of

the school of journalism's new four-

year radio-journalism sequence in

the tall quarter.

Minneapolis—Clellan Card, one of

KSTP's ace announcers and emcees,
who recently announced his resig-

nation, will return to his former
Twin City CBS station, WCCO, Sept.

1. He has been with KSTP three

years.

Hartford—Honorary degree of

"State Farmer" has been awarded to

Frank At^ood, farm program direc-
tor of WTIC. Title was conferred
at recent annual meeting of future
Farmers of America, organization of

boys studying vocational agriculture
in Connecticut high schools.

That's a whale of a rating,

But that's what the Texas

Rangers get at WGBI, Scran-

ton, Pa. They get it with their

famous transcription service—

which features the western

and folk songs that never
grow old. And they get the

tall Hooper at 6:30 p. m., too,

when there is a 37 per cent

sets in use figure. Yes, Scran-

ton listens to and likes the

Texas Rangers. It's no wonder
WGBI renews year after year.

Buy the Texas Rangers trans-

criptions for your market.

They build a big audience at

WGBI and at scores of other

stations, too. They can do the

same for you. Wire, write or

telephone.

The Texas Rangers
AN ARTHUR B. CHURCH PRODUCTION
Pickwick Hold • Kamas City 6. Mo.

Atlantic City.— Appointment of

Joe "Porter as commercial manager
of WMID, Atlantic City's new
Mutual affiliate, has been announced
by Paul Hancock, gen. mgr. Porter
was retail sales manager of WJZ
in New York until the management
of the station was taken over by the
network early this year.

Pittsburgh—Dave Tyson, at WWSW
for last seven years, will join WCAE
staff in September when he returns
from Atlantic City, where he has
been spending the summer directing

children's activities at the Steel Pier.

Tyson will handle the station's early

morning "Wake Up Time" program
from 5:45 a.m. to 8:45. Al Steppling,
former WJAS announcer, has joined
WLOA in Braddock as director of
advertising and sales promotion, and
Bill Babcock, ex-KDKA, has gone to
work there as news editor. Jimie
Spanos, former KQV scripter and
later in advertising department of
Joseph Home's department store, is

WWSW's new publicity chief. She
replaces Marty Cohen, who took a
summer leave of absence to study
writing at Columbia Univ. and then
decided to make his leave perma-
nent.

Philadelphia—Fifth annual KYW
summer radio workshop for teachers
and students, conducted in coopera-
tion with the Philadelphia Board of
Education, set new attendance rec-
ords this year. More than 125- teach-
ers and students participated in the
workshop, which this year placed
salient emphasis on script writing.

-Danbury—Jerry Arthur, formerly
with WNYC, N. Y. and WWCO,
Waterbury, Conn., has been ap-
pointed program manager of new
indie, WLAD, at Danbury, Conn,
Station, 800kc daytimer, goes on air

Sept. 1. Arthur was news room
assistant at WNYC and disk jockey
at WWCO. '

MPA Survey
Continued from page 3 ss

owners despite assurances that

what's being made is purely a statis-

tical survey to provide the industry

as a whole with more information

about itself. The industry has suf-

fered almost from its very begin-

nings for lack of detailed dope on

itself. The MPA is the only im-

portant trade association in the

country with so little accurate data

on the industry it serves.

Eric Johnston, when he became

MPA prexy, thought the situation

appalling when no one could tell

him with any assurance whatsoever

such things as number of theatres

in the U. S., number of seats, num-

ber of admissions per week, aver-

age b,o. price and similar details

which trade organizations in other

industries have at their fingertip.

As a result he started a research

program.
First important project was the

survey by exchange areas of num-

ber of theatres, seats, how many

houses play dual bills, how many

weekly changes are made, and other

facts. Plan was to release it in 31

weekly installments, covering each

exchange territory, with the first

one—on Buffalo—also carrying a

U. S. summary. Before the initial

one was released, however, it was

discovered that while data on some

areas was comparatively complete

and accurate, that was far from true

in others. It was therefore decided

to hold up the whole thing in an ef-

fort to get better dope.

In any case, the attempted survey

has served to demonstrate to John-

ston and other MPA toppers one of

the reasons why the industry knows

so little about itself. '
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-

m dale - m "0t - r0SpWSib!?
U'L.^^Z.u^'^V^t.

Thi
e of this nniiee.

' pienso'ealT In person 'and Wlntr your "{T^
alan Includes all material formerly filed with the National vaudeville

Artists INVA). , _ .....

SiKned (UO.UtD OF DIKKCTOKS) NATIONAL VARIETY AKIISIS, IN« .

X2r> Went 40th Street, New *ork

We Patk**l o Picnic for

ROSEMARY DAVIS

Pottmhtitu of the WLW Mailbag Club

The WLW Mailbag Club held its annual* picnic

in Cincinnati on July 19.

That in itself is not unusual. The picnics have

been held every year, except during the war, since

1933. Neither is it unusual that six states were

represented by the nearly 3,000 members in attend-

ance. Nor that many drove all night to be on hand

. .
•. that entire chapters arrived by chartered bus.

It happens every year.

What is unusual is the very nature of the club

itself. Since its establishment by WLW in 1928,

the membership has grown to more than 10,000

—with members "in 43 states, Canada, England,

Holland, Belgium, Sweden, Australia, New Zea-

land and India. Nearly one-third of the members

are shut-ins and physically handicapped persons.

The rest are persons who, like WLW, are inter-

ested in actively helping these shut-ins—to lend

encouragement, create new interests, make new

friends . . . anything to combat what otherwise

might be a very dreary, neglected existence.

For its own part, WLW provides the Post-

mistress and two fulltime assistants, broadcasts a

weekly Mailbag Club program, publishes a monthly

Club newspaper, and has established a Craft Shop

through which many members have become self*

supporting by the sale of their handiwork.

To the best of our lcnowledge, this is the only

club of its kind in existence with scores of chap-

ters actively organized for the sole purpose of

bringing sunshine and cheer into the lives of the

less fortunate . . . which aids materially in the

maintenance and livelihood of other unfortunates.

The history of the WLW Mailbag Club and

its activities is truly heartwarming and real ... *

humanitarian project which The Nation's Station is

indeed proud to have established and encouraged.

CROSLEY BROADCASTING CORPO RATION
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NBC Gets a Revamped Format
Continued from page 19

;

off" policy and invited all comics

to kid the pants off NBC veepees, it

•was Menser against the NBC field.

Among radio writers in general—
not only comedy scripters but those

writing in a serious vein—Menser
was considered their toughest
hurdle.

Successor to Menser is Ken Dyke
(one of the three new administrative

veepees). He'll head up program,
continuity acceptance and public

service department. Since his return

to the network (as an Army man he
held the same rank—Brigadier Gen-
eral—as RCA board chairman David
Sarnoft), Dyke has been headed ior

bigger and better things. In charge
of broadcast standards and practices

for the network (a post in which
he'll continue) he has spent many
months making a study of the whole
commercial picture in radio with a
view toward elevating- the stature

of broadcasting and was also a key
figure in setting up the new NAB
code.

Patterned After CBS?
Actually, NBC, in setting up the

administrative veepee structural set-

up, is patterning itself along- the
lines of CBS, where Joseph H. Beam,
Frank White and Adrian Murphy
hold similar titles and divide depart-
mental control.

Similarly, the reorganization is

Jinked to an awareness that the "free

ride" of the postwar era has ended;
that the era of competition, along
.with an expanded industry embrac-
ing television, is setting in.

Plus Trammell's own statement:

•'We expect that the administrative
vice presidents will assume respon-
sibility for the company's day-to-day
operations, thereby ' enabling the
executive vice president, Frank E.

Mullen, and myself to devote more
of our time to overall management

f>

affairs and the problems of expan-
sion, particularly in the new field

of television broadcasting."
Harry C. Kopf, former veepee in

charge of sales, becomes adminis-
trative veepee in charge of network
sales, national spot sales, o. & o.

stations and station relations, with
George H. Frey moving up as direc-

tor of network sales; Frey will

report to Kopf, as will James L.
Gaines, whose promotion to post of

director of o. & o. stations is re-

garded by the trade as well-merited
on the basis of his performance as
manager of WNBC, the web's flag-

ship station. Gaines, incidentally,

will continue in the latter capacity.

Third administrative veepee, is

John MacDonald, former veepee in

charge of finance, who will have
charge of finance and budget matters
and will supervise the treasurer's,

controller's, personnel, general serv-

ice and guest relations departments.
At the same time the board an-

nounced the upping of I. E. Shower-
man to veepee of Central Division.

He had been gen. mgr. Showerman
was the first NBC salesman in Chi-
cago beginning in 1928. He will

continue to make his headquarters
in Chicago.
With Judge Ashby stepping out

as v.p. and general counsel, he'll

continue to act as an. advisor to

NBC on legal matters. Henry La"dner

meanwhile has been designated as

acting general counsel.

Chi Tele Sets
— Continued from page 2* —

for homes and 14% for the taverns.

In seeking to determine the aver-

age number of listeners per set the

survey confined itself to what it

terms "most popular nights," that is

whe'n sports events are being tele-

vised. These figures are 5,7 persons-

for homes, 50.3 persons for taverns

and 13 persons for business sets.

Following is the tabulation for sets

in the Chicago area:

Places •' Sets %
Homes 1708 50

Taverns 1251 36

Business 472 14

Fry Disking On-the-Spot

Atoht Data for Anni Show
Stephen Fry, who's now packag-

ing on-the-spot transcribed shows,

flew to New Mexico this week for

ceremonies at the atom bomb prov-
ing ground in connection with the
second anni of the dropping of the
first bomb.
Fry is recording the event on be-

half of the Emergency World Peo-
ple's Congress, sponsors of the anni
ceremonies.

CBS Socks E&P

Hard-To-Live-With Comm'is
;
Continued from page 21

;

Total ......3431

The count among the
suburbs ran as follows:

Places - Sets

Homes 640....

Taverns 133....

Business 127....

100
Chicago

%
.71

.15

.14

Total 900 100

WANNA REAL HOME?
Only 20 minutes from Manhattan

on half-acre choicest residential com-

munity; boating, bathing. Exquisite

Colonial 9 rooms, 3 baths, ample
space, privacy for gracious living.

Hushing 9-4529.

Des Moines—A permit for opera

tion of new station in Des Moines
has been granted to the Independ-
ent Broadcasting Co. by FCC. The-

company filed application three

years ago. The station is to oper-

ate on 940 tkilocycles, with a day-

time power of 10 kilowatts and night

power of five kilowatts. Officers are

John W. Boler, president; John
Ruan, • vice president; Joseph Ros-
enfield, secretary, and Edwin F.

Buckley, treasurer.

WE'RE
COCKY

. . . about th« per-

centage of yearly

renewals—nearly

perfect I

WIP IT'S

MUTUAL
PHILADELPHIA'S PIONEER VOICE

REPRESENTED NATIONALLY 8Y GEO. P. H0LIING9ERY CO.

VICKEE RICHARDS
currently

CHEZ PARSE. Chicago

Chicago Heiold-Amciicau. July 29. 1947. "Listen carefully to the tongs

of Vlekee Richards, newcomer at Hie Che* Paree. She hat a tweet and

wholesome delivery which will take her to the big time."—NATE GROSS.
*

Exclusive Management—WM. MORRIS AGENCY

— Continued from page 21 555

"represents a departure from jour-

nalistic ethics."

Murrow wrote as follows:

"The Columbia Broadcasting Sys-

tem wishes to register a vigorous

protest against an article in your
issue of July 26, under the heading
'Hodges Insists Sun's A-Bomb Ex-
pose Is So.' That article represented

one side of a difference of opinion

The Sun had with CBS; it was a

reply to a broadcast the week pre-

viously on 'CBS Views the Press' in

which certain aspects of The Sun's

account of reported thefts of atomic
secrets at Oak Ridge were dis-

cussed.
- "CBS's protest is that Editor &
Publisher presented only one side

of the argument, and a distorted

side, at that. E & P, in its capacity

as spokesman for the newspaper
profession, has frequently and right-

ly set high standards for , all mem-
bers of that profession. It has

called for even-handed, impartial

presentation of the news, and it has

opposed slurs on the integrity of the

men and women who handle the

news. Yet in this one story, E&P
twice deviates seriously and aston-

ishingly from the most elementary

standards of journalism.

"First, the presentation of Col.

Hodges' broadcast- does not quote

anything from the original broadcast

on 'CBS Views the Press' to which
the Sun took exception, nor CBS's

reply to the specific charges made
by Col. Hodges which were simply

repetitions of the Sun's original ac-

count. Only the Sun's side, as stated

by Col.- Hodges, is presented.

"Second, and more serious, E&P
devotes a large part of . its account"

of Col.. Hodges' broadcast to one

point he made at the, close. E&P
distorts this point out of all propor-

tion to the position it occupied in

the Colonel's statement. Col. Hodges
impugned the integrity of Don Hol-

lenbeck, and another member of the

CBS staff, in a slur that had noth-

ing to do with the point at issue: a

discussion of the Sun's original

story.

"CBS gave Col. Hodges the free-

dom not only to answer CBS's orig-

inal broadcast; it also gave 'Col.

Hodges the freedom to question the

integrity of two members of its own
news staff. But CBS felt it was im-

portant that both sides of'the story

be heard, so Hollenbeck was also

given the opportunity to reply to

the Sun's repetitious comments on
its A-Bomb story, and to the slur

against himself and a colleague.

"As the case is presented by
E&P, CBS is given no opportunity

to present its side; the slur against

two members of the CBS staff is al-

lowed to stand. CBS believes, in

free expression for all sides of con-

troversial issues; its entire news
staff discusses and contributes to the

program 'CBS Views the Press'

which we believe has started

healthy and mutual discussion of

problems which affect both press

and radio. CBS has given time to

a critic even to challenge the in-

tegrity of its staff members, but that

does not mean that CBS itself has
any doubts; just the opposite.

"The fact that 'CBS Views the
Press' continues as a cooperative

newsroom venture, with Hollenbeck
broadcasting it, speaks for itself, and
Hollenbeck needs no further defense
from us. But CBS and its staff do
deserve from E&P and from all

media which report their programs
the even-handed treatment which
E & P asks of the press, and in

which CBS Will always attempt to

deal, even to the point of permitting

its own facilities to be used for

criticism of itself. Finally, CBS and
its staff deserve that E&P print

the reply to the remarks of Col.

Hodges which reflected not only on
Hollenbeck, but -by insinuation, on
the entire CBS staff: 'This insinu-

ation against me and one of my col-

leagues is a gross disservice to the
interest of truth. It represents a

departure- from journalistic ethics

that readers and listeners have a

right to expect from newspapers and
broadcasters'."

suspense the .-how strives for with
announcements like this:

"How can anyone keep cool on a
hot summer night while listening to

a story like this one—a story that

makes your blood and pulse quicken
with suspense? Want my answer?
Then I'd suggest that you get a cold,

refreshing bottle of Ehret's Extra
beer because Ehret's Extra does
things right."

"Only Thing to Fear

Jack Kerch—Sponsored by Pru-
dential Life on the NBC web across
the board at 11:30 a.m. Life in-

surance is a tough subject to handle
in a commercial but this show relies

too much on fear to put its message
across. For example (Berch speak-
ing as a father): "I got to thinking
about all the things those kids de-
pend on me for—shoes, clothes, yes,
even baseball bats. Well, friends,

every father should ask, 'how much
would my family have to do without
if I weren't here?'
"You know, every day, more than

1,000. wives become widows. Yes,
every day, 1,000 women must set out
on that period of readjustment, and
those first few years are certainly
the hardest for a fatherless family,"
He goes on to point out that an ade-
quate Prudential policy will protect
such families "after the head of the
family

. dies." Hardly the kind of
listening on which a housewife can
begin cheerfully preparing lunch for
hef schoolkids.

Bed Skelton Show—Sponsored by
Raleigh cigarets over. NBC Tuesday
nights at 10:30 (now off the air for
the summer). Here's probably the
most irritating repetition and illogi-

cal argument yet devised for a radio
plug. It's also practically unique in
that a competitor (Old Gold)

, has
cracked back at the argument in its

own commercial. Plug starts off

the announeer's "Listen!" and then
the audience hears the inexplicable
"WSHSHSH"—"that jet of fresh,
pure moisture stands for the new
freshness, new taste in the new, all
new Raleigh 903 cigaret." Follows
then the "medical science offers
proof positive" plug, then an en-
dorsement_ (with a hitchhike plug)
by a fim star and then the
"WSHSHSHS" begins all over again,
carrying on ad nauseam.

Walter wincheii Show—Sponsored
by Jergen's Lotion over ABC Sun-
day night at 9. Another glaring ex-
ample of advertiser and sponsor fail-

ing to trim their commercials to fit

the show. Besides the wording be-
ing repetitious, the middle commer-
cial, with its guestar, is overlong and
therefore irritating to the listener.

Final plug starts off okay witt^a boy
supposedly kissing a surprised girl

but the announcer Ben Grauer
comes in to negate the whole thing
with a long spiel on "want your skin
to be kiss-tempting too? Well, use
Jergen's face cream daily." Girl

then repeats "Oh, he kissed me," at

the signoff.

Soap Plug

"Call the Police"—Sponsored by
Lever Bros. Over NBC Tuesday
nights at 9 as summer replacement

for "Amos 'n Andy." Rinso White
plug, with its whistle refrain, is not
too bad, although some listeners
might object to it as an example of
the singing commercial genre. Clos-
ing plug, for Lifebuoy soap, how-
ever, is certainly distasteful— much,
more so than the "love that soap"
campaign glorified in "Hucksters."
After announcer's B.O. warning,
woman comes in to say she's finally
realized why she wasn't asked to
that Garden Club affair. Then
comes the whisper—"no one likes a
woman who nas B.O."—followed by
the announcer's helpful explanation
of how Lifebuoy can forever stymie
B.O.'s plenty.

Gabriel Heatter Show—Sponsored
by Arrid deodorant over the Mutual
web at 9 p. m. across the board.
Plugs for both Arrid and Carter's

Pills ditto the distastefulness of the
B.O. commercials, but the Carter
plug is even worse with its spiel on
"bowel regularity." Fact that Heat-
ter himself leads into the Arrid com-
mercial, doesn't build his audience
reputation. For example:

Heatter (after giving the weather
report): "So from . now on, it will

constantly be getting hotter and
hotter. And speaking of heat, ladies

and gentlemen, I'd like to remind
you that you can be a lot more
comfortable this summer and avoid
offending others too, with new, won-
derful Arrid."

Announcer: "What kind of an im-
pression do you make on the people
you meet? Does your under-arm
deoderant completely and safely

protect you and your clothes? Or
are you half safe?"

Woman's voice: "Or are you half

safe?"
Announcer: "Don't be half safe.",

etc., etc., etc. .

. Nick Keesely Exits Mutual

Nick Keesely, Mutual program
sales manager the past year and a

half, has resigned. He's planning to

return to the ad agency field.

Prior to his MBS spot, Keesely

was with CBS three years, and with

N. W. Ayer for 13 years previous.

WORCESTER,

^""Central

hew England

'Aren't you going to offer me any ?"

VICKEE RICHARDS
CURRENTLY

CHEZ PAREE. Chicago
Chicago Sun. July 29, 1947. "Vickee Richardt . . . Chicago debut was
a delightful relief from the ordinary run of girl lingers."

—DALE HARRISON.
Exclusive Management—WM. MORRIS AGENCY
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Eastern Prod. Labor 'Saving'
Continued from page 7

working in N. Y„ consequently, have

„niv one man to negotiate with in

setting deals for all workers in

Siose
' classifications—in this case,

ol Scappa, Local 52's business

seent Only other technical unions

existing in N. Y. are the carpenters

and painters local, and the camera-

men's organization.

As a result, Lewis maintains,

there's no chance of union "feather-

bedding" or of jurisdictional labor

disputes such as those Which have

tied up Coast production into knots

gftd which have proved one of the

major factors in skyrocketing pro-

duction costs. Producers can work

here for less money, he avers, be-

cause "they can use fewer men and

better men." As an example, he de-

clared that sets built at the Pathe

studios under these conditions have

cost less than the original estimates

made in producers' budgets.

In addition, he pointed out, Local

82 doesn't require standby crews if

a Coast producer brings in a crew

from Hollywood. Only N. Y. union

requiring standbys is the camera-

men's, and most producers have
•been content to import only their

head lenser, trusting the rest of the

work to local merit Because rela-

tions with Local 52 have been all

sweetness and light to date, there's

little likelihood that existing condi-

tions will change unless Coast pro-

ducers don't give -the local men a
chance, Lewis averred.

Refuting charges of Mark Hellin-

ger that New York weather made
production too costly in the east, the

Pathe chief declared that Hellinger

Jost time because he hadn't taken
the precaution of providing a
"cover" set to be used when the
weather was bad. No Coast pro-
ducer working Hollywood, he said,

would consider starting a film with-
out a cover set. He suggested that

producers should be prepared to

spend at least one-third of their

(hooting schedule indoors, which is

equivalent to the schedule used by
most producers on the Coast.

During his trip to the, Coast, dur-

ing which he'll huddle with produc-

tion chiefs at each of the major
studios, Lewis will stress that it's

unnecessary- for the Coast film-
makers to ship trainloads of equip-
ment to N. Y. Pathe studios, he de-
clared, have the "the latest and best"
equipment, and producers making
use of it qan save themselves the
high costs of transportation. He'll

also point out that Pathe studio
execs have accumulated sufficient

production knowhow to advise Coast
producers using their facilities on
the best methods of eastern produc-
tion.

Finally, Lewis will emphasize to

producers contemplating shooting
films here .that it's to their ad-
vantage to . provide at least one
cover set. Pathe studios, he said,

can handle three cover sets at one
time, meaning three- major produc-
tions can be shot simultaneously at

the studios.

Harrison Upped to Prez

Of Two Mass. Stations
Springfield, Mass., Aug. 5.

Gerald Harrison of Belmont,

Mass., active in broadcasting for 21

years, has been elected president of

WMAS, Springfield, and WLLH,
Lowell and Lawrence, Mass. He has
been vice-president and a director

of both stations; and succeeds Albert
S. Moffat, who died July 22.

Harrison has been in radio since

1926, when he broadcast hockey,
boxing, wrestling and baseball over
a special hookup of stations. He was
with the Yankee Network from 1930
to 1944 as director of public rela-

tions and of station relations. In
1944 he resigned from the network
to become veepee and a director of
WMAS and WLLH.

Worcester—Robert W. Booth, vice-
president and general manager of

WTAG, has been appointed to the
Army Advisory Board for that area.

A captain during the war, Booth
served in the Pacific for three years.

WCAU Memorandum On

looking Ahead' Shows

Goodwill Garnered
Philadelphia, Aug. 5.

Example of how a big city station

can garner goodwill from smaller

communities in its listening area

was shown by a roundup of letters,

clippings, testimonials, etc. in a

memorandum book compiled by
WCAU's promotion department as

an aftermath of its "Looking Ahead"
series.

Show was broadcast each week,
with each program featuring one of
the cities in the listening area. In
all, 13 municipalities were high-
lighted with schools, chambers of
commerce, city officials, newspapers
and even local radio stations co-
operating. Students of local schools
were used for research in getting
facts for show.

Shows were frontpaged in dailies

of these towns; city fathers passed
resolutions praising WCAU and with
it came mass of goodwill and new
friends for station.

Show highlighted history, back-
ground, industry, sports, personal-
ities and future plans of each town.
Part of the show was live; the rest

was plattered on the spot by special
events crews. Show was brainchild
of Robert Pryor, WCAU, promotion
and public relations director.

13 More for Newman
Probability is now that Davoll

Products, sponsors of Eddie New-
man, all-night disk jockey on WOR,
N. Y., will renew after the first 13

week period, setting aside some
trade rumors involving both New-
man and Barry Gray, former WOR
all-nighter.

It's known there was some dis-

satisfaction among WOR execs re-

garding Newman, but sponsor's will-

ingness to renew stills that. There
is also a mixed feeling at WOR re-

garding Gray, onetime '"bad boy" of

the station, with some execs want-
ing him back and others definitely

against.

Inside Stuff-Radio
Rev. John C. Heenan, D.D., is in th« U. S. studying broadcast opera-

tions and1 technique. Father Heenan, a well known London priest, speaks
on the BBC once a month. He's scheduled to fly back to England in
September.
He recently visited Rev. Francis H. Woods, director of the Catholic

Radio Guild of the Albany Diocese and broadcaster of a weekly children's
program over WGY, Schenectady.

When "Sound Off" switches to Saturday airings on Aug. 16 it will have
run the gamut of broadcasting every day of the week during its span. A
year old on July 4, it originally aired on Mondays, later switching to
Wednesday, Tuesday, Thursday, Friday and Sunday, in the order listed.

Most ambitious schedule of any indie FM'er in the country is planned
by Sid Alpert, prexy of newly-authorized WHIP, Silver Spring, Md.
Alport says his FM station will be on the air a straight 19 hours a day,
from 6 a.m. to 1 a.m. daily.

Nearest approach to this now is pioneer FM'er, WBCA, Schenectady,
run by Leonard Asch, which programs 16 hours a day. Asch, however,
has a Mutual network contract to help out with the programming.
Other indie FM station in D. C, Everett Dillard's WASH is on the air

nine hours daily.

Behind-the-times attitude is still reflected on some newspapers regard-
ing local stations. Two largest dailies in Queens borough, N. Y., the
Long Island Daily Press and Long Island Star Journal, with combined
150,000 circulation, won't permit mention ' in radio listings or news col-
umns of Queens indie WWRL, located at Woodside, L. I. Although kilo-
cycle position box lists webs and such N. Y. city indies as WMCA and
WQXR, WWRL is omitted. Station has been in existence 20. years, and
can't break down newspapers' prejudice. If news stories are run, involv-
ing WWRL, papers refer to it as "a local station." Station, however, is

getting around the prohibition somewhat by public-service ads in the
sheets (for Army recruiting, etc.) and through sponsors running ads
quoting from jockeys, comics and emcees on programs. It's all part of
the "local competition" bugaboo.
Papers are part of the Newhouse chain.

Norman Corwin's "One World" series was the subject of a recent edi-

torial in the Southern Cross, Wellington, N. Z., daily. The piece called
the show, which is heard there via recording, "important, stimulating and
vital," and a "stupendous achievement . , , capable of strengthening the
democratic faith which is all that stands between us and global dissolu-

tion." It urged that the government-operated National Broadcasting
Service give the program the advertising and publicity support it deserves.

Denver's Co-op Reprise

Denver, Aug. 5.

All five of Denver's radio stations,

KFEL, KLZ, KMYR, KOA, KVOD,
are cooperating in sponsoring a
Radio for Retailers luncheon Aug.
12, at which Lee Hart of the NAB
will be featured speaker.
This is second co-op deal for Den-

ver stations recently, they having
combined to participate in" picnic for

blind persons at Elitch's Gardens
today (5).

Chi's WJJD Latest to Join

Roster of 50,000 Watters
Chicago, Aug. 5.

WJJD, local Marshall Field sta-

tion, became the nation's newest
50,000 watter yesterday (Mon.). In-

stallation, including the first 50,000

watt postwar RCA transmitter, cost

$250,000. Station is on limited time
operation but has application before
FCC for full time.

We saw it COYYI1YI
0*

v/V/# m %/%/m • • • Seventeen-year-old Alvar "Bud" Elbing walked to the center

C,~J of the stage of the Washburn High School auditorium in Minneapolis to

accept his graduation diploma, then walked down to face a tough problem!

—"Where do I go from here?"

Bud's father had offered to train him as an electrician and find him

a steady job with good pay. His English teacher, on the other hand, had

said that with his knack for putting words together, Bud should go to

college and get into advertising. Bud couldn't make up his own mind.

-Then Columbia's WCCO looked ahead. And found Bud's future.

Just as 1,683-other Northwestern high school graduates and veterans,

Bud brought his problem to one of WCCO-'s "Vocational Guidance

Sessions." And found his "right niche"— thanks to WCCO's Educational

Director, E. W. Ziebarth, recognized Northwest authority on vocational

aptitude. (In addition to directing WCCO's "Higher Education as a Public

Problem in Minnesota" and "Challenge of Reading," E. W. Ziebarth devotes

time to personal interviews, and conducts special vocational guidance

sessions with groups of high school seniors through the cooperation of the

Boards of Education of Northwestern communities.)

This month Alvar Elbing wrote: "Dear Mr. Ziebarth This is just a

note of appreciation for the guidance you gave me at WCCO. I'm

entering the University this Fall, to study in the Advertising Divi-

sion of the School of Business Administration. I'm sure now,

after talking with you, that's what I tcant to do."

Finding the right niche for Alvar Elbing, and other

Northwesterncrs, is the kind of service—both on the air

and off-that has made WCCO "The Cood Neighbor

to ihe Northwest." It helps to explain too, why-

day and night — more people listen to WCCO

\ than to any oUier station in the entire Northwest.

WCCO
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U-I Rides Disk Jock Circuit As

Bally for New Deanna Durbin Film
Universal-International film com-f

pany is. turning a new page in pic-

ture exploitation this month by
recognizing the heavy impact disk

jockeys can and do make on the
public in the plugging on their

shows of everything from a sponsor's
product to the way a trumpeter
blows his horn. U-I, through Rush
Hughes,- St. Louis platter spinner,

head of the new National Assn. of

Disk Jockeys, has arranged a con-
vention of the jocks for Chicago
Aug. 15, with U-I paying all ex-
penses of those who attend from any
section of the country in the hopes
of achieving disk program plugging
for the forthcoming Deanna Durbin
film, "Something in the Wind."

Idea behind the gimmick is that

Miss Durbin plays the part of a
femme disk spinner in the film—in

addition" to the fact that there's a
score involved which certainly will

be recorded by major labels and
available to jocks guested in Chi by
U-I.

Leyden's Comeback
Hollywood, Aug. 5.

In replying to U-I's invitation to

Chicago as a for-free guest of the
film company, Bill Leyden, disk spin-

ner on KMPC here, tossed the film

company's press stunt right back in

its lap. Asserting that his listeners

are as important to him as Miss
Durbin's fans might be to her, Ley-
den agreed to entrain for Chi as

U-I's guest—if Miss Durbin would
take over the running of his show
for the two days or so that he would
be in Chi.

Leyden told Miss Durbin that he
was aware of the Motion Picture
Assn. ban on cuffo p.a, by movie
names on radio, but offered to pay
her an overscale rate for substitut-

ing for him.
Miss Durbin will address the Chi

convention by long distance tele-

phone and attendees will see a pre-
view of "Something In the Wind."

Billy Berg Coast Nitery

To Splurge on Talent
Hollywood, Aug. 5.

Billy Berg's nitery, which has

been having its b.o. ups'and downs

for six months, will take a stab at

pulling itself out of the doldrums by

buying stronger, more expensive

talent. Louis Armstrong and the

seven-piece band he will take with

him on a concert , tour, later this

summer opens at the spot next

Wednesday (13), to be followed by

the Mills Bros., Sept. 10, for seven

weeks, Louis Jordan Oct. 29 to

Dec. 23.

Armstrong is said to be drawing

$3,000 weekly guarantee against 50%
of the gross; Mills men got a similar

deal and Jordan a reported $3,500

per.

Campaign Vs. Bad Press
Chicago, Aug. 5.

Disk-spinners will gather in Chi-
cago Aug. 15 as the National Assn.

of Disk Jockeys opens its first na-
tional convention. Major' planks will

be the setting up of a "National
judicial body," and the outlining of

a press campaign for purposes of

combating bad press that jockeys
feel that they're been getting on
questions of taste.

Lunceford's Baton

Inherited by Wilcox;

Into Apollo, N.Y., Aug. 29
Edwin F. Wilcox, pianist with the

late Jimmie Lunceford, will take

over leadership of the latter's band

and the first date with the combo

will be played the week of Aug. 29

at the Apollo theatre, N. Y. Though

Wilcox will be hilled as the leader,

under the title, "Jimmie Lunceford's

Orchestra, Under the Direction of

Edwin F. Wilcox," other musicians

in the band who have worked with

Lunceford for years and who will

participate ^in its earnings with the

late maestr'o's widow, will get

featured billing. They are Joe

I Thomas, sax, and Jock Carruthers.

Following the Apollo date, it's

probable the band will go into other

theatres.

British Best Sheet Sellers

(Week Ending July .24, '47)

London, July 25.

Souvenirs Wright
Gal in Calico Feldman
Sun in the Morning Berlin

People Will Say Chappell
Marianne Southern
Mam'selle F. D. & H.
A Little Tenderness. . . .Connelly
Old Spanish Trail Maurice
Time After Time— Ed. Morris
They Say It's Wonderful. .Berlin

Stars Will Remember. .Feldman
Anniversary Song Connelly

Second 12
Heartaches Connelly
April Showers Chappell
Sorrento Ricordi
Donegal Leeds
How Lucky You Are. . . .Kassner
Violetta Dix
Harriet Keith Prowse
Never Too Late Mend . Strauss-M
Rainy Night in Rio Feldman
Linda New-World
Oh, But I Do .Feldman
Imagine/. Gay
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Frank Law has relenquished his

interest in the Crest Room, N. Y.,

and will henceforth stick to flack-

ing.

Capitol Comes Up With

New 'Mystery Singer'

On 'Durn Fool Things'
Capitol Records is preparing to

attempt duplication of the "mystery
singer" gimmick which at .first sur-

rounded the vocalist with Red Ingle's

orchestra on his current hit disking

of "Tim-Tayshun" (Temptation")

.

Idea is being applied to Ingle's sec-

ond Capitol release, titled "Them
Durn Fool Things." due out soon.

Vocalist with Ingle is given label

billing as "Mrs. James F. Paisley"

and she claimed to be a topnotch
singer, not necessarily on the Capitol
roster.

When Ingle's. "Tim-Tayshun" disk

originally showed tendencies of be-
coming a hit, there was considerable

speculation as to the identity of

"Cinderella G. Stump," listed as the

singer. Cap let the speculation snow-
ball among the public and trades-

people alike and were preparing a

big "unveiliing" splurge via a spread
in Life, etc. when Variety pointed
Miss "Stump" out as being Jo Staf-
ford. This revelation subsequently
killed the Life spread and brought
about an immediate official disclos-

ure of the singer's identity when
Miss Stafford had Ingle's men on her
Chesterfield show as guests and per-
formed the tune with them.

Jocks, JukesandDisks
— By George Frazier

Jo Stafford's "Feudin' 'n' Fightin'

"

(Capitol) will undoubtedly prove a

b.o. delight to diskboxers looking for

a record that yells for attention as

it starts off. Her version of the num-
ber, which is associated with Doro-
thy Shay (but which, if memory
serves us, was actually introduced by
Nora Sheridan) starts off with sev-

eral bangs. It begins with rifle shots

and Miss Stafford carries, on jrbm
there, Singing it briskly, she'demon-
strates again (as she did in Red
Ingle's "Timtayshun") that the hill-

billy idiom is right up her alley. This

is no surprise, of course, to those

Best Bets
theBallad — "Love and

Weather" (Jo. Stafford).

Hillbilly—"You Never Miss the
Water Till the Well Runs Dry"
(Sons of the Pioneers).
Rhythm—"Feudin' 'n' Fightin'

"

(Jo Stafford).

Dance—"The Turntable Song"
and "Castanets and Lace"
(Sammy Kaye).
Hot — "Happy Blues" and

"Them There Eyes" (The Holly-

wood Hucksters).
Instrumental—"Secrets" (Russ

Case).

10 Best Sellers on Coin-Machines

1. Peg O' My Heart (11) (Robbins)

2. Chi-Baba (10) (Oxford)

8. I Wonder (8) (Robbins)

4. Across Alley Alamo (12) (Capitol)

5. That's My Desire (17) (Mills)

6. Smoke, Smoke, Smoke (2) (American).

7. Feudin' and Fightin' (2) (Chappell) ....

8. Temptation (4) (Robbins)

9. When You Sweet 16 (5) (Shapiro-B) .

.

10. Red Silk Stockings (9) (Morris)

( Harmonicats . . .Vitacoustics

(Three Suns.' RCA-Victor

f
Perry Como . . . RCA-Victor

I Blue Barron M-G-M
( Eddy Howard Majestic

\ Tpny Pastor Columbia

( Mills Bros Decca

I
Woody Herman Columbia

fFrankie Laine Mercury
\ Sammy Kaye ..RCA-Victor

Tex Williams ..Capitol

f
Dorothy Shay Columbia

( Tex Beneke RCA-Victor

Ingle-Stafford Capitol

{ Perry Como RCA-Victor
( Mills Bros . .Decca

S Ray McKinley Majestic
(Tony Pastor Columbia

PITT THEATRE FAMILY

DEBUTS NEW BALLROOM
Pittsburgh, Aug. 5.

Pittsburgh district has finally

come up with its first big ballroom
in the Ches-a-rena, located at Ches-
wick, Pa., about 12 miles "from heart
of Golden Triangle. It'll accommo-
date around 5,000 and is owned and
operated by Dittola family, which
operates several theatres in the dis-

trict— specifically by Joe and Bert
Dattola, Jr., sons of the veteran
exhibitor.

Principally spot will be a
roller-rink, but name bands .will be
brought in once a week for the time
being, and that number may be in-

creased if • early returns warrant.
Ches-a-rena got started Friday (25)

with Sonny Dunham's band; Charlie

who remember her as a mountainish
singer on a California radio station.

We think this is the most ac-

complished handling available. Ac-
companying band is led by Paul
Weston. On the other side, Miss
Stafford does a change of pace

—

Irving Berlin's earable new ballad,

"Love and the Weather." We are not

a Stafford devotee, but we think she
handles this number quite expertly.

Her voice sounds huskier than we
have ever heard it, and this is all to

the good. Everything considered, it

impresses us as a coinbox face.

Sammy Kaye may never haVe
hoisted one with the boys down at

Morey's, but he is nevertheless a sub-
stantial man on a juke box. His
newest Victor is a coupling of "The
Turntable Song" and "Castanets arid

Lace." "Turntable" doesn't strike our
fancy, but it seems to be catching on
moderately well. If you must have
it, the Kaye treatment—with a vocal
by Don Cornell, Laura Leslie, and
The Kaydets—is a"bout on a par with
other versions. It is also extremely
danceable. Slower "Castanets" is

danceable too, but we cannot take it

as seriously as "Turntable," but it

also seems likely that the jockeys
will latch on to it.

The Hollywood Hucksters' "Happy
Blues" (Capitol) is, above all else, an
adult performance. In an era when
recorded music frequently betrays
either self-consciousness or stupidity,

such maturity is almost unique.
Whether "Happy Blues" will achieve
the stature of a juke box staple is

Coming Up

Tallahassee fFamo..^ \
Crosby-Andrews Decca

Tallahassee (Famous)
•••'(Mercer-Pied Pipers .Capitol

t <o„.i«, inn J Jo Stafford Capitol
Ivy (Burke-VH) •••••

| Vaughn Monroe Victor

Bloop Bleep (Famous) Danny Kaye Decca

Ash-Anyone Who- Knows (Witmark) . Margaret Whiting. . ..Capitol

Come to Mardi Gras (Southern) Freddy Martin. .RCA-Victor

Lady From 29-Palms (Martin).. figg^?2&^
I Wonder Who's'Kissing Her (E. B. Marks). Perry Como RCA-Victor

le Vous Aime (Crawford)...... Andy Russell Capitol

On Old Spanish Trail (Maurice) Eddy Howard Majestic

Old Devil Moon (Crawford) {£*^^&^
After Graduation Day (T. B. Harms)..;... Sammy Kaye... .RCA-Victor

Midnight Masquerade (S-B).. ..
{j^B^....^

When I Write My Song (Exclusive) Herb Jeffries Exclusive

(Frank Sinatra Columbia
( Vic Damone. . . — Mercury

It's Same Old Dream (Sinatra) Tommy, Dorsey .RCA-Victor

rta„»it„ ,„„^ (Dick Jurgens Columbia
Cecelia (Bourne)

} Three Su
«
g KCA.vic(or

I'm So Right Tonight (Leeds) Jo Stafford Capitol

As Long As I'm Dreaming (Burke-VH) . . .

{ g^SSi'.;;*&2g

Harry James, Kay Kyser

Iii Columbia Renewals
Columbia. Rec6rds completed two

contract renewals last week—sign-
ing Harry James' orchestra and
Kay Kyser's orchestra to new agree-
ments tying them to CRI for addi-
tional periods. Both are claimed to

be long term deals.

James , and Kyser renewals form
the second and "third such arrange-

I ments concluded by Manie Sacks,
I Columbia's artists and repertoire
head in recent weeks. He recently
concluded one with Frank Sinatra.

[ Have But One Heart (Barton).

FB, Chi, Staff Moves
Chicago, Aug. 5.

Lang Thompson will rejoin the

Chicago office of Frederick Bros.,

Aug. 18. At present he is doing a

two-week band stint at Bill Green's,
Pittsburgh.

Other changes in staff are Irving
Rose comes into head the act de-
partment and Roy Carlson heads up
the new flack department. June
Darling, who headed the act depart-
ment, departs for Coast Frederick
office. Joe Musse's cocktail section
adds Phil Phillips, Tom Mack and
Ray Pounds. Victor Rickey, former
indie Wisconsin booker, also joins
band unit.

Suggested Program
"Thein There Eyes" — The

Hollywood Hucksters (Capitol).

"Guilty" — Ella Fitzgerald
(Decca).
"Lorelei" — George Byron

(General).

"Fat Girl" — Merle Travis
(Capitol).

"You Made Me Love You"—
Harry James (Columbia).

"Louise" — Maurice Chevalier
(Victor).

"As Long As I Live"—Benny
"Goodman (Columbia).

pancake turners. And no hot col-
lection will be complete without
them.

Wax Facts
Russ Case has two instrumental

back to back on an RCA-Victor this
week. One is "As Years Go By,"
based on Brahms. It's a fine per-
formance and, with a picture plug to
help, should sell pretty well. This is
the number derived from the tune
that Robert (Arthur Rubinstein)
Walker plays in "Song of Love." Re-
verse is "Secrets," based on Tschai-
kowsky's Concerto for Violin, It's

very pretty. Whether it'll be popular
or not is questionable—unless, of
course, Robert Walker decides to
take up violin, too.

Sons of the Pioneers, who recently
played Madison Square Garden with
Roy Rogers, link arms and give
nicely with "You Never Miss the
Water Till the Well Runs Dry" on
a current RCA-Victor. Other side is

the lacrymose "Will There Be Sage-
brush in Heaven?" The Sons seem
real worried about this and we wish
we could give an answer. Sorry,
Sons.

highly doubtful, but that is, we feel,

relatively unimportant. The perti-
nent thing is that it features a vocal
duet by two bandleaders. Benny
Goodman and Stan Kenton are, we
suppose, rivals of sorts'. In "Happy
Blues" they sing—with more spirit

than talent—a lyric that kids them
rather sharply. Kenton, for example,
refers to "The Ray," while Goodman
has a line that, in substance, says,
"When your boys hit a clinker, you
call it progressive jazz." This sort of
thing seems to us a healthy stimulus
for popular music, and more particu-
larly, jazz. Musically, "Happy. Blues,"
like "Them There Eyes" on the-
other side, is great. Charlie Shavers
(trumpet). Red Norvo (xylophone),
and Benny Carter (alto sax) are on
hand to provide some impressive
jazz. As good as they are, though,
the instrumental star is Goodman,
who plays marvelously. As we said,
we doubt the Wurlitzer pull of these
faces, but they seem naturals for

Air Freight Rate Cut

Gives Coast Diskers

Eastern Market Break
Hollywood, Aug. 5.

With' the Civil Aeronautics Board
last week okaying new cross-country
freight-rate of $9 per hundred-
weight on records, indie platteries

here have become jubilant and al-

ready are making plans and deals
to ship disks by air, instead of by
truck, to eastern keys. Seldom have
truckloads from here arrived around
New York in less than two weeks.

First deal made is by combination
of Modern, Aladdin. Exclusive and
Specialty labels, which manufac-
ture here, but not in east. Four have
made joint arrangement with "Fly-
ing Tigers" service and have been
guaranteed delivery anywhere in

east within five days.
New CAB rate breaks down to

around 4%c per record; old rate was
8c; truck rate is 3c. By flying disks
to the big eastern markets, the indie

labels here hope to more easily com-
pete with indies as well as major
platteries which mill their product
along Atlantic seaboard and hence
have nation's largest market at door-
steps.

VATICAN SINGERS OPEN

AT POLO GROUNDS
Roman Singers of Sacred Music

opened their U. S. tour at the

Polo Grounds on Saturday (2) under
ideal weather conditions. Boxoffice

of the Biltmore theatre was used for

ticket sale and distribution, prin-

cipally to make allotments to the

agencies, but the advance sale for

the debut was, disappointing. Scale

at $6 top was indicated to be too

high for the class of audience ex-

pected, but 10,000 'or more admis-
sions were on sale at the ball park
for the first program at $1.20, and
attendance was quite mild.

Visiting male warblers, aged from
eight years up, are accompanied by
an electric organ only, mass choral

effects being amplified. It's expected
that attendance at Ebbets Field,

Brooklyn, Thursday (7) will be big,

since that borough has 950,000 reg-

istered Catholics. The choir does

religious music. < The tour has been
arranged for 99 stands.

There are - 54 • vocalists selected

from church choirs in \jatican City

and Rome, under the direction of the

Right Rev. Msgr. Licino Refice. Tour
is under the general management of

Frank H. Berend.

. New Chi Ballroom
•

' Chicago, Aug. 5.

Parkway Arena, newest Chicago

ballroom, opened Sunday (3) with

Tony Pastor's 'orchestra, in for one

week. Pastor will be followed by

the International Sweethearts of

Rhythm, Luis Russell and Dizzy

Gillespie, in that order. Dancery is

on the old White City Amusement
Park grounds. Managers are McKie

Fitzhugh„ who was connected with

the Pershing Ballroom, and Harry

Smith, connected with El Grotto

nitery.

Bookings are being handled by

Bob Phillips, of Chi Associated

Booking office.
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0elay of Official Death of Form B

Irks Agcys., Buyers, Accountants

While the U. S. Treasury and thef

American Federation of Musicians

wrestle with a conclusive plan to

handle a Form B-less musicians

World problems keep piling up lor

both salesmen and buyers of music

ind their accountants, who do not

know how to conduct themselves.

Although the Supreme Court
knocked out Form B, the AFM has

not yet come up with a substitute

blank and buyers are by now be-
'

toming adamant against signaturing

its terms. Meanwhile, the AFM
-itself is in a spot, awaiting a Treas-

ury directive.

Another confusing angle which

has arisen to plague accountants for

bands is the varied application in

different states of unemployment tax

collection laws. It seems that in

New York state an "employer" is

anyone who hires four or more

people for 14 or more consecutive

days. Anyone qualifying must pay

the employer's share of unemploy-

ment taxes for his hirelings and

within that purview comes the

average bandleader, although lately

the trend is toward smaller bands.

But, where the rub comes in in so

Jar as bandleaders are concerned,

Js that they do not stay in one

place. For example: if a band of

more than 14 people plays four

weeks on location in N. Y., four on

location in Chicago, four ditto in

Hollywood or anywhere else, it's

conceivable that they'll be paying

unemployment' taxes in each state.

Accountants are endeavoring to

determine if there is a "reciprocal"

agreement among states governing

such unusual cases. If there is none,

they would like to launch a move
In that direction. Meanwhile, the

majority of them have been with-

holding from their bands' salaries

all the necessary deductions, includ-

ing unemployment," social security

and withholding taxes and placing

them in escrow awaiting final word
j from the AFM and Treasury. They
are not taking any chances.

AFM itself claims to have not had
any word from the Treasury re-

garding the methods to be used in

. handiling a Form B-less biz. But
Treasury local branches in various

•parts of the country are said to

liave received orders from the home
office that bandleaders are the em-
ployers of their men.

It's taking the American Federa-
tion of Musicians and the U. S.

Treasury Department so long to

orient themselves to the recent

death of the union's Form B Con-
tract, that talent buyers are becom-
ing balky. Expecting a communique

(Continued on page 34)

Kaye Won't Book Himself;

0.0/s NewAgcy. Tieup
Sammy Kaye, who for the past

several months has been' hankering
to book his own band following the

expiration in Sept. of his Music
Corp. of America contract, definitely

will align with one of the agencies.

He has given up all thoughts of

handling the dating through his own
oifice. It remains to-be seen which
outfit he'll sign with; he has had
conversations with virtually every
major and minor outfit.

Meanwhile, to guard against find-

ing himself with unbooked time fol-

lowing the death of the MCA deal,

his managers have booked him
themselves beyond the MCA agree-

ment. Week of Sept. 18 fs to be
played at the RKO', Boston theatre;

Sept. 29,- Click,, Philadelphia; week
of Oct. 9, Albee theatre, Cincinnati,

and several one-nighters were set in-

dependently.

Sunblock Defaults, Pubs
Win Infringement Suits

Infringement suits brought in New
York federal court early in June by
five music publishing houses against
Larry Sunbrock and Sunbrock Rodeo,
Inc. were won by the pubs last week
when the rodeo head defaulted by
failing to file answers. Federal
Judge Alexander Holtzoff issued a
final decree against the defendants
awarding the ptibs a total of $1,-

250 damages, plus attorney costs.

Action was based upon infringe-
ment of five songs during a performs
ance of the rodeo in New Haven last

May. Witmark's "California, Here I

Come," Feist's "In a Little Spanish
Town," Shapiro-Bernstein's 'The
Last Roundup," Remick's "Gal in
Calico," and Berlin's "Pretty Girl Is

Like a \ Melody" were involved.
Legal $250 was asked for each viola-

tion.

,N.Y., Ponders

T-H Law Effect

On Tax Collection

Takes Over

Associated Musk
Broadcast Music, Inc., added con-

siderable stature and music to its

catalog last week by completing a
deal whereby it assumed control of

Associated Music Publishers, Inc.,

through the purchase of all of the
company's capital stock. Merritt E.

Tompkins, a vice-president of BMI,
who before the organization of the
latter was president of AMP, will
return there to run AMP's affairs.

This move by him was cited in

Variety more than a month ago.
Equally as important to BMI as

the acquisition of the publishing and
performing rights to AMP's own
catalog, which Ts fairly extensive, is

the fact that in making the deal
BMI also assumes, through AMP,
the publishing and performing
rights in this country to a group of
15 foreign firms. Among these are
German, French, English, Hungarian
and Dutch publishers who represent
such writers as Schoenberg, Richard
Strauss, Stravinsky, Sibelius, Hinde-
mith, Weinberger and many others.

There is some speculation going
on in New York at the moment by^
band agency executives and hotel
owners over the effect the recently
enacted Taft-Har,tley law may have
on the collection of the $3 per man
tax for remote broadcasts by N. Y.
Local 802 of the American Feder-
ation of Musicians! Due to the con-
cern among various agency execu-
tives as to the ' effect the various
clauses of the bill have on more im-
portant facets of the business, hone
had thought before of how'-it might
effect 802's collection of the remote
tax,

T-H law, it's asserted by those who
are certain they clearly understand
its meanings, bars the sort of method
802 uses in collecting the tax. It

charges the employer of the band
$3 for each musician in a band for

each remote broadcast, the money
going into a welfare fund. It

specifically bars the musicians them-
selves or the leader of a band so

involved from paying the tax.

It's pointed out that this situation

is akin to the national AFM-body's
contract with recording companies,
which gave the union a royalty on
each recording sold by the manu-
facturers. This conflicts with the

T-H Act, which forbids such collec-

tions unless only the men involved

in the making of the recordings

share the resultant fund. It's felt

that the remote broadcast tax is

identical in principal and also a vio

lation of the labor bill.

Mus-Art Cracks

MCA Statler Hold
New Mus-Art Agency, consisting

of ex-Music Corp. of America men
and for which the latter agency
has little love, is, on the basis of

recent bookings, becoming annoy-
ing to the "Star-Spangled Octopus."
Last week, for example, Mus-Art

cracked the Statler hotel chain, a
territory that has been staked out
as almost a complete exclusive by
MCA for years. Mus-Art's Al Gaz-
ley set Arturos' orchestra into the
Statler, St. Louis, opening Sept. 21

for indefinite period, and booked
Gali-Gali into Statler stops in De-
troit, opening'' Dec. 15 .for three
weeks, Buffalo, opening Feb. 17 for

two, and Boston, March 1.

In addition, Mus-Art's Chicago
head, .Ru"ss Facchine, who MCA
would like to get back, upset MCA's
Fall plans at the Palmer House.
There Facchine set the new Murray
Arnold orchestra to open on a date
as yet indefinite (to be determined
when Merriel Abbott, buyer -for the
Palmer H o u s e, gets back from
Europe.)

.

Groen, AFM Exec, Accused of Attempt

To Intimidate Coast Probe Witness

James, Other Bands Do

Well on AX. Steel Pier
Atlantic Cit;-, Aug. 5.

Harry James' Steel Pier date

(26-30) brought out business not bet-

ter than last year, but resulted in

one of the biggest Saturday night

(26) crowds on the pier so far this

summer. On that night, however,
both James' and Elliot Lawrence's
orchestras were on the ballroom
bandstand.
Without revealing grosses, George

Hamid, owner, says that James was
only one of many attractions, the

booking was a better deal than last

year for him for, while he drew the

same biz as last year, he bought
James for 25% less this season.

Following Saturday night (2),

Carmen Cavallaro did second best

biz for that particular weekend
night. Hamid said two contrasting

crowds visited ballroom. Dancing
crowd for James; watching crowd
for Cavallaro.

Carle's Col. Pix Deal
Hollywood, Aug. 5.

Frankie Carle's orchestra, now
Playing the Palladium Ballroom
here, has been signed by Jonie Taps,
cf Columbia Pictures, for a part in
Mary Lou," due before the cameras

,
so o n. Gene Krupa's orchestra,

1 signed previously for
' the "Mary

Lou" spot, is being shifted into
Glamour Girl."
Columbia is still the only major

studio using name band in any
quantity in major productions or
shorts.

LONG INTO N.Y. PENN,

ENDING AGCY. WRANGLE
Johnny Long's orchestra gets its

first crack at the Pennsylvania hotel,

New York, this year, putting an end

to the agency battling for the period

following. Claude Thornhill, who
opens Sept. 8. Long goes in Oct. 20

for a minimum of four weeks,

having beaten out in the bid by
William Morris agency te book Hal
Mclntyre for his first run at the

Penn. General Artists set Long.

Who will follow Long into the

Penn's Cafe Rouge is undetermined.

It may be Charlie Spivak.

McCabe Nixes Va. Deal
New York hotel scene nearly lost

another talent buyer last week when
James V. McCabe, managing direc-

tor of the Pennsylvania hotel,

mulled an offer to take over the

running of the swank Green Briar,

Hot Springs, Va„ resort. McCabe
delayed his current vacation trip to

San Francisco while thinking it

over and finally decided to remain

with the Penn.

Ed Lawless, former manager of

the Palmer House, Chicago, is said

to be assuming charge of the Vir-

ginia resort.

Beatrice Kay has been set for the

Chase hotel, St. Louis. Sept. 5.

Tex Beneke's Top Coin

Draw for Fair Grounds;

Breaks Midwest Records
Tex Beneke-Glenn Miller orches-

tra, which has been setting one-
night and theatre b.o. records all

summer,- came up with what may be
a new one last week when it signed
a contract to work the Reading and
York, Pa., annual fairs. For the Read-
ing deal, to be played Sept. 7-8,

Beneke's crew is drawing $6,500—for

60-minutes of wprk. Contract calls

for a "maximum" of 30 minutes of

music each night, in concert form.
At York, on Sept. 12, the band Is

drawing $3,500 for 45-minutes' work.
Beneke, now working the midwest,

incidentally, left a trail of broken
records behind him last week. He
finished a week at Eastwood Gar-
dens, Detroit, last Wednesday (30),

piling up a gross of just under $19,-

000, topping his own record of last

year. Best previous week here this

year was $11,000. Friday (1) band
broke Tommy Dorsey's mark at

Moonlight Gardens, Coney Island,

Cincinnati, drawing 4,720 at $2 for a

$9,440 gross. At Russell's Point, O.,

he grossed $7,855 on 3,142 people at

$2.50 per; at Capitol theatre, Wheel-
ing, W. Va, Sunday (3), band cracked
Vaughn Monroe's mark with a gross

of $4,281.

Major Pubs Hold

To Biz Level In

Spite of Slump
Despite the fact that the sale of

sheet music is and has been for

weeks in a slump, which comes
close to being the deepest business

lag the music field ever ran into,

none of the major firms has so far

shown an inclination toward large-

scale revision of operating costs.

Virtually every one of the major
publishers, even some of those with
tunes among the bestseller lists,

have been taking it on the chin in

recent weks, so heavy is their over-
head.
Rather than retrench immediately,

most of the pubs have been con-
tinuing on the same scale of opera-
tion on the theory that the business
will snap out of it come fall. If it

doesn't, there will be a wholesale
clearing of operational decks for a
long siege. However, most pubs
feel that the end of this month or
September will show a gradual
trend back toward a more normal
sales graph—and they don't mean
the norm laid down by the war
years. Such figures went out with
Hitler.

They are heartened a bit, too, by
the slowly rising recording business,

which is still far off, but which at

least has been showing some life.

Band managers and recording peo-
ple who while on the road have de-
veloped a habit of checking record
stores and distributors feel better

about recent occurrences. One dis-

tributor in Richmond, Va., last week
pointed out a $3,000 gross day to a
band manager, as against the $900
and less he'd been doing daily in

recent weeks.

IKE CARPENTER GETS

WM REEASE FOR $400
Hollywood, Aug. 5.

Ike Carpenter's orchestra has se-

cured a release from its William
Morris agency contract by paying

$400 to the percentery to shred the

pact. There had been differences

between band and agency for some
time.

Recently when Carpenter was
idling hereabouts, his personal man-
ager Hal Gordon booked crew for

three vaude weeks in Pacific North-

west and told Morris office that it

would garner no commission since

it had not fished up the dates. Morris,

which always gives every break to

a client quietly agreed.

Last week orchestra returned and
when agency advised it had a fort-

night available at Cai-Neva Lodge

Lake Tahoe, at $1,700 per week,

Gordon and Carpenter replied they

had personally inaugurated another

deal to play Million Dollar theatre

week of Aug. 19. Morris thereupon

suggested quits be called. •

•

Hollywood, Aug. 5.

John Ten Groen, v.p. of Local 47

of the American Federation of Mu-
sicians here, was charged yesterday
(Monday) with attempting to in-

timidate a witness due to appear be-
fore the subcommittee of the House
Labor Committee, which is conduct-
ing an investigation here into union
practices. Charge was levelled by
Leo Soble, booking-agent, whose
AFM license had been revoked
without explanation 27 months ago
and which was returned to him last

Sunday (3) by James C. Petrillo,

president of the national body.
Soble told the subcommittee mem-

bers that Ten Groen had urged him
to explain to them that an amicable
settlement had been reached be-
tween himself and the union. He
testified that' in April, 1945, his AFM
license to book union bands had
been, cancelled without explanation.
He said he had written four letters
to the local seeking the reason and
asking for hearings before the local's

governing board, but none ever was
acknowledged.

Meanwhile, J. K. "Spike" Wallace,
president of 47, has avoided an ap-
pearance before the subcommittee.
His, physician was summoned by
the probers and he explained that
Wallace is ill with a heart ailment
and high blood pressure and
couldn't attend, whereupon the com-
mittee members pointed out that, ac-
cording to 47 records, Wallace had
attended seven board meets since
June 6.' Doctor retorted he couldn't
be responsible for his patient if Wal-
lace were forced to testify.

Probers then went into the Earl
Carroll situation. C. L. Bagley, v.p.

of national AFM and legal counsel
for local 47, said under oath
that the three musicians Earl
Carroll claims he was forced to hire
had been on his payroll over two
years. A letter was produced, from
the local to Carroll, stating that the
showman must at all times have li

minimum of. 16 musicians "which
would include the three disputed
men). At this point the inquiry
reached a stalemate, since none of
the 47 executives could remember
details of the discussions with Car-
roll in relation to his beefs.

Frank D. Pendleton, 47's recording
secretary, turned over to the com-
mittee head, Irving McCann. four
volumes of minutes of the local's re-
cent meetings.

Tele disputes are due for an air-

ing before the subcommittee later
this week, then the subject of juris-
dictional fights involving film studio*
will come up for perusal.

VICTOR BLAU TO EUROPE

TO 0.0. WB MUSIC SCENE
Victor Blau, copyright executive

with the Music Publishers Holding
Corp. (Warner Bros, firm), leaves

New York for Europe Friday (8) on
his first trip into that territory since

1938. Blau will be overseas eight
weeks, looking into the music situ-

ation as it applies to the WB firms,

in France, Italy, Belgium, England,
Switzerland, et al.

WB at the moment has an office

in France and, among other things,

Blau will survey the advisability of

establishing branches in other coun-
tries. Beyond France, WB publish-
er connections are with individual

firms which hold the rights to WB
tunes in various countries.

MacRae's Capitol Deal
Gordon MacRae completed his

deal with Capitol Records late last

week, signing a contract to record
for that company for one year with
options. He'll make his first record-
ings for the label in a couple weeks
(Paul Weston, Cap recording direc-

tor, is due in N. Y. this week and
will record several artists while
here).

MacRae was formerly with the

Apollo label, a New York indie.

Louis Armstrong

Nixed on D C. Date
Ernest Anderson, who's handling

the forthcoming concert tour to be
made by Louis Armstrong with a
seven-piece • band plus Jack Tea-
garden, drew a polite rebuff last

week when he attempted to book
Armstrong into the Constitution Hall,
Washington, D. C. Hall drew nation-

wide notoriety several years ago
when it refused to house a recital

by Marian Anderson. He also made
a pitch for a stand there by Ethel
Waters and the Hall Johnson choir
and got the same turndown.

Anderson blew up over the Arm-
strong incident, pointing out that
D. C. fans of Armstrong, whose tal-

ent is legendary among jazz de-
votees, will not, because of the Hall's
attitude toward Negro performers,
be able to see him work. There's
no other spot suitable.

Basic Into Strand, N. Y.
Count Basie's orchestra, which

played the Roxy theatre, New York,
for its last several dates on Broad-
way, goes back to the Strand this
trip. Basie has been booked to open
Aug. 22 for four weeks. Date cuts
short his run at the Paradise Club,
Atlantic City, where he had been
set for an indefinite period up to

Labor Day.

Strand currently has Freddy Mar-
tin's orchestra with "Cry Wolf".
Next, it brings in a second pair of

reissued films for two weeks without
a stage show, a situation similar to

one occurring a short while back.
Thereafter Basie resumes a vaudfilm
policy.
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Alexander Circularizes B casters

In Behalf of Small Music Pubs
• Washington, Aug. 5.

Perry Alexander, small New York

music publisher, is carrying his re-

cently-launched fight for a better

break for himself and contempo-

raries affiliated with Broadcast Mu-
sic, to the radio networks and in-

dividual station owners, collectively

owners and financiers of the music

rights organization. Alexander last

week circularized station owners,

Justin Miller, president of the Na-
tional Assn. of Broadcasters, and
others, with a letter bitterly attack-:

ing BMI's so-called "incentive

scheme" methods of handling small
pubs ($48 per plug arrangements)
and singling out individuals con-
nected with BMI for a raking.

Alexander, who claims in his let-

ter to represent 100 small BMI pubs,
urged broadcasters to see to it that

a committee from among their num-

ber be named to meet with himself
and a committee of those he repre-
sents. His letter has had some ef-

fect, since several D. C. station-own-
ers who have received it assert that

the. charges are sufficiently serious
in their opinion to warrant a survey
and possibly the formation of the
requested radio committee to check
into the situation.

In raking over BMI's executives
for claimed "insulting, indifferent"

methods of dealing with publishers

of his level, Alexander misses none.

He starts with Carl Haverlin, re-

cently appointed prez, and rakes
over Merritt E. Tompkins, v.p. (now
moving to a new job, see separate

story), Sidney Kaye, one of the

founders, and attorney Bob Burton.

Sidney Mills, professional man-

ager Mills Music, out of hospital

after checkup.

HIT TUNES FOR AUGUST
(On Records)

CASTANETS AND LACI imp-wi«J

Sammy Kay.-Vic. 20-234S • lob Houston-MGM*

COME TO THE MARDI GRAS iPMrl

Xavier Cugat-Col. 37556 • Fr«d«y Martin-Vic. 20-228S

Victor lombardo-Maj. 7243 • F.mando Alvarat-Sig. 15145

Andrews S.isters-D»eca* • Dinning Sisters-Cop.*

IT TAKES TIME CUM«.»
••nny Goodman-Gap. 37* • Louit Armstrong-Vic. 20-2229

Doris Day—Col. 37324 • Ooy Lombardo—Doe. 23865

I WONDER WHO'S KISSING HER NOW (Mark.)

Porry Como-Vic. 20-2315 • Tod Woomi-Porry Como-Doc. 25078

Ray Noblo-Col. 37544 • Dinning Sitlor>-Cap. 433

Joan Sablon-Vic. 25-0101 • Danny Kayo-Doc. 24110

Dick Roborttan-Doc. 1312 • Bon Yost Singort-Sonora 1084
'

Four' Vagabonds-Apollo 10S5 • Jatk McUan-Coast 8002

Frank Frooba-Doc. 23602 • Bobby Doylo-Sig. 13057

D'Artoga-Sonora 2012 • Foy Willing-Maj. 6013

Joo Howard—Doluxo 1036 * Marshall Young—Rainbow 10002

Joioph liflau-Pilotono 3132 » .lorry CeopOr—Diamond 2082

Wayno King-Vic*

JUST AN OLD LOVE OF MINE (CamPb.ii-Por9i.)

Billy Eckttino-MGM 10043 • Dick Farn.y-Maj. 7248

Tommy Dorioy—Vic. 20-2371 • Poggy loo—Cap.* .

Doric Day—Col.*

LOLITA LOPEZ (i-or.)

Froddy Martin—Vic. 20-2288 • Dinning Skiers—Cap. 433

MY ADOBE HACIENDA <*«>
Eddy Howard-Mai. 1117 • Billy Williomi-Vic. 20-2150

Konny Bakor-Doc. 23846 • Jack Mcl.an-Coa.t 8001

Coffman Sistort-Ent. 147 • Isquire Trlo-Rhapcody 102

Hammondairt-Marc 1037 • Bobby Truo Trio-Morcury 3057

Art Kanol-Voguo 785 • Billy Hughoc-King 609

, louiio Mauoy-Col. 37332 • Dinning Si»torc-Cap. 389

SMOKEI SMOKE1 SMOKE! (That Cigarette)
(American)

Tox Williamc-Cap. 40001 • Phil Harris-Vic. 20-2370

lawronco Wolk-Dec. 24112 • Douco Spriggins—Coast 263

STORY OF SORRENTO <iwa)
Buddy Clark-Xavior Cugat-Col. 37307 • Bobby Doylo-Sig. 1S079

THERE'S THAT LONELY FEELING AGAIN
(Mellinl

Hal Mclniyro-MGM .10032 • Connoo Boswoll-Apollo 1064

Louis Primo-rMaj, 1145 • Chajli* Splvak-Vic. 20-2287

Frankio Carlo-Col. 37484 • Froddy Stowart-Cap. 426

'Soon To Bo Roloastd.

Goming Up
AIN'T NO HURRY, BABY (Short)

EVERYBODY AND HIS BROTHER (BMi)

FORGIVING YOU (M.iiim

GOT A RING AROUND ROSIB'S FINGER
(Dawn)

HILLS OF COLORADO (London)

HONEYMOON (Mark.)

IT'S SO NICE TO BE NI6E (Tune-House)

MY LOVE FOR YOU (tncor.)

TENNESSEE (St.v.r,,)

THIS IS THE INSIDE STORY (Stevens)

WAIT'LL I GET MY SUNSHINE IN THE
MOONLIGHT (Vanguard)

YOU'RE THE PRETTIEST THING {Duchess!

BROADCAST MUSIC INC.

Songs With Largest Radio Audiences
The top 32 songs of the week, based on the copyrighted Audience Cov-

erage Index Survey o) Popular Music Broadcast over Radio Networks.

Published by the Office of Research, Inc., Dr. John O. Peatman, Director.

Survey Week of July 25-31, 19*7

Across the Alley From the Alamo '.. '.Capitol

Ain'tcha Ever Comin' Back.. ..Sinatra. v
Almost Like Being In Love—*"Brigado'on" ....Fox
An Apple Blossom* Wedding .Shapiro-B
As Long As J'm Dreaming—t"Welcome Stranger" Burke-VH
As Years Go By .'. .Miller

Ask Anyone Who Knows Witmark
Cecilia • ABC
Chi-Baba Oxford
Come To the Mardi Gras Southern
Deep Down In Your Heart.. Triangle,.

Don't Tell Me—f"Hucksters" Robbins
"

Echo Said "No" .Lombardo
Ev'rybody And H,is Brother... BMI
Feudin' and Fightin'—f'Sons O' Guns" Chappell
Have But One Heart.. ....Barton
Want To Be Loved Melrose
Wish I Didn't Love You So—t "Perils of Pauline" .Paramount
Wonder I Wonder I Wonder Robbins
Wonder Who's Kissing Her Now—t"I Wonder Now" B. Marks

Ivy—t"Ivy" Burke-VH
Je Vous Aime—f'Copacabana" > Crawford
Kate Berlin
Lady From 29 palms < Martin
Mam'selle Feist

My Heart Is a Hobo—f'Welcome Stranger" '.Burke-VH
Passing By ....Chappell
Peg O' My Heart Robbins
Red Silk Stockings and Green Perfume ." ..Morrjs
Tallahassee—f'Variety Girl" Famous
That's My Desire Mills

<

Whiffenpoof Song Miller

The remaining 19 songs of the week, from the copyrighted ACl
(Peatman)

.

A Sunday Kind of Love ; Maurice
All My Love Harms
Every So Often Warren !

Believe—t"It Happened in Brooklyn" Sinatra
Can't Get Up the Nerve To Kiss You Santly-Joy
Do Do Do Like You. ; Harms

If My Heart Had a Window '.....Mutual
'm So\Right Tonight Leeds

,

Lazy Mood Capitol
Love and the Weather Berlin
My Adobe Hacienda : Southern
Old Devil Moon—*"Finian's Rainbow" Crawford
On the Old Spanish Trail . . . ;

'. Maurice
Rpckin' Horse Cowboy .' Farrow
Stella By Starlight Beverly
There's That Lonely Feeling Again Mellen
Time After Time—t"It Happened In Brooklyn" ....Sinatra
Tomorrow Morris
Would You Believe.Me—f'Love and Learn" Remick

t Filmusical. * Legit Musical.

Local 47 Halts Funds

For Anti-Labor Law

Fight to Study T-H Bill

Hollywood, Aug. g.

American Federation of Musicians'
Local 47 which has earmarked from
its treasury a huge fund to fight anti-
labor legislation, Lte last week sud.
denly realized it might be violating
the Taft-Hartley Law and henoe has
paused in its plans. Last April the
local set aside $20,000 to battle the
then-proposed law and spent about
$6,000 in radio blasts before the law
became effective. Last week $12 000
was gifted to the Los Angeles Cen-
tral Labor Council as a further labor
war chest.

Local 47 heads were tipped that
the T-H Act is sewn withneeth
which bars unions from using funds
for political purposes. While the law
permits donations to any cause, it.
polices all expenditures. Now all
the fight seems to have gone out of
Local 47, while its execs probe for
an idea of how the funds can be ad-
ministered in propagandizing against
labor legislation on all fronts and
yet remain within precepts of the
wide-sweeping T-H Act.

GREAT NEW MC!\
Recorded by

APOLLO No. AP-3100 \

THE

DARKT0WN

STRUTTERS'

BALL
By Shrlton Brooks

*?etiti«*. mm

Hit trudwo, • Ntw York. N. Y. MB
HARRY UNK, Gon, Prof. Mgr. t
GCORGeDAUN.Prof.Mgr. iH

Lombardo at It Again;

Times Playdates With

Top Sport on Calendar

Guy Lombardo, who often sets

work dates for his band that coin-

cide in time and locale with speed-
boat races in which he enters his

"Tempo VI," came up with a new
one last week. He'may go back into

the Roosevelt hotel, New York,
earlier than he usually does so as

to be working in N. Y. at the time
off the World Series, in which the
N. Y. Yankees look like a cinch to
take part and which may turn out
to be ,an all-N. Y. affair, with Brook-
lyn, as opposition.

Lombardo has advised Music Corp.
of America not to set him on certain'

dates they had in mind so as to

leave room for a possible early Oc-
tober debut at the Roosevelt instead
of three or four weeks later, as orig-
inally intended. ' As it stands now,
Orrin Tucker's orchestra reopens the
Roosevelt's refurbished Grill Aug. 28
for four weeks, with Lombardo to
follow.

Delay
|

n page 33 .^^J

580 FIFTH AVfNUi NEW YORK 19 N. Y

NEW YORK CHICAGO HOLLYWOOD

Form B
SB Continued from

from the Treasury on various phases
of handling a Form B-less business,
the AFM has delayed in issuing a
replacement contract blank elimi-
nating clauses which make the buyer
of a band its employer and subject
to Social Security and Unemploy-
ment taxes for musicians. As a re-
sult, many hotels are delaying sign-
ing contracts on completed talent
deals.

In a majority of the cases involv-
ing delayed signings, however, hotels
involved are willing to john hancock
completed agreements on the con-
dition that the', agency 1

selling the
talent affix to"the contract a letter

absolving' them from the long-dis-
puted tax clauses of the Form B
blaiik. They have had so much
trouble in the past with confusing
orders concerning Form B that they
do not want to take chances on
signing Form B blanks regardless
of the fact that the U. S. Supreme
Court weeks ago put it out of ex-
istence.

WE WISH TO ANNOUNCE OUR OPENING!!!!

NO FANFARES

—

NO FIREWORKS

—

NO BALLYHOO—
JUST SONGS

HI)
I'M HAVING A LOT OF FUN

GROWING OLD"
A Swell Tune, a Great Lyric, a New Idea

DIFFERENT

* * *

"EVRY THING'LL BE ALL RIGHT"
A Rhythm Novelty—A Great Band Tune

"and

(When I Say I Love You)

"IT'S REALLY MY HEART

THAT SPEAKS"
A Ballad That Possesses Undeniable Heart Appeal

Copies Are Ready Send for Yours

BEE-C-BEE
Music Corporation

Five Columbus Circle New York 19, N. Y.

CO. 5-7487

'WHERE BROADWAY MEETS THE CIRCLE'



FILM-TUNE HEADLINERS
. . . and favorites in Juke Boxes, Retail Stores and on Disk Shows across the nation

"PEWtS OF PAWU
una

I WISH 1 D"£* T

tOVE you SJnBtg

POPPA' DOr y^tf*

M, WW-***
1

... fU|Ut

fflt SIVNH6
HKtWw

gaaggflgggllSgl

^"V .-slk„- Victor

Charlie Spw»*
; Columbia

u» Brown gestae
Dick F«'neY

3

Two 44POP" Songs by FRANK LOESSER

BLOOP BLEEP
Danny Kaye—Decca

Woody Herman—Columbia

Alvfno Rey—Capitol

Deep River Boys—Victor

Frank loesser—M6M

Two-Ton Baker—Merwry

WHAT ARE YOU DOING
NEW YEAR'S EVE?

Charlie Spivak-RCA Victor

Margaret Whiting—Capitol

Dick Haymes—Oecta

Kay Xyser—Colombia

Art lund-MGM

STELLA BY STARLIGHT'
BY NED WASHINGTON AND VICTOR YOUNG

Harry James—Columbia

, frank Sinatra—Columbia

Johnny Johnston—MGM

Ray Bloch—Signature

Billy Bulterffiefd—Capitol

Victor Young—Detta

Dick Haymes Decca

Dennis Day—RCA Victor

Jack fina—Mercury

Ted Straeter—Sonora

MY FUTURE
JUST PASSED*

BY GEORGE MARION JR. AND RICHARD WHITING
Dick Haymes—Decca Harry James—Columbia

Delta Rhythm Boys—Decca Margaret Whiting—Capitol

Hal Mclnryre—MGM Ronnie Kemper—Signatwa

Joe Dosh—Continental

*Beverly Musk Corporation Sole Setting Agents

PARAMOUNT MUSIC CORP. # FAMOUS MUSIC CORP.

1619 BROADWAY, NEW YORK, N. Y. 1619 BROADWAY, NEW YORK, N. Y.

PUBLISHERS FOR PARAMOUNT-PICTURES
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10 Best Sheet Sellers

(Week Ending, Aug. 2)

Peg O' My Heart Robbins
I Wonder, I Wonder. . . .Robbins

That's My Desire.... Mills

Across Alley Alamo Capitol

Chi-Baba Oxford
Who's Kissing Her ... .Marks
Anyone Who Knows. . .Witmark
Almost Like Being Love. . . .Fox
Feudin' and Fightin". . .Chappell

Ivy ....... .Burke-VH

Second 10
Apple Blossom Wed'g.Shapiro-B
Had Life Live Over General
Linda May fair

I Wish Didn't Love. .Paramount
Tallahassee Famous
Aintcha Comin' Back. .-.Sinatra

Sweet 16 ..Shapiro-B
Midnight Masquerade. Shapiro-B
Dreams Dime Dozen. . .Criterion

I'm So Right Tonight. Leeds

Wednesday, August 6, 1947

Bands at Hotel B.O.'s
Week*

Bund Hotel Flayed
Sammy Kaye Astor Roof (850; $1-$1.25) 7

Guy Lombardo .. Waldorf (400; $2) 4
Skitch Henderson . Pennsylvania (500; $1-$1.50) 6
Jerry Wald.*.. .-. . . .New Yorker (400; $1-$1:50).. 1

Johnny Pineapple. Lexington (300; $1-$1.50). 37

Pant Covers
Week On Out*

24,8503,225

2,950

1,400

1,150

875

12,050

10,850

-L925
35,525

"Ice Revue at New Yorker.

Chicago
Freddie Nagel (Empire Room, Palmer; 650; $3.50 min.). Liberace and

Nagel garnering class trade for good 4,400.

Charlie Ventura (College Inn, Sherman; 900; $2-$3.50 min.>. Ventura,
Dick Farney, Clark Dennis, Jose Melis and Jackie Cain. Excellent 5,500.

Los Angeles
Eddy Howard (Ambassador; 900; $1-$1.50). .

Beating heat wave; okay
1,600 covers.

Buss Morgan (Biltmore; 900; $1-$1.50), Using plenty of bally to lure 'em
downtown; okay 2,000 tabs.

location Jobs, Not in Hotels
* (Chicago)

Marty Gould (Chez Paree; 650; $3.50 min.). Danny Thomas plus jew-

elry convention equalled smash 6,200.

Henry King (Aragon; $0.90-$1.15 adm). Dick Jurgens out. Full week
»f King hot 18,200.

Ray Pearl (Blackhawk; 500; $2.50 min.). Slipped slightly to still smooth

1,900.

Lawrence Welk (Trianon; $0.90-$1.15 adm.). Potent 18,000.

Buddy Shaw (Latin Quarter; 700; $2.50 min.). Ritz Brothers, Connie

Russell, ,who opened Wednesday (30) gave walk-up nitery crisp 5,600.

Skidded to 4,400

(Los Angeles)
Jack Barrows (Aragon, B, Ocean Park, 9th wk).

admishes.
Tommy Dorsey (Casino Gardens, B, Ocean Park, 9th wk). Stout 10,000

•dntishes. Difficult to estimate biz as terpalace is using plenty ducat

dodges to draw.
Frankie Carle (Palladium, B, Hollywood, 2d wk). Okay at 12,000 cus-

tomers; torrid weather militating against site. -

- ii
"

i

ABE OLMAN
SUGGESTS FOR YOUR PROGRAM

YOU'RE

A
SWEETHEART
Music by • . .

JIMMY McHUGH
ROBBINS MUSIC CORP.

MCA Combs Collegiate

Circuit for Salesmen
Music Corp. of America band de-

partment heads are taking a leaf

from the book of Billy Goodheart,

former boss of the agency's New
York office, and searching various
colleges throughout the country for

raw manpower to train into sales-

men. Agency heads have written

or are about to contact various col-

lege professors for leads on pros-

pects deemed by the latter as pos-
sibilities. -

Inside Orchestras—Music
Maestro Bobby Byrne, recently at Glen Island Casino, New Rochelle

N. Y., busy hobbyist. He's never without some sort pf a construction
project to occupy his trme during lulls in location jobs or even while
on one-nighters. At the moment his interest is ifcdio and television
Seve^l-weeks back he built a record-player, for a friend and then turned
out a complete television set. Durirfg recent, one-nighters he was interested
in miniature electric trains and turned out a, complete setup, everything
hand built, working on them during bus over-night jumps. He is also
interested in guns, having a large collection at his mother's home. During
the war Byrne was a fighter pilot, on P-38 Lightnings and other fast pur-
suit ships.

Bill Green's, Pittsburgh's leading daneery which has always gone in
for big outfits, is going to try an experiment When Green brings in the
Three Suns for two-weeks Aug. 25. They'll provide all music for dansapa-
tion, at least at the beginning. However, Green's holding himself in readi-
ness with a seven-piece local outfit, which would then alternate with the
Suns in case customers want more body to their dance beat.
For the trio, it'll be something of a homecoming, but at considerably

more dough. They're getting $3,500 a week for the date at Green's. When
they left Pittsburgh around 10 years ago after a run downtown at the
Hotel Roosevelt, they were dTawing one-tenth that.

*\3LEN GARR^
and his orchestra

featuring

MAURY FRAWLEY and THE STARLETS
Now 6th week and continuing

RUSTIC CABIN
EngUwood Cliffs, N. J.

Broadcasting Mutual and NBC Networks

1

Frankie Laine, Year's

Find, Easts to Cash

In Sudden Disk Click

Hollywood, Aug. 5.

Frankie Laine, the nitery success-

story-of-the-year here, finally ' is

pulling stakes and beading east. One
year ago he was singing for $75

weekly at Biliy Berg's nitery; nine

months ago he started a stand at

Club Morocco at same figure and
jabbed it up, through option-pick-

ups, to present $750 per stanza. On
his Tuesday nites off he plucks $600

for two shows on Catalina Island.

After a stand at the College Inn,

Chicago, starting Sept. 19, Laine

goes into the Oriental, Chi, for three

stanzas at. $2,500 per week. General
Artists now is trying to fish up the

best possible offer from the many
extended from New York.

Laine, who knocked around in

and was knocked around by show
biz for 20 years before getting a

break, is just about keeping Mer-
cury Records in the fast swim. Last

week Merc gave him a check for

$32,000 to cover royalties on his

sheila^ sales for the first half of

1947. Last summer he grabbed an

obscure oldie, "That's My Desire,"

etched it and it has sold 680,000

copies. Doubtlessly, Laine is re-

1

sponsible for the tune being disked

by all other waxeries and Mills Mu-
sic finding a solid hit on its hands.

Laine disk sales since January
have totaled nearly 2,000,000 with

"Sunday Kind of Love" scoring 350,-

000 copies to date and his first al-

bum registering 65,000 thus far.

Treating music and other tradesmen to a day's entertainment seems to
be developing, into a trend, since Fred Waring several weeks back char-
tered a bus to transport a load of music men to his Shawnee-On-the-
Delaware resort for golf, swimming, etc. Manie Sachs, artist and rep-
ertoire director of Columbia ' Records, Monday (4) hauled' a bus-load of
music men, newspaper writers, even rival recording company men, to
Philadelphia for the Ike Williams-Bob Montgomery lightweight title fight
Some 38 men were aboard the bus when it left N. Y. early Monday after-
noon, returning them early Tuesday after the fight and refreshments.

American Federation of Musicians Local 47 voted, at a general meeting,
to hold its annual picnic again this year after the matter had been in
doubt for several months due to the union's having allotted considerable
coin to fight attti labor legislation. Board of union was eager to forego
event but membership, despite labor upheaval, wanted its fun and voted
in favor with a no ceiling proviso. Likely that some $20,000 will be' spent
to make this one top last year's $13,000 party. Affair will be held this

month though exact date and sit& have yet to be chosen.

Income from Harry. Revel's "Birmingham Blues" is being turned over
to fund being administered by Birmingham General hospital. Revel and
Royal Music Co., publishers, having waived all rights. Money will be
used to equip every ward with television sets. When that is done income
will go toward adding other entertainment features. .

'

Frank Loesser, Paramount composer, has turned his new tune, "Keep
Your Eyes in the Sky," over to the U. S. Army. Song, introduced re-

cently on Dorothy Lamour's new Army recruiting program, "Front and
Center" (NBC, 4:30 p.m.), will remain unpublished1 and in hands of the
Army.
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ASSOCIATED BOOKING CORP.
JOE GLASER, Pres.

745 Fifth Ave N.;* fo'< 2 2 5^ w -
Randolph St.
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Whiteman Made Disk

Show Hay in Cal Sun
Hollywood, Aug. 5.

Paul Whiteman leaves for New
York Thursday (7) after six-week
stay here during which he will have
recorded approximately 40 guests

for his ABC net transcribed disk

jockey show,' in addition to con-
ducting a "George Gershwin Night"
at the Hollywood Bowl and appear-
ing at a half-dozen concert dates
throughout California.

Whiteman has already cut disks
with 30 interviewees, and does an-
other eight or nine before leaving.

Lester Lewis, of ABC, who has been
assisting him, left Sunday by plane
for the east.

Richard Himber Band
Set at Essex House, N.Y.
Fact that Essex House, New York

hotel, had bought Sammy Kaye and

other names now among the strong-

est b.o. lures, before the war for

comparatively small sums weekly,

led the spot to schedule a "name-

band" policy for the fall and winter
run of its Casino-on-the-Park. How-
ever, it didn't take long for the

hotel's talent buyer to determine
that -the $1,750 or thereabouts paid
for Sammy Kaye pre-war would just

about buy a scale band today.

Richard Himber is booked into the

spot. He opens Sept. 17 for an in-

definite stay and may be followed
by Buddy Moreno's comparatively
new band, which has never worked
in the-- east, confining itself to the
midwest.

Duke at Pacific Sq.

Hollywood, Aug. 5.

For the first time one of the two
major ballrooms in San Diego has
booked a Negro band for a white
dance.

Duke Ellington will one-nite at

Pacific Square Aug. 8, booked by
William Morris at $2,000 guarantee
against 60%.

Nidorf, Peppe File AFM

Action Vs. Randy Brooks

To Recover Coin Loan
Mike Nidorf and Jim Peppe, as

co-owjiers in Nidorf - Peppe, Inc.,

have begun an action with tha

American Federation of Musicians

against maestro Randy Brooks. Pair

are seeking to recover coin loaned

Brooks during the period when that

management office handled Brooks'

affairs. Sum involved is undisclosed.

In filing suit with the AFM to re-

cover, Nidorf and Peppe are follow-

ing AFM cules, which demand that

disputes between members be .laid

before the union for adjudication. If

the plaintiff in such a case is dissat-

isfied with the union's ruling he can

request permission to go into civil

court. But it isn't always granted.

Made Its Debut On Lucky Strike "Hit Parade" July 26th

"ALMOST LIKE BEING IN LOVE
Lyrics by ALAN JAY LERNER Music by FREDERICK LOEWE

From New York's Prize Winning Musical "BRIGADOON"

RECORD RELEASES:

FRANK SINATRA (Columbia #37332) MILDRED BAILEYtMojestk #iuo)

JO STAFFORD icopiwi /Mod LARRY DOUGLAS tsi9«.„»uc. #151171

LARRY GREEN (Victor #20-2250) ALFRED DRAKE (Rainbow #30901)

MARY MARTIN with GUY LOMBARDO ORCHESTRA «>««, #24.56)

DAVID BROOKS & MARION BELL (victor #450031)

Other* to Follow

SAM FOX PUBLISHING C O M P A
RCA Building — Radio City — New York, N. Y.

ASCAP's SADAM-SACEM

Reciprocal 'Exclusives'

American Society of Composers,.

Authors and Publishers has con-

cluded two exclusive reciprocal

rights agreements with foreign so-

cieties, One of which is a renewal.

First deal was made with SADA.M,

Belgian, group, which is a com-

pletely new outfit. Formerly the

Belgian territory was covered by

SACEM. the French society, but.

since the end of the war the new

Belgian . group was set up.

Other contract concluded is with

MARS, the Hungarian group. This

is an outright renewal. Deals were

completed by the ASCAP contin-

gent attending the recent Interna-

tional Confederation of Authors and

Composers in London.

MILLS Record-Breaking STANDARDS

DIZZY FINGERS
Benny Goodman (Capitol 439)

CARAVAN
Charlie Barnet (Apollo 1070)

DANCING WITH A DEB
Skitch Henderson (Capitol 441)

MILLS MUSIC, INC.

1619 Broadway New York 19
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New York
Arthur Michaud in New

.
York

•eain on Tommy Dorsey business
• Shorty Cherock reduced his,

Land' to 14 men . . . Shep Fields' new
i^jnpling Rhythm" band being sub-

mitted for dates by William Morris

although he's not under contract to

that or any other agency . . . Glen

Gray into Ansley hotel, Atlanta,

Sept. 3 for three weeks . . . Griff

Williams back into Palmer House,

Chicago, Oct. 2 . . . Chico Colomo

band which just closed at Riviera,

Fort Lee, N. J. into Havana-Madrid,

jj Y. Aug. 15 or 22 . . . Jimmy Dor-

Jy heads west soon for Sept. 12

opening at Palladium, Hollywood,

With Skylarks vocal group . . . Dee

Keating retired from Vocalizing; she

bad been with Ray Anthony orchestra

.."iCarmen Lombardo to Honolulu

tor month's vacation during band's

layoff . i . Bill Sexton due in New
York' . . . Jim Peppe, Sammy Kaye's

Manager, also in town . . . Sonny

Dunham orchestra replaces Chris

Cross at Log Cabin, Armonk, N. Y.

Sept. 17 for four weeks, then Cross

returns until after New Year's Eve

. . . Eddy Howard orchestra returns

to Commodore hotel, N. Y. Jan. 2

. . Gray Gordon has given up all

thoughts of maestroing and will

remain with new Mus-Art-jigency
as salesman . t - Harry James has no
date* set for hint for his third trip

east this year beyond the Nov. 23
opening at Click, Phila., which fol-

lows his Palladium Ballroom, Holly-
wood, run . . . Allen Livingston,
Capitol Record's album-maker in

N. Y. . . . William Wheeler named
manager of Columbia Transcriptions'

Hollywood office . . . Max Stark,
Mills Music general manager, off on
Saratoga vacation Friday (1) . . .

Guy Lombardo personally under-
wrote construction expense of 2,000

grandstand seats for Gold Cup
regatta in which he's participating

next Sunday (10) at Rockaway, N.Y.
inlet. Proceeds of seat sales goes to

Damon Runyon cancer fund .'v .

Ginny Simms in real estate biz. She's
director of Delaware Construction
Co., Inglewood, Calif, firm that's

building 540.homes in that area.

Louis Prima orchestra starts one-
week stand Sunday (10) at Steel
Pier, Atlantic City. . . . Arnett Cobb
current at Savoy Cafe, Boston. . . .

Pancho orchestra returns to Essex
house, N. Y., Aug. 28.

The Moe Gale agency has pacted
trombonist Bill Harris, the agency's
second move into the white dance-
band field, having already taken
'Tommy Reynolds under its wing.
Gale plans to start Harris off with
a small combination and gradually
work him into the big band field.

P&RIETY ORCHESTRAS-MUSIC SI

Pitt's Frogs Club Honors

Vocalist for Race Stand
Pittsburgh, Aug. 5.

" Leslie (Marjorie) Long, local girl

singer with Carmen Cavallaro's or-

chestra, who got nation-wide pub-

licity recently at Akosie, N. C, when
she refused to draw a second raffle

ticket after Kiwanis Club wouldn't

award a car to the holder of the

original stub because he was a

Negro, came home last night (4) to

be honored by Frogs Club, top-
flight Pittsburgh race outfit.

She got the organization's Ameri-
canism Award at its annual "Night
of Stars." I

Music Notes
George Joy, of Santly-Joy, and son Eddie Joy, of Oxford Music Subsid

in Hollywood confabbing with Bill Coty and Dave Bernie Coast chiefs of
firms. .. .Sonny Burke etching album for Keynote Records. Burke, whose
crew has been backing recent Dinah Shore disks for Columbia, formerly
was Hollywood musical director for Musicraft . . . . Red Rowe and his Ridge
Riders slice four oatunes today (Wed.) for United Artist label. .. .Larry
Adler in Hollywood to dub lip music into Cagney Productions' "Time
of Your Life" An entire family has been enmembered1 by ASCAP
for first time in history—late Gus Kahn, his widow Grace and his son
John. Latter has just been admitted as writer member of the Society.,..
That 200-year old ballad "Louis Sands and Jim McGee" has been adapted
by Jack Brooks and Walt Schumann for reprise in Universal-Interna-
tional's forthcoming "River Lady". .. .Dale Evans this week cuts four sides
for Majestic Margaret Whiting sessioning for Capitol Records again
this week Eddy Howard tracking ten times this week for World Tran-
scriptions Raymond Scott will revive his old quintet for series of
M-G-M disks. Fivesome combo etched for Columbia about a decade back
....Johnny Bond has signed new four-year paper with Columbia.

BOURNE, Inc.
'33 SEVENTH AVE NTW YORK 19 N

LA BAMBA
DE VERA CRUZ
A MEXICAN NOVELTY

Already Performed by
These Great Artists:

Alfredo Antonini Lyn Murray

Rey Heetherton Earl Wilde

Don Vorheet Percy Faith

Noro Morales Ethel Smith

All Material Available

ILL-PIONEER MUSIC CORP.

THANKS

STUMP AND STUMPY

EDDIE and GEORGE
TAILORS TO THE STARS

Smart nltire for Acts and Bands

Wien in the Ea«f Coll or Wire
.

f«r Representative with Samples

80S 8. Broad St., Phila.

Phone: fEnnypacker 6-1656

When Tonight

Is Just a Memory
By BENNIE BENJAMIN
And GEORGE WEISS

OXFORD MUSIC CORP.
George Joy, Pres.

»'wo» a New York 19

Hollywood
Page Cavanaugh Trio starts fort-

nite at Ciro's Friday (8) Cass
County Boys, oatune vocalists who
habitually work with Gene Autry,
have formed small combo to back
'em on a one-nite tour....Jack
McClean orchestra,, long a fixture at

San Diego spots, starting out on one-
night trek next month Caesar
Petrillo. WBBM, Chi, musical direc-
tor, leading 20-piece dance crew at
Casino, Catalina Island. Crew is the
new house band with which the
Wrigley isle has replaced policy of
using name bands during summer
season June Christy, ex-Kenton
thrush now on own as single, inked
into N. Y.'s Club 18 for fortnite,

commencing Aug. 14.

Chicago
Bill Snyder, who recently closed

at the Blackstone hotel, Chicago,
signed to play his own "Chicago
Concerto," Sept. 23-24 with Kansas
City Symph. . . . Blue Barron at the
Casa Loma Ballroom, St. Louis, Sept.
5. . . . Don Glasser now at Oh Henry
Ballroom; Ray Bobbins in Aug. 13

and Jack McLean due Sept. 24. . . .

Mitzi Green will open at the Chez
Paree, Sept. 19. . . . Ken Nelson,
WJJD musical director with Bill

Farman. has penned "Every Little

Thing You Do," being recorded by
Hal Derwin for Capitol. . . . Georgie
Gobels pacted by Feature Produc-
tions for a singing and comedy
package. . . . Honeydreamers, ABC
quintet, cut four sides for Vitacous-
tic. . . . Harry Cool, who closes

Peabody hotel, Memphis, Aug. 18,

opens on the 25th at the Planta-
tion Club, Nashville. . . . Johnnie
"Seal" Davis orchestra opens at the

Kentucky Club Aug. 8.

Pittsburgh
Johnny Costa, piano, who was to

have co-organized a new band with
Lenny Martin, instead will join the

Joe Negri trio at Mercur Music Bar.

Frankie LaMark, sax, left Negri to

rejoin Harry Cool's band . . . Lang
Thompson at Bill Green's, Orrin
Tucker following, also a return for a

single week Aug. 18 . . . Vaughn
Monroe plays a one-nighter at West
View Park Aug. 19 and Elliott Law-
rence the 28th . . . Billy Yates' four-

piece dance outfit has had its option

taken up for another month at the

Beverly Hills. Club . . . Victor Lom-
bardo follows Art Mooney into An-
kara Aug. 18 . . . Jimmy Borelli,

pianist, leading Nixon Cafe band
will Al Marsico is on six-week sum-
mer layoff , . . Three Riffs picked up
for two weeks more at Oasis; ditto

Weela Gallez at Green Acres . . .

Joe Lescak, pianist, has his own
band back at the Bachelor's Club
again following the four-week en-

gagement there of Emile Petti.

Art Mooney band into Ankara for

four weeks, followed Aug. 18 by Vic-

tor Lombardo for like run. Mooney
goes from here into Capitol theatre,

|
N.Y Howdy Baum has dropped

band for a while to do a piano single

at the Hollywood Show Bar . . . Bill

Bickel quit Baron Elliott's band to

join Max Tarshis trio at Green

Acres and Nick Summa, formerly

with Lang Thompson, has replaced

bino with Elliott

.

ore m Guy,

°SSO
d Ubert lomV><«

do

THE ECHO SAID "NO"
Words and music by ART KASSEL

Recordings by

ART KASSEL and his orchestra (Vogue)

SAMMY KAYE and his orchestra (Victor)

ELLIOT LAWRENCE and his orchestra (Columbia) j

GUY LOMBARDO and his orchestra (Decca) f

LOVE WILL

KEEP US YOUNG
Based on Johannes Brahms' Waltz in Ab —

featured in the MGM Production "SONG OF LOVE'

Adaptation and Lyrics by EDGAR LESLIE

Recordings by

CARMEN CAVALLARO and his orchestra (Decca)

WAYNE KING and his orchestra (Victor)

WWM.
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N.Y. Agencies Booking for Florida

Use Correspondence to Avert Law
New York talent agencies are set

to ignore the recently enacted Flor-

ida legislation requiring all agents

booking acts in that state to take

out a Florida license. Percenter

agents met last week and decided

to book acts into Florida cafes only

by wire, telephone and letter in an
effort to avert the necessity of tak-

ing out state licenses. This strategy

has worked successfully in Pennsyl-

vania and Massachusetts, which also

have laws forbidding agencies not

licensed by the state from placing

acts in that area.

The agencies are unwilling to take,

out. a Florida permit fearing that it

might start a precedent which would
ultimately bring other states to pass

similar legislation.

Music Corp. of America and Wil-

liam Morris have thus far spotted

performers in various cafes in Miami
Beach, and no beefs have been lodg-

ed against them.

Meanwhile, the percenter offices

are also preparing to battle the

Florida measure through the attor-

ney general of that state. They're

preparing evidence to show that the

legislation was pushed through at

the behest of Florida bookers, who
also seek to be agents on all deals.

They'll show that virtually every

licensed agent in Florida has written

the major offices~pffering to be their

Florida representatives for a com-
mission split.

Some Miami Beach agencies have

moved into New York. Herbert
Marks and Harry Weissman, from
Florida, have already opened offices

in New York on the possibility, it's

claimed, that they'll get in on the
agency bookings made from NY and
get a jump on the Miami Beach
agents working from that city.

Maximum Audience

Arnold Taking Over Arena

For London Xmas Show
London, July 28.

Tom Arnold is completing deal

with the Greyhound Racing Assn. to

take over the Harringay Arena, cur-

rently running American roller

skating show, for annual Christmas
circus. This will be managed by R.

J. Blackie, associated with Arnold
activities, who has had circus experi-

ence at Blackpool.

Arnold's deal, which is being
kept close secret, is probably the
reason why recent stock issue of

Bertram Mills Circus of 200,000

shares at $8.40 has left the issuing

house with around 55% stock.

Arena, witb capacity of 10,000, is

bound to prove big opposition to the
Olympia, which has a similar capac-
ity, and should hurt the intake of

the latter. Hence the reason why
the Mills Bros, have promoted a
public company.

+
A Begoff
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Hippodrome, Balio.
"Well selected layout is paying off

at the M.o. . . . SOI-.I1) SHOWMAN-
SHIP of vet LEON NAV.ARA adds up
in Hmooth playing .setup and MAXI-
MUM AtTJIHNCE RESPONSE.
Navara with hia Btuff at the

ivories . . . oolld from the teeoff.

r*hfl&ee& pace smartly and (rives out
with authentic piano thumping: with
Interludes of audience participation
that earners audible . returns. Act
stood up miprhtily and strictly A
BEGOFF when caught. . . . Bl* big."

Bltrm.

Adds Up to

LEON
NAVARA

Likker Forces Organize

To Fight Peniia. Drys
Harrisburg, Pa., Aug. 5.

A short intensive pro-liquor cam-
paign, to be opened within two weeks
or 10 days of the Sept. 9 primaries
"so the drys won't have a chance to

reply," is planned by State liquor

dealers to fight dry forces that have
opened their campaign in 225 munic-
ipal local option contests throughout
Pennsylvania.

William T. Burton, of Philadel-
phia, secretary of the Pennsylvania
State Brewers' Association, has. out-
lined a program of doorbell ringing
similar to those conducted by po-
litical machines in rounding up
votes for their candidates.

Until the short pre-election "blitz"

is started, Burton urged that liquor
men check all petitions, engage in

personal promotion for the wet
cause and "educate the public" in
behalf of the liquor business's

$25,000,000 investment in the state.

Saranac Lake
By Happy Bemvay
Saranac, N. Y., Aug. 5.

Moe Gould, the Pittsburgh film
salesman who mastered three stages
of the thoracoplasty operation and
is skedded for a fourth incision, had
his spirits upped by the surprise
visit from Charles and Mrs. Mervis,
of the Mervis theatre circuit; Minnie
Benach, Nellie Gould and Lillian

Slothow, all from Pittsburgh.
Birthday salutations are in order

to Lillian Bergson, Victor Gamba,
Alfred Michalski and Forrest "Slim"
Glenn, all Rogerites in the pink of
condition.
Ruth Etting and Myrl Alderman

sent greetings to the gang.
Nat and Mrs. Stern from New York

to ogle Lillian Bergson. They found
her on the good side of the 'edger.
Jack Hirsch in from Boston for a
fishing trip on Lake Colby with Ben
Schaffer, who has the all-up privi-
leges.

The Leslie MacDougals motored in

from West Port. JST. Y., for a bedside
I

chat with G. Albert Smith, who is

perking up o.k. with the rest rou-
j

tine.
Ann Rowe, of the Reel theatre staff

of Pearlsburg, Va.. back to the Will
Rogers after being hospitalized for
four major operations. Now resting
comfortably.
Richard Menin. band leader, beat

the rap absolutely within one year.
Received his all-clear papers and will

reorganize his band in New Rochelle.
James Wilflenthaler. Sandusky. O..

technician, back to the Rogers after

a siege of hospitalization following
a tedious throat operation. Now rest-

ing O. K.
Maury Passero, field representative

for RKO. here exploiting film leatur-
ing local merchants and business
men, titled "The Long Night." Took
time out to ogle the Rogers and Sam
Lefko.
Helen Inglee, of 20th Century-Fox,

visited by Max and Eleanor Laidlaw
and Ann Inglee. of Whitehall. N. Y.
Robert J. Goldstein gets his final

discharge Dapers effective in Sep-
tember. Having beaten the rap, he
resumes work in N. Y. C. as a theat-
rical mouthpiece.
Midsummer changes at the local

nite spots: Eddie Mitchell and Musi-
cal Notes at Durcans', Harry Maga-
zine and his CBS Tooters at Hotel
Saranac. Joe Collins and his Musical
Corks at Swiss- Chalet. At Lake
Placid: Carl Arthur Trio at the

Olympic and Lou Como's Four
Phrases at the Majestic hotel.

(Write to those who are- ill.)

Midwest Radio Acts Booked Heavily

For Fairs; Guarantees Increased

King Bros. Circus (150)

Heads for Carolinas
Charlotte, Aug. 5.

King Bros. Circus is headed for

the Carolinas, with first showing
scheduled for Orangeburg, S. C,
Aug. 29. Two performances, after-

noon and night, will be given at the

Orangeburg Fair grounds.

The big top seats 5.000. There are
150 performers, representing eight

foreign countries. Advance agent
says there are 600 people with the
circus, which recently returned from
a South American tour.

Parodies! Special Songs! Bits!
k l>r»w from our library, one of the

largest, most comprehensive tn
Showbiz!

* VM-. Catalog JUKE!
* Exclusive material oar specialty

!

J. & H. KLEINMAN
25-31-K 30th Hood, L I. Gty 2, N. V

Telephone.- Astoria 8-6*65

Riviera's Winter Sked
Bill Miller, operator of the Riviera,

Ft. Lee, N. J., is contemplating keep^-

ing the spot open until New Year's
eve. Miller said that grosses of his

spot warrant the prolonged opera-
tion. Last season cafe ran until

Dec. 31, but activities were confined
to the. lounge.

Miller has booked Lenny Kent to

open tomorrow (Thursday) and has
signed Dean Martin and Jerry Lewis
to start Sept. 4.

Jack Bertell has signed Maestro
Ted Straeter and Myitis, the palm-
ist, to personal-management pacts.

Big Nitery Names
~= Continued from page 1 —•-

-— ,f ^

name and rarely goes beyond $350

for supporting acts.

Operators such as Mickey Red-
stone, who plans to reopen the

Latin Quarter, Boston, early next

month, is shopping for high pow-
ered names. Harry ARman of the

Town Casino, Buffalo, has made
committments with one major
agency for $126,000 worth of talent,

providing, of course, that the per-

center can deliver all the acts asked

for. It's expected that during the

season, Altman will use more than

$250,000 worth of talent for that one
spot.

The Florida bonifaces, as yet

haven't put in their bids for top acts,

but it's expected that they'll bid for

the limited number of star draws,
as they have done in former years.

At the conclusion of last season,

many swore off buying names up to

$15,000 weekly, and resolved to stick

to sensible prices for performers.
Agencies figure the ops will keep
that resolution until the first name
purchase is announced, then the
race will be on.

The middle-bracketed performers,
consequently, are expected to have
their salaries slashed. Ops figure

that entertaining acts can be bought
for up to $750. If they pay $1,000
or more, then that act should be
able to attract trade. If business dies
with a $2,000 or $3,000 act in the
top slot, it's certain that performer
won't make a repeat stand at the
same cafe at a four-figure salary.

Snyder's 'Water Follies'

In 3-Wk. Utah Run
Salt Lake City. Aug. 5.

The next show to hit the Utah
Centennial Exposition will be Sam
Snyder's "Water Follies." scheduled
to start a three-week run Aug. 11.

"Follies" will play at the ou tdoor
grandstand, at $1 to $2. The capa-
city of 7,500 to 8.000 gives the show a

possible top gross of about $75,000

a week.
"Water Follies" has a cast of 80.

topped by Peter Fick, former world
champ swimmer.
The show combines a water and

stage setup, and carries two swim-
ming tanks with it. one for the bal-

let, the other for diving.

Thjs stage show is topped by singer
Danny Souther, and includes Mills

& Powers, in a knockabout act:

Laden & Rose, a comedy team; Lu-
cille Wray. butterfly dancer, and a

24-girl chorus line.

Present plans call for "Follies" to

head for California when its local

stand is over, then to Texas, after

that to Boston. ,

* '

• . Chicago, Aug. 5.

Radio acts this season are in for
an unprecedented harvest from state
and local fairs. Chicago and other
midwestern stations with artist
bureaus report they are bodkin*
more units for the midways than
ever before, and that the guarantees
are higher.

Income from this source would
still be higher were it not for the
heavy rains that hit a number of
fair spots and caused cancellations
Many of the latter, however, have
rescheduled their dates. Most of
these units work on a salary-plus
percentage deals. Indications are
that percentages will more than hold
up with last year, since ruralists are
getting peak prices for their prod-
ucts.

WLS Artist Bureau reports the
heaviest biz in over 20 years, with
319 dates on schedule as of July 30
against 230 same time last year.
Bureau has 218 acts, not only radio
talent, but also vau,**» and circus
acts. Act department also has a
"Yankee Doodle Circus" touring.

Next station with heavy rural play-
ing time is WSM, Nashville, which
has several units working under the
^Grand Ole Opry" title plus units
headed by folk singers Ernie Tubbs
and Eddy Arnold, and a comic unit
headed by the "Duke of Paducah."
Groups play the southern areas.

Other station that has heavy act
schedule is WLW, Cincinnnti, but it

leans more to commercial singing

groups rather than the hill people.

Example of the top biz that units

pull is the advance ticket sale for

WLW "National Barn Dance," Aug.
9, at Illinois State Fair, with over
6,000 tickets already bought. Bureau
expects over 15,000 attendance.

U.S. Lifts Old Tax lien

On New Orleans Nitery
New Orleans, Aug. 5.

Tax liens totaling $52,869.79

against the property of Phil Kastel,
operator of the Beverly Country
Club, swank nitery here, were dis-

charged Wednesday (30) by the
government, according to Charles
A. Donnelly, collector of internal
revenue.
The collector's office filed certifi-

cates in U. S. District Court here to
discharge the items after receiving
word that the tax obligations were
satisfied in the Connecticut district,

where the liability orginated.
Mr. Donnelly originally filed the

liens here in 1946. upon instruction
of the Eastern District that an in-
come tax deficiency existed there.'

Mitzi Boffs Balto Spot
Baltimore, Aug. 5.

The Chanticleer is turning them
away again with another name lay-
out. This time it's Mitzi Green,
drawing the biggest response since
the appearance of Joe E. Lewis last
month.

Surrounding layout includes
Georgie Tapps, a magic act and a
line of six.

COMEDY
PATTER

For All Branches of Theatrical*

SPECIAL SUMMER PRICES!
FUN-MASTER GAG FILES

At H.U0 Kneh. or
No*. 1 Thru 13 tor $10

Nns. 14 Thru 22 nt SJ.00 ICsieh

Or SET OF 22 FILES for JilS.Utl

WOTTA BUY! HURRY!
"BOOK OF BLACK-OUTS"
8 Vols, nt $20 per Vol., or

850 for 8 Vols.

"BOOK OF PARODIES"
Over 10 Special-Written
Sock FarodleB ONLY J.1.00

"HOW TO .MASTER THE
CEREMONIES"

(How to Be an Knieee)
?S per Copy., inct 2 One I ilea

NO C.O.lVs
He Sure to Srnd Fermnnent Allilrewt

PAULA SMITH
200 W. Mth St Ne« York IP, N. I.

N.Y. Film Rap
Continued from page 2

CAROLE LANDIS' BATES
With her chore's completed in

Eagle-Lion's "Out of the Blue,"
i
Carole Landis is slated to open at
the Hippodrome, Baltimore, Thurs-
day (7). She personals at the RKO
Boston the following week.

William Morris agency is attempt-
ing tn set up a vaude deal for Miss
Landis in England. If arrangements
are finalized she would make a film
there as well.

Broadway walks on tiptoes—yours."
Morgan has had little thesp experi-
ence, so he's boning up for his film
debut next week as the cynical
Sheridan Whiteside in the Westport.
Conn., strawhat production of 'The
Man Who Came to Dinner." Stanley
Kramer film rolls on a 48-day shoot-
ing schedule and $1,250,000 budget
on the Enterprise lot in mid-Sep-
tember, for United Artists release,

following two week<! of rehearsals
on standing sets for Morgan and
other principals,

Ex-vaude headliner Belle Baker,
scripter Herb Baker's mom. is latest

addition to the cast. She'll play a
nitery singer of the '20 s, in which
era' the' film is set.

Herb Shriner starts at the Glenn
I Rendezvous. Covington. Ky.. Aug. 29.

HELENE and HOWARD
'Comedy Dance Antics'

Currently

CAPITOL THEATRE
WASHINGTON, D. C.

Dir.: MATTY HOSKN

LEONARD GREEN AGENCY, inc.

13» E. 57th St.. N. Y. C PL

fek THE INK SPOTS

Opening In

ENGLAND
MgV.-UNIVERSAl ATTRACTIONS

S65 Fifth Avenue, New Ye* •
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A.C. Visitors Spend Less This Year;

It s a One-Night Crowd for Niteries

Atlantic City, Aug. 5. f

Mid-season finds record weekend

crowds here, while the average for

the week is a little better than last

year. Fly in the ointment is that

the visitors are spending just about

w little as they can. Smaller spots,

bars, etc., are doing capacity biz

while those spots with a $3 or more

minimum report one good night per

week—Saturday.

All beachfront and most side av-

enue "hotels report being booked

solidly for the season on weekends,

with a few rooms for rent during

the week. Weekend biz is terrific,

especially the past two weekends
y/hich found an overwhelming mob
here after the hot weather in the

nearby metropolitan centers.

Biz in walk and avenue pix houses

Is exceptionally good, weekends es-

pecially. Most houses run midnight

shows which play to full houses
with all boardwalk and most big av-

enue - houses using firstruns.

At city's big Convention Hall

biz at. the "Ice-Capades" is topping

last season, according to John
Harris. He sells show here from

$1 to $3 plus tax. Show caught

last week (30) had good but not

complete house.

. David Lowe's shows in front of big

hall, with seating capacity of 2,000

are doing much better than most
people expected. Started with $7,-

500 and went to $12,000 with "Dear
Ruth" and "Joan of Lorraine." Lowe
is offering the public good shows and
they are responding by giving him
support which promises to be better

as the season advances.

Steel Pier, with $1.20 for vaude-
ville, two films, name bands, water

and aerial show at end* plus many
other attractions, is having fairly

good year. Hamid's Pier hasn't been
doing so well but reports big pickup

with change in policy regarding

weekly name bands.

Uptown burlesque is not too good.

Seasonal spots along walk are doing

well, small spenders giving them
good biz.

Night Spots' Bad Ledger
Poor side of ledger goes to night

spots. AU say it's a one-night crowd.

Filled to capacity on Saturday night.

Rest of week biz under that of

June, for some reason unexplainable,

unless two big conventions, AMA and
Shriners, boosted it that month.

Babette's, centrally located in mid-
city opposite Convention Hall and
block from Boardwalk, not doing

too good, reports Mrs. Daniel Steb-

bins. Hopes for better crowd in

August. Lou Seiler offered in top

place oh show supported by good

acts. Seiler and show to remain
with line for season, unless biz con-

tinues on the downgrade when some
cuts might be made, reports owner.

Bill Sidner says his Bath and Turf

"is doing all right." Offers Joan
Merrill and Larry Marvin with other

acts. Irvin Wolf reports same condi-

tion with place not doing so good in

front where entertainment is offered

at musical bar. Place features'Buddy
Lester.

Sam Singer, at Club Harlem, fea-

turing Larry Steele, says sepia spot

is a little behind last year with biz

good on weekends. Harlem is" one
of two big night spots on city's

northside or colored district but
draws big southside crowd.

Garfield-Draper-Adler

In PCA Salt Lake Date
Salt Lake City, Aug. 5.

John Garfield, Paul Draper and
Larry Adler will appear here Aug.
10 in a two-hour variety show, "We,
The People." The production is an*,

other in the series of "Liberty
Train" shows travelling the country
under the auspices of the Progressive
Citizens of America.
"We, The People" will be presented

at the Cocoanut Grove ballroom,
which has a seating capacity of

2,500, with tix priced from $3 to 75c.

Puleo Tied Up Tighter

Than He Thought By

Minevitch's Rascals
Pittsburgh, Aug. 5.

Little Johnny Puleo was obviously
just a little provious in announcing
here recently that he was breaking
away from the Harmonica Rascals,

after a long association with Borrah
Minevitch, and going out on his own
with a similar group recruited

chiefly from the old outfit. At the

time, Puleo said he had an out in

his contract under the Taft-Hartley
law and promptly booked himself
into the Mercur Music Bar for

couple weeks beginning Monday (4).

However, Len Litman, owner ,of

the local downtown spot, was noti-

fied last week that the engagement
was off. Seems Puleo just thought he
could break away from Minevitch.
Latter apparently has him sewed
up tight and he remains, at least for

time being, as the chief feature of

the Minevitch Rascals.

WALTERS DICKERING TO

DO ARC ICE SHOW
Lou Walters, operator of the

Latin Quarter, N. Y., is cur

dickering to produce an ice show for

Argentine. Show is slated to be
along the lines of the large touring

blade displays touring arenas and
will play stadia in Buenos Aires and
other large Argentinian cities.

Negotiations are currently going

on through Pablo Williams, owner
of the Hermanos Williams act, who
performed for many years in that

county.
In addition to the shows at the

Latin Quarter, N. Y., Walter has

gloomed a show current at the Hotel
Internacional, Panama, for Bill Lie-

bow, and will produce a Cuban lay-

out for the same innkeeper.

War Boom Continuing

At South Jersey Spots
Wildwood, N. J., Aug. 5.

Nitery biz, which started boom-
ing last year in this South Jersey
seashore resort, is continuing bull-

ish. Cafe owners are finding that
names are paying off big. Accent
has been on sepia attractions in the
upper brackets. Surf Club, oper-
ated by Maurice Taylor, has cor-
raled top Negro stars. Mills brothers
finished long stay last week fol-

lowed by current stand of Char-
ioteers and Savannah Churchill. .

Martinique Cafe is also peddling
Negro entertainment with accent on
small musical combos. The Red Caps
are l-eadlining the current bill at

this spot.

Marty Bohn, Philly comic, is again
operating the Nut Club and playing
to lush biz. Club Avaloi

,
formerly

under the aegis of the Philly Palum-
bo clan, is now being run by Eddie
Suez, Philly booking agent. Other
leading spots include the Bamboo
Room at the Manor Hotel, Lou
Booth's, the Riptide and the Hotel
Blackstone's Rose Room.
Up to a few years ago Wildwood's

bistros were limited to a few tav-
erns. Came the war and a large
Naval installation brought thou-
sands of servicemen to the resort

and consequently a boom to nitery
trade.

Boles Nix of Date

Snarls Sunbrock

Troopers Intensify

Mo. Gambling Raids
St. Louis, Aug. 5.

State Troopers have intensified

their drive to stamp out gambling in

niteries throughout the state. In a

surprise move last week the troopers

invaded niteries, etc., in five towns

in McDonald County, near the Ar-
kansas-Oklahoma-Kansas boundary,

and collared 28 persons and confis-

cated 215 punchboards, 11 slot ma-
chines and other gambling para-

At the Paradise, second big sepia phernalia.

Montreal, Aug. 5.

Larry Sunbrock's one-week rodeo

engagement here at the baseball
stadium was featured by a series of

troubles.

John Boles, advertised as co-star of

the rodeo-circus, with screen cow-
boy Ken Maynard, first failed to

show up. Sunbrock engaged Boles
just prior the Montreal date, which
meant that the screen singer had to
fly to report in time. But Boles re-

fused to travel except by train or

rently
car

'
anci final,v forgot the engage-

ment when he realized he would
have to start his engegement three
or four days late.

Hoping that Boles' agent would
change the latter's mind, Sunbrock
kept advertising Boles' engagement
on the air through recorded com-
mercials but dropped the star's name
from his paper ads. Local singer
Jacques Labresque was quickly
signed to fill the gap and did the six

shows of the first three days (July
27, 28 and 29) and then had to stop

when it was discovered Sunbrock
was in trouble with the musicians'
union after his rodeo date in Provi-
dence, where he is reported to have
left owing some $757 to the music-
makers' union. Left without even a
pianist, Labresque offered to sing

without accompaniment but was re-

fused, the rodeo supplying music to

its customers through recordings.

Sunbrock could not be reached for
comments. In regards to the musi-
cians' union troubles, his secretary

simply answered that the rodeo was
using recordings in Montreal and had
also used them in Providence.

No Major Changes in Vaude for Season

Unless Film Suit Hypoes Bookings

Chi's Rio Cabana Dark;
Expands, Opens Sept. 19

Chicago, Aug. 5,

Rio Cabana, Chi class nitery. shut-

tered for seven weeks, beginning
Aug. 3. Interior will be remodeled
to increase capacity from 275 to 350
or mQre seats. Spot will reopen
Sept. 19 with show probably head-
lined by Gypsy Rose Lee and Jerry
Lester.

Last show was headlined by Jan
Murray. Spot has been having
trouble getting and keeping star acts

Little change in the number of
vaude houses in operation is ex-
pected during the coming season.
Both the major circuits and inde-
pendent bookers see little difference
in the flesh picture until the final
decision on the federal fllmhouse
divorcement proceedings is made. If

adjudication is made in favor of the
Government, it's expected that many
filmhouses will return to their or-
iginal owners, when an increase in
live bookings is anticipated. Until
then, no major deviations are ex-
pected.

Meanwhile, houses' that have
shuttered for the summer are likelywith Latin Quarter and Chez Paree v . .

booking many of the acts that Rio th^}t °n^~SU
™!!l

g ??*
built in this area. Jackie Miles, one
of Rio's best draws, goes into the

Chez this fall.

spot, Harold Abrams frankly admits
that business is not too good and re-

lates the sad story of it being not a

two-night crowd but now a one-night
crowd>C6unt Basie is offered there

crowd. Count Basie is offered there.

Harem, N. Y. Cafe,

In Delayed Opening
Opening of the Harem, N. Y.. new

nitery to be located on the site of

the defunct Vanity Fair, has been
Postponed from Aug. 28 to Sept. 17.

Inability to complete the refurbish-
ing of the spot in time for the late

The towns to receive the latest

visit from the troopers are Anderson,

Noel, Southwest City, Goodman and

Lanagan. the latter the county seat

of PineviJle. Similar raids have

been made in other sections of the

state within the last six months as

Gov. Phil Donnelly has determined

to wipe out gambling.

Pitt Bars Switching To

Live Talent as Biz Hypo
Pittsburgh, Aug. 5.

Long afraid to chance anything

but musical entertainment, in order

to avoid putting the 20% federal

amusement tax on . the customers,

local cafes and lounge bars are sud-

denly switching in the other direc-

tion. .It's a move to stimulate busi-

ness, which high-dived from the

wartime peak of two years ago.

Hollywood Show Bar was the first

tc go in for live acts month ago, and
so far. at any rate, it's paying off.

Topflight talent playing Saratoga
jj^ow Mercur Music Bar has fallen in

Names at Saratoga
Saratoga Springs, Aug. 5.

nigh* clubs as the racing season

opened Saturday 12) includes: Sophie

Tucker at Piping Rock, Carmen

I line, too, installing Valerie Lee, sing-

ing pianist, and Barry Parks, vocalist,

.Augu^date- is the major cause of
j

™, .« in^Jo the regular

|ry Richman at.Delmonicos former- '

t al the Aboard.
Another factor causing postpone-

ment is the demand by the American
Guild of Variety Artists for pay-
ment of performers who worked the
spot under the previous manage-
ment, Joe Howard. All acts were
Paid off for the- time worked at the
cafe, but several hr^1 contracts going
beyond the closing date. AGVA is

seeking payment for the unplayed
time.

New spot will be operated by Nat
Harris, currently managing the La-
tin Quarter, N. Y., and Lou Walters,
operator of that cafe.

ly Riley's Lake House). Bands are: V-
Garner, a home town

Joe Candullo and Dacita at Piping * ^ m ^ Coast for the

and Teenie
Next Mon-

Rock, Leo Reisman and Frank Mar-

ti at Arrowhead; Isabellita at Del-

monico's.

Supporting Miss Tucker are Ted

Shapiro, her long-time accompanist;

Scnor Wences, the Duanos, Eric

Thorson, and a line of girls. With

Miss Miranda, in a George Hale pro-

duction, are: Maurice and Maryea;

Maureen Cannon, Myrus, Nina No-

vack and Harry Conover Girls.

Wally Wanger Girls are playing

Delmonico's.

past year, comes in for an indefinite

run.

Martha Raye Sets Two
Martha Raye has been signed for

jthe Lookout House, Covington, Ky.,

starting Sept. 1, after which she

plays the Bowery, Detroit, opening

.
Sept. 15.

|
Ben Yost's Vikings will appear

'with hei on both these dates.

AFM Uses Union Rule

To Restrict Britton In

Flushing Water Show
American Federation of Musicians

has ordered the Milt Britton orch to

forego its regular vaude act at the
"Aquashow," Flushing Meadows
Ampitheatre, N. Y, and do the musi-
cal backing only. Britton orch had
been doing both, but because of
AFM's classification of that venture
as a legit show where musicians can
work on stage or in the pit only,

band had to abandon its act.

Classification is a holdover from
season when Elliott Murphy, "Aqua-
show" producer, started with book
shows. He changed to the variety
format later in the seaso.i, but same
AFM grouping remained.
Murphy is retaining the vaude

format along with the swim and
diving sections of the show. Max
Roth, of the Bernard Burke office,

this week was named exclusive
booker of that display.

A.C. GARDEN PIER

BACK TO PVT. OWNER
Atlantic City, Aug. 5.

The Garden pier, for years top
amusement spot here because of its

dancehall and big theatre, has been
returned to private ownership after
being dormant for three years after

the city had taken possession of it

via tax lien proceedings. A formal
order vacating the action under
which the city acquired possession
of the property was signed by Vice
Chancellor Vincent S. Haneman last

week. The order provides for the
payment of all tax delinquencies, in-

terests, costs and other expenses due
to the city.

Mrs. Miriam Levin must, under the
order, redeem the property by Dec.
31 of this year. It is expected that
she will have to pay some $200,000

to the city before she obtains pos-
session of the property.

shows. Opening dates have been
set for the Palace, Cleveland, which
relights with the Ols^n and Johnson
show, Sept. 18, and will run 20 con-
secutive weeks of vaudeville. House
is part of the RKO circuit which is

slated to resume flesh on a spot pol-
icy in Columbus, Dayton, Cincinnati,
Rochester and Minneapolis. RKO's
Boston and the Golden Gate, San
Francisco, are the major vaude users
on that circuit.

The Warner chain will have one
less house during the fall season.
The Strand, N. Y., will be its only
flesh outlet, except for occasional
shows at the Colonial, Utica. The
Earle, Philadelphia, which shuttered
for vaude two months ago, is not
scheduled to resume stageshows.

Paramount Large User

The Paramount chain, however,
will gain one house with the Para-
mount, San Francisco, which re-
cently opened as a spot operation.
Par will be the larger vaude user
among the circuits with regular
bookings in New York; two houses
in Chicago (Chicago and Regal); in
Miami, along with occasional shows
at the Orpheum, Omaha and other
midwest towns.
Loew chain contemplates no

changes, with regular shows at Ah*
Capitol and State, both New York,
and the Capitol, Washington.
Among independent vaude users,

the Hippodrome, and State, both
Baltimore; Tower, Camden; Carman,
Philadelphia; Court Square, Spring-
field, Mass.; and the Howard, Wash-
ington, bookings of which are divi-
ded between the Arthur Fisher and
the Edward Sherman agencies, will
continue vaude on a regular basis.
The State, Harford, is slated to re-
open Sept. 5 with the Desi Arnaz
band; and the Rajah, Reading, is set

to resume flesh on a regular three-
days-a-week basis, early October.
The opening dates of Adams, New-

ark, and the Majestic, Paterson, are
indefinite because of prolonged ne-
gotiations with the American Feder-
ation of Musicians.
No changes are contemplated in the

policies of the Radio City Music
Hall and Roxy, both N. Y., inde-
pendently booked, and the Oriental,
Chicago, latter booked by Charlie
Hogan out of Chicago.

Carl Sands Orch. Into

Oriental, Chi, Pit Aug. 1

Chicago, Aug. 5.

Oriental theatre here has signed
Carl Sands orchestra to replace Ray
Lang combo, house band there for

the past eight years. Sands' last date
in Chi was at the Pump Room, Am-
bassador East hotel. His band is

composed of 14 pieces.

Change took place Aug. 1 and
will not disturb Oriental's name
band policy.

All-Negro Ice Show
First all-Negro ice show has been

organized to play one-nighters in

the south and southwest starting in

September.
Tabbed "Harlem in Ice." it will be

a 12-people affair organized by
the newly formed Musical.

Entertainment Bureau, with John
Brett, producer of the St. Regis
hotel, N. Y„ icers. doing the pro-
duction.

Martinez's Latin Dates
With Argentine theatre dates lined

up. Latino singer Chucho Martinez
left New York last week for Buenos
Aires, where he'll remain until

Oct. 1 to fulfill vaude commitments
as well as two radio shows a week
jover Radio Belgrano.

Following his Argentine appear-
ances, Martinez moves to the Copa-
cabana, Rio de Janeiro, then return-

ing to the States.

Sni-A-Bar Gardens, K. C,
To Be Boozeless Nitery

Kansas City, Aug. 5.

Sni-A-Bar Gardens, once the
town's foremost rural night spot, will
be back in the club and entertain-
ment picture this fall under a change
in ownership. John Antonello, part-
ner with Jimmy Nixon in A & N
Presentations, which brings legit

shows to town, has bought the prop-
erty and, with expenditures for
equipment, will have about 60 G's
wrapped up in the spot.

The A & N partners will operate
the venture primarily as a site for
name bands and acts, opening

|

around Sept. 15. The club is

I about the only site in the vicinity

j

with enough seating capacity to sup-
• port sizeable shows profitably. The
j

main dining room of the club will

j
seat about 1,200, and at least two
.other rooms can handle small pri-
vate parties at the same time.
Local regulations forbid handling

|
of liquor in a county spot, arid the

|

place will have to depend on food
i and set-up trade for its income. For
|
that reason a policy of straight ad-

i mission may be established in keep-.

;

ing with the quality of shows,
: Antonello said.

In acquiring the property, Anton-
ello took into consideration the tight

housing situation. He has options on
adjacent land where cottages will

be available to house the bands and
acts which play the spot.

The club began operations in 1926,

but has since been enlarged several
times. Since 1939, however, it has
housed an engineering firm.
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Night Club Reviews
Slapsy Maxie's, L.A.

Los Angeles, Aug. 1.

Jack Cole Dancers (10), Cully
Richards, Stan Ross, Patti Moore &
Ben Lessy, Maxie Rosenbloom, Ben
Yost Colleens, Robert Maxwell,
Matty Malneck Ork under Milton
DeLugg.

Much-advertised "surprise attrac-

tion" at Slapsy Maxie's for current
show turns out to be the comic
'from the same name," who's vaca-
tioning from his act with Maxie
Baer. Despite Rosenbloom and an
imposing array of talent, it's the
holdover Jack Cole dancers who
steal the spotlight again in the cur-

rent layout.

Cole has worked out a pair of

dazzling new routines for his troupe
to establish the unit conclusively as

one of the hottest new nitery acts of

the year. Opening routine is an
East Indian number, an ' embellish-
ment on authentic native dances.
Utilizing rich costumes effectively,

the troupe backs Cole solidly as he
moves through the intricate routine,

a good part of which is based on the
Hindu muscle control dancing.
Closer is a Cuban routine, with a

strong voodoo atmosphere, a fast,

exciting specialty that builds to a

smash finish. Troupe is literally

unable to encore due to exhaustive
demands of the act and Cole finally

begged off after a tremendous recep-
tion.

Comedy stint falls to Cully Rich-
ards, aided and abetted by spot's

favorites, Patti Moore and Ben
Lessy, Stan Ross and Rosenbloom
in blackouts. Best of the lot is a
modernized "Romeo and Juliet"
with Patti on the balcony and
Rosenbloom on a step-tedder. Heck-
ling by Richards and manager
Sammy Lewis draw the yocks, but
Rosenbloom scores effectively with
smooth timing, dead-panning and
adlibs.

Richards shows neatly in his own
stint, part of which is a history of

what happened to his routines while
he was in service. Later, he teams
with Ross for some effective imper-
sonations. Stint resembles Ross'
prewar turn with Arch Robbins in

the East and is a ready click, de-
spite need for improving the timing
as Ross muggs and Richards voices
the imitations of w.k's. Ross solos
wan a stout takeoff of Jessel to close
the routine.
Team of Moore & Lessy, which

can stay at this spot forever as far
as cash customers are concerned,
comes up with a couple of sock new-
numbers for the current' layout. One,

a takeoff on the styles of the An-
drews Sisters and The Ink Spots,
gets laughs easily, Duo also smashes
across "Smiles" and a streamlined
"Sheik of Araby" and is recalled
to reprise 'their arrangement of
"Nellie," for which they get requests
at every show.

In the straight vocal department,
a couple of new faces appear in Ben
Yost's Colleens and the change is

gratifying. Quintette now is a
smooth, professional group and gar-
ners a great hand with its arrange-
ments. Featured, is the voice of
Eileen, who displays a neat set of
pipes. Colleens now shape .up as a
first-class vocal group.

Rounding out the show is harpist
Robert Maxwell, who gets heavy re-
turns for his stringenuity. He plucks
an encore after ranging from "Clair
De Lu.ne" to a Gershwin medley
featured by a haunting arrangement
of "The Man I Love." A radio act,
he began his nitery career here a
year ago and reception at current
layout again, proves him a' ready
click.

Matty Malneck crow under Milton'
DeLugg wins accolades for neat
handling of tricky show numbers,
particularly backing of Cole troupe,
and easy dansapation. Kap.

Copaeabana, N. Y.
(FOLLOWUP)

Lena Home captured New York
last week. And for the length of the
sultry singer's stay at the Copa
there's going to be one continuous
battle to get a -

table. The gal's that
terrif.

The latter-day Ethel Waters, an-
other Florence Mills—call her any-
thing you will—Lena Home remains
one of the most amazing song stylists
around. And, above all, an enter-
tainer.

Give Miss Home a lyric with a
torch and she'll send your heart
through a wringer. And she's do-
ing plenty of those torchy ballads,
most of them old. And there's the
test: when a performer can do an
oldie and still make the mob feel
it's listening to a new tune.

A fluttering hand, a gleam of her
teeth, the flash of her eyes, her quiet
dharm "on those nifty entrances and
bowoffs—these are additional stamps
of Miss Home's virtuosity.
Otherwise, this is a holdover bill'

in which Copsey and Ayres are Miss
Home's main support and still

clicking with their interpretative
dances. Kahn.

Starlight Roof, X. Y.
(HOTEL WALDORF-ASTORIA)
Cinny Simms, Jack Fin a Orch,

Mischa Borr; Orch; $2 cover after 10
p.rrf. .

—

Ginny Simms, who some years
back deserted band vocaling. with
the Kay Kyser orch in favor of solo
stands, has lost none ot her essential
warbling skill and command of audi-
ence despite her long absence from-
the personal appearance field. Miss
Simms, who has been a film and
radio fixture for some time, is at this

class hostel as a prelude to the start

of her Coca-Cola airshow starting
Aug. 17. From what she shows at
the Starlight Roof, she's strong
enough to write her own ticket on
the class cafe circuit.

Miss Simms retains her finely de-
veloped vocalistics and can handle
almost any type of tune with in-
telligent interpretation and skilled
phrasing. She makes a good sight
impression with her tasteful con-
touriering and registers with the
audience immediately.
Since it is her first personal ap-

pearance in sometime, Miss Simms
isn't taking any chances on her
tunes. All her numbers have worked
their way up on past and current
top selling lists. So all the singer
has to do is sell herself without hav-
ing to worry about receptivity of
her numbers.
- At that, she errs in the selection
of a few tunes, such as the briefies
in the medley of "Peg O' My Heart"
and "Someone to Watch Over Me."
Strongest dents on the audience are
made with "I've Got You Under My
Skin," and, surprisingly enough, "St.
Louis Blues,'' in which she attempts
a jazz interpretation. Her efforts, at
show caught, earned for her three
solid encores. Once she gets over
the chill of the p.a. field, and injects
some personable chatter into her
stint she'll be an even greater asset
to this room.
Backing by Jack Fina's band is

full-toodied without being obtrusivs
and adds to the "ene~- I? 1 -f d
excellence of the Starlight bill.

Mischa Borr's band does the usually
excellent j6b at relief dance spots.

Jose.

El
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larly work in the ^precision vein.
These gals have looks, personality
and are appreciated by the crowd.
In the non-skating departments,
Frankle Frissaura does a record act

to a pair of disks featuring femme
vocals. He still has to work out
panto routines to get the best audi-
ence response. Bandleader Blimpy
Blank and emcee Lou Menschel con-
tribute gags that have outlived their
time. Jose.
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HARRY A. ROMM

Last Frontier, Las Vegas
Los Vegas, Aug. 3.

Jon and Sondra Steele, Mary Raye
and -Naldi, Vol Setz, Olsen and Joy;
produced by Kathryn Duffy; Leigh-
ton Noble's Orch (15); no minimum,
no cover.

Booked by

HARRY A. ROMM
38 E. 57th 5t . New York, N Y

WA'APPENS!
America's No. 1 Rumba Personality

PUPI CAMPO
and his orchestra

Now... Chelsea Hotel

Atlantic City

Per Dir. G.A.C.

The Ramona Room is doing busi-
ness regardless of the sweltering
temperature outside. This is partly
due to the fourth return of Jon and
Sandra Steele, great favorites here,
and the consistently fine shows
staged by Kathryn Duffy.

The Steeles get the audience
in a gay mood, joining in a chorus
of "Great Day." Sandra then takes
over with a fine selling job of "Don't
Tell Me." Jon does a Gershwin
medley as a piano solo and then
"Bumble Boogie." Sandra returns
with a risque tune, "The Covered;
Wagon Rolled Right Along" and
scores heavily with a reverse lyric

on "The Girl That I Marry." The
pair get off with a harmonized "Dry
Bones."

Mary Raye and Naldi are well re-
ceived. Their ballroom interpreta-
tions are fine as seen here. They do
three routines and two encores.
Their "Begin the Beguine" is a show
stopper.
Val Setz opens with a hat, cane

and coat juggling routine. Proves
himself master of the indian clubs
and rubber, balls, plus unusual gim-
micks with silver dollars. All this
interspersed with a fast line of chat-
ter good for laughs.
Olsen and Joy, two youngsters, do

a refreshing comedy dance routine
and their acrobatics are smooth and
unexpected.
Leighton Noble and his orchestra

return after successful previous local
dates. The group plays a neat show
and does alright by the local dance
crowd. Sid Silver returns to fill in

the musical interludes both in the
Ramona and Horn Room. Brig.

Morocco, Montreal
Montreal, Aug. I.

Johnny Howard, Elaine Jordan,
Jeannette Garette, Line (6), Hutton
Orch; no cover, minimum $1.50.

Biz having slightly slowed up at
this nitery, Johnny .Howard, who
holds the Morocco's attendance
record for a two-week engagement,
was brought back for his ninth ap-
pearance here and only five weeks
after the previous one. Howard still

packs 'em in. scoring heavily with
the same material which is mostly
limited outside of his sharp whistling,
to his personality and delivery.
Howard cmce again proves that he is

a solid performer with a solid follow
ing in this town.
Singer Elaine Jordan had troubles

with the orchestra on opening night,
resorting to real trouper courage to
pull through the first show. The
better rehearsed band did much
better in subsequent shows. Miss
Jordan has a pleasant manner and
works on difficult arrangements,
which seem to hamper her work as
the range of her voice is limited. But
she scores nicely with her person^
ality and appearance.
Tap dancer Jeannette Garrette

does a spectacular number with a
matador's cape after a fast opening
turn. Miss Garrette's lap technique
is excellent and she is a bright spot
in the show. The Milray Girls are
tall and smart looking in striking
costumes. Marc.

Boulevard Boom, Chi
(HOTEL STEVENS)

Chicago, Aug. 1.

Bob Hopkins, Fay & Gordon, Acro-
maniacs (3) , Lee Gilmore, Boulevar-
dears (12), Benny Strong orch (12)

with Jean Devon and Elwood Carl;

$3.50 minimum,

Dorothy Dorben has managed to

retain the sophistication of her previ-
ous presentations in this current re-

vue, despite a slashed budget and
curtailed availabilities. Although the
show is extremely good, it la"c"ks the
continuity usually associated with
Dorben.
Line numbers, ordinarily elaborate,

have been narrowed down to two,
both severely modern, yet neatly cos-

tumed. First offering, "It's Rhythm,"
has Boulevar-dears beating native

drums in jungle moods. For closing

the 12 dancers weave through Latin-
American dances, while Lee Gilmore
sings his own composition, "Magic
Has Stolen the Night." Bernice
Evans turns in a dance solo in the
same number, "The American
••Bolero." Entire routine, including
title, is reminiscent of Frank War-
en's "Midnight" number in last

Copaeabana show.
Fay and Gordon have slick, ultra-

dapper appearance and suavely fin-

ished ballr/oom routines. Their
gestures in a "Music Box" ' number
combine distinctive style with a fine

interpretative pattern.
The Acromaniacs, are doing all

right in the Hilton chain, having ap-
peared at the Empire Room some
months ago. They work up a lot of
hep-cat gym antics and tumbling and
balancing for plenty of applause.
Bob Hopkins offers good imitations

and moments of laughter. He does
convincing job and though the act
isn't new, it s fast and "ad libs" flow
easily.

Lee Gilmore jias been held over
from last show, and gets solo vocal
chance in this. Singing, "I Get a
Kick Out of You," and ".Donkey
Serenade," ha reveals hefty baritone
fitting for size of room.
The Benny Strong orch is a solid

feature in Itself. Their "Little Show"
between reviews, composed of musi-
cal games, and with their close co-
operation on backing acts, they look
at home in this family-convention
popular room. Jean Devon, recent
returnee from Hollywood after win-
ning Chi's "My Favorite . Brunette"
contest, gets diners' attention with
"I'm So Right Tonight." Male bal-
lader, Elwood Carl, does competent
work on pop tunes.

MAXINE
SULLIVAN

*

VILLAGE VANGUARD, New York

NOW (Indefinitely)

RADIO: Sundays, 3-3:15 P.M.. WNEW
Direction:

MUSIC CORP. OF AMERICA

Iceland, X. V.
Leary Bros., Leary & Flagg, Flor-

ence Budny, Jo Anne Axtell, Rae
Hoyt, June Payne, Johanna Schultz.
Frankie Frissaura, Lou Menschel
Blimpy Blank Orch; Noel Lee. pro-
ducer; Paul von Gassner, choreogra-
phy; Jac Lewis, costumes; $2 min.

Despite the fact that the war's been
over for some time and the menfolk
are back, the Iceland continues to be
largely populated with the hen-party
trade not above taking a fling on the
floor sans male partners. The gals
can get pretty enthusiastic despite
the comparative paucity of males
congregating here, enjoy everything
thrown at tnem including the smor
gasbord, and make for an air of gen
eral conviviality.
The Iceland is continuing with its

ice-shows for telling effect on- the
trade. The Paul von Gassner rou-
tines are neatly contrived to provide
sweep despite the comparatively
small skating surface, and a group of
talented skaters hits ample applause
returns. However, the show has
some drawbacks in the non-skating
talent, but these turns are too brief
to mar the generally good effect of
the show.

Principal teams in the layout com
prise Leary and Flagg and the Leary
Bros, with two of the line gals.

Florence Budny and Jo Anne Axtell
forming a combo to provide greater
roundness to the proceedings. Most
polished routines are by Leary and

|

Flagg in a pair of ballroom routines
j

with minimum acrobatics, but suf- :

ficient pace and grace to hit the audi- I

ence. The Leary Bros, impress with
|

their precision work, but opening
comedy number is too weak to dent
audience risabilities.

The Misses Budny and Axtell simi-

1

Copaeabana, Miami B'eh
'„•. Miami Beach, Aug. 2

Billy Vina with Carol Vance, Dolly
Dawn, Bob Dixon, Germaine, June
Taylor Girls (7), Frank Linale Orch-
no minimum or cover. '

Flamingo, Las Vegas
Los Vegas, Aug. 1.

Virginia O'Brien, Lenny Gale,
Clarissa, Ben Yost's Vikings (4),
Dorothy Dorben Dancers (7), Gar-
wood Van's Orch (15); no cover, no
minimum.

By moving this show along at a
rapid pace, Lenny Gale saves it. He
clowns throughout the show and
acts as m.c. His Amos 'n' Andy audi-
ence participation routine is good
for solid laughs.

Virginia O'Brien gets top billing
but her dead pan singing doesn't
score too well, partly because the na-
tives aren't hep to her style. Then, too,
others are disappointed because she
doesn't "do the songs she did in pic-
ture's. She gets fair applause with,
"I Wore A Tulip," "It's Still Salomy,"
"I'm Going Back To Where I Come
From" and encores with "Every-
body Has a Laughing Place."
Ben Yost's Vikings are well re-

ceived. Audience especially goes for
their singing of "Old Man River"
and "The Ranger's Song."
'Clarissa, a talented and pretty

little dancer, misses when she tries
to talk a song In the South Ameri-
can way without benefit of mike.
Ringsiders applaud but no one else
in the big Flamingo Room can hear.
Dorothy Dorben Dancers open the

show with a Merry Widow Waltz
number and return to do an Oriental
number. Natalie Schilling, an eye-
ful, is featured in both numbers.
Garwood Van orch continues

plays a neat show. Brie;.

. Departure from the long adhered,
to Copa policy of straight presenta.
tion, sans usual emcee, proves a
smart move for the current produc-
tion. For in Billy Vine the room has
acquired a comedian-introer who is
drawing the heaviest business since
the spot reopened for the summer.

Vine's worked this town for years
but has never looked better than he
does here. Room is perfectly set up
for comedians and he takes full ad-
vantage of the physical qualities pro-
vided. Ad lib foolery with ringsiders
can be seen and heard from any
point to sharpen the effect. Lighting
layout also catches mugging on
which he depends in many instances
to get full values out of lines and
bits. His work in and out of pro- •

duction numbers helps them retain
sparkle, though they've been in-
stalled through three changes of fea-
tured acts.

In his own spot. Vine purveys his
blowzy, pathos-tinged drunk', la-
menting the marriage of his "pals."
It's been a standard with him for a
long time, but has taken on sock
comedy values with added biz and
perfect timing. New, is his limning
of contemporaries Joe E. Lewis
Jackie Miles, Danny Thomas, the'
Lester brothers and Zero Mostel in
a clever routine which sketches a-
discussion with Harry Richman on
"The Jolson Story." Encores with the
"Sadie Thompson" sequence, called
for by patrons. With red-headed
looker Carol Vance assisting ably,
it winds sesh into begoff.

Dolly Dawn, in the added attrac-
tion slot, clicks with her vocalistics.
Utilizes her full voiced, easy style
in a smart blend of jump and
rhythm tunes, with "O Sole Mio"
done straight for neat change o£
pace. Comes back for song sesh in

which she works on the bald-headed
ringsiders.
Supporting show and production

remains same, and is still effective.

Group numbers wear well, with
"Granada" still the standout. Bob
Dixon' reaffirms impresh that he's a
good bet for singing spots in the
better cafes and as a possibility for
musicals. Germaine, too, impresses
with her spin-tappings.
Show runs two hours, with the

patrons seeming unable to get
enough of Vine.
Frank Linale's

in top style.
orch backs show

Lary.

THERE'S ONLY ONE

FRANCES

FAYE
Currently

IL RANCHO
Las Vegas

Direction: M.C.A.

W MA6/CAL MtHTAUSrS" &

EE USO Hospital Unit 11

Mm OMIN. Per Co 14'! B::so.ii H < If 1 '
s:

ALWAYS WORKING

'WHITEY' ROBERTS
HELD OVER

!

3rd Week, Glen Cnslno, Buffalo

Starting Aug. 11, El Morroco, Montreal

Dir.: William Morris Agency

"VOICE COACH TO
THE STARS"

LEO KAHN .

VOCAT. COACH AND ARUANCER
210 Wast 54th St. Orel* 6-3973

New York City

tY APPOINTMENT

Curry, Byrd » Le Roy
"BEDLAM IN THE B4LLROOM"

ON TOUR
(Direction MATTY ROSEN CXlin-DATES 0ARRY GREEN

IMPORTANT NOTICE !

!

O'.vin^ to lack of space, we arc obliged to discontinue the "Protected Mate-
rial Department." Therefore take notice that after tlie 15th day of Sep-
tember, 1S47, we shall be obliged to dispose of all of aald material In our
possession, and we will not be responsible for same after thirty C<0 > days
from date of tin* notice. Please call In person and brinB your receipt.
This also Includes all material formerly filed with the National Vaudeville
Artists <NVA>.
Signed (BOARD OF DIRECTORS) NATIONAL VARIETY ARTISTS, INC.,

' iMIS West 46th Street, New York
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OBITUARIES
THOMAS JOB

Thomas Job, 46, playwright and

author, died at his home in Santa

Monica, Cal., July 31. Former as-

sociate professor of dramatic litera-

ture at Vale and Carnegie Tech, his

J>lavs best known to U. S. audiences

were "Barchester Towers" and "Un-

cle Harry." Latter, hi which Eva
• Le Gallienne and Joseph Schild-

kraut were starred, was regarded as

his most successful work, ft opened

at the Broadhurst, N. Y„ in 1942,

and later was made into a picture by

Universal. .

"Towers," an adaptation of the

Anthony Trollope novel, opened in

N. Y. in 1937 with Ina Claire in the

Job, who was bom in Carmarthen,

South Wales, was graduated from
~

Univ. of Wales before coming to the

U S. in 1924. He wrote "Giants in

the Earth," a tragedy, five years

later. ''Alas, Regardless," which was
produced at the Birmingham Reper-

tory theatre, England, in 1940, was

another of Job's plays. It was staged

by Sir Barry Jackson. After "Uncle

Harry" and "Regardless," Job went

to Hollywood to write screen pro-

ductions.

His latest and one of his best

known films was "Two Mrs. Car-

rolls," a Warner production, which

was released this year. Screenplay

was adapted from Martin Vale's

stage production.

Survived by widow, a son and
daughter.

the Gem theatre. He retired from
all connection with the theatre 10
years ago.

Survived by a daughter.

JOHN CORNELL
John Cornell, 32, freelance radio

announcer working on network
shows emanating in N. Y., died July

at his N. Y.' apartment of self-

inflicted bullet wounds. Cornell
phoned NBC saying he would be
unable to make a show on Tuesday
(29) afternoon because of illness.

He was hot seen alive again.

His wife, a N. Y. model, and their

child were in Florida at the time of

his death.

Cornell was best known as regular
announcer on "Just Plain Bill," NBC
program, but also had handled other
network shows and was a newscaster
on WOR. He had been in radio for

about 10 years, coming to N. Y. from
Texas. He had worked on several
stations in that state and elsewhere
in the west.

Survived by his widow and child.

HENRY G. FARGEL
Henry G. Fargel, 52 managing di-

rector of the Broadway Assn. since

1941, .died Aug. 3 at his home in

Jersey City, following a heart at-

tack. Fargel, who went to Rutgers

and also was graduated from New
York Univ., started his newspaper
work as a reporter for the Jersey

City Journal, and then held various

editorial and executive positions

. IN MEMORY OF

My Beloved Husband

DICK RYAN
MARY RYAN

with the Macy newspaper chain. He
was a political- writer, legislative

correspondent and former New
Jersey bureau chief for the Associ-

ated Press.

Fargel started in public relations

as counsel for the late Rev. S.

Parkes Cadman and was his per-
sonal rep on the $10,000,000 China
Famine Relief Fund. He also had
represented many nationally known
persons and large organizations in-

cluding the Organ Guild of U. S.

and Canada, British Schools, Ameri-
can Legion and National Catholic
Actors' Guild. Prior to his affilia-

tion with the Broadway Assn., he
had been public relations counsel
for Hotel Astor, N. Y. for 13 years.
Survived by mother and two

iisters.

JOHN D. REDMOND
John D. Redmond, 42, RKO divi-

sion manager with headquarters in
Minneapolis, dropped dead follow-
ing a heart attack in that city, Aug.
4. A veteran theatre man, Redmond
had been with the Mort H. Singer
circuit and RKO Theatres for the
last seven years. He was promoted
from position as house manager in
Omaha to division manager by
Singer before the latters death, re-
taining the post with RKO.
Previously Redmond had been

house manager on both the east and
west coasts, and had been in the
theatre business nearly all his life.
His RKO division included Minne-
apolis, St. Paul, Omaha and other
northwest cities.

Survived by his widow . and
daughter.

' DICK BATH
Dick Bath, 49, vice-president and

general manager of Station WKNE,
Keene, New Hampshire, died sud-
denly Aug. 3 after a cerebral throm-
bosis. He had been identified with
radio since 1933.

Bath started as a salesman for

WNBX, Springfield, Yt. In 1940 the
station moved to Keene under the
call letter WKNE. Bath was made
commercial manager in 1942. When
Joseph K. Close bought the station

in 1945 he became general manager
and vice-president.

RICHARD OGDEN
Richard Ogden, 34, former casting

director of Theatre Guild, New
York, was found dead in his Santa
Monica apartment, Aug. 5.

Police found suicide notes. One,
to actress Jan Clayton, said his car
was for "Estelle," who Miss Clayton
identified as Estelle Winwood. Miss
Clayton had formerly been 'in the

N. Y. "Carousel,' produced by the

Guild.

The other directed his clothes be
sent Peter Birch, now in "Carousel."

WALTER DE LEON
Walter De Leon, 63, former vaude-

ville player and later a screenwriter,
died in Los Angeles, Aug. 1.

After retiring from the Orpheum
circuit, De Leon became associated

as a scenarist on "Ruggles of Red
Gap," "Union Pacific" and other
films.

ERNEST MOLLISON
Ernest Moilison, 52, veteran Texas

exhibitor, died in Corpus Christi

Texas recently. He was a road show
representative for many early-day
pictures and operated the Gulf thea-

tre at Gulf, Granada, Alpine; and
Palace, Marfa, all hi Texas.

CASPER FISCHER
Casper Fischer, early-day show-

man, who helped promote the con-

struction of the present Music Hall

theatre in Seattle, died in New York,

July 26. He was also operator of

the old Hippodrome in Seattle at

one time.

TOM LANCASTER
Tom Lancaster, 74, former vaude-

ville comedian, died in Philadelphia,

Aug. 4.

Lancaster had been associated

with the Wilmington Playhouse for

the past 16 years.

George Proctor, 64, former theatre

manager, died at Dallas, recently.

He operated the old Forest Theatre

there from 1929 to 1933, and later

managed the Sal-Sec, Haskell and
Fair theatres.

MARRY C. BROWNING
Harry C. Browning, 84, former

actor, died in Portland, Me., July 21.
»orn in Baltimore, Md„ he had
wured the country in road shows for
many years. He appeared with such
stars as Olga Nethersole and E. S.
wuiard, latter being an English ac-

v/h°l
a" earlier era

- But the role in
wnicn he took greatest pride was a
£ad in "The Old Homestead," since
crowning was proud of his associa-
tion with Denham Thompson, author
01 that show.
In 1890, Browning went to Port-

«na to appear in plays at the old
reaks Island Pavilion and also at

Fred R. Ewing, 77, founder and
head of Metropolitan Conservatory

Of Music, died in Chicago, July 27.

Was a charter member of the Chi

Federation of Musicians. Survived

by widow and two daughters.

Memphis Town Club Set
Memphis, Aug. 5.

Norman Woodmansee, manager of
Parkview apartment hotel here, has
become partner with Wray Williams
in operation of the Town Club, local
nitery originally established as an
Officers' Club during war.

Actual management is in hands of

Sam Keath, filling spot vacated
some weeks ago by Jack J. Rieter.

B. 0. Leaders
; Continued from page 3

though now mainly on extended-
runs or smaller cities, still is rack-

ing up solid coin where playing.

Of new product teeing off late in

July, "Welcome Stranger" (Par),

"Crossfire" (RKO), "Cry Wolf"
(WB) and "Bachelor and Bobby-
Soxer" (RKO) appear to have great-

est potentialities. "Stranger," Bing
Crosby - Barry Fitzgerald starrer,

preemed in enough spots to tip it as

a big grosser. Others had opened in

only one spot in July.

'Ruth' Never Below 5th

"Ruth" started July in first place

and never fell below fifth-place

money in four succeeding weeks of

month. Picture not only opened big,

but holdover strength surprised vet

exhibitors. "Hucksters" still was
strong enough to land first money
the final two weeks of July.

"Perils of Pauline" (Par) won
third slot but also slipped consider-

ably on holdover stanzas. New July
entry hit first place the week of July
16, fell to second the week of July
23 and then slipped badly on actual

coin and showings at individual the-

atres.

"Unfaithful" (WB) was fourth on
Variety's July list, being in second
place twice and third once. While
leader in several cities on preem
weeks, it was not uniformly strong
in all opening stanzas or on second
sessions. Fifth position went to

"Wonder Who's Kissing Her Now"
(20th). This musical opus hit the

Big Six four weeks during the
month but failed to measure up to

its initial promise despite the big
showing for week of July 30 largely
via N. Y. Roxy business. Smash
stageshow there obviously was a big
help.

"Fiesta" (M-G) copped sixth place
mainly on its initial week's strength,
with the usual long string of dates
in Loew theatres the week of July
9. It retreated in July 16 week and
was not heard from again in top
rankings.

Runners-up, in the way they fin-

ished in July, are "Possessed" (WB),
"Brute Force" (U) and "Miracle on
34th St." (20th). First-named moved
up as the month ended and is doing
nicely in many key cities.

"Brute" climbed from sixth place
the week of- July 23 to fourth in final

week of month. Sensational bally-

hoo and ad campaign are paying off

on the Mark Hellinger meller.
Despite straight-film shows being a
drug on the market this summer in

N. Y., it broke the Criterion record
in Manhattan opening week.

"Miracle" did not do as well in

smaller keys after the big business
in larger key cities. "Ghost of Mrs.
Muir" (20th), which was up among
the winners the July 9 week, hit the
skids thereafter, failing to measure
up to promise indicated by its big
Music Hall, N. Y., run.

"Woman on Beach" (RKO), which
was among the stronger six grossers

on week during July, subsequently
turned out disappointingly at the
b.o. despite nice critical opinions.

Francis Taft Ewart, pic studio

music arranger, died July 29 in

Huntington Beach, Cal., as a result

of an automobile crash.

Mother of Harold M. Bone, New
Haven Variety correspondent, died

in West Haven, July 30.

Bob McRavcn, 53, veteran Warner
film salesman, died in Indianapolis,

July 29.

Valce V. Clegg, 59, stage and

screen actor, died in Hollywood, Jul?

29.

May Biz Above May, 1946

Washington, Aug. 5.

May biz at the boxoffice reflected

the customary seasonal skid but re-

mained well above the May figures

for record-breaking 1946, according
to figures of admissions taxes col-

lected in June by the Bureau of

Internal Revenue.
Uncle Sam's 20% bite on the May

turnstile spinning hit $27,829,982,

which was about $3,500,000 under the

preceding month, but $400,000 more
than the May, 1946, figures. Thus,
for the first five months of this

year, the boxoffice has been holding

up and even running a little ahead
of 1946. Of the figures between 80

and 85 % come from film theatres.

Nitery business continued its re-

cent downward trend. Nationwide,

the 20 r
'c tax on the check brought in

$4,479,193, contrasted to $5,233,374

during May, 1946. Business was off

s-harply on Broadway, according to

tax returns from the 3rd Internal

Revenue District of New York, all

of Manhattan above 23rd street. The
tax Jito for May v.-fi $3 956,629. In

April the figure was $6,764,000.

Variety- Bills
WEEK OF AUGUST «

Numerals in connection with bills below Indicate opening day of (how
whether full or split week

Letter In parentheses indicates circuit! (I) Independent) (U Loewt
<P) Paramount; <R) RKO; (W) Warner

NEW' YORK CITY
Capitol (JL) 7

Ted Straeter Ore
The DeMareos
Charles Trenet
Paul Winchell
J & M Muicay
Music Hall (1) 7

Paul Haakon
Joseph Levinofr
Stephanie Antle
Olia Serova
M Williamson
Earl Covert
Corps de Ballet
Rockettes
Sym Ore 1

Pnramount (P) 6
C Cavallero Ore
B "Allen & L Long
Raul & Eva Reyes
Nip Nelson

Roxy (I) A
Abbott & Costello
Joe Howard
Ifcrmanos Williams
Amanda
Audrey Young
Maurice Rooco

State tr.) V
Carlton Emmy
l.athrop & T.ee
Geo M Cohan .Tr

J & Rene Arnavit
Joan Carroll
Andre. Andree & B'

QUEENS
Jamnica (I) 6-9

.1 Reeds
The Houghtons
Grace Martin
Sammy White
Russ Miller & Co

6-7
Jav Arnold
Valdo &> Co
Strut Flash
Ross & Ross
ATLANTIC CITY
Steel Pier <l) 7-10
Terry Como
L Schaffer & Oro
Marion Hulton
Martin Bros
Eddie Bartell
Evans Family

HALTIMORE
Hippodrome (1) 7
Allen & Kent'
Sammy Waleh
Carole Landls
lOne lo fill)

Slnte (I) 7-9
Al Bedell & Tanya
Alan.& C Noel
Al Sohenk
The Marlboros

10-13
The Bantields
Onus Gray & Belty

Hairy While
Peggy Taylor 3

BOSTON
Boston (R) 7

Gil Lamb
J Moore's 3 Blazers
Bonnie Baker
Wayne Marlln 3

CAMDEN
Towers (I) 8-10

3 Dales
'

Bobby White
Ray & Irene Drake
Bohby Rollins
Rlgoletto Br Co

CHICAGO
Chicago (P) 8

Victor Borge
Jo Stafford
Debonalrs

Oriental (I) 7
Art I.und
Helen Forrest
I'rof Backwards
The Rudells
Doris & Robert
Carl Sands Ore

MIAMI
Oljmpin (I>) 6

2 Vanderblit Boys
Stagg-McMann S
Jerry Cooper
Pal Hennlng
R & M Carnlvale
PHILADELPHIA
Carman (I) 7

Melody Masters
R uss Le Beau
F Tucker & Gloria
Rick Lane

ROCKFORD
Palace (I) 8

Jimmy Costello
Dick Gale
Christine Forsythe
3 Dares
Marina
P Walker Ore
SAN FRANCISCO

Golden Gate (R) 6
Jack Carson
Janice Paige
Irene. Ryan
Tommy Wells
Mary McCarthy
D Willock (Tug'ell)
SPRINGFIELD

Court Sii (I) 7-10
Sky Riders
:t Claire Sis
Harris & Anders
Myles Bell & Nan
Chas Ancaster
Tom Tucker Co
WASHINGTON
Capitol (l.| 7

J, L & M Caites
ttddy Manson
Helene & Howard
D Martin & Lewis

Hi

ENGLAND

BRISTOL
Hippodrome (I) 4
Rolib Wilton
3 Peters Sis
Morris & Cowley
Cook's Ponies
Dudley's Midge te
Zelda Day
Hooper Sis
R Silver & M Day

CARDIFF
New Theatre (I) *
Troise & Mandol's
Jack Daly
Albert Whelan
Silvas
Adey & Dawn
Johnson ('lark
Freddie Black

cinswicK
Empire (I) 4

Max Miller
Sirda.nl
A J Powers
10 SfnrletS
Vnlmar 3

t'alores Sis
Mayette

DERBY
Grand (I) 4

J Moretori & Kaye
George Lacy
Donald B Stuart
V'elfla & Vann
2 Playboys
Godfrey St, Kerfay
Eleanor Beams 3
Gr'afton sis & J'o/s

HACKNEY
Empire (I) 4

Hal Monty
Jane
Millionaires
H Clare & I Dennis

J Winters A Fid'g
Sam r.inftetd Co
Marietta Dancers

LEICESTER
Palace <I> 4

Sandy Powell Co
Len & Bill Lowe
Fogel
Leo Massey
Slorr Bros
Mills & Paulette
Dinks & T Patson
Tony Walsh-
MANCHESTER

Hippodrome (I) 4
Macarl & Dutch S's
Woods & .Tarrett
Jackie Hunter
Doren Biythe
Geo Williams
David Poole
Dorchester Lovelies
SnBPH'DS BUSH
Empire (I) 4

B Reld & D Squires
Max Bacon
Peter Brough
J Riscoe & V Terry
Pharos iv. Marina
i.upe &. Vale*
Allen & Barbara
Bartlett tic Massey
WOOD GREEN
Empire (I) 4

Syd Seymour
Madhattere Bd
C'iiistance Evans
Pat O'Brien
Sereno & Joy
Alt Kay-
Eerie & Oscar
Jim Mac & Frank
Seymore Lovelies
Henry D Adams

NEW TQEK CITY

Care Society
(Downtown)

Stanley Prager
Mary Lou Williams
Annabelle Hill
Dave Martin Ore

Carnival
Bert Wheeler
Loii Holtz
Diosa Costello
Wood & Kelly
r. & T Valrtei
Yvonne Adair
Jimmy Eliison

.

Paul Gavotte
Ueid Ore •

China Doll
John Tio
Moo Song
Fra*n Yang
.ladine Li Sun
fal Sings

Copucubana
Lena Hnrne
Copsey & Ayres

I

Nancy Dorn.n
Michael Durso Ore
Fernando Alverez O
Diamond Horsefllioe
Koss & La Pierre

I
Sit i

; I Ferman Hyde
! Turner Twins
t Rosebuds
I

Hilly Banks
i Tables Davis
i llrnaid St Rudy
[ lack Mai hers
; Nnhte Si.ssle Ore
. -;vd Shanes Ore
' El Chico
Pffilfl Rios
"'a|.all< "os

llitvn nu-Mndmi
, Fra I- son
' 1'Hlhhn it Diane

Lecuona Boys
CKlno Ore

Iceland
Leary St Flagg
" eary Bros
lorence Budny '

o Anne Axttll
Frankle Frissaura
Bllmpy Blank Ore

I.utln Quarts i

Willie Howard
Al Kelly
Mazzone-Abbott D'fi
Gloria Le Roy
fmlle Borto
iroska

Miriam Gwynns
Bon Vivatits
Vincent Travers O

Hotel Taft
Vincent Lopez Oro
Charlie Drew
Hotel Lexington

Alomari Hawaiian?
Hotel Feonnylvonl:
Skltch Henderson
Ore
Hotel Biltmore

Ray Heatherton
Arthur Ravel Ore
Rosarfo &. Antonio
Village Vnngmmi

Maxine Sullivan
Three Flames
Don Frye

notel Pierre
Rtbcfln & Alicia
Chas Reader Ore

Hotel St Regis
Milt Shaw
[Lfiszla it Peplto
[Paul Hparr Ore

No. 1 Firth \\r
Pa t. Hrlpht

! .lack K< rr
Hazel Wfhsler

<rh]ights
Riviera

Andrews Sis
Lenny Kent
Tony Bavaar
Joel Herron Oro
"'urbello Oro
sensationalists
Chandra-Kaly Dcrs

Little Clnb
Walter Gross

Leon A Eddie's
Eddie Davis
Art Waner Oro
Patsy Howard
Tahja
Catron Bros
Mara & Maurice
Shepard Line

Zimmerman'*
Paul Smith
Janczl Makula
Zslga Bela
Paulens
Doris Haywood
Gene Kardos O

Motne Carlo
Joel Sh.aw Oro
Rhumba Ore
Roberto
Hotel New Yorker
Jerry Wald Ore
Marion Snelman
Arnold Shoda
Narena & Norrls

Downey & Fonvills Connie Conn
Waldorf-Astoria

Ginny Simms
Jack Flna Oro
Mlscha Borr Oro

Belmont-FrojiH
Blair & Dean
Martha King
Payson Re Oro
Nino Oro

Rnban Blon
George Kreisler
Muriel Gaines
Nell Stanley
Judy McQee
Cedrlo Wallace I
Wally Blacker

Versailles
Bob Grant Ore
Carl Ravazza
Panchito Oro

Village Barn
Ant, Dennis
Norman Jensen
Stubby. Ore
Lou Ceasar
Corday & Trlano
Pappv Below

Hotel Edison
Geo Towne Oro

Wlvel
Bob Le*
Kay Carol*
Stuart Langlsy
Peggy Palmer
D'Qulnccy & Glv'n*

CHICAGO

Blackbawh

,

Ray Pearl
Sherman Bros (3)
Dorothy Blegan

Chez Pare*
Danny Thomas
Miriam Lavalle
Marty Gould Oro
Barry Sherwood
Rodrlquez & Phyllis
Chez Adorables (10)
Vick.ee Richards

Hotel Bismarck
Don Julian & Mar
Lorlta Mallney
Eddie Fens Oro
Benno Delson Oro
Gil Robinson

Helslngs
Sid Fisher Oro
At Morgan
Mel Cardo
Donald Lane
Adrian Lorraine
H KdRowntcr Beach
Del Courtney Ore
Harold & Lola
Orantos (3)
Royal Rockets (3)
Song Stylists (4)
Marianne Fedele

Hotel Sherman
Carl Marx
Jackie Cain
Charlie Ventura Oro
Clark Dennis
Jose Mells

Hotel Stevens
Benny Strong Or*
Bob Hopkins
Acromanlacs
Fay & Gordon
Boulevar-Dear*

Latin Quarter
K'.tz Brothevs (3)
Connie Russell
Diane & E.I wards .

Latin Lovelies
Buddy Shaw Oro
The jnntleyn (4)

Palmer Hon**
Liherace
Freddie Nacrel Or*
Michael Douglas
Abbott D'ncera (11)
Gjwer & Bell

Vino Gardens
Dick Gale
.1 & Joan Walton
Terese Rudolph
Jackie Soo
Joe Klsh Oro

Cold USO Tour
Hollywood, Aug. 5.

USO-Camp Shows«unit, numbering
10 members, left on a three-month
tour of military bases in Alaska and
the Aleutian Islands.

Troupers are Murray Parker, Loi*
Ray, Lyons and Lynne, Dot, i>ee
and Day and the Salmas Bros.

MARRIAGES
Boots Mallory to Herbert Mar-

shall, Santa Barbara, Aug. 3. Bride
and groom are stage and film players.

Mrs. Blanche Angelus to Jesse
Long, New York, July 31. Groom is

legit general manager who was in-

terested in "A Family Affair," pro-
duced on Broadway last season; bride
is a non-pro.
Margery Anne Thul 'to Kenneth

Klein, Jackson Heights, L. I., Aufl. 2.

Groom is veepee of Town Hall, N. Y.
Camille Amico and Jerry Murad,

Chicago, July 30. Groom is leader
of the "Harmonicats;" bride non-pro.
Betty Smith to Jack Braly, Los

Angeles, Aug. 1. Bride and groom
are with Paramount exchange in

L. A.
Pearl Walton to Frank Glicksmarj,

Hollywood, July 27. Groom is a story
analyst at Metro.

BIRTHS
Mr. and Mrs. Jackie Miles, ton,

New York, July 29. Father is vaude
and nitery comedian.
Mr. and Mrs. Clark Chesney, son,

New York, July 31. Mother it

Kathryn Warren, legit actrttt.
Father is an actor.

Mr. and Mrs. Patrick Michael
Cunning, daughter, Los Angeles,
Aug. 1. Father is a television pro-
ducer.
. Mr. and Mrs. Roy Allen, daughter,
Los Angeles, July 2. Father is legit

actor, now appearing in Coast pro-
duction of "Anna Lucasta."
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Woodard, son.

Franklin, Pa., July 25. Father man-
ages two theatres there.

Mr. and Mrs. Don Sharpe, daugh-
ter, Santa Monica, July 28. Mother
is Betty Moran, radio actress; father
is an agent.

Mr. and Mrs. David S. Hillman,
daughter, La Jolla, Cal., July 30.

Father is an advertising executive.
Mr. rsird Mrs. Sam Weisenthal,

daughter, Hollywood, July 31. Father
is manager of General Service
Studios.

Mr. and Mrs. John Christ, son,

Los Angeles, July 26. Father is a
radio producer.
Mr, and Mrs. Al Jarvis, son, Holly-

wood, Aug. 2. Father is disk jockey
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State, N. V.
Burns Twins & Evelyn, Herman

Chittison Trio, Johnny Burke, Gra-
de Barrie, Peggy Taylor Trio, Dean
Martin & Jerry Lewis; Louis Basil
House Orch; "Fiesta" (M-G).

State's bookers have instituted a
novel system this session of featuring
neither of their headline acts in the
next - to - closing. With songstress
Gracie Barrie and the Dean Martin-
Jerry Lewis comedy team featured,
the lower-billed Peggy Taylor trio
gets the ace slot. Result surprisingly
makes for better overall pacing. Miss
Barrie hypoes the middle of the bill

and Martin and Lewis close the pro-
ceedings solidly..

Always a good bet in this house,
Miss Barrie is no exception this time.
Attired dazzlingly in white, she sells

her repertoire of comedy tunes and
ballads with surefire showmanship,
based on a combination of throaty
volume and novel phrasing. Satiric
monolog accompanying "Sunday
Kind of Love" is standout and she
gets plenty of yocks with her special
intro and lyrics on "Mahzel." Im-
pression of an opera singer gone 52d
street is a bit tired, but gets her off

to good applause.
Martin and Lewis evidently

haven't changed a line of their ma-
terial since first teaming up last year
at the Havana-Madrid, N. Y., but
they still comprise one of the better
young teams in the business. Mar-
tin's nonchalant crooning improves
steadily and Lewis' zany antics get
the guffaws where they're needed.
Alternate impressions of Hollywood
characters are clever and their
hilarious "Old Man River" windup
gets them a well-deserver begoff.
Burns Twins and Evelyn tee off the

show with some fast and neatly-
executed precision tapping, with the
act's rapid pacing giving it the re-
quired flash. Johnny Burke, with his
comedic monolog on the tribulations
of a World War I doughboy, will
probably be appreciated as long as
the public remembers its wars. Years
of work with the same material have
given him a solid timing and delivery
and his gags and uniform are prob-
ably destined to continue as per-
ennials.
Herman Chittison Trio, comprising

piano, bass and guitar, is excellent.
All fine musicians, they tee off with
a jump version of "Peg o' My Heart,"
segueing into a nifty rendition of
"Man 1 Love," to which they give
varied- treatment via changes in beat
and harmony. Windup, a fast jazz
number, gets them a hefty sendoff.
Rounding out the bill is the Peggy
Taylor trio in a well-staged adagio
turn. Graceful acrobatics*and bal-'

ance posturing of the two lads and a
gal is neatly executed and her
double-jointed spins from boy to boy
add a unique touch of novelty.

Louis Basil house orch 'cuts the
show competently, with Basil han-
dling well his usual emcee position.

Stal.

operetta numbers, rather than novel-

ty. Such medleys as the "Oklahoma!"

tunes and th« better known Rom-
bergs, well delivered, with style and

nicely blended voices, are surefire.

Special kudos are expressed for John

Barry, basso profundo of team, who
reaches the lowest depths of the

scale and still makes it sound like

music. •

Barney Grant, in a hillbilly rou-
tine, fills the comedy slot to the
obvious delight of the galleries. Rou-
tine is the familiar, corny combo of

gags, a few tunes on a guitar, bur-
lesqued dance steps, and dead-pan
chatter, all of which went well with
the customers at the show caught.

Rigoletto Brothers, with two
femme assistants, register in a con-

tinental type acro-magic act. Team
offers some novel twists to the usual

cigarette and bottle sleight-of-hand,

and winds up with a breath-taking
balancing stunt which proves to be a

gag. Gals do a military precision

number in a crouching position. Act
tees off the bill well above the aver-

age level of most curtain raisers.

Estelle & LeRoy bring down the

curtain with an attractive ballroom
terp act. Couple does about four

short, fast-moving numbers rather

than the standard pair of long ones.

As a result, there is more variety and
change of pace than in most acts of

this type. Get best returns for their

samba and jive interpretations.

Kay DeWitt, vocalist, with the

house orch, does some Gershwin
numbers. - Lowe.

Oriental, Chi
Chicago, July 31.

Art Lund, Helen Forrest, Profes-

sor Backwards, Doris and Robert,

the Rudells (3), Cart Sands Orch
(13); "Carnival in Costa Rica" (20-

Fox)

.

Ad-
and

get
her

Hippodrome, Balto.
Baltimore^ Aug. 3.

Johnny Bothwell Orch . (14) with
Claire Hogan, Don D'arcy, Dick
Kemney & Pete Carlisle, Ray & Irene
Drake, Milbourne Christopher, The
Harmonicats (3); "The Vigilantes
Return" (Col).

Strong layout is heavy on music
but nicely lined up for snappy play-
ing. Johnny Bothwell has a youth-
ful aggregation which punches from
the tee-off and his own saxophone
adds handy highlights when re-
quired. What the aggregation may
lack in finish for this type of stint
is made up ill enthusiasm. "Laura"
and "Street of Dreams" are a brace
of standouts audibly recognized by
stubholders on announcement. Male
vocalist pleases with "Sunday KinS
of Love," and femme, a looker,
punches out well paced versions of
''All of Me," "Pop Corn" and "West-
ern Kind of Living."

Spotted in between the band stuff
is good comedy ballroomology by-
Ray and Irene Drake, who score
with the usual knockabout stuff, and
Milbourne Christopher, one of the
smoothest working magicians to ap-
pear here in moons. Nice looking
lad uses ropes for fast trickery and
offers well-timed patter that keeps
customers in pleasant frame for
more. Gave considerable class to
this setto.

Harmonicats are a smash from the
teeoff and judging from returns, One
of the big reasons for current up-
swing at the b.o. Trio utilizes har-
monicas for some legit versions Of
"Holiday for Strings," "Tico Tico,"
Chopin's "Fantasy Impromptu" and
the big "Peg O' My Heart" trade-
mark.

Biz very big. Burm.

Capitol, Wash.
Washington, Aug. 1.

Rigoletto Bros (4), Ben Yost Vik-
ings (5), Barney Grant, Estelle &
LeRoy, Sam Jack Kaufman House
Orch with Kay DeWitt: "Trouble
With Women" (Par).

The Oriental took on some added
tone with the current stanza co-

headlining Art Lund and Helen For-

rest. The management is inaugurat-

ing a policy featuring the new staff

band under the direction of Carl

Sands, and for build-up they have
revamped the stage by the purchase

of handsome sets, numerous cur

tains, backgrounds and stands,

ditions give the stage larger
fresher look.

Helen Forrest's entrances
audience reaction because of

surprisingly hefty frame, garbed in

bright chartreuse formal. Gown,
although brilliant on bo.w, looks

dreary yellow under the spot, and
with the girl's blonde hair, gives her

washed out appearance. She offsets

improper lighting effects by offer-

ing her top stylings, in true radio

manner. "I Do, Do, Do Like You"
has Miss Forrest singing with Latin

accent, and "Thehi There Eyes," an
especially catchy version, brings

heavy applause. Although once best

known for torrid ballad offerings,

she limits herself to "Sunday Kind of

Love." Her show stopping num-
ber "Sunnyside of the Street."

Art Lund was last here as band
vocalist with Jimmy Joy in 1941.

Since then he has come a long way
on the success of the recording,

"Mam'selle," and management wisely

takes the cue -with the presentation

of an apache number by Doris and
Robert. During this sequence, Lund
sings the number in barroom setting

and steps off while the duo continues
dance interpretations to "My Man."
The stage designer came up with
appropriate scenery for this, giving

the revue more versatility.

Lund, whose build and coloring
remind of Sonny Tufts, completes
his segment with "Blue Skies," "Peg
O' My Heart," and "Sleepy Time
Girl." Latter number reveals defi-

nite western twang, drawing a
strong audience reception.

Professor Backwards, an old timer
here, has especially good luck with
his gags and maneuvers. He warms
up the payees immediately with a

dead-pan delivery of deliberately
corny cracks, but causes a continual
chuckle. His act hasn't changed since
his previous venture into this terri-

tory, which Is just as well. He
work for almost 20 minutes, devot-
ing too little time to his reverse
blackboard spelling. Young kids
offered some difficult words for him
•to work with but, never managed to

stump him.

The Rudells, who open the lay-
out, do quick trampoline act which
looks easy, but takes skill and pre-
cision. Trio has the routine down
pat and whizzes through the jumps
and twirls cleanly. Younger male
member of act causes the greatest
commotion when he does a forward
and backward double somersault on
springy, mattress-like contraption,
as remaining duo twirls jumping
rope while he skips.

Carl Sands orchestra gives a pre-
view of what theatregoers may ex-
pect from them during medley

"Alexander's Ragtime Band"

Apollo, IV. V.
Henry "Red" Allen Orch (15) with

J. C. Higginbotham, Eddie "Roches-
ter" Anderson, Three Bfown Bud-
dies, Four yagabonds, Russ, Mack &
Page, Kitty Murray, Johnny & Ed-
die; "Killer at Large" (PRC).

It's a so-so show at best this week
at Harlem's vaude showcase. Jack
Benny's stooge "Rochester," who's
given top billing here, is a decided
letdown, while of the other acts only
the Vagabonds and Russ, Mack &
Page stand out from a cloud of

mediocrity. Henry "Red" Allen's

band starts the stanza rolling with a
brace of hot tunes, "Count Me Out"
and "Junior Hop."
Three Brown Buddies, fast tap trio,

work smoothly together on close
precision stuff. While their terping is

well done it has a sameness about it

which could be relieved by addition
of other routines as a change of pace.

Crack trombonist J. C. Higgin-
botham moves off the podium for a
neat solo of "Mighty Lak a Rose."
He plays it straight for the most part
with an occasional sweep into a jive
arrangement. As interpreted by
Higginbotham, "Rose" sounds like a
concerto. Allen follows with a fair

trumpet solo of "I Cover the Water-
front." Pianist Billy Kyle does a
sock pianology in accompanying
Higginbotham and Allen.
Novelty turn of Johnny & Eddie

reaches a new low in comedy in bur-
lesquing a fan dancer. Two lads clad
in long underwear with battered felt

hats atop their" hoggins, work in
pantomime holding leathers in stra-

tegic positions fore and aft. It's

cheap, offensive stuff.

Vagabonds, doing a return date
here, are. from radio. Polished vocal
quartet uses a guitar as accompa-
niment and works with two mikes.
Boys tee off well with "It's a Good
Day," follow with "Peg o' My Heart"
for solid applause then score with
"Across Alley from Alamo" done in

faster tempo. Close with a neat ar-
rangement of "That's My Desire."
It's a class harmony group.

Russ, Mack & Page, only ofay turn
on the bill, comprise two gals attired
in short yellow skirts and blouses
plus a lone male. Femmes open with
some rapid forward and backward
somersaults. Follow with a hand-to-
hand balancing routine with the male
as an understander done in slow-
motion. Tumbling group closes with
more somersaults for nice reception.

. Gravel-voiced "Rochester," in clos-

ing spot along with Kitty Murray, is

off and on stage for a tedious 35
minutes. Stocky, strawhatted co-
median croons an unimpressive "It

Takes Time" and follows with a
clumsy bit of hoofing. He then
switches to the time-worn cracks
about Jack Benny's "cheapness" with
trite anecdotes about Fred Allen
and Phil Harris thrown in. At this

point Kitty Murray arrives to relieve
the monotony by warbling "Chew,
Chew Your Bubble Gum" in her
familiar, deadpan style. Wearing a
blue gown and a Hedda Hopper hat,

the hefty Miss Murray then becomes
a foil for Rochester. He wastes an-
other 10 minutes in poking fun at
her figure' and finally both amble off

doing a pseudo-Lindy hop. "Roches-
ter" has no act and his booking here
is another example of inadequate
preparation for a p.a.

Quiz Kid for questions flung by
Sammy Davis, Jr., that help point up
his act.

Despite Robinson's top billing, it's

Davis featured with the Will Mastin
Trio, who walks off with the current

bill. Turn, as a unit, is solid, and
Davis the big seller. He, too, has
improved in showmanship since last

here, and is a top bet for filmvaude
houses anywhere. In addition to

sharp terping by trio, Davis gives

creditable impersonations of w.k.

name, such as the Ink Spots, Al
Jolson, Frank Sinatra, Vaughn Mon-
roe, etc.

Jivey music and stout backing for

acts is furnished by Floyd Ray's
orch, wbL,^ is featured on three

numbers.^lowing the Blues," "Aya-
lon" and "Taps Miller," spotlighting

Al Killian's trumpet. Drum solo on
the latter tune comes through best.

Christy and Gould, knockabout
comedy acrobats, please with foolery,

but turning the encore over to

Gould's good baritone for straight

vocaling of "Begin the Beguine"
doesn't fit in with act, although well

done.
Mary Louise dirges off two num-

bers, rating most attention on ap-

pearance. Vocals of "Talk of the

Town" and "Sunday Kind of Love
are slow paced and dull. She needs
sharper arrangements. Brog.

Olympia, Miami
Miami, Aug. 2.

Maxine, Arnaut Bros., Lee Davis,
The Barretts (2), Chester/ields (3),
Les Rhode House Orch; "Cheyenne"
(WB).

of
Well-paced, snappy bill this week I and "Time After Time." Just re

is keeping the customers happy at
the Capitol. Show is nicely balanced,
with enough different ingredients to
make a tasty vaude stew.

Standout on bill for audience ap-
proval is Ben Yost's Vikings, quintet
o£ male singers, although payees ex-
press enthusiasm for every dish on
the Capitol table d'hote. Viking
troupe leans for appeal on familiar

turned from Texas (our, they are
novelty here, their last engagement
being a Pump Room stanza five

years ago. Novel twist has the orch
playing from pit during Lund's per-
formance. Sands also plays the piano,
and though not in the Cavallaro or
Henderson class, he yields a great
deal of enthusiasm, making band

Smooth-moving lineup installed
here this week blends enough nov-
elty and standard to make for
sprightly audience reaction most of
the way.
Lee Davis handles the intro chore

briskly and effectively. Brings on
the Barretts to pace proceedings
with a lively set of ballet-tap styl-
ings. Boy and girl take solo spots to
add to effect.

In his own spot, Davis racks^up
good measure of laughs via fresh
material which includes takeoffs on
radio commercials and special ma-
terial bits. Nice looking lad meas-
ures up for well turned canto.
The Arhauts, John and Rene, sock

with standard violin buffoonery and
the whistling birds romancing.

Chesterfields, male trio from "This
Is the Army," register soundly with
carefully conceived aero work.
Smooth, effortless approach to gym-
nastics, with the trio impressing as
one of the better acts of its kind to
play this house.
Maxine turns in neatly blended se-

quence of melodies ranging from
semi-classic through a hearty "One
Brazilian in a Million."
Les Rhode and house orch back

show in usual capable manner.
Lary.

Million Dollar, I.. A.
Los Angeles, July 31.

Floyd Ray Orch (12); Sugar Chile
Robinson, Will Mastin Trio, featur-
ing Sammy Davis, Jr.; Christy and
Gould, Mary Louise; "Newshounds"
(Mono).

STANLEY PRAGER
Comedy
18 Mins.
Cafe Society Downtown, N. Y.

Stanley Prager, a former Broad-
way press agent who deserted flack-

ing in favor of legit and pic roles,

has now branched into the nitery

field with what impresses to be a

first rate act. His material, as pre-

sented on his first cafe date, im-
presses as being fresh and lively,

and overshadows his lack of ex-
perience in that field.

Comic has a novelty approach with
patter relating to disappointing film

roles. His caustic dissertation on
his Hollywood experience gets lots

a laughs. He also shows a novel
tune, "Ode to the Bronx" which
similarly gets across to the payees.

Bits on the garment industry and
a briefie on army experiences are
also good.
Prager impresses as having the

ability to cut a groove in cafe cir-

cles, but until he gets sufficient ex-
perience under his belt, he'll have
to stick to intime inns and play
spots where the patronage can pass

a literacy test Jose.

BEVERLY BRUNELL
Songs
12 Mins.
Paddock, Miami Beacb
Pert Beverly Brunell impresses as

an attractive song personality who
would go well in the intime rooms.

Projects pops in a Billie Holliday
style which garners her attention,

and handles herself in easy, con-
fident manner, though working in a
usually noisy, tough room for femme
singers. Showed well .with torchants
and the jump tunes. Lary.

ROSITA^ SEGOVIA
Dance
8 mins.
Club 22, Miami Beach
Rosita Segovia, .Spanish import

playing her first date in the U. S.

after engagements in Mexico City
and Havana's Nacional Casino and
Jockey Club, impresses as a new
personality, in the Latin dance field.

Attractive brunet seems hampered
by small .stage in this Latins rendez-
vous, but showed plenty in authen-
tic Spanish interps. Working In
tight-fitting bullfighters costume,
with self accompaniment on caste-
nets, she climaxed the turns with
whirlwind spins.
Background as ballerina of Bar-

celona Opera, ballet is evident
throughout. Lary.

Young Sugar Chile Robinson has
brushed up on his showmanship some
since his last date here, and comes
off as an ace novelty booking.
Youngster's boogie beat and vocals
wrap up four numbers, including
"Bobby Sox Baby," "Milton's Boogie"

welcome addition to Oriental stage, and "Caledonia." He also serves as

BLACK-SMITH TRIO
Instrumental-Vocal
20 Mins.
Warwick Hotel, N. Y.
The Black-Smith Trio, consisting

of former Fred Waring bandsmen,
constitute an all-around entertaining
group, having a repertoire that's in-

terestingly arranged with a high de-
gree of melody as well as a strong
beat for dance work. With an in
strumentation of Russ Black at the
piano, Jack Smith, amplified guitar,
and Paul Morsey, bass, the crew
comprises a versatile aggregation
that can do the offbeat numbers de-
signed for listening as well.

Trio's arrangements aren't too
ornate for lay listening but contain
enough craftsmenship to interest the
jazz fans. Group stresses ensemble
work rather than individual solos.

Most of their numbers are in the
pop vein and contain group vocals.
They also show special material and,
at times, a great dear of humor.
Appear able to hold down a vaude

spot as well as a niche in cafes.

Jose.

. Poor Demos
Continued from page 1

develop radio technique for their
political hopefuls.

For example, during this Congres-
sional session at least iOO Repubs
on Capitol Hill cut regular weekly
platters for free broadcast on sta-
tions back home. From "65 to 70
GOP'ers on the House side and some
20 Senators aired regular weekly
stints. The Demons can show nothing
like this strength in either House.
What is more, the Republican

National Committee pays for all the
platters cut by its members and
takes an active role in supplying
them with material, lining up sta-
tions and generally trying to inter-
est them in radio. The Democrats
have no money to pay for their
members' platters and right now are
making no effort to coordinate any
radio program for Capitol Hill
salons.

Ingle's Missionary Work
Enthusiasm of the GOP phalanx

for radio is largely the work of
Republican Committee director Ed-
ward Ingle, formerly with NBC in

New York. Ingle started lining up
regular radio stints last January,
and has gradually added to the list

of regular platter gabbers on Capitol
Hill. During the recess, Ingle is

urging party members to make per-
sonal appearances on their local

stations wherever possible.

According to Bob and Helen Coar,
man-and-wife team who run the
radio recording galleries on the Hill,

about 400 Congressional disks are
cut each week. Bulk of these are not
done on a regular weekly basis.

Both Demos and GOP'ers in their

radio reports strive for a folksy ap-

proach, steer, clear of controversy,

bolster their own voting records and
generally work to pull in the votes.

Ingle says that while he supplies

material to the GOP members, no
further pressure is used and each
politico follows his own radio style.

Example of the high-pressure radio

campaign under way by some GOP
solons is that of neophyte Sen. Harry
Cain (R., Wash.), whose weekly disk

is aired on good nighttime ether
over 22 Washington stations, effec-

tively blanketing his state. Cain also'

has. a five-minute weekly platter

heard on all stations in the Pacific

Northwst Network.
The Demos have made a few ef-

forts to put a radio man on the
payroll at committee headquarters,
but so far the post is vacant. Lack
of money and inability to find the

right man are given as reasons. The
President himself is reported anxi-

ous to hypo the Demo's radio cam-
paign. Old-time Demo politicos are

urging a big push ether-wise on the

premise that Jim Farley's maxim
"No votes are brought In after the

convention" still holds.

In the past campaign, from $85,000

to $100,000 was poured into radio by
the Demo Committee, in a high-

speed radio campaign masterminded
by radio director Bryson Rash.

(Rash is now back at his old stand

as director of special events for

WMAL-ABC, Washington. The
Republicans, whose funds came in

too late to be used to best effect,

spent only $25,000 for radio. This

time there is every indication the

GOP'ers will spend well over $100,-

000 on ether time, with the result

the penny-poor Demos may be hard

pressed to keep pace with their well-

heeled competition.

Rodeo Troupe In K. C. Date
Kansas City, Aug. 5.

The "Queen for a Day" radio-
vaude troupe will play a one-nighter
in the municipal auditorium here
next Saturday.

Internal Revenue
Continued from page 1 s

ditional taxes being mailed to Gold-

wyn, despite all that has been

claimed about the bureau getting

ready to take him into court for non-

payment of the additional taxes for

which he was billed. The belief is

that now, at last, the bureau will

start getting into the single-picture

corporations.

The explanation at Internal Rev-

enue is that for all of this time the

bureau's lawyers have been turning

up new legal problems and that, only

in the past 10 days, have they gotten

things ironed out and in shape to

proceed. Another claim here is that

action has been hypoed by the

change of top personnel in the

bureau.

Only recently, Joseph P. Nunan.

who was Commissioner of Internal

Revenue, and J. P. Wenchel. who

was general counsel for the agency,

resigned and set up a law office here

to practice tax law. They re-

portedly have some affiliation with

the New York firm of Olvaney, Eis-

ner & Donnelly, which handles tax

work for some film industry big-

shots.
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Inside Stuff-Legit

John Chapman's Sunday (3) column in the N. Y. News was devoted to

an amusing dissertation on the efforts of Mayor O'Dwyer to lure picture-

making from Hollywood to New York. Definitely against such an idea,

Chapman said: "We might become a city of neurotics. New Yorkers

might in time become as screwy as Californians. .. .1 put in a long hitch

covering Hollywood and loved it... .but the flattery they dished out un-

hinged my mind. When I got back to New York I was nuttier than a

New Orleans praline, and it was a year before the management of my
paper considered me sane enough to take up the quiet and respectable

trade of being a drama critic."

Bosley Crowther, film reviewer for the N. Y. Times, also discoursed

upon the suggestion that part of the picture industry be moved from the

Coast to the metropolis, expressing doubt of such- a development in light

of studio investments in Hollywood. He pointed out that because sev-

eral location units came to New York for background, if not fullscale

shooting, that evidently revived the migration idea among city officials.

Pictures made in N. Y. with actual Manhattan backgrounds were "The

Lost Weekend," "Carnegie Hall," "The House on 92d Street" and1 "Miracle

on 34th Street," while Mark Hellinger has just finished filming locations

here for "The Naked City." Other pix with scenes taken in and near

New York are "Portrait of Jenny," "The Kiss of Death" and "Gentleman's

Agreement."
"Lady Maria," a tryout in which Gertrude Lawrence is currently

(starring at Dennis, Mass., was originally known as "The Pavilion," when

it flopped in England. Central character is Lady Maria Fitzherbert, who
was married to Prince of Wales, later to become King George IV. The
marriage was never officially recognized because it was solemnized by a

Catholic service and the English at that time weree warring with the

Catholic Church. During the performance Miss Lawrence sings "The

Lass of Richmond Hill," latter town In England being her birthplace.

Number was written by J. Hook to commemorate the love story of the

prince and Maria, a British beauty. Script by W. P. Lipscomb was rewrit-

ten by John Golden, who controls the play, which is a Broadway possibil-

ity during the new season. Golden was not present for the opening be-

cause he's undergoing medical treatments though he's regularly at his

office.

Understood that Miss Lawrence will have the highest guarantee this

cummer in a straight sfrawhat, when "Maria" plays Marblehead, Mass.,

next week, her contract calling for $4,000 plus 50% of the profits, few if

any similar deals- being known on Broadway. Part of the money will go

to an American Theatre Wing charity. Reported that the Marblehead
summer stock spot (high school auditorium) averages $5,000 weekly
profit. Capacity is 1,000 (scale $3.60 top), which is much larger than

the average strawhat theatre, where a profit of $1,000 is regarded as big.

College advancement of the drama is exemplified by the activities of the

Indiana State Teachers College, Terre Haute, whose theatrical troupe is

known as the Sycamore Players,^otherwise billed as Contemporary The-
atre 474.

College group of 35 will come to Broadway for a round of theatre-going

late this month. An unusual feature of the trip will be attendance to

"Born Yesterday," which the students saw last summer. Harold Griswold,

business manager of the course, sent word' that the students enjoyed the

play so much that a repeat was requested, also another visit back stage

to chat with the "Born" cast.

Theatre 474 will also see "Sweethearts," "Finian's Rainbow," "Happy
Birthday," "Brigadoon," "All My Sons," "Annie Get Your Gun" and
"Harvey," tickets for all having been purchased in- advance. Party will

visit Radio City, Dazian's, Brooks Costume plant, scenic shops and a The-
atre Guild "Theatre of the Air" broadcast. There will also be a series of

luncheons, the class to be addressed by speakers identified with show
business.

Crowds in front of the 48th Street theatre at every performance of

'Harvey" furnish visual indications of the volume of James Stewart
fans, two policemen being assigned to the front of the house. Film star,

appearing in the comedy while Frank Fay is temporarily out of the

cast, likes to give autographs but the number of signature-seekers is so

large that he usually gets to the theatre an hour ahead of performance
time to escape the mob. Cops have to do their stuff when escoring Stew-

aft to. a taxi after performances. No matinee idol has drawn such demon-
strations in many seasons. "Harvey" is always sold out in advance these

days but the lobby is invariably crowded with would be patrons seeking
possible cancellations.

,

"Allegro," with a cast and chorus of 80, started full rehearsals Mon-
day (4), first major musical of the new season. With an orchestra of 35

and stage crew of 40, it will comprise an outfit of over 150. It's the first

original musical play on which Richard Rodgers and Oscar Hammerstein,
2d, have collaborated, their two previous clicks, "Oklahoma" and "Carou-
sel,"' having been adapted' from "Green Grow the Lilacs" and "Liliom,"
respectively. Announced for the cast are John Battles, Kathryn Lee,
Roberta Jonay, John Conte, Muriel O'Malley, Ray Harrison and Annabelle
Lyon. Adele Rasey, recently married to Vincent Sardi, Jr., is slated for

the show.

Owners of New York's Belasco theatre state that there have been no
offers received to buy the house, adding the reports that Billy Rose had
made a bid were erroneous. Only thing they knew about that idea was
printed in the dailies.

Max J. Jelin, the present tenant, whose lease on the Belasco expires
next month, will not be given an extension unless he posts a "large" sum
as advance rent, the owners state. Last season there was a series of court
squabbles between Jelin and the landlords until "Burlesque" opened at

the house, revival registering sizable grosses until hot weather set in.

Lambs held its annual outing, or "wash," Sunday (3) at the Percy
Williams Home for aged actors, Islip, L. I., 140 members of the club at-

tending. There were so many prizes for contests and events that nobody
escaped getting something. Three prizes were awarded in each of the 18

contests, plus 30 for unclassified stunts. Participants on the winning base-
ball team and tug-o'-war were given bottles of wine, sans vintage. The
guy who had a turkey thrust upon him was about the most surprised
fellow in the annual outdoor get-together.

Harry ("I tinka you touch") Burns, dialect comic who last appeared
with Olsen and Johnson in "Laffing Room Only," has been living in South
Ozone Park, L. I., where he's been telling neighbors of his part in "It

Happened in Brooklyn" (M-G), the Jimmy Durante-Frank Sinatra pic-

ture. Although he worked in the film for several weeks, most of the
footage Burns was in went onto the cutting-room floor. When "Brooklyn"
appeared in his neighborhood, his participation was so small that he felt

safer in scooting out of the burg until the pic moved on.

Increases in Dramatists Guild dues have been voted, new annual pay-
ment being $20 as against $10, for regular members and $16 for associates.

Those with straight plays will also pay $10 weekly instead of $5 on
grosses up to $9,000, assessment going to $30 if the gross is $15,000 or

more. Musicals call for graduated increases, too, from score, lyric and
bookwriters.

Charles Robinson, who with Kenyon Nicholson wrote "Sailor Beware,"
a Broadway click in 1933, collabed with his brother Michael in scripting

"Profile," being given a strawhat tryout. Faye Emerson (Mrs. Elliott

Roosevelt) is in the drama, which deals with a' Russian who, after com-
ing to America, renounces Communism. Robinson, incidentally, i was
stricken with rheumatic fever during the spring one leg being afflicted,

but he's fully recovered.

LEGITIMATE 43

Buys 'Lisbon' Story
Hollywood, Aug. 5.

John Austin, of the local Rodgers
and Hammerstein office, has ac-
quired the American rights to the
British legiter, "The Lisbon Story."
Play ran for a year and a half in
London during the war.
Austin is weighing prospects of

an American production against pos-
sibility of reselling rights.

'Fancy' May Offset

B'way Red Via

Amateur Rights
Plays on Broadway which end in

the red sometimes eventually bal-
ance the books by showing a sub-
stantial profit through picture-rights
money, but it's unusual for such
attractions to climb on the right side
of the ledger through revenue from
amateur rights. Such an instance
may be "A Young Man's Fancy,"
which is running through the sum-
mer although not yet having shown
an operation profit.

Bids for the amateur rights were
made when "Fancy" was tried out
in a strawhat last yeais several
play agents having made the bid,

one of which has now contracted
for the play. Possibilities for am
royalties appear exceptional, .broker
sending out 25,000 circulars in an-
ticipation that a record number of

schools will use "Fancy." While
other current plays have been con-
tracted for amateur showings, in-

cluding "State of the Union" and
"John Loves Mary," none have the
potential, demand by school depart-
ments as has " "Fancy," which is

localled in a kid's summer camp.
Last season "Christopher Blake"

didn't get back its high production
cost by a wide margin, but the film-

rights money is understood to have
netted a considerable overall profit.

There have been pie bids for "Fancy,"
although the authors put a price
of $150,000 to one inquiring studio.

Claimed that the comedy is being
translated into Chinese and Japanese
at the behest of the State Dept., with
the idea of showing children over
there how juniors react over here.

DOLIN COMBO TO OPEN

• 5-WEEK MEX SEASON
Idea of dancer Anton Dolin—that

of combining a small traveling
group of name ballet dancers with
local corps de ballet talent, to cut

down on travel expenses as well as

build business through the local an-
gle—will have its first practical

demonstration this month in Mexico
City. The Markova-Dolin Ensem-
ble of 12 people, plus its musical di-

rector, Robert Zeller, will leave

N. Y., Aug. 20, for Mexico City, for

a five-week dance season at the

Bellas Artes starting Aug. 25. Group
will combine with the resident Bal-
let de la Ciudad de Mexico, company
of 40, for the stay.

Dolin has a similar arrangement
for the coming season with a resi-

dent San Francisco dance group,
and is dickering with local organiza-

tions in Rochester, Baltimore, Pitts-

burgh, Toronto and elsewhere. The
Markova-Dolin group is dancing at

N. Y.'s Lewisohn Stadium tonight

(Wed.) and tomorrow, and has an
engagement at Chicago's Ravinia
Park before leaving for Mexico.

Dolin has been artistic director of

the Mexican ballet company for the

past year, in addition to his other
activities. ' While in Mexico, he
plans to world-preem three ballets

which the Markova-Dolin Ensemble
will do on its U. S. tour which starts

in October. These are "Lady of the

Camellias," with Dolin's choreog-
raphy; "Henry VIII," done by
Rosella Hightower, and "La Peri,"

scripted by Vincenzo Celli.

Alicia Markova and Dolin will be
starred with the combined dance
troupes for the Mexico City engage-

ment, with Bettina Rosay and Oleg
Tupine as featured dancers.

Albany's Arts Institute

Albany, Aug. 5.

The Board of Regents has granted

a provisional charter to the Institute

o£ Opera and Dramatic Arts of Al-

bany, organized to provide instruc-

tion in drama, opera and other forms

of art for public and private pro-

duction.

A group of leading Albany school

teachers are incorporators of the In-

stitute.

Managers' Proposal on Segregation

Compromise Turned Down by Equity

'Strike' Disclaimed
An exaggerated rumor of an

intention to strike by Equity
against the managers (League of
New York Theatres) arose early
this week but brought a dis-
claimer from actors association.
Equity, in compliance with the
Taft-Hartley act, advised the
Conciliation Service of the De-
partment of Labor that its con-
tract with the managers would
expire within 60 days. A form
reply to Equity and the League
was sent from Washington to the
effect that it was hoped that a
new agreement would be set.

There are current negotiations
between the factions for an ex-
tension of the basic pact, and no
contractual grievances, if any,
have been crystalized. •

Chorus Unit In

Mgr. Pay Talks
Heretofore Equity was first in de-

manding concessions from the man-
agers with its chorus branch follow-
ing, but it was Chorus Equity which
initiated negotiations for pay in-

creases at last week's meeting with
a commute* of showmen. It is as-

sumed that Equity will follow suit in

seeking a raise in minimums. Session
was to have included the actors' de-
mands, too, but it was decided to

concentrate on the ensemble people.
Equity and its chorus branch tech-
nically constitute one union, but
there are separate basic contracts for
no clear reason.

Chorus committee presented a
schedule of 15 points which, with
subdivisions, made a total of 30
sought for revisions. Managers made
no commitments but several among
the younger, active producers bluntly
told the negotiators that while some
revisions seemed reasonable others
were not. One point that was un-
usual v/as that present members of
the union be given first chance
when ensembles are engaged, al-
though all new chorines are re-

quired to join the chorus unit. It

indicated that the chorus people fear
fewer new musicals during the com-
ing season.

Among the demands is an increase
in rehearsal pay to $35 (it's $25 for
actors and chorus), also a boost to

$75 weekly minimum, with $80 on
the ' road, both figures topping the
lowest rate for actors, but most en-
semble people get more than the
present minimum of $50-$60. Pay is

expected for publicity pictures.

Girls and boys in the chorus want
one-eighth of a week's pay for pic-
tures and don't want to be called for

more than a four-hour camera ses-

sion. For records, pictures and tele-

vision they want a week's pay for
each day employed in such acti-

vities.

f In the negotiation huddle between
the managers and actors for revision
of the basic agreement, League of
New York Theatre reps have pointed
up to Equity that, while they were
in sympathy with the desire to elim-
inate Negro segregation among audi-
ences at the National, Washington,
it was a mistake for the actors
union to have adopted a resolution
that unless such a stipulation is in-
serted in the working agreement
their members would not be allowed
to play the house.
Managers averred that move might

eliminate between 700 and 800 work-
weeks annually. They offered active
participation with actors, dramatists,
other stage groups and local organi-
zations to solve the problem by de-
manding corrective legislation in the
capital, where there are no laws
barring Negroes, who, however, are
excluded from some activities as a
matter of custom.
A special meeting of Equity's

council was held Monday (4), the
result being a rejection of the
League's proposal, "both because of
the nature of the proposal and be-
cause of the premises on which it

is based.'' It's possible the negotia-
tions to extend the basic contract
will be stalemated indefinitely as the
actors and managers both stand on
their diverse points of view, but the
situation may be clarified during the
week. There is another negotiation
session scheduled for next Monday
(11).

Actors want the segregation ban
inserted in the pact, while the man-
agers don't want to signature such a
stipulation, which would be effective
Aug. 1, 1948.

Hopkins Questions Equity
Considerable controvery has been

aroused, incidentally, by Arthur
Hopkins' Sunday, N. Y., Times
article in which he posed a string
of questions to actors, whose right
to dictate segregation, he doubts.
Hopkins asks: ."Are you going to

step beyond the curtain line and tell

the audiences how they are to feel
and act? Are we to disown them
because they have fears and preju-
dices from which we are free? Who
put us in the seat of judgment? Do
they want to know how we feel
about race prejudice? Let them look
at our casts. What better service
can we give the cause of tolerance
than to make constantly public,
wherever possible, the ease of dig-
nity with which we mix. This is

race mixture in true demonstra-
tion ..."
Equity is expected to reply to

Hopkins in next Sunday's Times.

Equity 'Adopts' Proctor

To P.A. Segregation Issue
Alfred Harding, who edits

Equity's magazine, has been issuing

press releases for the actor's union
for years but James Proctor, a
legit show publicist, has been re-

tained to handle announcements such
as those sent out this week about the

squabble over Negro segregation in

Washington between the actors and
managers. •

Proctor said he was not permanent-
ly engaged by Equity but was re-

quested to serve pending a settle-

ment of the factions' differences.

Harding revealed he had been re-

lieved of the press contact duties

because of the pressure of other as-

signments.

Legit, Pic Versions

For Preston Play
Hollywood, Aug. 5.

Martin Mooney and Roger Rogers
bought "The Bridge," a play by
Jack Preston, and formed a company
to present it in stage and screen
versions.

Legit version, to be directed by
Eugene Bryden, will open in De-
troit before moving to Broadway.
Marshall F.rison will be in charge of

the screen production. Deal is un-
der negotiation for a major release

outlet.

'DR. ANGELUS' CLICKS IN

LONDON; 'WIVES' WEAK
London, Aug. 5.

"Dr. Angelus," a new thriller by
James Bridie, got splendid reception
at the Phoenix, opening July 30.

Deals with an unbalanced Scottish

doctor who poisons first his mother-
in-law, then his wife. Alastair Sim
made a hit in the title role, and
play should prove a winner.
"My Wives and I," farcical com-

edy by Member of Parliament Ed-
ward Percy, at the Strand July 31,

got short shrift from the critics, with
audience calling "Rubbish" from gal-

lery at curtain fall. Plot concerns
peep into future when marriage law
passed enables man to have two
wives, and consequent complications.
It's possible film material, but it's

unlikely to succeed despite amusing
lines and situations, due to adverse
criticism.

Garfield Back to Legit

In Williams' 'Streetcar'
Hollywood, Aug. 5.

John Garfield returns to the
Broadway stage for the first time in
seven years to play the male lead in
the new Tennessee Williams play,
"A Streetcar Named Desire," to be
produced by Irene Selznick. Re-
hearsals start Oct. 6.

Garfield's last appearance on
Broadway was in "Heavenly Ex-
press" in 1940.

Fordham's Faoslus Legend
Fordham University Theatre. N. Y.,

is presenting the American preem
of Dorothy L. Sayers' modernized
version of the Faustus legend, "The
Devil to Pay," Aug. 7-8-9. as part
of its summer drama festival.

Festival opened Friday (

1

) with
"Aaron Slick from Punkin Crick,"
for a three-day run. Festival will

close with "The Two Shepherds"
Aug. 14-15-16.
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English Strawhat Does Fast Fold

In Mexico City Despite Pro Setup
Mexico City, Aug. 5.

Strawhat venture of the Summer
Theatre of the Mexico City College,

affiliate of the American School,

Mexico's leading foreign educational

center, has flopped fast, despite pro-
fessional staging, direction, acting

and presentation.

Theatre looked to do well with
"Joan of Lorraine," but, 'as the an-
nouncement of cancelling the ven-
ture said, "because of the lack of

encouraging response from the pub-
lic, the Summer Theatre of Mexico
City College has been discontinued."

Seems there's just not enough pub-
lic here to support plays in English

There are only about 3,000 Ameri-
cans residents in this town of some
3,000,000, and all the British don't

top 600, English-speaking Mexicans
are reported to number 50,000. That
looks to be a good public for plays

in English, as it should represent a

fair sized town in the XJ. S.

But these folk prefer pix, which
they figure give them more for their

money. Producers ot the American
theatre that had to suspend after six

of. its skedded 11 weeks at the Tea-
tro Iris here last winter greatly

overestimated the boxoffice of the

local public for stage presentations

in English.

NO. OF STRAWHATS STILL

OPERATING A SURPRISE
Business is reported just so-so in

many strawhats, so the number of

stocks still operating is surprising to

those who expected wholesale clos-

ings among the 123 Equity-registered

summer outfits there having been
only half a dozen foldings up to

early this week. Principal casual-

ties were among the open-air oper-

etta projects. A number of strawhats

have drama courses, and as the barn-

yard impresarios received tuition

fees in advance, such funds prob-
ably will more than make up for

possible operating, red. .

Most of the strawhats- are in the

last four weeks of the season, which
usually finales by Labor Day. How-
ever, a number have scheduled
shows beyond that date this season.

house Aug. 13. Featured role will

be taken by Moyna MacGill, British

film and legit actress now under con-
tract to Metro.
Productions at Windham are under

direction of Elizabeth Kimball.

Chapel's Liszt Tiyout
Guilford, Conn., Aug. 5.

for one week starting Aug. 11. Com-
ing Aug. 18 is Edward Everett
Horton in "Springtime for Henry."
... "A Family Affair" being presented
by Palmerton at the Playhouse,
Worcester, for a week starting Aug.
12 . . . "Personal Appearance" will be
next week's offering at Bass Rocks,
Gloucester, Mass. ... With Diana
Barrymore in the leading role,

"Philadelphia Story" opens a week's
run at Westchester Playhouse,
Mount Kisco, "N. Y., Aug. 11 . . .

Edith Atwater and Philip Ober in

"State of the Union," with the

resident Berkshire Playhouse Com-
pany, Stockbridge, Mass:,* this week
. . . Michael Sivy featured in Wood-

Lewis Harmon's Chapel Playhouse P^yhouse. presentation
of "The Hasty Heart" this vj-eek . . .

"The . Male Animal" current at

Maiden Bridge, N. Y.
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Plays Out of Town

will try out a new one for the week
of Aug. 18. It's a musical based on
the life of Liszt. Titled "Once Upon
A Holiday," book is by Robert
Champlain; music by Walter Hendl;
lyrics by Ethel Jacobson. Leads, will

be played by Norman Mackay, as

Liszt, and Ruth Walton.
House has done okay on biz up to

the halfway mark, total gross ap-
proximating that, of a year ago.

Palmerton Switches. Signals
|

Worcester, Aug. 5. ..

Guy Palmerton changed signals

this week and brought "The Ghost
Train" from his Whalom Park the-

atre in Fitchburg. to the Worces-
ter Playhouse., Originally, "The Lit-

tle Accident" was inked in for Wor-
cester.

Arthur Treacher, however, who
guested in Whalom production, will

not be with the Palmerton Players
here. He went on to Boston for an-
other engagement.
Miriam Hopkins moves into

Whalom this week with "There's Al-
ways Juliet." Advance sale indicates

she may top current record set by
ZaSu Pitts.

Palmerton is concentrating his

his guests at Whalom resort in pref-

erence to Worcester after Gloria
Swanson failed to draw as well as

expected here.

Another By Williams

Windham, N. H., Aug. 5.

New play, "A Portrait Of a

Madonna" by Tennessee Williams
debuts here at the Windham Play-

Strawhat Jottings

Frederic Tozere and E. J. Ballan-

tine supporting Luise Rainer in

"Joan of Lorraine," slated for Bucks
County Playhouse, New Hope, Pa.,

starting next Monday (11) .. Cornel
Wilde and his wife, Patricia Knight,

arrive at Cape Playhouse, Dennis,

Mass., Aug. 20, where both will ap-

pear in "Arms and the Man" teeing

off Sept. 1... Ralph Jason's "People
Are Running" being tested this week
at Hayloft theatre, Guthsville, Pa . .

.

Ben Jonson's "Volpone" opens at

University Playhouse, Mashpee,
Mass,, next Monday (11) .. .Conrad
Smith, whose new comedy, "Trial

Honeymoon" is doing a return en-

gagement at Greenbush summer
theatre, Blauvelt, N. Y., this week,
will have psychological murder
play, "Quicksand," tested at same
spot next week starting Tuesday
(12) ... ".Theatre In The Sky,"
Waynesville, N. C, doing stage ver-

sion of James Hilton's "Lost Hori-
zon" this week. . .William Eythe co-

stars with Edith King in "Glass Men-
agerie" starting Monday (11) at

South Players, Cohasset, Mass...
Miriam Hopkins inked by same
strawhat for "There's Always Juliet,"

its season finale, week of Aug. 25. .

.

Betty Luster, N. Y. legit and nitery

dancer, playing straight roles with
Main Line Light Opera Co., Berwyn,
Pa., this summer, while also staging

dances for group's musicals . .

.

Hedgerow theatre, Moylan, Pa„ has
slated "The Great Big Doorstep,"

adapted from the E. P. O'Donnell
novel, as its offering for week of

Aug. 13... Philip Ober and Edith
Atwater handling lead roles in

"State of the Union" at Berkshire
Playhouse, Stockbridge,"".Mass., this

week. ."Home of the Brave" cur-

rent bill at Cragsmoor, N. Y., theatre

...Jerry Strong, WEAM, Washing-
ton, D. C, disk jockey, starred in

"Outward Bound" at Bethesda, Md.,
Playhouse last week . . . Excerpts
from "Oklahoma!," with members of

Broadway company, including
Mary Hatcher, Bob Lyons and Jimmy
Parnell, among others, performed at

White Roe theatre, Livingston
Manor, N. Y. Sunday (3) .. .Stephen
Elliott and Isabel Bonner have leads
in "Anna Christie," with Joseph
Kramm directing, at Sayville, L. I.,

Playhouse week of Aug. 12 . . . "Love
from a Stranger" opens tonight
(Wed. ) at Hampton Playhouse,
Bridgehampton, L. I.,., .Bonnie Crea-
ger stars in "Dream Girl" this week
at Riverside theatre, Bridgeton, Me.
. . Keene, N. H., strawhat reports its

business a good 20% ahead of last

year.

Tamarack Playhouse, Lake Pleas-

ant, N. Y., doing Margaret'Hill's new
comedy, "My Only Love," Aug. 15,

16 and 17.

Guy Palmerton does "Dream
Girl," with Grace Carney, at Lake
Whalom Playhouse, Fitchburg, Mass.,

Playhouse.
With Miriam Hopkins the magnet

in "There's Always Juliet," Spa
theatre, Saratoga Springs, N. Y.
garnered an estimated gross in

excess of $5,000 in eight perform-
ances closing Sunday (3) . . . "The
Shape of Things," new musical
revue, held over for second week
at John Drew theatre; Easthampton,
L. I: . . , Tiyout of "Pink String and
Sealing Wax" at seme strawhat has
been moved back to week of Aug.
18,

ZaSu Pitts has lead in "The Late
Christopher Bean" at McCarter the-

atre, Princeton, N. J., next week. , . .

Conrad Nagel and Lynn Merrick
starring in "Petrified Forest" at

Roosevelt theatre, Beacon, ' N. Y.,

week Of Aug. 11. . . . Ruth Chatter-
ton set for "Little Foxes" next week
at Bar Harbor, Me., Playhouse. . .

"Personal Appearance" with Sheila
Bromley next week's bill at New-
port, R. I., Casino theatre . . . Some'
25 patients of Mt. McGregor veter-

ans' rest home hosted Sunday (3) by
John Huntington's Spa theatre, Sara-
toga Springs, N. Y. . . . Wellesley,

Mass., summer theatre racked up
season's attendance record Saturday
(2) when ' Joyce Van Patten in

"Dear Ruth" drew 1,041 patrons. . , .

Jessie Royce Landis stars in "Papa Is

All" at Westport, Conn., Country
Playhouse next Monday (11). . . .

Westboro, Mass., Red Barn straw-
hatter comes up with another new
production this week, Zoe Schiller's

"An Expensive Wench."

Comedian Pat Harrington in sup-
port of Paul Muni in "Counsellor-
at-LaW," his first strawhat date this

summer, at Marblehead, Mass...
Gloria Stroock playing ingenue lead
in the new strawhat, "Age of Mira-
cles" this week; her sister, Geraldine
Brooks, Warner contractee, similarly

appearing in "Dark of The Moon"
at Laguna Beach, Cal.

Stock Tryout

lli-llo Fig

WERMONT COSTUMES ARE THE HIT Of

THE SHOW. AVAILABLE FOR THE ENTIRE

COMPANY OR FOR THE INDIVIDUAL

//
I HIV PIERMONT COSTUMES^
I II WEST S6th SI . NIW YORK CITY

I Remember Mama
(LEGIT FOLLOW-UP)

San Francisco, Aug. 5.

Charlotte Greenwood leaves "So
Long Letty" far behind in. "I Remem
ber Mama." She hits hard with a
trenchant role. Her portrayal of
Mama, originated in N. Y. by Mady
Christians, brought her first-night

kudos last week at the Geary theatre
in the production by Russell Lewis
and Harold Young, which, though
devoid of turntable effects used in

New York, moves along with good
effect and excellent audience re-
sponse.
Role of Uncle Chris, by Kurt

Katch, is another high point of play,
with superb support by Jean Ruth,
Ruth Lee, Grandon Rhodes, Raymond
Roe, Elenore Lawson and Mark
Gale.

First five days' business in top
bracket, and advance sale for six-

week stay is good. Road ?'

should be a click. Ted.

Actors Thfuuv production of comedy In

three act;* by William Whiting. Directed
by Whltlrtu; selling. Clem Wachner. .At
Province-town Pluyhouse^N. Y., Aug. 2, '47.

The Compere Joe Miranne
Cuiitop .Lou Sanman
Hosina Jane Mabbott
The Counter Barbara. Cole
The Princess J'aullne. .Edwina MUlulebrook
Figaro Jim Noble
Count Almaviv:< .....Bernard Barrow
Peppi . Victor Barrocal
Jolli Dick WcMon
Gogo Pat Fitzgerald
Don Basilio Leo Daviau

Galileo
Hollywood, July 31.

T. Edward Hambleton production (under
Pelican Productions banner) of two-act play
with music (18 scenes) by Bertolt Brecht,
Kngltsh adaptation by Charles Laughton.
Stars CharlcB Laughton. Staged by Joseph
Losey; settings and costumes. Robert Davi-
son; choreography, Lotte Goslar; music,
Hanns Elsler; lyrics adapted by Albert
Brush. At Coron»t theatre,- Hollywood,
July 30, '47. $I>.00 top.

f Burton Karsin
Singers -i

Albert Held
(.James Adklns

Curtain Boy Donald Pletro

Galileo Charles Laughton
Andrea, the Boy Bay Malkln
Mrs. Sartl ,.Edn Rciss Merln
Ludovlco Marsatl , Herbert Anderson
Priuli • -Ken Jones
Sagrcdo ....Kenneth Patterson
Virginia Frances Heflln

Federzonl David Clarke
Old Cardinal Peter Brocco
Christopher Clavlus Nick Volpe
Little Monk ....Mickey Knox
Cardinal Belllirmln ^Stephen Brown
Cardinal Barborlnl : Hugo Haas
Cardinal Inquisitor ..... .William Cottrell

Andrea the Man William Phlpps
The Informer Peter Brocco
The Bnllad Singer Stejmen Brown

"Hi-Ho Figaro," presented in this
Greenwich Village, N. Y., playhouse
by an energetic group of young
stagei'olk organized into the Actors
Theatre, is one of those midsummer
stock entries with the dramatic and
intellectual substance of a hotfudge
sundae. In its writing, staging and
thesping, the piece, which never
achieves the status of a play, is a
transparent kindergarten romp,
frolicsome but humorless.

Nominally, tne play is- a farce
comedy. Based on the venerable plot
devices of mistaken identities and
multiple love triangles, the story has
been rewritten by playwright Wil-
liam Whiting in a deliberately in-
congruous style of fancy Renaissance
rhetoric varied by plain street slang.
Difficult to negotiate under the. best
circumstances, the mixture here
completely fails to jell. Adding vine-
gar to this compote are the antics
of one character, who is commis-
sioned to make comments on the
course of the play's action in the
manner of a lowercase Milton Berle.

Turning hi. pleasant performances
despite the general tide

. are Jim
Noble, in the central role of the
barber, Figaro, who is in love with
a princess: Edwina Middlebrook, the
princess" aunt, who wants her to
marry a rich nobleman; and Leo
Daviau. a rich old count with, an
eye for the ladies. Hcrm.

Shows in Rehearsal
"Allegro"—Theatre Guild.

"The Stars Weep"—Louis Schon-
ceit.

"We Love a Lassie"—Shuberts.

There is a symbolic bit of business

in the final scene of Bertolt Brecht's

new play. Galileo, investigating the

laws of motion, rolls a small metal
ball down ah incline and measures
its ability to roll up the other side

of the u-shaped chute. The ball

doesn't quite make the grade.

Neither, unfortunately, does the
script.

•

In the 17th century scientist's

battle with the church, there is ma-
terial for forceful drama. But
"Galileo," in its present form, is

ponderous rather than powerful.
There are fleeting moments that are
exciting, but the peak level is not
sustained and the overall impression
is one of dullness.
The script traces palileo's career

from 1609, when he lightly appro-
priates the telescope conceived by a

Dutch inventor, to. 1637 when, as a

prisoner of the Inquisition, he
smuggles' his discourses out with a

former protege. Lengthy interim
scenes deal with his work, the an-
tagonism of the church, and the
Inquisition which forces him to re-

cant his theories under threat of

torture.
The parallel between his battle

and that of more modern physicists

against other forms of authority is

com'pellingly drawn by implication

only. Only once is the message
literally pounded home, in an ap-
peal for reason and free interchange
of new scientific discoveries.

Returning to the stage after 15

years, Charles Laughton dominates
the production with a simple and
sincere portrayal of Galileo. Despite
the demands of the script, which
keep him on stage almost continu-
ously, he overcame definite traces of

opening-night nervousness to score

a personal triumph.
The supporting cast has little to

do. This is, by and large, a one-man
script. But Hugo Haas effectively

handles the role of the sympathetic
cardinal who later becomes Pope;
Frances Heflin registers the proper
amount of devoutness and filial love
as Galileo's daughter; Peter Brocco
scores in two roles, one an exacting
bit as a doddering cardinal: and Wil-
liam Cottrell brings enough menace
to his role as the Cardinal Inquisi-
tor.

Production by T. Edward Hamble-
ton generates more interest than the
script itself. Authentic slides, proj-
ected from the flies, enhance the
single striking set, and a boy trio,

used like a Greek chorus, charm-
ingly introduces each scene. An-
other moppet is used as a. curtain
boy. Costumes, music and lyrics all

lend an air of 17th century authen-
ticity, despite the rather dubious
choreography of a market place
scene that would be better elimi-
nated.
"Galileo" undoubtedly will create

a controversy. Its handling of the
Church will probably bring some
form of criticism. Its method of
presentation will start artistic de-
bates. The script itself may -well be
hailed by the intelligentsia as great
theatre.
Actually, it is a somewhat inter-

esting treatment of an intriguing
theme, but the script itself is too
heavy to be digested easily by the
majority of ticketbuyers. Slated for
Broadway after its local run, the
financial success of "Galileo" rests
entirely upon the shoulders of
Laughton. He, not the play, will be
the draw, .f
Considering its first production,

"The Skin of Our Teeth," and the
current offering, Pelican Produc-
tions, under whose banner "Galileo"
is getting its world premiere, might
well change its name to Provocative
Productions. Kap.

Kitchen Privileges
Los Angeles, Aug. 1.

West wood Players production of comedy
In three acts (four scenes) by Dwlght
Butcher. Directed by AI Sears; setting.
Alice Querela. Opened at Westwood Vil-
lage Playhouse, Los Angeles, July 81, '47:
$1.50 top.
Miss Snider Cheerio Meredith
Al Williams John Arthurs
M °ft Frank Clarl.
Vance John Bishoi'
kwiaJne jr> MaeKny
Mickey Andrews Jack Dn.lv
Broellne l.altue Nancy conoviv

this one isn't worth taking. Apartfrom what could be an irtterestin*
background, it has very little to offer

Story is set in a -Hollywood board.!
ing house whose owner, Miss Snider
is at least, eccentric. Her roomers
include a horse-player, a has-been
film director and a man of all workNewcomers, on whom the story U
based, are Vance and Lorraine, who
give up wedded bliss and uncertainty
on a Texas chicken ranch to come toHollywood to get Vance into films
through his former showbiz connec-
tions.

With the aid of the director, Vance
goes Hollywood and Lorraine takes
a walk. At the curtain, after taking
up with a blonde ex-bank robber he
discovers what a dope he is. That's
about two hours after the audience
discovered the same thing.
Apart from lack of laughs, script is

distinguished by the unanswered
problem of the blonde bandit, the
mystery being ihow she was found
not guilty, after confessing she stole
$2,000 to finance her boyfriend's law
studies.

Direction by Al Sears is spotty and
cast walks listlessly through the
three acts. Kap.

Plays Abroad

Spanish Incident
London, July 2.

Envoy Productions presentation (In asso-
ciation with Arts Council) of play In three
aots (six scenes) by Henry Marshall. Di-
rected by Oliver Gordon. At Embassy, Lon-
don, July 1, '47.

Lt. Colonel Freeman Wynuham Goldie
Patrick O'Hara Shamus Locke
Bill Wheeler Neville Mapp
Alan McXott John McLaren
Harriet Trevor Eileen Peel
Gyles Trevor .George Curzon
Louise Trevor. Diana Barton
Maria Navarre Diana King
Dona Cristlna Barbara MadUock
Estaban Milo Sperber
Mr. Fisher Roy Dingwall

Another of those secret service
plots which suits so much better on
the. screen, backed by realistic, jpft-

changing backgrounds.
This one opens and closes at the

War Office, London, with a trio of
special agents being roped in for
just one more job, "Operation
Enemy." Irish, Canadian and Eng-
lish—one ot whom is known at head-
quarters to be a traitor, but not
which one—are sent to Spain to
track down and bring back alive
Nazi No. 2 on the War Crimes List
for trial. She is a mysterious woman
of whom there is no description, no
picture, just a faded gramophone
voice.
Two of the men go to an

Englishman's home in Santander,
ostensibly to study the canning trade.

The third arrives posing as a travel-
ing salesman. A bewildering series
of adventures follows. There are
strange females as part of the house-
hold; the host is really indulging
in illicit contraband traffic with
South America; a strange visitor ar-

rives and is promptly shot; there is

much pistol shooting and knife
skirmishing before the elusive lady
is unmasked and taken prisoner.
Back in England the three are

confronted by their chief who says
he knows the identity of the rene-
gade. The phoney dictaphone record-
ing is about to be put on disclosing
the voice, when the Irishman "acci-

dentally" breaks it, betraying him-
self. Thus . "Operation Enemy" is

complete.
Makes for exciting entertainment,

but leaves the impression if British

Intelligence Corps habitually be-

haved like this trio, .with indiscre-

tions of speech and action, country
would soon lose its reputation of

having best force in world.
Wyndham Goldie, in a brief role,

makes human and dependable the

character of the chief of operations.

U. S. born John McLaren is breezy
and attractive as the Canadian, and
Shamus Locke has all the easy charm
of Erin. Women a.r.e somewhat in-

definite, with Eileen Peel displaying

(Continued on page 45)

Rooms with "Kitchen Privileges"
are hard to come by nowadays, but

For Long Term Lease
(To Responsible People or

WILL SELL)
THE BEAUTIFUL

El Patio Playhouse
800 NEW SEATS
7080 Hollywood Wvd.

(•lust 1% ltlocks East of
Orauman's Chinese)

WRITE — l'HONE — WIRE
H. E. WOOLEVER. Owntr,

At S405 Fhftey Avenue
• Newport 'Bench, Calif.

Evenings: Plume Harbor 1498M
Days: Iteacon 5287

SAMUEL FRENCH
SINCE 1830

Play, Brokers and
Authors' Representatives
«5 West 45th Street, New JTorU

J«23 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood 46. Cal.
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Tallulah Brightens 'Lives and Chi

At Sellout 21G, Rest Off, 'Carousel' 33G
: Chicago, Aug. 5.

"Private Lives," with Tallulah

Bankhead, was the only show not

nffected the four days of uncommon-
ly-hot weather last week. Going for

<he surviving foursome in this town
might have been still worse had it

not been for the 30-degree dip in

temperature Thursday. It stayed that

way through the next day; and again

soared Saturday.
"Lives" did capacity business

—

$21000—for its second lap, wftile

'Carousel" continued as top grosser

with $33,000 in the 10th week. Not
enough conventioneers around dur-

in£ this week to help things, either.

Estimates for Last Week
"Born lesterday," Erlanger (23d

wit) (1,358; $3.60). 'Quieting down
•with about $12,000.

"Call Me Mister,** Blackstone (12th

Wk) (1,358; $4.80). Affected with

othors, $21,000.
• "Carousel," Shubert (10th wk) (2,-

100; $4.80). Showed drop also, but

still grossing highest in town and
looking good with $33,000: •

"Private, Lives," Harris (2d wk)
(1000; $3.60). Keeping up capacity

business, including matinees. Bank-
head's strong following here is basic

reason which brought in over $21,000.

Should carry on with same pace for

-•more weeks to come. '

UTAH CENTENNIAL SHOW

SOCK 40G IN 2D WEEK
Salt Lake City, Aug. 5.

"Promised Valley," Utah Centen-
nial musical starring Alfred Drake
and featuring Jet MacDonald, is sur-
prising virtually everybody with its

solid b.o. First smash week of $60,-

00(1 was followed by a second week's
$40,000, and advance sales indicate

there's a chance heavy nut may be
covered during the third and last

week.
Weather has been good, with only

one performance washed out. Total
cost of "Promised Valley" runs to

between 175 and 200G, but included
in those figures are some pretty

heavy spending for permanent im-
provements for the University of

Utah stadium, where the show plays

six a week. Cut out costs for a per-

manent sound system, thousands of

seats, and other odds and ends, and
the actual production cost would
probably hit around $125,000.

Pepped up by red hot praise from
most sources, producers are getting

hot to take the show to N. Y. Plenty
of tightening has trimmed close to 30

minutes. ,

'0KLA.r CAPACITY

$34,500 IN WASH.
Washington,- Aug. 5.

National continues to stand apart
from town's general show biz slump,
with "Oklahoma," currently in its

third stanza, an assured sellout for

remainder of its run here. The Thea-
tre Guild classic chalked up a ca-
pacity $34,500 for its second week,
Bettering its hefty take for the initial

C3&WIJ.

"Red Mill" comes in Aug. 8 for two
weeks, with the new Shubert
Comedy, "We Love a Lassie" skedded
to follow Sept. "1 for a single stanza.
Latter comes here from its Atlantic
City preem. •

'Waltz' 68y2G, Pitt
Pittsburgh, Aug. 5.

Great Waltz" finaled summer
opera season last week and some-
what salvaged a pretty bad year at
the boxoffice with spectacular $68,-
500, breaking all previous records for
venture in both money and attend-
ance. It was the first show that got
any kind of a real break in weather,
every performance being played on
a warm evening and under star-filled
skies.

. Final few shows each drew over
10,000 spectators. Terrific closer cut
down losses somewhat, most of them
accountable to rain and cold, but
venture still wound up around 100
grand in red on the nine-week series.

Current Road Shows
(Period covering Aug. 4-16)

"Anna Lucasta"— Shubert-Lafay-
et e

. Let. (11-16).
Blackouts of 1947"—El Capitan,

Hollywood ?4-16).

(4-16)™
Testerda5,"—ErIanSer >

Cni -

"Call Me Mister"— Blackstone,
Chi. (4-16).

Carousel"—Shubert, Chi (4-16).

(4-9)
M GirI" ~ Shubert

>

Bost

City"^;'.
~°Pera 1,Se

"
Central

Frisco
R
(4!°ll™

ber Mama" ~ Geary '

T J*/
0*? of Lorraine" — Shubert-

(u-ieT
Det

'
(4 '9); Forrest

'

Philly

"Maeic Touch" — Erlanger, Buff.

,r'j Opera Hse., Newark (11-16).
.Oklahoma!"—Natl, Wash. (4-16).

16)
Lives"—Harris, Chi. (4-

"Ihe Red Mill—Cass, Det. (4-16).

'Queen High' Fair 20G
In Week at Louisville

Louisville, Aug. 5.

"Queen High," fifth in current
Iroquois amphitheatre series, grossed
fair $20,000 for week, ending Sunday
(3). William Lynn, Johnny Downs,
Jack Blair, Joy Hodges and Nina
Olivette all went over solidly.
"Rose Marie" opens tonight (5)

with Walter Cassel and Victoria
Schools, closing bill of sixth-week
summer season.

'MARIETTA' OPENS BIG

AT ST. LOO AL FRESCO
St. Louis, Aug. 5.

For the seventh time in its long

history the Municipal Theatre Assn.

has revived Victor Herbert's

"Naughty Marietta" for the current

seven-night stand that opened in the

al fresco playhouse, Forest Park,

last night (Monday). With the tem-
perature near 100 at sundown, the
heat and the musical, one. of the best
coin grabbers in the local enter-
prise's repertory, lured an opening-
night mob of over 10,000 for an esti-

mated gross of $3,600. It was the
season's largest, opening night.
Imogene Coca, comedienne, whose

only local p.a. was at a nitery last
fall, made a successful debut in the
open-air arena. "Others in the top
roles who scored are Brian Sullivan,
Margaret Spencer, Mary Hopple and
Jack Sheehan; outstanders in sup-
port are Melton Moore, Edwin Steffe,
Nixon Miller and Emile Renan.
Patricia Bowman and Rudy Koehler,
who have teamed during the past
two weeks in ballet routines, are
adding to their local laurels.

W Neat $24,000,

'Claudia' 8iG in Detroit
Detroit, Aug. 5,

"The Red Mill" was well received

by Detroiters, doing an estimated

$24,000 for its first week at the Cass
for eight performances. The 1,500-

seat theatre has a range of $1.80 to

$4.20.

"Claudia," starring Kim Hunter
and John Craven, stood up well dur-
ing the second and final week at
Music Hall, where it drew $8,500,
compared to $10,000 of the first week
at the 1,800-seater at a $2.50 top for
eight performances.
Jose Ferrer and Claire Trevor

open in "Goodbye Again" tonight (5).

Judy Abbott to Europe
Judith Abbott, legit producer and

theatre-radio actress, planed Sunday
(3) for a six-week jtrip to London,
Paris and the Riviera. She was ac-

companied by her cousin, Carl
Fisher, house manager of the Hud-
son theatre, N. Y., where "State of

the Union" is playing.

Miss Abbott and actress-producer
Mary Mason have scheduled a fall

Broadway presentation of "The
Piper's Song," anti-war fantasy by
John Schram. The show is a one-
setter, with a cast of about 20, and is

budgeted at $50,000. The Abbott-
Mason combo last spring produced
the Frank Gould comedy, "Tenting
Tonight," but dropped it during the

out-of-town tryout, and the show
was presented at the Booth, N. Y.,

by a syndicate of the backers headed
by Saul Fishbein.

20th-Fox Firings
Continued from page 3

ings are "utterly reprehensible. Re-
ports that several 20th members of

the Screen Office Professional Em-
ployees GuiJd were also laid off have
not been verified.

Attempts will be made to . find

other jobs inside the company for

all those getting the axe, a company
spokesman declared. Names of

those fired were not disclosed.

Check of the other companies re-

veals employment still holding at

peak levels for homeoffice white-

collarites, despite persistent scare-

talk of mass layoffs. During the

last six months, only a handful of

.dismissals have occurred among the

approximately 5,000 h.o. employees.
Metro, while not taking the axe

yet to any homeoffice publicists, re-

cently laid off several of its ex-

ploiteers in the field. Most of these,

however, have already been ab-

j
sorbed into other departments of

I
the company.

Plays Abroad
ss Continued from page 44

Spanish Incident
ruthlessness at the right -moment and
others merely decorating the color-
ful Spanish background.
Show can't be taken seriously but

has its moments. Clem.

Dr. Angelus
London, July 31.

Alec Rea & E. P. ('lift, with Roy I.,lm-

bert, production of . play In three acts by
lames Bridie. Directed by Alastair Situ.

At Phoenix, London, July 30, '47.

Or. Johnson George Cole
Dr. Angelus Alastair Sim
Jeanie Molly TJrquhart
Mrs. Ooreoru n Betty Marsden
Sir GrPKdry Butt Chariest Carson
Mrs. Angelus' '. June Alrd
Inspector Mclvor .....Archie Duncan
Sergeant Rex Garner

Another of those factual murder
plots effectively adapted to stage
entertainment. No subtleties here,

with the criminal's intent obvious
from the stait, but it holds the in-

terest from curtain rise and James
Bridie has admirably fashioned the
leading role to the personality of

Alastair Sim.
An elderly Scotch doctor, alter-

nately lascivious and lachrymose,
has his new youthful assistant hyp-
notized by his bland geniality and
forceful presence. Dr. Angelus is a

malevolent hypocrite and has poi-

soned his mother-in-law for her in-

surance money and coerces his col-

league to sign the death certificate,

against the youngster's' better judg-
ment.
Shortly afterwards, the bereaved

Wife sickens in the. same away and,

despite a cleverly depicted
_
night-

mare scene warning the Soy he
should act, he is too late to prevent
the second fatality. His conscience
finally roused, he confesses to the
police, who have rounded up the
ciilprit, but on being told there is no
such thing in Scotland as a charge
of "accessory after the fact" he is

tipped off by the investigating in-

spector to keep his mouth shut.

Sim, a popular character actor of

screen, and stage, brings out to the
full the unctuous villainy of Dr.
Angelus. Supporting cast is excel-
lent with George Cole scoring per-
sonal success as the young medico,
especially in a scene where he is

gradually intoxicated by unaccus-
tomed whisky cunningly plied by
his senior. The timid wife of Jane
Aird and seduced servant of Molly
Urquhart are well contrasted, with
Betty Marsden scoring as a vamp.
After a pre-London tour, show ran

smoothly and had an enthusiastic re-
ception. There are plenty of laughs,
probably not anticipated by the
author and, if done in the U. S.,

tendency might be to turn it into
another "Arsenic and Old Lace."
But on its merits as a straight play
it warrants serious attention.

Clem.

31 v Wives and I
London, Aug. 1.

Sherek Players presentation, in asso-
ciation with Arts Council, of play In two
wets by Kdwaril Pertry. Directed by Irene
Henlschel. At Strand, London. July 31. '47.

Vivlenne Brunei Peggy Evans
Luclen Tra-vers .Jack Allen
Pearl Brunei Elisabeth AJlan
Undine inline Barbara Couper
Charles Brunei Wilfrid Hyde White
Gertrude Paradine. Marie T.ohr
August Paradine George Howe
Mary Barbara Mullen
Stewart lean Stuart
Veronica Bellamy Anne Leon
Fletcher Elizabeth Stewart

Nonsensical comedy which won a

few laughs at premiere for its many
amusing lines and situations. But,
despite author's popularity, mixed
reception makes this one a doubtful
candidate to follow the writers
previous successes. As a film it

might have greater opportunities,
following the Hollywood trend for

fantastic plots.

A modern country household has
recently acquired a weird clock, in-

herited from an eccentric relative.

In the early action of the play an
imaginary sequence is thinly con-
veyed through fluttering of lights

and noises off. The young daughter
of the house accepts a suitor on con-
dition he merries her homely friend

as well, it having transpired that a

law is now in existence permitting

a man to have two wives. Young-
ster decides she will thus have no
future competition.
Her father, Happily married a

second time, gaily brings home an-
other wife, a wealthy Scotch widow,
to swell the family coffers. His cur-
rent wife is bewildered at his action

and goes round clad in weeds of

mourning and an air of martyrdom.
Her own parents are visiting the

home and papa's disappearance co-

incides with the absence of an old

Scottish housekeeper, who both re-

turn in bridal array.
Tired of his mournful No. 1 wife

and parsimonious 2. the master
of the house decides he will wed
again. He has succumbed to the
sophisticated charms of the head of

a Spinsters League which had spon-
sored the recent new Marriage Act.

Now arises a test case on the prob-

lem of divorce. Do both his wives
secure one? Do they get one apiece?

|
And do each of them get equal

;
shares of alimony f llotment, etc.?

Mrtter is solved by the magic
I clock, which switches back to prcs-

Broadway Reaches Low for Season;

Advance Sales Off, But Midweek

Surprisingly Good, Especially Mats

'Martha' Fair 13G In

Memphis Al Fresco
Memphis, Aug. 5,

Venturing into the longhair field
for first time, Memphis Open Air
Theatre did a fair $13,000 the past
week with Flotow's "Martha."

Figure is just about sufficient to
cover weekly budget, according to
General Manager Joe Cortese, and is

lowest of the five weeks thus far.
Crix went overboard with praise

for Rosemarie Brancato. Romolo De
Spirito, Rosalind Nadell. Charles
Yearsley, et al, but opera simply
didn't pull as it should have.
"Naughty Marietta" opened Mon-

day night (4), with Brancato, Nadell,
Yearsley, Kent Williams. Edmund
Dorsay, Billy Sully and Violet Carl-
son.
Attendance and receipts for season

are still running 8 to 10% better than
best previous record, with three
weeks yet to go.

LA. CIVIC S 609G

FOR 13-WK. SEASON
Los Angeles, Aug. 5.

"Louisiana Purchase" bowout Sat
urday (2) wound the 13-week Civic
Light Opera Assn. season- at the
Philharmonic auditorium with a lush
$609,700 as the total take. Heat
sapped "Purchase" power in the final

frame and kept it from nearing the
all-time record one-week gross set
earlier in the season by "Song of
Norway," which registered $56,400
for the fourth and final frame.
"Norway," in for four weeks, was

the longest Civic attraction and drew
top gross of $217,300. Other three
offerings held for three weeks each,
with "Purchase" leading the way for
a total gross of $153,000. "Rosalinda"
showed with a pretty $127,500 figure
and "The Three Musketeers" disap-
pointed with $111,900.
Preem of "Galileo" last week kept

five houses lit. American Savoy
Opera Co., skedded for third week at
El Patio, folded its tent in the face
of adverse notices and stole away
without offering promised "Pen-
zance."

Estimates for Last Week
"Blackouts of 1947," El Capitan

(267th week) (1,142; $2.40). Like
Old Man River, another $17,000.
Blossom Time," Greek Theatre (2d

week) (4,419; $3.60). Second and final
week built to $39,000 for engagement
total of $70,000.

"Galileo," Coronet (4 days) (255;
$3.60). Opened to mixed notices but
Charles Laughton's draw had created
advance sellout for several days.
Jampacked $3,200 for first four days.
"Louisiana Purchase," Philhar-

monic Aud (3d week) (2,670; $4.80).
Heat pushed down final frame's take
with. good $51,000 still coming in for
$153,000 total for three weeks.
"Skin of Our Teeth," Las Palmas

(2nd week) (388; $2.50). Continuing
sellout on second frame of moveover
for SRO $6,000. Paul Guilfoyle re-
places Keenan Wynn in lead tonight
(5).

ent day after being hit by a bullet
fired wildly by the League Leader,
disclosing all the matrimonial mud-
dles were a figment of the imagina-
tion.

Generally well played, with Bar-
bara Mullen delightful as the canny
wee body who keeps a tight hold on
her moneybags; Elizabeth Allan
pleasing as the preceding wife, and
Wilfrid Hyde White gay and im-
partial as the man, once a widower,
with two new wives on his hands.
Marie Lohr, veteran star, whose
clear diction and attractive person-
ality is always welcomed, graces
the part of the visiting parent. Bar-
bara Couper carries off the third
prospective bride role with verve
and allure.
Many worse plays than this have

proved money-makers, but this will
have to live down plenty of adverse
criticism. Clem.

Orson Welles
Continued from page 2

+ Broadway saw blistering heat dur-
ing the forepart of last week, then
much better weather the last half,
but there was little change in legit
attendance; grosses went a little

lower, in fact, hitting the summer's
low-water mark. Showmen with
doubtful stayers hope for an up-
turn but advance sales are torpid
and it's questionable if there will be
material betterment during the
month despite the oncoming Ameri-
can Legion hordes during the final
week of August.
Feature of patronage is th«

strength at midweek, when matinee
trade is generally- better than the
evenings and easily tops Suturdays.
As for new shows, none is scheduled
until the latter part of this month.

Estimates for Last Week
Keys: C (Comedy), D (Drama),

CD (Comedy-Drama), R (Revue),
M (Musical), O (Operetta).

"All My Sons," Coronet (27th
week) (D-1,095; $4.80). Paucity of
new plays should be a break for
survivors, including this drama; off
to approximately $11,000.
"Annie Get Your Gun," Imperial

(64th week) (M-1,427; $6.60). Mary
Jane Walsh replaced Ethel Merman,
who's on vacation for two weeks;
business sensational at this stage, of
run but slightly under capacity;
nearly $45,000.
"Born Yesterday," Lyceum .(79th

week) (C-993; $4.90). Dipped a bit
further, as did most others: gross
was around $15,000; should pick up
and play until New Year's or longer.
"Brigadoon," Ziegfeld (21st week)

(M-1,626; $4.80). Quoted at well
over $42,000, which is virtual sell-
out; one of the musicals getting ex-
cellent volume of visitors.
-"Call Me Mister," Majestic (68th

week") (M-l,659;$4.80). Rated around
$19,000, which is not profitable for
revue runner, which may improve
in large house at moderated top.
"Finian's Rainbow," 46th St. f30th

week) (C-920; $6). One of the ex-
ceptions; business continues at SRO,
and year's run seems a moderate
estimate of musical's draw; $42,000.
"Happy Birthday," Broadhurst

(40th week) (CD-1,160; $4.80). No
attraction could go up during last
week's weather; again around
$17,000.

"Harvey," 48th St. (144th week)
(C-920; $4.20). Capacity, which
should be drawn as long as Jimmy
Stewart remains in cast; gross
quoted at over $18,800; scale in bal-
cony slightly lowered some weeks
ago.
"Icetime of 1948" Center (10th

week) (M-2,994; $2.40). Among the
highest money shows; skating revue
doing plenty okay; takings. up last
week to $39,500.
"John Loves Mary," Music Box

(26th week) (C-979; $4.80). Has
completed six months; eased off to
around $11,000 but was among the
toppers until last month.
"Oklahoma!", St. James (225th

week) (M-1,505; $4.80). Ads calling
attention of visitors to availability
of good seats to boxoffice; over
$20,000 and profitable.

"State of the Union," Hudson (90th
week) (CD-1,057; $4.80). Long-
stayer has been affected but may
stay for the balance of summer;
$12,000 approximated.
"The Medium," and "The Tele-

phone," Barrymore (14th week) (M-
1,064; $4.20). Has been getting
around $13,000; operatic playlets
have small casts but there's a pit
orchestra; some profit claimed.
"Voice of the Turtle," Morosco

(173d week) (C-939; $3.60). Another
show Jvith low operating require-
ments and getting by at modest
$7,000.
"Young Man's Fancy," Plymouth

(14th week) (C-1,075; $3.60). Inten-
tion is to play into autumn; some
improvement recently but hasn't
earned an operating profit; $6,000.

REVIVALS
"Burlesque," Belasco (32d week)

(C-1,077; $4.80). Only this attrac-
tion and "Icetime" playing Sundays;
among shows hardly making oper-
ating nut; $9,000.
"Sweethearts," Shubert (28th

week) (M-1,382; $4.80). Another at-
traction that was getting real money,

I now hoping for an upturn; around
$17,000.

NEIGHBORHOOD
"Deep Are the Boots," Windsor,

Bronx.
"The Glass Menagerie," Flatbush,

Brooklyn.
with Korda on selection of the film

subject. They spent a long weekend
together confabbing on the Riviera.
Welles is continuing from there to

Rome for a few days before heading
back to London. He's due back in

Hollywood in about three weeks to

edit "Macbeth," which he just

finished shooting for Republic.
Radio transcription show, to be ' 28 to rave reviews and chalked up a

tagged "This Is Orson Welles." will i

first-week gross of $22,500.
i

be entirely of an entertainment na-
!

,.
Louisiana Purchase,; with Wil-

tt.rp Tt will r-nntiin nn nniiii™ r,r t

,lam Gaxton, Vera Zorina and VlC-
ture. It will contain no politics or tor Moore opened at tne i i776,Seatcommentary, as did his last previous

,

Geary Monday (4) to a big advance
program. i Both houses were dark last week

'MAMA' SMASH $22,500

IN OPENING FRISCO WK.
San Francisco, Aug. 5.

"I Remember Mama," with Char-
lotte Greenwood and Kurt Katch,
opened at the 1,550-seat Geary July
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Literati
Westermeier's History of Rodeo

First full-length book dealing

with the story of rodeos is out in a

limited-numbered edition under the

title of "Man, Beast and Dust," by
Clifford P. Westermeier, who was
known as a painter in France and
England, but is now assistant pro-

fessor of history at St. Louis Uni-

versity. He has a painter's sweep
and covers the subject from the year

after the close of the Civil War to

the present. For the last 12 years

he has done research around the

arenas and has emerged with a book
as substantial and as reliable as the

Encyclopedia Britannica.

In fact, he goes even further back
than the Civil War, because he lists

a rodeo at Sante Fe which was held

in June, 1847, and caught by a Capt.

Mayne Reid. Westermeier traced

Reid's report to the archives of

Drumhariff Lodge, County Armagh,'
Ireland. Reid likened the rodeo to

a Donneybrook Fair of cowboys.

There were contests for the best rop-

ing and throwing, horse races,

whisky and wines and, at night,

dancing on the streets.

First American show was at

Cheyenne, July, 1872, which added
Texas steer-riding as well as bronc-

riding. Editor of the Cheyenne
Daily Reader didn't like it and
wished the cowboys would take their

swearing, drinking, shooting, roping

and riduig out of town. "It would
be better taste out on the prairie,"

opined' the ed.

Rodeo which really opened the

east to this $1,000,000 outdoor biz was
the New York Stampede held at

Sheepshead Bay .Speedway in Au-
gust, 1916. Prairie Lilly Allen Doro-
thy Morrell and Leonard Stroud
were introduced at ' that show.
Stroud is still around. He runs- a

feed biz at Canon City, Colo. He
was the first to make a. professional

career of competing in rodeos and
was the all-around cowboy champ of

that era. He was the first to stay on
Tipperary, a champ among bucking
horses, and one of the few who could
ride as well as he could rope. For 10

years he was undisputed champ trick

rider as well. 1

Today contestants are either riders

or ropers and all are pros. For
several years the distinction between
an aijnateur and a pro was, how
much? An amateur was any cowboy
who made less than $500 a year. This
went up to $1,000 and eventually
to $2,000.

The essentials of a rodeo are still

practiced by working cowhands in

their trade, but few of the top pros
work on ranches today, unless they
happen to own them and even then
with shows running from January to

December, they have precious little

time on their hands for branding
calves.

Prof. Westermeier tells of the feats

of Clay McConigal, which this mugg
saw win the first $1,000 prize in 1919
at the Phoenix State Fair, as the
fastest roper of wild steers, but is

quite impartial as to the superiority
of old-timers like McGonigal, Ya-
kima Canutt, Pete Knight, Doff Aber,
.Ed Lindsey, Thad Sower and the
present crop like Burel Mulkey, Bud
and Bill Linderman, Everett Bow-
man, Smokey Snyder, Toots Mans-
field, Dave Campbell and Chet Mc-
Carty.

His book is illustrated exclusive-
ly with shots of old-timers at Pen-
dleton, Cheyenne, and such stamping
grounds. There is one even of Mrs.
Riodan,.the only cowgal who rode
bucking broncs side saddle, which
sounds like a feature which might
be revised for sure-fire laughs.

Scu!.

together in falsely and maliciously
libel" him. Peart in his suit, charged
that Jones pushed him so hard he
fell down a stairway, aggravating
the injuries he received in his World
War II service with the marines.

Dance Handbook Set

Anatole Chujoy, ballet exper? and
editor of Dance News, turned in to

A: S. Barnes & Co. last weekend
mss. on a Dance Encyclopedia
which he edited and compiled. First

handbook of its kind in the- dance
field, the 1,200 page volume contains

a history of the dance, list of bal-

lets, biographies of dancers, listing

of dance recordings, contributed
articles, etc.

Encyclopedia, on which Chujoy
worked 15 months, will be publish-
ed next February.

War Hero Comics
A. S. Curtis, Annapolis, Md., in

association with Fred Danner, owner
of the Danner Press, Akron, O.,

will publish a new comic strip maga-
zine, Medal of Honor Comics, start-

ing this month.
Mag is based on a newspaper

comic strip, popularizing the exploits

of the nation's top war heroes.

portation of American films. Bul-
garia signed up last week. Under
terms of the agreement with Filmsko
Delo, the state film monopoly, 20
new features and shorts selected
from the product of MPEA's eight
member companies (nine as of
Sept. 1) will be released through the
monopoly prior to March 31, 1948.-

These films will be supplemented
by a group of MPEA member-com-
pany pictures which have been un-
der seal in the American mission in

Sofia. These pix were in circula-

tion in Bulgaria when the Germans
marched in. Americans were natur-
ally unable to retrieve them until

after the war, .when they were
locked in vaults until the present

agreement to release them.
'

MPEA now has Agreements with
11 of the 13 countries -with which it

has been authorized by American
distribs to deal.

i SCULLY'S SCRAPBOOK
: " * By Frank Scully ttt t ,

...

'Foodeasy' Racket
Continued from page 1

CHATTER
Leon Gutterman's "The Hollywood

Handbook" will be published in

autumn by E. P. Dutton.
Scribners is publishing a "collec-

tors' edition" of Thomas Wolfe's
"Look Homeward, Angel."
Joe Laurie, Jr. doing a daily

sketch and anecdote for Press Fea-
tures starting Sept. 1 to be tagged
."Heads & Tales."

Gene Tunney reviews Budd Schul-
berg's Random House book on the
fight racket, "The Harder They
Fall," in Saturday Review's Aug. 9

issue. •;

Margaret . Scoggin, moderator of

WMCA's "Youth . Book Review"
program, has authored a series of

adventure tales which Knopf is pub-
lishing under title • of "Lure of
Danger."

Earl Kennedy of "We the People"
spending a month at Lavalette, N.J.

finishing a novel before resuming
with the airshow in Hollywood.
Earl Wilson's syndicated column

in the N. Y. Post on Lena Home
drawing some of the heaviest request
for reprints that columnist has had
since he started the column.

Plenty Prospects
Continued from page 1

ing permits get around the fixed

$1.75 meals. These are frequently

exceeded by a "house" or "music

charge" of $2, which are permitted

by law. Eating in your rooms, how-
ever, means better choice of food,

better prepared, because the room-
service fees permit a "better margin
of profit.

The foodeasy clubs, however, have
the best racket. For about $5 a

'committee" of solid citizens can
petition the local magistrate'for an
"eating club" license, in a private

house, and get it. The publicans

(proprietors of public houses, or

pubs, which is really just a saloon)

pay hundreds of dollars and find this-

new swank eatery competition is too

tough. But like the bottle-club

device, these foodeasies have found

a good legal out.

B'way Legit
Continued from page 1

Strawhats are never too productive
in the numbers of thespers actually
parted for Hollywood work, Willi
said, but the rounds have to be
made in order to get the inside
track with the players who succeed
in making hits in Broadway shows.
"I don't encourage kids to go to
Hollywood right away if they feel
their careers belong on the legit

stage. I encourage them, and help
them, and when they feel ready for
Hollywood, I want my bid to be
considered," Willi declared.

Boris Kaplan, Paramount talent
head, also said this season, like past
ones, had been unspectacular in
concrete results. But, he said, it was
necessary to visit each hayloft on
the 100-to-l chance that some sensa-
tional player would be uncovered.
Kaplan said stars might be born on
Third avenue in New York or in the
sticks. "One never knows," he said,
"so even though qur department
travels around 60,000 miles a year,
we have to keep on trying."

Zanesville Libel Suit

Earl J. Jones, publisher of the
Zanesville (D.) News, and also of
the Massillon (O.) Independent, last

week filed a conspiracy and libel suit

in Muskingum County Common Pleas
Court for $1,000,000 against the
Zanesville Publishing Co., its presi-
dent and general manager, O. B. Lit-
tick, and its secretary - treasurer,
H. Clay Littick.

Jones' petition charged the com-
pany and its executives, publishers
of* the Zanesville Times-Recorder.
Signal, and the Sunday Times-Sig-
nal, with conspiring to libel the
plaintiff in a number of stories pub-
lished concerning differences be-
twean Jones and John Peart, a news-
caster for WHIZ, Zanesville.
The radio announcer has sued

Joaes for $100,463.75 damages for
injuries he alleges he received when
Jones pushed him in the latter's

drugstore last April 18. Jones
charges in his petition that the Lit-

ticks and the company "did conspire

Soviets -Yanks
; Continued from page 1 ;

sisted on a broader scale of pur-
chases, selected out of a list made
up by the MPEA. Such a list would
prevent the Russians buying films
which presented the U S. in a bad
light, or could be turned into propa-
ganda to that end, such as "Grapes
of Wrath" and "Tobacco Road,"
which reveal abject poverty among
certain American segments.

Napoli, acting on orders from the
Soviet film monopoly, has accepted
the principles laid down by Maas.
It's believed the deal now in the
works calls for around 50 films.

There are still some other details to

.be worked out. but the major point
of negotiation now remaining is

price.

Russia and Yugoslavia are the last

of the Russian—orbit countries with-
out a deal with the MPEA for 1m-

producers appear more hopeful of

such results than for a long period

past.
•

Managers seem to be proceeding

with undue caution,- and that's the

way potential backers are reacting.

It's indicated that there is less out-

side backing in sight for various

reasons, .one being the questionable

handling o f limited - partnership

funds. Although there appears less

chance of a theatre shortage than in

half-a-dozen seasons, producers are

known to be hesitating until assured

of a Broadway booking, and some
will not go into action until a thea-

atre is actually designated. Bookers
on the other hand want to learn

what the chances of new productions

are before signaturing contracts. For
the past several seasons new shows
were forced to stay out of town be
cause of tight bookings, and pre-

Broadway showings are almost al

ways unprofitable". Yet no show
with real merit is discerned to have
gone to the storehouse because it was
unable to reach BroacVway.

Dozen Shows NSH
At least a half-dozen of the 17 at-

tractions on the current Broadway
list are operating in the red or, at

best, approximating an even break
with expenses pared to the limit.

Managers of those shows and some
others on the narrow edge are hope
ful of an upturn this month. There
has been so little improvement in

advance sales that the showmen
concerned appear to be indulging
in wishful thinking.

Last week was accompanied by the
summer's lowest grosses, except for

some exceptions, and if there is to be
improved attendance that should
come in the next two weeks. Be
cause there are so few new shows
in the offing, manage'rs of some that

are wobbling figure on sticking, feel

ing that with the advent of Labor
Day business is virtually sure of im-
provement. Some attractions which
were in the chips should come back
at the boxoffice but their chances are
uncertain; they may well have ex-
hausted their drawing potential.

Last September six attractions
premiered, and there 'is likely to be
as many, or more, next month de-
spite the paucity of bookings. Dur-
ing autumn and early winter there
are approximately 85 new shows
due, including straight plays, mus-
icals;, some from London and a few
revivals. A percentage of these
probably will not eventuate. but the
present managerial lethargy should
surely be dissipated by Christmas
anyway.

Painfully, 111., Aug. 2.
What may go down in history as a Schopenhauer Special edition of the

Screen Writer should be on the stands approximately at about the same
time and within reasonable distance of this issue of Variety, A psychi-
atrist let loose on the edition would come up with the conclusion that
screenwriters are in a bad way.
By their flawless figures the recession is not around the corner it's

already inside the door. There are 30% less screenwriters employed in
the studios than a year ago. Of the 1,300 writers crawling between heaven
and earth in that purgatory of the Pacific, 200 are regularly employed,
leaving 200 jobs for the remaining 1,100 writers to battle for from day to
day. .

Bookies at the tracks make a fat living accepting bets at such odds.
At best the odds seem to be six to one against these 1,100 writers making
a living this year.

In trying- to find thejr exact • position without radar equipment, Ring
Lardner, Jr., Lester Cole, Martin Field, Paul Gangelin, Philip Stevenson
and a sixth group without billing submitted a joint report presenting a
picture which couldn't have been done better by Whistler. It was that
grey.

Low Interest Rates
Of the $1,130,000,000 picture gross for the year, Ring Lardner, Jr., in a

piece called "First Steps in Arithmetic," shows that the writers' share of
this enormous take is 1% of the gross. They would do much better, with
less brains, as agents.' To argue that the writers contribute only 1% of
that gross is to argue that the written words in an actor's mouth are worth
practically nothing.

A habitually cheerful mugg, I am further depressed by the Lardnerian
query, "Does it seem preposterous to suggest that we actually provide as

much as, say, 2% of what the moviegoer gets for his money?"
Martin Field batting in third position of this Murderer's Row does a

piece called/'No Applause For These Encores." He points out that during
the depression, whefl competition for the reduced box office dollars was
the keenest, more pictures were produced.
Conversely, during the prosperous war, period, when long theatre runs

became common and pix attendance jumped, less pictures were produced
and were more profitable than the former great number. The B's went
out the window and were caught on the bounce by the Indies, but by now
the majors have no fear of competitive B product because of reissues.

The zero cost of production of major reissues makes them unbeatable.

Layoffs Galore
Of approximately 400 films released last year 25% were reissues, mean-

ing 250 writers, several hundred actors, musicians and studio workers,

producers and even agents were not employed.
Paul Gangelin, screenwriter of 25 years, expertly followed in Field

with further proof of the downbeat among writers. His piece was called

"What's Happening to Our Jobs?" His was the preface to a general report

furnished by Stanley Roberts, chairman of the Screen Writers Guild

Economic Program Sub-Committee on the unemployment problems. The
field of originals is strictly from Forest La\yn. It's dead. -

Gangelin takes "The Lost Weekend" and asks us to conceive the crea-

tion of the premise of "The Lost Weekend" if it had been left to Hollywood
producers to accept it as an original.

"Try to imagine," he writes, "the screenwriter, indoctrinated in the

prejudices, foibles and shibboleths of the motion picture business, hoping

to achieve a job and a contract by writing something saleable, turning out

a study of a drunk. And then go a bit further and imagine his attributing

the drunk's plight, to unresolved homosexual conflicts. I can hear the

screams of the story editors ringing from Burbank to Culver City, and so

can you."
I can not only hear the screams, I can see the revival and arrival of the

Japanese thought police—a subject, incidentally, covered in this footnote

to futility in a piece by Lester Koenig, called "Conferende On Thought

Control1."

Even the best picture, in my highly enlightened opinion, to come out

of Hollywood this year, "Crossfire," produced by Adrian Scott, an SWG
member, could not have gotten into the cans as an original. It was forti-

fied by Richard Brooks' "The Brick Foxhole."

Xrays For Adrian
Adrian Scott gives the full story of how close to being shelved it

was despite this "prior judgment" fortification.

Scott got ulcers out of it, which may be a small thing to contribute to

the materialization of such a great picture. But without Peter Rathvon,

Dore Schary, Bill Dozier, Edward Dmytryk, Johnny Paxton, and

actors like Robert Young, Robert Mitchum and Robert Ryan, to hand
him glasses of milk to allay his illness, I doubt if he ever would have

finished this magnificent example of how anti-semitism has grown from the

maggots of Hitler's putrescent corpse.

Myself, a guinea pig who has survived all efforts of doctors to kill me
with kindness, I know that doctors and nurses who attempt' to wipe out

a plague like infantile paralysis are felled in great numbers by the dis-

ease. In much the same way people who "never had a thought of racial

prejudice have come back from the destruction of the military machine

of the Nazis infected with the virus they started out to destroy.

That explains how they got sick, but it takes this picture to show how
they can carry their sickness even to murdering men who personally

never did them an unkindness in their lives. There are victims of this

sort of thing who would tell you it's better cured by ignoring it, and they

are about as right as those who will tell you that the best way to stop

polio is to pay no attention to it.

Back to 2%
Being a very social-minded animal myself, I look forward to the day

when all who are concerned with the making of motion pictures spread

the billion-dollar take more equitably among those who make the take

possible.

That the producers during the war, when hundreds of screen writers

were pulled off into the armed services so that the rest of us might live,

had to call in new writers, or even old ones, to take care of the increasing

demand for a great number of pictures, is quite understandable. That

they should have no interest in increasing this pool of writers, until it

has now reached the point where there are six writers for every job, is

also understandable—but less forgivable.
Those who specialize in the moral issue plaguing mankind would point

it out as one of the weaknesses of capitalism, and they would be fortified

by no less an authority on social justice than the Holy Father at the

Vatican. That the Kremlin would share the view is irrelevant, if not

irreverent. Social justice may go as far back as Alexander the Great,

but certainly goes as far back as the Sermon on the Mount, and in any

case goes back hundreds of years before Marx.
The lead article in this, issue o£ the Screen Writer is by George Bernard

Shaw, a Fabian socialist, with the most fixed capitalist ideas of how writers

should share in the profit system, and get a cut of the take wherever and

whenever there is a cutting of a melon.
Shaw's Chance to Scream

Now 92 years old. he is a bit muddled in his thinking, and his punches

at what he calls the "New York League," which must mean the Authors

League of America, go a bit wild and. wouldn't have done much damage
if they had landed.
Emmet Lavery and Oscar Hammer.st.cin, 2d., tried their best to clear

confusions in his old mind on the matter of the American Authors

Authority, and used about half the space to do it.
. .

I. cannot quote verbatim from the Shavian proviso that he will join

the AAA if and when it disentangles itself from the League because lie

has closed off the piece by the words "World Copyright by George
Bernard Shaw."
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Broadway
Age„t Jules Alberti out of the

b0
fittv Rosenthal, in from the

roast, his first visit in years.

Tack Potter to be general manager

e( new Andre Chariot revue set for

^Todd Duncan returning to Europe

Aug. 22 for a three-month concert

t0
Seanor Stober planing to England

to sing at Glyndcbourne Opera Fes-

tlV
Howard Newman advance agent-

ing for road company of "State of the

U
Ben" Ross Behrenberg to stage

manage Theatre, Inc.?s, "The Big

^Arthur Hornblow, Jr., and Mrs.

Hornblow to Europe for six-week

vacation.
; " '••''

.

Annual rodeo .championships open

at Madison Square Garden Sept. 24,

continuing until Oct 26.

Pe«gy Phillips, Theatre Guild as-

sociate pa., planing to N. Y. from
Paris tomorrow (Thurs.).

Leonard Spigelgass, Paramount
ecripter, in on the Queen Elizabeth

last week, then back to the Coast.

Bert Hoist, chief of 20th-Fox and
Movietonews libraries in N. Y., back
on job after being laid up for months.
Rene Clair heads Coastwards to-

day (Wednesday) after a five-day
gtopover here for confabs with RKO
prez Peter N. Rathvon.
Police complaint against Henry

Adrian, for loudspeaker ballyhoo in

front of Plymouth ("A Young Man's
Fancy"), postponed.
Sam Shayon, former general man-

ager of the William Morris Coast
office, now a Hollywood attorney.
Broadwaying for a week.
Arnold Grant planed to the Coast

yesterday (Tuesday) for opening of
Del-Mar tracR, of which he's part
owner, and other biz. Back Aug. 25.
Robert Rapport to be general man-

ager, Walter Williams production
manager and Helen Hardy exec
secretary for Maurice Evans' "Man
and Superman."
"The Midnight Alarm," annual

apectacle of N. Y. Fire Department,
will be staged in Madison Square
Garden; Aug. 18-20. It's for the de-
partment's welfare fund.
Bob Weitman, Paramount theatre's

managing director, named chairman
elk the producing committee of the
14th annual. "Night of Stars," slated
for Nov. 17 at Madison Sq. Garden.
Buddy Robbins on four-month auto

tour to the Coast with his bride of
»ix months. He's son of music pub-
lisher Jack Robbins, and, as 'associ-

ate of his dad's, will make it biz trip,

too.
Fred Spooner will agent "The

Stars Weep," in rehearsal, Harold
(Buddy) JCusell being company man-
ager and Bill Herz. Jr., head of staff

in Louis Schonceit's managerial
debut.

Carroll Case in from the Coast on
a freelance production assignment.
Due to return in two weeks. He's
the son of the late Frank Case (Al-
temquin Hotel) and brother of au-
thoress Margaret Case Harriman.
John Fulton, special effects direc-

tor for Samuel Goldwyn, is cur-
rently in New York working on
backgrounds for new Danny Kaye
tomedy, "That's Life." He's shoot-
ing nightclub scenes with hidden
cameras.

British actress Diana Wynyard,
who arrived on Queen Elizabeth last
week, vacationing with Mary Martin
and Richard Halliday at their New
Canaan, Conn., summer home. She
returns to Britain Aug. 27 via the
Queen Mary.
Virginia Bolen returned from visit

to her parents in Colorado. She's
wrth the legit producing firm of
Whitehead & Rea, which Is readying
« presentation of the Robinson Jef-
f«s version of Euripides' "Medea,"
with Judith Anderson.

Pittsburgh
By Hal Cohen

Tom Bodkin visiting his sister in
JJuquesne Heights.
Maurice Spitalnys have shoved Off

for Ontario on fishing junket.
Joe Mann spinning the KQV Juke

Box while Al Nobel is away for
couple of weeks.
. Jerry Carter, nitery dancer, and
ner husband into the restaurant busi-
ness at Bloomfield.
Frances Faye. en route to Las

Vegas, at the Bachelor's Club here
•or two-week engagement.
t*eonard Kapner, WCAE prexy, has

witen his family to Beach Haven,
»t

' {or month of August.
Nancy Murray, of KDKA staff, in

mercy hospital for an operation after
home for two weeks.

„ ,
AI frevak. of the Harris circuit'so department, relief manager

•round the chain this summer.
>«J ™. Lo0m 's. secretary to Man-
ner cllff Dan iei of WCAE. resigned

a C
aftev ner aili"g mother.

f"°'

b Ktibly, former Sun-Tele-
™f™ ^Porter, awarded a fellowship

National Theatre Conference.

»«i!L Silver. WB zone manager,K'l to Skowhegan, Me., for

rl
pi^em of "Life With Father."

*ony Conforti, operator of Nixon
w»£,

an
,

(
' Alt"ro Vercesi, his head-

•waiter. to Canada for some fishing.

Slfni

-

? 'Varicty Girl" will prcem at
Stanley Sunday midnitrht. Aug. 31,«* benefit of Variety Club's chari-

buhSt,?
mitn

' ex"WB manager here.
Publishing « Pan-America weekly

newspaper in Spanish out of New
York.
Dave Wagner and Marino Bette-

nelli, both of the Carousel staff, off
for Hollywood by car with their
wives.

Herman Middleman, the Carousel
maestro, and his wife are on a Great
Lakes cruise, and Everett Neill is

subbing for him.
Johnny Harris in . from Atlantic

City and Mary Frances Ackerman
from New York to get "Ice-Capades"
campaign rolling. -

Jim Lindsay, of Harris publicity
department, will stage the big musi-
cal spectacle high-lighting the Alle-
gheny County Fair.

Miami Beach
By tarry Solloway

Judy Canova in town.

Sol Tepper, the agent, in town.
Gracie Barrie at Shelbourne hotel

for rest. -

Mel Murray, comedy pianist, into
Paddock Club.
Marquez Sisters, Cuban song trio,

into Club 22 the middle of August.
Jerri Blanehard, spending vacation

from "Burlesque," now working St
Kitty Davis'.

Billy Vine and Dolly Dawn head
up new show which opened at Copa-
cabana, July 31.

Shanghai Club, which folded last

week after a brief run, may try again
with fresh dough.
Wometco chain readying plans for

television setup in centrally located
Gapitol theatre, Miami.
Harry Kilby. general amusement

cafe booker, back for looksee at tal-

ent and to visit with family.
Harry Voiler, Trocadero op, bid-

ding for Rocky Graziano-Tony
Zale's third fight, likely in February.

Colonial Inn ops may not reopen
this huga spot this season, instead
operating' only the smaller La Bo-
heme.
New lineup for Blackamoor which

started Saturday (2) includes Harry
(the Hipster) Gibson, Bob Karl and
Judy Lynn.
New super-cafe is being erected

north of Ft. Lauderdale in Broward
county. Spot will feature all the
newest gadgets.
Jimmy Mehod. Milwaukee. c o m i c

brought here by Harry Richman,
into Embassy Club, Jacksonville, af-

ter four week-run at Blackamoor.
Return of Leon Kramer to show

biz, after 12-year hiatus, brought the
singer many wires when story of his
stint at Copacabana broke. Heads
for operation in Chicago after en-
gagement.

Chicago

Las Vegas
The Silhouettes into the Stork

Club.
Spike Jones set for Flamingo,

Aug. 27.

Nathan Rosenberg a guest of Chic
Flournoy:
Kathryn Duffy checking Last

Frontier shows.
Mae* West Ei Rancho honor guest

at cocktail soiree.

Wallace Beery and daughter Jo-
Anne at El Rancho.

Bill Brady and Jack Denison open
Kit Carson nitery . on Aug. 8.

Grace Hayes out of the hospital

and making the rounds again.
Leighton Noble's band back into

the Last Frontier Ramona Room.
Jon and Sondra Steele a Last

Frontier click on their fourth re-

peat.
Maxwell Kelch is reviving Swingo

over KENO with Club Bingo spon-
soring.
Wilbur Clark bought the Paul

Ralli property as addition to his

Desert Inn. now under construction.
Danny Rogers and Ben Goffstein

celebrated their reunion after 20

years on opposite coasts with a big
dinner party at the Rancho Vegas.
Joey Adams announced that Las

Vegas had gone over the top in its

contributions to the Damon Runyon
Fund by giving $20,000. a dollar for

every man, woman and child in
town.

Cole Porter weekend visitor at the
Ambassador East.
Veloz and Yolanda dance studios

to open here around Labor Day.
Ashton Stevens and Joe Sherman

at the Muyo Clinic for check-ups.
Carmen Miranda opens at the

Chez Paree, Aug. 21, for four weeks.
Jane Withers closed her nitery

date here and entrained for N. Y.
On trousseau shopping.
John Balaban, Bill Hollander and

Irv Kupcinet to N. Y. on first lap of
European-Palestine tour.
Chicago Majestic tossed party for

their recording artist, Dick Farney
at the Ambassador East.
C. E. Tracy, brother of Spencer

Tracy, in town with his wife before
departing for Eagle River, Wiscon-
sin.

The Ravinia Summer Theatre, lat-
est addition to. Midwest strawhat cir-
cuit, presented "Philadelphia Story,"
last Friday ( 1 ) night. •

Chicago reminiscent of Hollywood
this week with camera crews around
town shooting scenes for "Call
Northside 777" and "Snake Pit."

"Variety Girl" will be shown at
Chicago theatre for one day only,
on Sept. 25, on upped scale and with
proceeds going to Variety Club of
Illinois.

Mrs., Danny Thomas has turned
songwriter and her tune, "Just Be-
fore I Sleep." is being recorded by
Margaret Whiting and Frances
Langford.
Governor Dwight Green, and

Senators Scott W. Lucas and Way-
land Brooks have been added to the
list of showbiz celebs who will ap-
pear at the Jack Benny testimonial
to be held on Aug. 24 in Powell
Park, Waukegan.

Bucks County, Pa.
By Sol Jacobson

Robert Noe in from Princeton's
McCarter to join Playhouse com-
pany.

Luise Rainer in from Dennis to
New Hope for "Joan of Lorraine"
rehearsals.

Mel Baker and Jack Kirkland
working together on film at Kirk-
land's Springtown farm.

Edgar Levy tossing in towel Aug.
9 at Yardley strawhatter. Final
week is eighth of season.

Walter Slezak harvesting wheat
with combine at his Ottsville farm.
Back to Coast for RKO this month.
Joan Mortimer released by Theron

Bamberger to play Viola in "Twelfth
Night" for Bob Porterfield at Barter
theatre, Abingdon, Va.
Theron Bamberger giving extra

matinee Thursday (7) of "Chris-
topher Blake" at New Hope for
benefit of Solebury School.
Arnold Stang, raalo thesp of

Henry Morgan program, visiting
Charles Gussman at Newtown farm.
They're collaborating on new air
show, "Eager Beaver." .

AAF Pic Coverage
Continued from page 1 ss

over virtually the entire Bikini

bomblests photographic equipment,

considered the finest in the world.

It includes 12 huge camera ships

—

converted B-29's—which operated

over Bikini and which will now be

used by the flying circus covering

AAF operations around the globe.

In addition there are sound trucks

which can be flown anywhere in

C-82 I flying boxcar) planes.

The photographic center of the

AAF will be at Andrews Field, Md.

The headquarters and camera

I equipment will be based there, some
of it coming from Lowry Field, Den-

ver. In addition, the laboratory cen-

ter will move into the Signal Corps'

plant at Astoria, L. I., sharing

space with . the Signal Corps'

Army Pictorial Service. These arc

the ol'ri' Paramount studios, which

the Army purchased during the

war. In addition. Eglin Field. Fla..

will reactivate its motion picture

facilities.

Washington
By Florence S. Lowe

Jesse and James, dancing comics,
a current click at Club Kavakos.
Tola Productions issued invites for

a brass hat preem of "The Roosevelt
i
Story" Aug. 11 in auditorium of Na-

I tional Archives.

Over 400 contestants tried out for
the revival at Loew's Capitol of
"Going Native" revue.
George Canty, commercial film

specialist for State Dept., off to Cape
Cod for a month's rest.

William Keighley, film and radio
producer, in town to huddle with
FBI biggies on the forthcoming 20th-
Fox, "Street With No Name."
Local station WWDC got sponsors

of its baseball broadcasts to forego
commercial on Aug. 18 to plug the
Damon Runyon Cancer Drive.

Leatrice Joy, guest starring In
"The Vinegar Tree" in summer stock
here, revealed she was about to be-
come a grandmother any day now.

|
Vatican City Reman Singers, who

!
gave a concert here last Sunday (3)

1 included Frank Pinza, 9-year-old
nephew of Ezio Pinza, the Met star.

"Does the Lady Yield." political

i

drama which is getting a pre-Broad-
j

way tryout at the Cragsmoor straw
i hatter, was written by Eugene
Lerner. a local lad:

Theatre Guild's Lawrence Lang-
ner in to see Alfred Ciabelli, Jr.
sing as well as dance as Jud in

"Oklahoma!", with a view to having
latter replace Robert Nash, who
bows out of the cast soon.

By !>s Rees
M-G-M club held annual picnic

at Gulden Valley Club.
Joe Mooncy Quartet into Hotel

Radisson Flame Room.
Andy's night club has Roberta &

Mack. Regini and Joe Griffin.

Gene Autry and his rodeo spotted
for St. Paul Auditorium. Sept. 13-21.

Max Roth and Harry Mandell,
Eagle-Lion district managers, in

town.
Dorothv Lewis ire show in 10th

week at' Hotel Nicollet Minnesota
Terrace.
LeRoy J. Miller. Universal branch

manager, spending fnrlniyht fishing

in northern Mitn'<'-'ota watfrs.

Andy Smith, 20th-fox sales man-

ager, here to explain new selling
plan to independent exhibitors.
Pat McLane, chosen Queen of

Lakes for 1948 Aquatennial celebra-
tion, won trip to Hollywood studios.
M. A. Levy, 20th-Fox district man-

ager, chairman of arrangements
committee for Northwest Variety
club's annual golf tournament at Oak I

Ridge Country club.
Bonnie Berger, North Central !

Allied president and independent
Circuit owner, has sent letter to I

heads of regional independent thea- :

tre owner units and exhibitors ask-
|ing them to get behind former Gov, !

Harold Stassen of Minnesota as Re-
publican presidential candidate. ;

Hollywood

Vienna

Dewey Starkey to Eugene, Ore.
Jessica Dragonette in from N. Y.
Philip Dorn on vacation at Carmel.
Anne Nagel laid up with bronchi-

tis.
.

Harry James aired in from the
east.
Lynne Roberts to Laguna lor 10

days.
Penny Singleton drove to Phoenix,

Ariz.
Bill Holden laid up with stomach

trouble.
Bob Hope has a new stand-in, Lyle

Moraine.
Kathleen O'Malley to Balboa on

vacation.
Herb Coleman bedded with

bronchitis.
Rhonda Fleming divorced Thomas

Wade Lane.
George Burns and Gracie Allen

to Catalina. • "-.

Lnraine Day and Leo Duroeher to

By Em:i W. Maass
The Royal; a new film producing

company, is working on a Schubert
film.

. Erich Kleiber signed contract to .

San Antonio,
direct State Opera 20 times this! Edward Marin to San Francisco on
coming season. i

a location hunt.
Willi Forst producing company I

James A. FitzPatrick in town after
plans new Mozart film with Hans .

an eastern tour.

Wolf directing. i George Murphy and family to

Oldest Vienna winehall, Paulus Coronado Beach.
Stube, which was badly damaged

j

Eve Arden divorced Edward G.
during war. reopened. ;

Berger in Reno.
Film in Esperanto, depicting re- I

Henry Herbel to Chicago for War.
construction of Budapest, being

j

ners' sales meeting,
shown here in Urania. |

Emil Coleman signed for a new
Jan Guldan reelected as president i

l
'un at the Mocambo.

of Austrian" Theatre Managers Assn. I

Jack Bailey suffered minor inju
Society has 295 members.
Paul Kalbeck, director of Volks-

theatre under Max Reinhardt, got
back the job heJost in 1938.

•

Robert Cravenne, French film
manager, in Vienna to negotiate
Austro-French Film exchange.
USFA films here are now open for

invited civilians if accompanied by
U. S. military, or civil personnel.
State-owned Burg theatre to pre-

sent "I Remember Mama," translated
by Karl Zuckmayers, next winter.
Office for reconstruction of opera

announced that great progress was
made this summer on wardrobes and
halls.

Film Producer Gruenstein an-
nounced signing up Elfie Mayer-
hofer for new production "Vienna
Ballad."

London
Lou Wilson off ca provinces for

tour round the Stoll theatre circuit.

Joe Wyndham. BBC orchestra
drummer, rescued two bathers at
Bexhill. seaside resort.

ries in a motor crash.
Bui tun MacLane back to work af-

ter a siege of ptomaine.
Robert Stack returned from his

vacation at Lake Tahoe.
•Geraldine Brooks to Laguna for a
week of strawhat work.
Jack Merivalo and Jan Sterling

divorced in Sacramento.
Virginia Huston sprained an ankle

in a collision with a bus.
Judy Canova returned from a

South American vacation.
Jack L. Warner postponed his Eu-

ropean tour until autumn.
J. J. Nolan returned from a

month's siesta in Honolulu.
Groucho Marx to Jackson Hole,

Wyo., for 10 days of fishing.

Deborah Kerr moving into her
new Pacific Palisades home.
Barbara Gray checked in at RKO

after three months in England .

Adrian Scott accidently shoved his
hand through a pane of glass.

Hilda Black moved out of Re-
public to open her own Hackery.
Bing Crosby bought more ranch

acreage in Elko County, Nevada.
Ann Dvorak and Igor Dega an-

nounced their engagement to wed.
Ernest Turnbull in from Australia

Despite sharply divided press, Noel
Coward's new show, "Peace in Our
Time." at the Lyric, doing capacity I

to huddle with Charles P. Skouras.
business. Verne Walker under a doctor's

Actor-producer Gabriel T°yne and caie at his home on Balboa Island.

wife (former Diana Beaumont) left
for New Zealand for legit work. She
appeared in London production of
"Life With Father."
Leading British and American

film industryites hosted Abel Green,
editor of Variety, at luncheon. He's
currently making a survey of Brit-
ish and continental show biz.

Emile Littler has booked Carol
Lynne. wife of producer-agent Ber-
nard Delfont, for Ella Logan part in
"Finian's Rainbow," which opens at
the Palace some time in October.
John Wildberg has closed deal with

Jack Hylton for West End opening

Gov. John O. Pastore of Rhode Is-

land guesting with Jack L. Warner.
Jack Benny, back from his vaca-

tion, is mulling a strawhat appear-
ance.
Marion Brown and Fred Kohler,

Jr., merged with Walter Kane
agency.
Audrey Manners in from the east

for a stint at the Beverly Hills
Tropics.
Dore Schary ' will speak at this

year's Nobel dinner in New York,
Dec. 10.

Robert Taylor and Barbara Stan-
wyck building a new home in Bever-

of "Anna Lucasta." with colored cast !

*y
, , .

Of 12. including Hilda Simms, origi- L Ja"£ Carson and Jams Paige to

nal Broadway lead. Show opens ' pan Francisco for a week at Golden
some time in September after two Gate theatre.

weeks' tryout in provinces.

Atlantic City

|
Larry Kolpack to Chicago and At-

lanta to set up offices for Finley
Transcriptions.
Marty Caine in from Cleveland to

check nitery and stage acts for
' Frank Sennis Agency.

Al Jolson will be guest of honor
at the Friars Club's next "Roast-

By Joe W. Walker
Jeannie Claire trio tn at Presi-

dent's Round-the-World Room.
Jerry Lewis and Dean Martin due master" night, Aug. 13.

back in Irv Wolf's 500 club on Aug. ,
Robert Stevens resumes his real

15.
|
name, Robert Kellard, in "Tex

Phillip Morris' Johnny (Roventini) Granger" at Columbia,
has reservation for Traymore vaca- I

Harold Nebenzal returned to his

tion.
, |

film chores after two weeks with the
Hunt Bros, circus, due here Aug. :

Marine Reserve at San Diego.
18-23, will be sponsored by local Ki
wanis club.
Carmen Cavallaro and wife at

Haddon Hall as he filled engagement
at nearby Steel Pier.
George Oshrin and' David Lowe of

the Boardwalk's Auditorium theatre
guests at the Traymore for the sea-
son.
Ginnie O'Connor seeking contribu-

tions over WBAB to. send crippled
children at Betty Bacharach home to
circus.
Harry James and Don Voorhees on

hand as Atlantic City rare track
opened second half of its 42-day meet
on July 31.

Dublin

Stuart Erwin fell off a balcony
while working in "Headin' for Heav-
en" and sprained his- right Wrist.
Frank Loesser delivered an ad-

dress to the National Safety Council
in behalf of the radio and picture
industries.

onn.
By Humphrey Doulens

Fred Schang back from Hawaii.

The Moss Harts visiting Edna Fer-
ber.

Helen Olheim to northern Michi-
gan.

Diana Wynyard visiting at Nor-
walk.

Ann Greenway and Bill Ncsbitt at
Sound Beach.

George Stinchfield visiting Chris-

By Maxwell Sweeney
Moyna MacGill in Belfast from

Hollywood on vacation.
I

Abe Elliman. general manager of : tie MacDonald

£r
e
enJJS

land) cir°Uit
'

l° LonClon
I

Milton Diamond entertaining the-

Strfke of Cork cinema workers for I

atrica! "ext Sunday-
,

pay hike deferred one week for '
J°"n Cecil Holm here from Cape

further talks I Cod. His new book, "McGarritv
Shipoinflf space difficulties on

J

the Pigeons," has been publiiMtu *&*'•

cross-channel services upsetting .
Rinehait.

bnokin" of vntide acts here. Romney Brent checked in from
RKO DuM'n manager Bertie Mac- Bermuda to play original role in

Nallv b.'"'k from honeymoon to N
I and Hollywood.

Actress Kathleen Ryan to London.
I
production of Gf-or?p Monrc's novel
this week to olay lead in Wesspx

! Films product'nn of George Moore's
i novel "Esther Wattcrs."

Joan of Lorraine" al Ridgefield
Playhouse this week.
Season at Westport Country Play-

house being' extended four weeks.
Theatre Guild may try out "No
Room at the Inn" the final week of

September 1
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BRITISH TAX BITE LOSING TEETH
SET PAY SCALES

FOR ACTORS IN

TELEVISION
I* A tentative proposed scale of fees
/and working conditions for perform-
ers in television has been worked
out by a sub-committee of the Asso-
ciated Actors & Artistes of America.

. Its contents are highly confidential,
vbut will be submitted shortly to the
; full AAAA committee and the mem-
berships of the affiliate unions, in-

eluding Equity, American Federa-

l
tion*bf Radio Artists, Screen Actors

.
Guild, American Guild ot Musical
Artists and American Guild of Vari-
ety Artists. The general outlines will

. be presented to the AFRA national
convention tomorrow (Thursday)

. and Friday (15) at the Hotel Astor,

. N. Y.,
'

Although the members of the tele-

. vision sub-committee have refused
• to reveal the contents of the tenta-
, tive video proposals, certain signi-

. ficant details have emerged during

. various conversations with those on
" the parent committee and key offi-

(Continued on page 55)

Radio Helps Mpls. Mayor

To Win Fight for Control

f\ Vs. Evictions for Rent
! , Minneapolis, Aug. 12.

Radio enabled Mayor H. H.
'. Humphrey here to win an important

.
'battle in his fight against eviction

' Vpf. tenants. WCCO, CBS station,

'Jhade time available to him and he
; took his case against the present
federal control law in addresses to
the people.
The talks stirred the governor and

: courts to action and resulted in
clearing the way for a ruling by the

» State attorney general that the city

; council could enact an ordinance
establishing local rent control, an
-agreement by the Minneapolis Board
of Realtors to extend eviction notices

' from 30 to 60 or 90 days and the
appointment of panels of lawyers to
examine eviction notices and dispose
of cases hinging on misunderstand-
ings.

, Numerous evictions since the en-
actment of the new federal rent con-
trol law moved .the mayor to resort
to the radio for action.

Reject Widow's Claim

On W.C. Fields' Estate
Los Angeles, Aug. 12.

Mrs. Magda Michael, executor of
the estate of W. C. Fields, formally
rejected the claim of his widow, Mrs.
Harriet C. Fields, for $241,225. Next
step will be a lawsuit to press the
claim in L. A. superior court.

Mrs. Fields declares all Fields',

wealth was acquired after their mar-
riage in 1900 and had become com-
munity property, which he had no
right to give away.

Indignant Mamas

Take a Fall Out Of

Telecast Rassling
By BEN BODEC

Chicago, Aug. 12.

The groan-and-grunt profession

may have to assume a greater

degree of decorum and respectabil-

ity if it expects to win the good
graces of television audiences in the
home, at least as far as the women
are concerned anyway. WBKB,
Balaban & Katz's local video opera-
tion, has received a number of let-

ters from mothers complaining that
the roughness and other antics of
televised wrestlers are not con-
ducive to good training for their
growing boys.

What the critical mothers say
they' don't particularly like is the
"unsportsmanlike" tactics of the
wrestlers. The mauling, the slapping
and other "unfair" hijinks in; which
the grunters indujge isn't the sort

of cricket, these mothers argue, that
they want their Johnnies to pick up
and perhaps test out on their play-
mates. Another plaint from the
same sources concerns the dialog the
puffing performers now and then
exchange. While not a sound of the

(Continued on page 36)

TUCKER AUTO, 1ST RUN,

GETS BOFF 42G IN N.Y.
Broadway show biz grosses may

oe caught in a downbeat, but the
Public evidently still has money to
spend for an attraction if it's some-
thing it wants to see. That fact was
Pointed up sharply this week by the

S* Public demonstration of the new
iucker automobile, which will gross
«n estimated $42,000 for the seven
oays ending tomorrow (Thursday)
an<l. in all probability, will be held
.over an extra couple of days.

figure represents more than three
™nes the average weekly grosses at
">e smaller Broadway firstrun film-

(Continued on page 55)

MPA IN DRIVE TO GET

WASH. AID ON BRIT. TAX
Washington, Aug. 12.

Motion Picture Assn. has started

an all-out campaign to line up Con-
gressional reaction against the Brit-

ish 75% tax on U. S. film earnings.

What form the projected Congres-
sional opposition will take has not

yet been revealed, but it's believed

the MPA will stress to House and
Senate leaders that the tax is in

direct violation of the Anglo-U. S.

loan agreement and that it may also

be extended to products of other

U. S. exporters.

Practically every Congressman is

out of town during the current re-

cess and the MPA plans conse-

quently to contact them at their

homes. Informal MPA meetings have
been held here during the last sev-

eral days under the supervision of

Joyce 6'Hata. assistant to piez Eric

Johnston, to map out the plan of

attack. Pitch is to be made especi-

(Continued on page 24)

SEE TARIFF CUT

With the initial shock of Britain's

75% tax bite pn American films

wearing off, conviction was growing
almost to the point of optimism in

the industry yesterday (Tuesday)
that Premier Clement Attlee's pre-
cipitous action last week was all a

mistake that would soon be recti-

fied. The industry officially, of

course, was taking no such view-
point, but it was clearly evident that

the virtual panic which overtook top
execs with the news from Britain
last Thursday (7) had by yesterday
converted itself into cool, strategic

thinking on means of getting the

best possible compromise from the
British.

Reasons for the growing optimism
were manifold. Among them was
J. Arthur Rank's statement Monday
(11): "There is nothing to worry
about. Some alternative dollar sav-
ing scheme will be found to suit

everybody."
There also was the unprecedented

force of public and industry reac-

Further detailed stories on
U. S.-British tax situation on
pages 2, 3, 4 and 5.

tion in both this country and Eng-
land at Attlee's move in "confiscat-

ing" via an ad valorem customs duty
three-quarters of American film

earnings in England, which amounted
to $70,000,000 last year and should be
better than $50,000,000 for 1947. The
man in the street on both continents,

(Continued on page 16)

'Coney Island of West'

Mapped Near St. Loo
St. Louis, Aug. 12.

A "Coney Island of the West," on
a Mississippi river island off North
St. Louis, is being planned by local

real estate operators, who recently

purchased Mosenthein Island, a

wooded sandy spot, and expect
enough public support to make the

idea a success.

An amusement park, airport and
athletic lacilities are interwoven into

the plan.

Pix Talent Flees

Reddish Taint In

Coast Town Hall'

Hollywood, Aug. 12.

Selection of Hedda Hopper and
Emmet Lavery to take the affirm-

ative and negative positions on the
question: "Is There Really a Threat
of Communism in Hollywood?"
when "America's Town Meeting of

the Air" airs from here, Sept. 4, has

had the effect of making folks here
take the air from town in fear of

being "pinked" or punished. In

consequence, Betty Colclough, sent

here to line up the two-person
teams, is having a tough time- of it

booking speakers.

No one wants to take the nega-
tive alongside Lavery for fear of

being labeled a swimming pool pink.

And certainly no one wants to op-

pose column -conscious Miss Hopper.

It wouldn't be healthy to talk back
to *ier, it's figured, much less make
her out wrong.

$75,000,000 U.S Net Can Still

Be Gotten Without British Mkt.

SENATE SURVEY

A SLAP AT QUIZ

OF PIX 'REDS'
Confidential poll of 79 U. S. sena-

tors by Paul Sulds, member of Mu-
tual Broadcasting System's Washing-
ton staff and producer of Mutual'*
"American Forum of the Air," shows
an inclination by the .legislators to
let Hollywood go its own way in
the matter of injecting "messages"
into its films.

Results of the poll. are especially
significant in the light of the House
Un-American Activities Committee's
plan to open full-dress hearings in

Washington next month to delve into

communistic and other subversive in-

fluences on Hollywood' filmmaking.
Apparent implication of the Sulds
survey is that the senators are less
concerned over the dangers of such
influences than their fellow law-
makers.
Sulds privately polled the Sena-

tors on 25 questions relating to do-
mestic and world affairs, guarantee-
ing the solons that their individual

(Continued on page 48)

By HERB GOLDEN
. While the loss of the British

market as a result of England's 75%
tax on American films is undoubted-

ly a tremendous blow to the U. S.

industry, simple arithmetic shows

the cries of "Murder!" are not en-

tirely justified. The whole British in-

come can be discounted and— if biz

elsewhere holds up at anywhere near

the present rate—the industry's net

profit will still near that of 1945,

second biggest in modern industry

history.

Pencil work shows that despite

the outcry against the 75% British

levy, which has shaken the industry

during the past week, there's hardly

a crisis in the "overall" Ameriean

film picture. That "overall," of

course, is the catch, since the

heaviest profits in the major com-
panies' annual reports are repre-

sented by income from their affili-

ated theatres. Theatre-owning com-
panies, therefore, will be least hurt

by the British situation, while the

outfits without houses and the indie

producers will be hit severely. .

Net profit of all U. S. picture

companies last year was slightly

more than $120,000,000. Income from
Britain was about $70,000,000. Of
that, approximately $25,000,000 was

paid out in taxes, leaving a net

from Britain of $45,000,000. Knock
that off the-- $120,000,000 total

profit and it's easily seen that the

net would still be $75,000,000.

That $75,000,000, of course, isn't

an entirely fair comparison, inas-

much as it assumes that worldwide
biz outside of England will be as

good this year as last—which it

isn't. Paramount's first six-month
statement, issued last week, showed,
for instance, a drop in earnings of

$4,385,000. That would indicate an
overall industry drop for the year

of perhaps $20,000,000 — unlikely

more than that since the b.o. slip

in Britain need no more be in-

cluded in this figuring. That means
that the, net—minus British income

—

would be about $55,000,000 this year.

While far below the $120,000,000

racked up in 1946, it's close enough
to 1945's $63,000,000 and compares
favorably with the 1943-45 average
of $35,000,000 and the J 940-45 aver-
age of $47,000,000.

Carrying the arithmetic a bit

farther on an "overall" basis, even
the loss of the entire foreign mar-
ket wouldn't push the industry as

a whole into the red. Total foreign

income last year was about $125,-

(Continued on page 34)

Low Dollar Exchange

Slows Yanks' Visitor

Return to the Riviera
By EUGENE TILLINGEK

Nice, France, Aug. 5.

For the first time since 1939 the
Cote d'Azur again has become
Europe's most glamorous resort.
France's legendary blue coast today
shines again in its classic, pre-war
charm. The war years have left

their-marks, true enough; the majes-
I tic palaces from : :enton to Cannes,
which used to get each year a new

I
coat of paint, have turned pale; here
and there one comes across bombed-
out buildings. But, miraculously,
the Cote a la whole, has escaped any
real damage.
Recently a French newspaper sig-

nificantly headlined that "The Cota
d'Azur Gets Ready to Welcome th«

(Continued on page 55)

TRUMAN MAY ATTEND

DAUGHTER'S CONCERT
Holllywood, Aug. 12.

Extent of precautionary prepara-
tion being taken at Hollywood Bowl
for the appearance there Aug. 23
or 24 of Margaret Truman, daughter
of the President, lends strong im-
pression that the entire first family
will be on hand for the tyro singer's
professional concert debut.

U. S. Secret Service men have
been fine-combing the vast bcwl and
setting up vantage points, in addi-
tion to sequestering number i f seats.

Miss Truman wired acceptance
last week, following up on bid sh«
is said to have initialed earlier ia
the season but which was aban-
doned due to the illness theji of her
late grandmother. Bowl hurriedly
juggled its schedule to make room
for what undoubtedly will be a sell-

out event.
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Pic Biggies Stress B. 0. Optimism

For the Fall; Business Off 10-15%
With the increased emphasis on-f

domestic film grosses in light of the

British 75% tax on U. S. earnings,

recent optimistic statements by top

industry officials that grosses should
take a turn for the better in the fall

are considered especially significant.

Despite sporadic signs of an early

end to the current nationwide dip,

however, boxoffice take for the last

«ix weeks is off 10-15% over the

»ame period in 1946.

Biz in one major circuit was off

15<:;> for July, representing about the

same decline as June, according to

the circuit chief. Warm, sunny weath-
er has been the deciding factor in

the slump, he said, with a scarcity of

f!ood product all down the line also

contributing. Circuit topper declared

he's not disturbed over' conditions,

but is "fairly optirhistic that the
•worst is over." Citing the number of
good pictures scheduled for Sep-
tember release, he declared there's

"no reason why business this

• fall shouldn't be as good as' it was
last year."

Another- major circuit showed
about the same decline during the

last six weeks, -according to its di-

• rector of operations. He pinned
the entire blame for the dip on the
fact that, product this year is not as

good qualitatively as it was last

year. He too, however, expressed
optimism that business would again
pick uf> with better pictures coming
in the fall.

Consensus among industry officials

Js that the boxoffice is showing a
much firmer tone and that the pes-

simistic outlook 1 during the last sev-

eral months was ballyhooed far be-

yond its true proportions. In any re-

trenchment by the public in its buy-
ing activities, it's pointed out, the

people usually go to extremes at the

start. Public, now is backtracking on
its careful spending, and the box-
.office graph is gradually leveling off.

People are still shopping for their

film fare, but the first signs of a

boxoffice upbeat are now strong
enough to be considered a good por-
tent for the future.

Sports Shorts
Legal battle over the an-

nounced discontinuance of Madi-
son Square Garden's NBC tele-
casts of fights there started soon
alter Ban;: Parker, • N. Y. Mirror
sports editor and columnist,
wrote that viewing the bouts by
television was more effective
than seeing them from the first

row of working press. It's con- ,

ceded that boxing shows are tpie, ,'

top sports events so far as tele-
vision visibility is concerned. In
addition to private receiving
sets there are many bars, in-

cluding those near the Garden,
which operate when the fights

are on, and Sol Strauss, in
charge; of these shows since
Mike Jacobs became incapaci-
tated, figured the telecasts are
denting attendance.: It's believed,
however, that $12-top ticket
scale for mediocre, boxing shows
is also a -factor in clipping the
number of fans. .

Saratoga's first week of racing
seeing small crowds and inflated-

prices; nightclub gaming casi-

nos operating but very few
players.

HEAT WAVE KNOCKS

CHI'S LOOP FOR A LOOP
Chicago, Aug. 12.

Four-day heat wave that hit 100

degrees each day found show biz,

except for pic houses, gasping last

weeR. Wave that started last Sun-
day and finally broke Thursday (7)

cut nitery attendance by one-third

to one-half; major ballrooms were
down to' 50 or 60 couples, or at least

75% off, although air-conditioned;

biz at the Ringlirig circus was
off 25%.

' Motion picture houses held up ex-
tremely well, with people flocking

to the theatres to-.cool off.

Delays Tax Action

Vs. 1-Pie Companies
Bureau of Internal Revenue's fail-

ure as yet even to so much as have
sent out bills in its drive on Holly-
wood's one-picture corporations is

not to be taken as an indication it

is dropping the fight. That's the
opinion of Ferdinand Tannenbaum,
New York and Washington attorney
who has specialized in tax cases for
the past .25 years and who represents
Samuel Goldwyn in the one-picture

j
corporation case potentially pending
against him.

Tannenbaum declared this week
that his inquiries have shown the
delay by the Bureau has been caused
merely by the long and extremely
complicated auditing process it must
complete before action can be taken
in any of the cases. He appears to
be in a good position to know, since
he is a member of the Washington

-KEN MURRAY'S
"BLACKOUTS OF 1947"

El Capitan Theatre, Hollywood, Cat.

Coming soon, the most unusual
picture ever made. KEN MUR-
RAY'S Production, "BILIi AND
COO," in Trucolor; A Republic' re

lease.
'

'

."'.''-.
'

' '
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Meredith, Goddard Call i

London Critics to Dublin

To Offset 'Red' Rumor
By HAJMNEN SWAFFER

London, Aug. 6.

I wondered why I and! several

other newspapermen • had been in-

vited to fly to Dublin as the guests of

the management to see the first night

of "Winterset," produced for a

month's 'run at the historic Gaiety

theatre.

Certainly it was Paulette God
dard's stage debut. Certainly also

Burgess Meredith, her husband, was-

to Tepeat his New York triumph.

And certainly I was a friend of .both

of them. But why ask Paul Holt of

the Daily Express, Lionel Hale of

the Daily Mail, and the deputy critic

of the Daily Telegraph? It was
a mystery to me.

Then, 'after the show, at nearly

three in the morning, Meredith con-

fessed to Holt and me in my bed-

room that it was because Paulette

and himself, accused of being Com-
munists by scandalous rumors, had
feared, when we were invited, that

they, would be ignored by the local

critics and ev.£n boycotted, by order

of the Church, by vast sections of

the public.

When, after rehearsals had begun
in Dublin, he first heard this, Mere-
dith proposed abandoning the entire

London, Aug. 12.
Sidelight on the British tax situation is the dir* circumstances in

.which English exhibs find themselves, even without a film ban, in
view of the fuel shortage. The tight little isle expects its worst winter
in history.

Heating rations are limited and exhibs are now trying desperately
to plan ahead. It's believed that the fuel shortage will bring many
closings, at least for a part of the cold weeks. Crux of the situation
is the condition of the British' milters who are underfed and unable to
•work too well since they're not getting the- food they need.

Food, rations are 'about the same as they are in Germany, but the
Reich can supply some of its own necessities while Britain; must im-
port practically all. The fuel situation- has: reached the point where
Britons are trying desperately to find some way of getting condensed!
fuel from the U. S. to guarantee heat in , at least one room in each
house when the cold spell sets in.

firm of Wenchel, Tannenbaum & |
p r o j e c t and returning to London.

Nunan. Wenchel is former chief
act in the play to please Ria Mooney,

London Legit's New Lease

On Life; Eateries Packed
. London, Aug. 12.

West End show biz has taken sud-

den spurt, despite hot weather.
Shows which, a couple weeks ago,

were playing for slim houses, have
taken new lease of life. Manage-
ments, seeking . theatres for West
End productions, suddenly find

houses difficult to obtain, some be-

ing compelled to keep shows out of

town.

Eateries, after a lean period, are

also finding things much more to

their liking, with famed spots like

the Savoy, Dorchester and Ciro's

doing capacity trade.

Cause of sudden liveliness is at-

tributed primarily to foreign visitors

influx, especially Americans, with

Londoners, generally making mass
exodus around this time of year,

prefering to stay home due to trav-

elling difficulties. Another reason

for Londoners staying is the Gov-
ernment tightening up of travelling

allowances for continental jaunts.

counsel for the Revenue Bureau and
Nun; n was Commissioner of Internal
Revenue.

Tannenbaum is prepared to fight

the Goldwyn case to the Supreme
Court if- necessary, on the assump-
tion that the producer's action in

setting, up a separate corporation
was a perfectly legal practice and
not a tax dodge. He pointed out that
every real estate operator in the
country sets up a separate corpora-

i tion for each building he owns—

a

I

well-recognized practice that is per-
fectly legal and analagous to the film
situation.

On the other hand, Tannenbaum
was much less certain of the legality
of some one-picture corporations in
which the participants took no sal-

ary, but got their income via the
capital gain in the value of the cor-
poration. Tannenbaum admitted such
corporations may have given the
appearance of having been set up to

avoid full income tax payments.

One-picture companies are de-
Signed to take advantage of that
facet of the tax laws which provides
a levy of only 25% on an increase in

capital holdings, as against much
higher percentages for earned in-

come. The outfits fold after making
one film, then form a new corpora-
tion.

In addition to being a member of

the Washington firm, Tannenbaum is

a member of Olvany, Eisner & Don-
nely, N. Y.

BEA LILLIE REVEALS

PLANS FOR U.S. REVUE
Beatrice Lillie, who sailed for

London, Friday (8), aboard the

Queen Mary, revealed she plans to

return to the U. S. around the end
of September.

.
Accompanying her

dn the trip are Jack Buchanan and
Andre Chariot. Final details for

the' projected British and American
production of "Chariot's Revue,"
the, comedienne said, will probably
be worked out upon their arrival in

Britain. In any event, the star de-

clared, she definitely expected to do

a revue in New York this season.

Film actress Maria Montez, an-

other passenger, said she would join

her husband, Jean Pierre Aumont,
who's been in England for a month
starring in Columbia's "First Gentle-

man," now in production there. Fol-

lowing his film stint, the actress

stated that he would appear in a
sel.-written play. "The Emperor of
China," due to open in Paris in No-
vember. Miss Montez added that upon
her return she would star in "The
Scarlet Feather," tinter slated to roll

Nov. 15, with Charles R. Rogers
producing for United Artists release.

Also sailing on the Mary was Vic-

tor Saville with his wife and daugh-
ter. Saville, who plans to be away
about a month, described the pur-

pose of his trip as "private business."

Upon his return he'll direct the

Alexandre Dumas classic, "The
Three Musketeers," scheduled for

October production at Metro lot,

with Pandro S. Berman handling the

production reins.

Other passengers were actress

Elizabeth Taylor, going abroad for

a vacation; John Gielgud and Rob-
ert Flemyng, members of the Giel-

gud company which produced "Love
for Love" and the "Importance of

Being Earnest" on Broadway last

season: film producer David E.

Rose and Metro musical director

Herbert Stothart.

Coogan, Jackie Cooper

Teamed in Mono Deal
Hollywood, Aug. 12.

Two'jackies, Coogan and Cooper,

former kid players, signed a deal to

co-star in two pictures a year for

Sid Luft, producing for Monogram
release.

First picture will be "Trouble for

Two," to be. directed by Phil Karl-

son, starting in October,

Kaye's WB Pact Makes

Wife Associate Producer
Hollywood, Aug. 12.

Danny Kaye and his wife, Sylvia

Fine, were signed by Warners to

make five pictures in the next seven

years.

Kaye will star and the missus will

function as associate producer and
collaborator on special material.

Contract is the first of its kind

signed by Kaye, who has hitherto

made individual pacts'.

the producer, whom he had known
in his struggling days in New York
years before. There was nothing

in it for him.

Besides, it was all so silly. "Why
should we come to Dublin to spread

Communism'.'" he asked.

"Dublin is a world capital," some-
one tried to explain.

Miss Mooney, who suspected that

the rumors had been circulated by
an enemy of hers, insisted on track-

ing down- their origin. She learned

from the Ministry of Justice that it

was untrue, as had been stated, that

the Merediths' political views had
been probed. She had the assurance
of the Archbishop of Dublin that the

Church had no feelings in the mat-

ter and that, anyway, the Dean of

Canterbury, the notorious "Red
Dean," had been allowed to make a

Communist speech in the city. In
fact, it was all the bunk.

In the meantime, however, we
London critics had been invited to

Dublin for the reason, unknown to

ourselves, that the show would get a

square deal. Actually, Burgess and
Paulette are broad-minded Roose
veltians who, except as regards its

foreign policy, favor the Labor Gov
ernment in Britain as being the best

answer to Communism.
Well, there was no need for us

Londoners, after all. "Winterset"

was successfully produced, Mere-
dith got- an ovation. Miss Goddard
acted more competently than I ex-
pect from film stars, and the evening
ended in a joyous supper party at

which the stars entertained not only

i distinguished guests, but all the

company and the chief stagehands.

I I'm all for Meredith. And I'm a

, Paulette Goddard fan.

Woolley Recuping at Home
Albany, Au<?. 12.

Monty Woolley, who underwent
an operation at Albany Hospital in

early July, returned last week to his

j
home in Saratoga Springs,

j
Screen st::l' had been in the local

;
hospital lor observation twice pre-

I ceding the surgery.

L. A. to N. Y.
Maxwell Anderson
Bette Arlen
Collins Bane
William Brogdon
Meiian C. Cooper
Suzie Crandall
Jack Dales
Igor Dega
Sergio DeKarlo
Ann Dvorak
Lynn Farnol
Glenda Farrell

Sheilah Graham
Hugh Green «
Mrs. Zane Grey
Hal Hackett
Robert Hakim
Alan Hale
Patricia Harris

Ross Hastings
Milt Howe
Marie Johnson
Margaret Johnston
Robert L. Joseph
Mrs. Mik£ Kaplan
Max Kravitz
John Krimsky
Peg La Centra
Carole Land is

Vonne Lester
Howard Lindsay
Harold Long
Victor Mature
Dave Miller

Hurry Moriarlty

Al Parker •
-

N. Peter Rathvon
Guy Rennie
Sondra Rogers
David E. Rose
Arthur Rosenstein

i

Ted Saucier
Carl Schroeder
James A. Sixsmilh
Lou Smith
Andrew Solt

Paul Stewart
Dorothy Stickney
John Sutherland
Ross Sutherland
Harry Alan Tower*-

Beverly Tyler
Paul Whiteman
Harry Von Zell

British Leaders

Agree New Tax

Cripples Home Biz
'

'';'• London,' Aug. 12.

Unanimous opinjng among British

film industry leaders regarding the

new 300% ad valorem duty on U. S.

films is that it will cripple Britain's

picture business.

Summing up producers' viewpoint,

.Arthur Rank told Variety: "Brit-

ain won't save a single dollar for a

long time from the tax but we havs

antagonized a very good friend. It

will hit British cinemas in less than

a year and it will hit our prestige

picture program since it will force

cheaper production of films. W«
couldn't, fill our cinemas only with

British films."

Sir Alexander Korda concurred

in declaring: "Our market is bound
to suffer. . It is now certain that

America will not give British films

the same chance as before."

Herbert Wilcox, indie producer,
called the tax a major catastrophe to

continue for 25 years. "The staple

diet of cinemas," he said, "has been
films from America. This tax is not

only ungenerous; it is bound to be
taken by Americans as vindictive."

Several independent exhibitors, in«

eluding Sidney Bernstein and Ship-
man & King, circuit owners, dis-

cussed the seriousness of the situa-

tion at a .special meeting Saturday
(9) and unofficially stated that the

tax is likely to ruin the independ-
ents, who would be unable to get

pictures. '

William Fuller, general secretary

of the Cinematograph Exhibitors

Assn., stated: "The tax will have a

shattering effect on the entire pic-

ture industry without giving any im-

mediate aid to the financial crisis.

When supply of present American
unreleased films now in England,

which is expected to last six months,

runs out, companies will have two

alternatives: (1) continue new film

supply under the new duty rule or,

(2), use reissues, which are untax-

able. I expect old American films,

together with old British films, to

be used in the next 18 months since

80% of British playing time relies on

American 'films. As public demand
for old films decreases, cinemas must

close."

"During the war," he concluded,

"the government rated films as hav-

ing top importance for morale. But

this tax will have a disastrous ef-

fect on the film industry and is bound

to create widespread unemployment
affecting the entire film business."

N. Y. to L. A.
George Bagnall
Maurice Bergman
Nate Blumberg
Carroll Case
William H. Clark
Sam Cummins
Linda Darnell'
Matty Fox
Margaret Hartlgari

Paul HollistCF

Alf Kjellih
Dudley Nichols
Karin Nordgreen
Joseph M. Schenck
W. A. Scully

Frederic Ullman Jr.

N. Y. to Europe
Rex Harrison
Arthur W. Kelly .

Lilli Palmer
Jack Warner

Europe to N. Y.
I. E. Lopert
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METRO BOMBSHELLS STORY MKT.
Compromise Inevitable

The British government must now be sitting back and reeling

from the repercussions of Its 75% tax edict against American
pictures playing British theatres. The reverberations must cer-

tainly have amazed even the most optimistic of tax proponents.

It all adds up to one of the biggest "mistakes" ever perpetrated

by Britain against U. S. interests, if mistake it can be called.

A compromise is inevitable. It'll have to come. Now, next

week—or even In six months, when the backlog of American pix

In England may ^e exhausted. There certainly can be no doubt
that Mr. Attlee and his cabinet pushed through the 75% verdict

with the full knowledge that a compromise was Inevitable. But
why with the bluntness of a mortar bashing an Axis enemy?

In adjoining columns of this Issue the effects of the legislation

speak for themselves. The American film companies have acted,

and quickly.

Britain's Mr. Rank recently was promised the best possible

break for his British pictures on their American exhibition.

Does it mean anything to Mr. Attlee that the American compa-
nies with which Rank has this deal have agreed not to act against

Mr. Rank, beacon of the British film industry, in reprisal? The
Yanks, at least, haven't lost their perspective.

Potential Income Cues New Deal

On Financing of Indie Firms
While virtually all banks financ- +

ing indie production have called a

halt on further loans until the Brit-

ish tax situation clears, there were no
Indications this week of any perma-

. nent cessation of production credit.

Key to further loans, according to

the bankers, is a reduction of

budgets to bring costs in line with
potential , income.
"We will continue to make loans

as long as they are 'sound'," de-

clared George Yousling, v.p. in

charge of film loans for the Security-

First National Bank of Los Angeles,

one of leading banks in the coun-

try in production financing. Yousling

is currently in New York.

"To make loans 'sound'," the Secur-

ity exec declared, "Hollywood will

have to bring down its sights. You
can't spend the same amount of

money on a picture that's going to

play the British market and one

that isn't. Present production costs

do not make for 'sound' loans minus
the British market.
"The American film industry itself

Is sound and will go on making pic-

tures no matter how restricted the

foreign market open to it. It can
make an acceptable profit out of the

home market alone if costs are prop-
erly adjusted with that in view."

Even if indie producers should de-

sire to jump the industry embargo
on sending films into England, they
face an almost insurmountable
hurdla.. British rules require that

they deposit at the time the film

comes into th« country the tax bite

of 75% of the estimated revenue the

pic will produce. That could easily

mean several hundred thousand dol-

lars, which, needless to say, most
indie producers do not have avail-

able to tie up in this manner.

Film Co. Publicists

• Seeking Editorial

Help on 75% Tax
Top ad-publicity heads of the

major U. S. film companies will try
as far as possible to harness all

editorial comment on the British

75% tax in a favorable light for the
American industry. That point was
agreed upon at. a meeting of the
ad-pub chiefs Monday (11) at the
Motion Picture Assn. offices in New
York.
Publicity men arrived at no def-

inite program for carrying on this

work, merely tossing ideas back and
forth in a general roundtable discus-
sion. All activities will be confined
to an unofficial status, it was de-
cided. Group huddled mainly on
what could or should be done to
meet the situation and what each
ad-pub chief individually could do.

Mono Tax's 1st Victim
Steve Broidy, Monogram prez,

became the first American vic-
tim of the new 75% British tax
when he arrived in London last

Wednesday (6) carrying four
films with him.
After Broidy lost his fight

with customs officials, claiming
the films were brought ashore
before the tax went into effect,

Broidy shipped the films back
on the Queen Elizabeth's re-
turn trip.

'Compromise' Talk

Ups Film Stocks
After many U. S. picture com-

pany's shares made new lows for
the year two days in succession last

week, film stocks recovered sharply
in Monday's (11) market on news
from London that government offi-

cials there indicated a compromise
on Great Britain's 75% tax on U. S.

films. Result was that many film

company issues rebounded from
their 1947 lows to show net gains

on the day despite a general lag-

ging market.
Interest in film shares and desire

of traders to participate in their re-

covery marketwise shoved five pic-

ture issues up to the status of the

five most actively traded-in stocks

in Monday's session. Biggest gain
was made by Loew's, which climbed
nearly $1.50 to $20.50. Universal also

was especially strong with nearly

$1 recovery to $19.25.

London report regarding, hopes of

a compromise figure on the ad
valorem tax against American films

distributed in Britain was linked to

the idea that this might develop
from talks about relaxing the Brit-

ish loan agreement. This also fits in

with the theory held by many in the

trade that the drastic 75% tax was
offered as a trading point by the

British government.

JACK WARNER IN ENGLAND
London, Aug. 12.

Jack Warner landed in England
yesterday (H) on a combination
business and personal visit.
He intends to o.o. Warner Bros.'

interests in light of new British tax
law, then join his wife in Paris.

FILM FIRM CHIEFS

IN STRATEGY MEET
Full array of film industry brass,

representing top execs of the eight

major companies, gathered for a

general strategy huddle yesterday

(12) in the office of Metro prez

Nicholas M. Schenck. Although com.

ing on heels of new British tax bite,

meeting discussed other problems to

face the film industry in the coming
months. General policy was formu-

lated on public relations, advertising

methods and ethics, and economy
measures, including personnel cut

backs.

Among those present at the meet-

ing, besides Schenck, were Peter

Rathvon, Nate Blumberg, Spyros

Skouras. Joseph Schenck, Major

Harry M. Warner, Barney Balaban,

Grad Sears, and Jack Cohn.

OFFER LIT AGENTS

SG FOR 1ST LOOKS
Metro has tossed a bombshell into

the film story market in New York
in the past two weeks. ,It has made
a suggestion to two-' literpry agents
that they accept $5,000 a year fees in

return for giving M-G first gander
at material they handle.

Other companies, already incensed
over Metro's recent prize-novel con-
test, are drawing their dirks and
banding together for a battle.

They're out to skewer the Metro
story department and privately have
expressed themselves as not averse
to whatever means are necessary to

do it. .':'"•-'•','

The two agents to whom Metro
very tentatively suggested the re-

tainer idea both turned it down

—

and fast. One, the best-known
femme agent in the business, re-

plied "preposterous." The other, also

a woman—although her reply could
hardly be called ladylike—gave an
answer that its postoffice permit
forbids this paper to print.

The 10%-ers feel it highly unethical
to accept money from anyone but
their clients. They say it could do
their writing stables incalculable
financial harm to sell a story to one
company without giving every other
studio the opportunity to/Consider it

and make a higher bid.

Story editors of other, companies

(Continued on page 18)

Up to 600 Layed Off

At 20th-Fox Studio

In Sudden Trimming
Hollywood, Aug. 12.

Layoffs of between 500 and 600
studio employees were effected by
20th-Fox over weekend. Many of the
layoffs were the usual seasonal dis-

missals. Employees were notified on
Saturday (9) that layoff was effec-

tive immediately and would last at

least a month.
Majority of departments were af-

fected by sudden trimming, under-
stood to be in line with new studio
policy of laying off personnel be-
tween pictures, instead of keeping
on huge crews, as has been general
practice in the past. Property, pro-
duction and camera departments in

particular were hard hit in move
which follows on studio dropping
several hundred three months ago.

Understood further cuts are to be
instituted later in the week. These,

(Continued on page 18)

U S. Companies Seen Halting Prod.

In England Until 75% Is Rescinded

Joe Schenck West
•Joseph M. Schenck, who's been in

New York for the past 10 days, re-

turns to the Coast at the end of this

week; 20th-Fox exec was east on a

number of general industry and com-
pany problems,
Among subjects discussed at 20th

were the falling grosses suffered

during late spring and summer and
methods of increasing cooperation
between the studio and homeoffice.

Schenck also attended meetings of

the' United Artists Theatre Circuit,

of which he's prexy; the Motion Pic-

ture Assn. on the British tax situa-

tion, and of company presidents at

Metro yesterday (Tuesday).

Kearns Demands

Carpenters Testify
Hollywood, Aug. 12.

Lashing at labor leaders for hav-
ing kept away from the scene of

action in the current film labor dis-

pute, Congressman Carroll Kearns
(R., Pa.) declared at yesterday's
session (11) that hearings of the
House Labor subcommittee would
not adjourn until William Hutche-
son, international prez of the Car-
penters union, was put on the wit-

ness stand. "I want him out here
on the Coast," Kearns said, "to see
if we can find out why, when there
is no wage dispute and no disagree-
ment over hours, someone can say

(Continued on page 24)

Deborah Kerr's 3G Wkly.

Start on M-G Contract
Hollywood, Aug. 12.

Deborah Kerr is reportedly set on
new seven-year pact, without op-
tions, at Metro. Gets $3,000 weekly
start and works up to $7,000

weekly last two years of contract.

In "no-option" aspect, deal is sim-
ilar to those held by Clark Gable,
Van Johnson and Greer Garson.
Binder' is reported based on full

52 weeks annually for filmmaking
here and in England, her total take
to run between $1,500,000-$2,000,000.

She was inked on the basis of top
critical returns for her work in

"Hucksters."

National Boxoffice Survey
Record Heat Witts Biz—'Kissing,' 'Stranger,' 'Ruth,'

'Brute,' 'Hucksters,' 'Wolf Are Big Six

Record heat wave throughout the

middle west and in other sections of

the country currently is giving ex-

hibitors a real summer headache.

Break in torrid weather recently has

been followed by the mercury soar-

ing again, with the Atlantic seaboard

suffering from excessive humidity.

An exception is San Francisco, which
reports a rebound in biz when the

weather turned cool. Many exhibs

are nt>w looking for a return to bet-

ter boxoffice with launching of fall

season at the end of this month.

"I Wonder Who's Kissing Her
Now" (20th) is overcoming the heat

and summer dog days to soar into

national leadership this week. Not

far behind is "Welcome Stranger"

(Par), although it's showing in only

six key cities covered by Variety.

Fact that it is hitting a new summer
high at the big N. Y. Paramount is

naturally a help. It is leading Detroit

this stanza despite its being in its

third session. Film also is big in

K. C, Minneapolis, Chicago and San

Francisco.

Others in Big Six class are "Dear

Ruth" (Par), "Brute Force" (U),

"Hucksters" (M-G) and "Cry Wolf"

(WB). in order of b.o. strength,

showing and playdates. "Wolf ap-

pears to be measuring up to promise

shown by N. Y. Strand playdate.

"Brute" is leader in mild Buffalo,

nice in Boston, solid in Baltimore

and still good in fourth N. Y. round.
Runners-up are headed by "Ro-

mance of Rosy Ridge" (M-G), which
just missed the top six grade.

"Possessed" (WB) and "Slave Girl"

(U) also were high on the list.

Besides "Ridge" a long string of

new pictures hinted future possibili-

ties on test dates or preem engage-
ments. "Desert Fury" (Par) with big

showings in Denver and Frisco (sec-

ond week), tips future potentialities.

"Long Night" (RKO), while moder-
ate in Buffalo, looks strong in Bos-
ton. "Northwest Outpost" (Rep) is

doing fairly well in view of condi-

tions on its initial date in N. Y. this

week.

"Life of Walter Mitty" (RKO),
new Danny Kaye starrer which
opens this week in N. Y., hit a new
high On its preem session in Chi-
cago. "Green For Danger" (E-L)
looms as one of the best bets from
this distributor on basis of its sturdy
week in N. Y.

—

"Carnegie Hail" (UA), now going
out on general release, is doing great

in Frisco and big in Philadelphia.

Reissue of "Gone With Wind" (M-G)
is socko at 400-seat Frisco house.

"Best Years" (RKO) currently is

winding up the 38th week of its

record run at the Astor theatre.

N. Y. o

(Complete Boxoj^ice Reports on
Pages 8-9.)

Film production by U. S. majors
in England is expected to take a
temporary hiatus as long as the
British ad valorem tax on earnings
continues in effect. While the in-
dustry at large, working through the
Motion Picture Assn., is concerned
only at the moment in achieving
some lessening of the tax load, a
survey of those companies contem-
plating shooting films in Britain re-
veals they'll now mark time in
hopes that the tax will be rescinded.

Metro has been committed to its

most ambitious British schedule,
with four pictures waiting to roll at
the company's recently-reopened
Elstree studios in London. Company
spokesman declared it was impos-
sible to estimate how much of the
films' budgets was originally figured
to come from earnings of Metro pic-
tures in England With the tax now
in effect, however, Metro will prob-
ably hold off production on "Secret
Garden," first of the roster, until the
British situation takes a turn for the
better.

Film was originally to have been
temporarily postponed anyway, since
Deborah Kerr, assigned the femme
lead, is expecting a baby late this

year. Script has been finished and
(Continued on page 22)

Colbert Won't Work

For Rank During Crisis;

Some Lean Other Way
Hollywood, Aug. 12.

Claudette Colbert announced she
will not make a picture for J. Arthur
Rank until the British situation i3

settled to the benefit of the U. S.
film industry. Some other Hollywood
actors who are under contract, or
have agreed to make films with
British producers, leaned the other
way when queried by Variety.
One of many "ifs and buts" on

which her verbal deal with Rank
hinges, Miss Colbert said, is his
ability to line up a story that will
meet with her approval. She im-
plied that none of the properties he
can produce now will receive her
sanction in view of the confiscatory
75% tax. Rank had announced on
a recent visit here that he had
secured her commitment for a one-
film deal.

Indications from the Bing Crosby
(Continued on page 20)
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MPA Cites British 'Bootstrap Device

To Brush Off 1945 U. S. Treaty In

Filing Its TarCase With State Dept.
In a stiffly-worded document-f

charging Britain with violation of

British-American tax and trade

agreements, Motion Picture Assn.

placed its case against the new Brit-

ish import duty on U. S. films into

State Department hands yesterday
(12).

Brief, written by Allen Dulles, of

Sullivan & Cromwell, was also pre-

sented to British chancellor of the
Exchequer Hugh Dalton by MPA
prez. Eric Johnston during his July
visit to England.

Quoting from the British-Ameri-

can Tax Convention of 1945, which
states that film rentals "shall be ex-

empt from United Kingdom tax," the

torief stigmatizes the new import duty

bs a "bootstrap device" to circumvent
the convention's clear intention to

prohibit taxes on earnings made by
American film companies. Hitting

at the new duty as subterfuge, the

brief states: "Unless proposals of this

type • are promptly challenged and
defeated, little faith may be placed

in the efficacy of the tax convention."

. The brief reminds the British gov-
ernment that "when the Tax Con-
vention was negotiated, the United
Kingdom objected strenuously to the

fact that the U. S. imposed a 30%
income tax, withheld at the source,

upon film rentals derived by British

producers from distribution of the

films in the'U. S., whereas the U. K.
imposed no similar tax on British

film rentals derived by American
companies. In Article VIII of the

convention, the U. S. gave up its right

to tax such rentals derived by Brit-

ish companies from American
sources. Thus a mutually satisfac-

tory and comparable relief from tax-

ation was secured."

But, the memorandum declares, "if

either government were now free to

impose in the form of an import duty
a levy upon the films derived within

its territory by producers of the other

country, the foundation of the mu-
tual agreement for tax freedom of

, rentals would be overturned. Ameri-
can producers would be placed under
substantially the same disadvantage
in Great Britain as British producers
previously experienced in the U. S."

"No Internal Tax"
.

Referring to the British-American
Reciprocal Trade Agreement of 1938,

the memo states that agreement was
reached between the two nations to

the effect that the U. K. could not im-
pose arty internal tax or exaction on

(Continued on page 24)

Medallion's Teeoff
Medallion Pictures, new indie pro-

ducing outfit organized by Glen
Allvine and Tom Atkins, will tee off

with "Devil's Staircase."

Script, currently being polished by
Adele Buffington, is from an orig-

inal by Dorothy Hughes. Mag story,

"Golden Glow," by Gordon Gurwit,
has been scheduled for later pro-
duction.

Barney Oldfield Back
To Army as Lieut. Col.

Hollywood, Aug. 12.

Barney OWfield, publicist at War-
ners, returned to the Army as a
lientenant colonel and was assigned

to the public information division of

the War Department in Washington.
New assignment returns Oldfield

to the staff of Maj. Gen. F. Parks,

under whom he served in Europe
during the war. Oldfield, former
Omaha film critic, was mustered out
of the Army as a colonel.

RKO S PUB-AD CHIEFS

TO REPORT TO DEPINET
To keep pace with what the com-

pany describes as its swiftly expand-
ing activities in advertising, ex-
ploitation and publicity, RKO has
split up its ad-publicity department
so that advertising, publicity and ex-
ploitation will in the future func-
tion as three separate departments.

Paul Hollister, eastern studio rep-
resentative for over a year, will head
the publicity division. S. Barret Mc-
Cormick will head the advertising

division: he previously was head of

the entire ad-publicity-exploitation
department. Terry Turner con-
tinues to head the exploitation divis-

ion.

Main idea back of the new setup is

announced to be a more intensified

job in each of the three activities.

The three divisions will be coordi-

nated under the personal supervis-
ion of Ned E. Depinet, vice-chair-

man of RKO Radio Pictures board,

who made the announcement of

changes.
Spotting of Hollister as head of

publicity division does not alter the
status of Rutgers Neilson, who stays

as publicity manager with his duties

the same as heretofore. Hollister,

who continues as eastern studio rep,

will simply head up the division, co-
ordinating the homeoffice and Coast
publicity.

UA Unlikely To

Continue Balk At

Ad Participation
One of the first results of Grad

Sears' elevation to the presidency of
United Artists is expected to be the
dropping of the company's efforts to
eliminate its share of participation in

producer advertising. Distribution
contracts negotiated with producers
from now on, it is anticipated, will

again provide for UA putting up 25%
of all advertising expenditures.

Directors, about three months ago,
passed a resolution stating that dis-

tribution pacts signed from that time
on should provide for producers
shouldering 100% of ad costs. That
was one of a series of steps taken in

an endeavor to hypo UA's low profit

situation as compared to gross turn-
over.

No more than one contract is be-
lieved to have been inked with such
a provision. Other producers whose
tickets were in process of negotia-
tion, balked so hard that consumma-
tion of their deals has been delayed.

Directors' resolve was passed with-
out consultation with Paul Lazarus,
Jr., publicity-advertising director.
He didn't favor it then and doesn't
now, with the result that his opposi-
tion, transmitted to the board via
Sears, will likely result in going back
to the 25% contracts.

Objection to non-participation by
the distributing company in adver-
tising expenditures is that it theoret-
ically gives it authority for approv-
ing and placing ads, but it bears no
responsibility, since none of its

money is involved. Actually, how-
ever, it served to make the UA ad-
vertising department merely a serv-
ice agency for the producers, since
if they were putting up all the coin
they couldn't be expected to listen

to or abide by advice and recom-
mendations from UA. .

Aug. 22 Deadline

To Indies By SAG
Hollywood, Aug. 12.

Screen. Actors Guild told the in-

dependent film producers to sign a

labor contract by Aug. 22, or else.

The alternative, according to John
Dales, Jr., executive secretary for

the actors, is that no SAG member
will work for the indies after that

date
1

.

Negotiations between SAG and the
Independent Motion. Picture Pro-
ducers Assn. had been going for

months and wound up in an im-
passe last Thursday. Dales declared

the indie group, headed by I. E.

Chadwick, had made unreasonable
demands and had turned down the

Guild's counter proposals.

Meanwhile, SAG ballots for a

membership vote of approval on the

working agreement with the major
producers are in the mails, return-

able by midnight, Aug. 14.
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It Sez Here (Or Does It?)

London, Aug. 12
Following is the actual and official text of the law passedTay the British

government on Aug, 6 governing the duties to be imposed oa imported
films: <

A. In the case of registered film, not being film shown to the sat-
isfaction of- the Commissioners of Customs and1 Excise to be a dupli-
cate of film on which customs duty has been paid under this sub
paragraph by reference to the value thereof and not wholly or partly
refunded, the duty is 300% of the value of the film,
•. B. In the case of registered film shown to the satisfaction of the
Commissioners, to be such a duplicate, as aforesaid, the duty is one
penny per linear foot.

C. In the case of unregistered film, if of a width not exceeding one
inch, or consisting only of a single sound track, or shown to the sat-
isfaction of the Commissioners to consist wholly of photographs (with
or without soundtrack), which at the time of importation are means
of communicating news, or to be a duplicate of film on which cus-
toms duty has been paid at the rate of five-pence per linear foot and
not wholly or partly refunded, duty one penny per linear foot.

D. In the case of unregistered films not within paragraph C hereof
five-pence per linear foot.

Note: In the above definitions, "registered" means registered or in-
tended to be registered under part 3 of the Cinematograph Films Act
1938, and films shall be treated as registered if there is registered
under the said part 3 or it is proposed so to register any version pre-
pared" or to be prepared from that film or a duplicate thereof, with or
without other film, and "unregistered" shall be construed accordingly.

135 REELS OF SHORTS

FOR RKO THIS SEASON
RKO will make available to ex-

hibitors 135 reels of shorts during
the forthcoming season under pro-

duction expansion plans to be in-

stituted immediately for RKO-Pathe,
the company's New York subsidiary,

by Harry Michalson, its newly-
named prexy. Michalson, who re-

tains his concurrent jobs as RKO
shorts sales manager and head of

the company's 16m activities, de-

clared that RKO,' meanwhile, will

continue to seek increased rentals

for all shorts to compensate for

rapidly-rising production costs.

With the sale 6f Pathe News to

Warners, RKO-Pathe will concen-

trate on production of its theatrical

shorts, operation of the new RKO-
Pathe studios in N- Y - and com-
mercial film production. In addition

to production of "This Is America,"
"Flicker Flashbacks" and Sport-

scopes," Michalson and Bonafield

revealed that two new series are

currently in the works.

Indie Producers Worried More

On Anglo Tax Than Majors

Costello's Fat Part
Hollywood, Aug. 12.

Three Lou Costellos, in the form
of triplets, will appear in "Three
For the Money,", to be filmed in

October at Universal-International.

Bud Abbott will play solo.

"Money" was written by Selma
Diamond and Onnie Whizen, and
will be produced by Robert Arthur
on completion of the next Abbott-
Costello starrer, "The Brain of

Frankstein."

Garson's New Pact
Hollywood, Aug. 12.

Metro han'dod Greer Garson a new
eeven-year player contract but kept
the salary and other details secret.

Actress has made 12 pictures on
the Culver City lot since signing her
first pact in 1938. Her next will be
"Speak to Me of Love," with Walter
Pidgeon as her co-star for the fifth

time.

E-L, Goldwyn In

Ad Agency Switches
Switches in their advertising

agencies are expected to be an-
nounced by two companies within
the next few weeks. Eagle-Lion, now
serviced by Buchanan, is moving
over to the Monroe Greenthal of-
fice. Samuel Goldwyn is switching
from Foote, Cone & Belding to Don-
ahue & Coe.
Change by E-L will put all the

J. Arthur Rank-affiliated companies
in the U. S. under one agency's roof.
Greenthal already has -Universal,
Prestige, the J. Arthur Rank Organi-
zation and the Winter Garden thea-
tre, N. Y., a Universal operation.
Goldwyn move becomes effective

with ads on "The Bishop's Wife."
Campaign for "Secret Life of Wal-
ter Mitty," which is just about go-
ing into release, has already been
completed by FC & B.

Eastern SAG Huddle
Jack Dales, executive-secretary of

the Screen Actors Guild, arrived
east this week to join Florence
Marston, the organization's eastern ,

government would not be

Col. Backlog of Pix

Gives It Tax Break
By foresight or accident, Columbia

Pictures' foreign department got a

big jump on the other U. S. film com-
panies in forestalling profit-reducing

effects of the new British 300% ad
valorem duty. Over past few months
Columbia has been building up a

stock of new releases in England by
shipping over their new pictures un
cut immediately upon their comple
tion.

Columbia currently has eight feat-

ures in England to be cut there,

thereby escaping the drastic tax bite

which will apply to' all new incom-
ing films. In addition, the company
is under the wire in England with its

top-coin production, "Down to

Earth," starring Rita Hayworlh and
Larry Parks.

Yanks Puzzled

By Reaction In

France to Tax
Paris, Aug. 12.

Reaction of France to the new
British tax laws is the next puzzler
facing American film interests in the

international market. Currently, all

coin earned in France by U. S. film

companies since June 30 has been
tied up pending negotiations ' be-
tween the two countries on how
much can be remitted. Majors, how-
ever, are confident that France will

not duplicate Britain's squeeze play
since it is in a comparatively strong
dollar position;

Agreement was reached last spring
permitting U. S. film companies to

remit $11,715,000 of the total portion
of francs blocked between Sept. 7,

1939, and June 30 of this year. Initial

remittance of $2,928,000 has already
been delivered, with the remainder
scheduled to be made in three in-

stallmeints during August, Septem-
ber and October.

representative, in negotiations for

a new agreement with eastern indie
producers. The latter group, com-
prising makers of non-theatrical
films (commercial, educational, etc.)

have asked 'or a meeting to discuss
possible modifications in. the stand-
ard SAG pact covering regular
theatrical pictures.

SAG's new general agreement was
recently submitted to the eastern
membership for a referendum vote,

the results of which wilf be known
tomorrow (Thursday).

Aussie to Play Ball

Sydney, Aug. 12.

Australian cabinet meets next
weekend to formulate- plans to as-

sist Great Britain to save dollars in

the present financial crisis. Film in-

dustry does not expect same drastic

taxes as those imposed by the Attlee
Government. Aussie prime minis-
ter chiefly told newspapermen his

making

Scherraer Quits Col.

In Brass Discord
Hollywood, Aug. 12.

Jules Schermer checks out of
Columbia in about two weeks after
he winds up supervisory chores on
"Man From Colorado," same picture
from which Charles Vidor recently
was removed as director. Schermer
follows Sidney Buchman, who
ankled lot over weekend after fail-

ing to come to terms with studio
topper Harry Cohn for more inde-
pendent choice of players and prop-

I erj.ies, and less interfcrce from the
brass.

Reported Schermer was sim-
ilarly disgruntled. His last film for
Columbia was "Framed." He was
signed by Col. 18 months ago after
his Army discharge.

any spectacular announcements re-

garding aid to Britain.

Industry figures there may be n

coin freeze on film earnings but not
designed to keep out U. S. pix. An-
ticipated Aussics Government will

play ball with distributors on dol-

lar problem if latter do likewise

with government. Biggest slug will

be on luxury goods. Aussie needs
U. S. pix to keep cinemas open and
government knows this. It also

realizes resultant unemployment if

U. S. product is tabooed.

Hollywood, Aug. 12.

Britain's newest attempt at "taxa-
tion without representation" has un-
leashed a whole cavalry of Paul
Reveres who are riding madly from
studio to studio shrieking "the red
ink is coming." Sleek Town and
Country convertibles have replaced
the foam-flecked pony, and so far
while no one has attempted to row
to Catalina with muffled oar, the
lanterns are up in the belfry and an
enraged citizenry is preparing to re-
sist at all costs.

However, there seems to be at

least one group in town that is deter-

mined to fire a shot that will be
heard around the world, and matfe
money out of it, too. Independent
producers, in the first few days after

the revelation that the Attlee speech
meant a tax and not a freeze, did a
lot of soul-searching. Most of them
are worried, more worried in fact

than the majors. The obvious reac-
tion of the bigger outfits will be a
concentration on the domestic mar-
ket, which ultimately means tougher
sledding for the little fellows.

Meanwhile, answers to the crisis

are now being quoted at a dime a

dozen. Everybody and his agent are

rushing around in revolving doors
as self-styled experts on distribution

with figures, facts and forecasts

plainly marked on their cuffs.

Characters, whose only experience
with percentages formerly was with
90-ptoof gin, are now giving free

advice on where and how to sell pic-

tures involving such complicated
deals that sales execs can't even un-
derstand them.
Know-it-alls and fix-its are bandy-

(Continued on page 18)

Ohio Censorship Warning
Columbus, O, Aug. 12.

Dr. Clyde Hissong, state education
director and head of the Ohio divi-

sion of film censorship, has launched
a drive against distributors and ex-
hibitors of uncensored films in the
state, principally foreign and 16m
films.

He has notified several film dis-

tributors in Ohio and elsewhere by
mail to comply with the state cen-
sorship law or face prosecution.

M TAX SEEN HAVING

LITTLE EFFECT ON 16M
Only compensating factor found

by the major companies so far in

the gloomy British situation is the

fact that the 75% tax will have no
appreciable effect there on earnings

of the steadily-growing U. S. 16m
business. Narrow-gauge operation.1

;,

in fact, should benefit in the long

run through increased attendance,

if the tax remains in effect for any
length of time.

Because of the fear of competition

with 35m theatres, most majors have

released only old pictures to their

16m accounts in England. Negative

prints for these are already there

and so are not affected by the tax,

which falls on only those films

shipped into the country after mid-

night Wednesday (6). Most of the

majors have been making reduction

prints of 35m films in English lab*.

Those that shipped 16m prints di-

rectly to England are now expected

to follow the former procedure.

If the tax sticks until the present

backlog of unreleased new product
I in England is absorbed, earnings

from 16m operations may well in-

crease even more. Majors then will

be releasing only reissues on 35m
stock. Since admission prices at the

16m houses are scaled much lower,

it's believed the British public would
veer gradually to the narrow-gnuse
theatres. Volume of 16m biz in Eng-

land, meanwhile, has been building

steadily and that country now fur-

nishes probably the largest narro\y-

gauge gross for U. S. distributors i"

the world.
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EXHIBS' HIGH-COSTS DEFENSE
U-I First to Hint at Upped Rentals

To Make Up for 75% British Tax
U S. exhibitors can expect dis-f

trlbiitor attempts to get increased

rentals and* a more rapid playoff of

•11 product in the wake of the British

75% ad valorem tax. "While it's true

that the tax won't be felt for a least

another six months because of the

tax-free U. S. films already in Eng-

land, the majors are expected to be-

gin attempts immediately to build

their domestic grosses as one of the

few ways to compensate for the cur-

tailment of funds from Britain.

First to hint at the new demands

to be made of U. S. exhibs Is Uni-

versal-International veepee over sales

William A. Scully. While sales chiefs

of the other majors chose to await

further developments in England,

Scully went on record as declaring

that the British situation, couplej

with general difficulty in obtaining

'funds from the rest of the world

market, would "derrjand a closer co-

operation between distribution and
exhibition."

Citing what he termed the "extra

load" that will have to be borne by
exhibs in this country, Scully

stressed the need for exhibs to rec-

ognize that the "general economy ™f

the American film industry must be

modified to meet the critical situa-

tion that has developed in England
«nd the world in general." While
not stating specifically that U-I would
go after increased rentals, he de-

clared that to "cushion the shock"

(Continued on page 16)

THEATRES REACT

0 HIKED RENTALS
Love That Fox!

Philadelphia, Aug. 12.

The good neighbor policy has
invaded the City of Brotherly
Love. And among film exhib-
itors!

On the last day of its running
of "The Ghost' and Mrs. Muir,"
the Fox theatre's ad prominently
displayed the following two
lines:

- "If you missed this great pic-

ture—be sure to see it at your
favorite neighborhood theatre."

(The boys on film row are still

mumbling about it.)

Conn. Exhibitors Look

Favorably on Ultimate

Effect of New 20th Plan
New Haven, Aug. 12.

A checkup of indie exhibs operat-

ing small houses- hereabouts indi-

cates that the contemplated exten-

sion by 20th-Fox of a new sales

policy inaugurated in the New
Haven territory on July 1 is pre-

dicated more on optimism than ac-

.tual results to date.

Policy, tried out here during the
past month, calls for more flat rental

deals and a new formula for figuring

percentages. A vital cog in the new
setup is consideration of the house
overhead, with 20th delving into the
individual, nut in order to arrive at

an equitable sales figure.

Exhibs sounded out state that the
new arrangement has not as yet had
time to jell, but they feel that a
benefit will be derived if the plan
materializes as outlined. In one in-

stance checking a picture that had
been booked under the former policy
as against the same pic under the
oew formula revealed an additional
one-day profit of $25.
Local operators of small houses

seem convinced^ of 20th's sincerity

(Continued on page 20)

Court Nixes Move

To Kill Goldman's

$375,000 Verdict
e

Philadelphia, Aug. 12.

The Third U. S. Circuit Court of

Appeals here yesterday (Monday)
rebuffed a legal move by 11 film

companies to set aside an award of

$375,000 treble damages to William
Goldman Theatres, Inc. The award
had also allowed $60,000 in counsel
fees. Warner Bros. Pictures, Inc.,

two affiliated and eight other motion
picture producing and distributing
firms, against whom the damages
were levied by U. S. District Judge
William H. Kirkpatrick last Decem-
ber in an anti-trust action, sought a
review of the case. They were flat-

ly turfied down by the court.

The ruling by Circuit Judge John
J. Parker stated, "We think it clear

that the petition should be denied.

The evidence which the defendants
propose to introduce would, in our
opinion, have no probative value
either on the issue of conspiracy or
on the issue of damages; it is not
of such character as would justify

the allowance of a bill of review;
and, in any event, defendants have
not acted with that diligence which
would justify the allowance of the
filing of the bill." •

The defendants sought permission

(Continued on page 18)

linger, Disney Talk

Over Story insurance'
Hollywood, Aug. 12.

Albert E. Sindlinger, prexy of
New Entertainment Workshop,
leaves Walt Disney studios today
(12) to return to his Hopewell, N. J.,

offices where he'll work out story
premises on various Disney proper
pes, following a week's conferences
new with producer and staff.

Audience research group and
Disney inked a tieup several weeks
ago whereby NEW will work in con-
junction with studio on stories.
Smdlinger will provide guidance in
choosing screen stories, plays, nov-
Ws, together with diagnosis, via
Polls.

Outfit's claim is that it can dis-
pose the "surefire elements of en-
tertainment" for inclusion in pix
While they are in preparation.

— \

WB's 37y2c Divvy
At a meeting of Warner Bros.'

Board of directors last week a quar-
terly dividend of 37y2 c per share was
declared, payable Oct. 3 to stock-
holders of record as Of Sept. 5, 1947.
AmoUnt of the dividend has not

.
varied for the past couple of years.

COAST GABFEST ON

PATHE 8? MILLION LOAN
Hollywood, Aug. 12.

Conferences are being held this

week between Sergei Semenenko, of

First National Bank, Boston; Robert
Purcell, chairman of boar^ of Pathe
Industries; Robert Benjamin, gen
eral counsel and director of that

company and Eagle-Lion; Arthur
Krim, E-L prexy, over $8,500,000

loan which P-I is seeking for its pro
duction activities in E-L. Meetings
held Monday (11) will continue for

several days to work out details on
allotments of loan.

Benjamin while here will also con
fer with Walter Wanger on deal

whereby E-L will take a 50% in

terest in iatter's film holdings and
finance him in the future on his pic

turemaking. This deal in no way
has any bearing on E-L production

under Bryan Foy, as Wanger would
make his films independently.

Exhibitor reaction to the majors'
demands for increased domestic
rentals, as broached this week jby

Universal-International sales 'chief

William A. Scully, is expected to be
vociferously against such a move.
Most indie theatremen concede that

the British tax has created a desper-
ate situation for the industry. They
stress, however, that their operating
costs have risen concurrently with
the majors' production costs, and they
can't afford to pay more for product
than they're .paying at present.

Upped rentals would have been
bad enough last year, when profits

were at their peak, exhibs point out.

With the boxoffice currently bogged
down, it's almost impossible to pay
more for pictures and still make
money. Some of the indies have re-

ported a slump in their grosses of as

much as 35% over this same period
in 1946, and, while none of them will

claim they're now operating at a

loss, the extremely high profits

they've been expecting just aren't

there any more.

While exhibs are thus expected to

fight against any attempts at upped
rentals, industry officials believe

they'll be forced into accepting the

situation if the British tax sticks.

Since earnings abroad represent for

many of the majors the actual mar-
gin of profit on a picture, curtail-

ment of these earnings means that

margin of profit must be found else

where. With little possibility that

production costs can be cut, exhibs
will either have to fall in line with
demands for increased rentals or ex

(Continued on page 20)

Exhibitors, Not the Public, Beefing

About Upped B.O. Prices, Sez Goldwyn

Exhib Buying Drive?
Distributor's sales drives may

soorV get an echo in exhibitor
buying drives. For years, exhibs
claim, they've been buying high
percentage films in special drives

so that salesman could win prizes

offered by the distrih outfits.

Now, the Allied Hdcky Moun-
tains indie group writes in its

bulletin: "What would happen if

the Allied theatres in this terri-

tory declared a drive of their

own? A certain month could be
designated as no-percentage-pic-
tures-month, during which pe-
riod only flat,, rental pictures

would be booked. Now, for the

first time, you could say. to the

distributor. 'It's my turn. This
is my drive, and I can play them
only if they're flat. How about
helping me out?'

"

Atlas' MO Stock

Worth $12,000,000

On Odium Sale Tag
Value of approximately $12,000,000

is placed by Atlas Corp. on its hold-

ings in RKO as of June 30, accord-
ing to its semi-annual statement is-

sued last week. That's in line w.ith

the $10,000,000-$12,000,000 price tag

that Floyd Odium, Atlas prexy, has
reportedly placed on the holdings in«

current negotiations with N. Peter
Rathvon, RKO prez. Rathvon has
been trying to get together a syn-

dicate to acquire the Atlas shares.

Rathvon arrived in New York
from the Coast Monday (11) night

to begin what may be the final nego-

tiations leading up to the stock sale.

He's also here for homeoffice hud-
dles and to participate in discussions

with toppers of other companies on
the British tax situation.

Atlas is RKO's largest single stock-

holder, owing" approximately one-

fourth of the outstanding shares and
holding options to buy about 8%
more. RKO has outstanding ap-

proximately 3,900,000 shares, of

which Atlas holds 929,020, plus 327,-

812 option warrants, according to its

report. It puts the June. 30 value

(Continued on page 20)

British Tax Perils

UA) $5,000,000

Production Loan
Revolving production loan of

$5,000,000, which United Artists is

attempting to set. up, stood in

jeopardy this week as a result of the
British tax situation. Bankers were
figuratively stashing all available
film coin away in their vaults until

sights cleared on England's 75%
tax bite.

Arthur W. Kelly, newly -n amed
exec v.p. of UA, has had informal
discussions with a number of banks
regarding the loan, and was making
headway when the British situation
broke last Thursday (7) . While in no
way indicating that they won't par-
ticipate in making the revolving
credit available if all other details

can be worked out—and there's still

a long way to go in that regard

—

all the banks are particularly re-

ticent about making commitments
until they see what happens on the
British situation.

Kelly is understood talking with
five banks with the aim of hav
ing each put up $1,000,000,

(Continued on page 20)
al-

H.O. Execs on Coast

For U Pow-wows
Hollywood, Aug. 12.

Universale home office executives

are all here, with exception of prexy

Nate Blumberg and Matty Fox.

Both are due to arrive Wednesday
night (13) from New York. Mean-
time, others here are looking at pic-

tures, and when the other two ar-

rive they will go into huddles on

handling of future production.

In view of the confiscatory tax sit-

uation in England, selling and ad-

vertising plans for product already

completed and ready for next sea-

son's release will be discussed.

STANLEY MEYER NAMED

UA THEATRES HEAD
Stanley Meyer, for 17 years with

National Theatres, has been elected

a v.p., general manager and director

of United Artists Theatres Circuit and

its subsid, Metropolitan Playhouses.

He was named at a meeting of the

directorates of the two corporations

in New York last week, chairmanned

by prexy and board chairman Joseph

M. Schenck. Meyer was also elected

a director of the Skouras Theatre

Corp. and Randforce Amusement
Corp.

Geo. Skouras was named a v.p. -di-

rector of UAT and exec v.p. and di-

rector of Metropolitan. Raymond V.

Wemple, former controller for Met-

ropolitan, was elected treasurer of

(Continued on page 18)

REP, MONO, E-L SIDE

WITH MPEA ON NIX
American film companies' ban on

export of pictures to Britain will be
an airtight proposition with an-
nounced decision by Republic, Mono-
gram and Eagle-Lion to string along
with the Motion Picture Export
Assn. policy. These smaller distribs.

are not committed to support the
plan since they are not members of

either the Motion Picture Assn. or

the MPEA, Monogram has joined
the MPA, effective Sept. 1.

Embargo plan was, announced last

Friday (8) in the name of the

MPEA, instead of the MPA, as a

matter of mechanics to include
United Artists. UA, which belongs
to the export association, is not a

member of the MPA- Hence the

ban was made by the former organi-

zation.

Hollywood, Aug. 12,

Exhibitors, not the public, are the
ones squawking about upped admis-
sion prices demanded for certain
pictures recently, Samuel Goldwyn
declared here this week. The pub-
lic is willing to pay extra for an
extra-quality production, producer
asserted, but both circuit and indie
operators are working on "hide-
bound theories and ancient preju-
dices" when it comes to tilting their
b.o. tariff.

Goldwyn, running into difficulty

in booking his "Best Years of Our
Lives" on major circuits because of
his demand for the upped tap, coun-
tered that exhibs must revamp their
thinking if they are to keep their
theatres open in face of what the
British tax may do to the industry.
In addition to his booking difficul-

ties, the producer has run into a
barrage of criticism from exhib or-
ganizations, which claim to see no
reason for upping admissions for

good pix when they don't drop them
for the bad ones. Defending his po-
sition, Goldwyn declared:

"Last week the British govern-
ment announced a tax of 75% on all

American film earnings in Great
Britain. I look at this as the great-
est challenge we have ever had to

meet in our business.

"What happens at 10 Downing
Street in London, affects Main
Street, U. S. A. Not only producers,

(Continued on page 20
^

Sam Dembow, Jr.,

To Replace Cole On

Directorate of UA
First move in a general reorgan-

ization of United Artists' board of
directors is

.
expected to take place

at the next meeting, with Sam Dem-
bow, Jr., elected to replace Frank-
lin Cole as a rep of co-owner Mary
Pickford. Sweeping changes in the
rest of the directorate is expected
fairly soon in action by Miss Pick-
ford and her partner, Charles Chap-
lin, to replace attorneys and other
outsiders with "film men."
Changes in the board come as an

aftermath to the recent decision of

the owners to give UA a new lease
on life by upping Grad Sears to
prexy. Switches will be made more
or less gradually to maintain a con-

#
tinuity of experienced directors.

Board will also be cut from pres-
ent riine to seven members, giving
three to each owner, with Sears the
odd man to break ties.

Scheduled to retire from the board
are Charles Sohwartz, Herbert
Jacoby and E. C. Mills, repping
Chaplin, and Arnold Grant, Edward
C. Raftery and Vitalis Chalif, rep-
ping Miss Pickford. Schwartz and
Jacoby are members of the firm of

(Continued on page 24)

Big Junket to Maine

For 'Father' Pic Bow
More than 125 persons, represent

ing newspapers, syndicates, fan pub-
lications and radio, leave at mid-
night tonight (Wednesday) for

Skowhegan, Me., to attend the world
preem of Warner Bros.' film version

of "Life With Father" at the Lake-
wood theatre tomorrow (14). How
ard Lindsay and Russel Crouse,

authors of the legit play from, which
the pic was adapted, will host the re-

ception in Skowhegan.
it was at Skowhegan that the play

made its world preem eight years

ago.

L. of D. Bars 'Narcissus'

For Treatment of Nuns
J. Arthur Rank's "Black Narcis-

sus," scheduled to make its U. S.

bow today (Wednesday) at the Ful-
ton, N. Y., has run into trouble with
the Catholic Legion of Decency. Le-
gion, meeting late yesterday (Tues-
day) afternoon, was expected to
throw a complete ban on the picture.

It will open as scheduled, nonethe-
less, according to Universal-Interna-
tional, which releases it in the U. S.

Legion officials refused to discuss

the film in advance of the, meeting,
except to declare that the organi-
zation had taken "a very serious

view of it." They referred, how-
fever, to an open letter sent to Rank
when the British film magnate was
in the U. S. in July by a special

committee appointed by the Sisters'

Vocation Institute at the Univ, of
Notre Dame.
Letter objected to the film's pres-

entation of a group of nuns in "an
extremely unfavorable light as

•worldly, neurotic and frustrated"

and expressed hope Rank would ex-
plain that the nuns were "anglicans"

and that Roman Catholics, therefore,

should "not be offended."
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HeatWave DullsL A.; 'Ruth' Strong

$45,000, 2 Spots; HTdT Stout 606, 3;

Cynthia' 51G, 3; Tatient' 22^a 4
Los Angeles, Aug. 12.

Hot weather here still is sapping
the strength of firstruns currently.

Four new pictures are battling it

out for top money. "Cry Wolf" is

leading the city with a very good
$60,000 in three theatres. "Dear
Ruth," with a strong $45,000 in two
Paramount houses, is making com-
paratively the best showing. "Cyn-
thia" looks to land a nice $51,000
in three houses.

"The Patient Vanishes," British-
made starring James Mason, looks
okay $22,500 in four spots. Reissue
combo of "Golden Boy" and "Good
Girls Go To Paris" is heading for
around $18,000, mighty slim for
four locations.

"Kissing Her Now," in third week,
•will do $37,500 in five spots. Other
holdovers, including "Slave Girl"
and "Won't Believe Me," were
slashed in half from-opening weeks

* in current (second) sessions.

Estimates ' for This Week
Belmont (FWC) (1,532; 50-$l)—

"Golden Boy" (Col) and "Good Girls
to Paris" (Col) (reissues). Thin
$2,400. Last week, '.'Riff-Raff" (RKO)
and "Seven Keys Baldpate" (RKO),
slow $3,600. '.. •

Beverly Hills Music Hall (G&S-
Blumenfeld) (824; 65-$l )—"Patient
Vanishes" (FC). Only $4,000 in 8
days. Last week, "Blithe Spirit"
(UA) and "Flight Nowhere" (SG)
(5 days), $2,200.
Carthay Circle (FWC) (1,518; 50-

$1)—"Who's Kissing Her" (20th)
(3d wk-6 days). Just $3,300. Last
week, $5,300.

Chinese (Grauman-WC) (2,048;
80-$D—"Kissing Her" (20th) (3d
wk). Fair $9,500. Last week, good
$11,600.
Downtown (WB) (1,800; 50-$D—

"Cry Wolf" (WB). Hot $23*000. Last
week, "Possessed}' (WB) (3d wk-8
days), good $13,300.
Downtown Music Hall (Blumen-

feld) (872; 50-$l )—"Patient Van-
ishes" (FC). Good $9,500 in 8 days.
Last week, "Blithe Spirit" (UA) and
"Flight Nowhere" (SG) (5 days),
only $3,400.

Egyptian (FWC) (1,538; 50-$D—
"Cynthia" (M-G) and "Dark Delu-
sion" (M-G). Neat $13,000. Last
week, "Hucksters" (M-G) (3d wk-10
days), $13,100.

El Key (FWC) (861; 50-$D—
"Golden Boy" (Col) and "Good
Girls" (Col) (reissues). Just $3,200.
Last week, "Riff-Raff" (RKO) and
"Seven Keys Baldpate" (RKO), fair
$4,200.

Esquire (Rosener) (685; $1.20)—
"This Happy Breed" (U) (11th wk).
Only $1,600. Last week, $1,700.
Four Star (UA-WC) (900; 50-$D—

"Repeat Performance" (E-L) and
"Green For Danger" (E-L) (m.o.) (9
days). Oke $2,800. Last week, $3,700.

Guild (FWC) (968; 50-$D—"Slave
Girl" (U) and "Thunderbolt" (Mono)
(2d wk). Down to $3,200. Last week,
good $6,400.
Hawaii (G&S-Blumenfeld) (956;

50-$D—"Patient Vanishes" (FC).
Neat $5,000 in 8 days. Last week,
"Blithe Spirit" (UA) and "Flight
Nowhere" (SG) (5 days), dull $1,800.

Hollywood (WB) (2,756; 50-$D—
"Cry Wolf" (WB). Solid $19,000.
Last week, "Possessed" (WB) (3d
wk-8 days), okay $8,300.

Hollywood Music Hall (Blumen
feld) (475; 50-85)—"Patient Van
jshes" (FC). Okay $4,000 in 8 days.
Last week, "Blithe Spirit" (UA) and
"Flight Nowhere" (SG) (5 days),
bare $1,500.

Iris (FWC) (828; 50-85)—"Slave
Girl" (U) and "Thunderbolt"
(Mono). (2d wk). Fair $4,000. Last
week, neat $6,400.

Laurel (Rosener) (890; 85)—"Gen
ius and Nightingale" (Indie) and
"Broken Love" (Indie) (3d wk)
Near $1,100. Last week, $1,300.
Loew State (Loew-WC) (2,404; 50

$1)—"Kissing Her" (20th) and
"Crimson Key" (20th) (3d wk). Down
to $12,700. Last week, nice $17,300.
Los Angeles (D'town-WC) (2,097;

50-$D—"Cynthia" (M-G) and "Dark
Delusion" (M-G). Robust $25,000.
Last week, "Hucksters" (M-G) (3d
wk-10 days). $21,000 on blowoff.
Loyola (FWC) (1,248; 5 0; $1)—

"Kissing Her" (20th) (3d wk). Mild
$5,300. Last week, neat $6,800.

Marcal (G&S) (900; 90-$1.80)—
"Henry V" (UA) (10th wk). Looks
$4,300 in 9 days. Last week, okay
$3,100.
Orpheum (D'town-WC) (2,210; 50-

$1)—"Golden Boy" (Col) and "Good
Girls" (Col) (reissues). Fair $9,000
or less. Last week, "Riff-Raff"
(RKO) and "Baldpate" (RKO), light
$12,900.

Million Dollar (D'tov*) (2,122; 55-
98) — "Robin Hood Monterey"
(Mono) and "Dishonored Lady"
(UA) (2d run), with "Circo Flam-
ante," Mexican circus, on stage. Slow
$16,000. Last week, "Newshounds"
(Mono) with Sugar Chile Robinson,
Will Mastin Trio, others, on stage,
good $23,000.

Pantages (Pan) (2,812; 50-$D—
"Won't Believe Me" (RKO) (2d wk)
and "Son of Rusty" (Col). Offish

$11,000. Last week, with "Blondie's
Big Moment" (Col), nice $18,300.
Paramount (F&M) (3,398; 50-$l)—
Dear Ruth" (Par) and "Springtime
Sierras" (Rep), Solid $27,000. Last
week, "Imperfect Lady" (Par) and
"Bells San Fernando" (SG), mild
$11,600.
Paramount Hollywood (F&M) (1,-

451; 50-$D—"Dear Ruth" (Par.) Big
$18,000. Last week, "Imperfect Lady"
(Par) and "Bells San Fernando"
(SG), light $8,700.
RKO Hillstreet (RKO) (2,890; '50-

80)—"Won't Believe Me" (RKO) (2d
wk) and "Son of Rusty" (Col). Mild
$12,000. Last week, with "Blondie's
Big Moment" (Col), trim $19,200.

Ritz (FWC) (1,370; 50-$l )—"Slave
Girl" (U) and "Thunderbolt" (Mono)
(2d wk). Down to $5,300. Last week,
good $10,100.

Studio City (FWC) (880; 50-$l)—
Slave Girl" (U) and "Thunderbolt"
(Mono) (2d wk). Off at $4,500. Last
week, okay $6,400.
United . Artists (UA) (2,100; 50-$l
Slave Girl" (U) and "Thunderbolt"
(Mono). Dull $12,500. Last week,
stout $23,900.
Uptown (FWC) C.719; 50-$D—

"Kissing Her" (20th) and "Crimson
Key" (20th) (3d wk). Modest $3,600.
Last week, oke $6,900.
Vogue (FWC) (885; 50-$D—"Gold-

en Boy" (Col) and "Good Girls"
(Col) (reissues). Mild $3,200. Last
week, "Riff-Raff" (RKO) and' "Bald-
pate" (RKO), fair $4,500.

Wilshirc (FWC) (2,296; 50-$l)—
"Cynthia" (M-G) and "Dark Delu-
sion" (M-G). Oke $13,000 or near.
Last week, "Hucksters" (M-G) (2d
wk-10 days), went out with $12,500.
Wiltern (WB) (2,300; 50-$l)—"Cry

Wolf" (WB). Sweet $18,000. Last
week, "Possessed" (WB) (3d wk-8
days), finaled with $9,400.

'

'Ridge
9

Rosy 22G

Tops Torrid K. C.

Kansas City, Aug. 12.

Picture biz is hitting a torrid pace
here despite the weather which stif-

les most other activities. "Romance
of Rosy Ridge," at the Midland,
looks solid $22,000. "I Wonder Who's:
Kissing Her Now" in three Fox Mid-
west houses and "Welcome Stranger,"
at the Paramount, both in second
weeks, are doing well. Run of 100-
degree temperatures is now in its

second week.
Estimates for This Week

Esquire (Fox Midwest) (820; 45-
65)—"Suspense" (Mono) and "Vio-
lence" (Mono). So-so $4,000. Last
week, ''The Web" (U) and "Time
Out of Mind" (U), $5,000.
Klmo (Dickinson) (550; 65)—"Fan-

tasia" (RKO) (reissued) (2d wk).
Very nice $3,000. Last week, fine
$4,000.
Midland (Loew's) (3,500; 45-65)—

"Romance Rosy Ridge" (M-G) and
"Fun on Weekend" (UA). Big $22,-
000, and may hold. Last* week,
"Other Love?" (UA) and "Keeper
of Bees" (Col), $12,000.
Orpheum (RKO). (1,900; 45-65)—

"Riff-Raff" (RKO) and "Born to Kill"
(RKO). Slow $9,500. Last" week,
"Marked Women" (WB) and "Dust
Be My Destiny" (WB) (reissues),
$11,000.
Paramount (Par) (1,900; 45-65)—

"Welcome Stranger" (Par) (3d wk).
Going strong at $12,000, and cinch to
stay longer. Last week, sock $16,000.
Southtown (Elmer) (950; 45-65)—

"Know Where I'm Going" (U) and
"Les Miserables" (20th) (reissues).
Fairly good at $1,700. Last week,
"L'Orage" (Indie) and "Amateur
Gentleman" (Indie), $1,200.
Tower-Uptown-Fairway (Fox Mid-

west) (2,100, 2,043, 700; 45-56)—
"Wonder Who's Kissing Her" (20th)
(2d wk). Fine $16,000. Last week,
fine $21,000.

'Fiesta' Lively $14,500,

Denver; 'Fury' Big 15G
Denver, Aug. 12.

Hot weather still is slowing up biz
here. Despite this, "Desert Fury" is
big enough at Denham to hold:
"Fiesta" also is solid.

Estimates for This Week
Aladdin (Fox) (1,400; 35-74) —

"Who's Kissing Her" (20th), after
week at Denver, Webber. Big $5,500.
Last week, "Possessed" (WB) and
"Keeper of Bees" (Col) (m.o.), nice
$4,500.

Broadway (Cinema) (1.500; 35-74)
—"Heart of New York" (Indie) and
"Second Chorus" (Indie). Thin $4,-
000. Last week, "Meet John Doe"
(Indie) and "Flying Deuces" (Indie)
sour $4,000.
Denhant (Cockrill) (1,750; 35-70)—

"Desert Fury'.' (Par). Big $15,000.
Holds. Last week, "Perils Pauline"
(Par) (3d wk), good $10,000.
Denver (Fox) (2,525; 35-74) —

"Gunfighters" (Col) and "Guilt Janet
Ames" (Col), day-date with Webber.
Fine $14,000. Last week, "Who's
Kissing Her" (20th), fine $18,000.

Esquire (Fox) (742; 35-74)-~"Cb-
pacabana" (UA) and "Trespasser"
(Rep), also Paramount. Very mild
$2,000„Last week, "Ghost Mrs. Muir"
(20th) and "Second Chance" (20th),
sad $2,000.
Orpheum (RKO) (2,600; 35-74) —

"Fiesta" (M-G) and "Big Fix"
(PRC). Nice $14,500. Last week,
"Won't Believe Me" (RKO) and
"Seven Keys Baldpate" (RKO), nice
$14,500.
Paramount (Fox) (2,200; 35-74) —

"Copacabana" (UA) and "Trespas-
ser." (Rep), also Esquire. Mild $9,000.
Last week, "Ghost Mrs. Muir" (20th)
and "Second Chance" (20th), fair

$9,000.
Rialto (Fox) (878; 35-74) — "Pos-

sessed" (WB) and "Keeper Bees"
(Col), after week at Denver, Web-
ber, Aladdin. Fair $2,500. Last week,
"Miracle, 34th St." (20th) and "Kil-
roy Was Here" (Mono), after week
at Paramount, Esquire, fair $3,000.
Tabor (Fox) (1,967; 35^74)—"Fun

on Weekend" (UA) and stage show.
Mild $8,000. Last week, "Fabulous
Dorseys" (UA) and "Killer at Large"
(PRC), same.

v

Webber (Fox) (750; 35-74)—"Gun-
fighters" (Col) and' "Guilt *Janet
Ames" (Col), also Denver. Fair $2,-

500. Last week, "Who's Kissing Her"
(20th), $3,500.

'Carnegie' Lofty

$24,000 in Philly

Philadelphia, Aug. 12.

Philly is showing some signs of
snapping out of doldrums at theatres,
new films helping this stanza. "Car-
negie Hall" is providing the nearest
thing to a spark among the new pix.
"Slave Girl" and "Riff Raff" look
best among other newcomers' to bow
this week.

Estimates for This Week
Aldine (WB) (1,303; 50-94)—"Riff-

Raff" (RKO). Okay $12,500. Last
week, "That's My Man" (Rep), $7,-

500.
. Arcadia (Sablosky) (700; 50-94)—
"Possessed" (WB) (2d run). Neat
$6,500. Last week, "Yearling" (M-G),
$5,000 second run.
Boyd (WB) (2,350; 50-95)—"Slave

Gil!" (U). Fairish $16,000! Last week,
"Other Love" (UA), $14,000 for sec-
ond week.
Earle (WB) (2,760; 50-94)—"Huck-

sters" (M-G) (4th wk). Holding up
nicely with $25,000. Last week, husky
$28,500.
Fox (20th) (2,250; 50-94)—"Kissing

Her Now" (20th) (2d wk). Bright
$20,000. Opener was great $28,000.
Goldman (Goldman) (1,300; 50-94)

—"Dear Ruth" (Par) .(3d wk). Nice
$22,000. Last week, fast $24,0000.
Karlton (Goldman) (1,000; 50-94)—

"Brute Force" (UV (2d wk). Good
$17,000. Opener was smash $22,500.

Keith's (Goldman) (1,300; 50-94)—
"Ivy" (U) (2d run). Fine $6,500. Last
week, "Perils Pauline" (Par), neat
$8,000 second run.
Mastbaum (WB) (4,360; 50-94) —

"Cry Wolf" (WB) (2d wk). Down
to thin $15,000. Last week, okay $25,-
500.
Pix (Cummins) (500; 50-94) —

"Great Waltz" (M-G) (reissue) (3d
wk). Neat $6,000. Last week, ditto.

Stanley (WB) (2,950; 50-94) —
"Carnegie Hall" (UA). Big $24,000.
Last week, "Romance Rosy Ridge"
(M-G), $15,000.
Stanton (WB) (1,475; 50-94) —

"Born to Kill" (RKO). Robust $12,-
500. Last week,- "Tarzan Huntress"
(RKO), $10,500.

Torrid Wave Bops Buff.

But 'Brute' Bright At

15G; 'Night' Modest 10G
Buffalo, Aug. 12.

Excessively hot weather is whitt-
ling biz down currently. Only "Brute
Force" is shaping up near hopes of
new films, with stout session in sight.
"Dear Ruth" also is strong on sec-
ond week in view of conditions.

Estimates for This Week
Buffalo (Shea) (3,500; 40-70)—

"Romance Rosy Ridge" (M-G) and
"Big'Town" (Par). Thin $11,000 or
over. Last week, "Other Love"
(UA) and "Jewels Brandenburg"
(20th), $14,000.
Great Lakes (Shea) (3,400; 40-70)

—"Dear Ruth" (Par) (2d wk). Nice
$14,000. Last week, big $18,000.
Hipp (Shea) (2,100; 40-70)—

"Marked Woman" (WB) and "Dust
Be My Destiny" (WB) (reissues).
Good $8,500. Last week, "Possessed"
(WB) (m.o.), $7,500.
„Teck (Shea) (1,400; 40-70)—"Shoot

to Kill" (SG) and "Scared to Death"
(SG). Mild $3,000. Last week,
"Hucksters" (M-G) (m.o.) (3d wk),
$4,000.
Lafayette (Basil) (3,000; 40-70)—

"Brute Force" (U) and "Son of
Rusty" (Col). Stout $15,000. Last
week, "Ivy" (U) and "Gas House
Kids West" (U), $12,000.
20th Century (20th Cent) (3,000;

40-70)—"Long Night" (RKO) and
"Seven Keys to Baldpate" (RKO).
Moderate $10,000 or a bit better. Last
week, "Copacabana'" (UA) and "Step
by Step" (RKO), $13,000.

Heat, Pa. Legion Meet Slough Pitt;

'BelieveMe Nice 15G, love Same

Key City Grosses

Estimated Total Gross
This Week $2,824,000

(Based on 20 cities, 199 thea-

tres, chiefly first runs, including

N. Y.) "
.

Total Gross Same Week
Last Year ......$3,108,800

(Based on 22 cities 189 theatres)

Heat Hits Cleve.;

'Ivy' Modest 16G
Cleveland, Aug. 12.

Second week of blistering heat is

getting exhibs worried as grosses
continue to dip. Two newcomers,
""Romance Of Rosy Ridge" at State
and Hipp's "Ivy," are showing little

power.
Estimates for This Week

Allen (RKO) (3,000; 55-70)—
"Black Gold" (Mono). Fairish $10,-

500. Last week, "Slave Girl" (U),
hearty $16,500.'

Hipp (Warners) (3,700; 55-70)—
"Ivy (U). Slightly sluggish at $16,000.
Last week, "Possessed" (WB) (2d
wk), okay $13,600.

. Lake (Warners) (800; 55-70)—
"Possessed" (WB) (m.o.). Third
stanza good at $4,000. Last week,
"Web" (U) (m.o.), $2,700. •

Ohio (Loew's) (1,200; 55-70)—
"Hucksters" (M-G) (m.o.). Fancy
$7,500 on fourth downtown lap. Last
week, "Duel In Sun". (SRO) (8th
wk), same.
Palace (RKO) (3,000;. 55-70)—

"Wonder Who's Kissing Her" (20th)
(2d wk). Brisk $21,000 after trim
$25,000 last week, c

State (Loew's) (3,450; 55-70)—
"Romance Rosy Ridge" (M-G).
Modest $17,000. Last week, "Dear
Ruth (Par), $17,500.

Stillman (Loew's) (2,700; 55-70)—
"Dear Ruth" (Par) . (m.o,). Good
$11,500. Last week, "Hucksters"
(M-G) (3d wk), fine $10,500.. _

'Hucksters' Big $21,000

In Mpls. Despite Heat;

'Brute' 16G- 'Lady' 11G
Minneapolis, Aug. 12.

"The Hucksters" and "Brute Force"
will boost biz here this week despite
depressing effect of torrid tempera-
tures. "Hucksters" looks big at the
Radio City while "Brute" will be
only passably good at the Orpheum.
"Welcome Stranger," moved from
Radio City to the Century, is still

strong in fourth downtown week.
Estimates for This Week

Aster (Par) (900; 30-44)—"Little
Mr. Jim" (M-G) and "Thunder
Mountain" (RKO). Satisfactory $2,-
000 in 5 days. Last week, "Danger
Street" (Par) and "Heartaches"
(PRC) split with "Sarge Goes to
College" (Mono) and "Silver Stal-
lion" (Mono), okay $3,000 in 8 days.

Century (Par) (1,600; 50-70)—
"Welcome Stranger" (Par) (m.o.).
Here after three tremendous Radio
City weeks. Still making boxoffice
noise at $10,000. Last week, "Living
in Big Way" (M-G), $5,000.

Gopher (Par) (1,000; 44)—"Likely
Story" (RKO). Light $3,000 in-
dicated. Last week, "Michigan Kid"
(U), $4,200.

Lyric (Par) (1,100; 50-70)—"Copa-
cabana" (UA) (m.o.). Here after
profitable States stanza. Satisfactory
$5,000. Last week, "Happened on
5th Ave." (Mono) (2d wk), good
$6,500.

Pix (Corwin) (300; 50-70)—"Scar-
let Pimpernel" (FC) and "Scarlet
Pimpernel Returns" (FC) (2d run)
(reissues). Enormous $3,000. Last
week, "Wuthering Heights" (FC)
(reissue), $2,000.

Radio City (Par) (4,400; 50-70)—
"Hucksters" (M-G). Big $21,000,
Last week, "Welcome Stranger"
(Par) (3d wk) terrific $16,000.

RKO-Orpheum (RKO) (2,800; 50-
70i—"Brute Force" (U). Divided
opinions on this, and good $16,000
looks about all. Last week, "Ivy"
(U), $11,000.

RKO-Pan (RKO) (1,600; 50-70)—
"Fantasia" (RKO) (reissue) (2d wk).
Trim $7,000 after hefty $11,000 first
week.

State (Par) (2,300; 50-70)—"Dis-
honored Lady" (UA). Good $11,000
in prospect. Last week, "Copaca-
bana" (UA), $11,500.
Uptown (Par) (1,000; 50-55)—

"Perils Pauline" (Par). First nabe
showing. Fine $4,500. Last week,
"Homestretch" (20th), $4,000.
World (Mann) (350; 50-99)—"Egg

and I" (U) (7th wk). Second week
of moveover here and seventh week
downtown. Potent $3,400. Last week,
$3,500.

«i a «.
Plttsburgh, Aug. 12

-Heat and the Pennsylvania State
American Legion Convention are no
help to the boxoffices so biz this week
looks generally depressing. "They
Won't Believe Me" grabbed sock
notices at Stanley and they'll help
get this over the hump. "Other
Love" at Penn appears okay but re-
viewers really tore into it. Holdover
of "Egg and I" is okay at Fulton.

Estimates for This Week
Fulton (Shea) (1,700; 40-70)—"Ecb

and I" (U) (2d wk). About the only
picture in town with some laughs in
it, and that's a help in this kind of
weather. Holding up well at around
$8,500, and may get a third stanza.
Last week, big $14,000.
Harris (Harris) (2,200; 40-70)—

"Slave Girl" (U). Will be. lucky to
land $9,000, modest. Last week, "Ivy"
(U), $11,000.
Penn (Loew's-UA) (3,300; 40-70)—

"Other Love" (UA). Looks to get
satisfactory $15,000. Last week, sec-
ond of "Hucksters" (M-G), fancy
$15,500.
Ritz (Loew's) (800; 50-70)—"Huck-

sters" (M-G) (m.o.). Fortnight at
Penn took much of it out of Clark
Gable starrer. Fairish $3,500. Last
week. "Easy Come, Easy Go" (Par)
and "Dear In Night" (Par), $3,000.
Senator (Harris) (1,750; 40-70)—

"Ivy". (U) (m.o.). Decision to move
this from Harris was a last-minute
one. Biz didn't actually rate it, and
$2,500 shows it. Last week, "North-
west Outpost" (Rep) and "Calendar
Girl" (Rep), $2,000.

.*

Stanley. (WB) (3,800; 40-70)—
"Won't Believe Me" (RKO. Good
$15,000. Last weeky "Possessed" (WB),
fell off sharply after good getaway
to land $16,500,
Warner (WB) (2,000; 40-70)—"Pos-

sessed" (WB) (m.o.). Average
$7,000. Last week, "Marked Woman"
(WB) and "Dust Be My Destiny"
(WB) (reissues), hefty $10,500, best
here in some time. "Life With
Father" (WB) comes in Aug. 20.

Heat Wave No Blight

On Cincy; 'Brute' Stout

13iG, 'Wolf Hotsy 13G
Cincinnati, Aug. 12.

Downtown biz is in winning stride

currently despite the seasons hottest
spell. Of three new bills, "Brute
Force" has a slight edge over "Cry
Wolf" for front money among new
entries. "Romance of Rosy Ridge" is

comparatively as big at the smaller
Grand. Holdover "Duel in Sun" is

topping the town currently, aided by
an upped scale, although halving its

teeoff record for Keith's. "Dear
Ruth" is torrid in its third downtown
sesh.

Estimates for This Week
Albee (RKO) (3,100; 50-75)—"Cry

Wolf" (WB). Pleasing $13,000. Same
last week for "Possessed" (WB).
Capitol (RKO) (2,000; 50-75)—

"Great Waltz" (M-G) (reissue).

Hotsy $10,000. Last week, "Huck-
sters" (M-G) (3d wk), all right

$6,500.
Grand (RKO) (1,400; 50-75)—"Ro-

mance Rosy Ridge" (M-G). Okay
$10,000. Last, week, "Marked Wo-
man" (WB) and "Dust My Destiny"
(WB) (reissues), tall $9,500.
Keith's (CI) (1,542; 90-$1.25)—

"Duel in Sun" (SRO) (2d wk). Lofty
$17,000 after setting house record at

$36,000 on kickoff via upped scale.

Holds. "Duel" fetched an additional

$36,000 last week by playing day and
date at nine nabes in Greater Cincy
on three-day' and full-week show-
ings, creating an all-time Greater
Cincy high of $72,000 for a single

picture in one week.
Lyric (RKO) (1,400; 50-75)—"Mag-

•

nificient Obsession" (U) and "I Stole

Million" (U) (reissues): Moderate
$5,000. Last week, "Black Gold"
(Mono) (m.o.), $4,800.
Palace (RKO) (2,600; 50-75)—

"Brute Force" (U). Stout $13.5"00.

Last week, "Copacabana" (UA),

$10,500.
Shubert (RKO) (2,100; 50-75)—

"Dear Ruth" (Par) (m.o.) (2d wk).
Torrid $7,000 on heels of sock $10,000.

'RUTH' SOCKO $17,000

TOPS SLOW SEATTLE
Seattle, Aug. 12.

Biz is dragging this session, but it

will not hold back "Dear Ruth,
which is smash at the Liberty. Town
is mainly in holdover. Palomar has

"Angel and Badman" for okay sec-

ond stanza.
Estimates) for This Week

Blue Mouse- (H-E) (800; 45-80)—
"Perils Pauline" (Par) (m.o.) Fancy
$6,000. Last week, "Miracle 34th St.

(20th)' (3d wk), $4,200 on 6 days.

Fifth Avenue (S-E) (2.349; 45-80)

—"Fiesta" (M-G) (2d wk). Good
$7,000 in 6 days after getting okay

$11,700 last week.
Liberty (J. & VH) (1,650; 45-80)—

"Dear . Ruth" (Par) and "Corpse

Came C.O.D." (Col). Great $17,000,

best here since "Jolson Story" (Col).

Last week, second of "Gunfighters

(Continued on page 20)
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Kaye's Mitty' Record $45,000, Chi,

Despite Heat; Unfaithful' Sock 30G
Chicago, Aug. 12.

Danny Kaye's "Secret Life of

Walter WW is soaring to a new
house record on pop scale at the

Woods this week and is standout in

he Loop. It will hit $45,000 or near,

remarkable for this small-capacity

tinnse This exceeds the previous

Rouse' high held by "Bells of St.

Mary's" and will top com made by

Kaye's own "Kid From Brooklyn" by

$6 000 Despite sustained heat wave.

t'The Unfaithful" is also doing well

with smash $30,000 at the Roosevelt.

Of the holdovers, '
"Dear Ruth,"

with Jo Stafford and Victor Borge on

stage still is sock on fifth stanza at

$50 000 at the Chicago. "Carnival in

Costa Rica," with Art Lund and

Helen Forrest topping stageshow, is

heading for over-average $45,000 at

the Oriental.
Second week of "Welcome

Stranger" still is great at $27,000 at

1,200-seat Apollo. Holdovers and
loneruiis dominate most other spots.

Ringling Bros, circus, which was ex-

pected to make a real dent in biz,

was affected by the heat, being off

about 30 .

Estimates for This Week
Apollo (B&K) (1.200; 95)—"Wel-

come Stranger" (Par) (2d wk).
Crosby-Fitzgerald starrer hitting top

figure with $27,000. Opening week
was terrific $32,000.

Chicago (B&K) (3,900: 95)—"Dear
Ruth" (Par) with Jo Stafford and
Victor Borge on stage (5th wk).
Surprise of the Loop with $50,000,

great. Last week, big $54,000.

Garrick (B&K) (900; 95)—"Perils
Pauline" (Par) (2d wk). Above
average for this small seater at fine

$17,000 or near. Opener was big

$20.000.

.

Grand (RKO) (1,500; 95)—"Brute
Force" (U) (3d wk). Not holding up
as well as expected with $21,000.

Last week, also off but solid $24,000.

Oriental (Essaness) (3,400; 95)—
"Carnival Costa Rica" (20th) with
Art Lund and Helen Forrest heading
itageshow (2d wk). Stout $45,000.

Last week, strong $50,000.
Palace (RKO) (2,500; 95)—"Slave

Girl" (U) and "Desperate" (RKO)
(2d wk). Not too good with $16,000

after modest' $20,000 opener.
Rialto (Indie) (1,700: 95)—"Out-

law" (UA) (7th wk). Jane RusseU
opus holding to bright $13,500. Last
week, better than expected at $14,000.

Roosevelt (B&K) (1,500; 95)—"Un-
faithful" (WB): Smash $30,000. Last
week, "Homestretch" (20th) (3d wk),
just got under the wire at $14,000.

Slate-Lake (B&K) (2,700; 95)—
"Hucksters" (M-G) (3d wk). Satis-

factory $28,000. Second week also

was off at $36,000 but good profit.

United Artists (B&K) (1,700; 95)—
"High Barbaree" (M-G) (2d wk).
Moderate $18,000. Last week, also

not up to par with $22,000.

Woods (Essaness) (1,073; 95)—
"Life of Walter Mitty" (RKO).
Danny Kaye world preem here hit

staggering $45,000 and new high at

pop scale here. Also helping is

round the clock grind policy. Last
week, "Repeat Performance" (E-L)
(3d wk), mild $11,000.
World (Playhouse) (Indie) (587;

75)—Arty house' switches back to

Russ product with "The Vow" (Art-
kino). Nice $3,500. Last week,
"Great Waltz" (M-G) (reissue), great
$3,600 for 8th week.

Heat, H.0/s Melt St. Loo

But 'Unfaithful' Fancy

$20,000; 'Perils' 12G, 2d
St. Louis, Aug. 12.

Heat wave that topped 100 de-
grees on five consecutive days last

week has resumed after a short in-

terval but biz continues steady.
Holdovers and reissues are in the
majority. "The Unfaithful" at the
Ambassador looks top newcomer.
"The Hucksters" and - "Perils of
Pauline" still are steady on second
weeks.

Estimates for This Week
Ambassador (F&M) (3.000: 50-75)

—"Unfaithful" (WB) and "Desper-
ate" (RKO). Fine $20,000. Last
week, "Ivy" (U) and "Blackmail"
(Rep), $14 500.
Fox (F&M) (5.000; 50-75)—"The

Web" an and "The Vigilantes Re-
turn" (U). Modest $18,000. Last
week. - "Who's Kissing Her" (20th)
and "Crimson Key" (20th), oke $20,-

X»ews fLoew) (3.172; 50-75)—
The Hucksters" (M-G) (2d wk).
Trim $19,000 after big $26,000 first
stanza.

.Missouri (F&M) (3,500: 50-75)—
Who's Kissing Her" (20th) and
Hdncvr^nnn" (RKO) (m.o.). Aver-
,iUl2M0 - Last week. "Possessed"
WB) and "Won't Believe Me"
(RKO) (m.o.-) (2d wk), $8,500.

,
OrPheum (Loew) (2,000; 50-75)—
Dilhneer" (Mono) and "Mutiny

°'8 House" (Mono) (reissues).
Good $10,000. Last week. "Duel in
Sim • , SRO) (2rl wk). $7,000.

«r>
'•., T 'ouis 'F&M) (4.000: 50-75)—

Peril* p„,unft .. (Pal.) and «3 Qn
Ticket (ppc) (2d wk). Should
grab nico S12.000 after sock $18,000
nrst session,

Estimated Total Gross
This. Week ... ... .$697,000

(Based on 18 theatres)

Last Year ....$708,500

(Based, on 17 theatres)

'Possessed' Tall

20G in Slow Del
Detroit. Aug. 12.

"Ghost and Mrs. Muir" at the Fox
and "Possessed" at the Michigan are
tops this week among the new films,
but biggest business is going to "Wel-
come Stranger" although in its third
week a.t the United Artists. "Ro-
mance of Rosy Ridge" is okay at
Palms-State. Biz hit the skids againv
under the influence of season's rec-
ord heat wave.

Estimates for This Week
Adams (Balaban) (1,740; 70-95)—

"Fuvta" (M-G) and "Hat Box
Mystery" (SG) (2d wk). Stout $12,-
000. Last week, tall $18,000.
Broadway - Capitol (United De-

troit) (3,309; 70-95)—"Destry Rides
Again" (U) and "When Daltons
Rode" (U) (reissues). Fair $13,000.
Last week, "Lost Honeymoon" (E-L)
and "Repeat Performance" (E-L),
weak $11,000.
Downtown (Balaban) (2,683; 70-

95)—"Born to Kill" (RKO) and
"Tarzan Huntress" (RKO) (2d wk).
Small $9,000. Last . week, good
$13,000.
•Cinema (Marten) (250; 60-90)—

"Nuremberg Trials" (Indie). Tall
$2,200. Last week, "Ivan, Terrible"
(Indie) (2d wk), solid $1,700.
Madison (United Detroit) (1,866:

50-60)—"High Barbaree" (M-G) and
"Love and Learn". (WB). Average
$2,100 in 3 days. Last week, "Favor-
ite Brunette" -(Par) and "Yank in
London" (UA), $2,400 in 3 days.
Michigan (United Detroit) (4,039;

70-95)—"Possessed" (WB) and "Little
Miss Broadway" (Mono). Swell $20,-
000. Last week, "Hucksters" (M-G)
(3d wk), solid $22,000.
Fox (Fox-Michigan) (5,100; (70-

95)—"Ghost Mrs. Muir" (20th).
Neat $23,000. Last week, "Duel in
Sun" (SRO) (2d wk), loud $24,000.
Palms-State (United Detroit) (2,-

976; 70-95)—"Romance Rosy Ridge"
(M-G) and "Desperate" (PRC). Good
$16,000. Last week, "Affairs of Bel
Ami" (UA) and "Fun on Weekend"
(UA), soft $12,000.
United Artists (United Detroit)

(1,941; 70-95)—"Welcome Stranger"
(Par) (3d wk). Still sock at $24,000.
Last week, $27,000.

Soaring Mercury Dulls

L'viHe Albeit 'Kissing'

Neat $14,000; 'Love' 11G
Louisville, Aug. 12.

"Wonder Who's Kissing Her Now"
at the Rialto looks like the standout
this week, although no downtown
house is even close to big. Hot
weather, combined with none too
potent product as a whole is cur-
tailing the pace. However, "Dear
Ruth" at the Brown, on moveover,
is sparkling.

Estimates for This Week
Brown (Fourth Avenue) (1,200;

40-60)—"Dear Ruth" (Par) and
"Jungle Flight" (Par) (m.o.) Sturdy
$6,000. Last week, "Perils Pauline"
(Par) and "Cover Big Town" (Par)
(3d wk), big $4,000.

Kentucky (Switow) (1,200; 30-40)

—"Yearling" (M-G) and "Beat
Band" (RKO). Fine $3,400. Last
week, "Two Mrs. Carrolls" (WB)
and "Love and Learn" (WB), nice

$3,100.
Mary Anderson .(Poonle's) (1.100:

40-60)—"Cry Wolf" (WB). Summer
average of $8,500. Last week. "Pos-
sessed" (WB) (2d wk), satisfactory

$S,000.

National (Standard) (2,400: 40-60)

—"Vigilantes Return" (U) and
"Canyon Passage' (U) (reissue).

Moderate $6,000. Last week. "Dan-
iel Boone" (RKO) and "Windjam-
mer"' (RKO) (reissues), mild $5,000.

Rialto (FA) (3,400: 40-60)—"Won-
der Who's Kissing Her" (20th) and
"Crimson Key" (20th). Neat $14.-

000. Last week. "Dear Ruth" (Par)

and "Jungle Princess" (Par), slick

$17,000 and m.o.
Scoop (Louisville theatre) (700:

40-60)—"Live as I Please" (Indie).

Moderate $2,2'00. Last week. "Wed-
ding Night" (Par) (reissue). $2,000.

State (Loew's) (3,300: 40-60)—
"Other Love" (UA) and "King Wild
Horses" (Col). Fairish $11,000. Last

week. "Living in Big Way" (M-G

)

and "Keeper of Bees" (Col). $12,000.

Strand (FA) (1.400: 40-601—

"Trouble With Women" (Par) and
"Danger Street" (Par). Moderate
$5,000. Last week. "Black Gold"

(Mono) and "Kllroy Was Here
(Mono) (2d wk), $5,500.

'Kissing' Lush $13,500

In Face of Omaha Heat
Omaha, Aug*: 12.

"I Wonder Who's Kissing Her
Now" is dragging in the customers
to the Paramount despite the swelt-
ering temperature here. Brandeis
with "Gunfighters" and "Millerson
Case" is doing unexpectedly fine.

"Blaze of Noon" and "Dark Delu-
sion" at the Orpheum is about
average.

Estimates for This Week
Paramount (Tristates) (3,000; 16-

65— "Who's Kissing Her Now"
(20th). Fancy $13,500. Last week,
"Miracle 34th St." (20th), fine $12,000.
Brandeis (RKOV (1,500; 16-65)—

"Gunfighters" (Col) and "Millerson
Case" (Col). Fine $9,000 and may
hold. Last week, "They Won't Be-
lieve Me" (RKO) and "Millie's
Daughter" (Col), $8,000. ;

Orpheum (Tristates) (3,000; 16-65)—"Blaze of Noon" (Par) and
"Dark Delusion" (M-G). Good $12,-
000 or near. Last week, "Red House"
(UA) and "Big Town" (Par), $10,000.
Omaha (Tristates) (2,000; 16-65)

—

"Miracle 34th St." (20th) (m.o.) and
"Strange Journey" (20th). Solid $10,-
000 for moveover. Last week, "Perils
Pauline" (Par) (m.o.) and "Jewels
Brandenburg" (20th), $9,000. •

State (Goldberg) (865; 15-50)

—

"Favorite Brunette" (Par) and
"Angel and Badman" (Rep). Trim
$4,000. Last week, "Tobacco Road"
(20th) and "Grapes of Wrath" (20th)
(reissues). Smash $5,200; best this

house has had recently.

Brute'-Vaude 27G

In Hub; 'Night' 24G
Boston, Aug. 12.

Improvement in quality of prod-
uct here in the last couple of weeks
is not reflected too heavily in re-
turns this session. Gil Lamb and
other acts are helping "Brute Force,"
at RKO, to fine stanza. "Long
Night" looks solid at Memorial but
"Other. Love" is not big at the two
Loew houses. "Cry Wolf" is way off

at the Met.
Estimates for This Week

Boston (RKO) (3,200; 50-$1.10)—
"Brute Force" (U) plus Gil Lamb,
others, on stage. Headed for nice
$27,000. Last week, "Vigilantes Re-
turn" (U) plus Perry Como, others,
huge $42,000.
Fenway (M-P) (1,373; 40-80)—

"Dear Ruth" (Par) and "Danger St."
(Par) (m.o.). Oke $8,000. Last week,
"Repeat Performance" (E-L) and
"Pretender" (Rep), $8,500.
Memorial (RKO) (2,900; 40-80)—

"Long Night" (RKO) and "That's
My Gal" (Rep). Strong attraction
but not as big as expected at $24,000.
Last week, "Who's Kissing Her Now"
(20th) and "Seven Keys Baldpate"
(3d wk), $19,000.
Metropolitan (M-P) (4,367; 40-80)

—"Cry Wolf" (WB) and "Son of
Rusty" (Indie). Offish $20,000. Last
week, "Dear Ruth" (Par) and "Dan-
ger St." (Par), $22,000.
Orpheum (Loew) (2,900; 40-80)—

"Other Love" (UA) and "Keeper
Bees" (Col). Nice $23,000. Last week,
"Romance Rosy Ridge" (M-G) and
"Millerson Case" (Col), $26,000.
Paramount (M-P) (1,700; 40-80)—

"Dear Ruth" (Par) and "Danger St."

(Par), (m.o.). Fine $14,000. Last
week, "Repeat Performance" (E-L)
and "Pretender" (Rep), $15,000.

State (Loew) (3,200; 40-80)—
"Other Love" (UA) and "Keeper
Bees" (Col). So-so $10,000. Last
week, "Romance Rosy Ridge" (M-G)
and "Millerson Case" (Col), $12,000.
Translux (Translux) (900; 30-74)—

"Call to Murder" (Indie) and
"Racketeers" (Indie). Down to $3,500.

Last week, "Killers" (U) and "Sus-
pect" (Indie), $5,200.

'RUTH' GREAT $18,500,

PR0V.; 'RIDGE' BIG 23G
Providence, Aug. 12.

Break in heat wave here is bring-
ing a surge in biz. In on the break
were Loew's State's "Romance of

Rosy Ridge." RKO Albee's "Come
and Get Me, Cops" and Majestic's

"Possessed."
Estimates for This Week

Albee (RKO) (2,200; 44-65)—
"Come and Get Me, Cops" (Indie)

and "Seven Keys to Baldpate"
(RKO). Very hefty $18,000 or near.

Last week, "Riff-Raff" (RKO) and
'Born to Kill" (RKO), $14,500.

Carlton (Fay-Loew) (1,400;. 44-65)

! —"Miracle 34th St." (20th7 and
"Strange Journey" (20th) (2d run).
Perky $6,000. Last week, "Ghost
Mrs. Muir" (20th) and "Crimson
'Key" (20th) (2d run), good $5,000.

Fav's (Fay) (1,400; 44-65)—"Gold-
(Continued on page 20)

Grosses Are Net
Film gross estimates, as re-

ported herewith from the vari-

ous key cities, are net, i.e., with-

out the 20% tax. Distributors

share on net take, when playing

percentage, hence the estimated

figures are net income.

The parenthetic admission

prices, however, as indicated, in-

clude the U.S. amusement tax.

B'way Sturdy; 'Stranger'-CavaDaro

Terrif HOG; 'Bachelor' Boff 150G, 3d;

'Danger Big 2Sy2G, 'Outpost' \M
Some moderation in temperature,

after Saturday's (9) rain, and relief

from humidity came to the rescue of

Broadway firstruns during the past
week. This weather factor plus an
additional influx of vacation visitors

is being reflected currently by stal-

wart business at many theatres.

Strength is .being particularly dis-

played by stagepix houses, the Para-
mount hitting a new summer record
and the Music Hall holding to its

opening week's gait although in third
session.
Outstanding newcomer is "Wel-

come Stranger," with Carmen Caval-
laro band, Raul & Eva Reyes, Nip
Nelson, others, on stage. This combo
is bringing the Par a terrific $110,000,

biggest summer week ever at the
Paramount flagship. It's also the big-

gest non-holiday week there this

year.
Music Hall is standout. It's expect-

ed to strike $150,000 or over in third
stanza with "Bachelor and Bobby-
Soxer" and usual big stageshow,
which would duplicate second week's
total and be virtually the same as

opening session. Hall is benefiting
from usual. August vacationers in

town, but such smash figures for

three weeks in a row are considered
sensational, especially since the tee-

off week was one of biggest summer
rounds ever at this big house.
The other top new picture is

"Green For Danger," which is head-
ing for sturdy $28,500 at the Winter
Garden, best opening frame there in

many weeks. Well-conceived bally
and strong crix appraisal are help-
ing this British-made film over the
top. "Northwest Outpost" also is

doing nicely with $17,500 or over at

the Globe. Reissue combo of "Marked
Woman" and "Dust Be My Destiny"
looks big with $45,000 or better at

the Strand, where they're playing
sans stageshow.
"Who's Kissing Her Now," with

Abbott-Costello and Joe E. Howard
heading stagebill. is holding up in

great fashion at the Roxy with $103,-

000 likely for third week. Smith &
Dale come in as replacement for

A.&C. on fourth stanza starting to- -

day (Wed.) with stage lineup other-
wise the same. George M. Cohan,
Jr., is giving the State a real lift,

with big $30,000 or near likely. "Dis-
honored Lady" is on second-run at

this house. Son of the Broadway
song-dance man got off to great start

with much better ' expected on the
week, , but Saturday's rain cut off

nearly $4,000.
Many new bills start this week.

"Black Narcissus," British meller,
opens today (Wed.) at the former
legit Fulton, marking the preem of
film policy at this spot. Danny Kaye's
"Life of Walter Mitty" tees off to-

morrow (Thurs.) at the Astor after

that house's 38 remarkable weeks
with "Best Years." On the same day
"Frieda," another' British - made,
starts at the Park Avenue. Palace
began two weeks of what it's calling
a Repertory Season of big pictures
yesterday (Tues.), with a new film

every day. Opened with "Bells of

St. Mary's" and playing "Love Af-
fair" today. This will bring the house
to a few days before Labor Day,
when it plans launching its strong
new season product.

Estimates for This Week
Astor (City Inv.) (1,300; 95-$2.40)

—"Best Years" (RKO) (38th-final

wk). Fact that picture now is play-
ing RKO nabes in N. Y. area is

hurting, but in profit at $15,000 on
blowoff; hit $18,000 on 37th week.
Terminating highly profitable, long
run here. "Life of Walter Mitty"
(RKO) opens here tomorrow
(Thurs.).

Broadway (UA) (1,895; 70-$1.50)

—

Shuttered after reissues of "Lady
Burlesque" (UA) and "Great John
L." (UA) did less than $5,000 in

week ending Thursday (7).

Capitol (Loew's) (4.820; 70-$1.50)—"Hucksters," (M-G) plus Tony and
Solly De Marco, Charles Trenet,
Ted Straeter orch. others (4th wk).
Doing nicely at $66,000 after solid

$72,000 on third. Holds a- fifth and
maybe longer,..

Criterion (Loew's) (1.700: 60-$l .25

)

—"Brute Force" (U) <5th wk).
Fourth frame ended last (Tues.)
night held remarkably well with
close to $30,000, good. Third week
was strong $35,000. Stays on indef
and possibly until Labor Day, when
"Singapore" (U) is due in.

Fulton (City Invest.) (785; 80-

$1.50) — "Black Narcissus" (U).
Opens today (Wed.), making preem
of house with films under City In-
vesting operation.

Globe (Brandt) (1,500; 70-$1.20)—
"Northwest Outpost" (Rep). Doing
fine at $17,500 despite lukewarm
crix reaction. Holds. Last week,
"Wyoming" (Rep) (2d wk), $7,500.

Gotham (Brandt) (900; 70-$1.40j—
"Mr. Smith To Washington" (Col)
and "Let Us Live" 'CoD' (reissues).

On first week ending next Friday
(15) will hit mild $8,000. and stays
only one week. In ahead, "Dillinger"

(Mono) and "Mutiny Big House"
(Mono) (reissues), $10,000 in 10
days.
Hollywood (WB) (1,499; 70-$1.10)—"Possessed" (WB) (ilth-final wk).

Good $13,000 in 8 days after $13,500
in 10th week. "Life With Father"
(WB) opens Friday (15).

Palace (RKO) (1,700; 50-$D—
Opened two weeks of "Repertory
Season of Memorable Pictures"
yesterday (Tues.) with "Bells St.

Mary's" (RKO) (reissue) and new
film daily. "Love Affair" (RKO)
(reissue) plays today (Wed.). Last
week, "Won't Believe Me" (RKO)
(4th wk-6 days), okay $15,500; third
week was good $18,000.
Paramount (Par) (3,664; 70; 1.50)

—

"Welcome Stranger" (Par) with
Carmen Cavallaro orch, Raul & Eva,
Reyes, Nip Nelson, others on stage
(2d wk). Looks to hit new summer
high of $110,000 in first week ended
last ni(*ht, terriffic. Also biggest
non-holiday week this year. Six
stage-screen shows being used daily
to take care of crowds, with house
opening at 8 a.m. Last week. "Perils
of Pauline" (Par) with Phil Spitalny
orch (4th .wk), $60,000.
Park Avenue (U) (583; $1.20-$2.40)—"100 Men and Girl" (U) (reissue)

(2d-final wk). Only $2,500, barely
in black after mild $5,000 opener.
"Frieda" (U) opens tomorrow
(Thurs.).
Radio City Music Hall (Rockefel-

lers) (5,945; 70-$2.40) —"Bachelor
and Bobby-Soxer" (RKO) With
stageshow (3d wk). Still maintain-
ing sensational pace at $150,000 or
same as for second. Stays on, with
fifth week certain. Great weekend
trade with usual big percentage of
summer visitors keeping the Hall
up in the clouds for third week in
succession.

Rialto (Mayer) (594; 35-85)—
"The Pretender" (Rep). Opened last
Monday (11). Last week', "Black-
mail" (Rep), okay $6,200. In ahead,
"Key Witness" (Col), $5,200 in 6
days.

Rlvoli (UA-Par) (2,092; 60-$1.25)
—"Crossfire" (RKO) (4th wk).
Third week ended yesterday (Tues.)
held up remarkably strong $41,000
after rousing $48,500 for second.
Stays on indefinitely.
Roxy (20th) (5,886; 80-$1.50)—

"Who's Kissing Her Now" (20th)
with Smith & Dale, Maurice Rocco,
Joe E. Howard, Hermanos Williams
Trio, others, on stage (4th-final wk).
Abbott &iCostello bowed out after
third week ended last (Tues.) night,
with Smith & Dale replacing; other-
wise same show holding. Third
frame held up to great $103,000,
being helped by strong Sunday (10),
which topped previous Sunday's biz;
second was big $105,500. "Mother
Wore Tights" (20th) opens Aug. 20.

State- (Loew's) (3,450; 43-$1.10)

—

"Dishonored Lady" (UA) (2d run)
with George M. Cohan, Jr., John &
Rene Arnaut, Jean Carroll, others
on ' stage. Young Cohan the real
magnet here and largely responsible
for big $30,000 or near. Rain Satur-
day hurt this' which started out sen-
sationally. Last week, "F i e s t a"
(M-G) (2d run) and vaude headed
by Dean Martin & Jerry Lewis,
Johnny Burke, Gracie Barrie, fine
$28,500.
Strand (WB) (2.756; 75-$1.10)

—

"Marked Woman" (WB) and "Dust
Be My Destiny" (WB) (reissues).
Doing nicely at $45,000, especially
solid in view of cut scale and ab-
sence of stagebill. Last week, "Cry
Wolf" • (WB) with Freddy Martin
orch, others, on stage (3d wk),
$43,000.

Victoria (Maurer) (720; 70-$1.20)
—"Gunfighters" (Col) (3d wk).
Holding up in nice fashion, with
$10,500 in sight this stanza after
$12,500 for second. Stays on.
Winter Garden (UA) (1.312;

60-$1.20)—"G r e'e n For D an g e r"
(E-L). Being helped by strong re-
views for a British-made and smart
ad-exploitation campaign. Likely
will hit sturdy $28,500, best here in
many weeks. Grind until early
morning a favorable factor. Last
week, 'Slave Girl" (U) (3d wk),
$11,000.

'CARNEGIE' LOUD 18G,

FRISCO; fURY' 20G, 2D
San Francisco, Aug. 12.

Cool weather here is pushing up
biz generally after stretch of un-
usually warm days. "Seven Keys to
Baldpate." coupled with vaude. is

giving the Golden Gate a big stanza.
"Carnegie Hall." at the small, United
Artists, looks in for a hefty week.
"Gone With Wind." on reissue, is

piling up sock biz at the bandbox
Guild.
"Desert Fury" continues strong in

second frame at the Paramount
while "Welcome Stranger" still is

grabbing solid coin although in
fourth session at the St. Francis.

Estimates for This Week
Clay (Roesner) (400; 65-85)—

(Continued on page 20)
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They're not just"Socko"
t

•
.

THEY'RE NOT JUST "SMASHES"

THEY'RE NOT JUST "TERRIFIC"

THEY'RE BOXOFk

WELCOME
STRANGER
Giant, colossal house
record in Detroit" tops

Going My Way" by 60%...

Tops "Going My Way"
in Minneapolis 1st week-...

Tops "Goihg My Way*
in New York opening...

Tops "Going My Way"
in Rochester opening...

Tops "Going My Way"
in Kansas City opening...

Tops "Going My Way'*
in Fort Worth opening...

All-time record

in San Francisco...

'Doubled average gross

in Chicago!"-^./*. Daily

And N. Y. Sun's "Best of

the Crosby comedies...

even better than 'Going

My Way," keys the

Broadway bouquets for..,
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II

Says VARIETY

THE PERILS
OF PAULINE

"Giant gross in Seattle," says Variety ... And

Variety headlines "Pauline's" performance

everywhere: "Biggest of the year in Omaha". .

.

Best in weeks in Philadelphia". . ."Rousing

business in Denver"... "Solid in Baltimore"...

'"Dear Ruth' remarkable

long run film, St. Louis"...

"Surprise 4th week

strength, Chicago"...

"Unusual power in 3rd

week, Kansas City". .

.

"Strong 4th week in Detroit"

"Biggest in Philadelphia"

{All Quotes from f 'arieiy)
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Argentine Radio in Suspend^ State

As Factions Vie for Future Control
Montevideo, Aug. 5.

Argentina's broadcasters have
foeen in continous confab during

the past fortnight, mulling over their

Own plans for a reorganization of

the country's commercial broadcast-

ing system, to counteract the many
schemes being hatched by politicans

to gain control of, or nationalize the

airwaves.
Although the sessions have been

lield behind closed doors, there are

reports of considerable fireworks

emong the ether boys, who are

unanimous on only one point, i.e.

that their present undefined situa-

tion can't go on indefinitely. For the

past decade the various governments
have stressed the need for radio leg-

islation, but governments have come
end gone, and the dust is still gath-

ering on the reports of the innumer-
able commissions each set up to

study radio witho.ut coming to any
decision. It's now a case, of all or

nothing for the broadcasters and
they are out to get things settled one
way or another.

. ;
.

Under the Peron regime, which is

Co radio-conscious, their position has
grown steadily worse. They not

only have to contend with copious

bureaucratic regulations and censor-

ship, but .lose wads of coin annually

in time commandeered by- govern-
ment broadcasts. At- the -same time
they can't go ahead with renewal of

equipment or new studio construc-

tion, until they know whether they

are in for expropriation or not.

More recently, and with an eye
to the next elections, government-
subsidized press factions have been
Advocating nationalization of the

commercial system—that is' to say,

creation o' a semi-commercial, state;

operated radio monopoly. Other po-
litical factions: in the Peron. ranks,

however, favor the same old com-
mercial system as heretofore, so^as

to assure their own access to the

media when campaign time comes
around.

'

Army Looms Contender
Apart from these Jack Homers

anxious to stick their fingers in the

radio pie, the Army also looms in

the background as a contender for

radio plums. Insiders in the in?

dustry state that the Army would
like to see the country covered with

a criss-cross network of broadcast-

ing webs, available at any time for

defence purposes, and favors the

commercial system as the best

suited to insure a mass audience
•when emergencies arise. Some ra-

dio tycoons have been working hard
to get this idea through the brass

hats.

points which they know will be in-
sisted upon by the existing govern-
ment in any coming legislation, but
adapting other conditions to their
own more practical experience of
commercial radio.

In mulling over their scheme for
future legislation, the network ty-
coons called in the assistance of
representatives of local industry and
trade, advertising agencies and the
various unions of radio workers, in
order that their plan should cover
all vested interests ' and thus
eliminate any chance of protests
from these sources.

.Government Network Seen
All these blueprints envisage set-

ting up of a full government net-
work, headed by the official gov-
ernment station, to be financed' from
taxes levied on commercial broad-
casting. In addition to the national
web, -three commercial networks
would be allowed to operate, prob-
ably absorbing the three existing
webs, Mundo, Belgrano and Splen-
did, but a number of the present
city outlets would be transferred
to provinces which are currently
devoid of any local radio stations.

If the broadcasters' scheme for
the future, radio system goes
through, the networks would operate
under 25-year concessions, and this

would put an end to the present in-

stability under which the commer-
cial webs operate, and which has
prevented their more intensive de-
velopment in the last few years.

The broadcasters' scheme also out-
lines a technical control, on the
lines of the FCC, to control radio
from the technical point of view,
but eliminating the existing close
censorship maintained over the air-

waves by the Posts and Telecom-
munications setup.

In the meanwhile, restriction of
importations recently • imposed by
the Peron government, as a result of

exchange shortages, is cutting into

advertising appropriations on all

sides. The networks have not felt

the blast as much as other ..iedia,

but a cold wind is beginning to blow
and is seeping through the. shutters

in the advertising trade, which may
quite easily have far-reaching ef-

fects for agency and station per-
sonnel and talent before the end of

the year.

Fix Crisis, Hairdresser

Nix Lockwood Personal
London, Aug. 12.

Margaret Lockwood, who was due to

make personals in New York for the
Sydney Box picture "Jassy," in
which she is starring, when picture
opens 'in New York in September,
and possibly make a picture in

Hollywood, has cancelled her trip

primarily due to the film crisis.

Also factor is refusal of Ministry
of Labor to permit her to take
along William Rowlands of J. Ar-
thur Rank's London publicity office

and her own hairdresser.

British' Label On Film Is Good

Selling Aid Now in So. America

Rank Staffers In

Mass Vacation
London, Aug. 12.

J. Arthur Rank's entire produc-
tion and laboratory units will shut-
ter the last two weeks in August for
the first "mass vacation" in British
film history. It's pointed out that
Rank devised the plan last year and
that the ' studio shutdowns are
strictly temporary and have noth-
ing to do with the current British
tax situation.

Plan was designed by Rank to
avoid crippling of production through
spasmodic vacations by key per-
sonnel. British magnate expects the.

idea to pay off in considerable pro-
duction savings, since no film will be
held up because of the absence of a
chief cameraman, chief, grip, etc.,

which had occurred in the past.

Mass vacation, moreover, gives top
production executives a chance at a

holiday, permitting such men as Syd-
ney Box, head of Gainsborough
Studios, and Earl St. .John, produc-
tion adviser to Rank, to make trips

to the U. S. Both of the production
toppers are scheduled to arrive in

New York, Thursday (14) aboard
the Queen Elizabeth.

Rank's theatre and executive head-
quarters staff are not affected'by the
mass vacation idea, with the theatre
circuits slated to remain in opera-
tion.

Donat Out of 'Bane' Pic Due

To Tiffings With Siodmak
London, Aug. 12.

Peter Bernies is due here from
Hollywood early September to script

"Precious Bane," the Mary Webb
bestseller, for Paul Soskin, the film

producer. Robert Donat was to have
starred, with pic to start shooting

Oct. 1, with Robert Siodmak, already'

in England, to direct.

Donat is now unlikely, due to dif-

ferences with Siomak, with new
name not yet chosen. Understood pic

is* to take 125 days to complete, at

cost of.around $1,540,000, and will be
made at Denham Studios.

London, Aug. 12.

Ann Todd is to take a complete
rest on doctor's orders as soon as

So far, two draft bills are before she finishes in "So Evil My Love
Congress. One of these was au-

thored by Oscar Nicolini, Posts

end Telecommunications czar, who
has ruled .Argentine radio for Peron
since his election. Deputy Sutaita

Eeeber, member of a Congressional
Committee, appointed nine months
ago to probe into the radio situa-

tion and submit recommendations
to Congress, has cooked up the
ether bill. Now the broadcasters
have added their blueprint to the
pile, and in doing so have incor-

porated some of the better points

proposed in the other two drafts,

WOOL SALES HYPO FILM

GROSSES DOWN UNDER
; Hollywood, Aug. 12.

Australia's wool sales to this coun-
try are hopping up film grosses down
under, according to Ralph R. Doyle,

RKO's managing director for Aus-
tralia and New Zsaland, currently
paying his first visit to Hollywood.

America, Doyle said, paid Aus-
tralian wool growers $100,000,000

test year, and a good portion of the

dollars went into film boxoffices.

Continued wool prosperity, he
added, may eventually reduce the
high import duties on motion pic-

tures.

Mex Film Bank Revamp
Mexico City, Aug. 5.

Pic industry's own bank, the

Banco Cinematografico, founded
here in 1938 by the trade and the

government, is being reorganized

and hypoed with coin so as to

finance producers the better.

Bank will have a capital of

$4,000,000, of which official and
private banks will provide $600,000

—

$200,000 each by the Bank of Mexico;

the Nacional Financiera, the gov-
ernment's fiscal agency, and the

National Bank of Mexico, country's

largest private bank.

in which she is starring with Ray
Milland for Hal Wallis. . . . Cella
Lipton, daughter of bandleader Sid-

ney Lipton, has been given important
role in Marcel Heilman's filming of

play, "This Was a Woman." . . .

Notts and Derby Cinema Proprietors'

Assn., involving over. 100 filmhouses
in the provinces, has decided to bar
German prisoners of war, claiming
that they keep out regulars, includ-

ing ex-servicemen. . . . Sudden ap-
pendectomy of Roberty Realty, play-

ing top role in Michael Balcon's pic,

"Against the Wind," will hold up
production for at least two weeks.
. . . John H. Kalian, film author, to

lecture in fall at Royal Academy ol

Dramatic Art in London on "Simi-
larities and Differences of Film and
Stage Acting." ... In the next La-
bor Party election, it is intended to

use films for electioneering purpose,

first time such an attempt has been
made. The National Film Assn. is

cooperating.
Diana Morgan, playwright wife of

Robert Macdermott, J. Arthur
Rank's film story department chief,

has off to the Riviera to join Wesley
Ruggles for confabs on the Bing
Crosby-Sid Field's filmusical. . . .

Alan Melville, revue writer responsi-

ble for all the "Sweet and Low"
revue series, is writing original for

London Films, which Sir Alexander
Korda will use as vehicle for Cary
Grant. . . . Rank, who is to make a

Technicolor film based on life of

Nellie Melba, onetime Australian

opera star, will have important role

for newcomer Jane Hylton, with
Joan Cross to Melba-voice on the

sound-track.
"Daybreak," the Sydney Box pic,

which stars Ann Todd and has been

on the shelf for some time, will be
tradeshown shortly. . . . Boulting

Bros.' dispute with the Brighton race

track owners, which stopped shoot-

ing of their pic, "Brighton Rock,"

for several days, has been adjusted.

. . . Sir Arthur Jarratt to Sweden on
three weeks' vacation.

LOVE AIN'T WHAT IT

USED TO BE IN JAPAN
' Tokyo, Aug. 1.

Kissing is once again taboo on the

Jap screen.

Verbally attacked by the daily

journals this past summer, the Home
Ministry announced last week it

would censor any shots of necking,

a practice almost totally unheard of

in Japan* before the occupation.

Prior to the war, American and
other foreign films were scissored

when the lover put his face near his

sweetheart's. ^

Rose PRC Europe Head
Ben Rose, formerly assistant gen-

eral sales manager for British Lion
Films, has been made Producers Re-

leasing Corp. representative in

Great Britain and Europe, succeed-
ing L. E. Kalker, who had held the
post since early in 1946. Announce-
ment of appointment was made by
S. L. Seidelman, head of PRC for
eign operations. «»

Rose held sales posts with Gen
eral Films Distributors in. England
for 18 years before going to British

Lion.

Current London Shows
(Figure shows weeks of run)

London, Aug. 12.

"Annie Get Gun," Col's'm (10).

"Bless the Bride," Adelphia (16).

"Born Yesterday," Garrick (29).

"Boys in Brown," Duchess (7).

"Deep Are Roots," Wyndhams (5)
"Crime of Foley," Comedy (5).

"Dr. Angelus," Phoenix (2).

"Edward My Son," Majesty's (11).

"Ever Since Paradise," New (10),

"Here There," Palladium (19).

"Jane," Aldwych (28).

"Life With Father," Savoy (10).

"My Wives & I," Strand (2).

"Nightingale," Princes (4).

"Noose," Saville (8).

"Off the Record," Apollo (10).

"Oklahoma," Drury Lane (15).

"Peace in Our Time," Lyric (3).

"Perchance to Dream," Hipp (121)
"Piccadilly Hayrlde," Wales (22).
"Present Laughter," Haym'kt (17)
".Proudly Present," Yorks (15).
"Sleeping Clergyman," Crit. (8).

"Sweetest Lowest," Ambass. (67)
"Together Again," Vic Palace (17
"Trespass," Globe (4).

"Voice of Turtle," Piccadilly (5)
"Winnlow Boy," Lyric (04).

"Worm's View," Whitehall (15).

Aussie Indie Pix Studio

To Make Bid for Postwar

Production Activities

Sydney, Aug. 7.

Figtree Studios, shut a long time,

because of wartime takeover by the
Royal Australian Air Force as a
base, will try a comeback bid this

year to make home productions.

R. E. Denison, son of late Sir

Hugh Denison, newspaper and radio

mogul, told Variety that his board
of directors, comprised of Fred
Daniell, Clive Ogilvie, P. G. Smith,
A. G. Barnes and Stuart McDonald,
would set wheels in motion imme-
diately to re-equip studios with the
latest technical gear from U. S. and
England. Major idea is to rent
studios to indie producers in the
Down Under territory. A company
may later be formed under Deni-
son's direction also to enter the
production field here.

With -Cinesound-Pagewood under
control of Rank-Rydge (with Ken G.
Hall as producer-director in chief),

there is little other studio space

—

excepting Commonwealth Studio,
indie operated on minor setup

—

available to other pic men. Ealing
Aussie production unit, headed by
Eric Williams, with Harry Watt
directing, will no doubt go through
the C-P setup. Ealing is due to start
"Eureka Stockade" in September,
followed by "Robbery Under .Arms."

Warners Again Nixed On

Building Sydney House
Sydney, Aug. 12.

Australian Appeals Court dis-
missed Warner Bros, appeal against
the Films Commission's refusal to
grant a permit to build a theatre on
its own site here. Major objectors
were Hoyts, Greater Union Theatres
and Carroll-Musgrave. Judge ruled
that the construction of a non-essen-
tial building at present was against
the public interest.

Hoyt's lease on Fuller's Mayfair
theatre here expires next April, and
it's reported that Warners may
dicker for takeover of the house as a
Sydney showcase if Fullers is agree-
able. This is considered doubtful. It

now looks as though Warner Bros,
will make a deal with Hoyts for
playing its product in key cities and
urban spots on a longterm basis.

Fact that a film is "British" is
now a selling angle for Britain's pic-
tures in South America, according
to Howard Harrison, assistant for-
eign manager of Sir Alexander Kor-
da's London Films, who arrived in
New York last week after a nine- -

week survey of the Latin-American
market that coveted all countries
with the exception of Costa Rica
and Nicaragua. Harrison tarried in
Gotham only for a few days, planing
to London Friday (8) to report di-
rectly to Korda.
With British film-makers in need

of new sources of revenue, espe-
cially since Anglo-U. S. pic relations
have reached the critical point, Kor-
da, as an independent, is in a strate-
gic position, inasmuch as 20th-Fox
is handling distribution of Korda
product in South America, Australia,
South Africa, the U. S„ and Canada
under a recent deal. Harrison de-
clared that 20th will distribute some
14 Korda films for the * next two
years and can choose others if it so
desires. Those that are passed up
Korda will handle himself.
Mexican films, Harrison opined,

achieved the peak of their popu-
larity about a year ago and are now
on the downgrade. Reason for this,

he felt, was that people are now
shopping for quality pictures rather
than accepting run-of-the-mill prod-
uct as in the past. Public's selective

taste is directed to product of all

producers, and he noted' that the
major American companies are now
concentrating upon the bigger pic-

tures.

Harrison felt the competition of J.

Arthur Rank in the South American
zone is a good thing for British' films

in general. He cited Korda's policy
of developing a stable of interna-
tional stars had helped the firm in

that area. Vivien . Leigh, who's
starred in Korda's forthcoming
"Anna Karenina," has long been a
favorite there, and the company is

also bolstered internationally with
Cary Grant, who's scheduled for two
films under the Korda banner. Orson
Welles and Burgess Meredith are
others who are expected to furnish
b.o. pull overseas for Korda.

In his South American junket Har-
rison said he noticed a "terrific

.

amount of new theatre building."

This he found a decided . contrast to

the amusement construction situation

in England, hampered for seven
years by the war and its after-effects.

Touching on the reissue problem,
Harrison said the bad ones tend to

live the newer British films a bad
name. However, the better oldies do
well, he declared, pointing out that

Korda's reissue of "Lady Hamilton"
is now taking more money out of

South America than it did when
originally issued. Outlook for Brit-

ish pictures in general, the film exec
said, is quite favorable throughout
South America. He noted that this

was true of practically all countries

with the exception of Chile, which
has a foreign-exchange problem.

Censors Nix Torture Pix
u

Mexico City, Aug. 5.

Clasa Films Mundiales had to
drop ;plans for making "St, Phillip
of Jesus," film biog of Mexico's boy
saint who was tortured to death
while a missionary in the 16th cen-
tury. Film censors refused to okay
the script.

Trade is puzzled because censors
have approved several other Mexi-
can pix of religious theme.

METRO GETS 'WORD'
Swedish picture, "The Word," has

been bought by Metro International
for distribution in the U. S. and else-
where in the world market.
Film is based on a play by Kaj

Munk. Starring Victor Seastrom, it

was directed by Gustav Molander.

'Duel' Set in Mex
Mexico City, Aug. 5.

"Duel in the Sun" (SRO) will defi-

nitely have its preem here Sept. 12,

on the eve of the Mexican jnde-
pendece fiestas, simultaneously in
four cinemas, the Cincs Chapul-
tepec, Palacio and Savoy, firstruns,

and Insurgentees, secondrun house.

Del Rio Swells B.A.'s Mex
Ranks; Marshall to Cuba

Buenos Aires, Aug. 5.

Dolores del Rio*will be planing
into Buenos Aires next week td

make a picture for Luis Saslavsky,
at present skedded to be "Lady
Windermere's Fan." This adds yet
another to the Mexican contingent
already in Buenos Aires. Jorgo
Negrete and Gloria Marin have been
working in legit for several months,
but it's now probable that they will

leave without haying made any pix.

Arturo de Cordova also arrived a

fortnight ago, and will make pix for

Argentine Sono Film, teamed with
blonde Zully Moreno.

Nini Marshall, on the other hand,
is packin gher trunks for an air trip

to Havana, where she will appear on
CMQ, when it inaugurates its new
studio building. Filmex of Mexico is

dickering with the Argentine com-
edy queen for a scries of pix to be
made in Mexico.

7 New Palestine House*
Jerusalem. Aug. 3.

Three new cinemas have been built

in Haifa recently, ending the long

wartime shortage.

Four more cinemas are expected

to be completed this year, two of

them in Haifa Town for Arabic films;

one on Mt. Carmel, and one on Ha-

dar Hacarmel, where the Ora Cine-

ma, which was gutted by fire in 1942,

is now being rebuilt by Solel Boneh
at a cost of $240,000.
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Politics-Ridden Argentine Legit

In Bad Way; Imports Only So-So
Montevideo, Aug. 5. t

Four years ago, the National

Comedy Theatre in Buenos Aires

was a flourishing concern, raking

In big sums at the boxoffice, putting

on legit productions which were a

source of pride to nationals and good

entertainment to both nationals and

foreigners. The best legit talent was

proud to belong to the group, and

local dramatists, whatever their po-

litical views, knew that if they had

a good opus to offer, that opus stood

e good chance of getting on the

Comedy's boards.

In 1947, with the Comedy in the

hands of a political camarilla, pre-

senting plays chosen for their poli-

tical angles, and starring second-rate

casts with powerful political back-

ing,- the theatre is playing to empty

houses and the productions it puts

on are made the butt of cafe jokes.

So far this year, high boxoffice

grosses have been made by two na-

tional-authored plays: "Honeymoon

for Three," by' Sixto Pondal Rios

and Nicolas Olivari at the' Astral

theatre, which made $45,000 in the

first month. Another local play, "It's

Time Pa Married," by the same au-

thors, has already surpassed the

Astral high, raking in $13'.75.0 in the

first week, and expected to gross an

average pf $50,000 a month.

Translated plays have not been

doing as well this season, possibly

because ' the humdrum ' material

chosen.' Pepe Arias' production of

Pagnol's "The Baker's Wife," trans-

lated from the
1

French, was a near

flop, grossing a mere $12,750 weekly.

Garson Kanin's "Born Yesterday,"

produced by Francisco Charmiello

at the Smart theatre, has already

rim into 129 performances and

grossed around $20,750 weekly, which

is considered not so hot.

There have been fewer translated

plays oh the boards, as a result of

the Authors' Society deal with the

local managers, which calls for each

company presenting a national-au-

thored play before any translated

works can be produced at the thea-

tre engaged for the season. This rule

has prevented a number of leading

companies from blossoming out this

season, as their producers complain

that they cannot afford to take risks

with their capital, putting on untried

plays. They state that the reason

they prefer translations of foreign

favorities is the fact that they have

already been given a trial abroad,

and they are certain they can run

Into at least 10Q performances.

This doesn't mean that all trans-

lated plays are bound to succeed on

the Argentine stage. "Life With
Father," produced last year by the

Diaz-Collado Company, was only

moderately successful. Marcel Ach-
ard's "She Loved a Pirate." and
"Mama Colibri" by Henri Bataille,

were boxoffice flops. But it seems

symptomatic ' of something that Iris

Marga and Miguel Faust Rocha, lead-

ing lights of the Argentine ' stage,

should be representing their country

in Madrid with a translation of a

French opus, Louis Vernauil's "Jeal-

ousy," rather than a play by an Ar-
gentine dramatist.

Aussie 'Annie' Bookings

U Into Next Year

Gilbert Vamps Pink
Marc Gilbert, foreign film distrib-

utor who resigned last week as of-

ficer and director of .Sidney Pink's
Trans-International Pictures Corp.
of California, declared that his de-

parture came about when Pink
"overestimated his capacity." Com-
pany was set up early this year to

distribute foreign - mades on the

Coast.

'

Gilbert said he felt that films he
supplied Trans-International weren't
receiving the proper exploitation,

and he was generally dissatisfied.

He'll continue as heretofore with his

own foreign film firm, with head-
quarters in New York. .

Kabuki—-Ancient Jap

Legit Act-—Returned To

Stage in Tokyo by Vets
• -

,
Tokyo. Aug. 5.

Kabuki. rated one of Japan's top

arts—but which has hit the skids the

past few years—surged back towards
its former popular favor here last

night (4) when a wartime-banned
Kabuki classic was presented at the

Tokyo Educational Center. The play,

"Sesshu Gappo Ga Tsuji." which was
written in 1779, brought together the

two top Kabuki artists of Japan

—

Nakamura Baigyoku, 72, and Naka-
mura Kichiemorj, 62—for the first

time in 10 years.

Both came out of retirement in the

hopes of reviving the ancient art,

which was nixed by Jap militarists

during the war on the grounds it

was immoral and its showings would
undermine the social structure of

Japan's nation of warriors. The ban
was lifted by General MacArthur
when the occupation began in 1945,

but a lack of capable artists kept
Kabuki practically shelved.

Kabuki's success rests not only on
the performers, but the joruri (a

narrator), who sits at one side of

the stage throughout the show ex-

plaining ' the background, player's

thoughts; etc. He's accompanied by a

samisen (banjo - like instrument)

player.

Last night's play was the story of

Gappo's daughter, Tamate, played by
Baigyoku with the aid of masks. She
falls in love , with her stepson, and
when discovered is returned to her
parents, disgraced, her Jap feudal

tradition. Tamate refuses to repent,

aggravating the domestic situation.

Her father (Kichiemon) knows that,

according to tradition, it is his duty

to kill her, but allows himself to be
restrained by her mother. Various
complications ensue, with gory re-

sults.

Bad Neighbor Policy?
Tokyo, Aug. 5.

Diplomatic circles "here would
just as soon have the Armed
Forces Radio Network forget to

pipe so many quiz shows to oc-

cupation troops in Japan.
Last week, at a press confer-

ence, Lt. Gen. H. C. H. Robert-
son, Commander-in-Chief of the
British Commonwealth Occupa-
tion Force, a staunch Aussie,

said he liked Americans "im-
mensely," but lie was "very un-
happy at present because ' he
last night heard $1,000 go ~beg-

.
ging at a New York radio quiz

show because nobody could name
the capital of New Zealand."

Lift Via Stolz

H'wood Losing Fight in Venezuela

To Mex Pix; Radio Setups Upbeat

Heavy,
Melbourne, Aug. 5.

"Annie Get Your Gun," the Irv-

ing Berlin-Herbert and Dorothy
Fields Broadway musical, is dupli-

cating its recent London smash suc-

cess in its new Australian version.

Production put on by J. C. William-
son Theatres at His Majesty's July
19 is sold out for weeks ahead, and
is expected to run beyond Christ-
mas into the new year. Show will
then go on tour to other principal
Australian cities, and to New Zea-
land.

Show, which received a 100 <•;

favorable press, continues to get
news pats in raves not heard here
in years, " Webb Til'tori, American,
in the male lead, is a great draw,
as is Evie Hayes, playing opposite.
Carl Randall, U. S. director who
staged the production, is also re-
ceiving plaudits for the role of the
advance man which he's also play-
mg.

Frank Tait, head of J&W Tait, the
concert management division of
Williamson, leaves shortly for Amer-

Si
Hc s due in N

'
Y - in °ctober

where he'll spend a couple of
months seeing shows and hearing
concert artists. One of his tasks will
<>e to corral a followup for "Annie"
when it leaves Melbourne.

Vienna. July 31.

With the return of composer Rob-
ert Stolz from the U. S., both legit

and the film industry have been
given a lift. His latest operetta,

"Three of.the-Danube" ("Drei von der
Donau"), preems Sept. 13 at the
Stadt-theatre. Stolz will direct him-
self. Book is by Robert Gilbert,

based on Nestroy's old play,. "Lum-
pacivagabundas." Heinz Konrads has
been inked for the lead. Another
operetta, "Springtime in the Prater,"

with book by Ernst Marischka, is

slated to bow at the Raimund thea-

tre early in 1948.

Brace of pictures with music by
Stolz is now in production. "Rendez-
vous in Salzkammergut" rolled to-

day (31) in St. Gilgen with Hertah
Mayen and Hans Holt starring. Albo
von Pinelli scripted the yarn deal-

ing with a famed Austrian summer
resort. Other film is "Tizia," with
Hungarian star Franciska Gaal as

the femme lead. Collectic Film is

producing at the Rosenhuegel studio.

Little known is the fact that Stolz

suffered the loss of valuable manu-
scripts as well as historically im-
portant letters when his prized pa-
pers were looted during the war.
All his scripts plus a collection of

Johann Strauss, Suppe. Milloecker,

Brahms and the writings of his

father, Jakob Stolz, were stored with

a coal dealer in Floridsdorf in some
40 bags. A thief cut open the sacks

and destroyed the contents when he
found nothing "of value."

Lifar Back to Paris Post

As Collab Ban Is Lifted

Paris, Aug. 3.

Serge Lifar. stormy petrel of the

French dance world, has been re-

engaged as choreographer of the

Paris Opera. Banned from Paris

appearances since the war because

of Nazi collaboration charges, Lifar

has had his ban lifted and will re-

turn to his old stamping grounds

when the, season opens in Novem-
ber. He was chief dance director at

the Opera before the war.

Lifar has been leading ballet mas-

ter with the Grand Ballet de Monte
Carlo, headed by Marquis George de

Cuevas, since its reorganization last

spring. He'll likely stay with the

troupe during its current Vichy and

Monaco season until time to return

to the Paris post.

U.S. Films Showing in All

Of Budapest's Firstruns

Representing a new record high

on playdates in a single city outside

of the U. S., American pictures were
playing in all 11 Of Budapest's first-

runs the week ending July 26, ac-

cording to reports received in N. Y.

from the Motion . Picture Export

Assn. there. Pictures released via

MPEA were playing in 10 theatres

while the 11th house .was running

a film of an independent U. S. dis-

tributor.

Although MPEA films have played

in six to eight of Budapest's first-

run spots previously, this is the first

time that American pictures were
spotted in every one of the firstrun

locations. Because of MPEA policy

of releasing day-date in Budapest,
the association had only six differ-

ent subjects. "Jane Eyre," "Lucky
Partners," "Gilda," "The Lodger,"
"Sky's the Limit" and "Fallen Spar-

row," to split up among the 10

houses.

Ann Todd to Remain In

England for Neame Pic
London, Aug. 12.

Ann Todd, J. Arthur Rank star,

will not return to Hollywood this

fall for another picture as originally

planned. Instead, she'll remain in

England to appear in Ronald Neame's

production of H. G. Wells' "The Pas-

sionate Friends."

Miss Todd, currenlly in England

starring with Ray Milland in Hal

Wallis' "So Evil My Love," recently

completed "The Paradine Case" for

David O. Selznick in Hollywood,

which represented her first TJ. S. ef-

fort. "Friends," fourth Wells novel

to be filmed, goes into production in

January under Rank's Cineguild

banner.

Mex. Directors' New Org
Mexico City, Aug. 5.

Production of five top pictures by
Dec. 31 is the objective of Dirmex.

a pic production company organized

here by some of Mexico's ace direc-

tors, headed by Emilio Fernandez,

and including Adolfo Fernandez
Bustamante. Emilio Gomez Muriel,

Juan Bustillo Oro, Rafael Portas and
Alfonso Patino Gomez.
Film trade's own bank, the Banco

Ciriematografico, is financing the

venture. Gabriel Figueroa and Raul

Martinez Solares are the cameramen.

FIRST MEX BLADE ARENA
Mexico City, Aug. 5.

Mexico's first permanent ice-skat-

ing arena, for shows and blade fans,

is being readied in Sports 1 City here

by Cantinfias (Mario Moreno), Mex-
ico's top pix comic; Alfonso Sanchez

Tello. veteran pic producer, and
Senator Carlos Serrano. Arena will

seat 10.000.

An architect has been hired to

make plans and build the bowl,

work which is skedded to start in

September.

By RAY JOSEPHS
Caracas, Aug. 7.

Though currently flush with , coin
and showing little sign of diving.

Venezuela's postwar show biz ad-
vances have more or less leveled off.

Pix in general are likely to hold
•their own or get even better in the
opinion of industry toppers. Bijt

Hollywood product is fighting a los-

ing battle to Mexican-madcs, the
British are moving in with their

own,. .
agencies and French films,

wk1<fh 'always were tops with the
folding' money crowd here, are also I

now cutting into the share which}
once went more than 90 percent to

U. S. imports.

. By and large the Venezuelan isn't as I

entertainment-minded as most other .

Latins. Dictatorship for 27 years of I

Juan Vicente Gomez—who outdid
j

anything Der Fuehrer ever dreamed
up until his death in 1935—-and the

two militarist regimes which fol-

lowed, have left a restraining mark
only partially erased since the rev-

olutionary regime now headed by
ex-newsman Romulo Belancourt
took over in October, 1945.

Result is that while percentage
wise this capital is tremendously un-
der-seated* legit e en less apparent
and radio only fair, there's none of

the pent-up entertainment demand
visible elsewhere. In fact, in a cap-

ital of close to 500,000 there's only
one nitery, the Roof Garden Socie-

dad, and that's strictly a once-weekly
spot.

Entire country of close U- 4,000,000

has only 250 pix houses, 50 of them
here in this mountain-ringed cap-

ital. But building is going on ev-

erywhere. And i iterest is picking up
slowly but steadily now that the

boom resulting from terrific war-
time sales of oil is also leveling off.

Possibly the most ambitious show
biz project is a 2,000-seat house, first

to be designed by a U. S. architect

here, now being erected in the El

Silencio housing project by the Valli-

nilla brothers, operators of the nrst-

run Boyaca and Ayacucho. Theatre,

which will cost more than 1.000,000

bolivars (the "B" is new exchanged
at three for the Yanqui dollar), will

not only have several thousand fam-
ilies of Latin America's largest hous

:

ing development to draw from but
a large urban trade which has
already made Silencio the best con-
centrated midtdwn shopping area.

District, incidentally, was long the

continent's noisiest, rowdiest red-

light district, hence the name, which
translates "The Silent Place."

Trend to Suburbs.
Elsewhere, however, building trend

is all toward the suburbs, especially

those in the east to where the town's
center is gradually moving. Lido, a
typical example, is a class house in

El Rosal. Not only charges down-
town price of 90c. and $1.20 (U. S.),

but gets an even better crowd than
spots like the Continental Rialto and
Hollywood, top in town release spots.

Smarter suburbs prefer the Holly-
wood-made pix to the Mexican and
Argentine product since they have
the greatest percentage of the Nor-
teamericanos working for Creole,

Royal Shell, Mene Grande and the

other top oil companies, and the
wealthier Venezuelanos who savvy
English. But, in the poorer nabes
and away from the capital, Mexican
films are, picture for picture, far

outgrossing the Yanqui product.

Partly it's the language question.

But dubbed pix, as Metro particu-

larly learned, didn't help very much.
Draw of the Latin-mades is that

they have the kind of story, music,
stars and general setup of greatest

appeal. When it comes to Holly-
wood's turnout Venezuelans prefer

the Technicolor action pix first, the

big musicals second and the dra-

matic stories last. The purely
Americano theme efforts such as

"Incendiary Blonde," "Claudia and
David" and "Magnificent Doll" crash

with a thud. British films which
have been going strong all over
Latin America have found the same
kind of resistance a the American-
made ones get here. If they have
what localities want they go well.

But if not. the novelty of new stars,

direction, etc., isn't enough to over-

come the gap.
British Moving In

British, incidentally, have re-

cently had R. H. Harrison, special

representative of Sir Alexander
Korda's London Films, junketing

through to establish top-flight direct

agencies. As in Argentina. Brazil,

Chile, Peru and Colombia, which he
visited before coming here, and in

Cuba and Trinidad which will be
caught before returning to London,

Harrison has been introduced to the
local press by the British Embassy,
hi. less. He's also been given what
Venezuelans regard as semi-Official

blessing from His Majesty's diplo-

matic boys.

Only such remote tie with Amer-
ican product is the fact that MGM's
16m department which now gets

10% of its local gross for manager
Jack Tilden has taken over some ot
the spots which s'elson Rockefeller's
Coordinator of Inter-American Af-
fairs formerly serviced. Metro is

doing the job as a strictly commer-
cial business now, however. Serves
40 theatres and 41 non-comn.ercial,
including the Army, Navy, schools,
oil companies and big estates. RKO
and WB are also moving into this

field. Fact that the Ministry of Edu-
cation recently bought 10 mobile
units and the Army 45 barracks pro- .

.lectors is a sure sign lfim is certain
to jump.

Another major trend is the tenden-
cy of major chains here to acquire

.

more theatres. Cines Unidos, which
is Muro, Carcel and Ulevi, a trio of
wealthy Caraquenos who havff 18

nabe houses and three firstruns, is

the first to also retain U. 3. trained
management. Stanley Day, a British-

er, formerly with Fox, now runs
the chain. Circuto Venezolano de
Cines, a booking combine of 22 first-

run and nabe houses, is owneii by its

members and managed by Juan
Sapene. Neither group has moved
far outside Caracas or linked itself

with any of the local producing
companies.

Of all the latter who have tried pix-
making locally, only two are still op-
erating. Yet coin for financing new
pix ideas still appears plentiful.

Bolivar Films, which has made four
features in the same numter of
years, keeps a regular staff going on
a weekly newsreel ar.d a flock of

documentaries while planning bigger
things. Atlas Films, which in two
years has released one epic, is now
working on a new one, "Twelve
Dangerous Winds." Mexican direc-

tors and actors have been brought
here for some of the efforts. But pix
haven't even been overly sucess ul

with localites, let alone neighboring
countries of Colombia and Ecuador
where tastes and interests are sim-
ilar.

More Radio Coin

Radio setup shows certain new
postwar currents, particularly ex-
penditure of more coin for air time
and production. Of 28 stations in
the country, eight are located here.

Three more or less dominate the
field. Radio Caracas, owned by Wil-
liam Phelps, Jr., son of a millionaire
American who recently adopted
Venezuelan citizenship, is the NBC
affiliate. It also works closely with
RCA-Victor which the elder Phelps
distributes. Outfit, directed b y
Ricardo Espina, prides itself on the
fact that of all Caracas stations, it's

the only one which nightly from 7
to 10 p.m. has all live shows.

Radio Continental, owned by Os-
car Vicenteli and Caleb White, a
North Carolinian who owns the
Lucky Strike distribution franchise,

currently uses less live talent but
spins its disks with somewhat more

I
showmanship. Radio Difusora Ven-
ezolana, property of Herman Deg-
witz, a localite of German extraction,

rates best on technical broadcast
quality. All three, plus many of the
smaller stations, have large orders
out for new U. S. equipment, some
of which has already arrived.

Stations expect to pick up consid-
erably because of lifting last month
of prior official o.o. of all news,
comment and scripts. Unlike many
other Latin countries, local govern-
ment, which rates itself as liberal

and by some as leftwing, does not
require outlets to carry constant bar-
rage of official aircasts. Has used
its own Radio Difusora Nacional to

j.
carry- the daily sessions of the Con-
stitutional Assembly drawing up the
new constitution.

(Second in a series on postwar
show biz trends in Latin America).

Rank Gets Novello
London. Aug. 12.

Ivor Novello, British legit actor,

author and producer, has Joined
J. Arthur Rank's Two Cities unit,

where he's slated to produce one of

his plays soon.

Novello's "Perchance to Dream"
has been running in London for the
last three years. Announcement of

his first film production will be made
shortly.
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KISS OF DEATH
VICTOR MATURE

BRIAN DONLEVY • COLEEN GRAY

MOTHER WORE TIGHTS
TECHNICOLOR

BETTY GRABLE • DAN DAILEY

THE FOXES OF HARROW
REX HARRISON • MAUREEN O'HARA

NIGHTMARE ALLEY
TYRONE POWER ' JOAN BLONDELL

COLEEN GRAY • HELEN WALKER

DAISY KENYON
JOAN CRAWFORD

DANA ANDREWS • HENRY FONDA

THE SNAKE PIT

OLIVIA DeHAVILLAND

MARK STEVENS

FOREVER AMBER
TECHNICOLOR

LINDA DARNELL • CORNEL WILDE

RICHARD GREENE-GEORGE SANDERS

GENTLEMAN'S AGREEMENT
GREGORY PECK* DOROTHY McGUIRE

JOHN GARFIELD

CAPTAIN FROM CASTILE
TECHNICOLOR

TYRONE POWER
JEAN PETERS • CESAR ROMERO

* • • from Century-Fox
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Body and Soul
Tinlted lVrli»t» release of Enterprise pro-

j.Iinnn (Bob Roberta, associate producer).

BtM. John Garfield ana Mill Palmer: fea-

f .„. M.ne Revere, Hazel Brooks.
.
Willlnni

Conrad, Joseph Pevney and Canada l.ee.

nirected by Robert Rassen. Screenplay,

Abraham polansky; editor, Francis Lyon;
* L,, James Worn? Howe; assistant ,rtf-

redo Robert Akdrich^ music director,

Rudolph P«MW»M*fl<a5&.»6^ Aug.

47. Runntajr"lrme','

Charlh»SPavla.
peg: Born
Allce-1
Ann*.D»vis...

Quin'n ;

•

. Shorty Pulaski

Ben Chaplin...
Roberta. ..••<•

David Dnvis..
Arnold, i.

Irma
' iDrnromer
Prince
Grocer
Miss Tedder..

I>an .

Shelton. . . .

•j,u.k Marlowe
Victor...
Murine.
Referee. . :

Fight Announce

llfttm-.-Gnrfietd
i.lill Palmer

, , , Hazel Brooks
Anne Revere

William Conrad
Joseph Pevney

Canada Lee
Lloyd Golf
Art Smith

,
James Burke

Virginia Gt'egg
Peter Virgo
Joe Devlin

Shimin Hushkin
, ...Mrary Currier

.. ... f
Milton Kibble

Tim Ryan
Arlie Dorrelt

Cy Ring
fllen Lee

John ItulresJuio

er. Dan Tobey

Kiss of Death
Hollywood, Aug. 12.

20th-Fox release of Fred Kohlmar pro-
duction, Stars Victor M-ature. Brian Dun-
levy, Coleen Gray. Directed by Henry
Hathaway. Screenplay, Ben Hecht and
Charles I.ederer; story, Rleazar Lipsky;
camera, Norbert Brodlne; editor, .1. Wat-
son Webb,' Jr.; music. David Buttoleh.
Tradeahown. Hollywood, Aug-. 11. '47. Run-
ning time, t>8 MINS.
.Nick Blanco,. ..Victor Mature
D'angelo Brian Dunlevy
Settle ••. i . . .<*uleeii Gray
tVtnv Hdo Richard Widmark
Ks'rt Hawser Ta> lor Holmes
Wardejri , Howard Smith
Sergeant --Cu-llen Karl Maiden
Williams. .

Ma Rizzo
Max Srhulte
Blondie. .".

Skeets.
District Attorney..

Anthony Ross
...Mildred Dunnook

Mildred Mitchell
.Temple Texas

J. Scott Smart
.'...Jay Jostyn

A topical yarn obviously designed

to take advantage ot the recent New
York inquiry into sports "fixing."

with an emphasis on some of the

crookedness manifest in professional

b o x i n'g: "Body and Soul" has a

somewhat familiar title and a like-

wise familiar narrative. It's the tell-

ing however, that's different, and

that's what will sell the film. John
Garfield is the pic's, only name to

mean anything at the boxoffice,

playing a champ governed by the

dictates of a crooked gambler. Gar-
field's name, coupled to a potential

exploitation hinging on a- wtdely-

-ballyhooed N.Y. State Boxing Com-
mission probe of bribery last winter,

gives "Body" .a strong boxoffice.

chance.
The story concerns a youngster

with a punching flair who emerges
from the arrtateurs to ride along the

knockout trail to the middleweight
championship. But to get himself a

crack at the title he has to sell 50%
of himself to a bigtime gambler with

a penchant for making and breaking
champs at will. At the finale, how-
ever, the: champ, who's supposed to

lose his title in a "fix," about-faces

and kayoes the contender late in the

fight when he realizes he himself has

been doublecrossed by the gambler,
all this after betting on himself to

lose, too.
There are a flock of loopholes in

this story, but interest seldom lags.

Some of the "inside boxing" is au-

thentic, but the "inside gambling" is

another story in itself, which this Die

doesn't tell. Garfield is convincing

in the lead part, and the boxing
scenes look the McCoy.
There is also considerable authen-

ticity given to the pic by the appear-

ance of Canada Lee, as the middle-

weight champ belted out for the

crown by Garfield in what is pur-

ported to be a denouement of

one method of crooked gambling op-

erations; namely a fading champ
supposed to be "carried" but, instead,

is given the old double-x and punched
'into unconsciousness, incurring a

head injury that ultimately results in

his death. (Lee, now a name legit

actor, will be recalled as a pretty

fair middleweight title contender a

dozen years back).
'.. The pic has captured much of the

background of what makes a pro

fighter. This might have been the

real-life story of any one of a flock

of New York eastside or Brooklyn
street fighters who hammered their

.way to, or close to, the Wp in the

: past couple of decades. Poolhall and
.beer stube environments are effec-

tively captured to indicate the sor-

didness that backgrounds the early

careers of most boxers, who turn to

the ring because of a proficiency

with their fists on the streeteorner.

This is the environment of Charlie

Davis (Garfield), son of poor par-

ents who operate a candy store in a

poor neighborhood. When his father

.is killed accidentally in a gangland
war, and his mother is forced to seek
charity, Davis embarks on his fisti-

cuff career. The trail to the crown
is shown dotted with the usual on-

the-make dame with an eye to shar-
ing the spotlight with him; the

sweetheart whom he never gets

around to marrying; the easy-come-
easy-go dough, and all the rest of it.

It adds up to familiar but interesting
telling.

' Lilli Palmer is miscast as Gar-
- field's sweetheart and inspiration, es-

pecially with' a Continental accent
that even the dialog can't properly

. clarify. She just doesn't look like a

. fighter's sweetie. Lee has a lesser

.
pai't, but he handles it exceptionally
Well. Anne Revere, as the mother;

.
William Conrad, as Garfield's mana-
ger; Joseph" Pevney, the fighter's
close friend and booster, and Lloyd
Gbff. the gambler, all contribute

• sturdy supporting performances.
The direction by, Robert Rossen is

pointed for sharp pace, and the other
productional embellishments are con-
sistent with the direction. Kahw.

"Kiss of Death" is a boxoffice

natural, being one of those hard-

boiled, tough action stories that will

thrill the men folks, plus also strong

femme appeal. Story, though fiction,

is given the same semi-documentary

treatment mat 20th-Kox used in its

three fact dramas, "The House on
92nd Street," "13 Rue Madeleine"
and "Boomerang."
Though those were good this one

tops them in realism, suspense and
dramatic interest. Theme of an ex-
convict who sacrifices himself to

gangster guns, to save his wife and
two small daughters, will get the
women. Pathos that will bring out
the handkerchiefs is legitimate out-

growth from the grim cops-and-rob-
ers yarn, and Henry Hathaway's
real-life slant on direction brings
the picture close to authentic
tragedy.

Victor Mature, as the ex-convict,
does some of his best work to date.

Brian Donlevy and Coleen Gray also

justi'y their star billing, Donlevy as
the assistant district attorney who
sends Mature to Sing Sing for a
jewelry store robbery, and later

makes use of him as a stool pigeon,
Miss Gray as the girl Mature marries
after being paroled. Taylor Holmes
earns a big hand as a shyster lawyer
hooked up with a gang of crooks.
Balance of cast is uniformly
cellent.

The acting sensation of the piece

ex-

is Richard 'Widmark, who is just

about the most shuddery menace of

the year as the dimwit, blood-lusty
killer.

Plot hook of the Ben Hecht-
Charles Lederer script is the deci-

sion of Mature to turn stoolie when
he learns that his wife has been
driven to suicide by his pals, who
had promised to care for her while
he was in prison, ,and that his "two
children have been put in an or-

phanage. He fingers Widmark for

a murder rap in return for parole,

marries Miss Gray and starts a new
home for his children, only to live

in terror when Widmark is acquitted
and set at liberty. Knowing that

Widmark intends to take it out on
Miss Gray and the children, he de-

liberately sets himself up as a target

for the killer's bullets in order to

deliver him to the police.

Producer Fred Kohlmar filmed the

picture on actual settings in New
York and has gotten top production
values out of cast, crew and mate-
rials. Hathaway's direction gets ut-

most effect from players and script,

and paces the action smartly. Nor-
bert Brodine's photograph is of

cameo sharpness and skillfully em-
ployed to heighten drama. Fisk.

Stork Biles Man
TTnlled Artists release of Comet (Buddy

Rogers, Ralph Cohn) production. Stars
Jackie Cooper: features Gene Roberts. Gus
Schilling, Kmnry Parnell. Directed by
Cyril Kndfield. Screenplay, Endfleld;

adaptation. Fred Freiburger; original story.

Louis Pollock! camera, X in('ent Farr.tr:

editor, Lynn Harrison. Previewed in New
York. Aug. 11, '47. Running time, 61

MINS.
Minie
Peg
Butterfleld
Klmberly
Voice of the Stork.
Mrs. Greene
Mabel

...Jackie Cooper

....Gene Roberts

...Gus Schilling
. . F.mory Parnell
..Stanley Prager
. ... .Sarah Selby
.Majorie Beckett

Miniature Reviews
•'Body and Soul" (UA-Enter-

prise). John Garfield - Lilli

Palmer starred in b.o. winner
about boxing and the rackets. '

"Kiss of Death," (20th). Hard-
boiled action yarn, in semi-docu-
mentary style, a boxoffice natu-
ral.

"Stork "Bites Man" (Comet)
Lightweight comedy for dtial-

'ers.

"Louisiana" (Songs) (Mono),
Story of Jimmie Davis's 'rise

from sharecropper to governor
of Louisiana has strong rural
appeal. ,

"Adventure 'Island" (Color)
• (Par.) Sturdy importing prod-
uct with enough- weight to head
the bill in some situations.

"Holiday Camp" (Gen.) (Brit-

ish). Interesting drama of

Grand-Hotel doings at an adult
summer camp.

"The Burning Cross" (SGP).
Amateurish tale of Ku Klux
Klan; okay for duallers if given
right exploitation.

"Vienna Melodies" J (Indie).

A'.istrian-made musical shapes as

a oinqh for U. S. arty spots and
possibly other playdates.

'<Todo On' t'aballcro" (Every
Inch a Gentleman) (Mexican-
Made). Fair melodrama, aided
by good thesping.

"Admirel Nakhimov" (Indie.)

Russian-made war metier has
too much Soviet bally; mild
even for American arty theatfes.

"Singing House" (Indie)
Vienna-made pic brings no
prestige to Danubian films;

minor U. S. entry.

"In Those Days" (Indie).

German-made pic turned out in

British-occupied zone has slim
chance of biz in America.
"Albeniz" (Indie). Argentine-

made music-biography of com-
poser Isaac Albeniz looks stout

for U. S. arty theatres.
'The Great Dawn" (Italian)

(Superfilm). Well-made, featur-
ing longhair music and conven-
tional plot; moderate b.o. at art
houses>
"Shoe-Shine" (Lopert) Need-

lessly grim tone limits b.o. po-
tential of this Italian entry.

:

as a fighting police commissioner,
then state commissioner and finally

governor of Louisiana. Davis' vote-
getting ability via song has long been
a proven fact.

Margaret Lindsay pleases as Davis'
wife, doing a solid job. John Gal-
laudet, portraying Davis' real-lite

|

friend, Charlie Mitchell, is another
|

strong point in the cast. Eddy Waller
j

and Mary Field, as Davis' parents,
|

are exceptionally good, and there are
a number of smaller spots that are;
capably enacted. Ralph Freeto does

j

Davis as a boy. The Sunshine Sere- I

naders, including . the real Charlie I

Mitchell, lend good musical backing
to Davis' vocals. "'. i_
Story development follows docu-

mentary style, with offstage narra-
tion to make plot points, and Phil
Karlson's direction gets the most of
the script by Jack De Witt. Steve
Healey did the original story and
added 'Jtjialog was contributed by
Vick Knight and Scott Darling. Cam-
era work by William Sickner is good,
and authentic backgrounds filmed in

Louisiana, add production values.
Editing is okay. Brog.

provided for communal recreation,
the problems and histories unfold:
the maniac posing as an ex-RAF
pilot (reminiscent of recent London
murder case),1 who. exudes charm
and claims another victim before
the law catches up with him; the
busman who cleans out the crooks
who have robbed his son at cards;

the embittered sailor who finds con-
solation with the war widow; and
the youthful pianist who must sac-

rifice his music to face up to family
responsibilities with the young girl

he has wronged. 1

All characters are splendidly con-
trasted, with the people looking real

and down to earth and not glajnor-

ized, photogenic specimens. Flora
Robson displays with gracious dig-
nity the tragedy of a wasted youth
as the lonely woman who discovers
in the blinded camp announcer her
lost love of World War I.

Pic is realistically directed, with
asset of natural background and
camp surroundings. Artistically and
technically it is a commendable piece
of work. Clem.

Ailvenlure Island
(COLOR)
Hollywood, Aug. 8.

wu-
Cal-

Paramount release of William Pin
Nam Thomas production. Stars Rory
noun, Rhonda Fleming, Paul Kelly; fea-
tures John Abbott, Alun Napier. Directed
by Peter. Stewart. Screenplay, Maxwell
Shane; based on "Ebb Tide," by Robert
T.ouis Stevenson and l.loyd Osbotirne; cam-
era, (Cinecolor), Jack Creenhalgh ; music
score. Darrell calker: editor, Howard
Srhlth. Tradeshown Aug. S, -17. Running
time, 66 MINS.
Mr. Herrlek , Rory Calhoun
Faith Wishnrt Rhonda Fleming
Capt. Lochlin Paul Kelly
Mr. Hulsh, John Abbott
-Mr. Atwater Alan Kapler

Louisiana
(SONGS)
Hollywood, Aug. 8.

Monogram release ot l.indsle.v Parsons
production. Stars Jimmie Davis, Mar-
garet Lindsay; features John Gallaudet,
Freddie Stewart. Dottye Brown. Mollie
Miller, Kddy Waller. Mary Field, the .Sun-
shine Serenades. Directed by Phil Karl-
son. Screenplay, .lack De Witt; added
dialog, Vick Knight, Scott Darling:; based
on an original story by Steve Ilealey; cam-
era, William Slckner; .songs, Jimmie Davis,
Charlie .Mitchell, Floyd Tillman, Kkko
Whelnn, l.ee Blastlc, Vaughn llorlon. Lloyd
Kills; edllor, Ace Herman. Previewed Aug.
.->, '17. Running time, 82 MINS.
Jimmie Davis .Jimmie Davis
Alyern Adams Margaret Lindsay
Charlie Mitchell John Gallaudet
Freddie Stewart .'....' Freddie Stewart
Laura Dottye Brown
Moiiie Miller Mollie Miller
Jiiomie Davis (as a boy). . , . Ralph Freeto
Fred AsLor liussell Hlrks
Old Tinier T.ee "Lasses" White
Sieve John Harmon
Tomlins Tristram Coflin
Mr. Davis Eddy Waller
Mrs. Davis . Mary Field
Xellson .....Joseph Crehan
McCorimick Charles Lane
Dr. Dndd Raymond Largay
Ford Pearson Ford Pearson
Tile Sunshine Screnaders •Charlie Mitchell,
Jimmy -Thomason, t.lo.vd F.llis. Logan Con-
ger, (Jib Thompson, Slim Harberl.

PCCITO Sets Aug. 19 Meet

Los Angeles.
Pacific Coast Conference of In-

dependent Theatre Owners will hold
«s next trustee meeting in Salt
•Lake City, Aug. 19-21, after which
a general huddle will be held with

if.
'ermountain Theatre Owners of

Utah, Montana and Southern Idaho.
Trustees will discuss the ASCAP

Program, cooperative buying, the
government anti-trust suit and other
Problems.

"Stork Bites Man", is lightweight

comedy that'll serve for the dualers.

Comic angles are based on topical

problem of the housing shortage,

which film occasionally turns into

passable laugh material. But script-

ing is generally trite and frequently

sillv, with little compensation being

offered by other production aspects.

Direction, settings, camera-work and
thesping are of typical modest-bud-

get variety.

Yarn revolves around antics of an

apartment house manager saddled

with a baby-hating boss and a wife

who's in a family way. After failing

to keep fact of his upcoming patern-

ity from his boss, and getting fired

and evicted as a result, manager or-

ganizes a strike among the apart-

ment house w o r k-e r s to" force a

change in policy. Manager, mean-
while, is being counselled by an in-

visible stork, which pops in and out

of the soundtrack at frequent inter-

vals Eventually, under combined

pressure of the strike and irresistible

charm of the infant, boss reverses his

anti-baby stand and gives the man-

ager back his job and apartment.

Jackie Cooper registers pleasantly

as the manager. Chief laugh lift is

supplied by Gus Schilling, as a baby-

stipply salesman, with Emory Parnell

also handing in good performance as

the sour-faced boss. Rest of cast

gives fair support. Herm.

Pine and Thomas have delivered
tinted version of the Robert Louis
Stevenson story, "Ebb Tide," that
has a good payoff in sight. Under
title of ''Adventure Island," film of-
fers nifty pulp fiction romancing for
adventure-lovers. It packs enough
weight to head the bill in situations
outside the deluxe spots. Color is a
selling aid, too.
South Seas setting neatly back-

grounds tale of three men on a beach
and how destiny changes their situ-
ation. Maxwell Shane's script takes
advantage of plot's color, and direc- 1

tion by Peter Stewart moves the
story along; There are a number of
sea scene? that fill the eye with beau-
ty s particularly those o£ a large
schooner under full sail. Jack Green-
halgh's lensing is a major contribu-
tion to production values achieved by
William Pine and William Thomas.

Rory Calhoun, Paul Kelly and
John Abbott are the beachcombers.
Their chance comes when Kelly, a
discredited sea captain, is offered a
job sailing a schooner to Australia.
Enroute, trio plans to steal ship's
cargo of champagne, discover it's

really water and that the former
captain's daughter is aboard. Next
adventure comes when ship drops
anchor off island to gather supplies.
Principals, including Rhonda Flem-
ing, become the unwilling guests of
Alan Napier, mad Englishman, who
has the. natives thinking he is God.
Windup has Napier falling into his
own snakepit after killing Kelly and
Abbott. Calhoun gets the heroine and
sails off into the sunset. It's strictly
pulp fiction but it's played straight
for best results.
Cast performs well and Miss Flem-

ing is eye-appealing in some scant
costumes. Kelly's work is crisp, Ab-
bott supplies some chuckles as a
cockney and Calhoun makes an ac-
ceptable romantic hero. Editing has
held film to proper amount of foot-
age, and other production credits
measure up. Brog.

The story of Jimmie Davis' Horatio
Alger climb from poor farme* to the
governor's mansion in Louisiana has
been given documentary treatment
by Monogram. Film is loaded with
Davis' best songs, all delivered in

his particular style of singing show-
manship. Picture's prospects should
be good in the rural sections, where
the Davis songs are big sellers. Tick-
et-buying reaction elsewhere is like-

ly to be spotty.

From production standpoint, pic-

ture stacks up as Lindsley Parsons'
best job. although he could have
slanted the treatment of Davis' life

along less idolatrous line. Nobility be-

comes a bit sticky at times and de-

creases interest. Story of the Davis
career stresses the man's simplicity

and honesty in rising to governor,
and the service he has rendered his

slate. Davis' performance is hard
to evaluate from acting standpoint
since he is playing himself, but there

is a self-consciousness about the por-

trayal that has appeal. He bows to

no one, though, when it comes to

putting over his hillbilly type of

song. There are eight of his numbers,
including "You Are My Sunshine,"
"Nobody's Darling But Mine," "It

Makes No Difference Now," "There's

a New Moon Over My Shoulder."

"Let's Be Sweethearts Again" and
"You Won't Be Satisfied That Way."
In addition, score has Mollie Miller

playing the accordion and singing

"Basin Street" and "Old Man Mose"
as specialties for bright moments.

Story starts with Davis' life on the

farm of his sharecropper father,

points up his desire for education,

carries him through college, his days

as a professor in a femme school of

higher learning and into politics, first

Holiday I'aiiiu
(BRITISH-MADE)

London, Aug„5.
General Film Distributors' release of J.

Arthur Rank presentation of Gainsborough-
Sydney Box production. Features Flora
Robson, Dennis Price, Jack Warner, Hazel
Court. Directed by Ken Annakin. Screen-
play by Muriel and Sydney Rox, Peter
Rogers from story by Godfrey Winn; cam-
era. Jack Cox. At Studio One. London,
Aug. '17. Running time, 97 MINS.
Esther Harmon Flora Robson
Squad. Leader Hardwicke Dennis Price
Joe Huggeit Jack Warner
.Mrs. Huggett Kathleen Harrison
Joan Martin Hazel Court
Michael Halliday Rmrys Jones
Angela Kirby Yvonne Owen
Jimmy Gardner ..:.;.,.... .Jimmy Hartley
Valerie Thompson. . ..Jeann'etle Tregarltien
F.lsie Dawson Ksme Cannon
Camp Announcer Esmond Knlgiit
Steve John niylhe
Charlie Dennis Harkin

Tlio Burning Cross
Screen Guild release of Walter Colon**

production: directed by Colincs. stars Hank
Daniels. Virginia Ration; features Raymond
rloiul, llelty Roadman, Dick Rich. Original
screenplay. Aubrey Wisberg; camera; Wal-
ter Stieogc: editor, Jason . Bernle, Trade-
shown. X. Y., Aug. 7, '47. Running time.
7 MINS,

Johnny .. Hank Daniel?
Doris Virginia Pntton
Chester Raymond Rood
Agatha Betty KOadnian
Lud Dick Rich
Charlie Joel , Fluellen
Strickland Waldcn Uujle
Gibbons Alexander Pope
Tony John Fostinl
Tobey John Doucetla
Hill Jack Slmlla
Kitty ifcltly Norman
Hubby Glen Allen
Dawson Matt Willis
Police Sergeant Tom Kennedy
I.Vlham Dick Bailey
Kllilns Ted Stanhope

Screen Guild must be given an A
for effort in filming this tale of the
Ku Klux Klan but that's about all.

Film has all the earmarks of a low-
budgeted, amateurish production, in-
cluding .a static script and inept act-
ing and direction. As a result, it will
have to be sold on its exploitation
value' alone, which makes it okay
for the dualers. It hasn't got what
it takes, though, for any top first-

run situations.
With several of the majors flirting

with the idea of doing a picture on
the Klan and then forgetting about
it, Screen Guild followed through to
take advantage of a topical situation.
And that's about all "Burning Cross"
has to offer. Story shows what hao-
pens to a demoralized ex-GI who
follows the Klan leaders' spiel of
"kicking out the foreigners and mak-
ing America a place for Americans."
With the recent Klan outbreaks in
the south still fresh in the minds of
the public, the film should do okay
in B spots with the right kind of
buildup.

Original screenplay by Aulyey
Wisberg tries hard to get its point
across to the public. Film's denoue-
ment can be guessed from events in
the first reel, leaving no room for
suspense. Some of the more perti-
nent points, morever, are lost in an
overdose of flagwaving. And the
Klansmen's initiation, though it

might be authentic, resembles noth-
ing so much as a highschool frater-
nity soiree.

Cast is lost in a maze of apparent
inexperience, plus poor direction by
Walter Colmes. GI. as played by
Hank Daniels, never rings quite true,
with Daniels muffing his big dra-
matic scenes by over-emoting. Vir-
ginia Patton falters, too. as his vis-a-
vis. Raymond Bond and Betty Road-
man also tend to overact as the GI's
parents. Only one creating any
semblance of reality is Dick Rich as
the Klansman who does all the dirty
organizing work.

Entire production lined up by
Colmes, who doubled as producer,
with low budget showing up particu-
larly in the wrong places. Street
scenes are too obvious facades on a
studio lot and the score is stand-
ard cops-and-robbers stuff. Walter
Slrenge's camera work is okay.

Stal.

This is a well-knit, true-to-life de-
piction of the varied characters and
grades of society who spend their
vacation at huge organized camps,
whose stories are interwoven to a

colorful and entertaining pattern.
Drama and pathos are present, but
never over-dramatized, and film
should have popular appeal to the
masses. For the U. S., perhaps less

might have been left to the imagina-
tion, and the abrupt ending visually
clarified.

Among the new arrivals seeking
relaxation are a bus driver, his wife,

son, and young widowed daughter
with infant; a young, jilted sailor; a
hunted murderer; a homely, boy-
seeking maidservant; a couple of

idlers; a pair of lovers unable to

marry, fleeing from convention; a

cultured, lonely spinster, and thou-

sands of the annual holiday-makers
of all ages who are a feature of these

large summer resorts.

Among all the varied attractions

Vienna Melodies
(Musical)

(AUSTRIAN-MADE)
Locarno, July 14.

Donau Film release of Kduord Hoesch
production. Stars Klfie Mayerhofer. Jo-
hannes Heesterd: features Fritz Oehlen,
fledwig Blelbtreu, Anton Gaugl, Ellzabeih
Marlins. Fritz Imhoo*. Rudolf Brlx. Di-
rected by Hubert Marlsehka and Theo
Llngen. Screenplay by Kaspar f.oeser: cam-
era. K»''l Hoesch: music by Frank Fl!l.p. At
Locarno Film Festival. Running
1)5 .11 INK. ,

time.

(In German; No English Titles)

A pleasant, unpretentious musical
film, this is probably the first genu-
inely exportable postwar Austrian
product. "Vienna Melodies" scores
a personal success for Elfie Mayer-
hofer. Producer and director both
^ave avoided the mistake of other
Austrian postwar Aimers and stuck
to limitations of material, talent and
story line indigenous to Vienna'*
musical charm. With English titles,

"Melody" should have a definite
future in the U. S. It's a cinch for
the arty houses and could go a lot

further. Johann Strauss and Schu-
I
bert music, delightfully executed by
Mayerhofer, add strength to film's

modern numbers.
Screenplay is nothing strikingly

(Continued on page 22)
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Myers Warns U.S. Distribs Trying

To Make Up British Loss on Exhibs
Washington, Aug. 12. f

U. S, .film producer-distributors
were -warned by Allied States gen-
eral counsel Abram F.. Myers not to

try to make up their British losses

on American theatre owners. In a
statement issued in Washington,
Monday (11), Myers said that "any
attempt by the producer-distribu-
tors to maintain their present high
profits by saddling their foreign

lasses upon American exhibitors
will provoke, the utmost resistance.

Exhibitors will reject all arguments
advanced by • film salesmen for

higher prices based on the situation

in England."

Myers opposed any U. S. boycott
of British films. Predicting that the
British government would soon
backtrack, declaring that "chances
for a friendly settlement of the con-
troversy should not be jeopardized
by an American boycott." "Nothing
is ever gained by imitating your ad-
versary's idiocies," he said. "Advo-
cates of a boycott by American ex-
hibitors should put on duncecaps
and join the Attlee cabinet:"

Myers .declared that "British the-
atres will be of. historical interest

only" once they.', have exhausted
their present supplies of U. S. films,

and that the' amusements tax "will
dwindle to a trickle and perhaps
disappear," Moreover, he said, the
Labor Government hopes for a
new U. S. loan, and "even a British

laborite knows that you. can't bor-
row, money from a man whc. prop-
erty you are confiscating."

Motion Picture Export Assn:s ac-
tion in voting to ship no more films
to England was termed "vigorous
and to the point" by the Allied
counsel, who added, wryly, that
"the loss of $70,000,000 in annual in-

'come poses a serious problem to the
American producers, but based on
current profits, it will not throw
them into bankruptcy.

Screen Guild's 6
Hollywood, Aug. 12.

Screen Guild expects six films to
gd to production between.. Sept. 1 and:
Oct. 15, its peak since its organiza-
tion 18 months ©go.
Four

. ^re definitely set and two
indies with SG r - release are at the
signing point.

,

Sure starters are an untitled coun-
terfeiting film, Maurice jCgaj^aftg
ducing; two mountie stogSg^Nlfl^g?
Maury Nunes and Carl Hittleman
gun under Screen Art Pictures tag,

and one of three scripts owned by
Walter Colmes of Somerset Pictures.

REP. SPURS PRODUCTION

WITH 6 IN 6 WEEKS
Hollywood, Aug. 12.

'

.

Republic will put the spurs to;

production in the next six weeks
with half a dozen pictures, including
two high budgeters. In the . top
bracket are "End of the Rainbow,"
an Alan Dwan production, and "In.

Old Los Angeles," with Joe Kane
producing and William Elliott and
John Carroll co-starred. > .

Others on the program are "Mar-
shal of Amarillo," "Slippy McGee,"
"California Firebrand" and "The
City Slicker."

DISNEY'S ALL-OUT MOVE

VS. BUNIN RIVALRY
Purchase by Walt Disney last week

of all Paramount's rights to the works
of Lewis Carroll is believed to rep-

resent an all-out move by the car-

toon maestro to give him the„upper
hand over indie producer Louis

Bunin, now lensing an "Alice- in

Wonderland" story in France with

puppets. In addition to getting rights

Irbm Carroll's estate, Disney also has

isx\\ 'rights to the Sir John Tenniel

illustrations of Carroll's works,

Whereas Bunin has nothing but pub-
lic -d omain rights to "Alice" in

France.

33^, .with Par gives Disney rights

toV- "Alice," "Through the Looking
jMSptod "Hunting of the Snark."
am>6riist also bought out Par's

rights in the "Alice" legiter, which
recently closed on Broadway. His
"Alice" is expected to go into pro-
duction immediately and will be
ready for release in 1950, whereas
Bunin' hopes to have his on the screen

early : next year. Disney expects to

spend more on "Alice" than on any
cartoon feature in his career, and
has assigned every top artist in his

studio to the production, which will

be based on the Tenniel illustrations.

. Par not only had a direct chain of

title from the Carroll estate, but in

1934 produced and copyrighted a

.full-length ;• feature titled "Alice, in

Wonderland." Par also produced
and, copyrighted in 1934 a short titled

"Betty in Blund'erland." Par's rights

to the "Alice" legiter came from
Henry Saville Clarke, who wrote the

book, and Walter Slaughter, who
composed the music.

Upped Rentals
Continued from page 5

caused- by loss of revenue from
abroad, exhibs "must take the posi-

tion that they .are partners in a com-
mon cause and that they cannot walk
away from the responsibility to help
in increasing domestic revenues."
«Soully also declared that exhibs

must recognize immediately that it's

"impossible to realign costs in-

stantaneously as top product with
top personalities and boxoffice prop-
eries have greatly increased in cost."

Entire U-I sales department has al-

ready been briefed on the changes in

distribution methods expected to be
made by the company in the near

•future. Detailed plans will be
mapped out at a meeting on the
Coast this week between top sales

officials and studio execs.
Foremost among the general dis-

tribution changes expected to be
made is one that will enable a more
rapid liquidation of product, which,
according to Scully, "would probably
mean blanket releases in key cities

of an U-I films." It's believed doubt-
. fu) that U-I will go after the blitz

exhibition of day-dating a film in

several theatres in one city. Instead,
the company is expected to follow
the saturation booking method of
lining up day-and-date bookings for

top product in single showcase houses
in as many cities as possible.

To facilitate this system, it's ex-
pected that the U-I sales staff will

attempt to modify clearances wher-
ever possible. In line with this,

Scully declared that today "all ex-
. hibitdrs ask for too much clearance."
Exhibs should fall in line with the
new U-I sales policies, he declared,
since they'll be receiving only top-

- budgeted product from the company.
U-I has "completed its transforma-
tion to a program of limited produc-
tion of high-budget films," Scully
said, adding that this "retooling has
meant the investment of millions of
dollars in order to accomplish the
transformation from a program that
meant the elimination of small-
budget pictures."

Mahin-Grant Combo
Hollywood, Aug. 12.

John Lee Mahin and James Ed-
ward Grant formed a new writer-
director-producer combination, to be
handled by Milt Pickman of the Nat
Goldstone agency.

After writing for 17 years at

Metro, Mabin recently obtained his

release from a contract that had
four years to run.

Hollywood, Aug. 12.

Warners borrowed. Ann Sothern

from Metro to co-star with Jack

Carson in "April Showers," a tune-

film...John Ireland was signed, for

the male lead in "Open Secret," to be

made by Marathon Pictures for PRC
release. . Billy Curtis, midget, signed

as stand-in lor Jimmy Hunt, moppet,
in "The Mating of Millie" at Colum-
bia. .."Caged Fury" will be the first

picture on the Pine-Thomas fall pro-

duction program, to be followed by
"Hard to Kill" and "Waterfront at

Midnight.". . .Seamus O'Doherty, au-

thority on Irish ballads, was signed

by David O. Selznick as technical

advisor on "Portrait of Jennie."...

Lynn Sousa, granddaughter of the

late John Philip Sousa, drew a fea-

tured role in "Mary Lou" at Colum-
bia.

Nelson Leigh, Christus of the Pil-

grimage Play, checked in at Colum-
bia for "The Black Arrow," his first

film role in three years . . . Seymour
Friedman directs the second unit of

"Rase of Santa Rosa" at Columbia. .

.

Dewey Robinson drew a barroom
bouncer role in "River Lady" at Uni-
versal-International . . . Metro signed

Vel'oz and Yolanda to dance at the
opening of the 20th-Fox picture,

"Forever Amber," at the Roxy thea-

tre. New York, late in October. .

.

Lewis Stone will play the publisher-

politician role in Liberty Films'
"State of the Union," to be produced
and directed by Frank Capra for

Metro release... "Outlaws of Ghost
Town" is the new tag on "Marshal
of Amarillo" at Hepublic.

Columbia starts shooting this week
on "Rose of Santa Rosa," action mu-
sical, with Colbert Clark producing,
Ray Nazarro directing and Eduardo
Noriega as male lead. . . . Kathcrine
Dunham and dance troupe signed by
Marston Productions for "Casbah,"
eostarring Tony Martin and Yvonne
DeCarlo at Universal - International.

. . . John Houseman is rearranging
the shooting schedule on "Your Red
Wagon" to save time during the re-

building of sets destroyed by fire on
the RKO ranch, . . . "April Showers"
is the new tag on the Warner pro-

duction formerly known as "Bar:
bary Host1' and "Footlights."

Binnle Barnes and Peter Coe drew
featured roles in' "My Own True
Love" at Paramount. . . . Mike
Frankovich will produce "The Ad-
ventures of Jesse and Frank James"
as one of the four cliffhangers on
Republic's 1947-48 program. . . .

Windstorm wrecked the buildings in

Old Tucson, the location site for

Gene Autry's "A Little Spanish
Town." . . . Ellen Drew will play the

femme lead opposite Randolph Scott,

her third consecutive outdoor role,

at Columbia.

Metro launched "Luxury Liner"
with Joe Pasternak producing and
Richard Whorf directing. . . . R. G.

Springsteen will direct "The City

Slicker" at Republic. .... Para-
mount signed Toto and His Dogs and
the Four DeWaynes for vaudeville

acts in "Night Has a Thousand Eyes."

. . . Michael Duane assigned the ro-

mantic male lead in "Glamour Girl"

at' Columbia. . . . Helmut Dantine
took an option on "The Garden of

Eden," .written by Peter Brooke, for

possible indie production. . . . Rob-
ert Moulton's first production, fol-

lowing his return to Metro, will be
the short subject, "Goodbye Miss
Turlock."' , . . Maris Bryant, of the

niteries, signed for a singing role in

"Your Red Wagon" at RKO. . . .

Metro sent "If Winter Comes" back
into work for added scenes involving
Victor Wood, British thesp, whose
role has been built up.

William Cagney completed shoot-

ing on "The Time of Your Life,"

which started May 5 with H. C. Pot-

ter as director. . . . Stephen Auer's

first production at Republic will be

"The Fighting Madonna," screen-

played by Albert Desmond. . . .

Marathon Pictures bought "Close-
up" from RKO for autumn shooting.

. John Alton, currently lensing
"T-Man" at Eagle-Lion, leaves for

Rio de Janeiro Sept. 5 to direct

three pictures for Emelco Producing
Corp.

Myrna toy wound up in "The
Red Pony" at Republic and shifted

to RKO for "Mr. Blanding Builds
His Dream House.". . .Leo Carey,
after 21 years on the lot, was ap-
pointed chief of the sound depart-
ment at Universal-International...
Jack Leonard, formerly with
Tommy Dorsey's band, was signed
for the male singing lead1 in

"Glamour Girl," which Arthur
Drelfuss will direct for Sam Katz-
man at Columbia. . .Wee Willie
Davis, a 275-pounder, was signed to

clinch with Bob Mltcbum in bar-
room brawl scenes in "The Red
Pony" at Republic. Rachel Kemp-
son, British actress, makes her
Hollywood bow in "Mortal Coils" at
Universal-International.

John Farrow, currently directing
"Night Has a Thousand Eyes" at
Paramount, will pilot the Alan
Ladd starrer, "The Long Grey
Line," part of which will be filmed
at West Point. . .Loretta Young led
a cast and crew of 150 to Eugene,
Ore., for six weeks of location film-
ing on RKO's "Rachel."... George
Waggner screenplaying "Eagles in
Exile," second producer-star chore
for John Wayne on the Republic
lot. . Arthur Lubln took an option
on "Deadlock," a story by Arthur
Pierson , . . Warners added "Dad-
dies," based on the old Belasco
legiter, to Alex Gottlieb's produc-
tion, making a total of seven. ..War-
ners bought "Sombrero de Oro," a
tale of romance and outlawry in

early California, as a co-starrer for
Wayne Morris and Dane Clark.

Tax Bite Losing Teeth
Continued from page 1

the entire U. S. press and the more
conservative British newspapers
were as shocked as the American
film industry at Attlee's action and
the strong counter-blow of the Mo-
tion Picture Export Assn. in calling

,a halt on all shipments of film ' to

England. >

Behind the growing U. S. opti-

mism was an increasing feeling that

Attlee's move was a maneuver, It

could serve many purposes, prime
one being a prod to the U. S. for re-

laxation of the convertibility clause

in last year's $3,750,000,000 loan

agreement. This requires the free

flow of exchange between the two
countries, and was designed to pro-

tect American film producers, as

well as other businessmen. '-.....

Freezing 25% of American earn-

ings in England—that is, retaining

the money there until the dollar-

exchange situation eases—is what
was offered hy the U. S. industry as

a compromise. That would definite-

ly, however, have violated the con-

vertibility clause of the loan agree-

ment. The outright tax, the British

claim, does not. They weren't ad-

mitting, however, that the duty was
enacted .for any reason than to save

dollar-exchange at a moment of

crisis.

Britain's Strong Point

Thus, with a case in point on how
the free convertibility clause can

boomerang to injure American in-

dustry, the British have a strong

arguing point when they go into

meeting in Washington this week
with the staff of Secretary of State

Marshall on changing the loan

agreement.
One of the major points easing the

panic of last week was the tallying-

up which showed approximately 125

as-yet unreleased films in England.

Since the duty is payable on entry

of pix, those already there, are not
subject to the 75% levy and, further-

more, all the coin they earn can be
exported without restriction to the

U. S.

Inasmuch as the 125 films ordina-
rily would keep British theatres open
for six to eight months—and orders
from New York homeoffices which
went out Monday (11) for intensive

and slow playoff could extend the

time to perhaps a year—American
companies theoretically 'have nothr
ing to worry about financially for

that period. In addition, they have
hundreds of films in British vaults

that they can reissue.

This fact, that the crisis of the

moment is in no way relieved by
the imposition of the duty, since

dollar exchange will continue pour-
ing out for a year or more, is an-
other reason the American industry
sees the British action as perhaps a

matter of strategy. Likewise, there's

an opinion that contributing to Att-

lee's decision to soak "on the heavy
duty was the idea that it might re-

sult in a better compromise later.

Theory is that anything would look
good to the American industry after

that 75% confiscation.

Some 50 company prexies and
other execs who gathered at the
emergency meeting called in New
York Friday (8) by Eric Johnson,
prez of the Motion Pictures. Assn.,

determined to make no reprisals
here against British films. The pos-
sibility of counter-action, of course
is in the back of everyone's mind,
but the MPA conclave decided it

would serve no purpose, when a
compromise can still be reached,
either to ask a U. S. government
clamp on British pix here or renege
on promises recently made to J. Ar-
thur Rank that every possible break
would be given his films on major
U. S. circuits.

Aside from the public relations as-
pect of such thinking, it's aliso in
deference to Rank, whom the Amer-
ican industry feels' has been one of
its best friends In the whole British
currency matter. He and Sir Alex-
ander Korda, whose companies
make virtually all British films seen
in this country, have consistently
argued against restrictions on Amer-
ican pix.

Decision at the MPA was to do all

of its official fighting against the tax
via the State Dept. A brief was filed
with the State Dept. yesterday (Tues
day) by Allen Dulles, of the firm of
Sullivan & Cromwell, N. Y., counsel
to the association on foreign mat
ters. Brief charges that the levy
"would violate the provisions of the
British-American Tax convention o£
1945 and the British-American Re
ciprocal Trade Treaty of 1938, and
would be contrary to the spirit and
intent of the British-American finan-
cial agreement of 1946."

Reprisals against British films, just

'No New Developments'
Spokane, Aug. 12.

Eric
.
Johnston told Variety

here today (Tuesday ) that there
had been officially; no new de-
velopments on the British tax
situation since the 75% levy
was imposed last Thursday (7)
and the Motion Picture Export
Assn. countered the following
day with its embargo or ex-
ports to England. Motion Pic-
ture Assn. prexy said that all
discussions on both sides of the
Atlantic since then had been
Strictly unofficial.

Johnston returned to his home
in Spokane Friday after the MPA
meeting in New York. Unless
called east sooner, he said he
didn't expect to leave here un-
til the end of the month. He
also added that he has no plans
at the moment for personal
presentation in England of the
American industry's protest on.

r

the tax.

when they are beginning to get a
foothold in this country, figure as

much in the thinking in Britain as
they do here. The London Times, in

an editorial Monday, said the gov-
ernment's "hasty, drastic action ap-
pears to jeopardize the prospect of

British film exports as a source of

dollar earnings."

British exhibs were up in arms,

too, of course, since 80% "of their

playing time is filled by American
product. B. T. Davis, president of

the Cinematograph Exhibitors Assn.,

representing- 4,500 theatres, declared

Monday that if the duty stood and

the U. S. embargo continued, there

would be wholesale closing of houses

in six months.
British Aides Worried

This sent shivers, in turn, through

British film employes. Tom O'Brien,

Socialist member of Parliament, and
head of the National Assn. of Theat-

rical and Kinematograph Employes,

told a crowd of. 30,000 at Blackpool

Sunday <10): '"Even an emergency
cannot justify the unprecedented
methods used by Cripps (Sir Staf-

ford Cripps, president' of the Board
of Trade) and Dalton (Hugh Dalton,

Chancellor of the Exchequer). They
have shown a callous disregard for

the existence, let alone the future,

of a virile British film industry.

Hollywood can stand the shock but

a deathblow has been dealt to the

hopes of British films in the world

market. The probable effort on pro-

duction by further doses of gloom
will be catastrophic."
How serious the whopping British

tax can be to the American industry

varies from company to company.
To indie producers it could be a

death blow, even in the mechanics
of the act. Law requires payment in

advance of the tax, based on the

estimated earnings of the film. Few
indies could afford to tie up that

kind of coin. Production companies
without U. S. theatre holdings like-

wise will be badly hit, since they

depend very often for their profit

on the British market. Least hurt

are. the Big Five, which derive the

heaviest portion of their earnings

from their affiliated circuits,

Natural response of American
companies to the tax, of course, has

been renewed inspection of their

costs of production in an effort to

bring budgets to a figure which

would make for profits minus the

British take. There's also an aim
for economy in general distribution

operation. No steps in personnel

cutting have yet been taken as a

direct result of the levy, but should

a satisfactory compromise not be

reactted, a violent slashing in Amer-

ican studios and distribution organ-

izations may be expected.
What can be done along this line

was one of the subjects of a meet-

ing by company prexies in the of-

fice of Nick Schenck, Metro chief-

tain, in New Yprk yesterday. The

guilds and unions in the industry

were likewise mindful of impending

economies and girding themselves

for slashes in employment. Heavy

cuts, it is 'certain, won't be accepted

without strikes and other economic

action by the guilds and unions,

which could be as disruptive to the

industry as the British impost itself.

WB's 'Violence'

Hollywood, Aug. 12-
„

Warners bought "Act of Violence,

an adventure yarn, and turned it over

to Jerry Wald for production as a

starrer for Dane Clark.
.t

Yarn was authored by Robe''

Richards, who was signed to do t"

screenplay.
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Not Enough Product to Go Around,

B way 1st Runs Go for Reissues

Acute shortage of Broadway show-*
case theatres last year, which re-

sulted in a jam-up of available prod-

uct waiting to get playing time, has

now almost completely reversed it-

ielf. Today there's apparently not

enough product to go around, with

the result that several of the show-
cases have switched over to a re-

issue policy.

Situation stems directly from the

shorter runs now being garnered by
the majority of films. That factor in

turn is believed to stem directly

from the public's growing resent-

ment to what~they call "excessive"

.-amission prices now in effect at the

Evoadway showcasers. Average scale

at the firstrun houses is 70c-$1.25.

With the public- shopping warily for

its film fare, it's believed the cus-

tomers are now waiting for the aver-

age film to reach their nabe houses

at lower admission prices.

Reversal of the - trend, signs of

which have been cropping up for the

last several months, was pointed up
sharply this week by the shuttering

of the Broadway theatre and the in-

auguration of a "repertory" program
of reissues* at the RKO Palace.

Smaller houses, such as Brandt's

Globe and Gotham, had played dual

reissues several times in the past,

and the Gotham is now embarked on

that policy on a semi - permanent
basis. Warners' Strand this week,

for the second time in recent months,

installed a brace of reissues while

eliminating the stageshow which
usually accompanies a single firstrun

film at the house.

Broadway theatre, recently taken

over by United Artists on a $5,000

per week lease from the Shuberts,

closed Thursday (7) night. Shutter-

ing was stated officially to be for a

"short period to permit alterations."

Actually, however, it's believed to

have been closed for the lack of

suitable product. After "Copaca-

bana" fizzed out two weeks ago on
the third round of its stay there, the

house remained opened last week
with a dual reissue bill of "Great

John L," and "Lady of Burlesque."

Dualler, however, grossed a very

weak $6,000 in seven days. UA orig-

inally leased the house for a year,

primarily for the opening of Charles

Chaplin's "Monsieur Verdoux" there

last spring.
New repertory policy at the Palace

involves a daily change of program,

with prices scaled down to 50c-$l.

How long the house will operate on
that policy has not been revealed.

Program teed off yesterday (Tues-

day) with "Bells of St. Mary's," and
the rest of the week will see such
revivals as "Love Affair," "The In-

former," "Top Hat," "Pride of the

Yankees," "Gunga Din" and "Spanish

Main."

N. Y. Foundation Picks 17
Motion Picture Foundation for

the Greater N. Y. area selected a

committee of 17 at its meeting last

Monday (11) at the Astor hotel. Max
Cohen presided as acting chairman,
which post he will hold until a per-

manent chairman and trustee for

the N. Y. chapter of the Foundation
are chosen at the lext meeting,. ;.

Committee named to represel^-toj|

N.. Y. Foundation is made up^of
Cohen, Gus Eyssell, Harry Kalmine,
Malcolm Kingsberg, Dave Levy,

Arthur Mayer, Bay Moon, Bert San-

ford, Fred J. Schwartz, Joe M.
Seider, George Skouras, Solomon
Strausberg, Joe Vogel, Walter

Reade, Sam Rinzler, Sam Rosen"

and Ed N. Rugoff.

FWC, Projectionists

Huddles at Impasse
Hollywood, Aug. 12.

Negotiations of Projection-

ists Union Local 150 with Fox-West
Coast reached an impasse after a

meeting attended by seven projec-

tionists and 10 theatre men. FWC
was reported by Projectionists' prexy

Wallace Crowley as having inserted

several clauses into negotiations not

acceptable to bis group, which would

affect the projectionists' seniority

law.

Crowley announced that, due to

the stalemate reached, projectionists'

next move would be to contact their

international.

Inside Stuff-Pictures
Twentieth-Fox, having already established a precedent by having Bins

Crosby, a Paramount star, cut a special recording to plug its forthcoming
"Mother Wore Tights," has now figured a new angle to hypo exhibitor
interest in using the disks for local advertising purposes.
One side of the recording, grooved to run at the standard 78 r.p.m;. is a

pitch directly to exhibs, explaining why Crosby cut the platter, it can
be played on any home phonograph. Other side, grooved at the comrher-
cial 33 r.p.m., contains the Crosby plug and can be used directly as a
radio transcription. Latter side runs 50 seconds, leaving room for a 10-
second announcement of the local playdate.

Metro Bombshell
— Continued from page 3 5;

declare that such deals as Metro

Goldman CaseL
for a bill of review — virtually

amounting to a new trial—on" the
basis of "newly discovered evidence.'

In the last decision in the long-

drawn-out legal battle, Judge Kirk
Patrick found that Goldman was
forced to close the Erlanger theatre

in December, 1942, because the

film companies allegedly denied
Goldman first-run •:, pictures while
distributing them to the Warner
chain here.

Attorneys for the defendants
claimed the "new evidence" was
that Goldman declined to accept

60 of 63 first-run pictures offered

him last year, after closing the

Erlanger. They maintained this

showed Goldman did not want first

runs for the Erlanger, and thus
could not suffer damages by failure

to obtain them. In this connection
the court ruled, "the fact that th

plaintiff in 1946 and 1947, when it

had three other theatres in which
it could show first run pictures,

preferred to operate them rather
than the Erlanger does not show,
or tend to show, that it could not
have operated the Erlanger with
profit five years before, when the
other theatres were not available

if it had been able to obtain first

run pictures for that purpose. Any
conclusion from the failure to open
the Erlanger theatre in 1946 and
1947, that it could not have operated
profitably in 1941 and 1942, if first

run pictures had been available for

showing there, is so highly specu
lative, we think, as<not to be worthy
ef consideration in comparison with
the other evidence upon which the

finding of the lower court was
based."

Expensive Fronts

On B'way Nipped

By Shorter Runs
With the public now shopping for

the films it wants to see, and the

resultant shorter runs for most pic-

tures, the spectacular Broadway,

theatre fronts have taken it on the

chin in several situations.

Some fronts in the past have cost

as much as 25% of film's entire first

run gross. With films now playing

only two or three weeks where they

formerly ran five or six weeks, dis-

tributors have evidently figured that

the high costs don't pay off any more
in equal returns.

Brandt's Gotham theatre, for ex-

ample, which formerly sported at

least a large painted sign atop the

marquee, has now only a blank space

there. Brandt's Republic, which used

to have brilliant, electric signs, now
features only a banner strung below
the marquee. Fronts on all other

theatres, with -the possible exception

of the Astbr, have become more
moderate, with hardly a one sport-

ing the big, blazing standout signs

that used to be the rule.

Spokesman for the Brandt circuit

declared that the cost-saving meas-
ure has been noticed up and down
the street for the last three months.
Distribs, who were convinced dur-

ing the lush wartime era that the

public would go for almost any pic-

ture and that it was the theatre with

the brightest lights that drew the

biggest crowds, now realize that it's

the quality of the picture alone that's

the deciding factor. That's the chief

reason, he declared, why Broadway
has lost a little of its glare.

Warner Bros;, in assigning Bretaigne Windust to direct Bette Davis in
"Winter Meeting,'' doesn't figure it's taking too much of chance on new-
comer's first film. WB gave him a break in assignment last year as
"observer-director", on "Stallion Road," after-which he went back to N. Y.
to stage "Finian's Rainbow," His other Broadway credits include four
Lindsay-Crouse hits, "Life With Father," "Arsenic and Old Lace," "State
of the Union" and "Hasty Heart." Also "Amphitrion" and '-Idiot's De-
light," among others, which is why WB is worried. Davis pic starts next
month. After that he'll direct Sidney Kingsley's "Patriots."

proposed would send the whole mar-

ket spinning into chaos, with every

film company trying to outdo the

other Via coin slipped to agents for

special privileges. They also fore-

saw the money-passing spreading to

printers, manuscriptTtyping agencies

and other sources to attain preced-

ence by one company over another

in seeing promising novels and

stories.

There is already considerable

skullduggery by story editors in

trying to buy potential bestsellers

before competitors even have a look

at the manuscript. When such a

feat is accomplished—as it seldom
is—it's usually the result of care-

fully-cultivated friendships rather

than money.

Since every story ed tries such

maneuvers, there's usually good-

natured acceptance by the others

when a scoop is pulled. Any idea

that money may be involved in giv-

ing a company a first 0.0. of a prop-

erty, however, naturally gets the

editors incensed.

On all but the biggest properties,

the eds work in pretty close har-

mony. They've found that it doesn't

pay not to, since their bosses at the

studios seem to have a much longer

memory for the .times their editors

were beaten out on a new novel

than they do for the times they got a

scoop. Purchase by Lot A of a novel

before' Lot B , even gets a synopsis

from its story department invariably

brings Lot B's editor a stiff and sar-

castic notes from his boss. Enough
stiff and sarcastic notes and Lot B
starts looking for a new editor.

Thus the anxiety to be first and the

big burn at Metro for its offers of

coin to attain that all-important first

looksee.

Embarrassment

A film trailer helped a southern theatre manager to beat the housing
shortage. Jack Jordan, manager of the Ambassador theatre, Raleigh,
N. C, stuck without a house, recently starred his three-year-old daughter
in a trailer pleading for help, and exhibited the trailer in his theatre. The
trailer won. a big response, and now Jordan, his wife and baby are settled
in their own home.

f- — _

20th Layoffs
Continued from page 3

MAJORS DENIED APPEAL

IN JACKSON PARK SUIT
Chicago, Aug. 12.

The Jackson Park theatre scored

last week for the second time in the

Federal circuit court of appeals

when that tribunal denied a group

of major pic distribs a plea for

a rehearing of the case against them.

The court had previously upheld a

suit in which the theatre had
charged the distribs with penalizing

it on bookings and favoring Balaban
& Katz.
The' decision which the distribs

sought to have set aside last week
involved an order commanding them
and B&K to halt the allegedly dis-

criminatory practices.

Attorneys for the defense will

probably ask the U. S, Supreme
Court for a writ of certiorari.

Metro's plan for bonuses to agents

came from its studio and obviously
embarrased its New York story de-

partment, which carefully explained
the Coast origin to the two 10%-ers
approached. Idea was apparently

put to Mrs. Carol Brandt, eastern

story exec, a few weeks ago, during
her visit to the studio. She phoned
it to an aide in N. Y. who very em-
barrassedly broached it to the agents.

Reaction was so violent that, so far

as can be learned, it was put to no
others after the first two.

Query regarding the $5,000 bonus
was preceded by questions, also re-

portedly on order of Mrs. Brandt, re-

garding the agents' opinions on the

dual prizes handed out recently in

Metro's $250,000 twice-a-year novel
contest. Story eds and agents are
fighting mad over what they claim
was Metro's breaking of its own
rules for the contest by giving two
prizes instead of one and thus tak-
ing a second, book off the market
without it being offered for competi-
tive bidding by other studios.

studio observors say, will probably
mount to several hundred, more and
reach into every department on the
lot.

Slowdown in production is seen as

the prime reason for general cut in

payroll. Studio will have only one
picture before cameras on the lot,

after "Daisy Kenyon" winds this

week, this being "Snake Pit," which
still has another month to go.

"Green Grass of Wyoming" finishes

on location at Kanab, Utah, end of

the week, and "Gentleman's Agree-
ment" has only about a week of ex-
teriors left in New York. Next pic-

ture at studio won't roll until Sept. 8,

when "Flapper Age" is slated to

start. Company will put "Call North-
side 777" into work during next two
weeks, but this will be on location

in Chicago, where background of

city will be used instead of studio-
built sets.

Policy hereafter, it is reported,
will be to give notices to employees
as pictures are finished. When pic-

tures are ready for preparation, they
will be recalled. Mammoth over-
head is reported another reason
for slashing of studio roster. This
had gradually been going on for

some time, with majority of stock
players already dropped, good
many of company's featured play-
ers, directors and. even produ-
cers let go. Understood that here-
after 20th-Fox will concentrate on
inking one-picture Heals rather than
term contracts for high - salaried
creative talent.

Desire to catch up to itself finan-

cially is seen in latest move of studio
in cutting down on personnel. Com-
pany hasn't as large a backlog as
many other majors, in point of num-
ber of pictures, but in actual invest-
ment total it's high. Five of these
alone, all in Technicolor, approxi-
mate $18,000,000 in outlays. Company
has only three other pictures in
black-and-white completed, but these
are a long way from being in re-
leasing stage.

Meantime at 20th-Fox, shakeup
in the home office publicity-adver-
tising staff resulted in the appoint-
ment of Eddie Solomon as exploita-
tion manager for the midwest area,
with headquarters in Chicago.
Solomon was formerly an aide to
Charles Schlaifer, 20th ad-pub di-
rector, in New York.

Par's $4,385,000 >

Drop This Year
Paramount, whose earnings dropped

$4,385,000 for the first half of 1947,

is expected to be hit least of the

American firms by the British tax
situation. Large share of the com-
pany's profits each year has come
from the 1,338 theatres in the U. S.

it owns wholly or in part. Since
its theatre holdings are the largest

in the industry, it's expected to show
a lower profit drop than any of the
other majors.

Par's statement for the first six

months of 1947 ended July 5, which
was issued last week, showed esti-

mated earnings of $17,407,000, as

compared with $21,792,000 earned
for the same period last year. Cur-
rent figure inch; les $3,189,000 share
of undistributed earnings as a

stockholder in partially owned non-
consolidated subsidiaries, as against

$4,140,000 share in the same earnings
last year. Earnings for the second
quarter of 1947 were estimated at

$7,885,000 as against $10,205,000 for

the same period last year, represent-

ing a quarterly drop of $2,320,000.

The $7,885,000 of estimated com-
bined consolidated and share of un-

distributed earnings for the quarter

represents $1.11 per share on 7,118,-

872 shares outstanding, as against

$1.36 per share on the 7,504.272

shares in 1946. Latter figure rep-

resents the 3,752,136 shares then out-

standing adjusted for the two-for-

one stock split in July last year.

Computed on the same basis, earn-

ings for the six-month period repre-

sent $2.45 per share, as against $2.90

per share in 1946.

Par directorate on Thursday <7)

declared the regular quarterly div-

idend of 50 cents per share on com-
mon stock, payable Sept. 26 to stock-

holders of record Sept. 5. •

Stanley Meyer
; Continued from page S s

Film Workers' Pay Hits

Top $106 Weekly Avge.
Sacramento, Aug. 12.

Film workers drew an average
weekly wage of $106.90 during the

month of June, the highest mark for

hourly employees in the history- of

Hollywood studios. Average weekly

UAT and Metrop. A. H. Frisch. for

a number of years a director of UAT.
was also named a director of

Metrop.

Meyer replaces William Philips,

who resigned after many years as

an offictr and director-of UAT and
Metrop. He'll continue- as a direc-

tor of UAT, however, despite med-
ics' insistence he limit his activities.

Meyer, who recently resigned as

co-firstrun district manager for Fox
West Coast in Los Angeles, will

spend the next six months in Ne,w
York at the circuit's homeoffice lin-

stipend for June, 1946, was $84.40. ing up his operation. Circuit's scope

These official figures-were released .-is -slated—to-be-iner-casccl as the re-

hcre by the California Labor Sta

tistics Bulletin.

suit of the Government's ban on
pooling operations.

SPG Protest
In a move to force reinstatement

of nine publicity workers layed off
at 20th-Fox last week. Screen Pub-
licists Guild has scheduled a mass
demonstration today (Wednesday)
before the Roxy, 20th's New York
showcase. SPG spokesman declared
the demonstration, which was post-
poned from last Wednesday (6), will
definitely be held if 20th-Fox prez
Spyros Skouras fails to answer its re-
quest for a meeting with him be-
fore noon today.
Meantime, SPG is bringing the

dismissal cases before the industry
panel, organized by management
execs last spring following contract
negotiations with the Guild. SPG
alleges that the layoffs, which are
saving the company $49,000 annually,
were not warranted by 20th's eco
nomic position. Other steps in the
SPG campaign, which were formu
lated at emergency membership
meeting Monday night 11), include
protests to the Motion Picture Assn.
and submission of charged contract
violations to the American Arbitra-
tion Assn,_due_to_J!Qths alleged
policy of speeding-up and overload
ing remaining publicity Wbrkers.

'Red Ink Coming'
Continued from page 4

ing around figures about world in-

come distribution that were not even

known to the U. S. State Depart-

ment. Majors are being counselled

to forget England and concentrate

on practically untapped markets in

Madagascar, Greenland, Tibet and

the republic of Santa Monaca, all

free-trade, hard-money areas.

What Is It?

But some, at least, think they have

the answer in something called

"showmanship." Ju.st exactly what

it Is isn't clear to some of the wise-

acres around Hollywood and Vine.

In fact, one character tried to ex-

plain it as a cross between "f.ales-

manship and burlesque."

• Oldtimers however, have a-Uttl*

more coherent idea of what If* *u

about. They say this "showmanship

is something that existed on earth

many years ago, probably about the

time of the dinosaurs or mayb«»tne

sabre tooth tigers. It had, in fact;

something to do with "King Kong.

The oldtimers have been trying

patiently to explain the situation 1o

the newer faces around town. But

it's a tough job. Taking somet^'g

that has been extinct to*' generations

and explaining it to the younger set

always is. And there seems to l-«ve

erown up in Hollywood a generation

that never_heard of showman.-."!!',

that believes all you have to do 10

sell a picture is put it on the screen.
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D.C Theatre Owners Witt Victory On

LiberalizingNew Theatre Bldg. Code
Washington, Aug. 12. +

Washington . theatre owners came
put on top today when a District of

Columbia committee agreed to ac-

cept all suggestions for liberalizing

the proposed building code for new
theatres. A. Julian Brylawski,

chairman of the Citizen's Commit-
tee on Building and Theatres, said

he felt confident that the same lib-

eralization would be extended to

the code for existing theatres. The
committee will pass its recommenda-
tion on to the District commission-
ers, and Brylawski and other Dis-

trict theatre men are certain that

the commissioners will adopt it.

Points which will be liberalized

in the code for new theatres are:

standee' capacity, location of heat-

ing plants, arrangement of seats,,

seating capacity, exit rules and po-

sitions.

"They were very liberal with us

cn new buildings," Brylawski said,

"and we expect that they will be the-

same as far as existing buildings are

concerned." No date has been set

for a meeting on the code for exist-

ing buildings.

Kallet Opens Up brive-ln
Albany, Aug. 12,

Kallet Theatres circuit of Oneida
opened a Drive-In at Utica with"

1,000-car capacity. It's the second

large Drive-in which the Kallets

have opened upstate within the past

year. The ,
first was opened in a

Syracuse suburb in April last year.

The Kallet brothers also operate

nearly 25 theatres in Albany and
Buffalo territories.

New Culver City Theatre
Los -Angeles, Aug. 12.

New theatre here is the Culver,

1,150-seater owned by Principal

Theatres, opening in Culver City

•with Eagle-Lion's "Red Stallion." if

proper product is available, the

house will be operated on a day-

date policy with t he Orpheum, Bel-

mont, El Ray and Vogue.
Theatre is of the stadium type and

contains -innovations lacking in pre-

war houses.

Maxwell on 'Street'

Hollywood, Aug. 12.

George Raft draws Marilyn Max-
well as his femme.leacf in' "Race
Street," slated to start Aug. 18 at

RKO, with Nat Holt producing under
supervision of Jack' J. Grpss,
Horseracing film calls for location

shooting in San Francisco and at the
Bay Meadows track.

$1,312,000 FOR TEARS'

IN38-WK.B'WAYRUN
Samuel Goldwyn's "Best Years of

Our Lives" will wind up its 38-we$k
run at the Astor, N. Y., tonight

(Wednesday) with a total gross of

approximately $1,312,000. Of that

sum approximately $1,000,000 is film

rental and the remainder goes to the

house, operated by City Investing,

Co. Almost $400,000 of Goldwyn's
share went for advertising, leaving

a net of slightly above $600,000.

Goldwyn's "Secret Life of Walter
Mitty" opens at the Astor tomorrow-
under a new deal by which the pro-
ducer has the house for 18- months.
"Mitty" is expected^ to hold until

around Christmas, when "The Bish-

op's Wife" (which is to be retitled)

moves in.

Astor run of "Years" has been over-
lapped the past two weeks by the
Albee, Brooklyn,, where it has been
doing top biz. It got $55,000 the first

week at a $1.20 top with a grind
policy. It holds for three weeks
prior to opening uv RKO n'abes

throughout New York next Wednes-
day (20).

No. Central Allied Asks

New Roadshow Deal
Minneapolis, Aug. 12.

North Central Allied here is ask-

ing for "a "neWHeal" for subsequent-

runs on "roadshow" pictures. It

wants a special "roadshow" admis-
sion ~ higher than

,
their regular

scale, but lower than the downtown
first-run admission. It also wants the
clearance shortened on roadshow
pictures. '-:'",',

The matter was taken up with
Andy Smith, 20th-Fox sales head,
When, he was in Minneapolis, and
Smith thought the North Central
Allied arguments regarding the

shorter clearance on roadshow pic-

tures had merit. Instead of the usual
40-day clearance, for,, example, he
said it might be advisable to cut it

to two weeks at the most, especially

if the same advanced admissions as

downtown were to be charged by the
neighborhood houses. He doubted if

a special different roadshows - scale

would be feasible, however. Fox
has two roadshow pictures coming
up, "Forever Amber" and "Captain
from Castile."

Smith says that in regard to the

two forthcoming 20th-Fox roadshow
pictures, out-of-town and subse-
quent-run exhibitors are being • ad-
vised to put it up to patrons whether
they should show the offerings at

the advanced prices. Trailers are

urged explaining that the pictures

can be obtained, but that it will be
necessary to charge higher admis-
sions.

Start $125,000 N. C. Bouse
Raleigh, Aug. 12.

Work is underway on Camden's
new, modern 1,000-seater. Theatre is

being constructed by T. Lee Little,

local showman, at cost of $125,000.

20th Plan
Continued from page 5

in attempting to improve conditions,

one case being cited whereby a film

already contracted for on the old

basis, but not yet played, was re-

booked under the new system. Con-
sensus is that,, given a fair trial,

policy should mean a better break
ell around.
An allied observation regarding

local 20th bookings is that there will

be a substantial increase in the next
year. A certain portion of these,,

however, have no connection with
the new policy." For some time a
local condition has existed whereby
a sizeable group of nabes have
-thumbed down 20th product because

of failure to get together on terms.

Recently, a mutually satisfactory

deal was consummated but it is

merely coincidental that this oc-

curred at the time the new small
theatre sales policy was inaugurated.-

One has no bearing on the other.

No. Central Likes 20th's Plan
Minneapolis, Aug. 12.

North Central Allied here likes

the new 20th-Fox graded percentage
plan to help small-town and other

exhibitors needing "relief," but pnly

as a "step in the right direction."

Following- the organization's meet-
ing at which Andy Smith, 20th-Fox
sales head, explained the policy,

President Bennie Berger of North
Central Allied said the immediate
goal will be the elimination of per-

centage" for all situations grossing

not in excess of $750 a week. A
long-range fight will be launched for

the entire elimination of compulsory
percentage as far as small-town and
uptown and suburban theatres are
concerned, he announced.
Berger claims Metro and Columbia

have already promised to throw out
percentage for the $700-$750 grossing
situations. He calls compulsory per-
centage for small towns "cancerous"
end says his organization also will

strive for "more considerate ana
respectful treatment" from distrib-

utors.

RKO Stock
; Continued from page 5 s;

on the stock at $11,032,112 and on the
warrants at $942,459.

The June 30 value reflects the dip
in the stock market during the first

six months of- 1947. Comparative
value of the RKO stock and options
in Atlas's year-end report was
$4,005,275 higher. There has been a
still further market decline since
June 30, with the British situation
driving film issues down particularly.

In a letter to Atlas stockholders
accompanying the report, Odium
pjeoq 03X9 jjauaS jauiiunspn/i
stated: 'While Radio-Keith-Orpheum
Corp. has continued to show sub
stantial profits, earnings in the first

six months were somewhat less than
those of the first half of 1946, which
was, however, the peak year in the
history of the motion picture in-

dustry."
In addition to its RKO interest

Atlas is an important shareholder in

a number of other film companies
Its report discloses $268,395 in Walt
Disney 4% bonds; 93,000 shares
($2,429,625 as of June 30) in Para
mount; 10,000 shares ($293,750) in

I 20th-Fox; 91,700 shares ($481,425) in
Disney; and 5,000 shares ($75,625) in

I
Warner Bros. Only change in the
portfolio since Dec. 31, 1946, was
sale of 2,000 shares of Loew's com-
mon.
Ogden Corp., a majority-owned

subsid of Atlas, also holds 6,000 Para-
mount shares ($156,750) and 4,000
Fox shares ($117,500).

Atlas reported dividends from all

its holdings, in and out of the pic-
ture industry, totalled $1,636,170 for
the six months ending June 30. This
amounted to 80c. a share, as com-
pared with 25c. for same period last

year. A third quarter dividend
of 40c. has been declared on com-
mon, payable Sept. 20 to stockhol-
ders of record Aug. 28.

Goldwyn
Continued from page 5

|

but every one of the 16,500 exhibi-

tors in America must revamp his

thinking and his way of-doing busi-

ness -if he is to meet the threat of

the British tax and keep his theatre

open...

"Producers will hereafter have to

depend on the domestic market
alone for a return of their costs and
a profit commensurate with the
value of their pictures. This leaves
them with two alternatives: To pro-
duce cheap pictures with a mini-
mum of time, money and talent, or
to continue to gamble fortunes in

the attempt to make really fine films.

I believe most of us will make that
gamble, for without first rate pic-

tures the entire industry is doomed,
producer and exhibitor alike.

"But the. exhibitor must realize,

too, that his ability to stay in busi-
ness depends directly on whether or
not his policies encourage the mak-
ing of good motion pictures. He
must discard his hidebound theories
and ancient prejudices. He must
learn, like any other wise retailer,

to distinguish between quality prod-
uct and inferior product, and he
must treat each according to its

merit.

SEATTLE
(Continued from page 8)

(Col) and "Keeper 'of Bees" (Col),

$8,700.
Music Box (H-E) (850; 45-80)—

"Possessed" (WB) (2d wk) (m.o.).

Trim $6,000. Last week, "Great
Waltz" (M-G) (reissue) (2d wk), nice

$4,300. •

•

Music Ball (H-E) (2,200; 45-80)—
"Hucksters" (M-G) (4th wk). Good
$7,000. Last week, okay $7,800.

Orpheum (H-B) (2,600; 45-80)—
"Moss Rose1

' (20th) and "Banio"
(RKO). Slow $7,500. Last week,
"Possessed" (WB), $10,700...

Palomar (Sterling) (1,350; 45-80)—
"Angel and Badman" (Rep) and
"Magnificent Rogue" (Rep) (2d wk).
Good $6,000 after big $8,600 last

week.
' Paramount (H-E) (3,039; 45-80)—
"Living Big Way" (M-G) and "Bull-
dog Drummond at Bay" (Col)^ Slow
$7,500. Last week, "Perils Pauline"
(Par) (2d wk), oke $7,700.
Roosevelt (Sterling) (800; 45-80)—

"This Is My Affair" (Indie) and
"Sally, Irene, .Mary" (20th) (reis-

sues). Oke $4,000. Last week, "Dis-
honored Lady" (UA) and "Decoy"
(Mono), $3,800. •

'Riff-Raff-Landis Hot

$22,000 in Mild Balto

Baltimore, Aug. 12.

Lack of weekend trade is nicking
current figures here. Best action is

being- recorded by "Possessed," at

the Stanley. "Riff-Raff," with plenty

of support from stage appearance of

Carole Landis and holdover of Har-
monicats will give the Hipp a big

week. Also okay is "Brute- Force" at

Keith's.

Estimates for This Week
Century (Loew's-UA) (3,000; 20-

60) — "Romance Rosy Ridge" (M-G).
Fancy $16,000. Last week, "Living
Big Way" (M-G); $12,900.

Hippodrome (Rappaport) (2,240;

25-7.0) — "Riff-Raft" (RKO) plus
vaude. Bolstered mightily by p.a. of

Carole Landis and h.o. of The Har-
monicats. Great $22,000. Last week,
"Vigilantes Return" (Col) plus Har-
mon icats and Johnny Bothwell orch,

big $21,800.
Keith's (Schanberger) (2,460; 20-

60) — "Brute Force" (U). Solid $12,-

000. Last week, "The Web" (U), $9,-

300.
Mayfair (Hicks) (980; 25-55) —

"Kipling's Jungle Book" (UA) (re-

issue). Average $5,000. Last week,
"King Wild Horses" (Col), okay $4,-

800.
New (Mechanic) (1,800; 20-60) —

"Green Was My Valley" (20th) (re-

issue). Opening Thurs. (14) after

three weeks of "Who's Kissing Her"
(20th). Third week hit $7,000 after

big $12,000 on second.
Stanley (WB) (3,280; 25-75)—"Pos-

sessed" (WB). In groove at $1.9,000.

Last week, second of "Perils Pauline"
(Par), big $-13,200.

Town (Rappaport) (1,600; 35-65) —
"Trouble With Women" (Par). Good
$11,000. Last week, "Lost Honey-
moon" (E-L), fair $8,400.

55-85)~"Brute Force" (U) (3d wk)
Routine $9,500. Last week, healthy
$14,500.

Paramount (Par) (2,646; 60-85)—
"Desert Fury" (Par) (2d wk).
Strong $20,000. Last week, tre-
mendous $33,500.

Stagedoor (Ackerman) (300; 60-85)
—"Hamilton Woman" (UA) (reis.
sue) (2d wk). Fine $2,300. La«t
week, healthy $3,200.

St. Francis (Par) (1,400;' 60-85)—
"Welcome Stranger" (Par) (4th wk).
Solid $20,000. Last week, great $21,-
000.

United Artists (Blumenfold)
(1,207; 55-85) — "Carnegie Hall"
(UA). Hefty $18,000. Last week,
"Other Love" (UA) (2d wk), thin
$6,500.

United Nations (FWC) (1.149;
60-85)—"Fantasia" (RKO) (reissue)
(2d wk). Oke $4,500. Last week,
strong $6,000.

Warfield (FWC) (2,656; 60-85)—
"Western Union" (20th) (reissue).

Mild $15,000. Last week, "Hucksters"
(M-G) (3d wk), $15,000.

Colbert-Rank
Continued from page 3

Exhib Reaction
Continued from page 5

pect a drop in high-budgeted and
high-quality product, it's pointed out

Reports from the Coast have indi-

cated that studio toppers have al-

ready begun to plan a sweeping re-

vamp of their production schedules
because of the British tax, with most
of them thinking twice now about
beginning any high-budgeted pic

tures. If the tax sticks and U. S
exhibs don't kick through with more
film rentals, the majors can be ex
pected to pull in their horns on pro

duction. New wave of reissues, earn

ings of which represent almost clear

profit for distribs, is also looked for

as a result of the new situation.

"A ^case in point is "The Best
Years Of Our Lives.' When the
judgment of critics and preview au-
diences confirmed my own opinion
that it was an outstanding picture, I

decided that it was time to get away
from the old habit of treating all

films alike. I was sure that the
American public would be willing to
pay a fair admission price to see a
genuinely fine -picture even if the
price was higher than that being
charged for run-of-the-mill films.

"Amazingly enough, resistance to
this policy came not from the pub-
lic, which flocked to see the picture,
but from the exhibitors. Whether
they represented large circuits or
individual houses, they resented this
departure from the conventional
method of charging the same stand-
ard price for all pictures, good and
poor. As a result.it was necessary
for us to show 'Best Years' in the-
atres off the beaten path, to guar-
antee running expense. To bear the
burden of the -exploitation cam
paigns. And yet the receipts—and
the exhibitor's share—were far
above what they would have been
if we had been content to stick to
otrtmoded methods of pricing and
selling.

"That is only one illustration. But
it proves a point. If exhibitors in
sist on charging uniform prices in
the future, they will get uniform
pictures. And uniform pictures will
not keep the theatres filled 1

. Only
exceptional pictures will keep the
atres open. And for the exceptional
picture, it Is not only fajr but now
an absolute necessity to charge
price which bears some reasonable
relationship to the true value and
quality of the entertainment offered
"only this way can we continue to
produce fine films. And only by pro
ducing fine films can we survive."

PROVIDENCE
(Continued from page 9)

wyn Follies" (UA) and "Away Out
West" (UA) (reissues). Peppy $7,500.
Last week, "That Hamilton Woman"
(UA) (reissue) and "Hat Box Mys-
tery" (SG), good $7,000.
Majestic (Fay) (2,200; 44-65)—

"Possessed" (WB) and "Second
Chance" (20th). Surprisingly nice
$14,000. Last week, "Miracle 34th
St." (20th) and "Strange Journey"
(20th), wow $17,000.
State (Loew) (3,200; 44-65)—"Ro-

mance Rosy Ridge" (M-G) and
Magnificent Rogue" (Rep). Very
sweet $23,000. Last week, "Other
Love" (UA) and "Fabulous Suzanne"
(UA), $23,500.
Strand (Silverman) (2,200; 44-65)
"Dear Ruth" (Par). Second week

opened Monday (11). First week
was great $18,500. Last week, "Per-
ils Pauline" (Par) (2d wk), $8,000.

SAN FRANCISCO
(Continued from page 9)

"Children of Paradise" (Indie) (2d
wk). Good $2,800. Last week, big
$3,800.
Fox (FWC) X4.651; 60-95)—"Fies-

ta" (M-G) 2d wk). ' Fair $14,500.
Last week, pleasing $25,000.
Golden Gate (RKO) (2,844; 65-$l)

—"Seven Keys Baldpate" (RKO)
plus vaude headed by Jack Carson
and Janis Paige. Big $34,000. Last
week, "Won't Believe Me" (RKO)
plus vaude headed by Harry Savoy
and Freddie Davis, nice $22,000.

Guild Theatre (Lippert) (400;
35-85)—"Gone With Wind" (M-G)
(reissue). Sock $7,000, unheard of
at this spot. Last week, "Great
Waltz" (M-G) (reissue) (9th wk),
oke $3,500.
Larkin (Rocsner) (400; 65-85)

'Queen for Night" (Indie). Thin
$ ,700. Last week, "Captive Heart"
(U) and "Storm In Teacup" (Indie),
pleasing $2,200.
Orpheum (Blumenfeld) (2,448;

camp is that Bingo will follow Miss
Colbert's lead. "Bing hasn't had
time to think about it because he
just got back in town," his brother

Everett said. "However, his contract

with Rank is full of ifs and buts.

One thing sure is that Bing isn't

going to get tangled up in any

politics. It's his policy to leave poli-

tics to the bosses."

Joan Fontaine's pact with Rank
is still' on, according to Rampart
Productions, in which she's a partner

with her husband, Bill Dozier.

They won't make her picture until

1948 or 1949, Dozier's office reported,

and at that time, "the tangle will

probably be all straightened out.

Even ,if it isn't, the deal is on."

Ingrid Bergman is also going right

ahead with her plans to make "Un-
der Capricorn" with Alfred Hitch-

cock in England next summer. Ac-
cording to Joe Steele, her manager,
Miss Bergman sails for England
after she finishes "Joan of Lorraine"
for Sierra Pictures. No release has

been set for the film. "It might even
be a Rank release," Steele said.

Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., said the •

"tax
|

question doesn't enter into it

as fkr as I'm concerned because
under my agreement With Rank for

'Sir Launcelot,' we plan spending at

least a year preparing it—so it's

too far off to talk about. I'm keeping
my head in the sand because so

many things can happen in a year."

Fairbanks added he doesn't think

it makes any difference if U. S. stars

go to England or not. Rank himself

stands to lose more than any other

individual in the crisis, Fairbanks
said, because of his huge theatre ties

overseas. "Even if all five of us were
to go over, he still wouldn't have
enough product for his theatres,"

he pointed out.

Miss Colbert said she has heard
that some of the British have been
squawking about American film stars

going overseas to make pictures.

This seems peculiar, she said, in

view of the many Britishers work-
ing here, among whom she named
Deborah Kerr, Michael Redgrave,
Rex Harrison and Phyllis Calvert.

UA's Loan
55 Continued from page IS ss

though that's all still very much
in a preliminary stage. Banks are

Guaranty, Irving and Bankers Trust,

New York, and Security-First Na-

tional and Bank of America, Los An-

geles.

UA had hoped to have the credit

available by the end of this month,

but that now appears all but im-

possible. Kelly is going to England

today (Wednesday) in an endeavor

to straighten out the UA playing

time situation with the Odeon cir-

cuit there. That's expected to cause

additional delay on the loan, al-

though George Bagnall, v. p. in

charge of production will carry on

talks in his absence.
UA is in better position to get its

coin than are indie producers them-

selves, since it will pledge its own
assets, in addition to giving sec-

ondary liens on films made with the

money. Indies ordinarily only hypo-

thecate the negative of the film they

intend making, giving banks a first

lien on it. Since UA wants to use

the coin for second-money loans and

completion guarantees, banks whkh
put up first money, of course, hold

first liens on the pix.
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SHOWMANSHIP: Come on fellas... Climb on the Bandwagon

...with the Industry's "Top" SHOWMEN!,..

Step up your Advertising "tempo" ... with

Bigger Newspaper Ads . . . more Radio time! . .

.

Make a Big "Noise" from your Lobby, Front

and SCREEN!... Plaster those highways and

byways ... with eye-arresting Lithographs

that "Harmonize" with your sock campaign

...and build up "volume" at your Box Office!

...Get in "tune" with the times!... Get Back

To Showmanship! /'
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Film Reviews
Continued from page 15

Vienna Melodies
original. But it doesn't get in the

way of light handling of picture's

story about twin sisters who are
separated in infancy. One is adopted
in Sweden, the other brought up by
her musician father in Vienna. Both
sing and both start crossing trails

and confusing their boy friends

when the Swedish twin comes to

Vienna for study and the local gal's

cabaret and operetta appearances
snarl things up.

Miss Mayerhofer plays the double
roles with a feeling for subtle differ-

ences between twin Viktoria, whose
upbringing is in wealthy Swedish
home and Lily, whose poorer father

helps her to a semi-pop singing ca-

reer. When their respective suitors,.

Johannes Heesters and Fritz Gehlen,
begin encountering their two girls

in strange surroundings the usual
complications pile up. But Heesters
brings them together for a happy
ending which includes some cleverly
staged scenes with Miss Mayerhofer
and an excellent duet of a Strauss
•waltz. She sings both parts. In an
earlier church scene, she delivers an
impressive Schubert-Gounod "Ave
Maria."

Miss Mayerhofer, Jugoslavian
born, is an engaging personality who
hints U. S. potentialities after ac-
quiring knowledge of English. She
has sung in the Vienna State Opera
and at Salzburg Festival. She is

small but, has a large and well-
trained voice. She is not always
photographed or dressed to best ad-
vantage in "Vienna Melodies," but
these tailings are inherent under
current Vienna shooting conditions.

It's noteworthy that "Melodies,"
although most action is placed in
present-day Vienna, makes no pleas
for the beaten-up condition of
Vienna or the Viennese. Scenes of
the city are made with affection and
charm, concentrating on blooming
trees in the parks, handsome archi-
tecture and people who don't look
as starved and depressed as most
real Viennese. Even the scripters
have avoided giving comics refer-
ences to food shortages or bombings.

Direction and supporting players
are more than adequate. But the
film belongs to Mayerhofer. Isra.

Todo Un Caballero
("Every Inch a Gentleman")

(MEXICAN-MADE)
Mexico City, Aug. 1.

Ramex release of J. M. Noriega, produc-
tion, stars Fernando Soler, Malu Gatlca;
features Gustavo Rojo, Julio VUlarreal,
Carolina Barrett. Dlreoted by Miguel M.
Delgado,. Screenplay, Salvador Novo; mu-
sic, Gonzalo Curiel. At Cine Alameda, Mex-
ico City, July 30, '47. Running time,
3 MINS.

ent day parallels it wishes. .It's

made clear that Nakhimov lost his
war only because rottenness of the
Czarist regime behind him weakened
his forces and English spies ratted
on him.
After Admiral dies from a British

rifle bullet on the ramparts of be-
sieged Sebastopol, film's closing
scenes go into brief and uninforma-
tive shots of modern Soviet war ves-
sels plunging through high seas. Off-
screen-voice explains that 20th cen-
tury Soviet fleet and its sailors have
inherited proud traditions of Nakhi-
mov's bravery.
Performances are uniformly fine,

with A. Diky turning in a strong
depiction of a harassed but silent
naval hero. No women are in the
cast. R. Simonov, as a Turkish ad-
miral, is likewise notable. Scenes
of both land and sea battles are
magnificently and lavishly staged
with masses of extras and equip-
ment. But in content it's still un-
relieved borscht-bright Red. Isra.

Albeniz
Locarno, July 12.

Argentina sono Films production and re-

lease. Features Pedro Lopez Lagar, Suuina
Olmos, Amadeo Novca, Gulllenno Oontreros,

Marlsa Reguies, carmellca Vasqueis. Di-
rected by Luis Cesar Amador!. Screenplay

by Pedro Miguel Obllgado: music by Al-

beniz; musical direction, Guillermo Cases.

At Locarno Film Festival. Running time,

110 -.WINS.
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The Singing House
("Das Singende Haus")
(GERMAN-MADE)

(Musical)
' Locarno, July 16.

Koilektiy Film production and release.
Features Herta Mayen, Hennelore Schroth,
Sue! Nicoletti, Paul Kemp, Kurd Jurgens,
Hans Moser. Directed by Franz Antel.
Screenplay by Aldo von Plnelli and Franz
Antel; music. Peter Kreuder. At Second
International Film Festival, Locarno, June
30, '47. Running time, 120 MINS.

Conventional melodrama deals
•with a lad who's oh trial for a mur-
der that actually was a suicide.
However, a clever lawyer clears
everything up to the satisfaction of
all concerned. Thesping is credita-
ble while Miguel Delgado's direction
is good on his first try of a script of
this type. His other directing ex-
perience was Confined to a film for
Mexico's top comic, Cantinflas.

Role of an autumnal gentleman
•Who renounces love is carried with
professional grace by Fernado Soler,
one -of Mexico's best actors. He
shows neat versatility and humor in
the part. Malu Gatica, Chilean siren,
in the femme lead contribs a fine
performance and shows promise.
Gustavo Rojo is an adequate juve
while Carolina Barrett rather over-
plays her role of the romance-hungry
woman who's beginning to get on in
years. Grate

(In German; No English Titles)

Another in the string of cheap and
tasteless films which have emanated
from the Vienna studios since the
war's end, "Singing House" won't do
much for itself or prestige of Danu-
bian pix. In a futile attempt to
bring out a comedy-revue combina-
tion, it's only near success is in pro-
viding a framework for bright hew
tunes by Peter Kreuder as well as
a reprise of some of his oldies. Fur-
ther to be considered in its export
possibilities is the fact that director-
author Franz Antel remains charged
by three western occupation powers
with wartime Nazi activities. Neither
he nor film are cleared for showing
except in the Russian zone since,
made under Soviet auspices in Mos-
cow-seized Rosenhugel Studios,
Vienna. Minor chances in TJ. S. arty
houses.
Story is the chestnut about the gal

whose father is a classical musician
and doesn't approve of her falling in
with some swing band boys. After
customary tribulations gal (Herta
Mayen) appears in a big revue sing-
ing and dancing with such success
that- dad is charmed out of his
grouch. Almost all of first half of
film is virtually all dialogue sans
music. Whole show biz theme is

dumped into closing half hour.
Fuzzy sound job is no help.
Acting is only so-so, even includ-

ing Hans Moser, only local marquee
name. Moser needs strong direction
and didn't get it here. • Isra.

Admiral Nakhimov
(RUSSIAN-MADE) *

Locarno, July 5.

Mosfilm release of Poudovklno production,
Stars A. Dlky, E. Samoilov, V. Poudovkine,
A. Khohlov, P. Galdebourov. Directed by
I>. Vassillev; screenplay, I. Loukovsky;
camera. A. Goiovnia and T. Lobova. At Lo-
carno Film Festival. Running time, 05
MINS.

(In Russian; no English Titles)

Much of what Is usually found in

Russian pictures applies to "Nak-
himov." It's rich in fine photography,
gripping battle scenes and strong
acting. And simultaneously it is

about as dull a mouthful of Soviet
ideology as might be forced on any
audience. It's strictly for the arty

houses, and not much for them,
either.
As shown in Locarno, the all-Rus-

eian dialogue was relieved for the
international audience only by short

spots of French language com-
mentary. These were so noisily

blended and ineptly written as to

be practically no help. Every en-
try and exit of the French voice was
heralded by thumps and cracklings

in the sound track. Usually the com
mentator said only what was simul
taneously self evident on the screen.

An unsatisfactory method as pre
eented here.
"Nakhimov" sets out to glorify the

naval hero of Sebastopol in the 1853

war against the British and French.
Naturally the English, and second-
arily the Turks are shown as ne-
farious and treacherous enemies,
Audience can easily draw any pres-

In Those Days
("In Jenen Tagen")
(GERMAN-MADE)

Locarno, July 10.

Mondial Film release of Helmut Kautner
production. Features Bettlna Moissl, Win-
nie Markus, Krika Kautner. Carl Radazz.
Direction and screenplay by Kaurtner. At
Second International Film Festival, Lo-

•no. Running time, 95 MINS.

(In Spanish; English Titles)

First major Argentine production
ent abroad for straight film distri-

bution, "Albaniz" is qualified to

stand on its own. It's a workman-
like, well-acted, handsomely mounted
music-biography of the Spanish
composer Isaac Albeniz. Strikingly
fiery piano and orchestra playing of

Albeniz compositions (better known
in U. S. than his name) as well as

some Mozart and other classics lend,
distinction to this worthy film. This
should get better than average re-

turns in U. S. arty theatres, and
might even go further if English
itles are imptoved. As they are
now, some vary from literal transla-
tion to incogruous injection of what
the writer thought were hot Ameri-
canisms.
Albeniz first is shown as a child

prodigy who plays the piano so well
at a recital that the audience
harges an adult had done the

playing from behind a curtain. The
young composer-virtuoso' is shown
as the victim of a stern father whose
tyranny drives him to South America
and U. S. After lurid love affairs,

including one with a castanet-click-
ing, cafe tramp (Carmelita Vasquez),
Albaniz returns to Spain. Cafe in-

terlude offers chance for'socko'
Spanish heel routine by Carmelita
Vasquez, a sultry Latin looker.
Back in Madrid the still youthful

Albeniz breaks down resistance of
Spanish King's secretary by playing
an uninvited piano solo. This gets
him a scholarship at the Brussels
Conservatory where he's depicted
neglecting studies - for cafe life and
girls. Nevertheless, he and some
compatriots stage concerts in Paris
which launch his bombshell musical
career as pianist, composer and con-
ductor. Concert presentatibns are
magnificient. So are scenes with
musical greats of the time.
Pic closes with Albeniz, incurably

ill, receiving one of France's highest
honors and peacefully dying.
Pedro Lopez Lagar, as Albeniz,

does a colorful and convincing por-
trait of a doubting youth, an in-
spired musician and a fiery lover.

Other performances are more than
adequate. All that might be asked
is a slight shortening of film to elim
inate draggy moments. Musical in
terludes are, frequent and good
enough general to take up the
slack. "Albeniz" disappointed none
at its preem at Locarno. It should
click with music-loving trade in U. S.

Isra.

The (Great Dawn
(ITALIAN-MADE)

superfllm release of Scalera production.

Stars Plerino Gamba; features Ros.sanp
Brazzi, -Renee Faure. Giovanni Grasso,
M-lchele Rtccardini. Directed by G. M.
Scotese. Kngllsh titles, A. V. Macaluso.
Previewed, N. T., Aug. 6, '47. Running
time, 90 MINS.
Plerino Gamba Plerino Gamba
Renzo Gamba ....Rossano Brazzi
Anna Gamba Renee Faure
Oreste Bellotti Giovanni Gra6so
Don Terenzio Michele Riccardini
Daisy Yvonne Samson
Fausto Fausto Guerzonl
Cooky Lorls Glzzl

Salesman Guglielmo Sinay

_ (In German; Wo English. Titles)
European films circles attached

much interest to this first production
from British-occupied zone of Ger-
many. Reception at 'Film Festival
was generally dissapointing. Little
chance for it in U. S. Film is the
story of an automobile. Using bat-
tered remains of a once-smart but
unpretentious German car as the
story book, it reveals the,people who
owned the jalopy from time it was
purchased by the rich lover of an
attractive femme (Winnie Markus).
Shows how the car passes into wide-
ly assorted ownerships. In almost
every case the owners fall victims,
physically, intellectually or profes-
sionally, to the growth of Nazism.
While the original lovers are driv-

ing together they are stopped by the
parade (1933) celebrating Hitler's
accession as Reichschancellor. An-
other owner is a composer and pian-
ist who may no longer appear in
public because of non-'Aryanism.' A
third has his business destroyed by
Nazi hoodlums because of his Jew-
ish wife. In the end, an SS officer
using the car to flee the oncoming
Allies is shot and the auto thor-
oughly smashed. Throughout the
picture's action, cutbacks are punctu-
ated with efforts of a couple of
Wehrmacht veterans to salvage
what's usable from the wreck.
Even with due allowances for

material shortages (film was shot
mostly in open air), starvation of
actors and limitations of film shoot-
ing in postwar Germany, there's not
much to be said in favor of "Jenen
Tagen." Dialogue is windy and
philosophical to the point whore oc-
casional dramatic developments are
thoroughly snowed under. Acting
is poor, and direction and pho7,

tography even poorer. Isra.

(In Italian; English Titles)

Starring Pierino Gamba, Italy's

nine-year-old musical prodigy, "The
Great Dawn" will have moderate
b.o. appeal for the art house trade.

Film, which is scheduled to follow
the grim "Open City" into the World
theatre, N. Y., following a two-year
run, Sept. 15, is built along more
conventional lines with artificial plot,

synthetic pathos and broad comedy
Although lacking in that continental
touch of realism, this offering is

marked by general production finesse
highlighted by an excellently record
ed score of longhair music.

Plot revolves around conflict -be
tween talents of young Gamba and
more materialistic goals of his grand-
father, an industrial tycoon who
tyrannizes the boy. Latter, however,
is secretly aided by a priest with a
flair for music and comedy, who or-
ganizes a fullscale orchestra for the
kid to conduct at an open-air con-
cert. In background, child's parents
are caught in a tragic swirl of events,
with the father, an unsuccessful com-
poser, taking a clown's job in Paris
and the mother unable to support
her son.
Melodramatic climax brings a su-

gar-sweet solution, with' the grand-
father finally accepting the child's
musical career and the parents hap-
pily reunited as the moppet achieves
a sensational success as a symphony
orchestra conductor. Musical score,
performed by the TtTeatro dell
Opera orchestra of Rome, includes
selections from Beethoven, Schubert
and Rossini.
Thesping job by youngster de-

volves mainly upon his Stokowski-
like antics on the podium, which
seem slightly overdone for a tyke in
kneepants. Solid supporting perform-
ances are turned in by Michele Ric-
cardini, as the priest, and Giovanni
Grasso, the grandfather. Renee
Faure and Rossano Brazzi are both
excellent in briefer roles, as the
boy's parents, and strike with genu-
ine force in one sequence where
Brazzi, with his clown's grease paint

still on, tenderly embraces Miss
Faure upon an unexpected encoun-
ter, Herm.

Shoe-Shine
(ITALIAN-MADE)

Lopert Films release o£ Paolo W. Tam-
burella production. Star* RInaldo Smor-
donl, Franco Interlenghi; features Anlello

.Mele, Maria Catnpi, Bruno Ortensl, Pacldco
Astrologo, -Francesco Do Nicola. Directed

by Clttorlo De Slca. Screenplay, Sergio

Amldei, Adolfo Franci, C. G. Viola, • Cesare
Zavattini; camera, Anchise Brizzl; English
subtitles, Herman G. Weinberg. Previewed
in N. Y. Running time, 98 MINS.
Giuseppe Rinaldo Smordoni
Pasquale Franco Interlenghi
Raffaele Aniello Mele
Arcangell Bruno Ortensl

Vlltoiio m Paclflco Astrologo
Clriola Francesco De Nicola
L'Abruzzese Antonio Carllno
Giorgio Enrico De Silva
Rlghetoo Antonio Lo Nigro
Siclliuno ....Angelo D'Amico
Staffera) A. Emllio Cigoli

Aw. Bonavino Giuseppe Spadaro
Commlssario P S Leo' Garavaglla
11 Panza - Lulgl Saltamerenda
La Chlromnnte -Maria Catnpi
La Mamma di Giuseppe. ..Irene Smordoni
Nunnarella. Anna Pedonl

(In Italian, English Titled

A senselessly grim ending ana the

depiction of brutalities which seem
more an exercise of the director's

whim than an integral part of the

story rob "Shoe-Shine" of its laurels.

Otherwise, this Italian-made pic

might well have garnered uniform
critical hosannas for its superb act-

ing and mature naturalism. Patrons
who enjoy beating themselves may
take a shine to it—but masochism as

b.o. lure is a doubtful quantity.

It starts off, smartly enough, as a
sprightly picture of the maneuvers
of two Italian gamins to buy a horse
for which they yen. In the near
background are soldiers, Rome and
sources of easy money as is their

army's easily blackmarketed equip-
ment. And for a reel or so, the
complex repercussions of their

presence on these gamins and their

elders make for informative and en-
tertaining fare.

But "Shoe-Shine" moves into the
clink when the lads are picked up
for handling stolen army merchan-
dise and consigned to the local big
house. When the iron doors clang
shut, a general gloom settles over the
pic as sufferings, harshness and mis-
understandings drive the youngsters
apart. Final, futile tragedy is the
accidental death of one moppet at

the hands of the other.
This pic makes a few feeble pass-

es but fails completely to explain
sensibly the needless brutalities in-

flicted on the jail's juvenile inmates.
It might have been logically latched
onto the war—but it isn't, and the
net is another bighouse pic which
could have localed any place in the
world. As such it's inferior to Hol-
lywood's more lavish inmate-and-
keeper stints.

Rinaldo Smordoni and Franco In-
terlenghi are topnotch in the lead
spots as the two youngsters. Maria
Campi plays superbly a bit part as
a dowdy fortuneteller in the best se-

quence in the film. All other roles
have the magic touch.

Lighting is uncertain and flickery.

Direction on details are surefooted
and carry a ring of verisimilitude.

The trees are okay; it's the forest
that's wrong. Wit.

Pageant of Russia
(Documentary; Color)
(RUSSIAN-MADE)

Artkino release of Documentary Film
Studios production. Directed by Sergei
Yutkevitch. Camera, V. Bobronltsky, S.

Semyonov. At Stanley, N. T., Aug. 9, '47.

Running" time, 50 MINS.

H'WOOD BRITISHERS '

SILENT ON 'RECALL'
Hollywood, Aug., 12.

With a quartet of British playeri
either en route to England or slated

to leave shortly, other members of
Hollywood's British colony are ret-
icent in commenting on the report
that Britain would call home her
own stars to pep up production
there.

Cary Grant is in England huddling
with Sir Alexander Korda on the
film he's scheduled to make there for
the British producer. Rex Harrison
and Lilli Palmer (Mrs. Harrison)
are currently training east for de-
parture to London. Former is slated
to star in 20th-Fox's "Escape."
Phyllis Calvert is due to return to
her native England at the end of
September after winding "My Own
Truce Love" and Paramount.

Peggy Cummins said she couldn't

say anything now on the subject and
declined further comment. She's
under a long term pact to 20th.

Deborah Kerr also refused to com-
ment. She came here seven months
ago and has just signed a seven-
year pact with Metro.

English Prods
; Continued from page 3

;

art director Alfred Junge returned
to England last month to map out the

production' after huddling with
Metro studio toppers on the Coast.

Ben Goetz, Metro's managing direc-

tor in Britain, also returned to Eng-
land last month to supervise the

start of operations. Film is to be

produced by Sidney Franklin.

Hal Wallis began production on

"So Evil My Love" iii England only

recently. With the picture already

before the cameras, he's expected to

complete it. Film, to be released by

Paramount, co-stars Ray Milland

and Ann Todd in line with the pol-

icy mapped out by J. Arthur Rank in

conjunction with Hollywood pro-

ducers of using a half-British, half-

American cast to give pictures draw-

ing power on both sides of the At-

lantic and help build up popularity

of British stars in the U. S.

RKO, which recently concluded

ftlmizatlon of James Hilton's "So

Well Remembered" in England, on

a 50-50 participation basis with

Rank, is also scheduled to lens

"Ivanhoe" there on the same kind of

deal. While RKO toppers have not

decided yet, it's believed probable

they'll follow Metro's line by post-

poning the film until the British

situation is clarified. "Remembered,"
co-starring John Mills and Martha

Scott, will be released in the U. S.

in the near future.

Advance production unit from

20th-Fox has arrived in England to

lay the groundwork for filming

"Escape" in that country. Whether

that film will go through as plafffied

has also not been decided.

"Pageant of Russia," a drawn-out
compilation of camera shots taken at

one of the Soviets' physical culture

demonstrations in Moscow, has an
appeal limited only to adherents and
Russophiles in general. Its chief in-
terest for the U. S. trade lies in its

superb color, a new process invented
by Soviet technicians which tints

the screen warmly.
Documentary has some impact as

a brilliant spectacle with its mass
processions and swirling flags of dif-

ferent Soviet nationalities; but basic
lack of variety in material soon dulls
the senses. Working from unusual
angles, crew of cameramen have
managed to squeeze all thjk.eye-fill-
ing surprises out 'of mass gymnastic
drills performed with remarkable
precision. Propaganda point is made
sharply by the narration which
stresses "the health and happiness"
of the population, and the film gen-
erally is a nationalistic display of
martial strength. Cutting into the
tilm's action are the inevitable,
countless shots of Generalissmo
Stalin smiling benignly on the par-
ticipants. Herm.

English Films Sets

New Los Angeles Outlet
Los Angeles, Aug. 12.

British films get a new outlet in

this area through a, deal for firstrun

showing of "Man From Morocco"
and "Thursday's Child" at the Uclan
theatre, Westwood. Deal was closed
by Ben De Dici, western head of
English Films, Inc.

The other local British outlet is

the
.
Beverly-Canon theatre, cur-

rently showing "The Great Handel,"
with "Dear Octopus" to follow.

'Escape' Still On For England
Hollywood, Aug. 12.

Production plans for "Escape" by

20th-Fox in England are still on, ac-

cording to studio, with company hav-

ing made no decision to halt pro-

posed start later in month. Rex Har-

rison, accompanied by wife, Lilli

Palmer, left Sunday night for New
York and are expected to embark

shortly for England to take over star

role in company's first British post-

war picture. William Perlberg, who

will produce, has been in London for

more than two weeks. Joseph Man- »

kiewicz is with him.
Perlberg left here four weeks ago

for Britain to huddle with English

trade unions on labor situation for.

the picture as well as on subject of

whether Mankiewicz was agreeable

to them as director of picture. This

still remains unsettled, according to

studio, with an English director to

meg film if Mankiewicz is forced to

bow out.

Columbia has called off produc-

tion indefinitely on "Royal Mail,

which was to have been filmed in

England, because of the British tax.

It. was to have had an all-British

cast and to have been directed by

Alfred Hall. Col. is not setting any

starting dates on future films until

the British situation is settled.

Buchman Quits Col.

Hollywood, Aug. 12.

Sidney Buchman, Columbia pro-

ducer, will check off the lot on com-

pletion of his latest picture. "To the

Ends of the Earth," formerly titiea

"Assigned to Treasury." .

Buchman joined Columbia five

years ago as writer-producer ana

later formed his own production unit.



Millions of bushels of food may rot in our fields this harvest

time, instead of being available to the markets of the world

— because of our shortage of freight cars. Here is a way that

thousands of cars can be freed for service— in a hurry.
• -

Are old-line managements asleep whilefreighUrains creep at a snail's pace

—

by agreement!

.A.RB you interested in the price of food?

Does it give you a twinge to see those pictures

of mountains of wheat piled on the ground

and potatoes going to rot—when there's a
desperate world food crisis?

The bottle-neck is our freight-car shortage.

But thousands of cars could be freed by a
single decision—if old-line railroad manage-
ments would act.

Don't Blame the War!

This is hard to believe, but it's true: we have
today only three-fourths as many freight cars

in our country as we had twenty years ago.

This shrunken fleet is now called on to handle

the greatest peacetime traffic in history. And
the war itself is not to blame for the shortage

—for in no single year from 1925 to the start

of hostilities did the railroad industry buy as

many cars as it junked. Twenty years is a

long time for even Rip Van Winkle to sleep!

What Can Be Done?

. There is at least one remedy that can be

applied at once—despite the steel shortage

and other difficulties in car-building. This

remedy requires no new equipment, no period

of time to work out—nothing but an act of

management:

Lift what appear to be agreements between

railroads that deliberately slow down many
freight trains!

Her* is an example. There are eight impor-

tant schedule routes by which you can ship "fast'*

freight from California to Chicago. These routes

vary in length as much as 450 miles. But, curi-

ously, the time schedule for each of the eight is

exactly 118 hours—and SO minutes!

Similarly, scheduled freight trains moving

west over the important routes from Chicago to

the Coast areas, despite great differences in ter-

rain and mileage, take exactly ISO hours --on

the nose!

Is This Free Competition?

Could it be that these schedules are fixed by

agreement? That the trains which could be

fastest are held back for the slowest—so that

no road can have even the slightest competi-

tive advantage?

Railroad men know that, in many instances,

a whole day could be cut off these schedules

between California and Chicago—if manage-

ments would simply order it. If that were

done, on these roads and on others, it would

ease the national car shortage at once!

There is good reason to believe that by

lifting deliberate freight slowdowns, on the

roads that still practice them, we could pro-

vide more cars this summer and fall than our

shops can possibly build. And, at this critical

time, every car that can be freed for service is

desperately needed!

A Call For Action!

The next few weeks will be the most impor-

tant ones in our food problem. Our wheat

crop is estimated to exceed any previous

record by 300 million bushels. It is even now
being piled in the fields—for want of cars.

If you feel as strongly about this as the

C&O does, write to your newspaper and
your congressman. Do it today while it is

on your mind.

Ask them to stir up Rip Van Winkle—and
tell him that time is short. Demand that our

trains be scheduled not merely to suit the

private deals of the railroads, but so that we
can make the best use, for the whole public, of

our shamefully depleted stock of freight cars!

The Chesapeake and Ohio Railway
Terminal Tower, Cleveland 1, Ohio
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Pitt Watches Harris Chain's Tryout

On Junior Scale; OtherXchange News
Pittsburgh. ¥

Trade watching with interest here

the revision in first-run scales by
Harris circuit's two first-ruri houses,

Harris and Senator, to provide
special price for juniors, between
the ages of 12 and 16. Previously

adult admissions were applied to

this group. They still pay 40c. from
opening to 12:30 P.M., but after that

until 5 o'clock it's 40c. instead of 50c.

and at night 50c. instead of 70c.

All other first-runs here refused to

go along on the policy, WB turning

it down on the Stanley and Warner;
Loew's for Penn and Ritz and Shea
for its Fulton. Similar downward re-

visions, of course, go in effect at

Harris nabe houses. Somethings
bound to happen, however, since in

some cases the neighborhood . scale

for juniors will be lower in down-
town houses than in some sub-
sequent-runs. Indies haven't in-

dicated yet which way they'll go, but
in competitive spots with Harris sec-

ond-runs they may be forced into a
like scale.

Allied to Fight St. Paul Tax
Minneapolis.

With an ordinance providing for a

5% city admission tax on all amuse-
ment places, including theatres, ap-
proved by St. Paul city council,
North Central Allied and the Minne-
sota Amus. Co. will circulate a peti-

tion asking for a referendum on the
tax, Bennie Berger, head of North
Central Allied,, announced. Tax also

will be fought in the courts as
"discriminatory," Berger said. Orig-
inally, the ordinance provided for a
10% admission tax.

New Orleans Shorts Unit

.

New Orleans.
Jack Auslet, veteran distributor

for independent productions here,
claims his newly organized Pelican
Picture Corp., will start shooting its

first short, Sept. 1.

.Company will produce shorts deal-
ing with New Orleans, history, reli-

gion, and sports. Distribution will
be via Astor Pictures.

Initial film wilj be built around
new Cajun Song "Arise," with Irv-
ing "Pinky" Vidacovich, local radio
musician in lead. -

S. E.

865 seats. Goldberg declared he
would hold the picture for a run, •

His statement created a big sur-
prise. Tristates has played Metro
pictures for years. And everybody
wondered how an independent with
a small theatre could yank such a
prize film.

Bob Smith Allied Director
Denver.

Bob Smith, Steamboat Springs,
Colo., exhib, was elected a member
of board of directors of Allied
Rocky Mountain Independent The-
atres. As approved at a recent
meeting here, ARMIT's new consti-
tution calls for a minimum of seven
directors and a maximum of 15 and
authorizes directors to name addi-
tional board members.

Lippert Buys Rio
Los Angeles.

Robert L. Lippert, head of the
Lippert Chain and veepee of Screen-
Guild Productions, bought the Rio
theatre, 600-seater in Rodeo, Cal,
Purchase increased the Lippert

string in California and- Oregon to
36 houses.
Al Keogh sold two Southern Cali-

fornia film houses to Sam Sosna,
former Kansas City exhibitor. Thea-
tres are the La Paloma, Encinitas,
and the Seville, Chula Vista.

•New Phoenix Drive-In
Phoenix, Ariz.

' Phoenix Drive-in Theatres, Inc.,

is building a new $100,000 house to
supplement "showcase.
New open-air theatre is going up

on a 20-acre field in the west end
of town, under supervision of Gar-
field Anderson. i

Theatre Owners Meet
;. Miami.

About 300 exhibitors and their
•wives are in Miami for annual con'
vention of Southeastern ' Theatre
Owners Assn. Conclave will run
through Thursday (14). Convention
hosts and co-chairman are George
Hoover (Florida) Paramount Enter-
prises general manager, and Mitchell
Wolfson, co-owner of the Wometco
chain. Toppers heading list of film
execs expected to attend include
Barney Balaban and^Spyros Skouras,

Omaha Indie Claims 'Hucksters'
Omaha.

Ralph D. Goldberg, owner of
State, Town and five nabes, on his
return from New York last week,
casually tossed a . bombshell into lo-
cal show business. He announced
he had purchased "The Hucksters"
and would play it in his State the-,
atre. This downtown house has only

" N. C. Wilby-Kincey Booker Quits
Charlotte, N. C.

Herb Schlesinger, booker for
Wilby-Kincey here, resigned as of
Aug. 16 and will move to New Or-
leans, where he will be with the In-
dependent Booking Office.
Jack Kirby, southern district man-

ager of Warner Bros., is here from
Atlanta on business with Ralph Ian-
n'uzzi, branch manager.

UA Sales Meet in Chi
Chicago.

M. B. Orr, United Artists western
sales manager, headed a threerday
sales meeting here last week with
sales heads attending from Chicago,
Milwaukee, Indianapolis, and Minne-
apolis. Orr was assisted by Rud
Lorenz and Ralph Cramblet. Cram-
blet was appointed Chi district man-
ager replacing Rud Lorenz, who is

resigning after 20 years with the
company. E. J. Stoller, salesman,
was upped to business "manager in
Minneapolis.

III. Town Finally Gets House
- St. Louis.

Delbert Wagner prepping his new
450-seater in Crossville, 111., for an
early opening. The, town has been
without a picture house for 20 years.

L. R. Ausbrook, Flora, 111., pur-
chased the Palace, West ' Salem, 111.,

from Neil A. Bannister.
The new 400-seater, being erected

in Auburn, 111., by Ray Mitchell and

his sons, will be opposition to the
American, owned by Mrs. C. G. Red-
ford.
Tom C. Tobin, East St. Louis resi-

dent manager for Frisina Amus. Co.,
received okay from Washington to
convert a store building into a film
house in East St. Louis.
Lacy K. Regan and Vincent G.

Malavick have earmarked $12,800
for a new house in Greenville, Mo.
Only other house is shuttered.
Tom Partain, owner of the Ohio in

Cave-In-Rock, 111., and Carl Humm,
plan a new 500-seater there.
Owners of three flicker houses, the

Kee, Wanee and Peerless, and sev-
eral niteries are expected to test the
validity of a tax. hike ordinance
passed last week by the town's City
Council to increase municipal reve-
nue. The tax for the flicker houses
and nite spots has been boosted
frprn $60 to $500 per annum. Other
license increases embodied in the
bilL^apply to juke boxes, taxicabs,
cigarette sales and pawn brokers.

Metro Aides Back From Meet
Contingent of Metro homeoffice

sales executives, led by sales veepee
William F. Rodgers, is due back at
the homeoffice tomorrow (Thurs.)
after attending a two-day Canadian
sales meet in Toronto.
Group participated in discussions

on Canadian sales problems and also
huddled on those changes expected
in the U.S. under the anti-trust de-
cree. Huddles were conducted joint-
ly by Henry L. Nathanson, prez .of

Regal Films, Metro's Canadian as-
sociate, and Ted Gould, Regal's gen-
eral salesmanager.
Accompanying Rodgers were as-

sistant general salesmanager Eddie
Aaron; homeoffice assistant Irving
Helfront; Jay Eisenberg, liaison be-
tween the legal and sales depart-
ments, and M L. ("Mike") Simons,
assistant to exhibitor relations chief
H. M. Richey and editor of the Dis-
tributor, Metro sales publication.
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2 L.A. Houses to Fox West Coast

.

Hollywood-
At a cost of $200,000, Fox West

Coast purchased outright the Loma
and Embassy theatres, formerly op-
erated on lease by the Fox West
Coast agency. New operation will in-
clude management of commercial
properties contained in parcels. Loma
was bought in the name of West
Coast Hollywood Theatres Corp., the
Embassy in the name of Mid-Cali-
fornia Properties, Inc., both Fox
West Coast subsids, through C. J.

Rapp, trustee of Rapp Estate, owners.
Theatres had been operated for years
under lease arrangements *ind leases
of both still had some time to go.

Snlderman RKO N. J. Chief
Edward Sniderman has been

named ^division manager of RKO
theatres in Trenton arid New Bruns-
wick, N. J., last week by Sol A.
Schwartz, RKOl theatres general
manager. Lee Koken, manager of
Keith's Flushing, moves up to suc-
ceed Sniderman as division manager
of Manhattan group, including Ham-
ilton, Coliseum, Regent and Alham-
bra theatres. Sol Sorkin, of Keith's,
Washington, D. C, takes over Ko-
ken's spot in Flushing.

Wellman Flans Ohio Drive-In
Youngstown, O.

Peter Wellman, Girard, O., who
operates several houses in Mahoning
Valley district, plans building a $75,-
000 Drive-In on north side here.
Lease on land is for 25 years.

'

Wellman also has incorporated
four small houses which he owns, as
PM Theatres, Inc. These include the
Fox and Home in Youngstown; the
Palace in Hubbard and the Palace
theatre building in Campbell. Well-
man leases the Campbell house.

Ex-Vauder Now Theatreman
Providence.

Dan Valadon, formerly of Dan and
Lora Valadon, vaude wire act, is
now assistant manager of the Capitol
theatre, Providence, R. I. He started
there as a doorman.
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Extra!

EUGENIE BAIRD

Fic Writer a Prof at Marietta
Marietta, O., Aug. 5.

Sam Winters Ettlcson, Hollywood
film writer, has joined the faculty

of Marietta College.

He will be associate professor of

speech, drama and radio,

Kearns Demands I

—

-

Continued from page 3 saaaa

to an American working man that

you can't work here."

Kearns used the testimony of E. J.

Mannix, vice-prexy and general

manager of Loew's, Inc., as a back-

board for bouncing his comments
against Hutcheson and other union
chieftains.

After Mannix was called to the

stand late yesterday (-11), Irving

McCann, committee counsel, sought
to lay the labor problem right in

his. lap by asking him to suggest

means of settling the dispute. Man-
nix demurred that studio's only in-

terest was to get a job done, that

"our trouble is to find out which
union is te do the job. There has
never been any dispute in regard to

wages and hours—the strike has
been strictly jurisdictional." He
added under leading questions from
McCann that settlement "rests en-

tirely in hands of international

presidents of the unions," and that

"all that stands in way is failure

of union heads to reach an under-
standing."

"Up to Walsh"

At this point the discussion ofu

Hutcheson's responsibility was
brought up, McCann interpolating

that "it is apparently up to Richard
Walsh of IATSE and Hutcheson to

discuss the matter across a table

and straighten it out." He announced
that local representatives of the
Conference of Studio Unions had
told him Hutcheson would be avail-

able to testify on Aug. 25, but that

the subpoena issued for him was
returned unserved.

Mannix corroborated testimony, in
giving complete history of studio

labor trouble, by B. B. Kahane, vee-
pee of Columbia. Kahane was on
the stand from beginning of the ses-

sion until late afternoon yesterday
(11). Reading from a prepared
statement and answering questions

by McCann, who quizzed him at

length as to who made certain labor
decisions, gave various orders and
issued various' directives, ending up
with remark to Kearns that the
"Taft-Hartley bill doesn't cover
enough ground and we need legisla-

tion to clip wings of some of these

men who have so much power." Mc-
Cann got a few laughs while ques-
tioning Mannix when he asked if

anyone working at Metro did not
belong to a union. Mannix replied

that he didn't and McCann ex-
claimed: "What, haven't you joined
the teamsters union yet?"

Hearing suffered somewhat from
faulty production, being held in a
small room so packed that even the
air-conditioning equipment couldn't
meet demands. During the morning
even many of the witnesses, there
under subpoena, were forced to

stand. In the afternoon McCann
succeeded in ousting some of the
spectators out of front row seats and
accommodating witnesses, including
Ronald Reagan, prexy of Screen
Actors Guild; Fred S. Meyer of 20th-
Fox, Herb Sorrel], Y. Frank 'Free-
man of Paramount, Charles Boren
and Pat Somerset. Even then Ed-
ward Arnold, former SAG prexy,
waited through the afternoon ses-
sion perched on a window sill.

|

MPA Strategy I

s= Continued trom page 1 I

ally to those Congressmen known to
be against the State Dept.'s policy of
continued financial aid to England
and to Congressmen from California,
the film industry's home state.

MPA hopes to furnish these Con-
gressmen with a good excuse to fight
the State Dept.'s policy, which must
be implemented by aid from Con-
gress. Such an excuse can .be used
to combat proposed changes in the
loan agreement, which will be
broached by a group of English
government representatives due in
Washington within the next few
days.

.

MPA is expected to have a job on
its hands in getting its point across
to the absent Congressional leaders.
Variety contacted the offices of the
two California Senators, Sheridan
Downey and William F. Knowland,
both of whom are out of town.
Neither office was at all familiar
with the tax or its implications.
Check of the offices of California
Representatives revealed The same
lack of knowledge on the subject.

Settle 20-Fox % Suit

Vs. Morris Theatres, 111.

Chicago, Aug. 12.

Settlement, for an undisclosed
amount, of suit brought against Mor-
tis Theatres, Morris, 111., by 20th-
Fox, for alleged withholding on per-
centage picts, was announced here
last week.

Similar suits by Paramount and
Columbia are still unsettled.

Dembow-UA
Continued from page 5 ,

Schwartz & Frohlich, counsel for
Chaplin. Mills is former general
manager of the American Society
of Composers, Authors and Publish-
ers, for which Schwartz and Froh-
lich are also counsel, which is how
he was brought into the UA picture
Grant is Miss Pickford's attorney.

Rattery was interim prexy of UA
for six years, until Sears replaced
him last week, and is a member of
the firm of O'Brien, Driscoll, Rafferty
& Lawler, general counsel for UA
Chalif is a New York attorney re-
lated by marriage to Miss Pickford.
Demhow was recently named by

Miss Pickford as her sales rep on
films she is making. He likewise
reps Boris Morros-William LeBaron's
Federal Films. He's been in the
industry since 1913, much of that
time as a Paramount circuit exec.

3 Big Matters

Up at IA Meet
Midsummer general exec board

meeting of the International Alli-

ance of Theatrical Stage Employees,
set for Aug. 18 in Boston, will have
three major policy matters up for
consideration.

Meeting, which will be presided
over by international prez Richard
F. Walsh. will formulate IA's attitude

towards the Taft-Hartley legislation,
which affects the closed-shop agree-
ments between the union and film in-
dustry.

. Number two agenda point before
the board is approval of the Anglo-
American plan for international ex-
change of film technicians. Walsh, re-
cently returned from a trip to Eng-
land, drew up the plan in conjunc-
tion with Tom O'Brien, British na-
tional secretary of the National Assn.
of Theatrical Kinematograph Em-
ployees, and execs of the British
Assn. of Cine Technicians Last
Thursday (7), five members of the
ACT arrived in the U.S. under the
exchange provisions of the plan for
work in Hollywood studios in order
to learn American film-making
techniques.

Third point .will be a .report
on the Hollywood jurisdictional
strike between the IA and the Con-
ference of Studio Unions to be made
by Roy M. Brewer, IA's internation-
al Coast representative. Simultan-
eously with the exec board meeting,
IA's New England district No. 3
will hold its annual convention in
Boston.

'Bootstrap Device'
Continued from page 4

American goods that were, not im-
posed on British productions. "While
the Trade Agreement," the brief de-
clares, "permits the U. K. to impose
an import duty upon importation of
American films, it is submitted that
it does not permit either nation to
use the form of an import duty as a
means of imposing a levy upon the
earnings of foreign films derived
from their internal distribution and
exhibition."

"The vice of the proposed new
levy," it states, "is that it would be
based not upon events occurring
down to the moment of importation,
but upon events occurring internally
after importation." In the present
case, the brief charges that import
duty as being "merely a nominal peg
upon which to hang a levy upon
earnings derived internally within
the U. K."

Quoting from the British-Ameri-
can loan agreement of 1946, the brief

states that the British Government
pledged not to apply exchange con-
trols so as to restrict transfers to the
U. S. of British film rentals earned
on American films. "These provi-
sions," it states, "represented the
very- heart of the financial agree-

ment," under which Britain received
a $3,750,000,000 loan from the U. S.

In face of this covenant, the brief

charges that the new levy was de-

signed to "check the flow of remit-

tances" by the more drastic means of

taxing away the rentals.

The method of taxation, the brief

states, is "more drastic than ex-

change controls, because blocked film

rentals can at least be invested in

Great Britain, but film rentals paid

over to the British Government in

taxes are forever lost. It would
scarcely seem that parties which had

agreed not to impose retrictions

could have understood that they re-

tained the right to accomplish the

same purpose by a more severe

method."

In summation, the brief states that

"the core of the matter is that, unfor-

tunately, the British loan" has proved

insufficient, in view of the rising cost

of tangible commodities purchased in

the U. S. But the proper answer to

the problem is not to single out the

American film industry by discrimi-

natory taxation of its British earn-

ings in order to conserve foreign ex-

change for purchase of other Ameri-

can commodities.

U-FLY SYSTEM Anywhere in the U.S.A.

$150 lit 24 hr«. — $100 2nd 24 hrs.

$50 3rd 24 hn. — $25 ea. 24 hri. thereafter.

170 M.P.H. CRUISING SPEED
4 PLACE. PLUS BAGGAGE

SEND NOW FOR APPLICATION
L ELAND AERO SERVICE, Riverside. Calif.

24 Hr. Phene: Riverside 3335
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WOR'S TALENT HUNT BLUEPRINT
What Price Prestige?

Now that NBC, in its present enviable SRO state, avowedly wants

to break out with a rash of public service-consciousness in a bid to

match the prestige performance of its top rival, CBS, question intrig-

uing the industry is how far the network's new program veepee, Ken
Dyke, will be permitted to go,

It's recognized! that Dyke has a particularly tough assignment. It's

not only a case of CBS having already established its prestige niche

with its sock documentary shows, but, with network time completely

sold out, the question arises: how can NBC justify its claims to em-
bracing public service radio in a big way when only 11 p.m. to mid-
night segments are open? The trade is not unmindful, too, of the

fact that the public service avowals come within a few weeks after the
..network yanked its No. 1 public service program, the NBC Symphony
Orchestra, out of its long-established Sunday afternoon time to make
way for the Ford commercial.

It's generally agreed-that, if NBC means what it says, it will have
no alternative but to fall in with the policy inaugurated last year by
CBS—cancelling out commercial shows in prime evening time in

order to expose its proposed public service programming to the widest
possible audience.

STREIBERT BARES

AFM Decision on A&C Musical Insert

Watched as Guide to Co-op Shows
The trade is watching closely for*

the outcome of current talks be-

tween ABC network and the Amer-
ican Federation of Musicians con-

cerning the web's bid to supplement
the upcoming Abbott & Costello co-

op program with music. The mat-
ter has already been taken up with
AFM prexy James C. Petrillo, with
latter tossing it into local jurisdic-

tional laps, in this instance the Los
Angeles local, since the A&C show
will originate from the Coast.

Up to now AFM has nixed musi-
cians on co-op programming, with
result that network co-ops to date

have been pretty much restricted to

news commentary programs and
gabfests. An AFM Okay for the A&C
program would thus give impetus to

the whole co-op programming ven-

ture, opening up new avenues for

musical shows, etc. NBC, for ex-

ample, is anxious to hypo its J'.obert

L. Ripley co-op program with musi-

cal inserts, but has been stymied by
the AFM edict.

If the musicians' union nixes the

deal, ABC will use a chorus on the

half-hour weekly stanza.

'Info' as Mutual Co-op?
Mutual is after "Information

Please" for its co-op lineup. The net

and Dan Golenpaul, owner of the

prestige package; who cut short a

trip to Europe to talk over the deal,

(Continued on page 35)

Borden Pulls Plug

On 'Arthur's Place'

Hollywood, Aug. 12.

• Borden is washed up with "Arthur's
Place" and the mythical eatery shut-
ters after its Sept. 12 broadcast.

Sponsor has been unhappy with
both show and its rating and has in-

structed Bill Lewis, radio head of

Kenyon & Eckhardt, to assemble
another program, a musical.
After first few weeks, Arthur

Moore was replaced as chief comic
by Jack Kirkwood, with Moore con-
centrating on production. Show
Plays out first cycle of 13 weeks.
Billing, however, remains with K &
E, which took over the account from
Young & Rubicam on the strength
of its pitch with "Arthur's Place."

Kate Smith Twist
If the American Federation of

Musicians lifts its present ban
on use of musicians on co-op
shows, it's expected to pave the
way for nighttime co-op spon-
sorship, via Mutual, of the top-

budgeted "Kate Smith Sings"
show. When last heard on CBS
under General Food auspices, it

was a $13,500-weekly package.
Currently the "Kate Smith

Speaks" noontime show is heard
co-op on Mutual and her 15-

minute disk jockey show with
Ted Collins on WOR (N. Y.),

slotted back-to-back with the
noon gab session, is on verge of
sponsorship, station execs say.

P&G BUYING 2 MORE

DAYTIME SERIALS
Procter & Gamble's multi-million-

dollar bankrolling of soap operas is

slated for further injection of coin in
me fall with the addition of two
more daytime serials to push the
company's comparatively new de-
tergent, Tide.
Benton & Bowles agency, which

"as the account, already has a new
Kwper scripted by one of its own
staffers, Roy Bailey, chosen for one
o f the Tide billings, and is shopping
wr another. Big problem of course

f
tn find satisfactory network time

wr the two items.
B&b also has just annexed P&G's

V-niPM. soao account, which may
further add to the agency's radio
Wlings.

Cash-On-Line

NewWeb Basis

For Army Shows
NBC and CBS, which up to now

have preferred to turn over cuffo

time for the Army Recruiting net-
work shows, rather than accept
coin, are ready to do an about face.

The webs figure that, with all other
media cashing in on the $5,000,000

U. S. Government appropriation ear-

marked via N. W. Ayer agency for

army recruitment, there's no reason
why they shouldn't get a chunk of

it, too.

As result, both NBC and CBS may
grab some of the Saturday' afternoon

football billings. It would mark the

first time that either network has
taken on sponsored football on a

seasonal basis. Last year the two-
way Army recruiting gridcasts (the

West Point games and the "Game
of the Week" ) went to Mutual and
ABC. Latter network presents a

problem, however, because of its

Saturday afternoon Texaco spon-

sored Metropolitan Opera broad-

casts. So Ayer agency put in a bid

to both NBC and CBS to accept the

coin.

Decisions in the case of both netr

works will rest on whether they can

line up the affiliates, since many of

them sponsor football during the fall

on a local basis.

Change of heart won't affec either

NBC's "Front and Center" on Sun-

|

day night summertime show or the

CBS "Sound Off" program, which

will continue on the cuffo time

basis. Because of limited budget,

the two other Army Recruiting

Shows, Guy Lombardo (Mutual)

and "Warriors at Peace" (ABC.i will

go oft during the 11-week football

season.

Knox Drops 'Danfield'

By GEORGE BOSEN

WOR in New York is in the pro-

cess of blueprinting one of the rpos,t

ambitious multiple-slanted programs
attempted to date aimed at develop-

ment of new shows and talent.

The move, inaugurated by station

prexy Ted Streibert, is cued to the

growing awareness within the indus-

try that radio is in the economic hot

seat; that unless new talent is found

as a means of widening circulation

economically for advertisers, the in-

roads made since the war by news-
papers, magazines and other media
will become even more pronounced.

Here's how WOR, in a series of

unprecedented moves, is coping with

the situation:

1. Station is embarking on an or-

ganized talent hunt expedition into

the grass roots sectors of the coun-
try in a move which will enlist the

aid of the nation's radio editors.

2. Station is enforcing a policy of

selling its own programs; In effect

"freezing" all its daytime segments
clear across-the-board to prevent
kicking around of programs before

they've had a chance to prove them-
selves and that have built a guaran-
teed following. If an advertiser

wants a quarter-hour or half-hour

time, he's got to buy the show that's

slotted there. Station says it will

limit its profit to 10% on program
sales.

3. In a move to encourage pro-
gram selling, particularly WOR-
btiilt shows, station has inaugurated a
"bonus system" for all salesmen
which will cover more than a dozen
shows.

4. Taking its cue from the re-

newed interest in talent-building
network shows such as the Arthur
Godfrey "Talent Scout" program
and the Eddie Dowling "Big Break"
NBC stanza, WOR is prepping Us
own locally-slanted program to spot-
light potentially-promising perform-
ers.

Talent-Search Division

Dick Pack, WOR's publicity chief,

has been designated by Streibert to

head up the talent-search division.

As such he'll be in constant contact
with the radio editors of newspapers

I

throughout the country, enlisting

their advice on local radio talent

that might be ready for bigtime
showcasing. Station realizes that it

may incur the ill feeling of station

managers who might feel they're be-
ing "raided," and otherwise might
tend to put the Mutual affiliates in

those towns in the doghouse, but
Streibert is going on the supposition

that no station would want to hold
back potentially promising talent or
prevent them from hitting the big-

time.

On the basis of talent selected by
the radio editors, the Program Board
of WOR Will listen to transcriptions

of the ' talent—including newscast-
ers, announcers, singers, dramatic
thesps, etc. — and those deemed^
worthy will be brought to New York
for an audition. If they make the

grade they'll get their own WOR
show, with prospects of a full Mu-
tual network buildup.

Mutnals 14.8% Nosedive Keynotes

4 Webs' Overall 4.5% Billings Slide;

CBS May Wind Up Only 1% Behind

New Program Brooms
Within the span of a single

month all the networks but
Mutual have taken on new pro-
gramming chieftains for a 75%
turnover in creative network
talent that will probably stand
as a record for a long time to
come.

In almost successive weeks
CBS announced appointment of
Hubbell Robinson, Jr.. to the
web's program post; ABC named
Charles "Bud" Barry as succes-

sor to Adrian Samish. and Ken
Dyke moved into the No. 1 NBC
program spot exited by Clar-
ence Menser.

Phil Carlin is Mutual's pro-
gram veepee—"and we're very
happy," says the network.

Harry James On

WMCA Agenda For

6-Hour Jockeying
WMCA, Nathan Straus' N. Y. indie,

is making like it's out to become
Gotham's No. 1 disk jockey haven.
Having taken on Tommy Dorsey's
new platter stanza for a total of 12

hours weekly, beginning in Septem-
ber, the station now is on the hunt
for two more disk jockeys. And one
of them, it's said, probably will be
one of Dorsey's band-batoning rivals,

Harry James.
Additions would give the indie a

total of six platter spinners and six

daily disking stanzas. Already twirl-

ing Wax on WMCA's air are Andre
Baruch and wife, Bea Wain, and Joe
O'Brien, with an early-morning
"Music Box" sequence. Dorsey's re-

corded disk jockey stint, teeing off

Sept. 8, will be broken into two Mon.-
through-Sat. segments, 10-11 a. m.
and 7-8 p. rri.

Reported plan being mulled by the

indie's execs is to block-program its

disk sequences into a solid six hours
dailj* of such stuff. Around the sta-

tion it's claimed the Harry James
deal is no further than the talk stage,

(Continued on page 36)

The story of what's been happen-
ing, coin-wise, in radio during th«
first half of 1947 and has been re-
sponsible for generating so much
anxiety among web officials, is re-
flected in the estimated billings for
the networks for the first five

months.
It shows how Mutual, for exam-

ple, took a 14.8% nosedive in gross
time sales in comparison with last

year, with CBS 5.2% below its '46

billings. The cumulative figure spells

out an overall 4.5% tobogganing in

billings for the four webs, with the
nosedive even more pronounced
(5.41 for the month of May.
Actually, however, the picture has

changed considerably during the
June-July-August period. Today
NBC is sold out, with nothing left

but station time. Despite its dras-
tic drop in billings for the first half
of '.he year, CBS spokesmen say
they'll wind up in '47 with only an
approximate 1% drop in gross time
sales from '46, with the new Camp-
bell Soup, Coca Cola and Chester-
field business principally respon-
sible for the renewed optimism.
And that optimism is reflected

pretty much down the line at all four
webs, although it would appear
there's a tough haul ahead for
Mutual in the face of its 14.8% drop
in bfz for the first five months of the
year.

Estimated billings follow:

For Slay
CBS ... $4,874,460 — 7.6

NBC 5,596,654 — 3.4

ABC 3.628,602 + 4.2

MBS 1,909,309 —15.8

Total

CBS
NBC
ABC
MBS

. ..$16,009,025

For First 5 Months

... ..$25,277,693

27.276,900

;.. 17.468,756

9,757,386-

Total $79,780,735

— 5.4

— 5.2'

— 2.7

— 0.8

—14.8

— 4.5

ABC network losgs a client oh

Aug. 31, when the Knox- gelatin out-

! fit drops sponsorship of the "Danger

|
Dr. Daniield" program. "Danfield"

1 is heard Sunday afternoons from 2

' to 2:30.

Knox cancels out after a full year

j of bankrolling the stanza.

NBC Reshuffle To

Hit lower Levels'

While from all outward appear-

ances things have settled down to a

calm at NBC in the wake of the ex-

ecutive realignment, there's still con-

siderable speculation as to the "lower

level" personnel shifts that are re-

ported pending.

These wil) probably take place,

particularly in the programming
division now. headed up by Ken
Dyke, and in Harry Kopf's sales sta-

tion relations departments. Nothing

drastic is contemplated, but in the

|

general shakedown there will be

j
divisional revamping o* personnel.

And with prexy Niles Trammell
and exec veepee Frank Mullen on

top of the NBC television opera-

tion, video developments arc like-

wise on tap.

Chesterfield Finds

Godfrey Satisfies

Arthur Godfrey has
.
put out the

SRO sign, and on the basis of a new
deal CBS has just concluded with
Chesterfield, it spirals Godfrey's in-

come into estimated $500,000 annu-
ally..

The eiggie outfit is plunking down
an additional $600,000 a year in or-
der to bankroll the Godfrey morn-
ing show on CBS clear across the
board. Chesterfield had been pick-
ing up the tab for the Monday,
Wednesday, Friday stanzas and has
now decided on the ftve-timcs-a-
week whirl.

Godfrey's Monday night "Talent
Scout" show, after a year a.s a sus-

taincr, is now bankrolled by Lipton
Tea. In addition his early morning
WCBS show has a flock of par-
ticipating sponsors.

CBS' Tear Begins at 40'

CBS' Documentary Unit is already
at work on next fall's schedule and
has slated as an October presentation

an ambitious 60-minute program
tabbed "Fear Begins at 40." Arnold
Perl will script.

Documentary will delve into the

economic, psychological and emo-
tional problems of people over 40.

and how they fit into a society

which makes no provision for the

vast majority of middle-aged.

Menser, Biow Talk

A Hiken Headache?
Clarence L. Menser, who was

dropped a.s NBC programming
veepee in the web's realignment of
top shelf execs, is considering,
among several other propositions, a
bid to join the Milton Biow agency.
As yet, however, Menser is refrain-
ing from any commitments. Specu-
lation a.s to where Menser would go
after his longtime NBC affiliation

has been rife since announcement of
his exiting.

If a Biow deal is consummated, It

would- raise some interesting points,
particularly in regards to the
agency's Milton Berle - Eversharp
show heard on NBC's Tuesday
nights. The Berle show, scripted by
Nat Hiken, who has also been Fred
Allen's chief scripter, has been one
of the sore spots in the multiple
NBC censorship wrangles during the
past season. And it's considered as
pretty much of a certainty that a
Menser alliance -with Biow would
automatically result in Hiken's de-
cision to scram the Berle show.

KREML RETURNING

TO MUTUAL FOLD
Kreml, which once was respon-

sible for a hefty chunk of Mutual's
billings via its sponsorship of Ga-
briel Heatter cross-the-board, is

again embracing the Mutual fold,

now th;d is has decided to abandon
bankrolling of "Sherlock Holmes"
on ABC.

There'll be a decision this week "

on Krerid's new programming setup,

being handled through Erwin Wa»ey
acency. Looks like client will pick:

up the tab on the 60-minute Martin
Block disk jockey ride on Mutual
and is also mulling the five-minute
cross-the-bonrd Billy Rose night-
time show.
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NBC Poll Reveals Wide Acceptance

Of Disk Shows by American Stations
NBC, which shudders at the

thought of contaminating its net-

work lines with plattered programs,
freely admitted on the basis of a

survey by its Radio-Recording Divi-
sion this week that transcribed

ehows have wide general acceptance
•with local stations and that, in fact,

there currently exists a market for

approximately 7,200 full-year waxed
program series.

Strong dependence upon e.t.'s for

a good share of their programming
was disclosed by station and com-
mercial managers of 1,015 .

stations

polled. The questionnaire, first of its

kind undertaken by the NBC Radio-
Recording Division, was sent out

early this summer in a view of de-
termining what kinds of shows com-
mercial managers think they can sell

to local advertisers and how m\| h
they will pay for them. Stations

were asked to indicate the degree of

their need for 31 types of programs.
Results show musical shows out

front in preference with 31% of the

votes, dramatic shows second with

27%, variety programs toird with
S2%, and juvenile series fourth with
20'",.

Stations emphasized, however, that

•while they offered a large market
tor syndicated programs, costs have
got to be in the low-budget brackets.

In a word, the stations want shows
»f network type and quality, but at

a cost within the means of local ad-
vertisers.

Total of 74% of the stations re-

ported they could pay from $1 to $5
per quarter-hour show; 18% said

they could pay $6 to $10, and ,8%
from $11 to $25. For half-hour
stanzas, 57% would pay from $5 to

$10, 22% from $11 to $25 and 21%
from $25 up.

Kid Programs Sought
Programs for children 3 to 8 years

eld were wanted by 69% of stations,

the other 31% saying there's no mar-
ket for this class of show. Five-
minute programs were desired by
60% of the stations.

As for length and frequency of

shows, most stations wanted 15-

minute airers either three or- five

times weekly and half-hour shows
once a week, with series running 52

While 62% of the stations liked to

have the announcer on the platters

give lead-ins and follow-ups for

local commercial announcements,
30% didn't like this procedure and
8% had no preference.
Laughter and applause from

studio audience on waxed stanzas

was preferred by 61%, while 21%
didn't want it and 18%, while 21%
didn't want it and 18% were indif-

ferent.

Execs of NBC-RRD say they ex-

pect to use the survey results in

helping them "chart future produc-

tion plans of the division.

Heidt Cutting Amateur

Show as Philip Morris

'Ignorant' Replacement
Hollywood, Aug. 12.

Horace Heidt cuts a record of his

new amateur show at CBS Saturday
night and if it passes muster with
network, agency and client (Philip

Morris), it will replace "Pays to Be
Ignorant" next month.
Plan is to travel show and use

local talent at each stop.

Each week winner will be carried

over until eliminated by studio audi-
ence applause. Heidt will also play
theatre dates with unit of best talent.

STANDARD OIL OF IND.'S

80G GRIDCAST SKED
Chicago, Aug, 12.

Standard Oil of Indiana will spend
around $80,000 on football broad-
casts this fall. The schedule calls

for 65 college and pro games over 11

stations. Deals were set through
McCann Erickson here.

Refiner's setup of games, outlets

and play-by-play callers as com-
pleted last week is as follows:

Chicago Bears: WIND, Chicago,
WQA, Moline and WDZ, Tuscola,
111.; Bert Wilson.
University of Michigan; WJR, De-

troit; Don Wattick.
University of Minnesota; WCCO,

Minneapolis; Halsey Hall.

University of Iowa; WHO, Des
Moines; Dick Yoakam.
University of Nebraska; WOW,

Omaha, KOLT, Scottsbluff, and
KODY, Cody, Wyo.; Tip Saggam.
Notre Dame, University of Mis-

souri and others to be determined
up to 100 games; KMOX, St. Louis;
Gene . Claussen.
University of Colorado; KOA, Den-

ver; Starr Yelland.
Buyers of broadcast rights report

that in a good many instances the
college athletic directors are asking
as much as 60% more than they
have been getting for the remotes.
Reason they give for the sharp tilts

is that their teams are up to full

prewar strength and that the public
interest in football will be greater
than ever this coming season.

NAB Sets AFRA

Code Talk Reps
The National Assn. of Broadcasters

has named its members to the in-
dustry committee to study mutual
problems arising out of the Ameri-
can Federation of Radio Artists net-
work code. No meetings have yet
been scheduled for the group, which
will deal only with general matters,
with no authority to act on specific

issues. The committee was created
under the compromise agreement
breaking the stalemate and averting
a possible strike during last year's
AFRA-Network code negotiations.

NAB reps to the committee, ap-
pointed by prez Justin Miller, are
Harry LePoidevin, of WRJN, Ra-
cine, Wis.; George j. Higgins, of
KSO, Des Moines; Linus Travers,
WNAC, Boston, and George M Bur-
bach, of KSD, St. Louis. AFRA
representatives, previously named,
are George Heller, executive secre-
tary, and Claude McCue, Ray
Jones, A Frank Reel, Clayton Coll-
yer, House Jameson, Jesse Messitte
and Alex McKee. Network reps are
Robert Swezey, of Mutual; Ernest
De La Ossa, of NBC; Joseph A.
McDonald, of ABC, and Frank White
of CBS.

Versatile Voict

DAN ALLISON
He owns one of KLZ's listenable

voices, is heard delivering commer-
cials, reciting the news and emcee-
Ing studio shows.

KLZ, DENVER.

FRANCES WILDER EXITS

CBS FOR COAST JOB
Frances Farmer Wilder is exiting

the CBS fold. The network's con-
sultant on daytime programming
since 1944, she will step out of her
present job Sept. 1 to become direc-

tor of the West Coast division of

Social Research, Inc., a firm special-

izing in industrial and human rela-

tions.

Miss Wilder, who also is prexy of

the Assn. of Women Broadcasters,

also is expected to resign from that

office concurrently with her de-
parture from CBS.
New job will take Miss Wilder

back to her old stamping grounds, as

she was educational - director of

Columbia's Pacific Network for six

years prior to being brought east

as daytime programming consult-

ant, i

A PARADOX. A PARADOX !

FCC Guy Holds Radio Stocks Till

FCC Gets On Its Socks

Washington, Aug. 12.

Strange paradox of an FCC Com-
missioner holding stock in a radio
station request was resolved here
last week when acting Chairman
Rosel Hyde accepted amendment of
the setup of the Northwestern Ohio
Broadcasting Corp. of Lima. The
amendment provided for withdrawal
of newly appointed FCC member
Robert F. Jones as stockholder in

the Lima bid.

Amendment also dropped name of

Edward Cooper, communications
consultant to the Senate Interstate

Commerce Committee. Cooper was
director of the corporation but
dropped out when he decided to stay

on with the Senate Interstate Com-
merce Committee after the Repub-
licans swept into power. Cooper is

a close friend of former Congress-
man Jones and, according to Jones,
taught him all he knows about the
broadcast field. Cooper also worked
closely with Senator Wallace White
on new radio legislation introduced
this spring.

At-the same_.iime,Jhe FCC skedded
the Lima bid for hearing here Aug.
28 along with the mutually-exclusive
applications of the Sky Way Broad-
casting Corp. and WOOP, Inc.

'Show of Week'

Decks Cleared;

AFRA Gives Nod
Don Stauffer's proposed "Show of

the Week" radio series, reported' in
last week's Vahiett as in the pre-
liminary stage, has been virtually

sewed up. The idea has been offi-

cially approved by the American
Federation of Radio Artists national
board and more than a score of the
top kilocycle stars have agreed to
participate.

The setup of the series is for the
sponsor to pay $2,500 a week to the
AFRA treasury, and pay the talent

of each program three-quarters of
its average fee, with a- maximum of

$15,000. Thus, the sponsor would
make money on the operation when-
ever the regular talent cost of the
selected "best" program costs over
$10,000 (nearly all the top shows
cost considerably more than that),

and the top talent budget for the
series would be $17,500 net, includ-
ing the AFRA fee. For that expendi-
ture the bankroller would be getting

top names in the officially-desig-

nated off stanzas.

One of the vital gimmicks of the
plan was set when the AFRA board
agreed to the formation of a joint
committee, to^which the union will
appoint representatives, to help ob-
tain sponsor clearance for the par-
ticipation of the various top stars
and otherwise assist on the series.

This and the other aspects of the
plan were presented to the AFRA
board by Stauffer, just before his
departure for the Coast. However,
the ad. exec has not yet revealed
which of the Sullivan, Stauffer, Col-
well & Bayles clients has agreed
to underwrite the series.

The program is to be a live, not
recorded, repeat of a regular broad-
cast, thus eliminating the necessity
for more than minimum script re-
write or extensive rehearsal. Jack
Van Nostrand, head of the Coast
office of SSC&B, will be the agency
contact on the joint committee and
Nat Wolff will be liaison between
AFRA and the agency.

Stauffer is reported to have al

ready obtained promises of coopera-
tion from Jim and Marion Jordan
(Fibber & Molly), Bob Hope, Jack
Benny, Eddie Cantor, Abbott &
Costello, Ozzie & Harriet, Ed Gard-
ner, Edgar Bergen, Red Skelton,
Ralph Edwards, Dick Haymes, Burns
& Allen, Hal Peary, William Bendix,
Jack Carson and Lionel Barrymore.

Meanwhile, AFRA still hasn't
decided how it will use the $97,500
annual income (39 weeks at $2,500),
but the union is said to be leaning
toward the establishment of some
sort of welfare and pension fund
for its membership.

'Meeks' in Sustaining Bow
Chicago, Aug.. 12.

"Meet the Meeks," which the Swift
Co. starts underwriting on NBC Nov.
8, will probably get a sustaining ride
at the network's expense, beginning
Aug. 23. Jules Herbevaux, program
chief of NBC's Chicago division, is in
New York discussing the proposition
with the network's sales and pro-
gram hierarchy.

Les Weinrott, who sold "Meeks"
through J. Walter Thompson, would
be in on the production of the sus-
tainer during the warmup interval.

Coast'sKOWL Makes Debut in Dead Air

Setting As Result of Union Squabble

BANNISTER MOBILIZES

AFFILIATES VS. NBC
Chicago, Aug. 12.

Group of NBC affiliates, chair-

maned by Harry Bannister; of WWJ,
Detroit, voted at a meeting in

Chicago last week to canvass the

network's 125 affiliated stations on

what they thought ought to be the

agenda wnen they get together at

the Ciaridge hotel, Atlantic City,

Sept. 11, prior to the NAB conven-

tion. The gathering last week was
an informal one, and it was agreed

that in the matter of topic selection

for AC it would be better to let the

overall affiliates suggest them than
blueprint them in advance.

The group that met in Chicago
last week consisted fof the most
part of the NBC affiliate committee
that organized some months ago to

oppose NBC's proposed new rules

for chainbreak announcements. That
committee made its report and dis-

banded three months ago. Following

last week's meeting, Walter Damm,
of WTMZ, Milwaukee, who was
among those present, said that he
considered the network^ idea oh
chainbreak restrictions as "just a

dead horse." The plan called for

limiting chainbreaks on NBC sta-

tions to one per hour.

Mutual Cops

Saratoga Race
Saratoga, N. Y., Aug. 12.

Mutual got a lucky break over
NBC here Saturday (9) in the radio
coverage of the 20th running of the
rich Whitney Stake. Because of two
foul claims on previous races during
the day, the rnain event, scheduled to

be run at 5 p.m., was moved back
to 5:20, so NBC was unable to clear

the network in time and had to pass
up the broadcast. Thus, Mutual had
an exclusive, with the pickup made
through Station WA"BY, Albany,
with chief engineer Al Sardi and
Harry Hults at the controls.

Clem McCarthy and Tom O'Brien,
who were present to handle the
event over a 158-station NBC hook-
up, did not learn of the postpone-
ment until 4:35 p.m. They hurriedly
phoned the network brass in New
York, suggesting that Edwin Tom-
linson's news stanza be moved up to
5-5:15 from its regular 5:15-5:30 spot,

and the race broadcast be switched
to the latter segment. But there was
insufficient time to arrange the
shuffle, NBC execs said.

McCarthy protested violently to
the Saratoga Racing Assn. officials,

arguing that the between-races in-
terludes should be telescoped
enough to ''permit the starting of the
Whitney Stake at 5 o'clock, as orig-
inally scheduled. But the racing
bosses ruled that in the interests of
the track patrons they could not
do so. McCarthy blistered at what
he said was the first time in 18 years
of racecasting that he had made a
futile trip to the course. He flared
even higher when the Whitney was
actually run off, when the outsider
Rico Monte beat Gallorette and the

(Continued on page 37)

CHI WIND TO TAKE OVER

MIDWEST BASEBALL NET
Chicago, Aug. J2.

WIND, Chicago, will take over
the business operation of the Mid-
west Baseball Network at the end
of the current baseball season. The
hookup, which consists of 11 Mich-
igan stations, is under the manage-
ment of Syl Aston.
An innovation at the time, the

MBN has for the past couple of
seasons been feeding the Chicago
Cubs play-by-play baseball games to
these stations. WIND, which holds
the radio franchise for the Cubs'
games and set up the network un-
der Aston's direction, has the fol-
lowing co-op arrangement with the
11 Mich outlets: for each game the
stations are required to give two
free announcements to Old Gold and
Walgreen, which co-sponsor the
games on WIND; the stations sell
two local announcements and to pay
for the costs of the line the net-
work sells four announcements to
national advertisers.

Hollywood, Aug. 12.
KOWL, new 5,000 watter, was off

air 12:30 noon Sunday for two-and-
a-half hours, 30 minutes after the
start of a celebrity-laden dedicatory
program. Dead air resulted when
four members of Local 45, IBEW,
walked off the job. Program, hail-
ing birth of the new indie, resumed
at 3 and ran till 8:45 (regular sign-
off time), when non-union help
were brought in to throw switch,
according* to IBEW spokesmen.
Station is slotted at 1,580 on the dial.

Owner Arthur H. Croghan, through
a spokesman, said he was holding
contract negotiations as late as 11

p. m. Saturday, and was given no
warning of shutdown. Said he has
hired only union help, and has no
intention of operating a non-union
shop. He charges IBEW and AFRA
of "trying to force a contract that
would work to very great disadvan-
tage to a brand new station, mak-
ing it run at a loss."

Unionists had another story. They
reported that the station went on the
air July 30 with part union, part
non-union crew. Transmitter help'
union claimed but studio help com-
pletely non-union. Talent partially

non-union. No agreement could be
reached between Croghan, IBEW
biz agent Roy Tindall, AFRA biz

agent Claude McCue on wages,
hours, working conditions up to Sat-
urday night. Negotiations were re-

sumed after station was off air, but
broke down again..

Unionists stressed walkout was
strictly voluntary on part of four
electricians who reportedly want no
part of non-union organization, arid

is not a strike. In middle is Gene
Autry, understood to be one of sta-

tion's heaviest investors, a four-card
man, AFRA, SAG, AFM and AGVA,
Autry is being sought by unionists

for a showdown with Croghan.

RWG NAMES STABILE

AS EASTERN EXEC-SECY.
James Stabile, an attorney who

has recently been working on liter-

ary and dramatic contracts in the
Authors League of America office,

has been appointed eastern regional
executive-secretary of the Radio
Writers Guild. He succeeds Michael
Davidson, who takes over a similar
assignment with the western re-
gional office, in Hollywood. Jean
Pettus continues as midwest re-
gional exec-sec, headquartering in

Chicago, and Roy Langham remains
as national exec-sec. '

Before entering the armed serv-
ices, Stabile was associated with the
office of Sidney Fleisher, Author'*
League counsel.

Chevalier Show Set For

Radio Lux Preem Oct. 2
Paris, Aug. 7.

Sales of French language time on
Radio Luxembourg is now over the
85% mark, with signing of 10 new
sponsors for September and October
start on the network. Most of the
new airers are 15-minute shots, ex-
ception being Perecygne, manufac-
turer of domestic dyes, with a five-

minute spot every second day at 7

a.m.

"The Roger Variety Show." star-

ring Maurice Chevalier^ a half-hour
program, is set to commence Oct. 2

for 13 weeks. Gallus, already on the

air with "Secrets of Champions," a
weekly sports feature Wednesdays
at 8:35 p.m., will sponsor a second
series, a musical show with Pierre

Ferrari, Montmartre cabaret celeb,

as the star.

Matho and Egsa, two of the lead-

ing wine-makers of France; Dr.

Pierre dentriflce, and Coq Hardi, a
children's magazine, are among the

other new sponsors.

Howard Vice Cavallaro

For 'Sheaffer Parade'
Chicago, Aug. 12.

Eddy Howard takes over the Car-
men Cavallaro spot on the "Shaeffer
Parade" over NBC, Sunday. Sept.

14. Show will feature Howard as a

vocalist, plus his orchestra. First

three broadcasts will originate from
Coast and then program will move
to Chicago.

After first of the year stanza will

air from wherever Howard will be

playing. Contract is for 52 weeks,

with the usual 13-week options.

Howard is currently at the Ambas-
sador in Los Angeles.
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RECORDED SPOTS TAKE BEATING
LS/MGghty) F(unny) Tune

This is the sequel to the "Case of the Man Who Knows," the bass

drum and the Lucky Strike commercial. It started about six weeks

ago when Foote, Cone & Belding execs' kicked up a considerable to-do

-about laying their hatjds on a 30-inch, bass drum on behalf of its

LS/MFT client.

For the better part of a day there were consecutive huddles with

NBC programming and sales execs, a desperate but futile attempt to

persuade the network to relinquish it's NBC Symphony Orch bass

drum so that it could1 be flown to the Coast; a store-by-store hunt
throughout N. Y. city and in Chicago, and finally the locating of the

instrument on the Coast—the one that's been heard for the past month
and a half as accompaniment to the "Man Who Knows" commercial
copy,.and which finally disappeared from last Sunday's (10) commer-
cial on the Jack Paar show.

FC&B says there won't be any more drum; that it was just an
experiment that fizzled.

FCC Repeats Warning VsJale Of

StationTime Blocks to Ad Agencies
Washington. Aug. 12. *

Another warning was issued yes-

terday (Mon.) by the FCC against

jadio stations delegating responsibil-

ity for material broadcast over their

facilities. The statement was not an
expression of new policy, but rather

an emphasized reiteration of long-

tstablished Commission philosophy.

Its theme ran through the Blue Book
issued by the FCC more than a year

ago.

The Commission did not cite any
stations' or commercial firms in its

warning, but announced merely that

It "recently received information"

that "several" contracts had been
signed for the sale of blocks of sta-

tion time to advertising agencies.

•The statement said that "the latter

in turn sold the time to participating

sponsors, arranged the programs for

certain periods, selected the talent

when used, and in some instances

(Continued on page 34)

WJZ'sl65G Crawford Deal
WJZ, N. Y. facet of. ABC, hooked

onto a choice chunk of billings last

week with the signing of Crawford
Clothes, via Al Paul Lefton a'gency,

to sponsor both the "Headline Edi-
tion" and Martin Agronsky cross-

the-board stanzas for the next 52

weeks.
Time cost alone for the 10 quarter-

hours weekly amounts to $165,000
for the year.

Schwerin Pre-Test

In New NBC Whirl
Horace Schwerin's pre-testing-

while-you-wait system of analyzing
the quality of radio programs looks

like a solid fixture at NBC. Network
this week renewed its contract with
Schwerin, who began testing NBC
shows a year ago. New pact runs
until the end of '1948—with option

rights for five years.

New angles, however, is that, while
NBC until now has reserved
Schwerin's Reactocaster unto itself

and its own clients, the researcher
under his new deal with the net is

permitted to take on clients any-
where in radio, regardless of what
networks or stations they use.

About 10% of Schwerin's show
testing during the past year has been
for clients other than NBC, who

. were, however, sponsors of NBC
shows. Prospects are, its said, that

somewhere around 50% of his pro-
gram analysis during the coming
year will be for non-NBC clients.

Expansion of Schwerins testing op-
erations to Chicago and the Coast
also is contemplated. Tests in these
cities as well as New York will be
conducted in NBC studios.
Extent to which Schwerins opera-

tions have mushroomed beyond the
NBC fold already is shown in a list

Of clients for whom he has tested
shows in the past year or currently

. , (Continued on page 38)

Hooper s 5 'Basks'

As Summer Cure
New York.

Editor, Variety:
Summer radio is not being sold

short by the Hooperating's failure

to measure resort audiences. Let's

look.at the record. We publish sta-

tistics on this very point. There is

even a Hoopfrreporting word for it,

"Radio's Recruiting Efficiency." It

is defined as the percentage which
is listening to the radio in the Avail-
able Homes - (where someone is

home, not "on vacation" and an-
swers the phone). In mid-February,
1947, Evening Recruiting Efficiency

stood at 41%. For July 30, 1937, the

figure was 26%. . While this abrupt

(Continued on page 38)

L BIZ

IN 75% IIP

Labor Laws, Disk Setups Cue Bright

Fireworks for AFRA's 8th Anni Meet

GE Decides on Mon. Nite

* NBC Slot for Waring
General Electric has definitely de-

10:30-11

der with the web for the time.

Deal between GE and Waring has

been straightened out and show tees

off Oct. 6.

t
Chigj^b. Aug. .12.

The recording of spot ahnouncd-
ments by regional- advertisers..'.)^
fallen off at least 75'; since March
of this year when the new AFRA
rates became effective.

Agency and recording executives, ! cided on the Monday night

who seemed pretty much agreed on ! NBC slot for
this estimate- when canvassed last

week, did point put, however, that
the jacked-up rates have had scarce-
ly any diminishing effect on the
spot-cutting appropriations of major
advertisers. Radio's loss of these
small regional advertisers . who de-
camped when the rates when up
80% as compared to 1943 became,
say the agency men, the smalltown
newspaper's gain. .

The exit of these small regional
advertisers from the recorded an-
nouncement picture has cut deeply
into the income of AFRA members
as well as the recording studios and
several small ad agencies. Most of
the major national advertisers do
their spot cutting in New York and
the Coast, and what prosperity the
joint Chicago factors have enjoyed
the past seven years from recording
work has been in the main from
midwest distributors, such as bakers,
packages groceries dairies and brew-
eries. Theirs was.the use of a limited
number of stations and so long as the
recorded jingle and dramatized
commercial had an economical angle
these small regional victualers kept
sticking along with radio from year
to year.

The blow to this type of business
wouldn't have been so sharp, the
recorders say, if the AFRA tilt

hadn't come at practically the same
time as the AFM boost in rates 50%
for transcriptions and about the time
when easy advertising money was
leveling off. Another facet that
seemed to scare off the regional ad-
vertiser was the provision in the
new AFRA contract which required
an additional payment of $4 per an-
nouncer or actor if the recorded
plug were used again after six

months. The practice had been to go
on broadcasting the same jingle of
enacted plug until they wore out
their effectiveness.

W. E. Long Hardest Hit

Hit about the hardest by the re-

treat of the small midwest distribs

(Continued on page 38) .

Largely because of recent action

by Congress, the eighth annual na-
tional convention of the American
Federation of Radio Artists

1

, opening
tomorrow (Thlirs.) at the Astor
hotel, N. Y., will be the most heavily
attended in the union's history. Well
over 200 delegates from nearly all

[

the organization's local chapters will
its fall Fred Waring

j

be prosent . From indications, almost
show, having already placed an or- 1 half the business of the sessions will

Choice FM Grants

Grabbed; FCC Oks

N.Y., Del Tickets
Washington, Aug. 12.

FCC's cupboard of coveted FM as-

signments in the big markets is al-

most bare as result of Commission

action last Thursday (7) which saw

all Class A slots doled out in the

New York metropolitan area and
the last of the allocated Class B's

handed out in several other towns.

Nine New York area winners in-

clude: Union Broadcasting Co., Eliz-

abeth, N. J.; Harold Bishop, Green
Brook Township, N. J.; Newark
Broadcasting Corp., Newark; Chanti-
cleer Broadcasting Co., New Bruns-
wick; C. H. Winans Co., Watchung,
N. J.; Coastal Broadcasting Co., Bay
Shore, N. Y.; Radio New Rochelle,
New Rochelle; Harry D. Fornari,
Mineola, N. Y.; American Quartz
Labs, Inc., Yonkers.

Last of the metropolitan-sized FM
slots in the Detroit area went to the
Lincoln Broadcasting Co., and the
Woodward Broadcasting Co., Detroit
and to Suburban Broadcasters, Dear-
born. Supply of Class B's in the
Norfolk area was also exhausted
with grants to the Commonwealth
Broadcasting Co. and Western Mary-
land Broadcasting Corp., both in

(Continued on page 34)

be devoted to confabs about the
Taft-Hartley and Lea Acts, both of
which place Severe restrictions on
labor organizations.

Delegates from various parts of

the country have been arriving in

New York since over the weekend,
with the bulk of the inllux slated for
lato today (Wed,) and early tomor-
row. The convention will officially

open at 2 p.m. tomorrow with the
registration of delegates and will get
down to business at 6 p.m. with a

! meeting of the national board.
Morning, afternoon and evening ses-

|

sions will continue through Friday
j and Saturday (15-16) and the con-
vention is scheduled to close late

Sunday afternoon (17).

The top social event during the
conclave will be the buffet supper
and dance, to be'tossed by the New
York local board for ' all the dele-
gates, followed by a huge party for
all New York members and the dele-
gates, Friday night in the Grand
Ballroom of the Astor. A. reception
committee, representing the New

(Continued on page 36)

Fall Lineup of Coral Network Programming
The between-season jockeying among sponsors is practically ended. While there will undoubtedly

be a few additional changes on tap, the following table shows how the four-network commercial pro-
gramming picture will look when the curtain goes up on the '47-'48 season.

Also listed are the return dates for shows currently on vacation, and for new programs, such as the

brace of Coca-Cola stanzas. Ford Theatre, the new Old Gold show, etc.

CBS NBC ABC MBS
SUNDAY Sustaining RCA Show Sustaining Sustaining

2 PJH. (RCA) (Knox Cancels 8-31)

2:30 Sustaining Harvest of Stars Sustaining News
(Int. Harvester) (Co-op)

Here's to You
(Hires

)

* Sustaining

3:00 Sustaining Sheaffer Parade
(Sheaffer)

Lassie
(Morrell)

Sustaining

Ed. McConnell
(H. C. Cole)
(10-5)

Garry Moore Into Baker's

'Take It-Leave It' Spot
Successor to Phil Baker on Ev'er-

snarp's "Take It or Leave It" has
finally been resolved, with Garry
Moore getting the nod. He takes over
on Aug. 31. with show moving to the
Coast after a several-week N. Y.
origination. Moore's weekly tab is

$2,500.

Which means Moore joins his ex-
Rexall mate. Jimmy Durante, in the
Switchover from CBS to NBC. ("Take
l
)

now has a Sunday night NBC
Slotting." CBS had been hopeful of
« least salvaging Moore in the flock
01 personality moveovers to NBC
0ver the past few months.

3:30 Sustaining "One Man's Family"
(Stand. Brands)

Sustaining Juv. Jury
(Gen. Foods)
(9-7)

4:00 Sustaining Quiz Kids
(Miles)

Sustaining House of Mystery
(Gen. Foods)

4:30 Hour of Charm
(Electric Cos.)

(9-7)

Sustaining Sustaining True Detective
(Williamson Candy)

5:00 Family Hour
(Prudential)

Ford Theatre
(Ford)

Darts for Dough
(Dr. Pepper)

The Shadow
(D. L, & W.)

5:30 Jean Sablon
(Warner)

Sustaining

(Ford)
(10-5)

Counter Spy
(Univ. Match)

Quick as a Flash
(Helbros)
(8-31)

6:00 Ozzie & Harriet

(Intl. Silver)

(8-31)

Sustaining Pearson
(Lee Hat)

Mon. Morn. Headlines
(Seeman)

Those Websters
(Quaker Oats)

6:30 Percy Faith

(Coca-Cola)
(8-17)

Ellery Queen
(Amer. Home)
(8-3)

Greatest Story
(Goodyear)

Nick Carter
(Cudahy)

7:00 Gene Autry
(Wrigley)

Jack Benny
(Amer. Tob.l

(8-29)

Sustaining Sherlock Holmes
(Trimount)

Affiliates Would

Copy 'CBS Views'
Having established itself as prob-

ably the most provocative airer oh
the CBS ' schedule, the Saturday
afternoon "CBS Views the Press"
program, inaugurated by Edward R.
Murrow and heard on WCBS in
New York, may soon have its coun-
terpart on other key stations of the
Columbia web.
Several other CBS stations are

currently auditioning some of the
platters of the WCBS Don Hollen-
beck show with a view toward adapt-
ing the program to local needs.

That's what CBS had hoped for in

the first place. It knew that it was
going off the deep end by whipping
up a show that would take the New
York press over the coals. Subse-
quent mail and reaction have backed
up the network's faith that it has
sunk its teeth into an imaginative
bit of programming. And it would
appear now that some of the affiliate

stations are willing to take the rap
for similarly o.o.'ing the local ga-
zettes.

Decisions will probably hinge on
whether the stations can . come up
with personalities who can give it

the same skillful treatment as Hol-
lcnbeck. Because of its intensive
probing and research, the program,
incidentally, requires the fulltime
services of three men, in addition to

Hollenbeck.

Dramat Series Planned

From Leftover Data On

CBS' V-E Anni Program
CBS' long-heralded "We Went

Back" V-E anni documentary show,
which will go on the network to-

morrow (Thurs.'l night in Jhe 10 to

1 1 period, represents the herculean
task of reducing -60 hours of re-
cordings to 60 minutes. As such it's

the most expensive and ambitious
venture attempted to date by the
web's Documentary Unit.

CBS thus finds itself with a
wealth of material on its hands,
efficient to document at least half
a dozen other dramatic shows. It

will be turned over to the news
department and plan now is to util-

ize the material for a series of stan-
zas dramatizing the plight -of the
people in Europe and in the Pacific
zones,

\

There will be 56 separate recorded
spots on tomorrow's program.





H —

Studio One':
We began* with material we could be sure of A classic story

like "Carmen." A new one like "To Mary With Love." A play

like "Bill of Divorcement." In every case, dramatic material:

tested, established, certain in quality.

We got for it a devoted
j
attention to pace and punch; bril-

liant, fluent, radio production. . .certain in quality: Fletcher Markle,

the producer; Agnes Moorehead, Everett Sloan, and dozens of

other top performers, the actors.

And We took a full hour. Time to develop the full impact

of the drama, the full measure of its action and people.

We called the program "Studio One"; a fresh concept

of dramatic quality in radio ...

••and captured the country!

"Studio One" doubled its audience in 60 days!

And did it, slotted against the top comedy program on the air,

against the regular seasonal decline in "ratings."

Just as significant. . .here was something on which the Nezv

York Herald Tribune, PM and Billboard could all agree! They

said here was great radio ... as did everyone else! \ . . ambitious

and intelligent drama." "Sloan's portrayal every bit as good as

- Barrymore's. .

.

" "Mighty bold. . . adult radio.

"

Adult and popular! 60 minutes of radio that holds a great

audience- enthralled. 60 minutes of focussed listener attention:

a super hour for a sponsor who wants to go deep into the

American mind; who wants to ,turn listeners* into friends, and

friends into customers . . . fast!
*Only three months ago

A CBS PACKAGED PROGRAM



Waiving of AVCO Procedure by FCC

In WKBW Case Renews Industry

Drive for Outlawing of the Setup
Washington, Aug. 12. <

NAB and industry lawyers are

toying with the idea of launching

another broadside against the FCC's
AVCO procedure which calls for.

a

60-day waiting period and open bid-

ding on all stations up for sale. Sit-

uation has taken on momentum in

recent weeks with the announce-
ment of the distress sale of WQQW,
Blue Book indie here.

Radio men point out that in pres-

ent situation when stations are

losing money and anxious to sell

quickly, AVCO rule can be a hard-

ship pn both buyer and seller. They
would like to see the rule com-
pletely junked or at least not in-

voked where - stations are losing

money.
FCC last Thursday (7) in one of

the first cases of its kind, waived
its AVCO procedure in the proposed

sale of station WKBW, Buffalo to

the Churchill Tabernacle of Buffalo

for approximately $375,000. The
Commission explained, however,

that the rule was bypassed here

because oi unique circumstances

and the case is not apt to be a

precedent. Fact that the Church
was the previous owner of WKBW
and that the two were involved in

litigation over FCC interference

•with long-standing contracts was re-

sponsible for the FCC change of

heart here.

Industry talk has it that the

AVCO procedure—like the Blue
Book—had a place in the. lush war-
time days when stations were piling

in the dough with little or no new
competition. Now, as they see it,

both FCC innovations . are headed
for the rocks. •

-

Case of WQQW is cited to show
the changing trend in radio. Here,

the station is losing several thou-

sand dollars a month and rumors
are flying to the effect that at least

two other daytime indies in the

area are also ready to talk sales.

WQQW stockholders meet here Aug
18 and presumably will choose the

highest bidder.
Delay Costs Money

At least another two and a' half

months will elapse before FCC
under the AVCO procedure, actu

ally okays the sale and a buyer
can take over. In the meantime,

more money is lost, sales contracts

expire without opportunity for the

purchaser to re-negotiate them and
and the buyer has the uncomfort-

able feeling that two months from
now the property he is buying may
rate a different spot in the D. C.

market.
On the other 'hand, FCC men

say that the AVCO rules are not

on the books to protect the stations

but are to give anyone a chance to

prove his qualifications as a

buyer.
Only exceptions FCC has made in

applying the AVCO rules to date

have been in transfer of stations

through estates and inheritance. It.

was believed, however, in view of

the opposition of the Senate Inter-

k state Commerce Committee to the

& p v e s e nt sales procedure and
W changing condilions in radio, more
W waivers can be expected in the

future. Sen. Wallace White's new
radio bill would have outlawed the

AVCO procedure. This was one of

the lew provisions which had the

support of the industry and NAB.

Mutual Adds New Duals
Mutual network expansion ap-

parently isn't restricted to romanc-
ing additional affiliates.

Within the past month four sets

of twins have cropped up among
MBS personnel in New York—Les
Nicholas in the news room; Herb
Rice, production manager; George
Westby, in the auditing dept., and
'Walter Van Bellen, in sales promo-
tion, being the happy fathers.

In addition, a second set of twins

was born recently to wife of Tony
DeSanctis, in station relations.

Cactus Network
Pecos, Tex., Aug. 12.

Three west Texas stations have
combined to form a regional web to

be known as the Cactus Network.

Stations are KIUN. here; KVKM,
Monahans, and KVLP, Alpine. All

are Mutual and. Southern Network
affiliates.

Plans call for broadcast of special

events at present, but future plans

call for a daily program schedule.

JACK LAWRENCE
Them what has gets!
Following his smash hit, "LINDA,"

the record - boys are "grooving"
Jack's two new songs, "HAND IN
HAND" (Morris Music) and "t'LL
HATE MYSELF IN THE MORN-
ING" (Chappell).

'Cy" Lariglols, Lan£-Worth prexy,
has signed Jack to a second series

of transcriptions for its 450 station
affiliates.

LANG-WORTH, Inc., New York.

Fall Lineup of Coral Network Programming
(Continued from page 27)

7:30

CBS
Blondie

* (Colgate)

NBC
Band Wagon
'(Fitch)

(9-28)

ABC
Sustaining

MBS
Brighter Tomorrow
(Mut. Benefit)

8:08 Sam Spade
(Wildroot)

Charlie McCarthy
> (Stand. Brands)

(8.-31)

Sunday Evening Hour
(Reichhhold)
(11-12)

Sustaining

8:55

Crime Doctor
(Philip Morris)

News
(Luderis)

Fred Allen
(Stand. Brands) .

(10-5)

Sunday Evening Hour
(Reichhhold)
(11-12)

Jimmv Fidler

(Carter) .
*

9:00 Corliss Archer :

(Campbell)
Merry-Go-Round
(Sterling)

Winchell
(Jergens)
(8-31

V

Louella Parsons
(Woodbury

)

Sustaining

9:30 Tony Martin
(Texaco)

Album of Music
(Sterling)

Theatre Guild of the
Air

Jim Backus
(Pharmaco)
(9-21)

10:00 Reporter at Large
(DeSoto)
(9-28)

Take It or Leave It

(Eversharp)
Theatre Guild of the

Air
. (U, S. Steel)

(9-7)

Sustaining

10:30 Sustaining Big Break
(Adam)

Jimmy Fidler
(Carter)

Sustaining

MONDAY
7:00 P.M. Mystery of the Week

(P&G)
(8-25)

Supper Club
(Liggett-Myers)

Headline Edition
(Co-op)

Fulton Lewis
(Co-op)

Jack Smith
(P&G)
(8-25)

News
' (Miles Lab.)

Elmer Davis
(Co-op)

Sustaining

7:30 Bob Crosby
(Campbell)

Edward Murrow
(Campbell)
(9-28)

Manor House Party
(McLaughlin)

Kaltenbom
(Pure Oil)

Lone Ranger
(Gen. Mills)

Henry Taylor
(Gen. Motors)

Inside of Sports
(Bayuk)

Canada Pressing

For U.S. Exchange
Charles Delafield, supervisor of

exchange programs for Canadian
Broadcasting Corp., was in N. Y.
from Toronto last weekend, primar-
ily to look into an exchange service

on programs between CBC and U. S.

nets and indies. He was also check-
ing on reception of CBC shows al-

ready being aired here, such as Con-
cert of Nations on NBC, Latin
American Serenade on Mutual and
"It's a Legend," on indie WNEW,
N. Y.

His hunt for a more adequate ex-
change of material between Canada
and the U. S., Delafield said, was
stymied in part by the indefinite sit-

uation at the networks due to recent
administrative changes at NBC and
CBS, and he'll be back in the fall for

further confabs. American networks
are interested in their own stuff

primarily, he added. But Canadian
producers and talent are anxious to

have a U. S. hearing, particularly in

N. Y., and are pressing. Delafield
was hopeful, on his next trip, to line

up some Canadian shows for N Y.
for the winter.
CBC, he said. Was interested in

new treatment of children's scripts,

and he took back several such
scripts from WNEW.

8:00 Inner Sanctum Cavalcade of America Lum 'n' Abner
(Emerson) (Du Pont) (Miles off Sept. 29)

(9-1) —

—

' Sustaining

Sustaining

8:30

8:55

Talent Scout
(Lever)

Voice of Firestone
(Firestone)

Sustaining

News
(Johns-Manville)

Charlie Chan
(Pharmaco)
(9-29)

9:00 Radio Theatre
(Lever)

Telephone Hour
(Bell)

Sustaining Gabriel Heatter
(Carter)

Real Stories

(Whitehall)

^9:30 Radio Theatre
(Lever)

Dr. t Q.
(Mars)

Sustaining Sustaining

10:00 My Friend Irma
(Lever)
(9-8)

Contented Program
(Carnation)

Drs. Talk It Over
(Amer. Cyanamid)

Sustaining

Hunting and Fishing
Club

(Bloch)

10:30 Bob Hawk
(Reynolds)

Fred Waring
(Gen. Electric)

Sustaining Sustaining

TUESDAY
7:00 P.M. Mystery of the Week

(P&G)
Supper Club
(Liggett & Myers)

Headline Edit.

(Co-op)
Fulton Lewis
(Co-op)

Jack Smith
(P&G)

News
(Miles)

Elmer Davis
(Co-op)

Sustaining

7:30 Bob Crosby
(Campbell)

Manor House Party
(McLaughlin)

Green Hornet
(Gen. Mills)

Arthur Hale
(Richfield)

Ed. Murrow
(Campbell)

Kaltenbom
(Pure Oil)

Inside, of Sports
(Bayuk)

NAB KNOWS ON WHICH

SIDE PRESS BUTTERED
National Assn. of Broadcasters ap-

parently intends to make as nearly

|
sure as possible that the press gets

|
off on the right foot at the Atlantic

;City convention next month. Press
boys will be guests at an NAB cock-
tail party the Sunday afternoon pre-

ceding the opening day, Sept. 15. In

addition to briefing on press accom-
modations* the scribes are expected
to get the opportunity to buttonhole
prexy Justin Miller and other NAB
toppers on confab prospects.

Some of the general details for ac-

commodating the press, distribution

of releases, etc., were worked out

last week at the shore by Robert
Richards, NAB public relations chief,

and his aides. Among those on hand,
giving the convention hall a prelimi-

nary looksee, were Earl Mullen, ABC
publicity director; Frank £uzulo, as-

sistant Mutual flack chief: Johnny
Johnstone, NAM publicity boss, and
Jim Cox, of Broadcast Music, Inc.

Pittsburgh — Ben Muros. WCAE
program director and a member of

the staff for last dozen years, has
resigned to become manager of Sta-

tion WKAP in Allentown, Pa". His

successor here hasn't been named
yet.

8:00 Big Town
(Sterling)

Milton Berle
(Philip Morris)

Sustaining Sustaining

Sustaining

8:30

8:55

Mr. & Mrs. North
(Colgate)

Date With Judy
(Lewis-Howe)

Amer. Town Meeting
(Co-op)

The Falcon
(Amer. Safety Razor)

News
(Johns-Manville)

9:00 We, the People
(Gulf)

Amos & Andy
(Lever) .

(9-23)

Amer. Town Meeting
(Co-op)

Gabriel Heatter
(Serutan)

Real Stories

(Whitehall)

9:30 Sustaining Fibber McGee
(Johnson Wax)
(9-16)

Sustaining Sustaining

10:00 Sustaining Bob Hope
(Lever)
(9-16)

Sustaining Sustaining

10:30 Sustaining Red Skelton
(Brown & Williamson)
(9-2)

Sustaining Sustaining

WEDNESDAY
7:00 P.M. Mystery of the Week

(P&G)
Supper Club
(Liggett & Myers)

Headline Edit.

(Co-op)
Fulton Lewis
(Co-op)

Jack Smith
(P&G)

News
(Miles)

Elmer Davis
(Co-op)

Sustaining

7:30 Bob Crosby
(Campbell)

Manor House Party
(McLaughlin)

Lone Ranger
(Gen. Mills)

Leland Stowe
(Mach. Wrkrs Union)

Ed. Murrow
(Campbell)

Kaltenbom
(Pure Oil)

Inside of Sports
(Bayuk)

8:00 ,
American Melody
Hour

(Sterling)

Dennis Day
(Colgate)
(8-27)

r~

Sustaining

Sustaining

Sustaining

8:30

8:55

Dr. Christian

(Chesebrough)

v News

Gildersleeve
(Kraft)
(8-6)

Sustaining Sustaining

(Johns-Manville)

(Continued on page 38)
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ADVENTURES OF THE THIN MAN
With tes Damon, Claudia Morgan,

Zelia Layne, Jackson Beck. Jean
Evelyn, Dwigbt Weist, announcer

•Writer: Milton Lewis
Producer: Himan Brown
Conductor: Fred Fradkin

25 Mins.; Fri., 8:30-8:55 p.m.

GENERAL FOODS
WCBS-CBS, N. T.

(.Young & Rubicam)
Hi Brown's deluxe package, now

priced at $7,000-a-week net, returned

to its regular Friday night spot on

CBS last week (8) to plug Sanka
for General Foods. It is so similar

to previous editions of the series

that the opener might as well have
been a recorded rebroadcast of any
one of last season's shows. As the

rating history and the sponsor's

satisfaction demonstrate, that's
plenty good enough commercially,
though the Dashiell Hammett cre-

ation still has the elements that have
previously evoked a share of tilted

eyebrows from dialers.

"Thin Man" is, of course, vintage
hokum. The basic situation is candid
fantasy, and the characters are
comic-strip caricatures. The scripts

invariably follow a strict pattern,

and the casting, production and per-
formance also maintain a standard
approaching monotony. The install-

ment caught conformed to formula,
with the tease opening, abrupt
violence, corny-sexy dialog and the
conventional-exaggerated dame and
hoodlum characters. There were the
traditional pistol shots, slugs on the
jaw, gory threats and pseudo-racy
speeches, with the closing bedside
drawl, "Goodnight, Nicky, darling,"
that has stirred panty-waist protest
in the past. Everything considered,
the show seems likely to satisfy its

large and loyal clientele.
The commercial handling, as in

the past, is smart and skillful. There
is a signature opening, in which
pistol shots punctuate the spelling
of the product name, then product
mentions by the two leads. The
commercial copy stresses the sleep-
allowing qualities of "97% caffein-
free" Sanka, and thens is a real
attention-getter in the sales slogan,
"It's delicious (musical punctua-
tion), and it lets you (big yawn)
sleep." The Y&R commercial writ-
er is Ruth Hawkins and the com-
mercial supervisor Mildred Black.

Hobe.

JAY WALKING
With "Jay" E. Jerry Walker
Writer: Walker
Producer: Glenn Ransom
15 Mins.: Mon. thru Fri., 11:45 a.m.
Sustaining
WGN, Chicago
A nimble-tongued chatterbox of

the Galen Drake school, Jerry
Walker bowed into this late morn-
ing niche last week (4), with as
jumbled an assortment of whimsical
items as could be crowded into 13
minutes. His crazy-quilt of bits
culled from the news, personal ob-
servations and dialogs supposedly
held with somebody or another of
his acquaintances offers nothing
novel or distinctive, but so long as
there's a market for this sort of day-
time fare, Walker should be able to
get away with it as effectively as the
others. Women pothering around the
home will probably find the fellow's
rhythmic flow easy on the ear and
also on the brain; nothing sticks, but
it sounds interesting and pleasant.

In his flow of commentary Walker
rambles over the usual disjointed
periphery of his tribe, mixing the
informative, the sentimental and the
humorous with as little regard for
sequence or cohesiveness as a Sena-
tor Murphy routine. On one pro-
gram caught this latest local time
skipper to Mrs. Housewife flicked his
tonsils over such topics of why disk
jockey programs are good for pigs,
why the cost of lamb chops continues
to go up, why dentists are conscien-
tious about preventing dental decay,
how a named cuty beat the heat
by wearing a bathmgsuit made out
of neckties and how a choral direc-
tor refrained from breaking the
heart of a once-famed singer by
feeding him at the piano an octave
below the singer's old range.
Walker even stays within the

groove when it comes to his sign-
off. Says he: "See you on the same
corner, same time tomorrow." Fig-
ures he apparently, if that signoff
was good enough in the pre-fame
days for Henry Morgan, it's good
enough for Walker.
Nevertheless Walker has what it

takes to make him another darling
of the Chicago housewives. Odec.

EMERGENCY MEETING
With Dr. Everett Minett, Dr. Ignace
ZkUowski, Dr. George Stevenson,
Abe Spitzer, Dr. J. Holmes Smith,
Bernard Powers, Estelle Stern-
berger; Dick Bell, Bill Watson,
announcers

Producer: Don Martin
30 Mins.; Wed., (6), 4:30 p.m.
Sustaining
WLIB, N. Y,
To mark the second year of the

atomic era which began with the
Hiroshima knockout, Aug. 6, 1945,
a group of scientists, statesmen and
ordinary citizens assembled before
WLIB's mike to measure the prog-
ress mankind has made in under-
standing and harnessing the atom's
life-and-death potential. Although it

was unnecessarily dull for a forum
program considering the subject-
matter, this airer contained lessons
of major importance for all per-
ceptive dialers. Firstly, it glaringly
revealed that despite all pretenses
there is as yet ' no answer to the
bomb's threat to obliterate civiliza-

tion; and secondly; the program was
a pure demonstration of the futility

of fighting fire, and especially
atomic fire, with wind.
Among the participants was Dr.

J. Holmes Smith, exec secretary of
the Emergency World People's Con-
ference, who described an airplane
flight made over the Alamogordo
desert, N. M., that same day to
commemorate the dropping of the
Hiroshima bomb. The religious cere-
monies conducted there, as related
by Dr. Smith, were exactly akin to

the primitive rites of conjuring away
evil spirits by magical incantations.
Abe Spitzer, flight sergean* who
volunteered for the Hiroshima mis-
sion, confessed that he didn't know
what his plane was carrying on that
flight and modestly indicated that
he was still dumbfounded by the
event.

Dr. Ignace Zlatowski, Polish dele-
gate to the UN atomic commission,
outlined his proposals for world
control of the bomb. Dr. Zlatowski's
plan, echoed or inspired by Russia,
covered two main ideas: (1) effec-
tive international control and (2)
no interference with national sov-
ereignty. A neat trick, if possible.
Ironically, the program was all

sweetness and light despite the fact
that on that precise day, Dr. Zlatow-
ski had engaged in a bitter wrangle
with the majority members of the
UN atomic commission. Instructive
points, however, were made by Dr.
Everett Minett, Oakridge scientist,

on plans for public education on
atomic energy, and Dr. George
Stevenson, who discussed the psy-
chological impact of the bomb.

Estelle Sternberger, posing the
questions to the participants, han-
dled her chore adequately. Program,
however, was overprepared and per-
mitted no free exchange of opinions.

Herm.

JEAN TENNYSON STUDIO PARTY
With Joan Roberts, Jack Eigen, Bay-
nard Hendricks guesting: Frank
Pulaski, announcer

25 Mins.; Mondays, 8.30 p.m.
Producer-director-writer: Louis Hay-
ward

Sustaining
WNYC, N. Y.
This informal stanza, piped in

from Jean Tennyson's studio in Stein-
way Hall, N. Y., is another one of
those get-together sessions where
the dropper-inners carry brunt of
show.
On this teeoff stanza (11) Joan

. Roberts, original lead of "Oklahoma!'
highlighted proceedings with a med-
ley of hit tunes from show, accom-
panied on piano by Kay Holley.
This was easily the sock of the
stanza and a refresher of what pro-
ceeded and followed. Baynard Ken-
dncks, mystery writer, discussed

THE MEDIUM
With Marie Powers, Evelyn Keller,
Frank Rogier, Catherine Mastice,
Beverly Dame, Leo Coleman; Al-
fredo Antonini and CBS Sym-
phony; Berry Kroeger, narrator

Producer-director: James Fassett
Composer-librettist: Gian-Carlo Me-

nottf
Scripter: David Randolph
90 Mins., Sun. (10), 3 p.m.
WCBS-CBS, N. Y.
Gian-Carlo Menotti's short two-

act opera, "The Medium," which has
been fascinating Broadway audi-
ences since April, comes off very
well on radio. If the production
needs the visual eye to make it com-
plete, to cast to the fullest its hor-
ror spell, a radio job like last Sun-
day's (10) is at least next best. Mu-
sic and libretto, by one of the most
talented young composers in Amer-
ica, dovetail smartly on the air for

an impressive performance.
Sunday's airing had the original

Broadway cast, with Alfredo An-
tonini and the CBS Symphony as
excellent support. It was refresh-
ing to hear resonant, young voices
enunciating dialog clearly and loud-
ly, • while at no time sacrificing

clarity for musical values. Story of
the fake medium, scared eventually
by her own tricks into killing her
mute servant and ruining the love
affair between mute and her daugh-
ter, came off clearly and vividly, de-

spite handicap of a mute as one of

the characters. In fact, the mute's
hoarse croakings and sound of his

frenzied moving-about onstage,
added to the vividness.
Music is essentially dramatic, with

two or three set lyric pieces (as

when the daughter discloses her
love to the mute), to give fine con-
trast. Orchestration is varied and
full, too, to add to airer's effective-

ness. Added lines to the original

opera, to bridge the radio gaps, com-
plete the performance.

Sunday's "Medium" was preceded,

as it is on Broadway, by Menotti's

opera buffa, "The Telephone," heard
before on the air, and here effec-

tively repeated by Winifred Smith
and William Gephart, under Oliver

Daniel's direction. Bron.

that type of story and built up mild

mystery yarn about those present.

Jack Eigen reprised his disk jock

stint from the Copa (N. Y.) nitery,

winding with capsule interview with

Miss Tennyson.
Stanza needs plenty punching up

to snare dialers. Edba.

: Follow-up Comment
t»«'
"Club 15," the Robert Q. Lewis

show and the Gordon MacRae stanza,
all early-evening series on CBS,
suffer in varying degree from self-

consciously whimsical chit-chat. It's

more of those perennial attempts to
imitate the brand of half-spoofing
that Carroll Carroll wrote for Bing
Crosby on the old Kraft opus. But
there's only one C. C. and he isn't

pitching.- for the younger Crosby's
across-the-board series, the Lewis
variety stint or MacRae's Friday
night opry. As heard several times
last week, the Bob Crosby operation
was mired by the coy palaver, al-

though the star, as well as Patti
Clayton and Margaret Whiting, de-
livered neatly in the musical cate-
gory. But Del Sharbutt's lush der

livery of the Franco-American com-
mercials, with the silly Campbell's
soup musical signature, is a nag of
another tinge. Lewis, also heard
several times, was uneven—some-
times funny and sometimes pretty
flat—but nearly always unpreten-
tious and ingratiating. Incidentally,

Miss Clayton, Miss Whiting and
Cathy Norman, vocalist with the
Lewis series, toughen the course
for themselves by using so many
new songs, when it's well known
that listeners respond more to
established faves, despite the bland-
ishments of tune-pluggers. Jane
Kean, femme lead of the Broadway
production, "Call Me Mister/'
guested innocuously on last Friday
night's (8) MacRae stanza, doing
two numbers from the revue, "South
America, Take It Away" and
"You've Always Been Along with
Me." The labored continuity slowed
the pace, as did the incongruous
capsule story spot. But the final

number, "Begin the Beguftie," was
presented without any announce-
ment whatever, a notable relief. But
what inspired copy writer ever con-
cocted that "locked-in goodness"
slogan for Jello?

Bob Smith does a listenable piano-
song-patter session 7:45-8:30 a.m.
(with a news break 8-8:05) on
WNBC, New York. But he irritates

(Continued on page 36)

Transcription Review

CLARY'S GAZETTE
With Clary Settell, George Murray,
The Four Gentlemen, Louise Rob-
ertson, Russ Gerrow and his Gay
Blades Orch; Bjng Whitteker, an-
nouncer

Writer: Settell
Director: Richard Gluns
30 Mins., Fri., 8 p.m.
Sustaining
CJBC-CBC, Toronto
For honest sentiment as divorced

from corn, Clary Settell has whipped
together a program that has its basis
of success in nostalgia. .It's the songs
and reminiscences of the gaslight era
when eggs were 15c a dozen and a
psychiatrist would have starved.
This is no show for the hepcats but
excellent entertainment for those
who were born around the '90's. In
a world of atomic-bomb fear and
rocketing costs of living "Clary's Ga-
zette" is psychologically a 30-minute
refuge and return to days which,
perhaps mistakenly in retrospect,
were more secure.
This summer audience-show, eman-

ating from CJBC, Toronto, is being
carried over 29 stations of the Do-
minion Network of the Canadian
Broadcasting Corp. It's a prime col-
lection of Canadian talent, with ex-
cellent writing and production
values. As the "Old Observer,"
Clary Settell's nightly sports pro-
gram of spot news .and remember-
when items, has long been a favorite
with Canadian listeners, chiefly on
the sincerity and drawling homespun
philosophy of the program's pro-
genitor.
And from the hangup opening of

Russ Gerrow and his Gay Blades in
"Yip-I-Addy-I-Ay" to the company
roundup in the "Old Folks at Home"
finale, the program was a solid click.
Interspersed is the singing of George
Murray, one of Canada's top vocal-
ists; the Gerrow crew in fine arran-
gements of "Sleepy Time Gal" and
"Hindustan" (strictly not gaslight
but sufficiently oldies); the barber-
shop harmonies of The Four Gentle-
men (Ernie Berry, John Harcourt,
Jack Reid, Bill Morton); and the
"Oceana Roll" and "I'm Just Wild
About Harry" by Louise Robertson,
singing»commedienne. Rudy Spratt
of the orchestra also deserves a
salaam for his banjo solo of "World
'Is Waiting for the Sunrise."

,

But it is Settell who knits the
show together with his slow-spoken
reminiscences of the music of days
gone by, the great figures of sport
when baseball players wore mous-
taches and figure-skating was sissy,
his recollections of tunes and rou-
tines of the vaude era of Nat Good-
win, the Four Cohans, and Sophie
Tucker. "Clary's Gazette" is senti-
mental and it's sweet. McStay.

FRANK PARKER SHOW
W th Paula Kelly and Modernaires,
Paul Baron Orch, Andre Baruch,
announcer

Producer: Bernard Tabachin
Co-op

(Pargon Productions)

The transcribed Frank Parker
show (aired over WNEW (N. Y.)
for ayem programming), is strong
enough for an evening slot with his

high calibre name and entertain-

ment value. Show is composed of re-

liable elements topped by Parker
with staunch support from Paul
Baron's orch and a guest roster call-

ing for frequent use of Kay Lor-
raine, Paula Kelly and the Modern-
aires, and Dolores Gray.
There's sufficient material in this

layout to keep the 15-minute stanza
rolling at a good pace. Parker, vet
radio singer who has appeared on
top programs, knows his way around
the tenor registers, while Paula
Kelly and Modernaires, heard on
show caught, are sufficiently person-
able.
Like most open-enders, tunes con-

sist mainly of standards so that

show will retain its timeliness over

a long period. While this is sound
transcription procedure, this type of

layout doesn't permit sufficient

variety to entice all types of listen-

ers, but with proper spotting show
can build a following. Jose.

HIROSHIMA—AN EPILOG
With Ray Falk, Father Kleinsorge,

Dr. M. Fujii, Dr. K. Tanimoto, K.
Kamei, Prof. N. Asaji, Dr. T.
Sasaki, Mrs. H. Kawamato, Lt. CoL
T. M. Cloward

Director-producer: Charles Harrell
Supervisor: Thomas Velotta
Scripter: Vince Dejnpsey
30 Mins.; (6), 9 p.m.
Sustaining
WJZ-ABC, N. Y.
ABC's program, "Hiroshima — An

Epilogue, marking the second anni
of the bombing of the Jap city, rates

a grade for effort. The idea of send-
ing the net's Tokyo rep, Ray Falk, to
Hiroshima, to talk to some of the
survivors, including some of those
publicized sin the John Hersey New
Yorker report, and record their re-
marks, was a good one. In its signif-

icance and subject matter, in the
actual speeches, the show had merit.
But in little else.

Other than observing the second
anni of the bombing the program had
little point. It was undramatic, not
holding a listener's interest. The
show was sentimental, full of false
notes, somewhat pretentious and
altogether disappointing. The re-
cordings of the various Japs in-

volved, and even Falk's remarks,
were unclear and blurred. The pre-
cise English of some of the speakers
was difficult to follow. There was
some virtue in some of the survivors
speaking in native Japanese, with
Falk to translate, but this did not
hold one's interest long. The indis-

tinct recording of most of the show
weighed it down badly.
Some of the comments caught

one's attention, to cause sober reflec-

tion. A high school teacher thought
it would take 20 years to rebuild
Hiroshima; a Chinese Methodist min-
ister called the city an atomic desert,
the people in it living in a state of
lethargy, with insufficient energy to
rebuild the town. A bureaucrat
claimed "there is no beauty left in
Hiroshima." On the other hand, a
surgeon whose house was destroyed
and who was living in cramped quar-
ters elsewhere, was confident of th»
future. The interviews bit into quite
a cross-section. A mother wailed in

Japanese that her three kids were
ragged, in need of clothes, while th*
cry of her baby punctuated her re-
marks.
There was material here for a stir-

ring half-hour, which was muffed.
Bron.

MUSICAL MYSTERIES
Producer: Girard Productions
Director-Writer: Alex Leftwich
5 Mins.
CO-OP
20 Stations

A five-minute session isn't ex-
pected to provide enough time for
any degree of characterization or
plot buildup, especially in regard to

mysteries where motive, execution
and denouement are necessary. How-
ever, there's always the possibility

of satisfactory short-cuts, but that's

not the case in "Musical Mysteries"
where a musical charade, having
nothing to do with the plot, is super-
imposed on the meagre story time.
Key to the slim mystery in this

series is the name of a pop tune,

easily guessed, with part of the title

later being used by the guilty char-
acter. Listener then has the solu-
tion without waiting for explanation.
This process makes it entirely too
easy for the audience, many of
whom would like the maintenance
of suspense for the longest possible

time.
Some connection between musical

selection and the plot would be de-
sirable and audiences, generally,
would prefer some mental agitation

before being given the solution.

Lack of these qualities negates the
production values of the offering.

Jose.

ADVENTURES OF CHARLIE CHAN
With Ed Begley, Leon Janney
Wr ter: Alfred Besler
Director: John G. Cole
Producer: Chick Vincent
30 Mins., Mon., 8:30 p. m.
Sustaining
WOfc-MBS, N. Y.
"Adventures of Charlie Chan,"

starting its new season's- run as a
sustainer but skedded for adoption
by Pharmaco products in the fall, is

routine whodunit fare. Like others
of the same stripe, this series has a
strong pace to make dialers overlook
the weak underpinnings of the story,

i
Only variation is the Chinese pidgin

|

English used by Chan, who covers

|

up his platitudes in the form of
, Oriental epigrams. Both Ed Begley.
I' as the Chinese detective, and Leon
Janney, as the number one son, play
their parts precisely as. their film
counterparts.

Initial adventure for Chan last
Monday (11) had him tracking down
a gang of murderous counterfeiters.
Usual deductive brilliance of Chan
operated in full swing with the long
arm of coincidence intervening at

|
the right places to get him and his
son out of holes, most often dug by
themselves. Some dialers must have
wondered why. if the gang chief was
such a genius, he left his correct ad-
dress at the store where he bought
his bullets. However, it is written
in Confucius' book that, despite fact
Swiss cheese has many holes,, it tastes
good, anyway. Herm.

MAYOR OF THE MORNING
With Bill Mayer, Jim Martin
Producer-Director: Bill Mayer
60 Mins,; Mon. through Sal., 6 a.m.
Sustaining
WGAR, Cleveland
This is one of the better a.m. disk

shows featuring Bill Mayer as
whirler of disks, and chief gabber.
Featuring a nice selection of record-
ings, the stanza takes the heaviness
out of getting up and awakening
for the toils of the day.
Mayer breaks the hour in three

parts. From 6 to 6:15 it's accent on
variety of tunes alternating from
slow to fast and then novelty selec-
tion. At 6:15 comes Jim Martin with
a five-minute roundup of the news.
Mayer follows with more disks, an
occasional fable-like saying, weather
forecasts and frequent time signals.
Martin is back again with another

five-minute news roundup at 6:45
and Mayer rounds out the show
\mlit 7. • As yet the show is un-
sponsored, but beginning Sept. 1,

Craig-Martin takes the last 15-

minutes to boost tooth paste.

It's a nicely-paced hour show. If

Mayer just won't gab so much and
use the time saved for more well-
selected disks, the show will nerk
up just that much more. Mark.

MYSTERIES FROM ENGLAND
With Joy Shelton, others
Writer: Peter Cheyney
Producer. Martyn C. Webster
30 Mins.; Sun., 8 p.m.
Sustaining
WNEW, N. Y.
WNEW has copped a solid sterling

beat by its arrangement with the
BBC for rebroadcast by transcrip-
tion of their standout mystery shows.
Judging by the preem show (11),

which aired one in the "Adventures
of Julia" series, these BBC pro-
grams are fresh, witty and imagina-
tive, and rank with the best in U.S.
radio. These dramats; moreover,
achieve a sock appeal for the who-
dunit devotees without thumping
dialers on the head with all sorts

of raw violence and hair-raising gim-
micks. In the English literary tra-
dition, the lines drape easily with
class eventually telling in their
subtle yet palpable superiority.
Yarn on the teeoff stanza was

based on wartime spy stuff handled
with a neat mix of suspense and
humor. Central character of this
series is a fast gal, named Julia,
with a superb talent for the double-
cross. Played by Joy Shelton with
an intriguing tone of boredom, Julia
plies her trade between German
agents and the British secret serv-
ice, collecting heavy dough from
all sides but ultimately delivering
the goods to King and country.
Production on this show was

modest but trim. Direction was well-
paced and the thesping of' cast mem-
bers is uniformly sound. But a
show's as good as its script and
this one was excellent. Herm.

WHAT AM I OFFERED?
With Bob Dixon, audience partici-

pants; Bob Emerick, announcer
Writer: Frank Muckenhaupt
Producer: Emerick
30 Mins.; Sat., 12 noon
Sustaining
WOR, N. Y.
This half-hour—the first was last

weekend (9)—was billed in an ad-
vance notice as "a new WOR con-
sumer program," a tag which might
lead an ever-hopeful listener to hope
(against most of his previous experi-
ence' in dialing), that the stanza
would deal with the mighty pertin-
ent subject of the current high cost
of living. No such luck. It's an-
other studio audience quiz session,
perhaps more pointless than most.
It was supposed, according to the
same advance notice, to originate
from a supermarket in West Orange,
N.J. Such a setting at least would
have been novel. But it originated
in a WOR studio. Giveaways, in-
stead of "large baskets of food." were
jars of jam, 97c cakes, cans of boned
chicken, etc. (supplied by A&P,
which got a plug.)
Gimmick is to "auction" off the

foodstuffs to the audience, bidding
usually being started at a penny or
two and never allowed to run higher
than half the market value of the
items. (On the teeoff sequence, c

(Continued on page 36)
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Move to Bar Tele From N. Y.'s Garden

Stymied But Future Is Uncertain
Television industry, which has-*

thrived on sports events for the last

two years, as its chief programming

fare, may soon get bitten by its

goose that laid the golden egg.

Resentment by sports promoters at

the alleged cut that tele is. taking

out of their gate receipts, which has

been erupting spasmodically during

the last several months, came to a

boil last week with a move by the

New York Boxing Managers Guild
to have tele thrown out of Madison
Sq. Garden, N. Y.

Guild's move was temporarily
nipped by the Iron-bound contracts

in effect between promoter Mike
Jacobs, 20th Century Sporting Club,

NBC and Gillette Safety Razor,

which run until next May 3. Im-
plications in the managers' charges,

however, are believed far-flung and
other broadcasters are already cast-

ing wary eyes at their contracts for

video rights to baseball and football

games and other events, fearful that

the guild's move may give other

promoters the wrong idea.

Guild is reported to have de-

manded from Jacobs, after a meet-
ing last week, that all tele cameras
be removed at once from the Gar-
den. Managers cited the fact that

their fighters in feature events are
paid a percentage of the • gate and
claimed the steadily-increasing num-
ber of tele sets in homes and bars
was mainly responsible for the cur-

rent slump at the Garden boxoffice.

According to Jacobs' office, how-
ever, the gates this summer have
been about the same as last summer
and the

t
slump is attributable only

to the usual seasonal decline. It's

believed possible that the Guild
might attempt to force Jacobs' hand
by refusing to let its top boxers ap-
pear in the Garden. Such -

a move,
however, would cut them off with
even less than they're getting now
and is therefore considered un
likely.

Too Early To Tell

As far as 20th Century is con-

cerned, according to the Jacobs
spokesman, it's still too early to de-

termine ' exactly how tele affects

gate receipts since the number of

sets in circulation is still compara-
tively small. He wouldn't predict,

though, what action would be taken
when the present contract expires

in May. In line with this, it's re-

called that Garden prexy Gen.
John Reed Kilpatrick told Variety
two weeks ago that tele had not cut

into Garden gates. He expressed
conviction, moreover, that video
would add at least one new fight

fan who would, come to the Garden
in . person for each fan who stayed
•way to watch his tele. set.

NBC, meanwhile, was caught in

the middle of the squabble. Under
its contract with Gillette, which
sponsors the feature events on both
Monday and Friday nights, it's com-
mitted to deliver so many fights a

week. With no control over either

the managers or Jacobs, it could do
nothing but stand around and hope.

PHILLY'S WFIL-TV ON

AIR IN RECORD TIME
Philadelphia, Aug. 12.

WFIL-TV went on the air for the

first time Wednesday (6), climaxing

installation of its transmitter and

antenna in a record time of 62 days,
according to Kenneth W. Stowman,
director of the Philadelphia In-
quirer television station.

The test pattern was then trans-

mitted intermittently on channel six

for the remainder of the week, and
yesterday (11) the test pattern was
aired from 8 p.m. to 9 p.m., and will

be aired daily at that time.

The first lot of equipment for the
station was made last June 6, and
installation of the transmitter on the
18th floor of the Widener building
began immediately. The test pattern
carries the station's call letters in

the center, with lines radiating to
the margins of the image. Back-
ground is a sketchy of the Inquirer
tower.

I-

Looks like Mutual

Gets World Series

Television Plum
Assignment of the first television

rights to a world series is expected
to be made next week by baseball
Commissioner A. B. - ("Happy")
Chandler.

Present indications are that Mu-
tual, because of its exclusive radio
rights to the series, will get the tele

plum. If Mutual gets the nod, ac-
cording to. prexy Edgar Kobak, it

will farm out actual airing of the
series' games to other broadcasters,
since its tele operation, still in the
planning stages, will not be ready to
take the . air by the time the series
rolls around.
Chandler called a meeting of

broadcasters of all cities that might
figure in the series for this week,

(Continued on page 37)
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Phiily Liquor Dealers

File Protests Vs. Rule

For Tele Amus. Permits
Philadelphia, Aug. 12.

The Philadelphia Retail Liquor

Dealers Assn., Wednesday (6) filed

formal exceptions in Harrisburg to

a Dauphin county court decision that

licensed dealers must obtain amuse-
ment permits to operate television

receivers. Thomas D. Caldwell,
counsel for the association, filed the

paoers.
The court's ruling, issued by

President Judge William M. Hargest,

dismissed a suit seeking an injunc-

tion to restrain the Pennsylvania
Liquor Control Board from enforc-

ing an order requiring amusement
permits for taverns and cafes show-
ing televised sports events and other

enter, ainment. Argument on the ex-

ceptions will probably be the next
step in the legal fight, according to

court officials.

Caldwell's bill contended the court

erred in ruling that television "con-

stitutes a moving picture exhibition

within the term 'moving picture ex-

hibition'" under the Liquor Control

Act. Tavern operators denied that

television falls within the "moving
picture exhibition" category as the

tele showings are not captured on

film.

LANNY ROSS
Hollywood Bowl, August 2nd

Largest audience of current season

»»»»» »»»»»» ;

Television Reviews
j
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Par Dallies On

DuMont Decish
Paramount has not yet reached a

decision on what it will do about
severing connections with DuMont
despite the fact that the FCC-im-
posed deadline for action is next
Monday (18). Par legalites still

have the matter under advisement,
according to tele chief Paul Rai-
bourn, and there's a good chance the
company will ask for another time
extension in which to make up its

mind.
FCC has denied the granting of

any further station applications
either to Par or DuMont until the
two companies break away from
eac.T other. RaiboUrn emphasized
that Par is not being forced either
to sell out its interest in DuMont or
to try to buy the company out com-
pletely, but conceded the lack of any
positive action would mean ho more
stations. Spokesman for DuMont,
meanwhile, declared that it's Par's
move and up to the latter company
to take the initiative.

Par presently operates stations in

Chicago and Los Angeles and has
applications pending for three
others. DuMont now operates out-
lets in New York and Washington,
has been granted a construction per-
mit for Pittsburgh and has two ap-
plications pending.

TELEQUIZICALLS
With Harry Gibbs and Dottye Ben-

nett
Director: Jack Gibney
Producer: Al Chance
30 Mins.-, Mon. 8:00 p.m.
UNION ELECTRIC CO. OF MO.
KSD-TV, St. Louis

(Gardner)

Aside from a natural timidity
of the cast to do their stuff

before a camera, the initial show
of this station, the first news-
paper-owned/ in the U.S to tele-

vise sports and news programs,
was a click although the format was
a quizzer with prizes dished out by
the sponsor for the o.k. answers.
Presence of Harry Gibbs, who

m.c'd, and Dottye Bennett, a photo-
genic gal, were of material aid. Both
are vets in the local radio field, Miss
Bennett serving as a featured song-
bird with Russ David's orch (also

KSD), for a number of years. Gibbs
has plenty on the ball and in addition
is an acceptable cross between Sonny
Tufts and Alan Ladd. The gals will

like him on the screen. Candidates
for the quizzes were selected from
a mob attending the sponsor's dealer
meeting across the street from the
station and others to follow will be
chosen from similar powwows.
The charades were on the

themes of three songs, "Give Me Five
Minutes More," "Tiptoe Through the
Tulips" and "Under the Old Apple
Tree." Failure of scjipters to permit
Miss Bennett to warble was a slight
drawback as she has won a host of
friends in this burg with her interp
of pop tunes. She did the com-
mercials pantomime.
Production values were consistent-

ly good and the direction took ad-
vantage of the cameras' capacity of
movement. Plenty of preparation
was revealed in the teeoff program
and aside from opening night jitters,

those to follow should attract plenty
of attention. A recent survey shows
there are more than 600 tele sets in
St. Louis and the number should in-
crease with the growing popularity
of tele programs. Sahu.

Royal Prepping Worldwide Exchange

Of Films, Ideas to Aid Video, Goodwill

BRISTOL-MYERS CANCES

ITS TWO TELE SHOWS
Bristol-Myers, following the ad-

vertising retrenchment it instituted

several months ago with its bowout
from the Alan Young radio show,

will pull out of the two television

shows it now sponsors on WNBT
(NBC, N. Y.) on Sept, 1. Shows are

"At Home with Tex and Jinx," aired

from 8 to 8:20 on Sunday nights

through Young & Rubicam and
"Party Line," which follows on Sun-
day nights from 8:20 to 8:45 through

Doherty, Clifford & Shenfield.

What will happen to the two shows
after B-M cancels out hasn't yet been

determined. "Tex and Jinx" is

packaged by the William Morris

agency, which is currently offering

it for sale to other clients, several of

whom are reported interested. Show
has been on the air for about six

months. "Party Line," packaged by
John Reed King, teed off on WCBS-
TV (CBS) about two years ago. It

switched to NBC last spring, follow-

ing CBS's shutter on all studio shows.

Fran Harris' Coast 0.0.
Chicago, Aug 12.

Fran Harris, television director of
Ruthrauff & Ryan, Chicago, leaves
for the Coast Thursday (14 1 to have
a look at the television picture. She
plans making the rounds of the
Hollywood studios to check on films
that are being made or have been,
for television especially. Also to
find out what's been happening out
there on live tele production and
promotion.

It will be a four-week stay.

MISS TELEVISION
With John Franklin, emcee
Director: Herb Horton
Producer: Bob Jawer
15 Mins.; Frl. (8), 9 p.m.
RUSSOF FURRIERS
WPTZ, Phila.

. The idea of a beauty contest via
tele is a sound one, and this show
shapes up fairly well, considering
the limitations of time and fact that
not many contestants appear on the
screen. Program evolves around
judges selecting a winner of weekly
contest on six shows, and then choos-
ing a finalist at end of the period.
As in flesh beauty competitions,

girls are judged on basis of talent,
beauty, poise and personality. Judges
for this session were Bandleader Ray
Eberle. currently appearing at Frank
Palumbo's Click nitery; Lee Fuhr-
man, former city e; ; tor of the At-
lanta Constitution and now with the
Phillie flack firm of Adelphia As-
sociates, and Bernie Kershner, of the
Russof organization.
Judses are introduced to video

audience by emcee John Franklin,
and then view the contest over a
tele set in the studio. After selec-
tion of winner is made, the judges
return to announce name of winner
to Franklin.
Models were Jeanne Lindmark,

Angela Del Vac. Mildred Shecter and
Dolores Smith. The winners were
Miss • Shecter and Miss Lindmark,
the judges hitting a deadlock, and
thus giving a double award. Girls
get gift certificates for appearing on
show, and the finalists win a $1,000
fur coat.

In addition to modeling furs on
the .show, the contestants appear in
bathing suits, as well as doing a
specialty such as singing, dancing, or
dramatic reading. This third show in
the series came over the tele set
with clarity, and contest idea is bns-
cally entertaining. Needs more
showmanship. Shal.

Video Grants

Top 60 Mark;

17 More Wait
Washington, Aug. 12.

The dog days have apparently

hypoed interest in television station

operation, with one old and one new
bid for video operation reaching

FCC during the week. Tele grants
now top the 60 mark- and 17 more
bids are awaiting Commission action.

Three video franchises are held up
in hearing.

The Lacy-Potter Television Co.,

newcomers to radio, put in a new
bid for a $300,000 video operation on
the No. 8 channel in Dallas. Com-
pany is a partnership of Rogers Lacy
and Tom Potter, oil magnates. Their
mentor is F. J. Kelley, Jr., who.mas-
terminded both engineering and pro-
gram proposals.
They have garnered a 24-man

staff and expect to operate 35 hours
a week initially. Station KRLD and
the Paramount-held interstate Cir-

cuit, Inc., also have proposed tele

stations in Dallas. FCC is holding the
Interstate bid in its file pending ac-
tion on the alleged control of the
Allen B. DuMont Laboratories by
Paramount Pictures.

Meanwhile, the J. Hale Steinman
station WDEL, Wilmington, asked
FCC to reinstate a station bid it

pulled out in May, 1946, when the
controversy over

.
color-vs.-black-

and-white tele was at its height.
Company is asking for the ' no. 1

channel for a community-type Opera-
tion.

WDEL will spend $114,500 for its

tele station and hopes to gear in
with any network hookup between
New York City and Washington. A
similar hope was expressed by the
Elm City Broadcasting Co., New
Haven, which recently entered a
community-type bid and said it was
counting on affiliation with Du-
Mont's relay network between these
points.

Only drawback is fact that FCC
has not yet okayed common carrier
operation of tele nets by licensees
themselves. This decision must wait
for allocation to come in October
from the delegates at the interna-
tional radio parley at Atlantic City.

PAR'S KTLA TO STEP UP

STAFF, PROGRAMMING
Hollywood, Aug. 12.

In response to increased adver-
tiser and agency interest in video
possibilities, Paramount's tele sta-
tion KTLA will soon increase its

operating time and programming
and Will add to its production staff.

First step in speeded up expansion
will be to hire several producers
with experience in tele and allied
entertainment fields.

They'll head up different program
divisions and prepare new features
to increase station's variety, now
largely confined to sports and special
events.

London, Aug. 5.

When John F. Royal, veepee in

charge of television for NBC, re-

turns to N. Y. by air from London, <

Aug. 14, he will have consummated
a worldwide program for inter-

change of shows; films and program
ideas suitable for radio which should
achieve the dual purpose of further-

ing video programming and further

accent the "one world" idea. Latter
aspect figures via the films which
are broadly called "documentaries"
in England, France, Switzerland and
the Norse countries, but which
actually have a much broader aspect

than the American idea of docu-
mentaries.
Theory is to have NBC act as a

central pool but not exclusively for

the western hemisphere; the BBC
ditto for Europe; with a key office

in Shanghai to supervise the fur-

therance and development of video
in the Far East. Just as there would
be subdivisions in France, Switzer-

land, etc., likewise Mexico and the
Argentine would in turn become the

focal subdivision headquarters under
American video development scheme
pf things.

Royal has been on this side for

almost two months commuting be-
tween England, France and Switzer-

land. He is particularly impressed
with the so-called educational "or

documentary film which, however,
on this side of the Big Pond is con-
sidered the filler or chaser as in

America. Frequently these docu-
mentaries are playdated as impor-
tantly as features.

Royal sees these as the salvation
of radio, especially as a means to
bolster the program shortcomings*
which are notoriously great or poor,
on both sides of the Atlantic, with
no even keel.

BBC is getting set for a big video
offensive. It may not happen for
four or five years, but it may yet
include a quasi-sponsorship even
though the state-owned radio is

completely sans commercials. The
"commercial" phase may be by in-
direction through (1) sportcasts into
theatres and (2) the documentary
films trailerizing some big business,
tourism, an agricultural or natural
resources objective and the like.

Newswise, England particularly is

a natural for newsreels, hence
Royal's accent on flying newsreels
back and forth. Certainly Princess
Elizabeth's forthcoming marriage in

November to Lt. Philip Mountbatten
is top news. The Olympics next
year ditto. And the continuing
"peace" conferences, and the like.

Every country would benefit thus-
ly. No narrow-minded point of
view can thus crop up, Royal feels,

and already he has labor accords
promised him on the Continent, from
the British, etc.

GF, in Format Switch From

'Author,' to Bring 'Girls/

'Chance' to WNBT Screen
General Foods' television hour on

WNBT (NBC, N. Y.) gets a com-

plete format switch during the next

week. Benton & Bowles "Leave it to

the Girls" in its segment will preem
Thursday (21) and Young & Rubi-
cam will try an adaptation of
the "If I Had a Chance" radio show
in the second half of the G-F hour,
tomorrow (Thursday night) night.

' "Girls." replacing "Author Meets
the Critics" under GF's policy of

testing various types of tele shows,
will run six weeks, plugging Certo.
Show will follow basically the same
format as the radio version, with
Eloise McElhone, Margaret Johnson
and Maggi McNellis comprising the
board of femme experts. Eddie
Dunn will be regular emcee.
Two guestars will be added to the

cast each week, with author-lecturer
William Bradford Huie slated to

argue the men's point of view on
the preem show and Dorothy Kil-
gallen joining the ladies on the
opposite side of the fence. Show is

packaged by Martha Rountree, with
Joan Sinclaire directing. Herb
Leder will produce for the agency.
Y & R's "Chance" is tentatively

scheduled for this week alone, re-

placing the film show staged by the
agency for the last several stanzas.

Possibility exists that Y & R might
take over "Author Meets Critics"

for subsequent shows, since the

Martin Stone package has been well

received by both the public and
GF.
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MBS Sets Sights

As No. 1 Sun. Net

On 'Non-NBC' Aud
V Mutual is putting its programming

eggs into the Sunday^ afternoon-

evening time basket for the fall

with the same sort of preoccupation

which one of its rivals, ABC, cur-

rently is giving to Bingsday (alias

Wednesday evening) show bracket-

ing. Prospects this week were that

Mutual would tee off \he 1947-48

season next month with at least six

and a quarter hours of sponsored
programming between 2 and 10 p.m.
Sundays. Last spring the net had
bankrollers for. five and a quarter
of these same hours.

Reasoning of Mutual execs is that

neither their net nor any other can
compete with NBC's Benny-Mc-
Carthy-Allen combo, but there must
be a fair number of listeners left

over who prefer other fare, so why
not go after JJiem with as heavy a
concentration as possible of varied
"listener bait, notably adventure and
whodunit stuff, which is Mutual's
meat?
Net this week slotted one of its

hotter acquisitions for the fall,

"Sherlock Holmes," in the Sunday
1 p.m. period opposite. Jack Benny.
Helbros watches renewed "Quick As
a Flash" (picking up Win Elliott as

emcee in place of Ken Roberts) and
got back its 5:30 p.m. spot. Gabriel
Heatter's Mutual Benefit show has
been pushed up from 10 to the 7:30

segment. Jimmy Fidler's new Carter
stint on Mutual is pegged at the

8:30. "Juvenile Jury," on at 1:30 for

General Foods last spring, is moving
down to 3:30. Pharmaco's new Jim
Backus sh'ow's on the 9:30 slot.

Although Revere Copper is drop-
ping "Exploring the Unknown" and
said to be mulling a fling at the day-
time field, Mutual sales chiefs are
reported confident of wrapping up
sponsors for "Exploring's" 9 p.m.
period as well as for the 3 o'clock

spot now occupied by "Reunion," a
sustainer.

Reslotting . of "Juvenile Jury"

IBEW Local Admits It

lost Battle, But Not War'

In 5-Month WCKY Strife

Cincinnati, Aug. 12.

Local 1,224, International Brother-

hood of Electrical Workers, ceased

picketing WCKY last week as its

strike against the station reached the

fifth month. "We have lost the battle,

but not the war," said James Mattox,

president of the AFL unit.

Five of the local's members who
bolted the union and returned to

their jobs will be charged with
strike-breaking, Mattox announced,
and the international will be asked
to ban them from the brotherhood.
He also declared that the interna-

tional will be asked to place WCKY
permanently on the unfair list.

Withdrawal of the picket line per-

mitted announcers who belong to the

American Federation of Radio Art-

ists and walked out in sympathy
with the IBEW strikers to return to

their jobs, provided the station will

rehire them. Two AFRA members
rejoined WCKY during the late stage

of the ' picketing and have been
dropped from that local.

The breach between IBEW and
WCKY developed from a no-strike

clause which the station wanted and
which the union has since adhered
to with WKRC and its FM station

WCTS.

WCAX (Vt.)-AFRA Pact
Boston, Aug. 12.

American Federation of Radio
Artists has worked out an agree-

ment with WCAX, Burlington, Vt.,

covering announcers and other per-

formers. The pact is retroactive to

July 1.

This is the first such deal the un-

ion has set in the state of Vermont.
A. Frank Reel represented AFRA.

brackets it back-to-back with an-
other General Foods item, "House
of Mystery," at 4. Other sponsored
shows in the Sunday lineup for the
fall are "True Detective Mysteries"
(O'Henry) at 4:30; "Shadow" (G.

Barr, Carey Salt, D. L. & W. Coal)

at 5; "Those Websters" (Quaker
Oats) at 6; "Nick Carter" (Cudahy)
at 6:30.

Double Standard
Chicago, Aug. 12.

Con Kelley, who doubles from
publicity chief to director of spe-
cial events at WBBM, CBS's Chi-
cago key, apparently practices a
double standard with regard to

operations of the two chores. As
press boss Kelley has a policy
against leg and bosom art, while
his juvenile delinquency series,

"Report Uncensored," is regard-
ed as about the toughest and
most plain-speaking program on
the network,

,
"Report" is kudoed in the cur-

rent issue of Time mag, especial-

ly for its gloveless approach.

KSTPTOHAVENEW500G

BUILDING IN TWIN CITIES
Minneapolis, Aug. 12.

Stanley Hubbard, owner and gen-

eral manager of KSTP, announced

plans for a new station home strad-

dling Minneapolis-St. Paul boundary
line on University avenue, principal

intercity thoroughfare.
Station building itself will exceed

$500,000 in cost, Hubbard said, and
is expected to center a $3,000,000

retail center. Property has 364-foot

frontage, is 400 feet deep. Purchase
price was not revealed, but was re-

ported to be in six figures.

New building will house AM. FM
and television broadcast facilities and
construction will begin immediately.
Building will be 82 by 136 feet, with
635-foot television and FM antenna
at rear of structure, becoming high-

est tower in the Twin Cities.

Aussie Gets 16 Stations

Washington, Aug. 12.

Sixteen new national broadcasting
stations are being added in Austra-
lia, according to word just received

here. The Australian Postal Depart-
ment, which handles the broadcast-
ing, -has started a three-year expan-
sion plan which will bring the Aus-
sie transmitting setups to a total of

50.

The new stations will be distri-

buted in all states of Australia, with
regional transmitters being spotted
where present reception is unsatis-

factory.

FCC Taking Time In Signing Order

To Cut Itself Up Into 3 Divisions
Washington, Aug. 12.

FCC is making no haste to sign the

order which would divide its mem-
bership into three autonomous di-

visions (broadcast; non-broadcast

radio and common carrier) begin-

ning Oct. 1, with result that some

FCC staffers are saying proposed

three-man division setup will never

become a reality. (For the past 10

years all seven FCC members have
passed on broadcast matters).
Although FCC Chairman Charles

R. Denny, Jr., committed FCC to

some type of bifurcation in testimony
before the Senate Interstate Com-
merce Committer this June, it is no
secret he has never favored the
division plan. Same is true of FCC
Commissioner Clifford J. Durr and
to a lesser degree of GOP member
Rosel Hyde. Real impetus for the
move came from ex-FCC'er Ray C.
Wakefield and incumbent Paul A.
Walker, both of whom are experts
in the telephone and 'telegraph field.

Active push of at least four FCC
members to get on the all-important
and politically-strategic broadcast
division may mean junking of the
present division plan, according to

reports here. As planned, the broad-
cast division would have only three
members plus Chairman Denny who
would sit on all three departments.

Capitol Hill Republicans are de-
termined to seat newly named
Robert F. Jones on the broadcast di-

vision, while FCC veterans E. K.
Jett, Hyde and Durr are equally de-
termined to have a hand in broad-
cast matters. Since Jones is new to

radio, it might be hard to justify his
bumping radiowise Republican Rosel
Hyde and it is believed any broad-
cast division should include a
GOP'er, a Democrat (Durr) and an
Independent (Jett). Since Denny^ is

a Democrat, some GOP stalwarts
argue that both Hyde and Jones
should sit, and Durr should be
dropped.

Compromise Plan
• Therefore, rumors are that a com-
promise plan calling for four regular

members of the FCC broadcast divi-
sion may be upcoming. Idea is that
this would resolve intramural con-
flicts and at the same time provide
for a 3-to-2 vote rather than 2-to-2
splits which might arise when Denny
votes with the three regular division
members.
Also persuasive for this move If

fact that broadcasting is considered
the most important single FCC ac-
tivity and therefore could justifiably
require attention of four rather than
three FCC members.
Other rumors are that FCC Chair-

man Charles R. Denny, Jr., will leave
the Commission this fall and that de-
cision whether the entire FCC bench
will continue to act on all radio cases
will fall on the shoulders of his suc-
cessor.

Denny isn't talking about this
scuttlebut though everybody else at
FCC is plenty worried about the
possibility of his leaving.

RWG TO AWARD 'MIKES'

AT GUILD BALL IN FEB.
Annual awards of "Golden Mikes"

for "best" broadcasts and craftsmen,

as planned by the Radio Writers
Guild, will be made at a Guild ball

at the Waldorf-Astoria hotel, N. Y.,

early next February. Awards will
go to the writers of "best" shows in,

such categories as comedy, variety,
documentary, drama and children's.
Special citations will be given per-

formers, directors and sound effects
men responsible for meritorious
shows. The selections of all "bests"
will be made by radio industry
people. An award committee, with
Howard Teichman, Kenneth Webb
and Max Wylie as co-chairmen,
will administer the operation. Nom-
inations will be made by represen-
tatives of the networks, ad agencies
and radio guilds, and may be amend-
ed by a board of reps from the va-
rious fields of the industry. The
winners will then be decided by a
mail vote of the members of the
RWG.

NOW IT CAN BE TOLD ..HERE'S WHAT THEY SAY ABOUT

BADIO

VARIETY says ... "Olsen's line of

Sab is fast and funny, and as emcee
e manages to infuse the show with

a clambake spirit in which anything

goes."

RECORDS

THE BILLBOARD says ..." 'Let's

Play House,' with Johnny Olsen and

Bette Buckner going back vocally to

their childhood days, make the

dittying count." (Apollo No. 1013)

Also, in Swedish Dialect, "The

Smorgasbord Song" Victor No. 25-

IQ55.

PRODUCING OWN SHOWS IN NEW YORK
BEGINNING IN SEPTEMBER

FREE LANCE EMCEE NOW AVAILABLE FOR
RADIO TELEVISION

TELEVISION

THE BILLBOARD says . . . "Zip and
zany emsee, Johnny Olsen, was in

rare shape and with his fast patter

proved himself, as usual, a topnotch

video entertainer.
J

THEATRE

THE EVENING TRIBUNE, LAW-
RENCE, MASS. says . . . "The jam-

packed Warner Theatre, which has

echoed to the laughter provoked by
the best comics in vaudeville, never

had a more engaging entertainer

than Johnny Olsen, nor a more re-

ceptive audience."

3 CONTINUOUS YEARS ON "LADIES BE SEATED"

BROUGHT HOOPER RATING FROM 1.8 TO 5.6

HIGHEST AFTERNOON PARTICIPATION SHOW
RATING

OLSEN'S RUMPUS ROOM **

**NOW READY FOR SPONSORSHIP
Management JOHN GIBBS

9 Rockefeller Plaza, New York
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IN NEW YORK CITY ...
Bill Murray, of the William Morris office, due for parenthood in No-

vember Charley Irving vacationing at Jamaica, British West Indies.

He has regular parts on the "Dr. Malone," "Willie Piper," "Exploring the

Unknown" and Henry Morgan shows Bill Clark, CBS staff scripter, put-

ting the final polishing on a legit play about Mary Todd Lincoln. He'll

give first o.o. to Helen Hayes, for whom he's written several radio scripts

Elwood Hoffman, CBS assistant scripbeditor, has finished a stage play,

too. ..When Garnet Garrison initiates his radio course at Michigan Uni-

versity hell import radio stars for summer guest lectures. He has about a

month more as NBC staff producer before taking the pedagogue stint ...

the Henry Jaffes (Jean Muir) summering at Larchmont While mulling

various propositions for a new job, Nick Keesely partnered with Ned
Bitner to cop the Westchester C. C. best-ball foursome champeenship
Harry Ackerman, Fred Wile, Bill Schinnlck, ail of Y&R, With Ralph Bell

. are a weekly tennis foursome at Westport Trevor Adams, radio rep for

the N. Y. Yankees, got an athletic impulse last week and collected a sore

shoulder shagging flies to the team's outfielders. .. .Jerry Devine, writer-

producer of "This Is Your FBI," who moved himself and the show to the

Coast last fall, is recording several broadcasts ahead, so he can visit New
York the month of September Bob Martin, radio choral director, inked

to do vocal arrangements and rehearse chorus for George Abbott's forth-

coming musical, "High Buttoned Shoes."

WHN's specially-recorded interviews with Sen. Brewster and Elliott

Roosevelt, conducted by Ed Hart; producer of "Is Congress Doing Its Job?"

transcribed WHN show, among week's highlight of local listening....

Actress-writer Nan Coburn and producer-director Al Kallman .newest

husband and wife producing team, with a new type quiz show called "The
Clue's In the Tune," with contestants themselves acting as quizmasters.

Several sponsors showing interest. Miss Coburn doubles as assistant pub-
licity director at WHN.
Bob Heller, of CBS, off to Rockwell Kent's upstate farm for a month's

between-documentaries hiatus .... After Aug. 21 new address for the Abe
Schechters will be Hotel Madison. .. .Ed Murrow officially checked out
last Friday as public affairs veepee at CBS and will spend a month rest-

ing at Pawling before embarking on his new Campbell Soup commentary
stint....Tom Luckenbill, Wm. Esty's radio boss, off to the Pennsylvania
hillsides for a month. . . .Lloyd Shaffer renewed by Chesterfield for third
consecutive year as musical conductor for its NBC "Supper Club," resum-
ing for fall season Sept. 8 with Perry Como Fred Allen in from Cape
Cod and off to Bermuda this week for additional hiatus siesta Kevin
McCarthy new to "David Harum"....Al Patterson joins "Our Gal Sun-
day" Vinton Hayworth, Adelaide Klein, Lawson Zerbe and Alan Devitt
new quartet on "Rose of My Dreams" "Bunny" Coughlin in from Coast
. . . .Baby girl born Aug. 3 to Shirley Eder (Mrs. Ed Slotkin)^

Benton & Bowles has a new- Beechcraft plane and fulltime pilot standing
by at Teterboro (N.J.) for use by the agency's brass Col. Jack Redding,
Demo National Committee publicity chief, up from D. C. looking for a
radio director for the fall election push.'. ..Win Elliott to replace Ken
Roberts as m.c.when "Quick As a Flash" returns to Mutual in the fall. . .

.

WOR's moppet platter, spinner, Robin Morgan, heading for the disk jockey
convention in Chi this weekend. Barry Gray, who's also going, will orig-
inate his WOR-Mutual stanza "from the Windy City with a dozen fellow
jocks, including Martin Block, as guests,. . .Dorothy Brodine, sec'y to
WHN's manager Frank Roehrenbeck, has a yarn in this month's Seventeen
mag Library of Congress' Acquisitions Dept. last week asked WNEW
for a set of its tolerance jingles disks, "Keep Faith With America," for
its permanent files Sam Blake appointed radio director for Disabled
American Veterans' ballgame at Polo Grounds Sept. 12 WINS to broad-
cast tonight (Wed.) "The Story of the American Summer Theatre," a
documentary program transcribed especially for British audiences abroad
. .

.
.Allan T. Zachary resigned as WNYC publicity director, to join Russell

Birdwell as account exec.

Roy Wilson, independent producer-manager, who went off to Florida
to operate a war plant during the late hubbub, has dusted off his"Gotham

U.S.Net
Continued from page 1

000,000. Take taxes off of that, which
amount to about $45,000,000, leaving

a^ net of $80,000,000." Subtract that

from the $120,000,000 foreign and
domestic net of 1946 and there's

still $40,000,000 left. That's assuming,
of course, that business is as good
this year as last—and again it is

not.

It can't be overemphasized, either,

in this pencil exercise that "over-
all" industry statistics are being
used. Companies and indie producers
without domestic theatre profits to
fall back on would, it's repeated,
undoubtedly suffer severely.

desk and is back in biz....CBS newsmen Eric Sevareid and John Adams,

accompanied by Roberto Unanue, the net's assistant director of Latin

American relations, planed Sunday (10) to Rio to cover the hemispheric

treaty conference opening Friday (15) , . . .Man-bites-dog note: Ira Knaster,

who writes for Radio Mirror, went over to Jersey to interview Woody

Klose and his wife, whose "Red Hook 31" is a new midday chatter strip

on Mutual—and wound up playing the couple's first guest on their show.

Jay Jostyn will give a seminar in radio acting at NYU during fall

semester.... Leon Goldstein, WMCA vice-prexy, has taken off for a

month's vacation. .. .Walter Kaner, WWRL publicity director, named pub-

lic relations chairman of Lions club of N. Y When Lum 'n' Abner

move over to CBS in the fall, Red Barber's co-op sports program will be

heard on an eastern hookup in the 6:30-6:45 p.m. segment while L & A
use up the rest of the network for their repeat broadcast.

IN HOLLYWOOD . . .

John U, Reber due in this week for preliminary discussions with Al

Jolson on makeup of Kraft Music Hall. Understood no one has been

signed for the show except JoIey...,Vic Hunter, talent and new show

topper at Foote, Cone & Belding, flew to Cleveland where his father

passed away Hal Hackett trekked back to N. Y. after tying together

a few loose ends here for MCA Sid Strotz off the job for a physical

overhauling. . . .Tommy Cook, radio juve, made most of the eastern tennis

tournaments and brought back a few trophies to let the home folks know
how good he is Sponsor (Pharmaco) liked his "Jim Backus show so

well that he ordered the full Don Lee network of 43 stops after an initial

order of only 12 outlets Ted Smith, late Coast tele head of the Thomp-
son agency, returning to Tahiti for another year. He allows that by then

video will be grown up Marion Inclan, who has done a bit of singing

on Latin-American radios, picking a few guest spots here while testing

at RKO Tony Martin's guesters will gather at the Texaco pump in this

sequence: Ed Gardner, Judy Canova and Danny Thomas. . . .Mark Warnow
left his bed and' board at a Santa Monica hospital for convalescence at

home from a cutting job. . . .Selma Diamond and Sid Zelinka heading east

to whip up comedy material for Phil Silvers' ABC stanza. The Diamond
gal, one of the few femrhe joke writers in radio, teamed up with Onnie
Whizen to write a comedy for Abbott & Costello', sold it to Urtiversal.-

International and drew a contract for the screenplay ... .Lux goes to the

barrier Aug. 25 for its 14th consecutive season with Bette Davis and
Glenn Ford reenacting "Stolen Life." On last season's signoff, "Farmer's
Daughter" was announced as curtain raiser, but picture had to be moved
back because of Loretta Young's unavailability.

An NBC office romance blossomed into nuptials for Dalpha Fasken,
writer of promotion and advertising copy, and/ Alfred M. Woolley (kin
of Monty), office manager of the net's Radio Recordings Carl Stanton
around for the Jack Smith originations and other Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sam
pie biz Viv McLeod and Dick McKnight teamed up to whip up a comedy
series called "House of Harrigan" Sid Dorfman and Larry Gelbert will
toil with Marvin Fisher on the Jack Carson scripts. .. .Walter Lurie back
to N. Y. after scouring the scene for talent and properties to bolster
Mutual's fall lineup of new shows. He didn't miss a trick and must have
the best collection of availables extant._. . .Ge Ge Pearson and Hal Gerard
will have a microphone on their breakfast table if a certain sponsor
cottons to their audition. .. American Tobacco refuses to be stampeded
into making a decision on Jack Paar despite all the trade publicity' about
being continued into season for Pall Mall. They have until Aug. 29 to
make up their collective minds,. ..Don Sharpe and Chuck Koren joined
forces to agent radio talent Old Gold's strawhatter, "Rhapsody In
Rhythm," carries on for an extra two weeks, 15 in all, to ride out the
summer spell Wine industry is perking and many of the old accounts
will be drifting back to the kilocycles.

IN CHICAGO . . .

John McCormick, platter spinner on WBBM's "Matinee at Midnight,
will be host to the nation's disk jockeys on a special 35-minute program
Aug. 15, when they meet at the Hotel Sherman Clark Dennis was in-
terviewed by Hank Grant on Saturday (9) during his "Teens and Tunes
Club" over WGN Roy McLaughlin, station manager of WENR in New
York for confabs with ABC officials there Professor Backwards and
Felix Adler guested on "Meet the Stars" this week Bruce Bryant,
formerly salesman with KTUC, Tucson, added to WENR-ABC spot sales
staff Aug. 4 Jane Lippold leaving for New York vacation.

Olan Soule, who resigned role as lead on "Grand Marquee" to assume
leading man chores on "First Nighter," which will originate in Hollywood,
has left for Coast to do house hunting. . i .Patsy Lee of Oakland, Cal., has
been given a 13-week contract as vocalist on "Breakfast Club". . . . Joanie
Hiatt, chosen "Miss Chicago," made her first radio guest appearance on
WJJD Ernie Simon show... . .Buddy Stewart, currently at Hotel Sherman
on the Dave Garroway show Aug. 10.... James Olson of Evanston and
James Roxborough of Park Ridge awarded the Edgar Bergen scholarships
at Northwestern Univ. . . ."The Lights Go Out" resumed series Aug. 5 with
Jan Sterling as guest and Rose Dunn and Jim Ameche portraying Mr
and Mrs. Light. .. .While Jose Bethancourt vacations in Guatemala, the
Art Van Damme Quintet will sub on "Echoes From the Tropics" Ben
Park of WBBM was project chairman of session at Public Service Radio
Institute in Madison last week. . . .Mario DeLaVal of "Carousel" did shot
on "Let's Have Fun" last Tuesday ... .Foote, Cone & Belding purchased
Jack Starr's "Star Stories" for Trim Hair- Tonic. Series will start overWSBT, South Bend, on Aug. 18. . . .Jack Hill in Chi interviewing talent for
"Big Break."

FGG Repeats
SB Continued from page 27 B

used its own studios for the pro-
duction of programs which were car«
ried by remote control to the trans-
mitters of the stations in question.
In at least one case the contract
provided that the advertising agency
should take" over the commercial
management of the station."

Adding that such contracts had not
been filed with the Commission, "nor
had the stations involved in such
contractual arrangements requested"

the Commission's consent therefor,"

the statement condemned all such
practices as clearly violating its basic
policy that broadcasters must be re-

sponsible for their own program ma-
terial. The Commission did not in-

dicate what action, if any, it might
take against the offending licensees.

FCC Favors Trend of Nets

To Programming Takeover
Sale of time in blocks to sponsors,

ac| agencies or individual performers
was a fairly common practice among
local stations until recent years,

when FCC disapproval for the most
part ended it. Until the Commission.'s
statement Monday revealed its oc-

casional recurrence it had presum-
ably disappeared entirely.

What the FCC pronouncement
failed to mention, but is inherent in

it by implication, is that responsi-

bility for broadcast material must
not be delegated by networks
through relinquishing control of pro-

grams to advertisers or agencies.

Thus, in effect, the federal solons

condemn the general trend of com-
mercial radio during the 1930's and
mid-40's, during which program con-

trol was largely taken over from
the networks by the advertisers and
agencies. Hence, too, the FCC obvi-

ously favors the recent trend in the
reverse direction, of the networks
working steadily to recapture pro-
gramming sayso from the advertising

interests.

As an example of how far adver-.

tiser control of program material
may go', General Foods about three
years ago instructed its several ad
agencies to push the "free enter-
prise" theme in all broadcasts of its

shows. The idea was to be- plugged
in the regular continuity of dramatic
or comedy-drama programs and,
where that was not feasible, inserted

in the commercial copy. The orders
were issued at the time grade label-

ing legislation (subsequently defeat-

ed) was pending- in Congress. How-
ever, before the instructions could
be put into effect, the bankroller was
persuaded by various agency execu-
tives to rescind them.

St. Louis—Six leading business
firms in Collinsville, 111., are co-
sponsors of WTMV's "The World
News at Six," gabbed five times
weekly over WTMV, East St. Louis,
Tom Duffy, newscaster is in his sec-

ond year in this -stint.

P cMea/ui by most ...

most

in the BUYING Ark-La-Tex

Write for Availabilities

%nei Statio*

FM Grants
Continued from page 27

.

and real estate man from Summit,
N. J., is. prexy of the C. H. Winans
Co. in Watchung. Principals in the
Coastal Broadcasting Co. at Bay
Shore, inclue Norbert G. Stone, a
jewelry salesman, and Henry Sta-
bile, an announcer at WLAW, Law-
rence, Mass.
Harry D. Fornari, FM permit

holder in Mineola, was formerly in
charge of Italian radio at OWI and
has handed Italian languge shows
for Walter Lemmon's shortwave
station WRUL, Boston. The Ameri-
can Quartz Labs, Yonkers, is headed
by Anton Chmela, who also has a
Class A

,
permit in Camden, N. J.,

and is a radio engineering consult-
ant.

Norfolk and to the Suffolk News Co.
in nearby Suffolk, Va.

Jack D. Presser, a certified public
accountant, is prexy of the Union
Co. in Elizabeth. Stockholders Jack
and Seymour Steinhart, who have
worked at WGOV, Valdosta, Ga. and
KMBC, Kansas City, Mo., will sup'-

ply the radio savvy. Harold C.
Bishop, who won a permit in Green
Brook Township, N. J., has his own
Radio Service Labs and another FM
permit in Harrisburg.

Both the Newark Broadcasting
Corp., Newark, and the Chanticleer
Broadcasting Co., New Brunswick,
already hold permits for AM sta-

tions. Newark has the AM call .of

WVNJ, while Chanticleer is building
WCTC in New Brunswick. Prexy of

the Newark Couis Arthur Egner, at-

torney and manufacturer. James
Howe, prez of Chanticleer, has been
connected with WLVA, Lynchburg
and KBTM, Danville, Va.

CBS Engineers Team Up
W. H. Moffatt and George R.

Chambers, CBS engineers, are
teamed up in Radio New Rochelle,
which copped off the second com- motors, door-slamming, brake work-
munity-sized channel in the area. J.

I
ing, interviews of prospective- buy-

Motorized Disk Jock
Hollywood, Aug. 12.

A true Hollywood note has been
added to the aired sales pitch of
Murphy Motors, Glendale dealer,
sponsors of Don Otis' platter parade,
"Your Serenade" on Dorothy
Thackrey's KLAC.
Broadcasts are being made on the

site of the car lot where m.c. Otis
turns the mike over to demonstra-
tors between records for running of

•• T H E R E'S PLENTY
•BUSINESS IN

OF

D. Parker will be this station's sales

manager.
George W. Bauer, a construction

ers and—if possible—comment from
contended buyers, to afford true-to-
life bally. WEED & CO, National Representative*
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Inside Stuff-Radio
On his ABC "News of Tomorrow" program from The Hague last week,

Dan Schorr, web foreign correspondent, told of the Dutch government's
reaction toward the shift in American opinion on the Indonesian question

and of the better understanding among Americans of the real basic issues

Involved.

Of interest to the trade, however, is the fact that the Dutch government

is a client of Radio Reports, Inc., the New York outfit which monitors radio

programs, and that the government's official statement was based on RR's

report of its monitoring of all public opinion-commentary programs.

Betty Crocker (ABC house name for Zella Lane), who actually makes
cooking demonstrations while broadcasting her five-a-week morning
"Magazine of the Air" on ABC, is cooking very well with her sponsor,

General Mills, too. Three weeks ago when Harry L. Bullis, prexy of

General Mills, returned from a trip to Europe, Miss Crocker invited him
to do a guest shot, telling about food conditions on the Continent. Last

week GM came through with an order boosting its sponsorship of the

Betty Crocker stanza from 61 stations to the full net, effective Sept. 1.

"Magazine" teed off last March with a 13-week trial tab from GM and
snared a full-year renewal in May.

Walter Hackett, ex-NBC staff director, who's been up Boston lately

writing a play, was back in New York late last week pfepping a new
transcribed show which has been underwritten by Philip K. Brown, a

Boston millionaire with an interest in radio and the theatre. Show is a

15-minute item called "American Success Story," featuring Les Tremayne
in dramatized1 narratives of famous lives.

Two audition platters, one retailing highlights in the career of George
Gershwin, the other dittoing Horatio Alger, have been cut by NBC
Recording. Stanza is a low-budgeted item and there are agency nibbles

already, Hackett says.

Novel angle of the show's prepping involved hiring of a Boston firm to

run a poll oh potential listener interest in such a program. Outfit made 33

phone calls, 34 house-to-house calls, 33 man-in-street queries, getting a

total of 69 yesses, 17 noes and 14 undecides. Hackett, who was associated

for some time with NBC's "School of the Air," has a piece in the current
"Best One-Act Plays of 1946." It's the second year in a row he's hit this

volume. - ,' 1

Right name of Gordon Hall, Fletcher Wiley's man in Pittsburgh on
WCAE, is Philip MacMurray but when Wiley installed him in Smoky
City, he insisted on the commentator picking another tag because he was
afraid there might possibly be some confusion with Phil Murray, the labor
leader who makes his home in Pittsburgh. So MacMurray took a couple
of his middle names. He has a brother, Fred MacMurray—not the film

star, however. Hall's still waiting around Pittsburgh, on salary, for an-
other assignment from Wiley following end of latter's one-year deal on
WCAE which wasn't renewed.

In one of the outstanding promotions achieved in northern Ohio, WTAM
and WGAR, Cleveland, staged a softball game with proceeds totaling

$1,225 going to the Damon.Runyon Cancer Fund, last Thursday night.

With over 4,500 persons" jamming Lakewood Elks' Field, WTAM's nine
eked out a hard-fought nine innings by the score of 17 to 16. The
WTAM'erg piled up an early lead, but WGAR, which recently boosted its

power to 50,000 watts, to equal that of long-standing WTAM '

S strength,
rallied.

WJW joined the festivities with an almost two-hour broadcast of the
first three innings. Jim Dudley did a top notch job at the sports mike.
•WHK has now challenged1 the winner and the city's other stations are also
expected to follow suit.

Co-ops
Continued from page 25

yesterday (Tues.) apparently were
near agreement on terms, although

neither side would talk about it.

"Info," following the same switch-

over route from CBS which Kate

Smith took early this summer, would

become Mutual's second stellar co-op

attraction in a mounting sales battle

between Mutual and ABC for bigger
and better co-op plums. Latter net-

work, with "America's Town Meet-
ing" prospering as a co-op, has just

annexed Abbott & Costello to dangle
before local advertisers.

Mutual's Kate Smith, in less than
two months on the air, has run up a

record-setting total of 293 station

sales, skyrocketing the net's co-op
program sales total above the 1,000

mark—largest number on any net in

broadcasting history. Last year at

this date the total stood at 557. The
number of local sponsors of mutual
co-ops is "well over 2,000."

"Info," dropped by Parker Pens
in June, has been peddled for $12,-

500. If it gets a guarantee of such
an amount on Mutual, it would be
in the running for the top co-op
take. Kate Smith's gross is claimed
to be near the $10,000 mark. Abbott
& Costello, it's said, could gross a

maximum of $17,500 on a sellout of

their co-op stanza, which is the high-
est priced package to date in this

field. ABC affiliates are peddling it

at 80% of their network hourly rate
(most co-ops get from 20% to 40%).

WFTW Hits the Air
Fort Wayne, Aug. 12.

WFTW, Fort Wayne, new 1,000-

watt station, went on the air for the
first time Sunday (10) with regular
broadcasting operations starting the
following day.
William R. Aldrich has resigned as

sales manager of WGL, that city,

to become general sales manager of

WFTW. Other officials of the new
station include John Dietrich; chief
engineer, Rex Moad, program direc-
tor, and Jud Chrisney, continuity
writer. Edward G. Thorns is presi-

dent and general manager of the
Fort Wayne Broadcasting Co., opera-
tor of the station.

Gen. Allen Loses Out in El Paso Bid

As FCC Favors Local Residence Plea

Are You There?
Chicago, Aug. 12.

In trying to get a quick meas-
ure of its latest coverage, WJJD,
which last week upped its power
to 50^000 watts, resorted to a de-
vice that hasn't been in much
use since the 1920's. It asked
listeners, "Can' you hear us
now?" and the postal cards came
pouring in from as far as New
York and the Panama Canal
Zone.
As Art Hare, the station's man-

ager, put it, "Why beat your
brains out for something new
when you can get the same re-

sults as the first crop of stations

did it in the '20's?"

Public Service Shows

Bring KGFJ Power Boost
Hollywood. Aug. 12.

When little 100-watter, femme-
managed, KGFJ here had its lifelong

hope realized — the FCC came

through with another 150 watts to

make it a 250-watter this week—it

was not because the midget hadn't

tried hard for the kudos.

Station, housed in a frame house
at Sunset and Vine across from
mighty NBC, recently copped
C.C.N.Y.'s national award among in-

dies for public service programming.
Where once the station's program-
ming was in question it had done
such an about face that apparently
the FCC couldn't possibly continue
saying no..

Station got award for its Los An-
geles Lawyer's Guild public servicer,

"The Law Is Your Servant." But also

in the record glomrried by the Great
Blue Book Fathers were: local

Medical Association's "If They Had
Lived" series, "Hollywood Talent
Forum," with Theatre Guild's

Queenie Smith, Hollywood Bowl
Previews and now is added "The
Judge Speaks," with Ida May Adams.

Washington, Aug. 12

The factors of local residence and
integration of station ownership
and operation won hands down over
radio experience and know-how
when FCC picked the winner in a
four-way contest for a new local

watter in El Paso last week.
Grant of the prized 1,340 kc slot

went to the Sunland Broadcasting
Co., because all three of its stock-
holders were longtime residents of

El Paso and two out of the three
were going to devote full time to

running the station. None of the
three, including proposed station
manager Vincent McConn, has any
broadcast experience.

Two Commissioners—Charles R.
Denny, Jr. and E. K. Jett—dissented
in favor of a grant to the competing
Timberwolf Broadcasting Co. bo-
cause of the outstanding qualifica-

tions of minority stockholder, Gen-
eral Terry Allen. Allen, hero in

both World Wars, has been working
on the station project for the past
year. However, his two partners,
who are putting up most of the
dough, indicated they wouldn't
stick with the station if it didn't
pay off. None has practical radio
savvy.
Both the Del Norte Broadcasting

Co. and the partnership of Beecker
Seaman and Carr P. Collins were
turned down outrigh.t.

Principals in the Del Norte Co.
include William Dolph as v.p. and
the American Broadcasting Sta-
tions, Inc., licensee of WMT, Cedar
Rapids, and part owner of the West-
ern Reserve Broadcasting Co.,

which is bidding for a new station
in Cleveland. Dolph produces Ful-
ton Lewis, Jr. show and "Double
or Nothing" on Mutual and owns
pieces of KJBS, San Francisco and
a newly authorized station in San
Bernardino, Cal. He has had 13
years in radio.

The fourth bidder, Beecker Sea-
man, has had no radio experience
but would have moved to El Paso
and devoted full time to his station.

His partner, Carr P. Colline, Jr.,

runs KWBU, Corpus Christi and has
been in radio since 1939.

AMUSEMENTS

Broadway & 50th St. Enterprises, Inc.

PahsXdes Amusement Park
Paramount Pictures, Inc.

Pathe Industries

RKO Radio Pictures, Inc.

Republic Pictures Corporation
Ringling Bros. & Barnum & Bailey

Rov Rogers Circus
Select Theatres Corporation
Selznick Releasing Organization
Theatre Guild, Inc.

Twentieth_Cjbb
United Ar'

Universal
Universal-

confections AND SOFT DRINKS (Cw't)

Rockwood and Company
Louis Sherry, Inc.

Sweets Company of America
Williamson Candy Company

DRUGS AND PHARMACEUTICALS

Alkine Company
B. C. Remedy

FOODSTUFFS (Can't)

National Biscuit Co.
Nestle Milk Products, Inc.

Penick & Ford, Ltd.
Phillips Packing Company
Pratt's Frozen Foods
Pure Food I

hC

A
1

AUTOMOBILES

Chrysler Cod
General MotI
Studebaker C|

BEVERAGES

Bisceglia BuotiI

John Eichler Bl
Gambarelli and!
Garrett & CompI
La Boheme Vine!
Petri Wine Comf
Rubsam and HorhI
Ruppert Brewery!
Tiara Products Col

CLOTHING AND APPAREL]

Bali Brassiere Com:
Barbizon Corporate
Benjamin and John
Byer-Rolnick Hat CJ
Dan River Mills, In<

El-ee's Foundations
Horwitz & Duberma:
International Exposi
Nash, Inc.

Rainbreaker Company
Stardust, Inc.

Trimount Clothing Company*
Van Raalte Company, Inc.

CONFECTIONS AND SOFT DRINKS

Amend Company, Fred W.
American Chicle Company
Beech-Nut Packing Company
Beich Company, Paul F.

Borden Company,
Pioneer Brands Div. op, The

Btfvfi t^ C <"V>j> 'DANS,

setts

RETAIL ESTABLISHMENTS (Cu't)

Howard Clothes
Iceland Restaurant Corporation
Maxan's Restaurant, Inc.
JU-Closkey Steak House

Ioughby Camera Stores, Inc.
|on Sporting Goods Company
cleft Restaurant

|N0 HOUSEHOLD SUPPLIES

Pan Cyanamid Company
Vax Company, The
:-Palmolive-Peet Co.
an Mfg. Co. G. M.*
(Packing Company'
Iforation, The
IFoods Corporation
\Ifg. Company
|ulp & Paper Company
I&SONS
Vhers Company
[John
Iilford

i Gamble*'.
\s Corporation
rpries Inc.

1PANY

Inc.

Icts Corporation

COMPANY
. of New Jersey Inc.

B. Fischer & Co., Inc.

Fischer Baking Company
Flor5da Citrus Exchange
Friend Brothers, Inc.

Fruit Belt Preserving Company
General Baking Company
General Foods Corporation

Goodman & Sons, Inc., A.

Grass Noodle Company
Hanscom Baking Corporation

Hawaiian Pineapple Company, Ltd.

Heller Bros. Company, Inc.

Hersiiel California Fruit Products Co.

5ess Company
.'hibault Inc., Richard E. •

Transparent Cover Company
Vita Var Corporation
Washington Upholstering and
Furniture Company

INSURANCE AND FINANCIAL •

Chase National Bank
Commercial Credit Company*
Merrill, Lynch, Pierce, Fenner and
Beane

Metropolitan Life Insurance Company
Mutual Benefit Health and Accident

Assoc. of Omaha*
National City Bank
Public National Bank & Trust Co.

Company
:co Company
•ores, Inc.

Ires, Inc.

"ANiTWlLlIAMSON
Consolidated Cigar Corporation
Larus & Brothers Co. Inc.

Philip Morris & Co., Ltd., Inc.*

Smokers Service

TOILET GOODS AND COSMETICS

American Hard Rubber Company
American Safety Razor Corp.*

Associated Laboratories

Bathasweet Corporation
Bristol-Myers Company
Carter Products, Inc.

Colgate-Palmolive-Peet Co.

Consolidated Drug Tbade Products
Conti Products, Inc.

Elmar Laboratories

(jallowhur Chemical Corporation
Gillette Safety Razor Company*
Imperial Laboratories

TOILET SOODSJ

White Db .

Wildroot;
ZONITB Pr|

MISCILLANEO};

Alda Prodi

Alloock JV

American
American
American
Anderson
Asset Reai

Bargain B
Beltone I

Bilt-Rite'

Bloomfie
Bulova VI

Bu-Tay P
Cat's Paw
Chicago ".

Consoud/
Cowles, I: .

Curtis Pv
DaileyM
Davoll ah
Delaware
Coal Co

Dixon Cr-

DuMont
Eastern .

Ellswori
Esquire, .

Excell L,

Fada Radi

Fear and
Friendshi
Gheenfiei
Goodyear
Harman 1

Hastings
Helbros y

HUDNUT

1

Inkograp;

Institutj

Kelly Bn<

Ken-L-Pr
Kensico C
Kerr Chic
Long Isla .

longines'

MacLevy
Mastic A<

Morrell i

National
National
National
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Radio Reviews
;
Continued from page 31

«chorus of eager beaverettes wildly
bid $5 for a 97c chocolate cake in

their anxiety to get before the mi-
crophone.) Emcee Bob Dixon,
carrying on the best he could under

. the circumstances, picks a "high bid-
der" to come up and try to answer
a question; if the quizee guesses
right (sample: "How many ounces
in a quart?"), he gets the item free;

if he misses, he pays what he bid.

That's all there is to it, aside from
the usual what's-your-name, where
do-ya-live routine.
Perhaps the kindest thing that

could be said for the show is that
like others of its stripe—only more
so, it gives even the dullest wit
among listeners a gambler's chance
of sensing a superior intellect. (On
the preem airing, a housewife, asked
whose picture appears on a $5 bill

and cued with "He came from Illin-

ois . , . he was a great rail' splitter
... he was born in a log cabin . . .

he's been in the news lately," asked
•Dixon, "Was he the one who cut
down the cherry free?"). Doan.

PUBLIC AFFAIRS *

With Hal Gibney, guest speakers
Director: Jack Lyman
Producer: Dwight Herrick
15 Mins.; Sat., 12:15 p.m.
Sustaining
WNBC-NBC, N.T. -

Idea behind this new series, which
preemed last weekend (9), is to give
top-level spokesmen for national or-
ganizations a platform from which to
speak their pieces anent their re-
spective interests in civic, national
and religious affairs. Format, it's

said, will be varied according to the
desires of each group as to the way
it wants to present its story. Pro-
ducer Herrick is manager of NBC's
Public Service Dept. •

Initialer was conventional enough,
presenting (from Hollywood, in this
case), Fred W. Smith, new prexy of
Lions International. In a stiffly for-
mal interview .with Gibney, Smith

enunciated the high-sounding ob-
jectives ar.d high-minded endeavors
of his organization in a Trumanes-
que fashion that made listening

about as interesting as the sequence's
title, "The Service Organization's
Function in Contemporary Society."

It isn't that everything on the air

has to be jazzed up, or that the aims
and activities of groups like Smith's
aren't worthy of network, and listen-

er attention. But Saturday noon is a
hard time to attract and hold adult
listeners with serious stuff and this

stanza doesn't stand much of a

chance unless it can be injected with
a little more human, everyday, close-

to-home appeal. Doon.

AVIATION FORUM OF THE AIR
With Bert Knapp, guests; Ernie

Stone, announcer
Writer: Alun Williams
Producer: Gregory Centola
15 Mins.; Thurs., 7:15 p.m.
CONTACT
WMCA, N. Y.
Inaugurated last month

sponsorship of Contact, the
aviation national newspaper," this

15-minute weekly airer has partic-

ular appeal for the growing army
of civilian private flyers, but wisely

is given enough general appeal to

hold an average listener in this in-

creasingly airminded age.

Sequence caught (7) squeezed in

a brief. (and a little too stilted)

interview with General Charles B.
Stone concerning the effects of

the armed services merger on the
air * forces; some fairly interesting

gab with Ted Thompson, one of two
men planning to circle the globe in

Piper Cub planes, and briefies with
four" members of the "Call Me
Mister" legit cast who've formed a

"Broadway Flying Club."
Bert Knapp does a capable stint

as the "moderator" (there wasn't
any ' call for "moderating" on this

session, at least) and Contact con-
fines itself to an admirably brief
commercial at the stanza's close.

Doan.

under
official

HUBBUB CLUB
With Jack Gregson, Elloise Roman
30 Mins.; Mon.-thru-Fri., 4 p.m.
Producer; Fred Hegelund
Sustaining
KJO, San Francisco
Playing to audiences of approxi-

mately 400 daily at "Coffee Daps,"
Frisco snackery, this is-an audience
participation show with prize gim-
micks galore, which profits from
the deft handling of gabber Jack
Gregson, who keeps the show
moving fast with his breezy emcee-
ing, singing and patter..
Typical routine is leadoff with

celebrity-guest interview, followed

by a guess-what-recipe gag with
entire audience participating; stunt

of husband kissing three gals, one
of which is wife and guessing which
is which; "Happy Birthday" saluta-

tion in the traditional manner with
cake as gift, balloon blowing-up
contest, and similar applause stim-
ulants, with prizes going to all par-
takers. Gregson is smooth in hand-
ling of spontaneous stuff and is ably
assisted by announcer Eddy King
in gift giveaways.
Show caught pitched for Damon

Runyon Fund with auctioning of
gifts to highest bidder and proceeds
going to fund. Prizes include
jewelry, handbags, orchids, kitchen
usefuls, etc., contributed by local

merchants. Music by Elloise Roman
is apt and effective. ."*

Definitely a bright spot among
local radio offerings. Ted.

Follow-up Comment
Continued from page 31

a trifle by expressing approval of
his own stuff. The joviality is tradi-
tional for such get-'em-up opera-
tions, and presumably eases the
strain while the master of the house-
hold scrapes his puss and listens to
the Mehnen shave cream blurbs.
Still, that "Keep presentable longer"
jingle is not exactly a nerve soother.

Bryce Disque, Jr., who has written
for such similar airers as "Gang-
busters" and "Mr. District Attorney,"
is now lending his pro touch as
scripter to Mutual's "Did Justice
Triumph?" Result is a crispish,
swiftly paced retailing of the mur-
der cases that comprise this stanza.'

A little too strenuous effort is made,
however, to soup up the excitement,
case in point being last Monday's
(11) dramatization of police solu-
tion of a run-of-the-mill murder;
man strangles wife to make way
for another wife. Narrator George
Palmer Putnam's characterization
of the case (quoted from prosecu-
tor's records, he said) as "one of the
most shocking, cases of human bru-
tality on record" sounds pretty
ridiculous in a day when the world
vividly-' remembers mass extermina-
tion camps. Main weakness of pro-
gram,' in fact, is that its police cases
(culled from N. Y. Daily News files)
are nptable chiefly for their sordid-
ness. Accent on police doggedness
in bringing the criminal to justice
is commendable, but calls for a lot
of high-fevered acting out of routine
clew tracing. .

P.S. Also, why the question, "Did
Justice Triumph?" In this case, is

there any doubt?

'

Mgt. LOU CLAYTON
UNITED KKXA1.L DKUG CO.
Friday—CHS—9:30 p.m., MOST

M-Ci-M—"Tills Time for Keeps"
"It Happened in Brook!?""

Harry James
Continued from page 251

but the talk is said to have reached
the point of exploring the possibili

ties of peddling the bandleader's
stint, which would be plattered like

Dorsey',3, to other Indies outside

WMCA's bailiwick.

With Dorsey's debut almost a
month away, station already has
inked as sponsors TWA airlines,

Oldsmobile, Crawford Clothes, War-
ner Bros., Camels cigarets, Maryland
Pharmaceutical, Piels Beer, Venida
Corp. and the Park Central hotel.

T. D. is set to fly east from the
Coast for a p.a. and studio blowout
on the teeoff date.

ON TARGET

Covering ground quickly and efficiently is

second nature with Weed men, who travel

more than 200,000 miles a year fo give

expert service Jo the stations they represent

Indignant Mamas
Continued from page 1

match is picked up by the telecast,
the mothers say that their offspring
have become pretty adept at lip-
reading and can, without encourage-
ment, repeat the epithets with
which the gruhters pelt one another.
The station finds itself in quite a

dilemma over the maternal backfire.
If it undertook to present wrestling
matches as anything but a sports
exhibition, even so much as in-
timating that performances are
pretty much routined, with very
little adlibbing 'allowed, the pro-
moters would raise a howl. The
station has no choice but to present
the exhibits as sports, and not
"entertainment," as it would prefer.
Also of pertinence is the fact that
the grunting business is trying to
get recognition from the Illinois
Athletic Commission.
Next to baseball, wrestling has

become the most popular tele taste
among Chicago spectators. Tele is
credited with lifting the grunting
business from minor attendance to
relatively bigtime boxoffice. They
come to see what they term their
favorite "actors." And that's what
the grunters are becoming skilled at,
more than ever. They hog the lens
of the tele camera, address most of
their gestures in that direction and,
before plotting themselves into a
sustained hold, they make sure that
the spot on the canvas is within
good range of the lensr
Despite the promoters, WBKB has

been getting over gradually its ex-
position of the entertainment idea.
Russ Davis, of the station's staff, has
garnered himself quite a reputation
among tele addicts for his kidding
commentary on the bouts. Some -

of
the grunters look him up before
their bouts to feed him with cracks
—which they think funny—that he
can make about them and also side-
lights on their professional eccen-
tricities.
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AFRA Convention Highlights
TOMORROW (THURS.) '

' ' -

2t5:30 p.m.—Registration of delegates.

6-8 p.m.—National Board Meeting.
8:30-11 p.m.—General Session; preliminary speeches, committee re-

ports,' etc.

FRIDAY (15)

10 a.m.-12:30 p.m.—General Session! executives' and officers' reports,
caucus of iocals.

2-5:30 p.m.—General Session: discussion of union policy regarding or-
ganization, State anti-union-shop laws, Taft-Hartley law, employer
resistance, "unfair station" clause, voluntary

. check-off, arbitration
of AFRA-shop clause, etc.

7-12 p.m.—Buffet Supper, Dance and Convention Party.

SATURDAY (16)

10 a.m.-12:30 p.m.—General Session: discussion of Taft-Hartley law.
2-5:30 p.m.—General Session: report of phonograph recording commit-

tee, discussion of Lea Act, discussion' of interview programs (disk
jockeys).

8:30-11 p.m.—General Session: reports of television and resolution
committees.

SUNDAY (17)

10 a.m.-12:30 p.m.—General. Session: matters affecting locals as pre-
sented by resolutions committee, final report of resolutions com-
mittee.

2-5:30 p.m.—General Session: election of national officers, selection of
city for next year's convention, incidental reports.

Fireworks for AFRA
Continued from page 27
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MEW YORK-I0ST0N-CHICAG0-DETR0IT-SAN FRANCISCO-ATIANTA-HOIIYWOOD

Kansas City—Don Mentzer has
been appointed special sales rep for
Stations KCKN, WIBW and WIBWr
FM of the Arthur Capper string.
Ben Ludy, g.m. for Capper radio
stations, announced the appoint-
ment, and said Mentzer will head-
quarter in the K. C. offices.

York local and headed by. Virginia
Payne, national first vice-president
and former president of the Chicago
chapter, is in charge of the social

phase of the convention.

'Unfair Station' Clause

Although the Taft-Hartley and Lea
Acts, which are regarded by AFRA
execs and attorney ; as jeopardizing
many of the union's hard-won gains,

will come in for lengthy* discussion
and strategy-mapping, the liveliest

fireworks will likely spark from con*-

sideration of such issues as disk
jockey interviews, possible action re-
garding recordings and the "unfair
station" clause, on which there is

sharply divided opinion in the mem-
bership.

The organization's officers, execu-
tives and all .but a few of the exf
tremist national and local board
members hope that the subject of
left- or right-wing political affilia-

tion, which has aroused sporadic but
bitter dissehtion in the union, will
not be raised.

One segment of the membership,
as well as certain of the top national
executive, consider disk jockey
shows a limiting factor on the use of
live entertainment and thus oh the
employment of performers. There
is a question whether any union
restriction on such programs would
be legal under existing statutes,
particularly the Taft-Hartley and
Lea Acts.
But there may be an attempt to

limit gratis guest interviews by name
artists, which would set off a sizzling
argument in weather like this. Some
of the delegates will probably push
some such restrictions, but other
strategically-placed AFRAites are
ready to oppose the move, and a
group of the disk spinners are pre-
pared to attack any such proposal
strenuously.

Although the "unfair station"
clause may not be an active issue at
the moment, it has been a pivotal
matter periodically in - the past.
There is some doubt whether such a
rule could be invoked without legal
repercussion under the Taft-Hartley
Law, but it was the core of the dead-
lock in the AFRA-network negotia-
tions last year, and it has been the
nub of some criticism from time to
time by local chapters ' against the
national board.
Under the "unfair •station" clause,

AFRA could, force a network to
withhold program servica from any
affiliate station which a local chap-
ter had declared "unfair" because of
refusal to bargain or submit to arbi-
tration. The overwhelming senti-
ment among the local chapters in
favor of such a clause was reported
to have been the determining factor
in AFRA's stubborn insistence on it

during the last network negotiations.

Strike-Break Threat?

Without such a rule, the local
memberships feel it is generally fu-
tile to strike against a local network
affiliate, since the station can fill in
its schedule with programs from the
major production centers. Thus, in
effect, AFRA members in New York
and Hollywood become a strike-
breaking threat against their fellow
AFRAites in the local cities.

As regards the Taft-Hartley and
Le'a Acts, there will probably be
long and careful discussion, but little

disagreement. With the exception
of a minority i of die-hard political
conservatives who view all labor
activity with some distaste and have
never gotten over a feeling of dis-

comfort at belonging to a union, the
AFRA membership is solidly op-
posed to the legislation. Hence, there
will be comprehensive and detailed
confab of the two statutes, ranging
from technical explanation by at-
torneys and executives to general
strategy and policy planning by the
national board and delegates.

San Antonio—Arthur L. Forrest,
member of the Advertising and Pro-
motion department of the NBC net-
work, has been named sales promo-
tion manager of WOAI, replacing
Fred Perry.

TRANSCRIBED
AND

AVAILABLE

(to «,

That's a whale of a rating,

But that's what the Texas
Rangers get at WGBI, Scran-

ton, Pa. They get it with their

• famous transcription service—

'which features the western

and folk songs that never
grow old. And they get the

tall Hooper at 6:30 p. m., too,

when there is a 37 per cent

sets in u$e figure. Yes, Scran-

ton listens to and likes the

Texas Rangers. It's no wonder
WGBI renews year after year.

Buy the Texas Rangers trans-

criptions for your market.

They build a big audience at

WGBI and at scores of other

"stations, too. They can do the

same for you. Wire, write or

telephone.

The Texas Rangers
AN ARTHUR B. CHURCH PRODUCTION

Pickwiik Hotil • Kaniat CHy 6, Mo.

AVAILABLE—VERSATILE

RADIO DIRECTOR
EXPERIENCED YOUNG WOMAN

Imaginative—Adaptable

Box 770. Variety, New York 19. N.Y.
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Mystery Seen In

landon Turnback
Washington, Aug. 12.

For reasons not clear to FCC,
former GOP presidential candidate

Alf Landon' last week turned back

a grant for a new local watter in

Englewood, Col, less than two
weeks after he got it. (In the same
breath FCC handed Landon a sec-

ond grant for a daytime station in

Leavenworth, Kan.)

Landon said he wanted the right

to refile a bid on another frequency

in Denver, but radio engineers say

there just aren't any more slots

available there.

Part of the reason may have been
protests from the Frontier Broad-
casting Co., licensee of KFBC, Chey-
enne, which claimed Landon's use

of the 1250 ke slot in Englewood
would interfere with its own service

on the 1240kc assignment. FCC said

It had received other protests that

Landon's proposed indie in Engle-
wood was "not needed."

On the other hand, more mystery
is stirred up by the fact that even
before Landon yanked his bid, a

third party, the Englewood Radio &
Recording Co., slipped an applica-

tion in for' the 1230kc slot there.

Under FCC rules this outfit could
,not have possibly won a grant so

Jong as Landon held his. FJC'ers
are wondering just where and how
politics is rearing its head. Landon
is still holding on to a third bid for

a new station in Liberal, Kan.

Meanwhile, last week's actions

showed trend toward less enthusi-

asm for standard broadcasting on
part of new permit holders. Although
it frequently happens in FM, few
AM permittees have handed back
their permits to date. In addition to

Landon, the Magic City Broadcast-
ing Co. of Birmingham, holding the
call of WMBY, turned in its fran-
chise without explanation. Station
was authorized over six months ago.

Topeka—A rash of car thievery
has broken out here, apparently
against staff members of Station

WlBW. Within the past few months
cars have been stolen from Doc
Embree/Merle House, Gene Shipley
and Charles King, aH staff members.

Looks Like
Continued from page 32

but has postponed it until next week.
Contract is expected to be signed
at that meeting. Reports that Chand-
ler was still undecided about grant-
ing permission to have the series

televised were scotched this week by
Walter W. Mulbry, secretary-treas-
urer of Baseball, the big leagues'
official organization, who declared
that Chandler has given tele the go-
ahead signal and that negotiations
for bidding by bro'adcasters have al-

ready begun.

Evidence that whichever broad-
caster gets rights to the series will

not have to look far for a sponor
were furnished this week by the

number of advertisers clamoring at

the doors of DuMont. Since DuMont
has carried all home game.s of the.

N. Y. Yankees, who now loom as a

sure bet to cop the American
League flag, advertisers were under
the mistaken impression that the

web would also carry the series. As
a result, they've already started to

throw out bids for sponsorship.

As with Mutual, however, Gillette

has first refusal since it's already

signed to bankroll radio broadcasts

of the series. Ford has already

topped the highest price that Gil-

lette is believed willing to pay. One
advertiser went so far; as to offer to

sponsor all remaining home games of

the Yankees over the DuMont web if

it could be assured of the series.

Final decision will have to await the

outcome of next week's meeting
with Chandler. .

DuMont, meanwhile, has already

begun negotiating with Mutual for

the series. Web spokesman declared

it would be willing to air the games
if it gets paid only facilities ex-

penses, figuring the prestige would
be well worth any loss of revenue
that might accrue from the fact that

it didn't do the games directly. What
kind of station-break plugs each web
will get, of course, must also be de-

cided in the future.

Kobak, meanwhile, declared that

Mutual would necessarily have to

await Chandler's decision before de-

ciding whether to sign with one or

all three N. Y. broadcasters for the

series. If the Brooklyn Dodgers, now
leading the National League, come
in under the wire, then all seven
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WNEW(N.Y.) Preplan

'Primer for Parents'

In Kid Disk Expansion
N. Y. indie WNEW is prepping

several unusual programs for the
fall, with the recent influx of chil-

dren's records into the disk market
the jumping-off point for a couple
of the shows. One such kids disk
show will be titled "Primer for
Parents," on which a panel of edu-
cators and parents will listen to the
disks and comment on whether
they'd like them for their kids, and
why. Half-hour program will start
Thursday, Sept. 19 at 9 p.m. Show
will also discuss children's books,
and parents' reaction to same for
their kids.

Another kids disk show, titled

"Children's'Theatre," will go on day-
time for kids themselves to listen

to. Half-hour program Is slated for
Sundays at 5, starting Sept. 14, and
will play many of the disks heard
on the evening "Primer for Pafents"
show. WNEW had tied up a pro-
motion campaign with the Century
theatres on this program, wherein
their filmhouses will run a minute
trailer on the show, while some of
the disks will be played in juke-
boxes in lobbies.

Program director Ted Cott will

also launch in September a 15-min-
ute once-weekly airer called "Sing-
ing Newspaper." Program will be
a musical roundup of the week's
news, told in rhyme and song, "with
Jeff Selden, Bob Stewart and Eric
Arthur doing the lyrics and Roy
Ross the music. A Palestine news
story will be related as a "Ballad
For Palestine"; a political story such
as the current airplane investigation

as "The Brewster Blues," etc.

Also on WNEW's September
schedule is an "Inquiring Recorder"
program, a variation of the man-on-
the-street interview, with people
queried on some general news topic,

ending up with a request for their

favorite tune. The tune will then be
played in the studio.

games will " be played in N. Y.
Brooklyn has slipped considerably
during the last 10 days, however,
with the St. Louis Cardinals loom-
ing as strong contenders for the NL
championship.

CIRCLING THE KILOCYCLES

Cleveland—Sears Roebuck, through
Lang I*isher and Stashower has con-
tracted for a 15-minute Thursday
7:30 p.m. WGAR shot for Paul
Brown, coach of the Cleveland In-

dians. Brown will discuss any
phase of football he desires. Fol-
lowing broadcast, station is giving
Pat Patterson a 10-minute period on
outdoor fall sports.

Salt Lake City—At a meeting of
farm broadcasters, agriculturists and
government representatives held
here last Wednesday (6) plans were
set up for action to improve the
quality of farm programs, Stan
Farnsworth, farm editor for the
Tribune and KALL, was elected
chairman of the Radio Extension
Service Program committee.

Memphis—Harry LeBrun, WMPS
station manager the past six months,
has resigned to become general man-
ager of WCCC, new 500-watt indie
station now under construction at
Hartford, Conn. He was formerly
with WNOX in Knoxville and Mu-
tual in Atlanta.

Fort Wayne—A nnouncers at
WOWO, Fort Wayne, have voted
unanimously at a National Labor
Relations Board election to become
members of the American Federation
of Radio Artists, AFL. Sam Gifford
is serving as temporary president of
the union.

bilization for Peace," "Joe Palooka,"
and other programs.

Detroit — Warren Kelly, staff an-
nouncer, was selected to take over
the disk jockey job at WJR (CBS)
vacated by the resignation of Ross
Mulholland. There was spirited

competition for the post, sought by
many of the leading jockeys of the
city and some from both coasts.

Kelly will be in the 7:15-45 and
8:15-45 spots each morning.

Oklahoma City — Dr. Waldo
Stephens, former member of the
faculty of Columbia University as a
professor of International Relations,

and an active member of the Com-
mission to Study the Organization
of Peace and Foreign Policy Asso-
ciation, now broadcasts a weekly
commentary on world affairs over
WKY, Oklahoma City.

Raleigh—WTSB of Lumberton will
join t|i$e Southern Broadcasting re-
gional network within the next six
months, increasing- its population
coverage to approximately a million,

Station Manager Jim MacNeil an-
nounced this week. Lumberton sta-
tion, which celebrated its first birth-
day June 8, is one of seven stations

to go on the regional network.

Indianapolis—Radio Equipment
Co., Indianapolis, distributor in In-
diana for Philco radio, has signed
a contract with WIBC for the broad-
casting of 10 top Midwestern foot-
ball games this fall. Gene Kelly,
WIBC staffer, will handle the play-
by-play on all games, with William
F. Fox, Jr., sports editor of the In-
dianapolis News, exercising general
supervision.

Chicago—Phillip Gelb, who served
as radio director of the Chicago Of-
fice, of Civilian Defense during the
war, has been appointed radio di-
rector gf the National Society for
Medical Research, Chicago. Gelb
formerly was with CBS and BBD&O,
and scripted for "Cavalcade." "Mo-

Mutual Cops
Continued from page 26

favored Styme before 24,432 fans.

The two broadcasters left Sara-
toga immediately after the Whitney,
and are scheduled to be in Chicago
next Saturday (16) under the NBC
plan of rotating them for the top
race events. However, there was no
indication whether or not the NBC
high command would alter its plans
for broadcasting the final day's races

at Saratoga, Aug. 30.

Mutual's nag-by-nag account of

the Whitney event was spieled by
Bryan Field, who comes here every
weekend to handle" the assignment,
nearly always without an assistant.

On weekdays he is general manager
of the Delaware Track.

TOM KENNEDY
presents

GEORGE M. COHAN, JR
"The Son of 'Yankee Doodle Dandy'"

In the estate of George M. Cohan, Sr., there are

over 50 plays, adaptable for Radio or Tele-

vision, with well-known writers to adapt these

plays for the

"GEORGE M. COHAN, Jr.

RADIO THEATRE"
CURRENTLY

LOEWS STATE, New York

To Ed Fay (our official starter), Sidney Piermont, Bob Hope,

Connie.Mack, Abbott and Costello, Fred Allen and to the many
others for their good wishes.

"My Mother thanks you—My Father thanks you—My Sister

thanks you and I thank you."

Address All Communications to:

At the Piano; Tom Kennedy

JOHNNY McLAUGHLIN 366 Madison Ave. Attorneys for Mr. Cohan, Jr.

(Formerly pianist for New York, N. Y. O'Brien, Driscoll, Raftery

George M. Cohan, Sr.) VAnderbilt 6-3417 and Lawler
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WCCO's Tolerance Airer

Brings Kudoes to Minn.

From Far Off as London
Minneapolis, Aug. 12

WCCO is finding its courageous
"Neither Free Nor Equal" program
series the most provocative feature it

has ever attempted. Series of, six

programs sharply outlining racial

and • religious discrimination . in its

territory, with quotes and drama-
tized actual incidents, has concluded
with a final talk by Mayor Hubert
H. Humphrey, who has been active

in fighting discrimination.

Carl * Ward, WCCO promotion
head, revealed 13 other stations have
asked for, complete scripts, includ-

ing WNYC, New York. Seymour
Siegel, WNYC program director, in-

dicated the station wanted to do
the same series in the fall. Ava-
lanche of requests from social and
other agencies has exhausted supply
of scripts of- earlier programs, of

which 150 copies were printed, and
reprints are. being made. For last

program, 275 copies were made, and
these are near exhaustion.

Ward said some unfavorable com-
ment was received, most of it anony-
mous, and most holding the issue

had at this time better be left un-
touched. General comment, how-
ever, was overwhelmingly favor-

able. Series brought huzzahs from
as far away as London.

Recorded Spots

Fall Lineup of Com'l Network Programming

NBC

(Continued from page 30)

ABC CBS MBS

—

:

Continued from page 27 ss

has been the W. E.'Long agency."

This advertising organization spe-

cialized in servicing the bread in-

dustry. The severe rub came, the

agency found, when the costs of the

recorded announcements ran far be-

yond station time costs, and its small

clients complained that the idea of

paying $50 for a recording on a

station that charged, but $30 for

time per week* didn't 'm*e sense.

Before the upping of AFRA rates

Long was charging its baker ac-

counts $140.41 for 12 spot transcrip-

tions, while the rifew charges for the

same work comes to $199.41. In 1943,

the AFRA rate spot was $2.20. The
new rate is $3.96.

The situation has affected^ the lo-

cal AFRA membership in two ways.
Because of the tilted rates agencies
now more loath than ever to give a
break to performers who. are not
well established. With the reduction

in recording business the top local

AFRAites are freely available for

the new money they might as well
employ the best. AFRA member*
are, naturally, disinclined to com-
ment on the subject, but one of

them revealed that last year, the
earnings from recorded spots as a
sideline to network broadcasting,
was around $5,000, with roughly $3
000 of this coming from the Long
agency alone. Another got close to

$6,000 from Long's transcribed spots.

Some of the local announcers who
last year were on freelance and de-
pending for security to a major ex-
tent on steady transcription money
pre back on the staffs of various
Chicago stations.

9:00 New Old Gold Show
(Lorillard)

(10-22)

Duffy's Tavern
(Bristol-Myers)

(10-8)

Sustaining

i ,

Gabriel Heatter
(Carter)

Real Stories .-'

(Whitehall)

9:30 Meredith Willson
(Ford)

lVLr. JJlSirici Auomi-y
(Bristol-Myers)

Mavnr nf thp TYtwn

(Noxzema)
(10-8)

Su^taininEf

10:00 • The Whistler
(Household Finance)

Big Story
(Amer. Tobacco)

Bing Crosby
(Philco)

(10-1)

Sustaining

10:30 Sustaining Durante
(United Drug)
(10-1)

Henry Morgan
' (Eversharp)
(9-3)

Sustaining

THURSDAY
7:00 P.M. Mystery of the Week

(P & G)
Supper Club
(Liggett & Myers)

Headline Edit.

(Co-op)
. Fulton Lewis „.

(Co-op)

Jack Smith
(P & G)

News
(Miles')

Elmer Davis
(Co-op)

Sustaining

7:30 Bob Crosby
(Campbell)

Sustaining Sustaining Arthur Hale
(Richfield)

Ed. Murrow
(Campbell)

t
Tin t-irla i\t C.i\r\i'lr-iiimuu 01 opoi is

(Bayuk)

8:00 Suspense
(Schenley)

Aldrich Family
(Gen. Foods)
(10-2)

SustainingN

(Christian Science)

Sustaining'

8:30 Mr. Keene
(nllll't, HOIUc^
(8-28)

Burns & Allen

(9-11)

Sustaining Sustaining

8:55 News
(Johns-Manyille)

9:00 Dick Haymes
(Auto-Lite)
(9-4)

Jolson-Music Hall
(Kraft)

Willie Piper
(Gen. Elec.)

(9-4)

v.

Gabriel Heatter
(Serutan)

Real Stories

(Whitehall)

9:30 Crime Photog.
(Anchor-Hocking)

Jack Carson
(Natl. Dairies)

(.10-2)

Sustaining Sustaining,

10:00 Reader's Digest
(Hall Bros.)

Screen Guild
(Reynolds)
(9-11)

Sustaining Sustaining

10:30 Man Called "X" •

(Gen. Motor)
Eddie Cantor
(Pabst)
(9-25)

Sustaining Sustaining

FRIDAY
7:00 P.M.

L Schwerin
Continued from page 27

;

is testing programs. They are: John
sons Wax (Needham, Louis & Bror
by agency) ; Miles Labs (Wade); Ton
Co. and Frigidaire (Foote, Cone
Belding); Ford Motors (Kenyon &
Eckhardt); Bristol-Myers (Doherty
Clifford & Shenfield); Station WOR

;

Mutual flagship in N. Y.; Celanese
Corp. (Ellington), and the Badger,
Browning & Hersey agency.

New contract calls for two
Bchwerins studio-audience reaction

sessions each week to be devoted to

testing of NBC-produced shows, in

eluding auditions and packaged pro
grams. Schwerin also Will continue

making special studies for the net on
such subjects as broadcast standards
acceptability of commercials and
blended programming.

Latest tally of the reaction meas-
urers operations shows he's clocked

the like-dont-like-indifferent re-

sponses of close to 35,000 guinea-pig

listeners in 130 sessions , at NBCs
N. Y. studios during the past year.

More than 200 editions of various

shows have been tested.

Mystery of the Week
(P & GX

Supper Club
(Liggett-Myers)

Headline Edition
(Co-op)

Jack Smith
(P & G)

News
(Miles)

Elmer Davis
(Co-op)

Fulton Lewis
(Co-op)

Sustaining

.

7:30 Bob Crosby
(Campbell)

Manor House Party
(McLaughlin)

Lone Ranger
(Gen. Mills).

Hfnry Taylor
(Gen. Motors)

Ed. Murrow
(Campbell)

Kaltenborn
(Pure Oil)

8:00 Fanny Brice
(Gen. Foods)
(9-5)

Highways in Melody
(Cities Service)

Fat Man
. (Norwich)

Inside of Sports
(Bayuk)

Burl Ives
(Philco)

8:30

8:55

Thin Man
(Gen. Foods)

C6n You Top This
(Colgate)

(10-3)

This Is Your FBt
(Equitable)

News
(Johns-Manville)

9:00 New Show
(Borden)

Pedple Are Funny
(Browrf-Williamson)
(9-19)

Break the Bank
(Bristol-Myers)

9:30 "FBI
(P & G)
(8-23)

Waltz Time
(Sterling)

The Sheriff

(Pacific Borax)

Gabriel Heatter
(Noxzema)

Real Stories

(W^ite^all)

Sustaining

10:00 It Pays to Be Ignorant
(Philip Morris)

Mystery Theatre
(Sterling)

Roll Call

(Champ. Spark Plug)

Boxing Bouts
(Gillette)

Meet the Press

Lawrence, Kan.—Fred Conger has

been made head of the program de-

partment at WREN which has studios

in Lawrence and Topeka. Conger

succeeds Arden Booth.

British Radio Editor

Edits Lively Volume

On All Mass Media
"An orator at the microphone is as

ridiculous as an opera singer -on
the screen." This amusing observa-
tion comes from ' Frederick Laws,
radio editor of the London News-
Chronicle, who has just put together
pn interesting critical study, from
the British point of view, of the
modern devices of communication,
radio, motion pictures, television'
books, newspapers and advertising'
His book bears the appropriate title
"Made Fo* Millions" and has been
published by the magazine Contact
which is the British answer to
Fortune.

Commenting on newspaper re-
viewing in England, Laws states:
"Much reviewing is unselective in
its enthusiasm and can with dif-
ficulty be distinguished from adver-
tising copy." Of both screen fare
and radio broadcasts, "there is a
lack of clearly expressed and gen-
erally recognized standards of
value." In the popular' media "It is
hard to produce masterpieces ...
but not infunsically impossible."
And with direct reference to radio:
"To suggest that it might be used
in the creation of work of perma-
nent value is optimistic, but I think
it a necessary optimism."

Americans will find this, too, has
a familiar sound: "Its (radio) pres-
tige is slowly rising, but a young
writer will still do his reputation
more good by having a play acted
in a small London theatre to a tiny
audience than by writing it espe-
cially for broadcasting to a guaran-
teed audience of millions."

In addition to Laws' own contri-
butions to a serious-minded and
ighly readable volume, there are

commentaries on various mass
media , by Adrian Brunei, Margaret
Cole, Henry Durant, Grace W. Gol-
die, Ralph Hill, G. W. Stonier and
Denys Thompson. The book sella
in England for 10 shillings (about
$2.40) and definitely belongs in any
American library dealing with ra-
dio and the other communication
businesses. Rose.

10:30 Morton Downey .

-

' (Coca-Cola)
(10-3) ,

Bill Stern
(Colgate)

Sustaining

Boxing Bouts
(Gillette)

Sustaining

SATURDAY
7:00 P.M. Hawk Larabee

(Co-op)
Sustaining •Harry Wismer

(Co-op)

Sustaining

Sustaining

7:30 Sustaining Curtain Time
(Mars)

Sustaining Sustaining

LaGuardia
(£o-op)

8:00 First Nighter
(Campana)
(10-4)

Life of Riley
,

(P & G)
(8-30)

Sustaining Twenty Questions
(Ronson)

8:30

8:55

Sustaining

News
(Ludens)

Truth or Consequences
(P & G)
(9-6)

Jury Trials

.(Gen. Mills)
Sustaining

9:00 Sustaining Hit Parade
(Amer. Tobacco)

Gang Busters
(Waterman)
(9-13)

Sustaining

9:30

•

Vaughn Monroe
(Reynolds)

Judy Canova
(Colgate)
(10-4)

Murder and Mr.
Malone '

(Guild Wine)

Sustaining

10:00 Sat. Nite Serenade
(Pet Milk)

Kay Kyser
(Colgate)
(10-4)

Prof. Quiz
(Amoco)

Sustaining

10:30 Sustaining Grand Old Opry
(Reynolds)

Sustaining -Sustaining

Hooper
Continued from page « ss

drop was being recorded, daytime
Recruiting Efficiency lost only six
points. What caused that evening
drop? Not the audience measures!

And what's more, the "Recruiting
Efficiency" of radio in resort towns
arid cities is consistently low. If
either resorts or cars were substi-
tuted in part of our summer sam-
pling, the ratings wouldn't be bigger
unless the percent who listen (ot
all persons at resorts and all per-
sons In all cars, is larger than in our
present sample. You see one doesn't
merely add such listeners to th«
rating, one adds to the sample, too.
And there is ' ample evidence that
the percent of car listening and re-
sort listening is not larger, it's

lower! If, as your article suggests,
we switched to include some resort
cities in the summer, Instead of the
regular Hooper 36, the effect, I as-
sure you, would be t6 lower, not
raise the Hooperatings. No, if "the
Hooper boys take to the road," it

won't reveal an* "interest in summer
programming that would merit a
complete revaluation." Sorry, but it

won't! '

I think the Daytime-Evening com-
parison in "Recruiting Efficiency"
states the problem as one of (1)
selling—networks lining up two ad-
vertisers on the same program, one
with a winter, one with a summer-
consumed product; (2) programming
—talent cutting enough platters in
the winter to carry the same pro-
gram through the summer; (3) day-
light time; (4) talent cost—a lower
talent rate for the platter programs
to compensate for normally lower
audiences due to greater summer-
time activities in other directions,
and (5) time cost—a revision of net-
work rates so the differential is be-
tween winter and summer instead of
discounts based on number of times
per year.

Get the boys to fix those basics.

The listeners will respond aplenty
if they are offered what they want.
(For example, a tally of nigl '; base-
ball a couple of weeks back showed
it two points higher than the top-
rated evening network show. That's
home, not resort, listening). Turn-
ing us loose in a caravan of trailers

is too easy a way out even if it

would work, and it won't!

C. E. Hooper.
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FACELIFT ERA FOR TOP BANDS
p

. i ,

Restrictive 'Spread-the-Work' Move

For 802 Membership Dies A-Borning
Certain members of New Yorkf

Local 802 of the American Federa-

tion of Musicians came close early

Monday (ID morning to putting

over regulations governing the

amount of work an individual card-

holder could perform weekly. This

attempt, labelled by other members
as having been inspired by the

local's "Communist" element, had it

succeeded, would have given 802

work-restrictions similar to those in

effect at Los Angeles Local 47. It

failed because 802's by-laws demand
500 members attend a meeting be-

. fore a quorum is achieved and only

some 460 were present.

Regulations prepared for submis-

sion to the meeting called for one-

man-to-a-job, i.e., if a musician is

employed at one steady job, which

may not take up all his time (for

example, a pit band spot with a

legitimate show), he cannot seek

other"assignments. Too, the aim was

to restrict radio musicians -from do-

ing more than four shows weekly.

Actually, the plan was a bit more
involved than that, but that's the

gist. Local 47 has similar rules, in-

volving earnings, hours, etc. Idea of

course, is a spread-the-work pro-

gram inspired by the mounting un-

employment among musicians.

It's said that Monday's meeting

which never got started was at-

tended by as many of the radio

footers as were able to get out of bed

that early to defeat its purpose.

M-G-M Sets EMI

Pact for World

Can. Maestro Badly Hurt
In Toronto Plane Crash

Toronto, Aug. 12.

Flying his two-seater plane, Lou
Snider, 29, bandleader with the
Canadian Broadcasting Corp. net-

works, received a broken jaw, a

broken leg, face and head injuries,

when his machine crashed on the
outskirts of Toronto. He is in crit-

ical condition.

Plane was making a landing at

the Toronto Flying Club when it

banked almost vertically at 60 feet,

the right wing hitting the runway.
Plane was a total loss. Snider is a

pianist and arranger.

Decca Going Ahead

On Tubby Despite

Beef From Cosmo

M-G-M Records, subsidiary of

Metro films, completed an arrange-

ment last week whereby Electric

and Musical Industries, Ltd. of Eng-

land, will handle distribution of its

product all over the world, with the

exception of Canada, Mexico, other

Central American countries, Hawaii,

and probably Cuba. Deal puts

M-G-M's disks in the same hands as

those that handle RCA-Victor and
Columbia product in Europe and
elsewhere (Victor's overseas label is

His Masters Voice, while Columbia's

remains the same).
Such an arrangement with EMI

calls for M-G-M to deliver masters

to the London company, from which
pressings are made in factories in

some 20 countries. In all instances

the M-G-M label will be used.

Meanwhile, M-G-M execs in New
York, headed by general manager
Frank Walker, are endeavoring to

.smooth out labor troubles at the

company's new and only plant at

Bloomfleld, N. J. These disagree-

ments have been going on for six

weeks or more and are expected to

be resolved this week. It's claimed
the disagreements are minor and
production on the 75 or so pressing

machines in operation has not been
hampered.

Decca Records is going ahead with
its release of its "Tubby The Tuba"
album by Danny Kaye, in spite of

the feeling held by the receivers for

the defunct Cosmo Records that they
still hold prior rights to it. Decca
will market the Kaye album within
the next week or two, apparently
feeling that it has nothing to fear

from Cosmo and the latter's claim
that its contract with the writers of

the "Tubby" story, George Klein-
inger (music) and Paul Tripp
(lyric) is still in force and has not
been invalidated by its claimed fail-

ure to live up to its terms. In ad-
dition to which the writers' attor-

ney has idemnified Decca against

legal action loss, so certain is he that

the Cosmo pact is invalid.

'Meanwhile, Kleininger and Tripp,
have applied to the trustee of Cos-
mo's assets for purchase of it's

"Tubby" masters, offering $3,750.

Columbia Records is said to be bid-

ding for the Cosmo version (Decca
isn't bothered by the possibility a

rival company will get them). Cos-
mo's version was on two 10-inch

disks. Kaye's is on one 12-inch plat-

ter.

Cosmo was put into receivership

weeks back and the company is soon
to go through the process of being
liquidated to satisfy creditors and
stockholders, and the "Tubby" album
was being looked to as a means of

boosting the sum to be realized from
the -debris.

Cosmo's* version of "Tubby" was
the only thing the firm turned out

during its existence that was strong

enough to contend with major com-
pany output, and various majors
tried to buy the marketing rights to

it many times.

IT RELIGHT
Hollywood, Aug. 12.

Charlie Barnet is the latest of the

widely known "problem" maestros
to "get religion" and, like the others,

including Harry James and Tommy
Dorsey and a few more, the meta-
morphosis is probably due to the

fact that there's little of the vast

amount of coin he has earned in re-

cent years left with him. Add to

that the - fact that Barnet and his

contemporaries see the band public

switching allegiance to decidely less

boisterous type of band and you
have the reason why he, James and
Dorsey have turned over new leaves.

Barnet was here at the Aragon Ball-

room, not doing too well bucking T.

D. at the latter's Casino Gardens,
nearby. He has taken on Arthur
Michaud, T. D.'s manager, as his

mentor and is claimed to be aiming
at reconstructing his music career.

He's playing more dance music for

dancers, not for himself as was his

prewar aim. To make a long story

short, he's out to reestablish himself

and make some needed money.
The same can be said of James and

Dorsey. James, during his last trip

east, amazed people who have known
him for years, with his willingness

to cooperate with them for his own
good. There was a time when he
knew all the answers and wasn't shy

at expounding upon them. He
stopped playing theatres, fluffed off

location dates that most smart band-
leaders will continue to play no

(Continued on page 53)

U-l'S DISK JOCK

CONVENSH GAG

BOOMERANGS

Old Gold Effects Novel Tieup

Of CBS Show With Col. Records

M-G-M Album Pianist Due
In U. S. for Concert Tour
Menahem Pressler, 18-year-old

Palestinian pianist who recorded the

M-G-M album of music from Metro's
"Song of Love," will make his first

American concert tour in 1947-48.

He'll play four concerts with the

Philadelphia Orchestra alone, plus

several other symphonic dates.

Pianist, who came to U. S. last

spring to make the album, is now
in Paris, and is due in N. Y. in late

September.

Still Some Hurdles

InASCAP-Radio

Contract Formula

FOX YANKS DIAMOND

RECORDING LICENSE
Harry. Fox, trustee for music pub-

lishers in recording matters, served

notice on Diamond Records, oper-

ated by Irving Gwirtz, last week re-

voking mechanical licenses issued to

Gwirtz to record certain songs. Fox's

move was predicated on the fact

that ip all the time Diamond has
been in existence he has received
loyalty statements in behalf of pub-
lishers he represents citing a sale

of only 79,000-odd disks whereas the

company's recording of Jan Au-
gust's "Misirlou" alone was once
advertised as having sold more than

1,000,000 copies.

Fox's move probably won't pre-

vent Diamond from continuing to

record under the 1909 copyright act.

which allows a disker a compulsory
license once a tune has been re-

corded elsewhere, but it also puts
Fox on record as objecting to Dia-

mond's royalty payment methods.

Col. Claims Favoritism

By Dreyfus on 'Allegro'

Score Handout to Victor

Alleged favoritism shown by the

Dreyfus music publishing interests

in distributing the score of the forth-

coming Richard Rodgers-Osear Ham-

merstein show "Allegro" has certain

of the major recording companies

burning, while others shrug the thing

off. Manie Sachs, of Columbia Rec-

ords, for example, is hitting the

ceiling over the fact that he was

handed copies of the score only a

week ago by Larry Spier, Dreyfus

general manager, whereas RCA-Vic-

tor had already recorded the music

a week before that. On the other

hand, Decca Records didn't seem to

care much.

Sachs' burn is not so much over

the fact that Victor had it first and

All is not smooth sailing for Uni-
versal-International in its publicity

stunt involving the formation of the
hitherto unknown "National Disk
Jockey Assn." and its invitation to

jocks all over the country to come
to Chicago Aug. 15 for their "first

annual convention," where they are
to be impregnated with exploitation

for the company's new "Something
In the Wind" film, in which Deanna
Durbin plays a disk jock. Rush
Hughes, one of the mid-west's most
powerful disk-spinners, somehow
labelled as president of the U-I in-

augurated Disk Jock's Assn., flatly

turned down the company's invita-

tion last week, refusing to lend his

name to such an obvious stunt.

Others have followed.
Many jocks, however, apparently

are taking U-I up on its invitation

to a free ride and day in Chi. De-
spite what has been said to-the con-
trary, the film company asserts it is

paying all expenses. Extent to which
the gimmick has gone is in the in-

terest of otrter film companies in the
idea. All producers have in the past

worked various stunts employing the
technique U-I has for the first time
used on disk men, such as flying re-

viewers and important people to

distant world-premieres. But the

U-I angle has brought home to them
the vast influence wielded by the

disk spinners and they want to climb
aboard the bandwagon.
.^-Meanwhile, Huv,hes and other
jockeys have labelled the so-called

"National Disk Jockey Assn." as an
integral part of the promotion stunt.

While they assert such an organiza-
tion would be a swell idea, they do
not see U-I's dream, as the answer.
Letters bearing a bona-fic'.e_ looking
letterhead of the outfit are signed

by Hugh Douglas, said to be the hus-

band of Chi press rep of U-I.

Nothing of importance was accom-
plished last Wednesday (6) 'at the

meeting in New York between com-
mittees representing radio interests

and the American Society of Com-
posers, Authors and Publishers. It's

claimed the two factions worked
smoothly toward the final formula-
tion of a new contract to supersede
the current agreement between
them, which expires the end of 1948,

but that no momentous decisions

were arrived at. Another, meet is

likely between the two groups prior

to the National Assn. of Broadcast-
ers' convention in Atlantic City next
month.
However, when and if ASCAP and

the radio men arrive at final con-

clusions there is still a stumbling
block. In so far as ASCAP is con-
cerned any draught of a new con-
tract agreed to will be final, but
the broadcasting men they are meet-
ing with are all representatives of

the networks, major and regional,

who are not empowered to speak
for the hundreds of independently-
owned stations who may or may not

see eye to eye with the terms of

the deal worked out with the net

reps: ASCAP will then have to sell

the indies.

Two items come in for the most
attention at these meets. One is the

definition of a cooperative program
originating on net and sponsored lo-

cally whether music for such is to

be paid for according to the net-

work cardrate or by independent
rates. Another is the spot announce-
ment.

,

Another bar to the settlement of

certain problems is the draughting
of the new NAB code. ASCAPers
and radio people don't know which
way to jump on certain issues,

since they have no inkling of the

new code.

4 Columbia Records and Lennen &
Mitchell, agency for the Old Gold
account, have developed an "idea

for the mutual exchange of exploi-

tation. Idea, a slick one, will place,

a different Columbia artist each

week in a guest spot on the aggie's

Frartk Morgan, Don Ameche, Frances

Langford show scheduled to start on

CBS Sept. 24. And the artists as-

signed to the spots weekly will draw

a guest salary rate (which, it's prob-
able, will be uniform except pos-

sibly in the cases of Columbia's
higher-priced stars, such as Dinah
Shore, Frank Sinatra).

Plan is to have each artist intro-

duce each . Wednesday a new tune
performed exactly as they recorded
it for Columbia. At the same time,

Columbia will have copies of the

new records available on retail rec-

ord counters and the advertising of

each concern will be tied together
to promote the show and each prod-
uct. For example, Columbia dis-

tributors will spot advertising mat-
ter calling attention to the Old Gold
show and Columbia's artists and vice

versa.

Another attractive angle of the
gimmick is that, while the Morgan
show will emanate from Hollywood,
it won't be necessary for Columbia's
people to be there. They will be
picked up from wherever they"r' ,— — - . ... — -<

happen to be on the road, that is,

from CBS net stations. Each will

be assigned a certain amount of time
on the broadcast.

Earl Carroll, AFMs

Local 47 Resolve

Long Standby Fight

Hollywood, Aug. 12.

First result of the Congressional

labor sub-committee hearings here

was the ending of the long-standing

feud between Earl Carroll and the

American Federation of Musicians.

Local 47. Pact agreed upon runs for

three years and gives Carroll a bre;ik

in wage scales. Hitherto he paid

CRl Backs Down

On Jumping WB

Disk Release Gun
One of the few instances wherein

a music publisher bared teeth

against a recording company plan-

ning to jump a release date placed

upon a new tune occurred last week
when Warner Bros, music combine

moved against Columbia Records.

WB firms threatened to' put a legal

head-lock on Columbia to prevent

the latter from marketing a record-

ing of "Stars Will Remember," by
Frank Sinatra before Sept. 1. Colum-
bia backed down.

It seems that the Warner outfit

originally had placed a Sept. 15 re-

lease date on the tune when it orig-

inally was circulated among record-

ing companies. Subsequently, the

date was changed to Sept. 1, upon
Columbia's request and due to^ its

explanation that if the date was
moved up a Sinatra recording could

be secured. Then Columbia set the

disking for release Monday < 11) and
had quite a bit of its advertising al-

ready out to distributors before WB
caught on. Then came the threat of

a suit. Disk will be issued as of

Sept. 1.
•

2 MORE DISK JOCKS

TURN TO MAESTROING

VITACOUSTICS SIGNS HINES
Chicago, Aug. 12.

Vitacoustics, Chicago indie re-

cording company, parted Earl

Philadelphia, Aug. 12.

A couple of Philly disk jocks—Joe
$120 a week for full time musicians

j

Grady and Ed Hurst, of WPEN—are

and $100 Tor part time men. Under planning to pull a switch. They're

the new deal he pays $100 for full
|

going to form their own orchestra!

time and $80 for part timers. Treaty
|

Hop j nf, tney can do the same sa ] es
was largely brought about by Fred

; job for t |lerr)se ]vcs as they have done
A. Hartley ( R.. N. J. I.

!ifor other bands via' the disks, the
Lee Soble. agent, testified that he pair are corraling musicians, audi-

had been deprived of his booking
ti()ns bcjng held <jaily _ The bandli.

license by James C. Petrillo, but the mcn wjl , be former phllly high
witness was excused from further .ch<)0 , students .

testimony when it v>a.s learned that

was able to record it before other
|

(Fatha) Hines, according to George

companies saw copies as it is over ' Tasker, dicker's veepee. and will cut

his clnim that queries for copies up
,
four sides this week. Former owner

to and beyond the time Victor had
;
and operator of soulhside sepia nit-

completed its recording drew the re- ery. El Grotto, will be backed by

ply that they were not yet ready. I rhythm section on all selections.

his license had been restored. Both have wide followings among
the high schools and high school

alumni crowds, and they reason this

Maestro Paul Lavalle has renewed audience will mean bookings for

his annual $1,000 scholarship dona- their new group. Grady, who plays

tion to be administered through the '. piano, will lead the new musical

National Federation' of Music Clubs.
|
aggregation. Hurst is a vocalist.
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Lyric Mag Sales Hit Bottom;

Charlton, Lyle Engle Take Beating

Sales slump in the sheet music

business may be far off, but, ac-

cording to the*flgures of the firms

that sell lyrics alone in magazine

form, the slump in that field makes

the sheet sales graph look like it

was jet-powered and- still in full

wartime flight. Charlton Publishing,

the largest lyric mag distributor in

the business, which paid publishers

approximately $500,000 annually for

the rights to lyrics, has run into a

slump that finds it off up to 70%.

Where the company sold 1,100,000

copies of its Hit Parade mag only a

short time back, it is now disposing

of only 315,000 monthly.

. Charlton is in a poor position, but

Js not so bad oft as Lyle Engle's

company, which distributes Song
Hits and Popular Hit Songs mag.

This company's sales are said to

have dropped to approximately 100,-

000 or less, leading Engle to ap-

proach publishers with which he has

contracts giving him rights to lyrics,

for reductions in agreed-upon rates.

Both companies are now disposing of

their product at a pace that is even
below pre-war sales" and while
Engle's future is undisclosed, Charl-

ton intends to stick out the slump
and may not request lower rates

from publishers.

Cut in sales of lyric mags, while
It's obviously serious to the produ-
cers, is not too harmful to the music
industry. All told, the two com-
panies cited above paid publishers
somewhere in the neighborhood of

$700,000 for printing rights to lyrics

last year. While this figure was split

up among a comparatively few ma-
jor firms which can be depended

upon to turn out a fair average of

hits, the payoff to each individual

company doesn't mean the differ-

ence between: life and death. In some
instances the individual earnings
went over $50,000 yearly, but they
were few.

Ben Selvin May

Stay at Majestic
Ben Selvin may or may not remain

with Majestic Records as head of

the company's artist and repertoire

department, after naving planned to

move out of his position next month,
when his contract expires. Selvin

and Majestic's head, Arthur Tracy,

are talking a new agreement, pre-

sumably one that calls for less

money, but obviously one that will

satisfy him. Basis of Selvin's decision

to leave Majestic, arrived at two
months or so ago. was the company's
request that he agree to a consider-

able reduction in financial terms,

which he refused.

If Selvin stays with Majestic he
will not disturb the position of Dave
Shelley, and Lee Savin, recently

brought over from Musicraft Rec-
ords to cohandle the a. & t. job

with Shelley. At least there's no
indication of any changes at the
moment. Shelley originally joined
the firm when John Hammond was
with it, subsequently moving into
Selvin's spot.

Of Leeds London Deals
Due to the condition of the music

sheet sales business in London,

which is claimed to be worse than

it had even been pre-war, Leeds

Music has temporarily dropped all

deals for the purchase of foreign

rights to U. S; songs. Leeds has an

English subsid, caned Leeds, Ltd.,

operated by Peter Maurice, in a re-

ciprocal deal whereby Leeds in New
York runs a Peter Maurice firm.

And Leeds in recent weeks has been
making foreign deals for its Lon-
don cou-terpart with U. 4. pubs.

A few had been concluded, but

another four or five agreements that

I were on the fire were cancelled

even after advance checks had been

! made out.

Local 47 'Conditions'

Prevent Construction

Of New Headquarters
American Federation of Musicians,

Local 47 will not lay the corner-

stone for the long-sought new union
headquarters for at least another
year and a half, according to insiders,

Reluctance of current regime in

Local to be responsible for expen-
diture of $1,000,000 the new proposed
Vine St. headquarters and club

rooms would cost js said to be gov-

erning situation.

Incumbent prexy* J. K. "Spike"
Wallace and others remain in office

until December, 1948. Report is that

Wallace, particularly, is opposed to

spending such a large amount of

coin, especially in view of current

labor upheaval and possible future

needs for coin.

The Solovox offers an entirely new field of

rendition to every pianist.

It gives the rich tonal effects of many
instruments, played toyourownpianoaccom-
paniment. For night club or theater work,
the sax, clarinet, trumpet, and many other

tones are easily played by a simple adjust-

ment of tone controls.

For long-haired renditions the Solovox*
also gives you the effects of the violin, Eng-
lish horn, bassoon, French horn, organ, etc.

Here is an instrument that is ideal for the

professional and offers him new income pos-
sibilities.

It is portable—is easily attached to and
detached from any piano—and plugs into
the lighting circuit. It does not interfere

with the normal Use of the piano and gives
a much wider variety of renditions to every
tune.

Find out more about this popular instru-

ment that couldn't be made fast enough
even at pre-war peak production. See your
dealer or mail the coupon below.

Mad*

ev.u.nt. u.s. rAT.trr.

OVOX
of the Hammond Organ

., -gr 1

Hammond Instrument Company
4248 W. Divorsoy Ave, Chicago 39, Illinois

Gentlemen: Pleaae aend me further Information about
the Solovox, and the names of Sotovo* dealers near me.

Music Notes
Mills Brothers play Palmar Supper club, Vancouver, for four weeks

beginning Nov. 3 and thence to Paul's Music Hall, Portland, for three
weeks, opening Dec. 1 Art Lund, Johnny Johnson, Ziggy Elman and
Kings Men. cut four sides each for M-G-M Records last week.. Dick
Haymes will wax Christmas standards album for Decca Ronnie Kemper
bows at Club Morocco, L. A., Aug. 20 for eight weeks Spike Jones will
slice Hal Dickinson's "Jingle Bells Polka" for RCA-Victor AH royalties
from Empire Songs' new ditty, "In San Francisco," by Stephen McNeil and
Nick Therry, will go to Damon Runyon Cancer Fund. .. .Exclusive Records
opening eastern branch of Exclusive Record Distributors, Inc., in New
York Top Notchers into Florentine Gardens, Hollywood, Sept. 6
Michel Michelet started foucday scoring stint on Seymour Nebenzal's "At-
lantis" Tuesday (5)... Dale Evans waxed four sides of oatunes for Majes-
tic Thursday (7), marking teeoff with that label.

Coast Top Band

Dearth Ups Coin
Hollywood, Aug. 12.

Paucity of genuine name bands
available for Coast one-niters dur-
ing rest of summer has resulted in

promoters actually tilting guaran-
tees to latch onto what few are
around. Duke Ellington, now on a
skein of 25 one-nighters up and
down the Coast, played for pro-
moter John Burton in Oakland Sun.
(10) at a $3,000 guarantee against

60%; he will receive same figure

from Dex Lewers in Vancouver Aug.
22 and also from Ellis Coder in Se-
attle Aug. 27. Many other Ellington
stands have $2,500 guarantees; rela-

tively few are at $1,750, his old
figure.

Promoters who are laying out the
heavy guarantees in many instances
are the ones who, last winter, were
recoiling from one-nite quotations
and asserting they would never ante
up tall figures again. However, as

pointed out in Variety last month,
Coast promoters frequently have
been shuttering sites on Saturday
nites because names were unavail-
able. Last spring, booking agencies
took cognizance of poor Coast sit-

uation and routed relatively few
names through Far West because of
lack of dates, compared with years
past.

MCA is hurriedly hustling Buddy
Rich into this territory to take up
some of the slack. Tommy Dorsey,
who will one-nite his way east after

he close* within fortnite at Casino
Gardens here, seems to be having
no trouble nailing $2,500 guarantees,
against usual percentages. Gene
Krupa . is being readily sold by MCA
for $1,250, and Harry James is be-
ing greedily snapped up at $2,000.

James' tour is being inked prior to
entry into Palladium, Oct. 7.

GAC, now lining up late-Septem-
ber one-nite tour for Stan Kenton,
has jotted all the dates the re-

formed crew can handle. As in past,
Kenton seeks only $1,750 and per-
centage. In past several years, Ken-
ton has gone into percentage more
often on Coast than any other band.

P. O. Zone State

BMI License Drive Knocks
Over Nine More Chi Ops

Chicago, Aug. 12.

Chicago office of Broadcast Music
signed nine spots last week, in-
cluding a steamship and a ballroom,
allowing them unlimited use of its

catalog. Ballroom signed is the Via
Lago and the steamship S. S. Grand
Rapids. Bistros signed, all in the
minor league, are: Spa, Alaskan,
Dubonnet, Portage, Arena Gardens,
Tower and Silver Hat.
BMI is starting infringement suits

in the next few weeks—the first

since it' opened offices here in Feb-
ruary, against recalcitrant owners.

British Best Sheet Sellers
(Week Ending July 31)

London, Aug. 1.

Souvenirs Wright
Gal in Calico Feldman
Mam'selle F. D. & H.
People Will Say Chappell
Sun in the Morning Berlin
Old Spanish Trail Maurice
How's the Hour?. Keith, Prowse
Marianne .Southern
A Little Tenderness Connelly
They Say It's Wonderful. .Berlin
Heartaches Connelly
Time After Time. ... Ed. Morris

Second 12
Anniversary Song Connelly
Sorrento Ricordi
How Lucky You Are Kassner
April Showers Chappell
Donbgal Leeds
Stars Will Remember.. Feldman
You Went Away . . . .Box & Cox
Violetta , Dix
Beautiful Morning Chappell
Harriet .Keith Prowse
Never Too Late Merid.Strauss-M
Rainy Night in Rio....Feldman

ASCAP Still in Throes

Of Ironing Out Bugs Ol

Writer Coin Distrib
Plan now being worked' out by

George W. Meyer, member of the
American Society of Composers, Au-
thors and Publishers' director board,

as a substitute for the current meth-
od of distributing the Society's rev-
enue to its writer members, is still

being gone over. Meyer is endeav-
oring to get the bugs out of his plan
before submitting it for perusal and
decision to the ASCAP board.

Plan is said to be rather compli-
cated, so much so that writers who
are even slightly familiar with it do
not understand it completely. But,
the idea is somewhat similar to the
current plan of revenue distribution
to publishers, which, incidentally,
Meyer outlined years ago. This pub
plan calls for a payoff based on 55%
performance, 30% availability and
15% seniority.

WILL

OSBORNE
and his Slid* Music
(U. S. Pat. No. J069898)

3rd
- Return Engagement This Ytar

ARAGON BALLROOM
Ocean Park, Calif.

Universal Pictures

Standard Transcriptions

Decca Records

M. C. A.

COMING BACK 61
BIGGER
THAN EVER t 1
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mm GEORGE DAUN,Frof.Mgr.

THANKS

EDDIE KINLEY

EDDIE and GEORGE
TAILORS TO THE STARS

Smart attire for Acts and Bands

When in fhe last Call or Wire

for Representative with Samples

805 8. Broad St., Phlla.

Phone: PKnnjrpacker 6-1658
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FUN AND FANCY FREE

LAZY COUNTRYSIDE

SAY IT WITH A SLAP

TOO GOOD TO BE TRUE
FEE-FI-FO-FUM

MY FAVORITE DREAM

All Material Ready

1A19 Broadway

New York 19, N. Y. SANTLY-JOY, Inc.
TOMMY VALANDO

Gen. Prof. Mgr

New York-MAC KOOPER, VIC PELLE, ED McCASKEY Chicogo-BENNY MILLER Hodywood-DAVE BERNIE Boston-JACK FAY
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Jocks, JukesandDisks
i By1 George Frazier •

Claude' Thowntaill's . band- is just

about accomplished as any in the cue-

rent band business. What's more, it

probably deserves to be ranked right

up there: with the most versatile of

all time. . If. it's not a truly great

outfit (and at this point in its de-

velopment, it's not) it's an extreme-

ly versatile one. Although it cannot,

be classed with the memorable
Goodman; Ellington, Pollack, Hen-
derson, Redman, ... Goldkette, >. and

Basie groups for sheer excitement,

it probably has more versatility than

any of them, except Pollack's or Elr

lington's. (If you remember your

old Victors, it should hardly be

Best Bets
Ballad—"I Kiss Your Hand,

Madame" (Buddy Clark) and
"Early Autumn" (Claude Thorn-

,

hill); ,
'..

;

Dance—"Oh, You Beautiful

Doll" (Claude Thornhill), "What
Every Young Girl Should Know"
(Sammy Kaye) and . "On the

.
,Avenue" (Dick Jurgens).

Hot Jazz — "South" (Count

Basie) , and "Jack Armstrong
Blues" and "Rockin' Chair"
(Louis; Armstrong). 11

Novelty—"Them 'Durn' Fool
Things" (Red Ingle) and "Sugar
Blues" (Johnny Mercer).

necessary to point out just how pro-

ficient tbat Pollack band was. It

could handle practically anything

—

from a rhumba to a waltz to a jazz

items, which sang , with .the inspira-

tion of its hot . solos.) .
Thornhill's

present band is no match for Pol-
lack's; but. it's a pretty fine' band.
With each new recording, there's ad-

ditional testimony. This week, for

example, Thornhill offers, "Oh, You
Beautiful Doll" and "Early Autumn"
on a Columbia bracketing. They
represent' pretty substantial musi-
cianship. ' "Doll" a real oldie, is

handled briskly and, on the whole,
rather movingly by the musicians
and Gene Williams, vocalist. Whether
or not it will hit the jukes with any

, momentum is anybody's guess, but
the point is that it deserves to. It

is musical and danceable. . Those are
two adjectives that cannot Be ap-
plied to the records as regularly as
one would wish these days. They
also can be used quite appropriately
for the other side, which is dreamier
and, in its. fashion, a further tribute
to Thornhill's enormous flexibility.

In this instance, the singing is done
by the impressive Fran Warren. As
pleasant and accomplished as this

Our Number ONE Song

THE BACHELOR
AND THE

BOBBY-SOXER
Orchestration by

Will Hudson

now ready

PA ULL- PI 0 NEE R MUSIC CORP

face is, though, it seems to lack the
nickelodeon nitrate of "Doll."

Buddy Clar.lt is another performer
of whom Columbia has vast reason,

to feel proud. For everything like

"Hugo and I Go" (or whatever that

was he perpetrated with Cugat was
called) Clark does 10 or 11 items
that are genuinely first-rate. Here
he does a coupling like "I Kiss Your
Hand, Madame" and "They're Mine—
They're Mine—They're Mine," which
is distinctly superior stuff by any
standards. No one—including ' Sin 7

atra—gets more out of a lyric. "I

Kiss Your Hand," for example, be-

ing revived in Paramount's "The
Emperor Waltz," benefits prodigi-

ously from Clark's treatment. (It

also benefits from the accompani-
ment which- Mitchell Ayres: pro-

vides.) If the tune should establish

itself as a- second-time ;smash, you'll

hear the, Clark version „on • every
Wurlitzer in the country. It is our
own suspicion, however, that the
backside—"They're Mine"—will do
the bigger business. It's a good tune
—slightly noveltyish — and Clark
projects it excellently.

Johnny Mercer, when he's right, is

a good man. to have around; too. Like'

this week, when he does "Sugar
Blues" and "Why Shouldn't I Cry
Over You?" Latter is all right—just
all right—but' Mercer has 'with him
The Pied Pipers, and that presents a
problem for any man. Mercer, 'how-
ever, comes out quite unscathed. His
singing has the same hot intonation

he evidenced in "Lord, I Give You
My Chillun" (Decca). It's 'the sort

of number he handles expertly and
it was : rather -ridiculous *td call -upon
tbe Pipers to screw things up. As
an' old Mercer fan, we like' "Why
Shouldn't I Cry Over You?", but we
must admit that it does not sound
like the juke side. Juke side, Very
clearly, sounds like "Sugar Blues."
If Clyle McCoy didn't kill this num-
ber for all time, Mercer's recording
will be the one io revive it. Every-
thing considered this is a fine piece
of work. We also think it's a coin
machine work. The accompanying
union cards are led- by Paul Weston.
Sammy Kaye's "That's What Every

Young Girl Should Know". (Victor)
is considerably less provocative than
the title would lead one to suspect,
but it's a proficient job nonetheless.
Laura Leslie sings the lyric, which
probably won't add to any young
lady's knowledge, but which prob-
ably won't hurt it either. Our feeling
is that this side—because of its ar-
resting, title and its danceability

—

will do quite all right for itself on
the coin boxes. "Serenade of the
Bells," on the other side, doesn't im-
press us very deeply, however. Don
Cornell,- The Kaydets, and a Choir
do their best, but trie tune simply
isn't too exciting.

Wax Facts
Louis Armstrong and Jack Tea-

garden combine their exalted talents
on a Victor of "Jack - Armstrong

|

Blue" and "Rockin' Chair." As-

|

sisted by some good hot men, they
: sing duets with immense ease and
;

conviction. It would probably be
' wishful thinking to call either ^num-
ber a juke face, but it goes without

• saying that they both are ideal for
the jockeys. Hot fans will be de-
lighted that Armstrong, at least for

delight the hot fans this week. His

Victor of "South" and "I'm Drowin'
in Your Deep Blue Eyes'' have>s{>me

fine assets. "South!" an instrumental,

shows the Basie band almost the

way it was pre-war— which was
something. "I'm' Drowin"': on the

other hand, represents an advance-
ment. While the band demonstrates
its fine musicianship, it 1 also displays

a talent for sounding - commercial
without becoming sloppy. Tune is all.

right too, and Bob Bailey sings it

straight - forwardly arid
,
effectively.

We wouldn't be a bit surprised if

this side were to prove one of the

most 'popular records Basie ever
made. .'.'.'... «

Dick Jurgens' "On the Avenue"
and "When You Were Sweet Six-

teen" (Columbia) won't establish

any new musical standards, but
they'll both dp all right with rec-

ord-buyers who wear their dancing
pumps. ."On the Avenue" is the

more promising of the two.. .Red
Ingle, whose "Timtayshun" is still

selling well, is out on Capitol with
"Song of , Ind'ta'ns" and 'Them Durn
Fool .Things." "Indians," based on
Rimsky Korsakov^s 'Song of India,'

has a vocal by Minnie Haw Haw ancj

MCA BACK IN FAVOR .

AT CHI BLACKHAWK
•'

< CHicago/Atfg: 12* '•
'

Music 'Corp. of America's- Chicago

office regained. Its foothold in- the.

Blackhawk Restaurant here last

week, after several years lapse, with

the 'booking" of the Sherman Hayes
^band. Hayes will be set Sept. 9 or

10 following the- three-month run of

Ray Pearl, a Frederick Bros, agency)

placement. -

s MCA started the band parade at

the Blackhawk years back with such

bands' as Kay Kyser and Hal Kemp
and then lost but over a disagree-

ment on booking 'policies. Hayes will

probably be followed 'by Art Kas-
sel, another MCA property.. ""•' "

Suggested Programs
"Them Durn Fool ' Things"—

Red Ingle (Capitol).-'

"These Foolish Things'—Frank
Sinatra (Columbia').

"Song of India'^Tbrnmy Doi?-

sey (Victor). '

;'

"Song' of Indians"—Red ;

In'gle

(Capitol). '
•'"

"

*'

"Temptation" — Bing Crosby
(Decca).'

, "Timtayshun" — Red Ingle

(Capitol).

. "Love in Bloom"—Spike Jones
(Victor).

'

•Program No. 2
"Brazil"—Xavier Cugat ! (Co"-'

lumbiS).
'

"Tea for Two"—Dinah Shore
and Frank' Sinatra (Columbia). -

"There's No Business Like
Show Business"— Bing Crosby,
Dick Haymes, and The Andrews
Sisters (Decca). ''•''.'•'

"Oh, You Beautiful Doll!" —
Claude Thornhill (Columbia).
"Louise"— Maurice Chevalier

(Victor).

. "Rockin' Chair"—Louis Arm-:
strong and Jack Teagarden
(Victor).

"Marie" — Tommy Dorsey
(Victor).

Charge LA. Disk Jock

Bill Anson Lifted Tune

Frdni Contest Entry
1

•'Hollywood, Aug.' 12; «•

' Summons' 'was served on disk
jockey-composer Bill Anson late
last week in suit asking $50,000, for
alleged plagiarism of an idea around
which it is charged he built his cur-
rently popular tune, "When I Write

'

My Song."

David M'. Harney filed action in
superior "court, alleging that An-
son's number was suggested by title

Harney submitted in a song title

contest last year called "You Belong
to the Words of My Song."

10 Best Sellers on Coin-Machines
„ '

, ... ,_ , ,. , '( Harmonicats .

Peg O' My Heart. (12) (Robbins) ..
} Xnree Suns!..

Vitacoustics

RCA-Victor

( Perry Como . ..RCA-Victor
(Blue Barron .M-G-M .-

Tex Williams .j. Capitol

( Mills Bros. . Decca
) Woody Herman; . ..Columbia

(Eddy Howard. Majestic

(
Tony Pastor Cdlumbia

6. Temptation (5). (Bobbins)... Ingle-Stafford Capitol

( Dorothy Shay Columbia

] Tex Beneke. ... .RCA-Victor

< Perry. Como RCA-Victor

j MiUs Bros .Decca

2. Chi-Baba, (11)' (Oxford). ..... U .',.,...,

.

3. Sfnoke, Smoke, Smoke (3)' (American).

4. Across Alley Alamo (13) (Capitol).....

3. That's My Desire (18) (Mills),..-.......

.7. F.eudin' arid. Fightin' (3)
,

(Chappeil) .

.'

J. ' > • (

8. When You Sweet 16 (6) (Shapiro-B).

.

.... i !„: ,_ , . . v ( Frankie Laine
9; I Wonder (9) (Robbins) ..

} Sammy Kaye
. . . .Mercury
.RCA-Victor

10. Tallahassee XI) (Famous) ( Crosby-Andrews Decca

I Mercer-Pied Pipers .Capitol

Chief Red Eagle. It's a good
spoofing job. The bigger hit, though,
will probably be "Them Durn Fool
Things," which is, obviously enough,
based on "These Foolish Things Re-
mind Me of You." Vocal is by Mrs.
James F. Paisley (there goes that

"Mystery" again) and Ingle. We
happen to prefer it to ("Timtay-
shun" and think it'll chalk up more
impressive sales. . .Dinah Shore's
"You Do" and "Kokomo, Indiana"
(Columbia) are routine Shore per-
formances, but the increasing popu-
larity of "You Do" should provide
this fact with a certain standing in

the jukes. "Kokomo," also from
"Mother Wore Tights," is no "Talla-

hassee" and isn't likely to cause
even a mild sensation.

Cowing Up
'

,

.•'"''. •'•'. '.'.'' J-'Jo- Stafford Capitol,
Ivy (Burke-VH)

} -Vaughn, Monroe Victor

Ask Anyone Who Knows (Witmark) '.. Margaret Whiting. . ..Capitol

I'm So Right Tonight (Leeds) Jo Stafford Capitol

Bloop Bleep (Famous).'.'.......'.......;.... Danny Kaye Decca
'

'
_'

• ; "' ( Freddy Martin. .RCA-Victor
Lady From 29 Palms (Martin)

| Tony pastor Columbia

Come to Mardi Gras (Southern) .

' Freddy Martin. .RCA-Victor

I Wonder Who's Kissing Her (E. B. Marks) . Perry Como RCA-Victor

On Old Spanish Trail (Maurice) Eddy Howard Majestic

When I Write My Song (Exclusive )... ..... Herb Jeffries Exclusive

(Frank Sinatra. ... .Columbia

( Vic Damone Mercury

(Tex Beneke RCA-Victor
(Harry James. .... .Columbia

( Dick Jurgens Columbia
' (Three Suns RCA-Victor

•

( Margaret Whiting. .. Capitol
•' *

( Gene Krupa Columbia

. „, ... ... „. ( Buddy Clark Columbia
Apple Blossom Wedding (Shapiro-B)

{ gammy Kaye ...Victor

Pancas Hernandez (United) Woody Herman.. . .Columbia

On the Avenue (Leeds) Andrews Sisters Decca

C Have But One Heart (Barton)

As Long As I'm Dreaming (Burke-VH).

Cecelia (Bourne)

Old Devil Moon (Crawford)

1657 Broadw-iv .- Vstk 19 N Y

Tooter Drowned
Springfield, Mass., Aug. 12.

Don Pero, 31. saxophonist with the
Al Strohman band, drowned early

the time being, has rid himself of that I
Thursday (7) at nearby Nine Mile

big band . . . Count Basie will also Pond.

Jack Fina's M-G-M Pact
Jack Fina's new orchestra, now at

the Waldorf Roof, New York, has

been signed by M-G-M Records to

a term contract. Before shifting

over to the film company subsidiary
label, however, Fina must finish out
his unexpired contract with Mer-
cury Records. He has four more
sides to do on this and they will be
completed as soon as possible.

Fina's switch from Mercury is

based on his claim that the latter
company did not fulfill the distribu-
tion promises made him.

OUR
HOUR
(The Puppy Love Song)

SANTLY-JOY. INC.
161? Broadway, New York

TOMMX YAI.ANRO, Cen. tnt. Mgr.

I

1

1

DO YOUR CHRISTMAS RECORDING EARLY!
and make your Christmas Song

THE CHRISTMAS SONG
(MERRY CHRISTMAS TO YOU)

" By MEL TORME' and ROBERT WELLS
1' tt '

All Material Available Now

BURKE AND VAN HEUSEN, INC., 1619 Broadway, New York
1
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Inside Orchestras—Music
Guy Lombard*) found the amphibian planes, which make up the "roll-

lug" stock of Long Island Airways, in which he's a major stockholder,

Quit* • h*lp Sunday (10) afternoon during hie quest for a second leg on

the speedboat Gold Cup trophy at Rockaway Inlet, N. Y. One of them

flew to the Bronx and brought back two shipwrights to help repair a

broken pontoon on his boat. Earlier one of them was to have transported

friends from a N. Y. city water port to the race site. Among the latter

was maestro Freddy Martin, who completed a radio chore earlier than

anticipated and drove to the race instead.

Lombardo's Tempo VI speedster, which won the Gold Cup at Detroit

last year, was knocked out of the first heat of the 90-mile, three-heat race

by smashing a step pontoon against driftwood. This was repaired and

Lombardo finished second in the second heat to Notre Dame, a heavier-

powered boat, and in the final heat was forced out by a clogged oil line.

Miss Peps V won the race after the Notre Dame boat was forced out after

leading for nine laps. Lombardo and the Miss Peps V boat will tangle

•gain at Red Bank, N. J., Aug. 23-24, in the national championships.

Following the success of her hillbilly vocal with Red Ingle's orchestra

on Capitol's disking of "Tim-Tayshun," Jo Stafford is telling friends that

the hillbilly field is going to get a larger, slice of her disk attention from
now on. In this groove is her latest cutting of "Feudin' and Fightin'," a

number which, originally recorded' by Dorothy Shay for Columbia, drew
so much attention that other record companies were forced to do it.

"Feudin' " fitted into Miss Stafford's plans like a glove and there'll be
more. She originally did hillbilly work when a member of a trio which
included her two sisters; later she went into the Pied Pipers quartet,

Which joined Tommy DOrsey and from which she eventually stepped to

work as a single.

Quintet of musicians wh,o saw ETO service together with the 6th Ar-
mored' Division had their first reunion since the war in Pittsburgh last

week. They were James Conti, with Art Mooney's band at the Ankara;
Chuck Bell, with Ray Robbins' orchestra at Kennywood Park, and Ralph
Jackson, Stan Woods and James Molinaro, all local tooters with Benny
Burton crew. Party was held at Woods' home. Jackson and Conti were
guarding the division's gasoline dump at Brest, France, when they were
attacked by German paratroopers. Conti escaped uninjured, but Jackson
Won the Purple Heart when he intercepted three Nazi machine gun bullets;

In order to avoid brass-blasting during his run at the Roosevelt hotel,

New Orleans, where that type of a band is taboo, Ray McKinley employed
an unusual idea which, due to its success and the success of the band itself

In the Roosevelt's Blue Room, McKinley may keep. He secured lengths
of heavy felt matting which he had installed as a lining for the music
stands of his brass section. Rather than keep them muted, they blow into

the padded areas and the result is said to be a ' new "sound" that has
helped' keep the Roosevelt's summer biz, usually far below, par, .at a com-
fortable gait.

On the Upbeat

Bandsmen are looking forward to the run of Skinnay Ennis on the Astor
Roof, New York, bandstand' which began Monday (11). They see in
Ennis' run a real test of exactly how much draw the room itself exerts
and how much the band involved can account for. Rarely does the Astor
bring in anything but a top draw and, while Ennis is widely known due
to his Pepsodent shows with Bob Hope, as a bandleader he's hardly in a
class with the Sammy Kayes, Carmen Cavallaros and others the Astor
has employed at various times each season.

Hollywood
Duke Ellington into Million Dollar

theatre week of Sept. 8 at 50-50 split

of gross from first dollar... Ike Car

penter crew into Horace Heidt's

Trianon ballroom for pair of week
ends. . .William Morris agency spad
ing up dates on Coast for Joe
Mooney Quartet; outfit never has
played hereabouts. . .Edgar Hayes
combo signatured by Exclusive Rec-
ords... Hugh Hudson aggregation in-

to Hob 'n' Nob for month, starting

today (13)...Al Gayle one-niting

around area... Butch Stone combo
will alternate on bandstand with
Lawrence Welk when latter opens
four-weeker at Aragon terpalace

Aug. 26. . .Garwood Van orchestra

east in October for stretch at Statler,

Boston . . .D'Varga combo and Black
& White Records have called it quits

...King Cole Trio etched four faces

for Capitol over weekend. . .Vido
Musso blew in late last 'week. He
will rejoin Stan Kenton after all

when Kenton re-forms here Sept. 15

and starts rehearsing. Another old

Kenton hand who will be back with
band is June Christy. The chirp has
gotten as much as $600 weekly as a

single since Kenton broke up in

April, but has agreed to return to

band for minimum of six months, at

a reported $200 per stanza. She will

flip back here after winding two-
week stint at Club De Trubadour,
N. Y., which she undertakes tomor-
row (14).

New York.
Ralph Specia orchestra riding

Hudson River Day Line boats in

fourth straight season. . . . Nat Deb-
bin leaving Sinatra Songs staff to

personal manager Lena Home, a

contact made several years ago when
he managed George Auld's orchestra

and the two worked on the same bill.

. . . Sam Donahue orchestra into

Angara, Pittsburgh, Sept. 15. . . .

Dave Kapp, of Decca, whjch has
three music publishing firms, placed
a song of.his own with Warner Bros,
group titled. "Home Is Where the
Heart Lies." . . . Bernie Mann, oper-
ator of Anchor Room, Port Wash-

continued on page 53)

Disk Jocks Eye AFRA, N.Y, Convensh

To Combat Ban on Guest Datings

Robin Hood Dell Season

Slowest at B.O. in 3 Yrs.
Philadelphia, Aug. 12.

Robin Hood Dell's 1947 concert
season closed Sunday (10) in a blaze

of artistic glory, but an audit showed
the old b.o. punch was off by 27,000

tabs from last year. Master-minding
the drop, management blamed weath-
er—nine postponements due to ad-
verse skies—and the fact that the

concerts at the downtown Labor
Plaza gave music-lovers plenty for

free.

Total Dell attendance this season

was 179,000 for 28 concerts in the

seven weeks' series, representing 27,-

000 less than the 1946 total of 206.000,

and 11,000 under the 1945 total figure

of 190,00. Of the 28 concerts, the Dell

had only 18 nights of clear weather.

WB Isn't Happy

With M-G-M Disks
Warner Bros, music combine,

which at various times has had ar-

guments with most of the major
disk firms (with the exception o'

Decca) which resulted in their de-

manding the full 2c. statutory roy-

alty rate for recordings, is hassling

a bit with the new M-G-M company.
There has as yet been no ultimatum
to the film company subsidiary re-

quiring the full 2c. rate, but the

move is a possibility.

As in the arguments with the

other outfits, Columbia, RCA-Victor,
Capitol, etc., WB doesn't find much
appeal in the way M-G-M heads
make use of their standard catalog,

which is probably the most exten-

sive of all in the music business, and
fluff off new pops. M-G-M heads
disclaim any knowledge of a tussle

with the WB group, but the latter

'admit to a disagreement, which, of

course, is all on their side.

-4 American Federation of Radio Art*
ists' national convention, which be-
gins a four-day session tomorrow
(Thursday) at the Astor hotel, N. Y.,

will find plenty of opposition to a

once-proposed plan to put a halter

on disk jockeys, if such an idea

comes up. AFRA weeks back had
devised- a' regulation barring mem-
bers from making for-free guest

shots on disk shows as a means of

curbing the fast-growing field.

Among a handful of disk spin-

ners in N. Y. to attend the conven-
tion and to combat any possible

move by AFRA against them is

Rush Hughes, one of the most
powerful, if not the top, record
spinner in the midwest. His home
base is KMOX, St. Louis, from
which he runs a live and transcribed

disk show that goes into the deep
south and far north. He got him-
self named a delegate to the AFRA
shindig for the express purpose of

combating a move against his pro-
fession. He feels that whatever
benefit disk jockeys draw from be-
ing able to snag important record-

ing artists (virtually all of whom are
radio performers, hence holders of

AFRA cards) is more than returned
by the amount of gqbd disk shows
and the playing of the artists records

on them do for the latter.

Anita Day, Hubby Get

90 Days on Drug Rap
Hollywood, Aug. 12.

Chirper Anita O'Day and her hus-

band, Carl Hoff, mechanic, have
drawn 90-day jail sentences on nar-

cotics charges. Police said they found
marijuana secreted in the Hoff home
during a raid last March.

Pair testified they kept open house,

and opined stuff was left by guests.

Attorney Ray Smith, in notice of

appeal, said couple didn't use the
stuff.

Sammy Kaye's wordless them*
song being recorded for first time
under Victor label.

The song the whole country is talking about!

NEAR YOU
Lyrics and Music by KERMIT GOELL and FRANCIS CRAIG

Recorded by THE ANDREWS SISTERS (Decca) FRANCIS CRAIG (Bullet)

LARRY GREEN (Victor) ELLIOT LAWRENCE (Columbia)

VICTOR LOMBARDO (Majestic)

The great novelty song—

THE OLD CHAPER0NE
Lyrics and Music by RAMEY IDRISS and GEORGE TIBBLES

•

Recorded by BING CROSBY (Decca) TOMMY DORSEY (Victor)

DERRY FALLIGANT (Enterprise) DAVID STREET (Avon)

A great ballad-
~

(WILL I BE

SEEING YOU'HOW SOON?
Lyrics and Musk by JACK OWENS and CARROLL LUCAS

Recorded by JACK OWENS (Tower

BING CROSBY with CARMEN CAVALIARO (Decca';
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BMI's Haverlin Explodes Alexander

Beef in Letter to Broadcasters
Broadcast Music, Inc. and Carlf

Haverlin," its president, struck back

at Perry Alexander last week for

himself and associated, who had

been accused by Alexander of mis-

handling the radio performance

rights organization. In a letter to

—sb»tii5n--owi»ei,S7-in--ariswei,-to-a pre-
vious missive to them by Alexander,

complaining of BMI's tactics toward
small publishers and asking that a

radio committee meet with his BMI
Small Publishers grievance com-
mittee, .Haverlin snapped a whip.

Haverlin pointed out that since

Sept. 1945. when Alexander first

formed a BMI firm, a total of six

songs have formed Alexander's

catalog, on all of which he is listed

as a collaborator and that not once
since the firm's formation has Alex-
ander secured a recording of any
for use on radio stations. Too, radio

performances of his tunes have been
meager. Since BMT's payoff to

affiliated pubs is based on perform-
ances, Alexander's beef that he
doesn't get much income from his

hookup with them is true.

There is other text going over
Alexander's argument point by
point, but none of it is important.

NORMAN-LAGUNA JAM

SESHB.Q. HIT, PASADENA
Hollywood, Aug. 12.

Jazz concert promoted in Pasa-

dena Civic Aud early last week by
KFWB disc jockey Gene Norman
and ex-Keynote Records' Coast rep
Eddie Laguna grossed a walloping
$4,890 at $3 top, which spelled an
approximate $1,200 profit'.

Talent lineup was headed by
Lionel Hampton, Freddie Slack,

Slam Stewart, Charlie Shavers.

10 Best Sheet Sellers
(Week Ending, Aug. 9)

Peg O' My Heart Robbins
Who's Kissing Her. ...... .Marks
That's My Desire. Mills

Sweet 16 Shapiro-B
1 Wonder, I Wonder. .. .Robbins
Chi-Baba Oxford
Anyone Who Knows. . .Witmark,
Across Alley Alamo Capitol

Feudin' and Fightin'. . .Chappell

Apple Blossom Wed'g. Shapiro-B

Second 10
Ivy .... Burke-VH
Tallahassee ...Famous
I Wish Didn't Love. .Paramount
I Have But One Heart. . .Barton
Aintcha Comin' Back. . .Sinatra

Almost Like Being Love ... . Fox

.

Cecelia Bourne
Echo Said No. Lombardo
Long I'm Dreaming. .Burke-VH
If I Life Live Over ...General

HURRAY BAKER
SUGGESTS FOR YOUR PROGRAM

YOU'RE

A
SWEETHEART
Music by . . .

JIMMY McHUGH
ROHINS MUSIC CORP.

Film Job Holdover

Forces Hampton Into

Theatre Date Snarl
Hollywood, Aug. 12.

'

Lionel Hampton's work -in" the

Danny Kaye-Sam Goldwyn film,

"That's Life'' got him into quite a

dispute here during the past week.

With the filming behind schedule,

producers were forced to hold

Hampton several days beyond his

contract and the leader was forced

at the last moment to cancel out a

week at the Million Dollar theatre,

L. A., to. ha/e begun yesterday

(Tuesday).

This action created an unprece-

dented snarl for the theatre and
brought Joe "31aser, head of Asso-
ciated Booking Corp. and Hampton's
manager, post-haste from New York
to attempt, to smooth things. He
couldn't extricate Hampton from
the additional film time, and now the
theatre heads want Hampton to pay
some $2,500 claimed to have been
spent exploiting his date there.

Glaser tried to get Goldwyn to

shoot around Hampton during the
week at the theatre, but it was no
go. Meetings are now occurring be-
tween Glaser and theatre booker
Bill Mcllwain to iron out the dis-

pute.
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Bands at Hotel B^s
Weeks

Bond ' ' Hotel Played

Sammy Kaya. ... Astor Roof (850; $1-$1.25) 8

Jack Fina 'Waldorf (400; $2) 1

Skitch Henderson . Pennsylvania (500; $1-$1.50) 7

Jerry Wald* New Yorker (400; $1-$1.50). . . . . 2

Johnny Pineapple . Lexington (300; $1-$1.50) 39

Coven Total
Past
Week
3.275

3,075

1,425

1,125

900

Coven
On Date
28,125

6,025

12,275

3,050

, 36,425

*lce Revue at New Yorker.

Chicago
Del, Courtney- (Marine Room, Edgewater Beach; 1,100; $1.50-$2.50 min.).

The 100-degree temperature for four days last weeti: slashecrall" covers

almost one-third; 9,700 here.

Charlie Ventura (College Inn, Sherman; 900; $2-$3.50 min.). Not too

affected by heat wave. Clark Dennis and Jose Melis headliners; 4,900.

Los Angeles
Ed y Howard (Ambassador; 900; $l-$1.5g). Bested hot spell; 2,400

covers.

Russ Morgan (Biltmore; 900; $1-$1.50). Wavering 1,700 tabs.

Location Jobs, Not in Hotels

. (Chicago
Marty Gould (Chez Paree; 650; $3.50 min.). Even Danny Thomas, who

has been drawing heavily, fell to 5,800.

Henry King (Aragon; $0.90-81.15 adm.).. Stimulating 13,000.

Lawrsnoe Welk (Trianon; $0.90-$1.15 adrn.). Despite air-conditioning

scanty 11,000.

Buddy Shaw (Latin Quarter; 700; $2.50 min.). Ritz Brothers closed Aug.

12. Last days brought week up to ,4,600. , .

(Los Angeles)
Tommy Horsey (Casino Gardens,. B, Ocean Pat*, 2d wk.). Glittering

grab of 10,400 customers.
, Frankie Carle (Palladium, B, Hollywood, 3d wk.). After, very bright

opening stanza, biz continues to skid; 8,000 last frame; torrid weather mili-

tating. • <

Songs With Largest Radio Audiences
The top 31 sonps of the week, based on the copyrighted Audience Cov-

erage Index Survey o1 Popular Music Broadcast over Radio Networks
Published by the Office of Research, Inc., Dr. John G. Pentman Director.

Survey Week of AuffBst 1-7, 1947

Across the Alley Prom the Alamo .Capitol
.

Ain'tcha Ever Comin' Back.... ....Sinatra,

Almost Ljke Being In Love—*"Brigadoon" ....... ....Fox
An Apple Blossom Wedding Shapiro-B
As Long As I'm Dreaming—f"Welcome Stranger" .....Burke-VH
As. Years Go By ....... t .Miller

Ask Anyone Who Knows Witmark
Cecilia '. ABC
Chi-Baba : , Oxford
Come To the Mardi Gras , Southern
Don't Tell Me—f'Hucksters" Robbins
Echo Said "No" ..Lombardo
Every So Often ". Warren
Want To Be Loved: Melrose

I Wish I Didn't Love You So—t"Perils of Pauline" Paramount
I Wonder I Wonder I Wonder ...... .Robbins
I Wonder Who's Kissing Her Now—t"I Wonder Now" E. B. Marks
Je Vous Aime—f'Copacabana" .Crawford
Lady From 29 Palms .Martin
Mam'selie .Feist

Man Who Paints the Rainbow In the Sky.. Mutual
Naughty Angeline Simon
Passing By Chappell
Peg O' My Heart .. ....Robbins
Red Silk Stockings and Green Perfume Morris
Story of Sorrento Pemora
Tallahassee—f'Variety Girl" Famous
That's My Desire Mills
There's That Lonely Feeling Again Mellen
When You Were Sweet Sixteen—f'Jolson Story" Shapiro-B
Whiffenpoof Song Miller

The remaining 22 sonfls of the week, based on the copyrighted Audience
Coverage Index Survey of Popular Music Broadcast Over Radio Networks.
Published by the Office of Research, Inc. Dr. John G. Peatman, Director.
All My Love Harms
Anniversary Song—f'Jolson, Story" Mood
Bloop Bleep ^ Paramount
Castanets and Lace Republic
Deep Down In Your Heart Triangle
Deep Valley Remick
Ev'rybody And His Brother

, Broadcast
Feudin' arid Fightin'—f'Sons O' Guns" Chappell
I Believe—fit Happened In Brooklyn" Sinatra
I Can't Get Up the Nerve, To Kiss You Santly-Joy
I Do Do Do Like You Harms
I'm So Right Tonight Leeds
Ivy-t"Ivy» V. Burke-VH
Just An Old Love Of Mine C-P
Kate •• .'Berlin
Love and the Weather Berlin
My Pretty Girl...; Republic
Oh My Achin' Heart Mood
Tomorrow Morris
When Tonight Is Just a Memory .'.Oxford
Where Is Sam Jewel
Would You Believe Me— i"Love and Learn". .......... .../.Remick

t Filmusical. 'Legit Musical
(Copyright Office of Research, Inc., New York)

1619 BROdDW A' |£V. YORK

FEINBERG QUITS GAC

FOR LABOR POST
William Feinberg, former secre-

tary of New York Local .802 of the
American Federation of Musicians,
who has been with General Artists
Corp. as a salesman for the past 14
months, left that agency as of last
Friday (8). He is establishing him-
self as a labor consultant, with NBC
as his first account. At the moment,
Feinberg is still at GAC since he
cannot find offices of his own.

Felnberg's reasons for leaving
GAC and going back into the labor

picture as a mastermind of prob-
lems brought to him, is said to be
based on the fact that although he
had left the labor scene completely
behind him when he quit 802 and
joined GAC, he was never able to
duck it completely. Friends devel-
oped during his 802 days constantly
sought his advice. Last fall, when
802's blue ticket, in power for the
past 13 years, lost its president, Jack
Rosenberg, Feinberg was pressured
to accept the party's nomination for
president, but rejected the idea.
Richard McCann, who succeeded to
the presidency upon Rosenberg's
death, was put up and won out.

Fred Waring* Wife

Sues for Share Of

Partnership Earnings
Legal snarl involving Fred Waring

Productions has been revealed
in New York supreme court as
Justice Felix Benvenga granted
Evalyn N. Waring, wife of thf maes-
tro, from whom he is separated, per-
mission to inspect four contracts
pertaining to partnership agreement
with the firm. Named as defend-
"aXts iri~^OWf^re^Waring, Thomas
L. Waring; Roland J. McClintock
and Abe Rappaport. Court, how-
ever, denied her the right to ex-
amine the defendants until she joins
her issues and knows what she is

suing for.

In her affidavit plaintiff charges
fraud and asks an accounting of the
profits but is undecided whether to
sue for rescission of an April, 1940,
contract whereby she withdrew
frSm the partnership under certain
conditions. She claims she en-
tered into the partnership in 1938
and upon her withdrawal she was-
promised an accounting of the prof-
its. But, she alleges, this was done
in such a manner that she did not
receive her rightful share. She fur-
ther charges that, profits on the part-
nership have amounted to over
$425,000 and her share should be in

excess of $60,000.

Stone Reelected
" Louisville, Aug. 12.

Local 1„ American Federation of

Musicians elected Joe C. Stone pres-

ident to fill out the unexpired term
of Edwin A. Lorenz, who resigned
July 2. Stone is a former V.P. of

the local and member of the botlrd

of directors. He has played bass
and tuba for many years in concert

and dance bands and was a staff

musician with local stations.

Regular election for officers and
board members will be held in Jan-
uary, 1948 .

SMOKE!
SMOKE!
SMOKE!

(That Cigarette)

AMERICAN MUSIC. INC.
WOO Sunset Blvd., Caret Houiero

Hollywood 40, Cul. 5il W. 42 St., N.Y.C.

(*» ******* * «• • >

j&eto gear's

MILLS PROGRAM SUGGESTIONS

MOONLIGHT
Ted Weemi • Dacca No. 25105

•

I'M GETTIN'
SENTIMENTAL
OVER YOU

•

Lonesome and Sorry

MILLS MUSIC. INC.
1619 Broadway Now York If

FRANK SINATRA
IS DOING HIS

CHRISTMAS DREAMING

A LITTLE EARLY THIS YEAS

HOW ABOUT YOU?
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Ifwood Embargo May Force British

Cinemas Into Vaudfilm Policies

Unless there is a modification off

Britain's 75% tax on film imports,

which Hollywood won't take, the

long awaited comeback of vaude-

ville may occur across the pond.

London and the English prov-

inces may be forced into vaud-

film- policies when beginning to feel

the pinch caused' toy lack of"screen"

product for its numerous theatres,

since houses would be in a bad sit-

uation for boxoffice draws if no

American product was available.

If and when the situation becomes

permanent, it would open the door

for plenty employment of U. S. acts

jn London and adjacent territory s.

London could not begin to provide

as many performers as would be re-

quired to keep the theatres in

operation. Because admission scales

for legit attractions are far in ex-

cess of those for cinemas, British

Showmen may have to embrace
vaudfilm policy as the only way out.

William Morris agency, which has

been doing the bulk of London
vaude bookings and currently serv-

icing Bernard Delfont's vauders at

the Casino, London; Moss-Empire
circuit, London' Palladium and
ethers, would seemingly have the

jump on competitors should British

houses be forced into vaude bills.

Morris has Harry Foster, London
rep, on the spot, thus giving that

agency a most opportune position if

such policy is adopted. Then, too,

the agency has formidable talent it

could send over pronto. However,
Morris has received no authentic

word as to such a switch from
'Foster. According to Dick Henry,
who handles the bulk of foreign
bookings for the agency there'll be
no excitement about London possi-

bilities until Foster reports.

Other top agencies in N. Y. which
have made some London bookings
refused to display excitement over
the report, most being of the opinion
the vaude bonanza in London will

never come off. As one exec put it:

"Hollywood and Britain will
, get to-

gether in some way, and the vaude
boom abroad will be just another
bursted bubble."

Triple Jinx,Hits

Carny in Buffalo
Buffalo, Aug. 12.

Mishaps dogged the James E.

Strates shows playing a week's
stand "here;- -A worker^, George Snell

of Windsor, Pa., was crushed to

death between two four-ton trailers

on Sunday.

At midweek, George Martin, con-
cessionaire, was arraigned in City
Court on a charge -of common
gambling. A patron complained to

the police that a ball and bucket
game operated by Martin was so

rigged as to make it impossible for

the player to win. The complain-
ant, George Bender of Euclid,** O.,

claimed he spent $3'5 in a vain at-

tempt.

Cleve. Niteries

In Worst Slump
Cleveland, Aug. -42.

Smaller cafe operators, whose
business has dropped 50%, are form-
ing a new protective association to

combat the worst slump in years.

In addition to asking musicians'
union to permit bandmen to work a
full week, instead of six days as
under current contracts, the nitery
guild will lobby for a reduction in

the 20% tax.

Larger downtown spots are trying
to solve the recession problem by
increasing their entertainment bud-
gets. Golden Dragon, co-owned by
Mike Cohen and Bandmaster Gene
Erwin, jumped into a name policy
this week by setting Bob Eberly for
first cafe date here. Arthur Lee
Simpkins was brought in by Borsel-
lino's for two weeks at $1,500 per,
while Hollenden Vogue Room inked
Sonny Richards as starter for a
series of higher-budgeted shows.

Coney Mardi Gras Sept S
Annual Mardi Gras has been set

for Coney Island, N. Y., despite
decision earlier in season, to give
it the go-by.

At a meeting held last week by
merchant and concessionaire mem-
bers of Coney Island Carnival Co.,

which sponsors the event, former
decision was reversed and celebra-
tion is set for Sept. 8 to 14.

Sinatra Switching From Par to Cap,

N.% on $25,000 Weekly Minimum

Tele May Nudge

Performers Out

Of Chi Cafes
Chicago, Aug. 12.

As though it weren't hit hard
enough by the end of easy spending
after the war, the tavern-act book-
ing business may find itself up
against still another ogre—this time
television. A couple of piano acts,

specializing in cocktail-bar fare,

were heard complaining around
musicians' union headquarters last

week that they had been fired be-

cause, as their tavernkeeper-em-
ployers put it, customers complained
that the playing of the piano inter-

fered with their hearing the com-
mentary of a televised sporting

event.
• One of the musicians remarked
that his ex-boss told him that he
had to cater to his customers' pref-

erences and that between the tav-

ern's television receiver and juke-

box he now had enough entertain-

ment to keep the customers happy.
Chicago's leading cocktail act

bookers, when checked, declared
the cases were isolated and not
even the vestige of the beginning of

a trend. The consensus of opinion

was that the novelty of tavern tele-

vision might in rare instances lead

to the elimination of a spot's enter-

tainer or entertainers, but that as a

whole tavernkeepers will go on
buying acts so entertainment will

be there at all peak business hours
for the customers' indulgence, and
not make himself dependent on the

limited periods as provided by tele-

Nearly Made It

Connee Boswell and Harry
and Ben Leedy, her husband and
brother - in - law respectively,

• drove some 7,500 miles in the

past month, to Las Vegas, Nev.,

Lake Tahoe, Nev., to Hollywood
and return. Most of the time
they travelled at high speed on
open roads.

They got back to New York at

2:30 Sunday morning and,

just a short distance from where
they were to get off, were
snagged by a cop for doing 52

m.p.h.

Shelvey Winds Up

/Delegate Tour
Matt Shelvey, national head of

American Guild ot Variety Artists,

returned to N. Y. this week after a

protracted tour of branch offices,

where he set up the modus operandi

for general membership meetings to

nominate delegates to the forthcom-

ing convention of the union.

Meetings will be held in all of

the union's branches, between Sept

15 and 20. After nominations are

made lists will be s^nt to national

office of AGVA in N. Y. and a mail

ballot taken by AGVA's 47,000

members for final election of dele-

gates. Under plan a delegate will

be named on a 200-members ratio.

N. Y., Chicago and Philly branch

meetings will be held Sept. 20.

It's figured that it will take six

weeks after general meetings for

mailing and return of ballots, which
would set convention date around
Nov. 1. Convention city will not be
named until after votes are in.

Hollywood, Aug. 12.

Frank Sinatra will in all proba-
bility play the Capitol theatre, New
York, the next time he does a p.a.

on Broadway, switching away from
the Paramount theatre for the first

time since he reached his current
b.o. stature. Sinatra and Music Corp.
of America's theatre department,
headed in N. Y. by John Dugan, are
currently in the throes of working
out a deal said to call for a minimum
of $25,000 weekly to the singer, ex-
clusive of all other expenses, such
as the accompanying band and acts.

If completed, Sinatra would work
the Cap sometime during November.

Basis of Sinatra's switch to the
Cap, although it's not completely re-
sponsible, is his recently signed new
deal with Metro films, owner and
operator of the Capitol. His con-
tract with the company contains a
clause giving the Capitol "pref-
erence" in a deal for his Broadway
p.a.'s, and possibly Loew-operated
houses in other cities.

Smith & Dale Into

Roxy(N.Y.) For Week

To Fill A&C Scram Gap
Smith & Dale, vet comedy team,

have been booked into Roxy, N. Y,,
opening today (Wed), for one week
to bridge gap left vacant by Abbott
& Costello, who closed a three-week
run last night so that Costello could
plane back to Coast to be with wif«
when latter gives birth. Comedian
made decision when informed wife
would have to

.
undergo Caesarian

operation.

Abbott & Costello hod been
booked into Roxy on a two-
week deal with options for an ad-
ditional two weeks and played three
in all. Smith & Dale have never
played the Roxy, their Broadway
dates being mainly at Loew's State.
New bill headed by Jacl Haley

and Ella Logan follows into house
Aug. 20, with "Mother Wore Tights"
(20th) on screen and Milton Berle
show after that, around Sept. 15.

STARTING 5th WEEK
CAPITOL, New York
"Straeter. in his first Stem theatre

date, does a fine job. His outfit

(19). including five strings, looked

good, sounded good and played a
nice show. Later in the proceed-

ings Straeter did a St. Louis Blues

piano solo for a good hand. As a
stage personality, Straeter regis-

tered well ... he handled his Intro

chores with an easy grace."
—Bill Smith,

The Billboard.

"Ted Straeter and his competent
orchestra provide an excellent mu-
sical background for the revue.

with Straeter offering an expert

rendition of his piano solo, a jazz

concerto arrangement of 'St. Louis

Blues'."

J. S. B«t Jr.,

New York Herald Tribune.

"Ted Straeter's fine band did a

beautiful accompanying job and

the maestro stopped the show
himself with his piano version of

'St. Louis Blues'."

—Jack Thompson,
New York Mirror.

OPENING—
STATLER, Washington

SEPTEMBER 15th
4th Return Engagement

SGNORA RECORDS

Personal Management. JACK BERTELL, Plaza Hotel, New York

BOOKED BY M.C.A.
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Night Club Reviews

Havana Madrid, N. V.
(FOLLOWUP)

This sole Latin spot in town is

continuing to get a sizable trade from

the rhumba dancers, mainly because

of the accomplished rhythms or the

15-piece Lecuona Cuban Boys orch.

Draw of this crew is seen by the fact

that the majority of the trade comes
after eating hours, which to a bom

Maria" which necessitates an ex
planation that this isn't the number
clone in church. However, they're

minal. While most New York hotel
roofs are wholly glass enclosed,
Sheraton's terraces seat tome 325
customers under the stars while an
inside room, where the band plays,
accommodates another ^275.

Zoning regulations .keep Williams'
outfit oil' the terrace, but that's cirapparently awed by the music and

|

°"L»<- °" ™f
[erlace

. ™ ™a™ cir-

wouUJ probably do better with music fumvented to some extent by plac-

having the same dramatic impact, but amplifiers out in the open Most

without its sacred implications. Their dfncing is done indoors, but there's

^and lifts are fluent applause also a 10-foot
%

space roped^ o^out-

The Lecuona band, during its floor .

phere is a sure customer lure in

turn, constitutes a Hispanic version dear
.

weather, threatening showers

of the Milt Britton crew. The lads

song-and-dance offerings. Their
major strength, however, lies in their

ability to provide a first rate brand
of terp tunes. Jose.

face is
; -just fine, inasmuch asitheres:- h thfi s ot , wijh musical

more financial comfoit in the liquor I

tak|offs on c iassics and individual
trade. • , ..,

. However. Angel Lopez, the

grandee, hasn't neglected the show
values this trip with two strong acts

in Frakson's magic and the terps of

Pancho and Diane. Frakson, in the

opening slot, gets audience favor

with cigaret and card manipulations

before going into his major illusions

of piercing a window pane and mak-
ing a radio disappear. All this is ac-

complished with a deal of humor,
•nd his walkoff mitt is considerable.

Pancho and Diane's dance routines

are colori'ul and interesting es-

pecially in the tango and paso doble

numbers. However, there's some let-

down in the encore when they do a

- slow dance to the Bach-Gounod 'Ave

ItiUiuore Bowl, L. A.
Los Angeles, Aug. 8.

Paul Walton & Mickey O'Rourice,

Tommy Dix, Mata & Hart, E(sa Ray,
Suss Morsa-ri Orcli (15), Vicki

Owens ensemble (4); $1.50 cover
Saturday nights, $1 other niaJits.

Lovely

Lady

of

Song

JANE

JOHNSON
Bach

to

Boogie

Marimbist

GEORGE

GU
ARTHUR GODFREY

CIIICSTBRFIEXD SHOW
MON.-WJ5D.-FRI.
11 A.M., EBST

Sew York Sep.: EDDIE SMITH AGRJJC*
Clilcngo Rep.: r"IL TYKKI'll.l.

Rass Morgan is the draw at this

downtown spot but Joe Falser has
put together a midsummer night's

floor attraction that crowds the

portly maestro for the plaudits of

the patrons. Puppeteers are probably
old stuff by now in the taverns but

the string game as played by Paul
Walton and Mickey O'Rourke is di-

verting novelty. Not only do they
manipulate dolls with dexterous
skill but by putting words into their

mouths they also prove themselves
able exponents of voice diffusion.

Their drunken dowager is a wow
and other bits also register strong.

During intermission they work the

tables with bug-like characters and
the attraction is inviting enough to

entice knots of dancers from the
floor.

Mata and Hari, broadly burlesqu-
ing their interpretative dances and
precise pantomime, were solid with
the Thursday night turnout and
must have displayed their full

repertoire before bowing off. Their
"Night in Hollywood Bowl," in

which they silently mimic long-hair
conductors and various solo artists

is bright travesty. Tommy Dix, per-
sonable youngster remembered for
his lusty barytonlng in both the
stage and picture versions of "Best
Foot Forward," gives out with three
numbers and winds with his stand-
by, "Buckle Down, Woonsocki." For
a little guy he throws out a lot of
song. Elsa Ray, rhythm tapster,
opens with the usual run of hoof-
beats.

It's "The Morgan Manner" of
dansapation, personal warbling and
trom'boning that's the chief lure. His
name has been magic to the habitues
of this rendezvous- and business,
while spotty, has been comparably

tend to discourage patronage despite
copious use of awnings.

Operating on a no minimum, no
cover policy the first couple of weeks,
management slapped- on a $2.50
minimum this Saturday (12) with a
$2 weekday tap thereafter. Manager
of spot is Harry Riley, son of the
late Ben of Arrowhead Inn fame.
No tyro to the Gotham scene is

Williams. His combo played a four-
year stretch at the Hotel Astor from
'37 through '41 and returned to the
same spot last winter after a couple
of years In the Air Force. Here
at the Sheraton, outfit comprising
piano, bass, accordion, sax plus the
leader's violin, purveys subdued
rhythms that blends nicely with con-
servative trade the spot garners.
Handling vocals are tall, blonde

Carole Page, and Mark David, who
doubles on sax. Miss Page's pipes
are not particularly distinctive with
"September Song." .Registers better
with "Night and Day." David, a per-
sonable chap, displays a pleasing
voice on "Almost Like Being in
Love" and other tunes.

Kilty Davis', Miami KVh
Miami Beach, Aug. 1.

Jerri Blanchard, Pat Burke &
Sylvia Rhodes, Kenny Milton, Irv
Laibson, Line (6), Johnny Silvers
Orch; no minimum or cover.

This is Jerri Blanchard's show. A
fave in this room in former seasons,
she returns from a run in legit
("Burlesque"), with new coiffure,
smart gowns and a blend of new and
standard material for her following
hereabouts.
The svelte blonde evidences the

experience gained from trodding the
boards. She's always eschewed using
a mike, but in former appearances
here lost some of her punch lines
from improper projection of a voice
more suited to intime rooms. This
time out, the projection is there,
with nuances contained in her trick
of adopting pop tunes and adding
comedy values via her walk-around,
insinuating delivery. Assurance is

there, with added suavity for such
numbers as "Eadie Was a Lady," "A
Good Man. Is Hard to Find,"
"Whoopee,"

. and her hilarious ver-
sion of

JACK PARKER
"THE JACK
OF CLUBS"

Appearing with

ANDY KIRK'S
ORCHESTRA

at the

Regal Theatre

Chicago
Week of

Aug. IS
Direction t

TOM FITZPATRICK
130 W. 424 St., N.Y
Phone: PE 6-0976

Club Savoy."
Supporting lineup is an in and out

affair. Singing duo, Pat Burke and
better than most of the other salons. Sylvia Rhodes, go oyer best. Held
The dance floor-, comfortably large, oyer from the last show, they score
is generally swarming with terpers with, duetings of the musical com-terpers
and that in itself- is tribute enough
to Morgan. Vicki Owens at the piano
doles out the intermish music with
the aid of three stringmen. Helm.

Sheraton Roof, N. Y.
(HOTEL SHERATON)

Sonde Williams Orch (5) with Ca-
role Page, Mark David; $2-$2.50
minimum.

With a striking view of Manhat-
tan from its attractive hedged ter-
races 'along with Sande Williams'
first rate five-piece combo, Sheraton
Roof is snaring 'em in despite its

off-the-beaten-tr-ack location a few
blocks south of Grand Central Ter-

Thanks
HIPPODROME THEATRE

BALTIMORE
FOR HOLDING US OVER

And to You Particularly. Mr. Rappaport, for Crediting

Ut With the Record-freaking Buiinest Week of July 31,
and Requesting We hold Over for the Only Five Doys We
Had Open—The Flrtt Time In the Theatre's History to

Hold Over an Attraction With a Completely New Show.

OPENING AUGUST 20

ROXY THEATRE, NEW YORK

HARMONICATS
("Peg O' My Heart" Recording Stars)

Exclusive Direction:

edy hits and in solo turns. Zesty
approach to work adds to values of
their turn.

Pianist Irv Laibson tees off things
with a compact sesh of classic and
boogie woogie. Line has new cos-
tumes and bright routines.
Kenny Milton works hard at the

emcee chore, but heavy delivery
militates against effect of his mate-
rial. Special material is new, but
needs sharpening. Best bit is his
audience participation in which he
organizes street band with gag in-
struments and instructions to those
lured onstage.
Johnny Silvers orch does usual

good job on show cutting and
handles the dance interims capably.

Lory.

flub Norman, Toronto
Toronto Aug. 8.

Richard Nelson, Oscar Peterson.
Tony Stetson, David Grant, Wally
Wicken Orch, with Rudy Hanson; S2
cover ajier 10 p.m.

months ago here, but stiUjcores

solidly. Audience especially went for

"He's Got Ten Millon Dollars In the

Bank," . "Rum and Coca Cola ' with

a set of new lyrics and "Doin What
Comes Naturally."

Danny Rogers opens with a lot

of fast chatter, then goes into a neat

routine of hoofing. He has them

laughing loud and long over his

card game bit, a natural for this

burg. Gets off with plenty of ap-

plause with his "Little Gimpy exit.

Estelle Sloane, easily one of the

best dancers to play here, proves her

mastery of taps and twirls then

whips into a Latin American tango.

—Next is a Flamenco number; en-

cores with the Gypsy ritual dance,

Paul Gary, warbles "Night, and

Day," "Girl That I Marry" and
"Song Of The Open Road" with fair

reception. No reflection on his sing-

ing because the room has had too

many male singers doing the same
numbers. , - v

l

Nick Castle's Hollywood Starlets,

a half dozen pretties, open the show
with a Gay 90's number and return

later to do a Farmer's Daughter

routine that garners giggles.

Bob Millar's Orch plays the show
to perfection. Millar also makes a

personable em-cce. Brig.

Famous Iloor, Miami
Miami Beach, July 30.

Dick Buckley, Tony Bari, Sandra

Lee, Don Davis Orch; No minimum
or coi'er.

Ops of this recently reopened spot

seem to have hit the right combina-
tion to bring it back into favor with

cafe patronage, lost when booking
policy became fouled up last season.

Then it was a case of too many part-

ners.
In Dick Buckley, they've found a

comic whose pseudo-British accent-

ings and offrtrail character delinea-

tions should attract a following via

word-of-mouth. His stuff adds up
to howl. His unorthodox routines

build .slowly, but hit laugh jackpot

as the payees catch up with his

screwy approach. Switch from the
Hollywood type of Britisher to a

zingy takeoff on Louis Armstrong
earns him top audience receptivity.

Miming of an oldster sitting in the

sun, colored preacher and old-fash-

ioned Western lawyer are refreshing

in their newness. Effectiveness is

weakened at times, by the too de-
liberate manner and those long
pauses for the Barrymore glares at

noisy ringsiders. Tops stint with
his standard aud participation bit

wherein he utilizes four stooges for

live dummies while he voices Amos
'n' Andy characters from behind.
Biz with hats adds to laugh potency
of the sequence. -

Tony Bari fits the room nicely]
with his tenorings. Opens with med-
ley of Italian folk songs to set him-
self solidly with the aud, then
changes pace with "Mam'selle."
Wraps things up with aria from
"Pagliacci" and "Eli, Eli." Had to
beg off.

Songstress Sandra Lee holds down
tee off slot in adequate fashion.

Offers "Zing Went the Strings of
My Heart," ^'Sunday Kind of Love"
and "Mad About 'Era Blues" for fair

returns.
Don Davis and his orch cut show

effectively and handle the dance
addicts nicely. Lory

Sapphire Rm., Las Vetfas
(CORTEZ HOTEL)

Las Veaas, July 30.
Eddie Troy, Jean Loach, Bobbu

Gray, Doc Starr & ClarJc Chadbuni
Donna Kaye, Irving Rothschild's
Orch. (5); no couer, no mirumurti.

Rather than discontinue entertain-
ment, management, has cut budget
to minimum for summer season.

Eddie. Troy cuts capers throughout
the midsummer revue. His drunk
routine and chorine impressions are
good for laughs.

Jean Loach, a blonde pretty
warbles risque songs accompanying
herself on accordion. Scores with
stay-up-laters.

Bobby Gray opens, playing har-
monica. Does a bit of singing but his
forte is the mouth instrument. His
best numbers are Hungarian Rhap-
sody and Boogie Blues.

Doc Starr emcees the show and
sings the songs the rounders that
frequent the popular downtown spot
like. Clark Chadburn accompanies
him.

Irving Rothschild's Orch pleases
dance crowd on its fourth return
date. Donna JCaye, a shapely blonde,
does a fine job on vocals. Brig.

THERE'S ONLY ONE

FRANCES

FAYE
Cnrrrnlly

B.ITCHKLOK Cf.lB
rittsburKl'

Ante 4 to 17th

Direction: M.C.A.

Mutual Entertainment Agency "cATtr*
i > 1 1

1

With smooth production values
Norman Cornell has whipped to-
gether an all-male package at the
Club Norman that Is packing them
in despite heat wave;
Show tees off with the smooth

shuffling and harmonica playing of
David Grant, followed by the trou-
badoring of Tony Stetson, a young
man whose pop ballads, to his own
guitar accompaniment, sets cus-
tomers In a

.
dreamy mood. Richard

Nelson (New Acts) clicks with im-
|

personations of Hollywood stars to
the most sustained applause of the

\

evening, although Oscar Peterson,
|

ln closing spot, is close runnerup
!

on the decibels with concert and
:
live pijmistics. Fine assist is given

I
by Wally Wickens and his 7-piecc

' band, plus the m.c.ing of Rudy
,

Hanson. McStay.

l'-I Rancho Vegas
(LAS VEGAS)

Las Vegas, July 31.

|

Bob Hall. Anne Triola. Estelle
; Sloune, Danny' Room, Paul Gary
.Dancing Starlets, (0), Bob Millar
|

Orch. (12); no corer, no minimum.

Bob Hall headlines a fast moving
I talent packed show. Ad Jibbing
j
lyrics about the ringsiders he

I

garners plenty of applause. Returns
,
to rhyme jingles about national

,
event*. A click on his first visit here.

I

Anne Triola is back doing the
I
same numbers she did not so many

HELENE and HOWARD
'Comedy Donct Antic*'

Dir.: MATTY ROSEN

ALWAYS WORKING

"Whitey" Roberts
Hold Over for 3rd Wh.

GLEN CASINO, BUFFALO
Opining Aug, 11

EL MORROCO. MONTREAL
Dir.: William Morrii Agency

Dorothy Raymer, Miami Daily

News, Says "THE SALVADOR
DALI OF COMEDIANS"

Currently

LAST FRONTIER HOTEL

LAS VEGAS, NEVADA
August 15 thru 28

THE INK SPOTS

Sailing August 20th

To. Open in England .

.

Mo».-UNIVERSAl ATTRACTIONS

. . 5*5. Fifth. Avenue, New York .
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25rHouse Wheel Circuit Again

On Top for Barley; No N.Y. Dates
Burlesque will tee off new season

latter part of month with about the

game average as last season, 25

bouses playing wheel shows on

week stands and a couple of stock

houses. Wheel houses are about

'equally divided between Hirst and

mildest circuits, both having 10

each and the Kane circuit, indie

chain in which Hirst is also reputed

to have an interest, having five

houses in Ohio territory. There's

nothing in sight so far for New
York, which of course, outlawed

burley some years ago.

Hirst circuit houses include Troc-

adero, Phila.; Howard, Boston; Em-
pire, Newark, N. J.; Hudson, Union
City, N. J.; Gayety, Baltimore; Gay-
ety, Washington; Grand, St. Louis;

Roxy, Cleveland; National, Detroit;

Casino, Pittsburgh.

Midwest houses are Palace, Buf-

falo; Casino, Toronto; Avenue, De-
troit; Empress, Milwaukee; Alvin,

Minneapolis; Folly, Kansas City;

Fox, Indianapolis; Gayety, Cincinat-

ti; Gayety, Columbus; Casino, Bos-

DELTA
BIWTHIIHMWS

•

Currently

THE CAVE
Voncpuver, B. c«

Personal
Monaq.ment

PAUL KAPP

Booked by

HARRY A. ROMM
38 E 57th St Npw York N Y

WA'APPENS!
America's No. 1 Rumba Personality

PUPI CAMPO
and hit orchestra

Now... Chelsea Hotel

Atlantic City

Per Dir. G.A.C.

Parodies! Special Songs! Bits!
* Draw from our lilu-nrj-, one of the

largest, most comprehensive in
Showbiz!

k M« Catalog FREE I

it Exclusive material our specialty!

J. * H. KLEINMAN
25-31-K 30th Road, I. I. City 2, N. Y.

Telephone: Astoria 8-6965

ton. Stock houses are the Follies

and Bur/banky Los Angeles.

All but the Hirst houses have
pacts with Burlesque Artists Assn.,

which run until June, 1948, accord-
ing to Thomas Phillips, head of the

BAA, who is now negotiating such
a deal and hopeful of closing same
before Aug. 22, when new Taft-

Hartley bill becomes effective.

Comic Draws $50 Fine,

3 Mos. Suspension For

Playing 'Unfair' Spot
Jack Hirsch, comedian, was fined

$50 and suspended for three months
by trial board at American Guild of

Variety Artists last week for playing
a date at Goldberg's Loch Sheldrake,

N. Y., after spot had been declared

unfair by union.

According to testimony given at

hearing, Hirsch refused to walk out

of ,date with other acts after the un-
fair ban was imposed.

AGVA cited spot when operator

refused to live up to room and board
regulations for performers employed
there. Spot has since been restored

to favor by union.

Barbaro Antes Another

1G as Payment to Lester
Despite American Guild of Variety

Artists having previously, collected

$1,000 for Jerry Lester from Frank
Barbaro, when latter bowed out of

operation of Nevada-Biltmore, Las
Vegas, it now develops that amount
was not payment in full.

William Morris agency, which
made booking, notified union that an
additional $1,000 was due the come-
dian. AGVA collected $500 of this

amount and Barbaro, who operates
The Bowery, Detroit, has agreed to

pay off the other $500 this week.

Probe Canine Performers

Deaths in L. A. Theatre
Hollywood, Aug. 12.

Death of two dogs"at Million Dol-

lar theatre during past week has

caused some concern to manage-

ment, though neither owner has yet

pressed for damages while investi-

gations are progressing to deter-

mine story behind poison deaths of

two animals while working in

shows.

First to die with symptoms of

poisoning was dog in act of Ross and

Pal, which keeled over during show-

on August 6. Dog in the replacement
act, Hector and His Pals, died with

convulsions next day.

Loss of Harry Ross dog was most
acutely felt since hound was main-
stay of single dog act, while Hector,

who has a group of dogs, was able

to continue with act. Pest control

men report no rat poison was used
in dressing rooms.

A NEW NAME in Intimate Entertainment

Sings His Original "LYRICS SATIRIC"

LE RUBAN BLEU. New York
Management—HERBERT MARKS TALENT AGENCY

New York Miami

Saranac Lake
Saranac Lake, N. Y., Aug. 12.

Happy Behway off on 10 day fur-
lough with Helen Grupp pinch-
hitting on this column.

Quentin Reynolds, author and
commentator, planed in to ogle the
Will Rogers and to visit Margie
Regan and Robert J. Goldstein.

John and Patsy McNulty week-
ending here and handing Betty
Blessing plenty good cheer.

Victor Gamba, who has licked a
major operation, joined the pneumo-
thorax gang and showing nice im-
provement. Visiting him are Howard
McDonald from Hoboken, N. J., the
Joseph Lynns and Adam Gamba,
from N. Y. C.

John McCusker from N. Y. C.
visiting Alice Dudley, who is flash-
ing nifty clinic reports, while the
Dave Goldwyns, from Jamaica
Heights, L. I., are pleased by
Lillian (Par) Bergson's progress.

Sid Grill and Paul Sorkln, former
colonists, motored in for a week's
stay. They also received yearly
check-up, and gifted the needy.

Bob Cosgrove, of the Columbfa
Pictures N. Y. staff, in for the
balance of the summer. He'll get
annual checkup before resuming
work.

Emile Balzer, treasurer of Local
802 AFM, who is on a vacation on
Lower Saranac Lake, stopped off
to mitt the Rogers gang.

Walter F. Yost, of the Yost Thea-
tre Circuit, Harrisburg, Pa., ac-
companied by his wife, in to visit

Charlie Kaufhold.

Dr. and Mrs. Louis Goldstein from
N. Y. and Mr. and Mrs. I. Fertig
from Plainfield, N. J. are visiting
Bob Goldstein.

Eddie Slagus elated over good
clinic report ups him for all meals.

Walter Hoban, Frank Scheedel,
Lillian Bergson, Mabel Burns and
Seni ' Okun upped for suppers.

Newcomers at the Rogers is

George Power, fornfefc'owner of the
Power's Elephants.

(Write to those who are ill.)

LYRIC, SALT LAKE,

DROPS VAUDE BILLS
Salt Lake City, Aug. 12.

The last vaudeville stand between
Chicago and the west coast gave up
last week when the indie Lyric

dropped acts. House had been play-
ing five acts with double features.

Vaude was dropped because of
sharp drop in attendance blamed on
Utah Centennial Expo.

Philly Court Rules

On AGVA 'Interference'
Philadelphia, Aug. 12.

A demand that the American
Guild of Variety Artists be re-

strained from interfering with

operation of the Philadelphia local

of union has been dismissed by

Judge William H. Kirkpatrick in

federal court. <

Brought by Dick Jones, discharged

by the parent union as secretary of

the local, the action was dismissed

on the grounds it originally was in-

stituted in the city courts. Costs of

$166 were assessed against Jones.

Scheduled for hearing later this

month before Judge Harry S. Mc-
Devitt of the common pleas court is

AGVA's suit asking for an account-
ing of funds collected by Jones in

his official capacity.

AGVA also asks dissolution of

Local 6 as an autonomous unit and
transfer of its books and assets to the

parent organization.

N. Y. Nabe Spots Plan Floor Shows

On 50c Cover Basis in Bid for Biz

Riverside, Milwaukee, Sets

Name Band Policy
Chicago, Aug. 12.

Recently reopened Riverside the-

atre, Milwaukee, will feature name
bands, according to Charley Hogan,
booker.

Already set are Freddie Martin,
Sept. 11; Tex Beneke, Oct. 2;

Tommy Dorsey, Oct. 9, and Frankie
Carle, Oct. 30.

AGVA To Arbitrate

Whether Gale or CRA

Gets Fee On leer
Dispute over commissions on an

eight-week date of Johnny Brett's

ice show, which played the Copley
Plaza hotel, Boston, last May, was
ordered to arbitration by Dave Fox,
acting head of American Guild of

Variety Artists, after a preliminary
hearing last week.

• According to facts brought out at

hearing, both Moe Gale agency and
Consolidated Radio Artists claim
commissions on date, Latter collect-

ed same, and Gale, who claims his

agency negotiated the booking, has
brought the matter to AGVA. for ad-
justment.
Controversy hinges on fact that

Edna Van Veen, when employed by
Gale last May, had negotiated book-
ing of the icer. She subsequently
shifted to CRA and booked the ice

show into Hub date. Gale claims
that booking was made by Miss Van
Veen while associated with him and
he's entitled to the fee*. Miss Van
Veen counters booking was made
after she had left his employ.

With nitery biz plenty spotty all

around, „a number of N. Y, nabe and
suburban spots are planning to in-

stall acts or floor shows to hypo
take in autumn. A few have already

begun using acts on weekends and
reportedly paying off the talent tab
via 50c cover charges on show nights.

Such a procedure sounds feasible

since spots are operating on modest
budgets, with acts channeled in by
small agents and clubdate bookers.
Average budget is about $120 for.

five acts for a one-nighter and
double that amount for a double
header. Acts are installed Fridays
and Saturdays now but may switch
to regular weekends in late Septem-
ber, when vacationists have returned
and the mountains and beaches no
longer loom as competition.

Most spots currently toying with
policy claim that it has upped biz
at least sufficiently to pay off talent
bill. Since such cafes came under
the ^20% tax nick through having
dance combos, the added qover
charge is the only additional bite on
patrons.

American Guild of Variety Artists
is amenable to the idea so long as

spots post bonds covering talent.

Amounts now being spent for talent

is commensurate with AGVA's scaie
for Class C spots. .

111. Governor Vetoes

Anti-Camera Gal Bill

• Chicago, Aug. 12.

Governor Green of Illinois vetoed
bill, passed recently by the legisla-

ture, that would have outlawed
camera gals in niteries. In veto mes-
sage last week the governor said

that the bill interfered with photogs
right to earn a living.

Bill was passed last month after

claims of racket operations in
niteries.

Healy Opening Set Back
Healy's Cafe, which is being re-

vived onsite of the former Thomas
Healy's Golden Glades, N. Y., arid

skedded to preem this week (15),

has been postponed for two weeks
due to inability to ready it in time.

Opening is now tentatively set for

Aug. 25.

It will be operated by Jerry
Healy, son of the late restaurateur,
and Dan Healy (not relate.d). Latter
is vaude-nitery comedian, who'll

head and supervise talent layouts.

Billy Jackson, vet agent, will book
it. .

COMEDY
PATTER

For All Branches of Ihcatrlcalf

SPECIAL SUMMER PRICES!
FUN-MASTER GAG FILES

At ¥1.00 Kuril, or
Sob. 1 Thru IS tor $10

Sob. 14 Thru -f! at $1.00 Such
or SET OF 23 FILKS for M8.00

WOTTA BUY! HURRY!
"BOOK OF BLACK-OUTS"
8 Vols, nt $20 per Vol., or

$50 for 8 Vole.

"BOOK OF PARODIES"
Orer 10 SpecliU-Wrlttei
Sock Parodies ONIW $5,1

"HOW TO MASTER THE
CEREMONIES"

(How to Be an Emcee)
98 per Copy, Incl. 2 Gut Files

NO C.O.D.'e
Be Snre to Send Permanent Address

PAULA SMITH
300 W. 54th St. . New York 10, N. X.

139 E. 57th St.. N. Y. C. PL 9-7470

"VOICE COACH TO
THE STARS"

LEO KAHN
VOCAL COACH AND ABRANflEJt

210 West 54th St. Circle 6-3973

New York City

BY APPOINTMENT

MAXINE
SULLIVAN

VILLAGE VANGUARD, New York

NOW (Indefinitely)

RADIO: Sundays, 3-3:15 P.M.. WNEW
Direction:

MUSIC CORP. OF AMERICA

Lewis Into Piping Rock,

Saratoga, N. Y., Aug. 17
Joe E. Lewis follows Sophie

|
Tucker as topliner of new Lou
Walters revue at Piping Rock Club,

Saratoga, N. Y., Sunday (11) night.

Supporting acts are Kay Vernon,
songstress; . Juanita Rios, Latin

dancer; Stuart Morgan Dancers and
chorus line.

Joe Candullo orch and Dancita's

combo will alternate for customer
dansapation.

AGVA Changes
Al Wilson has succeeded Eddie

Russell as exec secretary of Cincin-

nati branch of American Guild of

Variety Artists.

Lucienne La Conte has been ap-

pointed head of Springfield, Mass.

branch of union, which covers that

area and Hartford, Conn.
AGVA will open branches in Den-

ver and St Louis next month.
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House Reviews

Paramount, N. V.
Carmen Cavallaro Orch (17) with

Leslie Long, Bob Allen; Raul &
Eva Reyes, Nip Nelson, "Welcome
Stranger," reviewed in Variety,
.April 30, '47.

Carmen Cavallaro, around for

years as a fine pianist, . hit a size-

able slice of the jackpot a couple of

years ago, with recordings of Cho-
pin's "Polonaise" and "Warsaw Con-
certo." Now, anyone who manages
to get a leg up on a good thing

can't be blamed too much for riding

it for all it's worth, but, while the
style to which Cavallaro has become
accustomed is very pleasant and lis-

tenable in correct doses, too much of

even a good thing can be boring. And
here at the Par the rrraestro's ever-
active concert fingering gets uncom-
fortably close to that point.

As a result of too-frequent courses.

o£ arpeggios, backgrounded by a

band apparently designed for the
latter purpose only, Cavallaro's por-
tion of this show is quite a hike from
what it could be, despite the fact that

a full-house when caught, seemed to

enjoy itself immensely. Raul &
Eva Reyes and mimic Nip Nelson fill

out the bill. .«

Cavallaro hits the concert circle

from the opening gun, easing his
aim only when doing "Anitra's Boo-
gie" and when vocalists Leslie Long
end Bob Allen go to wofk. Miss
Long's session is brief—on "Almost
Like Being in Love" There's noth-
ing much in her voice to make one
sit up and take notice, but there is

in her- dress—a cute one this show.
Allen, a Hal Kemp alumnus, tees up
"You're Driving Me Crazy" and
"Ivy" and does such a neat job that
this audience wanted more... In Miss
Long's tune and Allen's two are
Cavallaro's only concession to pop
and standard items and it's a mis-
take. He's "also mistaken, too, in

fluffing off band and believing his
piano can carry the load. Composed
of five strings, four sax, three trum-
pets (no trombones, which provide
no bottom brass tones), and four
Thythm (two pianos, with Caval-
laro's) the combo is very ordinary
from ail angles—performance, ar-
rangements, etc.

The Reyes have little chance to
prove that their's is one of the fin-

est acts of its kind (interpretative
Latin terps), around. To begin with,
the restrictions of the Par's pit
stage allow little room for movement
and (2) the band's rhythms are
hardly what they require. Never-
theless, they go over solidly enough.
Pair are outfitted in unusual, eye-
catching black and white costumes.
Nelson opens with takeoffs on

Tommy Dorsey's trombone and the
Ink Spots in manner that give the
impression he isn't strong enough to
carry such a spot. He quickly up-
sets that opinion, however, by crack-
ing the funny-bone of audience with
subsequent apings—of Spike Jones,
Jimmy Stewart, Louella Parsons
(particularly good), Frank Morgan
and then uses the groanjng-door
format of "Inner Sanctum" to do
Akim" Tamiroff. Henry Aldrlch,
Como, Sinatra and Harry James'
trumpet follow and get the guy off
to sock applause.

Cavallaro finishes with a medley
Of Italian songs he recorded for a
Dacca album. Familiar themes are
noodled in his usual concert style
and by this time you're ready to go
looking for a honky-tonk key pounder
working over "Mairzy Doats" or
"Chickery Chick" for relief. Wood.

esque manner that are uncannily
perfect.
Miss Carroll is runnerup, with

her diverting monolog, adeptly
handled for continuous laughs. Gal
essays dumbdora delineation and gets

over solidly. Most of her material
is fresh and keeps them in merry
mood, especially her takeoff of radio
broadcast of horse race, which sends
her off to more applause.
John & Rene Arnaut also ring the

bell with -their comedy fiddling and
really cook when they go into their,

standard bird flirtation sequence,
which is solid as ever for laughs.

Lathrop & Lee, mixed team, do nice-

ly in their classy tapstering, .dis-

playing plenty originality and show-
manship to cop good returns.
Carlton Emmy's pooches, one of

the best canine acts around, paces
show nicely, with Andre, Andree &
Bonnie capturing the distaffers of

audience in closing slot with their

dancing mannequin, turn, wherein
male drapes -gowns and hats on the

gal models.
Lou Basil and house orch backs

show neatly. Edba.

ItKO, Boston
Boston, Aug. 9.

Gil Lo?)ib, Bonnie Baker, 3 Blazers,

Wayne Marlin Trio; "Brute Force"
(U-I).

State, ST. ¥.
George M. Cohan, Jr., Jean Car-

roll, John & Rene Arnaut, Lathrop &
Lee, Andre, Andree & Bonnie, Carl-
ton Emmy's Mad Wags, Lou Basil's
House Orch; "Dishonored Lady"
(UA).

George M. Cohan, Jr., making his
N. Y. debut on current bill,
romps off with stellar honors. Off-
spring of the late and fabulous
George M. is -solid on the 'same
Broadway where his dad became
famous. The younger Cohan's
click is the^more remarkable in that
he is surrounded with plenty fast
company on bill, such as Jean Car-
roll, slick comedienne; Lathrop &
Lee, topflight terpers, and John &
Rene Arnaut, with their fiddling
funstering.
Bearing • striking resemblance to

his father, and having captured some
of the latter's showmanly charac-
teristics, the lad walks on to solid
reception and builds throughout his
song stanza. Aecomped on piano by
John McLaughlin, who had been the
elder Cohan's accompanist for many
years, he tees off with "Musical
Comedy Man" for solid response.
Follows with "It's a Grand Day" and
then segues into a medley of hit
songs from former Cohan musicals,
comprising "Nellie Kelly," "Give My
Regards to Broadway," "Yankee
Doodle Dandy," "Harrigan" and
''Grand Old Flag" for more terrif
salvos. Encores with duet number he
fnd his dad did years ago in a Friars'
'roiic to steal the show and then

reprises the traditional Cohan thank
you speech for bowoff. Through-
put the numbers he incorporates
snatches of dancing In the Cohan-

Back into vaudfilm policy after

nearly two months of straight pics

due to lack of strong stage bills, the

RKO has a routine vaude layout of

no particular marquee value, but the

show's sound enough, and biz above
average.
Wayne Marlin Trio leads off with

snappy acrobatic stuff crisply and
efficiently .

performed to set a nice

pace. Bo\nie Baker, not heard here
in some- time, and not too familiar

to the day-time crowds of soxers,

clicks nonetheless with "Oh,

Johnny," "Bill," "I'm a Good Little

Bad Girl" and other tunes, giving

them tfce old piquancy with an added
modern note that puts them over
well for sound reception.
Johnny Moore's • Three Blazers

demonstrates a clean, fast and plenty

musical style. Could have picked a

better repertoire for this town, but
does well in any case. Moore is on
guitar, Charlie Brown on piano and
Eddie Williams on bass. Personable
guys, and nice vocal styles, too.

Gil Lamb, in ace spot, doesn't

change much from year to year, but
his eccentric dancing, clowning, jit-

terbugging and singing always seems
completely improvised for the occa-
sion and always goes big. Elie.

Hippodrome, Balto.
Baltimore, Aug. 10.

Carole Landis, Harmonicats (3),

Sammy Walsh, Allen It Kent with
Emma Francis, Jo Lombardi House
Orch (12); "Riff-Raff" (RKO).

.
Strong stage show is helping
week's take mightily with Carole

Landis proving an entertaining in-

terpolation in addition to her mar-
quee strength as a film name. Also
a decided factor in current healthy
trade is considerable, draught of

The Harmonicats held over after

smash results last week. Rest of

layout is well-selected with Allen
& Kent providing an appealing get-

away via boy and girl hoofery
highlighted by intro of Emma
Francis, white haired dancer of

another era who can still shake out
taps along "with surprising series

of cart wheels.
Following Miss Landis (New Acts)

in the deuce, Sammy Walsh gives
out with effective comedy and series
of smartly written parodies and im-
pressions totaling a socky sesh. Har-
monicats change their rep of last
week ringing in new harmonica
versions of "Malaguenna" and boogie
woogie to spot trademarked "Peg O
My Heart" for sock response.

Biz fine. ' Burm.

Capitol, Wash.
Washington, Aug. 7.

Helene & Howard, Dean Martin &
Jerry Lewis, Eddy Manson, Joe, Lou
Sc Marilyn Caites; "Romance oj
Rosy Ridge" (M-G).

Show lacks the oomph and bal-

ance of the past couple stanzas, but
nevertheless does nicely. Bill is

topped by Helene and Howard, one
of the better ballroom burlesque
teams, who have dressed up their

turn with additional furbelows since

last time around. They start off

smoothly and then swing into the
routine with the gal flipping Howard
over her shoulder for a comic fall.

Then step up pace, weaving in a
sort of boxing routine, and switching
to a boogie number in which male
member shows up in the hottest,

most exaggerated zoot suit to garner
plenty laughs.
Sharing top billing is the comedy

team of Dean Martin and Jerry Lew-
is, new to these parts. Ranging from
a brief spot of sweet singing to comic
imitations of Hollywood stars, an
old "Old Man River" gag number
and much give and take patter, the
act seems to be groping for a routine
to show itself off to best advantage
—and never quite figuring out what
it ought to be. However, they go
over nicely.
Eddy Manson is one of the top

mouth organists anywhere and as
long as he is sawing away at his
music the act is very fine of its

type. His standout numbers are Ray-
mond Scott's "Powerhouse" and "Be-
gin the Beguine." Enesco's "First
Roumanian Rhapsody," which Man-
son offers as his top selection, is.

technically a good job of playing, but
proved a little too technical for the*

audience when caught. He is ac-
companied neatly on piano by his
wife, Margery Welles.
Opener is an old-fashioned family

dance team, Joe, Lou and Marilyn
Caites. The audience went for this,

particularly the old heel - and toe
school of hoofing as presented by
old timer Joe Caites. He and son
work well togetljea at buck and wing
and military taps. Lowe.

Casino, London
London, Aug. 5.

Nicholas Bros., Jimmy Jewell &
Ben Warriss, Jack Durant, Harry
Parry & Sextet, Phyllis Robins,
Swiss Stars, Bel-Air Bros. Jose
Moreno, Dorothy Gray & Brother,
Freddie Carpenter's

. Casino Girls,
Harold Collins Orch.

Well balanced program, one of the
best to date.
Reduction of admission prices,

plus addition of good looking bunch
of gals, trained by Freddie Car-
penter, should help to entice cus-
tomers.

Carpenter's line opens with good
precision work, and is followed
by Jose Moreno, juggler on loose
wire, for regulation juggling, in-

continued on page 53)

New Acts

Olyinpia, Miami
Miami, Aug. 10.

Pat Kenning, Jerry Cooper, Stagg
McMann Trio, Vanderbilt Boys,
Ralph & Mary Carnevale, Les Rhode
House Orch; "Sea of Grass" (MG).

Layout here this week adds up to
satisfactory summer fare.
Pat Henning and Jerry Cooper

make for a diversified toplining duo.
Henning's comedies are familiar to
the regulars here, and click as usual.
Leisurely approach to character
laugh limnings and added broad ma-
terial combined with perfect timing,
garner steady laughs.
Cooper's vocalistics click. Per-

sonable guy holds them throughout
well blended stint of ballad and
torch stylings. Off to solid salvos.
Supporting acts build well. Stagg

McMann trio's tootlings on assorted
harmonicas earn reception.

Vanderbilt Boys offer slick sesh of
gymnastics. Working in tails, to add
class .touch, their effortless weavings
and stunts contain enough gasp-mak-
ing to set them solidly.
Comedy ballroomology of the Car-

nevales score for good measure of
giggles and applause. Top with neat-
ly contrived jitterbug routine.
Les Rhode's house orch backs show

neatly. Lary.

JUDY LYNN
Songs
12 Mins
Blackamoor Room, Miami Beach
Judy Lynn, nifty looking ex-Louis

Prima vocalist, can be added to the
list of youngsters who are ready for
the better cafes.
Working with assurance, the

smartly gowned lass clicks solidly
with an assortment of specially ar-
ranged" pops and oldies blended
smartly to showcase a full, throaty
style that handles rhythm and tor-
chants in equally sock manner.
Ease in delivery and graceful use

of hands add to overall effect. «

Lary.

RICHARD NELSON
Impersonator
18 Mins
Club Norman, Toronto
Dick Nelson is an impersonator

who did radio work, and off-screen
imitations in films before going in-
to Army. Nelson socks over impresh
of Charles Laughton's mutiny
speech and segues into the chortling
delivery of Frank Morgan, the
snarling of Edward G. Robinson, the
bluster of Wallace Beery, the sin-
ister wheedling of Peter Lorre, the
suavity of Ronald Colman, and the
forthrightness of Cary Grant He
finishes with Maurice Chevalier in
a musicomedy version of "Mutiny
on the Bounty." For encore he does
a Jimmy Stewart scene from "Phil-
adelphia Story" for top results. Lad
has plenty good technique and
showmanship that should set him
for vauders and niteries. McStay.

CAROLE LANDIS
Songs
11 Mins.
Hippodrome, Baltimore
Carole Landis, from films, has

plenty on the ball besides looks and
marquee value. Possessed of a well
modulated voice in the lower regis-
ter she can handle a song capably
and sells tor maximum returns.
On current stint she has a good

collection of arrangements of "Chi-
Baba," "Old Devil Moon" and "I
Wonder," all nicely handled and
built to a cute musical begoff. Can
easily hold her own in any company.

Burm.

Variety Dills
WEEK OF AUGCST 13

Numerals in connection with Mill below Indicate opening day of chow
whether full or split week

Letter In parentheses Indicates circntt: (I) Independent; (L) Loeni
(P> Paramount; (B) ItKO; <W) Warner

'

NEW YORK CITY
Capitol (I.) 14

Ted Straeter Ore
The DeMarcos.
Charles Trenot
Paul Wincheu
J & M Mulcay
Music Hull (I) 14

Paul Haakon
Joseph Levlnoff
Stephanie Anile
Olia Serova
Karl .Covert
Corps (le Ballet
Roekettes
Sym Ore
Paramount (P) IS
M Williamson
(' Cavallaro Ore
B Allen & L Long
Raul & Eva Reyes
Nip Nelson

Koxy (1) 13.

Smith .4 Dale
Joe Howard
H Williams .3

Audrey Young
Maurice Roeco

St.it* (I) 14

Allen & Kent
N'eal Stanley
Lurienue & Ashour
Eugenie Baird
Henny Youngman
Henry "Red" Allen
Hitrgtnbotham Bd

QTBENS
Jamnicii (I) 13-10
The Day Dreamers
Larry Daniels
The Olympics
Son & Sonny
(one lo ftll)

IS- 14
Malo 3

Alma Kaye
Stan Irwin
Betty Sawyer
ATLANTIC CITV
Steel Pier (1) 11

Olsen & Johnson
BALTIMORE

Hippodrome (I) 14
Desi Arnaz Ore
The Nonchalant*
Rudy Cardenas
Dulelna

Stale (I) 14-16-
Wallace Puppets
Vivian Nicltolsoo
Vanessi & M Wolf
Andantes

17-80
Felicia Shore
Deiage & Shirley
Pat Rooney Jr
Ballard & Rae

BOSTON
Boston. (R) 14

Carole Landis
Wlr-re Bros
Johnny Morgan
Gloria Gilbert
Chester Dolphin

CAMDEN
Towers (II 15-11

Palermo's Dogs
Haller & Hayden
A & C Noel

Al Rchenk
Peggy Taylor 3

CHICAGO
Chit ago (P) 15

Perry Como
Marion Hutton
Eddie Bartell
Evans Family
'.Lloyd Shaffer

Oriental (I) 14
Marie McDonald
Clark Dennis
Carl Sands Ore

Regal (F) IS
Andy Kirk Bd
M las Cornshucks
Butterbeans &- Susie
Jack Parker

CINCINNATI
AII.ee (R) 14

Nelson Sis '

.

Hal Leroy
Joe Besser
The Chadwicks
Bonnie Baker
Wftlly Brown
Milt Herth 3

MIAMI
Olympla (P) 13

Winton «- Diane
Duke Art Jr
3 Gobs
Connie Haines
Coley Worth

OMAHA
Orpheum (P) 15 .

Mills Bros
Randy Brooks Bd
Ben Beri
Pann Merryman
PHILADELPHIA.
Carman (I) 14

George Freems
Tyler Thorn & Rbts
The Pitchons
Dolly Reckless

KOCKFOR1)
Palace (I) 15

Tee Follies
SAN FRANCISCO
Golden Gate (R) 13
Joey Adams
Ladd Lyon
Buster Shaver
Paramount (P) 15
Billy DeWolfe
Olga San Juan
Joaquin Garay
Al Lyons- Bd
P & L Howard
SPRINGFIELD

Court Sn (I> 14-17
Melody Masters
Hank Ladd
Pansy the Horse
Johnny Barnes
Morris & Morris
Ann Russell
WASHINGTON
Capitol (L) 14

Kiaerald Sis
Lathrop & I.ee
T.uba Mallna
Jack E. Leonard
Howard (I) 15

Eddie Hevwood Or
Sv Oliver Ore
Mitchell & Olhson
Carlton A; Del

ENGLAND
BRISTOL

Hippodrome- (I) 11
Billy Cotton Bd
Douglas Byng •

Taylor & Brooks
Bobbie Kimber
Sam Linfield Co
Foster & Clarke
10 Starlets

CARDIFF
New Theatre (I) 11
Naughty Girls '47

Ben Wrigley
Desiree
Joy Dexter
Moray Bros &. Dave
4 Pagolas
Dick Thorpe
Bebe Norma
Joan Dainty
Ford & Hardwlck

CHT8WICK
Empire (I) II

F Mendelssohn
Hawaiian Ser'ders
Jack Daly •

Woods & Jarrett
Winters & Fielding
Jack Haig ,

3 Atlantus
DERBY

Grand (I) 11
Macrl & Dutch
Serenaders

Len Young
Dudley's Midgets
David Poole
Zeltla Day .

Doreheslers T.ovl's
HACKNEY

Empire (I) 11
Ted Heath Bd
Dick Henderson
T.es Sltvaa
Mayer & Kilson

Eddy Bayes
Doyle Twins
Dehl 3

LEICESTER
Palace (I) 11

Syd Seymour
Mndhatters Bd
Constance Evans
Pat O'Brien
Sereno & Joy
Alt Kay
Earle Oscar
J Mac & Frank
Seymore Lovlies
Henry D Adams
MANCHESTER

Hippodrome (I) 11
Derek Roy
Arnley & Day
Agnette & Silvio
Big Ben 3
Rapids

Charles Stephen
Rona Rlcardo
12 Gordon R Gls
T.es 8 Parlsiennes
SHEPHERDS B'SH
Empire TI) 11

Htuch
Tommy 'Jover
Raf * Fe
Connor & Brown
4 Morrellys
Jill Summers
Adele
Eleanor Beams 3

WOOD GREEN
Empire (1) 11

Troise & Mandoliers
Billy Russell
Slrdani
Godfrey & Kerby
Iiupe & Velez
.Tack Stocks
Bal l let t & Massey

Cabaret Bills

NEW YORK CITY
Cnre Society
(Downtown)

Stanley' Prager
Mary T.ou Williams
Annabe.llp Hill
Dave Martin Ore

Carnival
Bert Wheeler
Lou Hoi 1 7.

Dlosa Cofttello
Wood & Kelly
O & T Valdez
Yvonne Adair
Jimmy Ellison
Paul Garotte
Reld Ore

China Doll -

John Tio
Moo Song
tcran Yang
.Tadlne T.l Sun
Vai Sings

Copucnbana
Lena Home
Copsey & Ayrea
Nancy Dorau
Michael Durso Ore
Fernando Alverez O
Dinmond nnrNCHltne
Rosa & La Pierre
Slrl
Herman Hyde
Turner Twins
Rosebuds
Rilly Banks
Tables Davis
Renald & Rudy
Jack Mathers

Noble Slssle Oro
Syd Strange Ore

El CIHco
Rosuta Rlos
Caballtros

Huvniiu-aiadrid
Frakson
Pancho & Diane
Lecuona Boys
Chino Ore

Iceland
T.eary & Klagg
Leafy Bros
Florence Budny
•To Anne Axtell
Frankre Frlssaura
Blhnpy Blank Ore

I.mil. Olll.rtii
Willie Howard
Al Kelly
Mazzone-Abbott D's
Gloria Le Roy
Emile Boreo
Plroska
Miriam Gwynne
Bon Vlvaius
Vincent Travers O

Hotel Tart
Vincent Lopez Ore
Charlie Drew
Hotel Lexington

Alomas Hnwailans
Hotel Pcnnsylvaul!
Skltch Henderson
Ore
Hotel Blltmore

Ray Heatherton

Arthur Ravel Oro
Rosario & Antonio
Village Vanguard

Maxine Sullivan
Three Flamea
Don Frye

Hotel Pierre
Roberto & Alicia
Chas Reader Oro

Hotel St Red*
Milt Shaw
Lassda & Peplto
Paul Sparr Ore
No. 1 Fifth Ave
Pat Bright
Jack Kerr
Hazel Webster
Downey & Fonvlllf
Highlights

Riviera
Andrews Sis
Lenny Kent
Tony Bavaar
Joel Herron Oro
Ourbello Ore
.Sensationalists
Chandra-Kalv Dcrs

Little Club
Walter Gross

Leon & Kftflle'9

Eddie Davis v »

Art Waner Oro
Patsy Howard
Sylvia De Salvo
Lee Kerry
Catron Bros
Mara & Maurice
Shepard Line

Zlmmerman'f
Paul Smith
Janczl Mnkula
Zsiga Bela
Paulens
Doris Haywood
Gene Kardos O

Joel Shaw Oro
Rhumba Oro
Roberto
Hotel New Yorker
Jerry Wald Or"
Marion Snelman
Arnold Shoda
Narena «- Norrls
Connie Cona

Waldorf-Astoria
Glnny Simms
Jack Flna Ore
Mlscha Borr Oro

Belmont- Plaza
Blair & Dean
Martha King
Roy Douglas .

Payson Re Ora
Nino Ore

Ruban Bleu
George Krelsler
Muriel Gaines
Neil Stanley
-Judy McGee
Cedric Wallace t
Wally Blacker

Versailles
Bob Grant Oro
Carl Ravazza
Panchlto Ore

Village Bura
Ann Dennis
Stubby Ore
Lou Cecil «

Corday & Trlano
Pappv Below

Hotel Edison
Geo Towne Ore

Wlvel
Bob Lee
Kay Carole
Stuart Langley
Peggy Palmer
D'Qulncey & Olv'm

CHICAGO
Blarklmwb

Ray Pearl
Sherman Bros (3)
Dorothy Biegan

Chez Puree
Danny Thomas
Miriam Lavalle
Marty Gould Oro
Barry Sherwood
Rodrlquez & Phyllis
Chez Adorables (10)
Viokee Richards

Hotel Bismarck
Don Julian & Mar
Lorlta Mallney
Eddie Fens Ore
Benno Dclson Oro
Gil Robinson

Holslnga v
Sid Fisher Oro
Al Morgan
Mel Cardo

,

Donald Lane
Adrian Lorraine
II Edgewater Beach
Del Courtney Ore
Harold Sc Lola
Orantos (S)
Royal Rockets (3)
Song Stylists (4)
Marianne Fedele

Hotel Sherman
Carl Marx
Jackie Cain
Charlie Ventura Oro
Clark Dennis
.lose Melis
Dick Farnev

Hotel Stevens
Benny Strong Oro
Bob Hopkins
Acromanlaes
Fay & Gordon
Boulevar-Doara

Latin Quarter
Ben Blue
Connie Russell

'

Diane & Edwards
Latin Lovelies
Buddy Shaw Oro
The Jansleys (4i

Palmer House
Llherace
Freddie Nasrel Cro
Michael Douglas
Abbott D'neera (11)
Gower & Bell

Vine Gardras
Dick Gale
J & Joan Walton
Terese Rudolph
Jackie Soo
Joe Klsh Ore

Pix 'Reds
1

ss Continued from page 1 —
Question No. 6 was: "Do you believe
movies should be pure entertain-
ment without 'messages' of any
type?"

The answers, according to Sulds,

totalled up as follows:

Yes—23 (15 Republicans, 8 Demo-
crats).

No—35 (18 Republicans, 17 Demo-
crats).

Undecided— 6 (4 Republicans, 2

Democrats).

No Comment—15 (8 Republicans,
7 Democrats).

Sulds said the "great majority" of

the Senators felt that to attempt to

dictate the content of motion pic-

tures .would be a move in the direc-

tion of limiting freedom of expres-

sion, as in the press, radio, etc.

Those who answered "yes," Sulds

said, expressed "fears of the Com-
munist menace," but did hot indi-

cate how they- believed the content

of films could or should be governed.

Although the number of senators

opposed to dictating film content
'

considerably. outweighed the number
favoring it, implication of potential

weighting of the scales in the other

direction could be found in two fac-

tors: 1. Republicans, who rule the

upper house, were almost evenly
divided on the question; 2. the num-
ber who were "undecided" or of-

fered "no comment," added to the 23

no-'message' films group, would out-

number the freedom-for-ftlms seg-

ment.

It must be noted, also, that the

question was so worded as not to put

the senators on record for or against

actual governmental censorship, but

rather merely to draw out their

general attitude toward the matter
of "messages" in motion picturgs.

Sulds' Question No. 9 was, "Do
you think the broadcasting industry

should be regulated as far as pro-

gram content is concerned?", a query
with important bearings bn implica-

tions of the FCC's Blue Book, but
the pollster declined to divulge the
tally of answers to this one at the

present time.
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Increased Production Costs Held

. Factor Vs. New Try to Cut B.O. Prices

Last season there was considerable4
discussion, pro and con (mostly the

'

former) to reduce legit ticket scales,

especially for straight plays, many
pf which were one-setters. Such de-

velopment during 1947-48 appears

doubtful, mostly because of the in-

crease in cost of production. Esti-

mated that the nut is 15% higher

than last season, when it was fig-

ured that double the amount was
required to produce than before the

war.
Showmen state that if the ticket

top is lowered the cost of production

cannot be earned back^ except for

prolonged engagements' because of

inflated amounts set by scene paint-

ers, scene builders and for numerous
accessory items. There is no doubt

that many of last season's flops were
doomed before their premiere be-

cause of the $4.80 scale exacted for

one-set, shortcast plays, plus an ex-

cessive first-night rate. Legit patrons

have resented being so nicked, while
audiences "forced" to buy tickets

for benefit organizations at ballooned

prices were also annoyed to a great

extent, It's possible that managers
will limit the number of such benefit

deals, or "theatre parties" as they

are called.

Last week, the scenic union asked
the managers for ,$1,000 minimum for

a one-set show, instead of $500 as

previously, and for a' unit design
they seek at least $2,000, which
would mean a boost of 400%. Rep-
resentative designers present at the
huddle with the managers conceded
that they get considerable more than
the minimum, but aim to see that

lesser-knowns get higher compen-
sation.

Designers of costurrfes also want
more money. Minimum for chorus
costumes is $10, whereas $25 is

sought. Creations of individual and
special costumes call for higher rates,

there being no set minimum, but so

far there are so few new musicals in

sight that indications are for limited

costume-designing activity.

Henry Duffy Musical

Due for Rehearsals;

Settle Slavin Coin Snarl
"Music in My Heart," slated for

Broadway this summer but set back
because of unforeseen difficulties, is

now dated to start rehearsals next
week. Musical is to be presented by
Henry Duffy, who posted salary-

guarantee money with Equity after

signing a stipulation whereby he is

to reimburse Israel Slavin, his

former backer, over a financial jam
In 1943 in Detroit.

Duffy, who formery presented re-

vivals on the Coast, moved his activ-

ities to Detroit because of blackouts
early in the war. Slavin whose
motorcar transportation business
virually ceased, took a flier in show
business and financed some of

Duffy's shows, posting securities

with Equity to guarantee actors

salaries. There was $1,000 due casts

of "The Bat" and "There's Always
Juliet" when the shows folded.

Slavin provided the payoff cash and,
in return, Equity agreed that Duffy
would not be permitted to make
further presentations unless the

backer was reimbursed. Duffy last

week assented to an arrangement, to

pay back the backer. Slavin bought
and operated the Blackstone, Chi-
cago, during the war but sold it and
is now out of show business.
"Music" was originally done on

the Coast summer before last, it

then being called "Song Without
Words". It's an operetta with the
book based on the life of Tschai-
kowsky, whose compositions' are the
basis of the score. Players standing
by waiting for rehearsals are
Florence George, Delia Lind, Robert
Carroll, Jan Murray, Jean Hanzlick
and Robert Hoffman. Hassard Short
has been engaged to stage "Music,"
which may have Vivienne Segal as
the comedienne.

Spruce Up American, St. L
. St. Louis, Aug. 12.

• Anticipating another banner sea-
son for legit in this burg, Manager
Paul Beisman of the American the-
atre, sole legiter here, is spending
$25,000 rejuvenating the house.
' Beisman now is in New York lin-

ing up sked of shows. .

'

•

Chorus Equity

In Sob Try -

For Raises
Equity will not seek an increase

in minimum pay, it being felt that
such an objective would be inop-
portune because of the high level
of operating costs. That leaves
Chorus Equity on its own in asking
for more money for the first time
since the two interlocking unions,
were formed. Chorus supposedly
doesn't expect to tilt its scales for
Broadway and the road as high as
those presented to the managers but
is hopeful of a fair proportion of
increases because most ensemble
people are now being paid more
than the present minimums.

If increases are granted, as ex-
pected it is probable that the least
pay to the chorus will equal if not
exceed that for regular actors,
which is $60 weekly. Equity con-
cedes that chorus people are en-
titled to higher compensation be-
cause of the training they have had
before entering shows. Barring the
p e rc e n t a ge of ensemblites who
-emerge from the line and become
principals, records show that the
average chorister remains on the
stage five years. Tyro actors are
principally engaged as types, re-
maining in show business fpr an
indefinite period, withdrawing oc-
casionally for outside jobs, then re-
turning to the stage sporadically or
permanently.

2 BRANDT THEATRES DO

TOP BIZ WITH LEGITS
The Windsor, Bronx, and Flat-

bush, Brooklyn, two of the Brandt
theatre chain that presents legit

during the summer, are having the
best season since that policy started.
Selection of attractions presented
under the management of J. J.

Leventhal is a factor but popular
ticket prices appear to be the mag-
net in the respective neighborhoods,
evening prices ranging from 50c.

to $1.50, matinees from 50c. to 85c.

tax included. Saturday prices are
from ,60c. to $1.80. Instead o£ wind-
ing up around Labor Day Leven-
thal intends continuing in both
spots into October.
"Anna Lucasta", which played

each house 'three times, drew the
summer's top gross on its first book-
ing, takings bettering $13,000. At-
tendance was capacity at night on
subsequent showings, but there was
a variance in matinee attendance.
The neighborhood houses are on

a stock basis of 10 performances
weekly, including four matinees.
"Joan of Lorraine" gave one less

show at the Flatbush but the gross

was close to that drawn by "Anna".
Windsor is a 1,500-seater, Flatbush
Capacity being about 1,000 more.

Shows in Rehearsal
"I Gotta Get Out"—Herbert Har-

ris and Lester Meyer.
"The Benchwarmer"—Alex Yokel

and Joel W. Schenker.
•"High Button Shoes"—Monte

Proser and Joseph Kipness.
"We Love a Lassie"—Shuberts.
"The Stars Weep"—Louis Schon-

ceit.

*"Allegro"—Theatre Guild.

"Musicals.

Schwartz Adds Players
Dina Halpern, character actress,

added t° cast of "Shylock's Daugh-
ter," new play, which Maurice
Schwartz presents at the Yiddish
Art theatre, N. Y., Sept. 29. She'll be
the portia.

Muni Serebrov and Gust are
Berger also added.

Caesar Dunn, brother of Philip

Dunning, is adapting a play in

which Joseph Buloff appeared
abroad, the tentative title being

"The Man Who Sparkles". Author
is also converting his "The Four
Flusher" for musical comedy useage.

Howard Newman legit press

agent, has acquired rights to "The

Man From The Ministry", London
comedy, for Broadway, to be done

in association with Moe Hack.

'ANNIE' OFF $7,000

AS MERMAN VACASHES
What's-in-a-name is currently be-

ing exemplified so far as boxoffice
strength is concerned by the reac-
tion to "Annie Get Your Gun,"
Broadway's musical leader since
opening in May last year.

Ethel Merman is now on a two-
week vacation, Mary Jane Walsh
taking over as Annie Oakley.
While Miss Walsh is credited with a
crack performance, show's gross has
taken a sharp drop. "Annie" had
not gotten under $44,000 since open-
ing at the Imperial but approxi-
mated $37,000 last week..

Show, presented by Rodgers and
Hammerstein, was careful in ac-
quainting those who bought tickets

in advance that the star would be
out of "Annie" for the weeks of
Aug. 4 and Tt, there being signs in

the lobby weeks in advance of,

those dates. Ticket agencies were
also requested to make it clear that
Miss Merman would not appear, and
responses to mail orders were
equally explicit.

See 100G For

Colo. 'Harvey'
With the advance sale of $74,000

for 33 scheduled performances of
"Harvey" when the comedy opened
at Central City, Col., last week, it is

now estimated that the engagement
will approximate $100,000. Theatre
is of limited capacity, with around
700 regular seats, but chairs have
been added. Draw is not alone from
Denver, which is 40 miles away and
the home of Mary Chase, who wrote
"Harvey." Annual theatre activities
at Central City are widely adver-
tised, tourists arriving at the former
mining town from at least five far
western states. Gross for the first

week was around $25,000. Nine per-
formances are played weekly, three
being matinees including Sundays,
but not nights on that day.

Ticket top for "Harvey" at Central
City is $5.50, the cheapest price
being $3.80; it s the same scale used
for grand opera, another feature of
the annual ghost town festivities.

Frank Fay, who stars in the orig-
inal "Harvey" on Broadway, and
who is taking a busman's holiday,
tops the cast there, supporting cast
being the same as with Joe E. Brown
last season on the road With Brown
back, "Harvey" opens in Detroit next
month, while Fay returns to Broad-
way where Jimmy Stewart is sub-
bing for him and, incidentally, draw-
ing capacity.

See Shuhert Tryout

In A.C. as Possibility

For Year-Round Deal

Atlantic City, Aug. 12.

A hope that the Shuberts might
bring legit here all year round
comes with the announcement that

they have picked the city for the
first showing of "We Love a Lassie,"

new comedy by Marcel Wallenstein
and Kathleen Kennedy. The play
will have its first showing in the
Auditorium theatre, where David
Lowe has been bringing Broadway
shows this season. It is slated for

the week of Aug. 25.

The British picture star, Barbara
Everest, is the lead in "Lassie."

Equity, Managers In Closed Meet

On Negotiations; League 'Revolution'

London Gets lil'

London, Aug. 8.

Mae West is expected here in
September, to rehearse and line up

|
some of the cast for "Diamond Lil',"

which is due to open for Moss Em-
pires, Oct. 14, for three weeks, with
other provincial dates to follow.

Show is skedded to open in Lon-
don, at the Prince of Wales, in the
middle of January.

That Equity and the managerial
League of New York Theatres are
on an emergency schedule of negotia-
tion huddles, with the idea of agree-
ing to revisions of their basic agree-
ment, is clearly indicated. Commit-
tees of the factions conferred to-

gether Monday (11), and will again
discuss the issues on Friday (15). In
the interval there will be other ses-
sions of both sides and related
groups.

So far negotiating committees only
have participated, and, before signa-
turing, Equity's council and the
League's board must agree to any
proposed changes. Monday's meet-
ing was "sealed," with no comment
from the deliberators.

John W. Davis

Advises Equity

On Labor Law
Though the managers want a basic

agreement with the actors principal-

ly because of the stabilizing influ-

ence in the legit field, which Equity
concedes, the latter is more anxious
to see the contract negotiated
promptly because of the Taft-Hart-

ley law. Many provisions of the
legislation become operative by the
end of next week. Agreements be-
tween employers and employees en-
tered into after that time would
only be legal until after a series of
onerous requirements were complied
with by Equity.
Apparently Equity could not get

a clear picture of its status under the
new law from its attorneys and it's

understood that the opinion of out-

side counsel was sought. Reported
that John W. Davis, former presi-

dential candidate and onetime am-
bassador to England, was retained
for that purpose.
After the deadline date unions

must be certified by a new media-
tion board in Washington, which
could take an indefiite period.

There is^ some
^
doubt jwhether^sherwood session we"re*League mem-

bers and signed the statement sup-
porting Equity's stand. Some show
people mentioned were absent, but

(Continued on page 52)

Equity could discipline its members
if there be no basic agreement.
Under the law actors would have to

work with non-Equityites for at least

30 days, after which the latter could
be required to join, but not a few
new plays close in less than a month.
Indications are that members could
not be suspended so long as they
paid dues, according to the provis-

ions of the Taft-Hartley measure.
That any attorney can state the posi-

tive applications of the new labor
law appears doubtful, and lawyers
are 'expected to have a field day for

years in the courts threshing out dif-

ferences between employers and
unions.

To be determined is how the act

applies to shows in voting as to

which shall be the bargaining
agency. If each play and musical
would be regarded as a separate
unit in that respect, casts and
choruses would be required to vote
on the question. Assumed that all

would designate Equity but there

could be defections, especially if

newcomer non-members were en-
gaged. However Equity anticipates

that an overall course of procedure
would be . agreed upon with the

managers.

Producers Slow on Contracting For

of High UBO TermsTours Because
Contracts for legit road shows

next season are slow in being sig-

natured, principally because produ-

cers are dissatisfied with the sharing

terms offered by the United Book-
ing Offices. Not involved are out-

of-town theatres controlled or op-

erated by Marcus Heiman, who
controls UBO with the Shuberts. It

is the latter who have demanded
higher terms for the theatres they

book, or the inclusion of such ex-

pense items that make it tanta-

mount to the same thing. Heiman is

credited with giving terms more
liberal than most producers expect.

Sharing contracts for musicals on
tour call for as much as 75% of

the gross but, it's claimed, because
the attraction is called upon to

share in the house orchestra's pay,

among other items, the show's
share may be as low as 65%, though
that claim is believed to be exag-

gerated. UBO explains that the
changed terms are the result of

protests by out-of-town theatremen
who say they cannot operate prof-

itably otherwise. Tours of shows
mentioned as being doubtful be-
cause of the new percentages in-

clude "Show Boat," "Finian's Rain-
bow," "Another Part of the Forest,"

"State of the Union" and "Alice in

Wonderland."
Matter was an issue at a managers

meeting last week, when Lee Shub-
ert was present and willingly dis-

cussed the reason. He stated that be-

cause operating expenses out-of-
town had increased from $700 to

$1,000 weekly, out-of-town showmen
demanded a better sharing arrange-
ment. Condition apparently is not
acute in one nighters and, it's

claimed, although terms are high in

Chicago than in full-week stands,

an adjustment is made when busi-

ness tapers.

Sherwood Calls Meet
The "revolution" within the

League of New York Theatres sud-
denly cropped up last week when a
session of show people "selected" for
their known sympathies against
Negro segregation at the National
was called by Robert E. Sherwood.
Latter, an author-manager of the
Playwrights Co., started agitation
along with others in his producing
group last winter when "Joan of
Lorraine" played the Lissner audi-
torium, which excluded Negroes
from the performance. Result was
that some 33 dramatists vowed that
their plays would not be permitted
in the capital unless the situation
was eliminated. Equity then en-
tered into the segregation issue.

A request was sent to the League
by the Playwrights group for a
vote among the League's manager-
members, there being some ques-
tion that a majority of the latter op-
posed Equity's demand for an anti-
segregation clause in the basic con-
tract now being negotiated. League
thereupon called a membership
meeting to be held at the Astor
hotel, N. Y., tomorrow (14) for a
vote on the issue. A simple major-
ity one way or the other would be a
mandate to the League.

It's reported that 31 out of the 37
producers who were present at the

BELASCO, WASH., FOR

LEGIT UP AGAIN
Rehabilitation of the Belasco,

former Washington legiter, men-
tioned to revert to road shows sev-
eral times in recent seasons, may
eventuate during the coming sea-
son. Two known bids have been
made for the theatre, which is gov-
ernment-owned and which was used
for the Stage Door Canteen during
the war. The Shuberts are in the
market for the house, also a D. C.
group known as the Washington
Arts Center Assn.

Latter outfit is described as a
combination of 35 "cultural organi-
zations," general plan being to
present professional and amateur or
semi-pro attractions, in which the
American National Theatre and Ac-
ademy is expected to participate.
An application to President Truman
has been made, in which he was re-
quested to aid WACA in obtaining
possession of the property. Belasco
is now being used as a warehouse
by the Treasury Department.
Cost of renovating the house ia

estimated at around $50,000, much
under what the actual cost would
be for a N. Y. house. Similar im-
provement of a Broadway theatre

last year, including a modern air

"cooling plant, cost $200,000. Wash-
ington became an all-year around
theatre stand during the war but
plans for another legiter were
stymied because of building prior-

ities, in addition to excessive build-

ing costs.

Pfeiffer Reviving

'Swing Mikado'
Chicago, Aug. 12

Jules Pfeiffer will revive "Swing
Mikado", one of the most successful

WPA theatre ventures, and is bring-
ing it into the Chicago Civic Opera
House starting Sept. 2. After a
month run show will tour east,

planning a Broadway stay after Jan.

1. Show breaks in at Toledo next
week.
Play will have have a Negro cast,

as when WPA presented its version
of the Gilbert & Sullivan favorite.
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Strawhat Reviews
Dour Judas

Ogunquit, Me., Aug. 9.

Maude Hartwin presents Michael Myer-
berg production oC play with music and
dancing (one scene), from the poem by

Kobinson 'Jeffers, adapted and staged by
Mycrberg; music selected and arranged by
Lehman Engel; choreography, Esther lun-
ger; costumes and masks. Mary P.- Schenrk;
scenery and lighting, Albert Johnson. At
ObuimiuH Playhouse, week, Aug. 1. '4

The Carpenter.
The Peddler.
Woman
Lazarus ;

The Mutes:
Peter ......
Simon
John

Dancers

.Ferdi Hoffman'
E. Ci. Marshall

.Margaret Wyojierly
Harry Irvine

Priests.

...Tony Ch.-iimoll

....Bd Pf elf tor

Xorlne McLaughlin
Xatanya Neumann

Anne "W'idman
Doris -Goodwin

Anne Peris
Emy St. Just
Clara Cordery
Philip Snyder

Edward KulakowsUi
Torchbearers James E. Kelley

Hope Jane Zee
George Gordon

Roman Guards • Leonard Marks
Norman Anderson

Bingers—William Dalrd, Morris Gedzel. John
Leslie, Janice Baumgartner, Jane Davis,
Helen Stanton. Lucia Collier, Arlehe
Hershey, Dorothy Johnson. Angela Lap-
part, Frances Mohan. Helen Rice, Vicky
Starr, Arthur Lincoln, Peter. Sozio, Earl
Styres.

;

The Lady Maria
Marblehead, Mass., Aug. 12.

Blake Johnson and John L.. Washburn,
by arrangement with John Golden, produc-
tion of play in three acts (3 scenes)
by W. P. Lipscomb. Starring Gertrude
Lawrence. Production supervised by How-
ard Young. Set, Ben- Edwards. At the

North Shore Players, Marblehead, Muss.,
Aug. 11. '47. (S3. GO top) •

Maria Fitzherbert Gertrude Lawrence
E"Iein . , N'orah Howard
Richard Brlnsley Sheridan . .Bram. Fletcher
George, Prince of Wales. .... .Carl Esmond
Queen Charlotte .....Alice John
King George III.; ' Ivan Simpson
Mr. Pound Kenneth Treseder
Weltje .., ..Guy Sampsel
Rev. Robert Burt James Coots
Henry Erririgton John Taylor
Jack Smythe ..David Rogers
Footman '.

. James Lathrop
Maid .. . Marjorie Elder

Michael Myerberg's adaptation of

Kobinson Jeffers' lengthy poetic

treatment of Christ's Agony in the
Garden is an agonizing ordeal for an
audience. "Dramatization" consists

almost entirely of static assignment
of huge chunks of original's flossy

blank verse to actors standing
around, representing the poet's re-
write of the Biblical figures. Poetry

„ reading is broken up occasionally
by chorale work of Lehman Engel's
singers, who do superb job with J. S.

Bach's .sacred music,, and by- mean-
ingless ballet posturing choreog-
raphed by Esther Junger.

' It adds up to a secular Passion
Play written and played on a free-
hand basis which' will infuriate fun-
damentalists, disturb Catholics, while
failing in content either to move or
•entertain agnostical segment that
might be attracted by novelty ele-
ments. Announcement of tryout
brought condemnation of whole idea
by legal representative of Catholic
diocese, of Portland a few weeks be-
fore op'ening. Nothing has been heard
from that quarter since, although re-
gional press gave it unfriendly no-
tices at opening, harping mainly on
Christ's appearance in plaid shirty
riding pants and lumberman's boots,
while Judas has getup of southern
congressman. Sensational advance
publicity has not been reflected at
boxoffice,- however, with opening
night seeing half the seats empty and
no tendency for interest to build
perceptible up to next-to-closing,
when caught.
Playhouse this season is under

lease to George Abbott, but Mrs.
Maude Hartwig, owner, wrote a
week for herself into contract for
presentation of a prestige item.
"Judas" is the item, and, paradoxi-
cally, it qualifies every inch of the
way. Scattered house on night
caught remained to a man until the
final curtain, although considerable
restiveness could be noted at the
tenor of the iambic pentameters.
Speaking cast handled terrific load
of lines more easily and profession-
ally than has been witnessed for a
long time in Maine strawhat circles.

Tribute to actors was such that au-
dience apparently would have been

: happier if all was in unintelligible
Syriac. Mrs. Hartwig may not have
entertained 'em. but she at least gave
the hammock set something to chew
on, and the first genuine tryout in
Maine for eight years.

Ferdi Hoffman read difficult role
of Christ reverently and without of-
fense. He's Ipersonable, has a sock
presence, which prompted many to
question between the acts why he's
never apparently had a bid for films.
E. G. Marshall handled the title role
as a fugitive from ''Iceman Cometh"

j. should; his lines were pure vapor« for the most part, coming alive only
when he was setting-himself for the

^ betrayal "in the Master's best in-
terests." Margaret Wycherly as
Blessed Mother Mary had most con-
troversial part in play. Only self-
discipline on her part kept role from
descending to the maudlin; never, it

seems, was an actor so burdened
- with embarrassing sentiments. Harry

Irvine, a ghastly disinterred Lazarus,
was the standout performer, whose
intonations would make a poet out

' of the compiler of the phone book.
It was in the brief period that Irvine
was on stage that one began to sus-
pect that Jeffers might have had
something there.
The single set by Albert Johnson

was a mixture of all styles, with the
Wings cluttered, making for awk-
ward entrances and exits. Elaborate
lighting effects weve jerky, with
much leaning on silhouettes thrown
out of a magic lantern. The cos-
tumes and masks could have been
snitched from an Eisenstein movie,
and must have cost most of the
week's take. The choral work Of
Lehman Engel, as before noted, was
superb, but Bach of this caliber be-
longs strictly to the New Friends
of Music.
An experimental work that should

be seen again, with no big-city pos-
sibilities outside those Sunday-night
groups. But mightn't the big-city
clergy condemn it into commercial
boxoffice? Don.

In the curtain line of the second
act of this historical romance
Gertrude Lawrence sighs "you
can't turn the clock back." With
these words Miss Lawrence about
sums up the flavor of this bitter-

sweet story of star-crossed lovers.

In its present shape it just doesn't

have what it takes despite many ef-

fective moments.
Story stems from the love affair

of George," Prince of Wales, after-

ward George IV, with the Lady
Maria Fitzherbert. She deliberately
and with considerable awareness of

the inevitable consequences se-
cretly marries the Prince in a
Catholic ceremony. For several
years they live an idyllic life at

Brighton, but when George III be-
gins to distintegrate mentally the
necessity for a regent arises. The
Prince and Maria thereupon embark
upon a struggle with the Queen
Charlotte for the regency, a struggle
in which the Queen, with the
Prince's enormous debts as a wedge,
finally forces Lady Maria to re-
nounce the Prince, although the
Prince himself is willing to abdicate.
Only when Maria is pitted against

the Queen in the second act and
again in ttie third act when George
III, his mind broken, wanders in
and unaware of her identity pleads
with her to help him break off the
Prince's mesalliance, does any dra-
matic tension arise, though there
are several good scenes involving
Richard Brinsley Sheridan the
Playwright—exceptionally well por-
trayed incidentally by Bramwell
Fletcher.
The rest is> largely repetitive ro-

mantic anguish contrasted with ro-
mantic by-play, and though the
literary quality remains high
tlwou'ghout, generally fails to endow
the piece with sufficient dramatic
vitality. Hard to fix it, too, as it is

conceived and -played that way. In
short, it seems more a play to read
than to hear, though it is visually
exquisite.
Miss Lawrence, obviously enam-

ored of the role, gives it the works
from beginning to end. Occasionally
she overdoes it, but it's sock for the
femme trade—for which the show is

clearly designed — throughout.
Fletcher's portrait of Sheridan is

fine and Carl Esmond, using a
thicker accent than seems necessary
considering neither the King nor
the Queen sounds Germanic, is *a
likeable and attractive Prince with
a nice style. Alice John as the
Queen really seems queenly and
carries off her scenes splendidly,
while Ivan Simpson, in a brief ap-
pearance as the King, wows. Pro-
duction details and costumes ob-
viously designed for Broadway, but
it's pretty much of a gamble if

they'll see t.oo much of it. A class
show in every respect, with all the
perils involved in such a venture.
Show, by the way, opened last week
in Dennis, this being the second
week with 20 minutes out. Elie.

MAREK WINftHEIM
Now appearing as "AH Hakim"

(The Peddler) in The Theatre Guild
Production of "Oklahoma!," at
Drury Lane Theatre, London.

the "wench" getting into situations

usually encountered in an apartment
which is paid for by a playboy.

Lark,

The People Are Running
Allentown, Pa., Aug. 6.

Hayloft Players production of comedy In

three acts by Ralph A. Jason. Directed "by

Don Dickinson; setting, Salvatore D'Anna.
Opened at Hayloft theatre, Allentown, Pa.,

•Aug. 4, '47.

Clare Worth ,. Rita Gam
Cyril Maurice Dee
Michael Edwin Ross
The Artists: Phyllis Harlln, Vivien Ander-

son. Paula Marine
Sue Wendell PrlsclUa Weaver
Alex Mayfleld. Robert Board
Melandra Barbara Glenn
Homor Wendell , Don Dickinson
Mr. Sumners. Hubert McPhersori
Percy Clayton... Roy Cates
Diana, Baroness Zaniorska. .Merle Albertson
Suzanne • Dorothy Hyatt
Deepsick . .Annl Schr6th
Mary : Catherine Hyatt
Mr. Zunkindorfskl ...Salvatore D'Aitna
Extras Hayloft Players

and «ngaglng after its 15-month run
with cast. spirit high and interest
unflagging, Show runs- smoothly;
laughs come spontaneously, and
music remains one of the best scores
on the Stem. Bron

Play Out of Town

The Shape of Things
Easthampton, N. Y., Aug. 9.

Francis I. Curtis production of musi-
leal revue devised and staged by Lew Kos-
ler. Music and lyrics by James Shelton,
with additional music by Richard Lewine.
Carly Mills and Clay Boland and addi-
tional lyrics by Mills, Ted Fetter, David
Gregory. Arnold Horwitt, Peter Barry and
Eddie De Lange. Sketches by .Shelton,
George Hall, Leslie Stevens, Irving Wexler
and Sally Humason. Dances by William
Skipper: settings by Frederick Stover. At
John Drew theatre, Easthampton, ' 3M, Y.,
July M-Aug. ft, '-17.

Cast: George Hall, Bibt Osterwald. Billv
Skipper. Joan Mann, Eleanor Bngley, Ray.
Long, Neetza Arden, Tommy Morton, Larry
Baker. Jimmy Cnrr, Tommy Randall. Lola
Bolton, Elna Anderson, Harry Fleer, Mavis
Minis. Betty Lou Barto, Helen Ferguson,
Andrea Mann, Ray Arnett, Pat Horn,
Margie Gaye and ATlhur Devlin.

This is one of those paradoxes in
show business. Break it down and
you find little in the way of music,
equally little in lyrics, so-so dancing
and practically nothing so far as
sketches go. Yet "Tha Shape of
Things" adds up to a first-rate sum-
mer theatre revue.
Whatever it is, the burghers of

this old and sedate Long Island vil-
lage—which counts coupon-clipping
as its principal industry—obviously
found it to their taste. It was a
sellout from the second night on
and a holdover was required. Had
other commitments not prevented,
producer Francis I. Curtis could
easily have finished out the season
with the show.

Curtis, who presides over the
strawhat season at the John Drew
theatre here—which bears as much
resemblance to a bam as does Buck-

ingham Palace—was quick to take
an option on the revue, with an eye
to Broadway in the fall. Show actu-
ally belongs to Lew Kesler, ex-Mike
Todd stager, who conceived it and
put it together, and Jimmy Shelton,

who wrote most of the lyrics and
music.
As for Broadway prospects, they're

as far off as the 113 miles from
Easthampton to New York. What
looks like a smash to vacationers at

a summer theatre would probably
have them screaming for their $6
back on 45th street. Revue would
have to have almost complete re-

furbishing in every department—
with exception of some of the play-
ers — before it is anywhere near
ready for viewing by the nine old
men of Manhattan's daily press.

In the personnel department
there's a lot of fresh new talent for
lower echelon roles on Broadway,
but really only three standouts. Top-
per is George Hall, comic out of
"Call Me Mister," who brings a real
touch to the tired skit material with
which he's provided. If there's a
laugh' in it, he pretty well gets it.

Otherwise the standouts are Wil-
liam Skipper, whose terping in part-
nership with Joan Mann is superb.
Good-looking and light of foot, he's
reminiscent of a younger Gene Kel-
ly. Singer Elna Anderson also spar-
kles A titian-haired looker, she
knows how to use her pipes for top-
notch results on the ballads.
Sharing top billing with Hall is

Bibi Osterwald, who recently closed
a long run in "Three to Make
Ready." Her comic ability,, unfortu-
nately, doesn't surmount ' the mate-
rial as does Hall's. Also in. for tne
laughs is Betty Lou Barto, half-pint-
size sister of Nancy Walker and
daughter of vaude comic Dewey Bar-
to. Kid's cute but gets out of line
with continued mugging in an ap-
parent effort to steal every scene.

Flock of long-stemmed beauts is a
major item. Likewise noteworthy
is the conception and execution of
the production numbers under the
handicap of the small stage. Best is

the first-act finale, "Come Home and
Get Cozy With Me," with music and
lyrics by Carly Mills.

Shelton's stronger on the ballads
than the novelty tunes, which the
show badly lacks. Closest is a con-
tribution of music by Dick Lewine,
with lyrics by David Gregory,
Arnold Horwitt and Peter Barry, la-
beled "Street Noises." Curiously, it

has been tossed out of four shows
before they got to Broadway, but
got a smash response here.

Jurtis' problem, if he's to get the
show to New York, is obvious. He's
got to find himself sketches and
songs, and expand the production
without losing the show's intimacy
and gay enthusiasm. That's more
than a job for any producer. Herb

The Expensive Wench
Westboro, Mass., Aug. 9.

Robert Daggett and Robert Haag produc-
tion of comedy by Zoe Lund Schiller in
three acts (live scenes). Staged by William
Corrigan: setting by Robert Daggett.
Andrea Bradley Vega Keano
Lum "Iggie" Wolfington
Luclan Kenelm ..Robert Daggett
Bunny Russell Teena. Stan-
Bill Cook Wright King
Gilford Dodson ......Robert Lauril/.en
Ed Reenmn ,. Moultrie Patten
Bob Martin jt.hn Glendinning
Guy Wickershnm — Lorraine Pressler
Mrs. Martin Porker MeCormiek

Westboro's Red Barn theatre got
away to its second half of the season
last week — and most inauspiciously.
About the only thing intriguing in
Zoe Lund Schiller's new play is the
title, "The Expensive Wench."
Members of the cast, who must be

worn to a frazzle during the verbose
first act,*acquit themselves admira-
bly, considering the lines with which
they had to work. This is especially
true of Vega Keane (the "wench"),
who is given plenty of opportunity
to emote, and Bob Daggett, cast as
an interior decorator. Daggett, who
also actually handled the stage dec-
oration, gives the top performance.
Too bad ho doesn't have more to do.
Miss Keane turns in her best job

of the season thus far with a weak
story along obvious lines. Plot is
pretty much cut from pattern, with

Not a political play despite the
election-year ring of its title, this

sets out to be a serious comedy about
a group of people running away from
secret fears and problems. At the
end all the problems seemingly have
been faced and solved, though just

how is not made very clear. Script
has many puzzling aspects and gives
the impression of an author trying to
be profound' without actually coming
to grips with his theme. Also in deal-
ing with characters of wealth and
sophistication he gets way beyond
his depth.
Performance when caught was

ragged, Maurice Dee doing the beGt
job as an ex-Russian prince now
serving as bartender at a lavish

Santa Barbara ranch house. By
directing and at the same time play-
ing a leading role, Don Dickinson ap-
pears to have bitten off a little too
much. - Paul.

The Devil to Pay
Fordham University Theatre, production

of drama In two acts (four scenes) by. Dor-
othy L. aayers. Directed by Albert Mc-
Cleery; settings. William Riva. At Collins
theatre, Fordham U„ N. Y., Aug. S, '47.

Christopher Wagner Paul Friedman
Lisa Mary Lukas
John Faustus Charles Mattlngly
Mephistophiles Charles Metten
A Cardinal James Pringle
A Crozler Priest .....John O'Connor
The Pope Bernard Abbene
Helen of Troy Elizabeth Hlnkel
John Faustus (apparition).. Al Tromas
Azrael Walter Barrett
The Emperor Edwin Kelley
The Empress Daisy Smith
A Chancellor Edward Konrad
A Secretary o'f Slate. .. .Gerard Vleminckx
The Judge Willard Walsh

"The Devil to Pay" is a modern
author's takeoff on the Faustus leg-

end, a theme twice before translated
into plays by Christopher Marlowe
and Goethe. This version by Dorothy
L. Sayers, however, won't take a
place on the five-foot shelf of clas-

sics. It's muddled in outlook, loose In

construction, ponderous in detail,

rhetorical instead of poetical, and as

a self-styled latter-day morality
play, it lacks contemporaneity.

It serves adequately, nonetheless,
as an interesting exercise in stage-
craft for the Fordham University
theatre group in the second produc-
tion of its 1947 summer drama fes-

tival. Play is crammed- full with
the medieval mumbo-jumbo of in-
cantation and diabolic miracles
which the student technicians ex-
pertly project via good low-key
lighting and ingeniously constructed
backdrops. And for thesping in "the
grand style, the play is practically
drenched in a purple torrent of
words and a deafening Niagara of
metaphors.. The young actors mouth
their lines with relish and generally
do the most with their chances.
Only thing modern about this play

is the fact that it was written in
England during the war years.
Otherwise, in form and substance,
it's a throwback to the Elizabethan
epoch except for its lack of natural
vitality. For Miss Sayers, Faustus
is a do-gooder who barters his soul
to Mephistopheles for the power to
rid the world of poverty and disease.
A sound idea, but in trying to prove
a religious thesis, play goes astray
down a labyrinth of logic on the
nature of evil in a God-made uni-
verse. Beyond the cumbersome the
ology, play irrelevantly invokes the
image of Helen of Troy as a gal
who .would make any man leave his
home and ideals. Faustus, unfortu-
nately, never gets a fair chance to
try out' his theories.
Among the cast members perform-

ing with notable talent are Charles
Mattingly as Faustus, Charles Metten
as Mephistopheles, and Paul Fried-
man as the servant Wagner.

Herm.

Annie Got Your Gun
(Imperial, N. Y.)

Mary Jane Walsh, carrying on for
Ethel Merman in "Annie Get Your
Gun" (Imperial, N. Y.) while the
latter vacations, is doing an ace job
in a tough, highly individualistic
role. While Miss Walsh lacks some,
thing of the earthy, low-bourgeois
style of Miss Merman, she had a
good deal of the same hearty ap-
proach, with an appealing flair of
her own. Result is a flavorsome per-
formance with no sense of let down
to the customers.
Production altogether is fresh

The Magic Touch
Buffalo, Aug. 6.

John Morris Chanln production of comedy
in three acts (one set) by Charles Rad.
dock and Charles Sherman: staged by Her.man Rotsten: setting Louis Kennel] At
Erlanger, Buffalo, N. Y., Aug. (1 -ir- in
top. T
Cathy Turner Sara Anderson
J,e™, Turner William Terry
Eddie Mitchell .... Sid Melton
J, L. Thompson

. Howard- SmithAmy Thompson . . ; Frances Comstock
Baker LeRol Opertt
Sarroni Richard Karlnn
Flossie Claypool Hope Emerson
Larry Masters Carleton Carpenter
Wilbur Grlgsby Norman Tokor
Ken White T. Bmke-McHugh

Current production difficulties be-
ing what they are, just what sort of
midsummer madness promDts an ap-
parently otherwise rational producer
to increase the hazards of pre-sea-
sonal playgoing with a snifter such
as this remains a mystery. No more
jejune and sophomoric a presentation
can be recalled here within long
memory.

Its histrionics are hysteric, its di-
rection subtle as a kick in the
pants, its characters as lifelike as
animal crackers and its story and
motivation strictly from cerebral
starvation. Add an almost wholly
undistinguished cast, a raucus and
pedestrian performance, and a rou-
tine production, and you have a na-
tural for Cain's Doomsday Book. The
$6 top is public effrontery.

Story, developed with perspiration
in the broadcast farcical metier, has
a young married couple living in

New York on $29.50 per week. Boy
is employed by publisher, who, be-
ing invited for dinner by the young-
sters, conceiyes the idea of a bestsel-
ler on the $29.50 per week theme,
thereby cutting off the boy's hope for

a raise. About the middle of the
.second act, the story flies abruptly
apart in all directions. There are
left several assorted characters — a
spiritualistic eccentric from upstairs,

the publisher's aging secretary, a
temperamental photographer and a
gag-cracking fellow employee.
. The only performances warranting
mention are those of Howard Smith
as the publisher and Frances Com-
stock as his wife. LeRoi Operti
completely stylizes the spiritualist,

and Sid Melton's fellow employee has
overtones of Minsky. Such comedy
as is not generated by fast legwork
consists' of gags which will be over-
familiar to radio listeners.

All in all; and not to put too fins

a point on it; "The Magic Touch
simply hasn't got it. Burt.

BRIDE' BLACKED OUT IN

HYLTON-RANK DISPUTE
London, Aug. 8.

Surprise in West End was the

cancellation, on eve of production,

of Glanvor Mostyn's new comedy

"The Bride Goes West." Show,

which is presented by H. J. Barlow,

who operates the Whitehall theatre,

was skedded for Aug. 6 at the

Winter Garden, but day before

critics were notified there would be

no show, with no reason given.

Understood that Jack Hylton, who
has lease on house, has been in

litigation with J. Arthur Rank, 'who
acquired the freehold some time

last year, with suits and counter-

suits having been going on since.

Case finally reached the House of

Lords, the final law-decider, with

Rank winning the last round.

As Rank wants this house as one

of his five television spots in the

West End, "Bride Goes West" will

go West, but not at the Winter

Garden. Likely house is the Strand,

Where Henry Sherek's "My Wives
and I," produced last week, is likely

to fold very shortly.

Current Road Shows
(Period covering Aug. 11-23)

"Anna: Lucasta"—Shubert-Lafay-
ette, Det. (11-23).
"Blackouts of 1947"—El Capitan,

Hollywood (11-23).
"Born Yesterday"—Erlanger, Chi.

(11-23).
"Call Me Mtster"—Blackstone,

Chi. (11-23).
"Carousel"—Shubert, Chi. (11-23).

"Harvey"—Opera H3"e., Central

City (11-16).

"I Remember Mama"—Geary,
Frisco (11-23).
"Joan of Lorraine"—Forrest Phllly

(11-23).
"Magic Touch"—Opera Hse., New-

ark (11-16). ,„ ...

"Oklahoma!"—Nat'l, Wash. (9-16);

Cass, Det. (18-23).
.

"Private Lives"—Harris, Chi. (11-

23)
"The Red Mill—Cass, Det. (9-16);

Natl,, Wash. (18-23).
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Inside Stuff-Legit

Instead of Equity directly responding to Arthur Hopkins' N. Y. Times

article on Aug. 3, wherein the showman questioned the right of the actors'

stand on Negro segregation in the National, Washington, two other man-

agers contributed rebuttals in the daily's Sunday (10) edition. One was

Elmer Rice, essentially a dramatist, whose first play, "On Trial," was pro-

duced by Hopkins some 30 years ago. Success of the drama led to Rice

giving up the practice of law and started Hopkins on a career as a lead-

ing producer.

After saying that Hopkins is "a man of taste and intelligence," Rice

opines: "It is . . , disconcerting to see him appear as devil's advocate in

the Washington exclusion controversy. His argument that what goes on

jn front of the curtain is of no concern to those who are behind it, seems

wholly untenable to me. . . . Actors today are willing and able to take an

active part in the life of the community and assume duties and responsi-

bilities of citizenship."

The .other response, which the Times says was among "many replies" to

the Hopkins article, was contributed by Kermit Bloomgarden, one of the

younger showmen, who disagreed with the premise that "Equity by act-

ing against Negro exclusion in Washington, is hurting the theatre. ... It

fs against the stubborn continuance ... of theatrical interests which are

centered not in Washington but New York that we protest. .... Where
Intolerance exists and one is against it, one must fight it. Someone must

have the courage,"

'Apparent suicide of Richard Ogden in Santa Monica, Cat, last week
was followed by a report that he was formerly casting director for the

Theatre Guild in N. Y, but. the latter office stated he was actually em-
ployed, in the press department. Dispatch had it that he placed Jan Clay-

ton in "Carousel," a Guild Broadway smash, that item also being incorrect.

Miss Clayton, who quit the musical last season, is on the Coast but stated

she had not seen Ogden for several weeks. He left a note requesting his

car be given to .one "Estelle," identified by Miss Clayton as actress Estelle

Winwood." Deceased also wanted his wardrobe given to Peter Birch, a

dancer with the Chicago "Carousel" company. Ogden is reputed to have
won $30,000 gambling at Las Vegas recently, then lost it.

Opening of "Magic Touch" at Erlanger, Buffalo, was attended by con-

siderable mystery. Newspaper contained no advertising of the attraction

for some days before the opening and local public was left in doubt re-

garding the event. In addition, when the company's 30 members arrived

In Buffalo, from New York they found their hotel reservations non-exist-

ent anti were forced1 to wait up half the night in hotel lobbies. Eighteen
of the company were finally lodged in one of the hotels, six to a room.
The rest were scattered throughout the city. To cap the occasion, John
Morris Channing, producer of the show, became a father the day the

company left New York for the Buffalo opening.

'Marietta' Wow 20G
At Memphis Al Fresco

Memphis, Aug. 12.

'.'Naughty Marietta" rang up a sen-
sational $20,000 at the Memphis Open
Air Theatre last week for the largest
take thus for in the al fresco civic
organization's 10th Anniversary Ju-
bilee season.

Victor Herbert operetta garnered
excellent press notices as sixth pro-
duction of the summer. Also drew
largest opening night crowd and
largest single-night crowd of en-
tire season, with cast including Rose-
marie Brancato, Charles Yearsley,
Rosalind Nadell. Kent Williams, Vio-
let- • Carlson, Billy Sully, Edmund
Dorsay, Richard Rhoades, Charles
Hamilton and Robert Loudon.
"Vagabond King" opened last

night (11) with Marita Farell, Ed-
ward Roecker, Ruth Gillette, Billy
Sully, Elizabeth Houston,' Jann
Moore, Edmund Dorsay, Richard
Clemens, A. J. Herbert, Jack Ruther-
ford, William Wilderman, Charles
Hamilton and John L. Kelly.
Eight-week season will close next

week with "New Moon."

Broadway Improves; On-the-Fence

Shows Up as High as 2G, Matinees

Continuing Big, Titian SRO 42G

The subsequent ownership of the 25% interest in the Blackstone the-

atre, Chicago, left by Harry Rosnagle, who died July 23, is a topic of

speculation in Chi legit circles. Balance of ownership is the 50% held
by the Shuberts and 25% by George Rochefort. Latter are expected to

make counter bids to Rosnagle's widow. Rochefort and Rosnagle, as

partners, reconverted the house from a WPA operation, several years ago.

Shuberts got their 50% from a local real ''estate broker, who got it from
Israel Slavin, a. truck fleet operator, who furnished. Rosnagle and
Rochefort with $50,000 for the ^alterations.

Arthur Hammerstein, retired producer, whose outstanding show was
"Rose Marie," has been inventing gadgets for years. Showman's pet device'
now is a salt-cellar which cannot clog. It was demonstrated at Macy's
recently. Hammerstein has a fully equipped workshop on his farm near
Chicago. One of his devices is a hammock for autos—not for infa/its but
for dogs. It seems that during trips when pups were taken along they
annoyed him by jumping around too much. His father, Oscar' Hammer-
stein, also dabbled in inventions. Some were practical, including a vent
In bathtubs to prevent them from overflowing.

Chi Heat Lifts;

Tallu SRO 21G
Chicago, Aug. 12.

Chi's foursome blistered slightly
under three days of above 100-de-
gree heat. Inferno broke early
Thursday (7), allowing business to
recover somewhat. Exception to the
tobogganing was "Private Lives,"
which continued to capacity business
of $21,000 for the third frame.
"Carousel" with large house, is still

top grosser, reaping $32,000 for its

11th week.
Conventions, usually an ace card

for bolstering business at this time
of the year, are conspicuously ab-
sent.

Estimates for Last Week
"Born Yesterday," Erlanger (24th

week) (1,334; $3.60). Hugging $11,-
000. Caught first rush of returning
business Wednesday night, time of
expected weather relief, according
to U. S. bulletins. Actually predic-
tions missed by about 12 hours.

"Call Me Mister," Blackstone (13th
week) (1,358; $4.80). Sweltered with
others; about $20,000.

"Carousel," Shubert (11th week)
(2,100; $4.80). Dipped to $32,000 but
after this week's showing, indicates
ability to. soar again when Septem-
ber weather comes.
"Private Lives," Harris (3d week)

(1,000; $3.60). Continued with ca-
pacity business, better than $21,000.
Shows ample strength to maintain
same pace for some time.

"Allegro" will try out in New Haven instead of "The Stars Weep"
(announced to open \here Aug. 28), through an arrangement between
Louis Schonceit, producer of the latter play, and the Theatre Guild, which
is putting on the new season's first musical. "Allegro," now rehearsing in

four N. Y. theatres, will be assembled for the first time in New Haven,
where it will rehearse for at least a week before the first tryout per-
formance. "Stars" will rehearse in its set for a week at the Wilbur,
Boston, where it is dated to debut Sept. 1.

'Dream Girl' Nice 18G

In 2d Boston Week
Boston. Aug. 12.

"Dream Girl" at the Shubert kept
the legit light flickering in town
last week, coming in two weeks ago
from a visit to the straWhat circuit

to nip a nice estimated $17,500 the
first week with a good estimated
$18,000 the second. House now dark
again until "Man and Superman"
comes in Sept. 22. Other prospects
are Blackstone the magician at the
Colonial. Aug. 25, "The Stars Weep,"
at the Wilbur Sept. 1. and "Allegro"
at the Colonial Sept. 8.

Current week winds up the Wel-
lesley summer theatre's first season,

a session that proved to be wow,
and, with Dennis, one of the top-

grossing strawhats in New England
in a season that turned ovit to be
pretty much of a disappointment at

the b.o. Did nearly $6,000 on "The
Male Animal" and kept near that

figure on its previous attractions.

Outfit had a powerhouse of publicity

behind it, with Charles Luckman,
Lever Bros, prexy, (a Wellesleyite),

reputed to have turned his flacks

loose on it. Outfit also had benefit

of a potent tieup with the Yankee
Network, which awarded a schol-

arship there, ' broadcast premieres,
and spotted it throughout the week.
"Ghost Train"' did a fairly good

estimated $5,0Q0 at the Boston sum-
mer theatre. "Man in Possession,"

n.s.h. estimated $3,000 at the Cam-
bridge. Paul Muni registered sweet
estimated $7,500 at Marblehead in

"Counsellor-at-Law," with Gertrude
Lawrence there this week in "Lady
Maria" for a big advance. "Profile"

debuts at Dennis this week.

Four more weeks are slated for "The Medium" and "The Telephone,"
and possibly more, on Broadway before the operatic playlets are pencilled
In for the road. Touring the attraction presents a problem, however, be-
cause of the briefness of the dual bill. Out-of-town legit patrons are
used to an 8:30 curtain and if that starting time is retained the show would
exit at 10:10. At the Barrymore the playlets start at quarter to nine,
there is a 22-minute intermission, and the show still rings down at 10:35.

Summer stock at the City Center, N. Y., appears to be washed 1 up but
the group of actors known as the Committee of 12 may recoup some of
the loss incurred with "Rip Van Winkle," first and only play presented
by them. Walter Batchelor intends filming "Rip" on 16m for distribu-
tion among schools. Picture may be shot at New Hope, Pa., with the
same actors participating; they would get salary and a percentage of
profits. Efforts to put on another play at the Center this summer were
nil up to early this week.

"Accidentally Yours," which originated on the Coast last season and
toured to Chicago, where it closed, may be presented on Broadway in the
fall. Jimmy Elliott, young actor who tried producing, originally pre-
sented -

the show but had only a small interest; he's now out. Al Rosen,
former manager of Loew's State, N. Y., and Herbert Freezer control the
rights. If it returns to the boards, Billie Burke and Grant Mitchell, who
starred originally, will not be in the cast, younger players to be used.

Report that the Shuberts are mulling sabbatical road season for "Blos-
som Time" and "The Student Prince" is discounted by showmen' aware
of the consistent earnings of the operettas. Understood that between the
two perennial musicals the profits last season approximated $250,000.
Plan of the firm to tour musical comedies with Broadway labels is said
to be definite.

Dwight Deere Wiman, who has been recuperating from a serious illness
in his Bermuda home, is due back in New York this week. His production
plans include the long-delayed "Fourth Little Show," and it's expected
that the musical, "Street Scene," will be toured. He produced that show
in association with the Playwrights Co. last season.

Current casting will not be hindered during negotiations for the new
basic contract between Equity and the managers. All actors' contracts
contain a stipulation that such agreements are subject to present and
future rules which may be adopted during the term of the engagements.

Some weeks ago Donald Buka, who appeared in the summer §tock at

Ridgefield, Conn., was unable to remove a prop handcuff. He went
through the performance trying to hide the gadget. Audience giggled
every time he came on, actor having told those in front of his "problem."

John Golden, who produced "Three Wise Fools," has declined to enter-

tain a deal for its radio rights, such a proposal coming from Metro, which
remade it with Margaret O'Brien last year. Screen rights included radio,

with the stipulation that the legit producer participate.

PITT OPERETTA SEASON

ENDS $50,000 IN RED
Pittsburgh, Aug. 12.

Winding up with total gross of
around $385,000 nine-week loss of
summer opera company amounted to
less han $50,000, and not twice that,
which had been anticipated prior to
final two shows. The las> produc-
tion, "The Great Waltz," was respon-
sible for erasing considerable of the
red ink, hitting a gross of nearly
$70,000 to break all local outdoor
records.

The deficit will be more than taken
care of by the $50,000 put up, for
second straight year, by Kaufmann's
Department Stores to insure the al

fresco season. Understood, however,
that Kaufmann's is pulling out of the
picture, and that future seasons will
be underwritten by group of in-
dividual guarantors.

A. L. Wolk, city councilman and
the father of summer opera here, is

understood to be working on a plan
now to have $100,000 on hand so
preparations for 1948 can start

earlier. His blueprints for the fu-

ture also include Civic Light Opera
Assn.'s own outdoor amphitheatre
since Pitt Stadium, where shows are
given, has been found unsuitable for

group's needs, first because of loca-

tion and secondly because season has
to start and end early in order that
oval can be put in shape again in

time for college football schedule.

'Rose Marie' Nifty

25G as L/ville Closer
Louisville, Aug. 12.

Six-week summer season of musi-
cal shows at Iroquois Amphitheatre
came to the finale Sunday (10) with
the final performance of "Rose
Marie." Production was under su-

pervision of Denis Du-For, Boris
Kogan, musical director; staged by
Edward Clark Lilley; art director

Rollo Wayne; choreography and en-
sembles by Theodor Adolphus. Row-
out was a virtual sellout, bringing
the total for the week to a rousing
$25,000. Even before an auditors'

checkup, current season looks to be
comfortably in the clear by a nice

margin, even with a $20,000 weekly
nut.

Walter Cassel, Victoria Schools
and Nina Olivette headed the cast.

Heat Melts 'Shin

bLAsSSG Frame
- Los Angeles, Aug. 12.

Continuing heat wave melted some
of the fat of "The Skin of ' Our
Teeth" last week, but other three
legit houses went merrily on their
way. Town's total take for four
houses was a sweet $59,800.
Heat wave actually benefits one

house, the Greek Theatre. Open air

spot does better business on hot
nights than when the thermometer
dips.

Estimates for Last Week
"Bitter Sweet," Greek Theatre (1st

week) (4,419; $3.60). Hot muggy
nights - at week's end boosted the
take and . overcame slow start for
nice $32,500.

"Biackouts of 1947," El Capitan
(268th week) (1.142; $2.40). Ken
Murray show still SRO $17,000.

"Galileo," Coronet (1st full week)
(255; $3.60). Advance sale kept
house sold out for $4,700.
"Skin of Our Teeth," Las Palmas

(3rd week)) (388; $2.50). Heat hurt
slightly with a few empty pews
noted during latter part of week;
$5,600, drop of about $400.

'Babes in Toyland' In

Click St. Loo Opening
St. Louis, Aug. 12

Despite sweltering heat that has
continued for more than a week, the
al fresco playhouse in Forest Park
was jammed last night (Monday)
for the teeoff of the seven-night
stand of Victor Herbert's' fairyland
fantasy, "Babes in Toyland." It

lured an opening-night mob of 10.-

885, many of whom were kiddies,
for the largest opening night of the
current season. Estimated gross was
$3,900.

Joey Preston. 10-year-old skinbeat-
er from Hollywood; a kiddie chorus
of 32, and Nirska, ballerina, extra
added attractions, were clicks. Those
who scored in lead roles are Jack
Goode, Mary Hopple, Virginia Gor-
ski, Gloria Hamilton, Anna Andre,
and Emil Renrn. Outstanders in sup-
port are G. Swayne Gordon, Mar-
garet Roberts, Vincent Vernon and
Edwin Steffe.
Victor Herbert's "Naughty Mariet-

ta" wound up its seventh successful
one-week engagement Sunday (10).

A new season attendance record for

a single performance. 11,327, was
hung up for the Friday (8) per-
formance. The all-time record, 11,407,

is held jointly by ••Roberta" and
"The Great Waltz." A total of 73.000

payees laid approximately $45,000 on
the line. Imogene Coca, comedienne;
Patricia Bowman, Rudy Kroller,

Brian Sullian, Mary Hopple and Jack
Sheehan copped posies from the crix

and palm-pounding from the cus-

tomers.

First week of August was better
on Broadway than that of the week
before, when grosses were at the
summer's lowest level. Some shows
slid further but those on the narrow
edge were given some encourage-
ment by increases of $1,000 to $2,000.

Sharp drop was noted for "Annie
Get Your Gun," because it was well
known that Ethel Merman was out
of the cast on a two-week vacation.
Matinee patronage continues

strong and will be for the balance
of the month. "Icetime" has added
an afternoon performance for the
next three weeks and there will be
a trio of matinees' for '•Harvey,"
currently because Jimmy Stewart
agreed to attend a kid's soapbox
derby at Akron, Saturday 116) prior
to going into the show.

Estimates for Last Week
Keys: C (Comedy), D (Drama),

CD (Comedy-Drama) , R (Revue),
M (Musical), O (Operetta).

"All My Sons," Coronet (28th

week) (D-1,095; $4.80). Went u/p

somewhat and extension through
September anticipated; rated around
$11,500.
"Annie Get Your Gun," Imperial

(65th week) (M-1,427; $6.60). Ab-
sence of Ethel Merman accounted
for' drop of around $7,000 or more;
approximately $37,000 last week.
"Born Yesterday," Lyceum (80th

week) (C-993; $4.90). Perked more
than most others and takings went
to around $17,000, best figure for
more than a month.
"Brigadoon," Ziegfeld (22d week)

(1,626; $4.80). Holding to excellent
business and capacity, except week-
ends, but Friday (8) was SRO; over
$42,500.

"Call Me Mister," Majestic (69th

week) (M-1,659; $4.80). Improve-
ment' here was rather mild and the
count was around $20,000; needs
more for operating profit.

"Finian's Rainbow," 46th St. (31st

week) (C-920; $6). Rated the only
musical that's really selling out,

$42,000.
"Happy Birthday," Broadhurst

(41st week) (C-1,160; $4.80). One
of the shows thai improved though
the count is under spring levels;

$18,000.
"Harvey," 48th St. (145th week)'

(C-920; $4.20). Continues to register
capacity with takings not much un-
der $19,000; probably less this week
because Saturday will be out: three
matinees (Tuesday, Wednesday and
Thursday, this week only).

"Icetime of 1948," Center (11th
week) (M-2,994; $2.40). Also added
an extra matinee; ice revue will

play 10 performances through
August; up to $43,500.
"John Loves Mary," Music Box

(27th week) (C-979; $4.80). Some
improvement here and things were
rated over $12,000: may climb back
into goodly grosses after Labor Day.
"Oklahoma!," St. James (225th

week) (M-1,505; $4.80). Around
$22,000.

"State of the Union," Hudson (91st

week) (CD-1,057; $4.80). Picked up
around $1,000 last week when
takings approximately were $13,000;

may better even break on summer
basis.
"The Medium," and "The Tele-

phone," Barrymore (15th week) (M-
1.064; $4.20). One attraction that did
not im Drove, and takings dipped
under $12,000; slated into September.
"Voice of the Turtle," Morosco

(174th week) (C-939; $3.60). Some-
what better last week. when
takings were quoted around $7,500;

bettered previous weeks by more
than $500.
"Young Man's Fancv," Plymouth

(loth week) (C-1,075; $3.60). Going
along with the help of two-for-ones;
management still hooine that laugh
show will imDrove: $6,500.

REVIVALS
"Burlesque," Belasco (33d week)

fC-1,077; $4.80). Slated to continue
until Labor Day: not much change
in business; $10,000.

"Sweethearts," Shubert (29th
week) (M-1,382; $4.80). Somewhat
better here with takings claimed to

have bettered $18,000^ but needs
higher figure.

NEIGHBORHOOD
"I Remember Mama," Flatbush,

Brooklyn: repeating.
"The Glass Menagarie," Windsor,

Bronx. •

'Goodbye'-Ferrer-Trevor

7G in 7 at Detroit
Detroit. Aug. 12.

"Goodbye Again" starring Jose
Ferrer and Claire Trevor at the
Music Hall, did an estimated $7,000
for the first seven performances of
four nights and three matinees at a
$2.50 top in the 1.800 seater.
At the Cass, "The_Red Mill" closed

out its second week of eight per-
formances with $20,000 at a $4.20 top
for the 1.500-seat theatre.
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"The Promised Valley' Pays Off 150G

Nut at Utah Centennial Strawhat

. Salt 'Lake City, Aug. 12 f-

"The Promised Valley", Utah

Centennial musical starring Alfred

Drake, wound up its final week Sun-

day (10) with a socko $80,000 to

bring the total gross to a rosy

$185,000. Despite expectations of op-

erating in the red, "Valley" not

only covered the production nut of

150G, but even cleared the 30-odd

thousand that went into permanent

improvements for the University of

Utah stadium, where performances

were held.

Sunday's performance was extra,

added because of two rainouts and

capacity attendance the last week.

But it nearly didn't come off. When
tumaway biz indicated an added

performance would sell out the

Centennial Commission decided to

break its no-Sunday rule ,and ap-

proached the cast for cooperation,

on the cuff. Reason for the play for

a free try was based on the_ conten-

tion the show wasn't really a com-

mercial venture, and fell into the

public service class. The cast

okayed the idea, on condition re-

ceipts went to the tuberculosis fund:

That suggestion didn't meet with

too much favor, and after some

dickering a deal was worked out

with all but principals getting a

day's extra pay, plus a bonus pay-

ment for -singing chorus. Chief

squawk against the no-pay idea

came from Helen Tamiris' dancers,

who would have lost a day's pay in

LA., beside facing lost hotel and

plane reservations.

Ivoryton Okay
" Ivoryton, Conn., Aug. 12.

Milton Stiefel's Ivoryton Play-

house has been hitting on all cylin-

ders to substantial biz this season.

Heavy grossers have included Rich-

ard Arlen in "State of the Union,"

William Eythe in "Dear Ruth," Lil-

lian Gish in "Th'e Marquise," Zasu

Pitts in "Christopher Bean," Jean

Parker in "Dream Girl."

Current bill of Miriam Hopkins in

"Therels Always Juliet" is, off to a

hefty start.

Savo's 2-Siiow Matinee \
jimmy Savo will do a one-man

show for children at two perform-

ances Sunday afternoon (17) at the

Woodstock (N. Y.) Playhouse.

Reason for the dual matinee is

that the 600-seat capacity of the

theatre is insufficient for moppet
population of the resort colony for

one performance. Performances will

be at 2 and 4 p:m., with a $1.20 ad-

mission 'for all youngsters.

The comic will pose tomorrow af-

ternoon (Thursday) for a two-hour
mass portrait session by all the col-

ony's resident artists. Arrangements
will be made to exhibit the portraits

in New York next winter, with pro-

ceeds of sales to be split evenly be-

tween the painters and the Memorial
Hospital, N. Y., in which Savo
underwent a leg amputation last

year.

troubles given as motivating factor

in cancellation, with "Mulligan"

calling for a character actor of the

stature of Barry Fitzgerald for

staging.

However, it is felt here that poor

showing at boxoffice of recent try-

outs in this area might have had
some bearing on decision. With
cash short, audiences aren't gambling
with their show coin, going more
for tried products than tryouts.

Lakeside, N. J., Tryout
Landing, N. J., Aug. 12.

Lakeside Summer Theatre on Lake
Hopatcong here will try out a new
play by Belle Blumenthal, "For Bet-

ter or for Worse," week of Aug, 26,

Tuesday through Sunday. Helen
Parrish will star, i
Richard Stebers and Carl Friedan

are the strawhat's producers.

^Horace' a Tryout
Princeton, Aug. 12.

"Horace," new comedy by Harold
J. Kennedy, starring Nancy Walker,
Robert Alda and Doris Dowling, will

have its preem at McCarter theatre,

Princeton, week of Aug. 18.

. Herbert Kenwith will direct. Ken-
nedy, who also authored "Goose for

the Gander," is one of the Princeton
strawhat's producers. H.e plans

bringing "Horace" to Broadway in

the fall, if tryout looks promising.

Gayne Richards' new play, "The

Name of Action," due to preem Aug.

26...Hailff Stoddard has femme
lead in tryout of "The Lady and the

Tiger" at Music Hall theatre, Clin-

ton, N. J., starting next Monday (18)

...David Lewis and Lynne Carver

appear in "Male Animal" at Star-

light theatre, Pawling, N. Y., teeing

off next Tuesday (19)...Chandler
Cowles, co-producer of "The Me-
dium" and "The Telephone," play-

ing Jane Cowl's son in "First Mrs.

Fraser" this week at Ogunquit, Me.,

Playhouse. . .Lillian Gish starring in

"The Marquise" this week at John
Drew theatre, East Hampton, L. I...

Faye Emerson starring in tryout of

Charles and Michael Robinson's

"Profile" at Cape Playhouse, Dennis,

Mass., this week.

Hurok, Ballet

Theatre Team

Switch Ogunquit Plays

Ogunquit, Me. Aug. 12.

"Mulligan's Snug," new comedy
by Robert McEnroe, slated for week
of Aug. 18 as George Abbott's sole

tryout of his production season at

the Ogunquit Playhouse, has been

)
scratched in favor of "Caprice," with
Ruth Chatterton ptarring. Casting

mermont costumes are the hit of
'

THE. SHOW. AVAILABLE FOR THE ENTIRE

COMPANY OR FOR THE INDIVIDUAL

IT

IILY PIERMONT COsfWf
II WEST ttth ST . NEW YORK CIT

Strawhat Jottings

Richard Arlen stars in "State of

the Union" with South Shore
Players, Town Hall, Cohasset, Mass.,

starting next Monday (18) . . .

Helene Ambrose has femme lead in

Eugene Lerner's new play, "Does
the Lady Yield," tested yesterday
(Tues.) at Cragsmoor, N. Y. theatre.

She replaced Nan McFarland who
was taken ill ; . . Jeanne Dixon,
Mardi Bryant and Robert Merriman
have top roles in "The Flying
Gerardos" this week with Port
Players, Oconomowoc, Wise . . . Fol-
lowing last week's shuttering for
alterations to conform with the new
city building code, Queens Com
munity Theatre, Jamaica, L. I. re-

opened yesterday (Tues.) with "The
Male Animal"-. . .

Berkshire Playhouse, Stockbridge,
Mass., presenting this week (Aug.
10) "Years Ago," with Lenka Peter-
son, Lewis Martin and Amy
Douglass.

'

A series or weekly televi on ap-
pearances by stars of the Spa
theatre, over WRGE, Scljpnectady,
was launched Wednesday (6), when
Bela Lugosi "did a 10-minute spot."

Elissa Landi in "The Barretts of

Wimpole Street" at Woodstock,
N, Y., Playhouse next week .. . .

The Maiden Bridge, N. Y., Play-
house in presenting "The Male
Animal" this week. "Craig's Wife"
next . * .

Wellesley, Mass., summer theatre
is now in its last stanza with Bert
Lytell in "Ah Wilderness" for chari-

ty. Grace Menken (Mrs. Lytell) is

up from Newv York to appear with
Lytell. . . .Closing most successful
week of season Sunday (10), Freddie
Bartholomew, in "Charley's Aunt,"
really packed them in. Capacity
houses all week. "Hasty Heart,"
with Hugh Rennie, who also directed,

opened last night (12), starring Paul
Anderson.

Ithaca College, N. Y., little the-
atre presenting "Something on the
Ball," topical political play by Tom
Loy, IATSE publicity rep, Aug. 18

as part of the Finger Lakes Drama
Festival. . ."Once in a Lifetime'"
this week's bill at Hayloft theatre,

Guthsville, Pa... Dorothy McGuire
starring in "Tonight at 8:30," which
teed off yesterday (Tues.) at La
Jolla, Cal. Playhouse. . .Bennington,
Vt., Drama Festival winding up its

season with "Years Ago" next week
...Belle Baker making her first

summer appearance in the "Vine-
gar Tree" this week at Clinton,
Conn., Playhouse. Following at
same strawhat is Harry Wagstaff
Giibble's new comedy, "Almost
Faithful." starring Dorothy Done-
gan and an .all Negro cast. With
Gribble directing, piece opens Aug.
18... 'Lady Precious Stream" cur-
rent at Jill Miller's Putnam County
Playhouse, Mahopac, N. Y. . .Wor-
cester. Mass.. Drama Festival c'oing

"Anything Goes," starting next
Monday (18), with Frank Lyon,
Louise Kirtland topping cast. . .Bar-
bara Ames has ingenue role in

"Apple of His Eye" opening next
Monday (18) at Bucks County Play-
house, New Hope, Pa... Bass Rocks
theatre, Gloucester, Mass., testing

send the troupe over as a prestige

move, paying part expenses, but gen-

eral conditions may prevent.

Of the smaller units, those set for

the season include the Markova-

Dolin Ensemble, Ballet Intime, Ma-

rina Svetlova & Co., Mia Slaven-

ska's Ballet Variant; the modern

dance groups of Jerome WeWman
Co., Martha Graham Co. and the

Dance Trio; Mata & Hari, Rosario &

Antonio, La Meri and Iva Kitchell.

In an unexpected development
over the weekend, Sol Hurok and
the Ballet Theatre joined forces, to

change completely the picture of

ballet in America for the coming
season. \

For a time it had appeared that

ballet would be a worse free-for-all

this year than last,, when three major
companies vied for business and all

lost money. Four, and possibly five,

majors were reported planning
tours. Added to these were 11

smaller units, all readying to take

the field. Prospects were for a

ballet war to exceed all previous
seasons' struggles, with" no one the
boxoffice winner.
Now, by arrangement with Hurok,

Lucia CHase and Oliver Smith will

present Ballet Theatre in an ex-

tended season at N. Y.'s Metropolitan
Opera House in the spring of 1948.

BT will thereafter be booked stead-

ily by Hurok. Hurok, who booked
the Original'Ballet Russe last season,

won't have a troupe on the road for

the forthcoming '47-'48 season—for
the first time in over a decade—and
won't have a fall season at the

Metopera. But he'll pick up the
strands again next spring.

Ballet Theatre has a fall commit-
ment at N. Y.'s City Center, from
Nov. 19 to Dec. 13, at a $2.40 top,

and has a tour booked prior and
thereafter. The engagement at the
Met next spring will be at a $4.80

top, management being confident of

doing biz at both figures, both
houses drawing different audiences.
The Met has unique prestige as a

ballet house, and every company
tries to get into it. Hurok has the
concession from season to season.
The trade looks on the Hurok-

Ballet Theatre reunion as the health-
iest thing that could have happened
to ballet. It brings together the
acknowledged best ballet troupe and
ballet's foremost impresario. Hurok
was impresario of Ballet Theatre
from 1941 to 1946, the two breaking
on policy. Hurok will simply be
•booker now instead of former over-
all manager.
The two majors that worked the

U. S. field steadily the past decade

—

Ballet Russe de Monte Carlo and
Ballet Theatre—will likely now have
the field to themselves, in normal
business competition Instead of wild
opposition, with simultaneous book-
ings, overlapping tours, etc., as be-
fore. BT will get better bookings
than before, undoubtedly picking up
som^ of Hurok's dates during the
coming season; playing with sym
phonies (Hurok has most of the
symphony towns tied up) and thus
adding to their draw; and getting
into the Met. which is America's
dance mecca, and the most profitable
engagement usually of all stops.

The three other companies that
were reported likely to try the U. .S

dance-trail are the Original Ballet
Russe, the Grand Ballet.de Monte
Carlo, and the Ballet des Champs
Elysees. All are unlikely now to
try the U. S., without Hurok's aid
OBR, now engaged in a successful
summer season in London, is unlike-
ly to return, now that Hurok has
dropped it. Talk instead is that its

impresario, Col. Vassily de Basil,

will take his troupe to Spain, and
stay in Europe for the year.
G'rand Ballet de Monte Carlo is

the ambitious venture at Monaco
taken over recently by Marquis
George de Cuevas, who dropped
$l,000,00p in a brief fall season oS
ballet in N. Y. a few years ago.
Earlier reported planning to come
to the U. S., there is now some un-
certainty, with South America and
possibly even South Africa as the
likelier goals.

Fifth major prospect was the
Champs Elysees group, which Mike
Todd tried to bring over last spring.
French government would like to

CHAMBERLAIN BROWN

MAPS N.Y. STOCK REP
Chamberlain Brown, who was

most active in placing actors in

stock when that type of resident

attractions was general prior to the

strawhat vogue, has revived his idea

of stock on Broadway. He expects

to use guest stars, with a weekly

change of bill, and plans a new-play

tryouts by unknown authors.

Stock was started this summer at

the City Center by a group of

actors who hoped to share profits

but instead of a 10-week season,

only two were played and the

venture fizzled. A winter period

of stock at the Center too Is ap-

parently off.
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Pasadena Playhouse

Revives Belasco's 'Girl'

Pasadena,' Cal., Aug. 12.

Pasadena Community Playhouse

winds up its annual Midsummer
Drama Festival this week with a

revival of the Belasco play, "Girl

of the Golden West."

Cast is headed by Robert Preston,

Catherine Craig and Victor Jory,

who doubles as director.

Strawhat Nitery's Windup
Kozy Korners • Barn Theatre at

Walton Lake, Monroe, N. Y., will

call it a season next Saturday (16).

It had been operating as theatre

and nitery with tab versions of legit

shows as stage fare: Abbreviated
versions brought company under
jurisdiction of American Guild of

Variety Artists instead of Equity,

Kaycee V's Little Theatre
Kansas City, Aug. 12.

Kansas City University has pur-

ehased a war-surplus building for

a Little Theatre on the campus.
Buildirtg is being moved up from

Camp Crowder, Mo.

Equity-Managers
Bgjga Continued from page 49 SSSB
consented to the use of their names
after telephonic queries. League
stated the above figures were in

accurate, and because of dual repre
serttation in the managerial associa

tion (such combos having one vote)

the actual number of members set

forth was 2.4. League has 126 mem
bers, not all being active every sea

son, and a quorum for tomorrow's
confab will be 42.

Those who signed the request to

the League a,re: Kermit Bloomgar
den, Harold C 1 u r m a n , Edward
Choate, Cheryl Crawford, Jean
Dalrymple, Jose Ferrer, Paul Feigay,
Walter Fried, Fred Finklehofte,
Ruth Gordon, Martin Gosch, Roland
Haas, Bernard Hart, Herbert Field*
T. Edward Hambleton, Rita Hassan
William Herz, Jr., Lee Holland, Gar
son Kanin, Joseph Hyman, Herman
Levin, Edgar Luckenbach, Norman
Pincus, Playwrights Co., Lee Sabin
son, William Rolland, Irene Selznick
Oscar Serlin, Herman Shumlin
Oliver Smith, John R. Sheppard, Jr.

Paul Streger, Theatre, Inc., Perry
Watkins and Rodgers and Hammer
stein.

Marcus Heiman was not present at
a League meeting Friday (8), when
the Thursday membership meeting
was agreed upon, but a statement
from him was read, however, in
which he reiterated his previous
stand on the National, which he
operates. Showman said that if the
oapital's customs were not changed
by civic groups or otherwise, or un-
less legislation was adopted to elim-
inate segregation, the theatre would
continue its present policy. Heiman
added that if actors were not al-

lowed to perform at the National, It

would be devoted to other purposes,
probably pictures.

Some of the objecting signatories
later said they opposed segregation
but were not in full sympathy with
the method proposed by Equity. At-
tempts arc being made to iron out
the segregation muddle by having
the managers, authors and actors
combine to wipe out the color-line
custom in the entertainment field

throughout the country, which is

along the lines suggested by the
League, but which Equity rejected
last week. .

Plays Abroad

Trespass
London, July lf: '

H. Mr. Tennent. Lid. and Stephen MIlAell
production of now play in two acts by
ralyn Williams. Directed by Einlyn Wit
urns at Globe theatre, London, July 19

Enilyn Williams •

Francois* Rosny
Raymond WestweH
•• • • .Daphne Arthur

.Hodiiy Hughe*
• • .Gladys Henson

,
........ .Leon Quarter-main*

Mrs. Amos Mnrjorie Rhode*
Maid L.Frances Bate*

First requisite of a ghost story is
that it should thrill, but this one will
leave most audiences unmoved most
of the time. Past-master of suspense
Emlyn Williams has assembled all the
necessary ingredient for a spine-
chiller. It is the sort of yarn Holly-
wood might buy, but only the most
adventurous producer would dare
bid for the finished product since he
would have to All in all the drama
Emlyn Williams talks about but has
omitted.
That is the fault of this ghost story.

The author spins words, a lot of them
confusing. Nearly every character
goes off into some dramatic remi-
niscence. But all of it doesn't add up
to drama.

Setting is the lodge of a Welsh
castle inhabited by the widow of a
former earl, and more recently of a
much lamented composer Philip
Henting, with whose spirit she wishes
to contact. She believes their love
was so perfect that it's eternal. Soon
the audience learns that Philip cared
nothing for his wife, but that his real
love was for her daughter by her
first marriage. An insignificant
Welsh draper, posing as an Italian
medium,, turns up for an elaborate
seance and is exposed as a fraud.
Yet he .has genuine psychic powers,
and reveals the dreaded secret. He
dies when the widow's ecstasy gets
the better of her.
An excellent cast does its best to

make this entertaining. Emlyn Wil-
liams gives a fine performance as the
medium whose one ambition is to en-
large his shop and become chairman,
of the local drapers association.

Francoise Rosay makes the be«
wildered neurotic widow acceptable.
Marjorie Rhodes, vet character ac-
tress.Sgets every possible laugh; Ray-
mond Westwell and, Daphne Arthur
are worth noting, and Gladys Hen-
son, Leon Quartermaine, Roddy
Hughes and Frances Bates do all the
author-director asks of them.

Cone.

Trapeze in l lie Vatlean
London, Aug. 8.

Great Newport Theatre Committee preajj

enlation of English version of play In three

acta by Ashley Dgkes from the German of

Kurt .lil'innes Braun. Directed by O. Deni
nls Freeman, At Arts Theatre Club, Lon-
don, Aug. 7, '47.

The Ambassador Brian Onlton
Julia, hia daughter Sally N'ewland
Baroness Constance Andersoft.
Pietro John Vers
Benny Hedley Brings
Charles Kverard Darlot
Silvestro Daniel Wherry
Footman Noel Hunt*
Vatican Guard Charles Jervls

This first play to come out of Ger-
many since the war is a diverting
but highly improbable comedy, skill-

fully adapted by Ashley Dukes with
his inimitable deft humor. Has the
makings of a good film, if the plot
were simplified, with an eye, Xoo,

to the production code.
Benny, half of a renowned acrobat;

duo, is caught up in war service
through his complicated parentage.
Escaping, he breaks into the im-
pregnable Vatican City, where thou-
sands of Allied nationals have found
sanctuary. Concealed on a balcony
he overhears a girl tell her ambas-
sador father she is to bear a name-
less child. When Benny is discov-

ered in her room, the not-so-stern
parent assumes he is the missing
lover. To avoid scandal on one

hand and death on the"bthe*r, the

couple are wed, with the groom
passed off as a legation attache on a

secret mission.

The real seducer is a married ace.

airman who has been driven through
debts to embezzle state funds, which
trie girl secretly makes good. When,
at the end of -the war, he Is free

to marry her, she realizes his worth-
lessness and decides to return to her

accommodating husband who has

been diplomatically "dead" for three

years.

Sally Newland and Hedley Briggs

bring an air. of credulity to the

blending of the two personalities

from such opposite walks of life.

Brian Oulton handles the Indulgent

father with a Monty Woolley appear-

ance and technique. Show was fa-

vorably received. • Clem.

BLOOD DONORS
ARE PAID

An appointment ii unneeetsary.

Apply in person daily 9 A.M. to 4

P.M., Saturday 9 A. M. to 12 Noon.

Blood Bank of NEW YORK POST
GRADUATE HOSPITAL. 20th St.

and 2d Ave.. New York. Please

bring thii announcement with you.
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. Pageant in Revamp

Following an operating deficit

running into six figures, Pageant, a

Hillman Publications mag, has un-

dergone a reva
;
mping of its editorial

ttaff and is switching from monthly

to bi-monthly issue beginning with

the October edition.

Former staff, headed by editor

Vernon Pope, has resigned, with

Ernest Henshaw stepping into chief

editorial post. No changes in the

mag's format are being considered.

'47 Seeks New Dough
Letters have been sent to hundreds

of writers and artists by the mag '4'f,

in an effort to gain new contributor-

owners and new capital.

"In order to produce and promote
'47 effectively in the immediate fu-

ture," mag states, the corporation

requires $200,000. $100,000 has al-

ready been guaranteed by a group of

friendly investors. $60,000 of the re-

maining $100,000 has been put forth

by our own stockholders. This leaves

only $40,000 to go."

Investments can be made in the

form of a loan, and contributor own-
ers can convert the note into com-
mon and preferred stock when it

comes due on March 25, 1948. The
notes in any amount starting' with

$100 will bear *A% interest. At the

time of conversion writers-artists-

photographers may apply for Class

B common stock, which entitles the

holder to one vote and 33 1-3% of the

net profits that will be set aside as

a contributors fund.

Meatand's Talking'
Richard „Mealand's initial novel,

"Le Me Do the Talking," published
by Doubleday last week, proves to

be the "Hucksters" of the literary

agency field. Mealand is just a bit

kinder to his principal character, a

fast-operating and highly success-

ful author's agent, than Frederic
Wakeman was to his Vic Norman.
Otherwise the novel has some of the

same racy flavor and inside-stuff as-

pect, with the love interest pushed
into secondary position. It makes
highly entertaining reading, espe-

cially for those with a little knowl-
edge of their own of agency biz in-

eide.

As far as literary agents are con-
cerned, Mealand should know. He's
been worked on by them for years
as former story editor for Para-
mount in New York and Hollywood,
fiction editor for Good Housekeep-
ing, associate editor of Cosmopolitan
and editor of Nash's-Pall Mall mag
In England. He resigned from Par
last summer to start writing on his

own and is now at work on another
novel. Herb.

pellate courts of Cuyahoga County,
whose findings favored the publish-

ing company, and remanded the case

for retrial.

The Ohio Supreme Court held the

trial court erred in its charge to the

jury "in that its broad and peremp-
tory charge amounted practically to

a directed verdict in favor of the

defendant." The case originated

from editorials and cartoons pub-
lished by the Cleveland Press

-

five

years ago, criticizing Judge West-

ropp's handling of vice charges in

her court.

SRI. Sets New Disk Mag
First comprehensive monthly mag

devoted exclusively to recordings

—

with a strong show biz tie to other

amusement fields—will be on the

stands Aug. 30 when the Saturday
Review of Literature publishes the

first (Sept.) issue of its ambitious
supplement, Saturday Review of Re-
cordings. Mag, of 24 pages, will sell

at 15c. SRL's 80,000 subscribers,

however, will get mag free, as an
editorial bonus, inserted into SRL
each month.
Mag will report on all aspects of

recording, as SRL does to the liter-

ary scene. Irving Kolodin, music ed
of N.Y. Sun, is editor.

CHATTER.
Jack Horner appointed associate

editor, in charge of copy, on Science

Illustrated, McGraw-Hill monthly.
Formerly " editor of London Yank,
Horner subsequently was exec ed-

itor of Salute and with Liberty.

Thomas Duncan's yarn, recently

bought by Universal-International,

will be the Book-Of-The-Month
Club selection for September.
Paramount spent $50,000 on" 10,000

copies of a 50-page book plugging

the Cecil B. DeMille picture "Un-
conquered."
Deal for purchase of Seattle Star

by J. David ("Tommy") Stern, 3d,

former Camden (N. J.) Courier-Post

publisher, has broken off.

Cynthia S. Walsh, publicity direc-

tor for. MacMillan, resigning to join

Marion Dodd in operation of the

Hampshire Bookshop, Northampton,
Mass. Mrs. Virginia Patterson,

former MacMillan trade advertising

chief, succeeds as chief flack.

Robert B. MacDonald, former
Coast sales chief for Prentice-Hall,

named etfitorial representative for

P-H's trade book division. He'll

headquarter in Los Angeles and also

represent P-H in motion picture

deals made on the Coast.

Ashton Stevens, dean of the Chi-

cago drama critics, wrote a' 7,000

word treatise of what's been doing
in the American theatre for "Ten
Eventful Years," four volume edi-

tion published this month by Ency-
clopedia Britannica and dealing

with the history of 1937 through
1946.

Dow Richardson, managing editor

of the Kokomo (Ind.) Tribune since

January, 1946, has been appointed
editor, succeeding the late Edwin M.
Souder. who died July 24.

Frank J. Kaus named advertising

and promotion director for Hearst's

Puck—The Comic Weekly.
Harpers publishing Aldous Hux-

ley's play, "Mortal Coils," next win-

ter. Universal is doing a film version

with Charles Boyer as the star.

J. B. Priestley's newest tome, "Jen-

ny Villiers: A Story of the Theatre,"

slated for October publication by
Harpers.
Moore-McCormack Lines installing

memorial libraries in its reconverted

ships, the Brazil, Uruguay and Ar-
gentile, when ships return to service

late this year.

tween their marathon dance offering,
he gives out with "Come Rain, Come
Shine" and "Little Augie" from "St.
Louis Woman." Stopped show and
had to beg off.

Jack Durant, holdover, clicks in

next spot. Laughs are loud and con-
sistent, with his Greenstreet-Lorre
takeoff getting good returns. Offs
to solid salvos.
Owing to length of bill, Dorothy

Gray & Brother were omitted at
show caught.
- Biz should be good for the month,
as show is bound to get favorable
word-o£-mouth.
Final test of vaude policy will be

next month, when the Ink Spots
lop the bill. If they don't pull 'em
in, it will be obvious that there is

no demand for this type of enter-
tainment in the West End. Rege.

Maestro's Facelift
Continued from page 39

Bistro Loses Libel Claim
Right of a newspaper to "reflect

an incident of public interest" was
upheld last week by the Florida
State Supreme Court when it tossed
out a $50,000 damage suit brought by
the operators of the Dragon Inn,

Miami, against the Miami Herald.
Plaintiffs alleged libel following
publication of a story that a man
was shot in their bistro.

In making its decision the court
said the Herald has the responsi-
bility of furnishing daily local and
worldwide news to its subscribers
and readers and added that "in ar-
riving at the sense in tvhich defama-
tory language is employed it is nec-
csssary and proper to consider the
circumstances of its publication. It

is our conclusion that; when the arti-
cle is considered in its entirety it

cannot be said that it is either ma-
licious or defamatory."

House Reviews
I Continued from page 48 =

matter how big they get and, in

general, had himself convinced that

his b.o. name would last forever by
doing only pictures and recordings,

meanwhile delving into horse-racing

as an owner ca field in which he
lost a heavy wad last year).

• James has so changed his outlook

that he made two trips east already

this summer and is due for another

in November. Also it is very prob-

able he will again play the Astor

Roof, New York, next summer,
along with other standard locations.

He still is not amenable to theatre

work, which he dislikes intensely,

but Music Corp. of America con-

tinues to hammer at him along this

line and may achieve its aim.

As for Dorsey, he broke up his

band late last year due to a squabble
with MCA (one of many) plus, prob-

ably, his realization that the band
business was going nowhere fast and
that a temporary retirement
wouldn't hurt him. He's back, too,

with both feet planted solidly. Dur-
ing his run at his own Casino Gar-
dens his band has been catering

more to the kids who want to dance
than the kids who at one time liked

to listen. He's playing a far smaller
percentage of instrumental "flag-

wavers" and it has been paying off.

For the first time since he assumed
ownership, the Casino has been do-
ing consistently good business and
has been topping the nearby Aragon
Ballroom at the b.o.

Dorsey leaves the Casino Aug. 26,

plays a few one-nighters on the

Coast, then goes east for the debut
of his transcribed disk jockey show.
Thereafter he returns west to pick
up his band and start out on a

country-wide theatre, one-nighter
and location string. He is set.'so far,

until December, when he opens at

the Click Club, Philadelphia.

\» »»»»»»» ti

i! SCULLY'S SCRAPBOOK !!

Continued from page 43 s=jj

4'asino. London
eluding soft ball tossing, and balanc-

ing on stick in mouth, for effective

finish.

Jewel and Warriss unload plenty

corny comedy, which audience

relishes. Boys, who are on three
times, are solid but somewhat bluish.

Newcomers here are the Swiss

Stars, misnomer for their type of

offering. Quartet, two gals and two
lads are nifty adagioists. Gals are

lookers, with one contribbing neat

contortion stint. Okay for any bill.

Closing first half are Harry Parry
& Sextet, comprising three reeds,

piano, bass, drums and clarinet.

Parry is good looking, with in-

gratiating personality. Tee off with
boogie-woogie number, followed by
Jean Bradbury, one of the vocalists

in "Beyond Blue Horizon" with
Parry taking up again with "Indian

Love Call." just to show he can
play straight as well iis swing.
Paula Green vocals "Embnieeable

You" and "Let's Fall in Love" to

good returns. Band closes with an
oldie. "South Rampart Street

Parade," not strong enough for

bowoff.
Bel-Air Bros, 'not to be confused

with similar named American act)|

are two French acrobats with a few
balancing tricks that lack punch.

Their comedy is typically Contin-
ental, which means old-fashioned.

But serve as openers for second
half. Phyllis Robins, following, is

Cleveland Press Suit Remanded
Ohio Supreme Court, in a 4 to 3

decision, has sent the $50,000 libel .

suit pf Municipal Judge Lillian West- ' stunning blonde, who sings popular
r°PP against the E W Srrinos Co I

"umbers to good returns.

Publishers of the Cleveland Press Nicholas Bros, get good recepUon

bark Vr, 1 A 1
Ucv «lan° *L

1PSS
' on entry, proving they haven't been

"dCK to the Cuyahoga County Com- fnrenttpn after their lone absence.
mon Pieas Court. The high court IS improved eonsideMbiyT with tee's, Detroit, Aug 22 .

Griff Wil

reversed the common pleas and ap- the elder now quite a warbler. Be- Hams at Illinois State Fair Aug. 25

ington, L. I., unable to find a band
he liked, putting his own combo back
in Sept. 15. . . . It's the Three Stylists,

not Starlets, with Glenn Garr's or-

chestra at Rustic Cabin, Englewood
Cliffs. N. J. . . . Deep River Boys
recorded for Victor Records. . . . Wes
Cope, trombonist now with Chris
Cross, takes over road manager slot

with Tommy Dorsey when the latter

moves onto road. Dave Jacobs
remains in California. . . . Igor

Stravinsky singned to RCA-Victor
Red Seal disks. . . . Butch Stone
signed by Majestic Records with
small combo. . . . Clarence Stout,

vet ASCAP'er of Vincennes, Ind.,«n

N. Y. prior to trip through Canada.
Charles Spadone, formerly with

Columbia Recording's advertising

dept. where he was in charge of

service to radio stations, shifted to

sales department to manage certain

midwest territories. He replaces

F. E. Cross who's left the firm . .

.

Josh White cut documentary" platter

for Apollo label in tribute to the

late President Roosevelt called "The
Man Who Couldn't Walk Around"
with royalties and entire proceeds

to go to FDR's memorial fund for

the National Foundation for Infan-

the Paralysis.. Borrah Minnevitch's
Harmonica Rascals inked by DeLuxe
label with throe - platter album
scheduled as the outfit's first release.

Chicago
Art Kassel in Walled Lake, Mich-

igan, Aug. 22... Bob Phillips, of As-

sociated Booking, in New York for

combination biz-pleasure trip...

Andy Kirk into Paris Ballroom, Mil-

waukee Aug. 22... Will Bach begins

scries of one nighters Aug. 19...

Jerry Johnson, general manager of

Peer Music, here visiting Bob Cole

...Jackie Cain, now at College Inn,

tagged by Stan Kenton as chirp with

new band... Stuff Smith into Spor-

;» By Frank Scully

Cold, Germ., Aug. 8.

If Europe ever gets back to where it was (and all of us should live that

long), Hollywood already has the perfect double-feature for both prewar
and postwar patrons. The pictures are "Song of Love," starring Katharine
Hepburn as a pianist of the Franz Liszt era, and "Something in the Wind,"
starring Deanna Durbin as a disk jockey who works up to a star in tele-

vision. Between them they handle 20 songs, everything from Robert
Schumann's "Traumerei" to Johnny Green's "Turntable Song," and if you
don't concede that's a gamut you wouldn't, know a diatonic scale if you
scraped one off a mackerel. :

Curiously, both pix are lulled to sleep without benefit of a Brahms'
lullaby in their last 15 minutes, and this is too bad because, together they
do not total four hours of playing time, and that leaves hardly anything
to cut. These continental kinemaddicts I speak of believe an evening's
entertainment should start at eight and not end before midnight.
But when you get the playing of Clara Schumann, Franz Liszt and

Johannes Brahms, and the singing of Deanna Durbin, Jan Peerce and
Donald O'Connor, all in one evening, you're begging for an old broken
flying-saucer gag if you ask for more.
Europe is going to be puzzled by pictures like "The Hucksters" and

"Her Husband's Affairs," chiefly because commercial radio, advertising

agencies and sponsors are unknown to them. And if turntable songs,

mystery stories and televised ballet dances are also out of this world, as

far as their bewildered and beaten peasantry is concerned, at least a bur-
lesque of Verdi's "Miserere" and "I Love a Mystery," as done in "Wind,"
will produce an approximation of that old familiar feeling.

What? No Rhapsodies?

But what they're really going to love are Hepburn, Henreid and Walker
playing five Schumann numbers, four Brahms pieces and two items by
Liszt, and everybody speaking anything but German, and not a Hun-
garian rhapsody (Liszt wrote 15) in the whole evening.
The playing at the Metro festklange will be familiar to those who re-

member Europe between wars because it is played by Artur Rubin-
stein, a, great concert favorite on the continent in '20 and '30's. Artur

(

is

not to be confused (would he be by anybody but me?) with Anton Rubin-
stein, who could play Liszt and even pan him. Anton insisted Liszt Was
always hamming it up.

Tells a Czar "Get Lost!"

But Artur (that is, the other) Rubinstein played Liszt, Brahms and
Schumann in "Song of Love" in a way Liszt would have liked. It would
have appealed to Liszt's showmanship. 3
He was a great showman. He was one of the first to talk while playing

and the first to insult a czar for doing the same. He gave away fortunes,

helped struggling composers on every turn (from Wagner to Schumann
to Brahms). Exhausted and old, he went to Bayreuth accompanied by a

Paris doll, slept through "Tristan and Isolde," awoke to take applause With
Cosima Liszt Wagner, his daughter, crawled off to bed and never got out

of it again. They gave him a quick planting, not to interfere with the

Wagner festival. You'd think it was a Hollywood scenario writer they
were burying.

The Eternal Triangle
But his Concerto in E Flat Major stole the Schumanns' show and really

put Katie Hepburn over as a pianist..

It was a surprise to Hollywood that the Schumanns could have careers

and seven kids, but Johann Sebastian Bach had' 21, and he did all right,

I

too. That Clara Wieck Schumann had her frailties is in the record, if not

"

|
in this picture. You will hear her playing "Dedication" in "Song of Love"
and Liszt playing a paraphrase of her playing, but you will see no men-
tion of the fact that her husband dedicated hjs "Fantasie in C" to Liszt

and his widow later brought out an edition with the dedication omitted,

despite the fact that Liszt was the first to make Schumann's music known.

Schumann, That Is, Not Schubert
In the picture you'd believe it was Clara Wieck who discovered a no-

body named Robert Schumann and out of gratitude he married her. Ac-
tually, he was quite an arrived genius before he met the Wiecks. His father
had been a famous book publisher and by the time Schu, Jr., was 15 he
had published "Portraits of Famous Men." In fact, he had two novels
published by the time he was 16. He then studied law at Heidelberg
where he heard the music of Mendelssohn and Schubert. That Schubert
was Franz Peter (the "Ave Maria" Schubert), who is often confused
with Schumann. They, both liv/,d short lives—Schubert 31, Schumann 46

—

and their careers overlapped a little.

Schumann switched from law and literature to music the year Schubert
died. He went to Zwickau for further study under Frederich Wieck and
that's how he met Clara. She was 13 at the time. She first played in

public his "Symphony in G Minor," not "Dedication" as shown in "Song
of Love." He didn't go overboard for Clara over night. Actually he was
engaged to Ernestine von Fricken, who was 16 and rich.

By 1836, however, he had dropped Ernestine for Clara. They married
without old man Wieck's consent three years later. By then Clara was 23.

That's Over Ceiling

In the next year Schumann wrote 150 songs! In 1841 he wrote two
full symphonies. From '44 to '53 he worked on Goethe's "Faust," hoping
to finish it in '49—100th anni of Goethe's birth.

Note "A" always sounding in Schumann's head was the McCoy. He
went bersurka from too many mazurkas and ended with his mind in a

fugue. He threw himself into the Rhine, was rescued and finished his

years in a private sanatorium. He died in 1856. Clara kept on playing,

his works till she died in 1896.

The Liszt-Schumann cooling-off came when the old Abbe tried to do
as much for Wagner as he had for Schumann. Clara became the jealous

wife at that point.

Borrowed Time
Liszt let young composers borrow so freely from his works that people

began to think that he instead of others were lifting tunes. Wagner
at the rehearsal of the first Ring performances nudged Liszt and said,

"Now, papa, comes a theme which 1 got from you!" Liszt guessed that

In that case at least one of them wouid hear it.

In fact, Liszt helped so many that he was asking before the end, "Who
will help me?"

It took 100 years to get the answer.
"I will!" said Clarence Brown.
"So will I,", said Katie Hepburn.
,So Metro dug up a quartet of screenwriters, some actors and hired

Artur Rubinstein to play. They all did beautifully. Indeed, the whole
production was the best proof to date that Hollywood still has the picture

for the world market. Now all the world has to do is to get something
to use for money.
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William H. Clark, RKO treasurer,

vacationing" in Hollywood.

Joe Heidt, Theatre Guild p.a., com-
muting from Pt. Lookout, L. I., this

summer.
Sam Cummins, general manager of

the Pix Theatre Co., to the Coast
for two weeks.

Eddie Dimond to be stage manager
of "Music in My Heart/' due into

rehearsal next week.

Rutgers Neilson, RKO publicity

manager in N. Y.. back from rest

cure at Atlantic City.

Emmett R. Callahan to manage
"Lady Windermere's Fan" road tour,

With Helen Hoerle handling press.

Bill Tell, former film editor of the
Bronx Home News, appointed pub-
licity director of the Broadway
Rivoli.

Erich Maria Remarque granted
final citizenship papers. Novelist left

Germany when Hitler assumed
power.
Grad Sears' daughter, Mrs. Wil-

liam Girardi, became mother of a

son, Gradwell M., in New Rochelle
Monday (11).
Monday's (11) performance of

"The Medium" and "The Telephone"
cancelled because Marie Powers had
ptomaine poisoning.
John Steinberg, manager of Hill-

crest Country Club on the Coast,
visiting but spending a week in

Saratoga before returning.
' Joseph Ende, former Price, Water-

house audit supervisor for some of
the major film companies, named
comptroller of Film Classics.

Robert Ardrey, currently on the
Coast on a screen writing assign-
ment, reported working on a stage
comedy with a political theme.
David Wayne back in "Finian's

Rainbow" after three weeks of ca-

mera work in "Portrait of Jenny,"
part of which was filmed in N. Y.

Choreographer Helen Tamiris to

the Coast to direct dances' for Uni-
versal-International's "Up In Central
Park." She choreographed the orig-
inal Broadway stage production.

Phil Bloom resigned as general
manager and associate p.a. for Jean
Dalrymple to set up own public re-
lations office with legit p.a. David
Lipsky.
Bob Weitman, N. Y. Paramount

theatre managing director, taking his
annual vacation at Grossinger's in
the Catsfcills and, at the same time
taking in the Elaine Grossinger-
David Etess wedding, which drew a
mob of the Broadway show bunch.

biz at

WB's Library theatre In Warren,
Pa., for 33 years now.
NBC has asked for a recording of

Ed King's KDKA summer comedy
show, "King for a Minute."
Charlie E-arley, KDKA newscaster,

has been having quite a siege of it

in hospitals; eight weeks already.
Johnny Harris invited local crix

down to Atlantic City for a look
at the new edition of "Ice-Capades."
Charlie Eagle, the Stanley man-

ager, has taken his wife to their

native Kentucky for couple of
weeks.
With close of summer opera sea-

son, Ruth Pivorotto has gone to New
York to study dancing for two
months.
Frances Faye goes to House of

Harris in San Francisco after closing
here at Bachelors Club ahead of
Las Vegas return.
Jamie Schmitt, Tech drama grad-

uate, appearing this week at Co-
hasset, Mass., with another Ted-
alumnus, Bill Eythe, in "Glass
Menagerie."

*

Harry Hendel off for coast again
to put his and Bert Steam's second
indie picture before the cameras.
Their first, "Dragnet," will be re
leased in September. «

By Glenn Pullen

Hildegarde doing socko
Mounds Club.
Freddy Morgan, guitarist, joining

Spike Jones crew.
Arnie Arnold holding Statler

bandstand until George Duffy's orch
returns Oct. 6.

Frank Reynolds, cafe singer, had
to cancel date at Borsellino's because
of father's death in Dayton.

Milt Krantz remodeling and mod-
ernizing auditorium of Hanna, which
starts legit season on Sept. 8.

Stan Zucker placing package show,
topped by Muriel Gaines and Bea-
trice Howell, in Skybar Aug. 24.

Pappy Howard's hill-billy troupe
from WJW and Joe Toth's orch re-

opened Playdium, dark for three
weeks.
Sammy Watkins' band taking sum-

mer tour, with Dave Ennis' WJW
staff orchestra pinchhitting for it at
Vogue Room.
Herman Pirchner has his Alpine

Village's shows booked solidly for
next three months, when he and wife
will be in Europe.

Saul Heller sponsoring Roman
Vatican Singers' Concert in Cleve-
land Aug. 26 as well as dates in nine
other mlddlewestern cities.

Bert Lefkbwitz won cup honors in

Variety Club's golf tourney with a
low net score. M. B. Horwitz's 99
knocked off handicap prize for hav-
ing low gross score.
Marty Cain off to West Coast to

look at rushes of Ken Murray's film
about Burton's trained birds, which
local Frank Sennes have under ex-
clusive contract.
Alan Schneider, guest-director at

Cain Park strawhatter, resigning
from drama faculty of Catholic Uni-
versity in Washington (D.C.), to be-
come casting director for Theatre,
Inc.

Sid Rose, United Artist branch
manager, back to work after brief
illness.

Herb Carlin in New York to view
legit shows for prospective Opera
House bookings.
Jack Warner, Jr., attended his first

Warner Bros, national sales conven-
tion here this week. ,

Max Halperih flying to Florida to
help celebrate wife's birthday at
their Miami Beach home.
Carl Haverlin, president of Broad-

cast Music, Inc., here to look over
new offices on North Michigan.
Jimmy Savage, Balaban and Katz

publicist, coming to work with leg
in cast after release from hospital
this week.

Elizabeth Taylor made guest ap
pearance at Chicago theatre during
stopover here. She is enroute to
England for pictures.
Jimmy Dunn, Fay Bainter and

Commander Reg Venable, on last
week's stopover list, here visiting
respective branch offices.

Bella D. Itkin, daughter of David
Itking, producing "Ten Nights in a
Barroom" at the Lake Zurich Sum-
mer Playhouse, Aug. 7-10.

/
Jimmy Edmundson (Professor

Backwards), crowned local model
Joanie Hiatt, "Miss Chicago" during
finals of contest at Oriental Theatre
last week
Jan Sterling, local lead in "Born

Yesterday," will present President
Truman with all-steel engraved
watch which was worn by Captain
Bill Odom on his world hop.

Most of the Royal Family took in

"Oklahoma!" Aug. 4, on the Queen s

birthday. The Queen was accom-
panied by the King, Princess Eliza-

beth and fiance and Princess Mar-
8a

\rictor Blau due here today (13),

his first trip «ince the war. Goes to

the Continent with Johnny Firman,
director of B. Feldman, Ltd., to look

over the music situation.

Toots Camarata's arrangements for

disking British vaudeville stars for

Decca's.Jack Kapp, for America, in-

clude Anne Shelton, Vera Lynn, Am-
brose and Harry Roy. Camarata ex-
pected here in October for more
Decca talent finding.

When present run of "Perchance
to Dream," ends at the London Hip-
podrome, some time in September,
Ivor Novello takes short vacation in

Bermuda, after which he will line up
a company to star in the play in

South Africa.
Michael Carr, top song scrivener,

after lohgterm contract with Peter
Maurice Music Co., has quit by mu-
tual consent and is freelancing.
Jean Simmons in the London

Clinic to be operated for glandular
trouble.
Rico H. Dajou, former co-owner

of the Bagatelle restaurant, has
leased a new spot at Arlington
House, Piccadilly, which he has
named the Caprice.
Future London Casino bookings

include Gil Lamb for month of Oc-
tober and Walter Dare Wahl for
March, 1948, after which he tours
the Moss and Stoll circuit.

Lieut. Col. Santos Casani, former
dance teacher and night club opera-
tor, made advisor to the World
Friendship Assn.
Tom Handley, back from his

American trip, to start new Itma
series for the British Broadcasting
Corp. end of August.

Col. de Basil's original Ballet
Russe, running repertory season in
Covent Garden, has been compelled
to withdraw "Beau Danube" from- its

repertoire due to writ issued by
Leonide Massine, who claims it's his
own property.
S R. Littlewood, dean of London

dramatic critics, to be given dinner
Sept. 14 by the Critics' Circle to
celebrate his 50 years in harness.

first winter premiere by Josefstadt

theatre.
Austrian theatreowners formed an

association, electing Hans Horak
(Kammerspiele), president, and Egon
Hilbert (State theatres), and Vik-

tor Prusch veepees.
Hans Thimig signed up with

Unitas Film Producing Company as

director for "God's Angels Are
Everywhere." Susi Nicoletti and
Hans -Holt will star.

Hans Unterkirchner began work
on the film, "Moon Night Phantasy"
on the Ossiacher lake in Southern
Carynthia. Screenplay is by Eugene
Mandell and Alexander Lermet
Hoelenia.
Music director Rudolf Schwartz

signed as orchestra leader for Bour-
nemouth, England, receiving permit
from British government. First time
postwar that an Austrian artist per-
mitted on long stay job in England.
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Atlantic City

Bucks County, Pa.
By Sol Jacobson

Hal Eaton in for confab with pub-
lisher S. I. Newhouse.
Joe Hymans weekending with

Moss Hart; ditto Leona Maricle with
the John Roots.

Neil Fitzgerald, member of New
Hope troupe, signed for Judith An-
derson's "Medea."
Richard Skinner and S. Syrjala

checked out for day at Bayhead,
N. J., as guests of Tyson Nimmicks.

Justin Herman of Paramount
shorts department, commuting be-
tween chore at Princeton Film Cen-
ter and his Lumberville, Pa., home.
Franklin Hellers have taken house

for six weeks in Buckmanville. Hel-
ler is taging "Apple of His Eye" and
'My Sister Eileen" at Playhouse.
Oliver Nicoll, Joe Hyman, Irma

Selz, Lennie Engelhardt, Herb Gold-
ens, Dr. Daniel S. Stern, Ed Schloss
down to catch "Christopher Blake"
at New Hope last week.
Shirley Booth and Jo Ann Sayers,

originals in "My Sister Eileen," re-
peating parts at New Hope, Aug. 25.
Paul Whiteman back at RingoeS,

N. J., farm from coast sojourn.
Frederic Tozere in last Wednes-

day, a day late for "Joan of Lor-
raine" rehearsals at Playhouse be-
cause he is member of Equity's ne-
gotiating board, sitting in on League
of N. Y. Theatre contract.

Pittsburgh
By Hal Cohen

Fred Astaire dickering to open
a school here at the Vera Liebau
tudio.

Jackie Heller's mother out of the
Shadyside Hospital after a week's
.check-up.

Mountain Playhouse at Jenners-
town, Pa., has "Philadelphia Story'

!

on tap this week.
Stephanie Diamond subbing for

vacationing Florence Sando on daily
WCAE show.
Tom Fordhams (he's WB district

manager) celebrate silver wedding
anni this .month.

First legit attraction booked for

Nixon is "Chocolate Soldier," the
week of Sept. 22.

Sammy Speranzas have gone to

Atlantic City for a couple of weeks
to soak up some sun.
George Sarvis has been managing

By Joe W. Walker
Perry Como dm well on Steel Pier

last , week but Harry James still is

top drawing card
Atlantic City Race Track set

new record last Saturday (9) when
24,541 people wagered $1,978,894.
Bob Hope with radio show slated

to come here in October for benefit
of cancer fund.
Hunt circus here sponsored by

Kiwanis Club from Aug. 18-23, as
benefit for underpriviledged chil-

dren.
George B. Bruni, resident manager

of Claj;idge, named general man-
ager to succeed Gerald R. Trimble,
who died recently.
Hamid's Pier is doing nearly same

biz as last year without vaudeville.
Spot is relying on two late pictures
a name band plus added attractions
Mildred Bailey at Orsatti's ir

suburban Somers Point with Three
Suns coming in Aug. 15. Maurice
Rocco opens Aug. 22 to stay through
Labor Day.
Lou Seiler held over in top spot

at Babette's but show changed with
Mary Lou Vale, Margo Wade and
Mildred Ray dancers coming in.

Benny M°rris band remains.
Steel" Pier bookings include Louis

Prima in ballroom, Aug. 10-16; Olsen
& Johnson for vaudeville, Aug. 11-16
Mary Small, 17-23, with Georgie
Kaye, Burns Twins and Evelyn, Dor-
man Bros., Abdullah Girls, for
vaude, Aug. 17-23; and Claude
Thornhill in ballroom Aug. 17-23.

Australia
By Eric Gorrick

Ice-skating still doing hot biz In
Sydney and Melbourne.
Some talk here that Mae West may

do Aussie tour with "Diamond LB.
Simon Barere, pianist, will give

series of recitals here for Alexander
Levitoss.
Plenty of trade for the Borovansky

Ballet at the Royal, Sydney, for Wil-
liamson-Tait.
Percy Curtis, onetime ad chief for

Universal and RKO, quits pic biz to
enter commercial field in Adelaide.
Harry Watt is presently testing lo-

cals for bit parts in Ealing's Aussie
pic, "Eureka Stockade," due to face
cameras in Sept.

Bill Winterflood, g.m. Birch, Car-
roll 8c Coyle Queensland cinema
loop, confined to hospital for eight
weeks following fall.

"O Mistress Mine" will play the
.Princess, Melbourne, until the arrival
of the Ballet Rambert in Sept. Prin-

cess is operated by Garnett Carroll.

Miami
By Larry Sollowa-y

Mai Malkin band renewed by Ho-
tel Martinique..

Bill Zwill band into Paradise room
of Alamac hotel.

B. S. Pully into Penthouse Room
of Zissens Bowery.
Benny Fields sought by Copaca-

bana to follow Billy Vine.
Ben Gaines back from looksee

trip to Coast and Las Vegas.
Jerry Cooper set for Blackamoor

Room after Olympia engagement.
Dave Vine joined son, Billy, at

Martinique, for first, visit here in

years.
Bill Jordan, shuttering his Bar of

Music on Aug. 16 for annual two
months vacation.
Ernie Fast, AGVA rep here, lost

all belongings in a fire which de-
stroyed his house.
Dick Buckley, comic current at

Famous Door, moves across bay Aug.
14 for a Clover -Club engagement.
Leon Kramer, who made come-

back after 12 years via Copacabana
engagement, pacted for September
date at Olympia theatre.

Preeiri of "Variety «irl" to be
staged by Miami Variety Tent at

Beach theatre, Aug 27, with proceeds
to National Children's Cardiac Home.
Local nite spot owners and acts

stiU awaiting clarification of clause
in recently passed employment
agency bill, which takes power to

get bonds from- cafes and theatres,

from AGVA.

on
By Florence Lowe

WWDC sold its first program for
FM only.
Kay Ford, wife of Loew's Gene

Ford, opened D. C. offices for her
talent agency.
Lenore Ulric, straw-hatting here-

abouts in "Personal Appearance,"
feted by the town's femme scribes.

Katherine ("Casey") Blackburn
resigned as acting director of Office
of Government Reports, which in-
cludes the films government liaison
section, in protest against Congres-
sional slashing of the bureau.
Maj. Stuart Palmer, ex Hollywood

scripter who is acting head of
Army's films section, had local press
to a screening of "China Nights," a
Japanese feature which the Nips
used for wartime propaganda.

Gypsy Rose Lee is in Ottawa with
son as part of four-month pleasure
junket around the continent.

Dr. Allard de Ridder, conductor of
Ottawa Philharmonic, on European
guest tour, visiting Netherlands
homeland.

Little Elgin, annex to 20th first-
run filmer, Elgin, will be operated
both, as separate house and, when
necessary, overflow house.
Irene Baird, Canadian author who

represented National Film Board
and recently-defunct Canada Infor-
mation Services in Mexico City, is

back in Ottawa in another govern-
ment department.

Volksopera, under state manage-
ment, plans to produce Paul Hinde-
mith's opera "Mathis the Painter"
next season.

Vienna Broadcasting System finally

chose site south of Vienna in Roth-
neusiedl to build second sending sta-
tion. Ready end of 1948.
Burg theatre management an-

nounced it will cost $2,200,000 to re-
pair theatre, with little hope of ob-
taining needed materials.

Creorg Philipp,, film producer be-
fore the war and co-founder of the
Sascha Distributing Co., back in
home town and plans to re-enter
biz.

"Life With Father." translated by
Hans Jaray, starring Anton Edtho-
fer and Adrlenne Gessner. slated for

By Les Rees
Don Reid at Prom Ballroom.
Curly's nitery has Larry Stevens.
Al Trace band into Happy Hour

nitery for fortnight.
Hotel Radisson Flame room hold-

ing over Joe Mooney Quartette.
Gene Autry to headline rodeo at

St. Paul Auditorium, Sept. 13-21.

.

Northwest Variety club annual
golf tournament drew record crowd
"Murder in Old Red Barn" opens

at Hotel Dyckman Robin Hood room,
Sept. I.

Old Log strawhatter offering
"Rain" with June March, burlesque
stripper, as guest star.
Mary Diane Seibel, daughter of

Ev. Seibel, Minnesota Amus. Cd.
chief, chosen Aquatennlal typical
teen-ager.
Cedric Adams' WCCO amateur ra-

dio show, "Stairway to Stardom,"
packing 'em in Friday nights at Up-
towr " --atre, from where it's now
bror .

Ba. irom Hollywood, trip won
via her selection as 1948 Aquaten-
nial Queen of Lakes, Pat McLane
says she turned down a screentest
because she wants a merchandising
career. /

Rene Clair in from Paris.
Roy Del' Ruths divorced.
Al Rockett laid up with flu.
Barney Briskin to Mexico City
Lou Pollock on siesta at Carm'eL
Katharine Hepburn in from east
Henry Busse planed to Chicago
Myrna Loy celebrated a birthday'
Nat Dyches recovering from sur-

gery.
Roy Rowland to Honolulu for a

month.
Wally Westmore vacationing in

Canada.
Ernie Fehnder laid up with an

eye injury.
Orlando Barrera to Buenos Aire*

for film work.
Lauritz Melchior returned from

Bohemia Grove.
Carmen Lombardo sailed for a

Hawaiian vacation.
Len Boyd rusticating for two

weeks in Oregon.
Phil Harris and Alice Faye to Sun

Valley on vacation.
Cecil B. DeMille hospitalized for

a physical checkup.
Osa Massen to British Columbia

for a two-week siesta.
Rosalind Russell and Fred Brisson

to Coronado for a week.
Frankie Hyers held over for four

weeks at Charlie Foy's.
Robert Hannegan, Postmaster,

hosted by Darryl F. Zarftick.
John Hubbard, and his wife in-

jured in an auto collision.

Lewis D. Collins pronounced okay
after a hospital checkup.
Helen Costello filed suit for di-

vorce against George Le Blanc.
Mrs. Charles Boyer filed a petition

to become an AmSrican citizen.

. Monte Hale to Miami Beach for
the southern exhibs' convention.
Alice Talton, thrown from a horse,

hospitalized with spinal injuries.
Leonard Spigelgass in from Lon-

don, after huddles with Hal Wallis.
Gov. Lester C. Hunt, of Wyoming,

.

gandered production at Republic.
Leo Carrillo hosted Gov. Earl

Warren at his Santa Monica home.
Lloyd Perryman laid up with a

broken arm after a motorcycle ac-
cident.
Edgar Bergen returned from San

Francisco location in "I Remember
Mama."
Alan Hale left for Skowhegan,

Me., for the "Life With Father"
preem.
Larry Adler to Cleveland as guest

soloist with the Cleveland Sym-
phony.
Alan Baxter suffered an eye in-

jury during a fight scene in "The
Prairie."
Martha Hyer suffered a relapse

following her recent emergency ap-
pendectomy.
Bob Hope cited by the L.A. police

department for helping the cops'

benefit show.
Abe Burrows, returned from

Brooklyn, where' he attended his
mother's funeral.
George Murphy and Walter Pidge-

on to San Francisco for the Team-
sters Union convention.
Millard Mitchell arrived from

N. Y. to play in "Double Life" at

Universal-International.
Alberto Lautaret, Argentine cir-

cuit owner, left for Buenos Aires
after huddling at Paramount.

Cecil B. DeMille sails from New
York Aug. 27 for London premiere
of his picture. "Unconquered."
Howard Strickling succeeded Per-

ry Lieber as chairman of the Studio
Publicity Directors Committee.
George Jessel to Dallas Aug. 21

to emcee the annual convention of

Robb Rowley United Theatres.
Martha Stewart wound up her film

chores and checked out for a vaca-
tion with her husband, Joe E. Lewis.
Alphonso Bedoya returned to

Mexico after winding up a role in

Warners "Treasure of Sierra Madre.
Joe E. Brown awarded the Legion

Medal by the Beverly Hills Post

No. 253 for his services in enter-

taining troops.
St. Clair McKelways divorcing.
Frank Sinatra named West Coast

director of the Damon Runyon
Cancer Fund campaign.

San Francisco

Montreal
By Mare Thlbeault

Gayety vaude house reopens on
Aug. 18.

Desi Arnaz band in one night stand
at Forum on Monday (11).
"Skating Vanities" booked at

Forum for week of Sept. 9.
Sylvia Froos opened Monday (11)

at Normandie Roof nitery in Mount
Royal hotel.
Femme reporter Odette Oligny,

back from months of columning in
France, inking new radio spot for
fall season.
Huge Catholic pageant, "Notre

Dame de la Couronne, presented at
Ottawa, now being staged here at
Jarry Park. Stars Jacques Auger
and Sita Riddez with 400 partici-
pant!).

By Ted Friend
Jay Golden, RKO divisional exec,

to L. A. ,
Lucienne Boyer at Rose Room ol

the Palace. .

Dorothy Lamour and Bill Howard
at the Mark. ,
•John Boles at Venetian Room of

the Fairmont.
Guy Cherney off to visit his ailing

Dad in Chicago.
Richard Spier new head of Cali-

fornia Theatre Assn.
Jack Carson and Janis Paige play-

ing Leterman General hospital.

Gail Patrick and Cornwall Jackson
houseguesting at Margaret Chungs.
Lou Smith in for screening to

"Down to Earth" with all crix on

hand.
Harriet Parsons gandering Young

& Lewis' production of "I Remem-
ber Mama."

Bill Lombard in hospital.

Bob Laws, ad-publicity head for

KGO, to Tahoe. ,.u
Bal Tabarin due to open wHJi

Cross and Dunn, Sept. 4. To be fol-

lowed by Sophie Tucker and Ted

Lewis. , .

All proceeds of Hildegarde s sale ol

Blum's new "Hildegarde Candy Box
to Damon Runyon Cancer Fund. i>ne

will sell sweets at her opening at

the Mark Hopkins, Aug. 19.
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Low Dollar Exchange
Continued from page 1

Second American Invasion." There

i aic today again many visitors from

i the U.- S.< but the Teal bulk of Am'er-
: lean RiViera enthusiasts have not

Shown up. This :

is easy to under-

stand because the extremely low of-
'

flcial exchange rate of the dollar

.makes,life here very expensive. Most

hotel owners complain, about it and

8ay the French government should

create a special U. S. tourist ex-

change' rate to be more specifically

adapted to the high cost of living in

postwar France.
.

,

Everybody here agrees that the

GIs in the past two years have kept

the Cote alive. While during the

war the German soldiers in their

boots trampied through the halls of

the palaces and casinos, the con-

cierges, waiters, bellboys and all the

personnel have lost the l'habitude du
client. They are therefore grateful

that the GIs did not Consider them-
selves as soldiers ort the Cote d'Azur

but, moreover, as clients. They be-

*an once again", to give tips and
brought life back to the Riviera.

"There is nothing more desperate,"

a concierge of a leading Nice hotel,

revealed, "than an open hotel with

customers who are not . customers."

He referred to the years.of the Ger-

man occupation. .

Flans "For the Future

Now that the first real postwar

season, with all its glamour, is un-

der way; the numerous' Syndicate

d'Initiative are working on various

interesting plans for the future, to

Nice, Monsieur Viers, Chef of the

Bureau du Tourisme, indicates that

the time for the great palace hotel

is definitely over. The new type' of

modern hotel de luxe will be a com-
paratively small building where the

client will cease to be a number.
The tendency will be to individualize

the customer. This Is born from
economic reasons because the gen-

eral costs of keeping the grandiose

palaces nave risen immensely.

On the other hand the rich clien-

tele from the U.. S., from Britain,

Switzerland, etc., prefers to stay in

super-elegant smaller hotels. Typical

samples are La Reserve, at Beaulieu-

sur-Mer, 'between Nice and Monte-
Carlo, pne of the most beautiful

spots of the entire Cote, and the Ho-
tel du Cap d'Antibes. The first one
particularly enjoys at present a tre-

mendous reputation. y
A season on the Cote d'Azur would

not be a real one without the Duke
and Duchess of Windsor. As a mat-
ter of fact, this is the first time since

the war that the Windsors have
come back to the Riviera. Their
visit this time, however, has not the

same aspects as formerly. One doesn't

know exactly why, but 40
French gendarmes, and some Scot-

land Yarders, guard day and night

the villa La Croee where' the Wind-
sors are 6taying. The rumor goes
that the authorities are afraid of an
attentat (Irgun). As a result, one
doesn't see the Duke drinking at the

Negresco, as he used to do every
afternoon before the war. The ex-

Mrs. Simpson doesn't go any more to

the Eden Roc beach as before. This
year the Windsors live quite se-

cluded, and only once, at a Concours
Hippique of Juan-les Pins, they ap-
peared in public.

Cannes and its neighborhood are,

as usual, the rendezvous of names in

showbusihess, politics, literature and
cafe society. Maurice Chevalier is

here, just back from the States. He
is never seen now without his mon-
ocle. He is helping to prepare the
film festival of Cannes, which will

begin Sept. 12.. The site of the fu-

ture Palais du Festival is on the fa- i

mous Avenue des Croisettes, in the
i

heart of the palaces, next door to

Felix's world-famous bar. Three
hundred workmen and artisans work
from 6 a.m. till midnight but they
will have to perform miracles in

order to have the building ready for
the opening day. At this writing
one doesn't see much but the foun-
dation of the building.

Festival Campaign
Count d'Herbemont a few days ago

gave a luncheon at the Carlton in

order to start the official publicity
campaign for the festival. He in-

vited a number of stars, among them
Merle Oberon and her husband, Lu-
cien Ballard; Chevalier; Lady Ham-
ilton; the" famous woman painter,
Jean Gabriel Domergue; Princess
Ghyka; the British actor, Stewart
Grainger; Monsieur Billerault, the
president of the festival committee;
a new French star, Martine Carol,
and last but not least, Elsa Maxwell

newspapers consider "her "the most
widely read American .woman
columnist."

At the luncheon Mis. Maxwell re-

vealed that she had just gotten a
cable from Washington ' asking her
to go. to Germany to entertain the
GIs, 'The cable also asked to specify

what kind of entertainment she
could provide for the soldiers.

"There1 must be another Elsa
Maxwell," the stout columnist ex-
claimed. "Obviously they took me
for a dancer."

.

French pic and legit stars naturally

dominate on the Cote. • Viviane Ro-
mance is here with her husband,

(

Clement Duhour. They're staying
in their villa at Cannes, next to the

villas of French General Georges
Catroux, now Ambassador to Mos-
cow, and Aga Khan.

At .Eden. Roc one sees daily three

of the most beautiful French pic

stars:. Anni Ducaux, Elina Labour-
dette and Marcelle Geniat. On the
political side at the moment the
most interesting, personality is the
Prince Regerit of Irak, who arrived

at the Carlton accompanied by the
Queen Mother and a. large personal
staff. At the Palm Beach one can
see.- nightly Lily Pons, Doris Duke
and others dancing to the music of

Camille Sauvage, whose band is one
of the best in France.

The private beaches of Cannes
have now special names. The one
at the Martinez is called "la grande
dame"; at the Carlton, "a salon for

high society"; the Grandhotel, "the
beach for British girls who still, wear
their pre-war bathing suits."

Apropos bathing suits: Before the
season started Paris announced that

there will be a strong competition
betwe'en last year's provocative two-
piece suits, which were by far the
most undressed bathing suits ever
«een on a beach; and the more con-
servative ones. Now H seems, as far

as the Cote d'Azur is concerned,
that the conservative ones have lost.

All over the Cote d'Azur beaches the
girls and women wear practically

nothing, and most of the so-called

double-piece suits are almost ex-
actly what the femmes nues wear in

the Folies Bergeres. They would
definitely be tabu in. Florida or At-
lantic city.

Pagnolat Work

Further down, near Nice, Marcel
Pagnol works on his estate,- Val
Fleuri, near Cagnes-sur-Mer, the
Cote d'Azur's Provincetown. He lives

there with his wife. Jacqueline Bou-
vier, and his two sons.

Cagnes-sur-Mer has somehow the

atmosphere of pre-war Montpar.
nasse. Before the war Churchill

used to come here to paint. Today
there are still some painters in

Cagnes, and representatives of . the

intellectual set.

Right now, there are three big

American cruisers in the harbor of

Villefrance. As a result, from early

afternoon till late at night, hun-
dreds of U. S. sailors can be seen
all over Nice and the other towns.
For the French girls this is, as usual,

a big time. The little bars and
brasseries have big posters, "Wel-
come to the U. S. Navy," and offer-

ing ."Original American steaks." And
most of the black marketeers are
making big business in U. S. cig-

arets, nylons, soap, etc., though they
are only allowed to take three packs
of U. S. cigarets while going on land,

the boys, somehow, manage to get

out more.

would be relatively modest, but
those before the camera or under
lights would be considerably higher.

Patterned After SAG
' One phase of the proposed video
code that differs basically from
AFRA's network code is that it

would provide .different pay scales

for various classifications of actors,

a la the SAG code. That is, the pro-

'

posed scales quoted above would
apply to actors playing principal
parts, while; bit players, extras,

groups, etc., would get proportion-
ately less pay for shows and re-

hearsals. .

George Heller is chairman of the
official AAAA committee on tele-

vision, and Vinton Hayworth, a
member of Equity, SAG and AFRA,
is. chairman of the sub-committee.

When the general outlines of the
proposed code : have been approved
by the AAAA affiliate memberships
and governing boards, the television

committee will be authorized to en-
ter negotiations with the video stu-

dios. It is. explained that the rea-

son, for the secrecy about the actual
proposed pay scales and terms cov-
ering working conditions is two-
fold. On one hand, it is. .figured a

bargaining advantage to. keep the
opposing negotiators guessing what
the demands and intended conces-
sions may be. Also, if the union
memberships don't know what the
proposed pay scales are they won't
be so disappointed at what the ne-
gotiators may be able to get.

.

WILLIAM K. WHEAT, JB.

... William R. (Billy) Wheat, Jr., vet-
eran Pittsburgh district exhibitor,

died recently in the Sewickley Val-
ley hospital after a long illness.

Known for many years as "The Lit-

tle Colonel" among his associates,

he entered exhibition in 1910, con-
verting an old storeroom into a nick-

elodeon which had 152 chairs. He
built the present Sewickley theatre

in 1915. Some years ago he made
other theatre investments in nearby
Coreopolis.

. Following the death of his wife
several years ago, Wheat's health
began to decline. His son, William
R. Wheat, 3d, subsequently stepped
in to relieve him of the active man-
agement of the Wheat houses. Wheat
was a veteran member on board of

directors of MPTO

Tucker Auto
Continued from page 1

eries, such as the Globe, Gotham or
Victoria. Tucker car, claimed to be
the first one actually to incorporate
modern postwar design, Including an
engine in the rear, has been play-
ing to an average of 15,000 people
daily' at the New York Museum of
Science and industry in Radio City.

Admission is a straight 48c, including
8c. tax. Gross has been considered
especially phenomenal in view of
the fact that the display hasn't been
advertised nearly so much as the
average firstrun picture.

Museum is a privately-operated,
non-profit organization. All profits,

consequently, are to be. turned back
into the operation and will probably
be used to expand the "Democracy
at Work" display, a Palestine exhibit,
which has been showing concurrent-
ly with the Tucker car. Museum
spokesmen declined to explain
whether Preston Tucker, the car's

designer and builder, pays rent for
the showcase or gets a cut of the
profits.

The museum is open to products
of any industrial manufacturers, if

their products contain "suitable pub-
lic interest."

WILLIAM E. WILKEN
William E.' Wilken, 67,. who was

publicist and business .manager for
many N. Y. legit productions, died
in'Logansport, Ind., Aug. 7. He had
been publicity man and manager for

about 40. years, mostly as advance
man for road shows.
.

In 1940, he went to Logansport to

work as. ad salesman- for Logans-
port Press but later returned to

show business.

Survived by two daughters.

sylvahia, a post to which his son sue
ceeded this year. Also surviving' is

a daughter, Betty Ann Foster, of An-
napolis, Md.

JACK D. STEIN
Jack D> Stein, 57, veteran showman

and for five years manager of Cameo
theatre, South Orange, N. J., died
there Aug. 5. He started his career
as manager of old Bijou in Orange
and later managed the Embassy,

Western Penn- I Orange, and Hudson in Kearny, N. J.

S. D. WOOTEN
• S. D. Wooten, Sr.; 80, a pioneer
in southern' radio, died Aug. 7 at

his home in Hernando, Miss.

A builder of electric systems in

several Mississippi cities and as-

sociated .
with many businesses,

he operated four film houses in the

silent era.

Wooten became interested in ra-

dio when WREC, now CBS outlet

in Memphis, was first established at

Coldwater, taking over the ari-

ls) loving memory of

• My Dear Wife

MAUDE RYAN
(Aug. 15. 1935)

CHAS. INNESS

nouncement of many programs as a

sort of hobby. His son, Hoyt B.

Wooten, acquired ownership of the

station, moved it to Memphis and
has built it up into one of the

south's most profitable. The younger
Wooten is still president and gen-

eral manager of WREC and three

other sons, Hollis, Roy and S. D.,

Jr., are all associated with the sta-

tion.

L Tele Scales
Contained from page 1

cers and executives of the afiliate

unions. In general, the proposed
plan would follow the outlines of

the AFRA commercial, network
code. That is, it would set pay scales

and working conditions according to

length of shows, number of re-

hearsal hours, etc., rather than on
the weekly,-salaiy or day-rate basis

of stage or film acting.

Only the vaguest details are

known of the proposed pay scales in

the tentative plan. For instance, the

proposed base rates for a 30-minute
show and rehearsals are understood

to be approximately the same as for

a commercial network radio show
of similar length. The radio fee is

$45, with one hour rehearsal and
$4.38 per additional half-hour re-

hearsal. In the case of tele, however,

MARRIAGES
Helen Arnold to Al Rockwell,

Omaha, Aug. 2. Bride is continuity
writer at KRNT, that city; he's asst.

musical director of same station.

Dorothy de Grange to Thomas W.
Baldridge, Winchester, Va., Aug. 9.

He's Middle Atlantic States rep of

Metro's promotion dept.

Margaret S. Townsend to Robert
Redeen, Davenport. Ia., Aug. 10. He's
news director of Station WOC, Da-
venport.

Barbara Lynn to James Cutsuve-
los, New York, Aug. 6. Bride is of
the vaude and cafe dance team of

Troy and Lynn; groom is with the
Loew vaudeville booking office.

Elaine Grossinger to David Etess,

in Ferndale, N. Y., Aug. 10. Bride
is daughter of Jennie and Harry
Grossinger, operators of the Gros-
singer hotel resort.

Barbara Jeffers to Jack Kendall,
in Pittsburgh, July 31. Bride and
groom are with Grand Ole Opry
radio troupe.

Carmella Chenowith to Augie
Pleva, in Pittsburgh, Aug. 9. Both
bride and groom are with WB thea-

tres.

Sally Haines to R. J. Ransotne, Ro-
sarito Beach, Mexico, Aug. 2. Bride
is screen actress.

Louise Lux to Harry Sions, Phila.,

Aug. 14. Groom is associate editor

of Holiday mag; bride is assistant

editor.

Marion Niles and Bob Fosse.. Chi-
cago, Aug. 3

the tentative plan would ditferenti
The latter enjoys a great reputation

|
ate between preliminary rehearsal

here. She is considered an unofficial I and that under the camera or lights.

American ambassador, and localThe fees for preliminary rehearsals

JACK LEE
John Hawley (Jack) Lee, 60, gen-

eral manager of radio station WHAM,
Rochester, N. Y., died Aug. 5 at his

home in Spencerport, N. Y., after

several months' illness.

A native of Paterson, N. J., Lee
was a vaudeville and musical come-

dy comedian until his marriage in

1923 to Miss Marjorie Udell of Spen-
cerport. He then joined WHAM as

a writer, actor and director, devel-

oping the State Trooper show, Ar-
peako Minstrels and the Hank &
Herb series with Gene Lane, also a

former actor.

Survived by widow and two chil-

'

dren. 1

GEORGE LEE WIDEM
George Lee Widem, 18, Of Hart-

ford, Conn., a singer, drowned
while swimming in Lake Michigan,
off Chicago, July 31. He had. been
on a week's vacation visit with his
married sister there.

Widem had sung with night club,
hotel and theatre bands in Con-
necticut. '

CARL H. FULTON
Carl H. Fulton, 51, one of Chicago's

vet exhibitors, diqd Aug. 8 of heart
attack while on fishing trip in Mani-
towich, Wis. He was a partner and
co-operator of the Fulton & Gross-
man Theatres, and was also president
of the Fulco Theatre Equipment Co.

Survived by widow and stepson.

EDWARD E. HELLER
Edward Ernest Heller, 61, branch

manager of Kay Film- Co. in Char-
lotte, N- C., and known in film in-

dustry through the south for 30
years, died Aug. 1 in a Charlotte
hospital.

Survived by widow and two sons.

George Munro, 90, died in Chi-
cago, Aug. 3, after being ill for four
months as result of injuries suf-

fered in a ' fall. He was singer in
Chi. and after active retirement had
run vocal • studios there. Survived
by widow.

Major Ferdinand R. Lhotak, 68,

died in Wayne, Penn., Aug 1. He
was a former bandmaster and since
1936 had been director of the Valley
Forge Academy band. Survived by
widow and five daughters.

James Whiting, 72, veteran stage
mechanic, died in. Omaha last week
after an operation. He was a stage-

hand for 50 years, both for legit and
vaude shows.

ABRAHAM BALTIMORE
Abraham Baltimore, 78, veteran

j

exhibitor, died at Elmira, N. Y.,

July 29. He opened his first theatre,

the Lyric in New Castle, Pa., in

1908, operating it until 1914. He also

operated two other houses there up
until 1925. He was made vice-presi-

dent of the Motion Picture Theatre
Managers Institute in Elmira in

1927, holding that position until his

death.

Survived by son and two grand-

children.

Fred Carroll, 46, studio electrician,

was electrocuted Aug 6 while work-
ing on a fuse box on the Enterprise
lot in Hollywood.

HOLDEN SWIG Kit

Holden Swiger, 46, picture theatre

|

manager in Cleveland, Elyria and

I
Akron, O., died in Elyria, O., Aug. 4,

after a heart attack. He was man-
ager of the Cleveland Telenews the-

atre shortly after it opened, and had
been manager of three Elyria thea-

tres—the Palace in Akron and Par-
amount houses in other cities.

Widow and two stepchildren 'sur-

vive.

Mother of Abe Schneider, Colum-
bia Pictures veepee and 1 treasurer,
died in New York Aug. 6. Surviv-
ing also are four daughters.

Mother of Florence Ryerson, play-
wright, died in Los Angeles, Aug. 1.

W. 3. PEMBERTON
W. J. Pemberton, 63, died in Lon-

don, Aug 6, after a lengthy illness.

Bride and groom are i He had been a show producer in the

both members of the Chi cast of
j
London West End for years, but his

"Call Me Mister."
. biggest success was the revue. I

Marie Wallcy to Neil J. Murphy,
j

"Sweetest and Lowest," which he

Chicago, Aug. 9. Bride is secretary conceived in association with Harry

to I. E. Showcrman, veepee at .
Dubens, this show running at St.

NBC; he's Central Division budget
j

Martin's theatre since 1943. Show
manager.

' has been presented in three editions.

Dorothy Granger to Jack Hilc'er, I He married Mile.

Hollywood, Aug. 9. Bride' is a Belgian actress, in

screen actress. , vivos him.

BIRTHS
Mr. and Mrs. Mort Hall, daugh-

ter, Chicago, Aug. 1. Father is

director of continuity department at

WBBM, Chi.

Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Barker, daugh-
ter, Hollywood, Aug. 7. Mother was
Dorothy Harris of the films; father
is assistant to David O. Selznick.

Mr. and Mrs. Byron Nelson, son,

Santa Monica, Aug. 2. Father is an
account exec with ABC network.
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Lawler, son,

Hollywood, Aug. 7. Father is a flack

|

at Universal-International.

I

Mr. and Mrs. Joey Bishop, son. in

Philadelphia, Aug. 5. Father is a

j
nitery comic.

j
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Irwin, daugh-

j
ter. in Pittsburgh, Aug. 1. Father is

assistant manager of WB's Hollywood
theatre.

Mr. and Mrs. Gene Shefrin, son.

New York, Aug. 8. Father is

theatrical publicity agent.

Mr. and Mrs. Bob Murphy, daugh-
ter, in Chicago, Aug. 2. Father is

WENR announcer on "Sach's Ama-
teur Hour' and ABC's "Breakfast
Club."

Mr. and Mrs. John A, Vizzard, son,

Suzanne Gilta, Los Angeles, Aug. 9. Father is a
iy45, who itir- member of Production Code Admin-

! ii-'trntion. '

.

'
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new loneliness"

"You'll be delighted with the way my Lux.

Soap facials really make skin lovelier," says

beautiful Ilona Massey. "Here's all I do: I

work the fragrant Active lather well into my
skin. Then I rinse with warm water, splash,

with cold. As I pat gently with a soft towel to

dry, skin takes on fresh new loveliness!"

Don't let neglect cheat you of Romance.

This beauty care Ilona Massey recommends

will make you lovelier tonight!

In recftnt tests of Lux Toilet Soap facials .by skin

specialists actually three out of four complexions

improved in a short time.

"I'm certainly glad I took Ilona

Massey's tip. Her Lux Toilet Soap
facials are quick and easy but they

really work."

"My skin is softer,

smoother since I

started to take

Active-lather

|| ft
facials the way the

IIOllo screen stars do."

Massey
Star of Republic's

Now Showing Locally

Men always thrill to

skin that's lovely to

look at—smooth to

touch. Hollywood's
beauty care will help

you to have it!

A product of

LEVER BROTHERS COMPANY

9 out of 10 Screen Stars use Lux Toilet Soap_/ax&/£ &re 6?re//er/
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RADIO'S 52-WEEK STAR SPLURGE
Sinatra Can Make Up to

Weekly in New York Capitol Date
Hollywood, Aug. 19. +

Frank Sinatra gets a guarantee
and percentage deal from the Capitol

theatre.-Jfew York, lor a date open-
ing either Nov. 13 or 20, the first

time in that theatre's history that a

performer has gotten an assured sal-

ary plus a cut of the profits. This
apparently justifies his shift away
.from the nearby Paramount, which
played him when he was on the up-
beat and every time he's worked
Broadway since.

Sinatra's deal calls for a guaran-
tee originally quoted at $25,000 but

which assertedly has been dropped,
probably to $20,000—against a slice

over an undisclosed amount. Since

the Cap is able to gross over $100,000

it's very probable that whatever the

split is he can come out with be-
tween $40,000 and $50,000 for his end.
Paramount, incidentally, is claimed

to b« plenty peeved at Sinatra's

shift away from ^that house
• for ' the first time since he
'became a household' byword. But,

the dope is that the Par had first

"crack at the singer, .but' refused to

pay . the kind of money he and MCA
w^re asking—meaning the percent-

age arrangement.
Bill to accompany Sinatra has

been set only as far as the Skiteh

Henderson orchestra, now at .the

Pennsylvania hotel, N. Y.

Cleric-on-Leave Weds
Co-Troupers in St. Loo

St. juouis, Aug. 19.

Rev. Roland Earson, pastor of the
Christian Church, Enid, Okla., on
leave -during the local Municipal
Theatre season, in which he is a
warbler, last week wed two other
members of the warbling chorus.

He solemnized tbe marriage of

Edith Henderson, soprano, Chicago,
and John Edward Grotberg, tenor,

Valley City, N. D., at the Westmin-
ster Presbyterian Church, w(th~Ed-
win McArthur, the troupe's musical
director, playing the wedding "inarch

on the organ.

Audition Disks Seen

Paving Way for New

Type of Pubs' Royalty
There's a possibility that some-

time in the future music publishers

will be drawing royalties on record-
ings from a completely unexpected
source—the audition disk. Thou-
sands and thousands of the latter

are made annually by various or-

ganizations such i^s rehearsal stu-

dios, advertising agencies, radio
stations, off-the-air-recording firms
which specialize in transcribing

(Continued on page 49)

DRIVE-INS UNFAIR

TO PRO BABY-SITTERS
Chicago, Aug. 19.

Drive-in theatres in and around

Chicago are enjoying a season of

ultra prosperity, and one of the big
' reasons for it is the high cost of

baby-sitters. It's the one way that

parents can spend an evening out

without being on the cuff for guard

duty.

Average tab for baby-sitting in

this town is $4, and that covers four
hours of sitting at 75c an hour plus
the buck for the cab in which the
sitter is sent home. Hordes of Chi-
cago parents have found that they
sidestep this nick and still get a
summer evening's diversion by re-
pairing to a drivc-in theatre, bed the
youngster comfortably in back of
the car and then settle themselves
down for the screen entertainment.

Juke Operators

Take Drops Due

To Tavern Tele
Chicago, Aug. 19.

Jukebox, operators are beginning
to feel the competition from tele-

vision sets located in taverns in the
Chicago area. LOss of revenue from
such spots, compared to the takes
of a year ago, ranges from 10% to

50%, according to such major films

in the jukebox operating field as

the Universal Automatic Machine
Co. and the ABC Music Service
Corp.

(Reports from all over the
country also reveal jukebox de-
clines in taverns as a result of

television). *

It's in the early evening hours
when television in the taverns gets

heaviest attention. Diskbox have
found that during the videocasts,

which average three hours nightly,

nickel-dropping is at its lowest ebb.

On a typical 100-box route collec-

tions are down from an average of

$7 per box to $6 and $5, directly

attributable to tele interference.

This reflects a minimum loss of $100

(Continued on page 55)

War-Shock Film To
Be Remade by Army

In a move to give the public a
glimpse of the Army's psychiatric

techniques in war-shock cases, the

Signal Corps' film division is cur-

rently remaking for general release

one of its top wartime feature-
length documentaries, "Let There Be
Light." Signal Corps made decision
to re-do ."ilm with professional actors

after the soldiers who appeared in

the original film as genuine psycho
cases refused to sign releases.

New production, which will follow
the original's action in exact detail,

will be the first authentic film to

show publicly the narco - synthesis

method for cure of mental disorders.

Joe Henaberry is directing the fea-

ture, with Frank Payne in charge of

production.

OF

By GEORGE ROSEN
The "Mosquito Network" has seen

the last of its dogdays, if the plans

of some of radio's top personalities

and sponsors bear fruition.

Fed up with the brushoff that is

given summertime radio, these pro-
ponents of "let's-give-radio-back-to-

the-people-on-a-52-week-basis" are
ready to put the bite on the bank-
rollers of radio's top shows to per-
suade them and their star perform-
ers to remember their customers in

June as they do in December.
The conviction that summer radio

and its audience pull are being un-
dersold, that an accurate gauge of
June-July-August listening will re-

veal a far healthier situation than
the Hooper ratings now disclose, is

spreading throughout the ad agen-
cies and among, the sponsors with a
momentum that has already sparked
some of them into action.

Eddie Cantor, his sponsor; Pabst,

and the Pabst agency, Warwick &
Legler, have already moved into

high gear. Cantor says it will be
his last summer off the air as the
beer company's star salesman. Pabst
says its summer sales are up 32%
over the rest of the year—"we're

(Continued on page 55)

Pemberton to Join

Equity as a 'Junior'

So He Can Do 'Harvey'
When Brock Pemberton plays the

lead in "Harvey" at the Barter thea-
tre, Abingdon, Va., summer stock
spot the week of Sept. 8, he will
have joined Equity, a requirement
for newcomers in strawhats, as on
Broadway. Becoming an Equityite
will have an ironic angle, as he is

president of the managerial League
o£ New York Theatres and, as a pro-

continued on page 45)

Americans Wary of British Losing

The 'Hollywood Habit' Via Tax Rebuff

Theatre's Biz Dying, So
Doubles for Funerals

Minneapolis, Aug. 19. ,

Lawrence Wilder's theatre at Mil-
ton, N. D., doubles from filmery to

funeral parlor.

Wilder claims show business is so

bad that he needs the additional
revenue. With pic performances
only at night, he rents out the thea-
tre afternoons as a funeral parlor.

British Cabinet

Mulls Alternate

Plans to Pic Tax

BARNEY ROSS, GARFIELD

SPAR OVER FIGHT PIC
Barney Ross, ex-lightweight and

welterweight boxing champ and now.
an exec with the Blackstone Co.,

N. Y. ad agency, has hired Jerry
Geisler, Coast attorney, to represent
him in a snarl arising out of Enter-
prise Pictures' filming- of "Body and
Soul." starring John Garfield.

"Soul," a prizefight pic, was sub-
stituted for a Ross biog which Gar-
field had optioned with the idea of

playing the lead. It's all a matter of

equity. The ex-champ does not rep-
resent that any of the "Soul" story
is part of his life, though the pic
has one slight similarity to an in-

cident in Ross' own life.

Ross reveals that Garfield paid
him $15,000 for options on the biog,

|
but later, without notifying him,
Garfield is alleged to have begun
preparations for "Soul," a prizefight

story based on an expose of gam-
bling and racketeering in professional

(Continued on page 49)

London, Aug. 19.

Prime Minister Clement Atflee,

Herbert Morrison, Ernest Bevin,
Hugh Dalton and Sir Stafford Crip^s
interrupted their holiday to hold a
cabinet session yesterday (18) and
today (19) on the U. S.-British loan
negotiations, giving special attention

to the film tax against Hollywood.
Decisions will include alternative

proposals to tax, which will imme-
diately be phoned to Sir Wilfrid
Eady, treasury mission chief now in

Washington. ,

It's -understooa substitute schemes,
also severe, will include extra long-
term profits freezing and guarantees;
guarantees of greater American ex-

|

penditure on filmmaking in England;
and unimpeded dol'ar flow from
British film earnings. Eady is in-

structed to tell President Truman
that film and tax relaxations are
only possible if America reciprocates
with loan relaxations.

An important treasury official told

Variety: "The American public Is

unfortunately not fully alive to our
I economic plight and we have no al-

ternative, but to curtail by some
!
method prelerably acceptable to

both countries, the present American
film expenditure."
Big Five discussions will also in-

clude blueprint of British film pro-
duction and theatres' future.

Not much has been said about it

on either side of the Atlantic, but
neither British nor Americans ara
unmindful of a strong factor on tha

side of the English in breaking tha
present deadlock on the 75% tax
issue. It's no secret that pictures ara
largely a habit—and U. S. producer*,
no matter whether they get a profit

out of England or not, for the tima
being, won't take a chance for long
on the British people losing tha
habit of seeing American pix or. for-
getting American stars.

Whether they are talking about it

or not, however, the British govern-
ment cannot be unmindful of tha
likelihood of U. S. producers in dua
time tossing overboard their resolva
to send no more pix to England un-
less the tax on profits of Amerieau.
films there is relaxed. Meantime, this

possibility of Britishers forgetting
American pix remains a source of
worry to

;
the U. S. industry, which

is banking on a change in the tax
situation before the present six-eight
month supply of product in England
runs out.

There's another highly important

. (Continued on page 48)

Cohan, Jr., Would Do
Dad's Plays on Radio

George M. Cohan, Jr., who at 33

has just made his belated debut as

an actor, is being offered in Manhat-
tan radio circles as chief personage
of a proposed radio package to swing
on the 54 stage plays in the estate

of his father. The old Cohan pieces

have been little used on the radio
with the possible exception of

"Seven Keys to Baldpate."
Recently the CBS full-hour dra-

matic series, "Studio One,"
off the old Cohan farce,

York's Homer Proves

Just a Fowl Ball For

Elson's Turkey Flyer
Chicago, Aug. 19.

Bob Elson, play-by-playcaster of

the Chicago White Sox games, laid

himself open last week to an em-
barrassing avalancl. . of tetephona
calls when, while Rudy York was
at bat in a night game with tha
Cleveland Indians, Elson offered to

buy turkeys if York hit a homer off

Bobby Feller, who was pitching at
the moment.
No sooner were the words out of

Elson's mouth than York smackedi
out a four-bagger. Calls soon,

flooded the switchboard at Comiskey
park, where the game was being
played, and the bombardment con-
tinued through the next day (Thurs.)

(Continued on page 49)

BEANING FORCES COMO

OFF CHICAGO STAGE
Chicago, Aug. 19.

Perry Como suffered a painful

bruise and bump on his forehead.

Sunday (17) when hit with a hard
piece of candy from the balcony of
the Chicago theatre, where he is

doing a week's stand.

Como had the house lights turned
on and dared the assailant to stand
up and make himself known. After
the hurler elected to remain anony-
mous Como resumed his song but
in the middle of it he broke down
and walked off the stage. The lump

dusted I

was swelling to the size of a walnut.

"Baby |

Como had opened two days earlier in

severe

I
tooth.

pain from an abscessedCyclone," one of the funniest of .

Cohan's works, which had a good i

run years back at the Henry Milter The piece of candy just missed an
theatre, N. Y. eye.
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Metro Explains Misunderstanding

On 5G Bonus to literary Agents
Apparent misunderstanding by •

eome New York literary agents of

a proposed -$5,000 bonus offer by
Metro in connection with its semi-

annual prize novel contest brought

/story editor Kenneth MacKenna into

Manhattan from the Coast Monday
(18). He planed back to the studio

yesterday (Tuesday) after sounding
out a quintet of 10%ers on their

understanding—or misunderstanding
—of the $5,000 proposal.

MacKenna, fearful that it might
be misinterpreted as an unethical

move by M-G, carefully explained
details of the idea—which, incident-

ally, has been dropped because of

negative reaction from the agents.

Proposal, put to the literary reps

by various members of the com-
pany's New York story department
staff, was solely in an effort to im-

prove the prize novel contest, Mac-
Kenna said.

Plan which Metro execs had un-

der consideration and which was to

be tested out on the 10% clan was
for a $5,000 bonus to be given to the

agent whose client submitted the

winning novel, MacKenna declared.

Rules in the past called1 for $25,000

to go to the publisher of the novel,

but never mentioned the agent. 1

The agents interpreted the new
suggestion in a variety of ways, some
of them apparently not being clear

that the $5,000 offer would be con-
nected only with the contest. They
had the impression that purpose of

the coin might be to gain Metro a

first look at story material they
handled, an idea which they be-
lieved unethical.

"

Stirs Metro Execs
.It was this 4 belief, reported in

Variety last week, that stirred

Metro execs and resulted in Mac-
Kenna's hurried trip. He said

Monday night that he was certain

there was now a clear understand-
ing of Metro's position, which was
nothing underhand, since there was
lull intention of printing the $5,000

offer in the brochure containing
rules of the contest.

MacKenna also pointed1 out re-

garding the rules, incidentally, that

Sports Shorts
Lowest attendance mark for a

fight card at Madison Square
Garden was set last Friday (15),

when only 3,442 fans were in the

18,000-seat arena. The gross

was announced as $18,019 which,

however, included federal and
state tax (25%, combined). Box-
office weakness was accounted
for by the fact that a couple of

secondraters topped the card

and the opposition not only was
television but the Yankee night

ball game with the Red Sox at

the Stadium. Garden dropped
its ringside rate from $12 to $8

and, surprisingly, the main
bout, between Anton Raadik and
Ernie Vigh, was well worth
viewing. Vigh was out in front

until the seventh round, when
the Chicago visitor sent him to

the canvas and two minutes
later knocked him out. The odds

were 5 to 12 against him. Strange
angle to the Friday night busi-

ness flop was .that the boxers in

the semi-final bout each got

$1,500, which was considerably

more than the main bouters re-

ceived. Latter were on per-

centage and their share of the

net takings, around $6,000,

amounted to $900 apiece.

Not all the ticket agencies are

in the doldrums because of low
theatre attendance. Brokers are

handling plenty of tickets for

the ball games, especially those

at night.

the wording was being modified for

the next contest, beginning in Oc-
tober. Last one stirred up a flock

of squawks and criticism since 1

Metro not only got rights to the
prize novel, but also bought another
that was entered in the contest, be-
fore other studios had a chance to

*ee it.

Competitors maintained that this

was unfair since Metro's own rules
read that if the company is inter-

ested in purchasing any books be-
side the prize winner, "it will bid
for them in the open market in the
usual way." MacKenna said that

Metro interpreted "the open market"
to mean that the seller "was in the
position of being able to turn down

- the offer."

To avoid any misunderstanding in

the future, however, he stated, the
rules will make it clear that Metro I

may enter into negotiations, prior

to the books being offered to other
studios, for purchase of as many
non-prize winners as interests the
company. In offering $150,000 prize,

with bonuses taking it up to a pos-
sible $275,000, MacKenna said, he
felt Metro had every right to first

crack at the entries.

, Five agents on whom MacKenna
called Monday—and presumably
those to whom the $5,000 question
was put—were Carl Brandt, of

Brandt & Brandt; Margo Johnson,
of A. & S. Lyons; Harold Ober,
Annie Laurie Williams and Sidney
Sanders.

270th .WEEK!
KEN MURRAY'S
"BLACKOUTS OF 1947"

El Capitan Theatre, Hollywood, Cal.

Coming soon, the most unusual
picture ever made. KEN MUR-
RAY'S Production, "BILL AND
COO," in Trucolor. A Republic re-
lease.

British Thesps Stress

Return to England Has

No Bearing on Pic Tax
Flock of British film stars, in-

cluding Rex Harrison, Lilli Palmer
(Mrs. Harrison) , John Mills and
David Farrar, made the New York-
to-London swing on the Queen
Elizabeth Saturday (16), but all of

them declared their trip back had no
relation to the new British tax bite

on U. S. films. Thespers unanimously
deplored the raising of any bars be-
tween the two countries, but pleaded
ignorance on the circumstances fac-

ing the British government.

Both Mills and Farrar disclosed

that they were returning to the U. S.

in about six months for starring

roles in Universal pictures, as yet
untitled. Harrison is also skedded to

return at the end of the year to ful-

fill commitments at 20th-Fox.

Also leaving on the Queen Eliza-

beth for a vacation in London, nov-
elist Frederic Wakeman stated that

he was fully satisfied with Metro's
version of his book, "The Huck-
sters." In any case, he said, writers
have no cause to squawk over pic-

ture versions of their books after

being paid heavy coin unless they
are specifically assigned to the
screenplay.

Also leaving on the steamer were
Uta Hagen (Mrs. Jose Ferrer), and
Arnold C. Childhouse, Motion Pic-
ture Export Assn. manager in the
Netherlands.

D£, May Revise

Pub. Drinking Law
. Washington, Aug. 19.

Long known as a sitdown drinking
town, Washington may get to the

stand-up guzzling class via a ruling

by D. C. Corporation Counsel Ver-
non E. West that there is nothing in

the law which prevents a patron
from roaming from table to table

with his glass.

Internal Revenue Bureau has
started a drive for cabaret taxes
from the town's after-hour spots

which claim to be private clubs and
provide not only refreshments, but
also music for dancing.
Rule on drinking here has always

been that a waiter must serve the
drink at a table, and the liquor

board has- interpreted this to mean
that if a patron moved, the wjsiter

had to carry the glass to another
table. There is no bar rail drinking.

However, West's opinion may lead to

a revolution in the town's public

tippling habits.

Uncle Sam has levied on the fol-

lowing after-hour clubs so far:

$11,000 plus penalties from the Hen-
derson Castle Club; $55,000 in taxes

and penalties from the Culinary Arts
Club; and $6,000 from Allies Club.
Henderson Castle is trying to work

out a settlement; Culinary Arts is

preparing to fight in the courts; and
Allies has suspended dancing.

Paris Sees First Big Showings

Of Fashions Since Before the War

NAME BANDS TOOT

FOR RUNYON FUND
» Hollywood, Aug. 19.

AH the name bands appearing in

Samuel Goldwyn's currently-lensing

"A Song Is Born" (formerly tagged

"That's Life"), are joining for a

giant jamboree tomorrow (Wed.)
night to stage a benefit for Damon
Runyon Memorial Cancer Fund. Par-

ticipating.are crews of Tommy Dor-
sey, Benny Goodman, Charlie Barnet,

Lionel Hampton and Louis Arm-
strong.

Torchlight parade will start at

Hollywood and Vine and culminate
at Dorsey's Casino Gardens ball-

room, which has been donated for

the night to the cause. Danny Kaye
and Virginia Mayo, from "Song"
cast, will be on hand and all monies
will go to the charity.

The American Federation of Mu-
sicians has okayed the bandsmen
giving their services gratis.

Power's Air Tour Tiein

With 'Razor Edge' Preems
Hollywood, Aug. 19.

Tyrone Power goes air-hopping
again; starting early in September,
in a reconverted war plane. Tour
will cover Brazil, the Belgian Congo
and South Africa.

It is designated as a good will

tour, with "The Razor's Edge,"
tarring Power, preeming simultan-
eously with Powers' arrival in each
terrain.

Showboat Style Show
Minneapolis, Aug. 19.

Newest showboat offering in Twin
Cities is a style show. A pair of St.

Paulites, Frank and Madeline Mur-
phy, who own and operate two. shops turning home to speed up England's
for women, have rented the show- production program, which must be

Not Worried About 'Recall'

Hollywood, Aug. 19.

Hollywood's British colony, while
keeping pretty close-lipped on
British situation, isn't particularly
worried about any possible recall to
home shores to build up English
star personnel.

Feeling toward reports from Lon
don that English government may
issue such a- call, so British film in-

dustry will have strong galaxy of
names known to every American
audience for export to U. S., in

event 75% tax stands, is that it's all

talk.

One Briton here declared that it's

not the British way, that were the
British film industry in worse off

way than it is today, England still

wouldn't' send forth recall order for
acting sons and daughters in Holly-
wood.

British film industry is in best po-
sition for marquee names it's en-
joyed in years, it is pointed out.

However that may be, it's cinch
that not many British players here
have any immediate intention of re

Tokyo Rose Yens for Chi

And Chance to Write Book
Tokyo, Aug. 12.

"Tokyo Rose," Jap wartime propa-
ganda-airer, is seeking clearance to

return to the states with her new
husband and live with her parents
on Chicago's Northside.

Now Mrs. Iva Toguri d'Aquino,
she's spent the past 10 months in an
obscure one-room flat in Toklo fol-

lowing her release from Sugamo
Prison because of "insufficient evi-

dence" after being charged with
treason.

Rose is hunting an American
ghoster to scribble her proposed
book, in which she will defend her
wartime activities. She claims it

will reveal the reason why she did
her alleged "treasonable" broad-
casts when she could have "conven-
iently renounced" her American cit-

izenship "in 20 minutes and not be
liable for charges of treason."

Par Dusts Off Action To

Recover 100G Extortion

Coin From Browne-Bioff
Paramount blew the dust off its

long-sleeping case against Willie

Bioff and George E. Browne, de-

posed union leaders, last week when
the company suddenly moved for

summary judgment to recoup $100,-

000 shelled out to them under duress.

Action Jiad been dormant in the
N. Y. district federal court since

1941, when Par had slapped the suit

against the duo, who were then
heading for the federal pen.
Application to win judgment

against Bioff and Browne without
necessity of trial will be heard next
Tuesday (26). The $100,000 Para-
mount claim is part of the approxi-
mately $1,000,000 which the former
officials of 'the International Al-
liance of Theatrical Stage Employees
extorted from the film industry dur-
ing 1936-38.

Action marked time while the duo
languished in the clink as a result
of disclosures made during their
criminal prosecution before Federal
Judge .John C. Knox. None of the
other majors is suing.

Free B-B Henchmen
Chicago, Aug. 19.

Four of Chicago's most notorious
hoodlums, convicted in the George
E. Browne-Willie Bioff extortion case,

were released from federal prison
last week after serving three years
of a 10-year sentence. The dis-

chargees, Louis Campagna, Paul
Ricca, Charles Gioe and Philip
D'Andrea, were sentenced, along
with Browne and Bioff, former heads
of IATSE, for extorting $1,000,000
from picture magnates for "protec-
tion."

Campagna and Ricca say they're
taking up gentlemen farming near
here. Gioe is buying restaurant and
D'Andre is going into the oil busi-
ness.

boat for the style shows:
Audiences are limited "to 250 in-

vited women guests. There's a two-
hour cruise during the show.

I skyrocketed to anywhere near sat-

isfying home exhibs, who are bound
! to suffer through lack of American
I film product.

Three American Plays

Open in Germany
Washington, Aug. 19.

During the past fortnight, three
more American plays have had their
German preems, all in Berlin. "Yes,
My Darling Daughter" opened in the
British sector; "Ah, Wilderness" got
under way in the U. S. sector; and
"Claudia" has been playing in the
Soviet sector. This raises to 38 the
number of different American plays
which have been produced through-
out Germany during the occupation
period. A total of 51 American dra-
matic works have been cleared for
the German stage.

During June, according to. Mili-
tary Government figures, 697 special
film performances were given before
a total of 197,057 German youth and
children in the U. S.. zone of occu-
pation. Military Government spon-
sored 415 of the performances,
whjch were attended by 98,823
youths. The German youth activities

program
.
sponsored the others.

GROUCHO MARX, KRASNA

FINISH COMEDY C0LLAB
Hollywood, Aug. 19.

Norman Krasna and Groucho
Marx finished the first draft of a
logit comedy, "Elizabeth," slated for
Broadway showing this fall. Play
deals with a washing machine man-
ufacturer.

This is the second collaboration
of Marx and Krasna. Their first was
a screenplay, "The King and the
Chorus Girl," for Warners.

Hornblow's Talent

Search in Europe
Paris, Aug. 19.

Arthur Hornblow, Jr., Metro pro-
ducer, has left here for Italy on the
hunt for talent and plays. He'll stop
off at the French Riviera to meet
Ray Milland and his wife prior to
crossing the Rubicon. In Italy. Horn-
blow expects to see Jack and Ann
Warner, vacationing in Rome, and
Gregory Ratoff, who's shooting a
pic there for United Artists distri-
bution.

While in London, the M-G pro-
ducer saw the legiter "Edward, My
Son" and followed through here by
glimming a number of French works.

By MARJORIE SCHLESINGER
Paris, Aug. 12.

Few Hollywood previews ever ex-
celled the glamour and glitter of-
fered by the Paris fashion showing!
here last week. For it was the open-
ing of the fall collections by the top
couteurieres—the first really big ex.
hibitions since before the war.
Countless cars lined up before

each opening. Flashlights popped
as the various newspapers and mag-
azines from the U. S. took pictures
at many of the openings. Beautifully
staged fashion shows were the order
of the day. All very reminiscent of
the golden days before the 1940's.
Even the weather was just right.

The hectic heat wave of the week
before, when three days hit over
100, broke completely. In its stead,
everyone was relieved to find pleas-
antly cool but sunny weather flood-
lighting the scene. With no. air-
conditioning anyplace, a heat' wave
during

,
the openings would have

been ruinous. As it was, the whole
picture assumed a prewar look of
gaiety. Showmanship reigned su-
preme as top-name designers vied
with one another to present new
fashions.

From a formal night opening at

Christian Dior—complete to cliam-
pagne—to a garden' opening at

Jacques Fath, the shows were mag-
nificently staged. True to tradition,

there were souvenirs in some in-

stances a small bottle of the house's
perfume. Best of all was the
wonderful, eye-catching black and

*

gold fan, with his name across one
side, that Dior handed to everyone.
The result was that you saw Dior
fans all over Paris—at lunch in the
Ritz Garden or on the Champs
Elysees, at night at Scheherazade or
the Grand Seigneur, and, amusingly
enough, at all the other collections!

Another good stunt was the intro-

duction of Gres' new pefume during
her opening—by spraying the air

and all the- women in the audience
just as the show began.

•Vcndeuse' Greetings
Black-dressed saleswomen (always

called a "vendeuse") greeted every-
one at every collection. Whole
troops of them wait on the landings
of the stairways to greet their spec-

ial customers and escort them to

reserved seats. Younger assistants

are at hand everywhere, giving out
cards to the buyers, helping the

mannequins pull -themselves to-

gether before each entrance and
calling out the number or name of

each ensemble.

Most of the showings run through
three or four rooms, with the

models going, from one into the
other. The invited guests — many
have to pay for the privilege of

viewing the collection or agree to

buy at least one ensemble—sit on
small gold ballroom chairs with
velvet seats, always crowded close

together. A few houses have slightly

larger satin-upholstered chairs—far
more desirable for those two-and-a-
half hour stretches.

Always a good 15 minutes late,

the show suddenly starts with a

model breezing into the room as she
is- announced.. The major houses
feature a type mannequin. For ex-
ample, there are only tall, thin,

bosomy girls at Dior, all of whom
had learned to swirl as we've never
seen swirling before. Magnificent
showgirls walk in hobble skirts at

Jacques Fath, necessitating mincing
steps. On the other hand, most of

the models at Lucien Lelong. who
also shows many long slim skirts,

have a really slow-motion walk.

These affectations all result in your

getting an especially vivid impres-

sion of the kind of fashion story

each house is trying to put across.

Dior's Collection

As for good captions, quotable

quotes and catch phrases—they had
them. Take Dior, who will undoubt-
edly continue to be one of the most
discussed, most outstanding, and is

one of the most original designers.

His collection, featuring an alto-

gether new silhouet, had everyone
talking,' going back several times so

as to try to absorb it all. His title

for this new look is the "Deniere de
Paris"—which means just the part

of the anatomy you think it docs!

All his emphasis is on back interest

in this group, and one can imagine

no more apt title than that to de-

scribe his silhouet.

Not to be overlooked in this kind

of report are the marvellous, often

amusing, names they give to colors.

My favorite is "Baroe de Bebe"

(barbe means beard, afrl Bebe is

(Continued on page 48)
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MPA WAITING-GAME ON BRIT. TAX
British-US. Situation Forces Rank

To Lower Ceiling to $1,000,000 Pix
London, Aug. 19. t

Wave of economies currently

sweeping through ' the U. S. film

biz as a result of the blowup of

Anglo-American pix relations is

finding its counterpart here. Sup-

porting ttft fact that a nosedive in

international film trade is going to

hit profits and production budgets

on both sides of the Atlantic, J.

Arthur Rank, Britain's top film-

maker, has suddenly clamped a

$1,000,000 ceiling on all future films

•with few exceptions.

With the world situation upset,

Rank has informed his producers

that they must limit expenditures

on pix to a range between $800,000

and $1,000,000. When reports of his

decision circulated in through the

trade, he confirmed his stance on

inquiry from Variety.

At the same time, Rank denied

categorically reports that he had
ordered cancellation of super-pro-

ductions such as Paul Soskin's

"Precious Bane," Arnold Press-

burger's* "Then and Now," the Ann
Todd starrer, "Passionate Friends",

and the Margaret Lockwood starrer,

"Mary Magdalene." These pix will

be resumed after a fortnight studio

holiday, Rank said.

Greater stress will be placed on
(Continued on page 55)

'Amber' Credits Perlberg
Hollywood, Aug. 19.

William Perlberg, who had pro-
duction reins on "Forever Amber"
before directorial and cast changes
were made and Darryl F. Zanuck
took over production responsibili-

ties for 20th-Fox, will receive pro-
ducer credit on the film.

Zanuck on credits will be listed

as presenting picture. Otto Prem-
inger gets directorial credits.

MAKING NO MOVES Hint:

20th, PRC in Unusual

Co-op Maneuver On

Conflicting Pictures
Hollywood, Aug. 19.

Unusual example of inter-studio

cooperation has resulted in the re-

shooting of parts of PRC's "Rail-

roaded," originally titled "Tomorrow
You Die." Film, budgeted at about
$500,000, was based in part on re-

cent Chicago incident involving a
man wrongly convicted and impris-

oned.
20th-Fox toppers, prepping high-

budgeted1 "Northside 777," based on
same incident, learned of the PRC
film when it was nearing comple-
tion. Westwood lot's film complete-
ly revolves around the Chi incident,

with title stemming from phone
number used in an ad which sought
Information to clear the innocent
convict. As a result of extensive
huddles between PRC and 20th

" execs, smaller studio cheerfully
•greed to reshooting its film in or-
der to avoid obvious comparison
With the 20th feature. .

Understood that when huddles
finally broke up, 20th-Fox, wishing
to reciprocate in kind for the ges-
ture, offered to give "advantageous
playing time" throughout the stu-
dio-controlled circuit. Offer was
accepted. • Incident is believed to
be the first in which a smaller stu-
dio and one of the majors were able
to get together and adjust a dispute
•micably.

H'wood Busy

Elsewhere—No
v

Time for B way
Coin-saving determination evi-

denced by all companies since im-
position of the 75% British tax has
virtually eliminated—temporarily, at

least—any thought of pre-production
deals or investments by studios in

Broadway plays. Lack of film

money for angeling is just making
that much tougher the already ex-
treme difficulty which legit pro-

ducers are facing this season in lin-

ing up backing.
Only one pre-production and one

investment deal have been made for

shows coming up, and negotiations

on both were completed long before
the British tax was imposed. Pre-
production arrangement is on "Com-
mand." Metro has sewed up rights

with a $100,000 guarantee against a
$300,000 top. Yarn was bought as a

Clark Gable starrer. It's being pro-

duced on Broadway by Kermit
Bloomgarden and Metro talent exec
Sidney Phillips.

Only show in which a film com-
pany has an investment is "Allegro,"

in which 20th-Fox put $50,000. It's a
musical by Rodgers and Hammer-
stein, being produced by the Thea-
tre Guild. Fox investment Is all out

of the gravy, the studio has made via

investments in two previous R-H
hits, "Oklahoma!" and "Carousel."

Washington, Aug. 19.

Motion Picture. Assn. is playing
them close to the vest in the inter-

national poker game over whether
and how much the 75% British tax
on U. S. pix will be reduced. The
association headquarters here is re-

ceptive and willing to listetf to any-
thing but is making no moves for

the time being. •

Eric Johnston, MPA Prexy, re-

mains in semi-seclusion at his home
in Spokane, with the Washington
offices in charge of Joyce O'Hara.
Meantime, O'Hara is awaiting an
invitation to talk from the British

financial delegation, which began
discussions yesterday (18) on modi-
fication of the $3,750,000,000 loan
agreement. •

'

Shortly before he left London to

come here, Sir Wilfred Eady, one of

the English group, announced he
would contact MPA. The call is ex-
pected for this week, with O'Hara
ready to meet and listen.

So far as he negotiations between
British and American officials are

concerned, the question of the pic-

ture tax is definitely scheduled to

come up, and will probably be given
detailed treatment in a sub-commit-
tee. If there is such a sub-commit-
tee, the Department of Commerce,
which represents the commercial in-

terests of U. S. firms overseas, is

expected to be active. Nathan D.
Golden, .motion picture consultant to

the Department of Commerce, will

probably be appointed a conferee.

Prelim Discussions
Matters are presently in the pre-

liminary general discussion stage

and will not get down to particulars

until next week. The sessions may
(Continued on page 23)

Broidy's Europe Tour
Paris, Aug. 19.

Steve Broidy, Monogram's prexy,
is on a European tour in an attempt
to transfer to the U. S. frozen con-
tinental balances. Broidy succee'ded
1.00% in Holland and hopes to effect
the transfer of $100,000 while in
Paris. He then proceeds to Zurich
and Rome, where Monogram may
consider producing. Jules' Levey
also arrived here to look over the
remittance of coin.
The 'French are due to make the

first payoff this month on the

$11,700,000 due the U. S. film indus-
try, which the government agreed

.
last spring to unfreeze. There is

understood to be a delay due to ac-
counting difficulties.

Sperling Gripped
Milton Sperling, United States Pic

tures prexy, arrived in New York
last Thursday (14) for talent and
story buys but has been bedded in
his hotel with grippe.
Before returning next Monday

(25), he will confer with Warner
Bros. h.o. execs on plans for release
Oi his next production, "Ever the
Beginning," starring Lilli Palmer
and Sam Wanamaker.

Yates, Harry Goetz Still

Puffing Pipe of Peace,

But at Each Other
So far as can be ascertained, little

progress has been made in puffing

the peace pipe since Herbert J. Yates
and Harry Goetz put a match to it

last month. Yates, Republic prexy,

who controls a large block of stock,

and Goetz, a member of the board
who likewise controls a considerable

number of shares, have been in a

dispute since the beginning of the

year over management policies.

Further clarification of the peace-or-

war issue between them is expected

at the board meeting scheduled next
week.
Whether Goetz chooses to make a

compromise, continue his battle or

just resign himself to Yates' man
agement hinges pretty much on the

use of the third large stock block,

that controlled by William. German
as executor of the Jules Brulatour
estate. German has not made his

position clear, sometimes voting with
Goetz and sometimes with Yates.

If Goetz can get further assurances

of support from German, it's pre-

sumed he'll carry on his fight, since

in a battle for stockholder proxies

he'd have a very good chance of

winning. He figures that with Brula-

tour backing he'd control almost
500,000 shares, as against Yates' ap-
proximately 200,000. About 900,000

(Continued on page 20)

ts That Producers May Have

Found It 'Expedient' to Foster

Labor Strife in Hollywood Studios

Easier Way to a Living
Marvin Stahl resigned as Eagle-

Lion producer to take over manage-
ment of Lansing Country Club,
Lansing, Mich. He was golf pro
there from 1937-1942, when he re-

signed to join Pathe Industries as

assistant to Kenneth Young.
Stahl moved over to PRC in 1945

as assistant to Reeves Espy, and
Bryan Foy made him a producer
when E-L was formed. He made
"Born to Speed," "Heartaches" and
"The Big Fix." / •.

'Moral Compensation'

Lacking in 'Brothers/

Sez Breen in His Nix
Contrasting moves on the British

and Yanks on pix standards, high-

lighted last week when the Catholic

Legion of Decency dumped J.

Arthur Rank's "Black Narcissus"

into its condemned bracket, is on the

griddle again.. Rank's "The Broth-

ers," which Sydney Box turned out

at Gainsborough studios, has been
nixed by Joseph Breen on applica-

tion for a code seal.

Breen is cold-shouldering the pic

on the ground it lacks complete

moral compensation. Understood
that he's taken umbrage to a scene

(Continued on page 20)

Mason To Parlay

Producing With

Thesping in U.S.

James Mason intends to turn pro-

ducer and parlay that stint with

thesping in future pix to be made
in the U. S.; he said this week. His

first commitment is a two-picture

deal with Sir Alexander Korda but

once that's tucked away the British

actor will fill in as producer in his

own films.

Initial effort as producer-actor

will probably be on the novel, "Lady
Possessed" which was authored by
his wife, Pamela Ke lino, and pub-
lished in England. Mason said he's

already working on a screen adapta-

tion of the opus in collab with his

wife. Title would be changed to

"Del Palma" since original label is

too similar to "Possessed," a Warner/
Bros, release.

Both J. Arthur Rank and Sydney.

Box, who heads Gainsborough Stu-

dios for Rank, have put the bee on
Mason to take over the pivotal role

of Christopher Columbus in the pic

of the same label, which Box will

(Continued on page 22)

Hollywood, Aug. 19.

Veiled implications that Holly-
wood film producers may have found
it expedient to foster. labor strife in
studios were made in testimony by
W. C. Doherty before a House
Labor sub-committee hearing her*
yesterday (18). Doherty, one of
"Three Wise Men" who authored
jurisdictional directive and later
clarification that the carpenter*
union refused to accept, arrived
from Washington with his two asso-
ciates, W. C. Birthrighi and Felix H.
Knight.

Doherty, an eloquent gent who
never uses one word where two
more sonorous or.es will do, still

didn't use enough of them to bury
the stings. Asked if Pat Cas^y "was
not carrying out the thought you
and members of your commi.tee had
in mind," in giving set-erection work
to IATSE members, Doherty replied:
"Absolutely not. I would 11! e to add
in that connect :on t'.'at oftentimes
industrial relations experts, shall vrm
call them, find it convenient to hav«
strife and differences amcng em-
ployee groups—they may find it to
their advantage."
Adjournment of the session for

the day was halted by Dohe ty's re-
marks at this point. Doherty, Birth-
right and Knight were all sworn in
together and identified themselves
as president of the Letter . Carriers
Union, president of Barbers Union,
retired president of Brotherhood of
Railway Trainmen, respectively. It
was decided that Doherty, who had
acted as secretary of the committee

(Continued on page 18)

MARX, RYAN IN GERMANY
Paris, Aug. 19.

Hollywood actress Peggy Ryan
and her husband, Jimmy Cross, are

joining Chico Marx in Frankfort,

Germany, next Monday (25).

They'll entertain U. S. occupation

troops there for a week.

Wallis Returning
With the shooting in England of

Paramount's "So Evil My Love" now-
polished off, Hal Wallis sails aboard
the Queen Elizabeth next Wednes-
day (27) on the first leg of his home-
ward trek to Hollywood. The Para-
mount producer is due on the Coast,
Sept. 7.

Breakup of the troupe finds Ray
Milland, one of the pic's stars, and
Lewis Allen, director, on the Con-
tinent to film exteriors. Both are
working on Par's "The Sealed Ver-
dict." Geraldine Fitzgerald, another
of the star's of "So Evil," planes for
the U. S. late this month.

National Boxoffice Survey
Break in Torrid Weather Ups Biz — 'Stranger,'

Bachelor,' 'Ruth,' 'Kissing,' 'Hucksters,'

'Brute' Pace Field
were in this high list week also.

Tracy, Hepburn in 'Sun Dow
Hollywood, Aug. 19.

Spencer Tracy and Katherine Hep-
burn will costar in "Before The Sun
Goes Down," Elizabeth Metzger

Howard novel.

Pan Berman produces at Metro
after Tracy winds "State of Union."

Break in the new record heat

wave in many sections of country,

which gave patrons a chance to at-

tend the theatre instead of the

shore, brightened the gross picture

in many key cities during the last

seven days. Even where followed by

a resumption of torrid weather, this

brought a healthier tone to biz gen-

erally.

"Welcome Stranger" (Par) clmbed

into top position this stanza with

"Bachelor and Bobby-Soxer" (RKO)
close behind. In fact, it appears that

only a lack of playdates is holding

the latter from first-place honors

currently. "Stranger" is playing in

more than eight big keys, being

strong in K. C, sock in Washington,

big in Chicago, fine in Minneapolis,

smash in Detroit, a new record in

Philly, sturdy in San Francisco and

huge $105,000 for second week at

N. Y. Paramount.

"Bachelor," only in four cities, is

soaring to a new high in K. C, ter-

rific in two L. A. spots to dominate

field there, great $39,000 in Frisco

and colossal $150,000 for fourth

stanza at vast N. Y. Music Hall.

Others in the Big Six list this

week are "Dear Ruth" (Par), third;

"Wonder Who's Kissing Her" (20th),

fourth; "Hucksters" (M-G), fifth,

and "Brute Force" (U), sixth. All

Runners-up are "Singapore" (U),

"Cry Wolf" (WB), "Rosy Ridge"

(M-G), "Carnegie Hall" (UA) and
"Red Stallion" (E-L). "Gone With
Wind" (MrG) (reissue) is in same
category but an oldie. It is sock to

big in all six spots where playing,

About nine new pictures were
launched during the week. "Life

With Father" (WB), "Life of Walter

Mitty" (RKO) and "Singapore" hint

the greatest future promise. "Father"

is hitting a new record on preem
JST. Y. week. "Mitty" is also nearing

a new high at the Astor, N. Y., and
may top the old mark, "Singapore"

is having a torrid week in L. A.

playing five houses and shapes well

in Frisco. "Stallion" also holds

promise, being solid in Seattle, is

sturdy in five L. A. spots and nice

in Frisco.

"Adventuress" (E-L), another
newcomer, is big in Frisco but get-

ting a big assist from vaude layout.

"Kiss of Death" (20th), which opens

a firstrun policy at the N. Y. May-
fair, Aug. 27, is merely nice in L. A.
"Deep Valley," (WB), due at N. Y.

Strand this week, is mild in Boston.

"Black Narcissus" (U) shapes poten-

tially strong on basis of sock show-
ing this week in N. Y.

(Complete Boxoffice Reports on
Paoes 13-15)
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Exhibs Seen Ultimately Peeved At

British Pix, Cued by Rental Hike
While all branches of the U. S>

film industry have joined in a chorus
of "not us" on a reprisal against
British pix playing in the U. S. be-
cause of the British Labor Cabinet's
confiscatory tax, distribs privately are
predicting an opposite result. Exhibs
ore going to be plenty peeved, dis-

tribs think, if and when the rentals
climb to make up for the deficit in

pix profits caused by the British bar-
ricade. When that happens, there'll

be a backfiring against Anglo im-
ports that'll be loud and strong.

Counterposed to this belief is the
Statement of U. S. Rank organiza-
tion officials that, so far, they've
garnered nothing but sympathy and
understanding from exhibs, both
affiliate and indie. Exhibs are well

. aware of Britain's plight, the Rank-
ites claim after preliminary check-
ups, and there'll be no fading out of

bookings for Anglo pix.

"When exhibitors get hit with
boosted rentals," one distrib topper
put it, "they'll scream blue murder
and then look for a scapegoat. It

stands to reason that the Yanks will

have their knives out for British
Imports. They're bound to suffer on
playdates as a result."

Other side of the picture was pre-
sented last week by William J.

Heineman, sales chief for the Rank
unit at Universal. Bookings have
even improved since the Labor gov-
ernment put through the tax, Heine-
man said. He thinks that the exhibs
ere leaning backwards to avoid any
semblance of reprisals.

Following a week's tour of Penn-
sylvania and New Jersey, Laurence
J. McGinley, sales head of U's Pres-
tige unit comes up with the same
conclusion. "I've- spoken to dozens of
theatre men since the tax was put
through," he said, "and not one of
them indicated any resentment
against the British. They all say that
it would be kicking a man when he's
•down to hold back on bookings now."

There's no resentment, McGinley
asserted, because exhibs understand
that Britain is facing a terrific crisis.

Consequently, it's felt that the move
wasn't intended as discriminatory
against Yank films, but rather a step
towards conserving fast - dwindling
exchange. Step may not be a wise one,
exhibs say, but it was made out of
desperation and not discrimination.

WALLERS BROS. SUED

ON % FALSIFYING

UA Sales Reshuffle
Hollywood, Aug. 19.

Wholesale reshuffle in virtually
entire western' division sales force
of United Artists is underway with
departure from here of division tbp-
per, W. E. Calloway for Salt Lake
City. He will hit Denver and San
Francisco also in setting up new
branch heads, taking Kenneth Me-
Kaig, former salesman on Los An-
geles staff, with him to new post in
Denver.

McKaig will "replace Clarence
Olson in Denver as latter moves into

San Francisco office to replace Nat
Nathanson. Latter goes to Chicago
to take over management spot that
has been vacant for three months
during illness of Syd Rose, branch
head.
There will be no change in Salt

Lake set-up.

In another change in the UA sales
department, John Hughes has been
appointed assistant to Fred M. Jack,
southern district manager. He has
been working for Jack for some
time, out of southern district head-
quarters in Dallas. He formerly
worked under Edward M. Schnitzer,
eastern and Canadian salesmanager
in New York.

GEORGE GIVOT
San Francisco Chronicle says:

"George Givot always a great story
teller . . . Now he sings . . . !

Fort Wayne, Ind., Aug. 19.

Peter G., George and Charles
Mailers, who operate the Mailers
Bros, circuit, comprising 11 theatres
in Ohio and Indiana, are defendants
in suits filed last week in U. S. dis-
trict court by eight distributor com-
panies, which charged that the cir-
cuit has falsified reports of gross
receipts as a means of obtaining
lowered rentals.

Plaintiffs are Warners, Paramount,
20th-Fox, RKO, Universal, United
Artists, Columbia and Loew's
(Metro).

Plaintiffs ask the court to deter-
mine the amount for which they've
allegedly been defrauded.

Stattp Sued

Toledo, Aug. 19

Eight majors hav^ filed separate
percentage-chiseling suits in the fed'
eral district court here against Ells-
worth L. Staup, Paul Stsup and
Capitol Theatres, Inc. Defendants are
charged with turning in alleged
phoney reports for the Capitol and
Star theatres, both in Delphos, O.
Complaints claim that in response

to a request for an audit made by
attorneys for the plaintiffs, books
and records which did not reflect
true receipts for percentage pix were
turned over. Regular and punitive
damages are demanded.

See 75% Tax

As Economic

Spur to Yanks
By ABEL GREEN

Paris, Aug. 19.

The British 75% tax on American
pic may be a. blessing in disguise,
according to continental film men
who from their long-range perspec-
tive, see this as the first concrete
postwar opportunity for the U. S.
film industry to put its economic
house in order.
The international trade crisis in

films may be the wedge for a return
to normalcy on costs, according to
opinion here. It may also spur Hol-
lywood to shake itself into better
general quality of product to com-
pete with the renewed vigorous op-
position from new British and con-
tinental production standards.
The U. S. attitude of staying out

of the British market is deprecated
here because of the lessons learned
from the Spanish precedent. In that
instance it merely meant reissues
and re-reissues of the same oldies,
which benefited only local distribs
at the expense of new American pic-
tures.

While it's conceded that most pro-
ducers should gauge costs on do-
mestic profits solely, with any for-
eign income that much gravy, none-
theless it's figured that the British
situation will be compromised. But
everything is too uncertain now for
any crystal-balling. Obviously, it's

all tied in with the British loan.
Universale board chairman, J.

Cheever Cowdin, is strictly repre-
senting U in his British stay. He
continues huddling with J. Arthur
Rank until Sept. 1.

So far as the French producers are
concerned, their attitude is that the
Hugh Dalton taboo (Chancellor of
the British exchequer) is aimed only
at Hollywood and not the continen-
tals.

U.S. Pic 'Selectivity'

For Abroad Hypoed In

Naming Coordinator
T#lks by Motion Picture Assn.

prexy Eric Johnston and foreign
chief Gerald Mayer with ministers

of education and other government
execs during their recent trip abroad
led to the strengthening last week of

the industry's "selectivity" program.
Selectivity comprises the careful
choosing of films for export and
elimination of those which would be
larmful to U. -S. or industry inter-
ests.

To strengthen the program, John-
ston and Mayer named a fulltime
aide to coordinate the selection. He
is Taylor Mills, former ad exec and
chief of the motion picture division
of the Office of War Information. He
also did a 3,500-page wartane"report
on film activities ift all branches of
government, civilian and military,
while serving as administrative
analyst and budget examiner in the
Bureau of the Budget.

Mills succeeds John G. McCarthy,
who was handling the selectivity
program as a sideline to other duties.
McCarthy has been upped to asso-
ciate manager of the MPA Interna-
tional Division. He left New York
Friday (15) for two weeks of con-
fabs on the Coast McCarthy has
been an aide to Mayer for the past
few months and was formerly an
officer serving in the Office of the
Secretary of the Navy.
Johnston and Mayer were particu-

larly impressed in Norway and Hol-
land, in talks with the respective
ministers of education, on the neces-
sity of very carefully choosing prod-
uct for those countries. Wrong type
films sent there—as well as to other
countries throughout the world—
threatens to create an animosity on
the part of government officials
which could be translated Into fur-
ther restrictions on U. S. film im-
ports.

In addition to the negative angle
of keeping improper pix from going
obroad, Johnston and Mayer, also as
a result of their trip, are planning
strengthening of the activities of
their staff on the Coast to have im-
provements made in film scripts in
order to give them better accept-
ance abroad.

'Right Speech' Could Win Britons

Over to Foregoing All Kx—Box
'Unconquered' Drive
With the tightening foreign

situation, Paramount top echelon
has ordered an all-out domestic
campaign to sell "Unconquered,"
the $5,000,000 Cecil B, De Mille
production. Precedent - setting

memo circulated by Curtis
Mitchell, Par's ad-pub chief, last

week instructed all flacks at the
h.o., studios and field to give pri-

ority to the pic over all other
chores.

Unusual part of the order is

that even dept. heads in the
flackery must report to William
Danziger, exec publicist in
charge of the campaign, and
work under him.
Top Paramounters are plenty

concerned over the film in view
of the shrinking domestic and
fpreign market. It's the most ex-
pensive opus turned out at the
Paramount lot in a long time.

"Unconquered" is slated for U.S.
preem, in Pittsburgh,»in October.

Mayo Quits Par
Hollywood, Aug. 19.

Bobby Ma.vo. in < barge o ' casting
and new talent, and assistant to Bill
Meiklcjohn at Paramount, resigned
after nine years on lot. 'Disagree-
ment with studio chiefs on various
matters" given as leason. He re-
cently took over a ni-mber of
Meiklejohn's duties when latter was
upped to assistant-to-studiorchief

Henry Ginsberg.
Joe Egli, unit casting director, is

MINN. AGGIE BOOM

UPS B.O. PROSPECTS
Minneapolis, Aug. 19.

A reason for boxoffice optimism is

found in a state report just released
indicating that 1947 Minnesota farm
cash receipts are running a third
more than the record income last
year.

In this state, mainly dependent
upon agriculture welfare for its

prosperity, theatre grosses invari-
ably soar when the farmer is in the
big money, as at present.

"Present indications are that cash
receipts from farm marketings in
1947 will again establish a new
record," said R. A. Trovatten, state
commissioner of agriculture, dairy
and food. Statistics for the first fourin line for his spot. Mayo follows

Harvey Claremont, who ch_cked out ' 1947 montb^s indicate receipts "for
as unit casting director several weeks i that period are 33% above those for
ego. I the similar 1946 period."

Goldwyn Centers His

Sales Office in N. Y.
Los Angeles, Aug. 19.

Samuel Goldwyn closed his Coast
office On Film Row and will make
New York the future center of his
sales representation.
Goldwyn's brother, Ben Fish, divi-

sional chief for aU the territory west
of Chicago, will make his head-
quarters in New York.

N. Y. to Europe
Sidney Bernstein
Arnold C. Childchouse
David Farrar
George Gunn
Uta Hagen
Rex Harrison
Serge Koussevitzky
James Earl Lawson
Mr. & Mrs. Mills
Lilli Palmer
Virginia Payne
Mis. Michael Redgrave
Frederic Wakeman

Europe to N. Y.
Abel Green
Dennis Price
Joan Schofield
C. Aubrey Smith

it. Tax Poser

Halts De Mille s

London Trip
Stressing that getting a print to

England before the tax deadline be-
came effective is no assurance that
a pic can be played oft without pay-
ing the tax, Paramount yesterday
(Tues.) cancelled its world preem of
"Unconquered" at the Plaza and
Carlton theatres, London, originally
set for Sept. 17-18. Simultaneously,
Cecil B. De Mille, producer of the
Technicolor production, called off his
projected British trip, which was
timed for the opener.
How many of the U. S. majors' pix

now resting in their British vaults
can be used without paying at least a
substantial slice of the British 75%
tax on U. S. films is a poser which
won't be answered until negotiations
between the U. S. Ambassador to
Britain and the labbrite cabinet
reach some conclusion. Puzzler still

unanswered is whether the Ameri-
can companies must pay the con-
fiscatory bite on duplicates, new ma-
terial, Technicolor matrices an-i mas-
ter prints shipped over • after the
deadline on pix already in Britain.
Case of "Unconquered," the .Cecil

B. De Mille production, which has a
production nut of $5,000,000, poses
the poir> Paramount managed to get
under the wire with, a print of the
spectacle three days before the tax
curtain crashed down. But Para-
mounters havt decided that it

(Continued on page 22)

L. A. to N. Y.
John Archer
Max Baer
Robert Benjamin
Wallace Beery
Irving Berlin
Maurice Bergman
Jerry Bresler
Ronald Colman
Walter Colmes
George Cukor
Dorothy Day
Warren Doan
Margaret Ettinger
Lynn Farnol
Bob Goodfried
Michael Gordon
Jan Grippo
John Harkins
Radic Harris
Rachel Kempson
Kenneth MacKenna
Marvin Miller
John Mills
Clarence Nash
WladimirPozner
Robert Purcell
Ella Raines
Ursula Rank
John Rogers
Sondra Rogers
Maxie Rosenbloom
Nat Sanders
Joseph H. Seidelman
Albert E. Sindlingcr
Jack Skirball
Jerry Sofron
Paula Stone
Howard Strickling
Commander Reginald Venable
Ralph Wheelock
Ralph Wheelright

. Frank Whitbeck

K England stands at the brink of an.
other Dunkirk and it would only
take the "right speech" biy a mem-
ber of the government tjb win the
British people to a willingness to
forego all films. That's the opinion
of Sydney Box, head of Gainsbor-
ough studios and a high official in
the J. Arthur Rank organization.

Box, in the U. S. on a short visit
along with Earl St. John, an Ameri-
can who's top production adviser to
the Rank group, declared that the
U. S. public has only an incomplete
idea of the crisis now facing Britain
"If the right speech is .made," Box
said, "the whole nation would be
behind the government in its stand."

While Box and St. John feel there's
a good possibility that the current
Anglo-American film barrier will be
eased,, both think

. the British thea-
tres can and. will remain open if

the Hollywood ban on shipments to
England stands unabated. Pushed-
up local production, a return to sin-
gle features and widespread playing
of reissues would pull the trick,

they said.

The two Rank officials estimated
that British production of A prod-
uct could be upped to a total of 100
annually from the present 60 pix if

the industry was pushed into that
position. The Rank organization,
they said, could step, up its pace
from the present 35 films annually
to 45. It would probably mean, Box
added, that such super-productions
as "Hamlet," now being fashioned by
Sir Laurence Olivier, would go by
the boards, but the quality of other
A's would hold.

Present consumption of first-runs

in Britain is 156 yearly, Box said.

That's one-a-week for each of the
three major circuits—British-Gau-
mont, Odeon and ABC.

Head for Coast

Both execs are heading for the

Coast this week, Box to observe
Yank production methods and St.

John to work out details with Uni-
versal's toppers on an exchange-of-
talent deal which Rank closed with
U on his recent trip. Box is also on
the make for James Mason, who he'd

like to ink on a pic deal.

Box returns to England, Sept. 3.

St. Jolin goes back with William
Goetz, Universal-International's pro-

duction chief, and possibly Leo Spitz,

head of the U-I board, Sept. 18.

Goetz wants to borrow David
Lean, director and producer of

"Great Expectations," as does prac-

tically every other U. S. major, St
John said. Another high on the list

is Jean Simmons, young actress who
played in "Expectations" and is now
opposite Olivier as Ophelia in "Ham-
let."

Production trend in Britain is

away from the semi-documentaries
and serious endings in favor of hap-
pier curtains, Box said. Most of the

equipment, he added, is 11 years old

or more while his newest camera is

nine years old. "We find it very

good for us," Box declared. "It's

not good to get things too easily."

Commenting on the nix which
Joseph Breen has placed on his pic,

"The Brothers," Box said U. S. pro-

ducer's had it easier because o£ their

proximity to Breen, which made last

huddles more feasible. Localeing a

Production Code rep in London
would not be the answer, Box said,

because "we don't think an oulpost

would be enough."

When Breen visited. England. Brit-

ish producer supplemented, it was

(ar simpler to hammer out differ-

ences. "We found him extremely

ingenious in getting around his own
code," Box quipped.

N. Y. to L. A.
Sidney Box
John Brown
Ken Carpenter
John R. Clark
Alex Cohen
Staats Cotsworth
C. J. Feldman
Norman Field
Bill Gavin
E. T. Gomersall
Walter Gould
Mark Hellinger
Russell Holman
Harry James
Muriel Kirkland
Charley Cantor -

F. J. A. McCarthy >
Fred Meyers
A. J. O'Keefe
N. Peter Rathvon
R. M, Savini
Harry Von Zell
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PRODUCERS'm ECONOMY WAVE
Biggest Half-Year for fix

Washington, Aug. 19.

Film industry stockholders had their biggest half year in history

during the first six months of 1947, according to dividend' figures re-

leased last week by the Department of Commerce.
In that period it cut melons for a total of $24,286,000, compared

with $17,108,000 for the first six months of 1946, the former top record
period. In June of this year the dividends amounted to a terriffic

$7,967,000, which was 43% over the $5,570,000 for June, 1946.
'•,'"

And that's not all. Department of Commerce reminded that these

figures are only publicly reported cash dividends which normally
account for only' about 60% of all the cash dividends actually paid.

RKO Figures on Lush 3d-Quarter

After Half-Year Profits Dive
With a number of the hottest \>.o.i

prospects on deck or already hitting

{he screens, RKO looks for hypoed
third-quarter returns after a sad 50%
second-quarter dip (before taxes) in

profits. Duo of coin-copping pix
Which should help RKO recoup lost

ground are "The Bachelor and the

Bobby Soxer," which is terrific in

its first handful of spots, and "Cross-

fire," scoring big at the Rivoli (N.Y.).

Company is also counting heavily on
Robert Riskin's "Magic Town" and
"The Long Night," due for playing
during the current quarter.

Postwar slide in film profits took a'

sharper tilt last week with the RKO
half-year fiscal report. Company's
profit from operations for the 26

weeks ended June 28 (before taxes)

tobogganed to $6,461,494 against last

year's peak of $11,589,703 for the

equivalent period. Company re-

forted a $2,579,419 operating take
before taxes) against 13-week rev-

enues of $5,345,140 in 1946 for the

Second quarter. .

Net, after taxes, was off consider-

ably less due to a profit of $1,605,852

from the sale of capital assets, which
proceeds were added to' the~operat-

irig net. Company's net, after all

charges, hit $5,107,347 for six months
against $6,881,352 which RKO snared

in '46. Second-quarter net, which
included a $1,603,243 slice of the

revenues garnered from sale of cap-

ital assets, toted to $2,836,663, not far

under the $3,205,398 in the second
stanza last year.

While the report didn't so indicate,

it's understood that the capital assets

sale embraced a number of theatres

in which RKO had a partial interest.

Liquidation of theatre holdings was
part of .the transactions in which
RKO severed operating pools with

indies and other majors under the

July 1 decline set by the anti-trust

decree.

Company's net after taxes was fur-

ther buoyed by the lesser federal

bite which RKO paid on profits from

(Continued on page 18)

5,100 Extras in 'Bells'

Hollywood, Aug. 19.

Total of 5,100 extras will be used

in the Jesse Lasky-Walter MacEwen
production, "Miracle of the Bells," the

second largest number in the his-

tory of RKO. Studio record is held
by "The Hunchback of Notre Dame,"
made in 1937 with approximately 6,-

000 atmosphere players.

Calls for "Bells" will be spread out
over the film's 14-week filming

schedule, with no more than 700 ex-
tras on the set at any one time.

Goldwyn Bows to Army

Request for 'Best Years'

Distrib in Occupied Areas
At request of the War Dept.,

Samuel. Goldwyn is making avail-

able for showing in occupied areas

his "Best Years of Our Lives." Al-
though Goldwyn has consistently re-

fused to join the Motion Picture Ex-
port Assn., which distributes U. S.

pix in the Army-controlled terri-

tories, MPEA will handle "Years."

Since all coin is frozen in the oc-
cupied countries—-Germany, Austria,

Japan and Korea—Goldwyn will get
no money out, for the time being, at

least. In fact, it costs American com-
panies something over $10,000 a pic-

ture to distribute in these areas, since
they must pay for dubbing and raw-
stock.

James Mulvey, Goldwyn sales
chief, agreed to the MPEA handling
of "Years" after receiving a wire
from Brig. Gen. Robert A. McClure,
chief of the New York field office
o( the Reorientation Branch of the
Civil Affairs Division of the War
Dept. McClure stated: "Realize you
are not a member of the Export As-
sociation, but that organization as-
sures me its willingness to distribute
this film for use in Germany, Aus-
tria, Japan and Korea if agreeable
to you."

MPEA is to get a distribution fee
out o£ the frozen income derived
from exhibition.

U, Rank Partners

In Dutch Theatre

Circuit Purchase
Universal is partnering with J.

Arthur Rank in a move to buy into,

the Maatschappj Tushinski, Dutch

theatre circuit which operates 10

houses, holds partnership interests

in two others and has five licenses

to rebuild destroyed theatres. In a

complex deal, Rank will pay 550,000

pounds ($2,000,000), while U turns
over 10,000 shares of its preferred
stock to Laudy Lawrence as price
for a third interest in the theatre
chain.

All details of the venture have
been worked out and inking is

awaiting approval of the British
treasury on an application of Rank
and U to form a holding company in

which the third interest would be
vested. Okay of the Securities Ex-
change Commission, the Dutch gov-
ernment and the British government
has already been snared.

With an eye towards the deal,

Tushinski was recently formed when
Dr. Koop Blum, Dutch operator, i and
the Strengholt interests consolidated.

Lawrence held stock interests in

Strengholt and he transferred those
holdings to the latter company with
the understanding he is to receive

U's preferred stock. Once the trans

action is closed, Blum and Streng
holt will hold a two-thirds slice of

Tushinski stock, Rank and U the

balance.

Lawrence, incidentally, is foreign

manager for David O. Selznick.

BRITISH 75% TAX
Hollywood, Aug. 19.

Producers have started a definite

move to trim costs 30-40% to coun-
teract effects of the British tax. The
majors are holding up stars of all

pix hot presently lensing until casts,

sets and construction costs are
trimmed to conform with new low-
ered budgets, also until scripts are
ready for uninterrupted schedules.

Big drive is against labor costs, set

construction, script and shooting

waste, plus high-salaried name play-

ers employed briefly in important
roles.

Through cooperation of agents,

studios are getting reduction on
prices of players. Salaries for single

pictures are being pared .when
players are used for short times
only. Smaller sets, only those that

will show to advantage, are the

order of day. This'll cut construction

nut and probably shorten shooting
time.

It's becoming a fixed policy that no
cameras turn until a script is in per-

fect shooting shape. Writing of

scenes off the cuff, Just ahead of

lensing, will be a thing of the past.

Metro has given an example of re-

ducing of star casts. Through nego-
tiations with agents, original budget
of $1,200,000 for players in "Joan of
Lorraine" has been shaved to $751,-

000. The studio, leader in the econ-
omy wave, when it started reducing
studio overhead, is trimming shoot-
ing times from 25-40% throogh bet-
ter preparation of stories before
they're sent to cameras, plus general
speeding up. Films formerly requir-
ing 54 days are being reduced to 36,

those skedded for 36 are budgeted
on 24-day basis. All Metro produ-
cers have been ordered to trim
scripts to proposed • running time.
Expensive scenes and sequences not
carrying vital thread of story are
being eliminated.

Sets for "Joan" will be kept at

$300,000 mark. As result of various
economies, "Joan," originally budg-
eted between $5,000,000-$6,000,000

is now slated for $4,000,000, -or less.

Budget on screenplay, "So This Is

N. Y.,"' has been trimmed in excess
of $325,000. Bringing down esti-

mated cost to around $925,000, so
that American gross alone will still

give firm nice profit. Trimming was
"accomplished after four-day huddle
between producer Stanley Kramer
and scripters Carl Foreman, Herbert
Baker, production manager Joe
Gilpin, plus art and construction de-
partment toppers. Action represents
35% saving, with high cost of con-
struction, and time consumed in
shooting eliminated in favor of
imaginative use of cameras.

Long-Awaited Economy Into High At

H.0.s With Slashes Due Everywhere

Daily-Change Reissues

May Go 6 at N.Y. Palace
Switch o£ the Palace, RKO's first-

run Broadway house, to a straight

film repertory program will definite-

ly extend for three weeks, and may
stretch to five or six. Policy of play-

ing a different oldie each day has
been paying off solidly, according to

RKO-ers. Palace teed off on its sec-

ond week of reissues yesterday
(Tues.) on a reduced boxofflce scale.

While" original plan was to play a

different pic each day, with no re-

peats, several of the films are slated

for encores because of b.o. perform-

ance. Return engagements are set

for "Bells of St. Mary's," "Love Af-

fair" and "The Spanish Main."

Current reduced scale is 50c.-70c-

$1, It was 60c.-$1.20 when the Pal-

ace played first-runs.

Gallup 'Researches'

Own Outfit, Axes 4

Key Execs, Others
Economy measures which have

been rumbling through the industry
recently have hit Dr. George Gal-
lup's Audience Research Institute.

Four key execs and a number of
lesser employes were handed their
walking papers at the end of last

week. It's said that staff cuts total-

ing 30% in all departments are about
to be made.
Several research accounts have

been lost and only one new one
gained in the film industry since top
exec personnel was shuffled last

November. Accounts lost were Hal
Wallis Productions and Metro. Lat-
ter was a six months trial. Sole new
account tied up by ARI's Hollywood
topper, Jack Sayers, was Enterprise,

a trick deal calling for total payment
of $25,000. However, only $2,500

was paid down, with the rest to be
handed over if and when the unit's

"Arch of Triumph" earns back its

negative cost.

English tax situation threatens to

hurt ARI and may be back of the

Gallup economy move, since two of

his accounts, Universal and Disney,

depend on foreign income for profits.

Gallup also recently set up a British

edition of ARI. which undoubtedly
will be badly hit as a result of the

tax. Sayers, incidentally, had a

(Continued on page 23)

Col. Pays Exec Bonus
While the industry fanfared

the need for economy last week
because of the British ad valor-
em tax maneuver, Columbia
quietly handed out annual bo-
nuses to all officers and depart-
ment heads. Future profits are
uncertain, execs were told in re-
ceiving the melon, but the
bonus was made possible by rec-

ord profits during 1946.

Practice of distributing bo-
nuses yearly has been followed
by Columbia for a considerable
stretch of time.

U Oils Out H.O.,

Udm Talent

And Story Depts.
Trimming its overhead in' line

with the current economy wave,
Universal is dropping both its home-
office and London story and talent

departments. James Poling, U's New
York story editor, decamped Friday
(15) and no replacement for him
is planned. London office is being
shuttered and Robert Lantz, who
headed the talent and story wings
there while also serving as liaison

man with the J. Arthur Rank organi-
zation, is being shifted to other
duties.

Some six minor employees remain
in the h.o. story and talent depart-
ments. Martin Spector, last chief of

the talent end, was handed his pa-
pers two-and-a-half months ago.

Florence Odets, assistant to Poling,
received similar treatment two
months back.
Poling came to Universal last No-

vember from a berth with Double-
day. He succeeded Larney Goodkind,
who had held down the story spot
for many years. Robert Goldstein,

eastern studio rep and overall com-
(Continued on page 42)

• The pic business pulled in the
slack in its belt this week as the
long-awaited economy wawe went
into high.

Touched off by the British con-

.

fiscatory tax, the postwar drive to
cut expenditures, figured to soma
sooner or later, was launched by the
majors with penny-saving reforms.
But from the current point of trifling

restrictions now being imposed by
top echelons, trade circles foresee a
buildup starting at the home of-
fice which will slash expenses to the
bone in every phase of production,
distribution and exhibition.

First moves drew little blood but
plenty of attention. Most companies
contented themselves with ukases
banning replacements or nixing
overtime work. Effect, however,
has been dynamite with the indus-
try's lesser fry, now in a dither
over the fear of wholesale dismis-
sals.

White the British cabinet's sur-
prise action has been the spring-
board for the economy epedimic, the
pruning process is figured to con-
tinue despite any settlement which
may corne in the Anglo-American,
film squabble. Many of the majors,
execs note, rehired their servicemen
employees without 1

- letting out war-
time personnel. With swollen profits

definitely out, process of cutting

down help to a peacetime footing is

constdered overdue.
Nonetheless, first moves on the

penny-pinching side by the majors
drew plenty of squawks from depart-
ment, heads and their subordinates.

One beef voiced frequently was that

the British situation was a phoney
excuse to slice small conveniences
when toppers were fairly convinced

(Continued on page 20)

Harris-Broder Reissues

Sought by Classics

While preparing to release its

initial picture in the new production
field, Film Classics is likewise nego-
tiating for distribution of a flock of

reissues owned by the Harris-
Broder outfit. First new film will be
"Spirit of West Point," starring

Felix "Doc" Blanchard and Glenn
Davis. It's in the cutting room now
and FC prexy Joseph Bernhard
hopes to have it in release in time
for the current football season in or-

der to capitalize on the expected
b-.o. pull of the pair of grid stars.

Harris-Broder deal, which Bern-
hard is about to sew up, calls for

FC release of a group of United Art-

ists films to which H-B holds rights,

and approximately 50 of the batch
of 300 or so pix that H-B recently
acquired from Universal. FC will

handle these on strictly a percentage
releasing basis, with no investment.

In the new picture field, Bernhard
is understood also to be negotiating
to have made for his banner the

"Falcon" series. This group, starring

Tom Conway, has been made in the

past by RKO. Blanchard-Davis pic

was acquired in a package deal with
producers Harry Joe Brown and John
W. Rogers, with Bernhard making an
investment. He's also expected to in-

vest in the "Falcons."

M-G's 75G for Story
Metro reportedly paid $75,000 to

George Tabori for a short story,

"Basra," which he is to develop into

a novel. Tabori, a Hungarian writer,

is currently working on the Metro
tot on another assignment.

Basra is name of a town in the

Middle East. It's the locale of the

drama, which concerns " afTTEnglish

army doctor after World War I.

U-I Studio Lops Off

200-300 in Seasonal

Dip; No Pic Plans Cut
Hollywood, Aug. 19.

Between' 200 and 300 employees
have been laid off by Universal-In-
ternational in a seasonal slowdown
following confabs of top execs on
problems imposed by British tax sit-

uation. Studio, however, will pro-
ceed with its original production
program as planned, on a "stream-
lined setup," according to Nate
Blumberg, Universal prexy.
That the axe has almost quit fall-

ing was indicated by Blumberg in hi*

statement that changes in personnel
and realignment of duties, as re-

quired by the increased efficiency

plan, are now practically completed.
It is obvious that all motion pic-

ture companies, including our own,
must effect savings. However, these
savings must come from increased .,

efficiency, from greater effort of en-
tire personnel, both at studio and in
distribution. We are determined not
to sacrifice quality of or reduce
number of productions on our pro-
gram."
Reports from studio were that the

number of employees laid off was
natural result of winding three top-

budgeters in a row. They are
Nunnally Johnson's "Senator Was In-
discreet," which folded last week;
Wanger's "Tap Roots," which wound
Monday (18); Kanin Productions
"A Double Life" checking put yes-
terday ,19).

Blumberg presided over meet-
(Continued on page 23)

BUCHANAN RESIGNS

UA PUBLICITY POST
Hollywood, Aug. 19.

Barry Buchanan, Coast public re-

lations director for United Artists,

resigned yesterday (18), effective

Sept. 1. He has been with the firm
three years, holding ad-publicity

director's post in New York a year,

taking on the Coast job in 1945.

Buchanan is ankling UA to finish

editing his "Encyclopedia of Show
Business," which he has been com-
piling for 11, years.

Lexicography stint will be finished

in about five jnonths, with an early

"spring publishing " date set for the
eight volumes.
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Big Boxoffice Hits Get Brush

In Minnesota Combine Tangle

Wednesday, August 20, 1947

Minneapolis, Aug. 19. f
As a result of two of'the leading

local buying combines and many of

the distributors being "on the outs,"

many of the best boxoffice bets, in-

cluding "Jolson Story" and "Cali-

fornia," are being passed up in

numerous important situations

throughout the territory. Distribu-

tors are accusing the combines of

"unfair tactics and pressure" in at-

tempting to dictate deals, while the

combines insist that distributor de-

mands have been unreasonable and
unfair.

Both sides are standing pat, and

exchange heads here are understood

to have received homeoffice in-

structions to resist the combines'

"dictates" regarding prices and con-

ditions even though all product re-

mains unplayed.
On their part, the combines

aren't giving on inch; either, and

the resultant stalemate finds Thea-

tre Associates, comprising such of

the territory's biggest and most suc-

cessful independent theatre circuits

as those of W. R. Frank, Bennie

Berger and Eddie Ruben, foregoing

Paramount product entirely, though

it has a large number of outstand-

ing boxoffice hits. It also refused to

buy the last 20th-Fox group and
Monogram's "It Happened on 5th

Avenue" at the deals offered.

Independent Theatres, another

non-profit buying combine that in-

cludes most of the leading Twin City

independent exhibitors, has refused

to buy "Jolson Story" although the

latter has broken boxoffice records

in many of the territory's situations;

"California," another big "grosser Jn

Win Jackson Pk. Round
Chicago, Aug. 19.

Major film distributors won a tem-
porary victory in the monopoly suit

of the Jackson Park theatre when
the Federal circuit court of appeals

in Chicago last week granted a 60-

day stay against its own mandate to

the lower court. The upper tri-

bunal had the week before ordered

that Balaban & Katz and the distribs

desist from further complained-of

booking practices against the Jack-

son Park, a southside naber.

Attorneys for the defendants have
indicated that they will appeal to the

U. S. Supreme Court for a writ of

certiorari before the stay expires.

Palestine Strife Detours

Kline-Levin's 'Ruth' Film
Hollywood, Aug. 19.

Herbert Kline and Meyer Levin,

who produced "My Father's House"
in Palestine, have abandoned their

plans to make "The Story of Ruth"
in that area, as a result of the cur-

rent strife.

Film will be made in this country
instead, with background shots to

be made next year in the Holy
Land if conditions warrant at that

time. .

the spots played, and other -such

releases. It even expelled one of its

members, Martin Lebedoff,- operat-

ing two local de luxe neighborhood
houses, for defying it and buying
"Jolson Story."

It's claimed that the combines'

increasing demands tor continuously

lower rentals and "unreasonable"

conditions make for "unfair treat-

ment" of product offered. The
charge has been made that combine
'members complaining the most
about film rentals have been con
sistently making very high profits

in the aggregate on the products
involved.
The stage has been reached where

more and more companies are tak-

ing the position that ''we don't care

whether we sell the combines or

not" and, under any circumstances,

"we're not going te permit them to

dictate the deals."

Combine spokesmen scoff at the
charges of "unfair tactics" and
"pressure." They assert they are in

the market to -buy pictures at fan-

prices that will net their members
a reasonable profit, and conduct
negotiations te that end. When they
can't make what they consider a
"satisfactory" deal they simply pass
up the product in question, they
eay.

Even exchange heads making
deals with the combines, however,
assert the groups are becoming in-

creasingly difficult to do business
/with and say they also may have to,

discontinue relations if the combines'
• keep on insisting on making "such
hard bargains." If there are "lock-
outs," it's pointed out, the combines
will be the principal sufferers, inas-

much as they need pictures to keep
their theatres open.

Legiter's Click Pic

Switch May Cue

Limited N.Y. Deal

Switch of the Fulton, N.Y., from
legit to films last week lias proved so

successful that City Investing Co.

may also shift another, of its legiters

to celluloid. Second house would be

the Bijou, on 45th street, right off

Broadway, and just back of the Ful-

ton.

Move at the' Bijou depends on get-,

ting .proper product for the 750-seat-

er. Fulton's initial week's success

-with a pic was scored with J. Arthur
Rank's British-made "Black Narcis-

sus." Should strong biz continue, ac-

cording to Maurice Maurer, speaking

for City Investing, Fulton will drop

its tentative fall legit booking and
continue with films, with perhaps

both the Fulton and Bijou operating

.as "art" houses.'

Top gross run up by "Narcisus" in

its initial stanza, ending last night

(Tuesday), was .aided by generally

strong reviews on the pic, plus con-
siderable publicity brought about
by condemnation from the Legion of

Decency. Catholic reviewing organ-
ization gave it a "C rating, and
claimed it "a affront to reli-

gion and religious life." It deals with
monks and nuns in a mountain mis-
sion.

House, a 740-seater, got $3,600

opening day on grind policy at $1.50

top. Universal, which is distributing,

has only three prints of the Tech-
nicolor pic, so is prevented, until

more are acquired around Oct. 1,

from taking other dates.

Extras Vote 2,603-21

To Extend Pact 7 Mos.
Hollywood, Aug. 19.

By an overwhelming vote, the
members of the Screen Extras Guild
decided to extend their current
labor contract with the major film
producers to Aug. 1, 1948. The bal-
lot was 2,603 to 21. The old pact
was due to expire Dec. 31 of this

yoar.

After Aug. 22, when the Taft-
Hartley law goes into effect, SEG
will file a petition with the National
Labor Relations Board for a special
election to demonstrate that a
majority of its 4,000-odd members
want to retain the guild shop. Mean-
while, guild shop provisions will
continue under the extension of the
old contract.

SORRELL, 8 OTHERS,

APPEAL INDICTMENT
Los Angeles, Aug. 19.

Herbert K. Sorrell and eight other
labor leaders, indicted on criminal
conspiracy charges in the Hollywood
film strike, filed a petition with the
District Court of Appeals for a writ
of prohibition. Defendants charge
"gross lack of competent evidence
and illegal presentation of inflam-
matory evidence to the Grand
Jury."

Involved with Sorrell in the case
are Carl Head, Matthew Mattison,
Edward Gilbert, Andrew Lawless,
Russell McKnight, Norval Crutcher,
John Martin and Lou Whitman,
members of Film Technicans Local
683 and the Conference of Studio
Unions.

State of Maine Gives

Terrif Assist to WB In

'Father' Debut Junket

Skowhegan, Me., Aug. 19.

Warner Bros.' $40,000 "Life With
Father" railcade to this town for

film's premiere at Lakewood Play-
house, site of original's tryout eight

years ago, was saved from clambake
Thursday (14) by terrific assist from
Maine Development Commission.
Latter embodied cuffo actual 'bake

and Senator Owen Brewster's head-
liner participation, including a ra-

I
dioed Hughes gag,

Junket finally unloaded horde of

rumpled press people to assembled
name-expectant citizens of this town,
who had shuttered all business for

the day. Irene Dunne and William
Powell couldn't make it, and the WB
contract players also took raih-

checks. Alan Hale alone was on
hand—and he isn't even in the pic-

ture!

Maine Development Commission's
efforts' started when group reached
Lakewood area, with Governor Hil-

dreth and Senator Brewster working
as hard to save the day as all the-'

WB Hackery. Publicity might be
considered a reciprocal item in such
circumstances, but here the politicos

were also the professionals. Over
another, the locals helped supply
the sock, with even Mrs. Brewster
calling them "Warmer Bros." in
deference to the weather.

A sock inclusion in the program
was stage prolog to the unreeling.
Howard Lindsay and Dorothy Stick-
ney, in original costumes and . set,

recreated
. twe scenes from their

opener eight years before.

Event of the day that will be re-
membered longest was fortuitCus
breakdown of temporary projection
equipment at juncture in film where
there. was a moment of blackout and
silence, after which the soundtrack
suddenly came back on and Powell's
voice emitted arr> agonized "Gad!",
as if his spirit were part of the
junket
Friday morning (15) saw frontpage

spreads in four Boston dailies, while
most Maine papers were devoting
half their issues to the event. Which
certainly was a gauge on the click

press job of Mort Blumenstock and
his WB press bunch, all this de-
spite the 'lack of names around
whom they could work.

BAKRY-UPPEHT INDIE
Hollywood, Aug. 19.

Don Barry and Robert L. Lippert
organized a new indie production
unit for release through Screen
Guild.

First picture will be "Cellblock,"

with Barry doubling as producer
and star.

20th's 2 More Reissues
Reissue parade by all the com-

panies continues, with 20th-Fox an-
nouncing two for September, in
addition to a trio of new pix. Re-
turners are "How Green Was My
Valley" and "Swamp Water."

Newcomers comprise "Mother
Wore Tights," Technicolor produc-
tion starring Betty Grable and Dan
Valley" and "Swamp Water."
ring Victor Mature, Brian Donlevy
and Coleen Gray, and "Second
Chance," a Sol Wurtzel production.

6-DAY M-G SALES

CONFAB FOR COAST
Six-day sales confab of Metro's

field sales managers and h.o. execs
is slated at the Ambassador hotel,
Los Angeles, starting Aug. 30. Meet
will be presided over by William F.
Rodgers, M-G's veepee and general
sales manager.
Rodgers trains for Chicago tomor-

row (Thurs.) for a stopover of sev-
eral days before taking off to the
Coast. H.o. staffers Edwin W. Aaron
and Edward M. Saunders, ass't gen-
eral sales managers, and Henderson
M. Richey, head of exhib and public
relations, leave Aug. 28 for the Coast.
- Field execs attending will be John
P. Byrne, John J. Maloney, Burtus
Bishop, Jr., Rudolph Berger and
George A. Hickey.

37V2C Disney Divvy
Quarterly dividend of 37%c per

share of 6% cumulative convertible

preferred stock of Walt Disney Pro-

ductions was declared by the board
last week. ,

Pie will be sliced Oct. I, with

stockholders of record. Sept. 13, cut-

ting in on the divvy.

Col. Sets H.O. Meet
Of Mgrs. for Aug. 25

Meeting of division managers,
branch managers and home office
execs has been set by Columbia
Pictures for Aug. 25 in New York
Abe Montague, general sales man-
ager, will preside over the session,
which will discuss entire 'national
sales picture and handling of Col's
Technicolor musical, "Down to
Earth."

Execs attending the conclave will
include Jack Cohn, executive vice
prexy; Abe Schneider, vice-prez and
treasurer; Nate Spingold, vice
prexy; Maurice Grad, short subjects
sales manager; Harry Kaufman , ex-
change operations' ~ niahagerT" "and"
others.

A Thumkose Sketch—William Gaxton
By JOE LAURIE, JR.

In San Francisco on Dec. 2, 1893, there wa* a terrific rumbling of the
land, as if it was an earthquake. Investigation proved it was caused by
the birth of a boy baptized Arturo GAXIOLA. Later in life he changed
it to William Gaxton,

Bill's parents were Irish and Spanish. When he was six months old the
neighbors came around and asked1

, "Can he talk yet?". And his fond
parents said, "We're teaching him to keep quiet." Even at that early age
Bill changed his clothes a dozen times a day. The boy grew older and
went to school for backward and forward children. He attended the
Lowell School and the University of California. He first started doing
amateur theatricals, and studied at Santa Clara College. Today when you
mention college to Bill he acts like his entire venture was an unfortunate
accident.

The next false step our hero took was to play an "undercover part" in
a play called "The Count of Monte Cristo." His part was to go under the
canvas and shake it to make it look like waves. So you see he started

in show business not exactly all wet, but he was beginning to dampen in

spots even then. He then formed a partnership with a fellow called Rudy
Cameron (even then he liked the name, of Cameron. He later married
Madeline Cameron, the. sweetest of all the Camerons). They did an act
called "Smiles, Songs and Stuff." They were vaudeville's favorite exit.

They showed their act in the east, at Morrison's Rockaway. The theatre-

had a tin roof, and when it would rain it would make such a noise that

it would drown out the talk and singing of the acts on the stage. The
boys opened up on a rainy afternoon. The manager was not sure, so he
kept them for the night show. It stopped raining but Bill hired a kid to

play a hose on the roof while they were on. The manager still doesn't
know if they were funny. The boys then got a job for Joe Shea, playing
the Aveling and Lloyd parts in an act. called "Tempest and Ten," with
'Zena Keefe, on the Pantages circuit. When they finished reading their

notices they called it the "Pan Time" Cameron then fell heir to a large

estate. Bill didn't, so he went back to his hobby of collecting want ads.

He then joined two great artists in a sketch billed "Nick Long and Idaline

Cotton, hindered by Bill Gaxton." It only got as far as the Harlem Opera
House. He then joined the Benton and Bond act, playing Fred Bond's
part. This act used to work steady until Bill joined it. . He then did an act

with Bobby Watson, a Scotch act—but the' jokes weren't close enough
together. It was a case ot_two boys in search of an audience. He then
went for a while with Joe Hart's "Somebody's Baby," then was fea-

tured with the talented Ann Laughlin. it was a great act. She carried

the act, while Bill carried the grips. He then replaced Douglas Fair-

banks, Sr., in a sketch called "A Regular Business Man." It was a big

hit at, the Palace. The audience thought that Fairbanks was playing it.

Thought Vaude Surer

Gaxton was then offered a part in "The Man Who Came Back," by
John Tuetk, and a musical by Comstock and Gest called "Oh, Boy!", but
he turned them both down because he thought vaudeville -was surer. This

gives you an idea of his intelligence at that time. Arthur Hopkins pro-

duced a vaude act by S. J. Kaufman . called "Kisses," and Bill began to

attract the attention of better-grade managers. Al Woods bribed him with
a $100 bill, a gold-edged wallet and a $60 ticket for the Dempsey-Willard
fight, and Bill signed a five-year contract to appear in "Under Orders,"

a play with only two characters, Effie Shannon and Bill. After signing

he went to the Claridge bar and ran into Lynn Overman, then an ensign
in the Navy; Paul Frawley and Bill Harxigan, both gobs. Bill got filled

with patriotism and enlisted. He stayed in for the duration. He has a
terrific war record. He bought it from Collier's Publishing Co.

After the war the only capital he had was at the beginning of his name.
He went back to his former job of looking for work. In those days he
didn't dress well, but warm. He wrote an act for himself called "Part-
ners" and stuck Leon Errol's name on it as the author, to give it class.

Act was a big hit and1 he played it for years. Then went to England and
appeared at the Colisuem with the "All-American Revue" for the present
Duke of Windsor. There were some other people in the audience beside
the Duke. Came back to New York to appear in a hit and several errors.

The hit was "The Second Music Box Revue." The errors were "Betty
Lee," "MBs Happiness" and "All For You." He then went back to vaude
with an act by Rupert Hughes. .

By now our hero was handsome in a funny sort of a way, and wore
half-paid-for clothes very well. He was catnip for women. So, Lew
Fields signed him for his first starring vehicle, "The Connecticut Yan-
kee." He followed this terrific hit with another one "Fifty Million
Frenchmen," and when that was closed he went to the Palace and ap-
peared there for 10 consecutive weeks with Lou Holtz. After the run,
Bill went to Florida and played' a benefit for Sam H. Harris' favorite
charity and raised $28,000 in one performance. After the show, Sam gave
him a script and said, "If you like it, we'U do" If Everybody liked it
It was "Of Thee I Sing," the only musical show to win a Pulitzer Prize.

Produced Two Plays

It was at this time our hero loosened a screw in his head and his
purse and produced two plays. One with Joe Santley called "Life Be-
gins." But itdidn't. Then one with Bob Hague called "Hi Ho." Cain's
horses thought he was yelling to them, and backed up and took the whole
thing away. To get his dough back Bill went into "Let 'Em Eat Cake,"
but only ate it for 14. weeks. He got indigestion. Then came hits like
'Anything Goes," "White Horse Inn," "Leave It to Me" and"Louisiana
Purchase." He introduced song hits like "My Heart Stood Still," "Thou
Swell," "You're the Tops." He has been with Victor Moore, the man who
has made more people laugh than woolen underwear for 15 years. They
adore each other. It's one of the real love-matches of the theatre, Bill
never forgets.

Gaxton has disabled many tailors in his time. He has a swell ward-
robe, from a fudge pink to a neon herringbone. He has a sportcoat with
three belts in the back, wears loud, checkered suits that pallbearers
wear in Harleni. Once he wore a yellow bathing suit, but someone told
him he looked like a tired banana, so he took it oft and changed it for
a reddish pink one. He no longer wears a plaid jacket with tuxedo
pants. He is known as "Rainbow Bill Gaxton, the human Mardi Gras."

He was Shepherd of the Lambs, 1936-1339. He's been doing a Co.
1

revival of one of his big hits, "Louisiana Purchase," in Los Angeles.
O. O. Mclntyre once wrote that Bill was the richest actor. We don't

know his financial condition, but we do know he is rich in friendships
and the regard of his fellowman. He is a human person, an adult infant,
with jets of humor that spout fun all over you. He likes to be with
friends^when they're right, and never fails to stand by them when they're
wrong. He is a loyal, loveable, grand guy. This Bill is no counterfeit, but
a GOOD BILL!

NEW N0MIK0S SUIT DELAY
Chicago, Aug. 19.

Another time extension was
granted the Nomikos circuit here to
answer charges of allegedly with-
holding money on Paramount per-
centage pictures. Suit, filed in Chi
federal district court, was set for
hearing Aug. 15, but was postponed
until Aug. 22.

Seymour Simon, attorney for the
defendant, said that negotiations are
now going on and that out-of-court
settlement looked likely latter part
of the week.

Lantz Exits U Lot
Hollywood, Aug. 19.

Walter Lantz, after more than 10

years on the Universal lot, is mov-

ing his cartoon headquarters to the

old Screen Gems building in Holly-

wood under a three-year lease.

In his new quarters, with 6.(100

more square feet of space available.

Lentz will expand his commercial

film activities, meanwhile turning

out a dozen cartoons per year for

United Artists release.
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INDIES' LOST HOPE VIA 75% TAX
PRC Absraption by Eagle-Lion Seen

Hypo to E-L Distrib for Independents
Absorption of PRC by Eagle-Lion, f

long forecast in trade circles and of-

flcally confirmed this week,, is ex-
pected to hypo current negotiations

between E-L and outside producers
for distribution of the latters' prod-
uct through the E-L outlet. While
• number of Indie filmmakers have
been hot for the company's bank-
roll support and handling of prod-
duct, they've been bridling at the
idea of their pix passing through
PRC exchanges. Latter, of course, is

traditionally known for low-budget
oaters and actioners. —

With the PRC label lapsing into a
production -name only and the ex-
changes switching to the E-L banner,
exchange hurdle has been bypassed.
Included among the indies is Walter
Wanger, who is close to a distribu-

tion deal with E-L, which includes
bankrolling provisos.

Important added factor which
swung directorate of Pathe Indus-
tries, parent org of both companies,
in favor of the absorption was the
difficulties which E-L experienced
in promoting blitz selling of pix un-
der the two-pronged setup. Company
found its contract peddlers lagged
behind promotional activities be-
cause of the dual structure, with pix
failing to cash In fully on ad-pub
campaigns. Same difficulties were
encountered by Universal when that
company had a separate field sales

staff for J. Arthur Rank pix, with
the net result that U recently liqui-
dated its two-under-one setup.

New operation turns over the 31
exchanges, formerly run by PRC, to
E-L, which will henceforth distrib-

ute all pix under its own name. PRC
remains as an active producing sub
sid to supplement product of E-L
and pix of J. Arthur Rank, which
E-L handles in the western hemi-
sphere. All E-L officers, including
Arthur Krim, prez; Bryan Foy, pro-
duction veepee; A. W. Schwalberg,
v.pr- and sales chief; Max E, Young-
stein, ad-pub head, and Sam Israel,

studio publicity topper, continue in

their present posts.

Harry Thomas, PRC's prexy, steps
down from his current spot to head
a production program under the
name of Mutual Films. Thomas will
turn out a minimum of 10 program
films to be released by E-L. •

Buckner's 1st for U-I
Hollywood, Aug. 19.

First task for Robert Buckner un-
der his dual contract as writer-pro-

ducer at Universal-International will

be "Patent Applied For," a tale of

the patent office in Washington.

Buckner's last job before moving
over from Warner's was "Life With
Father."

"

AGNEW PUSHES SRO

TO MAJOR CO. SETUP
' Reshuffling of its sales setup in-

stituted by Selznick Releasing Or-
ganization over the jsreekend is

aimed by prez Neil Agnew at giv-
ing SRO an organizational arrange-
ment parallel to the major distribs.

In place of merely a district setup,
Agnew established a divisional and
district organization.
There are four divisions: eastern,

headed by J. E. Fontaine; central,
topped by Sam Horowitz; south and
southwest, in charge of Henry G.
Krumm, and western, presided over
by John T. Howard. Seven districts
will remain, with two new managers
to be named to replace those in-
volved in the reshuffle. About 12
new salesmen are also to be ap-
pointed, according to salesmanager
Milt Kusell.
The Selznick field exploitation

staff, which prior to "Duel in the
Sun" release, numbered 28 men, has
now been reduced to three, since the
pic has only split-week dates to play.
Remaining are Claude Morris in
New York, Ben Babb in Los Angeles
and Ted Tod in Chicago.

C. R. Rogers, Nebenzal

Team for 3 Technis
Hollywood, Aug. 19.

Charles R. Rogers and Seymour
Nebenzal have joined forces to pro-
duce three films in Technicolor, their
first co-producing tieup. Initialer
will be Maria Montez starrer, "Queen
o& Hearts," based on Louis Verneuil's
Play of the '20s, "Cousin From War-
saw."

Starts in October, when Miss Mon-
tez returns from Europe. Rowland
f^'gn and Verneuil are screenplay-
mg. No release set.

Major Studios In

5 More Union Ties
Hollywood, Aug. 19.

Major studios signed an extension
of agreements with five more unions,
leaving only two more to be inked
before Taft-Hartley deadline Friday.
Those lined up are laborers Local
724, Plasterers Local .725, Elec-
tricians Local 40, Story Analysts
Local 1488, and Scripts Clerks, indie
union.

Contracts extend to August, 1948,
Continuing in effect all provisions of
the present pacts and 11.17% cost-
of-living bonus.
Two unions still to be signed are

the Screen Publicists Guild and
Transportation Drivers Local 399.

Indies Win Concessions

On Low-Budgeters In

New Contract With SAG
Hollywood, Aug. 19.

Screen Actors Guild and the In-
dependent Motion Picture Producers
Assn. signed a one-year contract
which gives the indies numerous
concessions for the production of
low-budget pictures. New agreement
goes into effect in time to beat the
Taft-Haitley law deadline, Aug: 22.

Under the clause covering the film-
ing of western and action series, the
minimum rate for day players will
be $55, as in the major studios, but
the indies will get a 10-hour day, in-
stead of eight. This particular sec-
tion of the agreement was the cause
of lengthy argument.

Freelance players will draw a
weekly minimum of $155, with over-
time starting after 54 hours of accu-
mulated time. SAG had demanded
$175 a week with overtime starting
after "48 hours.

Players engaged in western or
action series will draw a flat rate
minimum of $2,000 per picture, pro-
vided the film does not run over a
two-week period. They must work
until the picture is completed, with
no specification as to hours. In this

special catego'ry are westerns bud-
geted between $40,000 and $45,000
and feature oaters bracketed from
$90,000 to $95,000.

Indie producers who have been
delving deeply into statistics of their
past operations since imposition of
the British 75% tax have pretty
much come to the" conclusion they're
dead, production-wise, unless the
English modify the levy. Their pen-
cil-and-paper work convincingly
proves that with the impost prevail-
ing there's no hope of showing a
profit without a better-than-average
picture made at less-than-average
cost. And it's a mighty difficult

task to arrange financing oh that
basis.

The major companies, which de-
rive profits from their U. S. distribu-
tion and exhibition affiliates, and
are not wholly dependent on net in-

comes from their pix, are in con-
siderably better position than the in-
dies, As a result, some of the inde-
pendent producers have been sug-
gesting that their spokesmen take a
new tack and ask that the U. S.

State Dept. and the British Gov-
ernment, in mulling • relaxation of
the tax, consider the indies as small
businessmen and in a class separate
from the majors. There appears
very little possibility of such action,

however.

Another tack being suggested by
some indies in their search for a

way out of the crushing British
situation is to get away from hav-
ing Eric Johnston, prez of the Mo-
tion Picture Assn., and Donald Nel-
son, topper of the Society of Inde-
pendent Motion Picture Producers,
act as their spokesmen. They feel

that both Johnston and Nelson are
virtual symbols of "capitalism" in

the U. S. and a better approach to

the British Socialist government
might be made by a New Dealer.

(Continued on page 18)

Technicolor-Eastman Rapped

By Clark in Coast Trust Action

Pereira's RKO Bow
Hollywood, Aug. 19.

William Pereira's first production
under his new contract with RKO
will be "The Captain Was a Lady,"
based on Neil Patterson's mag story,

"Portrait of My Grandmother."
Other pictures on Pereira's pro-

gram are "Bed of Roses" and "Dark
Medallion."

RKO, Rank Extend

Production Deal
Despite flux into which entire

U. S. production program in England
has been thrown by Britain's confis-

catory tax, RKO has extended its

filmmaking partnership with the J.

Arthur Rank organization. Deal has
been closed whereby the RKO-Rank
combo will join forces to produce
two more pix in Britain, with one
slated for 1948 and the other for '49.

New agreement is an expansion of

the original pact under which Ed-
ward Dmytryk produced "So Well
Remembered" in Rank's studios this

year. Two future pi:: on the agenda
are "The Captain Was a Lady" and
"Ivanhoe." RKO will supply part of
the personnel while Rank chips in

with the balance plus labor. Two
companies halve the profits.

Sydney Box, Gainsborough studio
chieftain currently in the U. S., will

set final details in Coast confabs
slated with Dore Schary, RKO's exec
veepee in charge of production.

Briefs From the Lots

B-K Wins Hassle With
Chi Operators Union

Chicago, Aug. 19.

Admiral and Drake, Balaban &
Katz nabe houses; were reopened
last week after several months'
shutdown over hassle with motion
picture operators' union. Dispute
began when B&K discontinued
matinees, except for weekends, and
ops went out in protest.

New policy submits to B&K's de-
mands. There will be no early
showings except on weekends and
holidays. Outcome of dispute is of

much interest to several other neigh-
borhood circuits, which are also

thinking of chopping unprofitable
midweek matinees. When checked,
officials of other pic-house chains de-
clined to reveal whether they pro-
posed to eliminate early showings.
Since the end of the war, nabe
early birders" haven't been very

profitable, and with the help short-

age they've been more of a headache
than a revenue producer.

. Hollywood, Aug. 19

Lois Andrews resumes her picture

career in "Under Arizona Skies,"

Tim Holt starrer, at RKO... Fred
Aherne checked out of Argosy to

become production assistant to Al-

fred Hitchcock. . .Robert Mitchum
planed to Eugene, Ore., to join RKO's
"Rachel" troupe on location...

Randall, Duel) assigned as art direc-

tor on the forthcoming Clark Gable
starrer, "Homecoming," at Metro...
Charles Bennett, Susan Peters and
Margaret Tracy are collaborating on-

a screenplay, "The Miracle of San
Michele," as a possible starrer for

Miss Peters.

Dale Evans and Donald Barry
draw top roles in Republic's "Slippy
McGee," a remake of First National's
Colleen Moore starrer, filmed in

1921 . . ."Gun Law" at PRC will be re-

leased as "The .Fighting Vigilante"
and "The El Lobo Mystery" as

"Cheyenne Takes Over". . .Joseph
Biroc draws the camera chore on
Liberty Films' "State of the Union"
at Metro. . .William Boyd saddled
the fifth of his 1947-48 Hopalong
Cassidy adventures, still untitled, at

General Studios, with outdoor shoot-

ing slated at Lone Pine. . .Colleen
Gray drew one of the top femme
roles in "The Walls of Jericho" at

20th-Fox. . .Warren Doan heading
for Italy as executive production
supervisor on Edward Small's "Cag-
liostro," which rolis Oct. 15 in Rome.

William Cagney shelved "The Stray
Lamb" temporarily to await de-

velopments in the British tax tangle

...W. R. Burnett signed to originate

and screenplay "Rose of Cimmaron,"
to be produced by Alson Productions
for 20th-Fox release. . .Consolidated

Laboratories closed a deal to process

"My Father's House," Palestine film

produced by Herbert Kline and
Meyer Levin. . .Sierra Pictures bor-
rowed Henry Noerdlinger from Cecil

B. DeMille as. technical advisor on
"Joan of Lorraine". . .Robert Ryan
will narrate "Berlin Express," in ad-

dition to his co-starring chore, when
he returns to RKO 'from Germany
next month.

Metro signed Romo Vincent, a

280-pounder, to sing a duet with
Lauritz Melchior, a 250-pounder, in

the Joe Pasternak production, "Lux-
ury Liner". . .Neyle Morrow joined
the "Little Spanish Town" troupe on
location near Tucson. . .Peggy Knud-
sen draws one of the top roles in

the Jack \Vrather production, "The
Quest of Willie Hunter," at Mono-
gram/
John Hoffman shifts from special

effects to full directorship in "The
Wreck of the Hesperus," to be pro-
duced by Wallace MacDonald at Co-
lumbia. . .George Macready draws a
heavy role in the Harry Joe Brown
production, "Coroner's Creek," on
location at Sedona, Ariz.

Sol M. Wurtzel bought an un-
titled original, authored by Arnold
Belgard, as the third story property
for his 1947-48 production program
for 20th-Fox release ... Sam Katz-
man rolled "Glamour Girl," a musi-
cal, at Columbia, with Gene Krupa's
band, Arthur Dreifuss directing. .

.

Adolphe Menjou cut short his

Arrowhead vacation to report for

work in "State of the Union" at

Metro . . . Otto Preminger wound up
filming of "Daisy Kenyon" two days
ahead of schedule at 20th-Fox.
Michael Curtlz summoned his

"Sugar Foot" troupe to Laguna
Beach for conferences before start-

ing production of the Michael North
starrer at Warners... "A Song Is

Born" is the new tag on Samuel
Goldwyn's "That's Life"...Al Rogell
resumes direction of "Northwest
Stampede" on the Eagle-Lion lot' this

week after three, weeks on location
in Alberta. . .Gienda Farrell signed
for a featured role in "Mary Lou"
at Columbia.

Seton I. Miller, who returned to

Warners last week under a new con-
tract, was assigned to script and
produce "Colt .45" as a starter. Pic-
ture is slated for autumn filming,
with Wayne Morris as male topper.
Willard Parker drew the male lead

in "The Wreck of the Hesperus,"
Columbia picture based on the Long-
fellow poem, with Wallace MacDon-
ald producing . . . Thelma White
signed for a dual role as a 20-year-
old gal and a 60-year-old scrub-
woman in Columbia's forthcoming

Washington, Aug. 19.

The Technicolor-Eastman "monop-
.oly" was attacked in a statement
here yesterday (18) by Attorney
General Tom C. Clark and-AssistahT
Attorney General John F. Sonnett,
head of the Dept. of Justice's anti-
trust division, coincident with the
filing of an anti-trust action in Los
Angeles.

"Motion pictures in color today,"
said Clark, "represent from 15 to
20% of all feature-length pictures
exhibited in theatres in the U. S.
The capacity of facilities for com-
mercial color-processing and other
operations in the business of profes-
sional color cinematography has
been inadequate to meet the demand
for filming of motion picture pro-
ductions in color. The effect of the
practices charged in the complaint
has-been to restrict the development
of the art of professional color cine-
matography by those other than the
defendants, and to deprive the pub-
lic of the benefits of competition in
this business."

Sonnett declared: "Technicolor
does oyer 90% of all the business in
professional color cinematography.
Since 1934, Technicolor has pro-
duced the postive film prints for all

the A feature-length pictures and
most of the short subjects and ani-
mated cartoons produced in color by
the motion picture industry.

"It has entered into a series of
agreements with Eastman whereby
patents, new developments and
technological information relating to
color photography would be re-
served for Technicolor's exclusive
use in the professional field. In our
view, Technicolor was thereby en-
abled to control and monopolize this
business and was" protected against
potential competition from others.
Our suit asks that all the illegal

arrangements and agreements be
cancelled and that the court order
such relief with respect to patents
and know how' as will dissipate
the effects of the unlawful practices
charged and permit the establish-
ment of free competition in the
industry."

Eastman Denies Guilt
Thomas J. Hargrave, president of

of Eastman-Kodak, denied the anti-
trust department's charges, saying:
"In our view, there is nothing in any
'existing agreement or arrangement
with Kodak by which Technicolor
does or could control or monopolize
the professional color motion picture
field. The company is prepared to
meet these charges and has turned
the whole matter over to its attor-
neys."

Hargrave said that as yet Eastman-
Kodak had not been served with a
complaint.

George Raft's pal, will play George

(Continued on page 42)

RKO Has 9 Shooting,

Only 1 on Home Lot
Hollywood, Aug. 19.

RKO, with nine pix shooting, has
only one on the home lot. Seven are
on location and one at Pathe, Mark-
ing highest amount of off-lot shoot-
ing in several years. It's highest
number of films simultaneously on
location in nearly 10 years.

'Under Arizona Skies," Tim Holt
starrer,. is only film at home. "Mir-
acle of Bells" is the one at Pathe.
"Berlin Express" is in Berlin; "Sta-
tions West" at Sedona, Ariz.; "Rach-
el," near Eugene, Ore.; "Race Street,"

Frfsco; "I Remember Mama,"
Agoura ranch; "Good Sam," RKO
ranch; "Roughshod," San Fernando
Valley.

'Cyrano' for Welles
London, Aug. 12.

First of three Orson Welles pic-

tures for Sir Alexander Korda, it's

been finally decided, is to be "Cy-

rano de Bergerac." Welles will use a
new adaptation from the French
original. Shooting starts end of De-
cember and may be made in Italy.

Understood that Charles Laughton
and Laurence Olivier, originally

S"'^?.^?"'..^ produc-
tion, have withdrawn, leaving the
field to Welles.



LilAST WEEK the British govern-

ment announced a tax of 75% on all

American film earnings in Great

Britain*

I look at this as the greatest chal-

lenge we have ever had to meet in

our business.

What happens at No* 10 Downing

Street in London affects Main Street,

U.S. A. Not only the producers, but

every one of the 16,500 exhibitors in

America must revamp his thinking

and his way of doing business if he is

to meet the threat of the British tax

and keep his theatre open.

"Of 123 pictures sent into the

foreign market," DailyVariety pointed

out the other day, "only 19 paid their

negative costs in the domestic market.

All profits came from foreign showing.

And 85% of the foreign market for

American films is in Great Britain."

The meaning of that is clear. Pro-

ducers will hereafter have to depend

on the domestic market alone for a

return of their costs and a profit com-

mensurate with the value of their

pictures. This leaves them with two

alternatives: to produce cheap pic-

tures with a minimum of time, money

and talent, or to continue to gamble

fortunes in the attempt to make really

fine films. 1 believe most of us will

take that gamble, for without first-

rate pictures the entire industry is

doomed, producer and exhibitor alike.

While drastic readjustments must

be made in Hollywood, the exhibitor,
»

too, must realize that his ability to

stay in business depends directly on

whether or not his policies encourage

the making of good motion pictures.

He must discard his hidebound theo-

ries and ancient prejudices. He must

learn, like any other wise retailer, to

distinguish between quality product

and inferior product. And he must

treat each according to its merit.

We believe this message to be of such significance to the entire industry
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A case in point is "The Best Years

of Our Lives." When the judgment of

critics and preview audiences con-

firmed my own opinion that it was

an outstanding picture I decided that

it was' time to get away from the old

habit of treating all films alike. I was

sure that the American public would

be willing to pay a fair admission price

to see a genuinely fine picture even if

the price was higher than that being

charged for run-of-the-mill films.

Amazingly enough, resistance to

this policy came not from the public,

which flocked to see the picture, but

from the exhibitors. Whether they

represented large circuits or individual

houses, with a few notable exceptions,

they resented this departure from the

conventional method of charging the

same standard price for all pictures,

good and poor.

As a result it was necessary for us

to show "Best Years" in theatres off

the beaten path, to guarantee running

expenses, to bear the burden of the

exploitation campaigns. And yet the

receipts, and the exhibitor's share,

were far above what they would have

been if we had been content to stick

to out-moded methods of pricing and

selling the picture.

That is only one illustration. But

it proves a point. If exhibitors insist

on charging uniform prices in the

future, they will get uniform pictures.

And uniform pictures will not keep

the theatres filled. Instead they will

actually drive people away. Only ex-

ceptional pictures will keep our thea-

tres open. And for the exceptional

picture it is not only fair—but now an

absolute necessity—to charge a price

which bears some reasonable relation-

ship to the true value and quality of

the entertainment offered.

Only this way can we continue

to produce fine films.

And only by producing fine films

can we survive!

thatm have rttaed pmm to repntil-RKS-R/HHO wewfs.iMC.
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French Fund Transfer Held Fair To

Both U.S. Distrihs and Home Industry

Paris, Aug. 12.

Though misrepresented by the

anti-American press here as a

squeeze on French resources, the

agreement providing for the trans-

fer in dollars of part of the frozen

funds accumulated here in francs

by the American picture companies

is really more than fair to the

French and takes into account the

requirements they claim necessary

to retain full control of their Mm
industry, according to trade execs

here.

The' agreement, signed in June,

provides for the transfer of a total

<3f $11,750,000 out of what amounts

to an .accumulated equivalent in

francs of about $22,000,000. This is

for moneys accumulated until June

1947, at the official rate of exchange

at the time the francs were earned.

Actual transfer will take place when
the books have been audited to

justify the claims made by the com-

panies, which will be followed by

an appropriation to each major of

•part of the $11,750,000 after a cer-

tain amount has first been allotted

to the indie operators, who thus will

also benefit by the agreement ne-

gotiated by MPA.
Though on the face of it, it looks

as if the amount left half the francs

here, execs say it's not so because

the companies paid out of their

francs office expenses, spent some

on prints and dubbing, and in some

cases entered into co-production

with local producers, or financed

them, thus using some of their bank
balances. Such is the case of RKO
("Man about Town") or Universal

("Diable au Corps"). The fact is

that most of the francs now on hand

©f the American companies are thus

made transferable, even if the books

show a surplus.

New Money Proviso

For moneys accumulating since the

agreement has been signed, and for

which provision for transfer will

probably wait for another year.

Warner's 'Victor* Crew
Flying Home from Paris

• Paris, Aug. 19.

Warner Bros, crew, shooting "To
The Victor" in Paris and its envi-

rons, is flying home Saturday (23)

following completion of location

work. Group, which includes di-

rector Delmar Daves and a'ertors

Dennis Morgan, Viveca Lindfords

and Victor Francen, and photo-

grapher Bob Burks, failed to make
the Queen Mary which sails from
London tomorrow (20).

Meantime, Jack Warner, studio's

exec producer, headed for Rome to

acation with his Wife and
daughter.

until which time they will have to

remain frozen here, it has been

arranged that the companies will be

able to draw on them for expenses

which heretofore had to be paid- di

rect by N. Y. in dollars. Under this

heading comes disbursements as pay-

ing for expenses of visiting Ameri-

can execs, also company stars and
publicity items during their

.
stay

here, and other various items which
heretofore had to be footed by the

N. Y. offices.

But where the French held their

ground stoutly is in the matter of

real estate. The only realty ex-

pense which companies are allowed

to charge against their francs i:

; office buildings such as are neces

sary for the coiiduct of their busi-

ness. They are. not allowed to either

rent or buy other premises, which
would permit them to rent or own
theatres. This is what the French
wanted to avoid above everything

so as to retain control , of their cir

cuits. At the present moment, it is

impossible for an American corpora

tion to acquire a majority interest

in a French theatre.

This agreement, which on the

whole adjusts a situation which had
long been pending and was getting

painful, makes the French view
with indifference the current
squabble which takes place in

England.

leef Battles Show Biz

In Attempts to Build

Bowl for Buenos Aires
Buenos Aires, Aug. 12.

Buenos Aires municipal authori-

ties are getting set with their plans

to build a 100,000 capacity auditori-

um in the center of the Palermo
Park district, 10 minutes ride from
the central city district.

Site chosen for' the auditorium,

which is intended to duplicate activi-

ties of the Hollywood Bowl in Cali-

fornia, is on the premises occupied

for more than 50 years by the Ar-
gentine Rural Society for its annual
cattle shows, riding exhibits, etc.

The society has held the site on a

concession from the municipality, on
a lease which falls due at the close

of this year, and the city fathers

have served notice that it is ex-

pected to quit immediately the lease

Is up. *

There is some doubt, however, as

to whether the municipal execs will

be able to get started as soon as they

anticipate. The society's prexy, Jose

Alfredo Martinez de Hoz, recently

called on President Peron and gave

him such a picture of the impor-
tance of the cattle industry to the

future of the country's economy, that

the President promised to allow the

society to retain its concession to the

Palermo site.

Question now is how to smooth
down the municipal officials, who
are hankering for the big profits to

be made on entertainments staged

in the blueprinted auditorium. As
far as the Colon Theatre per-

formers are concerned, the audi-

torium would mean certain employ-
ment the year round, especially for

the ballet and chorus, currently on
the payroll for only six to seven

months in every year.

Everything depends now on
whether beef wins out over show
business.

Current London Shows
(Figure shows weeks of run)

London, Aug. 19.

"Annie Get Gun," Col'sm (11).

"Bless the Bride," Adelphia (17).

"Born Yesterday," Garrick (30).

"Bride West," Fortune (1)

"Deep Are Boots," Wyndhams (6).

"Crime pt Foley," Comedy (6).

"Dr. Angelus," Phoenix (3).

"Edward My Son," Majesty's (12).

"Ever Since Paradise," News (11).

"Here There," Palladium (20).

"Jane," Aldwych (29).

"Jane Steps Out," Embassy (1).

"Life With Father," Savoy (11).

"Linden Tree," Duchess (1)

"My Wives & I," Strand (3).

"Nightingale," Princes (5).

"Noose," Saville (9),

"Off the Record," Apollo (11).

"Oklahoma," Drury Lane (16).

"Peace In Our Time," Lyric (4).

"Perchance to Dream," Hipp (122).

"Piccadilly Hayride," Wales (23).

"Present Laughter," Haym'kt (18.)

"Proudly Present," Yorks (16).

"Sleeping Clergyman," Crit. (9).

"Sweetest Lowest," Ambass. (68).

"Together Again," Vic Palace (18).

"Trespass," Globe (5).

"Voice of Turtle," Piccadily (6).

"Winslow Boy," Lyric (65).

"Worm's View," Whitehall (16).

Belgium to Recall

Pix Rental Bill

Paris, Aug. 19.

The Belgian government, which
during the Brussels Film Festival,

had started legislating by providing

a ceiling on percentage of film

rentals, will probably reverse its

decision and keep out of interfering

with the industry.

Frank MacCarthy, MPA Conti-

nental rep, succeeded in getting

together both exhibs and distribs on
the matter, with a tentative agree-

ment unfettering business inked by
them Aug. 13. Providing no dissent-

ing voice is heard before Sept. 1,

it is understood that the Belgian

Government will accept the in-

dustry's pact as legal, and rescind

the former ukase.
This is not only important for

Belgium, but as a lead to other gov-
ernments who are tempted to step

in and legislate in industry matters.

RKO Swings Major French Contract

For Firstrun Release of 11 Pictures

RYDGE EXPANDS G.U.T.

FURTHER IN ADELAIDE
Adelaide, Aug. 7.

Norman B. Rydge, 'chairman of

directors of Greater Union Theatres,

has just pulled off another hot

cinema deal here, taking over the

controlling interest in Croydon Pic-

tures Ltd. This, in addition to the

takeover of the Clifford circuit. GUT
will have about 30 cinemas in the

Adelaide zone.

Understood that further expansion
is planned in Sydney and Melbourne
under Rydge's direction.' GUT' loop,

in which J. Arthur Rank holds 50%
interest, operates about 80 key
houses throughout Australia.

FRENCH SET COMMITTEE

TO AID PIX INDUSTRY
Paris, Aug. 12.

Under the general plan of the

government for reequipment and
recovery of French industry, 'a com-
mittee with representatives from
the ministries of Fine Arts, Foreign
Affairs, Finance, Industrial Produc-
tion and also National Economy has

been appointed by Premier Paul
Ramadier and will convene shortly.

Organizational and financial re-

form of the French pix industry is

aimed at. What the committee will

be able to achieve is something else

again.

Time and again committees have
been appointed for similar purposes.
The industry is still run by the ex-
perts more or less on their old

lines.

PALESTINE CAMPS GET PIX
Jerusalem, Aug. 3.

Film Shows will be given in all

Palestine prison and detention camps
following the donation of a projec-

tion, machine and generator by the'

Jewish Prisoners' Welfare Assn.

The films will also be supplied by
the association.

London Likes 'Peter'
London, Aug. 19.

"Fly Away Peter," which opened
at the St. James Aug. 12, is a subur-
ban family comedy which was first

tried out at a "Q" theatre in 1944

and shelved owing to shortage of

West End theatres. It has toured
the provinces since April.

It was splendidly received and
although lacking originality should
enjoy fair run. Prospects for

America are nil,

B.A. Film Grosses Jump;

Rural Houses Close As

License Fees Are Jacked
Buenos Aires, Aug. 12.

In the first quarter of 1947 Buenos
Aires Film patrons shelled out

$2,685,282 on entertainment, 'with a
total of $9,256,607 flocking to the

city's 197 filmhouses in the period.

This shows an increase of $753,763

over last year at the same time.

Distributors of local productions
are already beginning to question
their wisdom in instituting a system
of releasing their products simul-
taneously in from 30 to 40 theatres.

In the province of Entre Rios dis-

tributors have shuttered their of-

fices and dismissed their staffs as a
result of the authorities having in

creased their license fees from an
annual $63 to $850. In Cordoba, the
Entertainment Board shuttered the
General Paz, Nuevo Cine Mundial
and Avenida theatres throughout the
weekend of July 26-27 for violation

of the protectionist decree. The Ex-
hibitors' Assn. has protested these
shutteriiigs, as two of the penalized
theatres had fulfilled all the re
quirements of the decree.
Republic Films of Argentina's

prexy, R. W. Altschuler, is currently
in Buenos Aires, on "one lap of
South American tour, to talk things
over with Republic's Argentine man-
ager, Cesar Aboaf. Release of Re-
public's Italian pic, "Cita Abierta,"
has been postponed as a result of
holdover of "The Sin of Janet Ames"
at .the Ambassador, at which the
Italian pic is slated to open. Actual
date of release has yet to be set as
a result of this postponement.
RKO Argentina has announced re-

lease in September of the Maurice
Chevalier picture, "Le Silence d'Or,"
made in Paris for Rene Clair.

RKO Pacts Prize Pic For

Latin-American Distrib

"Torment," prize-winning Swedish

film, already seen in many art the-

atres in the U. S., has been set for

distribution in Latin-America via

RKO, according to Phil Reisman,

company veepee in charge of foreign

distribution.

Film was named best picture of

the 1946 Cannes International Film

Festival.

Regal Films, Canadian

Metro Distrib, in Name

Change to Bolster Setup
Toronto, Aug. 19.

Regal Films Corp. Ltd., Canadian
distributors of Metro product, will

change its name to Metro-Goldwyn-
Mayer Pictures of Canada Ltd. and

has applied to Ottawa for a new
company charter. Announcement
was made by Henry Nathanson, Re-

gal Films president, at a two-day

conference here of regional mana-
gers across Canada and New York
head office executives. The change in

name will provide a greater in-

tegrated identity with the Loew's

Inc. setup, said Nathanson.

(Regal Films was established in

Toronto in 1916 by Henry Nathan-

son when his brother, the late N. L.

Nathanson, founded Famous Players

(Canadian) Corp. and started buy-

ing or building theatres across

Canada. The firm originally secured,

the Canadian franchise for World
Pictures and then acted . in Canada
for the original Goldwyn product,

the old Metro films, and then pro-

gressively to the present stage

where it is a subsidiary of Loew's,

Inc.)

W. F. Rodgers, Metro vice pres-

ident and general sales manager,

headed the New York contingent.

He said that, for the 1947-48 season,

groupings will be sold but the exact

policy commitments will not be set

for Canada until another huddle in

New York this week. With the film-

going public "shopping around" the

way they are, Rodgers said his

company planned to stick to films

costing around $2,00O,O00-$3,000,00O

a picture but the total number of

projected films was now debatable

and might be governed by the Brit-

ish situation which he termed "a

shock." Rodgers believed, however,

that remonstrances of the British

people would enable the British

government to see its mistake and
that the latter will definitely work
out a compromise.
Accompanying Rodgers from the

New York h.o. were E. W. Aaron,
assistant general sales manager,
with supervision over Canada, Irv-

ing Helfont, Aaron's assistant; J.

Eisenberg, legal department; M.
Simon, exhibitor relations; Charles
F. O'Brien, labor relations. T. J.

Gould, general sales manager for

Canada, presided at the two-day
conference, with all arrangements
under the supervision of Dewey
Bloom, Metro promotional repre-
sentative in Canada.
General opinion of the meeting

was that there was nothing wrong
with the film business that good
pictures would not cure. .

- Paris,*- Aug. 12,

Biggest firstrun contract ever
signed in France was closed by
RKO when the Gaumont palace and
the Rex booked 11 of its pictures,
including some Goldwyn and some
Disney product distributed by RKO.
Since the contract provides for
holdovers, and the French quota
law enacting four weeks per quarter
to be played by French pix means
16. weeks for the year to be added
to the approximate 30 RKO weeks,
the two theatres can be considered
as booked by RKO solidly begin-
ning September, Gaumont Palace
Capacity is 6,000 seats, Rex is 2,600,

making a total 8,500 audience po-
tentiality per show, bigger than the
Music Hall.

Deal is a three-cornered one, since
Gaumont Palace belongs to the
Gaumont chain, and the Rex is

Jean Hellman's. It was engineered
for. RKO by Marcel Gentel, French
manager, and Jean Cartier, French
sales manager. One clause of the
pact places all publicity under RKO
management, meaning Elias Lapin-
ere, who recently acted as chair-

man of the MPA Publicity Com-
mittee for the Brussels festival.

Gaumont Palace, last year, played
about ten American pix, including

product from Metro, Par, Columbia,
Warners -and Universal. It seems
unlikely that any other major but
RKO will be able to squeeze in this

year with a picture.

KORDA SUESi)N MUSICAL

VERSION OF 'CYRANO'
London, Aug, 19.

Musical version of Rostand's "Cy-
rano de Bergerac," 'written by an
American Lyn Ceeley, with the

author and Lorraine Bridges, also

American, starring . in the show, is

the subject of a law suit.

Show titled, "Gardenia Lady," is

sponsored by local agent Harry
Lowe, under name of Ceelow Pro-
ductions, and has already been pro-

duced in Leeds, with Chappell al-

ready having acquired the music.

Alexander Korda is trying to in-

junct company from presenting play,

claiming it's infringement on "Cy-

rano," of which he holds play and
film rights. (Orson Welles is al-

ready set to product and star in it.)

Court agreed to speedy trial early

in October, with defendants under-
aking to keep accounting of receipts,

and set aside 50% of net profits af-

ter payment of production and run-
ning expenses.

U-I PACTS FRANCOIS
Paris, Aug. 12.

Jacques Francois, French actor,

has been pacted by Universal-In-
ternational for seven years. He will

report to the studio in September.

Arabs Kill Jewish Actor
Jerusalem, Aug. 12.

Meir Teomi, pioneer Hebrew actor
and manager of the Armon theatre,
Tel Aviv, was one of five Jews killed
by a band of Arabs that shot up the
Gan Hawaii cabaret on the Yarkon
river in Tel Aviv last week, it was
learned here.

He was a brother of J. Timan, of

the Matate theatre.

PHILIPPINE ARMY TO

AID IN 'CLOUDS' PREEM
Metro is planning a big preem for

"Till the Clouds Roll By" when it

opens at Ideal theatre, Manila, late
this month. It will be under spon-
sorship of the Philippine Army,
with opening day going to the
Army's special fund. Manuel Roxas,
president of the Philippine Repub-
lic, will attend.

I. Cohen, Metro manager in the
Philippines, has arranged for an
army parade, including planes fly-

ing overhead, as part of the advance
promotion.

New Parnell Show Set

For London Hippodrome
London, Aug. 12.

Harry Foster has closed package
deal with Val Parnell for a new
all-British musical by Eric Masch-
witz, as yet untitled. Show will be
presented by Parnell at the London
Hippodrome early in October, with
cast headed by Vic Oliver, Pat Kirk-
wood (her first West End appear-

ance since returning from America)
and Fred Em,ney.
Robert Nesbitt has been signed to

produce.

Take It' Takes Tel Aviv
Tel Aviv, Aug. 12.

Moss Hart - George Kaufman hit,

"You Can't Take It With You,"

which opened last weekend at the

Chamber theatre here, is a tremen-

ous success, the best of the summer
season.

A. Ben Josef in role of Martin

Vanderhof; Rose Lichtenstein as

Penelope Sycamore; Batia Lancet- as

Alice, and Jemimah Passovsky as

Essie, got critical raves, with whole

ensemble liked. Dr. Paul Loewy did

the sets.

London Gets 'Road'
London, Aug. 19.

After several tries, the New Lind-
sey theatre finally got permission
from Jack Kirkland to stage "To-
bacco Road." Show opens tonight
(19) and is unlikely to get a West
End showing as censor will not pass
it.

Reason for its appearance here is

that this is a private • membership)
theatre and doesn't come under cen-
sor's ruling.

NEW AUSTRIA STUDIOS
Vienna, Aug. 12.

Newly-founded Alpenfilm Produc-

tion Co. has purchased strip of land

in Tobelgad, Styria, for erection of

film studios. Would make it the

largest of its kind in Austria.

As raw material is more easily

obtained in Styria (British zone)

than elsewhere, it is hoped that

work on new films can start early

next year. •

British War Office has ordered 72

prints of "Palestine" and "Sudan

Dispute," two shorts dealing with

Britain's problems in Near East.

Pix are part of J. Arthur Rank's

monthly film reviews, "This Mod-
ern Age."
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Argentine Pix Exceeding 1946 Pace

With 26 Studios Set for Operation
Buenos Aires, Aug. 12.

-f

San Miguel Studios, one of Argen-

tina's major production units,

headed by tycoon Miguel Machinan-

diarena, is getting set to celebrate

its 10th anniversary in September,

by inaugurating its two new sets at

the Bella Vista studios and throwing

« party for the entire film industry.

Once the new sets are in opera-

tion, the lineup for Argentina's stu-

dios will be: Four each for Sono

Film, San Miguel, Lumiton and Em-

elcO, two each for Baires, EFA and

Rio de la Plata, plus another four

studios owned by four other assorted

companies. -

Local producers have seven pic-

tures currently before the cameras,

11 being lined up for production,

and another 11 already in- the can

and ready for release. Add these to

the 11 pix already released during,

the year, and last year's total of 32

pix for the year has been more than

topped, as far as quantity is con-

cerned. Quality is another matter

again.

There is some anxiety in the in-

dustry in face of mounting produc-

tion costs as a result of labor agita-

tion. Exchange restrictions and cur-

tailment of imports will have con-

siderable effect in holding back

technical improvement o'f all but the

two major studios, San Miguel and
Emelco, which are well fixed in gov-

ernment circles. On the plea of de-

veloping local industry, they will

get all the money they need.

New Distribs Setup.

Yet another new distribution-pro-

duction setup has been announced,

with the formation of Rex Films

Argentina, headed by Carlos

Colombo and Enrique Doro. Rex
Films has taken over Estampas Ar-
gentinas newsreel and documentary
setup, which operated-on a relative-

ly small scale.

Considerable squawking has arisen

in the industry as a result of the

continuation of difficulties in lining

up distribution of Argentine pix in

Spain, notwithstanding the recent

commercial treaty signed' with that

country. Miguel de Miguel Gruas
Solano, vet Spanish distributor re-

cently in Buenos Aires, tried to ex-

plain this away by stating that Ar-
gentine pix have just as much
chance of exhibition as have Span-
ish pix, but that filmgoers of Spain
prefer pix from Hollywood, Britain

and France. This statement has
caused considerable dissatisfaction

locally, as Argentine producers com-
plain that the Spanish film fans can
scarcely decide on a*preference for

other pix, when they, have never
been given the chance to see the
Argentine products.

First French Film Has
Preem on British Liner

Paris, Aug. IS.

First French picture to preem on
a British liner will be "Bethsabee,"

a Raymond Borderie production di-

rected by Leonide Moguy, French
director with Hollywood experience.

Moguy sailed Aug. 15 on "Queen
Elizabeth" with a print of the pic-

ture, which •will get its world pre-

miere on board. In the U. S., he will

confer with Borris Morros and
William Le Baron about the pro-

duction of a picture on sexual edu-

cation of youth, tentatively titled

"Children of Man."
"Bethsabee," from a novel by

Pierre Benoit, is a story which takes

place in French North Africa, and
shows a love affair at the military

outposts of the desert.

Aussies Side With

England on Tax
Washington, Aug. 19.

Government officials are watching
with some concern developments in

Australia as a result of the British

75% bite on U. S. pix. Aussies seem
to be lining up strongly behind the
mother country and may be setting

a pattern which will be copied by
other Dominions for a secondary
punch in the nose to Hollywood.
For instance, Harry Watt, Brit-

ish film director, declared in Aus-'

tralia last week that the Down
Under pix studios will very likely

be hypoed by the action and by the
American ^repercussion of banning
further shipment of films. With the
American supply cut off, said Watt,
Britain would look around for new
sources and would take whatever it

could get from the Dominions. Watt
reminded the delighted Aussies that

their industry was more advanced
than that of any other Dominion.
Meanwhile the Australian govern-

ment is currently reviewing its film

imports from the United States. It

has indicated that, wherever pos-
sible, it will sidetrack American
product to help England and its

studios.

Matzner's Hungary Post
Karl Matzner has been named

manager for the Motion Picture Ex-
port Assn. in Hungary, it was an-
nounced by MPEA v.p. and general

manager Irving A. Maas in New
York Monday (18). Matzner, who
will headquarter in Budapest, suc-

ceeds Dr. Nocholas Palugyay, who
left to go with Paramount Interna-

tional.

Matzner resigned as 20th-Fox
manager in Hungary to take the

MPEA post. He has been active in

the film industry in that country

for the past 25 years.

Pix & Equipment Export

From U.S. Running Far

Ahead of 1946 Figures
Washington, Aug. 19.

Exports of motion pictures films

and equipment for the first six

months of 1947 ran far ahead of the

corresponding period last year, ac-

cording to a survey by Nathan D.
Golden, motion picture consultant
for the Depl. of Commerce. Export
of all types of motion picture film

amounted to 417,705,659 linear feet

valued at $8,010,154, said Golden.
This compares with 283,977,871
linear feet, valued at $5,632,208, in

the first half of 1946.

Dollar value of equipment," includ-
ing cameras, projectors, sound
equipment, arc lamps and screens
was $7,764,717 for the first half of

this year, or an increase of 155%
over last year's first half total of

$3,039,467.

"Substantial increases were re-
corded in the exports of all classes
or motion picture equipment," said
Golden. "Exports of motion picture
cameras of all types .rose to 8.457
from a total of only 601 during the
fust half of 1946; A total of 17,522
niotion picture projectors of all

types were exported in the first half
of 1947, as compared with 4,406
shipped abroad in the „ same period
of 1946. Motion picture sound re-
producing equipment was exported
to the value of $2,188,533 during
January-June 1947, almost twice
the amount shipped in the same
Period of 1946 valued at $1,103,941."
Figures would include 16m as

Well as 35m cameras and pro-
JPntOrf.

SPAIN FILMS NEW 'DON';

TREE' A MADRID HIT
Stockholm, Aug. 12.

Reports from Spain indicate that

recently finished film production of

Cervantes' "Don Quixote" will be
one of the most important European
pix of the year. Cifesa in Madrid
produced, with Rafael Gil as the
director. Rafael Rivellos played the
Don and Juan Calvo was Sancho
Panza. Supporting cast includes
Fernando Rey, Manolo Moran, Sara
Montil, Carmen de Lucio and Nani
Fernandez.
Some 12 productions are reported

in work in Spain, most at Barcelona
studios. Italy, Spain and Portugal
have been cooperating lately with
talent. Italian actor Fosco Giachetti
and actress Maria Denis are at work
now at Burgos in "Cuatro Mujeres"
for Estudios Chamartin.
"A Tree Grows In Brooklyn"

(20th), which preemed at the Pala-
cio de la Musica, Madrid, July 21,

is reported having a terrific success.

Argentine Govt.

OK s Radioites

For Rio Parley
Montevideo, Aug. 19.

Argentina's Ministry of Foreign
Affairs gave the green light to the

country's networks on sending news-
casters and commentators to Rio de
Janeiro for the current Inter-

American confab. Moreover, the

Chancellory is paying all traveling

expenses for accredited correspon-

dents from Argentina representing

the webs and local newspapers.

Broadcasters, however, have small

hopes of any discussions of freedom
of expression via radio at the con.-

fabs and the fact that the Argen-
tine Chancellory has adopted such a
cordial attitude about the sending

of correspondents is taken by in-

siders as a sign that any attempt to

report on the conference adopting a
line contrary to Argentine official

policy will merely come up against

complete muzzling one way or an-
other.

There is a strong contrast between
the situation of radio here in Uru-
guay and that of Argentina's broad-
casters. The Uruguayan authorities

merely take a hand in radio, check-
ing up on the technical side, and
there is complete freedom of ex-
pression in every possible way. Lis-

teners in Argentina interested in

following progress of the civil war
which has been raging in Paraguay
for the last six to eight months,
have had to tune the Uruguayan out-

lets for authentic news. In Argentina
the networks have not been allowed
to broadcast news from any source
other than the i'araguayan govern-
ment, which has had the strong sup-
port "of the Pe'ron regime through-
out
Here in Uruguay, on the other

hand, newscasts give communiques
from both sides and there is reason
to believe that many Argentine re-

ceivers are tuned to the Uruguayan
stations as a consequence.

Casino to Suspend Vaude

For London Panto Run
London, Aug. 12.

Emile Littler will present his an-
nual pantomime at the London
Casino for an eight weeks season,

opening at Christmas, with cast

lopped by Arthur Askey. Theatre
will therefore suspend its vaude-
ville policy operated by Bernard
Delfont, and will resume after the

panto's closing.

Littler also denies that he will be
associated with John C. Wilson in

the London production of "I Re-
member Mama," maintaining pro-

duction will be done in the fall in

association with H. M. Tennent, Ltd.

J. Arthur Rank has set up a film

distributing organization in Vienna
with branches in Graz and Salzburg.

These offices will carry out the ar-

rangements recently made by Rank
for AnPlo-Anstrinn prort«p*?nn.

Tivoli Loop Switches

To Two-a-Night Vaude

With Boh Barre Show
Sydney, Aug. 7.

Tivoli loop here, headed by Dave
Martin, will switch from two-a-day
to two-a-night with Bob Barre
"Stardusters' " vaude-revue unit,
preeming this spot next week.
Shows will be at 5:30 and 8:30

p.m. plus an extra afternoon
matinee Wednesdays and Saturdays,
making it a three-a-day these days.

Two-a-night was tried out here last

with Tommy Trinder and got by
nicely. After the Barre season,

switch will be made to two-a-day.
Here for the new show are Sybil

Bowan, Dr.
.
Roy Pickard, Dawn

Bros., Dick Richards, Massive Twins,
Linda Barry, Alice Darby and
Charlie Stuart.

Uniform Rules on Films Prepped For \

International Trade Organization

Allan To Handle French
Film Festival Unaided

Paris, Aug. 12.

The French Film Festival, due to

open in Cannes in early September,
is handled for MPA by Rupert
Allan, aide to Frank MacCarthy, who
is Eric Johnston's Continental rep.

The whole thin' will be on his

hands since Elias Lapinere, RKO
continental publicity chief, who
chairmaned the MPA publicity at

the Brussels film festival, won't be
available. Phil Reisman claims that
he has been loaned long enough for
public service and it is. time he got
back to company matters.

Selection of offerings by the
various companies is not definitely

set yet, some pictures intended to

be shown not having arrived yet.

Russ Filming

Epic 'Day'

BRITISH TAX CRISIS

SHELVES CIRCUIT HYPO
London, Aug. 19.

The Anglo-American film crisis,

with its threat to the coin-copping
potentials of. British theatres, is

slowing expansion moves planned by
circuits. Chief among these is the
Shipman & King stock flotation of

$6,000,000, which has been shelved,

pending a solution of the crisis.

S & K had the move all fixed to go
but pulled in its horns when the

Motion Picture Assn. ban was an-
nounced.
S & K has 32 houses, most of them

super deluxers.

Several smaller circuit flotations

have hfW called off.

Washington, Aug. 19.

Russians began grinding cameras
last week on "Day of a Victorious
Country," super documentary sched-
uled for release in the fall in con-
nection with the 30th anniversary
celebration of the October, 1917
Bolshevik revolution.

Film, on which 100 lensers are
said to have been cut loose, will

highlight activities all over the
country on a single day, along the
lines of the "Day of War'-' pic made
a few years back during the height
of World War II.

Among the spots going under the
cameras eye are: building sites for

the Khram power dam in Georgia,
metal works at Rustavi, and hydro-
power station at Lake Sevan; nu-
merous top collective farms; Mag-
nitgorsk; Kamchatka in Sakhalin
Island: spas along the Black Sea
coast; Leningrad, and Moscow.

O'NEILL, 0DETS SET

BY SCANDINAVIANS
Stockholm, Aug. 12.

Eugene O'Neill's "The Iceman
Cometh" will be done at the Na-
tional theatre, Oslo and the Royal
Dramatic, Stockholm. this season. It

will be the only American play on
the National list, with French plays
dominating the Oslo season. The
Studio, Stockholm will open its sea-

son Sept. 5 with Synge's "Playboy
of the Western World." The Mun-
cipal theatre . in Gothenberg will

open with J. B. Priestley's "Ever
Since Paradise.' O'Neill's 'Ah,
Wilderness" wil be one of the sea-

son's attractions at the Municipal
theatre, Halsingborg.
pet Ny theatre» in Copenhagen,_

will present two Clifford Odets"

plays this season, opening with
"Rocket to the Moon" Aug. 29 and
including "Night Music" later on. A
planned summer showing of Jerome
Kern's "Show Boat" was canceled.

Palestine 'Friendship'

Picture Completed
Jerusalem, Aug. 10.

The children's village of Ben
Shemen has just completed a pic

which has been in preparation for

a year, the actual filming of which
took six months. Entitled "Adama"
("Soil") the pic was produced by
Ben Shemen for the Youth Aliya
organization.

Its general theme is the recon-
struction of the country, and an
important part of the film—in line

with the educational principles of

Ben Shemen—is the idea of friend-

ship among peoples.
The idea for the pic and the script

originated with the founder and

Geneva, Aug. 19.

Simplified and uniform rules gov-
erning treatment of film in inter-
national trade have been formulated
here by the Preparatory Commis-
sion of the proposed International
Trade Organization, which will come
up for approval at the world trad*
meeting in Havana next November.
Despite fact that the clause does not
attempt to prevent such taxes as that
which Britain r'ecently imposed on
U. S. films, clearance of many other
trade snags is expected to prove of
major importance to the American
picture industry.

Prior to drawing up these regula-
tions last month, Eric Johnston, Mo-
tion Picture Assn. prez, together
with Gerald M. Mayer, managing
director of MPA's international de-
partment, and MPA's continental
rep, Frank McCarthy, held talks in
Geneva with the U. S. and British
trade delegations. MPA execs con-
ferred with William L. Clayton, U. S.

Under-Secretary of State for Eco-
nomic Affairs; Claire Wilcox, head of
the U S. delegation in Geneva, and
Don Bliss, economic counsel for the
British delegation. McCarthy re-
mained in Geneva to keep tabs on
the Preparatory Commission's pro-
posals affecting the U. S. film in-
dustry.

Under the proposed charter, mem-
ber countries will be able to draw
up quotas to regulate the amount of
playing time that theatres in their
territory may give to imported films.

Such quotas, however, must not re-
strict foreign films to certain thea-
tres.

In addition, ITO members will be
Committed to give foreign films the
same treatment as local products.
Specifically, they will not be able to
place on foreign films any kinds of
restrictions other than playing time.
Under such quotas, moreover, they
will not be able to discriminate in
favor of films of any particular na-
tionality except to the extent that
such discrimination is already being
practiced.

,

i Only three~cases of discrimination
will be covered under this exemp-
tion—the Czechoslovak commitment
to give Russian films 60% of screen
time, and the preference granted to
British films in Australia and New
Zealand. Except for these minor ex-
ceptions, effect of the new clausa
will be to eliminate the complicated
maze of restrictions now confronting
U. S. films abread in favor of rules

that are explicit and non-discrimi-
natory.

Since, like the rest of the charter,

the film clause aims to deal only
with trade restrictions arising from
efforts to protect domestic industry,

it does not apply to the recent Brit-

ish tax bite. Latter action arose
from Britain's dollar-lack difficul-

ties which the ITO does not pretend
to cope with directly.

Preparatory Commission has rec-
ommended to the world conference
that permanent seats on the 17-mem-
ber executive board of the ITO be
held by the United Kingdom, U. S-
France, Canada, China, Russian, In-

dia, and customs union of Belgium,
Netherlands and Luxembourg. Tem-
porary seats will be rotated among
the rest of the nations.

U.S., Mex. Distribs Huddle

On Union's New Contract

Bids for 50% Pay Hikes
Mexico City, Aug. 19.

Ten U. S. and several Mex dis-

tributors have been pow - wowing
with reps of Local 1 of the Na-
tional Cinematographic Industry
Workers Union (STIC) about de-
mands for a 50% pay hike. Demands
carry the threat of a strike.

Trouble arises from expiration of

the two-year peace pact, featuring a
principal of Ben Shemen, Dr. S. pay lift of 20% to 35%, that Local
Lehmann. It wasn't intended to pro-

duce a purely documentary pic, but
a film which would also have enter-

tainment value.
Dr. Lehmann is taking the pic to

the U. S. to be Cut. The background
music, composed by Paul Dessau, is

also to be added there. Very little

speech has been used in the pic, and
then only in the children's mother-
tongues. A commentary is being

added in U. S. in the language of

the countries in which the film is

to be shown. The first screening is

to be in New York Oct. 28, during

the nadassah World Congress. The
nip ic W* tn S» cpnv—i «« n» , "-,!r'"

1 and the distribs made in 1945, and
which ended a strike then. In 1946
the help also demanded a 50% wago
lift. But prices were generally
lower then, and distribs wers mak-
ing more money. The help decided
to take less of a pay hike than they
had demanded. Now, say the distribs,

their biz is down 35% from starting
1947 levels.

U. S. distribs say that, in view of
soaring living costs, they can't see
their way clear to meeting the new
demands. U. S. distribs involved are
Paramount, UA. Metro, RKO, Co-
lumbia, U-I, 20th-Fox, Warners, Re-
nnblir n"d Monogram. . . .
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Motion Picture Herald acclaims MIRACLE ON 34th STREET a box-

office champion! Winner of Boxoffice Magazine Blue Ribbon Award!

Maureen O'Hara, John Payne, Edmund Gwenn. I WONDER WHO'S KISSING

HER NOW 4 Weeks Chicago—New York* holdovers, moveovers everywhere!

June Haver, Mark Stevens—Technicolor.

Trade press critics this week will see two of 20th's great new attract

Hons—MOTHER WORE TIGHTS starring Betty Grable with

Dan Dailey—Technicolor too! . . . and KISS OF DEATH starring

Victor Mature, Brian Donlevy and Coleen Gray. {"This One Was

Written With A Machine Gun," Says Walter Winchell). Read the reviews /

The Whole industry is looking forward to THE FOXES OF
HARROW Rex Harrison, Maureen O'Hara, NIGHTMARE ALLEY
Tyrone Power, Joan Blondell, Coleen Gray, Helen Walker, DAISY

KENYON Joan Crawford, Dana Andrews,.Henry Fonda, THE SNAKE PIT Olivia

de Havilland, Mark Stevens, and FOREVER AMBER Linda Darnell, Cornel Wilde,

Richard Greene, George Sanders— Technicolor, CAPTAIN FROM CASTILE
Tyrone, Power, Jean Peters, Cesar Romero— Technicolor and GENTLEMAN'S
AGREEMENT Gregory Peck, Dorothy McGuire, John Garfield.

EVERY EXHIBITOR CENTURY-FOX
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Chi Hits Summer Peak; Como Tilts

CyntKa Huge 87G, Tiesta Hot 25G
Chicago, Aug. 19 «

Arrival of around 100,000 American
Legion members and their families
plus 30,000 others for the .Chicago
Musicland Festival jolted weekend
grosses to new summer highs, making
it a big week here. Perry Como and
Marion Huttori with "Cynthia" are
sighting a mammoth $87,000 at the
Chicago. "Life of Walter Mitty" is

still hauling them in on 24-hour hitch
at the Woods, third week being bang-
up $38,000.
"The Other Love" with Marie Mc-

Donald and Clark Dennis on stage,
appears a likely $60,000 at the
Oriental. "Welcome Stranger" is

holding strong with $23,000 in third
week at the Apollo. "Fiesta" looks
stout $25,000 at United Artists.

Estimates for This Week
Apollo (B&K) (1,200; 95)—"Wel-

come Stranger'* (Par) (3d wk). Still

doing fine at $23,000 after last week's
big $27,000.

'Chicago (B&K) (3,900; 95)—"Cyn-
thia" (M-G) with Perry Como- and
Marion Hutton on stage. Keeping
step with the thermometer at terrific
$87,000 or near. Last week, "Dear
Ruth" (Par) with Jo Stafford and
Victor Borge (5th wk), solid $48,000.
Garrlck (B&K) (900; 95)—"Perils

1 Pauline" (Par) (3d wk). Medium
$13,000. Last week, nice $10,000.
Grand (RKO) (1,500 ;

95)—"Brute
Force" (U) (4th wk). Exits at not so
warm $13,000, big drop from last
week's fancy $21,000.

Oriental.. (Essaness) (3,400; 95)—
"Other Love" (UA) with Marie Mc-
Donald and Clark Dennis on stage.
Sturdy $60,000. Last week, "Carnival
of Costa Rica" (20th) with Art Lund
and Helen Forrest on stage (2d wk),
profitable $43,000.
Palace (RKO) (2,500;95)—"Marked

Woman" (WB) and "Dust Be My
Destiny" (WB) (reissues). Radical
change from first-run policy, and
thin $19,000 looms. Last week, "Slave
Girl" (U) and "Desperate" (RKO)
(2d wk), $16,000.
Rialto (Indie) (1,700; 95)—"Out-

law" (UA) (8th wk). Hefty $12,500
after last week's neat $13,500.

Roosevelt (B&K) (1,500; 95)—"Un-
faithful" (WB) (2d wk). Sturdy
$22,000 after last week's fine $27,000.

State-Lake (B&K) (2,700; 95)—
"Hucksters" (M-G) (4th wk). Staunch
$20,000. Last, week, $25,000.

United Artists (B&K) (1,700; 95)—
"Fiesta" <M-G). Lilting $25,000. Last
week. "High Barbaree" (M-G) (2d
wk). $15,000.
Woods (Essaness) (1,073; 95)—

"Life of Walter Mitty" (RKO) (3d
wk). Still clicking at smash $38,000.
Last weeK, great $40,000.
World (Playhouse) (Indie) (587;

75)—"Vow" (Artkino) (2d wk).
Weak $2,000 after good $3,000 opener.

Det. Better; Ivy' $344)00,

No Poison; 'Wind' Lusty

24G, 'Stranger' 22G, 4th
Detroit, Aug. 19.

One new film, a reissue and a hold-
over are taking top coin this week,
with biz showing some signs of re-
covering from the doldrums of the
last several months. The new entry,
"Ivy," at the Fox, is strong. The
Downtown is going great with reissue
of "Gone With Wind,", while "Wel-
come Stranger," at the United Art-
ists, shows no signs of slackening as
it went into its fourth wee"k.

Estimates for. This Week
Adams (Balaban) (1,740; 70-95)—

"Gone With Wind" (M-G) (reissue).
Big $24,000. Last week, "Fiesta"
(M-G) and "Hat Box Mystery" (M-
Gl (2d wk), $12,000.'
Broadway-Capitol (United Detroit)

(3.309; 70-95) — "Marked Woman"
(WB) and "Dust My Destiny" (WB)
(reissues). Lusty $16,000. Last week,
"Destry Rides Again" (U) and "When
Daltons Rode"- (U) (reissues), fair
$13,000.
Cinema (Marten) (250; 60-90)—

"Nuremberg Trials" (Indie) (2d wk).
Okay $1,800. Last week, good $2,200.
Downtown (Balaban)- <2,683; 70-95)

—"Frankenstein" (U) and "Dracula"
(U) (reissues). Surprising $11,000.
Last week, "Born to Kill" (RKO) and
'Tarzan Huntress" (RKO) (2d wk),
$8,000.
Fox (Fox-Michigan) (5,100; 70-95)

—"ivy" (U) and "Time Out of Mind"
(U). Strong $34,000. Last week,
Ghost Mrs. Muir" (M-G), only $23.-

000.

Madison (United Detroit) (1,866;
50-60)—"Farmer's Daughter" (RKO)
and "Brother Talks to Horses" (M-
G.». Swell $2,500 in 3 days. Last
week. "High Barbaree" (M-G) and
Love and Learn" (UA), $2,100 in 3
days.

Michigan (United Detroit) (4.039;
70-95)—"Possessed" (WB) and "Lit-
tle Miss Broadway" (Mono) (2d wk >.

SUck $18,000. Last week, swell $21,-

Palms-State (United Detroit) (2.-
976

; 70-95)—"Romance Rosy Ridge"
i M-G) and "Desperate" (PRC) (2d
r*»-„ Nice $16,000. Last week, fair
H>18.000,

United Artists (United Detroit)
(1.941; 70-95)—"Welcome Stranger"
(Par) (4th wk). Still sock at $23,-

000. Last week, wow $25,000.

Broadway Grosses

Estimated Total Grost
This Week $697,000

(Based on 18 theatres)
Last Year $708,500

(Based on 17 theatres)

Mp]s.Us;W
Strong at $10,

Minneapolis, Aug. 19.

Two important newcomers, "The
Web" and "Possessed," are getting
plenty of opposition this week from
an impressive array of holdovers.
Among the continuing attractions,
"The Hucksters" and "Welcome
Stranger," in their second and fifth
weeks, respectively, are still demon-
strating exceptional potency. It's the
second week for "Brute Force" and
"Dishonored Lady," which also have
been giving good accounts of them-
selves. A break in the heat wave is

stimulating the boxoffice.
Estimates for This Week

Aster (Par) (900; 30-44)—"Devil
Thumbs Ride" (RKO) and "Web of
Danger" (Rep). Okay $2,000 in 5
days. Last week, "Little Mr. Jim"
(M-G) and "Thunder Mountain"
(Rep), $1,800 in 5 days.
Century (Par) (1,600; 50-70)—

"Welcome Stranger" (Par) (5th wk).
One of champion all-time grossers
and still hasn't exhausted boxoffice
welcome. Fine $8,000 after big $11,-
000 last week.
Gopher (Par) (1,000; 44)—"West-

ern Union" (20th)' (reissue). Fine
$5,000. Last week, "Likely Story"
(RKO), $3,500.
Lyric (Par) (1,100; 50-70)—"Dis^

honored Lady" (UA) (m.o.). Fair
$4,500. Last week, "Copacabana"
(UA) (m.o.*), $5,000.
Pix (Corwin) (300; 50-70)—"Scar-

let Pimpernel" (FC) and "Scarlet
Pimpernel Returns" (FC) (reissues)
(2d wk). Big $2,000 after great $3,000
first week.
Radio City (Par) ' (4,400; 50-70)—

"Hucksters" (M-G) (2d wk). Good
$13,000 indicated after smash $21,000
first week.
RKO-Orpheum (RKO) (2,800; 50-

70)—"Brute Force" (U) (2d wk).
Mild $8,000 in 6 days, after big $15,-
000 initial canto.
RKO-Pan (RKO) (1,600; 50-70)—

"The Web" (U). Big $10,000 or close-
Last week, "Fantasia" (RKO) (re-
issue) (2d wk), healthy $6,000.

State (Par) (2,300; 50-70)—"Pos-
sessed" (WB). Great $14,000. Last
week. "Dishonored Lady" (UA),
$11,000.
Uptown (Par) (1,000; 50-55)—"Egg

and I" (U). First nabe showing.
Reaching tor huge $6,000. Last week,
"Perils Pauline" (Par), $5,000.
World (Mann) (350; 50-99)—"This

Happy Breed" (U). Fine, highly
praised picture lacks cast names and
looks fairly good at $3,000. Last
week, "Egg and I" (U) (7th wk),
big $3,400.

Cooler Weather Boosts

Prov, Biz; 'Kissing' 15G
Providence

;
Aug. 19.

All houses are holding to a fancy
pace here with the break in the heat
wave. Majestic hot with "Wonder
Who's Kissing Her Now" is solid and
best of new entries. Nifty holdover
biz also is being enjoyed by RKO
Albee's "The Long Night" and
Strand's "Dear Ruth."

Estimates for This Week
Albee (RKO) (2,200; 44-65)—"Long

Night" (RKO) and "Seven Keys
Baldpate" (RKO)' (2d wk). Nice
$14,000 after nifty $18,000 opener.

Carlton (Fay-Loew) (1,400; 44-65)
! —"Possessed" (WB) and "Second
Chance" (20th) (2d run). Fairly
good $5,000. Last week, "Miracle 34th
St." (20th) and "Strange Journey"
(20th) (2d run), $6,000.

Fay's (Fay) (1,400; 44-65)—"Corsi-
j
can Bros." (PRC) and "South Pago

1 Pago" (PRC) (reissues). Not bad
$6,000. Last week, "Goldwyn Follies"

(UA) and "Away Out West" (UA)
(reissues), $7,000.

Majestic (Fay) (2,200; 44-65)—
"Wonder Who's Kissing Her" (20th).

Trim $15,000. Last week, "Possessed"
(WB) and "Second Chance" (20th),

strong $14,000.

'State (Loew) (3,200; 44-65)—
"Great Waltz" (M-G) (reissue) and
"Cynthia" (M-G). Stout $18,000. Last
week, "Romance Rosy Ridge" (M-G )

and "Magnificent Rogue" (Rep), big

$23,000.

Strand (Silverman) (2,200; 44-65)—"Dear Ruth" (Par) (3d wk) opened
Mondav. Closed second stanza with

swell $14,000 after wow $18,500 first

round.

'Ruth' Big 13iG, Omaha
Omaha, Aug. 19.

Orpheum's "Undercover Maisie"
with Mills Bros, and Randy Brooks
band is doing well despite revival of
heat. "Dear Ruth," at the Paramount,
looks solid.

Estimates for This Week
Orphcum (Tristates) (3,000; 20-80)

—"Undercover Maisie" (M-G) plus
Mills Bros, and Randy Brooks' orch
on stage. Neat $17,500. Last week,
"Blaze of Noon" (Par) and "Dark
Delusion" (M-G), $12,000 at 16-65c
scale.
Brandeis (RKO) (1,500; 16-65)—

"Marked Woman" (WB) and "Dust
Be Destiny" (WB) (reissues). Snappy
$8,500. Last week, "Gunfighters"
(Col) and "Millerson Case" (Col),

solid $9,000.
Paramount (Tristates) (2,800; 16-

65)—"Dear Ruth" (Par). Big $13,500
or over, last week, "Who's Kissing
Her" (20th), $13,600.
Omaha (Tristates) (2,000; 16-65)—

"Kissing Her Now" (20th) (m.o.) and
"Code of West" (RKO). Moderate
$8,000. Last ' week, "Miracle 34th
St." (20th) (m.o.) and "Strange
Journey" (20th), $10,500.

State (Goldberg) (865; 15-50)—
'Calcutta" (Par) and "Happened on
Fifth Ave." (Mono). Good $3,000.

Last week, "Favorite Brunette" (Par)
and "Angel and Badman" (Rep),
$3,500.

1intflH5G
In 2 Hub Spots

Boston, Aug. 19.

"Gone With Wind," back at the
two Loew houses at regular prices,

is doing- plenty of biz to lead the
town this week. RKO Boston has
Carole Landis in person to head the
new stage show and boost "Brute
Force" to nice total in second stanza.
Others still are, below the timber
line. '.'.'

Estimates for This Week
Boston (RKO) (3,200; 50-$1.10)—

"Brute Force" (U) (2d wk) plus
Carole Landis, Johnny Morgan,
Weire Bros., others, on stage. Fancy
$31,000, almost like old "times, and
would .have been much higher except
for heat on opening day. Last week,
with Gil Lamb and others on stage,
$28,000.

Exeter. (Indie) (1,000; 40-65)—
"Great Expectations" (U). Third
showing in town,. but sock for this

size house at mammoth $12,000. Last
week, subsequent-runs.
Fenway (M-P) (1,373; 40-80)—

"New Orleans" ' (UA) and "Heart-
aches" (PRC). Mild $8,000. Last
week, "Dear Ruth" (Par) and "Dan-
ger St." (Par) (m.6.), good $9,000.
Memorial (RKO) (2,900; 40-80)—

"Long Night" (RKO) and '.'That's My
Gal" (Rep). Second week well
helped by "mock trial" stunt to rous-
ing $22,000. Last week, big $24,000.
Metropolitan (M-P) (4,367; 40-80)

—"Deep Valley" (WB) and "Second
Chance" (20th). Mild $18,000. Last
week, "Cry Wolf" (WB) and "Son
Rusty" (Indie), $19,000.
Orpheum (Loew) (2.900; 40-80)—

"Gone With Wind" (M-G) (reissue).
This oldie still a wow, catching a ter-
rific $30,000 despite worst heat wave
the city has had in years: Last week,
"Other Love" (UA) and "Keeper
Bees" (Col). $23,000.
Paramount (M-P) (1,700; 40-80)—

"New Orleans" (UA) and "Heart-
aches" (PRC). Moderate $13,000.
Last week, "Dear Ruth" (Par) and
"Danger St." (Par) (m.o.), nice $15,-
000.

State (Loew) (3,200; 40-80)—"Gone
With Wind" (M-G) (reissue). Getting
nabe biz at great $15,000. Last week,
"Other Love" (UA) and "Keeper
Bees" (Col), $10,000.
Translux (Translux) (900; 30-74)—

"Dillinger" and "Mutiny Big House"
(Indie) (reissues). Okay $4,000. Last
week. "Call Murder" (Indie) and
"Racketeers" (Indie), $3,500.

m BRIGHT $17,500,

DENVER; 'BRUTE' 12iG
Denver, Aug. 19.

"Ivy"' and "Crimson Key," play-
ing Denver and Webber theatres
looks to cop high money here this

week, with all biz held down by
weather.

Estimates for This Week
Aladdin (Fox) (1.400; 74-$1.20)—

"Duel in Sun" (SRO), after two
weeks at Paramount. Esquire. Big
$8,000. Last week, "Wonder Who's
Kissing Her" (20th). big $5,500.

Broadway (Cinema) (1,500; 35-74)—"Yank in London" (20th) and
"Wild West" (PRC) (reissue). Thin

(Continued on page 23)

B way B.O. Up as Rains Cool Blues;

'Father Record 57G, Mitty Hot 65G,

'Narcissus Terrif 30G, 'Frieda Fine 17G

Greases Are Net
Film gross estimates, as re-

ported herewith from the vari-

ous key cities, are net, i.e., with-

out the 20 c,'o tax. Distributors

share on net take, when playing
percentage, hence the estimated
figures are net Income.
The parenthetic admission

prices, however, as ind''">*ed. in-

clude the U.S. amusement tax.

With rains last Saturday (16) and
Sunday ending New York's record
heat wave, Broadway firstrun busi-
ness soared. The meager totals regis-
tered by some theatres midweek
(new highs for years were made
by the mercury on three successive
days, starting last Wednesday) were
overcome in the upbeat. Both
straight pix houses and vaudfilmers
pushed ahead for big sessions.

Upswing in business is reflected in

one new high being registered, an-
other new record possible and three
Other strong openings. "Life With
Father," which teed off Friday (15)

at the Warner (formerly the Holly-
wood), seems sure of cracking the
old house high with a resounding
$57,000. High crix appraisal, plus
the record-run stage play's rep, sur-
mounted 1947's greatest heat on
opening day.
Danny Kaye's "Walter Mitty." at

the Astor. is heading for $65,000 or
better, with a chance of cracking
the theatre's old high of $67,000,
rung up by Kaye's last pic, "Kid
from Brooklyn" on an Easter Week
opening. It's doing better than "Best
Years," despite lower admission
scale, inasmuch as its shorter run-
ning time allows more shows.
Third outstanding preem was-

"Black Narcissus," which launched
the legit Fulton as a picture house.
British-made Technicolor opus start-
ed out strongly and held up well
with help from a fine batch of
notices, with around $30,000 likely
on initial session, terrific for this
bandbox theatre.

"Frieda," another Rank entry, is

giving the Park Avenue its best
week in months with a fine $17,000,
or close. British film got fairly good
reviews. Palace is doing surprisingly
well at $18,000 with a reduced scale
and policy of showing a different
reissue every day. Second week of
the "repertory," started yesterday
(Tuesday).
Both the Paramount and Music

Hall are showing great sustained
strength. Former has "Welcome
Stranger." with Carmen Cavallaro
band heading, stageshow, and will
end its second week at a giant
$105,000 only $5,000 less than the
opening week's summer record of
$110,000.
The Hall, which has not varied

over $1,000 per week since open-
ing "Bachelor and Bobby-Soxer,"
plus usual stageshow.'appears headed
for another smash stanza at $150,000
in its fourth week. This pace as-
sures the RKO film of six weeks or
longer.

.

"Green For Danger," another
English entry, is doing nicely at
$21,000 in second week at Winter
Garden. "Brute Force," which fig-

ures to do $30,000 on fifth frame,
now is set for seven weeks at the
Criterion.
Strand is bringing in ''Deep Va'-

ley," with Count Basie band head-
ing stagebill. on Friday (22). Globe
ooens "Roosevelt Story" tomorrow
(Thursday).
"Mother Wore Tights," plus stage-

show headed by Jack Haley, Ella
Logan, Harmonicats. opens today
(Wednesday) at the Roxy after foiir

strong weeks with "Wonder Who's
Kissin? Her Now."

Estimates for This Week
Astor (City Inv.) (1.300: 80-$1.80)

—"Life of Walter Mitty" (RKO).
Desoite opening in year's hottest
weather, this, is soaring to colossal
$65,000 or better, only about $2,000
from house high. Last week. "B"«t
Years" (RKO) (38th wk). fine $17,-
200.

Fulton (City Inv.) (785: 80-S1.50)

—

"Black Narcissus" (U). British-made
caueht on in great fashion, aided bv
strong reviews. Looks to hit smash
$30,000 or near, terrific 'or this band-
box house on first week as a fllmery.
Theatre took in $4,900 opening day,
unheard of at these prices.

Capitol (Loew's (4.820: 70-$1.50)—
"Hucksters" (M-G) and Tony and
Sally De Marco. Charles Trenet, Ted
Straeter orch on stage (5th Wk).
Down to $56,000 this week, but will

hold a sixth in order to give house
a new picture near Labor Day.
Fourth week was nice $64,000.

Criterion (Loew's (1.700; 80-$1.25)
—"Brute Force" (U) (6th wk). Sixth
week opens today (Wednesday).
Climbed in fifth stanza to big $30,-

000." which bettered fourth week's
stout $29,000. Set to slay seven
weeks.

Globe (Brandt) (1.500; 70-$1.20)—
"Northwest Outpost" (Rep) (2d-

final wk). Down to $10,000 after nice

$18,000 opener. "Roosevelt Story"
(Indie) opens Thursday (21).

Gotham (Brand!) (900; 70-$1.40)—
"Daring Desperadoes" (Indie) and
"Hell-Ship Morgan" (Indie) (re-

issues). Opened here last Saturday
(16) and looks only $7,500. No hold

over. Last week, "Smith To Wash-

ington" (Col) and "Let Us Live"
(Col (reissues), weak $8,000.

Palace (RKO) (1,700; 50-$D—
"Favorite Wife" (RKO) (reissue).
Plays today (Wednesday) only;
"Kitty Foyle" (RKO) (reissue)
played yesterday (Tues.), latter
date marking start of second week
of summer repertory, all revivals of
old-hit films. House hit $18,000 on
first week of such policy, great for
such reissue setup. In ahead, "Won't
Believe Me" (RKO) (4th wk-6 days), ,

okay $16,000.
Warner (WB) (1,499; 70-$1.10)

—

"Life With Father" (WB). On preem
week ending tomorrow (Thursday),
this is soaring to new record of
$57,000 at this house, formerly oper-
ated as the Hollywood. Many crix
raves helping. Holds, naturally. In
ahead, "Possession" (WB) (11th
wk-8 days), $13,000.

Paramount (Par) (3,664; 70-$1.50)
—"Welcome Stranger" (Par) with
Carmen Cavallaro orch, Raul & Eva
Reyes, Nip Nelson, others, on stage
(3d wk). Second week, ended last
night, hit giant $105,000 after sum-
mer record of $110,000 opening
stanza. House played to more than
300,000 patrons in' first two weeks,
topping attendance mark of "Going
My Way" (Par) here.
Park Avenue (U) (583; $1.20-

$2.40) — "Frieda" (U). Doing very
nicely at $17,000 or close, best at this
spot in many weeks. Holding for
extended run, with generally fine re-
views helping. In ahead, "100 Men
and Girl" (U) (reissue) (2d wk),
very sad $2,500. •

Radio City Music Hall (Rockefel-
lers) (5,945; 70-$2.40) — "Bachelor
and Bobby-Soxer" (RKO) with
stageshow (4th wk). Holding up in
sensational style, with a colossal
$150,000 likely this session, ahead of
huge $149,000 for third. Now looks
to hold six weeks or longer.

Rialto (Mayer) (594; 35-85)—
"Corpse Came C. O. D." (Col).
Opened last Monday (18). Last week,
"The Pretender' (Rep), nice $6,200.
In ahead, "Blackmail" (Rep), about
same.

Rivoll (UAT-Par) (2,092; 60-$1.25)
—"Crossfire" (RKO) (5th wk).
Fourth round, concluded yesterday
(Tues.), continued steady pace here
with big $42,000 or near; third hit
strong $44,000.
Boxy (20th) (5,886; 80-$1.50)—

"Mother Wore Tights" (20th) with
Jack Haley, Ella Logan, Harmoni-
cats, others on sta^e. Opens today
(Wed.). Last week, "Kissing Her
Now" <20th), p.us first week of
Smith & Dale, Joe Howard and
Maurice Rocco heading stagebill
(4ih wk), slid down to around $66,-
000, nice for this stage of run; third,
with Abbott-Costello heading stag*
layout, was strong $98,000 but uader
hopes, with torrid weather blamed.

State (Loew's) (3,450; 43-$1.10)—
"Dear Ruth" (Par) (2d run) with
Henny Youn^man, Henry "Red" Al-
len orch, Eugenie Baird heading
vaude. Fancy $33,000. Last week,
"Dishonored Lady" (UA) (2d run)
with George M. Cohan, Jr., topping
stageshow, niftv $30,000.
Strand (WB) (2,756; 75-$1.10)—

"Marked Woman" (WB) and "Dust
Be Destiny" (WB) (reissues) (2d
final wk). Hitting nice $35,000 jn
second week of two-week booking.
First was strong $44,500. "Deep Val-
ley" (WB), plus Count Basie orch,
opens next Friday (22).

Victor (Maurer) (720; 70-$1.20)—
"Gunfighters" (Co;) (4th wk).
Climbing over third week's biz with
fancy $12,000 in view this stanza
after $10,500 for third. Goes one
more with "Lured" (UA) set to open
Aug. 27.

Winter Garden (UA) (1.312; 60-
$1.20)—"Green For Danger" ( E-L)
(2d wk). Suffering a bit perhaps
from too much British fare now on
Broadway but still strong profit at
about $21,000 after big $28,700 open-
ing week.

Buff. Mercury Soars, So

Does Biz; 'Wolf 17G,

'Wind' Terrif at 18G
Buffalo, Aug. 19.

"Cry Wolf" is best new entry this
week with solid session at the Buf-
falo. "Gone With Wind" also is sur-
prisingly strong at the Lakes.

Estimates for This Week
Buffalo (Shea ) (3,500; 40-70)—

"Crv Waif" (WB) and "Danger
Street" (Par). Fancy $17,000. Last
week, "Romance Rosy Ridge" (M-G)
and "Big Town" (Par). $12,500.

Great Lakes (Shea) (3.400: 40-70)

"Gone With Wind" (M-G) (reissue).

Strong $18,000. Last week, "Dear
Ruth" (Par) (2d wk), big $15,000.
Hipp (Shea) (2,100; 40-70)—"Dear

Ruth" (Par) (m.o.). Fine $10,000.
Last week, "Marked Woman" (WB)

(Continued on page 23)



THAT OLD M-G-MAGIC!
Come one, come all to the

Biggest Shows this industry has

witnessed since pre-war times!

"SONG OF LOVE": Katharine Hepburn, Paul Henreid, Robert Walker in Big Cast.

"THE UNFINISHED DANCE": Margaret O'Brien and a specialty cast including Cyd
[Technicolor) Charisse, Karin Booth, Danny Thomas and others.

*GREEN DOLPHIN STREET": Lana Turner, Van Heflin, Donna Reed, Richard Hart,

in a cast of hundreds.
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Rain Perks Up K.C.; 'Bachelor Record

I, 'Slave Big 18G, 'Cynthia 15G
Kansas City, Aug. 19. f,

Films are more than holding their

own in firstruns despite the heat and
other summer competition. "Bachelor

and Bobby-Soxer" at Orpheum and
"Slave Girl" in the Fox Midwest
flrstrun trio of houses are the main
reasons for the big money this week.
"Bachelor" likely will take the Or-
pheum to a record week at terrific

$21,000, virtually house capacity.

"Slave Girl" is fine $18,000, and has a

good chance of holding over.

"Welconte Stranger," in fourth

•week, at the Paramount is still doing
nicely. "Cynthia" and "Great Waltz"
also are big. Rain during the week
broke the heat temporarily, and
helped the boxoffice. Heat returned

over the weekend.
Estimates for This Week

Esquire (Fox Midwest) (820; 45-65)

—"Saddle Pals" (Rep) and "Spring-
time Sierras" (Rep). Sturdy $5,500.

Last week, "Suspense" (Mono) and
"Violence" (Mono), $4,000.

Kimo (Dickinson) (550; 65)—"Fan

' Philadelphia, Aug. 19.

Despite heat and weekend exodus
tasia" (RKO) (reissue) (3d wk). Nice to seashore "Welcome Stranger'"

Key City Grosses

Estimated Total Gross
This Week $2,958,000

(Based on 20 cities, 190 thea-
tres, chie/Iy Jlrst runs. Including
n. y.)

Total Gross Same Week
Last Year .$3,108,800

(Based on 22 cities 189 theatres)

'Stranger to 60G

Record in Phillv

$2,000. Last week. $3,000
Midland (Loew's) (3,500; 45-65)—

"Cynthia" (M-G) and "Great Waltz"
(M-G) (reissue). Rousing $15,000.

Last week, "Romance Rosy Ridge"
(M-G) and "Fun on Weekend"
(M-G). solid $22,000.
Orpheum (RKO) (1,900; 45-65)—

"Bachelor Bobby-Soxer" (RKO).
Probably will set a new house record
at terrific $21,000. Looks sure of ex-
tended run. Last week, "Riff-Raff"

(RKO) and "Born to Kill" (RKO),
dull $8,500.
Paramount (Par) (1,900; 45-65)—

"Welcome Stranger" (Par) (4th wk).
Strong $10,000, and may;stay a fifth.

Last week, nifty $12,000.
Southlown (Elmer) (950: 45-65)—

"Scarlet Pimpernel" (FC) and
"Scarlet Pimpernel Returns" (FC)
(reissues). Great $3,500. Last
week.- "Les Miserables" (20th) and
"Know Where I'm Going" (U) (re-

issues), split with "Dear Octupus'.""

(Indie) and "Adventure Blackmail"
(Indie) (reissues) .only $1,500.
Tower-Uptown-Fairway (Fox Mid-

west) (2.100, 2,043. 700: 45-65)—
"Slave Girl" (U). Fine $18,000. and
could hold. Last week, "Who's Kiss-
ing Her Now" (20th) (2d wlf), nice
$14,000.

'Bachelor'-Vaude Great

39G. Frisco; 'Singapore'

Tall 21G, 'Stallion' 18G
San Francisco. Aue. 19.

New product is making exhibitors
happy here this week, with Golden
Gate leading the procession. With
"Bachelor and Bobby-Soxer" as
screen attraction and Joey Adams
and Tony Canzonerl heading vaude.
theatre will hit a giant $39,000 or
close. "Red Stallion" at Warfield also
is stout while "Adventuress" with
vaude. at the Paramount, is racking
up a sock session. .

Also setting a great pace is "Sin-
gapore" at the Orpheum. "Welcome
Stranger" continues in sturdy fash-
ion although in its fifth week at

the St. Francis.
Estimates for This Week

Golden Gate (RKO) (2.844: 65-$l)— "Bachelor and Bobby-Soxer"
(RKO) plus vaude headed by Joey
Adams and Tony Canzoneri. Terrific

$39,000. Last week, "7 Keys Bald-
pate" (RKO) plus vaude headed by
Jack Carson and Janis Paige, sock
$34,000.
Fox (FWC) (4.651; 60-95)—"Ro-

mance Rosy Ridge" (M-G>. Fair
$16,000 or near. Last week. "Fiesta"
(M-G) (2d wk). nice $14,500.
Warfield (FWC) (2,656: 60-85) —

"Red Stallion" (E-L). Nice $18,000.

Last week. "Western Union" (20th)
(reissue), $15,000.
Paramount (Par) (2,646: 60-85)—

"Adventuress" (PRC) plus vaude
headed by Billy De Wolfe and 01?a
San Juan. Sock $35,000. Last week.
"Desert Fury" (Par) (2d wk), big
$19,500.

St. Francis (Par) (1.400: 85) —
"Welcome Stranger" (Par) (5th wk).
Hefty $16,000. Last week, solid
$20,000.
Orpheum (Blumenfeld) (2.448: 55-

85)—"Singapore" (U). Sturdy $21.-
• 000. Last week. "Brute Force" (U)
(3d-wk). ordinary $9,500.
United Artists (Blumenfeld) (1,-

207: 55-85) — "Carnegie Hall" <UA>
(2d wk). Oke $13,000. Last week,
healthy $17,500.
Stagedoor (Ackerman) (300: 60-

85)—"Magic Bow" (U). Big $3,700.
Last week. "Hamilton Woman" (UA)
(reissue) (2d wk), $2,300.-
Center Theatre (LipDert) (300; 90-

$1.20)—"Duel in Sun" (SRO). Big
$7,000. Last week, subseauent-run.

Guild (Lippert) (400: 35-85) —
"Gone With Wind" (M-G) (reissue)
(2d wk). Big $7,500. Last week, ter-
rific $8,000.
Clav (Roesner) (400: 65-85) —

Children Paradise" (Indie) (3d wk).
Smooth $2,400. Last week, good $2,-
800.

United Nations (FWC) (1.149: 60

looks like a sure record-breaker
its opening sesh at the Mastbaum.
Crosby-Fitzgerald film is luring in

biggest crowds since this giant de-
luxer reopened two years ago.

Nothing else in the city is even in

the same league, with biz in remain-
ing houses spotty.

Estimates for This Week
Aldine (WB) (1.303: 50-94)—"Riff-

Raff" (RKO) (2d wk). Fair $9,500.

Last week, $13,500.

Arcadia (Sablisky) (700: 50-94)—
"Cynthia" (M-G) (2d run). Mild
$5,000. Last week, "Possessed".(WB),
$6,000.

Bovd (WB) (2,350: 50-94)—"Slave
Girl" (U) (2d wk). Pale $15,000.

Last week, $19,000.

Earle (WB) (2.760: 50-94)—"Huck-
sters" (M-G) V5lh wk). Still holding
up at nice $21,000. Last week, good
$24,000. • •

Fox (20th) (2.250: 50-94)—"Kiss-
ing Her Now" (20th) (3d wk). Dip-
ping to $15,000. Last week, okay
$18,000.
Goldman (Goldman) (1,300: 50-94)

—"Dear Ruth" <Par) (4th wk). Neat
$22,000. Last week, about same.
Karlton (Goldman) (1,000:50-94)—

"Brute Force" (U) (3d wk). Bright
$15,000. Last week, fine $17,000. .

Keith's (Goldman) (1.300: 50-94)—
"Ghost Mrs. Muir" (20th) (2d run).
Pale $4,000. Last, week, "Ivy" (U),
trim $6,000 second run.
Mastbaum (WB) (4.360; 50-94) —

"Welcome Stranger" (Par). Sensa-
tional $60,000. Last week. "Cry Wolf"
(WB), thin $15,000 second week.
Pix (Cummins) (50-94) — "Great

Waltz" (M-G) (reissue) (4th wk).
Fine $6,000. Last week, same.
Stanley (WB) (2.950: 50-941—"Car-

negie Hall" (UA) (2d wk). Good
$20,000. Last week, solid $24,000.

Stanton (WB) (1.465; 50-94) —
"Born to Kill" (RKO) (2d wk). Slip-

ping to $9,000 after husky $13,500

opener.

D.C. So Hot, Govt. Lets

Workers Out; 'Stranger/

'Wind' Each Socko 28G
Washington, Aug. 19.

Two sock pictures are raking in

the big coin this week with the

others suffering from the heat and
so-so product. Theatres got an assist

from the government a couple of

days last week when the heat wave
caused a wholesale furlough of Fed-
eral employees from buildings which
were not air conditioned. Many of

these wound up in film houses. The
big money this week is going to

"Welcome Stranger" and "Gone With
the Wind."

Estimates for This Week
Capitol (Loew's) (3,434; 44-80)—

"Copacabana" (UA) with vaude.

Disappointing $21,000, considering

nice crix boosts. • Last week, "Ro-

mance Rosy Ridge" (M-G) with
vaude, $27,000.
Columbia (Loew's) (1,263: 44-70)—

"Fabulous Dorseys" (UA). Tepid

$7,000. Last. week. "Hucksters"
(M-G), down to $6,500 for fourth

downtown week and second stanza

here.
, „ ,

Earle (WB) (2.154; 44-85)—"Wel-
come Stranger" (Par). Sock $28,000

and like blood transfusion after

tough weeks this house has had. Last

week, "Cry Wolf" (WB), $16,000.

Hippodrome (Lust) (365: 44-85)—
"Private Life Henry VIII" (Indie)

(2d wk). Okay $2,000. Last, week,

nice $3,500.
Keith's (RKO) (1.838; 44-80)—

"Slave Girl" (U). Modest $13,000.

Last week, "Marked Woman" (WB)
and "Dust Be My Destiny" (WB),
(reissues), same.
Metropolitan (WB) (1,153: 44-74)

—

"Corpse Came C.O.D." (Col). Very
nice $10,000. Last week, "Possessed"

(.WB) (m.o.), $7,000.

Palace (Loew's) (2,370; 44-74)—
"Gone With Wind" (M-G) (reissue),

knocking 'em over to a $2ii,000 tune

'Stallion' Fat $13,000,

Seattle; 'Kissing' 1HG
Seattle, Aug; 19.

Too many holdovers in current
week for business to be big. "Won-
der Who's Kissing Her Now," "Red
Stallion" and "Dear Ruth," now in

second week, are standout
Est' mates for This Week

Blue Mouse (H-E) (800; 45-80)—
"Perils Pauline" (Par) (4th wk). Oke
$5,500 in 9 days after dandy $6,200
last session.

Fifth Avenue (H-E) (2.349; 45-80)

—"Cynthia" (M-G) and "Dark Delu-
sion" (M-G). Good $10,000. Last
week, "Fiesta" (M-G) (2d wk), 6

days, fair $6,800.

Liberty (J & VH) (1,650; 45,80)—
"Ruth" (Par) (2d wk). Socko $14,-

500. Last week, immense $16,600.

Music Box (H-E) (850; 45-80)—
"Possessed" (WB) (3d wk). Fair
$3,200 in 5 days. Last week, $6,100.

Music Hall (H-E) (2,200: 45-80)—
"Hucksters" (M-G) (5th wk). Good
$5,000, after bis $7,300 last stanza.

Orpheum (H-E) (2,600; 45-80)—
"Red Stallion" <E-L) and "Likely
Story" (RKO). Solid $13,000. Last
week. "Moss Rose" (20th). $7,200.

Palomar (Sterling) (1.350; 45-80)—
"Copacabana" (UA). Mild $6,000.

Last week. "Angel and Badman"
(Rep) and "Magnificent Rogue"
(Rep) (2d wk), oke $5,200.
Paramount (H-E) (3.039: 45-80)—

"Wonder Who's Kissing Her" (20th):

Nice $11.500.. Last week, "Living
in Big Way" (M-G) and "Bulldog
Drummond Bay" (Col), $7,400.

Roosevelt (Sterling) (800; 45-80)—
"Angel and Badman" (Rep) (3d wk).
Moderate $3,500. Last week, "This
My Affair" (20th) and "Sallv. Irene,

Mary" (20th) (reissues). $3,700.

'Bachelor Terrif $65,000 in 2 LA.

Spots; 'Death' 65G in 5, 'Stallion

Big 51G, 5; 'Singapore Lofty 53G, 5

'Ridge Rosy 21G

In Okay LVille

Louisville, Aug. 19.

"Romance Rosy Ridge" and
"Woman on Beach" will hike the
overall total here this week, despite
hot, humid weather. Balance of bills

are holdovers, and mostly so-so prod-
uct. "Dear Ruth," in third week, at

the Brown is still a lively number.
Estimates for This Week

Brown (Fourth Avenue) (1.200; 40-
60)—"Dear Rath" (Par) and "Jungle
Flight" (Par) (3d wk). Another
profitable stanza at $5,500 after last

week's big $6,000.
Kentucky (Switow) (1,200; 30-40)

—"Calcutta" (Par) and "Honeymoon"
(RKO). Nice $2,900. Last week,
"Yearling" (M-G) and "Beat Band"
(RKO), $3,400.
Mary Anderson (People's) (1,100;

40-60)—"Cry Wolf" (WB) (2d wk).
Medium $6,500 after last week's
healthy $8,500.
National (Standard) (2,400; 40-60)—"Arabian Nights" (U) (reissue)

and "Heartaches" (PRC). Moderate
$7,000. Last week. "Vigilantes Re-
turn" (U) and "Canyon Passage" (U)
(reissue), fairish $6,000.

Kialto (FA) (3,400; 40-60)—"Woman
on Beach" (RKO) and "Desperate".

(RKO). Brisk $15,000. Last week,
"Wonder Who's Kissing Her" (20th)

and "Crimson Key" (20th), strong
$16,000.

Scoop (Louisville Theatre) (700;

40-60)—"Queen's Necklace" (Indie).

Mild $1,900. Last week, "Live As I

Please" (Indie), $2,200.

State (Loew's) (3,300; 40-60)—"Ro-
mance Rosy Ridge" (M-G) and
"Little - Miss Broadway" (Mono).
Virile $21,000. Last week. "Other
Love" (UA) and "King Wild Horses"
(Col), light $11,000.
Strand' (FA) (1.200; 40-60)—"Who's

Kissing Her" (20th) and "Crimson
Key" (20th) (m.o.). Fair $5,000. Last
week, "Trouble With Women" (Par)
and "Danger Street" (Par), about
same.

85)—"Fantasia" (RKO) (reissue) (3d on this return date. Last weel
wk). Good $3,000. Last week, oke "Who's Kissing Her" (20th), big $12

$4,500. I 000 for 6-day second week.

'Han' Terrif 22G, Monti
Montreal, Aug. 19.

Sparked by .special bally, "Car-
negie Hall" looks standout currently

at Loew's. "Unfaithful" also is fancy
at the Capitol.

Estimates for This Week
Loew's (C. T.) (3.115; 35-47-67)—

"Carnegie Hall" (UA). Wow $22,000.

Last week, "Hucksters" (M-G) (3d

wk). $8,000.
Palace (C. T.) (2.578: 30-45-62)—

"Won't Believe Me" (RKO). Nice
$13,000. Last week, "Honeymoon"
(RKO), $11,000.
Capitol (C. T.) (2,610: 30-45-62)—

"Unfaithful" (WB). Strong $14,000.

Last week. "Living in Big Way"
(M-G), $12,000.

Princess (C. T.) (2.270: 30-40-53)—
"Arnelo Affair" (M-G) and "Thunder
Mountain" (RKO). Nice $9,000. Last
week. "Buck Privates Home" (U)
and "Desperate" (RKO.) (2d wk).
$7,500.
Imperial TC. T.) (1,916: 30-40-50)—

"Riff-Raff" (RKO) and "Fabulous
Suzanne" (Rep). Good $4,500. Last

week. "Intermezzo" (UA) and
"Housekeeper's Daughter" (UA) (re-

issues). $4,000.

Orpheum (C. T.) (1.119; 30-40-60)—

"Soupcons" (RKO) and "Made-
moiselle et son Bebe" (RKO). Oke
$3,000. Last week. "La Soeur de Son

i
Valet" (.U) and "Le Suspect" (U),

I $2,500.

Los Angeles, Aug. 19.

Temperatures dropped during the
past week, and grosses climbed as
the mercury went down. Easily out-
Standing is "Bachelor and Bobby-
Soxer," which will hit a colossal
$65,000 in two theatres, probably the
biggest the Wantages and Hillstreet
have done in several months. Also
strong is "Kiss of Death," which
loolfs nice $65,000 in five houses.

Eagle-Lion's "Red Stallion" is ex-
tra fine $51,000 in five situations.
"Singapore" also is torrid at $52,500
in five spots. "Carnegie Hall," play-
ing in four smallseaters, shapes as
stout $32,000.

Holdovers felt the opposition from
this strong new product, nearly all

slumping badly. "Dear Ruth," with
$27,500 in two Paramount houses,
looks best in second week. Big sur-
prise here was sock $11,000 regis-
tered by reissue of "Gone With
Wind" at Four Star, length of film
allowing only .four shows daily.

Estimates for This Week
Belmont (FWC) (1,532; 50-$l) —

"Red Stallion" (E-L) and "Blondie's
Holiday" (Col). Stout $7,000 or near.
Last week, "Golden Boy" (Col) and
"Good Girls to Paris" (Col) (reis-
sues). $2,300.

Beverly Hills Music Hall (G&S-
Blumenfeld) (824; 65-$D—"Carnegie
Hall" (UA). Solid $6,000. Last week,
"Patient Vanishes" (FC) (8 days),
only $3,000.
Carthay Circle (FWC) (1.518; 50-

$1)—"Kiss of Death" (20th). Nice
$7,000. Last week. "Who's Kissing
Her" (20th) (3rd wk-6 days), $3,200.

Chinese (Grauman-WC) (2,048;
50-$l) — "Kiss of Death" (20th).
Okay $14,000. Last week. "Kissing
Her" (20th) (3d wk), $9,600.
Downtown (WB) (1,800; $50*-$l)—

"Cry Wolf" (WB) (2d wk). Fair $14,-
500. Last week, fancy $21,600.
Downtown Music Hall (Blumen-

feld) (872; 50-$D—"Carnegie Hall"
(UA). Great $12,500. Last week, "Pa-
tient Vanishes" (FC) (8 days), fair

$8,300.
Egyptian (FWC) (1,538: 50-$l) —

"Cynthia" (M-G) and "Dark Delu-
sion" (M-G) (2d wk). Down to $7,000
or near. Last week, nice $12,100.

El Key (FWC) (861: 50-$D—"Red
Stallion" (E-L) and "Blondie's Holi-
day" (Col). Sweet $6,500. Last" week.
"Golden Boy" (Col) and "Good
Gi^ls" (Col) (reissues), bad $3,000.

Esquire (Rosener) (685; $1.20) —
"This Haooy Breed" (U) (12th wk).
Trim $1,700. Last week. $1,600.
Four Star (UA-WC) (900: 50-$D—

"Gone With Wind" (M-G) (reissue).
Sock $11,000. Last week. "Repeat
Performance" (E-L) and "Green For
Danger" (E-L) (m.o.) (9 days), nice
$3,000.
Guild (FWC) (968: 50-$D—"Singa-

pore" (U) and "Big Fix" (PRC).
Fine $6,500. Last week. "Slave Girl"
(U) and "Thunderbolt" (Mono) (2d
wk). Very bad $2,800.
Hawaii (G&S-Blumenfeld) (956;

50-$D—"Carneaie Hall" (U). Forte
$7,500. Last week. "Patient Vanishes"
(FC) (8 days), oke $4,000.
Hollywood (WB) (2.756; 50-$D—

"Crv Wolf" (WB) (2d wk). Fair
$11,500. Last week, $17,500.

Hollywood Music Hall (Blumen-
feH) (<<75: 50-85)—"Carnegie Hall"
(UA). Bi« $6,000. Last week, "Pa-
tient Vanishes" (FC) (8 days). $3,300.

Iris (FWC) (828: 50-85)—"Singa-
nore" (U). Solid $7,000. Last week.
"Slave Girl" (U) and "Thunderbolt"
(Mono) (2d wk). $3,400.
Laurel (Rosener) (890; 85) —

"Storm in Teacup" (Indie) and "Be-
loved Vagabond" (Indie). Good
$5,000 or under. Last week, "Genius
Nightingale" (Indie) and "Broken
Love"' (Indie) (3d wk). $1,200.

Loew's State (Loew-WC) (2,404:

50-SD—"Kiss of Death" (20th) and
"Little Miss Broadway" (Col). Stout
$25,500. Last week. "Kissing Her"
(20th) and "Crimson Key" (20th)
Od wk). fair $12,700. ,

Los Angeles (D'town-WC) (2,097-

50-$1) — "Cynthia" (M-G) and
"Dark Delusion" (M-G) (2d wk).
Way off to $12,500. Last week, tor-

rid $23,300.
Loyola (FWC) (1.248: 50-$l) —

"Kiss of Death" (20th). Good $8,500.

Last week. "Kissing Her" (20th) (3d

wk>. $5,100.
Ma real (G&S) (900; 75-$1.20) —

"Best Years" (RKO). Great $7,500.

Last week, "Henry V" (UA) (10th-

wk-9 days), fine $5,200.

Orpheum (D'town-WC) (2.210: 50-

$1) — "Red Stallion" (E-L) and
"Blondie's Holiday" (Col). Rousing

j

$22,500. Last week. "Golden Boy"
(Col) and "Good Girls" (Col) (re-

issues). $8,000.
Million Dollar (D'town) (2.122:

55-98)—"Brute Force" (U) and "Co-
oacabana" (UA) (2d run), with John
Calvert Magic company on stage.

Fair $12,000, with Calvert in cold

at last minute. Last week. "Robin
Hood Monterey" (Mono) and "Dis-
honored Lady" (UA) (2d run) with
Circo Flamente on stage, fair $16,500.

Panta-tes (Pan) (2,812: 50-$l )—
"Bachelor Bobby-Soxer" (RKO).
Terrific $32,000. Last week, "Won't

I Believe Me" (RKO) (2d wk) and
I
"Son of Rusty" (Col), $10,800.

'

Paramount (F&M) (3,398; 50-$l)—
"Dear Ruth" (Par) and "Springtime
Sierras" (Rep) (2d wk). Modest
$15,000. Last week, big $24,600.
Paramount Hollywood (F&M)

(1.451; 50-$D—"Dear Ruth" (Par)
(2d wk). Solid $12,500. Last week,
great $17,700. .

RKO Hillstreet (RKO) (2,890; 50-

80) — "Bachelor Bobby-Soxer"
(RKO). Colossal $33,000. Las"t week,.
"Won't Believe Me" (RKO) (2d wk)
and "Son of Rusty" (Col), $11,300.

Ritz (FWC) (1,370; 50-$l )—"Sing-
apore" (U). Trim $11,500. Last week,
"Slave Girl" (U) and "Thunder-
boll" (Mono) (2d wk), $5,400.

Studio City (FWC) (880; 50-$D—
"Singapore" (U). Neat $6,500. Last
week, "Slave Girl" (U) and "Thun-
derbolt"- (Mono) (2d wk), $4,000.

United Artists (UA) (2,100; 50-$l)
—"Singapore" (U) and "Big Fix"
(PRC). Lush $21,000. Last week,
"Slave Girl" (U) and "Thunderbolt"
(Mono) (2d wk), $12,100.
Uptown (FWC) (1,719; 50-SD—

"Kiss of Death" (20th) and "Little
Miss Broadway" (Col). Big $10,008.
Last week, "Kissing Her" (20th)
/and "Crimson Key" (20th) (3d wk),
$4,500.

Vogue (FWC). (885: 50-$D—"Red
Stallion" (E-L) and "Blondie's Holi-
day" (Col). Fine $7,500. Last week,
"Golden Boy" (Col) and "Good
Girls" (Col) (reissues). $3,000.
Wilshire (FWC) (2,296; 50-$D—

"Cynthia" (M-G) and "Dark Delu-
sion" (M-G) (2d wk). Down to
$7,000. Last week, $12,200.
Wiltern (WB) (2.300; 50-$l)—"Cry

Wolf" (WB) (2d wk). Off to $11,500.
Last week, strong $15,600.
Culver (FWC) (1,145: 80-$!)—

"Red Stallion" (E-L) and "Blondie'*
Holiday" (Col). Great $7,500 or close.
New house opened its doors last
Wednesday (13).

St. Loo Hot, B.O.

Weak; 'Love' 20G
St. Louis, Aug. 19.

City is still in the grips of a pro-
longed heat wave and grosses have
begun to sag. "The Other Love"
dualed with Keeper of Bees" is the
best of the lot at Loew's. Another
new pair, "Cry Wolf" and "Tres-
passer" is at the Fox, but not so bis.

Estimates for This Week .

Ambassador (F&M) (3,000; 50-75)
—"The Unfaithful" (WB) and
"Desperate" (RKO) (2d wk). Fair
$14,000 after neat $18,000 first session.
Fox (F&M) (5,000; 50-75)—"Cry

Wolf" (WB) and "Trespasser" (Rep).
Moderate $16,000. Last week, "Th«
Web" (XJ) and "The Vigilantes Re-
turn" (U), $18,000.
Loew's (Loew) (3,172; 50-75)—

"Other Love" (UA) and "Keeper of
Bees" (Col). Fancy $20,000. Last
week, "The Hucksters" (M-G) l2d
wk). nice $17,500.
Missouri (F&M) (3,500; 50-75)—

"Who's Kissing Her" (20th) and
"Honeymoon" (RKO) (2d wk). Solid
$12,000 after fine $16,000 first stanza.
Orpheum (Loew) (2,000; 50-75)—

"The Hucksters" (M-G) (m.o.). Okay
$9,500. Last week, "Dillinger" (Mono)
and "Mutiny Big House" (Mono) (re-
issues), big $9,800.

St. Louis (F&M) (4,000; 50-75)—
"Perils Pauline" (Par) and "3 on
Ticket" (PRC) (3d wk). Will tack
$10,000 onto good $12,000 grabbed in
second stanza.

Cincy Goes for Vaude;

Baker-LeRoy Up 'Corpse'

Wham 30G, 'Perils' 19G
Cincinnati, Aug. 19.

Vaude of two-a-day vintage with
"Corpse Came C.O.D." is magneting
a whopper Albee figure to lead the
town. "Perils of Paulinei" the only
olher new entry, is lofty at the
Palace. Both shows drew rave
notices. "Bear Ruth" looks strongest
of holdovers and moveovers.

Estimates for This Week
' Albce (RKO) (3,100; 55-95)—
"Corpse Came C.O.D." (Col) with
Bonnie Baker, Milt Herth Trio. Joe
Besser, Wally Brown. Hal LeRoy,
Nelson Sisters and The Chadwicks on
stage. Smash $30,000 tugged fnainly
by wow vaude bill, a change from
band policy here. Stage combo Is

only for this stanza. "Cry Wolf"
(WB), pleasing $13,000 at 50-75=
sca'e.

Capitol (RKO) (2,000: 50-75)—
"Great Waltz" (M-G) (reissue) (2d
wk). Nice $6,000 after socko $11,009
opener.
Grand (RKO) (1.400; 50-75)—"Ro-

mance Rosy Ridge" (M-G) (2d wk).
(Continued on page 23)



16 FILM REVIEWS Wednesday, August 20, 1947

Life With Father
(COLOR)

Warner Bros. . release of Robert Buckner
production. Stars Irene Dunne and William
Powell; features Elizabeth Taylor, Edmund
Gwenn, ZaSu Pitts, Directed by Michael
Ourtiz. Screenplay, Donald Ogden Stewart,
from original stageplay by Howard Lind-
say anil Jlusbel Grouse (produced by Oscar
Berlin); camera (Technicolor), Peverell Mar-
ley and William V. Skall: Technicolor di-

rector, Natalie Kalmus; editor, George Amy:
dialog director, Herschel Daugherty; special

eti'eels, William MeConn .(directed by Ray
Foster): music, Max Steiner; orchestral ar-

rangements, Murray Cutter: music director,

F. Forbatein; assistant director, Robert
Vrceland. AI Warner theatre, N. Y., open-
ing Aug. M, 47. Running time, 118 MINS.
Vinnle Irene Dunne
Father William Powell
Mary Ellzaboth Taylor
Itev. Dr. Lloyd. Edmund Gwenn
tVa ZaSu Pitts

Clarence ...Jimmy Lydon
Margaret Emma Dunn
Dr. Humphries..
Mrs. Whitehead..
Harlan
Whitney
John
Annie
The Pol iceman. ...

Nora
Maggie
Delia
Miss Wiggins

...... .Moroni Olsen
. . .Elizabeth RlBdon

Derek .Scott
....Johnny Calkins

Martin Milner
Heather Wilde

Monte Blue
Mary .Field

. . .Queenie Leonard
Nancy Evans

...Clnra Blandic.k

Br. Seiners... Frank Elliott

direction is excellent, though unable
to achieve, because of the very na-
ture of the pic, anything more than
a pedestrian pace. Kahn.

Magic Town
(SOMGS)

ItKO release "of Robert Riskln production.
Stars Jain.cs Stewart, Jane Wyman; fea-

lurcs Kent Smith, Ned Sparks, Wallace
Ford, Regis Toomey. Directed by William
A. Wellman. Screenplay, Riskin, based on
wtory by Riskln and Joseph Krumgold: cam-
era, Joseph F. Biroc: editors. Sherman
Todd., Richard Wray; music, Roy Webb.
Songs, Mel Torme, Bob Wells, Edward Hey-
man, Previewed N. T„ Aug. 18, '47. Run-
ning time. 103 MINS.
Rip Smith James Stewart
Mary Peterinan Jane Wyman
Hoopendecker .Kent Smith-
Ike Sloan Ned Sparks
Lou Dickctts.... ...... ./Wallace Ford
Ed Weaver KHtegis Toomey
Mrs. Weaver , ...Ann Doran
Mr. Twiddle..... ......Donald Meek
Moody E. J. Ballantine
Ma Peterman. Ann Shoemaker
Nioklebv... Howard Freeman
Rank Nickteby ;.. Mickey Kuhn
Mayor ..Harry Holman
Mrs. Frlsby ...Mary Currier
Bob Peterman .Mickey Roth
Birch Frank Fenton
Rena'tnr Wilton.. George Trvlng
Mrs. Wilton Julia Deane

A stage play that runs eight years

can be awfully tough to follow.

When those eight years have formed
the links by which that play has set

an alltime Broadway run record-
that makes it particularly tough to

follow. "Life With Father" holds
both these distinctions. Which cre-

ates for its cinematic version the
unenviable challenge of maintaining

• great standard.

That "Father" the picture does not
consistently maintain the standard
of "Father" the play should thus
create no unusual dismay. "Father"
was, after all, a very unusual play
with a very unusual success. But by
retaining enough' of its charm and
substituting such stars as William
Powell and Irene. Dunne, plus a
beautifully Technioolored produc-
tion and the natural exploitation
values accrued through the play's

long run, Warners has turned out
a film that can't miss at the box-
effice.

"Father" the play had a remark-
able wit, charm and some truly
wonderful performers in Howard
Lindsay and Dorothy Stickney. Not
to mention the intimacy of the thea-
tre. That must be it—the intimacy
of the theatre! That's where the un-
derlying- difference must be between
the two media into which this story
has been translated.

"Father" at its best on the stage
was . never more than a series of
vignettes of a day in the life of the
Days on New York's Madison avenue
in the mauve decade. There was
never any story, as such—merely a
grouping of tintypes and situations.

But the intimacy of audience and
performer ip the theatre gave to all

these a closeup perspective that the
broader scope of the screen has,
somehow, managed to diminish to
an appreciable extent. The little

pieces of business that were sharp
etchings on the broad comedy can-
vas

;
of the stage lost their sharpness

when brought into focus of the
camera.

This can happen so easily in a
•how that is, by and large, no more
pretentious than a series of character
studies painted with broad strokes
against a background of casual story
values.

All this, of course, it must be
emphasized, should not be construed
as any particular disparagement of a
picture that still retains considerable
entertainment value. Enough enter-
tainment, in fact, to escape the jaun-
diced eye of all except those with a
particularly fond memory for a great
stage entertainment. "Father," after
all, as a play, comes along once in a
lifetime. What, under those circum-
stances, can stand up under such a
critical gaze? It is, perhaps, unfair
to question a picture's boxofflce val-
ues on the basis of any such anal-
ogy. But "Father" as a film needn't
concern itself about the b.o.; it will
stand on its own.

Miss Dunne and Powell have cap-
tured to a considerable extent the
play's charm, though, as bombastic
Clarence Day, Powell must bow low
to the part's creator, Lindsay, who
with Russel Crotise adapted the stage
version from the original New York-
er magazine stories. Miss Dunne
compares very favorably with the
Dorothy Stickney original role, ex-
acting the comedy from the part
without overplaying it.

The major humor of the story,
based on Father's eccentric char-
acteristics and Mother's continual
mollifying of his tantrums, is still

evident in the pic. The Day chil-
' dren are not as effectively projected
as in the play, but this, too, has
been shrouded by the lesser intimacy
of the pic.

Elizabeth Taylor, as the vis-a-vis
for Clarence Day, Jr., is sweetly
*eminine as the demure visitor to the
Day household, while Jimmy Lydon,
as* young Clarence, is likewise effec-
tive as the potential Yale man. Ed-
mund Gwenn, as the minister, and
ZaSu Pitts, a constantly visiting rel-
ative, head the supporting players
who contribute stellar performances.

It's a superlative production all

the way, and no less important than
any other single feature of the pic
is the photography. Michael Curtiz'

' "Magic Town" is a smooth conir
bination of comedy and hokum. Its

smart dialog and superior direction
will overcome a longwinded, senti-

mental story to register favorably
with the cash customers, while
James Stewart's . loyal following
won't be let down by another of his

ingratiatingly boyish performances.
Film's humor and performances will

carry it through.'1

Robert Riskin has bitten off a huge
chunk with this, his first independent
picture, of which he is both producer
and writer. Unusual freedom and
authority had the natural tendency
of Riskin spreading himself too
much and overdoing a good thing.

An editor's severe bluepencil would
have helped to change a fairly good
boxofflce entry into a surefire hit.

The story is a little complicated in

starting out to be a yarn about an
opinion-polling outfit and winding
up as the life, death and rebirth of

an average American town. It was
time the films got around to kidding
the various Gallup, Hooper and Niel-
son p611s>, and this pic does a good
job of it. Whether the average film-

goer, despite the fact that he is

constantly being polled for opinions
on this or that subject, can get ex-
cited about a group of people testing
an average town for its opinion on
progressive education in America is

debatable. But the story eventually
veers away from this angle to study
the attitude of a small town when
national publicity goes to its head,
and the filmgoer is on familiar
ground again.

Stewart plays an enterprising re-
searcher who plans to get rich quick-
ly with what he calls his "mathe-
matical miracle" method — finding
one small town that things as the
nation does, and by polling it con-
stantly on various issues have a
cross-section of American opinion at
very small cost. He finds the town
in Grandview. Posing as an in-
surance salesman planning to settle

there, Stewart and his two cronies
(Ned Sparks and Donald Meek) poke
their noses into the affairs of the
town, and upset plans a young news-
paper editor (Jane Wyman) has for
improving the place with a new
civic centre.

When the editor finally learns of
Stewart's scheme and exposes it in
her newspaper, the town is pub-
licized nationwide as America's
average city, and the resultant on-
rush of cameramen, feature writers,
sidewalk radio commentators, tour-
ists and get-rich-quick gentry in-
flates the town mentally, physically
and morally. Its opinion on any-
thing is no longer worth much, and
resultant polls make it ridiculous in
the nation's eye. The boom collapses
and the town faces economic as well
as spiritual ruin. How Stewart and
Miss Wyman save it is interesting
stuff, even if it is highly far-fetched
and unmitigated corn.
The film has a good deal .of the

charm of smalltown communal life,

with constant warming touches. The
comic incidents, however, are its

brightest spot and its insurance for
success. Sourpuss deadpan Ned
Sparks, back on the screen .after
four years' absence, is excellent foil
for Stewart's exuberance, while the
late Donald Meek adds strong points.
The comedy touches crop up con-
stantly, especially when most need-
ed. One of the hilarious bits has
Stewart and Miss Wyman wander-
ing into a schoolroom, remembering
their respective childhoods, and
bursting into recitation of the poems
they loved best—Miss Wyman into
"Hiawatha," Stewart into "Charge of
the Light Brigade" — oblivious of
each other, while an incredulous
janitor finally is overcome enough
to join in with some verse of his
own.
The love scenes are gentle and

tinged with good humor, to be very
engaging, and the bit in the gym,
when Stewart and Miss Wyman dis-
cover they love each other is ex-
cellent stuff. Homey touches, like
Stewart's informal coaching of a
boys' basketball team; the Mayor
recording an interview into a dicta-
phone; the cordial sidewalk meeting
of two men who don't even know
each other; the three elderly news-
paper "office boys" who speak as
one; the drunk scene of Stewart and
Sparks, are all cinema highspots.
Stewart's shy charm and eagerness

Miniature Reviews
"Life With Father" (WB)

(Color). Irene Dunne-William
Powell in adaptation of record-

run Broadway comedy; strong

b.o. winner.
"Magic Town" (RKO). Amus-

ing, sentimental yarn of average

American town troubled by poll-

takers, with James Stewart and
Jane Wyman. Good b.o. entry.

"Mother Wore Tights" (20th).

(Musical; Color.) Familiar

filmusical with Betty Grable and
Dan Dailey; moderate b.o.

"Fun and Fancy Free" (Dis-

ney) (Color; Songs). Cartoon-

live action feature a disap-

pointment.
"Frieda" (British) (U). Topic-

ally hot treatise on the Ger-
mans, ok for big urban centers,

n.s.g. in nabes.

"The Pretender" (Rep). Gang-
ster meller lacks action; strong

dual support.

"Last Frontier Uprising" (Rep).
(Songs; Color). Formula oatuner
starring Monte Hale.
"Jassy" (British) (Gen). Mar-

garet Lockwood, Patricia Roc in

a good costume melodrama.
"Marshal of. Cripple Creek"

(Rep.) Allan Lane in strong en-
try of Red Ryder series; fine for

spots where westerns are liked.

"The Murderer Lives at Num-
ber 21" (Mage) (French). Pierre
Fresnay in French-made who-
dunit; slight b.o. at arty houses.

pairs well with Miss Wyman's reti-

cent affection." Latter looks especially-
attractive ih this film with a boyish
hairdo upsweep. Anne Shoemaker,
Wallace Ford, Kent Smith, Regis
Toomey and E. J. Ballantine add ef-
ective bits' as various citizens of
Grandview.

Riskin's humor and gags; Well-
man's easy, slick direction, and Risk-
in's unstinted production efforts, are
obvious assets to the trained eye,

Bron.

Mother Wore Tights
(MUSICAL; COLOR)

20th-Fox release of Lamar Trotti produc-
tion. Stars Betty Grable, Dan Dailey; fea-
tures Mona Freeman, Connie Marshall,
Sara Allgood, William Frawley. Directed
by. Walter Lang. Screenplay, Trotti, based
on book by Marian Young; camera (Techni-
color), Harry Jackson; editor; J. Watson
Webb, Jr.; lyrics and music. Mack Gordon
and Josef Myrow. Previewed in New York,
Aug. 18, '47. Running time, 107 MINS.
Myrtle McKinley Burt Betty Grable
Frank Burt Dan Dailey
Iris Burt Mona Freeman
Mikie Burt., Connie Marshall
Bessie Vanessa Brown
Bob Clarkman Robert Arthur
Grandmother McKinley. . . ... . .Sara Allgood
Mr. Schneider ..William Krawley
Miss Ridgeway Ruth Kelson
Alice Flemmerhammer Anabel Shaw
Roy Blvins Michael Dunne
Grandfather McKinley George Cleveland
Rosemury Olcott Veda Ann Borg
Papa , Slg Ruman
Lil Lee Patrick
Specialty Senor Wences
Mrs. Muggins Maude Eburne
Papa Capucci Antonio Fllauri
Mama T>otte Stein
Mr. Clsrkman William Forrest
Mrs. Clarkman. Kathleen Lockhardt
Ed Chick Chandler
Dance Director Kenny Williams
Withers '. Will Wright
Stage Doorman Frank Orth

bats. Whoopee!" [Ed note: Variety
likewise protests.] ' ~

Brace of six numbers provided by
Mack Gordon and Josef Myrow,
none of which shows any hit parade
class, include "Rolling Down Bowl-
ing Green," "Kokomo, Indiana,"

"You Do," "There's Nothing Like a

Song," "This Is My Favorite City"

and "Fare-Thee-Well, Dear Alma
Mater." In addition to Miss Grable
and Dailey, Mona Freeman, as the
elder daughter, also warbles a few
numbers, displaying nice but not

distinctive pipes..

Main thesping chore is carried by
Dailey, who, after five years in the
Army, is getting a star buildup at

20th. Dailey shows nice form as a

•hoofer and patter singer, and his

thesping reveals a comic talent that

might go places given right lines and
situations. Miss Grable and her gams
are set off to best advantage, and
while her singing and dancing are
okay, her emoting is unpersuasive.
Two daughters, played by Miss Free-
man and moppet Connie Marshall,

are among the film's standouts. Sup-
porting cast, headed by'Sara Allgood
and William Frawley, is uniformly
capable.
Lensing is executed in superb

taste, with tints being warm yet

realistic without any garish color

contrasts. Herm.

Fun aud Fancy Free
(Cartoop-Live Action)

(Color; Songs)
RKO release of Walt Disney production.

Stars E"dgar . Bergen and Dinah Shore; fea-

tures Charlie McCarthy, • Mortimer- Snerd.
I,nana Patten, Donald Duck, Mickey Mouse
and Jlmlny Cricket. Directors, Jack Kin-
ney, W. O. Roberts. Hamilton Duske: live-

action director, William Morgan. Story,

Homer Brlghtman, Harry Reeves, Ted
Sears, Lance Nolley, Eldon Dcdlni, Tom
Oreb, with "Bongo," from an original by
Sinclair Lewis. Songs by Ray Noble, Buddy
Kaye, Bernle .Benjamin, Arthur Quenzer,
•William Walsh, Bobby .Worth and George
Weiss; editor, Jack Bachom. Previewed In

N. Y., Aug. 18, '47. Running time, 73 MINS.

ters. It will take the most deft
plugging by publishers Santly-Joy
to get them anywhere. They include
"Fun and Fancy Free," "Lazy Coun-
tryside," "Too Good to Be True

"

"Say It With a Slap," "Oh What aHappy Day" "I'm a Most Amazing
Guy" and "In My Favorite Dream

_ Herb.
*

Frieda
(BRITISH)

UnlversaNrelease of J. Arthur Rank pro.
ductlon (Michael Balcon-Eallng Studios)
Stars David Farrar, Mai Zetterllng- fea-
tures Glynte Johna, Flora Robson, Albert
Lieven, Barbara Everest. Directed by Basil
Denrden, Screenplay by Ronald Millar and
Angus MncPhall from an original by .Millar-
camera, Gordon Dines; editor, Jim lima- '

han; music, John Greenwood. At Park We
Y-> Aug. 15, '47. Running time)

i)7 MINS,
Robert David Farrar
Judy.....; -,«lynls Johns

...Mai ZeUerllng
... .Flora Robson
. . . .Albert Lieven
.Barbara Everest
. .Gladys -Jlehson
.... .Itay Jocl.son

Patrick Holt
...Milton Hosmer

Barry Letts
...Gilbert Davis

Frieda
Nell
Sic-hard,. ';

Mrs. Dawson..
Edith..........
Tony
Alan
Merrick
Jim Merrick...
Lawrence
Mrs. Freeman .Ren ladd

.Douglas .TftfTerlAs

Harry Jones
Eliot Makeham
Norman Pierce
John Ruddock.

-D. A. Ola I ke-Smith,
Garry Marsti

. . . .Aubrey Mallalleu
John Mnlecey

Stanley Escape
Polish Priest.. .Gerhard lllnze
First Official.... Arthur Howard

Hobscn.

.

Holiday.
Ui'iiey
Crawley.
Granger. . .

.

Ilerrint. ....

neckwith.

,

Irvine
Latham . . .

.

Post-boy.

"Mother Wore Tights" is a fa-
miliarly styled Technicolor musical
opus on the life and times of a song-
and-dance team that knocked around
the vaude circuits about the century's
turn. Leisurely paced and loosely
constructed as a series of undramatic
vignettes, picture will appeal to
patrons who prefer their nostalgia
trowelled on thickly and sweetly.
Marquee values are limited solely to
Betty Grable's name, which will not
be strong enough to pull this film out
of the just-fair b.o. class.

Musical is severely limited by its
long and mediocre score of tunes,
which are presented without any
visual imaginative touches. Numer-
ous hoofing sequences featurTng Miss
Grable and her vis-a-vis, Dan Dailey,
also fail to rate the heavy accent put
on them by the footage. Chief draw-
back, however, is the rambling story,
whose lack of both major and minor
climaxes is made glaring by Walter
Lang's deadpan direction and a script
which pulls out all the stops in its

use of cliches and sentimentalism. •

Yarn, unfolding via simple flash-
backs to the commentary of the hoof-
ers' younger daughter, progresses
through the various stages of the
vaude team's career. Beginning with
Miss Grable's highschool graduation,
where she was named the class' top
dancer, film wanders through her en-
counter with Dailey, their marriage,
a couple of childbirths to a warmly
happy ending. It's one of the most
harmonious domestic pictures ever
seen on land or celluloid.

Incidental trouble is met along the
way when the elder daughter, getting
some polish at a finishing school, is
chagrined to learn that her parents
have been booked for a one-night
stand at a local theatre. Everything's
ironed out quickly, however, when
the whole school of swells comes out
to cheer th.e duo's routine. Sample of
the film's unreality is the daughter's
protest against the language used by
variety in its marriage columns,
Quote runs something like this:
"Zippee! Daughter of Joe and Bertha
Klotz. vaude hoofers, was married to
son of the Ernest Smiths, noted aero

It is unfortunate that the eco-
nomics of film distribution and ex-
hibition make it all but impossible
to show an adequate return on
better-than-usual one and two-reel
shorts. Result is that Walt Disney
has long since discovered he can
greatly enhance his chances of turn-
ing a profit by stringing several of

his briefies together and offering
them as a feature. That's what he's

done here with two shorts—or what
should be shorts. He's expanded
them far beyond their potentialities

and tricked a bit of dressing around
them to bring the package up to

the length of the conventional "B"
feature. The result is a dull and
tiresome film that even the most
rabid Disney addicts will not find

to their taste.

To be sure, the drawings and color
work aTe up to the high Disney
technical standard, and most of the
producer's favorite characters are on
hand, including Mickey Mouse,
Donald Duck and Jiminy Cricket.
To give an added fillip, and as mar-
quee hypo, there are the live-action
talents of Edgar Bergen, Charlie
McCarthy, Mortimer Snerd and
Luana Patten, and the offscreen
voice in song and narration of Dinah
Shore, Anita Gordon, Cliff Edwards,
Billy Gilbert, Clarence Nash, The
Kings Men, The Dinning Sisters and
The Starlighters.
But all the fine technical work and

all the names in the world can't
compensate for lack of imagination.
The whole combo is uninspired and
belabored, completely unlike Disney.
And at least 75% of the trouble
appears to be from the efforts to
make 73 minutes of running time
out of what would be two good 10-
minute shorts.

First of the pair of stories is

"Bongo," from an original by Sin-
clair Lewis, which Disney once con-
sidered for a full-length feature on
its own. Bongo is a unicycle-riding
circus bear who tires of his artificial
comforts and escapes to go native.
He finds himself an unhappy stran-
ger to forest ways until he meets a
femme bear and her tough boy-r
friend-bear. After numerous trials,
he defeats the gorilla-like chum,
wins the gal and rules the domain.
Second yarn is "Mickey and the

Beanstalk," a variation on the old
.familiar fairy tale. It attempts to
tie together so many elements it
does justice to none. It opens with
a live-action Edgar Bergen enter-
taining Charlie McCarthy, Morti-
mer Snerd and blond-tressed little
Luana Patten with the story of a
place called Happy Valley. Tough
times come when a magic singing
harp is stolen and the peasants-
Mickey Mouse, Donald .Duck and
Goofy—find their only possession
some magic beans. From them re-
sult the beanstalk into which the
trio climb into the land of Willie
the Giant. After numerous adven-
tures they rescue the harp and re-
turn to their valley.
The two stories are held together

by Jiminy Cricket, who first turns
on a phonograph to have the
Bongo" yarn told and then climbs

into Bergen's house to hear the
Beanstalk" tale. Dinah Shore nar-

rates "Bongo" and sings some of the
tunes in it, all very creditably. Cliff
Edwards neatly voices the cricket,
whose principal number is the title
song. Bergen and his dummies are
unnecessary, with their dialog espe-
cially unfunny.
There are seven identifiable tunes,

most of them as uninspired as the
stories and the antics of the charac-

The Briton's restrained and muted
touch is turned to a topically hot po-
tato in Michael Balcon's "Frieda," a
surprisingly early plea for tolerance
towards the Germans. Ip fashioning
his opus, Balcon has made an earnest
and adult treatise which still stitches
in a goodly dose of dramatic impact.
"Frieda" should do its share of the
biz in major urban centers. Sans
marquee allure for American box-
offices, it promises a tepid perform-
ance in the nabes and smalltown
flickeries.

Nicely lensed, soundly written and
maturely handled, "Frieda" could or-
dinarily count its boxoffice battle half
won by a friendly critical reception.
But with the bones of Dachau scar-
cely buried, more than one crick is

going to sniff Empire politics in the
pic's premise. Rightly or wrongly,
that suspicion may well decimate th»
huzzahs.
For Frieda (Mai Zelterling), a Ger-

man nurse, is stand-in for the so-
called decent Teuton who joined with
the Nazis and then had his tardy re-
pentance when victory and loot

faded out. In the pic, she's married
to an RAF officer (David- Farrar),
whose Ijfe she saved and by whom
she's brought to a quiet British town,
close on the war's end. Early refusal
of Farrar's family and his home town
to accept her and their subsequent
conversion build the drama.
Film falters when it fails to reflect

sympathetically the townspeople who
refuse the face-value acceptance of a
German after five years of vicious
war with her tribe. It scores a point,

however, when it contrasts the re-
generation of Frieda with that of her
brother (Albert Lieven), who turns
up midway in the yarn still the hel-
lion Hitlerite. Final footage move*
swiftly as Frieda wins her place in

the family while her brother is done
in.

Excellent limning of both Miss
Zetterling and Farrar help lend con-
viction to the story. Glyllis Johns
does standout work as the sister-in-

law, and her low-keyed winsome
voice should cop Hollywood's atten-
tion. Flora Robson, as an aunt
whose chances of winning a Parlia-

ment seat are dimmed by her
nephew's marriage, scores soundly.

Direction by Basil Dearden is

adroit and sure. Particularly deft is

his handling of one scene, in which
the flier, accuses his frau of remain-
ing a Nazi by the simple device of

dropping her brother's swastika me-
dallion in her lap. Camera work is

expert and polished. Wit.

The Pretender
Republic release of W. Lee Wilder pro-

duction. Stars Albert Dekker: features

Catherine Craig, Charles Drake, Alan
Carney. Linda Stirling. Diiwled by w,
Lee Wilder. Screenplay, Don Marl in,

added dialog, Doris Miller; camera. MM
Alton; editor, Asa Boyd Clark. At Bm>»«.

N. Y., week of Aug. 11, '47.

time, (19 MINS.:
liunnins

Kenneth Holden
Claire Worthfngton.
Dr. Leonard Koster.
Victor Korrln
Flo RonBOn
Fingers.
Charles Lennox
Buller (William)
Butler (Thomas) ....
Mickte
Hank Gordon
Stranger
Dr. Stevens
Margie
.Miss Chalmers
Nurse No. 1. .

.

. . . .Albert Dekker

„ .Catherine Craig

.. .Chr-lcs Drake
.... A Ian l James?

Linda Stilling

Tom Kennedy
...Selmer Jackson
Charles Middleton

Ernie Adams
Ben Weldf.n
lohn Bagul

.... Stanley Ro«a
Forrest Taylor

. ...Greta element
Peggy Wynne

"ula. Guy
Evelyn Cossett..., Cay Forrester

Stephen Peter Michael
Janitor Michael Mark
Miss Michael.. Dorothy Scott

Credit a polished performance bv
Albert Dekker wasted in a gangster

meller simply because of belabored
direction. He is a conniving Wall
Street dealer whose juggling of ac-

counts finally catches up with him
largely because he fears the gangsters

he has called in to eliminate a rival.

Despite a somewhat laggard pace,

"The Pretender" carries enough en-
tertainment to provide strong dual
support.
Dekker keeps meeting margin re-

(Continued on page 18)
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The Pretender
quirements of his broker by switch-

ing money from a large estate for

which he is trustee. But a falling

market forces him to plot marriage
with Catherine Craig, heiress to the

coin he's been mishandling. But
she's about to announce her mar-
riage to a young medico. In des-

peration, Dekker hires a gang to

bump off the girl's fiance, but when
Wiss Craig suddenly tosses the
medico overboard and elopes with
Dekker, the complications come in

hervy doses.

Don Martin's original is neatly
concocted though ^ponderously direc-
ted.

Alan Carney also chips in with a
realistic job as the gangster chief.

Miss Craig makes an acceptable
heiress while Linda Stirling shows
promise as a gangster's moll. Tom
Kennedy, as the righthand man to
Carney, makes considerable of the
chief supporting role. Wear.

Last Frontier Uprising
(SONGS; COLOR)

Republic release of T-ouis Gray produc-
tion. Stars Monte Hale, Adrian Booth; fea-
tures Foy Willing. Directed by T.eNley Se-
lander: Screenplay, Harvey Gates; original
fiiory, Jerome Odium; camera {Truoolor),
Bud Thnckery: editor. <:harles Craft; mu-
Kt"il score, More Gliokmnn. At Now York
theatre. N. Y., Aug. 14, '47. Running time,
67 MIN8. >

Monte Hole'...,... Monte Hate
Mary Lou Gardner Adrian Booth
Vance Daley James Tasirart
Err'd. Itoy Bareroft
S'.illett Tom London
J." ons . Philip Van Zanilt
Sheriff Vanion Kdmun.d Cobb
Sim Chisholm John Ince
K- ncher I'Vank O'Connor
Trxnn Bob Blnir
F:moher Doyle O'Dell
Themselves. .. .Foy Willing and the Riders

of the Purple Sage .

"Last Frontier Uprising" ,]
is formu-

la-baked fare for the oatuner trade.
According to recipe, pic is a fast

mix of knuckle-scraping, gun-shoot-
in «. hoofbeating and cowboy sere-
nading with a slight speck of ro-
mance. Production dress • is also
standard, with celluloid tinted with
Trucolor, a process that overhigh-
li^hts greens and browns.

Yarn has a pre-Civil War date,
with Monte Hale acting as Govern-
ment agent commissioned to buy up
some horses in Texas. Pic, which has
absolutely no relation to the title,

revolved around fight between a
gang o* southern horse-stealing
varmints and Hale. Latter is framed
on a murder charge but blazes his
way out in a pitched battle between
his boys and the gang.

Hale registers okay in lead both
as fighting hero and, saddle^crooner.
As romantic interest, Adrian Booth
gets by with nice looks. Couple of
heavies, Roy Bareroft and Philip
Van Zandt, play their stock parts
adequately enough to earn hisses
from the kids, while rest of cast
turns in routine performances.

Herm.

Jassy has tricked him into signing
over the house to her as a condition
but refuses to consummate the
marriage, and glories in her revenge
of her father.

Dilys, coquetting between Barney
and -a neighbor, marries the latter.

Her father sustains severe injuries
while riding and dies suddenly
when considered convalescent. Jassy
is charged with his murder, having
every motive, and is condemned
mainly because she refused any of
the servants access to him. One, a
mute half-wit devoted to her, was
the sole exception and during the
trial she becomes articulate, con-
fesses she poisoned her master and
expires dramatically in the dock.

Barney realizes how misplaced
was his love for Dilys and when he
finds Jassy has made over Morde-
laine to him, they find the usual
consolatory clinch.

The two girls are well contrasted,
with honors even. Basil Sydney, as
the drink-enflamed ' despot, is con-
vincingly forceful and Dermot Walsh
is an attractively manly lover. Den-
nis Price gives a grand performance
as the ruined gamble^ and minor
roles are excellently portrayed by
Nora Swinburne and Ernest Thesi-
ger.

s

'

Production is (in every way com-
mendable with some of the most
beautiful exteriors ever seen in a
British film, and interiors corre-
spondingly impressive. No doubt
this is another winner for Gains-
borough. • Qiem.

Marshal of Cripple
Creek

Republic production and release. Stars
Allan Lane; features Bobby Blake. Mar-
tha "Wentworth. Directed by R. G.
Springsteen. Screenplay, Ernie Snell,
based on Fred Harman's Red Ryder syn-
dicated comic strip; camera, William Brad-
ford; editor, Harold R. Minter. Previewed
in N. Y., Aug. 15, '47. Running time,
58 HINS.
l-.cd R^der Allan Lane
Little Beaver Bobby Blake
The Duchess Murtha Wentworth
Tom Lambert Trevor ' Bardcttc
Walter Tom London
Link Roy Bareroft
Long John Case Gene Stutenroth
Dick Lambert William Self
Mrs. Lambert Helen Wallace

man to better investigate activities

of the residents, a collection of seedy,
suspicious characters. Arrests follow
each other, but with killings still tak-
ing place, and murderer hanging his

calling card on the corpses, police
are forced to release the suspects.
Fresnay finally breaks case by bril-

liant deduction that the killer isn't

one guy but three pranksters acting
as a team,
Fresnay walks through his paces

impassively, not giving any extra
push to comedy situations. Other
playersj however, add more anima-
tion, wrth Suzy Delair. Jean Tissier,

Pierre Larquay and Noel Roquevert
turning in especially good perform-
ances.

Coast Strike Probe
Continued from page 3

,

Indies' Lost Hope
Continued from page 1 ssss

(BRITISH-MADE)
London, Aug. 12.

General Film Distributors' release of J.

Arthur Rank-Gainsborough production by
Sydney Box. Stars Margaret LocHwood. Pa-
tricia Roc; features Dennis Price, Basil
Sydney. Dermot Walsh. Directed by Ber-
nard Knowles. Screenplay by Dorothy nod
Campbell Christie, Geoffrey Kerr from novel
by Norah Lofts. Music by Henry Geehl

:

camera (Technicolor), Jack Asher. At
Oiicori, London, Aug. 12, '47. Running
time. 102 MINK.
Jawsy Woodroffe Margaret Lockwood
Dilys Helmar I Patricia Roc
Christopher Hatton Dennis Price
Kick Helmar. , Basil Sydney
Barney Hatton Dermot Walsh
ill's.. Helmar Linden Travera
Wrs. Hatton Nora Swinburne
Stephen Fcnnell ' Grey Blalce
AYoodrolTe John Laurie
T.iiuly E.-'me Cannon
Kllnabeth Twlsdale la.thleen fyesbitt
Sir Kdward Follesmark Kmest Theaiger
Seilley.. Bryan Coleman

Latest in Republic's Red Ryder
stories rates as one of best in series.
Patterned after the NEA cartoon
character, it follows the general
style of the comic strip yarns. Main
interest centers on Ryder, Little
Beaver, youthful Indian, and the
Duchess. This fits ideally into spots
where they go for fast westerns.

"Marshal of Cripple Creek" has
the mastermind of outlawry at a
booming Colorado gold-mining town
working right under the nose of the
sheriff. Outlaw's pet stunt is hi-'

jacking the regular gold ore wagon-
train.

Allan Lane, as Red Ryder, has
personality and looks. Young
Bobby Blake is okay while Martha
Wentworth plays the duchess in
cartoon tradition. Only other femme
principal is Helen Wallace, as the
middle aged wife of Trevor Bardette.
The latter makes something of his
character, the reformed crook who
turns the tables on the outlaws.

R. G. Springsteen directed with
an eye to action and suspense.

Wear.

They've been talking of trying to

line up' such a man as Donald Hen-
derson or Chester Bowles to present

their case.

That case, it happens, can be
presented with a mere handful of

statistics garnered out of virtually

any indie's past experience. It runs
like this, with every figure definitely

slanted to the conservative side:

Assume the negative cost of the
average indie production to run
$1,000,000. Recent experience shows
that a gross of $1,100,000 might be
expected domestically from a pic in

that category. Of that sum, 25%
($275,000) would go for distribution,

approximately $100,000 for ads and
exploitation, and around $50,000 for

prints and other expenses. That's
a total of $425,000, leaving a net of

$675,000 out of the domestic gross.

A good gross from Britain for a

pic of this type is $400,000. Allow-
ing 25% ($100,000) for distribution

and $25,000 for advertising, prints

and other expenses, the net on the
British gross is $275,000. Cut that

to one-fourth via the new tax and
the net becomes approximately
$70,000.

Most indies get about the same
from the rest of the foreign market
as they do from England. Thus,
that amounts to $400,000 on this

particular picture. Distribution cost

outside of U. S. and Britain
amounts to about 35% ($140,000).

Prints, advertising and other costs

run another $25,000. That leaves a

$235,000 net.

Add the nets together from the
(J. S., England and the rest of the
world and the total is $980,000. The
negative cost was $1,000,000. In

other words, the iridie suffers a

$20,000 loss.

Now, for the sake of argument,
add to the $980,000 net the 75% of

the British income that was left

behind—$205,000. That makes the
total net $1,185,000, giving the pro-
ducer a profit of $185,000 on his

$1,000,000 negative. That's 18'/2 %,
a more than fair return, so a lim-
ited freeze might be in order on
the British income, but nothing more
drastic than that, declare the indies.

This is a colorful and dramatic
itory, smoothly and skillfully

adapted from the bestseller. It

should have general appeal, includ
ing chance in the U. S., where Mar
garet Lockwood and Patricia Roc
are known.

In the early 19th century, when
a gentleman had little to do but
drink and gamble, Mordelaine, a
stately country home, is sacrificed
by its squire at tr.e card table and
he and his wife and son go to live
on an humble adjoining farm. The
father shoots himself, and Barney,
his boy, lives foi the dny he can
return to the home of his ancestors.
He befriends a villagelgirl tormented
because of her gypsy mother and
she becomes a servant at his farm

Tlie Murderer Lives at
Number 21
(FRENCH-MADE)

Mage Films release of Llole production.
Stars Pierre Fresnay; features Sussy Delair,
Jean Llssler. Pierre Lerquey, Noel Roque-
vert. Directed by II, ti. Clouzot. Screen-
play, Clouzot and S. A. Stceinr.n from novel
by Steeman; camera, Ar-mand Thirard: Ktis-
lish titles, George Slocombe. At Studio <<5
N. Y., Aug. 16, "47. Running time, S3 MINK.
^V,™* Pierre Ft-snav
Mlla Malou Snay D„|„i r
Lalah-roor |„an Tissier

„ "V; Pierre Larqtiry

;» „: N"" 1 Roquevert
Mme. Point o.lelte Talaine

«55*^f Maxlinlllenne
Kid Robert... |,'nn ll^peanj,
* ania Hugnctte Vivier

(In French; English Titles)
"The Murderer Lives at Number

21 is a comedy-mystery potboiler
from France that'll make only a slight
dent in the American sureseater
market. Pic has several pleasant
spots, but on whole hews too closely
to the ready-made pattern of Holly-
wood s whodunit fashionists to rate
as a novel item. Name of Pierre
Fresnay will help at the b.o. although
his role doesn't offer many openings
for his formidable thespic talent.
Yarn is a carnival of cadavers han-

dled in a tongue-in-cheek style with-
out any insistence on plot details. In

Indies May Fight

Hollywood, Aug. 19.

Plans for sending repres:ntatives

of the Society of Independent Mo-
tion Picture Producers to Washing-
ton to huddle with government of-

ficials on the British situation were
formulated at a meeting ot the So-
ciety's British tax committee. Group
is composed of Daniel T. O'Shea,
Gunther R. Lessing, Benedict Boge-
aus, Marvin Ezzell and H.rbert Sil-
verberg. Sending of the delegation
hinges on the outcome of the cur-
rent Anglo-American huddles in

Washington on re axing credit terms
to Great Britain.

Meanwhile, group of SIMPP mem-
bers individually carried the fight
against the British tax directly to
President Truman. In a wire they
protested the "unfair .singling out of
a particular group which is asked to
assume a burden far greater than
rightfully belongs to us." These in-
dies included Walt Disney, Mary
Pickford, Bogeaus, Hunt Stromberg,
Charles R. Rogers and California
Pictures (Howard Hughes).

RKO Figures
Continued from page 5
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appointed to. study and issue a deci-

sion on the Hollywood jurisdictional

dispute, should giv. first account of

committee's activities. Doherty,

however, opened by attacking Rep.
Carroll Kearns, chairman, and Irv-

ing McCann, counsel of the commit-
tee, for statements m&de last week
in connection with their refusal to

allow three-man committee to tes-

tify later in Washington.

At today's (19) session, the pro-
ceedings were ..enlivened by a fist-

fight between Joseph A. Padway,
AFL general counsel, and McCann,
It happened while Doherty was on
the stand answering a question put
to him the previous day. Padway
arose, and started to make a state-

ment regarding the question.
McCann told Padway to sit down.
Padway retorted: "You can't scare
me. I'm not afraid of you or any-
body like you." The exchange ap-
parently resulted from bad feeling
between the two before the hearings
were started. *
McCann started toward Padway,

loudly ordering him to sit down.
Padway refused to "submit to such
Gestapo tactics," and McCann let

loose with a right, knocking off Pad-
way's glasses with a blow on the
cheek. After it was broken up, Pad-
way launched into a dramatic denun-
ciation of McCann, referring to -his

actions as "dirty, despicable and das-
tardly." Kearns made a few con-
ciliatory remarks and chided
McCann, though not severely.

At yesterday's session, Doherty
said he felt that Kearns and Mc-
Cann, had implied he, Knight and
Birthright were trying to get out of
testifying and evading their duty.
Reading from a seven-page prepared
statement, he vehemently denied
any such attitude, protesting that
they were ready to "give the House
labor sub-committee their full and
complete cooperation in the investi-
gation."

Kearns had been quoted as saying
that "if necessary be would aslj the
FBI to take a hand in locating the
witnesses." Doherty's rep'y to that
was "that the AFL comm ttee takes
the liberty to suggest to the FBI
that they thoroughly explore the
wanton issuance of subpoenas and
reckless spending of the taxpayers'
money in connection therewith." He
pointed out that Kearns could have
"obtained all pertinent data in Wash-
ington" from the AFL flies during
time Congress was in session.

Kearns answered the Doherty at-
tack briefly at adjournment, re-
iterating his assertion that he would
call all necessary witnesses and
maintaining his stand that the place
to investigate Hollywood is in Hol-
lywood. Doherty, in course of testi-
mony, referred to the studio labor
situation as a "cancer spot in the
entire labor movement in Amer-
ica." He told of the appointment of
himself, Knight and Birthrightby the
AFL exec council to make a study
of the situation here, and render a
decision in 30 days.

"We anticipated resenlment what-
ever we decided," he said. "We
fairly begged conference group of
IATSE to get together before the
30 days expired. We were unwilling
to hand down a decision, because
we knew full well somebody would
be hurt." He testified that they ar-
rived at a decision after a study of
•the history of the unions involved.
They finally hit on a previous direc-
tive of 1926 setting forth a division
of labor between IATSE and car-
penters, and used that as basis for
the decision. At that time, he said
they didn't know that the 1926 rul-
ing had been repudiated by the
carpenters. He said emphatically
that the directive "set forth our own
opinion and no one influenced us
therein." Asked if William Hutche-
son, Carpenters International prexy,
had brought pressure to bear on
them or tried to influence them
in later clarification

-

of their direc-
tive, he said there had been no
such pressure.
"No man within the AFL execu-

tive council is big enough to force
my colleagues, or myself, to lay
down a clarification." •

This was generally contradictory
to previous testimony by actors
Ronald Reagan .and Edward Arnold
Reagan said thjrt the committee had
told him "clarification was a mistake
we never should have made," that it
was written "as a result of pressure
by Hutcheson, who wanted just a
basket of words" that he could in-
terpret to suit himself. Reagan,
Arnold and Pat Somerset told how',

.

as Screen Actors Guild ropresenta-
i lives, they had gone to the AFL con-

vention and tried to effect a settle-
ment of the jurisdictional dispute.
Arnold, testifying on conferences

with Hutcheson, told how at one
time Hutcheson said: "Tell Dick
Walsh to obey that directive and
your troubles will be over." An-
other time: "If Walsh will give into
that directive I'll run Herb Sorrell
out of Hollywood in 15 minutes and
break tip the CSU." Arnold said
they succeeded in getting Hutche-
son and Walsh together a couple of
times, but that neither would yield.
Reagan, SAG president, quoted
Hutcheson as saying, "I can afford to
keep those 2,500 carpenters out there
on the street for 10 years." . . . That
. . . "I pay AFL 'head tax' on
600,000, carpenters but actually my
union numbers 850,000. The AFL
knows that, but they can't do any-
thing about it."

Staternent by Reagan, that when
matter of setting up arbitration ma-
chinery to handle studio disputes
came up at Washington meeting,
nothing was done because Hutcheson.
was not present. This brought from
McCann the crack: "AFL is a great
organization, but some of their
leaders are in their dotage.

Casey Blames Hutcheson
.

Second week of the investigation
opehed with Pat Casey, former labor
representative for the major studios,
laying much of the blame for Hol-
lywood's troubles on Hutcheson.
Casey told of a jurisdictional dispute
between Hutcheson and Richard
Walsh, president of IATSE. He quot-
ed Hutcheson as having uttered a
threat over the long-distance phone:
"Some time the companies will

want to build new theatres or ex-
pand studio facilities, and then
they'll have to come down my alley."
Describing a conference between

Hutcheson and Walsh in New York,
attended by Nicholas Schenck, Joe
Vogel and himself, Casey testified

Hutcheson said: "Pat, we're not go-
ing to get anywhere^—I'm goins; to

insist on my jurisdiction." When
told that such an attitude meant
trouble and strikes, the answer was:
"That's all right with me." Casey
testified further that he had dealt
with Hutcheson for 25 years and had
always found him fair and cooper-
ative until the dispute that led to the

1945 strike.

E. J. Mannix, who described him-
self as a former union carpenter and
a pro-labor man all his life, com-
plained that the employer is out of

touch with his employes today be-
cause the unions are so powerful.
"They are a barrier between me
and^the men, and my voice is never
heard."

Says Adraish High
In Thursday's session, Rep. Carroll

I Kearns expressed concern over
motion picture admission prices and

|

delated: "It's the public that has to

pay the excessive costs, due to these

labor difficulties. That is what Con-
gress is interested in correcting."
These remarks followed testimony

by William K. Hopkins, director of

industrial relations for Columbia,
that delays in set construction in the

early days of the 1946 strike cost an
average of $10,000 a day per picture

in production.
Y. Frank Freeman, Paramount

veepee, , described the studio labor

policy as one of "appeasement"
toward IATSE. He admitted that

the threat of IATSE to pull its

projectionists off the job and thus

cut off the boxoffice income is a

strong factor in studio decisions on

labor policy.

Charges Conspiracy
Friday's hearing was enlivened by

an accusation of conspiracy between

the major producers and IATSE.

The charge was made by Zach Lamar
Cobb, attorney, representing more
than 1,000 carpenters thrown out ot

work by the studio strike. Michael

Luddy, attorney for IATSE, denied

the charge. Perry Prioe, counsel

for the producers, said:

"The producers are happy to dis-

close anything the committee wishes

to know. We are prepared to go the

whole way and give you any infor-

mation we can. Nothing to indicate

any conspiracy has been brought

out."

Charles Boren, veepee of the pro-

ducers association, testified that, "in

the rrtain," union business agents and

representatives . were easy to deal

with and had the interests of their

people at heart." Rep. Kearns re-

plied:

"It seems we can lay much of this

jurisdictional strife to remote con-

trol—both on the part of the motion
picture companies and the unions.

The fellows who should be on Oie

job are not here to handle things

when they need to be handled."
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See Reynolds Backing Upper!

Deal to Buy Golden State Chain
Los Angeles.

Film row is buzzing with reports
ot a gigantic deal whereby Milton
Reynolds, fountain pen manufac-
turer, is supplying coin for Robert
Lippert to buy Golden State Thea-
tres and T. & D., Jr. Enterprises.
If carried through, the transaction
Would give Lippert control of 101

theatres in addition to his own 23

houses.

Golden State embraces 37 thea-
tres in Northern California, and T.

& D. has 58, in addition to owning
80% of the six houses in the San
Francisco Theatres chain.

Det. Circuits Test Reissues
Detroit.

Four Michigan circuits have com-
bined to experiment with mass open-
ings of second-run reissue films. The
Mideast, Broder Bros., Krass and
Krim circuits are cooperating in the
experiment. Each circuit will pro-
vide two or three houses in the plan,

which calls for films to be booked
for a full week instead of the former
system of individual shows limited to

two or three days.

An extensive advertising cam-
paign has been set up to put across
the experiment which, if successful,

will bring in more houses from each
of the circuits. The idea was
gleaned from the multiple showing
of "Duel in the Sun" in Detroit,

when it ran simultaneously at the

fox and 19 nabes. Th« film grossed
175,000 in two weeks.

The Broiler circuit revealed that-a
plan similar to the contemplated ex-
periment has proven successful on
the Coast. First program for the
experiment is "Kit Carson" and "Last
of the Mohicans."
The National Theatre, hav.ing

abandoned burlesque, is inaugurating
a policy of first-run films with all-

Negro casts, whenever available.

Twin-City Exhibs Fight Drive-In
Minneapolis.

Twin City independent exhibitors
are combatting the demands of the
first local drive-in theatre at subur-
ban Bloomington, for first suburban
availability "or better." . The exhibi-
tors argue that the drive-iri" house
shouldn't be .entitled to compete on
a day-and-date basis with year-
around houses. On the other hand,
the drive-in argues that its $100,000:
investment and 60c. admission,
against the neighborhood's 44c.
thould be the determining factor.
The independents waged an -un-

successful fight against a permit for

the drive-in, one of a nation-wide
chain operated by United Outdoor
Theatres for Flexer Drive-in Thea-
tres. It accommodates about 600 cars
and is scheduled to open this week.

Clark, who takes over Aug. 22, will
headquarter in Minneapolis.
Ben Domingo, city manager in

Boston, moves up to become new di-
vision manager for Boston, Provi-
dence and Lowell, also effective
Sept. 4.

Pitt. Activities
Pittsburgh.

Charles E. Herman, eldest son of

Dr. C. E. Herman, the Carnegie thea-
tre owner, has been appointed man-
ager of his father's lour houses. He
succeeds William H. Fox, who re-
signed to open his own accounting
office.

Harry Grelle, industry veteran of

more than 35 years, wasn't content
with retirement and he's returned to

exhibition as .assistant to Ray
Wheeler, manager of the State thea-
tre downtown.
Dick McCooL manager of the

Marios in Uniontown, has resigned to

join the Sterling circuit in Seattle,

Wash.
Mrs. Celen Simon has resigned her

post at the WB exchange. She's the
daughter of Alverne Lostetter, U-I
cashier.
Romance is splurging in the Par

exchange. Gloria Flanders, who has
already resigned, will become Mrs.
George Bradburn in October; -Dolly

Bosko and Thomas Ragan will be
married Aug. 30 and Ida Wolf and
Raymond Marchese ditto in Septem-
ber.

Thames Joins Malco Circuit
Memphis.

Jimmy Thames, veteran Metro
press agent, has joined the Malco
circuit as manager of houses in
North Little Rock.

E. D.. Gooding Quits in Akron
Akron.

. E. D. Gooding, manager of the
Highland, Akron, for more than
three years, has resigned.

•'Variety Girl" Exploitation
Minneapolis.

Minneapolis Life Insurance Under-
writers have pledged 1,000 ticket
sales to the Northwest Variety club's
premiere of the picture "Variety
Girl" at Radio City theatre Aug. 28.

The Hennepin and Ramsey county
medical associations have pledged
cooperation to- help make the event
a success. Tickets are $5 and the
entire proceeds go to the club's
charity fund, the chief- beneficiary of
which is the University of Minne-
sota heart hospital.

Productions, to specialize in tele-

vision shows.

May Move Fix Off Omaha Film Row
Omaha.

Two units of local show business

may have to vacate as a result of the

city's starting condemnation proceed-

ings for the new auditorium and
plaza. Paramount exchange on the

edge of Film Row. and Ballantyne
Theatrical Supply Co. will be in-

cluded in the properties to be moved
off. '

Nl't Theatres to D.C. Merger Meet
Los Angeles.

National Theatres voted to send
delegates to Washington Sept. 19-20

to vote on merger of American The-
atres Association and Motion Pic-

ture Theatre Owners of America. NT
division presidents also voted to go
along with the Motion Picture Foun-
dation, a move decided some time
ago and now made official.

William Clark Takes Mpis. Post
Minneapolis, Aug. 19.

William Clark, veteran theatre
man, has been promoted from assist-

ant division manager in Cincinnati,

to district manager for RKO Theatres
here. He succeeds the late John Di
Redmond, who came to Minneapolis
20 months ago when the division

office was moved from Omaha.
Robert T. Whelan, RKO Theatres

city manager; has been advanced to

assistant division manager.

Bob Small Moves
Regina, Sask., Aug. 19.

Bob Small, assistant manager of

the Roxy, Saskatoon, has been trans-

ferred to the Rothstein theatre, Sel-

kirk, Man., as manager.
Jack Zaitzow, Winnipeg, has

bought the Princess and Roxy thea-
tres, at Melville, Sask., from the
Regal Amusement Co., Ltd., Regina.
Frank Hastings, manager ot the two
houses, has moved to Njpawin, Sask.,

to manage the Regal interests there,

the Roxy and Orpheum,

Clifford Durham Succeeds Thomas
Marfa, Texas.

Clifford Durham has been named
manager of the Texas and. Palace
Theatres here succeeding ' Pierce
Thomas, resigned. Durham was for-

mer assistant manager of the houses.

Inside Stuff-Pictures
Big radio-pic promotion in Boston got a stiff belt from the worst hot

spell the city's had in years when an audience of 2,900 In Symphony Hall
attending a mock trial in connection with "The' Long Night," currently at
the Memorial, faded to about half that number before the show was over
Hall isn't air-conditioned.

Trial, a re-staging of the trial scene in the film, with Herbert F. Calla-
han, prominent Boston defense attorney (who recently got an acquittal of
murder in the biggest trial hereabouts in years) as the attorney for th»
defense. Victor Mature, Ann Dvorak and RKO starlets took part in the
trial.

The show was broadcast over most of the Yankee Network, which, with
the Hearst papers, went all-out for the promotion. The stunt failed
however, to hypo the film, then beginning its second week at the Memorial
theatre downtown. Prolonged! heat wave, registering highest tempera-
tures in Boston in recent years, knocked all the houses off.

Original fear of Columbia that "The Jolson Story," because of the
Jewish angle, might do well only in large cities—particularly those with
heavy Jewish population—has definitely not been justified.

Latest evidence of that is a report from Regina, Saskatchewan, Canada.
One Regina housewife saw "Jolson" 18 times and a bank manager saw it
14 times. It played the 58,000-population town 31 days during March and
has had return engagements since.

Civil service quiz for a senior publicity agent to fill an open spot in
the motion picture unit of the N. Y. State Department of Commerce has
been set for Sept. 20. Salary range is from $3,720 to $4,620, with required
qualifications for the- job being of the following type: four years of ex-
perience in writing advertising and publicity copy, of which one year
must have been in the writing of a film script, and a bachelor's degree
with specialization in journalism.

New shortage in Hollywood is that of mediaeval armor, the result of a
sudden rash of historical films. Columbia, producing "The Black Arrow,"
cleaned out all the prop shops in town with its demands for 170 suits of
hardware for extras and 100 iron garments for horses.

Economy Into High
Continued - from page 5

;

Lampe Heads Sehine Operation
Gloversville, N.Y.

.

Gus Lampe has assumed charge of
the Schine Circuit operation as part
of a series of promotions announced
by Louis W. Schine during the an-
nual meeting last week at the home
offices in Gloversville. Sixteen group
and zone managers attended, along
with 20 home office executives.
Lampe, who had been a zone mana-
ger, will be assistant to L. W. Schine.
He has served with the Schine in-
terests for 20 years.

William Kraemer, former heacT
booker, was appointed zone manager
of Eastern New York and of Mary-
land and Delaware. He will also act

as assistant to Lampe. Harry Unter-
fort, city manager for Schine

s in

fyracuse, was named Central New
ovk zone manager. Wilbur Eskard,

former group manager in Ohio, was
promoted to Ohio zone manager,
with headquarters in Ashland.
Two house managers, George

Cameron, of the Norwalk in Nor-'
walk, O., and Bud Sommers, of the
Madison in Richmond, Ky., moved
up to group managers.

Jesse! at Robb-Rowley Meet
Dallas.

- Robb and Rowley Theatres, Inc.,

holding annual convention here this
week. Meeting, climaxed by a ban-
quet with George Jessei as princi-
pal speaker.

J. L. Lyne named south Texas
salesman for Columbia, territory for-
merly cohered by B. C. Gibson, re-
cently killed in an auto crash. Lyne
was a Col booker.
William D. Baker bought the

Texan theatre at Sanger from Jim
Willingham.

R. B. Dicus purchased the Plaza
at Denton from W. S. Hurst.
•Mrs. Ruby Gibson, widow of B. C.

Gibson, killed in .an auto accident
near Waco, sold her interest in the
Majectic and Ritz at Decatur to
Theatre Enterprises.

Rank's New Toronto House
Toronto.

Howard Elliott is manager of the
new Odeon-Fairlawn (1,200), opened
Friday (15) as the first unit in the
three-year Canadian construction
program of the J. Arthur Rank or-
ganization, London. Described as ar'community" theatre rather than a
nabe, house will draw clientele from
top residential areas in northern
part of city and is set back on formal
lawn landscaped with ornamental
evergreens. Except for 40-foot neon
sign, building resembles a bank.

RKO Names 3 Division Managers
With the retirement of Arthur

Frudenfeld, RKO Theatres has in-
stituted a new divisional setup for
Ohio, according to Sol Schwartz,
General manager of company, with
mil Groth as division manager and

Joseph Alexander, manager of Al-
bee, Cincinnati, as his assistant. This
division covers Cincy, Dayton.
Cleveland !and Columbus,
becomes effective Sept. 4.

Schwartz also named
Clark, present assistant
manager in Cincy, as

manager for Iowa and Minnesota, re
placing the late John Redmond
Robert "Wfhelan of the Orpheum
Minneapolis, will be his assistant

Selzhick Releasing In Canada
Selznick Releasing organization,

through Neil F. Agnew, head of the
company, has announced that actual
physical distribution of its films in
Canada will be handled by Pioneer
Films, Ltd. Initial picture to be
handled by Pioneer will be "Duel
in the Sun," which likely will be
roadshown first in key cities of
Canada.
Charles Werner, Dominion divi

sion manager, has set up SRO ex
ecutive offices in Toronto.

Change

William
division
division

Chi Nabe to WB Subsid
Chicago.

Cosmopolitan, southside 1,100
seater, sold to Federal Theatres of
N. Y. for $175,000 by American Na
tional Bank and Trust Co. here.
Federal, subsidiary of Warner Bros.,
had a long term lease on property.
Chelten, 978 seat nabe house, is

spending $75,000 for remodeling.

Philly Set For Freedom Train
Philadelphia.

Ted Schlanger, zone manager for
Warners, and Sidney Samuelson,
business manager for Allied Inde-
pendent Theatre Owners Assn., are
co-chairmen for the film industry
on the Mayor's Rededication Com
mittee for the Inauguration of the
Freedom Train.
RKO named Emanuel Youngerman

as- Wilkes-Barre 'salesman and
Michael Shulman as Harrisburg
salesman.
Creighton Stewart and his "For

Women Only" program over WCAU
does its 1,000th broadcast this month.
Ray Rosenberg and Sidney Shlak,

of the Yardis Advertising Co., and
Joel Charles, of Charles Agency,
have formed Associated Television

St. Louis Briefs
St. Louis.

Russell A. Bovwim, city manager
for Loew's, named chairman of the
motion picture division in the 1947
Community Chest campaign.

.

Bernie Evans has succeeded Irvin
Waterstreet as MG exploitation di-

rector in the Missouri area. Will
headquarter in Kansas City.

.

Fred Wehrerrberg adding to his
indie chain in St. Louis and St. Louis
county with a new 1,200 seater in

S. St. Louis, and two-drive-in thea-
tres in St. Louis county.

Rollie Jacobson, expects to open
his new $18,000 house, the only one
in Inwood, la., by Labor Day.
Vernon Mathews, manager of the

West Bend, a 220 seater. West Bend,
la., has chucked the stint for a teach-
ing position in the Ida Grove, la.,

high school. He has been succeeded
by A. E. Pertl.

Clifford Byler and Leo Walker
have sold the CB, Bucklin, Mo., to

Leo Walker, Cassopolis, Mich. Byler
will continue in the amusement field

with a new house he is building in
Bevier, Mo.
Tri-States Drive-In theatres ready-

ing a 650-car house at Joplin, Mo.
The Show, a new 650-seater in

Joplin. Mo., opened by Jim Mutz.
Operates on a lower admish scale
than other local houses.
David . O. William has relighted

his 250-seat Royal, King City, Mo.,
after face-lifting job.
Roxy, a 350-seater, New Franklin,

Mo., has been purchased iby M. C.
Hooper, Burbank, Cal. from A. N.
Brown, who is moving to California
for a film studio job.
Missouri Motor Movies, owned by

a Kansas City syndicate, has opened
a 650-car drive-in theatre near St
Joseph, Mo.
Harry Miller, Festus, Mo., exhibi

tor in St. Louis convalescing from
a recent cataract operation.
Mrs. Cecil Gladney, whose family

owns the Orpheum, a 400-seater,
Elsberry, Mo., has returned from
Washington, where she underwent
a major operation.

Mt. Holly, X. C, Sunday Try
Charlotte, N. C.

Holly and Gaston theatres, Mt.
Holly, N. C„ started Sunday night
showings, an experiment, and con-
tinuance will depend upon attend-
ance. Both theatres, however, plan
late night shows (after midnight)
three nights a week. This is being
done at request of the thousands of
workers in textile plants in and
about Mt. Holly, Charlotte suburb,
who work on the second shift.
Sam Kopp now handling pub

licity and advertising for Eastern
Drive-in theatres, in Jersey. Two
Eastern spots open within the week
one at Paramus, N. J., last night
(19). another at Parsippany-Troy
Hills, N. J., next Tuesday night (26).

Lionel Semon Forms Drive-in Unit
, . Denver.
Lionel R. Semon is building a

$100,000 Drive-In at Pueblo, but it
won't be ready until next year. He

(Continued on page 23)

that settlement of that tiff is. in the
wind. Aired also was the complaint
that the majors were saving only
thousands in h.o. reforms while mil-
lions- were still being wasted at the
studios. • -

Moreover, industry guilds and un-
ions, aroused over the threat to em-
ployment, are mulling countermoves
to stay the axe. Cinema chapter of
the American Veterans Committee is

prepping full-page ads in conjunc-
tion with the unions which will ap-
peal to film biggies and the -public,

via the New York dailies and trade-
papers, to halt dismissals. Industry
will be warned that such action is a
broad highway to a full-scale ' de-
pression.

Typical of the reforms were those
pushed through at 20th-Fox and
Paramount. Former company canned
nine of its publicists and closed
down its club for executives which
heretofore operated at the h.o.

Henceforth, expense accounts are
out for flacks, and no wining and
dining will be according to Hoyle
without the express okay of Charles
Schlaifer, 20th's ad-pub chief.

Twentieth's • belt-tightening has
been carried to the point where
Spyros Skouras, company prexy, has
dropped both his personal chauffeurs
from the company payroll. Addi-
tionally, 20th's 16m department
has been dropped as an independent
outfit, with, the harrow-gauge ped-
dling now turned over to the reg-
ular 35m department. It had been in
operation only four months, with
Mannnie Silverstone heading the
venture.

Par's new restrictions are along
similar lines. In a move to trim
payrolls, all overtime work at the
company has been nixed in a ukase
from prexy Barney Balaban. Re-
placement of lost help has also been
barred, or nearly ' that. Several
dept. heads last week found them-
selves barred from hiring new help
when oldtimers quit for one reason
or another.

Par put through other strictures
to save the pennies. One 'example is

the nixing, henceforth, of nightly
reports which Russell Holman, head
of eastern production, *wired to the
Coast. Since the reports meant the
outlay of extra coin for overtime by
the operator, Holman Will, have to
prep his communications in time for
daytime transmission.
Many of the companies are laying

off field exploiteers. At Columbia,
for instance, a number of fieldmen
were fired recently. Company, how-
ever, found it couldn't get along
.without them and is currently em-
ploying their ex-staffers on a piece-
work basis. Col. has also cut down
the size of its pressbooks.

SPG's Fox Picketing

Continuing its campaign to force
reinstatement of the nine publicists
laid off by 20th-Fox two weeks ago,
Screen Publicists Guild has been
staging daily demonstrations in
front of 20th's Broadway showcase,
the Roxy. At present, case is being
prepared for arbitration, with SPG
claiming that 20th-Fox violated its
contract with the union in alegedly
overloading employees by doubling

them up with the work performed
by the discharged publicists.

. SPG spokesmen, allaying persist-
ent rumors, flatly deny any inten.
tion to stage a walkout at the home
offices of the company.

Yates-Goetz
Continued from page 3

are -needed for control. Goetz be-
lieves he could get the 400,000 extra
he needs from a canvass of inde-

pendent shareholders.

Goetz and his family own 88,000

shares, the Brtilatour estate has 95,-

000 and, by sticking together, they
can control the 175,000 held by As-
sociated Motion Picture Industries,

a sort of parent company. In addition,

Goetz has the pledged support of

a group of California indie stock-

holders who own 100,000 shares. This

would give him. a total of 458,000

units.

Brulatour interests in two recent

tests lined up once in the Yates cor-

ner-and-oncenfor-Goetz. The Goetz
vote came at the board meeting in

July when under consideration was
a proposal by Yates to sell Consoli-
dated Molded Products- Corp., a
wholly-owned subsid of Republic.
It manufactures plastics. Since it

holds a potential for large future in-'

come, Goetz and German wanted to

hang onto it. Yates' aim was ap-
parently to realize cash on it. The
six Goetz-Brulatour directors were
voted down by the eight Yates' men.
In the second test, for the control

of the 175,000 Republic shares held
by AMPI, at the stockholders' meet-
ing in Wilmington last month, the
Brulatour holdings were tossed
Yates' way. German gave the Rep^
prez his proxy. ,

On the proposed sale of the plas-

tic subsid by Rep, incidentally, Goetz
was burned because of what he al-

leged was Yates' refusal to divulge
the name of the prospective buyer.

Yates said that his dealings were
with attorneys and he didn't know
who the principal was! Goetz, as a

director, has been demanding to

know.

'Moral' Lacking
Continued from page J

which depicts the entire population
of a Hebrides island joining In a
rump execution of a condemned
prisoner. Since the Hebriders do
not expiate for putting a man sum-
marily to death, Production Code
chief has ruled the pic violates the

code.

Box is heading for the Coast to

huddle with Breen on the question.

He thinks there's a good chance that

the ban can be lifted with minor
doctorings. Should Breen persist in

his stand, Rank's office in New York
said, U. S. distribution plans for the

film would be' dropped.
Pic is an adaptation of a novel of

the same title by L.A.G. Strong. It

hasn't been specifically grooved yet

to Universal or Eagle-Lion for U. S.

handling.
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Wehrenberg Plans $600,000 Theatre

Expansion Program in St. Louis Co.

St. Louis, Aug. 19.

Fred Wehrenberg, independent

theatre circuit owner, is branching

cut in this territory with a $600,000

expansion program. He has just an-

nounced plans to build two Drive-

ins in St. Louis county as well as

a 1,200-seat theatre on South St.

Louis property he has owned for

several years.

Wehrenberg, national head of

Motion Picture Theatre Owners,

intends pushing his expansion pro-

gram just as rapidly as approval is

granted in Washington.

Theatre, Inc. Two storerooms are

part of the building.

Theatre has a crying room for

babies, hearing aids for the hard

of hearing, and ample parking space.

Frank Kelley will be manager.

munity in the state. And soon it will

get its first theatre, to be built by

Paul V. Bell of Omaha. Bellevue had

420 people when the war started.

When heavy war industries' started

operations near the town, it grew to

a city of
.
5,000.

New Regina Theatre
Regina, Sask., Aug. 19.

Joe Baldwin and S. T. Baldwin

have started construction on a 650-

seat theatre in Melfort, Sask. Their

Grand theatre will be made into a

bowling alley.

2 New Houston Houses
Houston, Aug. 19.

Included in the plans of a new
community center being built here

by Glenn H. McCarthy will be a

1,600-seat theatre.

The new Airway, 650-seater,

opened here by J. G. Long circuit.

Mpls. Gets First Drive-in
Minneapolis, Aug. 19.

The Twin Cities' first Drive-in

opened last week at Bloomington,

Minneapolis suburb, by Flexer

Theatre Co. The Drive-In has ca-

pacity of 600 cars and cost approx-

imately $100,000.

300-Seater for Canada
Regiha, Sask., Aug. 19.

A new $30,000 theatre, with seat-

ing for 300, has been opened at

Leroy, Sask., by Eric. Sherven.

New Springfield, Mass., Drive-In

Springfield, Mass., Aug. 19.

James G. Guarino, of Drive-In

Theatres, Inc., will erect a $10,000

Drive-In at West Springfield. Site

Is a mile from Springfield.

Deluxer in Columbus, O.
Columbus, O., Aug. 19.

Livingston theatre has opened
Saturday 016V The 1,000-seat house

Is part of a new $460,000 business

center, and was built by F. W.
Rowland and Associates, of the Main

Lone Star's New Drive-in

El Paso, Tex., Aug. 19.

C. A. Richter and E. P. Pack, ex-

ecutives of the Lone Star Theatres

Co. of Corpus Christ), are here sup-

ervising construction of a second

drive-in theatre for the group. Job

to be completed next month.

State, Akron, Closed

Akron, Aug. 19.

State theatre here will not be

allowed to reopen until repairs to

the ceiling are made and approved

by the city building department,

following the collapse of a section

of the ceiling Aug. 13. Five persons

were injured and treated in hos-

pitals after chunks of concrete from

one of the steel cross-beams on the

ceiling fell into the auditorium.

Theatre is operated by Mrs.

Elizabeth Romweber,

Baker—Jones' Iowa House
Omaha, Aug. 19.

George Baker and Fenton Jones,

both of Kansas City, are building

a new theatre in Shenandoah, la.

Baker is a showman and Jones an
insurance man specializing in thea-

tre accounts. Name of the new
house undetermined.

Tristates' new drive-in theatre has"

been started in west end of Omaha.

Clinton, O., House Opens
Port Clinton, O., Aug. 19.

Clinton, 1,200-seater, built by As-
sociated Theatres, Inc., Cleveland,

has opened under management of J.

Donald Ridge.

Nebraska Town Gets 1st Theatre
Omaha, Aug. 19.

Bellevue, four miles south of here,

is rated the fastest growing com

New York Theatres
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Drive-Ins Mo. Expansion
St. Louis, Aug. 19.

Popularity of Drive-in theatres

is growing in this area. St. Loiiis

county court recently gave green

light to a $100,000 project spon-

sored by the Flexer Theatres. At
the same time the court took under
consideration the application of

Fred Wehrenberg, indie chain exhib

here, for a similar project. Wehren-
berg's application calls for erection

of his alfresco house on a 27-acre

plot in another part of the county.

At present, the Drive-In theatre at

Manchester, Mo., first in this area,

is making' big dough. Another
located near French Village, 111.,

across the Mississippi from St. Louis.

New Texas 900-Seater
Luling, Texas, Aug. 19.

George R. Stein, in association
with Theatre Enterprises, Inc., re-
ceived approval for a new house to

replace the Princess, which recently
was destroyed toy flre here. New
house will have 900 seats.

a Rhode Island decision against E.

M. Loew which upheld its validity.

Company is also constructing •

drive-in on Route 10 near Morris-

town,"N. J. •
, „

First invasion of metropolitan N. J.

is set for 1948, company spokesman

said, when open-air operations are

planned for Queens, Richmond and

several in Westchester and New
Jersey.

New Dallas Nabe Ready
Dallas, Aug. 19.

The Esquire, newest Interstate

neighborhood theatre, is scheduled

to open here shortly. House is on

site of the old Melrose theatre. It's

a 1,000. seater. Louis Charinsky,

who's been with the circuit for the

last 14 years, will be manager.

Interstate's Now Texas House
Arlington, Texas., Aug. 19.

"Work has begun here on razing

the Aggie Theatre building, with a

new theatre to be constructed on the

site. It will be a 726-seater, the

same* as the Texan, which also is

operated here by the Interstate Cir-

cuit.

Brit. Tax Poses
35 Continued from page 4 K

Bif Drive-In Near Akron
Akron, Aug. 19.

New Drive-in, the Blue Sky,
opened on Route 224, between Bar-
berton and Wadsworth, has largest
screen of any theatres in this dis-
trict. It is owned by Dale Morrison
of Wadsworth, and John Selby,
Cleveland.
Believed one of first theatres to

be equipped with a milk bar where
patrons can sip and still see

the film, the 997-seat Lyn, costing

$250,000, has been opened here. Guy
A. Spayne, owner-manager, designed
and decorated the house. Milk bar
is located on sound-proofed mezza-
nine and accommodates 100. Two
large windows permit customers to

watch the screen, loud speaker bring-
ing in sound,

Bif Lust Drive-in Near D. C.
' Washington, Aug. 19.

Sidney Lust's new Drive-Di, sec-
ond largest cinema of its type in
U. S., opened here recently to virtu-
ally a full house despite an early
night storm. With a capacity of
1,000 cars, it's located on Baltimore
Pike at Beitsville, Md.. fairly handy
to Washington. It is the 10th theatre
in the Lust chain.

New S60,M0 Indiana House
.
South Whitley, Ind., Aug. 19.

The Kent, new 350-seat iheatre
costing $60,000, opened under the
ownership of Don .LeBrun.

JUNK HAVES - MAHK STEVENS

"I WONDER WHO'S
KISSING HER NOW"

A 20th Century-Fox Picture in Technicolor
PLUS ON STAGE—
SMITH Md DALE
JOE HOWARD

Extra! MAURICE ROCCO
BAYV ?th Ave *nVAI' soth st. ^_

TONY A SALLY
DlMARCO

T«l StliAETtll

Ida LUPINO Dan* CLARK
Woyn. MORRIS

In Warner Bros. Hit

"DEEP VALLEY"
Directed by Jean NepuWco
Produced by Henry JBJanke

In Person
COUNT BASIE ami His Orchestra

and PEARL BAILEY
Warner Bros. Alr-ComlUinnWI

Broadway
At 47fS Sfr.er STRAND

Odeon Plan* Edmonton 1,500 Sealer
Edmonton, Alia., Aug. 19.

Odeon Theatres of Canada, Ltd.,
will build a 1,500-seater here costing
$.400,000 to $500,000., Property, close
to the Capitol theatre, has been
owned by Odeon for some years.
Construction is slated to start next
spring.

ON SCREEN
H'fJiurH., Auk. 21

"Copocabana"
with

GROUCHO
MARX
ind

CARMEN
MIRANDA

IN PERSON

Theima
CARPENTER

Extra/

HANK LADD
Plus Others

S North Carolina Houses Opened
Raleigh, N. C, Aug. 19.

Construction of a ,600-seat -theatre
on Cannon Boulevard in Kannapolis,
which begins soon, will be operated
by a group of ex-GIs there. House
will cost $50,000.

Village of Haw River, N. C, now
has a picture theatre. It's owned by
J. A. Payne, Jr., and Ernest Stadien
of Greensboro. Mrs. W. T.- Brooks
is manager.
The Victory at Salisbury, N. C,

has been reopened under manage-
ment of Francis Luther.
House which suffered fire damages

last March, has been renovated and
redecorated.
Plans to build a Drive-In were

announced by H. H. Hearn, Char
lotte exhibitor. It would cost about
$60,000. Hearn, who heads the Ex
hibitors Service Co., theatre man
agement company now servicing
about 57 houses in this area, said
work could start at once on a new
Drive-In in Charleston.
Lincoln in Concord under Hearn's

management opens soon. The Pfohl
theatre, a 500-seater in Mt, Pleasant,
also will be opened shortly by
Hearn.

% Texas Drive-ins Opened
Odessa, Texas., Aug. 19.

The Cactus, new ' drive-in, has

been opened here by Maurice Klei-

man of San Angelo.

The Starlight, drive-in at San An-
gelo, has been opened by P. V. Hen-
dricks. This is his second operation

there, also owning and operating the

Twilite which he opened about a

year ago.

wasn't enough to bring a print in to
insure a tax-free preem.

It's pointed out by foreign dept.
execs that the eight-month estimate
as the life span for Yank pix al-
ready in England is based on the
idea that prints already on the isle

will have no tax to meet. With print-
ing facilities, especially Technicolor,
scarcely adequate to take care of
British product, there's not much
likelihood of the majors being able
to obtain their prints, duplicates, etc.,

in Britain itself. And if the tax
works against imports of prints and
negatives of pix already backlogged
in Britain, then the Yanks will un-
doubtedly stick by their guns and
refuse to release even those.

With trade circles predicting that
the U. S. distribs will fall back on
reissues to keep American pix on
British screens, same problem is

faced there also. The Yanks will find

it impossible to send another nega-
tive or master print to supplement
and renew the supply of prints of
oldies now in company vaults in
the British isles. That means a grad-
ually diminishing supply even of re-
issues.

7 Drive-ins For Tri-States

Des Moines, Aug. 19.

Several cities in Iowa and Ne-
braska .are scheduled to have Drive-
in theatres, ,it was announced here
by G. Ralph Branton, general man-
ager of Tri-States Theatre Corp.
They will be located in Des Moines,
Omaha, Lincoln, Sioux City, Cedar
Rapids, Davenport and Rock Island.

A corporation is being formed by
A. H. Blank, Branton and Phil Smith
of Boston, Mass., and contracts have
already been let and sites selected

in Omaha and other cities. The Des
Moines Drive-In will be on 14th
street.

Mason Parlay
;

Continued from page 3 :

$175,000 Drive-In for Niagara Falls

Buffalo, Aug. 19.

The Cataract Theatre Corp., oper-
ating the first-run Strand and- Cata-
ract theatres at Niagara Falls, will
erect an open-air theatre there at
an estimated cast of $175,000. Will
provide space for 750 cars and will
be started1 this fall. Cataract Corp.
is owned by the estate of Charles
Hayman.

West Va. Drive-In Opened
Charleston, W. Va., Aug. 19.

Trail Drive-in at Belle"near here,

opened this month. It accommodates
648 cars.

$1,000,000 House for Det.

Detroit, Aug. 19.

United Detroit Theatres started
construction of a $1,000,000 theatre
in Grosse Pointe, swank Detroit
suburb. The 2,500-seat house will
be known as the Woods theatre and
will increase the United Detroit
string to 21 houses.
Alex Schreiber, president of As-

sociated Theatres, has a contract for
a l,000rcar Drive-In here. Will be
named Gratiot Drive-In theatre and
will be operated by a new company
called Gratiot Theatre Drive-In Co.,
headed by Schreiber.

New Philly Drive-In
Philadelphia, Aug. 19.

Philadelphia's first drive-in, the
Lincoln, opened to fair-jized busi-
ness, with its main feature individu-
al speakers which are placed on the
windows of a car, thus- enabling the
patron to control his own volume of
sound. Operated by the Fabian-
Helman Co., the new drive-in can
handle 1,000 cars. Cost $225,000.
Mel Fox is building new houses

in Mt. Holly, N. J., and the Mayfair
sectidn of Philadelphia. His latest
theatre, the High, at Burlington,
N. J., a 900-seater, is slated to open
in September.

Eastern Drive-in Plans 2 for N. J.

Tract of 40 acres has been acquired
by Eastern Drive-In Corp. in Totb-
way, N. J., on which the outfit plans
early constructio \ of a Drive-In.
Eastern claims the exclusive license
to the Hollingshead Park-In-Theatres
patent and the move closely follows

H0YTS-BK0 SET 'YEARS' DEAL
Sydney, Aug. 7.

Hoyts has finally signed deal with
RKO for "Best Years of Our Lives"
for run around loop.

Understood Cresson Smith en-
gineered contract during absence of
Ralph Doyle in N. Y. Doyle had
set it up, however, before departure.

Herald's SG Deal
Hollywood, Aug. 19.

Herald Pictures, Inc., 'closed a* deal
for the release of six Negro films
through Screen Guild Productions.
Two of the pictures, "Sepia Cin-

derella" and "Boy, What a Girl,"
are ready for distribution.

shoot shortly in Britain. His feud
with Rank, which made the head-
lines, when Mason first arrived in the

U. S. is now over.

Mason is seriously considering the

Columbus role. Rank, he said, is an
"artful charmer," and the duo.
buried the tomahawk over tea when
the British tycoon first reached New
York last May.
. With his current U. S. film activi-

ties stymied to date by a hot court

battle with David Rose, Mason said

he'll make no move until a decision

is forthcoming. Aside from the

Korda commitment, the Britisher

hasn't closed any deals for releasing

of his future pix but considers that

factor secondary—so long as he can
produce.

Mason's plans took a temporary
setback recently when his plea for

an early trial of bis suit to invalidate

a pact with Rose was tossed out,

with leave to renew- later. Danger
to a film actor of losing popularity

by laying off. too long was stressed

in the application. Renewal of his

plea for an early hearing will be
made in October, it's been learned

from Schwartz & Frohlich, British-

»

er's attorneys.

Ask San Antonio Censor
San Antonio, Aug. 19.

Appointment of a motion picture

censor for San Antonio has been re-

quested by Mayor Alfred Callaghan.

Commissioner Raymond South,
under whose jurisdiction the censor
would be appointed, declared that

because of budget difficulties he may
delay the appointment, using in*

stead a committee to function tem-
porarily.

Three Film Unions Sign
Hollywood, Aug. 19.

Three unions, the Office Employ-
es, Janitors and Culinary Workers,

signed agreements with the major
film studios to extend their contracts

to Aug. 14, 1948.

Eight studio
.
locals remain to be

signed before the Taft-Hartley law

deadline Aug. 22,

FAIRFIELD COUNTY
SHORE FRONT

For a buyer who has about

$200,000. to Invest in a most

unusual property that promises

capital gain and at the same

timo to enjoy country life, boat-

ing and bathing; within easy

distance of the office: 28 acres

with adequate buildings, deep
water anchorage and seaplane

landing, grounds beautifully

landscaped.

M. & A. STEVENS
Goodwill Rood Westport 2-5756

U-FLY SYSTEM Anywhere in the U.S.A.

$150— 1st 24 hrs. — $100—2nd 24 hrs.

$50—3rd 24 hrs. — $25 ea. additional 24 hrs.

170 M.P.H. CRUISING SPEED
4 PLACE, PLUS BAGGAGE

SEND TODAY FOR APPLICATION
LELAND AERO SERVICE, Riverside. Calif.

24 Hr. Phone: Riverside 3335
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Picture Grosses

CINCINNATI
I

(Continued from page 15)

AIL right $6,000 following great $11,-

000 first round.
Keith's (CI) (1,542; 90-$1.25)—

"Duel in Sun" (SRO) (3d wk). Live-

ly $12,500 trailing sock $18,000 second
week. Holds again.

Lvrio (RKO) (1,400; 50-75)—"Brute
Force" (U) (m.o.).. Sock $7,000. Last
week, "Magnificent Obsession" (U)
and "I Stole Million" (U) (reissues),

fairish $4,500.

Palace (RKO) (2,600; 50-75)—"Per-
ils Pauline" (Par). Great $19,000.

Last week, "Brute Force" (U), sturdy
$14,500.
Shubert (RKO) (2,100; 50-75)—

"Dear Ruth" (Par) (m.o.) (3d wk).
Rosy $7,000 in wake of smash $9,000

last session.

Indpls. Better; 'Ridge'

Hangup I4G, 'Woif 12G
Indianapolis, Aug. 19.

Firstrun biz here is taking a nice

bounce this stanza after a break in

the heat wave. "Romance of Rosy
Ridge," at Loew's, is the best grosser

downtown in several weeks. "Cry
Wolf" at Indiana looks okay.

Estimates for This Week
Circle (Gamble-Dolle) (2,800; 40-

60)—"Tarzan Huntress" (RKO) and,

"Likely Story" (RKO). Dandy $12,-

000. Last week, "Moss Rose" Gothl-
and "Big Fix" (PRC), $8,000.

Indiana (Gamble-Dolle) (3,300; 40-

60)—"Cry Wolf" (WB) and "Little

Miss Broadway" (Col). Oke $12,000.

Last week, "Possessed" (WB) and
"Desperate" (RKO), $11,000.

Keith's (Gamble-Dolle) (1,300; 40-

60)—"Kit Carson" (PRC) and "Last

Of Mohicans" (PRC) (reissues).

Sturdy $7,000. Last week, "Les Mis-
erables" (20th) and" "Stanley and
Livingstone" (20th) (reissues), fair

$4,500.
Loew's (Loew's) (2,450; 40-60)—

"Romance Rosy Ridge" (M-G) and
"Thirteenth Hour" (Col). Solid $14,-

000. Last week, "Cynthia" (M-G)
and "Great Waltz" (M-G) (reissue)

$12,000.
Lyric (Gamble-Dolle) (1,300; 40-

60)—"Vigilante Return" (U) and
"Stepchild" (PRC). Slow $5,000.

Last week, "Adventuress" (E-L) and
^Heartaches" (PRC), ditto.

DENVER
(Continued from page 13)

$3,500. Last week, "Heart of New
York" (Indie) and "Second Chorus"
(Indie), $4,000.

Deftham (Cockrill) (1,750; 35-74)—
"Desert Fury" (Par) (2d wk). Good
$10,500. Last week, big $15,000.

_ -Denver (Fox) (2,525; 35-74)—"Ivy"
(U) and "Crimson Key" (20Thl, day^
date with Webber. Nice $15,000. Last
week. "Gunflghters" (Col) and
"Guilt Janet Ames" (Col), same as

Webber, $14,000.

Esquire (Fox) (742; 35-74)—"Brute
Force" (U) and "Millerson Case"
(Col), day-date with Paramount.
Fair $2,500. Last week, "Copacabana"
(UA) and "Trespasser" (Rep), same
as Paramount, $2,000.
Orpheum (RKO) (2,600; 35-74)—

"Romance Rosy Ridge" (M-G) and
"Last Crooked Mile" (Rep). Nice
$14,500. Last week, "Fiesta" (M-G)
and "Big Fix" (PRC), about same.
Paramount (Fox) (2,200; 35-74)—

"Brute Force" (U) and "Millerson
Case" (Col), also Esquire. Good
$10,000. Last week, "Copacabana"
(UA) and "Trespasser" (Rep),
$9,000.

Rialto (Fox) (878; 35-74)—"Won-

der Who's Kissing Her" (WB), after
week at Denver, Webber, Aladdin.
Thin $2,000. Last week, "Possessed"
(WB) and "Keeper of Bees" (Col)
(m.o.), $2,500.

Tabor .(Fox) (1,967; 35-74)—"Last
of Redmen" (Col) and "Accomplice"
(PRC). Mild $8,500. Last week, "Fun
on Weekend" (UA) and stage show,
$8,000.
Webber (Fox) (750; 35-74)—"Ivy"

(U) and "Crimson Key" (20th), also
Denver. Fairish $2,500. Last week,
"Gunflghters" (Col) and "Guilt
'Janet Ames" (Col), same.

BUFFALO
(Continued from page 13)

and "Dust Be Destiny" (WB) (re-
issues), same.
Teck (Shea) (1,400; 40-70)—"Ro-

mance Rosy Ridge" (M-G) and "Big
Town" (Par) (m.o.). Stout $4,000.
Last week, "Shoot to Kill" (SG) and
"Scared to Death" (SG), $3,200.

"

Lafayette (Basil) (3,000; 40-70)—
"Brute Force" (U) and "Son, of
Rusty" (Col) (2d wk). Solid $10,500.
Last week, big $15,000.

20th Century (20th Cent.) (3,000;
40-70)—"Riff-Raff: (RKO). Fine $9,-
000 in 5 days. Last week, "Long
Night" (RKO) and "Seven Keys
Baldpate" (RKO) (9 days), tall

$13,000.

MPA Wafting
Continued from page 3 ;

last about three weeks. MPA's posi-
tion appears to be shaping up that

it will duck any conferences with
the British producers, or any other
trade group, until conclusion of the
official negotiations. The Johnston
office gives the impression that it

cannot do anything definitely until

it sees what the two governments
decide. MPA received an invitation

from the British producers last Fri-

day (15) to try to work out a plan,

but will stall this for the time being.

In a statement on Friday, MPA
said: "The invitation of the Britisfi

Film Producers Assn. for a meeting
of the joint British-American com-
mittee to discuss the subject of the

new ad valorem tax was received

today at the-MPA London office and
has been cabled to Washington. It

came from Sir Henry French, the
executive head of the British Film
Producers group.
"Both the invitation and the state-

ment issued publicly by the execu-
tive council of the BFPA, indicating

various steps to be taken and prob-
lems involved which are under con-
sideration by BFPA members, are
being transmitted .iO-.Mr.._Johnston
on the west Coast. He will doubtless
wish to canvass his membership as

to their reaction. Thereafter a meet-
ing of MPA directors may be re-

quired.

"Members of the board are scat-

tered in different parts of the coun-
try at the present time, and it is

uncertain when the MPA directors

can be brought together. The fixing

of a time, place and agenda for the
proposed meeting of the joint

British-American committee would
be a matter for future considera-
tion."

On the British-American commit-
tee are: Sir Henry French, J. Arthur
Rank and Alexander Korda for the
British; and Nicholas Schenck, Bar-
ney Balaban and Eric Johnston for

the Americans.

Studio Contracts
Hollywood, Aug. 19.

Mary Stuart, actress, Warners.
Lillie Palmer, renewed, U.S. Pix.
Mady Christians, actress, U-I.
Robert Wise, renewed, Republic.
Alf Kjennin, actor, Selznick.
H. Cragg, actor, J. Bernhardt.
Tom D'Andrea, actr.-wrtr., WB.
Seton I. Miller, actr.-pdcr., WB.

ALLEN'S NEW PAR STARRER
Hollywood. Aug. 19.

Paramount assigned Lewis Allen
currently in England, to direct the
next Ray Milland starrer, "The Seal-
ed Verdict."
Allen and Milland, who recently

washed up "So Evil, My Love" for
Hall Wallis In London, will shoot
exteriors for "Verdict" on the Con-
tinent before returning to the home
lot.

Theatres—Exchanges
Continued from page 20

U-I Studio Lops
Continued from page 5

,

ings attended by Leo Spitz, William
Goetz, William Dozier, Rufus Le-
Maire, Edward Muhl, Matty Fox,
William A. Scully and Joseph
Seidelman. Ad confabs were held
on pix to be released during next
four months by Maurice Bergman
and John Joseph. Bergman left for
New York Sunday (17); Seidelman
Monday, Fox planed out yesterday.

Scully remains another week for
confabs and screenings with his
staffers, including Barney Rose, Fos-
ter Blake, Charles Feldman, E. T.
Gomersall, F. J. A. McCarthy, Fred
Meyer and A. J. O'Keefe.
Goetz said he has postponed his

projected production - talks with
Rank in England because of neces-
sity of coordinating and following
through on U-I's production plans.
First to go is "Letter From An Un-
known Woman," next Monday (25).
Coming up in September are "Up
In Central Park" and "Casbah."
October starters will be "Are You
With I?", "All My Sons," "Another
Part of Forest" and "Brain of
Frankenstein." These productions,
it was stressed, will keep the U-I
stages crowded for months.

Gallup Axes
Continued from page 5

sales session with J. Arthur Rank
when the British film tycoon was in
Hollywood recently, but Rank
couldn't be sold,

Aside from U and Disney, ARI
accounts now are RKO, which con-
tinues to be the backbone of the biz;

Columbia, Goldwyn, Selznick and
Enterprise, Present .efforts ol_,N.
Peter Rathvon, RKO prez, to buy
control of RKO from Floyd Odium,
may be a threat to continued use of
ARI at the studio. Gallup was
brought in when Odium-Rockefeller
had control of the company and
Rathvon is said to have little sympa-
thy for the research projects.

Execs laid off at the end of last

week are Robert Carr, of the New
York office; Joseph Wyant, account
manager for RKO's New York con-
tinuing market study; Robert Myers,
assistant head of developmental re-

search, and Phillips Wyman, Jr., in

charge ,of the interviewing depart-
ment. Carr came to ARI from
March of Time. Myers is a former
professor of social psychology at the
University of Wisconsin and will

lecture at Princeton in the fall.

has organized the Pueblo Drive-In
Theatres, Inc., to handle the deal.
Ralph Frame, former Scottsbluff,

Neb., manager, now manages the
Pace, Chadron. Neb.

Chas. Klein, general manager
Black Hills Amusement Co., Dead-
wood, S. D., to Mayo hospital,
Rochester, Minn., for checkup.
Jim Mooney, office manager Uni-

versal exchange, to 20th Century-
Fox as salesman. Herb Cohen,
booker, now covering both jobs at
Universal.

E. E. Jameson, owner Exhibitors
Film Delivery, Kansas City, has
bought lots on film row and will
construct a 12-vault $80,000 shipping
and inspection center. Jameson has
the physical distribution of SRO films
in this area.
Robert N. Bothwell, city manager

Fox Intermountain Theaters, Helena,
Mont., moved to Denver' as Aladdin
manager, succeeding Ned Greenslit,
who resigned for other business.
The $130,000 Drive-In on East Col-

fax teed, off to fine business. Same
company, Denver Drive-in Corp..
will erect a similar one on West
Colfax soon.

H. L. Ripps Reclining

a Albany.
Herman L. Ripps, Metro assistant

eastern division sales manager, with
headquarters in Albany, is recover-
ing from an operation performed in
Albany hospital. As Jack Byrnes'
assistant, Ripps has charge of Al-
bany, Buffalo, Boston and New Haven
districts.

L. J. Carkey, of the Family thea-
tre, Utiea. has leased the Victoria,
Watertown, from Graham & Ludlow,
long operators of the 300-seat subse-
quent-run rouse.
Fred A. Sliter, 20th-Fox salesman,

has returned to work after a brief
stay in Hot Springs, Ark., for . his
health.

Frank Walker Returns to Mont.
Butte. Mont.

Frank Walker, ex-postoffice chief,

now head of N. Y. Comerford opera-
tions, here briefly for visit with
Montana friends of his law career
days.

Butte Park, Fox theatre, closed
temporarily.

Giff Davison, branch manager, and
Russ Morgan, publicity manager for
RKO, in from Salt Lake City.
Carl Lynd, UA salesman, boasts

largest square mileage in his terri-
tory of any rep for that company.

Rochester Century Face-Lifted

Rochester, N. Y.
Remodeling of Century theatre

here into the Paramount, delayed
more than a year by building restric-
tions, has started at last. It will cost
$150,000 and include new marquee,
36-foot sign, new. seats and other
renovations.

Bl onder Adds 4th to Chain
Pittsburgh.

Paul Bronder added a fourth thea-
tre to his string, the Castle, in Castle
Shannon, which he has acquired
from Leon Reichblum of LeRich
Theatres. Bronder, former theatrical
sign shop manager, also operates two
houses here, and the Lyric in Erie,
Pa.
Strand theatre in Brownsville will

be repossessed by Mrs. Mary Laskey,
the owner, on Oct. 1, when a 10-year
lease with the Moody & Dickinson
circuit expires. T vo of Mrs. Laskey's
sons, George and John, will operate
the 450-seat house.
Wallace Battiston appointed local

manager for National Theatre Ad-
vertising Co. The younger son of
Andy Battiston, theatre broker, ex-
hibitor and indie film producer, Bat-
tiston succeeds W. A. Habegger.
Habegger has acquired the Lincoln

in Warwood, W. Va., and will live
there.
More than 250 friends and •Film

Row associates turned out at Web-
ster Hall to honor Ike Sweeney and
Charlie Kosco at a testimonial din-
ner. Sweeney, former RKO sales-
man, was recently named Republia
manager here and Kosco was pro-
moted from 20th-Fox sales force
here to be company exchange head
in Buffalo.
William H. Fox is stepping out as

manager o£ the four theatres in Car-
negie owned by Dr. C. E. Herman
but will continue his association with
the Herman enterprises as auditor.
John Jaffurs, son o£ Jim Jaffurs,

local veteran exhib, appointed line
football coach at Washington and
Lee University. Young Jaffurs star-
red on the grid for Penn State Col-

Rube Shor of Cincinnati bought
the Wood theatre in Spencer, W. Va^
from the Thalheimer Brothers of Lo-
gan, W. Va,

Johnson Fanchon-Marco Ad Chief

St. Louis.
Robert E. Johnson upped to ad-

publicity director for Fanchon At
Marco-St. Louis Amusement Co.
combo, replacing M. L. Plessner, re-
signed. Plessner has gone to the,

Coast and may join a producer there.
Henry J. Halloway, owner of sev-

eral St. Louis county film houses,
paid $166,410 for the site of a new
Drive-In in the county.
The Granada, a St. Louis Amu*.

Co. house, shuttered for face-lifting.
A syndicate headed by Ben Ad-

ams, Eldorado, Kans., purchased the
Wanee, 900-seater, in Kewanes. 111.,,

owned by Lee and Wakter Norton. J.
E. Lorenzo, Chicago, becomes oper-
ating head.
Raymond C. Langfitt, formerly of

S.t Paul, Minn., moved in as man-
ager of Orpheum, 1,000-seater in
Dubuque, la. House is owned by
RKO.
The new Swan, a 450-seater,

Mediapolis, la., lighted by Mrs. Lily
Johnson and I. R. Gleasne.

Power Failures Halt Akron Show*
Akron, O.

Three major power failures in
two days recently interrupted all
downtown film theatre programs.
Leo Yassenoff, Columbus, O., ex-

hibitor, leased the former Hippo-
drome in Springfield, O., from thp
Hadley Co. Will reopen as the
Globe.
Sid Holland, manager of the Pal-

ace here for years, resigned to go
into public relations work in Akron.
Walter Wolverton, former assistant
at Palace, transferred from Circle,
Indianapolis, to temporarily fill spot.

Memphis' Drive-In Protested
Memphis.

Barney Woolner's Drive-In thea-
tre here is under fire before the
Memphis_and_Shelby County Plan-
ning Commission from a group of
people here who claim it's a nui-
sance. Some 52 persons signed the
petition to do away with same.
Woolner has countered with a peti-
tion by 40 others denying that there
is any . disturbance.

Enlarge Conn. Drive-In
Hartford.

Opened only a short time, plans
are underway to make the ,E. M.
Loew's Drive-in-Theatre, in nearby
Newington, the largest in New Eng-
land. Capacity will be upped from
600 cars to nearly l.OOO autos.

Harrisburg House Sold
Harrisburg, Pa.

Samuel Frank, Atlantic City, N. J.,
and Myer Adelman, Camden, N. J
sold the Paxtang theatre to Samuel
Goldstein, Washington. »

W^a"-

DYNAMIC!
MOTION PICTURE

PRODUCERS AND DIRECTORS
Have you heard the audience reaction to our specialty with

Bob Hope in "VARIETY GIRL'"'

Did you catch any of our 158 show slapping performance*

at The Capitol, New York, with "THE HUCKSTERS '?

Ask its managing director, Harry Greenman.

i . i i ill y e» U'?"iO

Mildred MULCAY
P 5.. We ore interested in motion Dictum #or»

direct c o Capitol. New York.

Mr. and Mrs. Harmonica

of Sonora Records

"'"-air w-itf 3r wre
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AM Still Nixes AM-FM Music;

PetriHo Sez Two Are Separate,

Sees 'Competitive Disadvantage
Chicago, Aug. 19. -f

The AFM ban stays on duplication

«f AM-FM programming.

In a letter today to the presidents

of the four major radio networks,

James Caesar PetriHo, boss of the

American Federation of Musicians,

Btated, "Since our meeting of July 31

in Chicago, at which time we dis-

cussed AM and FM broadcasting,

consideration has been given your

request to permit members of AFM
to render service for both AM and

FM programs simultaneously. The
federation holds that FM broadcast-

ing is separate and distinct from AM
broadcasting. FCC licenses each

FM station separately, assigns in-

dividual call letters and channels,

and the station is required to comply
with all FCC regulations.

'"Many FM stations have no affili-

ation with either an AM station or

a network and could not possibly

enjoy the benefits of AM programs

even if the federation were willing

to permit this dual service. Certainly

the FM station with no AM affilia-

tion is just as deserving and should

not have to suffer this competitive

disadvantage, neither should the

federation be a party to such dis-

advantage. We must bear in mind
that the number of FM stations will

eventually number into the thou-

sands and the present network facil-

ities could not possibly feed all

these stations. ,

"The locals of the AFM are ready

and willing to negotiate wage scales

and conditions for FM broadcasting.

At the present time, there are a

number of FM stations employing
musicians and it would not be sound
policy for •the' federation to elimi-

nate this employment, and potential

employment in other stations, by
agreeing to service both AM and
FM simultaneously.

"The federation does not insist

that FM stations employ musicians,

but if they do need musicians, locals
• will be ready and willing to nego-
tiate contracts. This would give the
FM . stations the benefit of live

music, also give the public the
chance to hear FM and, in return,

musicians will have employment
opportunities"

Petrillo reported . in announcing
the AFM decision that the union's
lawyers had checked the legality of
the action against—the—possibilities
of anti-trust law repercussions. It

was reported that a survey has
shown only 12 out of 204 FM sta-

tions are currently employing mu-
sicians.

Network Premieres
Friday, Aug. 22.

"F.B.I." In Peace and War,"
drama, sponsored by Procter &
Gamble for Lava soap (Biow
agency); CBS (originating in

New York), 9:30-10 p.m. EDT,
Fridays. Writers, Jacques Finke
and Louis Pelletier; producer,

Max Marcin; cast, Martin Blaine,

Arnold Moss, Ralph Bell; music,

Vladimir Selinsky; announcer,

Len Sterling,

Saturday, Aug. 23

Lee Adams, talk, sponsored by
Omnibook mag (Schwab & Beat-

ty agency); CBS, originating in

Chicago; 10:15-10:30 a.m. EDT,
Saturdays.

Wednesday, Aug. 27
'

Dennis Day Show, comedy,
sponsored by Colgate-Palaiolive-

Peet for Colgate dental cream
(Bates agency); NBC, originat-

ing in Hollywood; 8-8:30 p.m.

EDT, Wednesdays. Writers,

Frank Galen, Arthur Allsberg,

Chuck Stewart; producer, Bill

Harding; cast, Barbara 'Eiler,

Dink Trout, John Brown, Bea
Benadaret; music,, Charles Dant;

announcer, Verne Smith.

KLZ NEWS MOUTHPIECE

CLARKE THORNTON
Delivers news from studio mike,

also wire-records events on-the-spot
tor incorporation in KLZ newscasts.

KLZ, DENVER

ABC's Sock Wed.

Showcase; Paar

An Added Starter

Deal was set yesterday (Tues.)

for American Express Co. to spon-

sor "Vox Pop" in the fall on ABC
in the .8:30-9 segment on Wednes-
day, thus completing the network's

full Wednesday 'evening roster of

back-to-back commercial program'
ming. "Vox Pop" tees off Oct. t.

3. M. Mathis is the agency.

i

FM Assn. In Blast

Washington, Aug. 19.

Immediately following James C.

Petrillo's ban on network duplica-
tion of AM programs on FM out-
lets, J. N. Bailey, exec director of

the FM Association, disclosed that
lie had made an appointment with
the Department of Justice for
Thursday (21) to go into the matter
with the antitrust division, John F.
Sonnett. Bailey said that it is the
FM Association's stand that Petrillo's

action is in violation of both the
Lea and Taft-Hartley acts.

500G Army Grid

SkedforABCJBS
"Game of the Week" and West

Point gridcasts sponsored by U. S.
Army Recruiting' Service, via N. W.
Ayer agency, wind up on the same
networks as last' year—ABC and
Mutual, although this year both NBC
and CBS have joined in the Army
Recruiting coin sweepstakes. Neces-
sity to bypass the -latter two webs is

said to stem from inability to clear
stations, many of them carrying
their own locally sponsored football
schedules.

ABC takes over seven "Games of
the Week" and one night game, from
Sept. 27 to Nov. 8, with the network
on the following week moving into

its Texaco-sponsored Metropolitan
Opera series. Harry Wismer will
announce. Football games represent
gross time sales of $230,000.

Total of $250,000 in billings goes to

Mutual for the West Point gridcasts,

with Ted Husing doing the play-by-
play. Eleven games run from Sept.
27 to Dec. 6.

ABC's ' dream of a Wednesday
night program roster aimed at

matching the NBC Dennis Day-
"Gildersleeve" - "Duffy's Tavern" -

"Big Storyj'-JimmyJPurante,parlay,
came closer to fruition last week,
when the network copped the Jack
Paar-Lucky Strike show. (Program
is currently in as a summer replace

ment for Jack Benny on NBC).
Paar tees off on ABC Oct. 1 after 17

broadcasts in the Benny spot. .

That gives ABC a lineup of

"Mayor of the Town" at 8, Abbott &
Costello (co-op) at 9, Paar at 9:30,

Bing Crosby at 10 and Henry Mor-
gan at 10:30. It's the most solid

lineup of top personality back-to-
back programming in the web's
career since its divorcement from
NBC,
For a while ABC was hot on the

trail of snaring the new $17,500-

budgeted Old Gold variety show as

part of the Wednesday buildup, but
with the choice time segments now
taken, it's considered a foregone
conclusion that OG will return to

its Wednesday at—at 9—period on
CBS.
CBS Wednesday roster shapes up

as the weakest of the three webs

—

with "American Melody Hour," "Dr.
Christian;" the Old Gold show,
Meredith Willson and "The Whis-
tler" as the opposition lineup.

Mutual Has a Hot

Coverage Story—

But Ain't Talking
Mutual is sitting on a hot cover-

age story.

And it isn't going to spill it, of-

ficially and publicly anyway, until

after Labor Day—when, it's calcu-

lated, most station, agency and ad-
vertiser people will be back from
vacations and thinking seriously

about fall programming.
That the Mutual network has cov-

erage findings with the earmarks of

potent interest to the industry is no
secret. Prex"y Edgar Kobak boasted
about it plenty in one of his sporadic
full-page trade ads late last month.
"Listenability! You're Going to Hear
A Lot About It!" he cried, explaining
that Mutual engineers, using "a new
Engineering Formula," had produced
a series ol "Maps of all stations al-

ready on the network—maps of new
stations added to the network—maps
showing increase in areas due to

power increases— maps of stations

leaving the network, the areas of

which had to be substracted—maps
of stations on other networks."
That last was what especially

perked trade interest. If Mutual had
coverage comparisons of the four
networks, what did they reveal?
Ah, but that's Mutual's secret—until

it "leaks," or until after Labor Day
Meantime, it's known that Mutual

execs intend to make the most of

their engineers' findings, a tipoff that

the figures" show "the world's largest

network" in a much better light than
the Broadcast Measurement Bureau's
"out of date" audience figures

(quotes are Kobak's). The MBS
story has been wrapped into a pre
sentation which will be easeled, ;

Mutual exec says, before engineers
of the other nets as well as for agen-
cies and prospective clients. Mutual
salesmen are said already to be quot
ing> the coverage figures in their

agency rounds.
Mutual execs say they regard the

coverage story, which was two years
in the making, "a service to the in

dustry" in that it shows not what
stations and networks have done (as

shown by BMB and Hooperatings)

,

but what they can do, coverage-
wise.

If the figures are as firm an answer
to BMB's "outdatedness" as Mutual
claims, they'll be ne,ws. Question is,

will they still be news when Kobak
calls his post-Labor Day press con-
ference?

From the Production Centres

Filler Problems

For Jock Shows
A number of transcribed disk

jockey package programs utilizing

gab with slotted spots for local sta-
tions to come in with phonograph
records, are finding difficulty in ob-
taining the 78 r.p.m. fillers.

From reports, recorded disk
jockey stuff depends for effectiveness
on ability to purchase releases in

substantial volume.
Phonograph companies are . de-

scribed as not too cordial when syn-
dicated radio sources seek to place
orders for hundreds of copies of

popular releases. They argue they
can't fill the orders from their deal-

ers and regular sources.

J0LS0N S KRAFT SHOW

UP AND READY TO GO
Hollywood, Aug. 19.

John V. Reber, radio head of the

Thompson agency, has come and

gone and to all intents and purposes

Al Jolson could be ready to open up
Kraft Music Hall next week. Con-
tracts have been signed with all

hands and writing and production

personnel set for the Oct. 2 opener.
Ezra Mcintosh is being recalled from
New York to direct, Lou Bring
fronts the music and Ken Carpenter
returns as announcer. Writers will

be Mannie Manheim and Charles
Isaacs.

Only holdover from the old Kraft
setup is Milena Miller, singer. Top
supporting role goes to Oscar Le-
vant, prime needier and ivory mas-
sager.

,

IN 'NEW YORK CITY . . .

Radio producer Mildred Fenton in Mt. Sinai hospital, having been flown

here from Mexico when she was stricken with serious illness while on

vacation.

Marlin Pew, Maxon agency publicity man, lost his sixTyear-old son

by drowning last week Mutual prexy Ed Kobak hopped yesterday

(Tues.) to Philly and 1 pushes on from there to Chi to see the All-Star

football game Friday night (22). .. .Cecil Brown back from a three-week

looksee in Europe and reporting his. findings in a week-long series on

Mutual. .. .ABC flack Jack Pacey sporting an eye-patch after hot pitch

from a Southampton fireplace popped him in the optic Roberta Roun-

tree, formerly with Mutual and more recently in the New York office

of the M. H. Hackett ad agency, has joined Joseph Hershey McGillvra,

Inc., N. Y. radio reps, as administrative assistant to J. H. McGillvra,

prexy of the firm.

Actor Charles Irving has bought Budd Schulberg's place at Bucks

County, Pa John Brown, one' of AFRA convention delegates from the

L6s Angeles local, had to plane back to the Coast before the confabs were

over because of regular show commitments Frank Telford, Y&R
director of Molle "Mystery Theatre," and his actress-wife, Glqria Stenyi,

to Provincetown, Mass., until after Labor Day. . . .Infant son of the Henry

Jaffes (Jean Muir) toppled out the window of their Larchmont home last

Friday (15), but sustained only trifling injuries Eddie Cantor in for a

couple of weeks, looking for a new femme singer for his Pabst show and

some stooges. Also doing a tele show here and goes to Philly for a na-

tional citation for his work on United Jewish Appeal: . Jo Ranson back to

WHN desk for a two-week White Mountain hideout Daily (and nightly)

auditions being held to find replacement for Johnny Olsen as "Ladies Be

Seated" emcee Time on the Air outfit has acquired radio rights to

Life With Father."

Ted Mills, NBC tele producer, checked out Friday (15) for a five-month

leave in which he'll pen a political satire. Houghton-Mifflin will publish

it next year.. "Public Defender," a Lew Ayres dramatic piece packaged

by Mort Lewis and Sam Shayon, has been optioned by an agency....

Freelance, scripter Norman Burnside has a short story, "News for Morde-

cai," in the August Readerscope. . . .Staats Cotsworth and his wife, actress •

Muriel Kirkland, vacationing with the Gilbert Wrights in California....

"American Radio Warblers," sponsored by American Bird Products, Chi, is

migrating back to Mutual for the 20th consecutive year of airing Oct. 19

..Jan Miner, femme lead in "Crime Photographer," starring in tab

version of "Man Who Came to Dinner," currently making the rounds

of vet hospitals in the east for the American Theatre Wing. . .
.WHN's Bill

Bird is composer of a spiritual, "Ole Moses Put Pharoh In His Place," just

recorded for.Decca>by Fred Waring Joy Hathaway new to "Rose of

My Dreams" cast. . . .Barbara Kline added to "Strange Romance of Evelyn

Winters" Archie Bleyer now piloting his orch on seven commercial

half-hours per week Fulton Lewis, Jr., to be profiled by the Satevepost ,

in a piece titled, "The Voice That Snarls". . . .Jack Lloyd doubling between

his regular air shows and a film for the U. S. Army Signal Corps ...

WINS' Charles Oppenheim on 10-day vacation WNEW celebrates first

anni in new Fifth avenue studios Aug. 23.... R. L. Peulvey, director-

general of Radio Luxembourg, due in N. Y. Aug. 25, prior to attending

Atlantic City confabs.

IN HOLLYWOOD ...
Sid Strotz back at his NBC desk after a week out for minor surgery. . .

.

Newlyweds Cornwall Jackson and Gail Patrick flew in from their Hawaiian

honeymoon. ,. .Jimmy Saphier off on a motor trip with the missus to

take in the glories of the west Sam Hayes, newscaster,, took himself.

another bride, Sally Woods, songwriter Joe Rines named radio director

in Hollywood for Sherman & Marquette, filling the post recently vacated

by Sam Fuller Lee Strahorn continues as director of Hit Parade when
Frank Sinatra and Axel Stordahl take over When Edward Arnold does

the story behind Herbert Hoover in his "Mr. President" series on ABC
his material will be well documented. The two- met at the Bohemian
Grove up Frisco way and the ex-prez promised to fur,nish all the material

he needed Lum and Abner went back on the air "five" last week after

five weeks of respite while transcriptions did the work.

Hugh Davis, exec v.p. of Foote, Cone & Belding in Chicago, and James
Barnett, ad chief of Pepsodent, came in to talk over the new season setup

with Bob Hope. . . .Clarence Worden, CBS publicity aide in N. Y, looked

over the net's Hollywood originations to know his subjects better .... ABC
is dropping "Beulah" after 26 weeks but there's interest in the show for

another network by a soap account. .. .Bud1 Ernst broke away from the •

•Raymond Morgan agency to set up his own packaging outfit. .. .Henry
Flynn moved up as L. A. manager of Radio Sales at CBS to replace Bill

Larrimer, transferring to the Chicago office Vern Smith was forced

to withdraw as Judy Canova's announcer because of Kay Kyser's move to

Saturday night. Can't do both when they're end-on-end. . . .There's talk

around that Clarence Menser may take a picture studio berth as television

head. Another report has Joe Moran coming out from N. Y. to head up
the Hollywood office of Young & Rubicam Don Stauffer hauled back
to New York after tieing together all the loose ends of the AFRA deal

for his all-star series, "Best Show of the Year."

IN CHICAGO . .

Dutton-Lippold, local press reps, have been assigned to do publicity for

"The Big Break" during show's stint here Sept. 7 Bill Odom's round-
the-world hop was followed by guest shot on "Quiz Kids" shortly after

landing. .. .Hymn, "My Cathedral," written by Don McNeill of the Break-
fast Club" and Walter Blaufuss, debuted on "Hymns of All Churches"....
Sue Stanley from the Buttery on the Hank Grant show Aug. 16....

Jimmy Costello vacationing from his "Let's Have Fun" program for two
Weeks Former Quiz Kid Margaret Merrick was married1 to Edward
Scheffelirr Sat. (16) here Ethel Kirsner, of the CBS publicity dept.,

spending time off visiting Chi relatives Kay Wilkins replaces Jane Bur-
rows in continuity dept at WBBM Anne Coyle, of Schwimmer & Scott
radio writing division, leaves Sept. 5 for two-month South American tour

Bill Sweeney of NBC leaving Chi for San Francisco where he will
do theatre work .... Betty Babcock, who pens "That Men May Live," ill,

with Skee Wolff taking over during absence Bill Larimer of the CBS
Los Angeles office now with CBS Chi radio sales Ed Thompson in

from Hollywood for advance work on the Jack Carson homecoming in

Milwaukee Aug. 21 and 22. .. .Ernie Simon premiered "Foolish Questions,"
his first live show, which originates in front of the Telenews theatre, on
Aug. 18. Marion Huttoo was his first guest George Herro of Mutual
spending last week commuting between Illinois and Wisconsin state fairs*

....Barry Gray did his "Scout About Town" show from Mutual studios
here Sat. (16) with Clark Dennis, Marie McDonald, Dave Garroway and
other localites in theatre biz.... Chuck Wiley to Springfield on publicity
job for "Queen for a Day". .. .High school fashion show with aid of Mar-
shall Field Co. models was feature of "Junior Junction" broadcast Aug.
16. ...Bob White, supervisor of agriculture for ABC, back from Minne-
apolis convention Myrtle Green, L. A. Foster and William White to
National Retail Dry Goods convensh at Atlantic City first week in Sep-
tember. Discussion will center on radio activities of industry Tal
Totten touring state fairs in this territory to do wire recordings for "WGN
Farm Hour."
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RELIGIOUS SHOWMANSHIP FEUD
It's Even Done With Mirrors

As in most meetings of such groups, the real news of the American
Federation of Radio Artists national convention last Thursday-Sun-

day (14-17) at the Hotel Astor, N. Y., was not in the authorized state-

ments "or press releases, but in the fights and behind-the-scenes man-
euvers of the various factions. For that reason the reporters of the

dailies and trade press covering this gathering resorted to all sorts

of expedients to get the lowdown.
Some of the lads merely hung around the entrance to the main

hall at strategic moments, picking up and piecing together odd re-

marks of the entering and existing delegates, few of whom knew
the reporters by sight or were conscious of their presence. Several

guys also slipped around to rear passageways and listened at partly-

opened doors. A few hardy individuals (or femme stooges) hung out

in the gents' and ladies' powder rooms, where some of the choicest

dialogue was overheard. V
One reporter, long experienced in covering AFRA and the other

performer unions, arranged in advance for various of - the delegates

to keep him informed. Under the circumstances, he found it expedi-

ent to stay away from the scene of operations, so as not to betray

any of his scouts by some slip.

It's figured that one of the reasons the delegates were unusually

cooperative at this convention was that many of them have been
concerned, and were more so after attending the sessions, at condi-

tions within their union. They feel that a thorough airing of the entire,

situation should be a healthy thing for the organization.

Artists' Comm. Sparks AFRA Battle;

Okay Tele Code, Recording Drive
By HOBE MORRISON

The eighth annual convention of

the American Federation of Radio
Artists, held last Thursday-through -

Sunday (14-17) at the Astor hotel,

N. Y.. was completely dominated by
the powerful New York and Los
Angeles chapters. The latter, in

turn, are firmly controlled by the

conservative faction of the organiza-

tion. However, the four-day-and-
night meeting produced even more
fireworks than was expected.

Besides the election of officers

(covered in separate story), the im-

portant actions of the convention

included carefully-phrased opposi-

tion to the Taft-Hartley Act, map-
ping of an organization drive in the

phonograph recording field, approval

of "a tentative, draft of a code for
t

television, a decision to "categorize"

interview programs with a view to

setting a scale of fees, plans for a

national expansion program, defeat

of a big-local attempt to change the

procedure in national elections, out-

lawing of the "unit rule" of voting

by delegates, refusal to endorse the

Taft-Ellender-Wagner housing bill,

and passage of a drastically modified
resolution against stereotype racial

characters on the air.

The most sensational development
of the convention, however, in-

volved none of those, issues, but
raged over the revelation "of \he ex-
istence within AFRA of an organ-
ized bloc, with closely collaborating
units in New York and Los Angeles,

without the knowledge of the mem-
bership at large. This group, calling

itself the- Artists' Committee, under
the leadership of Clayton Collyer,
Jr., and Ned Wever, in New York,
and Ken Carpenter and Knox Man-
ning in Hollywood, holds its own
meetings, at which policy is determ-'

(Continued on page 38)

Fitch's New Hairdo
Hollywood, Aug. 19.

The Phil Harris-Alice Faye Sun-
day night NBC 'Fitch program is get-

ting a format revamp this season,

with new writers pacted for the
show. They are Ray Singer and Dick
Chevillat, the ex-Sealtest scripters,

with Paul Phillips, show's producer,
currently shopping around for addi-
tional writers.

Elliott Lewis and rest of cast re-

turn. Plan is to put more emphasis
on story.

SERMONS 'WASTE

OF GOOD Til'

Pat Weaver Hot

On Borden Trail
"Pat"' Weaver, new radio head of

Young & Rubicam,- flew in to New
York last Thursday (14), cutting
short a Bermuda vacation when it

developed that the Borden account
of $1,000,000 might return to the
Y & R fold.

Y&R lost the billings to Kenyon
& Eckhardt on the strength of the
latter pitching ^ip the Friday night
"Arthur's Place* show on CBS. "Ar-
thur," however, has been a sore dis-

appointment to the client and fades
off after the Sept. 12 broadcast upon
expiration of the first 13-week cycle.
Borden, which is interested in a

musical stan2a as replacement, has
asked both K & E and Y & R to make
presentations. There'll be a decision
by the end of the month, with the
client anxious to get rolling next
month with the new show without
interruption.

_
Factor in reconsideration of Y & R
sa'd to be the client's pleasing re-

action to naming of Weaver as the
»ew radio boss.

NBC Execs Irked

By Forthcoming

MOT Radio Short
NBC execs are reported to be

more than a little disturbed over
the forthcoming March of Time
documentary on radio, which is

scheduled for September release.

Some of the NBC officials who have
already ca'ught a screening make no
bones over their displeasure at the

way the film shapes up, particularly

as to the premise set forth that it's

the sponsor who controls what goes
out over the air. MOT documentary
has a shot of John Crosby, radio

critic for the N. Y< Herald-Tribune,
who mouths the same conviction

and this, too, is vexing to some
broadcasters who have seen the pic-

ture.

NBC critics of the film point out

that this whole premise could have
been torn down in a minute had the

MOT boys permitted Justin Miller,

NAB prexy, or some other top in-

dustry spokesman, to have his say.

Similarly they express the belief that

the sponsor portrayed in the pic

is too far-fetched, and that a docu-
mentary should mirror factual in-

cidents, not exaggerations.

PS: MOT was formerly a sponsor

itself.

A young clergyman - broadcaster
who graduated a few years ago from
the Chicago Theological Seminary is

spending this summer as he has spent
the past two years, conducting a
series of regional "radio workshops
for Protestant ministers" around the
United States.

His name is the. Rev. Everett
Parker. He once put in an appren-
ticeship in the NBC Public Affairs

Division. The news about what Parker
is doing is that a sharp cleavage
has developed between the young
men of religious radio, who are very
critical of the -old men' of religious

radio, and the way things have been
conducted for the past 20 years.

In particular, the operating theo-
ries of Frank Goodman, radio di-

rector of the Federal Council of
Churches of Christ in America, have
been brought into the spotlight of
critical appraisal. Goodman is the

chief advocate of the straight sermon
which the younger brethren claim is

dull stuff and also the cause of
religious radio, despite the vast

amount of free time donated by the
networks, having such low popular-
ity ratings year after year.

Goodman initiated the radio de-
partment for the Federal Council
and made his first deal with NBC
via David Sarnoff back in 1927.

He's had a clear unchallenged
monopoly of, the Protestant radio
dates on NBC ever since. NBC refers
all requests for time to Goodman,
and this has given him a dominant
position. Meanwhile, Goodman has
built up a radio religious organiza-
tion, including his son who is slated
to succeed him as head man, by
sticking to certain fairly fixed rules.

The Chicago Theological Seminary
group, which is known to be very
progressive and believes in show-
manship principles for religious ra-
dio, has long criticized the Goodman
policies, but until now with little

effect.

NBC and ABC "Ins"

When the Blue network broke off

from NBC and became ABC, Good-
man was able to establish a similar
relationship at ABC to his perennial
"in" at NBC. The Council's radio de-
partment's influence and prestige is

very great in the trade, but none-
theless the Parkerites have been
able to line up the Presbyterians,
Congregationalists and some Meth-
odists.

From 20 to 30 Protestant clergy-
men attend each of Parker's work-
shops. Lectures on radio writing and
production, and a week's induction
into the lore of the studios, are given.
By now Parker has Inculcated some
450 clergymen with the "modern"
views on radio usage and these
preachers, mostly on the young side,

are raising a quiet clamor within
professional circles.

The Chicago Theological Seminary
was directly interested in and gave
its support to the Religious Broad-
casters Assn., which was formed at

Ohio State's last meeting. It was
significant that Frank Goodman has
remained aloof from this group, re-

maining as he always has- a lone
wolf operator.

Lina Romay, Arquette

Join Dick Haymes Show
New fall lineup for the Dick

Haymes Auto-Lite show on CBS has

been set,

Lina Romay goes in as replace-

ment, for Helen Forrest. Cliff Ar-
quette will have a weekly comedy
insert. Program returns Sept. U.
Ruthrauff & Ryan is the agency.

Co-op Selling of Top Show Names

'Viewed With Alarm' in Some Circles;

All Webs Now Taking the Plunge

Co-op Sweepstakes
Here are the latest entrants

and potential deals in the cur-
rent co-op programming sweep-
stakes:

"Information Please" on' Mu-
tual.

"Abbott & Costello" on ABC.
"Kate Smith Speaks" on

Mutual.
Joan Davis for CBS (currently

in negotiation).

Parkyakarkas for Mutual.

New Code Will

Touch Off NAB

Confab Sparks
Chief interest in the upcoming

Atlantic City convention of the Na-
tional Assn. of Broadcasters centers
around the new NAB code, with in-

dications that it will precipitate the
major battle.

The new code puts teeth into the
requirements that stations and net-
works standardize allotment of time
for commercials on both daytime
and nighttime programming. Actu-
ally, the requirement has been in

existence in the old NAB code, but
on the whole broadcasters, paid little

or no attention to it.

Now that the new NAB code
clamps down on the commercial
time restriction, it's considered a

foregone conclusion that station op-
erators will let out a general howl,
for the curb will affect their local

commercials and hit them in a sen-
sitive spot—the boxoffice. It simmers,
down to the fact that while the new
code requirement should hold for

the networks, it's another story
where local stations are concerned.

FADIMAN TO DOUBLE

AS EMCEE THIS FALL
In addition to his "Information,

Please" Mutual co-op show this fall,

Clifton Fadiman looks set to emcee
the new CBS talent development
program, tentatively titled "This Is

Show Business." It will go on sus-
taining, with Irving Mansfield pro-
ducing, but is up for potential spon-
sorship
Network execs have been hud-

dling with Fadiman on taking over
the emcee spot

May Switch Waring Ayem
Fred Waring's morning stanza may

be moved back a half hour to 10 to

10:30 on NBC.
Move would necessitate switching

Manhattan soap's "Katie's Daugh-
ter" from 10 a.m. to 11 a.m.

Whodunits Get Eagle Eye

In New NAB Code Setup
The new code of the National I tery shows must not be frivolous or

Downey-Spike Show Set

Despite some unhappiness over

the original audition, format of the

Morton Downey-Spike Jones show
for Coca-Cola has now been set and

program tees off Oct. 3 on CBS.

I Coke execs gave the half-hour

! layout their blessing over the week-

I end.

Assn. of Broadcasters is attracting

considerable apprehension in mys-
tery-crime show programming cir-

cles. For if the boys who blueprinted

the new set of regulation on who-
dunits mean what they say, it's con-

sidered likely that a number of such

shows currently on the air will

either have to drastically modify
their formats or face banishment
from the kilocycles.

I And since it may involve some of

]
the top crime programs with large

audience pull, the question arises

whether, under a switch in format
• and content, they would continue to

ring up their present Hoopers.,

In effect, the new rules laid down
in the NAB code specify that mys-

calloused— that whodunits shall not
take a flippant attitude toward
corpses. Such a ruling does not af-

fect mystery shows per se, but it is

aimed specifically at the horror
stuff, such as shows that revel in

describing decapitated bodies float-

ing down the river, etc.

"Inner Sanctum" would probably
be the first to come under the criti-

cal eye of the NAB under the
provisions of the new code. It's

considered likely, too, that the per-

enially top-rated "Mr. District At-
torney" would be faced with the
necessity of doing a revamp job,

along with such items as "Molle
Mystery Theatre," "Green Hornet,"
• Suspense," "Fat Man" and "Bulldog

Unprecedented activity in co-op
selling of top radio shows and per-
sonalities, highlighted by Mutual's
"Information Please" and Parkya-
karkas deals, ABC'c Abbott & Cos-
tello program, and current CBS ne-

'

gotiations for the inking of Joan
Davis to a co-op Saturday night
comedy stanza, is being viewed with
considerable concern in some indus-
try quarters.

There's little question but that
co-op programming, given impetus
by the A & C. "Info," Kate Smith,
etc., deals, will attain major propor-
tions as a facet of broadcasting dur-
ing the 1947-48 season. Now that
Mutual and ABC have parlayed
their co-op shows into a top coin
operation, CBS is all set to follow
suit and make the splurge in a big
way, as a means of recapturing
comedy personalities. Even NBC, de-
spite its enviable SRO billings, is

perking up interest in this newest
industry phase of selling.

Overemphasis on co-op program-
ming, however, has created a "view-
ing with alarm" attitude, for it's rec-
ognized that you can spread the
market only so far. It's regarded as
inevitable that, with three or four
networks battling for supremacy in

co-op programming, it will precipi-
tate battles in the various local
markets and in general raise havoc
with spot sales. Obviously, it's

pointed out, there are just so many
local advertisers who can absorb
that kind of top-budgeted co-op
programming. As one put it. "After
all, how many local brewery com-
panies are there to take off the
nut a wholesale invasion of bigtime
personalities into 150 markets on
a co-op basis."

The co-op mindedness of the net-
works also comes at a time when

(Continued on page 32)

Labor Tiffs May

Stall Ford Show
Ford labor difficulties in Detroit

have created some uncertainty over
the new "Ford Theatre," 60-minut«
dramatic show scheduled for an Oc-
tober premiere in the Sunday 5 to 6
period on NBC.
As of the moment the whole thing

appears fb be in a state of flux, with
the Ford people having huddled with
NBC execs on the possibility of ob-
taining an extension of time and
putting off the show's opening until
there's some indication as to how the
labor situation will shape up. Ford
has contracted for the time as of
Oct. 5, but right now there's some
doubt whether the show will tee off

on that date, be put back until No-
vember or be held up indefinitely.

Kenyon & Eckhardt is the agency.

Corwin Mulls Bid to Do

Transcribed Series As

'Global Town Meeting'
Norman Corwin is mulling 8 bid

from the United Nations to do a
half-hour transcribed show for
worldwide distribution dramatizing
the UN General Assembly as a
"town meeting" of the nations of the
world.

Christopher Cross, U. S. radio
liaison officer for the UN, said the
project has been discussed by tele-

phone with the CBS writer - pro-
ducer-director, who's currently in

Hollywood, and that Corwin had ex-
pressed interest in the idea. Thus
far, however, there's been no actual

planning of the airers. Next move is

up to Corwin;

Possibility is seen that the series

might be aired in the U. S. via the

CBS network, beamed overseas by
the UN shortwave facilities, and
copies of the platters shipped
throughout the world for airing by

1 local stations.
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NX-LA AFRA Chapters Steamroller

Natl Election; Carpenter Again Prez
Just as they did throughout the

eessions, the New York and Los An
geles chapters of the American
Federation of Radio Artists steam
rollered the annual election of na-

tional officers in the Saturday (16)

session of the four-day convention at

the Astor hotel, N. Y. The 'only vote
carried by the smaller locals was
the defeat of a N. Y.-L. A. move to

change the election procedure so as,

it was claimed, to tip the balance
further in favor of the two major
chapters.

Ken Carpenter, of Los. . Angeles,

was reelected president, with 181

votes to 131 for Bill Metzger, of Bos-
ton, with six votes thrown out.

Metzger, whose candidacy was gen-
erally regarded as a protest against

the machine tactics of the N. Y.-L. A.
combine, drew many more votes

than had been anticipated. Previ-
ously, Virginia Payne, incumbent
national first vice-president, who
was defeated for the presidency
et last year's convention by a single

vote, stunned the delegates by re-

fusing to be a candidate again.

Her refusal was contained in a

letter addressed to the Chicago lo-

cal, of which she is a past president

and which had voted unanimously
to nominate her. The actress had
left a few hours previously by plane
for a brief vacation in Europe, so

the letter was read by her friend,

Helen Van Tuyl, a Chicago delegate.

The letter explained that "there
are large sections of the member-
ship ... in our two map..1 locals

who do not know me personally and
have formed judgments from sources
cither unreliable, mistaken or delib-

AFRA National Officers
President

Ken Carpenter
Vice-Presidents

Clayton Collyer, Jr.

Bill Gavin
Knox Manning

. Margaret Speaks
Ned Wever

Recording Secretary
Norman Field

Treasurer
Alan Bunce

Lulu Vollmer's 2 Shows
Lulu Vollmer, ' legit playwright

who authored "Sun Up," has two
new radio scripts going the rounds.
One is tabbed "New Fields,"

starring Bert Lytell. The other is

"Cheerful Inn." Wynn Wright
agency is packaging the pair of them.

fleers was proposed by Harry Von
Zell, of Los Angeles. The proposal
was that instead of electing all vice-
presidents on a single ballot, with
the five candidates receiving the
most votes taking office in that
order, each office should be voted
separately. Delegates from the
smaller locals immediately protested
that such a setup would enable the
N; Y.-L. A. forces to concentrate on
each election and thereby control
the balloting. After considerable
wrangling, the proposal was de-
feated.

However, the N. Y.-L. A. delega-
tions, voting almost solidly, then
swept all its candidates, including
Gavin, into office.

* FRANKIE CARLE
Holding to the fast pace that

placed him high in the ."first ten of
1946," Frankie Carle is playing
Hollywood's Palladium, broadcast-
ing Chesterfield Supper Club (Tues-
day and Thursday) and making hit
"records for Columbia.

Meanwhile Lang - Worth has
signed Frankie to a new series of
transcriptions for its 450 station
affiliates.

LANG-WORTH, INC., NEW YORK

WNBC To Celebrate 25th Ami With

Public Service Series on Housing

'Beulah/ Eddie Albert

ABC Casualties; Silvers,

Arnold, 'Mike- to Stick

ABC network has decided to yank

the Eddie Albert Wednesday night

comedy show, chalking it up as a,

disappointment. "Beulah" is also be-

coming a web casualty and fades off.

However, the web is pouring addi-

tional coin into the Phil Silvers

show, currently occupying the Bing
Crosby Wednesday segment, in the

belief that it's a potentially bigtime
comedy airer and sponsor bait. Show
in recent weeks has been given a
scripting hypo and when the Crosby-
Philco stanza returns will be moved
into a Monday night period.

Both the Edward Arnold and
"Candid Microphone" shows are also

getting an ABC reprieve into the

fall semester, Arnold going into a

Thursday slot and "Microphone"
headed for a Monday night segment.

Cuffo Time Circuit-Yours For the Asking

Radio Edition of the Bible.

Guest Star...

erately malicious, and their opinions
cannot be denied by words spoken
hastily within a few days of conven-
tion period alone, but must rest upon
the knowledge of close observation

ever a period of years. I have been
accused of embracing ideologies to

which 1 am unalterably opposed on
religious- as .well as political and
economic principles ... I declare
myself to be a most ardent and hum-
ble and grateful American ... I

have never been confronted with
these charges personally, or I should
have answered them long ago . .

It is not that I fear to lose an elec-

tion, but that I wish to win or lose

It on the basis of my record and not
run against a mass of misinformation
and prejudiced opinion."

Collyer Named 1st V.P.

In the voting for the other offices,

Clayton Collyer, Jr., president of the
New York lotal, was elected na
tional first vice-pre;ident, with 204

ballots; Bill Gavin, of San Francisco,
was named second vice-president,

with 197 votes; Knox Ma'-n'ng, Los
Angeles, third vice-president, 183;

Margaret Speaks, New York, fourth
v.p., 180, and Ned Wever, New York,
fifth v.p., 170.

Those defeated for the vice-presi-

clency were Metzger, with 145 votes;

True Boardman, Los Ange'es, 134;

Minerva Pious, New York, 125;

Harry Elders, Chicago, 114, and
Nellie Booth, St. Louis, 91. Accord-
ing to -some of the delegates from
the smaller locals, Gavin, although
from San' Francisco, consistently

works with the N. Y.-L. A. combina-
tion,- so his election could not be
construed as a victory for the other
chapters.

As national recording secretary,

the convention e ected Norman
Field, Los Angeles, 158 votes, while
Al Stracke, Chicago, polled 144 and
Carlton Kadell, Los Angeles, 16.

Alan Bunce, New York, was voted
national treasurer with 141 ballots,

over Evelyn Freyman, Wrshington,
108, and Donald Hirsch, Pittsburgh,
67.

The N. Y.-L. A. move to change
the procedure in the election of of-

Program Title Description

The American Dream 13 programs; 15-min. units. Helen
Hayes, Ralph Bellamy, Fredric
March in dramas attacking prej-
udice. •

Broadened Horizons Six 15-min. disks to show need of
YMCA service abroad; program
for Greece, with Kenny Delmar;
Japan, with Roger Pryor; Poland,
with Alexander Kirkland; China,
with Arnold Moss; Czechoslovakia,

• with Alari Baxter; Philippines,
with Barry Thompson,

. 13 programs; 15-minute units, dram-
atizations from the Bible with
leading ra«io, stage and screen
actors.

.15-min. units; 52 weeks; original
shows,- with top stars; Kenny Del-
mar, emcee.

Here's to Veterans 15-min. units; 52 weeks. Top net-
work stars, in smart productions,
used to plug vet information.

One God ....One 30-min. program dramatization
by Hedda Rosten of Mary Louise
Fitch's book.

Hour of St. Francis .15-min. units; dramas set in con-
temporary times resolved by
teachings of St. Francis. Recorded
in Hollywood with top name casts.

The Sacred Heart 15-min. units, one to five times
weekly, quartet in religious music,
speech in middle.

15-min. units; 39 programs available,
13 more in production; dramatiza-
tions of current juvenile bestsellers
winner of three Ohio State awards.

Keep Faith With America,
and Little Songs on Big
Subjects Series of spot announcements on the

American Way. Jay Josten on first

series; Jesters and orch on second
series.

Safety Programs, Tom Mix
Program, Mother Goose
Safety Spots.. Five-min. units on safety; new spots

and programs supplied from time
to time.

United Nations Series 15-min. units; 13 weeks; top Holly-
wood star on each program, in a
drama about UN.

Decision Now, and Baseball
Series 15-min. units, programs on Ameri-

•

canism, with top talent.

Scenes from Paramount '

Pictures 15-min. units; interviews with top
Paramount talent, and actual scenes
from recent Par films.

You Have Seen Its Shadow. One 30-min. program.. Henry Fonda
and 26-piece orch in drama on in-
fantile paralysis.

Cost

Free

Free

Producer 'and Address

Institute for Democratic
Education, 416 Lexington
ave., N. Y.

YMCA, 347 Madison ave.,

N. Y.

Books Bring Adventure..

Other AFRA Stories

on page 25

$15 for series

Free

Free

$3.50

Free

Free

$5 to $15 per pro-
gram; cost deter-
mined by popula-
tion.

Free

Free

Not set yet.

Free .

Free

Free
.

All Aboard for Adventure.. 12 15-min. units.
for teenagers.

Interfaith dramas $35 for series.

Office of Education Series.

.

Your Business Reporter.

.Varied subject matter. Service con-
tains many previously broadcast
shows, ranging from Corwin's "We
Hold These Truths" to Maurice
Evans on Walt Whitman.

15-min. units; Bill Rainey in busi-
ness news.

Voice of Army 15-min. dramas •

Warriors of Peace 30-min. variety shows
Stories In Steel 13 15-min. units.

For Those We Speak .8 15-min. dramats.
The Tenth Man 13 15-min. dramats.

The Constant Invader 13 15-min. dramas.

On loan for non-
commercial use
only. «

Free

Free

Free

Free

Free

Joint Religious Radio Com-
mittee, 287 Fourth Ave.,
N.Y. *

Treasury Dept.,' Div. of Ra-
dio, Washington Bldg.,

Washington, D. C.

Veterans Administration,
Chief Radio Div., Wash-
ington 25, D. C,

American Jewish Commit-
tee, Radio , Dept., 386
Fourth ave., N. Y.

Father Hugh Noonan, 218 E.

12th st., Los Angeles, Cal.

Rev. E. P. Murphy, S.J.,'Sa-

cred Heart Program, St.

Louis, Mo.

Gloria Chandler Record-
ings, 422% W. 46th St.,

New York, N. Y.

Institute for Democratic
Education, .415 Lexington
ave.,- New York, N. Y.

National Safety Council, 20
N. Wacker drive, Chicago
6, 111.

Christopher Cross, United
Nations, Lake Success,
N. Y.

American Legion. Public
Relations Div., Indianap-
olis, Ind,

Paramount Pictures. Radio
Dept., 1501 "Broadway,
New York, N. Y.

National Foundation for In-
fantile Paralysis, 120
Broadway, New York 5,
N.Y.

Joint Religious Radio Com-
mittee, 287 Fourth ave.,
New York 10, N. Y.

Federal Radio Education
Committee, U. S. Office of
Education, Washington 25,
D. C.

Johnny Johnstone, Nat']
Assn. of Manufacturers,
14 W. 49th st., N. Y.

Army Recruiting Publicity,
Governors Island, N. Y.-

American Iron & Steel In-
stitute, 350 Fifth ave.,
N. Y.

Nat'l. Mental Health Foun-
dation, 505 W. 83rd st
N. Y.

Nst'l. Tuberculosis Health
Assn., 1790 Broadway,
N. Y. .

'

4 NBC's N. Y. flagship, WNBC, took
the wraps -off a "Project X" of itsown this week. The station, known
for nearly a quarter century as
WEAF, is marking its 25th anniver-
sary this month. Instead of a spe-
cial broadcast slapping itself on the
back, however, it's putting the fin-
ishing touches on 'blueprints for the
biggest public-service splurge of its
career—a series of special airers, in
prime evening time, starting early
next month, in which the problem of
housing will be tackled with all the
force the station can muster.
.

It was manager Jim Gaines' orig-
inal idea that the station should ob-
serve its silver jubilee by initiating
a constructive community contribu-
tion. Job of actually overseeing the
prepping of such an undertaking
was pitched to assistant manager
Tom McFadden. That was several
months ago; today virtually the en-
tire WNBC staff has been pulled in
on the operation.

Outside help has been enlisted,
too. Agnes Eckhardt, who scripted
the "Cavalcade" broadcasts on NBC
last season, was brought in to write
the series. Leaders in the fields of
labor, government, financing and
construction as well as spokesmen
for landlord and tenant groups were
called in by WNBC execs and con-
sulted on the projected airers. Clay
Daniels, NBC staffer, was assigned
as producer.. Fred Heywood, WNBC
director of special., pvents, lined, up
interviews. Bob Davis, the station'*

flack chief, was ordered to devote
full time to promotion of the .series,

with an NBC press aide to be
brought in to handle Davis' routine
duties.

. September Teeoff

Present plan is to tee off the series

—of -four or five weekly half-hour
shots—early in September, format
of the airers to incorporate every
technique in the documentaries
book including live and recorded in-

terviews, remote pickups, dramati-
zations, etc. Series will be tied to-

gether via a "typical young couple"
in search of a home.
As the series progresses, an at-

tempt will be made to stir up real

news on housing through explora-
tion of reasons for the present acute

situation and possible solutions.

While attention will be focused on
the N. Y. metropolitan area, it's felt

the problems involved are so typical

that the findings will be applicable

in almost every locality the station

reaches.

"We don't know, frankly, whether
we're going to get any answers to

the housing muddle," Gaines says,

"but we're going to try hard. It's

the least we can do."

Crosby Testing. With

Tape Recorders To

Velvetize His Groan
Hollywood, Aug. 19.

Two film tape recording devices

have been called in by the Crosby
office in an effort to improve the

quality of el Bingo's Philco tran-

scriptions. Two shows were fed into

the devices of New York's Ranger-
tone and San Francisco's Magne-
track and results are awaited. While
not directly interested in this exper-

iment, ABC is nonetheless watching
it closely. Magnetrack is said to

have been used in Germany before

the war with remarkable fidelity in

the reproduction.
Even though ABC previously an-

nounced that every new device

would be tried to maintain a high

standard of quality for the Crosby
disks, and nothing to date has been

developed, the Crosby office took it

upon itself to make its own tests.

If results prove satisfactory, the

Groaner will then make demands on

both ABC and Philco to substitute

the tape for wax recordings.

Autry. Sticks to Wrigley
Chicago. Aug. 19.

Gene Autry is tying himself up
with Wrigley Gum for another two
years, effective Nov. 11. Howard
Ketting, who handles the account in

the Chi office of Ruthrauff & Ryan
agency,- left Friday (15) for the

Coast to close the extension.
With the sugar situation now

favoring, confectioners for the first

time since 1941, Wrigley may Mart
expanding its network program
operations. It formerly had three

weekly half-hours on CBS.- *
•



INDUSTRY SERVED ON A PLATTER
New York's Baseball Steal

•• •

Chicago, Aug. 19.

For the first time in years New York this season has caught up with
Chicago in baseball listening enthusiasm. Last year- WIND, which
broadcasts the Cubs games, could claim that its percentage of listeners

to the play-by-plays was greater than the percentages garnered1 by all

the New York outlets, but this season the three New York stations

combined hold a substantial margin.
Following is how the Hooper Reports for June-July sizes up the

afternoon percentage of audiences for the stations in the two towns
broadcasting big league games:

MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY
New York .

• Chicago
WHN 13.0 WIND 21.1

WMCA 7.1 WJJD. ....... 4.5

WINS ... 5.4 .

• • 25.6

25.5

SUNDAY
.27.6WHN .16.0 WIND

WMCA 9.1 WJJD 11.5

WINS 14.9 .

-— 39.1

40.0

SATURDAY
WHN 14.0 WIND ...24.3

WMCA 5.7 WJJD 10.4

WINS '......14.7

• •.- 34.7

34.4 : • -
.

Most U.S. Senators Opposed to Gov't

Regulation of Radio, Poll Reveals
Most of the U. S. Senators who 't-

will commit themselves on the mat-
ter, even privately, are flfftly op-

posed to government regulation of
radio programming—but there are

enough of those who feel otherwise

or who won't say how they feel to

keep the broadcasting industry

from lapsing into any smug attitude

toward its freedom of the air. That,

at least, is the way Paul Sulds of

Mutual's^ Washington staff sees it

on the basis of a confidential poll

he took of 79 Senators.

Sulds, who revealed in Variety

last week that a majority of

Senators aren't opposed to "mes-

sages" in Hollywood films, disclosed

this week his tabulation of the Sen-

ators' answers to another of his 25

questions: "Do you think the Broad-
casting industry should be regulated

as far as program content is con-

cerned?"
Sulds, coincidentally, conducted

his poll 'while the recent White Bill

hearings were in session, so at least

some of the Senators had been giv

Spot Activity

Brightens Chi
Chicago, Aug. 19.

The spot broadcasting business as

booked out of Chicago agencies is

beginning to look up in no small

way. Station rep' offices, after several

months' lull, report that the surge
ing some thought at that time to the

I of orders and inquiries of the past
whole subject of broadcasting reg- . . , .

ulations. The solons' answers, which
!

two weeks has the makln§s °f a

could be interpreted as no less than

Paging Jim Gaines
If you mention Jim Gaines

around NBC's N. Y. h.q. now-
adays, don't be surprised if

you're asked, "You mean the
manager of WNBC or the other
one?"

The other one is a page on the
guest relations staff.

mixed viewing," if not a frown, for

the FCC's Blue Book, were tallied

by Sulds as follows:

No— 38 (.24 Republicans, 14 Dem-
ocrats).

Yes—19 (9 Republicans, 10 Dem-
ocrats).

Undecided—6 (3 Republicans,, 3

Democrats).
No comment—15 (8 Republicans,

7 Democrats).
The Mutual poll-taker pointed out

that undecided and the "no com-
ment" Senators, added to those

answering "yes," totalled 40—one
more than the number opposed to

controlling program content.

Newcasts Chief Interest

Those who answered the question
in the negative, Sulds reported, gen-
erally took the stand that the gov-
ernment should stay completely
away from restrictions on' freedom
of expression in radio or any other
medium. On the other hand, those
who wanted some form of controls
over program content were con-
cerned almost entirely with news
broadcasts and commentators.
Oddly enough, Sulds added, the lat-

ter group included some of the most
liberal as well as some of the most
reactionary Senators. Almost to a
man, they feared slanting of politi-
cal news and comments In the op-
posite direction from which they
themselves leaned. (Sulds has
bound himself, however, not to dis-
close any individual answers to his
questions.)

and winter. Most encouraging of the

signs was the entry last week into

the field by Story Book Shoes with

a half-hour program (transcribed).

Advent of Story Book Shoes on the

Saturday morning schedule is cred-
ited to the job that "Smilin' " Ed Mc-
Connell has been doing for Buster
Brown SHbes over NBC, and it. is

expected that other kid shoe manu-
facturers in St. Louis will soon be
moving into the parade. There was
a time when CBS had four kid shoe
accounts running simultaneously on
the network.

Story Book debuts its recorded
drama, "Story Book Times," Sept. 6.

Already set are WSB, Atlanta; WWL.
New Orleans; WRBC, Birmingham,
and KGHI, Little Rock, and there

will also be buys in Nashville,

Akron and other markets. Ruth-
rauff & Ryan, Chicago, is the agency.

Other new spot activity hereabouts
includes: Campbell Cereal Co., Min-
neapolis, one minute spots and chain

breaks, through Campbell - Methun;
American Corn Mills Federation,

five spot announcements a week for

13 weeks; Western Advertising Co.

LaFendrick Cigars, with the cam-
paign still in the blueprinting stage

at Ruthrauff &. Ryan.

Also, A. C. Oil Filters, announce-
ments, starting in ' September,
through D. P. Brothers. Kaiser-

Fraser; weekly raft of spot an-

nouncements, out of Swaney, Drake
& Bcment. Fox DcLuxe Beer, expan-

LOTSA SHOWS

FOR THE ASKING
A variety of transcribed programs,

on a multitude of subjects, with the
greatest names in the entertainment
world as regulars or stars, are avail-

able for free or for minimum cost

—

and a majority of stations around the
country don't know about them, or
the number that are available, or
where to procure them.
Most'of the programs are of a, pub-

lic service nature, which is in itself

one lure to a progressive station.

Some of the institutions putting out
these programs have never been
heard of by the average station di-

rector. Such organizations as the
Joint Reiigious Radio Committee,
Franciscan Order of Los Angeles and
Institute for Democratic Education
are as active in promoting their

work by radio as are the Veterans
Administration, Treasury Dept.,

Coast Guard or YMCA.
The subjects covered run a wide

range, embracing tolerance, safety,

patriotism, insurance, religion, war
bonds and service enlistments. Such
figures as Helen Hayes, Bing Crosby,
Frederic March, Jack Benny and
Kenny Delmar are familiar names
among the talent utilized on these
programs. Production, talent and
technical equipment are of the high-
est grade, with entertainment ap-
parently chief goal instead of 1 the
message.

Enterprising indies have found
transcriptions a wonderful way of

upgrading their programming with-
out cost to themselves. Some have
found enough single programs on
allied subjects to form an overall
series. Others have found it smart
programming to run a Treasury
Dept. and Veterans -Administration
series back to back for a half to a

full hour of programming, because
of the big names involved as draws.
Because certain stations have made

inquiry of others where these pro-
grams may be had, and because of
the proved high quality of the public
service programs involved, Variety
is offering herewith a list of these
transcriptions, with title, description
and addresses. (See chart on op-
posite page.)

Rush Hughes' liG

Grass-Roots Deal
Rush Hughes, the KXOK, St. Louis,

disk jockey, whose syndicated plat-

ter show on 73 midwest and south-

west stations has paid off with one of

the consistent top rating among the

nation's spinners, has just been sign-

ed to a deal by the Keystone Broad-
casting System for the spotting of

his "Song and Dance Parade" on
KBS' transcription network.

Deal, which spotlights Hughes as

the No. 1 grass-roots disk jockey,

guarantees him an annual minimum
of $100,000. KSB stations may run
the open-end jockey recordings su-
staining or sell them to local ac-

counts, but the latter are required to

release the stations from any com-
mitments in the event KSB wraps up
national sponsorship.

While KNOX has been Hughes'
home base in the past, he'll probably

do a lot of touring under his new
affiliation.

Local Arty Groups Apparently Think

'Old' Scripts Just for Scrap Pile;

Shocked by Demands for Royalty

Wrong Medium
Chicago, Aug. 19.

WBBM, CBS local outlet, got

a flock of phone complaints from
listeners anent the network's de-
but broadcast of Gian-Carlo
Menotti's opera, "The Medium,"
Aug. 10.

The station's switchboard kept
count of 26 such calls and the
gist of the 1 unfavorable criticism,

was that the program was too
esoteric for. them to understand
and that if this was ultra-mod-
ern music they didn't want any
of it. .

It was the first such backslap
on a musical broadcast that the
station has received as far back
as the older personnel could re-

member.

Sulds, who is producer of Mutual's sion into midwest markets, via
"American Forum of the Air," is Schwimmer & Scott; Walgreen Drug
reporting on his poll in piecemeal i Stores, spreading its half-hour Sat-
fashion via appearances on various

j

urday morning disk jockey programs
o£ the network's news and com- : campaign on the westcoast, through
mentator programs. Last week he

| into new markets through Schwim-
was on Arthur Hale's, George Car- I

mcr & Scott; Johnson's Drax test

son Putnam's and two news shows, i Needham Lewis & Brorby.

GORDON GATES RESIGNS

Y&R VEEPEE POST
Gordon Cates, vice-president of

Young & Rubicam on the General

|
Foods account, has resigned. On his

return last week from a European
vacation, he was greeted with the

news that he had been removed
from the GF assignment. His im-

mediate plans are undecided..

During the year's interval be-

tween the Tom Hari'ingt.on-Hubhell

Robinson and the Tom Lewis re-

gimes, Cates was administrative

head of the radio department. Be-
fore"tbat he was vice-president and
supervisor of the Lever Bros, ac-

count, on which he. is credited for

much of the strategy on the Swan
soap advertising campaign.

His wife. Jean Crump, is a radio

commercial writer at Y & R.

British Writers

In BBC Fee Beef
The Authors' Society of England

has been at odds with the BBC over
the scale of fees for radio talks. De-
spite a recent increase in the rates
for repeat use of home broadcasts,
the writers' organization is agitating
for still higher rates.

Under the recent boost, speakers
receive 50% more for each repeat to
home audiences and an additional
25% for overseas repeats. Hence,
broadcasters who have a talk re-
peated in the home service and twice
repeated via the overseas service get
double the old fee. However, BBC
pays 100% repeat fees for dramatic
and other feature material, so the
authors are pressing for a similar
arrangement for talks.

The society also is demanding an
increase in the present 20% fee for
the printing of broadcast talks in

BBC publications. Also there is op-
position to the even lower payment
for publication of condensations or
abridgements of radio talks. Still

another grievance of the British
writers is that talks given originally
over the BBC overseas service (in

contrast to the home service) within
two weeks without any additional
payment whatever.

An increasing number of requests

for "old" radio scripts is coming
into the offices of the networks in

New York City. Local stations make
the requests in some instances while
college acting groups, little theatres
and similar bodies are numerous.

It comes as a shock to many of
them that "old" scripts are consid-
ered valuable properties by the net-
works, the agencies, the authors and
professional big time radio gener-
ally. The idea of paying royalty stuns
some of the applicants who lapse
into silence upon receiving this
intelligence. Odd angle is that little

theatres -which are accustomed to
paying for plays and playlets se-
cured via Samuel'French or Walter
Baker still are not trained to see the
identical point where radio scripts
are concerned. To them studio stuff
is just so much dusty mimeograph
.that webs should gladly make avail-
able.

Quite apart from the ownership
angles and copyright, most radio
scripts written for bigtime use are
not practical for local groups lacking
orchestra, varied casting, and other
necessary skills;. Perhaps the most
common plea -to the networks is

from self-styled non-profit groups.
Requests for gratis" use of materials
are excused- on the' grounds that the
group has an "educational" or "so-
cial" slant and ought therefor to be
on the cuff.

Networks get occasional requests
for scripts or recordings of works
originally broadcast^ years before.
This type of request is justified
again on the score of the "worthi-
ness" of the applicant with no ap-
parent thought of the expense and
trouble involved.

Curiously enough most of the per-
sons or organizations who look to
the networks and agencies for "old"
scripts seem unaware of the very
extensive list of scripts which exist
in book form, collections of the kind
edited by Max W-ylier-Er-ik Barnouw.
Joseph Liss, Norman Weiser.

Y&R Decision for GE's

Appliance Div. Shows

Held Up by Vacations
Young & Rubicam has still not

centered on a recommendation for

the re-entry of the General Electric

appliance division to network radio.

Because a number of the agency's
key execs are away on vacation and
the GE board of directors meeting
in Bridgeport is not slated until

mid-September, the decision may
not be reached for another week
or two.

The tentative radio budget for the
appliance division is said to be
about $1,500,000 gross for 1948. There
is understood to be little chance of
GE resuming sponsorship of the
"House Party" afternoon scries on
CBS. partly on budgetary grounds
and partly because the agency
schemers now fiKure it would be

I
preferable to go after both male and
female listeners via an evening

I
spread. Hence the Y&R program
and time-buying lads lean toward a

setup of three separate evening

|

shows on the ABC network.

I It's figured that three different

type shows (for instance, one drama,
one musical and one audience par-
ticipation.! would be most likely to

get broad audience coverage. Also,

three programs would provide six

major commercials, or a total of ap-

proximately 15 minutes of commer-
cial time. With so many appliances

j

to sell, it's figured essential to have

j
ample commercial time.

Stoopnagle Tumbles In

Summer Hooper Setup;

'Mr. D.A/ Takes Low Lead
Some more of the summer Hooper

gymnastics in the new (Aug. 15)
Hooperating Report had most the
boys in the trade asking "Where's
Stoopnagle?"

Subbing for Bob Hawk on the
Monday night Camel show on CBS.
Stoopnagle landed at the top of the
Hooper heap on the Aug. 1 report,
but in the newest tail ies he's not
only out of the first 15 running but
has wound up in No. 42 rating spot
among all nighttime shows.

Audience pull still continues at its

low level, with "Mr. Di'trict At-
torney" faring no better thap a 9.8

in the Aug. 15 leadofT.

Here's how Hooper rates 'em:
Mr. D. A. 9.8

Ta.ke It, Leave it 9.1

Big Story . 8.7

Inner Sanctum 8.5

Crime Doctor ; 8.4

Crime Photographer 7.8.

Godfrey's Talent Scouts..... 7.8

Suspense 7.5

Fat Man 7.4

Hit Parade 7.4

Sam Spade 7.2

Murder and Mr. Malonc. . . .. 7.1 •

Dr. I. Q 7.1

Break the Bank 7.0

Can You Top This'.' ... 0.9

Armour Takes 'Queen
Hollywood. Aug. 19.

Two quarter hour segments of
Queen For a Day" have been

i bought by Armour for 123 Mutual
stations through the south ami south-
east. Outlets are those passed up
by Philip Morris.

Packer will plug Star shortening
on Tuesday and Thursday starting to-

day (19).
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HE'S THE FUNNIEST



NEW SOUND IN AMERICA

Three months ago, a young man named Robert Q. Lewis

started unloading the contents of an amiable but zany

personality into a CBS microphone.

The critics went overboard.

"He has suddenly emerged as one of the bright new hopes of

radio,"said the World -Telegram.

".
. . a wealth of laughs

.

. . strictly wonderful stuff.

.

.
" said

Billboard.

'"After only seven zveeks on the air (he) has become one of the

most buzzed-about comics in radio,"said curt, complete Time.

And Variety printed a couple of hundred words that

would be music to the ears of the greatest comics of all

time. It credited Lewis -with' easily the top running gag of the

season... a top supervisory production job by Goodman Ace...

one of the fresh new notes in radio ... sapient delivery,"and so

on and on.

Each Saturday night (8:00 EDT) on Robert QVlitde

Show," his girl-friend Ruthie says:
*

"Let's not fight this, Robert— it's bigger than both of us.
93

It's a line worth remembering. A big new comic voice is

big news to the people of this country, to radio—and to any

advertiser who effectively wants to get his message across

to millions. You can prove it to yourself very easily. Listen

to any recording (or broadcast) of THE ROBERT Q. LEWIS

LITTLE SHOW, And then give it a selling job to do I

A CBS PACKAGE PROGRAM
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Music Next Vital Step In Tele

Progress., Sez William Morris
Music—live music, that is, in all*-

its forms—is "the next requirement
lor the development of television

into a full-blown entertainment
medium, in the opinion of William
Morris, head of the talent agency
founded by his late father. He be-
lieves that all the segments of the
industry should get together im-
mediately with James Caesar
Petrillo, head of the American Fed-
eration of Musicians, to work out a

"conclusive" arrangement for bring-
ing about this step.

Morris, whose agency got into
television in 1928 (when it pre-
sented the Sanabria television sys-
tem as a theatrical performance)
and was the first to set up a full-

fledged television department, acted
in bringing Paramount and DuMont
together as a video partnership and
has pioneered in every phase of

tele development as an entertain-
ment medium. He feels that "tele-

vision is here," technically, but that
it must have music before the arts

can contribute much to its advance-
ment.
"The sciences have given us up-

to-the-minute perfection in a great
entertainment medium," Morris said
last week, "but the arts have con-
tributed only a modcum of their

abilities. The. opportunity for de-
velopment of the contribution of the
arts lies in the wholehearted enlist-

ment of music. •

"While many producers -feel they
can get along with harmonicas or
other non-unionized instruments for
music, no artist can give an effect-

ive performance without proper
musical background.. Use of records
is a poor, even shoddy, substitute
for projection of voice, movement
and mood."
The agency exec said he was con-

vinced that the television perform-
ances of many artists "have been
unfavorably criticized without the
receiver's owner knowing that it'

was the lack of music that was at
fault." That, he felt, "is why the
artists' unions should be taking cog-
nizance of this."

Artists Hold Off
Many artists today are refusing

to go on television because of this
situation, he continued, whereas
they would be available to the
medium if it could provide live
music.

"Petrillo is . an admirable union
leader and has given evidence that
he at all 'times is working for his
'm e m b errs

,

" Morris emphasized.
"While individual segments of the
industry have gone to him with

--Bmp.o^aJs..iar._musicians'__.par.ticipa»
tion in television, no group compris-
ing all the components of the in-
dustry has gone to him with any
conclusive plan.

"There are many ways of working
out satisfactory union scales, basing
wages on percentage of station in-
come or on the number of receiving
sets in operation.
"The calling of a meeting to

evolve a plan could be done by the
Television Broadcasters Assn., the
American National Theatre and Ac-
ademy, or a combined theatrical
union chairman," Morris continued.
"One hears from many sides that

it may be good for television that
at this time musicians are not em-
ployed because not enough sets are
in use and the elimination of the
musician at this time cuts costs for
programs.

"This, in my opinion. Is specious
thinking. Unless the full potential
of the artist is given, we are delay-
ing orders on television broadcast-
ing equipment for the hinterlands
and thereby actually reducing the
number of home receiving sets that
could be placed on order."
Crux of the whole situation,

Morris summed up. is that music
is. an essential in all entertainment
forms, "eventually we'll have it in
television—so why not now?"
(Ninth In a Series on Television)

WBKB's $375 Rate
Chicago, Aug; 19.

WBKB figures that the number of

video set installations in the Chi-
cago area has tipped the 5,000 mark
and so the new rate per station hour
has gone to $375. The new rate will

prevail for up to 15,000 installations,

and became effective last Friday

(15).

The previous rate was $200 an

hour.

FCC Sets Plan

To Cut Bugs

In Reception
Washington, Aug. 19.

A plan to eliminate interference

in television reception by sharing
services was proposed last Thurs-
day by FCC. The Commission would
turn tv channel No. 1 entirely over
to other services, dropping the num-
ber of video channels from 13 to 12,

and eliminating all sharing except
in channels 7 and 8.

"At the present time," explained
FCC, "there is no television station

operating on this channel and there
is only one construction permit out-

standing." FCC had set aside chan->

nel No. 1 for community stations in

12 areas. FCC can take care of most
of these with other channels. How-
ever, the community channels for

Bridegport, Holyoke and Trenton
would have to be dropped entirely.

In addition, Chicago would drop
from seven to six metropolitan
channels;' Cleveland, from five to

four, and Columbus, O., from four
to three.

Channel No. 1, 44-50 mc band,
would be turned over to such serv-
ices as police, fire highway main-
tenance, special emergency, power
utility, forestry, etc.

FCC invited briefs by interested
parties before Sept. 15. It indicated
that it would probaly hold hearings
some time after that if necessary,
but did not set any date.

HARRY SALTER
MUSICAL DIRECTOR

Scotland Yard .

It Pays to Be Ignorant

Direction—MCA

World Series Tele

Up In Air

JWT CLAIMS CUT IN PIX

PRODUCTION TO $6,000
Hollywood, Aug. 19.

J. Walter Thompson agency has
•olved the problem of the imagined
costliness of producing films for tele-
vision, according to John U. Reber,

.
v.p. in charge of radio and video for
the agency. In an address bafore
the Academy of Television Arts and
Sciences he declared that JWT has
(on paper) resolved costs of produc-
ing a half-hour dramatic film to a
figure ranging between $4,000 and
$6,000.

Estimate includes cost of cast,
costuming, rehearsals, writers
fees, props, etc.

Question this week in television
circles was whether or not the big
league ball club owners were going
to give the nod to televising of the
upcoming World Series. The club
owners are taking their time mak-
ing up their minds.
Meantime, the Gillette razor

people, who sponsor Mutual's exclu-
sive radio coverage of baseball's big
event, have made it clear that they
stand ready to pay the tab on pooled
video coverage of the series by NBC,
CBS and DuMont, if that's the way
the powers-that-be want to set the
deal up.

Walter Mulbry, secretary-treas-
urer of Baseball, the big leagues'
official organization, told Variety
(Tues.) from Cincinnati, however,
that a meeting between interested
broadcasters and Baseball Commis-
sioner A. B. (Happy) Chandler, ex-
pected to be held this week, has
been postponed indefinitely, pending
a decision from the club owners on
whether they want the series tele-
cast. There's "still some doubt" that
video will get a go-ahead, Mulbry
said.

In New York a spokesman for the
National League admitted there
vas "some difference of opinion"
between the owners over the wis-
dom of letting television in. He
expected a decision would be forth-
coming "very shortly."

i:
Television Reviews ::

IF I HAD A CHANCE
With Jessica Dragonnette, Ben
Grauer, Russ Case, Carol Brooks,
•Robert Lieb; Roger Bowman, an-
nouncer

Director: Roger Muir
Technical Director: Dick Pickard
20 Mins.; Thurs., 8:40 pjn.
GENERAL FOODS
WNBT-NBC, N. Y.

(Young & Rubicam)
One of video's persistent miracles

is that it can do so little with so
much. "If I Had A Chance" is one
of those shows that begins with a
fair amount of talent at its disposal
but in only 15 minutes succeeds in
creating one of the most perfect
vacuums televised to date. Single
merit of this show on its preem (14)
was a highly interesting flve-minute-
long commercial demonstrating re-
search advances made at General
Food labs. This section, which was
neatly produced with an array of
test tubes, retorts, and ovens for
sock eye-appeal, set an important
landmark in the development of
video plugs.
What preceded, however, was only

a feeble gesture in direction of en-
tertainment. Program idea is to
have celebrities state the careers
they would choose if they were given
a second chance, and then let them
work at it for a few minutes. Initial
guest was Carol Brooks, a John
Powers model, who passed by Ma-
dame Curie to select a career as a
night club singer. Her warbling in-
dicated that she didn't have the stuff
to make the grade. Jessica Dragon-
nette chose- to-be- the curator- of -a
museum full of knick-knacks pre-
sented to

_
her by her radio fans.

Camera failed to pick' up any of the
detail on these gifts and made this
bit wholly meaningless.
Russ Case, RCA's musical director,

featured in another fiat sequence as
an automobile designer. AH he did
was to draw a 'uturistic car model
on a blackboard and let it go at that.
High point of inconsequence was at-
tained by Ben Grauer. His first stint
was to repeat his descriptive chatter
which' immortalized Toscanini's firstNBC broadcast and the recent eclipse
of the sun in South America. Then
he sang "Besame Mucho" with roll-
ing eyes and off-key notes. It was
penny arcade film stuff. Robert Lieb,
presiding over this "court of second
chanc-ery." was supposed to have
provided the comic relief. Herm

Northwestern, DePaul

Inked for Basketball
Chicago, Aug. 19.

Brown & Williamson last week
closed a deal with WBKB for the
televising of the home basketball
games of Northwestern

: and DePaul
universities. Involves the sale of at
least 30 hours of broadcast time and
a total of 10 double-headers to be
carried Saturday evenings between
Dec. 13 and March 6. Chicago Sta-
dium will be, the originating point. . .,

HIGHWAY TO THE STARS
With Patricia Jones. Pat Fay Char-

line Osgood. Earl George. John
Keener, Hal Stuuer, Susan Thome,
Warren Stevens

Writer: Bob Wa'd
Producer-Director: David P. Lewis
Tech. Director: Frank Bunetta
30 Mlns.: Tues., 7:30 p.m.
Sustaining
WABD. N. Y.
Caples ad agency's television di-

rector David P. Lewis introed the
soap opera technique to video last
year when he wrote-directed-pro-
dueed a series called "Faraway Hill

"

Highway to the Stars." which teed
off last week (12), is his second stab
at adapting this radio form to the
tele medium. This time, however,
the scripting has been turned over
to Bob Wald and a plot has been
chosen which permits integration of
music into the story—a device de-
signed to hypo the dramat's appeal.

Story centers around the trials of
a small-town girl singer (Patricia
Jones) who wants a bigtime musical
career in New York. Viewer knows
in the opening minutes' of the open-
ing sequence that she made the
grade—she is pictured in a back-
stage dressing room a few moments
before the curtain rises on her big-
time debut. She thinks aloud of the
long, hard road she's traveled to
bring her dreams true. The rest is
flashback.
The bulk of the first sequence was

devoted to unreeling the complica-
(Continued on page 37)

Inside Stuff-Radio

The tension between the political left- and right-wing factions in the
New York local of the American Federation of Radio ArtiSts broke into

the open again in a recent issue of the chapter's publication, Stand By. As-

usual, it was over the question of alleged Communism in the union's

ranks, but this time the immediate point of contention was a reprint in
the previous issue of Stand By of an article by David Dubinsky, head of

the International Ladies Garment Workers Union, attacking Communist
influence in union ranks.

Letters protesting the publication of the piece, signed by Johnny Ran-
dolph, Owen Jordan and Madeleine Lee, appeared in the following (July)

issue.- The general theme of them all was to the effect that the Communist
issue is a relatively minor one in AFRA, and that they should concen-
trate on the major threat, the Taft-Hartley- act. It's understood there
was some opposition within the Stand By editorial board to publishing
the letters, but others insisted that the letters column must be kept com-
pletely open to membership opinion.

In addition to the letters of protest, a delegation from the membership
appeared before the editorial board to deplore the reprinting of the Du-
binsky article. They urged, to maintain a fair balance, that the mag reprint

an article by Alexander F. Whitney, president of the Brotherhood of Rail-

way Trainmen, which appeared in the organization's publication. The
piece took a somewhat similar slant to the three AFRA member letters,

but was in more factual form. The editorial board has not yet decided
whether to reprint the article.

Ralph Bell and his wife, Pert Kelton, both top radio and legit actors,

have been forced to appeal recently to state and local police for protection
against threatened violence from other residents of Belle Isle, a summer
resort on the shore of Long Island Sound, near S. Norwalk, Conn. Couple
and their two small children have, been subject to. increasing personal
abuse and petty annoyances all summer, but in the last few weeks certain
of their neighbors have become more outspoken and, in one case, made an
outright threat of violence. The Bells are particularly concerned for the
safety of their children at the hands of other slightly older youngsters
who may resort to extremes under the goading of their parents.

The situation stems from the Bells' refusal to deny their Negro maid
the use of the local "restricted" bathing beach. They were assured by
the property owner, when they rented the Belle Isle house for the summer,
that there were no such •restrictions on the use of the beach. That, in fact,

was one of their principal reasons for taking the place, since they have
intense convictions against racial and religious bigotry, and as the maid
has been employed by Miss Kelton for many years.

When "friendly suggestions" failed to dissuade the Bells from giving the
maid the use of the beach, members of the local improvement assn. tried

to force them to stop on the threat of legal action. However, they could
do nothing, as the beach is a public one. Since then they have been
carrying on a campaign of .vilification. Meanwhile, the maid would pre-
fer not to use the beach, but the Bells are refusing to compromise, and
usually take her to the beach with them. She never goes alone.

With various of the radio critics in New York now having their own-
radio shows or making regular appearances on certain shows, it's getting
to be a question who'll review such stanzas. Where the byliners have
assistants, such assignments obviously put the latter on the hot seat, since
they can hardly give their superiors the needle. In cases where the
critics -have no assistant, their shows presumably aren't covered by their'

sheets. In that case, the other reviewers may hesitate to pan their col-

league and. thereby invite appropriate reprisal.

Currently, J
t
ohn Crosby, who writes a daily review column in the N. Y.

Herald Tribune and syndicated papers, is a regular on "Listener's Grand-
stand." Jerry Franken, radio editor of Billboard, is the owner and pro-
ducer of "Let's Visit," new series on WINS, New York. Harriet Van
Home, daily radio columnist of the N. Y. World-Telegram, has appeared
on various radio and television shows, and has had several of her own
stanzas offered around the ad 1 agencies. Ben Gross, radio editor of the

N. Y. News, also has several shows available for sponsorship.

Judge John Bright in N. Y. federal court last week ruled that NBC
must produce its books and records in connection with -suit by Don God-
dard against the-riet: -Goddard, -fired by-the-net-as-commentatorr-is--suing

for $78,000 on five employment contracts. Ruling came about after ex-
amination of Francis McCall, manager of operations in news and special
events, when McCall was subpoenaed for records of Goddard's Hooper-
ating, popularity via letters received, etc., and NBC asked to vacate the
subpoena.

In papers submitted to Judge Bright, Goddard's attorney, Alfred S.

Julian, claimed that NBC's excuse in firing Goddard because of derogatory
remarks against Congressman John Rankin on one of "his broadcasts was
a flimsy excuse. Papers allege that Goddard was on the firing list, along
with such others as Robert St. John and John Vandercook, whether he
made the remarks or not, because the net, Julian claimed, planned to fire

all its "liberal" commentators.

NBC, which let its three rival networks take the play on documentaries
commemorating the Hiroshima atom-bombing and V-J Day, has taken a
fancy to a special airer its N. Y. flagship, WNBC, is prepping for Sept.
2, second anni of the Jap truce signing in Tokyo Bay, and pipes the item
over the web. On the basis of blueprints for the stanza, it looks like a
candidate for .one of the best NBC has yet aired in the way of one-shot
dox. Script is based on an idea submitted by Tex McCrary and features
"the Unknown Soldier of World War II" in a dramat aimed at pro-
moting better public understanding of the Marshall Plan for rehabilita-
tion of western Europe.
Jimmy Stewart will narrate the stanza, with Harold Russell, the hand-

less vet featured in the film "Best Years of Our Lives," playing the lead
role supported by Tex and Jinx McCrary and others. Jim Harvey will
produce.

Jack Balch, who doubles between the St. Louis Post-Dispatch (Pulitzer)
and KSD-TV, owned by the rag, copped a byline and a bonus last week
when he scaled the St. Louis station's new 480-foot tower to get first-hand
info for a feature story. Dissatisfied with the lowdown given by the steel
workers who erected the tower, Baloh announced he would scale the
tower.
Execs of the station warned against it but he asserted the story could

not be written unless he made the ascent in person. George M. Burbach,
gen. mgr. of the station was so impressed with "Balch's display of courage
and the story that he handed over a juicy bonus. But Balch said it was
his first and last altitude climbing act

An agency representing one of the large spot-buying accounts makes a
practice of throwing competitive brands off the track by booking time
under the name of one of its other products and then on almost the eve of
the campaign apprising the station of the actual brand to be advertised,
ine policy has prevented much embarrassment, such as competitors in

X, r;
ea
In*hi?* in ahead with a spot campaign of their own

and thereby take the edge off the national advertiser's splurge.

a

Among recently-admitted members of the American Federation of Radio

RirihHnv " TJ
S
x:

Te
,

an "eydt
'
film -legit actor currently featured in "Happy™S "I

th HeIe" Hay«- at «« Broadhurst, N. Y.; Connie Desmond,

T' who assists Red Barber on the Brooklyn Dodger base-

and tZ«T f ?T WHN
'
NeW York

'
and Aubrey Williams, a writerand occasional interviewer on the - staff of "We, the People" scries on
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THE PAUSE THAT REFRESHES
With Percy Faith orch; Ginny
Simms, Roger Pryor, emcee

Producer: Paul Lewis
Writer: Edmund Anderson
30 Mins., Sun., 6:30 p.m.
COCA-COLA
WCBS-CBS, N. Y.

(D'Arcy)

First in the brace of new high-

budgeted Coca-Cola show to return

to the air after the long siege of

sUence during the sugar-famine era,

"The Pause that Refreshes,
slotted in the 6:30 to 7 Sunday even-

ing period on CBS, makes for pleas-

urable listening.

There's nothing exciting about the

coke entrant, /just about taking up
where the Andre Kostelanetz re-

freshment left off couple seasons

back. Except that now Percy Faith

is maestroing the ,session with his

distinctive arrangements and Ginny
Simms is doing the vocals.

The new coke show is solidly

music from start to close, and not

the least refreshing aspect in the

overall setup is that Miss Simms has
forsaken the gab stuff—as on her
ill-fated Borden show of last sea-

son—to stick strictly, to the vocal-

istics. which is precisely as it

'should be. She demonstrated anew
that she knows her way with

a tune, as evidenced by her Cole
Porter ("Still o* the Night") and
Jerome Kern ("Can't Help Lovin'

That Man") solos and again in her
"Chi-Baba" treatment. On "Pause
That Refreshes" she's definitely an
asset.

But it's the Percy Faith orchestral

contrib that really stands out. The
"Carousel" waltzes, the Mex cameo,
"Stella By Starlight" and the Kern
windup were all stamped with the

Faith trademarks that have put the

maestro in the top ranks of current

day musical intepreters.

Roger Pryor does his usual glib

and unobtrusive job in hosting the

session, with the coke commercials
cued to the plentifulness of the

product today after the warborne
shortage. flose

JACK WILSON SHOW
With Jack Wilson
30 Mins.; Mon. thru Fri., 4 p.m., and

Sat. 10 to 11 a.m.
BENSINGER OUTFITTING CO.
WINN, Louisville

One of the town's first and better

disk jockeys, Wilson, airs daily after-

noon show, as well as a one-hour
stint Saturday mornings for the
teenagers. Wilson was for a time
pilot of the WHAS all-night disk

show, and had a big following.

Switched to. his new job in charge
of the Bensinger record shop, and
combines his selling chores in the

store with his spieling on the air,

lidding up to a winning parlay.

Wilson has a friendly, informal
style, interspersing comments ad lib

and his frank, easy approach, start-

ing with his teeoff "Howdydodee"
until signoff has been winning him
friends and plenty of listeners.

Wilson plugs his record stock, also

his sponsors' furniture and house
_ toriushtogS-in.a fere.ezxJigjnexma^

ner. '

"OKLAHOMA" BROADCAST
With Art Ford, Robert Garland,
Richard Rodrers, Oscar Hammer-
stein, Zd, Mary Hatcher, Wilton
Clary, Harold Keel, Izabel Begley,
John Conte, Annamary Dickey,
Muriel O'Malley

30 Mins.; Fri. (15), 12 midnight
Sustaining
WNEW, New Tork-BBC, London

This special two-way transat-
lantic broadcast was potentially a
natural,- but insufficient planning
and preparation, and sloppy produc-
tion made it an elaborate foozle. It

also made some talented people
sound silly.

With Art Ford, who regularly
conducts the "Milkman's Matinee"
series, visiting in England, the idea
was to build a broadcast around the
simultaneous successes of "Okla-
homa" oh Broadway and the West
End. The first half of last Friday
night's (15) "Milkman" was pre-
empted, with WNEW, N. Y., and
BBC in London producing the
single-time, two-way opus.
Leads from the Broadway and

London troupes of "Oklahoma" were
used, with Ford as m.c. in England
and Robert Garland, drama critic

of the N. Y. Journal-American, in

similar capacity at this end. Among
the other guests were the composer-
lyricist team of Richard Rodgers-
Oscar Hammerstein, 2d, and as an
obvious publicity bid, principals

from the upcoming R-H musical,
"Allegro," including John Conte,
Annamary Dickey and Muriel
O'Malley.
As so often happens with these

special broadcasts, that setup was
too complicated. . Besides, there ap-
parently was no script or even a
carefully plotted continuity. Finally,
since the show had been billed as

the first transatlantic disk jockey
broadcast, they cluttered up the
kilocycles with several recordings,
none of which meant anything
under such circumstances and the
London-originating ones being either
mangled or completely blotted out
by atmospherics.

Ford's opening spiel from England
was long and rather pointless and
his chit-chat with Garland likewise
sd-whatish. The prattle between the
London and New York cast mem-
bers, with Rodgers and Hammerstein
participating, also suffered „ from
adKb cpnfusion, dead spots and the
usual inanities. The single bigtime
spot of the broadcast was a duet of
"People Will Say," by Mary Hatcher
in New York and Harold Keel in

London. But even that was marred
by atmospherics.

As a postcript, Garland took over
the final 25 minutes (after a five-

minute news interlude) of the 60-

minute "Milkman" session to do a
one-performance disk jockey stint,

using records from his own collec-

tion. His sardonic comment, in con-
trast to the synthetic charm of most
platter-spinners, was amusing. A
staff gabber read the Barbarsol com-
mercials. Hobe.

THREE ALARM SHOW
With Eddie Clark, Jack Anthony
60 Mins.; Mon. thru Fri., 10 a.m.
Participating
KCKN, Kansas City

"Three Alarm Show" is a combo
of giveaway and mail pull, and has
the housewives of Kansas City lined
up for listening daily. Show pulls a
minimum of 500 pieces daily. The
comeon is a list of prizes, most of
them nationally-advertised items,
some of them given out three times
during the hour, and a jackpot prize
given at the end of each 13 weeks of
the show. Some of the items include
the Betty Crocker electric iron, Elgin
compacts, Vita-Craft aluminum, Man-
del luggage and Majestic wire-re-
corder.

Three times during the hour an
alarm clock rings. Listener who has
guessed nearest, to the second, is

prize-winner, if he can answer ques-
tion of the day and calls in within
24 hours. Daily prizewinners then
may enter the grand prize contest
for an electric kitchen. The times for
the alarms to jingle are wired in
daily by stars from Hollywood where
the show originated. Daily questions
are little more than token questions,
mostly to make sure listener heard
the show. For example, "Name three
continents other than North Amer-
ica."

Hour takes a good deal of gabbing
by Clark and Anthony to get over
all the details and urge on the lis-

tener. Still it has time for several
records and flock of spots, plan under
which it is being run off in this first

13-week stanza. Later, station may
sell it out by segmets, but the spot
announcement set-up is a good bet
to continue.

Show is owned by Frank Graham
and Van DesAutels, announcers at
KMPC, Hollywood, where the show
originated. They have it on a couple
other stations in the West also.

Only thing of its kind here, and ..,

KCKN's answer to the "Quickie
Quiz" and "Tello Test" of rival sta-
tion's which give away coin. "Three
Alarms" is holding its own among
local morning listeners. It takes a
deal of promoting and arranging by
'•he station, however, to line up the
prizes, handle the mail and serve
the winners. Quin.

VETERANS' JOURNAL OF THE
AIR

With. Johnny Harper, announcer
.

Writer-Producer: Jim Rellly

15 Mins.; Sat., 9:45 n.m.
Sustaining
WWRL, N. Y.
"Veteran's Journal" is a public

service feature presented by this

Long Island indie that should prove
helpful to ex-GIs. Program, aired

direct from a Veteran Administra-
tion's office in Flushing, answers all

the questions a vet could ask in

simple and direct fashion.

During a recent session, director of

the local VA office answered queries

on GI rights to education, insurance,
hospitalization and government loans.

Announcer Johnny Harper posed
some of the questions with others be-

ing handled by vets visiting the

office. Program provides an ad-

ditional service in giving a bulletin

resume of all the latest news affect-

ing vets. Herm.

BOB REED
.

With Howard Smith Orch
Writer-Producer: Ace Ochg
Supervisor: Larry Puck
30 Min.; Sun., 2:30 p.m.
Sustaining
WCBS-CBS, N.Y.
Another of Arthur Godfreys

"Talent Scouts" winners, Bob Reid

is getting the sort of CBS sustaining

pitch on which Patti Clayton, Jeri

Sullavan, Vic Damone and Perry
Como built reputations (and a few
others went pretty much nowhere).
A former fireman, member of the

Army Air Forces and the Navy, and
a nitery and local radio performer,

he has an extensive background. He
has recently had a series on WHAS,
Louisville.

The present stanza is a simple one,

with Reid doing several songs of

more or less different types, and
handling his own pleasantly brief, di-

rect announcements. He has an ef-

fortless style of semi-crooning and
his voice, slightly suggestive of

Crosby's, is easy to take. There's

nothing unduly exciting about him
as a prospect as yet.

As he gets network experience,

particularly guesting on other shows
and working with other performers,

he may acquire confidence and
authority, with the distinctive style

and personality they occasionally

bring.
.

Howard Smith s small instru-

mental combo provides helpful ac-

companiments. Hobe.

CAVALCADE OF AMERICA
With Robert Young, Walter Bren-
nan, Robert Armbruster, conduc-
tor, Gayne Whitman, announcer -

Producers: John Zoller. Bill Kara
Writer: Erik Barnouw
30 Mins.; Mon., 8 p.m.
DuPONT
WNBC-NBC, N.Y.

(BBD & O)
Hold your history books; DuPont

is off again with its perennial "Cav-
alcade of America" series at the
same old NBC stand Monday nights.
The tone of the show varies little

from year to year, for the chem-
istry tycoons know exactly what
they're doing and the basic objective
never changes.
The granddad of "institutional"

radio dramas, "Cavalcade" is out to

glorify the enterprise of some of the
American leaders of the past, includ-
ing industrial leaders. By impli-
cation, this is a grand old country,
for just look how Peter Cooper de-
veloped the locomotive, etc., and
helped furnish better things for bet-
ter living.
That program formula long since

proved its ability to draw favorable
newspaper comment, endorsements
from education groups and awards
from non-radio organizations. If it

gets lower ratings than the name
guests and the NBC time spot might
promise, presumably that doesn't
weigh much against those "institu-
tional" intangibles. One thing is ob-
vious, the gents in Wilmington aren't
.pushing the program to sell their in-
numerable products. They don't
bother with commercials in the ac-
cepted sense, but concentrate the
whole commercial time at the show's
end, when they present a relatively
factual, -slightly- techincal word pic-
ture of another of DuPont's "better
things for better living through
chemistry."
The season's opening Monday

night (18) was subtitled "The Iron
Horse" and co-starred Robert Young
arid Walter Brennan in an Erik
Barnouw script about the above-
mentioned Peter Cooper's triumph
of steam transport with his "Tom
Thumb" engine. It was standard
"Cavalcade" material in the familiar
"dignified" manner. The writing,
production and performances were
quite acceptable, if not exactly daz-
zling. If you listened carefully at the
sign-off, you might have heard Capi-
talism's sigh of satisfaction. Hobe.

HEAT WAVE
With Milton Metz, Bob Reid, How-
ard Hyatt; Bob Flournoy, an-
nouncer '

Producer: Bill Aldridge
15 Mins.; Tues. (5), 9:15 p.m.
Sustaining
WHAS, Louisville
Idea cooked up by Bill Aldridge

was this special eventer on.the hot-
test day of the year, when the
WHAS producer elaborated on the
old "frying an egg on the pavement"
gag, and recorded interviews with
iocalites who are more vitally con-
cerned with extreme temperatures
tharl merely talking about the
weather. First interview, recorded
by Milton Metz was a chat with a
worker in an iron foundry, where
the-temperature -at-the furnace door
was 150" or thereabouts.
Then a brief session with a rep-

resentative of the U. S. Dept. of
Agriculture, as to the crop situation
during the current torrid spell. Next
some expert observations by the
head of the local weather bureau,
and explanations for the recent high
temperatures, cold fronts in the
weather map, and the like. Also a
bit of timely advice on diet, and
how to avoid upsets during the hot
spell, this info coming from the as-
sistant director of health for. Louis-
ville and Jefferson County. All very
helpful, and interestingly presented.
High spot of the stanza was to

have been an interview with a work-
er in the hardening room of a local
dairy plant, the spot where the ice
cream is put into molds. Guys work^
in a temperature of 15° to 32° be-
low zero about five hours a day.
This portion of the show failed to
materialize, due to faulty cueing of I

the disk. Picked up a test cut of
preliminary extraneous cfiatter in-
stead of the interview, which proved
somewhat of a letdown.
Music insertions were cooling vo-

cals of Bob Reid, WHAS staff vo-
calist, now heard on a 15-minute
Sunday sustaining over CBS.
A nice opportunistic one-shot stan-

za, which evinced originality, and
could well be a pattern for more
shows of a timely nature. Hold.

WE WENT BACK i

With Bill Downs, James Hurlbut,
Bill Costello, Robert Montgomery

Writer: Allan Sloane
Producer: Robert P. Heller
Director! Guy Della-Cioppa
Music: Harry Salter
60 Mins.; Thurs., 10 p.m. (14)
Sustaining
WCBS-CBS, N. Y.
CBS last Thursday (14) put on its

long-awaited "We Went Back" docu-
mentary aimed at finding out what
the peoples of Europe and the Pa-
cific zones are thinking two years
after the war. And it must be
recorded that the 60-minute program
added up to one of the CBS Docu-
mentary Unit's major disappoint-
ments to date.
There was no need for the web,

in this instance, to have cancelled
out two half-hour commercials, for
"We Went Back" could in reality
have gained had it been compressed
within the framework of a 30-min-
ute show. As it was, it was repeti-
tious and too frequently just plain
dull. The documentary was put on
in cooperation with the This Week
Sunday supplement magazine, which
on the previous Sabbath had devoted
its entire issue to the findings that
went into the radio program. Per-
haps the tipoff is that the "two years
after" story had much more mean-
ing, text-wise, than in the CBS con-
tribution.
"We Went Back" utilized the wire

recorder that was given major
prominence on the recent Norman
Corwin "One World Flight" series,

but at no time did last week's show
measure up in content to any of the
.Corwin installments. True, produc-
tion-wise, it was on the same su-
perior level of the other CBS docu-
mentaries. The . actual "studio"
contributions were on the superla-
tive side. That applied to Robert
Montgomery's narration job, " which
was delivered with real understandi-
ng, and particularly the remarkably
fine musical score which at times did
more to create the mood and sustain
the theme than the words.
But where "We Went Back" fell

short was in the lack of sufficiently
noteworthy content 'and in the pull-

ing of its punches. If the documen-
tary was to be a seething plea 'or
the realization of the truth and a
"long live the neace" prayer, the ex-
citement and fervor were lacking. It

became dull because it told so little.

The hour could have been jam-
packed with recorder data; the
thought"! of many people following
one on top of another to put across
their hopes and fears. But this docu-
mentary depended' on the narration
to accomplish what the recorder
failed to yield.
Somehow the

.

feeling became in-

escapable that those interviewed
never really told what they thought.
Some of the contributors were more
articulate, but at no time was the
impression conveyed to the listening

audiefice"thair*th-ey were on the- spot-

or getting the real lowdown.
After hearing "We Went Back"

one can really question the true
value of .the wire-recorder technique
in documentary programming. A
documentary still must pack a dra-

matic wallop. The wire recorder
has for the most part to date served
only to slow down the pace. The
monotone recording, even of lived-

through events, does not add to

reality on radio. In fact, any good
dramatic actor, benefiting by an in-

telligent director, could be more ef-

fective in driving home the truth.

It could well be that, whatever
the answer to the proper use of wire
recorder in documentaries, it has not

yet been found. Rose.

Diet, and by a Mutual correspondent
who passed on the rather amazing
piece oi info that Hiroshimans are
"proud about" the fact they were
atom-bombed. Program tailed off
with a waxed segment of a recent
statement by MacArthur on Japan's
present and future.
Whole stanza was loosely strung

together and lacked theme, dramatic
impact or conclusions. Gaeth ap-
parently was not empowered to in-

ject so much as an ounce of social
of political significance into the as-
signment. If it couldn": have that, it

could have had a human touch and
simple telling. Instead, it was drab,
pedestrian and uninspired. Do«m.

LABOR NEWS AND VIEWS
With Larry Henderson, announcer
Writer-producer: Charles Harris
15 Mins.; Tues., 8-8:15 p.m.
Sustaining
CJBC, Toronto
New public-service series will pre-

sent news of trade union activities
here and interviews with union
members on such subjects as labor
legislation, housing, wages, prices,

etc. Teeoff of format had Larry
Henderson giving a five-minute
resume of week's labor news, deal-
ing chiefly with the difficulties of

I the Canadian Seamen's Union, and

I

then a 10-minute ad lib interview
i with Leslie Wismer, executive secre-

I
tary of the joint AFL-CIO Commit-

. tee to Combat Racial Intolerance,

j
Wismer said aim of his group is to

educate members of unions not to

|
discriminate against fellow unionists
on race or religious grounds. He
called for union solidarity, mainte-

1 (Continued on page 34)

V-J, TWO YEARS AFTER
With Arthur Gaeth, transcribed

interviews
Writer: Arthur Gaeth
Producer: Jack Paige
30 Mins.; Thurg. (14), 11:30 p.m.
Sustaining
WOR-MBS, N. Y.

Mutual, following a 10th-hour
switch in theme and scope of plans
for its V-J anni documentary,
packed newsman Arthur Gaeth off

to Tokyo with a recorder to wrap
up a fast survey of Japan today.

Gaeth evidently did the best he
could in the time he had. The re-

sult Was no particular, credit to him
or Mutual. It came off as a hastily

pasted-up hodgepodge which was,
by turns, stale, unintelligible and
dull.

Stanza opened with the jabber
of a Japanese radio announcer telling

(Gaeth explained) about the Nip
attack on Pearl Harbor. Next 10
minutes were largely wasted in a

rehash of the Pacific war and its

windup, including playbacks of Mac-
Arthur's pronunciamentos at the

surrender on the Mighty Mo and a

newscast of Tojo's suicide attempt.
Then followed a string of recorded
interviews dealing with living con-
ditions, the business and industrial
situations in Japan as of now.
Several stretches of Japanese talk
(including the Emperor's shrill

piping) were injected without any
j

particular dramatic effect. High-
\

lights were recorded remarks by
j

Tokyo Rose (who wanted to "let
j

bygones be bygones"), by the first

woman member of- -the Japanese I

THE THIRD HORSEMAN
With Ruth Yorke, Lotti Stavisky, E.

A. Krumschmidt, Paul Dubov,
Lorenz Kerr, Robe.t Hall, Lyle
Sudro, Ed Hacker, Ralph Howard;
John Larkin, narrator; Mai Hitter,
announcer; Sec. George C. Mar-
shall, guest

Director: Dan Sutter
Supervisor: Richard McDonsgh
Writers: Dorothea Lewis, Welbourn
Kelly

Music: Morris Mamorsky
30 Mins.; Fri. (15), 9 p.m.
Sustaining
WNBC-NBC, N. Y.
NBC, coming up with its first im-

portant documentary, a five-part
series dealing with the world food
problem, of which Friday's (15)
program, "The Third Horseman,"
was the opener, showed that the net
had studied the technique well. The
program, was lively, dramatic, and
successful in getting its message
across. It was a little too self-con-
scious, too pat-on-the-backish to be
the perfect documentary, but it was
effective. It made good programming.
The biblical black horse of famine,

the "third horseman," stalks the
world today, and NBC is studying its

significance. "Solving the problem,"
the web stated, "is not our job, but
getting the facts is." The initial pro-
gram presented those facts compar-
ing a meal in America to a meal in
England, -discussing the food short-
age in Britain, Germany, China and
the Far East. The situation was dis-

cussed in simple, everyday language
and terms.
The program opened simply, di-

rectly, with the cry of a, hungry
baby somewhere in Europe. This cry
of hunger, this need of food, was
punched up effectively throughout
the show. In plain speech, an Ameri-
can housewife was asked what she
had had for dinner, and she told.
She had shopped easily, no queues,
no shortages, no ration books. In a
switch to London, a dramatization
disclosed what an English housewife
had bought, how difficult it was to
procure, and what the family had
eaten. A German household situa-
tion was disclosed. From Sah Fran-
cisco, a Chinese just arrived in the
VL._S. .discussed what .the -meal for an
average white collar worker "in

"

Shanghai was like.

Good, crisp writing, clear and to
the point; dramatic, vivid production
with all sorts of novelty approaches,
aided in the program's effectiveness.
But it was a mistake to talk so
much of why NBC thought it neces-
sary to do this series, and how the •

web came to build it. There was also
a little too much of the Hollywood
technique in the presentation.

Secretary of State George C. Mar-
shall, as guest, wound up the pro-
gram significantly as he spoke on
hunger as the world's enemy.
"Americans want a peaceful world,"
he said; "hunger is a primary
menace." Hunger and insecurity, he5

told the listeners, are the worst
enemies of freedom and democracy
in a land. Bron.

t* **********************

^Follow-up Comment!
, 4 « >-"»»+»

Bill Goodwin show Saturday night
(16) on CBS showed some improve-
ment. The central character is be-
ginning to emerge more clearly and
some of the sappy supporting char-
acters have been cleaned up a bit,

too. This stanza had a real surprise
payoff. However, the two batty old
dames in the early scene (they
could pass even in daylight for the
Brewster Sisters in "Arsenic and
Old Lace" or the daffy pair in "Mr.
Deeds") must have slipped the
writers'

.
minds thereafter. That's

sloppy story construction.

The Eddie Albert Show on ABC
last Wednesday night (13) showed
considerable improvement over its

slow start a few weeks back. The
chief difference is in the writing,
but 'he guys With the scratch pads
and typewriters still aren't in sight
of the jackpot. The chief trouble
with the stanza now is that only the
two lead characters are attractive.
The hero is a likeable fellow, with
just enough goodness to provide plot
complication, but not so much that
he becomes unsympathetic cement-
head. His fiancee is sweet, but not
too rattle-brained.

In general, however, the others
(Continued on page 34)
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Plug of Swank Strawhat Latest In

Yankee Network Promotion Splurge
Boston, Aug. 19.

Biggest local radio promotions in

recent months are coming out of

Yankee Network, hitherto a fairly

conservative outfit content to feed a

solid output of shows to its 26-sta-

tion regional network (Mutual af-

filiate!

.

WNAC, parent station, observed
its 25th birthday July 31 without
public notice, but it's been pushing
its public service shows hard in last

few months and attracting plenty of

notice with them.

Most spectacular has been its pro-
motion of the Wellesley Summer
Theatre, a new college - sponsored
outfit evidently out to make Welles-
ley a school of the theatre to the
strawhats what Tanglewood is to

music. The school, with a short (six

week) season, proved a wow finan-

cially and artistically In swank
Wellesley and neighboring commu-
nities, and is in to stay—thanks to

Yankee network, which has hypoed
its every move. The network ran
wires into the house to broadcast
premieres, student scenes and the
forthcoming commencement exer-
cises.

Network,backed Wellesley through
what it calls its Institute, an idea

conceived by Linus Travers, exec

veepee and general manager of the
network.

The Institute, besides sponsoring
the Wellesley strawhat on the air

(and offering a scholarship to its ex-
pensive course), presents a weekly
feature grown big locally called

"Medical Center of the Air." This
involves four of the city's biggest
hospitals in a roundtable of its big-
name medico Staffs providing some
of the frankest medical talk ever
heard on Boston's bluenosed air.

Equally
,
big is the Institute's session

dispensing free law, with top men of
bench and bar airing down-to-earth
legal

t

problems under the auspices
of the American Bar Assn.

Current promotion, evidently a
part of radio's recent discovery of
film advertising and vice versa and
designed to demonstrate WNAC's
and Yankee's willingness to cooperate
in providing plenty of "reader"
space on the air in return 'for pre-
mium ad spots, involves a mock trial

in connection with "The Long Night."

Yankee will broadcast trie trial

from the stage of Symphony Hall
with Guy Madison standing in for

Henry Fonda. A still different aspect
to the promotion is that it comes
after the film has finished its local

first run, rather than before it

opened.

THERE'S
ACTION

ot wo-""
Bro'-

there is

action at KFWB

It is with pride w* announce the appointment of
THOMAS FREEBAIRN SMITH as our new Production
Manager and Program Director. Who in radio doesn't
know of Thomas Freebairn Smith? For years the producer of
Edward G. Robinson's "BIG TOWN," the BOB BURNS "SHOW "

"CEILING UNLIMITED" etc. No need to go further. Well,
Tommie is now Production Bass at KFWB.

And our new Assistant Manager
BILL RAY. The name of Bill Ray and radio

itself is almost synomous in Hollywood. Few
in radio have more ideas and are more cap-
able of promotional radio than our own
BILL RAY.

Disk Jockeys . . . The entir,e nation is now talking and
listening to Disk Jockeys and NO OTHER STATION in the
entire country can boast of a galaxy of disk jockeys such as
wt have on KFWB . . . MARTIN BLOCK (tops of them all)

BILL ANSON . . . FRANK BULL . . . MAURICE HART ... LOU
MARCELL, GENE NORMAN and PETER POTTER . . What a
combination!

Special Features ... too many to mention . . . but, the

talk of the town is our ."PREVIEW THEATRE OF THE AIR." No
idea has caught on as has-this feature. Ideas . . . Talent . . .

Novelty Radio. . . . now made available to you, the listener and
to you the prospective sponsor! Tune in every Friday at 9 P.M.
... It's always new!

do, for MUSIC, for ENTERTAINMENT, for SPECIAL
EVENTS in the interest of Public Service . . . it's

980 on your dial

And for SPORTS tool . . . the full home and road

schedule of the Dons Football games . » » with

DICK FISHELLI

PhillyV'Ghost Voice*
Philadelphia, Aug. 10.

A "ghost voice" is heckling a
Philly pastor's broadcasts cutting

into his sermons with blasphe-

mous cracks and driving engi-

neers of two local stations fran-

tic

The heckler started cutting

into the broadcast of Rev. Paul
G. Moyer's "Youthcast" over
WDAS which is -pumped over
WIBG on Saturday night (16).

As Rev. Moyer quoted scripture

the "ghost" let loose with a bar-
rage of swearing forcing the pro-
gram to be cut off the air by
WDAS engineer.
Both stations have started an

investigation. Rev. Moyer's pro-
gram originates from the Church
of the Open Door in North
Philly.

Weewatters Take

Midwest
in
111Lead

Program Building
Chicago, Aug. 19.

Initiative In program building
seems to be spreading among the
smaller stations in the middle' west.
Ad. agencies and open-end record
companies in "Chicago report that
there has been a marked increase
in the number of small station men
who have in recent weeks come
calling on them with recorded shows
under their arms.
Many of these programs, accord-

ing to the consensus of opinion
among the agency and recording
people, have been of highly promis-
ing quality and indicate that the
program creators in the hinterland
are coming up with not only solid
but novel radio ideas.

In commenting on this develop-
ment the agency execs recall that
most of the novelty innovations that
made the bigtime in radio have
originated in similar climes. "Vox
Pop," the grand-daddy of the quiz-
type of program, derives originally
from

. Texas. The "Information,
Please" idea stemmed from Tennes-
see, and the stunt audience participa-
tion stanza" had its beginnings among
smaller midwest outlets. And that
also goes for the dramatic stock com-
pany pattern, as exemplified by that
perennial, "The First Nighter."
One of the programs being shown

around Chicago by small station pro-
gram directors attempts, it is re-
ported, some interesting experiments
in the" format of the ' radio "dramatic
show of the type in which one of
the leads doubles as narrator.

AIR FEATURES SETS

AUDITION SCHEDULE
Air Features,, program adminis-

trator for the Frank and Anne
Hummert shows, will resume its au-
dition schedule in September, to
keep up its record as one of radio's
foremost talent users. Since 1939,
firm has auditioned 6,662 newcomers
and introduced over 800 to the air
Firm Will begin its 12th year as

Hummert produces next month with
total of 19 network shows, 15 dra-
matic and four musical. Five day-
time serials are for accounts of
Duane Jones, other 14 shows being
produced for clients of Dancer
Fitzgerald1

, Sample.
During year ended June 30, Air

Features broadcast a total of 3,675
network shows, with prospects for
larger .amount the coming season
Total of 1,119 people—actors, musi-
cians, announcers, writers and di-
rectors—were utilized.

Co-op Programming
Continued from page 25

,

the whole open-end transcription

business aimed at local sponsorship
is moving into high gear. Which
would indicate that the multiple
pitches for local coin may well
wind up as radio's battle royal of

the year.
Mutual is slotting "Meet Me At

Parky's" in the 9 p.m. Sunday time
which Revere Copper's "Exploring
the Unknown" is exiting.. "Parky"
preem was set for Oct. 5.. At the
same time the net announced that
its long-standing- sustainer, "Alex-
ander's Mediation Board," aired
Sundays at 8, also will go co-op
on Oct. 5,

"Info," slotted Fridays at 9:30
p.m., is set for its co-op teeoff Sept.
26.

ABC has 36 clients for its Abbott
Sc Costello show.

Burt Adams on NBC Co-ops '

Heightened accent on cooperative
programming by NBC was. indicated
in announcement yesterday (Tues.)
of the appointment of Burt Adams
to be manager of co-op programs
for the network. Adams has been
in charge of co-ops,, but without
title, as a member of the station re-
lations department.
Harry Kopf, NBC veepee who an-

nounced Adams' "appointment, said
the move was made "to. meet in-
creased activity in cooperat've pro-
gramming." Adams will report to
Easton C. Woolley, director of sta-
tions departments.

Chi RDG's Strike Nix
Chicago, Aug. 19.

Chicago Radio Directors Guild re-
fused to go along with New York
brethern last week and authorize
strike against nets, should broadcast-
ers fail to recognize RDG as bar-
gaining agent for freelance directors
Chi members refused to take action
according to Burr Lee. prexy be-
cause strike would be violation of
no-strike cause in their contracts.

Prospect for signatures by webs
looks better than at any other time
with- Mutual seeming to be onlv
holdback.

Midwest Co-op Paradox
Chicago, Aug. 19.

Expansion of the network co-op
program idea has created a s'trange
paradox among midwest stations.
While admitting that this type of
show has helped stimulate local sales,
most of the affiliated operators, who
were quizzed on the subject last
week by Variett, seemed to be high-
ly skeptical about the long-range
value of such programs to their
own interests. They felt that the
loading up of their schedules with
co-opers would tend not only to give
the networks further control over
continuity of a station's program-
ing but weaken the station's pro-
gram-building initiative.

The conflict of viewpoint reduces
itself to a matter of measured per-
spective, say the skeptics. Stations
concerned with immediate results
can't help but cotton to the idea as
a good one for their local operation.
In many an instance the co-op show
has" pushed over a sale against com-
petition. The small-town advertiser
is- as impressed' by"~a "radio name as
the average national advertiser. If
the local account can stand the price
the clinching of a deal for a time-
segment on the station is made that
much easier.^ It gives the affiliated
station an advantage over a com-
petitive outlet that can't come up
with a live name-wrapped package
But all that, hold the skeptics, is

great stuff if the local station is
content to think only of the present.
For those leaning toward longer
and a sharper analysis of their own
best interests, say these dubious-
minded operators, the picture is not
so balmy. They contend that a sta-
tion that .weans a local advertiser
away from the habit of buying a lo-
cal program is cutting the props
from underneath its own program
department. The less chance the lat-
ter is given to sell a program the
less it will feel encouraged to de-
velop locally-slanted programs with
commercial intent.

"Dollar & Cents Factor"
Also cited by the skeptical is what

hey term the "dollars and cents
factor." The cost of the co-op pro-
gram itself takes up such a large seg-ment of the local advertiser's appro-
priation that the balance is tipped
against the station's income from
that account. The station garners
nothing from the sale of a co-op pro-
gram, thereby limiting its own rev-
enue from the sale of time. And

lies

S W
"le °rUX ot the plaint

These station men feel that when a
co-op show, for instance, sells for
$112 and they get $81 for time the
break favors the network. The sta-
tions would rather have the coin
split the opposite way. Then again,
they fear that when they steer a lo-
cal account on what they consider

,a high-priced co-oper they're getting
that client away from spending his
money on frequency advertising.

Other affiliate quarters disagreed
on the general affect the network
co-op shows would have on local
sales. Some broadcasters expressed-
much enthusiasm toward this idea,
saying that the co-ops have strength-
ened their night-time program struc-
tures in an important way and
brought in types of accounts that
weren't regular radio advertisers.
This faction also points out that the
co-op of big-time coloration has the
added asset of opening doors for
them in places where the thinking
in terms of advertising is association
with the biggest and the best, despite
the limitation of. distribution and
promotion bankroll.
The smaller midwest stations quer-

ied appeared for the most part to
think that the spread of network co-
ops was going to do them a lot of
good, while the larger outlets, par-
ticularly those given to pride them-
selves for activity as program pro-
ducers, said they weren't getting any
special interest from local accounts
on network" co-op and that, anyway,
the degree of enthusiasm on the part
of a station would be commensurate
with the "strength or weakness of its

local program structure.

One midwest operator offered
some data on the subject, which in-
volved the producers of recorded
open-end programs. He said that he
would rather play along with these
recorders and with the help of such
shows strengthen the sequence of his
nighttime programs in his own way,
and that these producers could heip
him and other stations having the
same thought if they stabilized their
prices on the basis of station rate, a'
la network co-ops, instead of on the
basis of markets:

TRANSCRIBED
AND

AVAILABLE

fin #

That's a whale of a rating,

But that's what the Texas

Rangecs get at WGBI, Scran-

ton, Pa. They get it with their

famous transcription service—

which features the western

and folk songs that never

grow old. And they get the

tall Hooper at 6:30 p. m., too,

when there is. a 37 per cent

sets in use figure. Yes, Scran-

ton listens to and likes the

Texas Rangers. It's no wonder
WGBI renews year after year.

Buy the Texas Rangers trans-

criptions for your market.

They build a big audience at

WGBI and at scores of other

stations, too. They can do the

same for you. Wire, write or

telephone.

The Texas Rangers
AN ARTHUR 6. CHURCH PRODUCTION

Pickwick Hotel • KantcM City *, Mo.

Memphis—Allen Avery, recently
named as chief announcer at WHHM,
lias been promoted to program di-
rector, according to General Man-
ager Patt McDonald.

Dear Mister:

Beauty with .BRAINS available to already fortunate writer,

girl Friday"
°r packa9er ai ^search, leg man, or

Write Box 416, Suite 617, 1457 Broadway, M Y. C.



WCAli offers i A. The lowest cost per listener inside the Philadelphia trading, area.

B« Outside the area, WCAU's umbrella coverage . ... 50,000 watts in all direc-

tions. . . . delivers a greater "bonus" audience than anw other Philadelphia station.

WCAU
50,000 WATTS * CBS AFFILIATE

"UMItlll 11*

PHILADELPHIA'S LEADING RADIO INSTITUTION
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First Blue Book Case Settled; Renew

WTOL License on 'Good Conduct'
Washington, Aug. 19.

FCC settled its first Blue Book case

last Wednesday by renewing the

license of WTOL, Toledo, on the

ground that the station's over-com-
mercialism was being cleaned up,

with the station management prom-
ising to continue the improvements.
Decision was unanimous, except for

Commissioner Clifford J. Durr, who
did riot participate.

WTOL was one of the "horrible

examples" selected for specific men-
tion in the Blue Book issued in

March, 1946. At that time, the Com-
mission charged in a torrid state-

ment:
"By 1944 the 'local' programs upon

which WTOL had relied were con-

spicuous by their absence. In con-

trast to its allegations that time af-

ter 6 p.m. was sought for local pub-
lic service (when it applied to ex-
tend from a daytime only watter),

the station broadcast only 20 min-
utes of local life sustaining programs
after 6 p.m. during the entire week

—

10 minutes of bowling, scores and 10

minutes of sports news. 'Through-
out the week, 91.8%. of the broadcast

time was commercial."
Last week, FCC was in a more

amiable mood. After pointing out
that WTOL was whittling . down
commercial and building up sus-

taining time, the Commission added:
"WTOL in. recent months has also

made additional provision for broad-
cast of programs for public sservice

groups in the community on a sus-

taining basis, and has planned to

continue and expand these, broad-
casts.

"On the record we conclude that

the basic reasons for the program
situation that existed at WTOL
were: (1), failure of the owners of
the licensee to participate in or
closely supervise the day-to-day;
operations of the station; (2), em-
ployment of a general manager in

complete charge of day-to-day
operations on an incentive pay con-
tract under "which the manager's in-

come was directly related to the
amount of gross sales; (3), preoccu-
pation of the management and
owners with the commercial func-
tions at the expense of the pro-
gramming^ and service functions of

the station, and (4), failure of the

owners to insure that program and
sales functions should be segregated,

and that control of program struc-

ture should be divorced from em-
ployees whose primary functions

were the sale of -commercial time.

"We further conclude from the

record, however, that in recent

months the owners of WTOL have
made a real and energetic effort to

correct the situation that existed,

and to make changes in the internal

setup at the station that should tend

in the future to prevent a relapse

ino the practices that existed prior

to March, 1946."

I

UNESCO World

Network Nixed
Plan for a worldwide network to

be owned and operated by UNESCO
has been nixed by the conference in

Paris, according to word reaching
here. However, reps of the 15 broad-
casting nations attending , the con-
ference see two other possibilities

for getting the UNESCO message to

the world.
First, there is a possibility of UN

setting up a broadcasting system
which could be used. Second, it was
definitely decided that UNESCO
should cooperate with the various
national broadcasting setups. For a
start, UNESCO will not even have a

program of its own. Instead it will

submit material to the government
broadcasting . establishments from
which programs can be developed.
These would be along lines of peace-
ful international collaboration, and
artistic and cultural education. Ma-
terial for school broadcasts -will also
be developed.
Two committee have been set up,

one for programs and the other for
the educational broadcasts. . .

11 Mich. Radioites Must

Vote on News Guild Tie

Detroit, Aug. 19.

Eleven employees of WELL,

Battle Creek, Mich., have been di-

rected by the National Labor Re-

lations Board to vote within 20 days

on whether they wish to be.repre-

sented by Local 148 of the CIO

American Newspaper Guild.

Those concerned also do work for

the FM station operated at WELL
by Federated Publications,, Inc.,

publishers of the Battle Creek En-
quirer and News, Grand Rapids
Herald and Lansing State Journal.

Federated Publications refused to

recognize the Guild as the bargain-

ing agent for the 11 on the grounds
that the station employees were not
engaged in activities which qualified

them for membership in a union
primarily for newspaper workers.
The NLRB ruled that they might

be represented by the Guild if they
so elected and designated as members
of any bargaining unit two an-
nouncers, one continuity writer, one
traffic manager, three engineers,

two salesmen and two clerical

workers.
Making the ruling was James J.

Reynolds, Jr., who estimated the
annual , gross income of WELL at

from $100,000 to $120,000.

Radio Reviews
- Continued from page 31 -

"HIRES TO YA'"
FOR THIRD YEAR

ON CIS 1

WFIL Pitches Picnic

For Dialers; 30,000At

First Shindig Since '39

Philadelphia, Aug. 19.

More than 30,000 persons—avowed
fans of Station WFIL—Sunday (17)

attended a picnic and "free doin's"
at Woodside Park, as guests of the
station"—ir^TnTreTrft^FIL'-bay-
since 1939.

Stars of the station presented two
shows with Leroy Miller as emcee,
featuring the Magic Lady, Skipper
Dawes, Anice Ives, and the Sleepy
Hollow Ranch Gang. Jack Steck
was program director.

Ezra Stone will lead a galaxy of
KYW personalities In a stage show
during the third annual picnic for
listeners Wednesday (20) at Willow
Grove Park.
A special attraction will be an

exhibition "ground ball" game by
Bob Allman, blind sports commen-
tator, and a group of sightless
youngsters from the Overbrook
School for the Blind, which Allman
attended many years ago.

nance of the wage level, and be-
lieved that race hate is a potent
weapon being used by employers.
Wismer also charged that the pro-
fessions in Canada are most guilty
of race discrimination and claimed
that, while Toronto's population is

7% Jewish, there are only four
teachers of this faith on the city's

secondary school staffs.

Series was looked forward to with
considerable anticipation as a "free-
dom of viewpoint" outlet, but top-
side pressure is already evident. Cur-
rent program has created so much
controversy in the form of mail and
station calls pro and con, that ad lib

interviews axe now out. Labor
spokesmen will henceforth have to
submjt their views (written) for
CBC censorship. McSlay.

Followup Comment
Continued from page 31

might have been a gallery of in-law
caricatures. There was one pleas-

antly loony scene in last week's
opus, when the hero took his gal to

the films and, for the usual assort-

ment of feminine requests, had to

leave his seat repeatedly, each time
with an extensive "excuse me"
routine.

Pearl Buck, doing one of her four
weekly fill-ins last Wednesday (13)

for vacationing Mary Margaret Mc-
Bride, via WNBC, N. Y., offered a

big-league interview with three
Chinese women medicos. Although
she lacks La McBride's extemporiz-
ing ease, the novelist kept the show
moving fairly well and seasoned the
rather cerebral confab with a mod-
erate amount of down-to-earth ap-
peal.
The three visitors, in New York for

a pediatric meeting, discussed such
topics as the high percentage of
femme physicians in China, the pre-
ference of Chinese women for fem-
inine doctors instead of (as in the
U. S.) gent sawbones, comparative
nutrition conditions in the two coun-
tries and, inevitably, the inter-
viewees' impressions- of New York.
Miss Buck didn't follow Miss Mc-
Bride's practice of participating in
the commercials, so Vincent Con-
nelly waded through them solo.

MUSEUM OF MODERN MUSIC
With Hank D'Amico orch, Jack Mc-
Carthy announcer.

Producer: Dick Charles
"

Writer: Bob Green
30 Mins.; Tucs., 10 p.m.
WJZ-ABC, N.Y.

Here's another enjoyable musical
show loaded with elaborately coy
palaver. The choice of tunes is good,
the.no.veLarrangeroenis axe.pJe.asant-_
ly arresting and the small band is

headline quality. But such loqua-
cious whimsy has rarely passed as
continuity.
The instrumental setup includes

D'Amico, conductor and clarinetist;
Felix Giobbe, bass; Buddy Weed,
piano; Bobby Hackett, trumpet;
Tommy Kay, guitar; George Wet-
tling, drums; Vernon Brown, trom-
bone; Art Rollini, sax. Hobe.

"The Eternal Light," Sabbath
stanza aired over NBC under aus-
pices of the Jewish Theological
Seminary, taught last Sunday (17) an
extremely effective lesson in toler-
ance via dramatization of a fable
titled "The Yeleds of Yeled." Story
was of a mythical kingdom peopled
by children whose national motto
was "Unity Through Similarity" and
whose Constitution began, "Every
new thing shall be cursed." Suddenly
the king noticed a boy sopranos
voice was changing; since no change
was permitted, the lad was locked up
in the klink. Then other changes in
people were noticed—one developed
freckles, another cut a wisdom tooth,
etc. 'Pretty soon, everybody in the
kingdom was in jail except the king
and his premier. Wisely, the premier
talked the king into changing the
motto to "Unity in Diversity" and
the constitution to read "Every new.
thing shall be blessed. 1 ' Everybody
was freed and rejoiced, and it be-
came a happy land.

Juve. cast handled the enactment
capably. Stanza set a pattern which
might well be repeated. It had ap-
peal for all ages and packed a potent
little morsel for afterthought.

Paul Whiteman's show on ABC
last Wednesday night (13) for Na-
tional Guard enlistment was a mis-
mating of potent entertainment and
antiquated commercial treatment.
The Whiteman brand of music is

standard, of course. But the drama-
tized commercial was ponderous and
-seemingly-unending, while the-other
plugs suggested radio of a decade
ago.

it might be profitable for Husinu
or the station to hire a couple ol
researchers to dig up such material
regularly (if that wasn't the ex
planation in this instance). Also in.
cidentally, someone should pay
enough to give Husing commercial
copy appropriate for him. The pres-
ent plugs sound as if they'd been
clipped and pasted up from mag.
azine ads.

Vaughn Monroe, originating his
Camel cigaret series Saturday nights
from ballrooms around the country
is becoming a sort of bobby-soxer*
Nelson Eddy. The juve trade present
really lift the ceiling for his vocals
but apparently the vintage material
in the Stroud Twins' capsule comedy
spots goes over, their heads. Maybe
they don't hear it in the compara-
tive stillness after 'Monroe's singing
Anyway, Beryl Davis delivers a
throbbing ballad for each stanza

Mutual «s "Block Party," which
took on National Guard sponsorship
last Thursday (14) would be every
bit as listenable if it were just a
"Bloch Party." Hypoed stanza pre-
sented Jimmy Stewart as its first
guestar. Actor, via transcription (he
was in the middle of his first act of
'Harvey" at broadcast time), plugged
the N.G. with some rather far-
fetched talk about "a. lot of little
invisible rabbits like Preparedness."
Ray Bloch's orch turned out its-usual
scintillating arrangements. Larry
Douglas, one of the smoothest croon-
ers around, and Monica Lewis, both
contributed clicko piping efforts.
Teddy Wilson's piano tinkling was
standout stuff.

The wonder is, to an average lis-

tener, why must the show reach 'way
out to Encino, Cal.. to drag Martin
Block in by the ears- for the intro,
signoff and a song selection. Famed
disk jockey that he is, he contributes
nothing to the listening value of this
show.

Dawson Into NAB Post
Washington, Aug. 19.

James Dawson has been named
assistant director of information for

NAB, moving in on Sept. 2 to re-

place Ben Miller who shifts to be-

come assistant director of the new
program department.

Dawson is now news editor and
director of public interest programs
for WFBC, Greenville, S. C. Prior

to four years in the Navy, he oper-

ated an advertising agency in Green-
ville, and previously was managing
editor of Augusta, Ga., Chronicle.

ON TARGET

'Beulah," as heard Wednesday
night (13) on ABC, was labored, un-
funny and depressing. And no mat-
ter how daintily they slice it, the
blackface title character is stereo-
type racial caricature and, as such,
deplorable by present standards of
public taste.

Covering ground quickly and efficiently is

second nature with Weed men, who travel

more than 200,000 miles' a year to give

expert service to the stations they represent.

RADIOWEED STATION

REPRESENTATIVESanD compflnY
MEW YORK-10STON-CHICAGODETR0IT-SAN FRANCISCO-ATiANTA-HOUVWOOD

MODERN FARMER
With Jim Chapman
45 Mins.; Mon. thru Sat., 6 a.m.
JIM BROWN STORES
WTAM, Cleveland

(.McDonough-Lewy)
Northern Ohio's farmers and rural

dwellers get one of the smartest farm
shows put on the air in the nation in
the carefully planned cross-the-
board stanza given by Jim Chapman.
A careful selection of topics, a

wide range of coverage and a will-
ingness to go out and dig for farm
news makes the Chapman show a
must for the rural listeners, even
though station is big city stuff.
Frequently Chapman goes down to

the farm for live interviews on cur-
rent needs. Twice a week he has
guest appearances through tran-
scriptions. On Tuesday, there is a
soil conservation stanza; on' Friday,
a report from the Wooster Univ. Ex-
perimental Station.

Special events, such as fairs, dairy
shows, etc., are given special atten-
tion. As breaks in the program,
there's transcribed music and a hymn
at 6:30 a.m. Chapman also devotes 10
minutes each morning for a rouridup
of all news pertaining to the farmer.
He edits the commercials to fit the

show and commercial plugs don't
take more than seven minutes, with
no one blurb over a minute in
duration. Mark.

Colman's 172 Outlets

"Favorite Story," Frederic W.
Ziv Co. open-end transcription ser-
ies of dramats starring Ronald
Colman, is now being aired over
172 stations, with expectancy for
early fall of 200 stations coverage,
according to John L. Sinn, Ziv v.p.

Outlets comprise about 125 spon-
sors, with several advertisers on
regional instead of local basis.

Ted Husing, after the news break
in his record jockey show Saturday
morning (16) via WHN, N. Y., took
several minutes for an engrossing
spiel about the old carbarns of Man-
hattan. The spot stemmed from one
of the news items, a report that
Met Life Insurance is to build a
housing project on the site of an
upper east side carbarn that's being
razed. The incident suggested that

/in W,

For further Information wirt, pTion* or writ* —
John Blair * Co.-National Roprtsentativ*
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My thanks to the editors of Metronome and

Downbeat for helping me provide augmented

musical programs for the Russian transmissions

of the "Voice of America."

My thanks also to Deanna Ourbin and other

members of the entertainment industry who are

assisting us in telling our story to the Russians.

Our industry has contributed much to the

American way of living. Seven times a week

we are reminding the Russians that music and

the arts flourish and are best fed from Amer-

ica's democratic roots.

BENNY GOODMAN.
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Royal Home With Swiss Newsreel

Pact; Other Foreign Deals in Wraps
John F. Royal, NBC's television

veepee checked in at his N. Y. of-

fice Monday (18) following his re-

turn via air from Europe. He
brought back a lot more in the way
of commitments and plans for in-

ternational interchange of video tal-

ent, films and program ideas than
either he or NBC cares to disclose

at this time. He did, however, un-
wrap one of his acquisitions—a deal,

similar to the one he negotiated with
the Soviet Union some months ago,

to buy Swiss newsreels for airing on
NBC's television outlets.

He said that . shipment of the
Swiss films to this 'side would be
started shortly, with NBC paying for

them on a footage basis. As in the
deal with the Russians, however, the
one with the Swiss does not call for

reciprocal shipment of NBC news-
reels. Only country with which such
an arrangement presently is being
worked is Britain, where BBC airs

NBC films.

Beyond the Swiss newsreel pact,

Royal said there was nothing fur-

ther he could report at this time on
his foreign negotiations, as detailed
from London in last week's Variety.'

But he added significantly that there
will be "signs" cropping up in NBC

television showing the results of his

trip.

He visited England, France and
Switzerland. The French, he re-

ported, have just built ah elaborate

television studio with a large swim-
ming pool in the center.

HUB STILL IN STATUS QUO

AS FAR AS TELE SETS GO
Boston, Aug. 19.

Still without more than half a

dozen television receivers known to

be operational, though WBZ-WBZA
expects to be beaming video experi-

mentally by 1948, Bostonians looked
over the new line of receivers

shown at the two-day Boston Radio
Trade Show and indicated they'd go
for them when and if Westinghouse
got going with scheduled programs/

It's clear from the show that the
manufacturers are alert to the trend,

most of them displaying AM-FM-
video combinations. Moreover, the
Hub audience of 2,500,000 people,
in a 25-mile radius from the State
House, offers a terrific potential for

a rapid switch to video sets. But
it's clear the move has got to come
from the broadcasters first.

Par Gets 60-Day FCC Stay

To Decide on Its Policy

Regarding DuMont Break
Washington, Aug. 19.

Paramount got another 60 days

from FCC last week to try and
make up its mind what it intends

to do about chopping free from Du-
Mont. Meanwhile, bids for extra

video spots by the two are hanging
fire in the Commission files. The
deadline for decision was supposed
to be yesterday (18). However, Par
slipped in a plea for a breathing
sjpell and got until Oct. 15 to collect

its thoughts and make its pitch to

FCC.
It must submit a detailed plan to

the Commission regarding its pres-

ent and proposed status with Du-
Mont, and what it believes the effect

of these holdings will be upon the
following pending television appli-

cations: Interstate Circuit, Dallas;

New England Theatres, Boston, and
United Detroit • Theatres Corp.,

Detroit.

Par, which already operates out-
lets in L. A. and Chicago, controls

the three theatre circuits. DuMont
operates in New York and Washing-
ton, has a bid for Pittsburgh, with
two more applications pending. The
attitude of FCC has been that Par
and DuMont are one and the same,
that Par has two stations and Du-
Mont, three, making a total of five.

The FCC ruling has been .no more
than five stations to a customer.

New Miniature 'Camera'

To Cut Down Long Hrs.
Chicago, Aug. 19.

Long hours of video rehearsal may
be appreciably reduced through the

use of a new miniature tele "camera

which lines up. video shots without

the necessity of a regular camera
setup. Gadget, which consists of

three lenses mounted on a turret,

duplicates the work of the dolly

crew so that when broadcasts are

ready for projection the producer
can arrange the studio shots in

about a minute's time. "Previewer,"

as the gadget is also called, can also

be used for remote setups in the
same way.
Each lense is the exact duplicate

as that of various types of manufac-
tured tele cameras, and the minia-
ture image seen by the "previewer"
is of the same accuracy as the

camera.
Hand size inexpensive device, in-

vented by Ira Glick, also has a
monochrome viewing filter installed

in the optical system which can be
swung into place at the touch of a
lever. This feature enables lighting

technicians to set lights on scenes
without the need of using the video
camera.

Therefore, until such time as the
Commission is convinced that Par
and DuMont are not a Siamese
Twins act, neither will get any more
licenses.

readymade television

audiences on
• '

. a-

Dv Mont Station WABD
new york

yanKee baseball
The last 25 games of the season, including five night galnes -starting
August 4th-one of the most popular features on the Television screen.
22 of these will be the only games to be telecast on the days they are played

sctitout
When you get 1119
audience letters from
the very first airing of

a television sustainer,

you know you have
a hit..

small frj)

Uncle Bob Emery's winning
personality won the hearts
and loyalties of youngsters
in every television home.
Your own 15 minute segment-
1 day a week or 5 days a week.

If you are interested
in anyof theseprovenprogram!
in Washington or New York,
phone or wire today.

WABD—DU MONT
515 Madison Avenue

New York 22, New York

Phone PLaza 3-9800

NEXT YEAR'S
BUDGET!
Don't forget television.

The audience is growing

like corn on a hot night.

By this time next year

it will be tremendous.

WABD
NEW YORK

ft.**?.** QllMDNt

Philco Tieing In

Video With AM

For Coast Griddei
Hollywood, Aug. 19.

Simultaneous use of broadcasting
and television on two different sta-
tions has been evolved for a new
twice-weekly double sponsored se-
ries called "Football With Philco"
Quarter hours Saturday and Sunday
night have been bought on KNX and
Paramount's video site, KTLA the
tab to be shared by Philco and
Broadway department store Latter
figures in the deal on a guessing
contest, callers at the radio depart-
ment receiving cards listing the day's
outstanding games. Those with the
best record of winners each week
receive free Philcos.
Double header, the handiwork of

John Parsons, Philco western divi-
sion merchandising manager, re-
motes the sound portion of the show
to KNX from KTLA, while it is
scanned for viewers. Plastic figures
will be used to simulate gridiron:
plays on Sunday night, which will
also have Dean Cromwell, promin-
ent coach at University of Southern
California, reviewing the prospects
for the coming week. Saturday
night's broadcast will be devoted
chiefly to calling off the scores and
describing • game-winning plays.
Movies of big games will be used on
Sundays if and when the celluloid
strip is made available. Tom Han-
Ion handles the programs for KNX.

UST Showing New

Improved Circuit

United States Television last Fri.
day (15) unveiled a "major im-
provement in the reception of tele-
vision programs" in the form of a
newly - devised operating circuit
which the manufacturing firm
claimed produces a 300% increase
in the brilliance of 'images on its

large-screen sets.

The improved circuit will be in-
corporated in all of UST's future
projection receivers, company execs
said, and service crews are being
sent out to make the circuit change
free of charge in sets sold within
the^ past three months. No increase is

planned in the price of new sets.

In a press demonstration at UST's
N*_X- .plant,, officials showed a 19x25.
nch set with the improved circuit
in operation alongside a 16x24. inch
model with the old" circuit. When
viewers commented that they noted
little difference, between the im-
ages on the two screens, Anthony
Wright, UST's chief engineer, point-
ed out that the brilliance and con-
trast of the images on the larger
screen, which had the new circuit,

would be considerably reduced if

blown up to that size with the old-

type circuit.

Wright admitted, an answer to

questioning, however, that the bril-

liance achieved as a result Of the
change in circuits was still "about
one-half" that of the Philco large-

screen system demonstrated earlier

•this year, but not yet on the mar-
ket.

An advantage of the Bosch &
Lorob refractive optical system used
by UST, as contrasted to the reflec-

tor type of system employed by
Philco, RCA and others, however, is

that the former permits blowing' up
images to near theatre screen size,

Wright said. He said UST has ex-

perimented with screens up to 48

inches wide.
What impressed some of the trade

.

press most was USTJ's newest model,
a super tavern-type set in leather

upholstery with 24-30 inch screen..

Definition of its images was re-

markably sharp. These sets are in

delivery, UST officials said, priced

at S2.245, with a $100 installation

and three-month service charge.

Tele Acad Skeds Feed
Hollywood, Aug, 19.

The Academy of Television Arts
and Sciences will hold its first an-
nual dinner this fall. Plans now call

for a feedbag session some time in

late October or early November.
Academy also voted at meeting

this week to admit corporations td

membership. "Corporate" member-
ships may now be obtained by NBC
or other firms previously excluded
when memberships were, confined to

persons under life, active and hon-
orary bases.
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LA to Get First

Video Survey
Hollywood, Aug. 19.

£.0* Angeles' first television survey

will b« independently undertaken by
Television Research Institute of

jpasadens, with results to be released

to trade and public by the Academy
of Television Arts and Sciences,

Initial feeler survey has already
been conducted among 150 of esti-

mated 2,500 set-owners to determine
Interest and response. Full survey
will be launched Aug. 23. Tab-
ulated results are hoped for by Sept.

|5. According to Alexander Korn,
Cf research organization.

Survey will purport to show ef-

fects of video on motion pictures.

. Radio, sports attendance, complete
analysis of viewers, numbers, fam-
ily composition, hours preferred,

hours of viewing now, show pref-

erences from among 53 types, etc.,

plus queries on Zenith's planned
"'phone-vision system" that would
charge via phone bills for shows,
purvey will ask if viewers are wil-
ling to ante coin for such service.

Television Reviews
Continued from page 30

tions which the young chirper faces
£s she sets her mind on the Bright
.ights. Her music teacher (John

Becher) says her singing has made

fo
progress of late; her father (Earl

eorge), just getting on his feet after
eing bedridden two years, wants

her to marry her hometown sweet-
heart (Warren Stevens) and settle

down; her young brother (Hal Stu-
der) is miserable in his bank job;
her sweetheart is insistent in his
marriage proposals. Her mother
(Charline Osgood) and bobbysox sis-

ter (Susan Thorne) presented no
problems in the initial sequence, but
no doubt will later on. The real
Love-of-her-life (Pat "Fay), a strug-
gling young pianist, didn't even get
into the opening round, save for a
bow in the intro flashes of the cast.

This is daytime-type fare, of
course, cut of standard soap opera
eloth. In tele, it's reminiscent of the
early silent-film serials (including
tiie closing "Continued until next
Tuesday") The dramaturgy is ele-

mentary, the format familiar, the
characters stock, the dialog routine.
Direction could stand a' lot of im-
provement; action throughout is too
slow'and halting. The cast has much
too much mugging to do. Camera
work is more efficient than any
other feature of the stanza.

Miss Jones got two song stints in

the opener, with piano accompani-
ment (non-union) once by her music
teacher, other time by her kid sister.

- Her piping, uneven-and-thin, sound-
ed indeed as though she had a long
road to travel to musical fame.

Doan.
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WNEW (N.Y.) REVAMPS

'MYSTERY AT 8' SKED
WNEW, N, Y.„ bought four new

mystery shows last week, which the
indie will use to replace the George
Raft Show, "Weird Circle" and
"Mystery House," starting Sept. 1.

Three shows are quarter-hour, "The
Unexpected," with Jackie Cooper,
Binnie Barnes, Lyle Talbot and
Marsha Hunt, produced by Hamilton
Whitney; "Blackstone the Master
Magician," produced by Charles
Michelson, and "Man Hunt," with
Larry Haines, produced by Frederick
Ziy Co. Fourth show is a half-hour
program, "Diary of Fate," with Her-
bert Lytton, produced by Larry Fin-
ley. "The Unexpected" will be used
twice a week, others once.

Indie now has three half-hour and
four 15-minute mystery programs.
Station claims it put mysteries on
during the summer on a cross-the-

board tieup under heading "Mystery
at 8," as a test" the stunt paying off

with an increased audience of 150%.

Belton, Tex.—A $30,000 FM station
will be put into operation here by
the Mary Hardin-Baylor College by
Christmas.

BBC's Threesome
The 1947 Year Book of the

British Broadcasting Corp. has
just been received in the United
States. It has reminded Ameri-
can radio men that the BBC has
three program heads, Lindsay
Wellington, Norman Collins and
George Barnes.

CBS is the only U.S. web with
more than one director of pro-
grams, Hubbell Robinson, Jr and
Davidson Taylor, respectively.

Mount's Program Post
Memphis, Aug. 19.

Wilson Mount, director of music in

Memphis public schools and long-
time conductor of the weekly Young
America Sings program on WMC,
has been appointed program man-
ager at WMC, succeeding John Cleg-
horn, who resigned to become man-
ager of the new station, WRBC, at

Jackson, Miss.

Mount takes over Sunday (24).

He is president of the Tennessee
Music Educators Ass'n, a leading
choir director here and has for the

past two years been the sole driving

force behind the Cottonland Music
Festival

WHCU Wires Upstate Net' to Air

Off-Cuff Gabon Labor-Relations Parley
Ithaca, N. Y., Aug. 19.

With 250 top brass of both man-
agement and labor due at Cornell
Univ.'s New York State School of

Industrial and Labor Relations to-

morrow (Wed.) for a three day con-
ference on working together in a
democratic society, WHCU, the Cor-
nell station in Ithaca, had to solve

the problem how to keep its listen-

ers posted on a conference that was
not open to the general public.

The meat of the conference, a

number of group discussions on the

relationship of wages, prices, profits

and production, was so touchy both
sides asked they not be aired. Even
newsmen were asked to hold off on
quotes from these discussions until

the quote had been cleared with the

man making it. In addition the other

sessions of the conference dealt

with subjects just too heavy for air-

ing..

So WHCU, with Cornell paying
line charges, put together a state-

wide network of WKBW, Buffalo;

WYSR, Syracuse; WHAM Rochester;
WHY, Schenectady; WWNY, Water-
town; WHN and WNYC, New York
and WHCU. These stations will

take a special 30-minute show being
produced by WHCU, with a special

panel of labor and management men
who sat through the discussion

groups.

Harold Gingrich Upped
Chicago, Aug. 19.

Harold Gingrich, who has been

with W. E. Long, transcription outfit,

for the last four years, was upped

to head of the radio division. He re-

places E. J. Sperry, who resigned
last month. Gingrich was formerly
with KELO and KSSO, Sioux Falls,

S. D.

Radio division, which has been a
separate unit of Long, will work
more closely with the visual adver-
tising section, headed by J. A. Smith.

THIS IS NEW YORK
With Bill Leonard
Mrector: Fred Rickey
§8 Mins.; Sat. (16), 8:15 p.m.
WCBS-TV, N. Y.

Bill Leonard, WCBS roving re-
porter, went behind the scenes of a
local telephone exchange last Satur-
day (16) with a crew of video
cameramen -and turned up with a
fascinating and instructive on-the-
spot documentary. While program
was able to give only a superficial
glimpse into the complex network of
men, machines and wire that make
telephones work, it was enough to
satisfy any initial curiosity. Leonard,
who could use make-up to hide that
five-o'clock shadow, revealed a nice
change in pace in cutting back and
iorth between technical and personal
questioning of the exchange workers.
Camera crew did an excellent job
under obviously difficult conditions.

In half-hour session, Leonard
found the answers on what happens
when you dial a number, who han-
dles the long distance calls and why
the current shortage of equipment.
In questioning various employees,
ranging from the operators to the
wiremen, Leonard occasionally failed
to follow up his line of queries on
now the equipment worked. In gen-
eral, however, he conducted his
interviews with a proper balance for
the limitations of the cameras which
could not pick up all of the details
relating to switchboard operation, re-
lays, etc. Show was a striking ex-
ample of what video is capable of In
way of public service and education'
given that rare combination of re-
sourcefulness and Imagination.

Herm.

Les Atlass Recovering

Chicago, Aug. lfl.

Leslie Atlass, CBS v.p. and gen-
eral manager of WBBM, Chicago,
spent the latter part of last week
undergoing treatment in the Herotin
hospital for a heart attack suffered
on his yacht, 25 miles out in Lake
Michigan.

It's his second like stroke within a
year.

What Is A Jim Backus? Well, Read These

PROM FROM FROM

"PfiuETY mk*Mom mp*™?**
Aug. 4. 1947

JIM BACKUS SHOW
With Bink Trout, Frances Robinson,

Jerry Housner; Frank Graham, an-
noimctr.

Writers: Jim, Henry Backus
Producer, Stu Garner
St Min., Sun., 9:39 p.m.
Sustaining
WOR-MUTWAL, N. Y.

On the basis of the preem broad-
cast of his own half-hour comedy
show last Sunday (3), Jim Backus
is one of radio's upcoming comics.
Familiar to nighttime listeners via
his multiple supporting roles for

Alan Young, Eddie Cantor, Danny
Kaye, Jack Benny, Fred Allen, et si.,

Backus is now being showcased on
his own. Next month, Feenamint
starts picking up the tab and if

Backus can continue at the same
merry pace which marked this

-week's- -sustaining--whirly-the- clients-
got itself a neat little comedy

' package.
The new Backus show, is some-

thing, too, of an innovation in low-
budgeted comedy programming, an
off-shoot of the current disk jockey
sweepstakes. For, instead of back-
ing him up with a live orchestra and
soloists, they've got Backus spinning
some platters between comedy
rounds, with Tex Beneke, Georgia
Gibbs, Frank Sinatra-Dinah Shore
and Bing Crosby-Dick Haymes-An-
(Jrews Sisters throwing in their wax-
fd support. Sort of casual, yet pro-
duction-wise it all fitted in nicely.

But essentially it's the Backus
comedie pattern that augurs well for

this show and which may pyramid
him into star bracketing, just as

Dennis Day, before him, segued suc-
cessfully from supporting bit roles

Into a sock personality. Backus'
"Hubert Updike" richesf-man-in-
the-world (a carryover from the ex-
Alan Young show), characterization

remains one of the solid comedy con-
tribs of recent vintage, as was again
demonstrated on Sunday. And his

Backus Award for Heroism was a
injjjjei o( tight comedy scripting and
expert delivery. Rose.

Aug. 4, If47

THE JIM IACKUS SHOW

Although Pharmaco will not pick up
the tab on th* Jim Backus show until

Sept. 7, Mutual fast-flighted the of-

fering, yesterday and will carry it as •

sustainer until it goes commercial.

Essentially the program is a new
type of disk jockey show, with a

comedian instead of a band leader as

the platter spinner. However, th* re-

sult is much, much better than it may
sound. Backus is a truly fine comedian

' and has great popular appeal as au-

dience response indicated. He and his

wife, _H*nn.yT-do-a-n*at-job-in sp inn i ng -

the writing chore.-

Frank Graham serves as announcer
for th* show and exchanges fast ones
with Backus. Other AFRAns come on
to bolster the comedy spots inter-

spersed between playing of records.

Obviously, the budget will not be •
great strain on Pharmaco when spon-
sorship starts. It could cost much more
and still be a worthwhile buy. Ruth-
reuff and Ryan is the agency. Th*
package was conceived and sold .by

Frank Cooper.—J.M.

Moil.. Aug. 4. T947

NEW BACKUS SHOW
OFFERS PROMISING

FRESH COMEDY
Jim Backus comes off with a bang

on his first starring airshow. In fact,

he's a virtual summer must for those

who miss the summer-silent top com-
edy shows. He and his materiel are

good enough to substitute. If holding

up to the preeming norm, he may well

stay in the league come fall.

Combination of a glorified disc jock-

ey show, featuring top records with

suitable commentary and considerably

hypoing~eomedy monolog by Backus,

is genuinely entertaining. He or his

advisers have a flair for picking sock
discs, but, more important, he knows
-whet lines—to---write-»-for—himself—--

with, of course, his wife's aid. Gags
arc genuinely humorous and his droll

delivery, a combo of Ed Gardner and
Fred Allen, is a positive assist. Some
of it may be a little "tradey," but
since that's the trend and public seems
to be getting hep to it, it doesn't mat-
ter greatly.

In playing himself and three other

familiar characterisations of comic
bent, Backus bows as a very listenabl*

new entry into the star field, the lik*

of which Mutual has too few. Ho
should sell for Pharmaco, Inc., spon-
sors who take up bankrolling Sept. 7,

thanks to a very welcome and breeiy
production. He's been around long

enough working for others to know
what clicks commercially, and what's
more, applies it with the aid of Stu
Garner and Lee Bolen, on production.

NOW HEARD EVERY SUNDAY

THE JIM BACKUS SHOW

Sponsored Beginning Sept. 7

fey PHARMACO PRODUCTS

Over Full Mutual Network

Advertising Agency in Charge

ROTHRAUFF & RYAN
Public Relations

PETTEBONE-WACHSMAN

Sole Management: FRANK COOPER ASSOCIATES, New York and Hollywood
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AFRA Fireworks
Continued from page 25

;

ined, slates of candidates are drawn
xip and intra-union strategy is

plotted.

An 'Open Secret*

Although the existence o£ the or-

ganization had been art open secret

among the membership of the New
York local for the last few months,
it had never before been brought
into the open. However, John
Brown, an independent in the Los
Angeles chapter, brought the matter
to the attention of the convention
at the Saturday session, when he
read into the minutes a pamphlet
containing instructions for delegate-

members of the bloc on how to vote

in the election of officers and on a
list of pending resolutions. Brown's
impassioned attack on the group
precipitated the bitterest fight of the

convention.

Alan Bunce, of New York, im-
mediately admitted the existence of

the Artists' Committee and added,

"So what? We make no apologies

for what we are doing. We're in the

saddle and we're going to continue

our policies."

Ben Grauer, also of New York,
jumped up to announce that

although he was a delegate to the

convention and a national vice-

president of the union he hadn't

known of any secret meetings. How-
ever, he added, it was obvious from
the way 103 of the 106 delegates

from New York voted together that

the Artists' Committee "operates on
a push-button plan." He accused the
members of the intra-union group of

plotting specifically to "get rid of"

Minerva Pious (another national

vice-presidential incumbent).

Ted DeCorsia, of New York, then
told the convention that the Artists'

Committee had been formed by a
"majority of AFRA who had gotten
;' 1

. g '

WD5II
WDSU broadcasts 5000 watts

from the. French Quarter to

the Gulf and South Louisiana listeners.

From daily association with time-honored

. Nfie Orleans iniliMiom WDSU has

developed a high quality of integrity.

WDSU devotes fragrant .lime regularly

-an*cxciUslvelylo-theSf.XSuiJCSIKedrai;
the International House, Moisant Inter.

national Airport, Tulanc University,

Union Station,the Municipal Auditorium,

Symphonies and Operas.

WDSU's dominate Hoop-
crating proves that hon-

oring local institutions

creates high listener

loyalty.

NEW
ORLEANS

1280 |cc

WDSU
ABC

Affiliate

5000
WaHs '

together to rule its^ affairs," assert-

ing there was nothitig sinister in the

organization or its objectives. He
admitted being a member and ex-

pressed a personal endorsement of

Miss Pious. He was followed by
Tom Shirley, also of New York,

who admitted membership and
added, "1 don't apologize."

Lou Merrill, another independent

of the Los Angeles chapter, then re-

marked sarcastically that, if the

Artists' Committee objectives were
"for the good'of AFRA," as claimed,

he'd like to be put on the mailing

list, so he could have the benefit of

the organization's literature, pro-

posed policies, officer slates -and
voting instructions. "As an AFRAN
who is sincerely concerned with the

welfare of the union, I' appreciate

that assistance," he said.

A few minutes afterward, in a

caucus of the New York delegation,

several members expressed concern

at the criticism that had just been
voiced on the floor. Collyer is re-

ported to have assured them, "You
can take my word for it; you've done
nothing wrong." Subsequently, both
Collyer and Wever freely conceded
to Variety the existence of the Art-
ists' Committee, but differed in de-

scribing its setup'. Both asserted the
existence of the group is perfectly

legitimate and that its objectives and
policies are solely for the good of

AFRA. They denied that such an
organization constitutes dual union-
ism, as had been charged at the con-
vention.

According to Wever, the Artists'

Committee has about 150 "working
members" in New York and "cpn-
trols about 2,000 votes." He said that

membership meetings are held reg-
ularly, but that, there is a small gov-
erning committee, a policy commit-

I tee and various, other special com-
I
mittees. He declined to name the

chairmen or members of any of
these committees, explaining that

their identities are not "secret" as

such, but that he was not authorized

to reveal them.

.
"Op to Membership"

,
Collyer, on the other hand, cate-

gorically denied the existence of any
such entities as a governing board or
any committees of any sort. He said

all matters of policy and all other de

cisions are determined at member-
ship meetings of the entire group,
with full discussion and vote of all

present. Although he and Wever are

said to be the r>'al guiding heads of

the organization and to Work closely

on AFRA policy and strategy, Coll

yer was specific on those points.

• Wever told Variety that the Art-

"ists' Committee "had "Been " forme'cTa

couple of years ago "to combat cer-

tain elements, which were coming
into AFRA and would be injurious

to it." He conceded that he was re-

ferring to Communistic elements, but
asserted that his group was not
making any accusations against any
individuals, "as Communists or
Fascists." He said the Artists' Com
mittee faction is not right wing in its

sympathies, despite accusations to

contrary, but that it is middle-of-
the-road.

According to Wever, there is

small group in AFRA that he con
siders right wing, and he admitted
that such people undoubtedly vote
with the AC group, but he added
that "they constitute our own luna-
tic fringe, and we stuff them 'off in

all decisions of policy and selections

of candidates." He explained the
group's concentration on anti-left-

"Send Junior in Dear! I want to spank him for forgetting

to bring home Wheaties tomorrow!"

wing, rather than anti-right-wing ac-

tion by asserting that the danger of

Communist infiltration in AFRA is

much greater than the correspond-

ing Fascist threat.

"Unions are a fine breeding

ground for Communism, but not so

much so for Fascism," he remarked.

We can recognize the methods and
tactics— the cliches— of the Com-
munists. But we're not in danger

from this. We've got it under con-

trol—good control. We represent the

preponderant majority in AFRA.
The majority is anti-Communist.
There is a vocal minority, but they're

merely mad because they no longer

succeed in doing the things they
were doing five years ago." .

Despite Wever's and Collyer's as-

sertions of the legitimacy of the
Artists' Committee setup, there has

been unusually outspoken criticism

of the organization among the local

AFRA membership, both delegates

and others. They liken it, in princi-

pal, to the old Actor's Forum, left-

wing group which operated in Actors
Equity during the 1930's, until the

Equity council outlawed such organ-
izations. It is. argued by the anti-

AC members that the organization

constitute dual-unionism and that it

is essentially undemocratic, since its

members make decisions affecting

AFRA as ft whole, without being
responsible to the membership. It is

known that -the whole issue of ^the

existence of the AC will be raised

at the next New York local board
meeting. Also, certain of the hither-

to staunch AC members have pri-

vately expressed the intention of

withdrawing from the group in dis-

gust at what they regard as its high-
handed tactics.

In reference to the latter point,

these members describe an incident

that occurred during the convention,
as evidence that the actual con-
trol of AC is in the hands of a
tiny handful, with Collyer and
Wever as leaders. According to these
delegates, when a motion relating to

the proposed AFRA expansion pro-
gram was raised from the floor,

Collyer shook his head in the nega-
tive; and members of the local dele-

gation began opposing it. At that

point, Bunce arose, and asked for a
caucus of the delegation. In the en
suing caucus meeting, when the true
sense of the resolution in question
was clarified, Collyer is reported to

have said,. "I'm sorry. I was wrong.
misunderstood that." Whereupon

the delegation filed back to the con
vention floor and supported the
measure.

The decision of the convention to

oppose the Taft-Hartley Act fol

lowed long, involved discussion and
maneuvering. Five different resolu-
tions on the subject were submitted.
After Henry Jaffe, AFRA national
_CQ.unseJ,^hacL„iaken_.nearly.. all-day;
Friday to explain the provisions and
workings of the law there were argu-
ments about the various resolutions.

Finally, however, the N. Y.-L. A
factions agreed to support a com
promise of two different- versions
The compromise, the wording of
which was worked out by Collyer.

condemned the law and pledged
AFRA to cooperate fully with the
AFL in seeking repeal, but specific

paign against the congressmen who
had voted to pass it.

ally avoided reference to any cam
Thus, AFRA adhered to the policy

established in the last" couple of
years by the conservative majority,
of avoiding "going into politics." Ad-
mittedly, that is a matter of defini
tion, as George Heller, in his report
as national executive-secretary at
the opening session had specifically
statedi "AFRA, like many another
union, has in the past taken the
stand that as a labor organization we
should concern ourself solely with
wages and working conditions, and
that political matters are "outside our
scope. After the experience of the
past few months we realize we have
to expand that point of view. It is

no longer valid. There is no longer
'any hard and fast line of division
between politics and AFRA busi-
ness."

However, in caucus meetings and
outside, various delegates of the
conservative faction in New York
took pains to explain that Heller's
statements should not be misunder-
stood as advocating any change in
AFRA policy. Collyer and Wever,,
in particular, drew a sharp distinc-
tion between matters that concern
AFRA or its members in their pro-
fession, and matters that relate to
the public as a whole. Both de-
clared it would be undesirable for
AFRA to go on record as opposing
any specific candidates, but that the
organization should resort to "moral
pressure" and the "force of public
opinion" to bring about repeal of the
Taft-Hartley law.
The report of the phonograph

record committee, which was ac-

cepted by the convention, advocates

organization of the field on the basis

of a scale of flat fees plus a percent-

age for general performances. It

was agreed that the trig recording

stars should be left to negotiate their

own deals with the companies.
Tele Code Approved

In the field of television, the ten-

tative proposed code was approved,
and when the' other performer
unions have accepted it, the com-
mittee representing the parent As-
sociated Actors & Artistes of America
is authorized to open negotiations

for it. As indicated in last week's
Variety:, the proposed scales follow
roughly the pattern of the AFRA
network commercial code. The
basic scale of fees would be. as

follows:

60-min. show—$60, including one
and three-quarters hours rehearsal.

45-min. show—$59, with one and a

quarter hours rehearsal.

30-min. show—$50, with 45 mi-
nutes rehearsal.

15-min. show—$35, with 30 mi-
nutes rehearsal.

Less than 15-min. show—$25, with
30 minutes rehearsal.

Pay for additional rehearsal would
be at the rate of $4 per hour pre-
camera and $6 per hour under the
camera. Bit players, extras and
group players would get half the
regular rates for both performance
and rehearsal.

The convention voted to conduct a
national expansion drive for the
union by working from its present
local chapters, with the organizing
expense to be.borne equally by the
national and each local.

After some arguments, it decided
that since there are so many differ-

ent kinds of interview programs
(such as femme gabbers, disk
jockeys, gossip stanzas, etc.) no
single scale of fees could cover the
whole field. It was therefore voted
to have all such shows classified, and
that the national board should then
attempt to work out proper pay
scales for the various ones.
The' "unfair stations" clause,

which had been expected to set off a
convention battle between the na-
tional organization arid the small
locals, fizzled out when the union's
counsel explained' that the .Taft-
Hartley Law makes any such tactics

illegal.

CHICAGO NBC NEWSMEN
WIN 15% WAGE HIKE

Chicago, Aug. 19.
Newsmen in NBC fsCentral Divi-

sion press room won a 15% wage in.
crease here last week. New contract
was pacted by Ben Myers, Chicago
Radio Writers Guild- counsel, and
John F. Whalley, business manager,
and Thomas Compere, NBC lawyer
for the seven writers. Contract is

for two years and runs until Mav
31, '49. •

Beginning salaries were jumped
from $235 to $275, less than the $300
originally deman .ed by RWG. Guild,
however, won a victory, in that a
22% hike during the second year is
provided for, plus a raise for ap-
prentices from $185 to $225 per
month. Latter hike was a paper one,
in that NBC has no trainees and has
had none for several years. Pact is

retroactive from June 1', '47. Con-
tracts with other nets do not expire
until next summer except for Mu-
tual for which- no contract is pro-
vided for as yet.

Brokenshire Expands
Norman Brokenshire, who turned

noonday disk jockey on WNBC, NBC
flagship in New York, less than two
months ago, is getting a total of
nearly three hours added to his
weekly platter-and-gab stint start-

ing Sept. 1.

Veteran spieler at that time will

take over the 9:30-10 a.m. period
now occupied by the Jim Fleming
show five days a week in addition

to his 12:30 p.m. stanza. Fleming is

being dropped. At the same time,
Brokenshire's 15-minute noonday
sequence Tuesdays and Thursdays
will be expanded to- 25 minutes,

matching his Monday-Wednesday-
Friday stints.

STUDEBAKER TO MOVE

INTO FOOTBALL VIAND
Chicago, Aug. 19.

Studebaker is considering moving
in on the football broadcast picture
this fall via the nine Notre Dame
Games. The deal would be to feed
the games to CKLW, Detroit, and
WFBM, Indianapolis, through WSBT

:

South Bend, ."which . controls ...the.

broadcast rights to these grid events.
WSBT has. had the same local bank
sponsoring the games for years and
this year it's agreed to let other sta'

tions hook on It* line from the
games provided the stations ' and
their sponsors shared the pickup
costs and made their rights deals
direct with the other colleges in
volved.

Agency that made the pitch to
Studebaker is Roche, Williams &
Cleary.

Charlie to Whittle On

Bergen's Hi Dome Guests
Hollywood, Aug. 19.

Aside from a new guestar wrinkle,
Edgar Bergen will go to the post
with Charlie McCarthy this fall
pretty much the same as in the past.
A new comic, Eddie Mayhof, has
been added but remainder of the
cast is of familiar acquaintance.
Having decided to humanize great
figures beyond the confines of show
biz, Bergen will call in politicos,
scientists and other professional
greats for a once-over-lightly by the
little wooden man.
Bergen has set up an organiza

tion to handle his diverse activities
and will be headed by Murray Bolen,
late topper of the Compton agency
here.

CHI SYMPH BANKROLLING
Chicago, Aug. 19.

Chicago Symphony orchestra is

set to have the Chicago Title &
Trust Co. as' its radio tab lifter

for the third successive season.

Broadcasts resume Sept. 10 on
WCFL, Chicago, and run for 39

weeks.
Earl Ludgeh is the agency.

RADIO STATION

EXECUTIVE
With 50.000 Watt Independent

DESIRES AFFILIATION

where 17 years diversified experi-

ence in network and station opera-

lion can be utiliied'leTthe fullesr

extent.

Future potentialities of prime im-

portance; local* immaterial.

ox 732 DAILY VARIETY

6311 Yucca Hollywood. Calif.

, Mat.: LOU CLAYTON -

UNITED KKXALL DRUO CO.

Friday—CBS—8:30 p.m., KDST
M-G-M—"Tills Time for Keeps"

"It Happened In Brooklyn^

OLAN SOULE
Starring in

"GRAND MARQUEE"
NIC—Coait to Coast

Rayv* Cram* Shampoo

According to c. e. Hooper WCPO now

has more listeners in Cincinnati than any other

station.

WCPO will publish the figures in a large ad

next week ... if you can't wait ask a Branham Man.
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GM to Sub 'Crocker' For

'Hymns' in One of Major

Programming Discards
• Chicago, Aug. 19.

What ' is perhaps _
one of General

Mills' major program discards in

years is the substitution of "The
Betty Crocker Magazine of the Air"

exclusively for "Hymns of All

Churches" in the 10:25-1045 a.m. slot

on ABC, Sept. 1. "Hymns" has

aired under the miller's banner for"

13 years and is one of the more ex-

pensive a.m. packages.

Account,' through Dancer, Fitz-

gerald & Sample, had been testing

"Crocker" in the east and found that

from the viewpoint of commen-
surate cost , and for that particular

time "Crocker" ' offered better re-

sults than "Hymns." There was a

time when the psalm-signing stanza

pulled 80% as much of a rating as

a top daytime serial and for 'the job

that GM wanted done that was con-

sidered exceptionally good.

-General Mills' other daytime re-

ligioso, "Light of the World (NBC)
will stay as is.

Omah*—KOAD, local FM station

operate* by the World-Herald is

now ready to turn on the increased

facilities. A transmitter s 1 i g h 1 1 y
over 500 feet high, the tallest struc-

ture in the state, is ready to send
KOAD programs 125 miles out.

Transmitter was completed last

week.

. . .WHEN YOU

BUY RADIO IN

METROPOLITAN

NEW YORK . .

.

ClIPFS DUAL STINT

FOR PENNSY HOOPLA
Philadelphia, Aug. 19.

Roger W. Clipp, general manager
of WFIL, has been named to the
radio committee for "Pennsylvania
Week," to be observed Oct. 13-19,

and as chairman of the radio group
of the Mayor's Rededication Com-
mittee for Inauguration of the
Freedom Train.

The Freedom Train, a traveling
shrine carrying more than 100 of
the nation's most priceless historic

documents, will begin a nationwide
tour of 300 cities from Philadelphia,
where it arrives Sept. 17 for a three-

day stay.

Clipp's radio and television com-
mittee for the Freedom Train ac-

tivities includes Robert White, g.m.,

KYW; E. Douglass Hibbs, g.m.
:

WTEL; Joseph Tinney, WCAU; Ern-

est B. Loveman, WPTZ; Edward C.

Obrist, assistant g.m., WPEN; Les-
lie W. Joy, g.m., WDAS; Rupe Werl-
ing, promotion manager, WIBG;
William Banks, WHAT, and Bene-
dict Gimbel, Jr., president, WIP.

^WAAT
MORE AND MORE
ADVERTISERS ARE

„ . . BECAUSE THEY

KNOW THAT:

WAAT DELIVERS
MORE LISTENERS
PER DOLLAR IN
tooRTH JERSEY
AND NEW YORK
(CITY THAN ANY
OTHER STA~TION
^.INCLUDING ALL
5jf,000 WATTER S.

*V F,RST IN AM

V FIRST IN COMMERCIAL
FM (WAAW)

4/SOON FIRST IN
T TELEVISION

Jocks Ride to Rescue

In Belated Pitch For

LA. Beauty Contest
Hollywood, Aug. 19.

New recognition was given disk

jockeys here this week when the

Los Angeles County government, in

a spot over short notice on a "Miss
California Centennial," contest, made
a successful plea for all-out jockey
plugging to insure mass attendance

of femmes the county government!
feels sure jockeys interest.

Through an oversight of the State

Fair Commission and the local

Chamber of Commerce, the County
Board of Supervisors was not noti-

fied of the contest until this week,
though counties elsewhere in the

state had been hepped some time
ago.
Harry Maizlish, g.m. of Warners

KFWB, station with nation's leading
stable of jockeys, set up dinner
meeting at Sardi's in Hollywood
where Supervisor Raymond D'Arby
made the pitch, obtaining the -prom-
ise of attendees for an all-out flood-

ing of airwaves with contest spiel,

conditions, etc. From 25 finalists

selected tomorrow (20) the winner
will be picked to enter Sacramento
State Fair, Aug. 28. State topper
then gets three-year tour of U. S.

ballying California and its centen-
nial.

LOUISVILLE GETS NEW

FM STATION IN WRXW
Louisville, Aug 19.

WAVE, Inc opened its new FM
station WRXW, Saturday (16), with
airing starting at 3 p.m. and friends
of the parent station invited to a
cocktail shindig to get the opening
off auspiciously. Eugene W- Leake
handled promotion details for the
new operation, and promises a type
of broadcast service heretofore not
available in Louisville.

New airer will stress good music
in 60 to 90 minute segments, and
sports at an hour when most fans
want to listen. WAVE'S baseball
airings by Don Hill are delayed
sometimes as much as two hours on
the, AM facilities. Live shows also

are emphasized, particularly "Mati-
nee at Macauley's," nostalgic opus
to be scripted by William Hodapp,
book reviews (new ones), etc. An
extensive schedule of classical music
is also in the works.
WRXW will inaugurate its service

on an interim operation basis, with
coverage not quite as extensive as
the final operation, due to delay in

installation of the 300-foot FM
tower. Reception is claimed to be
just as good as in the final phase

—

only difference is in radius covered.

CIRCLING THE KILOCYCLES

Washington — WWDC, which

broadcasts the Washington Senators

home games during the big league

baseball season, has made a strong

fall and winter sports tieup. It will

broadcast all home and away foot-

ball games of the University of

Maryland. Sinclair Refining Co. will

pay the sponsor's bite. Station will

carry all professional ice hockey and
basketball games played in Uline
Arena, town's big indoor sports

stadium.

Rajsbeck folds Bemis

To Rep Grant on Coast
Hollywood, Aug. 19.

Robert Raisbeck agency a„nd its

show-producing subsidiary, the
Bemis Co., will be folded by their

owner who takes over Sept. 22 as

local head for the invading Grant
Co., Chicago agency, opening its first

Coast plant.

Raisbeck gets a guarantee of $25,-

000 annually from Grant for divorce-

ment from his own two setups, which
he is now attempting to ped-

dle. Bemis Co. controls "Mystery Is

My Hobby" among round dozen

other plattered shows.

New offices will be opened here

for Grant and a staff hired, with

Raisbeck toting the Knox Pharmacal
account, now held by him, into the

new association.

Pittsburgh—Mildred Sheridan has
resigned from radio department of
Julius Dubin agency to become
women's commentator on WEDO in
McKeesport. She takes over her
new duties Sept. 1.

Seattle—Cliff Hansen, KOMO an-

nouncer, has been reelected presi-

dent of the Seattle local, American
Federation of Radio Artists, for a

second one-year term. Al Priddy,

freelance, is new veepee; Len
Beardsley, KJR, is secretary -treas-

urer, and Margaret Ward, KJR, re-

cording secretary.

in Frankfort and had lost two sons
in the war. Stookey's son was a

prisoner of the German army for

five months.

St. Louis—An appeal for food from
an old couple living in Eschwege,
Germany, with the explanation they

had received his name from relatives

living in Irvington, 111., was the cue
for Charles Stookey, KNOX Farm
Editor to conduct a poll, over the

air. Several hundred replies re-

ceived were divided 56-50 on the

quetion. The couple explained they
had been bombed out of their home

»es Moines—KRNT, Dcs Moines,
has purchased a 160-acre tract north-
east of Des Moines near Mitchell-
ville, as the site for a 1,530-foot FM
tower at a purchase price of $65,000.

Authorization was recently obtained
from FCC for the tower, which it is

said will be the highest man-made
structure in the world.

.
Dallas—"Buried Treasure" is the

title of a new and original series of

airings soon to take to the air here
over KIXL. Program idea was con-
ceived by Lee Sega 11, originator of

"Dr. I. Q." and other programs. Pro-
gram will offer "treasure maps" to

youngsters of Dallas which will lead
them to the buried treasure, money
in various amounts which will be
spotted all over the city.

Toledo—New FM station for To-
ledo, WEAL, to cost more than
¥200,000, will soon be under con-
struction, announced • Nicholas J,

Walinski, Toledo, secretary-treasurer

of the Ohio-Michigan Broadcasting
Corp. Electric Auto-Lite Corp., To-
ledo, which sponsors the Dick
Haymes program, is a 25% share-
holder in the corporation.

wmmmmimmmm,

THE

NATION'S

STATION

announces the appointment of

KEENAN & EICKELBERG
as west coast representatives

'Family Hour' Revamp
Reformatting of the Prudential

"Family Hour," which returns to

CBS Sept. 7, has been completed.

Rise Stevens is returning, along with

Al Goodman's orch and chorus, but

Ted Malone won't be back and

there'll be no male singer on the

stanza.

New feature of show will be a

"Future of America" spot in which

brief talks will be made by top

names in business, industry, govern-

ment, etc. Program may occasionally

also have giiestars.

Agency is Benton & Bowles.

P&G'S S&S SPLUKGE
Chicago, Aug. 19.

Procter & Gamble is buying a raft

ot additional markets for ils Spic

& Span spot campaign through Dan-

cer, Fitzgerald & Sample. As is

usual with P & G, the list of added

stations is being kept under wraps

until after the campaign on these

stations starts. In this instance it's

Sept. 1.

Account cancelled Spic & Span

contracts on quite a number of sta-

; tions July 22 and the current buy-

ing is iih roly a switch .in market
I concentration.

can f ra nci sco 4 t

W. Hubbard Keenan

235 Montgomery Street

I o s angeles 13:

Wilbur Eickelberg

411 West Fifth Street

James H. Stanton

Telephone Douglas 1323

Frank Dougherty

Telephone Michigan 7571
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Chi Columnists Rake U-I Disk Jock

Meet bat Attendees Confer Seriously

Chicago, Aug. 19.

Even though columnists on some

of the Chicago papers gave them , a

scathing going-over, some 80 disk

jockeys ended their first national

convention Friday (15) with the feel-

ing that they had accomplished
something constructive for their

trade. Theme of this first meeting
of the National Assn. of Disk Jock-
eys, bankrolled by Unlversal-Inter-

ational Films as a promotion stunt

for the Deanna Durbin picture,

"Something in the Wind," was "let's

do things that will get more respect

for the disk jockey."

Convention elected Barry Gray, of

WOR, New York, as chairman of the

organization .and voted that a com-
mittee be appointed to draw up a

code of ethics and standards. Code
will deal with such subjects as (1)

better programing, (2) avoidance of

questionable material, (3) greater

participation by disk jockeys in

community welfare and« services and
(4) creation of more respect for

platter spinners as members of the

entertainment profession. Other of-

ficers elected were" Hugh Douglas,

of WCFL, Chicago, vice chairman;

.
Bill Leyden, KMPC, Los Angeles,

secretary, and June Merrill, WENR,
Chicago, treasurer, pro tern. Code
committee consists of Robbins, Miss
Merrill and Bill Baldwin, of KSO,
Des Moines.

Gathering also voted to launch a

jockey publication whose distribu-

tion would be restricted to mem-
bers. Brooke Taylor, of WJW,
Cleveland, and Fred Robbins, of

WOV, New York, were named east

coast associate editors; Bill Evans,

of WGN, Chicago, midwest editor,

and Leyden, who was the- only dele-,

gate from the westcoast, as that

region's ed. Mag was tentatively set

up as a monthly and the idea appar-
ently behind it is more commercial
than academic, since it will conduct
surveys among jockeys to pick what
was described as "leading record-

ing artists."

Ernie Simon, of WJJD, Chicago,

and Lynn Burton, freelance jockey,

were among the Chi jockeys who
spurned the convention because of

the publicity angle but they did show
up at the dinner Universal tossed

for the conventioneers at the Sher-

man hotel at the close of the one-
day session.

Chicago columnists who are cus-

tomarily cordial to visiting firemen
evidently looked upon the disk-

chatter fraternity as fair game. They
got nasty, particularly Herb Graf-
fis, of the-Sun.

Where, Oh Where, Will

Musso Light; Kenton,

McConkey Claim Him
Hollywood, Aug. 19.

Wrangling has started here as to

future commitment of Vido Musso,

saxman featured in past with Stan

Kenton band and who started his

own combo when Kenton disbanded

in April. McConkey jigency over

weekend flatly asserted to Variety

that firm, has Musso signed to a two-

year exclusive maestro' pact and will

group an orchestra around him.

Office of Carlos Gastel, handler of

Kenton, claims Musso will be back
in a sax xchair with Kenton when
latter re-forms has band here next
month. Musso now is vacationing in

the mountains and cannot be reach-

ed. He arrived about 10 days ago
from east.

McConkey claims the saxman
signed with agency's Chicago office

en route here. Kenton says he is

under impression Musso came here
to rejoin him, which was strengthen-

ed when Kenton talked with sideman
when he arrived in this area.

Olsen Hot in Memphis
Memphis, Aug.' 19.

George Olsen's three-week run at

the Magnolia Roof Gardens, Clarldge
Hotel, broke all previous records for

b.o. back as far as 1935.

Even war-lime peak figures tum-
bled during Olsen's stay. Hotel man-
agement thought at first that vet-

eran maestro had shattered every
record for the spot, but discovered

a figure slightly higher for the old

Isham Jones band of 1935 which had
Woody Herman and Eddie Stone on
vocals and which later became the

Woody "Herman herd.

10 Best Sellers on Coin-Machines

1. Smoke, Smoke, Smoke (4) (American)

2. That's My Desire (19) (Capitol)

8. Peg O' My Heart (13) (Robbins)

4. Temptation (6) (Robbins)

5. Feudin' and Flghtln' (4) (Chappell)..

8. Chi-Baba (12) (Oxford)

7.1 Wonder (10) (Robbins)...;..

8. Across Alley Alamo (14) (Capitol)

9. When You Sweet 16 (7) (Chappell)...

10. Tallahassee (2) (famous)

Tex Williams...'.. ..Capitol

( Frankie Laine Mercury

( Sammy Kaye . .RCA-Victor

{Harmonicats . . .Vitacoustics

Three Suns RCA-Victor

Ingle-Stafford Capitol

{Dorothy Shay... .Columbia
Tex Beneke RCA-Victor

(Perry Corno ...RCA-Victor
'

( Blue Barron .M-G-M
( Eddy .Howard .. .Majestic
(Tony Pastor Columbia

! Mills Bros Decca
Woody Herman Columbia

(Perry Como RCA-Victor
"

( Mills Bros Decca

! Crosby-Andrews Decca
Mercer-Pied Pipers .Capitol

Carnegie Hall Jacks

Rates for Coming Season
Carnegie Hall, N. Y., has upped its

rates for the coming season, for the

first time in years. Rentals, effective

Sept. 1, will be $750 for any eve-
ning or for Friday, Saturday or

Sunday afternoons, or on a sharing

basis, $500 plus 33%% of receipts

between $1,500 and $3,000, with max-
imum $1,000.

Morning, weekday afternoon, the

5:30-7:30 p.m. time, and midnight
(11:30 p.m.-1:30 a.m.) rental will be

$300, plus a third of receipts between
$900 and $3,000, with maximum ren-

tal $1,000. This period may also be
rented on the straight $750 basis.

Last year the $750 slots were $600,

and the sharing basis correspond-

ingly lower, while the $300 slots

were $200 without the additional

third of receipts.

Added to these costs, as before, are

additional charges for personnel,

boxoffice men, overtime, rehearsal

in connection with an engagement,
etc. Personnel calls for doormen,
usher, maids, etc., totalling 40 people

for $130 additional charge.

Desire of artists for. a N. Y. re-

cital appearance, with its attendant

publicity and its effect on out-of-

town engagements, has made Car-

negie Hall a prize for years. Hall is

booked steady from Oct. 1 to April

30, this year the bookings having

been completed as much as six

months ahead of the season's start.

Arthur Godfrey To

Record for Col.

Arthur Godfrey, CBS' funnyman
and head of the "Talent Scout" show
on that net, signed a term contract
last week to record for Columbia
Records, the net's disk affiliate. God-
"rey cut two sides in New York Sun-
day (17) as his first disk attempts.
They're plugsongs in a novelty vein.

RCA-Victor was at one time on
Godfrey's trail as a recording artist.

As a matter of fact, he at one time
recently had gone so far as to sit

down over a Victor contract.drawn
up for his signature, but never
signed the pact. Columbia then
stepped in.

Coming Up

Lady From 29 Palms (Martin) Hreddy Martin. .RCA-Victor
. (Andrews Sisters Decca

Apple Blossom Wedding (Shapiro-B) j^^^g^
I Wonder Who's Kissing Her (E. B. Marks) . Perry Como. .. ..RCA-Victor
Come to Mardi Gras (Southern) Freddy Martin. .RCA-Victor

Ivy (Burke-VH) H° Si?a°ZA -

'
;'

'
•' Capital

(Vaughn Monroe Victor

Ask Anyone Who Knows (Witmark) Margaret Whiting Capitol

Bloop Bleep (Famous).. Danny Kaye Decca

I'm So Right Tonight (Leeds) Jo Stafford ..Capitol

When I Write My Song (Exclusive) Herb Jeffries Exclusive

On Old Spanish Trail (Maurice) Eddy Howard Majestic

I Have But One Heart (Barton)
*n* Sinatra. ... .Columbia

(Vic Damone .Mercury

As Long As I'm Dreaming (Burke-VHX. .
\ £

ex Beneke -- -RCA-Victor
(
Harry James Columbia

Cecelia (Bourne) f£
ick 3™&™ - ••KMupriMa

( Three Suns RCA-Victor

Old Devil Moon (Crawford) .'. j
Margaret Whiting Capitol
(GeneKrupa Columbia

On the Avenue (Leeds). Andrews Sisters Decca

Hurry On Down (Criterion). Nellie Lutcher Capitol

I Want To Be Loved (Paramount)
{ vSST..Z .^vfrtor

Echo Said No (Lombardo) \Piot Lawrence
., .Columbia

( Sammy Kaye Victor

Pancho Hernandez (United) Woody Herman.. ..Columbia

AFM's Disk Fund Plan

Creates Situation With

Philly Local Members
„.__, —BhJladelphia,-Aug,..llL,„.
Taking cognizance of reports of

dissatisfaction and grumbling among
members of Local 77, American Fed-
eration of Musicians, regarding the
failure of unemployed musicians in
getting most of the assignments at

Labor Plaza concerts, Frank P.
Liuzzl, president of the local, urged
members to "pay no attention to idle

rumor." Concerts are those scheduled
and paid for by the National AFM's
disk fund. In the current issue of the
Philadelphia Musician, official

monthly journal of the local, Liuzzi
wrote:
"You will recall that the Record

Fund was to be used for all mem-
bers in the directive from the AFM.
All leaders selected were to be given
the following instructions:
" 'The committee recommends con-

sideration be given wherever possi-
ble and practicable to the ex-Gl and
the unemployed.' You can readily
see that the committee as well as
your officers could only recommend
and not make it mandatory to use
only unemployed musicians or partly
unemployed musicians'; ... . It is

obvious to the thinking musicians
that you officers should not arid could
not be involved in personnel or band
due to this setup. Therefore, pay no
attention to idle rumor or any other
means of degrading the official fami-
ly of the local."

Artie Shaw, Mnsicraft

Near Signature Stage
Artie Shaw and the recently reor-

ganized Musicraft Records are near-
ing a conclusion in negotiations for
a new deal. Papers have been
drawn calling for a oneryear with
one-year option on Shaw's services,
but they have not been s'gned. It's

probable they will be this week.
New deal will replace Shaw's old

agreement with Musicraft, which he
and his handlers feel was abrogated
by Musicraft due to the latter's vio-
lation of its terms. This contract in-
cluded r. stock arrangement whereby
Shaw was to have become a share-
holder in the firm.

Jocks, JukesandDisks
*T—- By George Frazier

Being a little tired this week after

a long trip from the Coast, where he
gathered material for mag yarns,

George Frazier couldn't face the

music and herewith substitutes a
guest column. Frazier will resume
next week.

So You Wanna Be a Disk Jock

By AL JARVIS
(Originator of "The Make Be-
lieve Ballroom" Title and Disk
Spinner for KLAC, Los Angeles)
So you wanna^ be a disk jockey.

Look: You're probably a pretty nice

guy—-love your mother and father

and have a girl who sees in you the

perfect man. Why let her down?
If you want to be a jockey get your-
self a bangtail. You'll have to make
the weight, but you'll find it- much
easier than making a name for your-
self as a rider of disks, the. trade
name for the' announcer or salesman
who announces records, and then
between every four, three, or two
records (depending on how good a

sales staff his station has) he pitches

his wares— (a fancy name for Mad-
man Muntz).

A disk jockey's stock in trade , is '

his listener following. This he has
built up, he hopes, over a period of

years by giving away eight million
dollars worth of nylon hose and four
Al Jolson albums. Your listener fol-

lowing, therefore, is most loyal and
will stay with you sometimes for six

minutes. .
'

Some of the things you think
you'll need—you won't. First, a
Knowledge of" Music: One of the
top-notch jocks (don't accuse me)
in the country whose income ex-
ceeds our President's (even before
Margaret sang) has someone else

select his records and professionally

doesn't know Sammy Kaye from
Duke Ellington—but the point is*, he
could sell Sammy Kaye to Duke El-
lington. And man, that's a job that
even a car salesman in these black
market days would boast of—if

Kaye were a Cadillac and Ellington
afoot.

Second, a Drooling Voice: Hav-
ing been a drama student myself,
and after conducting a class in

speech arts, I'm in no fear of con-
tradiction when I say that not only
myself, but the majority of my con-
temporaries, have voices' that could
file a guy out of jail.

•Third, a Haircut and a Manicure:
Stay as sweet as'you'arer' The spon-
sor will think you're Barry Gray.
You will definitely need: First,

a Sense of Timing: Probably your
most important asset.

Second, Imagination: This is to
help you think you're worth what
you get paid.

Third, a Sponsor or Sponsors:
With three kids and a wife to sup-
port, if you think I'm going to
insert snide remarks here you're
crazy.

Fourth, Sincerity: The microphone
is as cruel as the motion picture
camera in showing up the guy who
thinks one thing and says another.
(And brother what patience it takes
to get those comments over without
our sanctuary showing).

Fifth, (and most important) Be-
lievability: Or the ability to con-
vince your listeners you have -the
first four.

Now that you've taken stock and
discovered you have all five re-
quisites, the next thing to find is a
station— preferably one with two
turntables. (KLAC has three, but
we're growing.) Approach the pro-
duction manager with a definite idea,
and a firm' conviction that you're
doing him a "favor talking to him.
(It is advisable to select production
managers who weigh less than you
do, and who are susceptible to
blondes—if you're a blonde).
The production manager couldn't

open up an hour of time across the
board if he wanted to, but just for
the records (we're getting punny)
let's suppose that you are the
owner's son, and he bought the sta-
tion for the sole purpose of taking
you off the streets and out of the
Copacabana. You now have an
hour a day, every day except Sun-
day. For a full month prior to your
opening day, 24 sheets have heralded
you. Cocktail parties have intro-
duced you to the press, and the press
to each other. You have four spon-
sors who complement one another
. . . Pepsi Cola, Alka Stltzer, Bromo
Seltzer, and the Atomic Bomb Rock
Steam Baths!
Much as your sponsors would love

to have you take the entire hour
talking about them, your audience
will insist that you play a record
now and then. (One recently turned
disk jockey has a contract in which
his station insists that at least four
records be played every quarter
hour. Other stations please note!)

In selecting your records consider:
(Now we're serious). First: The time
of day. Second: The weather. Third:
The part the record will play in the
overall pattern of your program.
Fourth: Its association and timeliness
with not only your sponsors' prod-
ucts, but with the products currently
being sold, on tin pan alley, (in
other words, is it commercial?)
Fifth: It might help if you own a
couple record' stores and know what
the public is buying. Sixth, and most
important: The records are what
your audience really want to hear,
so give yourself plenty of time to
select them.
Now that your records are chosea

(and no matter how nice the pub-
lisher's representative is <iho asks
you to play his overplugged plug
song, your audience is nicer) lay out
the notes for . your commercials.
(Yes, I said notes—if you have to
read the copy verbatim, you're
dead!) Not that there aren't excel-
lent copy writers. . .but no one writ-
ing copy for you to read personally,
including yourself, can possibly an-
ticipate just how you're going to feel
the moment you read it. So ad-lib
brother huckster, you're practically
on your own.
Now you're ready for the real ul-

cer fodder: About the time you're
starting to please the majority of

your listeners, your sponsors, your
bosses, your wife, your kids and
Uncle Sam, twelve other guys con-
clude they too have wives and
children who like the climate where
you are. The 24 sheets are started
all over again, the cocktail parties

for the press reintroduce the press
to each other and to the twelve guys
moving in. The desperate dozen will

not only claim to take all your audi-
ence away from you within thirty

days time, but will calmly allege

they enjoy a larger audience than
the late President Roosevelt. Could
be, could be, but after 15 years you
by now should have enough ego to

think you'll stay top dog.

Dreyfus Holds 'Allegro'

Release Date Due To

Beefs on RCA Exclusive
As a result of the beef last week

by Columbia and Capitol recording

firms against the Dreyfus publishing

group for allegedly giving RCA-
Victor a jump on the tunes from the

score of the forthcoming Richard"

Rodgers and Oscar Hammerstein

show, "Allegro," Dreyfus has placed

a release date on the songs. All disk

companies received a registered let-

ter last -week informing them that

recordings of the show's tunes could

not be marketed before Sept. 25.

Placing such a release date on the

^songs, though it is only five weeks
or so away, will at least give all

other companies a chance at match-
ing Victor's release of them. Victor

already has them on wax, having cut

the songs some three or four weeks
ago, at least three weeks before
other outfits had seen copies of the

songs.

MPCE Golf Tourney

Tees Off Tomorrow (21)
Music Publishers Contact Employ-

ees' annual golf tourney gets under

way tomorrow (Thursday) at the

N. Y. State owned Bethpage Park;

where two of the four courses will

be used. Divot-digging will start at

9 a.m. and be finished off the same
day, on a medal-play basis. This

plan is being used this year to deter-

mine a winner immediately, instead

of having matchplay qualifiers draw
the tourney out for weeks as has

happened in the past.

MPCE members will tee off in

"A," "B," "C" and "D" classes.

There will be prizes for at least the

first eight men in each group in ad-

dition to others for longest drive,

putting, etc. Contestants and guests

will be served both luncheon and
dinner.
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Daifey Poll Sbws Kids Cold On

Name Bands; Backs Up Vocal Policy
Before "Frank Dailey decided to*

bolster the name band policy at his

Meadowbrook in Jersey with book-

ings of solo recording stars such as

Perry Como, Mel Torme, The Har-
monicats, et al., he took a survey

among teen-agers in his area to de-

termine their likes and dislikes

among name bands and checked his

results with local retail record stores,

coin machine owners, etc. He found
that high School and college young-
sters within a 15 to 20-mile radius

of Meadowbrook, which is the area

from which he draws the majority

of his patronage, were almost com-
pletely cold on name bands.

Dailey found only 2% of all kids

questioned favoring a particular

band. Remaining 98% named singers

of both, sexes and groups their

record favorites. He asked various
questions and to one got answers
that rather stopped him cold. Query-
ing the kids on one nationally known
band whose leader has a reputation

for delivering music as he wants to
pied Met diva has aIso been

play it (or he won t play) he was
for a return visiti during u

told that his patrons would go down
to the Adams theatre, Newark, to

hear the band if it played the house
—but, they would not come up to

Meadowbrook for him'. He was told

they couldn't dance to the band and
that insofar as listening to it was
concerned, a one-hour stage show
was all they could and would take'.

That was enough for Dailey. He
«oon after planned the policy he
will start next Tuesday .(26) with
Ferry Como, Marion Hutton, Sam
Donahue's orchestra and two vaude
acts. Next comes Mel Torme, the
Harmonicats, and Ray McKinley's
orchestra. Dailey will cling to the
name band policy when top names
can be secured, but will add solo

names every time he's forced to buy
e secondary band. He obviously can-
not use the Como, Torme policy at

ell times' since, there's not enough
of those names with b.o. power
available.

Reaction by the youngsters Dailey
questioned, incidentally, unquestion-

(Continued on page 44)

Marian Anderson Set

For Down Under Tour
Marian Anderson has been signed

for her first Australian-New Zea-
land concert tour by J. C. William-
son Theatres througti Its N. Y. rep.,

Dorothy Stewart. Soprano will tour
the Anzacs for three months, open-
ing in Melbourne next June 19.

She'll do a concert in Honolulu on
the way out, and will, return
through Europe, the Middle East and
Palestine, singing in those areas
too. Franz Rupp, her accompanist,
will make the trip, as will also her
husband, Orpheus Fisher.

Williamsons have also signed Todd
Duncan for a Down Under tour in

1949. Baritone went out last season,

first Negro singer to 'be booked
Down Under, and had a resounding

Marjorie Lawrence, crip

signed

the 1949

season.

Selvin Definitely

Vamping Majestic
Possibility that Ben Selvin might

. remain.„,with ...Majestic Hecords- .as

head of its artists and repertoire de-
partment has been dissipated entire-
ly. He leaves Majestic, as he origi-

nally intended, at the end of this

month when his contract expires. A
new connection, possibly with one
of the major recording companies,
may be uncovered before he winds
up with his current post.

Selvin and Arthur Tracy, head of

Majestic, concluded several talks

concerning Selvin's possible change
of mind late last week. Apparently
the two couldn't get together on sal-
ary, which is what caused the origi-
nal decision by Selvin to cut loose.
Tracy wanted him to take a major
slice in coin when a new contract
was discussed and Selvin refused.

_
As a result of Selvin's final deci-

sion to drop out, Majestic will shuf-
fle its artists and repertoire men.
Paul Baron, who bad been handling
recordings on the Coast, will come
east and -Dave Shelley will move to
Hollywood. Lee. Savin, who moved
over from Majestic as a co-worker
with Shelley when Selvin signified
his intention of leaving the first time,
will remain in N. Y. with Baron.
Latter, incidentally, got in from the
Coast Monday (18) morning.

FCC to Get WLS

Nix Vs. Lawrence

New Labor Song
Chicago, Aug. 19.

An argument seems, to developing

here over the refusal of station WLS
to allow the broadcast of a new
labor song, by writer Jack Lawrence,
to be aired from Soldiers Field dur-
ing the Labor Day American Fed-
eration of Labor rally. Tune, titlctl

"Have a Heart Taft-Hartley Have a
Heart" is to be performed at the
function by the Prairie Ramblers,
who recorded it for Mercury and,
because of it's labor complications,

WLS won't okay it; station and AFL
is going after the FCC on the ban.

Lawrence's tune, which, inci-

dentally has been fluffed off in so far

as publication is. concerned by most
major publishers due to its labor
angle, is to be the theme of some 20

Labor Day labor rallies all over the

country.

LEEDS BUYS WORLD

RIGHTS TO TUBBY'
Leeds Music last week purchased

the world publication rights to the
*tory of "Tubby the Tuba," about
which there rjas been so much dis-
pute lately. Leeds concluded a deal
with the writers, George Kleininger
and Paul Tripp, through their rep,
Faul Kapp, for rights to "Tubby"
outside the U. S.
Hassle over the music stems from

the fact the defunct Cosmo Records,
>«hich originally marketed "Tubby"
•n album form, claims it still holds
exclusive righta„.to the story. Writers
assert it does not, that the terms of
the contract between them has been
violated by Cosmo. Several weeks
back Decca Records recorded "Tub-

by Danny Kaye and will release
loon.

Leeds, Peer Differ

AsToWhoOwnsU.S.

Rights to 'Stairs'

Leeds Music and Ralph Peer's

Southern Music became involved in

recent weeks in a unique situation

over the ownership of U. S. rights

to the tune "Get Up Those Stairs

Madamoiselle." Some time ago

Leeds bought the tune from Wabash
Music, a New York firm, which had
taken it from two .writers who, it

was later disovered, had been in

Paris with the U. S. Army. Leeds
went ahead setting recordings of the

tune, and after several, including

Tony Pastor's Columbia version,

were marketed, found out it didn't

own the song.

It seems that Peer's Southern firm

discovered ' it was the owner of the

copyright in the U. S. due to the

fact that the original was owned by

a French affiliate. Lyric and melody
of the two tunes were identical and
Peer claimed ownership of the U. S.

copyright. Leeds had no course but

to accept Peer's claim. Clifford

Jackson and Royal Brent were the

collaborators who turned their song

over to Wabash.

Though Peer has taken over the

song, Leeds retains an interest in

it; due to the fact that Us men set

the recordings of the song so far

made, Leeds will get 50% of the

earnings of these disks. Meanwhile,

Leeds is checking into a reported

tune by the same title said to be

owned by a Belgian firm.

Armstrong's Brace Of
B.O. Records on Coast

Hollywood, Aug. 19.

Louis Armstrong's new small
combo, with Jack Teagarden, Sidney
Catlett helping on the marquee,
cracked the b.o. mark at Billy

Berg's nitery here Friday (15) and
broke it again the following night.

Combo is claimed to have gone into

percentage after only four days of

the full week. Band is getting

$3,500 plus.

Armstrong was signed for his first

west coast concert. He works in

Pasadena Sept, 9 for jazz promoter
Gener Normal for $2,500 against a

50% split.

Disk Sale Slump Makes But Slight

Dent in Majors Royalty Statements

Berle Adams to Cling

To Talent Steering

HeidtsNewMCA

Deal Stuns Biz;

Five-Year Pact
Hollywood, Aug. 19.

Horace Heidt agreed to a new
contract with Music Corp. of Amer-
ica here last week and his about
face after years hassling with the
agency stunned the band world.
Heidt's new agreement is said to be
for five years—but, it's also said to

be incomplete so far in that it's con-
tingent upon the agency securing a
radio commercial for the maestro.

Regardless of whether the con-
tract is completed or not due to'

Heidt's demand for radio work, the
circumstance of his making a deal

with MCA is what has everyone
buzzing. His feud with the agency
is of long standing and in recent
months he has told virtually every-
one who would listen, in gist, that

he wouldn't do business with MCA
if it was the last agency in the field

and he couldn't otherwise get a job.

However, Heidt, known for his

sharp business tactics, apparently
found that his beef against the
agency wasn't so important when it

ran up against his desire to go to

work and that MCA could supply
him with what he wanted. Previous-
ly, Heidt had been dickering with
Joe Glaser, head of Associated Book-
ing Corp., and Glaser for the past
month or so is said to have been on
the verge of closing a deal for ra-

dio for him—a deal stymied, it's

asserted, by Heidt's balking at cer-

tain angles of it. His subsequent
move to MCA, however, really

bowled the trade over. It's said that

Glaser may have some sort of finger

in -Heidt's MCA»deal-in -some...way,

but that's unconfirmed.

It's more than two years now
since Heidt broke up his orchestra

after refusing to continue to do busi-

ness with MCA. His long-term con-
tract then had more than year-and-
half to go and, when he couldn't get

a release, retired temporarily to

running his hotels and other real

estate.

MCA is jubilant over resigning

Heidt as much for the effect it must
have on other of its properties as

well as getting him back. In recent

months it has been going through
sharp disputes with Tommy Dorsey
and Sammy Kaye, and before that

Benny Goodman, all of whom de-

cided MCA was no longer what they

wanted in the way of agency rep-

resentation. Dorsey's argument is

amicably resolved; Kaye's probably
will be and Heidt is back on the

roster (Goodman is independently
booked). This must have an effect

on lesser names with whom the

agency might be or in the future will

have trouble.-

Chicago, Aug. 19.

Berle Adams is continuing as a

talent manager exclusively as soon

as he can dispose of his stock in

Mercury Records. He was in New
York recently in connection with

the possible sale of the stock as well

as for the opening of Louis Jordan,

at the Troubador Club.

Adams, chairman of the Mercury

director board until he clashed with

4 Despite the slump in disk sales,

which began late in April and
mounted sharply as summer ap-
proached, all of the major recording
companies have turned out healthy
royalty statements for music pub-
lishers for the second quarter of the
year. Columbia and Decca deliv-
ered theirs last week and RCA-Vic-
tory, whose quarters end one month
before the others, dispatched state-
ments several weeks back. Between
them, it's estimated the three com-
panies turned up somewhere be-r

tween $1,600,000 and $1,750,000 for
payment to publishers, which isn't

too far off the pace of preceding
quarters.

Victor and Columbia both paid
approximately $500,000 in royalties

other officials of the compai . over f(lr tne perio
"

d> victor slightly" high-
the matter of granting more favor

able terms to artist coutractee.j, said

that, he had been offered Chicago
money for the formation of another
record company but that even if he
were inclined to consider such a

move he wouldn't go into details un-
til he had closed for his Mercury in-

terests. In any event, he added, his

present leaning Was for the talent

management idea only.

ASCAP Sets July

Record; Income

Tops $1,00010!)
Poor business being experienced

all over the country by night clubs

and other ever-changing sources of

revenue for the American Society of

Composers, Authors and Publishers
hasn't hurt th& Society's income

—

at least not yet. ASCAP's collec-

tions for the month of July set a

new record. Total was over
$1,000,000 for the first time in its

history.

July's collections indicate that

the Society's third quarter income
may surpass the second three-

months. .For that period the organi-

zation's
v

distributable revenue
amounted to slightly over $2,000,000,

which was a new record.

er, while Decca's statement was
somewhere in the neighborhood of
$400,000 overall. That Decca was off

more than the others is indicated by
its earnings statement of last week
covering the first six months of this

year (ending June 30). Company
cited earnings of $889,150 after set-
ting aside $592,000 for estimated in-
come taxes. This compared with
the $967,500 profit for the same pe-
riod of 1946, indicates, but doesn't
prove, a business drop. Shareholders
earned $1.14 per this year as against
$1.24 last. There are 776,650 pieces
of Decca capital stock outstanding.
While the majors—those who are

adequately equipped—with a classi-
cal line, which, incidentally., hasn't
slumped much, if at all—continued
to hold up their end during the pe-
riod which saw the slump that is

now beginning to ease, take hold, the
many indie disk firms weren't so
fortunate. Capitol, which hasn!t yet
hit music publishers with their sec-
ond quarter statement, was hurt by
the sales slump to some extent, but
Majestic, Mercury and many others
were the most seriously slapped.
Majestic* which has been paying
publisher royalties a quarter in ar-
.rears, for example, fell farther be-
hind this quarter.

Hutchens to Mercury
Chicago. Aug. 19.

Les Hutchens has been named
head of Mercury Records' folk tune

division. He was recently with the

Tennessee Music Corp. and before

that with WSM's (Nashville) "Grand

Old Opry."

Hutchens will continue to live in

Nashville.

Ed Fishman Invited

To Air His Side Of

AFM Beef to Intl Bd.

Booker Ed Fishman, long disen-

franchised by American Federation

of Musicians for unexplained rea-

sons, has been invited to attend the

next session .of the international

board of union at Blackstone hotel.

Chicago, Sept. 9 for long-awaited

hearing. Bid came direct from
James C. Petrillo for Fishman to re-

late his side of license revocation

that for two years has kept him from
booking musicians.

Heretofore, AFM headquarters

stood by local 47's arbitrary decision

on Fishman, referring all corres-

pondence back to chapter here. At

one time, Fishman was preparing

suit vs AFM to recover his license,

but so far nothing has come of the

move.

WB Okays M-G,

Clips Majestic
Warner Bros, music publishing

firms and M-G-M Records have
made their peace and the former's
demand for the full 2c. statutory
'i"dy"ati^ftle^f*ev«ry M-G-M "disk

"

made of a WB song has been re-
laxed. Thus it seems that WB
actually had placed the 2c royalty
demand on M-G-M executives
despite their denial of it (cited in
last week's Variety) and WB's re-
luctance to make an admission.
WB's beef with M-G-M which led

to the statutory rate demand is still

clouded as to details, but it's as-
serted to have been over the pub-
lishing company's disagreement with
the assignment of its plug tunes to

artists on the new label. There's
little question either that the .argu-
ment was resolved the way WB
wanted it in view of the power of
its three catalog^. Firms in the
.Troup—Harms, Inc., Witmark and
Rcmick—form the strongest music
combine in the publishing business.

WB has had the same hassles in

the past with RCA-Victor and Co-
lumbia labels and in each case won
its point, to some extent if not en-
tirely. Soon after resolving the
M-G-M argument last week, it got
into another—this time with Majes-
tic Records.

Majestic's troubles with WB stem
from a disagreement over the re-
cording of the new tune "Deep Val-
ley." Majestic apparently doesn't see

first recording7on' which' Miss Sta'f- I

eJ e 10 «' ith WB '

S hp-ad
-
Herman

Majestic Comes Up With

Its Own 'Mystery' Gal

On 'Heartbeat Song'
Hollywood, Aug. 19.

Majestic Records, awa*e of the

claimed push given Red Ingle's Capi-

tol disking of "Timtayshun" by the

process of momentarily keeping the

identity of its vocalist (Jo Stafford)

a secret, is attempting the same
gimmick, but in a different way.
Majestic recently recorded a tune
here called "The Heartbeat Song"
and fed into the master along with a

vocal and musical background is the

amplified heartbeat of a "Hollywood
femme star."

Artie Wayne wrote the tune and
he sings it on the disk accompanied
by Paul Baron's orchestra. Majestic

hopes to stir up controversy as to

which of Hollywood's dainties sup-

plied the heartbeat and is preparing

a campaign of some sort following
which the femme will be unveiled.

Capitol, incidentally, i.s repeating

the "mystery" singer idea
. on Red

Ingle's second disking, "Them Durn
Fool Things," a special arrangement
of "Those Foolish Things." In addi-

tion to pressing their luck with the !

ford was listed as "Cinderella G.

Stump," the idea of repet't'on gets

the company and Ingle off the hook.
It's pointed out that Miss Stafford's

vocal was in a large measure respon-
sible for the success of the disk

—

and she isn't on that second record.

So, to avoid the possibility that

Ingle's new-found popularity might
suffer without her the second "mys-
tery" gal is being introduced.

Starr, in the matter of being told
what must be done with the song.

REX STEWART'S JAZZ

SERIES IN ICELAND
Rex Stewart, trumpeter formerly

with Duke Ellington, is taking a
jazz group to Iceland for a series of

concerts for the Jazz Club of Ice-

land. Stewart leaves New York Sept.
15 and will do a series of dates for

two weeks in Rekajevik, which may
lead into other bookings there.

Hollywood, Aug. 19. Stewart is taking with him a six-

Erskine Hawkins' orchestra will
j

piece group plus a girl vocalist,

come to Coast next month for first . Lineup so far includes Sandy Wil-
trek here in nearly three years. Moe linms. trombone; Johnny Harris,
Gale agency is now digging dates.

[
clarinet; Jimmy Tanner or Rodger

Tentatively pencilled is Sept. 23 Ramirez, picno. and Honey Johnson,
week at Million Dollar theatre ' singer. Other spots are to be filled.

Hawkins Heads West
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Music Notes
Saul Bourne in Hollywood confabbing with Mike Gould, Coast rep of

Bourne and ABC music companies,. .. .Frances Wayne etches four for

Exclusive Records today (Wed.) . . . .Frankie Laine signed by Standard
Transcriptions. .. .Bill McCall, prexy of 4 Star Records, Coast odd-label,

in New York .... Butch Stone inked by Majestic Records King Cole,

Jack Smith, Margaret Whiting and Pied Pipers waxing for Capitol this

week.,. Mischa Bakaleinikoff scoring Columbia's upcoming film, "The
Prince of Thieves" Lee Finburgh, Hollywood head of BVC, on tune-
touting trek through Pacific Northwest. .. .Tommy Dorsey, Dennis Day
and Johnny Tyler have recording sessions this week for RCA-Victor on
Coast. . . .Lionel Hampton sliced four sides for Decca last week. .'. .Last was
a busy week for Columbia Records' Hollywood office. Frank Sinatra,

Woody Herman, Nelson Eddy, Rise Stevens, Duke Ellington and Dinah
Shore each etched four disks. Date was first for the Duke under his new
Col pact Leo Diamond pacted for year by Vitacoustics label; will do 16
sides, first on Aug. 25, before heading for Honolulu date. . . .Bill Sexton,
Coast rep of Burke-Van Heusen, back at his stand after N. Y. trip

Foy Willing and Dale. Evans waxed four sides each for Majestic on Coast
over weekend Jack McClean orch sliced two disks for Coast Records
in Hollywood before heading eastward on one-niters this week Cass
County Boys sessioned for Variety Records over weekend .... Helen For-
rest cut four faces for M-G-M over weekend, backed by Harold Mooney
orchestra Reah Sadowsky platterihg another four for Enterprise
Records George Morrison has left Capitol Records' Hollywood office
to join Exclusive as assistant promotion manager. .. .Jerry Johnson, pro-
fessional manager of Southern Music, Coasting in two weeks to see Nat
Winecoff, Hollywood chief of firm Don Payne and1 Jean De Paul have
•cleffed a title song for RKO's "Your Red Wagon," which Marie Bryant
will chirp in film.

BENEKE-HAYNES TO

LAUNCH MUSIC FIRM
Hollywood, Aug. 19.

Tex Beneke and Don Haynes, man-
ager of the Beneke-Glenn Miller or-

chestra, are forming a music com-

pany. New organization will be

labeled Owl Music Co.

Outfit probably will be headquar-
tered here, where Haynes stays an-
chored. No staff has been selected.

Ormandy Will Baton At
Marg Truman's Bowl Bow

Hollywood, Aug. 19.

Eugene Ormandy will conduct for

Margaret Truman when President's

daughter makes her local debJt at

the Hollywood Bswl Aug. 23.

Ormandy, conductor of the Phila-
delphia Symphony, currently is

doing a series of guest conductor
chores for Bowl. He replaces Wil-
liam Steinberg, originally slated for

prestige assignment.

Loewe, Alters Guest

With Toronto Symph
Toronto, Aug. 19.

Frederick Loewe, who cleffed the

"Brigadoon" music, and Franz Al-
ters, who conducts the Broadway
musical, will be guest-artists with
the Toronto Philharmonic (U. of

Toronto stadium summer series)

Aug. 28.

Allers will be guest conductor and
will feature Goldmark's "Sakuntala"
overture and Smetana's "Bohemian
Suite." Loewe, as guest pianist, will

play Liszt's "Concerto No. 2 in A
Major" and "Brigadoon Rhapsody,"
a medley of his current show tunes,

with full orchestra support.

Band Reviews

U Cuts Dept.
Continued from page 5

mander, is currently on the Coast
and returns to New York two weeks
hence.

Talent, Story Pepts.

Overseas Feel Axe
Fine-toothcombing in the interest

of economy b'eing given by film com-
panies to their U. S. establishments
is also being felt abroad. British

tax situation and accompany b.o.

decline in this country has been re-

flected in slashes in London story

departments of at least two com-
panies. Several other studios lopped
off their English literary scouts as

long, as six months ago.

Columbia and Universal have done
complete cutting jobs since the Brit-

ish crisis developed. They are cur-

tailing their coverage of books and
plays, with just a skeleton crew to

forward properties to the U. S. for

synopsizing and judging. In charge
for Col was Michael Storm, while
Robert Lantz headed the U setup,

which included liaison duties with
J. Arthur Rank. Lantz remains un-
der contract and will be given a

new assignment.

Warner Bros, and Samuel Gold-
wyn both eliminated their London
story departments about six months
ago. They depend on the New York
correspondents of British agents to

keep them aware of available ma-
terial.

Other companies, according to

homeoffices, have no intention of

shuttering their London scouting
headquarters. They include Para-
mount, with Frank Farley in charge;
20th-Fox, with Archie Ogden run-
ning the office; RKO, where Mrs.
Sheila Campbell handles literary

material under'-supervision of talent-

story-production chief Jack Votion;
and Metro, where Kathleen Bourne
serves under Ben Goetz.

Rank is also reported from London
as contracting his story department.
Sir Alexander Korda declared he is

planning no changes, on the basis
that he has a $7,000,000 releasing
contract with 20th-Fox in this coun-
try.

Briefs From Lots
Continued from page 7

Raft's pal in "Race Street" at RKO
. . . Pete Smith's "Football Thrills

No. 10" goes into release Sept. 10

with the opening of the grid season
. . . Louis Hayward signed for one
of the five top roles in "Prelude to
Night," first venture of Producing
Artists, Inc. . . . Johnny Imisano
checked in as technical advisor on
fight sequences in "The Red Pony"
at Republic . . . Endre Bohem wound
up his first production on the Para-
mount lot, "Night Has a Thousand
Eyes," co-starring Edward G. Rob-
inson, Gail Russell and John Lund.

David Butler will direct "The Last
Fling," to be produced by Alex Gott-
lieb at Warners . . . "The Legend of
Black Bart" is the new tag on "Black
Bart, Highwayman," at Universal-
International . . . Melvyn Douglas
bought "You Were Away," authored
by George Surdcz, for indie produc-
tion . . . William Frawley drew a
loan shark role in "Blondie's Anni-
versary" at Columbia . . . Sterling
Holloway started "Mass of Muscle,"
the first of his new series of comic
shorts at Columbia . . . Al Kelley
draws the director stint on "Slippy
McGee," a Lou Brock production at
Republic . . . Arthur Lyons signed
Hugh MacMullan as story chief for
Producing Artists Corp. ...
As a result of the British tax,!

George Pal whittled the budget on
his forthcoming production, "Tom
Thumb," from $1,500,000 to $1,100,000.
Idea, Pal explained, was to adjust
the budget to the American market
without any bundles from Britain.

LOUIS ARMSTRONG ORCH. («).

Billy Berg's, Hollywood
That perennial young man with

the golden horn is back. This time
it's with a small hot combo that plays
in the authentic riverboat tradition.

Due for club and concert dates, the
Armstrong orchestra will be a sure-
fire money maker because, apart
from OI' Satchmo at his best, it is

studded with b.o. names in the jazz

field.

Sharing the spotlight, with Arm-
strong are Jack Teagarden, Barney
Bigard and Sid Cjitiett. Rounding
out the crew solidly are 88'er Dick
Carey and Morty Cobb on bass.

For his opening here, Armstrong
played hour-long sets and even those
weren't long enough to satisfy a
packed house. They clamored for
more. The w.k.'s take their turns
on the breaks and Armstrong and
big T take care of the vocals, in-

dividually and as a team on some
better known pieces.

Armstrong is playing' again as he
played several years ago, with im-
agination, a sharp attack and great
technique. Teagarden too seems to

be getting more and more out of

the sliphorn and the duo, whether
vocalizing or instrumentalizing are
unbeatable. Bigard on the clarinet
and Catlett on the drums round out
the more famed part of the combo,
both clicking easily and solidly.

Their solo offerings were all too
short opening night.

Carey' and Cobb handle the rhy-
thm chores neatly, though neither
is featured.

Armstrong's new crew makes its

bow from the very top of the hot
jazz heap ami the scheduled concert
tour undoubtedly is going to swell
the ranks of the afficionados.

Kop.

TOMMY SHERIDAN ORCH (12)
With Lorayne
Muehlebach Hotel, K. C.
One of the newer bands in the

midwest, TonlmySheridan crew is

playing its first stand in this area
with a month in the Terrace Grill,
Muehlebach hotel. It's a young crew, •

put together in Milwaukee more ,

than a year ago.

Sheridan, at the piano, is some-
what known from his years with the
Lawrence Welk crew. He veers a
bit from the standard with an in-
strumentation of five reeds, three
trumpets, guitar, string bass and
drums. He calls on the large reed sec-
tion for depth. and fullness, high-
lighting its specialties with flute

i

work. Trumpets are generally muted
'

and called on for a minimum of lead
work.

.

Emphasis on the piano, electric
guitar, bass, clarinet and flutes gives
crew flavor off the path usually
beaten by bands here, and shows a
considerable versatility. Basis of the
library is pops considerably rounded
by,,novelties and specialties. Sheri-
dan is 'getting' a"Idrbf"aft'enTr6H •from"
patrons for his large bag of oldies.
Basically band is a two-beat crew,
but rhakes its main concern the
danceable, softer side of arrange-
ments.

Sheridan carries the versatility
into the vocal department with
Lorayne as featured songstress. Bob
Art (drummer) for novelty chants, \

Jimmy Campbell (trumpet) for tenor I

ballading, Dave Heser (bass) for !

bantoning, and a male trio of Art
Campbell and himself. All bold up
their assignments acceptably.
Crew could be a bit more' careful .

about springing its intricate novel- :

ties with too many dancers on the
floor, making for poor pacing. Other-
wise orchestra fits nicely into this
spot, and should be okay for similar
spots, clubs and ballrooms Quia.

LENNY HERMAN ORCH (5)
Astor Roof, N. Y.
This five-man combo, formerly led

by Dick Kuhn, is known dn the Roof
during the summer season as a "re-
lief combo" and is featured in street,
level rooms during the winter
WhUe it works relief for the names
on the Roof, this Herman combo
holds its own with anything the
Astor management can dig up from
among the expensive combos, as far
as entertainment and forthright
danceability is concerned (that's no
reflection on Sammy Kaye's crack
sweet combo, which is doing a swell
job of its own ). »

Relief combos in too many in-
stances are just so much 'fill-in noisa
and some spots are dispensing with
them. Not so the Herman group. It
is one of the finest five-man herds
available—for any purpose. It de-
livers in any category and all of its
material is excellently played, from
a musical standpoint. Few contem-
poraries develop the enthusiastic
beat achieved in every tempo at-
tempted and the proof of the pud-
ding is» in the number of people
hoofing it while Kaye's group takes
time out.

Herman's outfit consists of drums,
piano, bass, tenor, accordion (latter
doubles marimba). This instrumen-
tation produces smooth ballads,
novelties, latin tempi, and anything
else on the musical horizon, neatly
tied together by solo, duo and trio
vocals and served in a manner that's
hard to resist. Its members rate a
nod for excellence. Wood.
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Les Brown Gets Band

Slot on Bob Hope Show
Hollywood, Aug. 19.

Les Brown's orchestra was handed
the assignment for the Bob Hope
radio show here last week while his
manager, Joe Glaser, Associated
Booking head, was in town. Band
tees off with Hope on Sept. 23 in the
usual 10-JO.-30 slot on NBC.
This is Brown's first shot at big-

time network radio and it affords
him the opportunity to live at his
home here in Beverly Hills. He's
been wanting to stay in ibis area for
some time.

MURRAY BAKER
SUGGESTS FOR YOUR PROGRAM

YOU'RE

A
SWEETHEART

Music by . . .

JIMMY MeHVGH
ROBBINS MUSIC CORP.

Wm, Morris Books Valdes
Into MCA's San P. Spot

Hollywood, Aug. 19.
William Morris agency has crashed

into the heretofore private preserve
of Music Corp. of America, and
booked Miguelito Valdes' new
orchestra into Fairmount hotel San
Francisco, for four stanzas, starting
Sept. 16. This is the first time In
more than 17 years that any agency
other than MCA ever has spotted a
crew in the site. Morris' Coast
band-booker Jack Archer made the
kill.

For more than a year GAC and
Morris have been angling to get a
foot in the door at the Fairmount.

SMOKE!
SMOKE!
SMOKE!

(That Cigarette)

AMERICAN MUSIC. INC.
MMMt Sunset Blvd., Cittrrt Konirro

Hollywood 46, Cat. 5(1 W. 42 SI., N.V.C.

Cue?
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ArgentineBan on Disks, Radios, Music

Cues Fear for Biz Setups' Future
Montevideo, Aug. 12. +

Extravagant expenditure arid

•hortage of dollar exchange has led

the Argentine economic czar, Miguel

Miranda,- "wno heads the Argentine

Economic Council, to decree drastic

cuts in imports, eliminating com-
pletely all inflow of radio receivers,

pianos, phonograph records, musical

instruments and sheet music. •

At end of the recent war, many
new Argentine import firms had been

get up to import a great variety of

articles which were in short supply.

The new restrictions will cause great

hardship amongst those firms and
in a 'great many co-related busi-

nesses. Record importers are espec-

ially hard hit. Odeon and RCA-
Victor have their local factories,

which do a big turnover and export

to the other Latin-American coun-
tries, but there are many types of

disks which are not produced by the

local setups because of the more
limited demand. Record dealers did

a brisk trade in these, and many of

them imported for their own ac-

count.

Scarcity of concert grands and of

all types of pianos (not manufac-
tured in the country) has seriously

affected concert managements and
radio outlets. Radio El Mundo was
dickering to purchase the Steinway
imported by plane "in transit" for

Artur Rubinstein's Buenos. Aires
concerts, and it is not yet known
whether the suspension of imports
will affect this deal. Steinway had
6hipped a piano for Rubinstein by
cargo boat, but due to congestion in

the port of Buenos Aires, the ship

was unable to dock and unload the
instrument in time for the opening
concert. Consequently Steinway
chipped a second piano by plane, the
first piano to reach South America
by air.

Sheet music publishers are hard
hit, but local composers applaud the
restrictions in the belief that they

will benefit from these. Leaders of

top jazz' combos, however, find the

restrictions on sheet music irksome.

Beneke Cops Del Poll

Duke; Sinatra, Whiting,

King Cole Also Score
Detroit, Aug. 19.

Smash interest was shown in the
1947 annual Motor City radio poll
by WJBK here to determine the
most popular dance orchestra, male
singer, female singer and small
combo. Popularity conducted by
"Jack the Bellboy," WJBK disk

jockey here named Tex Beneke-
Glenn Miller orchestra as first place
winner trailed by Stan Kenton and
Harry James.

Frank Sinatra captured top spot

among the male singers. Perry Como
second and Andy Russell third. Bing
Crosby rated seventh. Margaret
Whiting topped the female vocalists,

with Pegg|r Lee second and Jo Staf-

ford, third. Dinah Shore was fourth.

Dorothy Shay was 10th.

Small combo ribbon went to the

King Cole Trio, which polled twice
as many votes as the Harmonicats
in second spot.

GAC Nixed Bid

For Major Stock
Syndicate composed of an undis-

closed group of men recently made
a pitch to buy the controlling stock

in General Artists Corp. Bid was
made to Bernie Miller, GAC attor-

ney, for relay to Thomas G. Rock-
well, president of the agency and
holder of all of the stock in the
company. He turned it down flatly.

Rockwell is on the Coast, working
out of GAC's Hollywood office and
living at his Monrovia home. He's
been west since early summer and
probably won't be back to New York
before Labor Day.

Jack Robbins Purchases

Walter Fuller Catalog
Jack Robbins last week purchased,

the Walter Fuller music catalog,

consisting mostly of jazz instru-

mental written by Dizzy Gillespie,

Buddy Johnsone, et al. Acquisition

forms the fifth catalog Robbins has

built or bought since selling out his

interests in the Robbins, Feist, Mil-

ler combine to Metro films, his part-

ner, and going into biz for himself.

Robbins, incidentally, last week
signed Raymond Burroughs, Colum-
bia U. music prof, who developed
the "American Way" method of

teaching piano. He's the guy Life

mag recently devoted ,a spread to.

Burroughs will do piano methods
for folio publication by Robbins.

TED WEEMS BOOKED

FOR THEATRE PATES
Ted Weems' orchestra, which re-

ceived a strong b.o. shot via the re-

vival of his old "Heartaches" disking

on Decca and RCA-Victor records,

is set for a long string of theatres as

a result. Weems is booked at major
houses for eight weeks, starting

Sept. 15 at Palace theatre, Columbus,
and running through Dayton, Cleve-
land, Cincinnati, Indianapolis, Akron,
and the RKO Boston, week of Nov.
13. Others are being negotiated, in-

cluding a date in New York.

Since the "Heartaches" disk, mas-
ters of which were held by both
Decca and Victor, Weems secured a

recording contract with the Mercury
label.

Capitols Success-Or How 3 New

Disk Names Hold Oil a Sales Slump

ASCAP Coast Meet Set
American Society of Composers,

Authors and Publishers has sched-
uled its annual meeting with the

Coast member-contingent for Sept.

11. Affair will be held this year at

the Beverly Wilshire hotel, Beverly
Hills,, and will include the usual
meeting and dinner.

Only Deems Taylor, ASCAP pres-
ident, and Johnny O'Connor, chair-

man of the Society's executive board,
are due at the moment to go west
for the confab.

Desi Arnaz Musicians

Sue Bus Co. for 336G

As Result of Crash
Chicago, Aug. 19.

Suit by 17 members of the Desi
Arnaz orchestra was filed in Chi-
cago federal district court last week
asking $336,000 for injuries allegedly
suffered when a chartered bus, in

which they were riding struck an-
other bus near Rolling Praiie, Inf.,

July 8. Complaint claims that ma-
chine owned by defendant Checker-
way Charter Coach Co., Chi., was
being driven at an excessive speed
rate when the crash occurred.

Largest amount asked for in the
suit—$100,000—is being sought by
Charles Harris, who claims that he
received permanent injuries to head,
eyes, and body. Harris is still hos-
pitalized. Among the others suing
are: Ralph Felices, $75,000r Joseph
Miller, $50,000, and Roger E. Haller,

$25,000. Thirteen other band mem-
bers combined seek an additional

$86,000.

West Coast Sheet

Sales in 50% Dive
Hollywood, Aug. 19.

West Coast sheet music sales fig-

ures have dived approximately 50%,
the worst slump jobbers in this area
have experienced in 15 years, they
say. Current totals are gauged to be
at least 10% below the previous bot-
tom level of September, 1946.

There are two prices for music
here. Music stores deriving their
earnings strictly from sheet music
and allied products are charging 40c
a copy whereas the chain stores

—

Woolworth's and Kresge's—are ask-
ing the same old 35c tap or three for
a dollar.

Capitol Records, which wai
launched during the early days of th«
war—an inopportune time due to
materials shortages, etc.—and sub-
sequently was driven into major
ranking by a combination of luck
and aggressiveness by Glenn Wal-
lichs, Buddy DeSylva and Johnny
Mercer, apparently hasn't lost it»

rabbit's foot.

During the past couple months,
with record sales on the decline and
any indie company, such as Capitol,
which didn't have a classical line or
a heavy standard catalog figuring to

be seriously hurt, Cap made its own
break. It came up with two hither-
to unknown artists and another pre-
viously confined to westerns and hit

the jackpot.

Six months ago few people had
ever heard of Red Ingle or Nellie
Lutcher and few followers of popu-
lar music in national diskboxes knew
much about Tex Williams. Yet
these three names may have saved a

good part of Cap's bacon at the
sharpest point of the sales slump.

Ingle's first recording for Cap

—

"Tim Tayshun"—with Jo Stafford

under an assumed name broke for a

big hit. Then came Williams'
"Smoke, Smoke, Smoke" which, in-

stead of being strictly western, be-
came a national fave. Then came
Miss Lutcher, another completely
new artist, whose "Hurry on Down"
and "Real Gone Guy," etc., are big
sellers^ Ingle's and Williams' rec-

ords are both due to surpass Cap's
biggest previous seller in total

copies—Johnny Mercer's "Atcheson,
Topeka, Santa Fe."

Cap became a national label name
via one disk—Ella Mae Mote's "Cow
Cow Boogie" with Freddy Slack's or-

chestra. This disk put Cap into big-

time disk affairs and the company
subsequently went on to develop
its own stars such as Jo Stafford,

King Cole Trio, Stan Kenton, Mer-
cer, et al. None of these names hav«
had a really big record recently

(with the exception of Miss Staf-

ford's connection with the " Ingle
disk). It took three names to hold

I off the slump.
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Bands at Hotel B.O.'s
Lovers lotnl

Week* Past Coven
Band ItoH-l Played Week OirDate

Skinnay Ennis... Astor Roof (850; $1-$1.25)... 1 3,350 3,350

JackFina Waldorf (400; $2) 2 2,900 8,925

Skitch Henderson. Pennsylvania (500; $1-$1.50) 8 1,400 13,675

Jerry Wald* New Yorker (400; $1-$1.50) 3 1,100 4,150

Johnny Pineapple. Lexington (300; $1-$1.50) ...40 725 37,150

*lce Revue at New Yorker.

Wednesday, August 20, 1947

a. Chicago
Del Courtney (Marine Room, Edgewater Beach; 1,100; $1.50-$2.50 min.).

Temperature leveling and Beachwalk back in groove with 13,500 covers.

Freddie Nagel (Empire Room, Palmer; 650; $3.50 min.). Some 3,300

•dmishes.

Benny Strong (Boulevard Room, Stevens; 550; $3.50 min.). Getting

convention rush; neat 4,000.

Charlie Ventura (College Inn, Sherman; 900; $2-$3.50 min.). Disk Jockey

Assn. and American Legion headquartering at hotel. Clark Dennis in top

•pot; 5,100.

Los Angeles

Eddy Howard (Ambassador; 900; $1-?1.50). Wangled a strong 2,600

covers. Pace excellent all summer. .
'•

. .

Russ Morgan (Biltmore; 900; $1-$1.50). Finding it tough to lure 'em

into the steaming downtown area; flabby 1,400 tabs.

British Best Sheet SeOers J„sye QrcheSlraS-Music

Location Jobs, Not in Hotels

(Chicago)

Marty Gould (Chez Paree; 650; $350 min.). Danny Thomas nearing

windup with staggering 6,400. '
;

Henry King (Aragon; $0.90-$1.15 adm.)

week; 18,100.

Bay Pearl (Blackhawk; 500; $2.50

obiective. Big 2,700.

Teddy Phillips (Trianon; $0.90-$1.15 adm.). .
Phillips' first week drew

plump 17,900. -

Buddy Shaw (Latin Quarter; 700; $2.50. min.)

interim show Wednesday (13); 4,800 covers.

Ballrooms getting big play this

min.). Another heavy convention

Ben Blue opened in

(.Week Ending Aug. 7)

• London, Aug. 8.

Now Is the Hour. .Keith, Prowse
Souvenirs Wright

Gal in Calico Feldman
People Will Say ChappeU
Mam'selle F. D. & H.

Sorrento Ricordi

Sun in the Morning Berlin

Old Spanish Trail Maurice
Marianne Southern

They Say It's Wonderful. .Berlin

Galway Bay Box & Cox
A Little Tenderness. . . .Connelly

Second 12
Heartaches Connelly

Time After Time.... Ed. Morris

Little Dutch Mill Dash
Anniversary Song .Connelly

How Lucky You Are Kassner

April Showers Chappell

Donegal Leeds

Violetta Dix
You Went Away Box & Cox
Stars Will Remember...Feldman

Harriet Keith Prowse
Never Too Late Mend . Strauss-M

Entertainer Stanley Kramer, now at the El Morocco, Montreal, handles

a lot of strings to manipulate the marionnettes which- are part of his act,

but he is still bested by American Federation of Musicians head James C.

Petrillo. Kramer uses recorded music to accompany his dancing or singing

dolls and also when he pantomimes, with faces and gestures, Al Jolson,

Berry Hutton ana Jerry Colonna. Petrillo figures no musician should be

put out of work by a phonograph record but he recognizes, however, that

it was impossible for the Kramers (Stan, Pop and Mom) to carry an

orchestra with them around the country. So Petrillo arranged a solu-

tion by simply making one of the Kramers a musician. Now Mrs. Kramer
carries an AFM card for the sole purpose of having the authority to play

the records.

Crack made once by a rival jockey that Ted Husing was established on
WHN, New York, as a disk-spinner solely to feature M-G-M records when
they hit the market has had a reverse effect. It has made Husing lean

backwards away from the use of the new label's disks despite the fact

that WHN is owned by Loew's, Inc., which also owns the Metro film com-
pany and the M-G-M label. Husing rarely if ever is caught with a M-G-M
disk on his turntable. While the trade feels that Husing could without
kickback give.the label owned by his employers even more than an even
break, the rival jock's remark apparently has made him shun the subsid's

disks almost completely.

(Los Angeles)

Jack Barrows (Aragon, B, Ocean Park 11th wk). Carlos Molina crew

•hared stand over weekend, but pace didn't accelerate; 4.800 customers.

Tommy Dorsey (Casino Gardens, B, Ocean Park, 11th wk.). Stout 9,000

admishes.

Frankie Carle (Palladium, B, Hollywood, 4th wk.). Pace perked with

dropping temperatures; satisfactory 9,200 customers.

I
I

1
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Phil Brito, In Romm

Split, Singer Paying

$13,500 to Get Out
Phil Brito and Leonard Romm, his

manager for the past few years,

parted company last week (13).

Papers legally separating the two

were signed coincident with the pay-

ment by Brito to Romm of a sum

claimed, to be $13,5(10. • Singer is now
negotiating for a new' manager.

Brito is working various clubs

throughout the country at the mo-

ment; he opens at the El Morocco,

Montreal, Aug. 25, for two weeks,

then to Borsilino Club, Cleveland,

Sept. 8 for two weeks and Glenn's

I Rendezvous, Newport, Ky., Oct. 17

for two weeks. He recently re-

newed a recording contract with

Musicraft Records.

Dailey-Bands
Continued from page 41J

When Tonight

Is Just a Memory
By BENNIE BENJAMIN

And GEORGE WEISS

OXFORD MUSIC CORP.
George Joy, Pres.

1619 B'woy • New York 19

ably has a lot to do with the gradual

and almost unnoticeable surge in

recent months by piano bands. For
some years, attention had been cen-

tered on trumpet, trombone and
jump sax playing maestroes. Now
the pendulum is swinging and it's

due to the desire of the kids for

dance bands that play dance music.
Skitch Henderson, Jack Fina (who
sprang from Freddy Martin's combo,
essentially a "piano band" though
Martin plays sax), Murray Arnold,
another Martin alumus, are only
some of the better known piano
leaders lately organized. Bade fur-

ther is the greatly increased popu-
larity of Frankie Carle, Carmen
Cavallaro, etc.

Aussie Music, Disk

Sales Problems Cited

By Sutherland, Whitford

Australian record sales have not

risen in proportion to the U.S. disk

boom, says George Sutherland, prexy

of the Aussie music publishing firm

of Allan & Co., in New York on a

visit, accompanied by Claude Whit-

ford, company director and manager

of its Adelaide branch. Sutherland,

whose firm also operates retail music
outlets in Australian key cities, at-

tributed . the small platter sales

volume to the high import duty on
foreign made disks and meagre do-

mestic production.

Sutherland pointed out that a rec-

ord retailing in the U. S. at 75c costs

the Aussie customer about $1.75,

much beyond the range of most buy-
ers. Current platter production, he
said, is. limited to one pressing plant

which makes disks for His Master's

Voice, (RCA:
Victor) Columbia and

also presses under license for Decca
and a few other labels..

During the war the government
tied up raw materials and more re-

cently production has been ham-
pered by labqr difficulties. He as-

serted that during the war, Aussie

also had its sales boom but were
faced with empty dealers shelves.

"Australian musical tastes are

-fai rly.jclo.se. to_ those of the .V. _S^'_

Sutherland said, "and our market re-

flects U. S. leaning about 12 months
later. The public has grown tired of

sophisticated rhythms and is revert-

ing to simpler styles. Spanish music,

however, has found little favor." He
was particularly impressed with
America's development of music ap-

preciation in the schools and said

that it was a 'toodel for the world."

Sutherland, reputedly the "oldest

Aussie music publisher" whose firm

celebrates its 100th anniversary in

another three years, pointed out that

his country faces a music sales prob-
lem peculiar to that area. He ex-
plained that Australian radio, for

the most part, is of "purely local

nature" and music broadcast there
does not reach the audience satura-

tion point that's possible via the
American networks. Hence sales

staffs spread their efforts over all

avenues of exploitation.

Sutherland and Whitford expect
to remain in N. Y. until the end of

August to conclude deals with U. S.

publishers. They'll also visit instru-

ment manufacturers and plan to go
through the midwest and the Coast
before returning to Aussie. Prior to

coming here 4he pair spent two
months in Holland, Belgium, Czecho-
slovakia, France, Italy and England.

Whitford said that musical instru-
ments are scarce in Aussie due to

import difficulties.

Power of the disk jockey is further cited by Bill Anson's ballad "When
I Write My Song." Through constant plugging by Anson, a Hollywood
disk jockey, and occasional use by other local spinners, song has gone as

high as number three oh the Southern California juke box bests, up to 23
on national bests and has hit top 15 in "record sales in Los Angeles. Ditty

has had only one live air plug to date—by Herb Jeffries on the King Cole
show. Jeffries waxed song for Exclusive about three months ago and up
until last week, when John Lorenz' platter was released, he had the only
disk available. Tune has since been waxed by Buddy Clark and Xavier
Cugat for Columbia.

The Vatican Singers, a group of 54 vocalists selected from Catholic
churches in Rome, which recently opened an American tour with appear-
ances at the Polo Grounds and Ebbets Field, is said to have just about
broken even t>n those appearances. That was made possible by conces- •

sionaires, who sold souvenir booklets, also song books which contained
the religious numbers comprising the program. Unders*.ood the conces-
sion men paid $7<,500 in advance for the rights and were reported to have
gone into the red, as attendance in New York and elsewhere was not up to
expectations.

Add M-G-M recording company officials to the list of people convinced
that late night remote broadcasts by bands are at the bottom of the list

insofar as exploitation mediums are concerned, whereas such wires were
once top dog. When M-G-M sent out fliers and publicity material on
Barron after he was signed1 and his first recordings were due on the
market, disk distribs disturbed M-G somewhat by inquiring, "who is Blue
Barron"? This after Barron had spent months on the air from the Edison
hotel, New York, broadcasting many times weekly. Regardless, Barron's
initial disking for M-G-M of Santly-Joy's "Chi-Baba," is a strong seller.

. : f . . a

T.D., Jack Johnstone

Agree to Disagree

On Music Pub Deal
Negotiations between Tommy Dor-

sey and Jack Johnstone, whereby
the latter might have resumed his

former position as head of T. D.'s

Embassy Music, have broken down.
All signals are off completely be-
tween the two and Johnstone is now
dickering for a new spot. Final
agreement to disagree occurred
when Johnstone flew to the Coast
for conferences with the leader.

Due to the above circumstances,
it's not known' whether T. D. will

reactivate his Embassy firm. He
was scheduled to renew operations
next month with a song taken from
Sammy Slept.

Musicraffs Bank Loan

Of $200,000 Completed
Musicraft Records finally got its

financial situation straightened out
once and for all last week when it

got the remainder of the long-sought
coin from the Marine Midland Bank.
Latter had promised a loan of
$200,000 to aid in the financial re
organization of the company, but for
some time deferred putting the coin
on the line. Finally it advanced a
portion and last week the remainder.
Musicraft meanwhile has been

going ahead with recording, re
newing of artists which were un
der contract, but for which new
agreements had to be written and
otherwise preparing to make a new
attack on establishing itself in the
disk business.

Hal Mclntyre's orchestra gets
shot at Post Lodge, Larchmont, N. Y.,

for four weeks, opening Sept. 1 for
two weeks with options. Marshall
Young orchestra is current and may
return following Mclntyre.

GOODBYE,
MY LADY LOVE
Featured in 20th, Century-Fox's

"I Wonder Who's Kiuing Her Now"

BLUE
Broken Hearted)

MARY LOU

(And

MILLS MUSIC, INC.
1619 Broadway . New York 19

Our Number ONE Song
On* of the Happiest Songs

THE BACHELOR
AND THE

BOBBY-SOXER
o

From "One of the happiest

pictures ever" —Mirror

Orchestration by

Will Hudson
now ready

PflULL -PIONEER MUSIC CORP.
(*- a- •<..:. New if* • N Y.

THANKS

3 LOOSE NUTS

EDDIE and GEORGE
TAILORS TO THE STARS

Smart attire for Acta and Bonds

When In the Cost Call or Wire

tor Representative with Samples

SOS 8. Brand St., Milla.

rhonet FEneypacker 5-1056

A TOP HIT— COAST TO COAST

"ALMOST LIKE IN LOVE"
From the Smash Musical Success "BRIGADOON" e Lyrics by ALAN JAY LERNER e Music by FREDERICK LOEWE

SAM FOX PUBLISHING COMPANY - New York • Chicago • Los Angeles
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Songs With Largest Radio Audiences
The top 31 songs of the week, based on the copyrighted Audience Cov-

erage Index Survey o1 Popular Music Broadcast over Radio Networks.
Published by the Office of Research, Inc., Dr. John G. Peatman Director.

Survey Week of August 8-14, 1947

Across the Alley From the Alamo Capitol

Ain'tcha Ever'Comin' Back Sinatra »

Almost Like Being In Love— *"Brigadoon" rrV ....Fox

An Apple Blossom Wedding '.. .. Shapiro-B

As Long As I'm Dreaming—f'Welcome Stranger" .".Burke-VH

As Years Go By .. .......... ....Miller

Ask Anyone Who Knows Witmark
Cecilia ..." ABC
Chi-Baba Oxford
Come To the Mardi Gras Southern

Count Me Out '. Block

Don't Tell Me—t"Hucksters" .......... .Robbing

Echo Said "No" , , Lombardo
Every So Often ...... .... ........ Warren
Feudin' and Fightin'—f'Sons O' Guns" .Chappell

1 Wish 1 Didn't Love You So—f'Perils of Pauline" .Paramount

I Wonder I Wonder 1 Wonder ....... . , .Robbins *

1 Wonder Who's Kissing Her Now—t"l Wonder Now" E. B. Marks
lvy_t"lvy" '...>.. Burke-VH
Je Vous Aime—f'Copacabana" ...Crawford
Just An Old Love Of Mine .... C-P
Lady From 29 Palms ., Martin
Love and the Weather ....Berlin

Midnight Masquerade Shapiro-B
Oh My Achin' Heart Mood
Passing By Chappell

Peg O' My Heart .'.
. .

.Robbins
Stella By Starlight .... Beverly
Tallahassee—t"Variety Girl" Famous
That's My Desire Mills

When You Were Sweet Sixteen—f'Jolson Story" Shapiro-B
The remaining 23 songs of the week, based on the copyrighted Audience

Coverage Index Survey of Popular Music Broadcast Over Radio Networks.
Published by the Office of. Research, Inc. Dr. John G. Peatman, Director.

All Of Me;... Bourne
All My Love ... Harms
Deep Down In Your Heart. ...... .Triangle

Deep Valley Remick
For Once In Your Life Dreyer
I Believe—fit Happened jn Brooklyn" ..Sinatra

I Had a Wonderful Time In Columbus Hudson
I Have But One Heart Barton
I'm So Right Tonight Leeds
Kate Berlin

Lazy Mood Southern
Lolita Lopez '. Crawford
My Adobe Hacienda •

•. .Leeds
Old Devil Moon—*"Finian's Rainbow" Morris
On the Avenue ..." Stevens
Red Silk Stockings and Green Perfume . ...Mellen
Tennessee , . . . . Sinatra
There's That Lonely Feeling Again '". Morris
Time After Time—t"It Happened In Brooklyn".... Oxford
Tomorrow BVC
When Tonight Is Just a Memory Feist

You Do Capitol
You're Not So Easy To Forget -. Encore

t Filmusicol. • Leoit Musical.
(Copyright Office of Research, Inc., New York)

Charlotte Gags Diskboxes

From Sat. Mid. toJMonday
Charlotte, N. C, Aug. 19:

A decision to outlaw jukebox or
piccolo playing in public places

-frx)m.~midnight.-each,JSaturday_.to...7
a.m. Monday was made by the City
Council of Hickory, N. C, acting in

response to complaints from sleep-
loving citizens. The Hickory alder-
men asked City Attorney Bailey
Patrick to draft an ordinance for

adoption at next meeting of City
Council..

Ordinance will provide punish-
ment for violations.

Garber, Nichols OK B.O.
Salt Lake City, Aug. 19.

John Garber orchestra worked
at Lagoon here Friday (15)»and Sat-
urday (16) and did okay at the b.o.

At 75c a head there were 2,000 on
.hand-first night-.and 3,500.8111 .Sat.-,

urday. Both figures are considered
solid for Lagoon.

Red Nichols' Five Pennies were
at the Coconut Grove for a one-
nighter Friday (15), and also did

well, considering (Grove is an im-
mense ballroom). He chalked up
about 1,300 at 85c, n.s.g. considering

capacity, but good in view of re-

cent biz. v

10 Best Sheet Sellers
(Week Ending Aug. 16)

Who's Kissing Her Marks
Peg O' My Heart Robbins
That's My Desire Mills
Sweet 16 .Shapiro-B
1 Wonder, I Wonder. . . .Robbins
Feudin', Fightin' Crawford
Chi-Baba Oxford
Across Alley Alamo Capitol
Anyone Who Knows. . .Witmark
Almost Being in Love Fox

Second 10
Apple Blossom Wed'g. Shapiro-B
I Wish Didn't Love. .Paramount
Tallahassee Famous
Ivy ; Burke-VH
Cecelia .Bourne
Lady 29 Palms Martin
Echo Said No Lombardo
Long I'm Dreaming. .Burke-VH
I'm So Right Tonight. ... .Leeds
I Want to be Loved Melrose
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Pemberton
Continued from page 1

ducer, has often argued with the
actors association over changes in its

policy and contracts, such as the
negotiation of the basic agreement
last week,
As a member he could attend

Equity meetings, but as the rules

will classify the middle-aged mana-
ger as a "junior," he will not be
privileged to vote on resolutions nor
at elections. Only other producer
who joined Equity is William A.
Brady, who was a replacement in

one of his shows at the Playhouse,
N. Y., years ago. Brady did attend
and sometimes addressed member-
ship meetings. He retired from pro-
duction activities some seasons back.
Pemberton's idea in appearing in

the only strawhat "Harvey" is to

"prove" that he can play the part.

There's a slight chance that he will
appear in it on Broadway next sum-
mer, if the comedy is in New York
then. However, he'd prefer having
Jimmy Stewart, now drawing ca-

pacity at the 48th Street in Frank
Fay's absence, again return to the
show next year.
Fay rejoins "Harvey" after an-

other week, Stewart leaving to re-
sume in pictures. Fay, incidentally,

can get considerably more money
touring than in the original company,
because he has a percentage-of-the-
gross contract and "Harvey" takings

out of town have been generally
bigger than on Broadway. Fay's
earnings in his current appearance
at Central City, Colo., are known to

be much larger than those on Broad-
way before he started on an ex-
pected vacation. Road "Harvey,"
starring Joe E. Brown, outgrossed
the original in nearly all stands be-
cause of larger-capacity theatres. If

Stewart- would -return-to Broadway..
and Fay desires Jo tour during the
winter, it might mean a third com-
pany, since Brown's "Harvey" lights

up on Labor Day in Detroit. Another
possibility is Brown to replace Fay
on Broadway.
Pemberton's remuneration for the

stock "Harvey" has not been men-
tioned by Robert Porterfield, who
operates the Barter theatre.

it»,*»».
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On the Upbeat
. MM <k

New York
Tony Janek, Columbia Records

engineer in N. Y., snagged a record

35-pound trout on Canadian vaca-
tion and got lengthy press notices
for his pains . . . "All My Love"
transferred from Remick to Harms,
Inc. catalog . . . Tony Pastor back
into Click Club, Phila., Sept. 15 for

two weeks . . . Gladys Shelley sub-
ject of Pic mag songwriter article

due soon ... Victor Lombardo band
set for first major Broadway theatre
date at Strand, opening Sept. 5 . . .

Joe McGrath, steward at Frank
Dailey's Meadowbrook saved lives of
two pilots Indiana small-plane lost

in heavy storm about spot. Waved
tablecloth and guided them into

crash landing on driving range
across Route 23 with gas almost ex-
hausted . . . Harry Romm handling
Tex Williams for theatre bookings
... Holly Sisters will work with
Frankie Masters band at Casino
Gardens, Santa Monica, Cal. when he
opens next week (28)...Skitch Hen-
derson orchestra resigned to return
to Pennsylvania hotel, in spring . . .

Feist reviving Chester Conn's "Why
Should I Cry Over You" and Foster
reviving Abe Olman's "Down Among
the Sheltering Pines" . . . Norman
Granz first album of Clef label jazz
to be released this week.

Hollywood
Elliot Lawrence inked for five

stanzas at Palladium ballroom,, open-

ing Nov. 18, at reported $3,500 per

week and split over $13,500. Date

will be first on Coast for Lawrence,

and fills out Palladium sked until

early February. .. Roy Milton com-
bo on skein of 67 one-niters be-
tween here and New Orleans
Jimmy Zito crew one-niting around
area at $400 nitely; ditto Earle
Spencer aggregation, at scale ....

Pinky Tomlin goes back into Lake-
shore Lounge, Oakland, for another
stand, starting Sept. 1.... Carlos Mo-
lina orchestra> weekended here at

Aragon and thence to Thursday (21)
opening at Flamingo, Las Vegas....
Lucky Thompson's new crew gets

its first vaudate at Lincoln, Negro
house, week of Sept 4 Frankie
Carle set for Sept. 19-27 stand at

Rainbow Rendezvous, Salt Lake.
King Cole Trio inked for site week
of Sept. 1 . . . .Lawrence Welk will

session here for Standard Transcrip-
tions Aug. 28. ; . .McConkey agency
bringing Charley Ventura's sextet,

current at Sherman, Chi, to Coast
Oct. 1 . . Jess Stacy combo into Chi
Chi, Salt Lake, indefinitely. . ..Duke
JElljnj»ton_ inked_fqr three three^day

_

weekends at Meadowbrook ballroom,
starting Sept. 19. Band will get
guarantee of $2,5u0 per weekend,
against all admishes up to $3,000, or
70% of all admishes over that figure

Joe Mooney Quartet, sold by
William Morris agency to open
Monte Proser's Copacabana here.

Mooney combo will get $1,750 per
week and deal" prohibits unit from

playing any site around here until

Copa unveils, with that date now
shunted back to around Oct. 1.

Chicago
Henry Busse orchestra on few

days' vacation; resumes Thursday

(21) at Palace theatre, Akron....

Skippy Williams' orchestra will sup-

port Sarah Vaughan during stint at

the Silhouette opening Sept. 2....

George Olsen at Plantation, Nash-
ville, and Aug. 25 starts one-nighter
series... Freddie Schaffer's all-girl

orchestra in for rest of summer at

Geneva-On-the-Lake, Ohio. . . .Ray
Gilbert in and out of town last

week Joe O. Hess set local dates
for the Eddie Vinson band during
week's stay here .... Steak House,
local bistro, inaugurating music pol-
icy Sept. 1, with Patty Jo Atkins,
teen-ager songstress, in first spot.

Restaurant is set for air hook-up.
. . . Billy Eckstine at Pershing ball-

room . . .June Christy into the Co-
pacabana, Omaha, Sept. 19 for two
weeks. .Perry Como, currently at

Chicago theatre, is subject of

"Nickname" contest, and winner
will be his guest at dinner and re-

ceive autographed albums. .. .Hal
Mclntyre at Eastwood Park, Detroit,

for week opening Friday (22)....
Ray -Heatherton follows Del Court-
ney into the Edgewater Beach Sept.

12. . . .Charlie Spivak at Lakeside
Park, Dayton, Ohio, Sept.23 ....
Mickey Downs, band department of
William Morris vacationing on
Coast. . . .Tony Celeste, formerly
with Harry Cool, now heads
cocktail department of Al Dvorin
agency. Paul Fromkin joined same
agency as publicity and special

events- director, and Tom Diskin is

now in charge of club department.

Kansas City
Gene Eyman orchestra heldover

with the Leon Mandrake show at
Drum Room of President hotel. .

.

Pat Loftus.has an orchestra of all

ex-GI's playing for summer dancing
at the Kansas City Club...Tommy
Ott has returned to finger the Ham-
mond in the Tropics of the Phillips
hotel. . .Tommy Sheridan band due
to step out of the Terrace Grill,

Muehlebach hotel for short date at
the Music Box, Omaha . . . George
Tidona qrch holding forth at Fairy-
land Park... Herb Cook has moved
from an uptown spot to the Down-
town Interlude.

Pittsburgh
Joe Negri Trio closes at Mercur

Music Bar, Saturday (23) and will

be foUbwed' oy"Al 'TSt6mp)T^ssell~
threesome from the coast.". .Roy
Eldridge opens solo engagement at
Carnival Lounge, Sept. 1... Charley
Chaney into Hollywood Show Bar
for couple weeks. . .Victor Lombardo
succeeded Art Mooney band at An-
kara, Monday (18)... Hal Mclntyre
orchestra booked for one-nighter at

Ches-a-rena Aug. 29.

Our New Ballad Captures the Heart of the Nation!

I HAVE BUT ONE HEART
By MARTY SYMES AND JOHNNY FARROW

FRANK SINATRA
(Columbia)

PflED PIPERS
(Capitol)

FREDDY MARTIN
{Standard)

CARMEN CAVALLARO
(Deeca)

RECORDED BY

MONICA LEWIS
(Signature)

HAL DERWIN EDDY HOWARD
(Capitol) (World)

GAY CLARIDGE
(Future)

TEX BENEKE
(Victor)

GORDON McRAE
(Mu(icraft)

LENNY HERMAN
(Langworth) »

VIC DAMONE
(Morcury)

PHIL BRITO
(Muitcraft)

SWEETLAND SERENADERS
(NBC)

A Rhythm Novelty by FRED WISE, HAL DAVID, AL FRISCH

A CHOCOLATE SONDAE ON A SATURDAY NIGHT
DORIS DAY

(Columbia)

PAT FLOWERS
(Victor)

TWO TON BAKER EDDY HOWARD
(Mercury) (World)

FREDDY MARTIN
(Standard I

FRANKIE CARLE
(Langworth)

Mack Martin, Gen. Prof. Mgr. BARTON MUSIC CORP. New York • Chicago • Hollywood
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U.S. Acts Stab Toes on French Rule

Regarding Transfer of Salary Home
Paris, Aug. 12.

American acts working in France
are mistaken when assuming that

they are entitled to remit home 50%
of their salaries of francs to be
transferred in dollars at the official

rate of exchange, or at any rate for

that matter.

It is understood that the French
agree in principle with the Ameri-
can talent desire to transfer home
in dollars part of their salaries. But
there is no definite ruling in the

matter and in every case the con-

tract should be submitted to the

Office des Changes with a request

for the amount to be transferred,

and a visa obtained in the usual

procedure there for the transfer.

Neither American nor visiting

French bookers can guarantee that

they will obtain from the French
authorities the visa required, since

issuing it is entirely left to the Ex-
change Controle Office's discretion.

An act is taking a chance in the
matter when going abroad before

he has - had his contract properly
visaed.
Vaude acts are suffering most

from the difficulty. Legit or film

actors, technicians or writers signed
to work in France, have con-
tracts calling for a definite

period and salary, usually made up
long enough ahead to permit the
application to be made and passed
upon in good time. But as for

vaude acts, not only are they fre-

quently booked in America at short
notice, but when overseas they get

offers to either play longer than

COMEDY
PATTER

For All Branches of Theatricals

SPECIAL SUMMER PRICES!
FUN-MASTER GAG FILES

' At $1.00 Each, or
Nils. 1 Thin IS for $10

Nos. 14 Thru t» at ¥1.00 Karh
or SET OF 23 FIXES for >1H.0|)

WOTTA BUY! HURRY!
"BOOK OF BLACK-OUTS"
3 Vols, at SSO per Vol., or

$50 for 3 Vols.

"BOOK OF PARODIES"
Over 10 Special-Written
Sock Parodies ONLY $5.00

"HOW TO MASTER THE
CEREMONIES"

(Hon- to Bo an Emcee)
$3 per Copy, Incl. 2 (ia( I lies

NO C.O.D.'s
Be Sure to i Send Permanent Address

PAUIA^SMITH
200 \V. 64th St. New York 19. N. V

anticipated, or double in another
show, or accept bookings in differ-

ent houses after their first contract
has been played*

Need Combined Rep
On the French side, the matter

is handled in the normal routine
manner by the Office des Changes.
On the American side, the Embassy
is aware of the problem which ex-
ists, especially for vaude acts; But
if a definite ruling is to be obtained
from the French, it would be nec-
essary for one of the various talent

associations such as Equity or
AGVA to start the ball rolling and
take the matter up, or better still

for them all to combine and name
in France a rep who could handle
all local talent problems such as

the ASCAP rep does.

Until some solution to the prob-
lem arises, the current situation re-

mains that of getting for each con-
tract a permit through the regular
channels, despite anything said to

the contrary. Some acts, who spend
a lot of francs overseas, hardly re-

quire dollar transfers. Others, such
as Harrison and Fischer, who played
the Lido, Paris, and got a further
booking at the Sporting Club, Monte
Carlo, desire 50%. Laurel and
Hardy are Said to demand as much
as 80% of their salary.

ANITA O'DAY BAILED BY

AGCY. TO PLAY DATE
Hollywood, Aug. 19.

Anita O'Day, vocalist who last

week was sentenced to 90-day term
in Los Angeles County jail on a
drug rap, was freed Wed. (13), pend-
ing appeal after the McConkey
agency arranged a $5,000 borvd. " In
view of fact it was singer's first con-
viction, authorities agreed after
Clyde Baldchun, Coast head of
McConkey, pressed the issue.

Immediately after release, Miss
O'Day planed out to open a four-
week stand at Club Continental, Mil-
waukee, for which she had been set

by McConkey prior to being sen-
tenced. Nitery^had spent around
$1,000 ballyhooing her appearance
and. agitated for the agency to do
something about it. Miss O'Day was
nabbed on the drug count while
working the Bocage nitery here
several months ago.

Florida Army Camp Taken

Over for Pleasure Resort
Youngstown, O., Aug. 19.

Group of industrialists here, have
purchased Camp Gordon Johnson,
St. James Island, Fla., for $441,338

from the War Assets Administra-
tion, and plan to establish a pleasure
resort on the site.

The camp is three miles from
Carrabelle on the Gulf of Mexico
and is connected with Tallahassee,

about 50 miles away, by the Talla-
hassee-Carrabelle Railroad, which
was included in. the purchase. Camp
was established in 1942 and used as

an amphibious training center by
the Army.
The purchasers are Thad Rose,

president of the Fawners National
Bank, Canfield; G. A. Quay, presi-

dent of the First National Bank,
East Palestine, O.; J. A. Quay, his

son, pottery equipment manufac-
turer; John Blosco, East Palestine,

auto dealer; and G. F. Howard,
Canfield, contractor.

New Acts
EUGENIE BAIRD
Songs
10 Mins.
State, N. T.
Eugenie Baird, song stylist, has

been around previously as vocalist
with Glenn Miller orch and also
heard with Paul Whiteman and
other airshows. Her appearance here
marks her debut as a singing single.

Niftily gowned and attractively
coiffed, she projects personality and
salesmanship well in current stint
here.
She introes with "Its A Good Day"

for nice reception, follows with
"Chi Baba" for change of pace,
which also goes over solidly, and
"Don't Blame Me" for nice sendoff.
Encores with comedy number,
"Fightin* and Feudin'" for addi-
tional salvos.

Gal's personality and smooth, easy
chirping is plenty okay, for vaude
or smart boites. Edba.

Versailles, N. Y.
Dean Murphy, Bob Grant and

Panchito Orch; $3.50 minimU'm.

For a long time, perhaps, Dean
Murphy's greatest audience recep-
tivity was based on bis infallible

impersonation of Franklin Delano
Roosevelt. It almost always got a
boff response. No matter what pre-
ceded this great piece of business
about the late President, no matter
what earlier impression may have
been formed—it was always the
FDR carbon that found Murphy
walking off with the acclaim of the
audience echoing into his dressing
room.
But there's no questioning Mur-

phy's ability to get by on items
other than the Roosevelt piece.

Good looks and possessing an in-

gratiating, casual charm, plus enough
other material, all punched over fast,

get him aoross without benefit of the
sentimentalism that one might
normally associate with the Roose-
velt delineation.
Murphy has a cute intro song, then

before long he's into his long list of

sock mimicries, with the item on the

late President being, of course, his

topper. Especially notable, too, is

his play on words such as "hell" and
"damn"; they're done in good taste,

though a casual reference to the
numbers might indicate the con-
trary. It's unusual and cleverly

written, and he delivers them
to begoff results.

'

Murphy is the bill's sole act, with
Bob Grant handling a neat show
from the podium, and Panchito's
rhumba outfit keeping the floor

,

al-

ways occupied with customer hoof-
ers. Kahn.

Not your pal Joey, but your—

BUDDY LEWIS
5th RETURN

ENGAGEMENT

ESQUIRE (Montreal)

Rep.: Bernie Rothbard, c/o Suez Agency

Josephine Baker Set

For Latin Quarter, Chi
Chicago, Aug. 19.

Josephine Baker, sepia songstress
who has been a Paris fave for many
years, will head new Latin Quarter
show starting Sept. 25.

Miss Baker is currently appearing
in S6uth America,

LEE TRIPLETS
Songs
6 Mins.
Leon & Eddie's, N. Y.
Youthful lads, clad in slacks and

sport coats, make nice appearance
and do neat job of liarmonizing on
Berlin medley from the pic, "Blue
Skies," ranging from composer's
earlier melodies to "Coming Back
Like a Song" to set them prettv. Fol-
low with "Don't Be a Baby, Baby"
sans accompaniment, to register
nicely.
This is their first try on' their own.

having previously been With Vaughn
Monroe and other bands, and shape
up okay for family vauders and in
time niteries. Edba.

Sets Near East Concerts
Leon Greanin, U. S. rep for the

Jooss Ballet for the past decade, left

Friday (15) for Palestine, to organ-
ize a series of concerts in the Near
East. Impresario is planning a 1948-
49 season, starting next spring, with
series to take place in Tel Aviv,
Jaffa, Jerusalem and possibly Alex-
andria.

RicUatd and tfloia

STUART
Present ALL NEW Dances

AUGUST 21 to 27

LOEWS STATE

NEW YORK

Management:

LEON NEWMAN
48 W. 49ih St.. New Tort. N. Y.

Americans
Continued from

Wary I

page 1 J

factor on this score in the British
situation, too— one that's certainly
going to have a bearing on the
adamancy on the Attlee-Cripps-Dal-
ton group in hanging on to the im-
post despite the loud cries both at
home and abroad. This factor, which
has been exploited in the British
press, is that playing time in Eng-
land left open by absence of U. S.
product gives added income to
homegrown pictures.

Some of the British filmmakers take
a similar attitude, but most recog
nize that, under circumstances pre
vailing in the foreseeable future,
English producers won't be able to
turn out sufficient product to keep
their screen occupied. Most optimis-
tic count is that the British could
make 100 of the 150 top feaures
year needed as a minimum.
Loud squawk from British exhibs

on the cutoff of U. S. product re-
sulting from the tax is evidence that
they have little faith in the ability
of their own producers to provide

|

them with enough product to keep

I

alight. From the U. S. viewpoint, of
course, it is highly desirable to keep

|

the accounts American companies
now have.
Evidence of how the U. S. industry

feels on the need for keeping its
films before the public in foreign

;

countries is seen in many other areas
I

of Europe. In many of the nations
.
serviced by the Motion Picture Ex-

' port Assn., there is no coin coming
out. In fact, it costs the companies
money to show their pix, since they
have to provide the rawstock for
prints. Yet they want to keep their
trademarks and theiv stars on the
screens to avoid opening theatres up
to product of other countries. It's

figured that, as in England, some
day the crisis will be over and there
will be free exchange of coin. Amer-
ican companies don't want to have to
go in as strangers when that day

Night Club Reviews

Normandie Roof, Mont'l
Montreal, Aug. 13.

Sylvia Froos, Jackie Fields, Ted &
Derorie Peters, Buddy Clarke Orch;
cover, $1 weekdays, $1.50 Saturdays.

Vivacious Sylvia Froos headlines
new show and registers nicely.

Opens with straight versions of "It's

Wonderful" and "More Than You
Know" to sock returns, then her
satire on "Chloe," which she also

puts over neatly. "A Man Would Be
a Wonderful Thing" and "All That
Glitters," in calypso style, wins ad-
ditional salvos and begoff.

Jackie Fields is a shrewd magico.
His material is not particularly new
but his delivery is smart and sharp.
Ted and Dennie Peters, clever

ballroom terpers, nearly steal the
show with their nifty routines. They
do "Dream of Love" in waltz tempo
with dazzling spins. Follow with
bolero and a samba for plenty ap-
plause.
The show is backgrounded neatly

by the Buddy Clarke orch, easily

Montreal's best band.. Clarke also

handles m.c. chores nicely. More*

bilities for radio and vauders, -but
whose act at present, is too slow
paced for niteries. Harmony Mend-
ings are fine, and when the [bass
takes the solo spot, sock with a
well-rounded version of "Or Man
River" and again in "Swing Low
Sweet Chariot." Overall, they gar-
ner good reception, but with better
blending of numbers, act could
reach sock class.
Tato & Julia purvey standard

Cubano routines, with a fire dance
the highlight of their stint. Work-
ing- in a show which features the
Roche-Carlyle talents, their effec-
tiveness suffers.
Tenor Ray Manton, another hold-

over, turns in a strong turn via hi*
semi-classic and pop warblings to
rate healthy palming.
Tony Lopez and his musickers

back in neat fashion and play sweet
dance music patrons of this-Spot go
for - Lary.

Leon & Eddie's, IV. Y.
Eddie Davis, Lee Kerry, Yvonne

De Salvo, Lee Triplets, Mara &
Maurice, Patsy Abott, Catron Bros
(2), Frank Sheppard Line (6), Art
Waner Orch; $3.50 minimum ajter 10
p.m.

Leon & Eddie's, N. Y., continues
to maintain traditional lure for out
of towners and has been consistently
doing good biz. Genial informality
of entertainment plus perfect cool-
ing system is giving spot best sum-
mer play in years.
New show, which preemed last

week (12), is sparked by Eddie Davis
and his. ribald ballads, always the
high spot of the L&E cantatas, with
plenty of talent in the supporting
acts to make for a well-rounded
and diverting stanza.
Frank Sheppard line, sextet of

good looking gals, niftily costumed,
pace things in "Flying Home" num-
ber as prelude to Yvonne De Salvo's
neat tapstering, which wins a nice
palm. Gal displays brace of routines,

(Continued on page 48)

Clover Club, Miami.
Miami, Aug. 16.

Amory Bros. (4), Aurora Roehe-
Carlyle Dancers (8), Tato & Julia,

Ray Manton, Tony Lopez Orch; min-
imum $l:50-$2.50.

With departure of the Vagabonds
after a three month run to steady
biz, Clover ops Jack Goldman and
Henry Neyle were faced with a

tough job supplanting them. Cur-
rent production features another
quartet in the Amory brothers, who
specialize in spirituals.

Standouts , in the setup on display
are the holdover Roche-Carlyle
dancers. Staging by Carlyle shows
ingenuity and imagination. Routines
are based on Afro-Indian native
dances, with costuming as bizarre
as the basic idea behind the delinea-
tions. Group work in three spots
with the closer, an interpretation
titlod "Dante's Inferno" a solidly
effective staging which combines
effective musical backgrounding to
a ballet-style, done by Carlyle and
Aurora Roche to wrap things up.
Impress as one of the better dance
groups hereabouts in recent months.
Youthful Amory brothers are a

foursome who show definite possi-

WA'APPENS!
America's No. 1 Rumba Personality

PUP! CAMPO
and his orchestra

Now... Chelsea Hotel

Atlantic City

Per,, Dir. G.A.C.

Brilliant young two-pia.o team; at-

tractive yoiinq ladies; exceptionally

talented; experience concert, enter-

tainment field; desire, connection

or manager.

ox A.B.C., Variety

154 W. 46th St., New York 19. N. Y.
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Shnberts Chill Toward Year-Round

Vande Idea to Keep Houses Lighted
Deal whereby the Shuberts would

sponsor the comeback of vaude to

keep its legit theatres lighted next

season, which had agents and pro-

ducers in a dither some months ago,

is apparently all off, and the lads

who would get in on the ground

floor have relaxed back to previous

doldrums.

Despite evasion and denial since,

such an idea was in the making but

now seemingly scrapped after blue-

print ideas were submitted, which
reportedly would entail greater cost

of operation than had been antici-

pated. • So, according to those close

to the Shuberts, the vaude idea has

been limboed for the time being,

If not permanently scrapped.

However, according to the same
spokesmen, there's hardly enough
legit attraction^ in preparation to

solve the problem of keeping thea-

tres tenanted, which could prompt
an about face on the vaude idea

should such a stance become nec-

essary. However, if and when it

0 does come, it won't have the same
boys hopping around again unless

there are definite commitments.

Two plans 'had been previously
mulled as mode of entertainment.
Straight vaude idea was scrapped at

- the outset on grounds that capacity

of houses, despite larger scale, could
not compete with either chain-op-
erated or indie houses, especially

with films helping to bolster grosses

in such houses.

Inflationary salaries of top talent,

plus inability to sustain sock bills

consistently through scarcity of

talent, were double factors in the
Shuberts chilling towards vaude.
Unit idea was also scrapped inas-

much as the right sort would prove
too costly and nondescript layouts
would lack b.o. draught.

Fact remains that the Shuberts
are still in a quandary as to pos-
sible tenants in forthcoming season.

They have announced about a dozen
productions they will do on their

own or in association Vith others,

and with former producers who had
fed attractions to their theatres in

other seasons more or less inactive
now, the diehards still believe
they'll be forced into some sort of
vaude policy to keep most of their
theatres lighted. It's certain they'll

solve the tenant problem in N. Y.
and other keys, but outside of that
there's reputed to be some 24 other
Shubert theatres that will need
shows.

Back to Burlesk
Pittsburgh, Aug. 19. .

>Funmovie (Casino) has closed
down after two months of operation
by Walter Gettinger and Ted -Garden.
House will be cleaned up in prepa-

ration for resumption of burley
wheel shows on Aug. 29.

CONNEE
BOSWELL i

Currently

CAPITOL THEATBi

Wellington. D. C.

•

Personal Management

HARRY UEDt

Booked by

HARRY A. ROMM
38 E 57th St Now York N Y

BOB
BROMLEY
Mi

Month

0««tr

Theatre,

Stockholm

Sweden

Watts Heads 30 Skaters In

'Hollywood Ice Vanities'
Los Angeles, Aug. 19.

Troupe of 30 skaters, headed by
Twinkletoes Watts, went into re-
hearsal for "Hollywood Ice Vanities,"
a rink musical headed by Sol Corn-
berg.

Company, which goes into action
late this month, is booked for six
weeks in Honolulu.

Charge Coast Tooters

Strongarmed Raises

From Burley House
Hollywood, Aug. 19.

Harry Popkin and Arthur Ringer,
operators of Burbank burlesque
theatre, prepped filing of a suit

against Local 47, AFM, asking for

an injunction and damages of

$25,000.

Pair allege that despite contract

that runs until November, union has
obliged them to increase wages of

musicians there through threat of

boycott and strike. Pair claim that
original agreement was signed upon
representations that union had al-

ready obtained like concessions
from competitive Follies theatre.
Popkin and Ringer say they agreed

to pay $60 weekly wage but when
Follies agreement was shown oper-
ators it was for $74 weekly. Pair
contend that like tactic was used to

get $74 wage from Follies operators.
Nevertheless, they declare, they
continued paying $74 until last

March 10 when Local 47 demanded
increase "regardless of contract."

VAUDEVILLE 47

N.Y. NITERY OP PLEADS

GUILTY TO TAX EVASION
Jack Green, former proprietor of

the La Conga nitery, N. Y., pleaded

guilty . in Federal Court, Monday
(18), to a 10-count indictment
charging attempted evasion of some
$50,000 in cabaret taxes.

Assistant U. S. Attorney Righey
declared Green filed false tax re-
turns for June, July, August and
September of last year, understating
the amount of taxes due the Gov-
ernment by 50%, or a total of
$50,000,--,, -~ -

For the months of October, No-
vember and December, 1946, Rigney
said, Green paid no cabaret taxes,

although he collected more than
$22,000 from patrons.

Federal Judge Poterie set sen-
tencing for tomorrow (Thurs,),

when Green will face a possible
maximum penalty of five years in

prison on each of the 10 counts.

Ohio Niteries Sloughed

For Sunday Booze Sales
Columbus, O., Aug. 19.

George Mailberger, operating the
Hostess Club, Toledo, and Chester
and Joseph Krasniewski, operating
the Starlite Club, Toledo, had their

licenses suspended for 60 days by
the Ohio Liquor Board, on charges
of Sunday sales of liquor.

Kenneth J. Dunn, Woodville, O.,

night club operator, received a sim-
ilar suspension, being charged with
having seven slot machines.

El Brendel's Vaude Tour
El Brendel, stage and screen

comic who recently closed summer
season with the St. Louis operettas,

•is planning another whirl at vauders
after an absence of many years.

Al Grossman, who's setting up the
vaude dates, is also angling a radio

deal for the comic.

Allan Jones' Concerts
Hollywood, Aug. 19.

Allan Jones has been booked for

a week of two-a-day concerts at Mc-
Kinley Auditorium, Honolulu, open-
ing Sept. 17.

Tenor reportedly gets $5,000 for

the stand. Leo Diamond is the only

other attraction on the bill,

Buzi Taylor, opening at Maison
Duarte, Jamaica, N. Y., restaurant-

nitery as vocalist tonight (20), was
a cabdriver when recently "dis-

covered" by nitery-owner Charles

Duarte while singing at the wheel.

FRANK MARLOWE
Opening week August 28 at the

RKO Boston as the extra added at-
traction with Louis Prima and his
orchestra.

Returning to the Strand, New
York, soon.

BAA-lzzy Hirst

Pact Talks Set
Negotiations between Thomas J.

Phillips, head ,of the Burlesque
Artists Assn., union covering bur-
lesque performers, and reps of the

Izzy Hirst circuit, operator of 15

wheel houses and as many attrac-

tions, has been set for latter part of

week.
Deal is for pacting of circuit's

houses and shows, which would give

the BAA 100% union shop in the

burlesque field. Midwest circuit

shows and houses have already been
signed up by the union as well as
several stock houses.
Phillips is sanguine there'll be ad-

ditional burly stands after season
gets under way and is currently ne-
gotiating pacts with prospective op-
erators.

Connee BoswelTs $3,750

Per Wk. at 400 Club, St. L.

Cohnee Boswell has been signed to

reopen the 400 Club, St. Louis, for

the season Sept. 19. She's in for

two weeks—at $3,750 per. It's her
second shot at the club within six

months.
Miss Boswell recently completed

dates at Last Frontier, Las Vegas,

and Cal-Neva Lodge, Lake Tahoe,
Nevr -atid-does theatres before the St,.

Louis job. She opens this week
(Thursday) at the Capitol, Wash-
ington, D. C.

New San Ahtone Vauder
San Antonio, Aug. 19.

Follies Theatre opened Here by
Garza & Garza will use all vaude
policy. It will play five act bills

weekly with films.

Fong Tu Yeeng, .Chinese magico,

heads opening bill next week.

Saranac Lake
Saranac Lake, N. Y., Aug. 19.

Dr. Mendella Bordia from Indole,

India, is the latest addition to the
Will Rogers Medical staff. He's here
to study modern medical technique.
Whitey Matthews, after a week

in bed, is now up and at 'em.

Bob Pasquale joined the boys on
the first floor and is now up for

suppers.
Harold Klein in from N. Y. to visit

Lillian Bergson, who is doing nicely.

Elda Benedict's mother, Mrs.
Charles Benedict came in from
Cornwall, Canada, on a surprise

visit.

Dick Menin sends the gangs greet-

ings from New Rochelle, N. Y., and
reports that he's taking things easy.

Surprise treat for the patients at

the Lodge was provided by Harry
Magazine orch from the Hotel
Saranac. They entertained with re-

quest numbers.
Helen Pelechowicz, Warnerite of

Camden, N. J., appointed emergency
switchboard operator at the Rogers.

Bill Tilford, treasurer of the
Capitol Theatre, N. Y., visited Syd-
ney Cohn and Eddie Slagus while
passing through on vacation.

Mr. and Mrs. Tom G. Elliott of

Frackville, Pa., in to visit Sam Lefko.

A birthday party, consisting of ice

cream and cake was held for Nino
Stern at the Rogers. He's flashing

good clinic reports.

Mr. and Mrs. G. Albert Smith and
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Michalski, for-

mer manager of Warner Bros. Circle

Thertre, Manchester, Conn., are cele-

brating their anniv—series at the

Lodge.
(Write to those who are ill.) ,

AGVA Gets Under Labor Law Wire,

Pacting 711 Basic Agreements

High Hat, Akron, Closed

On Lewd Show Rap
Columbus, O., Aug. 19.

High Hat club near Akron, O., had
its license revoked by the Ohio

Liquor Board, because of pre-

senting an indecent floor show. The
spot was raided May 25 by Summit
County deputy sheriffs.

Four performers were fined a total

of $600 and costs for participating in

show.
'

Ejected Patron Slaps 50G

Suit on Latin Quarter, Chi;

Alleges Rough Treatment
Chicago, Aug. 19.

Latin Quarter here is being sued
for $50,000 by Allen Rakow, of Chi,

who claims he was ejected from
nitery because he wasn't wearing a

coat over his sports shirt. The papers,

which were filed in the Municipal
court last week, states that the club's

attendants threw him down a flight

of stairs in the course of the argu-
ment.
Named as defendants are Ralph

Berger, cafe's owner; Sam Berger,

Louis Meyer and Frank Frisco.

AAA TALENT AUDITIONS

TEE OFF IN SEPTEMBER
Associated Agents of America,

N. Y. group whose membership
comprises small agents and clulb

bookers are setting up another ser-

ies of auditions for talent, first of

which will be held at Nola Studios,

N. Y., in late September.
Idea of the auditions is to provide

a talent pool from which members
of AAA may draw talent. Since
many N.Y. nabes and suburban
spots, currently operating with
small dance combos are swinging
to usage of acts also in autumn,
agent group is anxious to channel
new material into these modestly-
budgeted spots. .

Slapsy Maxie's Sold To

Don O'Connor Outfit

Hollywood, Aug. 19.

Sale of Slapsy Maxie's nitery by

Sammy Lewis and Ben Blue, for ap-
proximately $100,000, including in-

ventory, has been finalized.

New owner combine is headed by
Sy Devore, local haberdasher; his

brother Charles, thesp Donald
O'Connor and Jerry Brooks.

By way of offsetting any impedi-
ments which may accrue via the
new Taft-Hartley labor law, becom-
ing effective Friday (22), American
Guild of Variety Artists has gotten
under the wire by pacting 711 basic
agreements, accompanied by cash
securities, for forthcoming season,
according to Matt Shelvey, national
head of the union. All pacts are of
one year's duration, with renewals
automatic unless either union or
operator exercises a 60-day notice
clause on not renewing.

AGVA drive had been going on
for past six weeks with splendid
cooperation from nitery and cafe
operators involved, who, according
to Shelvey, were more or less eager
to sign with union as guarantee
there'd be no union squabbles on
talent in forthcoming season be-
cause of the T-H bill. Just how
new bill will affect the vaude talent
union is yet to be clarified by
AGVA attorneys, Jonas T. Silver-
stone and Mortimer S. Rosenthal, as
well as attorneys for Associated Ac-
tors and Artistes of America, parent
of all stage unions.
There is much divergence of opin-

ion as to how far the law will affect
AGVA and other talent unions,
which have migratory memberships
and operations, such as are none too
clearly defined in the T-H bill.

Shelvey claims the 711 spots signed
represent all top and lesser niteries
in New York, Chicago and other key
cities. Security cash posted by the
number to cover deal is around
$370,000. Before slump and - other
causes prompted numerous closings
last year and this year there had
been $650,000 in bond money up at
AGVA as stranding insurance for
performer-members. At that time
some $280,000 was distributed for
salaries or returned to operators
goihg out of business, who had pre-
viously paid off all obligations to
union. There are still some 50 small
spots yet to be pacted, which AGVA
feels will fall In line this week or
next.

'Water Follies' Sock 25G

At Utah Centennial Expo
Salt Lake City, Aug. 19.

Sam Snyder's "Water Follies of
1947" had a sock opening at the Utah
Centennian Exposition drawing 5,-

000 at $l-$2 scale. Biz tapered dur-
ing the rest of the week, but fin-

ished with a good $25,000. Show is.

scheduled Jor—three. weeksr ,. doing,
seven night performances and two
weekend matinees.

Preem was slightly handicapped
when heating equipment for the out-
door pools wasn't on hand in time,
and swimmers, had to work in water
at a brisk 38 degrees. A couple of
girls couldn't make it, and had to
drop out, and all swimming routines
were cut short.
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Loon & Eddie's
adeptly done and sufficiently varied

to rate interest. Lee Triplets, per-

sonable lads who have been with

Vaughn Monroe and other orchs,

follow and do nicely in their close

harmony sesh. (New Acts).

Mara & Maurice, mixed team,

score with their slick terping, ac-

centuated by clever lifts and spins,

done in expect manner, to win terrif

response and several bows. Lee
Kerry, who doubles in emcee chores,

gives out with solid baritoning on
"Almost Like Being In Love," "Wish
I Didn't Love You" and "Black
Magic" for nice reception, giving
way to the Catron brothers in their

mixture of clowning, satirical im-
pressions of Hollywood greats and
hoofing, which gets over in fine

style; Patsy Abbott, titian songstress,

does okay on "What Can The Matter
Be?". "I Want To Be Loved" and
"McNamara's Band." Off to nice re-

turns.

Davis, accompanied on piano by
Art Waner, follows and, as usual,

steals the show. Pulling all stops,

he holds the rostrum for better than
a half-hour and even that didn't
teem enough for the customers. He
gives them everything from pop
ballads to special numbers, includ-
ing "Gentlemen of D.C.," "Who Put
the Law in Mother-in-Law?" and
revised lyrics on Gilbert & Sullivan
for tumultuous appjause and begoff.

. Art Waner's orch backs show
nicely and keeps floor crowded for
customer dansapation. Edba.

HI Morocco, Mon i 'I

Montreal, Aug. 16.

Stan Kramer & Co., Whitey Rob-
erts, Andre & Delphine, Norma Hut-
ton, Line (6) , Hutton Orch; no cover;
minimum $1.50.

Stan Kramer, aided by parents on
his marionnettes, is standout on
new layout here. Lad is adept at

manipulating dolls, which include
I Cuban dancer doing rumba, concert

I

pianist on classics and boogie woogie,
"Bill Robinson" in tap routine, and
Madam Fifi, soprano, and others.

Especially good are the Andrews
Sisters dolls in recording of "Lullaby
of Broadway." Kramer then finishes

with pantomimic gesture to record-
ings of Jolson, Betty Hutton and
Jerry Colonna for solid salvos and
beg off.

"Whitey" Roberts works hard with
his jokes, rope-dancing and juggling.

His gags are familiar but delivery is

pleasing. Lad does much better on
dancing and plate juggling. Merits
neat applause. Andre and Delphine
contrib adagjo acrobatics for
solid opener. Norma Hutton sings
"Across the Alley from the Alamo,"
'That's My Desire" and "It's A Good
Day." Good looking and a good
performer, she adds charm to the
show. Hutton orch backs show
nicely. Millray girls are below par
of previous show. Marc.

JUDY MAGEE
Panto-Mimicry

th WEEK
LE RUBAN BLEU

New York

Cascade Room, N.Y.
(HOTEL B1LTMORK)

Rosario & Antonio Co. (6), Ray
Heatherton Orch, Arthur Ravel
Orch; $3.50 minimum.

The Exclusive

LAURKilE and CLYMAS
"OANCoMORISTS"

Currently

CAL-NEVA IOBGE. LAKE TAHOE

For hot-weather entertainment

—

or, for that matter, any kind of
weather—Rosario and Antonio re-
main among the peer of Spanish
dancers. Essentially of the concert
variety, Rosario and Antonio em-
phasize in this hotel room that they
can play anywhere.
The big trouble with this show is

that -when the headliners are off

there is little to sustain the layout.
There are a couple of femme danc-
ers, and a tall male, all unbilled,
who are strictly stage waits while
the principals are changing cos-
tumes. And that goes, too, for the
unbilled guitarist... But when they're
on, .Rosario and Antonio, with their
flamenco stuff, the folk number, et
al. are really top-drawer.

Otherwise, there are the Ray
Heatherton and Arthur Ravel orchs
for the show and dancing, and the
best tribute to their rhythms is the
fact that the dance floor is almost
constantly filled. Kahn.

a credit to the tap-dancing fraternity.
They're tops. Not a dull moment
marks the foursome's mixture of
buck-and-wing rhythm. And they
pack the added asset of being smart
showmen. The only thing that might
have been charged up against Stan
Fisher during the initial show was
that he was on a little too long. The
youth combines standout ability as

a harmonica technician and melodist
with a suave manner of handling
himself. Kate Murtah, once of the
Murtah Sisters, doesn't quite come
off as a solid candidate for the up-
per cafe time. The gal demonstrates
a broad enough knack for comedy
and her looks are on the credit side,

but her choice of special material
is not of the best. Miss Murtah can
troupe and it's undoubtedly nothing
that can't be cured with better
material.
The line gals live up to. billing.

They're not only "lovelies" but
they're garbed with exceptional
taste. Dick Hyde pitches a pleasant'
baritone during the two production
numbers and Buddy Shaw offers
competent musical accompaniment
for the acts. Odec.

HELENE aid HOWARD
'Comedy Dane* Antics'

Currently

GRISWALD HOTEL and
GROSSINGER HOTEL

I>lr.: MATTY ROSEN

Currently (Weeks Auf. 20-AU). 27)

EL RANCHO VEGAS
I.ae Vegas

Latin Quarter, Chi
Chicago, Aug. 13.

Ben Blue, with Ben Field, Aixa
Dunlap; Stan Fisher, 4 Step Bros^
Kate—.Murtahr, Dick .-Hyde,. . SetmcL
Mariouie's Latin Lovelies, Buddy
Shaw's Orch (10) ; $1 cover, $3 min.

Bill, headlining Ben Blue, shapes
up as a moderate draw. For the
preceding six weeks the Ritz Bros,
wore 'em down with their power-
house antics. The customers get far
gentler treatment from Blue. The
laughs don't pile up with log-jam
thunder but Blue sprinkles enough
sock comedy through a 40-minute
routine to retain his standing as
an upper favorite of Chi's cafe
habitues. The last time Blue played
this town it was at the Chez Paree,
but this time he's got Danny
Thomas strongly ensconced against
him at the latter spot, and that en-
visages no easy competition for the
two weeks that Blue is set at, the
Latin Quarter.

Blue seems to click with every-
thing but-the blow-off bit, his Rus-
sian dance parody. The response
was just one of those things. The
laughs rolled in steady precision, as
he dished out such favorites from
his old kit as the mind reading
crossfire, with Sid Fields according
him crack support as feed; the taxi
dancehall episode, with Mrs. Blue
(professionally, Aixa Dunlap), as
the dime-voracious cutie, and the
Ted Lewis mimicry. In summary,
Blue makes himself quite a droll
fellow around the place, so long as
he keeps his japes out of the men's
room, but on his opening session
Blue was inclined to slip a little too
much in that direction.

In the supporting lineup there are
twoxorkmg acts and one so-so. The
Four Step Bros, are more than

Samovar, Montreal
Montreal, Aug. 15.

. .Rene Castelar, Diane Davis, Niko-
li-Paul-Shari Trio, Carol Grauer,
Bill Skinner Orch, Bill Moody Trio;
no cover, minimum $1.50.

Latin - American baritone Rene
Castelar, recently seen locally in
"Fiesta Mexicana," is the star of this
new biU and registers soundly in a
varied repertoire. In a shining Mex-
ican costume and never using the
mike. Castelar easily holds his audi-
ence with his powerful, well trained
voice in such numbers as the Torea-
dor song from "Carmen," the Span-
ish "Night in the Moonlight," the
French ".Tattendrai," a terrific ren-
dition of "Granada," "Who Have I

to Love" and, even in Mex outfit,

"Ole Man River."
Pretty Diane Davis is making her

first nitery appearance after a one-
year lay off. Her medium voice is

good, though her high notes
have suffered from lack of work.
She is at her best as a singing come-
dienne, in songs such as "I'm Just
Mad About Harry" and a parody on
"Caro Nome," when her stage tech-
nique is predominant. She also de-
livers in straight fashion and with
varied success, "How Are Things in
Glocca Mora," "Falling in Love with
Love," "Coax Me a Little Bit" and
"I Want a Sunday Kind of Love."
Her dresses are fresh and smart and
gal makes a picture in them.
The Nikoli, Paul and Shari Trio,

girl and two boys, do modern bal-
let in bright costumes and with en-
thusiasm. Their version of a ride, in
Central Park is their best and the
girl dancer reveals solid ballet tech-
nique. They also do a slick inter-
pretation of "St. Louis Blues" and a
fast sword duel dance.
Producer Carol Grauer, still in

good voice, does a popular solo in
the traditional finale of the Samovar
-wrth-Gastelar -and-Miss Davis , con-
tributing Russian airs in their turn.

Marc.

Cincy Hotel Tosses leer

When AGVA Steps lit

Cincinnati, Aug. 19.

Ice show in Netherland Plaza hotel
folded yesterday (18) when Max
Schulman, operator, refused to meet
demand of American Guild of Va-
riety Artists that spot discontinue
matinee shows. Union claimed it was
in violation of regulations for icers

in hotels and niteries.

Schulman cancelled new show
scheduled to open tonight and will
carry on with Gardner Benedict
orch for dance music.

Paris Fashions
Continued from page Z

MAXIHE
SULLIVAN

VILLAGE VANGUARD, New York

NOW (Indefinitely)

RADIO; Sundays, 3-3:15 P.M.. WHEW
Direction:

MUSIC CORP. OF AMERICA

the nickname for Christian Berard,
who has a reddish brown beard),
Incidentally, the color is a reddish
brown.

One of the most amusing ensem-
bles was the floor-length, tent-like
silver-fox coat worn at Jacques Fath
by a magnificent tall mannequin. A
sudden rip—and a deep band came
off to make the coat become three-
quarter length! Another quick rip
of snappers and the coat became a
short box jacket! The only let down
was that the trick was not continued
to make it a bolero or collar, as all

the audience had begun to wager
would happen. Fath is called the
"Enfant Terrible" of the couturieres
because of his love for such tricks.
So his bride came out to close the
show (all fashion shows end with
a "bride" in Paris) in a very de-
mure, covered-up dress of white
satin, with long sleeves, a high
neck, tiny waist and full skirt, very
Scandinavian in origin with pearls
looped through her long blonde
braids. Suddenly the top turned out
to be a jacket and. taken off, re-
vealed a breathtakingly beaded

strapless bodice — a perfect ball

gown for after the wedding.

Fewer Props

Props were fewer than usual. This
can probably be attributed to the
fact that the openings, originally

scheduled for the end of August,
were pushed up to the first week,
so many small accessories were not
ready. At Pierre Balmain, however,
crystal chandelieres swung frighten-

ingly from the ceilings as a lovely

model carried skis on her shoulders
j;rom room to room, in modelling
ski clothes.

As for the clothes themselves,
there is, first, so much padding of

busts, hips, tummies and derrieres,

You won't know where to take a.

friendly whack from now on! To
emphasize all this, waists are made
tiny via special, built-in waistlets

like the old fashioned 19-inch cor-,

selets.

Taking the fashions from head to

toe, there is no special hairdo or
hat. The most discussed coiffeur
is at Dior's, where the mannequins
all wear their . hair pulled to one
aide and perch their hats on the
other. Most of the other hairdos
range from bi-aided crowns to long
hairdos, and no one hat is espec-
ially different. Most of the hats
have small crowns with shaped brim
and many have really high feathers,
as at Schiaparelli.

As for shoulders, they're all yours,
men, from now on, because women
are their natural selves once again.
Yes, the really rounded natural
shoulder is back in fashion, and
pads are at a minimum. Those
broad extension plates are out of
the fashion picture.

Eyes downward to the teensy
weensiest waists since grandma was
a girl. It is . easy to achieve this
wasp waist in Paris, since most of
the working girls eat so little any-
way. With the built-in corselets
they are really back to figure-eights.
Frankly, it isn't likely we can
achieve in America waists that are
that small.

Now, then, for the battle of the
bulge. It rages, above and below
the waist. Paris is really empha-
sizing femininity tbis fall. Every-
thing shows! Moreover, there is

so much extra padding, tucks and
draping to achieve this new look for
those who don't come by" it natur-
ally in all the right places. This
new look definitely includes long
skirts—the question of the moment
in the U. S., too. The rule in Paris
is longer than usual by day, shorter
than usual at night. But what they
don't show below the knee they
make up for by what they do show
above the waist. Low necks in pro
fusion,.. ..flJ?nx....yerx... prps«.c«ttydjr
draped and cut, and all leaving very
little to the imagination or the bou
doir.

Dark Stockings

Paris, too, is showing dark stock-
ings. Americans were way ahead on
them with that fashion since they've
been selling them very well for a
good six months.

Colors throughout the collections
are mainly of the Impressionist
school, inspired by an exhibit in
Paris this winter. Here we find the
gamut of oranges, rusts, greens,
browns and reds. The other major
color family is a metal story-shades
of pewter gray, bronze and gold.

Finally, there are three important
silhouets coming out of Paris. The,
first in importance, because it is
newest, Is symbolized by Dior's
"Derriere de Paris"—slim and well
fitted to emphasize every curve that
ever was, or should be, accenting
the backward-ho look. The second
is the not-as-new, full-skirted, tiny
bodice Tulip silhouet. Third is the
long, slim skirt, tiny waist figure-
eight look that Fath calls his "Dis-
taff Line."

There you have it. A brief glimpse
of the most exciting openings Paris
has had in many years. The cou-
turieres are really challenging us in
America. And the clothes they
showed are destined to greatly affect
the clothes women will wear the.
next few years.

Segal Fined $250,

Barred 3 Months

For AGVA Breach
Jack Segal, indie agent, was fined

$250 and had his franchise sus-
pended for three months by Amer-
ican Guild of Variety Artists yes-
terday (Tues.) after having been
found guilty of "conduct unbecom-
ing a franchised agent" by continu-
ing to book spots which union had
declared unfair.

Matter stems back to July 9 when
AGVA and operators of mountain
resorts had seemingly hit an impasse
on proper accommodations for per-
formers. Windup was that AGVA
cited several spots unfair, including
four hotels booked by Segal. It was
brought out at hearing that Segal
continued to book them despite
AGVA ukase. •

After being called upon the carpet
by the union several weeks ago,
Segal retaliated by filing injuno
tion suit against union and an addi-
tional $5,000 damage suit in the N. Y.
Supreme Court. Former was dis-
missed last , week upon grounds of
action being a labor dispute. Other
suit was set for hearing today
(Wed.).
Segal, who is a member of Asso-

ciated Agents of America, was rep-
resented at the hearing by two fel-

low members of agent group, Nat
Dunn and Sim Kerner. Jerry Baker
and Marty Barrett repped AGVA.

After . findings of the arbitrators,

Segal, according to Dave Fox, head
of N. Y. local of AGVA, agreed to

discontinue court action.

8x10"
PHOTOS

ONLY 5Vic*! trfcn of INI er mire
Top quality prints made in any quantity on
latest automatic precision equipment from
'your print or negative. Speedy service—quality
guaranteed Typical prices

:

SIZE 10O 60O lOOO 6000
6x7 SS.OO S22.0O 4c ea. 3c ea.
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THERE'S ONLY ONE

FAYE
Aug. 26 to Sept. 15
HOUSE OF HARRIS
Son Francisco, Cal.

Direction: MCA.

MODEL WANTED
For permanent position, ex-

cellent salary, to show fine

clothes in wholesale dress

house. Measurements S'9"

with heels, waist 23 inches,

hips 34. Apply:
ADELE SIMPSON

530 7th Ave., New York City

MIRIAM SEABOLD
Currently

BriNGAI.AHl CtVB, TULSA
HKI.H OVER FOR

3RD WKKK
' Communications

mi Oakley l'laee St. Louis, Mo.

A NEW NAME in Intimate Entertainment

GEORGE KREISLER
Sings His Original "LYRICS SATIRIC"

LE RUBAN BLEU. New York
Management—HERBERT MARKS TAUNT AGENCY

New York Miami
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State, If. Y.
Hennu Youngman, Eugenie Baird,

Neal Stanley, Lucienne & Ashour,

Allen & Kent, with Emma Francis;

Henry "Red" Allen Band (6) with
r c Higgiribotham, Don Stovall;

Lou Basil's House Orch; "Dear Ruth"
(Par).

. Current layout at the State, N. Y.,

plays well despite having little in the

way of marquee lure other than the

«ic "Dear Ruth" (Par), to warrant

any b.o. pull. Despite most of the

acts carded having previously

proven their entertaining propensi-

ties both at *his house and else-

where, audience reception was more
tepid than enthusiastic at show
caught Friday (15). Maybe it was
the heat. . ,

Allen & Kent, man and gal, pace
things nicely with superb current

day hoofing and then bring on old-

Bter, Emma Francis, to contrast with
yesteryear routines, with trio join-

ing for peppy Cakewalk and jitter-

bugging for sock finale. Neal Stan-

ley follows with satirical impressions

of Hollywood celebs transplanted to

various radio programs and Donald
Duck reciting "Jack and Jill" for

good response.
Lucienne & Ashour are solid as

ever in their roughhouse Apache,
providing new slant at tag when gal

tosses guy around to merriment of

distaffers in audience. Eugenie Baird,

radio songstress, making her N. Y.
vaude debut, follows and goes over
nicely in song stanza (New Acts).

Henny Youngman, headlining and
doubling as emcee, takes, over for

standard fiddling funstering, ad lib

and throwaways to elicit attention.

His running line of gags keeps them
guffawing, with best yocks coming
Jop his satirical version of own life

story. Throwing in a few new paro-

dies and some new story material,

he grabs the longest and loudest ap
clause.
Henry "Red" Allen, flanked by

five-piece band, closes with torrid

instrumentation and vocals. Combo
comprises three rhythm, J.C. Higgin-
faotham on trombone, and Allen on
trumpet. Open with sizzler jam ses-

sion. Allen vocals comedy number,
"Hey Fool." Don Stovall follows

with "Alamo" on sax, with Higgin-
botham taking over for "Mighty
Like A Rose" and Allen topping

with "Sweet Lorraine," all handled

for solid returns. Encore with their

latest recording, "Count Me Out,'

worked up for jam session finish.

Lou Basil's house orch provides

usual good backgrounding. Edba.

Chicago, CM
Chicago, Aug. 15.

Perru Como, Marion Hutton, Ed-
die Bartell, Evans Family (4) Lloyd
Shaffer House Orch (20J; "Cynthia"
(M-G).

Clientele at Chicago Theatre is get-

ting a look at the'other Half of Ches-
terfield Supper Club's vocal galaxy,

with Perry Como in Friday (15) for

single week as successor to Jo Staf-

ford, who just completed a five-

week run to hefty returns. Indica-

tions from the opening show put
Como's outlook on boxoffice and cus-

tomer reaction in sock classification.

The sights are naturally set at the

$90,000 mark of Frank Sinatra on
engagement here last May.
Como moved into his chore with

no little discomfort. Suffering from
abscessed tooth and little sleep night
before opening, between perform-
ances it was a case of crooner shutt-

ling between the dentist and the
theatre for treatment to relieve pain.
Not having worked here since

1943, his casual singing technique,
working sans tie in the last half of

his routine, had youngsters squeal-
ing at the informality. His effortless

work on medley, "Girl of My
Dreams," "Dream, Dream, Dream,"
and "Peg O' My Heart," won hushed
attention from audience. He closes
with own version of "Temptation
which Miss Stafford also had been
featuring.

. Marion Hutton, with Como in the
.
General Artists Corp. package show,
has heaps of good looks and charm
Looking enough like sister Betty to
be her twin, Miss Hutton makes the
mistake of deserting own style to
become carbon of sister. The younger
set in house apparently didn't re-
member the Marion Hutton of the
Glenn Miller era, and were satisfied
with the imitative stuff. She does
"Across the Alley from the Alamo"
asJiow, and "Please Take Me Home
This Moment." Rounds out stanza
with "Feudin' and Fightin'," her
punch number, and "No Doubt
About It" to nice returns.
.The Evans family offer nifty pre

cision sister-brother, mother-father
terp act. Their time allotment is a
bit lengthy, but their brisk stepping
merits it. Daughter makes use of
lanky legs in contortionist routine,
involving series of somersaults, back
bends, and splits.

Eddie Bartell, billed as the original
Radio Rogue, met opposition in
walk-on. After 94-minute picture
and full stage show, patrons were
anxious for Como. Very wisely, lad
worked so fast they became en-
grossed immediately and howled
through his impersonations of Fred

born and Walter Winchell. His
Jimmy Durante impresh, much over-
worked by mimics, was truly super-
ior takeoff on the comic. Barters
"Whistler" bit was a relief from
usual character imitations, and a
March of Time" stint featuring
Westbrooke Van Voorhees garners
top applause.
The augmented Chicago Theatre

orchestra is under trie direction of
the Supper Club's musical head,
Lloyd Shaffer. Though not given
spot, their backing on.' entire revue,
especially the fiddles and muted
brass work in "Temptation," is tops.

Golden Gate, S. F.
San Frandisco, Aug. 15.

Joey Adams, Tony Canzonari &
Mafic. Plant, Ladd Lyon & Bro.,

Buster Shaver with Olive, Richard
& George, Bud Moore's House Orch
(13); "Bachelor and Bobbu-Soarer"
(RKO).

into a somewhat rough and tumble
unbalance.
Emerald Sisters, who open, are

hot shot aero comics and tumblers,
bouncing each, other around the
stage, pulling chairs from under
each other^ and otherwise enlivening
proceedings to the delight of the
audience when caught. A good
opener.
Lathrop & Lee come in nicely

with their ballroom taps, and finish
strong with a walking dance in taps.

Lowe:

RKO, Boston
Boston, Aug. 15.

Carole Landis, Johnny Morgan,
Weire Bros. (3), Gloria Gilbert,
Larry Flint House Orch; "Brute
Force" (U).

Golden Gate was a fast paced
lineup of talent that keeps customers
happy and the cash register jingling

toward healthy gross on week.
Ladd Lyon and brother pace with

aero stunts that click, with added
comedy in aukwardness of stooge

in contrast to Lyon's solid feats.

Buster Shaver flanked by midget
trio of Oliver, Richard and George,

do nicely in their song and dance
routines, and whammy in terps

routines. Richard socks over "No
Business Like Show Business," "The
Girl That I Marry" and "Got the

Sun In the Morning." Shaver's terp-

ing with the lower case Olive is

highlight of turn and garners loudest

applause.
Show gains real momentum with

Joey Adams, who breezily gives out
with fast routine of gags that keeps
the customers guffawing. Foliowup
clowning with Tony Canzoneri, ex-
pug, also gets over strongly for

further merriment. Mark Plant
turns in brace of songs, "Peg O'
My Heart" and "Begin the Beguine."
The satirical "Sony Boy," with
Adams on knee, usual comedy knock-
out to steal the show.
Bud Moore's band backgrounds

neatly. Ted.

Variety Bills
WEEK OF AUGUST 20

Numerals In connection with bills below indlcnte opening day of show
whether rull or split week

Letter In parentheses indicates circuit: (I) Independent) (L) Loewt
(P) Paramount; <H> RKO; <W) Warner

Olympia, Miami
Miami, Aug. 15.

Connfe Haines, Duke Art & Jr

Coley Worth, Winton & Diane, 3

Gobs, Les Rhode House Orch; "The
Trouble With Women" (Par).

Excellent layout of four sock acts
tied together by Larry Flint's house
orchestra totes up to a plenty hefty
bill. And despite heat wave that
floored biz in the city, this one is do-
ing all right.

Gloria Gilbert, former suburban
girl, gets a big reception with a
strong dance novelty calling for
plenty of acrobatic whirls taken at a
fast clip. She looks good and has
plenty stage personality.

Weire Brothers, top ranking stand
ard act starting off as long-haired
fiddling trio and ending up with a
wow comedy and dancing routine,
and Johnny Morgan, as sharp a comic
as there is on the vaude stage, main-
tain the high level of the layout.
Both acts go very big, Morgan pull-
ing everything from radio parodies
to the always-big story in pop tunes.

Carole Landis, another of the few
film personalities who- can really
handle themselves—and have ma-
terial to handle—on this circuit,

wows from the outset, first as a
looker and then as a plenty capable
warbler. She sings "Chi-Baba," "Old
Devil Moon," "Passing By," "I
Wonder, I Wonder" and other tunes,
giving each just the proper emphasis
and mood. Customers would have
kept her on for as many more. Flint's
band supplies okay musical back-
grounds, with Flint also emceeing
capably. Elie.

Oriental, Chi
Chicago, Aug. 14.

Marie McDonald, Clark Dennis,
Acromaniacs, Mack & Desmond,
Carl Sands Or,ch (13); "The Other
Loue" (UA).

NEW YOUK CITY
Capitol (D 21

'Pert Strae.ter Ore
The DeMarcos
Charles Trenet
Paul Winchell
.1 &. M Mult-ay
Music Hall (I) 21
Paul Haftlion
Joseph l.evinoff
Stephanie Antle
Olla Serova
Barl Covert
Corps (le Ballet
Rockettes
Sym Ore
Paramount (P) 2*

M Williamson
O Cavallaro Ore
13 Allen & I. Long
Haul & Eva Reyes
Nip Nelson

Roxy (I) 20
Jack Haley
Eilla Logan
Victor Cordova
Harmon icats

State (1.) 21
Rigoletto Bros
Aimee Sis
Make Believes
Johnny Barnes
Thelma Carpenter
Hank Ladd
Francelta Malloy
R & F Stuart

Strand (WJ 22
Count Basie Ore
Pearl Bailey.
Lewis & White
Edwards Sis

QUEENS
Jamaica (I) X0-2S

Rid Bice
Roberta Welch
Daro & Corda
Bruce Stevens
The Beaucaires
Billy Lowe
(three to fill)

AKRON
Palace (I) 21-24
Henry Busse Ore
I»h Kabibble
Wally Brown
Anita Martel
ATLANTIC CITY
Steel Pier (I) 18
Donnan Bros
4 Abdullah Girls
Mary Small
Georgle Kaye
Burns 2 & Evelyn

BALTIMORE
Hippodrome (1) 21
Louis Prima Ore
Boh Dupont
Sondra Barrett

State (I) 21-2S
The Springers
Nicki Harmon

With Connie Haines, songstress,

heading layout, this week's bill

adds up as adequate fare.

Winton & Diane tee off proceed
ings with standard tapstering,

sparked by femme's personality, to

make for a neat warmer up.

Clay modeling stint of Duke Art
& Jr. goes well. Fast work with
the clay, plus birght patter as he
caricatures "familiar ' types wlrHs
into palm rouser with model of

Uncle Sam. \

Comic Coley Worth impresses as

one of the fresher funsters to play

this house. Mixture of smart and
broad material keeps them howling
Type of attendee drawn regularly
might miss some of the smarter
lines, but the slapstick tinge keeps
the pace steady.
Aero work of Three Gobs is okay.

Tumblers work hard, but the comedy
interweaving missed in too many
spots for comfort.
In top spot Miss Haines' sock, ar

rangements, plus wham delivery
gets them all the way. Blends assort

ment of tunes which includes "That's

My Desire," "Swing Low, Sweet
Chariot," "Chi-Baba," and "It's A
Good Day" for a wrapup.

Les Rhode and house orch. back
show in good style. Lary.

Capitol, Wash.
Washington, Aug. 14.

Luba Malina, Jack E. Leonard,

Lathrop & Lee, Emerald Sisters (2),

Sam Jack Kaufman's House Orch;
"Copacabana" (17A).

With a little more smoothness and

a shot of pianissimo here and there,

this could be one of the better bills.

Everybody works hard, there is

plenty of talent, Jack E. Leonard
emcees to pull things together, and

the house orch works on stage to

give unity to the program.
Luba Malina, one of the ablest

songstresses to work on the Capitol

stage in some time, ticks like a

Swiss watch through her songs, fea-

tured by the "Boy for Every Girl-

number. Gal works with torso, as

well as her colorful voice and racks

up strong returns. She also brings

laughs in a double turn with Leo-

nard whose bulk alone is good for

guffaws when stacked up against

the lithesome gal.

Leonard practically knocks him-

self out. He is all over bill, intro-

ducing and working with the other

arts and finally winding up in a long

single which involves patter, comic

impersonations, give and take with

the Capitol's maestro, Sam Jack

Kaufman, and some of the loudest i

singing ever heard in this house,
j

Comic sets a busy and zany pace
|

which gets him plenty of mitt action

Neal Stanley
4 Del Aires

24-27
A! A Val Keoo
Jackson * M sugar
Harper & lionise
Lew Ji- Evelyn

HOKTON
Jtoston (Id ;i

Freddy Martin Ore
Jack Leonard
Alien & Kent

CAMDEN
Towers (I) 22-24
The Sargent s
Kleanor Bowers
DeLage & Shirley
Barney Grant
Helene &. Howard

I'HJOAUO
Chicago (P) 22

Charioteers
(111 Lamb
:i Chesterfields
Olga San Jun

n

Oriental (1) 21
Clark Dennis
Marie McDonald
a Swifts
Mack & Desmond
Carl Sands Oro

MIAMI
Olympla (P) 20

Ross & Ross
.Mel Murray
Jerry Wayne
Benson & Mann
Russ. Mack A- Page
PBXLABRLPHIA
Carman (I) 21

4 Emerald Sis
Morris it. Ryan
Marulyn Frechette
Perry & Clarisse

ROCKFORD
Palace (1) 22

Allan Kane
Kodell
Jimmy Husson
Ray & Nadro
R & H Dwyer
Bill Fell
Lucy Boots
Paul Walker Ore
SAN FRANCISCO
Golden Gate (R) 20
Joey Adams
Ladd Lyon
Buster Shaver
SPRINGFIELD

Court. So. (I) 21-24
Jed Dooley
3 Dale Sis
Laverne & Jon
Billy Van
Dav Dreamers
WASHINGTON
Capitol (L) 21

Evers & Delore.z
D D Workman
Hank Slemsn
Connee Boswell

Oliandra-Kaly Dcrs
Little Club

Walter Gross
a.eon & raiiXle'*

Eddie Davis
Art Waner Oro
Patsy Howard
Sylvia De Salvo
Lee Kerry
Calron Bros
Mara & Maurice
Shepard Line

Zimmerman's
Paul Smith
.ianczl Makula
Zslgo Bela
Paulens
Doris Haywood
Gene Kardos O

Monte Curio
Joel Shaw Oro
Rlnimba Oro
ttoberto
Hotel New Yorker
Jerry Wald Ore
.Marion Snelmao
Arnold Shoda
N'arena & Norris
Connie Conn

Waldorf-Astoria
Ginny Shmms
Jack Fina Ore

Misrha Borr Ore
Belmont-Ptara

Dlair & Dean
Martha King
Roy I louglas
I'ayson Re Oro
Nino Ore

ttnhnn Men
George Kreieler
Muriel Gaines
Nell Stanley .

.ivt'.y McGee
Ccdrlc Wallace S
Wally Blacker

Versailles
nean Murphy
Hob Grant Oro
Panchlto Ore

Vlllnite Barn
Am. Dennis
Stubby Ore
Lou Cecil
Oorday &. TrlanO
Papnv Relow

Hotel Edison
Geo Towue Ore

VVIvel
Rob Lee
Kay Carole
'Stuart Langley
Peggy Palmer
D'Quincey A GIv'nB

CHICAGO

Bliwkhawk
Ray Pearl
Sherman Bros (3)
Dorothy Biegan

Chez Puree
Carmen Miranda
Marty Gould Oro
Barry Sherwood
Chen Adorables (10)

Hotel Bismarck
Don Julian & Mar
Lorita Mallney
Eddie Fens Oro
Betmo Delson Oro
Gil Robinson

flelcings
Sid Fisher Oro
A 1 Morgan
Del Breeze
Donald Lane
Adrian Lorraine
H Edgewater Beach
Alex Konyat
Del Courtney Ore
Mayo Bros
The Juvelys
P Hlld Dan'rs (16)

Hotel Sherman
Carl Marx

Jackie Cain
Charlie Ventura Oro
• Murk Dennis
Jeso M-elts

Hotel Stevens
Benny Strong Oro
Boh Hopkins
Acromaniacs
Fay & Gordtin
Boulevur-Dearo

Latin Quarter
Ben Blue
Stan Fisher
Stepp Bros (4)
Latm Loveliea
Buddy Shaw Oro
Dick Hyde

Palmer House
I .iherace
Fieddle Narrel era
Michael Douglas
Abbott D'ncera (12)
C.mer & Bell

Vine Garden*
Dick Gale
J & Joan Walton
Tercse Rudolph
Jackie Soo
Joe Klsh Ore

If Marie McDonald, co-headliner
with Clark Dennis in current stanza,

was not the glamor gal she is, she'd
have little reason to rate present
billing. Her delivery of ballads
meant extra work for. Carl Sands
orch, because it was anyone's guess
what key she'd sing in next. Former
band chirp, plenty sexy is okay in

rhythm tunes. Her parody, "If I

Didn't Have A Body," was definite
improvement over ballads "How
Deep Is the Ocean," and "It Had To
Be You," and gave evidence that
with more special material, she
could—elickr -More-pep- and --feelitrg-

would develop "Almost Like Being
In Love," into potent number;
Dennis is far more appreciated in

theatre surroundings than in jazz-
happy den of the College Inn, where
he is doubling nightly. Tenor had
advantage of top accompaniment by
Sands, and vaude house is superior
showcase for his easy style. Clark
effects clever change of pitch on
"Carry Me Baek to the Lone
Prairie," and "That's My Desire"
for hefty reception. "Peg O* My
Heart" ant "Jealousie" are also ap-
plause winners.

Mack and Desmond open with
fast comedy dancing. Shapely gal is

coy bait for lad's comic routine.
Top everything with fast tap num-
ber to "Liza" for nice sendoff.

The Acromaniacs pinch-hit for the
Swifts in show caught, latter being
delayed enroute through transpor-
tation snarl. Trio almost stole show
with nifty aero tumbling, and
towering shoulder stands, which ar?
thrillers. Off to solid applause.

ENGLAND
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Barney Ross
Continued from page I

boxing. Ross learned about Garfield

doing "Soul" from* the newspapers
while he, meanwhile, had taken his

own story off the market in antici-

pation that Garfield would do it. The
biog rights, of course, have reverted

to Ross.

"Soul" is a Garfield co-op package
with Enterprise.

'Couldn't Lick Story'

Hollywood, Aug. 19.

Contacted here for a statement on
Barney Ross taking action against

Garfield, the latter and Charles

Einfeld, prexy of Enterprise, re-

vealed that they found it impossible

to lick certain angles in Ross' story,

namely Ross' addiction to narcotics,

for which he voluntarily took a cure

a year ago. Ross had started taking

dope to ease a bad case of malaria

received as a marine on Guadal-

canal, where he was cited for hero-

BltlSTOI.
Hippodrome (I)

Primo Scala Bd
Adelaide Hall
Alec Pleon
Charles Hague
Craig & Voyle
Claude Williams
Kizmz & Karen

CARDIFF
New Theatre (I) 1*
Carroll Gibbons
Douglas Byng
Leo & Bill Lowe
Paul tlargraves Co
l.eo Massey
Olga .Varcna
Barle &• Babette
- CWHiWICK
Kmplre (I) - IS

Mai-carl Bd
David Poole
Dorchester LoVlies
Billy Russell
Taylor & Brooks
George Williams

11KRIIV
Grand (I) 18

Gaston & Andree
Flack & Lucas
DeVere Dancers
Arthur Btott
Jim Jesahnan Co

HACKNEY
Kmplre (1) 18

Monte Rey
Jackie Hunter
Herschel Henlere
Wright & Ma.rlon
Anna & Her Pals

Freddy Black
Riscoe & Herry
The eddies

LEICESTER
Palace (I) IS

B Campbell Co
V Julian & Pets
Malda 3

Rosinas
Syd Makln
H A Milton
8 Ace Girls
MANCHESTER

Hippodrome (1) IS
Dante Mystery Rev
Stm-SaJa-Bim
SHKP ERDS Fit Sit

Kmplre (I) 18
.ReAk-Contiueniaie... _

Derek Boy
Arnsley & Day
Agnetle & Sylvlo
5 Rapids
Charles Stephen
Runa Ricardo
12 G Ray Girls
Les 8 Parisiennes
WOOD -GREKN
Empire (I) 18

Stand Easy
Cheerful C Chester
Ken Morris
Arthur Haynea
l.en Marten
Ramon St Clair
Maurice Riscoe
Leslie Noyes
Dave & Maurinc
K Granadaa * Peter
Monna Tymga 4

NEW YOBS CITY

"itougn nis impersonations 01 rreui wmca .bcis mu. ps»u Um ,, ncier fire
Allen, James Cagney, H. V. Kalten- but he seems to steer the whole bill ism unciei me.

v Care Botietr
(Downtown!

Stanley Prager
Mary Lou W 11llama
Annabelle Hill
Dave Martin Oro

Carnival
Bert Wheeler
Lou Holtz
Diosa Costello
Wood & Kelly
C & T Valdea
Yvonne Adair
Jimmy Ellison
Paul Gavotte
Reid Ore _ .,China Doll
John Tio
Moo Song
Fran Yang
Jaaine Li Sun
Tai Sings

Copacntrana
Lena Home
Copaey & Ayree
Nancy Doran
Terry Allen
Michael Darso Ore
Fernando Alvarez O
Diamond norsewboe
Ross & La Pierre
Slrl
Herman Hyde
Turner Twins
Rosebuds
Billy Banks
Tables Davis
Rcnald & Hudy
Jack Mathers
Noble Sissle Ore
Syd Strange Ore

E! ChlCw
P.osita nios
Caball< ros

Havana-Madrid
Frakson
t'Hllcho & Din no
r.ecuona Boys
Ciiino Ore

Iceland
Leary Sl Fla«B

Leary BroB
Florence Budny
Jo Anne Aatell
Frankie Frlssaura
Bllmpy Blank Oro

laithi Otuin

1

1

Willie Howard
Al Kelly
Mazzone-Abbott D's
Gloria Le Roy
Erhile Boreo
Piroska
Miriam Gwynno
Bon Vlvants
Vincent Travers O

Hotel Toft
Vincent Lopez Ore
Charlie Drew
Hotel Lexington :

Alomas Hawaiian^
Hotel IVnnsvivanc
Skitch Henderson
Ore
Hotel Hiltmorr

Ray Heatherton
Arthur Ravel Ore
Rosario & Antonio
Village Vangnnro

Vaxine Sullivan
Three Flames
Don Frye

Hotel Pierre
Roberto & Alicia
Clias Reader Ore

Hotel St Regis
Milt Shaw
Laszla & Peplto
Paul Hparr Ore
No. 1 Fifth Ave
Pat Bright
Jack ICeir
liazel Webaief
Downey & Fonvlllt
H.thliKlits

Rlvlem
Georgie Price
Kay Vei lion
Tony Knvaar
Joel Heri'in Oro
Curbello Ore
Miriam !«t Wile

Audition Disks
Continued from page 1

broadcasts for artists, bandleaders,

and others who order them; tape-

recorder machine demonstrators,

etc.

There's no telling how many rec-

ords may be made during the year

in this manner and all, legally, are

claimed to be violations of the Copy-
right Law, which makes the record-

ing of any song in any manner, au-

thorized or not, liable to a royalty

payment. Most people within the

.Lra^,.ha[ye_been .conditioned^ to be-

lieve that only a recbroHng" manu-
factured and sold for profit, or pub-
licly performed for profit, is liable

to royalty payments. According to

Harry Fox, trustee for music pub-
lishers in mechanical matters, that's

not so.

, Fox's interest in the idea of

licensing people who make record-

ings of the type listed above has

been heightened in recent months
by requests for permits by those

who make such recordings them-
selves. Ifs pointed out that these

requests were from individuals and
firms who realized they were vio-

lating the law in not paying a roy-

alty. Their requests couldn't be ful-

filled simply because neither Fox
nor individual music publishers are

currently equipped to license them.

Fox, however, asserts that music
publishers are currently equipped to

license them. Fox, however, asserts

that music publishers can pick up
another $300,000 to £400,000 in roy-

alties annually from this source.

In the event pubs get around to

collecting royalty coin from this

hitherto disregarded source, it's

probable that l
!'ans! »rg will be done

on a blanket basis since it would be
virtually impossible to perform in-

dividual checking and issue individ-

ual checking and issue individual

licenses.

York's Homer
; Continued from page 1

;

on the switchboards of W.I.1D,

Elson's home station, and WIND,
whose facilities were used for that

particular game.

Art Hare, WJJD manager, said

I hat Elson's offer wes misconstrutd
by his listeners. What Elson prom-
ised was to buy "a turkey" and not

"turkeys." Hare added that the sta-

tion would solve the dilemma by
giving Y%rk a turkey and mailing

to each of the listeners who phoned
in a postcard with a picture of the

turkey presented to York.



so LEGITIMATE

On the State of the Theatre

Broadway Manager Sounds Off on Legit's Financial

Aspects

By LOUIS LOTITO

Managers of legitimate theatres

as a rule are too busy wondering

where next season's hit is coming

from to defend their policies and

practices in print. But there has

been so much recent criticism of

theatre management that I should

like to take time off from scouring

the horizon for another "Life with

, Father" to present a few observa-

tions induced by several recent

articles on th'e state of the theatre.

As treasurer of the New Amster-

dam and manager of the Center

tmd Martin Beck theatres, N. Y., as

occasional' producer, and now as

president of City Playhouses, Inc.,

responsible for the destinies of the

Fulton, Morosco, Bijou, Coronet and

46th St. theatres, I have had con-

siderable opportunity to observe

theatre business in all its ramifica-

tions. And I believe there are a few

facts that anyone must consider be-,

fore attempting to analyze its

structure.

First of all, there's no business

like show business—and that goes

for its financial aspects as well as

its more colorful phases. For every

"Voice of the Turtle," if I may be

allowed to cite a current tenant as

an <e x am p 1 e, there are scores of

fly-by-night ventures that should

never have left the security of

their bluecoated manuscripts as well

as dozens of plays that might have

clicked with a different director,

a different star, a bit of rewriting,

or even a better opening-night per-

formance. To the angel who risks

his capital there is no proven m'eth-

od of determining to which category

any particular prospect belongs:
' And unless he can be assured of the

possibility of handsome profits after

gambling on such a hazardous ven-

ture, he will put his money in bonds

or blondes, or some other more
dependable investment.

Secondly, there is a tremendous
'demand for a very limited product.

The publisher of a best-selling book
can turn out" as many copies as his

presses permit, but New York
theatres have very limited seating

•capacities. And a playgoer who
• has made up his mind to see "Annie

Pet Your Gun" or "Finian's Rain-

bow" will not settle for another
' musical, however loaded its ticket

" racks. When a department store

can sell all the $49 dresses on hand
it would be reluctant to reduce the

price to $36. Similarly, the theatre.

"
Mto'tfiier' Hubbard's" Frigidnire"'

™

If you need further illustration of
• this point, just try to get an or-

chestra ticket for tomorrow's nighfe
performance of "Annie Get Your
Gun," which has the highest scale

of any show in town. Yet another

musical which came in recently at

half the "Annie" scale played to

houses as empty as Mother
Hubbard's frigidaire.

Actually prices are very little

higher than they were in the '30s,

and not as high as during the last

lush period when I was selling

tickets'" for "The Band Wagon" and
"Vanities" and incurring the wrath
of prospective playgoers who could

not understand that earjier birds

had depleted the ticket racks of

good locations for the next six

weeks. While orchestra tickets for

legitmate plays have advanced about
.30%, the balcony scale has advanced
even less. This increase is very
small when you consider the ad-

vance other.products have made.
Take our evening newspapers^ for

instance. I remember when I sold

them for lc. a copy, and today you
pay 5c. No doubt this advance is

justifiable. Who am I to say? I

should say that the overall increase

in prices of tickets is about 20%.

But during the same period opera-
tion costs for the theatre and attrac-

tion have advanced 100%, and pro-
duction costs approximately 300%.
TodayMt costs as much just to paint

a single set as it did to produce an
entire one-set play years ago. Small
wonder that producers are finding

angels harder to capture, warier of

their donations. Neither the play nor
the playhouse- can afford to reduce
prices appreciably unless someone
can figure a method of cutting costs

proportionately, or unless the thea-

tre is subsidized.

One consideration which affects

the theatre manager primarily is

that theatrical production is a sea-

sonal activity. For three or four
months each summer half the Broad-
way playhouses are shuttered. Yet
play or no play, the rent must go

(Continued on page 55)

Lifar Out as Head

Of Ballet Monte Carlo

In Tiff With De Cuevas

Strawhat Reviews Inside Stuff-Legit

Serge Lifar, ballet firebrand re-

cently forgiven by the French for

his Nazi collaboration during the

Paris occupation, has resigned as ar-

tistic director of the Grand Ballet

de Monte Carlo, due to differences

with company's owner, Marquis

George de Cuevas. Lifar has been

replaced as director by Bronislava

Nijinska, who went to* Europe to

stage some of her ballets with the

company.
Lifar, who recently resumed his

old prewar post as ballet director of

the Paris Opera, had been accused

of keeping American dancers in the

company from performing while

favoring French ballerinas. Com-
pany has been having a season at

Vichy since July 6. Rosella High-

tower and Andre Eglevsky, Ameri-
can dancers who joined the com-
pany when the Marquis took it over

this spring, have been sitting idle

in Vichy since July. 6, and only

danced their first ballet last week,

Aug. 13, when they performed in

"Constantia."
Lifar attitude' is also believed re-

sponsible for the fact that'Tamara
Toumanova, who had signed a con-

tract with the Marquis after her

spring appearance at the Paris

Opera, did no dancing at Vichy and
returned, to the U. S. in disgust.

Dancer is now on the Coast witkher
film writer-producer husband, Casey
Robinson.

_

Grand Ballet will complete its

season in Vichy the end of August.
Chances of it coming to the U. S.,

on which the Marquis had pinned
high hopes, are now believed dim.

Strawhat Jottings

Ruth Chatterton slated for a sec-

ond appearance at Ogunquit Play-

house, Me., this season in "Caprice."

. . . "The Cloak," Arthur Lithgow's
dramatization of Gogol's short story,

will have its first production at Yel-
low Springs Summer' Theatre in

Ohio today (20). . . . Rice Playhouse,

Martha's Vineyard, Mass., currently

staging Eugene O'Neill's "Anna
Christie," with Barbara Townsend in

lead. ...... Florence Reed opened a

week's engagement Monday (18) at

the—Lakewood—Theatre,—Lakewood;
Me., in Daphne Du Murier's "Re-

becca." . . . Cherry Lane Theatre.

Greenwich Village, N. Y., concludes
this' season with "Gas," play written
in 1910 by .

German playwright
George Kaiser. . . . Ezra Stone be
ginning rehearsals of "How Now
Brown Cow" for week's tryout- en
gagement at Green Hills Theatre,
Reading, Pa., Sept. 1. Madeleine
L'Engle and Robert Hartung are
the playwrights.
Weekly luncheon of the Kiwanis

Club, Glens Falls, N. Y., hosted
actor Edward Everett Horton. Hor-
ton appeared last week in his per-
ennial "Springtime for Henry" at

the nearby . Spa Theatre, Saratoga
Springs.
Greenbush Summer Theatre, Blau-

velt, N.Y., will stage "Trial Honey-
moon," by COnrad S. Smith, for a

week beginning Sept. 1. . . . "Peg O'

My Heart" will be presented by the

Hayloft theatre, Guthsville, Pa.,

from Aug.- 31 to Sept. 5, with Cath-
erine Hyatt in lead . . . Priscilla

Towers and Robert Courtleigh co-

star in "The Barretts of Wimpole
Street," currently being done by the
Port Players of Oconomowoc, Wis.
. .. . . Music Hall Theatre, Clinton,

N. J., opened Monday (18) with
Michael Robinson's comedy, "The
Lady and The Tiger."

Westchester Playhouse, Mt. Kisco,
N. Y., presents Ruth Gordon's "Years
Ago" as last show of its 1947 season,
with William Harrigan in lead .'

. .

Olga Baclanova will have lead in

Gian-Carlo Menotti's new play, "A
Copy of Madama Aupic," being
staged by Theatre In The Dale, New
Milford, Conn., Aug. 27 . Berkshire
Playhouse, Stockbridge, Mass., pre-
sents Peggy Conklin in "Dream Girl,'

week of Aug. 25. . .ZaSu Pitts stars in

"The Late Christopher Bean," being
presented by The Playhouse, Wor-
cester, Mass,, Sept. 1 . . . Guy Pal
merstofi presents "Dear Ruth" at

Lake Whalom Playhouse, Fitchburg,

Mass., for week beginning Aug. 25

. . . Laraine Day co-stars with
Gregory Peck in "Angel Street" as

final presentation of the Actor's

(Continued on page 53)

The Skull Beneath
Westport, Conn., Aug. 18.

John C. Wilson production of drama in

three acts (Ave scenes) by Richard Carlson.

Stars Fay Balnter; features Hugh Mar-
lowe. Stiiged by Martin Manulls; setting

and lighting, Herbert Brodkln. At the

Westport, Conn.. Country Playhouse, Aug.

18, '47; S3.00 top.

Lltia...... Abble Mitchell

Dlccy ;
Gwendolyn Jackson

Kitty Mccracken. Fay Bainter

Link McCracken Hugh Marlowe
Tonla Cobb Flora Campbell
Cathy McCracken Joan Shepard

X Girl .
Jane Love

Mister Peckover Russell Collins

Captain Jensen Alan Hewitt

A Corporal ......McCrea Imbrle

Punkln Ynller. * Ken 'Renard

EifVDt '. . . . .Alonao Bosan
Yancey Cobb. ,

.-. .' Elliott Rcld

Even with Fay Bainter "The Skull

Beneath" looks unlikely for Broad-

way. Without the star Richard Carl-

son's drama of murder and caste in

post-Civil War Dixie would hardly
merit strawhat time, let alone the

fedora trade.

It's an uneven play, a combination

of whodunit and social message
which fails to jell. The first act,

smartly drafted, is the best of the

show. After that "Skull" turns un-
sure and loses pace. It doesn't look

like easy fixing.

The desperate attempt of the shat-

tered aristocracy of the ' south to

go on living as if the war never
happened provides familiar motiva-
tion. Kitty McCracken, played by
Miss Bainter, is the mistress of

.
a

plantation who, despite her impover-
ishment, manages to maintain the
elegance to Which she has been
accustomed, even if she has to make
her gowns out of the curtains. The
homecoming of her son, Link, a
Confederate major, is marred by
the surprise arrival of a Yankee girl

who hooked him into marriage in

Richmond. Shortly after the intruder

is found murdered.

Casting of suspicion on Link's
young daughter by a former wife,

as well as a cousin who has long
loved him, generates suspense which
is heightened by the arrival of the
late bride's carpetbagger father and
a Union captain to check on the
charge of murder. Pinning the crime
is easy for the audience even if the
Yankee officer is a pushover—one
of the worst weaknesses of the Carl-
s*n script.

. In an anti-climactic finish Kitty
McCracken's plans go to pieces, and
she is left with a nephew who, as
a southern "gentleman," is a ringer
for one of 'the little foxes. Several
Negro characters have been expertly
detailed." They are the freshest and
most interesting people in the play
Although the role of the planta-

tion patrician provides far from a
broad showpiece for Miss Bainter,
she gives Kitty McCracken all the
part can stand. The emergence of
"her true character In the* last scene
is topflight trouping.

Featured Hugh Marlowe has
trouble putting life into the son
Link, a man of integrity who ap-
parently finds time for women at

the drop of a cue. Flora Campbell
doesn't find the sweetheart much
easier. Elliott Reid and Russell Col-

lins are much more successful, over,
playing the lesser roles of the un
scrupulous cousin and the carpet
bagger, respectively. Reid, by the
way, is only white southern char
acter who uses an accent; Joan
Shepard is natural as the McCracken
child. Alan Hewitt doesn't save the
Union captain from sounding like a
caricature. The colored contingent
is excellent—namely Abbie Mitchell
Alonzo Bosan, Ken Renard and
Gwendolyn Jackson.

Martin Manulis' staging makes the
most of the superior first act, but
he hasn't been able to overcome the
faults of the subsequent scenes.
Herbert Brodkin has created a rich
southern mansion interior within
the limitations of the Westport stage.

Title comes from a line in the
play about the hard white skull be-
neath the pretty skin.
Race and regional angles are not

the Hollywood type. Elem.

Claims of players contracted to appear with the open-air Atlanta Moon-
light Opera Co., which flopped last month, causing the remaining scheduled
operettas to be automatically cancelled, have piled up at Equity, as ex-
pected. It's reported that the venture dropped $75,000, but that does not
include actors' claims, which to date amount to around $20,000. And
there are other obligations. Operetta outfit was incorporated, two Pitts-

burgh men and one Atlantan being the principal investors. Actors' con-
tracts were signed by Harold Jaeoby, who was made managing director,

and he is liable so far as Equity is concerned. There is little chance
that the claims will ever be liquidated as Jacoby is a company manager,
not a producer. Actors involved1 were classed as "jobbers," who were
cast to appear in one or two of the cancelled musicals. Some of the cast

of the permanent company have also filed claims but for minor items such
as return Pullman fares, there not being enough guarantee money on
deposit with Equity, because of the season's sudden collapse.

Backers of "Barnaby and Mr. O'Malley," one of.last season's most costly

tryout flops, have been advised by Barney Josephson and James D. Proc-

tor, who produced it, that the play has been abandoned. It reputedly

represented around $80,000. A full year has been devoted to plans for

putting the show back on the boards, but whereas many problems were
solved, the script itself could not be effectively revised. Play, based on
Crockett Johnson's comic strip, was written by Jerome Chodorov, who
expressed dissatisfaction with his own rewriting. Production was simpli-

fied so that one setting could be used and operation expense lowered.
Pre-picture deal money was held in escrow to secure re-flnancing offered

by J. J, Leventhal, it being estimated that $35,000 was necessary to put
the play on again. Decision to relinquish the rights came after efforts to

interest a number of well known authors to collaborate on "Barnaby"
failed. Chodorov offered 50% of the royalties to any writer to turn out
a revised script, and while a lesser-known Hollywoodian took a stab at

the job, the result was not satisfactory.

Protest against the title of the London play, "The Crime of Margaret
Foley," and against the names of two characters in it, has been made by'
Minoru Lady Foley and her son, Lord Foley. Two of the principal char-
acters in the play are Thomas Foley, who is murdered, and his wife Mar-
garet, an adultress.

After seeing the meller, Lady Foley wrote the management of the
Comedy theatre, "My son, Lord Foley, and J were at your first night of

The Crime of Margaret Foley.' The play was most beautifully acted by
very great artists, and although we enjoyed the acting, we were both
very concerned that you used not only our family name of Foley, but
Thomas and Margaret, which have been names for generations of our
family. This, of course, must not be allowed. I must ask you, and Insist,

to withdraw the title of your play. The name Foley must be immedi-
ately withdrawn from the play."

It isn't known as yet what, if any, action will be taken in consequence
of the protest.

It is proposed that starting .next summer pay protection of chorus
participants in all open-air musical stocks will be added to money de-
posited with Equity guaranteeing principals' salaries. "Reason it has not
been a general requirement up to now is. that most of - the ensemble
people are locally engaged youngster newcomers to the stage who are
trained by directors and stage managers engaged in New York. Chorus
pay guarantee applies to some of the season's operetta projects such as

St. Louis and Dallas but not to all others. At Atlanta, where the season
flopped, the ensemble got very little pay, and although the chorus there
made no protest Equity ' believes that compensation should be assured
them whether they intend remaining in show business or not. If that

rule is adopted it is likely the localites will be required to join Chorus
Equity.

Accompanying the showing of "Harvey" at the Opera House, Central
City, Colo., was the addition of a memorial chair in honor of the late

Antoinette Perry, who staged the comedy. She was a native of nearby
Denver, as is Mary Chase, its author. It was placed among 400 memorial
chairs which are the theatre's seats on the lower floor and which were
installed when the annual play "festival" in, the former mining town wa»
revived 15 years ago. Chairs are hickory, carved with the names of those
hpnar^^Name^constitute^ & .whpVwhp^ in jnany fields of_ endeavor but
there are three living" persons "ihciuded—Rober't"Edm6nd Jones anrTFrank"
St.-Leger, designer and stager of Central City productions; also Billy

Hamilton, 71, caretaker of the Opera House. Brock Pemberton, producer
of "Harvey" made the presentation, Mayor John Jenkins accepting.

Stage rights to "Father and the Angels," novel by William Manner*
published last week by Dutton, have been bought by Herman Shumlin,
who has 18 months to find a dramatist and produce it. This is first novel
by Manners, who is editor of reprints at Hillman Periodicals, and a for-
mer prizefighter.

Story is autobiographical portrait of writer's father, who is a rabbi in

Zanesville, O., and book is being referred to as a Jewish "One Foot In
Heaven. Claimed two film offers already have been turned down.

The Tempestuous
Petticoat
Los Angeles, Aug. 12.

Playmakers production of comedy in three
acts by Raymond F. Lee. Directed by Ray-
mond F. Lee. Settings )>y Dick Abbott.
Opened at Starlet theatre, Los Angeles,
'Aug. 11, .37; $1.20 top.
Mrs. Mnysfleld Marian Beeler
Count D'Indy

: Walter Hymer
Madame Charsky Virginia Tangan
Morla Paniztsa-. :

.

. Darlano Innes
Peter Vane..., Guy Maynard
Serge Stroganov Ken Mayer
Poulet Dick Abbott
Boris Paul Geary
Felice Green Letltla Laurence

Temporary Mayor Hyhes of Boston (subbing for Mayor James M.
Curley, now in jail), denied the Broadway report that Boston had banned
"Dear Judas" sight unseen.
The script is actually in the censor's office, having been sent in by the

producer, but the city will take no action unless the play actually goes
there. Even then it's to. be doubted if the whole play would be ruled out,
though there's no question it would raise plenty of protest if it did
come in. It got sad notices on opener at Ogunquit, Me., strawhat.

Joe Flynn and James R. Miller are collaborating on a book tentatively
called "Space Chiseler," which will detail Flynn's publicity stunts over a
period of 30 years as a legit press agent. Recently Miller did an article
about Flyhn's escapades which appeared in This Week, the Sunday
magazine supplement.

This is an unfunny farce revolving
about the stormy love life of a con-
cert pianist and a diva. Complica-
tions are provided by the pianist's
manager, who also is in love with
the singer.
The manager schemes to break

up the romance via a couple of
stooges. He expects to wind up
married and managing both artists.

In the end, to everyone's great sur-
prise, the stooges marrv each other,

the artists kiss and make up and the
manager is out in the cold.

Direction by the author is ex-
tremely spotty, and the production
is distinguished only by a pair of
interesting sets by Dick Abbott, who
shows more talent for that than he
does for his role as the manager.
Other cast credits are about on a
par.
Like most "petticoats," this one

promises a lot more than it delivers.
Kap.

Horace
Princeton, N. J., Aug. 18.

Harold J. Kennedy and Herbert Kenwlth
production of comedy In three acts (one set)
by Kennedy. Staged by Kenwlth. Starring
Nancy Walker. Robert Alda and Doris
Dowllng. At McCarlor theatre, Princeton,
N. J.. Aug. 18, '47.

A Wife Kay Buckley
Her Sister Nancy Walker
Her Husband Harold J. Kennedy
A Guy Robert Alda
A Girl Doris Dowllng
A Neighbor Dwlght Marfleld

As summer fare "Horace" has its

points but it is unlikely as hit ma-
terial beyond the strawhat sectors.
Premiering here it got off to a socko
start, thanks to the comedic talents

of Nancy Walker, but it soon petered
down to a talky, improbable piece.

Written by Harold J. Kennedy,
alumnus of Yale's "47 Workshop,"
its war theme of readjustment is

dated and its situations much on the

obvious side.

Here we have men returning from
service and making problems for

themselves rather than solving them.

They are not quite sure whom they

love. There is a boy named Joe and

a girl named Joe and it takes three

rather gabby acts and a long detour

around John Brown's farm before

everyone concerned comes to a full

stop decision: .The one person who
has any degree of certainty is the

little man who isn't there, "Horace,

a soldier card sharp who gets two

black eyes in exchange for five

aces! ,
' There is the vaccillating husband
(Kennedy) who isn't sure he loves

his wife (Kay Buckley) , who in turn

thinks she loves a visiting captain

(Robert Alda), who fancied he had

a case on a girl war worker W01^
Dowling). And there's the Peep-

ing Tom neighbor (Dwight Marfleld)

who gets pretty confused about 11

(Continued on page 55)
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Tyro Memberships, Out of Strawhats,

Seen Overcrowding Equity's Rolls

Rash of membership applica-f

tions to Equity that accompanied the
'

summer stock season is apt to be

embarrassing to the association later

on, it is contended by many actors

who believe that marly of the new-

comers from the strawhats and ac-

companying drama schools have no

legitimate right on the stage. Fear

is expressed that the membership

rolls will become overcrowded, so

that there will be far too many
actors than the possible maximum
number of jobs.

During June there were 128 new
Equityites "elected," and applica-

tions have since averaged 100 week-

ly, so that last summer's 800 new
memberships, mostly from straw-

hats, will likely be exceeded. As all

newcomers must pay $100 initiation

each, plus $9 lor the first half year's

dues, an integral percentage of

Equity's income is thereby derived.

Rules provide that tyros or others

having contracts for a legit show are

eligible to membership but it's pos-;

sible that a brake will be put on in-

comers during the new season. A
committee is investigating the sum-

mer stocjc field with the idea of

recommending changes in the regu-

lations for. strawhats, its report not

being due, however, until the first

of the year.

In the interim, players who ap-

peared in the stocks will be screened

for opinions pointing. to the better-

ment of conditions in the strawhats.

The committee may recommend cur-

tailment of the number of new mem-
bers from that field but the proposal

is likely to come to the council be-

fore the strawhat report is filed.

WINS $6,350 AWARD
* FROM MAX JELIN

Summary judgment was granted

Alexander Gross against Max J.

Jelin in N. Y. supreme court last

Thursday (14) by Justice J. Ed-

ward Lumbard, Jr., the amount of

the award being $6,350. Gross is

described as a backer of Jelin, who
has been operating the Belasco,

N. Y., and who has a lease on the

International, N. Y. Claimant testi-

fied to having invested $5,000 with

Jelin in 1945, the money supposedly

purchasing a share in a play, which,

however, was never produced by the

defendant. Judgment was then ob-

tained, but in -settlement Gross ac

eepted 95 notes of $100 each.

When Jelin defaulted, Gross
:—tBrned-the~mattep-over-to-«-coll£C:

tion agency and the latter's commis-

sion of $850 was included in the

judgment. Jelin contended that the

notes represented personal loans and

not payable by Jelin Productions,

which was also made liable for the

judgment. Court ruled out that de

fence and also rejected an allegation

that the rate of interest ($500) was
tisurous.. Gross told the court that

"Burlesque," now at the Belasco
;

might close soon, another reason

why judgment should be granted

pronto.

'Alice' Plenty Hefty
To Cart Around

Coast-to-Coast tour of the Rita

Hassan-American Repertory Co. pro-

duction of "Alice in Wonderland,"

opening Sept. 16 at |he Boston

Opera House, is one of the heaviest

shows to take to the road in years.

The physical production will 811 18

transfer trucks and three full bag-

gage cars. Show has 24 scenes,

mounted on rolling platforms. Com-

pany of 55 includes cast, key musi-

cians and backstage department
heads, plus managerial staff.

Show will play largest available

houses in all stands, in order to cov

er the approximate $20,000 weekly
nut. Tour is slated through next

May. Sam Handelsman is general

manager for the producers, with

Joe Moss company manager a

Ted Goldsmith advance man.

"Alice" revival was presented by
the Hassan-ART combo last season,

initially at the International and

thence at the Majestic, N. Y.

Shows in Rehearsal
"How I Wonder"—Ruth Gordon,

Garson Kanin, with Victor Samrock
and William Fields.

•"Music in My Heart" — Henry
Duffy.

""Allegro"—Theatre Guild.
"The Bencjiwarmer"—Alex Yokel

and Joel W. Schenker.
•"High Button Shoes"—Monte

Proser and Jos. Kipness.
"I Gotta Get Out"—Herbert Har-

ris and Lester Meyer.
"The Stars Weep"—Louis Schon-

ceit.

"We Love a Lassie"—Shuberts.

Musical

League of N. Y. Theatres Vote Sides

With Equity Vs. Negro Segregation

Gen'l-Co. Mgr.

Doubling Scored

By ATAM Group
Similar to an abortive attempt to

prevent Broadway press agents

from handling more than one show
at a time last season, another fac-

tion within the Assn. of Theatrical

Agents and Managers aims to pre-
vent general managers from also

acting as company managers on the

theory that more jobs would thus

become available. Some. ATAM-ers
act as general manager for a num-
ber of attractions, their duties being
supervisory and the routing of road
shows, but when a man is back with
a show and is also the g'.m. it some-
times is principally for the title.

There generally is extra compen-
sation to general managers who are

also back' with shows however, but

ATAM has no salary scale, nor rules

covering their activities. . The g.m.

job may call for $50 weekly,

-whereas-the --show—management-job.
has a minimum of $133.50. Claimed
by those who want ATAM to adopt
regulatory rules that g.m.'s may
earn from $250 to $400 weekly if

also back with a show. Company
managers are limited to one show
whereas press agents may have as

many as six attractions at the same
time, but are required to engage
an associate for each attraction.

7 Sept Preems

Set for Bway
Less than three weeks ago there

was only one new show definitely

carded for Broadway during Sep-
tember; now there are at least seven
and Jhe premiere list may increase
by Labor Day, indicating that pro-
ducers are going into action.

Early. September arrival is to be
"We Love a Lassie," at the Booth,
Sept. 8. Week of Sept. 15 has "Dear
Judas," at the Mansfield and "The
Stars Weep," theatre not being, defi-

nite. "I Gotta Get Out" is slated for
the Cort, Sept. 25, with "Our Lan'

"

due two days later at the Royale.
"How I Wonder" is listed for Sept.
30 at the Hudson,' which currently
has "State of the Union:"

"Judas," a controversial drama of
Christ and Judas, tried out recently
at the Ogunquit (Me.) Playhouse, a
strawhaf, where it was boycotted by
the Catholic church and was re-
ported getting very little business.
Drama was slated for further try-
out in Boston, but when the Hub's
mayor turned thumbs down after

gandering the script, the date was
cancelled by Michael Myerberg, pro-
ducer of "Judas," and also its adap-
tor.

"The Magic Touch," shifted from
next week to Labor Day week, is

carded for the International (Col-
umbus Circle). Play's first date
was Buffalo at $6 top, ' and
drew a -press lacing, Newark being
last week's- stand. That the
first new straight play should try
a $6 top caused eye-brow-lifting
among show people. Management of
"Touch",says the high scale will ap-
ply to a number of benefits reputed-
ly booked for the- first week or so
but that a more normal scale will
.apply otherwise.

Golden-Lambur Set

As New Chi Prod. Unit
;

Chicago, Aug. 19.

J..F. Golden and J. Michael Lam-
bur, scions of wealthy Chicago fam-

ilies, have organized a legit-pro-

ducing office, Golden & Lambur,

Inc., and are set to make their debut

with "All Gaul Is Divided" in the

fall. Ralph T. Kettering has been

retained as manager of the firm and

Daniel Newman as press rep. Cast-

ing for "Gaul" starts Aug. 25 in New
York.

Play, by John I. McGiver, a pro-

fessor at Catholic U, Washington,
D. C, reoently received a three-

week tryout at the university. G & L
has contracted Walter Kerr to di-

rect, while David Ffolkes will do

the decor, costumes and lighting.

Premiere will be in New York or

Boston, if a theatre in Chicago is

not available at the time.

Theatre '47, Dallas, Sets

20-Week Autumn*Season
Dallas, Aug. 19,

Plans for a fall and winter sea-

*on beginning in mid-November and
presenting eight plays in 20 weeks,

were announced by Theater '47 in

Dallas immediately following suc-

cessful close of its initial summer
season.

The board of directors and Man-
aging Director Margo Jones are now
drafting detailed plans for the fall

re-openihg. Permission for the con-

tinued use of the 2001-seat Gulf
Oil Playhouse in Fair Park has
been granted. Plays to be produced
have not been determined but it's

tentatively planned to produce five

new scripts and three classics. The
company of New York actors will

be engaged in September.

Gets Leave for Legit

Hollywood, Aug. 19.

Lorraine Miller was granted a
leave of absence from her U. S. Pic-
tures pact to play in "High But-
ton Shoes," legit musical being pro-
duced by Monte Proser and Joseph
Kipnis.

George Abbott will direct, with
book by Stephen Longstreet and
songs by Sammy Cahh and Jule
Styne.

Pelican Productions Sets

'No Exit' for Coast Bow
Los Angeles, Aug. 19.

Jean Paul Sartre's Existentialist

play, "No Exit," makes its Coast

bow Thursday (21) at the Coronet
theatre here with John Emery,
Nancy Coleman and Tamara Geva.

Drama follows "Galileo" as the

third offering of Pelican Produc-
tions.

'Lassie' Ducks A. C.

Atlantic City, Aug. 19.

Premiere of "We Love a Lassie,"

new comedy by Marcel Wallenstein

and Kathleen Kennedy, scheduled

for the Auditorium the week of Aug.

25, has been called off, according to

David Lowe, producer of the plays

in the city's big Convention hall.

The Shuberts, backers of the show,

told Lowe that they would be un-

able to whip the play into shape for

the Aug. 25 bow. It's skedded to

open in Boston later.

"Anna Lucasta," which did big

here three weeks ago, will return for

the Aug. 25 date and will be the final

show of the season.

Talk here has been that the Shu-

berts have been interested in getting

a local house for openings, and a

SETTLE WALKOUT AT

HEAVES AFTERS DAYS
Labor trouble flared up again in

N. Y. theatrical costume plants last

week, and there was a two-day
walkout in one shop, but Monday
(18) the situation was clarified and
no further ructions are expected
through the new season. Tailors and
others received a 5% increase and
employers will give 1%% of the
payroll to the union's health fund1

.

Average wage increase is around
$3 per week, but pay tilts have
amounted to 40% in the past three
years. Men's tailors now get $77
weekly, as against $50 before the
union demanded upped pay. Cost
of costumes has correspondingly
gone up, boost being passed onto
show producers.
Walkout occurred in the Eaves

plant, where the costumes for "Al-
legro" are being made, shop being
idle from Friday until Tuesday (19)

morning, time loss being two days.
Contract between the union and
coslume plant operators was ex-
tended until next July, after wran-
gling between lawyers representing
both factions, during which it was
contended' that violations of the
Taft-Hartley act impended should a

strike be declared.

Sketchy Memphis Sked
Memphis, Aug. 19.

Legit season looks pretty sketchy
here for fall and winter.

Though Ellis auditorium schedule
is chockful of concerts, sports events,

etc., management's own show book-
ings are fairly skimpy at- this point.

On calendar now are: "Skating
Vanities of 1947," Oct. 14-19; "Annie
Get Your Gun," with Mary Martin,

Oct. 29-Nov. 1; "Desert Song," Nov.
14-15; "Life With Father," Nov.
28-29: Blackstone magic show, Dec.

deal was nearly in the making here
j

12-13; "Holiday On Ice," Jan. 27-

last spring Success or failure of ! Feb. 4: Al Chymia Shrine Circus,

the opening of "We Love a Lassie" : Feb. 14-20; "Harvey," March 3-5;

was expected to help them deter- : and "Song of Norway," March 26-27.

mine whether such a venture was I
Metropolitan Opera dales not set

practical. ' as vet-

Segregation Deal

Kings Quick OK

On Equity Accord
As soon as the Washington seg-

regation scrap was terminated last

week, negot'iation of a somewhat re-

vised basic agreement covering

1947-48, between the League of New
York Theatres and Equity, was ac-

complished within a couple of hours

on Friday (15) although it took a

longer time for producers to reach
agreement on the Chorus Equity
Contract. Other than the segregation
stipulation there were no important
changes and no increase in the $60
minimum weekly pay was asked by
the actors but a goodly tilt applied
to the chorus.

Stage managers, who are all

Equityites, are now recognteed as

a separate class within the associa-

tion, but no pay scale was sought,
that being a matter of individual

bargaining. Stage managers cannot
accept less than the Equity mini-
mum but the majority receive con-
-sidefably-bigher-compensation_They_
shall not be called upon to under-
study, nor to play a part unless in

case of a definite emergency and
are to be paid from the first day
when called in by the manager,
whereas last year full pay* did not
start until rehearsals began. That
eliminates use of their services cuflo

in managerial offices. -There is to

be no rehearsal pay increase ($25

weekly) but such allowance shall

start on the first day of rehearsals,

although the probationary five days
is retained, during which time an
actor may be replaced. Managers
are to pay for actors' wardrobe,
street clothes or otherwise, as called

for in the part, for those getting sal-

aries of $125 or less.

Grants to Chorus

Minimum for the chorus has.

been raised from $50 on Broad-
way to $60, and from $55 to

$65 on the road. Chorus union de-
mand had been considerably higher,

but the least pay to ensemble people
is now on a par with actors and
slightly higher out of town. As
pointed out previously, nearly all

choristers receive more than the
old minimum and quite a number
will get more than the new scale.

Sought-for boost in rehearsal pay
was rejected. Ensemble people are
guaranteed at least six weeks in

Broadway musicals, except in fast

flops, purpose of the stipulation be-

ing to prevent cutting the number of

chorines soon after opening. Chorus
is to get one week's vacation if the

engagement runs a year and Chorus
Equity members are to get prefer-

ence in first calls by producers. CE
was thereby granted more conces-

sions than ever before.

There was a desire by Equity to

reach agreement prior to next Fri-

day (22), when regulations of the

Taft-Hartley act will be in force,

and the managers were quite will

ing to accede.

4 Supporting Equity's stand on non-
segregation of audiences at the Na-
tional, Washington, D. C a con-

tingent of League of New York The-
atre members, led by author-man-
agers, easily outvoted those show-
men opposed at a special League
meeting last Thursday (14). League's
board was thereby instructed to ac-

cept Equity's stipulation that unless

the color line be eliminated by next
summer, legit actors would not play
the theatre. That eased the way lor

quick end to negotiations to revise

and extend the basic agreement be-

tween the managers and actors,

which was completed Friday (15).

It was clear that opposed show-
men too were against the exclusion

of Negroes to theatres but emphat-
ically objected to the line of pro-
cedure to force the issue, both on
Equity's part and the proponents
within the League membership.. Au-
thor-manager contingent was in the
majority of the 46 present. Actu-
ally there were seven votes against,

but 10 managers refused to vote,

evidently on the ground that they
did not care to be fingered as advo-
cates of Jim Crowism, the "yes" vote
being 29.

Don't Object to Principle

Objection was not against the
principle but the selection of one
theatre for the segregation "cam-
paign," which directly involved its

operator, Marcus Heiman, former
head of the League. Among those
who voted "yes" on the inclusion of

the segregation clause were Lee
Shubert and Max Gordon, latter

stating that although he was against

the Equity dictation he would vote
with the author-managers group.
Gordon produced "Born Yesterday,"
written by Garson Kanin, who with
Elmer Rice and Oscar Hammerstein,
2nd, led the proponents of the seg-
regation stipulation. Rice is of the
Playwrights Co., as is Robert E.

Sherwood, who first organized the
dramatists to -protest segregation at

the National. Heiman has been in-

terested in several Gordon produc-
tions, latter's vote therefore being
surprising. They are part owners
of the Lyceum, N. Y., where "Born"
is running.
Brock Pemberton bluntly stated

that he was not in sympathy with
the Equity edict and would vote no.
He and Arthur Hopkins led the ob-
jectors, latter saying that segrega-
tion is wrong but it's equally wrong

(Continued on page 55)

STREAMLINED 'NORWAY'

HITS ROAD NEXT MONTH
Los Angeles, Aug. 19.

"Song of Norway" goes back on
the roa'd next month, but with some
scenic streamlining. Lavish sets
made it unwieldy in previous tours
since 35-man crew needed 17 hours
in which to set up, which always
meant at least one day lost between
stands.

Revision of scenic effects is cur-
rently underway and "Norway" will
open in San Diego Sept. 29. Show
goes from there to Salt Lake City
and then east by easy stages. Under-
stood it probably will wind up road
tour with a date at the City Center
in New York. '

.

;

Cast toppers may be changed be-
fore the tour gets underway al-

though the Edwin Lester production
still will carry a cast of 75. In its

"triumphal homecoming" earlier this

season, under the aegis of the Civic
Light Opera Assn., "Norway" estab-
lished an all-time record gross for
the Philharmonic Auditorium, draw-
ing $56,400 for the final week of the
four-frame engagement.

Priestley Play Liked; In

London; 'Bride' Weak
London, Aug. 19.

"The Bride Goes West," opened
Aug. 14. at the Fortune, proving inef-

fective GI bride comedy about nos-
talgic settlement difficulties in a

small American town. Play was
tolerantly received but its future is

unlikely.

"The Linden Tree," new J. B.

Priestley play opening Aug. 15 Bt the

Duchess, was unanimously acclaimed
my majority of press despite its

verhnsity. Author's popularity.

coupled with Sir Lewis Casson and

In former seasons I Dame Sybil Thorndike's following,

many negotiation sessions were held should attract business for a con-

and it seemed much lime was con- ; siderable time. But theme is too local

sumed in needless quibbling. Jfor America.
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Heat Blisters B way ; 'Annie' Moving
»

Back to Lead with Merman Return,

Fall Preems Taking Better Shape
All-American heat . wave, which

saw Broadway sweltering in 94-

degree heat last Friday (15), dis-

solved what increases there were
early last week. Only noticed ex-
ception was for "Annie Get Your
Gun," whicli figures to climb back as

top grosser on Broadway this week.
Cooler weather arrived on Sunday
(17).
Number of shows in rehearsal,

which includes three musicals, is

growing, and the premiere cards for

autumn are slowly taking form. Only
one arrival is slated for this month
but September will have more new
productions than were dated a few
weeks ago. .

•Estimates for Last Week
Keys: C (Comedy), D (Drama),

CD (Comedy-Drama), R (Revue),
M (Musical), O (Operetta).
"AH My Sons," Coronet (29th

week) (D-1,095; $4.80). Slightly bet-

ter, especially the first half last week,
the count again approximating $11,-

500.
"Annie Get Tour Gun," Imperial

(66th week) (M-1,427; $6.60). Picked
up around $2,500, with the gross ap-

proaching $40,000; Ethel Merman
back and capacity pace should re-

turn.
"Born Testerday," Lyceum (81st

week) (C-993; $4.90). Anticipated
betterment after Labor Dgy, with
long runner slated into winter;

around $17,000.
"Brigafloon," Ziegfeld (23d week)

(1,626; $4.80). With takings around
$42,500 the gross was about the big-

gest among musicals.
"Call Me Mister," Majestic

-
(70th

week) (M-1,659; $4.80). "Allegro" is

slated for berthing here but not until

October; question is if GI revue will

stick that long; $20,000.
"Finian's Rainbow," 46th St. (32d

week) (C-920; $6). Capacity draw
plus stande.es throughout the week,
with indications of running more
than a year; $42,000.
"Happy Birthday," Broadhurst

(42d week) (C-1,160; $4.80). Held
last week's early gains and ap-

proached $19,000; figured into Octo-

ber.
"Harvey," 48th St. (146th week)

(C-920; $4.20). Saturday was skipped
because of Jimmy Stewart's one-day
absence but three matinees played
and only $500 difference in capacity

gait; approximately $18,500. /

"Ieetime of 1948," Center (12th

week) (M-2,994; $2.40). Four mati-

nees last week and for the next two;

skating revue went to quoted $47,500,

rainy Saturday a break.
"John Loves Mary," Music Box

(28th week) (C-979; $4.80). May re^

gain spring form but hasn't done it

yet; laugh show making some money
at around $12,000.

" ""^RWKOiiiar," -St,"James—-(-moth-
week) (M-1,505; $4.80). With takings

around $22,000 again^ run leader do-

ing very well and expected to stick

until Christmas.
"State of the Union," Hudson (92d

week) (CD-1,057; $4.80). Was ahead
until the mercury got tfopical, and
last week's takings eased off to ap-

proximately $12,000.

"The Medium," and "The Tele-

phone," Barrymore (16th week) (M-
1,064; $4.20). One performance
missed and attendance slipped, with

takings under $10,000.

"Voice of the Turtle," Morosco
(175th week) (C-939: $3.60). Three-

person play still turning a little

profit although gross is low; $7,500.

"Young Man's Fancy," Plymouth
(16th week). (C-1,075; $3.60). Num-
ber of two-for-ones is reduced ma-
terially, and with sharing terms
lightened, some profit claimed at ap-
proximately $6,500.

REVIVALS
"Burlesque," Belasco (34th week)

(C-1,077; $4.80). Some attractions

have ' expended limit of draw and
this is one; around $9,500; aimed for

road, where it should prosper.
"Sweethearts," Shubert (30th

week) (M-1,382; $4.80). Road sched-

ule is set for fall and intention is to

play here until then; $17,000.
NEIGHBORHOOD *

"I Remember Mama," Windsor,

Bronx. _
"Dream G'*!." Flatbush, Brooklyn.

A% HUB,'LAUGHTER' «u

IN STRAWHAT TRY
' Boston, Aug. 19.

."Laughter from a Cloud," new
Lynn Riggs comedy in tentative try-

out with Ilka Chase, made a fairly

good showing at the Boston Summer
theatre as the season began show-
ing signs of waning. Did an esti-

mated $4,000. Cambridge, finishing

up with "Ghost Train," failed to

made a bid, the heat wave knocking
the un-air-conditioned running part-

ner of the Boston strawhat out of

the running.
Gertrude Lawrence, on personal

femme draw, did well at Marble-
head, and Faye Emerson did like-

wise at Dennis with debut of "Pro-
file," though, the play—like Miss
Lawrence's—got a whipping.^Other-
wise, the strawhatters were only
so-so, the worst heat wave of the
season killing most of them.

Legit prospects continue to shape
up the fall season, but it's clear by
no\y the volume will be well off

•from former seasons. New ones
added io last week's list are "We
Love a Lassie" at the Shubert, Aug.
25; "Alice in Wonderland,'" Opera
House, Sept. 15, and "Man and
Superman," Shubert, Sept. 22.

N.B.C. - 2 YEARS

B'WAY MUSICALS

New
Producer and

Musical Director

TAMIMENT

SUMMER
THEATRE

Tamiment, Pa.

VING MERLIN

BLOOD DONORS
ARE PAID

An appointment ii unnecessary.

Apply in person daily 9 A.M. to 4
P.M.. Saturday 9 A. M. to 12 Noon,
load Bank of NEW YORK POST
GRADUATE HOSPITAL. 20th St.

and 2d Ave., New York. Please

bring this announcement with you.

Sidney's 'Joan' Hit

By Philly Heat, 7iG
Philadelphia, Aug. 19.

Although the few remaining legit

crix were uniformly kind—most of

them even anxious to praise—the
idea of getting the jump on the usual
time for opening seasons in Philly
"simply didrr't 'work-outr-last-week. - .

Attraction was "Joan of Lorraine"
(Sylvia Sidney), and star as well as
production were nicely treated all

around. Opposish was afforded by a
"Joan" production, with Luise Rai-
ner at the Bucks County Playhouse
at nearby New Hope, but that prob-
ably had little to do with the bad
biz at the Forrest. Main factor was
undoubtedly the terrific heat, which
although bad all over the eastern
seaboard, was a great handicap heTe
because it started Philly's weekly
exodus to the South Jersey resorts
early in the week instead of Friday.
Show reported a pallid $7,500.
Regular 1947-48 season bows in

Monday (Labor Day) night with a
return for two weeks of the "Red
Mill" revival, which had a very
profitable four weeks' visit here last
year. It will play, as before, the
Shubert which, like Walnut and Lo-
cust, has no cooling system.
Walnut, which has been getting a

thorough facelifting, overhauling and
renovating (first in some years),- is

skedded to get underway Sept. 8
with a new comedy, "We Gotta Get
Out." Also in the tryout class are
"High Button Shoes," at the Forrest,
Sept. 15 and "The Big People" at the
Locust on the 22nd. "Another Part
of the Forrest", will follow "We Got-
ta Get Out" at the Walnut on the
22t>d. Forrest and Locust are report-
ed definitely getting bookings prior
to dates now listed.

October bookings set include
"Lady Windermere's Fan" at the
Forrest, 13th, followed by "Sweet-
hearts." Shubert has new musical,
"Music in My Heart," Sept. 15, with
"Alice in Wonderland" Oct. 20. "Me-
dea" follows "The Big People" at the
Locust, Oct. 6. "All My Sons" comes
to the Walnut Oct. 20.

'Babes' $46,000, St Lonis;

'Show Boat' Ends Season
St. Louis, Aug. 19. .

Wheeling into the last two weeks

of the current Municipal Theatre

Assn.'s season in the alfresco play-

house in Forest Park, "Show Boat,

the Jerome Kern-Oscar Hammer-
stein 2d musical drama, began a 14-

night run last night (Mon.). Despite

a continuance of the torrid weather,

an opening night overflow mob of

10,867 was on deck for the teeoff.

The gross was an estimated $3,900.

An all-time attendance mark for

a one-week engagement in the For-

est Park theatre was hung up last

week by "Babes in Toyland," which

closed Sunday (17). Gross was ap-

proximately $46,000.

TalluSRO
21i/

2
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In 4th Chi Week
Chicago, Aug. 19.

Hot weather continued to bother

Chi's legit boxoftice last week with
temperatures during the first three

days running in the high 90's. Re-
lief set in Wednesday (13), with sub-

sequent revival at the wickets, which
allowed houses to maintain pace set

during past few weeks.
"Private Lives," with Tallulah

Bankhead, continued as outstanding

bet, doing capacity $21,500 for its

fourth frame while "Carousel" led

as top grosser with $33,000. "Born
Yesterday" spurted over its previous

week's take by about $1,000, mostly
from strangers gathered here for

small conventions. Largest conven-
tion group, State Legion, filled Loop
but with negligible effect on legit,

buying about one out of every 100

tickets sold.
Estimates for Last Week

"Born Yesterday," Erlanger (25th

week) (1,334; $3.60). Only house to

show increase over last week.
Brought in better than $12,500.

"Call Me Mister," Blackstone (14th

week) (1,358; $4.80). Monday, Tues-
day and Wednesday not too good
but rest of week, plus Sunday per-

formance, helped show repeat last

week's $19,000. -

"Carousel," Shubert .(12th week)
(2,100; $4.80). Staying at $33,000

First part of week comparatively
inactive but after weather relief, ac-

tivity returned. Friday performance
almost a complete sellout. Entire
cast received extra-performance pay
for special appearance Saturday
nig"ht (16) at Soldier's Field for Chi
Tribune's music festival featuring
one ballet and five song numbers be
fore about 95,000 persons.
"Private Lives," Harris (4th week)

(1,000; $.3.60). Still doing capacity
with better than $21,500. Advance
sales for next few weeks indicate
continuation of pace for some time.

Plays Abroad
Fly Away Peter

I. London, Aug. 13.

Pater Saunders production of comedy in

three act« by A. P. Dearsley. Directed by
.1. H. RoOTHs. At St. James, London, Aug.
12. '41.

Ted Hapgood Aubrey
Myn. Hapgood Margaret
Mrs. Hapgood....... Madeline Thomas
Arthur Hapgood Michael Atkinson
Mr. Hapgood. J. H. Roberts
George Harris...-. ..Peter Hammond
Phyllis Hapgood Christine Russell

John Neilson ..John Arnatt
Dandl Maureen Hurley

>n, auk.

1 Moprls
: Barton

Originally produced at Q tnea-

tre, London suburban tryout spot, in

1944, play was held up due to thea-

tre shortage and cast disbanded. Has
since been revived, with only two of

originals left, touring the provinces

for last 10 weeks.- Despite lapse,

theme is not outmoded, and is just

as real now as it was then.

The Hapgood family, father,

mother, two sons and two daughters,

live in a typical London suburb
house. Father is city clerk, with in-

terest in local golf club. Mother
has her hands full bringing up the

children, with family having gone
through the usual hardships of thou-

sands such families living on limited

budgets.
Mother dotes on the kids (they are

always kids to ber). Time marches
on and children grow up. Arthur
isn't satisfied with his city job. He
wants adventure, to see the world,

away from this narrow environment.
He meets Neilson, of Swedish -ex-

traction, really interested in sister

Phyllis, who offers him job to emi-

grate to Nigeria. Mother loathes to

part from son. That's the first break
in the family tranquility. When the

mother learns that her daughter W
to elope with Neilson, an unhappily
married man who .': getting a di-

vorce, there's the usual "Never dark-
en my door" attitude.

Myra, the youngest, a precocious

child, is pursued by George, whom
she bosses and entirely overawes.
Ted, trie youngest brother, gets a gal

in trouble and insists he is going to

marry her. And so the family is dis-

rupted, with mother helpless and
father becoming attuned to the Age
of Modernity. .

Climaxes have original twists, via

fact that everything opposed to by
the bossing mother has a happy
ending, and mom is proven wrong.

Play, making debut of Peter Saun

SAMUEL FRENCH
SINCE 1830

Play, Brokers and
Authors' Representatives
«S West ir.th Struct. New Vorli

Suiim-I ISSvd.. Hollywood 46. C!al.

'BITTER' SWEET 41i£^
'SKIN' SLIPS IN LA.

Los Angeles, Aug. 19.

"Bitter Sweet," originally figured

as the season's mildest offering, sky-
rocketed last week to set a new high
for the Greek theatre season. Final
four days, despite break in heat-
wave, found SRO sign up at the
open air house.

"Galileo" bowed out Sunday night
after 18-day run to make room for
set building on next Pelican Pro
duction's offering "No Exit," which
opens Thursday (21).
Another dip was noted at Las

Palmas, where "Skin of Our Teeth"
was in the fourth week of its move
over and Producer Robert McCahon
decided to yank it after next' Sun
day's performance although Thorn
ton Wilder Pulitzer prizewinner still

looks likely for a road tour.

Estimates for Last Week
"Bitler Sweet," Greek Theatre (2d

wk) (4,419; $3.60). Fourth offering
of the season finaled with a tremen
dous $41,500 for great two-week
total of $74,000. _
"Blackouts of 1947," El Tapitan

(269th wk) (1,142; $2.40). Another
capacity $17,000 week.

"Galileo," Coronet (2d wk) (255
$3.60), Finaled with $5,400, with
advance sale maintaining capacity
pace.

"Skin of Our Teeth," Las Palmas
(4th wk) (388; $2.50). Another small
drop "noted, with enough empty
pews to drag it down to still good
$5,500.

'Mama,' 23|G, S.F.

San Francisco, Aug. 19.

"I Remember Mama," with Char-
lotte Greenwood and Kurt Katch,

|
concluded third week at the 1,550-

' seat Geat'y, hitting nifty $23,500, at
! $3.60 top.

|
"Louisiana Purchase," with Wil-

i Ham Gaxton, Vera Zorina and Victor
i Moore, with $4.80 top, chalked up
: $41,500 on second week at the
Curran.

'Goodbye,' 8 »/2 G, Detroit;

'Mill's' 18G in 8 Shows
Detroit, Aug. 19.

"Goodbye Again" starring Jose
Ferrer and Claire Trevor ended its

second week at the Music Hall with
a $8,500 business for eight perform-
ances at a $2.50 top.

"Golden Boy," with Dane Clark
and Constance Dowlhig open at
Music Hall (20) for a two week en-
gagement.

"Red Mill" closed its run at Cass
with $18,000 for 8 performances at a
$4.20 top. "Oklahoma!

-
' opened there

Monday (18).

WLA.!' SOfK i37C

FOR 4 WKS. IN WASH.
Washington, Aug. 19.

"Oklahoma" moved out of the Na-
tional theatre Saturday night (14)

carrying its coin in bushel baskets.

For its four-week stand it did a

sock $137,000 capacity, staying up in

the money despite the weather,
which was wrecking biz in most of

the picture houses.
"The Red Mill," Victor Herbert's

oldtimer, moved into the legit house
yesterday (18) for two weeks. ' Ad-
vanGe--sale,--pariicularly_in_tbe_bal^
conies, was strong enough to indicate

a near sellout, for the first week.
"Mill" will be followed Sept. 1 by
"We. Love a Lassie," the Shubert
comedy en route to Broadway.

'Vag. King? Hampered By
Rain, NG 13"/2 G, L'ville

. Memphis, Aug. 19.

Hampered by rain or threat of

rain every night in the week, "Vaga-
bond King" registered a disappoint-
ing $13,500 last week at the Memphis
Open Air theatre.

, Figure just barely covers the nut
for the week. Al fresco outfit is still

in the black for the summer, how
ever.

"New Moon" opened last night
(18) with Frances Greer, Charles
Yearsley, Billy Sully, Elizabeth
Houston, Romolo De Spirito, A. J,

Herbert, Ruth Gillette, John Kelly,
Charles Hamilton, Richard Clemens,
Richard Rhoades and Gene Roper
Eddie Roecker was to have sung

male lead, but pleaded ailing throat
Yearsley going in as sub beginning
.with Saturday rehearsals. This is

last show of the eight-week season.

Current Road Shows
(Period covering Aug. 18-30)

"Anna Lucasta" — Shubert-Lafay-
ette, Det. (18-23).
"Blackouts of 1947"—El Capitan,

Hollywood (18-30).
"Blackstone"—Colonial, Bost. (25-

30).

"Born Yesterday"—Erlanger, Chi.
(18-30).

"Call Me Mister" — Blackstone,
Chi. (18-30).

"Carousel"—Shubert, Chi. (18-30).

"Harvey" — Opera Hse., Central
City (24-27); Music Hall, K. C. (29-

30).

"I Remember Mama" — Geary,
Frisco (18-30).
"Joan of Lorraine"—Forest, Philly

(18-23).
"Oklahoma!"--Cass, Dct. (18-30).
"Privates Lives"—Harris, Chi. (18

30).

"The Red Mill"—Natl., Wash. (18
30).

"We Love A Lassie"—Shubert,
Bost.' (25-30).

ders in the West End producing field
is punctuated with laughs. Most of
the laughs are provided by Peter
Hammond. Boy has easy and like-
able style and is bound to reach
stardom. Is now under contract to
J. Arthur Rank, and will undoubted-
ly be spotted by America when his
pictures are released there. He
stooges-for Margaret Barton, a clever
youngster who accentuates her
precocity stuff, getting to the point
of hindering a very useful career.
J. H. Roberts, veteran West-Ender,
as usual, turns in a virile perform-
ance. Most of the rest of the cast
are weaklings. r

'

; /
• •.'.-»

Show should draw a good flow of
suburbanites who will come to see
their neighbors depicted on the
stage. As for the sophisticates, they
also might be curious. Regs.

The Shelley Story
•,

,
• London, Aug. 12.

Pilgrim Players, I.ti, production (In as-
sociation with Arts Council) of drama
In three acts (six scenes) by Guy Bollon
Directed by Robert Henderson. At Mer-
cury, London, Aug. 11, '47.

Percy Bysshe Shelley.... jack Walllnit
Mary Godwin. Trls Russell

JSSK
Go^lr, Adele Mavln

William Godwin .Duncan Yarrow
Tom Trowbridge Martin Walkaf
Thomas Jefferson Hogg Michael Gwvmt
Lord Byron John RnW
Edward B. Williams Robert TTrouhart
Jane Williams Hilary Allen
Fanny Imlay , Jeanelte Tregarthen
Jano Claire Clairmon .Jenny Laird
Mis. Page......... Natalie Lynn
Bailiff. ,. .Anthony Booth

Most unlikely that this one, writ-
ten by Guy Bolton, writer of many
musicals, plays and films, will be
added to his list of successes.
No poetic justice in this one, which

.deals with life of late 18th century
English bard, Percy Bysshe Shelley,
from his adolescent age"" of 21 to his
youthful death at 28. A broth of a
boy, this Shelley guy, who, besides
writing his immortal verse, managed
to put in plenty of amours and po-
litical intrigues, all on a starvation
diet.

And, as if one verser is not enough,
the author intrudes into the private
life of Lord Byron, who is tough on
fernmes, a breaker of hearts, and
probably the creator of the motto,
"Love 'Em and Leave 'Em "•

Play lacks action and meanders
along to the point of boredom, with
Shelley (Jack Watling, under con-
tract to Herbert Wilcox), lacking di-

rection and jumping about the stage
as if dodging missiles from the audi-
ence. Trowbridge (Martin Walker)
fluffs his lines, almost putting the
cast out of gear. Best to acquit him-
self is the club-foot poet, Lord Byron
(Jack Bailey), who should be
watched as a film potential.

Management of this West End
hideout should be commended for

trying, as their experiments have
already proved worthwhile by some
of their finds, with managers and
film moguls keenly interested.

Rege.

Jane Steps Out
London,-Aug.-14.—

Envoy Productions, Ltd., production (in-

association with Arts Council) of play in

three acts by Kenneth Home. Directed by
Anthony Hawtrey. At Embassy, London,
Aug. 13, '41.

Beatrice Wilton Barbara Maddock
Biiggs Kolth Shepherd
Major-General Wilton Aubrey Dexter
Mrs. Wilton Zena Howard
Jano Wilton': Diana King
Margot Kent Edna Pelrie

Grandma Bueua Bent
Basil Gilbert Hugh Latimer

Written over a decade ago, this

featherweight .farce has the thread-

bare triangle theme, whose chances
of suiting modern taste have not im-
proved with the gap of years. Amus-
ingly handled and presented with an
airy confidence, it is unlikely to cut

much ice because of the spate of film

plots of similar treatment that have
satiaffed the public meanwhile.
The "plain Jane" of a family, tired

of being at everyone's beck and call,

rebels at her pretty sister's taunts

and swears she will grab her man
away from her. She transforms from
a bespectacled dull exterior to glam-

orous, shimmering decolletage and

succeeds too well. Wishing to back

out, after promising to restore her

conquest, Jane finds he loves her and
despite hurling her charms at him
and making herself cheap he sees

through her play-acting. To disgust

him she invites him to her room at

midnight and he, to teach her a les-

son, goes.
The "brazen hussy" reverts to a

frightened schoolgirl; the spitelul

sister, listening at the door, rouses

the house and the trapped young man
is coerced by the outraged parents

to offer honorable amends. Both as-

sume reluctance to wed, through
pride, but curtain falls to usual kiss.

Diana King gives temperamental
• variance to the name part, which she
makes almost plausible. Hugh Lat-
imer is delightful in the none-too-
easy role of the lover and should
progress to something more worthy
of his talents. Aubrey Dexter and
Zena Howard are good contrasts of

pomp and inanity as the parents; and
Buena Bent gives over-forceful em-
phasis to the slang-shooting grandma
who advises Jane on how to "get

her roan."
Rest of cast works hard, and no

fault is to be found with directum,

but show would have stood belter

chance in the 1930's. Clem.
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Literati
Esquire's *V»r**' Fie*

Esquire magazine took Alberto

Varga, creator of the famed Varga

girl, into U. S. district court in Chi-

cago last week to prevent name
"Varga" being used in art material.

Publication claims that it has ex-

clusive rights to the signature and
that Varga has joined with four cal-

endar and advertising firms and with

William R. Johnson, former Esquire

ad exec, to bring out a 1948 calendar

in competition to the girly Esquire

pads.

The artist broke away from the

monthly last year and his contract

was. set aside' in court, but he was
denied damages. Defendants in pres-

ent suit beside Varga-- and Johnson
ere the Globe Poster Co.; Elvin, Inc.;

Varga Calendars, Inc., and Varga
Enterprise, Inc.

Seattle Star Folds
Seattle Star, former Scripps-

Howard paper, founded in 1899, and
passing into hands' of local group
•everal years ago, suspended publi-

cation "last week, leaving city with
only two daily newspapers, the Post-
Intelligencer,, (Hearst), morning and
Times, evening. Two outside pub-
lishers we're trying to buy the Star,

but let options expire. Times paid
$360,000, it is reported, for the good-
will, subscription list and, mainly,
the three-year newsprint contract
the Star holds. Howard Parish has
been publisher and manager since
local group took over.
The building is owned by the Star

and is now vacant. The printing
r plant is also retained. Reported the

local group originally bought the
paper for $180,000, but It's been a
losing deal, and 235 employes were
given notice.

titioned President Peron's inter-

vention before the Central Bank,
which controls and dominates all

trade and finance in the country un-
der an iron rule, so that some scheme
may be worked out to relieve mat-
ters, chiefly in being able to collect

the credits owed to Argentina from
abroad which cannot be cashed as a

result of the currency restrictions.

The Central Bank's restriction of

imports of newsprint and paper be-
cause of shortage of dollar exchange
(and with the ulterior motive of

curbing anti-government opposition
in the press), has also helped to ag-
gravate the crisis.

Argentine Crisis
Argentina's publishing biz, which

has flourished mightily in the past
decade, is facing a .major crisis, as a
result of exchange restrictions in
other South American countries,
which are holding up $123,000 worth
of assets owed to the Argentine ex-
porters of literature, frozen under
currency- regulations.

Financial situation thug produced
has led to limitation of production of
Buenos Aires publishers and unem-
ployed has sequed for translators,
printers, binders, etc., who were
formerly making good coin as a re-
sult of the tremendous development
of the publishing trade in the coun-
try both before and after the last
war.

There has been a drop in the ex-
port traders a result of _the scar-
city -of "available freight and":Tne
slowness of communications in the
last 12 months. Congestion in Ar-
gentine ports and customs has been
another contributing factor, and the
local postal authorities held up ship-
ment of books, presumably for cen-
sorship purposes, causing more de-
lays and cancellation of orders from
abroad

Situation has grown so acute that
rn-.ior publishing concerns have pe-

Hlirh 'Wares'
Example of byproducts that

authors may enjoy if they ever get
their Triple A plan in operation
comes from Leonard Neubauer and
Leonard L. Levinson, now producers
of Impossible Pictures. Pair sold a

story years ago called "Wages of In-

nocence" to Colliers. .Kate Smith
bought radio right* for a guest shot.

EUery Queen bought first reprint
rights. CBS bought a single tele-

vision performance rights. Readers
Scope reprinted the story from El-

lery Queen's mag. Queen then
bought foreign rights. Piece is now
being translated into French for a

Paris weekly.
Story . concerned a prisoner who

served five years before it was dis-

covered he was completely in-

nocent of burglary. Tag line was the
Governor's asking what the state

could do to make amends. "Fix me
up with one free robbery," said the
victim.

Oddly enough, a prisoner recently
released in Chicago after a similar

miscarriage of justice, and the hero
of ' Innocent," were both named Joe.

The true story is in production at

20th-Fox under the title of "Meri-
dan 777."

Pocket-Size 'Fun In Bed'
After six years mulling, Frank

Scully and Simon and Schuster have
okayed a Pocket Book edition of the
"Fun In Bed" books. Scully wanted
to confine the two-bit effort to

"Bedside Manna" and hold the three
other volumes for the $2 trade, but
publishers assured him that the
mass-produced paperbacks could run
into the millions and still not tres-

pass on the private-room trade.

Series will begin with the original

"Fun In Bed" book first published in

1932 and now in its 29th edition.

Atkinson 'Scrapbook'
Theatre Arts, Inc., pacted Brooks

Atkinson" " 1ST.YrTimw^
for a book, "Broadway Scrapbook,"
to be published this fall.

Atkinson's first book on the thea-
tre, it will be a picked synthesis of

his Sunday articles during the last

15 years.

Austria's 500G Export
Books and sheet music worth

$500,000 were exported from Austria
from June 1, '46 to June 1, '47,

Tkis little pig

went to Hollywood ...

and stayed to steal the show from a whole galaxy of writ-

erf, producers and stars. This is a backstage, private eleva-

tor glimpse of movieland and some of its more preposterous

characters — an uninhibited new novel that already has

tongues wagging and the wags guessing: who is Dirty

Eddie? It's written with a sharp eye and a soft heart byjtn

author who went to Hollywood to write-and came home to

write the novel to end all novels about Hollywood.

I

lyLUDWIG

DIRTY EDDIE
|

THE VIKING PRESS At all hooktelterg $2.75

|

according to the Assn. of Austrian
Book and Music Publishers. U. S.

was the best customer, followed by
Switzerland and Czechoslovakia.
U. S. Library of Congress .bought
books and music for total of $16,488.

Of the foreign exchange thus
gained for Austria, 35% is set aside
for the purchase of important raw
material for printing.

\» »»»»

I SCULLY'S SCRAPBOOK
f

By Frank Scully

CHATTER
Paul Denis, radio columnist, gan-

dering Hollywood for the New York
Post.

Richard Brooks' new novel, "Jack-
straw," will be published in fall by
Harpers.
June Truesdell's -book "Be Still,

My Love," goes into publication this

week by Dodd, Mead.
Sam Wallace, travel editor for the

Chicago Tribune, traveling around
the Hollywood film lots.

George Frazier profiles Irving
Berlin as '"Song Writer to the
World" in the September issue of

Coronet.
Scott G. Williamson writing

"Murderer's Hill" at Montauk Point,
following his "Fiesta At Anderson's
House" (Holt).

Warners ordered 100,000 copies of

the Actionized version of "Silver
River," to be puhlished in New York
by the Ross Press. ,

•

Stanley Walker, former N. Y.
Herald Tribune city editor, now edi-

tor of Scene mag, Texas regional
monthly. He's been living on a

Texas farm.
Hollywood Press Times has gone

underground and emerged as Hol-
lywood ' Register. Helen Colton is

new editor; Milton Luban is back
as amusement ed.

Len Warren, cartoonist with Phil-
adelphia Record for 18 years, has
joined Cincinnati Enquirer, latter

thus taking on its first staff car-
toonist in 15' years.

Eddie Condon's bi-g is due to be
published by Holt Oct 20. Written
in collaboration with Thomas
Sugrue, who authored "Starling of

the White House," it's labeled "We
Called It Music."

Martin Field, screenwriter, after

banging his head for a year against
the wall doing originals, switched
and wrote a short story in one day,
"The Sale," which he sold to

Woman's Home Companion for $800.

RKO-Radio issuing personally
tagged copies, of Geoffrey Homes'
"Build My Gallows High" (Morrow)
with reminder that their pic starring
Robert Mitchum and Jane Greer
under title of "Out of the Past" is

really Homes' "Gallows."

Strawhat Jottings
Continued from page SO

.Company-aLLaJolla-Playhouse^JLa.-
Jolla, Cal.

Newport Casino theatre, Newport,
R. I., does "Arsenic and Old Lace"
Aug. 25 . . . Weston Playhouse,
Weston, Vt., doing "My Sister Eileen"
starting Aug. 28 . . . Starlight thea-
tre, Pawling, N. Y., presents "The
Hasty Heart" beginning Aug. 28.

Freddy Bartholomew plays the
lead in "Hasty Heart," week of Aug.
25, at Green Hills Lake theatre, near
Reading, Pa. . . . Bolton Landing
(N. Y.) Summer Players playing
"George Washington Slept Here"
this week . . . Saratoga Players have
"The Late Christopher Bean," with
ZaSu Pitts, this week . . . Lake
George <N. Y.) players has "Wuth-
ering Heights" with Kim Hunter.

Jones, Feck In 'Turtle'

Los Angeles, Aug. 19.

Jennifer Jones and Gregory Peck
go strawhat for one week, starting

Aug. 26, as co-stars in "Voice, of the
Turtle" at La Jolla >Playhouse. Third
member of the cast is still to be
selected.

"Turtle" will follow "The Shining
Hour," in which Robert Walker and
Karen Morley will co-star, opening
tonight '19).

New Seattle Strawhat

Seattle, Aug. 19.

New strawhatter is planned for

next summer at Bellevue, across
Lake Washington. Project, tabl fd
Bellevue Summer Theatre, has plans
laid for production of seven plays
next sea- on.

Oh Brother, Mo., Aug. 18.

You know that new Friars Club, which is blooming on the Strip where
the Clover Club died on the vine, is quite a place. It's set on Sunset
Boulevard, between Hollywood and Beverly Hills, and can be reached
only by a one-lane automobile road. From the boulevard it looks as it

always did—a sort of a tab version of Berchtesgaden, fortified by ham
instead of swastikas.

In the bad. old days it was the gambling hideaway of producers who
couldn't afford the time (money being no object in tho.se days before
Attlee) to go to Tia Juana, Palm Springs or Las Vegas. The Strip was
governed by Los Angeles county officials who in those days cooperated
better than a U. S. Senator with a Johnny Meyer swindle sheet. It was
nothing for a producer to win or lose $5,000 in a night of gin.

Now, seemingly, it is run by such impeccable fraternizers as you might
see around 226 West 47th as well as Hollywo'od—people like George Jessel,

Jimmy Durante, Bob Hope, Bing Crosby, Mark Hellinger, Harry James,
Al Jolson, Frank Sinatra, Franehot Tone and Pat O'Brien. Then there are

strictly Hollywood productions like Robert Taylor, ex-Judge Lester Roth,

Donald Nelson, Tyrone Power, Gene Autry, Cecil B. DeMillc, Joseph M.
Schenck, Edward Mannix, David' O. Selznick and Sid Grauman among the

governing officers. The list is chiefly window dressing, Irving Briskin be-

ing the driving force behind the professions of brotherly love.

Not Even a Hand Book?

The club has been completely redecorated since the days when well-

heeled hunters searched the ground for four-leaf clovers. The new furni-

ture is as modern as you can go without becoming something to trap you
instead of rest you. Its decorations are in wild primary colors, as if

marching off to waf. It has a huge cardroom, a nice indoor handball court,

•a rubbing room, a long bar, a dining room and a library. It hasn't got a
book or a bookcase, but, as I say, it's quite a place.

*

There are several group pictures of old Friars of the George M. Cohan
era, and one framed playbill of the California Minstrels of 1887.

Even that far back California, as a name, was an attraction, for when
you checked down the list of players they were native sons about as

authentically as Joe Frisco, who was born in Dublin, la.

California, Here They Come
The playbill listed Banks Winter, the minstrel, whose white wings have

seemingly never grown weary, for I saw on the club's only writing table

a discarded program of 1947 summer stock in' New England, and in the

cast starring Arthur Treacher was Norman Winter.

On the program Treacher had written, '.'Dear Norman Sper, Your son

will be a good actor, I'm afraid. Make him do as many parts as he can.

He will be better for having turned down those routine Hollywood term
contracts. They didn't want him as an actor then, because he wasn't one.

They wanted him because he could teach their kids to swim. But when
they want him next time it will be as an actor."

Obviously Norman Winter was Norman Sper's son and he had taken the

name of Winter because his mother had been Winona Wintor. late queen
of ventriloquists. She in turn had been the daughter of Banks Winter,

the old minstrel. * I

That meant that. Norman Winter was actually the national giving cham-
pion who, right now, I suspect, is making the rounds of Broadway trying

to convince casting directors that he can act at least as well as Esther
Williams and Johnny Weissmuller on account acting has been in his family

as long as in the Barrymores.

Friars A) and Harry

It's a small world when you pick up the pieces at the Friars. Last week
they threw a "beefsteak dinner for Albert Jolson, brother of the famous
Harry."
That's what the club notice said, and I remember wishing these ribbers

could play a scene straight once in a while.

Feudin', afightin' and a fussin' may be okay for the Park Avenue resi-

dents of Bailey, W. Va., but feudin' seems out of sorts amid the alien

corn in a club called the Friars (friars means brothers) to be kidding
about the outstanding family feud of show business.

Wouldn't it be sockeroo, I thought, if after Friars Benny, Berlin,' Hope,
Sinatra, Burns, Hanlin, Bergen and Je.ssel got through throwing mudpies,
-for-Bi?o-AI-to-get-iip-and-sing^a-duel-witb -Bro-Harry?—I- could-cven. .supply-,

the song though I had to reach back 50 years for it. The chorus ran:

Brothers, brothers, brothers are we.
We kissed and caressed on the same mother's knee.

Good luck had you,
Misfortune for me.
Brothers, brothers, brothers ore we.

Well, they didn't sing it, but Al was allowed to invite one guest. The
guest he invited was Brother Harry. I guess there must be something
to a name after all.

The Miracle of the Bells

Speaking of brothers, maybe Brother Sinatra would like not to know
that "The Miracle of the Bells" is already dated. On Sunday Aug. 17,

in St. Joseph's Church in downtown L. A„ friends of Brother Leopold
Penninger, a Franciscan friar, pulled a switch on him.
For 25 years Brother Leopold had been ringing the bells. One weighed

4.300 pounds, another 1,500, the third' 950. He had to ring them three to

eight times a day. In 25 years that's tugging a lot of rope.

But on Aug. 17, when he trudged the steos to start toll in? the bells,

he discovered that all he had to do w.i.s push a button. H's friends had
installed an electric switch. What's more, they were throwing him >

beefsteak dinner.

Chinese Actress In U. S. Debut
'

Val Chao, young Chinese actress

discovered in her native country by
|

critic Richard Watts when he was
war correspondent for the N. Y. .

Herald Tribune, will make her
American stage debut under the

direction of Ezra Stone in the
I

Nominations Now in Order

Is it against Academy rules to award an Oscar to a "picture made by
people not expected to make pictures of Academy calibre? If not, I'd

like to nominate Monogram's "Louisiana," particularly for the perform-
ance of Jimmie Davis, the song plugger, after a politician of the same
name.
"Louisiana" definitely bloop-bleeps the phrase, "Strictly from Mono-

gram," so deep in the ocean that henceforth it should be heard only
among barnacles and mermaids.

Indeed, Davis tops Jolson because the guv uses no Parks to add allure

to his vocals. More, this is the first picture I have seen where the hero
says "No thanks" to a drink and turns down snipes or ci'{ars—thereby
speeding up the picture immeasurably and setting a precept and an
example that could do wonders for a generation otherwise grounded ex-
clusively in gin and genetics.

Another laudable feature of this inspiring proof that the soil which
nurtured Hney Long can also grow roses is the love-story of "Louisiana."

Never have I seen less schmooing on the screen in anything short of a

western, and' the eternal trianele was tossed so far out of the picture

that it must now be rusting in the Mississippi delta.

Cue: "You Are My Sunshine"

In fact I've gone so far overboard on this 100 r
'o American picture that

I'd like the political editor to take it up from here.

Senator Glen Taylor of Idaho has announced he is going to stump the

country with 'noise and guitar for the United Nations.

My ticket for the quadrennial battle between the TwcedJedecs and the

new comedy, "How Now Brown
|
Tweedledums comes into a pleasing closup. If Davis and Taylor will head

Cow" at the Greenhills theatre, < for the White House next year, I will try to enlist all show business in

Reading, Pa„ on Sept. 1. Following their cause. They're beautiful people, and they're our people. With
the engagement Miss Chao will at- -j "Louisiana'' as a trailer and ihtir singing commercials, I don't see how
tend the Yale Drama School. ' they can mis& -
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Ted Husing has bought a house in
Oramercy Park.

Cast removed from leg of Joe
Laurie, Jr., but he's still on crutches.

Comic Gil Lamb set for London's
Coliseum after Chi and Las Vegas
dates.

Abel Green, editor of Variety,
back next week, following five

weeks in Europe.

Dodie Yates appointed production
director of American Theatre Wing's
Community Plays.

George Jean Nathan had case of

scotch hijacked out of his suite at

the Royalton hotel.

Elaine Malbin, niece of Dr. Leo
Michel, has vocal program Saturday
afternoons on NBC out-of-town sta-

tions, i

Mrs. Eleanor Eoosevelt heads guest

list at opening of "The Roosevelt
Story" at Globe theatre tomorrow
(21) evening.

Jimmy Stroock (Brooks Costume)
due back from Coast around Labor
Day, thence to Fire Island to rest

after recent illness.

Marian Graham now handling p.a.

chores on "Burlesque," replacing

Phil Bloom, who quit to go into

public relations for himself.

United Artists luncheoned boxing
•writers at Gallagher's Monday (18)

prior to preview*bf "Body and Soul,"

new fight film witli John Garfield.

Frederic Ullman, Jr., who le't

presidency of RKO-Pathe to go into

production for- RKO, to the Coast
to start work on his first film, "The
Window."
Monte Proser Coasted Monday

(18) on business pertaining to new
musical "High Button Shoes," which
he and Joseph Kipness are produc-
ing. He returns today (Wednesday).

Murray Silverstone, 20th-Fox for-

eign chief, due back from Europe
about Sept. 9. His brother Arthur,
who repped company in England,
returns next -week for, another as-

signment here.

she went to Carnegie Tech drama
school.
Sidney Rubin, who operated the

old Merry-Go-Rbund before it burned
down several years ago, is the
Ankara's new manager.
Jerry Kramer, manager of Holly-

wood Show Bar, has taken a cottage

at Ligonier for his family to spend
remainder of the summer.

Atlantic City

into
one-

By Joe W.Walker
Lucky Millinder and band

Sepia Waltz Dream (14) for

nighter, with.biz good.

Al Dondhue and band booked for

Hamid's Pier week o£ Sept. 1-7. Billy

Butterfield band in 22-28.

Steel Pier headUner next week
(24-31) is Dolly Dawn in vaudeville
and Vaughn Monrofi on ballroom
(24-31).

Olsen and Johnson did five shows
on Steel Pier (11-14). Perry Como
did almost as well in four days (7-10)

as Dick Haymes the week which in-

cluded July 4th.

Bernice Claire, local girl doing
neat song turn 'at Babettes, has
vacated the spot to go to New York
for further study.

Sajjn Singer boosted Elks' Betty
Bacharacti ' (polfd~Kdspital"fdr""kidsf)~
fund by turning his big Club Harlem
over for benefit Wednesday night
(13).

Dean Martin and Jerry Lewis back
into the 500 Club (14) with Bea
Saxon, Barbara Barrie, Norma Shep-
pard and Four Blues. Joe De Polis
band and Bob Bell work between
shows.
Count Basie out of Paradise after

six weeks engagement, with "Hot
Lips" Page in Friday (15). Harold
and Leonard Abrams keeping current
show, Joe "Ziggy" Johnson's All-Star
revue.
Arthur Knorr to direct presenta

tion of resort's Miss America Pageant
next month. New York producer
staged program for Rotary Inter-
national convention here last June.

.

' By Larry Solloway

Phil Spitalny in town for a rest.

.Danny Davis may sell -his Kitty
Davis' Airliner.

Rosita Segovia set for Clover Club
show starting Aug. 27.

Johnny Duggan, singer, added to

Blackamoor Room lineup.
George Chatterton heads up new

show at the Granada club.

Freddie Bernard, Tony Bari and
Sullivan sisters in new Famous Door
show.-
Jane Froman writing friends she

expects to walk again after series of
operations.
Beverly Allen into current Kitty

Davis' show with Chito Izar set for

Aug. 20.

Dave Vine, visiting son Billy,

partied by Copacabana ops Wednes-
day (13). Pair teamed up for a
nostalgic sesh.
Joe E. Ross -returns to the Paddock

club Aug. 21. Mary Jo Ball in sup-
porting show.

**

.
Marquez sisters, Cuban imports,

and Don Casanova a click at Club 22,

Latin all-nitery.
Dinty Dennis, sports oracle on

local radio stations for years, switch-
ing sponsorship from Regal Beer to
Ballantine.
Neal Lang, managing director of

the Roney Plaza, due back in town
soon to set the big hostelry for Octo-
ber opening.
Nan Blakstone, heading this way

for a vacash, is being paged by Lou
Zissert for an engagement At his

Penthouse club.
Dick Buckley, Amory Bros., Tato

& Julia, Aurora Roche and Carlyle
Dancers in • new show opening at

Clover Club, Aug. 14.

Howard Parker and Sammy Clark,
both former Chicago talent agents,
opened offices here. Parker on the
Beach and Clark in Miami.
Monte Gardner, former owner of

Ciro's here and La Conga in N. Y.,

in town *or a brief visit. Now in the
bottling (soft drink) biz in Cali-
fornia.
Leon (Leon & Eddie's) Enken

making the rounds preparatory to
returning to Palm Beach and check-
up on his spot there. May install

show policy for next season.
Milton Berle, ex-Mayor, and Hank

Greenberg, current holder of the
title, of National Children's Cardiac
Home, asked to do personal appear-
ances at preenv of "Variety .Girl"

here Aug. 27.
Henny Youngman, Mayla, Pat

Rooney, Sr., into Copacabana Aug.
21. Ben Slutsky, co-owner of the
swank spot, and Johnny (Beckman
&) Pransky planing in to set lineup.
JPhilJSpitalny, herelor.vacash with

wife, Evelyn, setting up six-week
stay for his "Hour of Charm" broad-
cast this winter, with Miami Beach
Hotel Assn. cooperating in accommo-
dations via Jack Solomon, of Black-
stone, -and others.

Victor Mature at the Ambassador
East for quiet weekend visit.

Dave Franklin, in from New York,
visited Clark Dennis at the Oriental.

Hotel Continental, now the Shera-
ton, o after being purchased by
hostelry chain.

"Call Me Mister" celebrated its

100th performance with backstage
party for the cast.

Whitney Bolton, of the Selznick
studios, here for campaign plans on
release of "The Paradine Case."
The Florence Sullivan dancers

back in Chi after spending 11 months
on U.S.O. tour of South America.
Allan Hale and his son, on tour for

opening of "Life With Father," were
Father Dearborn visitors last week.
Margaret Faber, local dance pro-

ducer, to Washington, D. C, for work
on Loew's Capitol theatre anniver-
sary program.
Ted Tod did switch as host for

Swedish actor Alf Kjellin and his
wife. Tossed a cocpail party at
Shangri-La, local Chinese-Cantonese
bistro.
Robin Morgan, five-year-old disk

jockey at WOR, New York, enter-
tained at Disk Jockey Association
convention dinner in the College Inn
Friday (15).
Betty Hutton and husband Ted

Briskin in for opening of "Perils of
Pauline" and to greet sister Marion,
who started a week at the Chicago
theatre Friday. (15).
Walt Schwimmer, of Schwimmer

& Scott, presented the U. of Chicago
Cancer Research Foundation with
$2,500, as first of five annual scholar-
ships, in memory of his- late wife.

Bucks County, Pa.
' By Sol Jacobson

The Frank Chases down to visit
Jack Kirkland.

Lillian Gish signed for next-to-
final week at New Hope, Sept. 8 in
Noel Coward's "The Marquise."
Phil Loeb co-starring with Shirley

Booth and Jo Ann Sayers next week
at Playhouse in "My Sister Eileen."
The Sylvan Levins • in for two

weeks vacash with his mother-in-
law, Mrs. Rosa DeYoung, at Lahaska
farm.
Mrs. Ruth Froelich, George Kauf-

man's sister, staying at playwright's
Barleysheaf Farms for fortnight at
Aquetong.
Marian and John Byram week-

ending with Theron Bambergers;
ditto S. N. Behrmans and Herman
Shumlin with Martin Vorhaus.
Bea Roth rushed in to stand by last

Wed. when Luise Rainer developed
laryngitis in title role of "Joan of
Lorraine" at New Hope.

Mitchell Hodges starting news-
mag, out Sept. 15, titled Valley News,,
with local name writers guesting.
Publication to be bi-monthly.
Budd Schulberg hosted at cocktail

party Sun. by Virginia Clark at her
Delaware Valley Bookshop on oc-
casion of his new tome, 'The Harder
They Fall."

Sally Wood were knotted in the
Little Church of the West Aug. 10.

Rex Bell, Hoot Gibson and Dick
Foran head film division of Disabled
American Veterans convention pa-
rade Aug. 21.

Jack Riley and Randy Hall have
forsaken their orchestra and taken
over the - kitchen at Hoot Gibson's
D-4-C Ranch.
Spike Jones- narrowly escaped in-

jury when his car ran off the road
60 miles from here the night before
he opened at the Flamingo.

By Erie Gorrick

Ted Shawn to give two dance re-
citals in Sydney this month.
Borovansky Ballet pulling hot biz

on fifth week for Williamson-Tait at
Royal, Sydney.
Laurel and Hardy are reported as

set for vaude-revue this Christmas
on the Tivoli loop.
Doris Fritton is playing "The Beg-

gar's Opera" at her Independent the-
atre, North Sydney.
Bruce Newberry, Republic rep,

will return here next October from
long sojourn in India.
UA's "Outlaw" looks surefire hit

in Sydney for Hoyts, despite severe
panning by the critics.

"Clutterbuck" continues to cop
healthy trade for Whitehall Produc-
tions at Minerva, Sydney..
William Osborne, Monogram rep,

due to vamp the Middle East before
returning to N. Y. He's just com-
pleted a- tour of New Zealand.
Douglas Watt, formerly g.m. for

the Snider-Dean cinema loop, is

holding down an exec job with Mac-
quarie commercial radio network.

Eric Williams,- in charge of Aussie
production for Ealing, flies in this
week from London after heavy con-
fabs with Ealing execs. "Eureka
Stockade" goes before the cameras
in October under Harry Watt.

South Africa

Pittsburgh
By Hal Cohen

Bill Elder, manager of the Penn,
to New Haven for a couple of weeks.
Wife of Bill Babcock, WLOA an-

nouncer, all right again after an
operation.

Mrs. Vince *Aldert, wife of Ritz
manager, in a Boston, Mass., hospital
for surgery.

Bill Kelley, WCAE p.a., will also
handle Baron Elliott band's publicity
in the fall.

Harry Richman opens Aug. 27 at
the Bachelors club following his
Saratoga run.
Sylvan Simons due in over Labor

Day weekend for visit with M-G-M
director's mother.

Oliver Rea, the Broadway pro-
ducer, back to N. Y. after visit with
his folks in Sewickley.

Sid Zins - and Milt Young have
been in town for weeks drum-beating
Col's "Down to Earth."
Murray Minster, WJAS announcer,

spent his vacation • in the hospital
having his tonsils out.
Herman Middleman quit his Great

Lakes cruise at first stop because he
didn't care for the trip.

Ruth Grimes home to stay after
being on the road two years with the
.Lindsay Dancing Lovelies.

Don Hirsch, lawyer and local ex-
ecutive secretary of AFRA, running
for City Council on GOP ticket.

Ursula Halloran, Bob Hope's
"Favorite Brunette" in Pittsburgh,
breaking into radio writing in N. Y.
Nancy' Douglas, of ABC network

6hows, was Nancy Hasenwinkle when

on
By Florence Lowe

Starlight Roof at the Roger Smith
hotel shuts down Aug. 30.

Tex Beneke band at Watergate for
concert last Thursday (14).
Sonny Dunham orch playing down

river at Chesapeake Beach Park.
Gayety, town's lone burlesque, re-

opened Fri. (15) for the new season.
Morgan Beatty, NBC commentator,

guest of honor Sunday (17) at the
Musicians' Union picnic.
Dr. Edward M. Gunn, of War De-

partment Surgeon General's office,

told Government film workers of
plans being developed for a medical
film institute.

John G. Bradley, head of the
Library of Congress film project
which was wiped out by Congress
last month, will continue with the
library temporarily.
Marie McGrain, chief telephone

operator for WTOP-CBS, has taken
over the station's "Corn Squeezin'

"

early ayem platter show for a three-
week stretch while "Uncle Bill"
Jenkins is on vacation.

Buenos Aires
Mexican warbler Pedro Vargas do-

ing radio stints for Splendid web and
at Embassy nitery.

Belgrano net's Samuel Yankele-
vich, Jr., clippers to U. S. with bride
on combined honeymoon and busi-
ness junket.
San Miguel studios trying to ink

deal with Italian legit actress Emma
Grammatica for series of Argentine-
produced pix.
Richard Roberson, Negro baritone

currently in Panama, signed by
Mundo web for Buenos Aires tour
and Embassy appearance.
Luis Angel Mentasti, film tycoon

holidaying in Paris, signed French
cinemactress Vivienne Romance for
Argentine pix under Sono Film ban-
ner. .

Erna Sack, German coloratura so-
prano currently wowing Rio audi-
ences, inked deal with Mundo web
for nine broadcasts, with Swift Co.
bankrolling.

By J. Hanson
Elda Ribetti, Italian soprano, inked

for three-month tour.
Russian pianist Vera Benenson do-

ing concert tour of major towns in
this territory.
Nan Munro, South African born

actress, returned after a visit to
England with the play, "The Win-
slow Boy," by Terence Ratigan.
National theatre, long planned for

South Africa, given final okay via
Department of Education grant of
$13,000. Two groups will tour coun-
try presenting plays on non-profit
basis,

Historical film- to be made in
South Africa by J. Arthur Rank. Di-
rector John Tunstall and cameraman
Linton Westmoreland arrived in
Cape Town this week for prelimi-
nary work.
"Towards Tomorrow," documen-

tary produced by State Information
Office to show work done by gov-
ernment in improving conditions of
Negro population, has aroused objec-
tions, from -colored. .AdvisoryCoun-
cil, who complain film shows Ne-
groes in bad light.

By Sven G. Winquist

Asbjoern Bielig set as chairman of
Norsk Sovietfilm. He formerly rep
resented Kommunenes Filmcentral.
An American group headed by

Douglas Sinclair (Warners) has
visited northern parts of Norway as
DNL's guests. They made some
shorts in color, to be shown in U. S.

A. S. Fotorama has started its own
distribution again. Company was
stopped by the Nazis under the oc-
cupation and Kommunenes handled
their films until now. Chairman is

former editor of Norsk Filmblad,
Leif Erik Bech.
"The Picture of Dorian Grey,"

"Five Graves to Cairo," "Scarlet
Pimpernel," "Lassie," "A Woman's
Face," "Arizona," "The Fighting
Lady," and the British "Men of Two
Worlds" and "The Years Between"
scoring big success.

Las Vegas
By Brigham Townsend

Diana Lewis a Flamingo visitor.
Vince Barnett clowning about

town.
Howard Hughes a Ramona Room

diner.
B. H. King appointed El Rancho

manager.
T. C. Melrose in town checking his

Cortez hotel.
Sophie Tucker slated for Rancho

Vegas, Aug. 29.

Eleanor Powell set for Ramona
Room, Atfg. 29.

Connee Boswell and Harry Leedy
at the Last Frontier.

Col. Charles Vanda scripting
story about Las Vegas.
Jon and Sandra Steele a Last

Frontier hotel holdover.
Grace Hayes on mend after re

cent nervous breakdown.
Gene Austin and Harry Seigel

open Blue Heaven nitery Sept. 1.

Kay Thompson and the Williams
Bros, a sensational hit at the Rancho
Vegas.

Bill Brady and Jack Denison
opened their Club Kit Carson to
capacity'.

Danny Rogers remained a week
after his Rancho Vegas show to visit
with his friend, Ben Goffstein.

*

Commentator Sara Hayes and

By Les Rees
"Claudia" presented by Plantation

strawhatter.
Edythe Bush Little Theatre offer-

ing "Hay Fever."
Herb Greenblatt, RKO district

manager, a visitor.
"Carmen" to open St. Paul Civic

Opera season Oct. 9.
"Long Night" set for 80 day-and-

date premieres in territory.
E. L. Walton, Republic ' assistant

sales manager, in town.
Randy Brooks a one-nighter and

Skippy Anderson at. Prom Ballroom.
Charlie Fox in from Milwaukee to

set burlesque season opening at Al-
vin Aug. 29.
Tex Beneke band spotted into Ra-

dio City theatre for Oct., first stage
Screen Guild had special invitation

screening of "Burning Cross" at
Granada theatre here,
act in months.
Gen. Dwight D. Eisenhower to be

Labor Day guest at Minnesota State
Fair opening Sat. (23).
For second successive year Gilbert

Nathanson, independent circuit own-
er, won Northwest Variety club an-
nual golf tournament.

London
Gino Arbib in Bournemouth on

two weeks vacation.
Jack Hylton trying to^persuade

Eric Coates to write an all-English
musical for him.

Isabel Bigley, now taking singing
lead in "Oklahoma," just heard her
father died in New York 10 days
after he returned from London to see
her take over part from Betty Jane
Watson.
Torch theatre in Knlghtsbridge re-

opening in September under manage-
ment of Plays & Publications, Ltd.
Directors are Jennifer Soames and
Anthony Spring Rice and first play
scheduled is "The Witches Ride.''
Hartley Power out of cast of "Born

Yesterday" due to nervous in-
digestion with Brock role being
played by Michael Balfour, Ameri-
can. Harry Lane is subbing in the
Eddie role, which Balfour originally
played.

Hollywood
Errol Flynn to Jamaica on vaca-

tion.
Joy Patterson hospitalized for sur-

gery.
Bob Smiley recovering from sur-

gery. .

Eve Arden back from s t r a w h a t
whirl.

Mrs. Alan Marshal suing for di-
vorce. '

Joan Arliss divorced Martin A
Gosch.
Magda. Gabor divorced William

Rankin. .

*

Eddie Garr opened at Charley
Foy's nitery.

„ Lee Travers joined the Levee-
Short agency.
Lotte Lehman in Beverly Hills for

a brief stay.
Oscar Oldknow and family touring

Mexico.
Luana Patten to Kansas City for

two weeks.
Tex Ritter in town after a mid-

western tour.
Otto Kruger in town after a year

on Broadway.
Linda Darnell in from an extended

tour of Europe.
Sid Rogell and Robert Wise aired

to Mexico City.
Martin Kosleck broke an ankle at

Laguna Beach.
Red Barry to Texas for a week of

stage appearances.

-

Johnny Burke recovering from
major surgery.
Tom Lewis and Martin Work on a

month's motor tour.
June Allyson to Arizona to join

husband Dick Powell.
Walt Disney entertained Royal Air

Force Squadron 617.
William Crespinel to Mexico City

on Cinecolor business.
Robert. Armstrong celebrated his

20th anni as a film actor.
Sam Wheeler in from New York

on business for Film Classics.
Richard Dix recuperating at home

after a month in the hospital.
Elaine Marion changed her film

name back to Elena Verdugo.
Jascha Veissi, • violinist, in from

the east for Coast concert tour.
A. H. Rodriquez in from Havana

to gander Hollywood product.
' Gabriel Levy in from Holland to
gander Hollywood film production.
Pete Smith on vacation with his

entire cartoon staff, returning Sept. 1.

Harry Alan Towers in from Lon-
don to gander product at Paramount.
Edwin L. Marin to San Francisco

to scout locations for "Race Street."
Nat Dyches returns to his 20th-

Fox desk this week after major sur-
gery.

Claire Trevor awarded her final

decree of divorce from Cylos Duns-
moor.
Nancy Saunders granted an annul-

ment of her marriage to Ray Da-
vionl.
Wallace Beery leaves this week for

a tour of Europe, his first in 10
years.

Bernie Joslin in from New York
on business for Mayfair Transcrip-
tions.
William Elliott will ride as grand

marshal of L. A. Sheriff's Rodeo
parade.-—-— -1 - ——

.

Alf Kjellin, Swedish film star, in
town to start work for David O.
Selznick.
Prince Abdorreza Pahlavi, brother

of the Shah of Iran, gan4ering
Hollywood.

C. B. Akers, of the Grittith Thea-
tre Circuit, gandering prBduct at
Paramount.
Garry Moore and Peter Lind

Hayes deep sea fishing off San Cle-
mente Island.
Bette Davis checked in at Warners

for her first still portraits in more
than a year.
Nate Blumberg and Matty Fox in

from New York for Universal-Inter-
national confabs.
William A. Scully in town to dis-

cuss the British situation at Univer-
sal-International.

Eric Johnson left Spokane for

Washington, D. C, to meet a British

trade delegation.
Russ Vincent broke three; ribs in

a fall on the set of "The Prairie" at

Motion Picture Center.
Abbott and Costello assumed re-

sponsibility for the welfare of 25

war orphans in Belgium.
Roy Rogers bought a 342-acre

ranch 60 miles from Hollywood and
is selling his San Fernando Valley
home.
Donald Nelson, in improved

health, will leave for Mexico City
next week to huddle with President
Aleman.
Groucho Marx will emcee the ball

game arranged by the Hollywood
Chamber of Commerce for the Da-
mon Runyon Cancer Fund, Aug. 25.

Jerusalem
By Franz Goldstein

F. Lobe directed "The Tailor of

Groningen" for the Ohel.
Habimah's end of season play is

Abraham Mapu's "Love of Zion."
Music returning to Haifa cafes and

restaurants following agreement be-
tween musicians and cafe-owners.
Chamber Theatre presented

"Jean," with Bartov Gutman, Hanna
Sukenik and Abraham Ben-Joseph.
Rina Nikova presented her Bibli-

cal Ballet on Mt. Scopus at Hebrew
Univ. Amphitheatre to the UNSCOP.
Manuel Rosenthal guest conductor

for special performances in Tel Aviv
and Jerusalem of the Palestine Phil-

harmonic in honor of founder, the

late Bronislaw Hubermann.
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convinced the audience* are there,

go why slough off on the program-

m
By the same token it's argued that

there's no diminution'^ in the num-

ber of cigars-smokers during the

summer. Hence Cantor will prevail

on the Jack Bennys and the other

topflight stars to give radie a year-

round stature as an entertainment

medium instead of laying low as the

summer replacements take 'a whirl

on the "Mosquito Network."

Cantor has sat down with his

agency and sponsor reps to map out

a plan of action designed, first of

alt to get the Thursday night NBC
schedule (Cantor's heard that night

In the 10:30-11 period) operating at

top talent-production efficiency.

That embraces such shows as Burns

Sc Allen fof Maxwell House, Al Jol-

gon and his "Kraft Music Hall," the

Jack Carson Sealtest show, etc.

If Jolson, B & A; Bob' Hope,
Benny and the. others confine- their

summer layoff to a month, they

could keep the shows moving on
reciprocal guestar basis. It would
permit, too, for a month's vacation

in the January-February midseason
period, when guestars could also

take' over on the same basis, says

Cantor. ^
"But to make radio a 39-week

affair on the false premise that no-

body's around to listen, anyway,
doesn't make sense," the comedian
argues." The audience is there—in

the mountains, on the beaches, in

the autos, everywhere. Let's give
them something to listen to."

Brit.-U.S. Rank
— Continued from page 3

lower-budgeted films to speed shoot-

ing schedules and build up backlog,

the British mogul said. From other
sources it's indicated that the British

are more than anxious to pile up
completed pix in the event it's nec-
essary to draw on them to prevent
theatres here from shuttering.

British film industry has at least

gix months before it would be called

on to fill the gaping hole left by. the
defection of American product.

Hence, the speedup on filmmaking
here since it's now^thought that the
industry can't afford the luxury of

super-productions, which tie up
stages for double and triple the time
of an ordinary A film.

While Yank distribs are pondering
necessary surgery on expenditures
so that U. S. pix can be profitable

without the British market, the
" 3r'itohs~"are "faced with tfie same
problem—that of diminished foreign
revenues. That's believed to be a
primary factor in Rank's important
move this week.

faculty to bear on. Analogy he used
was the waltzing dog who filled the
bill sufficiently by just waltzing, thus
rendering unnecessary anyone's delv-
ing into the quality of the dancing.
Considering the difficulties presented,
same might go for most summer try-

outs.

For example, this one. It doesn't

jell. It comes out eccentric where its

authors and director tried to experi-
ment. It's embarrassing all around
to attempt to review-- the thing; it

doesn't even add .up to theatre. And
not for Jack of trying, either. Fact
is, everyone concerned tried too hard.
There's a Brewster-Hughes gag, and
even a Variety gag. The time ele-
ment is played within a play-within-
a-play; actors tread the stage and the
pit almost alternately. It derives, but
doesn't play favorites, from Euripi-
des through J. B. Priestley to Philip
Barry.

Story line is deliberately short-
circuited every half act but concerns
playwright who marries Hollywood
glamorite who is trying legit for a
season. Of course, he*s writing her
plays, which is evidently his only
attraction lor her. His boozey son is

rendered still boozier by this mar-
riage, while daughter's boyfriend is

in the lady's arms any time the play-
wright's back is turned. Scripter then
tries to solve everything by writing
drama with his family as characters,
showing what might happen if all re-
act selfishly to introduction of screen
star into household. From then on it's

anyone's guess as to whether he's
watching a fiction of a fiction-within-
a-flction. Which might be okay as a
way to spend an evening if one could
be persuaded by the writing to care
one way or the other. This reviewer
sat through until the last curtain but
can't repprt what finally developed
in the lives of the characters. Per-
haps you're not expected to know.
Actors to a man do an adequate

job, considering the material. How-
ard Richardson ("Dark of the
Moon") handled individual scenes
well,- but script is obviously too much
for him. One set by Leslie Walter is

topnotch job executed with minimum
of materials. Don.

Strawhat Reviewsiews
e "> JSS Continued from page

Horace
all, too, and lends his eavesdropping
services to help put the pieces to-
gether.
Miss Walker unfailingly gets her

laughs steadily and effortlessly;
Alda, happily remembered for his
screen performance as George
Gershwin, scqres brightly as the
romantic captain; Miss Dowling, per-
sonable and a looker, helps immeas-
urably in the enchantment departr
ment. And any alert copper would
snap Marfield up as a window shade
scout in any neighborhood, a snooper
of distinction who would lend class
to any police lineup! Both Ken-
nedy and Miss Buckley strive too
tensely for effectiveness. Direc-
tion is by Herbert Kenwith, co-pro-
ducer of the Princeton Drama Fes-
tival this summer season.
Richard Burns' one setter, in-

terior of a Sandusky, Ohio, home,
lends an atmosphere of cheerfulness,
a cheerfulness not conspicuously
augmented in any large measure by
the author. Kane.

All for Hecnba!
Peaks Island, Me., Aug. 16.

Robert Paine luutHi.Uim of comedy in

ft,"01* (nne *:«««) by Blwyn Dearborn
Jo Weaver. Dimmed by Howard

Klcnardson
; setting. Leslie Walter. At

greenwood Garden Playhouse, Peaks Island,
Me., Aug. 12-17. '47.
Kichard Mansfield Herbert Volund
Mona Marlowe Rvelyn PcIUey
V">r<lon Lewis Leslie Walter
«ax Leiner ...Charles Nahabedian
larnela ManRfleld. .Barbara WIUocU
Anthony ManslU-Id Robert Paine
Ilobert Kent James Roberts
Mrst. ataB« Hand ..Leslie Irons
second Stage Hand; ..lireg Weber
kih^", Petejy Patricia Pierce

n" •'"""sotrT Richard Klclnmari
Dcl"> v Joan Carlton

David Garriek's friend. Dr. John-
son, once cracked, apropos of women
preachers. '.that there are some things
mat one shouldn't bring the critical

85

State of Theatre
Continued from page SO

on, and so must taxes and other
running expenses.

The 'Stop* Clause
We "come now to that bogey of the

fretful producer, the "stop" clause.
Few critics of its operation realize

that the stop clause is a mutual con-
tract between the theatre manage-
ment and the show which allows the
former to dispossess a play which
fails to achieve a given weekly in-
take, and the latter to vacate the
premises when the receipts fall be-
low the expenses. Three dramatic
productions which I booked this re-

eenF season* had stop 'Clauses' of

$14,000 and higher, in each instance
at the insistence of the play itself,

which could not afford to continue
when the receipts failed to reach
the stipulated figure. The stop
clause is, of course, a protection to

the theatre, which may have a pros-
pective hit clamoring to open; it is

equally a promise to the producer
that he can get out of town easily

and quickly when the tide starts

to ebb.

Theatre managers likewise can re-

fute the charge that they exact an
excessive guarantee from visiting

attractions by simply producing
their books. In many houses the

guarantee does not even cover the
cost of operating expenses plus rent.

Do we need more theatres? In

October and November, yes. Other-
wise—well, just count the number
of idle playhouses today. Newer and
finer theatres would, of course, be a

blessing— most of the theatres of

today are antiquated—and when re-

strictions are lifted, the City Invest-
ing Co., headed by its president,

Robert W. Dowling. will be among
the first to build them.

who are also producers but who
rarely attend managerial meetings.
The National is one of the best

theatre stands in the nation both for
attractions and the house but it is

understood offers from picture ex-
hibitors who claim it would bring
bigger revenue to Heiman than do
stage shows. Admission of Negroes
would hardly affect the weekly
grosses, as indicated by Broadway
where there is no color line but
very little colored patronage.
, There was some inclination by
Equity to bypass the segregation is-

sue but its council insisted upon a
showdown. Opinions of its own le-

gal -advisors as to Equity's liability

under the Taft-Hartley Act were
not conclusive, nor, evidently, were
those of John W. Davis, retained as
special counsellor for that purpose.
A special interpretation of the act,

backing up Equity so far as segre-
gation is concerned, was obtained,
however, from Joseph A. Padway,
counsel for the American Federa-
tion of Labor, of which Equity is

an affiliate.

Padway was emphatic, saying:
"There's absolutely no question in

my mind that it is no violation of
the Taft-Hartley Act to require or
enforce a clause against discrimina-
tion." Labor lawyers advice was
sought pronto, and he replied by
telegram, after being advised that
other opinions were not satisfac-

tory. He regarded the segregation
clause as a legitimate demand upon
the employer, proper under the
Taft-Hartley act, "no matter what
the effect on third, parties might
be." Reference was to a query as
to liability for damage suits.

Padway's opinions were read by
Rice during the League meeting,
with resultant comment that it was
only one attorney's response, that
other's may disagree, and that legal
proceedings may eventuate in the
National segregation case.

Segregation
Continued from pace 51

for a New York group to impose its

will upon another community.
From a business standpoint the re-

sult is important to showmen be-

cause the National will discontinue

legit after 1947-48, upon the reiter-

ated declaration of Heinman aftei

the meeting that he would discon-

tinue shows at the theatre. He in-

sisted that a change in the Negro
policy should be sought by civic

groups in the capital or by local

legislation.

"Revolution"

The hybrid membership of the

League was indicated by the "revolu-

tion" within it. Pact with Equity is

principally for producers but the

League, in addition to producers, in-

cludes theatieowners and dramatists

MARRIAGES
Marjorie Ann Wursburg to Roland

Edward Bundock, Memphis, Aug. 7.

He was original member of Glenn
Miller_ orchestra now with Tex
Beneke; bride is staff organist for
WMC, Memphis.

Lillian Moore to Roy Roberts,
Riverside, Cal., Aug. 12. Bride is a
writer; he's a film actor.
Jeanne Foote to Edwin Bailey, Ap-

pleton, Wis., Aug. 16. He's NBC pro-
ducer-director; Bride was in NBC
transcription dept., Chi.
Laurette Leuz to Philip Sudano,

Hollywood, Aug. 16. Both are screen
players.

Sydelle Thomas to Samuel Aran-
ow, Hollywood, Aug. 17. Bride is the
daughter of Harry Thomas, prexy of
Producers Releasing Corp.
Rose Visarelli to Philip (Buzz) As-

itea*. Pittsburgh,, Aug. 8. Groom's _a
radio singer.

Shirley Melsoner to Earl Matthews
Pittsburgh, Aug. 16. Bride's a nitery
dancer, known as Cheri Lee.

Lillian Marlow to Walter George
Nelling, New York, recently. Bride
is secretary to A. W. Schwalberg,
sales manager of Eagle-Lion Films.
Joan Dillon to Jack Sullivan, New

York, Aug. 9. Bride was secretary
to Bernice Judis, veepee of WNEW,
N.Y.; he's promotion director of same
station.

Mrs. Donna Watson to Homer
Bowlington, El Paso, Tex., recently.
Bride is owner of the Mission thea-
tre there.

Lorraine Griffin to John Rose, Jr.,

Chicago, Aug. 9. Bride is script su-
pervisor in Chi NBC continuity dept.

BIRTHS
Mr. and Mrs. Lou Costello, daugh-

ter, Hollywood, Aug. 15. Father is

comedian and member of vaude
team of Abbott & Costello.
Mr. and Mrs. Hal Gold, daughter,

Aug. 14. Father is copy chief in

Mutual network's New York press

department.

Mr. and Mrs. Gordon Kay, son.

Burbank, Cal., Aug. 15. Father is an
associate producer at Republic.

Mr. and Mrs. Milt Deutsch, daugh-
ter, Santa Monica, Aug. 10. Father
is manager of the Miguelito Valdes
and Benny Carter orchestras.

*

Mr. and Mrs. John Ward, daugh-
ter, Chicago, Aug. 6. Father is in

WGN traffic dept.

Mr. and Mrs. Jim Wiggins, son,

San Ajnfonio, Aug. 12. Father is an-

nouncer for KABC, there.

Mr. and Mrs. Roy Hill, daughter,
Springfield, Mo., Aug. 6. Father is

manager of Electric Theatre in that

city.

Mr. and Mrs. Howard Hoyt, son.

New York, Aug. 12. Father is talent

agent; mother an actress, Betty
Bartley.

Mr. and Mrs. Sam Bushman,
daughter, Philadelphia, Aug. 17.

Father is edhSr of Philadelphia

Jewish Times and former nitery

flack. V

OBITUARIES
]

JACK KRIENDLER
John Carl (Jack) Kriendler, 48,

owner of Jack and Charlie's 21 Club
on 52nd street, N. Y., died of a coro-
nary thrombosis in New York, Aug.
13. Kriendler, who was vice-presi-
dent and treasurer of the Murray
Hill Restaurant, Inc., operators of

the club, founded "Jack and
Charlie's" in Greenwich Village dur-
ing 1922 in partnership with Charlie
Berns. Latter was not associated

with him at the time of his death.
After the Greenwich Village es-

tablishment became widely known
during the prohibition era, the part-
ners moved it uptown to 49th street

and in 1930 settled it at its present
address. The club, which is noted
for its service and cuisine, was en-
larged in 1945 to include the two
adjoining houses at 17 and 19 West
52nd Street. It has become famous
as a spot patronized by celebrities
from every field, particularly show
biz and literary fields.

Survived by widow, three brothers
and four sisters.

illness. He was a World War II vet-
eran and former vice-commander of
Post No. 57, AMVETS. Survivors
include his wife, Henrietta, state
secretary of AMVETS, 12 children
and six grandchildren.

REV. THOMAS A. CALKINS
Rev. Thomas A. Calkins, O.S.M.,

died in Chicago August 13. Father
Calkins was radio director of the
"Mother of Sorrows" broadcast on
WCFL, and ,also prominent radio
orator.

Survived by eleven brothers and
sisters.

GEORGE HOLLAND
> George Holland, 50 playwright and

columnist for the Boston Evening
American, died in Boston, Aug. 18.

He conducted the "Boston After
Dark" column for the newspaper.
Holland was a familiar personality

in the theatrical world* not only in

Boston but among road agents. His
plays included "Pie in the Sky,"
"Don't Tell the Wife," and "Front
Money." He also produced plays at

the Fine Arts Theatre, Boston, and
for a short time worked as a script
writer for RKO in Hollywood. In
1934, he was barred by the Shuberts
from their theatres because of his
criticism of "America Sings." How-
ever, Holland arranged to be ap-
pointed a deputy fire marshal and
thus was „ able to enter any local
theatre at will. He continued to re-
view Shubert shows in that way.
Survived by his wife, mother, two

daughters, two sons, brother and
sister.

HORACE COLLINS
Horace Collins, 55, prominent Brit-

ish vaudeville theatre owner, died
suddenly at his Scottish home in

Prestwick, Aug. 16. He was noted
for his partiality to American acts.

Survived by brother, Pete Collins,
who takes over theatre operations.

JOSEPH SHIRLEY MACIAS
Joseph Shirley ("Pete") Macias,

48, pianist and night club band
leader in D.C. for more than 20 years
died Aug. 13 in Naval hospital there
following a three-weeks' illness.

Until he retired last summer, Macias
had been for eight years at the
Lounge Riviera of the swank Hotel
2400, where he played to many so-
ciety affairs. In the 1930's he oper-
ated the Heigh-Ho Club for. a six-

year stretch. His piano style and
patter there "drew a 'large following,'

including the sons of President
Roosevelt. He occasionally played
at White House parties and was fre-

quently engaged for debutante af-

fairs.

During the First World War he
served on a Navy mine sweeper.

CHARLES GAMBLE
Charles Gamble, .49, brother of

Ted Gamble, Portland and central

states theatre operator, died in

Seattle Aug. 10. He was stricken

with a heart attack while on his

yacht at the Seattle Yacht club.

Gamble was a resident of Seattle

for many years, but moved .to Port-
land just prior to world war II.

There he was associated with his

brother, head of the U. S. Treasury
Department's bond drives during
the war. Widow, Esther, taree sons,

mother, six brothers and six sisters

survive.

CLARK B. FELZER
Clark B. Felzer. 72. former legit

actor and later a trade paper writer,
died Aug. 15 at his home in Los
Angeles. Before his retirement
from the stage nine years ago,
Felzer toured the country with
stock and repertory groups.

ARTHUR T. PERKINS
Arthur T. Perkins, 75, who once

operated the Perkins, 250-scater in
Harrisonville, Mo., died re ently at
his home in Long Beach, Cal. He
retired from the amusment field in
1938. :

MELVIN L. HARBARGER
Melvin L. Harbarger, 46, Logan,

O., died Aug. 13 in- Cincinnati. He
was a former violinist with the
Columbus Philharmonic Symphony
Orchestra and was director of music
at Martins-Ferry (O.) High School.

JOHN C. COIT
John Clarke Coit, 75, retired pres-

ident of United States Radio and
Television Corp. of Chicago, died in
St. Petersburg, Fla., Aug. 10.

Before his retirement, he was
head of Radio Manufacturers' Assn.

JOSEPH O. MALAND
Joseph O. Maland, 59, vlce-pr'exy

of the Central Broadcasting Co. and
manager of station WHO, Des
Moines, la., died Aug. 16. He had
been ill for more than a year.

Mrs. Rose West, 47, wi e of George'
West, Monogram franchise owner in
Cincinnati, and franchise owner
.cont&C.UiQj^s_Angeles, diedjn_jier_
L. A. home) Aug. 18, of heart at-
tack.

Frederick Ashley, 35, television
engineer, died Aug. 10, in Burbank,
Cal., following a motor accident. He
was associated with television sta-

tion KTLA, Los Angeles.

Mrs. George West, wife of Mono-
gram's New York homeoflice contact
with franchiseholders, died suddenly
Monday (18) in Los Angeles. Burial
will be in Chicago.

Joseph Goodman, 70, father of

former actress Thelma Leeds, died
Aug. 18, in Hollywood, following a
heart attack.

Olof Wog-, 59, film salesman, died
Aug. 13 in Los Angeles.

FRANK J. STEHMAN
Frank J. Stehman, 30, former vi-

olinist and director of the Bucheroo
|
Ramblers at the N. Y World's Fair

I in 1939-40, died Aug. 15 at Penn
• Village, Pottstown, Pa. He and two
{ other men working on a foundry
i roof were overcome by escaping
gas. His companions fell eight feet

to an adjoining roof, but were re-

vived without serious injury. Steh-
man, however, died in a local hos-
pital.

Juke Operators

MRS. ROLF HAMMER
Mrs. Rolf Borgny Hammer, Nor-

wegian-born actress, died at Kent,
Conn., Aug. 11. An exponent of

Ibsen plays in U.' S., she was the
widow of Rolf Hammer, the Wag-
nerian tenor.

Mrs. Hammer in 1940 was deco-
rated by King Haakon of Norway
for her service in advancing Nor-
wegian art in the U. S.

JOHN A. McCLOSKEY
John A. McCloskey, 46, known as

"The Irish Tenor" and who sang on

|

numerous radio stations in Philadel-

I phia, died Aug. 17, following a long

Continued frflm page I

a week to the distributor. Other opa
figure their losses are running as

high as $300 on a 100-machine route.

Because of the decreased receipts,

distribs -are turning to a policy of

closer buying and getting greater
play per record. Since service costs

are fixed regardless of the number
of machines or records in them, the
box operator must weed out doubt-
ful nickel-gainers. Also, some ops
propose to use the box buttons not
linked to the best sellers for stand-
ards that all have stacked on shelves,

decreasing disk purchases, and
thereby aiding in meeting the fixed

overhead.
Projecting the situation nationally,

the loss, if the $1 per week reduc-
tion were made the norm, could
easily reach $250,000 for the year,

without taking into account the
Anticipated expansion of video sets.

New York is figured to have a mini-
mum of 2,000 sets in taverns, while
in Los Angeles it's at least 500. An
additional 500 may be counted on in

such videocasting areas as Washing-
ton, Philadelphia and St. Louis.
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New B'way Legit

Prospects Lack

Spark of '46-47

,
- Start of the new Broadway legit

season contrasts markedly with that

of 1946-47, both in the number of
£'* new shows actually in sight and

.
pre-season pretentions.

Last summer and autumn were
accompanied by a fanfare that is

entirely absent now. Soon arfter the
''

flurry of the Old Vic troupe's visit,

there was expansive interest attend-
/' ant to the start of the American Rep-

ertory Theatre, attention Which con-

tinued in one form or another until

* -
. its virtual demise in the spring,

fe'. Other new projects interested Broad-
Way, too, with a freshness that is

currently absent. '

"•'
' One of the plays that created

t
„wider Interest than any drama in

years was "The Iceman Cometh,"
rU- Eugene O'Neill being hailed back to

the theatre after a long absence.

Long in advance of its premiere
• "''iceman" inspired- reports and pre-
j dictions almost unprecedented in the

\
(

-- theatre. Amo-mt of publicity accord-

ed O'Neill and "Iceman" in the
s

,
country-wide' press is believed to

have been of incalculable benefit to

•i!-»~show business and the fact that the
:' drama fell short of expectations was

'•

J
just another vagary of the theatre.

' From present indications the new
j season may be even more backward

Vi>'*than anticipated; for last week's de-
velopments included skeptical re-

ports about "new shows being
'!''; •' (Continued on page 55)

New Fans for Sally

Des Moines, Aug. 26.

Fan dancer Sally Rand, without
her fans, helped Jon Hacked broad-
cast a local baseball game on KRNT,
Des Moines, last week, on eve of

her arrival in town for an Iowa
State Fair booking.
Along the way, Miss Rand ac-

quired some newfans—some ardent
listeners, that is. The station said

the response was that good.

CBS,NBCPreppedFor

All-Out Video Wrapup

Of Legion Convention
Most concentrated television cov-

erage of any event since video's ad-
vent is on tap for the American
Legion's national conclave in New
York this week, with CBS and NBC
tele crews set to air a total of 13
field pickups on convention high-
lights during the four-day period be-
ginning tomorrow (Thursl).

Occasion has prompted some loud
flacking by the vying webs, with
NBC crowing that its eight pickups
of the Legion confab, plus other pro-
gramming, will mount to an unprec-
edented 77 hours of telecasting in
an 11-day period, while CBS points-
with-pride to two "exclusives" on its

Legion coverage sked:. the Madison
Square Garden opening tomorrow
noon, to be addressed by Gov. Thom-
as E. Dewey and others, and a "Celeb-
rity Night" in the Garden SaturdayW when Eddie Cantor and Milton

. Berle will headline a star-of-stars
show. CBS got clearance from James
C Petrillo, AFM topper, to air the
celeb show.
Showbiz and sports names on the

wght's agenda Include Lena Home,
Lew Parker, Jackie Miles, Jack
«aley, Ella Logan, Max Baer and
Max Rosenbloom, Gus Van, Ben
Blue, Kitty Kallen, Carmen Mon-
toya, Mel Torme and Sid Silvers.

Anti-Semitism Pic

Nixed by Navy
U.S. has nixed RKO's "Crossfire"

for showing to its personnel in this

country, abroad or in the fleet. It

has been labeled "Not suitable en-
tertainment." Film, produced by
Dore Schary, depicts the melodra-
matic killing by an American soldier

of a U. S. citizen solely because the
latter is a Jew.

The Army is showing the picture

at its domestic posts, b,ut has red-

lighted it for screening abroad. It

has also been turned down—unoffU
cially, as yet—for distribution over-

seas by the Motion Picture Export
Assn. Both the Army and the MPEA
feel that it would give foreigners a
wrong impression of the U. S.

"Crossfire" started its bookings on
the Army's domestic circuit last Sat-

urday (23). Service takes the at-

titude that pix shown in Army in-

stallations abroad, while theoreti-

cally limited to U. S. personnel, are
actually seen by many native em-
ployees and friends, so it would be
unwise to send the RKO film over.

Navy edict on "Crossfire" was is-

sued by Capt. J. W. Long, chief of

the service's Motion Picture Ex-
change at the Brooklyn Navy Yard.

Long makes all film deals for the

Navy. He refused other comment
than that the pic "is not suitable

entertainment,"
Long is aided by a selection board,

which presumably backed' his judg-

ment. His opinion was also trans-

mitted to Washington, where it was
confirmed by Capt. J. T. Hardin, in

charge of special services for the

. (Continued on page 54)

By ABEL GREEN
(The writer, editor of Variety, has

just returned from a visit to England
and the Continent).
European tourism today is an

embarrassing cleavage between the

haves and the have-nots. For the
haves it's awkward, for the have-
nots it's degrading, as the visitor,

particularly the American, goes to

foreign shores loaded (1) with dol-

lars, the only desirable currency ap-
parently in the world; and (2) self-

toted foodstuffs, making for a port-

able larder that is the envy of the

rationed citizens of England and the
Continent.
Thus, the average American tour-

ist is a hit pronto with the Irving
Berlin slogan, "God Bless America."
Many have been moved literally to

write the songsmith to "add an extra
chorus for me."

It all narrows down to this: The
Yankee dollar, tourist or otherwise,

to. a considerable extent is what's
-saving—Europei-' i

—

:
= ~-

Tourism and show business are
(Continued on page 20)

Harold Russell's Vanders
Harold Russell, amputee star of

film, "Best Years of Our Lives," is

set for a vaude tour to start at the
Oriental theatre, Chicago, Sept. 4.

Other dates are being lined up by
the William Morris agency. Salary
is $1,750.

Russell, who lost Ills tiands while
in service, was cited for an Oscar
by the Academy of Motion Picture
Arts and Sciences for his perform-
ance in the Goldwyn pic.

Russell 'will play the piano on his

lour.

MAJOR AGENCIES ANGLE

FAIR CIRCUIT GRAVY
Booking of fairs are continuing to

become increasingly important to

vaude and nitery agencies. Slump in

the latter field has caused the per-

centers to seek other means of rev-

enue.

Latest to join the parade of agen-

cies playing more attention to the

outdoor business is Jack Kalcheim,

,

who has set talent for the Chisholm

Trail Jubilee set for Wichita, Kan.,

Sept. 11. Those set for show in-

clude Bob Burns, George Olsen

orch, Walter Nielson. Dolinoff and

Raya Sisters, Hank Sieman and

Harry Kahne.

Other offices angling the outdoor

biz includes Frederick Bros.. William

Morris agency. Music Corp. of Amer-
ica and Benny Kutchuk.

300 Disabled Vets In

Training to Be Actors

Under VA's Aid Setup
Washington, Aug. 26.

Nearly 300 disabled ex-servicemen
and women are training to be actors

and actresses under the Vocational
Rehabilitation Act, according to a

Veteran Administration survey.

Figure is extremely small propor-

tion of the 184.000 disabled and
handicapped vets in schools and on-

the-job training courses, as of May
1. However, VA finds the info sig-

nificant in view of the fact that many
of these ex-GI's are 30% or more
disabled. Most of the would-be
thespians are enrolled in college

drama courses or private schools.

Vets with service-oonnected dis-

abilities are eligible for education

and training if they require it to

restore their employability. Except
in special cases, the maximum train-

ing provided by law is four years. If

a vet's disability is rated at 30% or

higher, he will receive a minimum
allowance of $115 a month if he has

no dependents, or $135 if he has one

dependent.

H wood Stars Form

Radio Corporation
Hollywood, Aug. 26.

A radio corporation that includes

five of Hollywood's top acting names
has been organized here with the in-

tention of taking a more active part

jn radio management and produc-

tion. The stars would act in their

own productions, with outsiders also

birougnt Iff. The" gfdupT"h'eaHed'Tjy

Dana Andrews, Joan Fontaine, John

Garfield, Myrna Loy and Ray Mil-
land,' plus radio producer Arthur
Kurlan, has formed Radio Repertory
Theatre, Inc., a closed California

corporation in which all have an
equal ownership.
Also among the activities planned

are manufacture of transcriptions
and recordings, purchase and de-
velopment of story properties for

regular radio production, and pos-
sible purchase and operation of ra-
dio stations.

Outfit is expected to include at

least two more stars, making seven
in all, with the possibility that it

may go as high as 10 names, each
making investments of undisclosed
amounts. Officers and directorate

will be elected shortly.

Radio Repertory, Inc., is reminis-
cent of its counterpart in the picture
field, United Artists, formed in 1919,

with such stars as Mary Pickford,
Douglas Fairbanks and Charles
Chaplin as the nucleus.

Reimbursement

Asked ofUlBy

Indies in 75% Tax
Suggestion that the U. S. Govern-

ment reimburse indie filmmakers for
coin taxed or frozen by the British
was made by the committee repre-
senting the Society of Independent
Motion Picture Producers at its;

|

meetings with top Washington of-
:
ficials last week. Thought behind
the move is that any help given the
British by relaxing trade and loan
agreements with them should be at
the expense of U. S. citizens as a
whole, rather than one small seg-
ment.

Indies expressed the fear that
many of their ranks actually will be
forced out of business by the British
restrictions. In addition, they

i pointed out, they have been placed
under a tremendous financial strain
by "the change of rules in the mid-
dle of the ball game." They budgeted
pictures they now have in pro-

^HS*!.0" J>L £^adj^o_r.Engltsh_releas&
Ton*" the' assumption that the British

|
market would be open to them, as

|

was indicated by the then-current
agreements between the two coun-
tries.

The 75% tax recently imposed,,
the indies asserted, was a breaking
of those agreements. -Helping tha
British, they agreed, is okay, "but a
job on which everyone should pitch
in." They said they couldn't sea
why the whole weight of what has
been done so far by this government
to extend hands-across-the-sea—ia

(Continued on page 49)

Pemberton Rates Hams
For Barter Appearance

Brock Perrrberton's contract for

his appearance the week of Sept. 8

at the Barter theatre; Abingdon, Va.,

in "Harvey," calls for a salary of

$46 (Equity's stock minimum), plus

hams, a "hand" of tobacco (leaf),

apples and gourds. Contract was re-

quired in order that he qualify as a

candidate for Equity membership, a

must in order that he play the part,

that of the muddled pal of Harvey,
the rabbit.

• New manager-actor doesn't smoke
and can't take boo-ie—just a gla.ss of

nectar now and then.

COWAN TO PRODUCE

PIC ON MARX BROS.
With Al Jolson already film bioged

and Eddie Cantor's life story coming

up, it was inevitable that Hollywood

should reach out to better the one-
subject-at-a-time biopic. Lester
Cowan has done it. He set a deal
in New York during the past week
to make a film on the Marx brothers
—al) four of them at once.*

Picture will be based on Alexander
Woollcott's story, /'Mother of the

Two-a-Day." Plan is for it to contain

all the best routines of the freres

from their Broadway shows and pic-

tures. Format hasn't been completely

worked out yet, but Cowan Is trying

to figure a way to put a quartet of

younger players in the film (a la

"Jolson's" Larry Parks) and also

work in the Marxes themselves. Re-
sult might be Groucho playing his

own f.->f'"»>v

Chevalier, Returning

For 1-Man U.S. Show,

Finds Life Begins at 59
Cannes, Aug. 26.

Maurice Chevalier is going back
to America in October for his trans-
continental tour as a ons-man show-
man but first will do a benefit for
Billy Rose to raise funds for bring-
ing 125 displaced children to the
U. S., he revealed here. It may ba
done at the Hotel Pierre's Cotillion
Room, in New York, but whatever
the locale Chevalier feels certain
Rose's sparkplugging should realize
"at least $100,000."

Chevalier, bragging that he will ba
59 soon, is mellow and full of the
show business traditions that are
synonymous with Jolson, Lauder,
Cantor, Benny, Jessel, etc.v ...Jn, fac^i'"
he is thrilled with^Olson's "come-
back" and to thi§.-day can't under-
stand why, afte? "The Jazz Singar"
and "The Singing Fool". Jolson
wound up boxoffice poison. He coin-
pares Jolson to himself—he, too, had
never been away, he added. Hence
the "comeback" is a misnomer. Of
Sir Harry Lauder he says the same
thing: "Both have that magic quality
thiil, when they come on the stage,

they just light up the entire theatre.
It's something you can't acquire

—

it's just born in you. That's why I

feel that way about Bing Crosby.
(Continued on page 55)
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C. P. Skouras' $568,143 Tops '45 Pix

Earnings; McCarey Next With $355,427

Washington, Aug. 26.

Charles P. Skouras was the high-

est salaried individual in pictures

in 1945 on the basis of incomplete
figures released Monday (25) by the

Treasury. He took down $130,000

from Fox West Coast Agency and
another $438,143 from National The-
atres to hit tops with a fat $568,143.

Los Angeles second biggest salary

earner was Charles H. Strub, exec-
utive vice president of the Los An-
geles Turf Club, with a fancy $341,-

•413 from the pony biz.

Second biggest picture earner of

th.se listed was Leo McCarey, with
$355,427. This was followed by Darryl
Zanuck's $260,000. Blue ribbon top-

per on the distaff side was Betty
Grable, whose- - smile and legs

brought her $208,0CO. However,
several of these top position people
•will probably be replaced when all

returns are in.

Among the major studios which
did not get their reports ready in

time for inclusion in this first re-

lease were Warners, Metro, RKO
and Universal. The annual figures

reported include only salaries of

$75,000 or more from a single cm-
' ployer. Tiros a film freelancer might
earn well over that during the
course of a year, but if no employer
paid as- much as $75,000, the actor

would not be inc:uded. The figures

likewise do not include radio earn-
ings of stars since the big name
people generally handle the package

(Continued on page 53)

Calling Dr. Kildare!
Lillian Hellman almost got

jammed with the U. S. medical
authorities upon her return to

N. Y. on the Queen Mary Mon-
day (25) when she cabled her
doctor to identify the medico
who, in '45, had given her all the
"shots" at the time the play-

wright went abroad as quondam
war correspondent with the Rus-
sian Army. Because of the

British smallpox scare, innocu-

lation is necessary if evidence
of the lack thereof is not at

hand, hence her SOS to her
U. S. doctor.

The latter cabled back, a dead-
pan statement that she had
taken the shots but facetiously

signed it "Dr. Kildare." Were it

not for the American sense of

humor she would have had to

. take another vaccination or be
quarantined 14 days.

Goodman Doesn't

Care Too Much For

Tommy Dorsey Swing
Hollywood, Aug. 26.

A few swing notes, interpolated by
Benny Goodman in the wrong
places, caused Tommy Dorsey to in-

terpolate a righthand swing on
Goodman's chin. The result was a
TKO, the first registered by Dorsey
since he decisioned Jon Hall on a
b::lcony three years ago.

The swinging took place on ft.mSlard permission to go into the Car

Bolger Transplanting

'3 to Make Ready' Scenes

Into Carnival, N.Y., Nitery

First instance of a major portion

of Broadway musical going into a

nitery, is slated to come off Sept. 25

at the Carnival, N. Y., when Ray

Bolger opens in a new show at tlfat

spot. Bolger is currently planning

to use some scenes, sketches and
dances from "Three to Make Ready"
in which he recently starred. Kay
Ballard, who appeared with Bolger

|
in the legiter, has also been signed

for the Bolger layout at the Carni-
val.

So far, no deal has been set with
Stanley Gilkey, 'Ready's" produ-:er,

but likelihood that the arrangements
for the legiter's material will be
made is seen by the fact that Miss
Ballard has been signed for Cokey's
forthcoming musical, "Richest Girl in

the World." Gifkey gave Miss Bal-

Goldwyn's sound stage where ihe
boys, along with Louis Armstrong,
Charlie Barnet, Lionel Hampton and
other prominent swingsters, were re-
cording the title song for Danny
Kaye's "A Song Is Born." Goodman
arrived two hours late and there
were inharmonious mumblings even
~b£tore_^..anserted-„the-.imprqmptu.
hotlicks on his clarinet. Unhar-
monious words were exchanged,
leading to fisticuffs. By the time
Emil Newman, conductor, could in-

tervene, Goodman had tumbled
backward, rendering two of Gold-
w- n's music stands hors du combat.

i cooler moments the latter de-
clared that he was hit while sitting

down, that he was mystified by it all

and that he was no pugilist. Dorsey
retaliated that he was no pugilist

either and that Goodman was
si; nding up when the swinging
st- --ted.

P.S.^Film originally was titled

•'That's Life."

nival after a two week cancellation

clause had been inserted in the Car-
nival contract in the event Miss Bal-

lard is needed to start work in the

musical.

271st WEEK!
KEN MURRAY'S
"3UACKOUTS OF 1947"

El Capitan The«tre, Hollywood, Cal.

Coming soon, the most unusual
picture ever made. KEN MUR-
RAY'S Production, "BILL AND
COO," in Trucolor. A Republic re-

lease.

Crests Are Crests
Bill Perlberg, 20th-Fox pro-

ducer now making Galsworthy's
"Escape" in England (in associa-

tion -with J. Arthur Rank), was
Cook's-touring his 15-year-old

.

son around the British museums,
accenting the ancient and honor-

able family crests.

Billy, Jr., cracked: "Well, we
have crests in Hollywood too

—

Hillcrest."

MARGARET TRUMAN

IN CONCERT DEBUT
Hollywood, Aug. 26.

Even the possibility of gandering

the President himself didn't lure a

capacity crowd to Hollywood Bowl
Saturday night (23) when Margaret
Truman made her p.a. debut. So-

prano's only previous contact with
general audiences was in March,
when she appeared over ABC with
the Detroit Symphony Orchestra.

Some 5,000 of the Bowl's 20,000

chairs were empty when Eugene
Ormandy stepped to the podium to

begin the program on which the

prexy's daughter made her bow, and
since the debut was riot broadcast,

the air lure couldn't be blamed for

failing to pack the house.
From a concert standpoint. Miss

Truman still has a lot to learn.

Judging by her Bowl ^program, at

least another year's training is in-

dicated before she can hope to com-
pete with other concert artists on a

(Continued on page 53)

Standard Oil Preems

Hollywood

WYLER YENS TO REMAKE

'CARRIE' AT PARAMOUNT

Hollywood, Aug. 26.

Staid Standard Oil preemed a new
"spectacular" sign at Hollywood and

Vine this week with all the usual

fanfare of a show biz opening to

bally its Chevron product. At that,

it's probably the world's most con-
servative spectacular, with the usual
color combination of red, white 'n'

blue paints and bulbs and floodlights

highlighting familiar trademarks.
Preceding was a cocktail party at

the Brown Derby for oiler brass, top
notch civic leaders and a few assort-

ed others. A Mexican cocktail unit
played outside the Derby on a small
stage, the background of which was
a miniature of the new outdoor
board. At a given signal, following
a brief talk and introduction of
biggies, the sign was flashed on. Si-
multaneously, Warners' KFWB be-
gan relating message over its illu-

news ribbon girding the

Paris, Aug. 26.

Willie Wyler, who has been mo-
toring through Europe with his wife.

Margaret Tallichet, returns Sept. 10 j
minated

on the Queen Elizabeth to resume at jTaft building on the diagonally op
Paramount under his Liberty Pic- posite corner. Dinner followed.
ti>' es sellout to the major.
Among the plans he favors pronto L.A. County Breaks DOWH,

Is a remake of Theodore Dreiser s

"Sister Carrie," which RKO first

produced years ago. Par is dicker-

ing to acquire the rights. Lillian

Hellman may do the screenplay.

Berlin Forms Holding

Co. for Pic Properties
Irving Berlin has formed a hold-

ing company to take over the com-
poser's motion picture properties.

New company, labeled Irving Berlin
Enterprises, was -chartered this week
in Albany with a capital stock of

1,000 no-par-value shares.

Outfit will be a handy catch-all

for scripts, music packages and other
-rights- -now- -held-individually and by-
his publishing concern, Berli i said.

Directors are T. Newman Lawler,
John Drew and Milton M. Rosen-
bloom, all attorneys in the law firm
of O'Brien, Driscoll, Raftery & Law-
ler.

Berlin, incidentally, flics back to

the Coast today (Wed.), after a week
of o.o. ing his publishing business.

He's due back in N. Y. Sept. 15.

Mrs. Berlin and children, inei

dentally, come back east by air the
end of next month to get" their new
Beekman place (N.Y.) house in shape
for occupancy in late October. Due
to the tight rental situation the Ber-
lins have had to wait nearly two
years on Daniel Arnstein, the taxi-

cab tycoon, to vacate after the Ber-
lins bought the property from War
Secretary Fonestal.
Judy Garland, having recovered,

has just returned to the Coast anjl

Berlin's "Easter Parade," Metro
filmusical, may finally get rolling in

October, although the songsmith has
long since completed his score. Ber-
lin thereafter is serious about an-
other book musical as successor to
"Annie Get Your Gun," but failing

a good libretto he'll go through with
his revue idea for the Music Box,

Irving Berlin Donates

All Royalties on Latest

Tune to Patriotic Org.

Irving Berlin this week presented

his latest patriotic composition, "The
Freedom Train," to Thomas D'A.

Brophy, president of the American
Heritage Foundation. AH royalties

of the tune ,go to the Foundation,

purpose of which is to acquaint the

American public with the advantages

of this country.

The Foundation is sponsoring a

seven-car railroad exhibit which
will start a national tour in Phila-

delphia, Sept. 17, with r cargo of

documents famous in American his-

tory.

Berlin was among those present at

the White House conference May 22

which set up the foundation, he
wrote the song on the weekend fol-

lowing the conference, auditioned it

for" Jack Kapp of Decca Records, and
within a week of its composition

Bing Crosby came in from Canada
to record it for Decca with the An-
drews Sisters.

Berlin discloses that he was faced

with a considerable problem in clef-

fing the tune inasmuch as the pub-
lic had its fill of patriotic numbers
during the war.^Ie consequently

sought a light approach and came up
with the jingle-like "Train."

The following are the lyrics:

Verse
'

This twins la n train kotik
It's a song about a train
Not the Ateltison TQnekn
Not- the OhtttttinoOKfl <"!hoo-ry.oo

Nor the one thnt leaves Jit midnight
For the state of AlabanV
This song: is n train unvg
Where the engineer Is Onele Sam.

Chorus

Here eontefl the Freeilom Train
You better hurry down
Just like a Paul Revere
It's comin* Into your home town
Inside the Freedom Train
You'll find * precious 'freight
Those words of Liberty
The Documents l hat made us great.
You can shout your anicer from a steeple
You ean shoot the svstem full of holes
You ran always question "We the People"
You ean trot your answer at the polls.

That's how it'.s always been
.And h->w It will remain .

As lonpr as all of us
Keep riding on the Freedom Train.

Second Chorus

You eon write the President a letter
Xoj^_c.nn.£ven tell him to his fare

If you think tn"at you ean oTi it tieller

Get the votes and you ean tulle his place.

Third Chorus
You ean hate the laws that you're obeying
You can shout, your anger to the crowd

We may disagree with what you're saying
But we'll ft-*M to let YOU say It loud.'

Copyright 1847 by The American Heri-
tage Foundation

Brophy, incidentally has named
James Sauter national chairman of

public relations and special events
division of the Foundation. Sauter
during the war years was executive
director of the United Theatrical
War Activities Committee and has
been a director of USO-Camp Shows,
American Theatre Wing and the
American • National Theatre and
Academy.

Lillian Heflman's

About-Face After

UNESCO Junket
Playwright Lillian Hellman re-

turned on the Queen Mary Monday
(25), the last of the four Americans
sent over as observers in Paris of

the UNESCO conference on the the-

atre and its cultural international

objectives. As the playwright ob-

serves, "I went over with much
skepticism and came away thrilled
because this is the first time that a
cultural interchange of ideas for the
furtherance of the theatre is on the
verge of being achieved."
Clarence Derwent, president of

Equity; Rosalind Gilder, of Theatre
Arts monthly, and George Frcedley,
curator of the N. Y. Public Library's
theatre collection, were the other
American delegates.

Plans for the formation of a cen-
tral bureau for the swapping of
plays, information pertaining to the
practical and artistic, phases of the
theatre, translation services, fact-
finding indices, sinfo on royalties,

transportation, etc., were thoroughly
kicked around during the Parisww-
wow; For. example, the French
wanted to know about boxcars on
the U. S. railroads; how they might
handle theatrical equipment built

abroad because the railroads in

Europe are constructed differently.

A Czech playwright advanced the
idea that the standard royalty in dif-

ferent countries perforce differs.

Legit theatre capacities in Europe
are larger, nence scenery and sets

thus become a problem, should an
original production be transported
intact to America.
Then there are the.state-subsidized

theatres of Europe, which rely on
endowment. ^Even England has its

Central Arts Council which; while
not bankrolling the British stage,

giyes quasi-official blessing to note-
worthy groups by excising the nor-
mal taxes. This goe^ for groups like

those of John Gielgud and Sir Lau-
rence Olivier. (Incidentally, Miss
Hellman's "The Watch on Rhine"
was the first such "worthy" play

given the British tax omission when
the Central Arts Council sponsored
it).

The playwright observes that this

is the first good international the-

atre idea for the exchange of cul-

tural and practical methods which
has emerged in many years. From
.UNJESCO'sjriewpoint^this is Tnercly

"an extension of IFs'paraTerpi ogi'arns
-

in science, medicine, education and
the like.

Admits t flKIS Are Art which Broadway playhouse V joint

ly owns.Los Angeles, Aug. 26.

After 36 years the motion picture
has been recognized as an art form
by the Los Angeles County Museum
of History. Science and Art.
That august body has finally votedMisses Ryan and Parker

Due Back From Abroad -
t0

,.

a
S?°,

ilU * ™ra*°r °V fi1
??.

and t0

Peggy Rynn, Universal starlet, and
her husband, Jim.ny Cross, are due
to sail Sept. 4 or, Jhe Queen M- ry

from London after a protracted stay

abroad. This included entertaining

the Occupation troops in Germany,
following Miss Ryan's London var-

iety dates.

lother Hollywood satellite, Ele-

;»H' • Parker iMrs. Bert Friedlob)
rony return ahead of schedule be-

cause of impending motherhood al-

though Friedlob's roller-skating rc-

-vue is
t

still touring the Continent.

Miss Parker is under Warner Bros,
j

contract. >

establish a collection of motion pic-
lures for the use of the public.

Sartre's First Film
Pyri." Aug. 28.

Much interest in rtslsfentii list

author Jean ' Paul Sartre's first

screenplay, "Jeux Son Fait," which
Joseph Berchholtz has produced and
is presently cutting, but he will not

make any U. S. deal until he pre-
views it..

Na"el Films has the local distrib

rights.
; .,

Congress Library Folds Pix
Washington, Au". 26.

Library of Congress formally an-

nounced the fold of its motion pic

ture project last week.
At the same time it declared it

would have legislations introduced
in the next session of Congress to

revive the project.'.I,
A Californian's Crack

Paris. Aug. 26.

Gregory Ratoff, now directing

a pic for UA in Rome, flew to

Paris for the Jack . Kapps' 25th
anniversary party, and when the
Decca Records prexy started'

opening the French - vintage
grape, Ratolf complained: .

•

-'

"Oh, you're serving this dd-
inestic^ehaiuDaioie' againr.

'Well-Fed' Look a B.<X
Factor in Gt. Britain

Washington, Aug. 26.

Not the least of the charms of
"Oklahoma" and "Annie Get Your
Gun" ' to London legit audiences is

the "well-fed look" of the players,
according to Dr. B. Ifor Evans, direc-
tor of the Arts Council of Great
Britain, who lectured here last week.

"The players," commented Evms,
"have so much vigor. They have a
spirit of. cooperation, of teamwork.
But I guess the main reason is that
they all look so well fed. The play-
ers all look as if they've had full

rations, or even double rations, for

years," added the Britisher who
comes from a land which has been
on limited rations since the fall of

1D39.

USO-CAMP SHOWS IN

HOLLYWOOD FINALE
Hollywood, Aug. 26.

Hollywood branch of USO-Camp
Shows wound up its operations with
the sending of the last vaudeville

troupe to entertain servicemen in

Alaska. Final group is made up of

Rookie Lewis, Dick and Dinah,
Billy and Idylle Shaw, Steve and
Sally Phillips, Linda Merrill, Martha
Norman and Dick Avare.
Roy Mack, director of the West

Coast branch, is bowing out. leaving

only one staff member in service the

22 units which will continue to tn-

terain at veteran hospitals in the

U. S. In addition to the hospital

units, there are still 350 entertainers

overseas.

Since 1941 a total of 972 enter-

tainment units, many of them
headed by motion picture and stage

names, have gone out from head-
quarters in Hollywood and New
York to tour the overseas foxhole
circuit, camps and hospitals. They
have covered a total of 5,237,000

miles to entertain fighting men
wherever, they were stationed
throughout the world.

Wanted: The Millenium
Minneapolis, Aug. 26.

Establishment of radio stations in

all parts of the world to be used
for the preaching of the doctrine of
goodwill to odest feans created by
the atom bomb was advocated by
Dr. C. A. Watson of Los Angeles,
Prohibition party's nominee for
president.

'He was spr-Mng at a rally ..sport'-,

sored by the Nai/'-n'.-il Asspcir.t on,'
Evangelicals at a local church.

.

Beery, Koster, Morun

Take Ship to London
•Show business names leaving for

London today (Wednesday) on«4he

Queen Mary include Wallace Beery,

J

director Henry Koster and his wife,

Pe.^py Moran, young film comedi-

enne.

Also on board are .Ni.tali.' Kalmus,

Te-hniro'or consultant; the Ink

Spots, William -Kapell. con ert pian-

ist, -end ' Michael St.-ange. author-

1 access. .
'

.
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British Govt. Expected to Clamp Down

On U.S. Reissues as New Pix Substitute

Britain's 'Hollywood Habit'

Major film executives directly concerned with the British tax
' situation, and meeting regularly in the matter, point out they are

not concerned about the possibility of the English getting out of "the
Hollywood habit" as to theatre attendance, as reported last week.

It had been said that for this reason American picture companies
might soften their edicf of not sending product to England while the

75% tax was on. But those, close to the subject see no reason to

change this decision until some compromise, or understanding, is

reached. The reported possibility of any other nation's pictures sup-

planting American films and screen stars is_ regarded as rather

silly. It is merely asked, "What country could produce these supposed

.
pictures?"

The aim of U. S, film men continues to be the reaching of a

solution with the British government in a situation whjch is serious

to the industries of both countries.

UA Faces Distrib Crisis, Up Against

Spring Lack of Product for Releasing
United Artists, which has just-t

par~ed through a crisis, faces an-

other—and a considerably more seri-

ous one—next spring. As things

stand now, it will be up against a

complete lack of product for distri-

bution. Indies releasing through the

company have nothing in production
or in immediate prospective produc-
tion for release when the current
supply of films runs out.

. Only a miracle between now and
»*ext April can fend off the most
complete shortage the company has
experienced in some 28 years of re-

peated dearths in its larder. Serious-

ness of the situation is further em-
phasized in that UA now has no
earned surplus into which it can
dip during periods of want. Its pay-
rolls and other expenses must come
out of current income, unless owners
Mary Pickford and Charles Chaplin
can make other arrangements.
Grad Sears, who recently took

over as UA prez, and the board of

directors are fully cognizant . and
plenty concerned over the product
prospects. There's very little to be
done about it, however, because of

the unfortunate timing, in regard to

the UA situation, of the imposition

of the British 75% tax. Banks, as

well as loan outfits that provided
"second money," have ' temporarily
locked their doors on film invest-

ments, and UA's producers can't get
-financing- to-Tgo-'aheadT In -any

1

case;-

they're shy on proceeding until they
(Continued on page 4)

Summer Doldrums Delay

UA's Board Meet
United Artists' board meeting,

slated for yesterday (Tuesday), has
been postponed until next week. An
insufficient number of directors was
in New York to constitute a' quorum.
On the Charles Chaplin side of the

board, Arthur Kelly is in England,
Charles Schwartz is at Lake Placid

for the summer, and Herbert Jacoby
is vacationing. On the Mary Pick-

ford side, Arnold Grant is in Holly-

wood. All are expected to be back
by next week.

EL Continues

Drive for Indie

Producer Deals

Pickford, Chaplin Set/

On Identical UA Pacts,

Up to 4 Per for 10 Yrs.
Identical new releasing' contracts

of Mary Pickford and Charles Chap-
lin with United Artists are now set.

They call for distribution of up to

four pictures a year for 10 years,

with the terms basically similar to

those handed by the company re-

cently to other producers.
Miss Pickford and Chaplin will

pay a 25% fee to UA for domestic
distribution and varying figures

abroad. UA contributes 25% of the
cost of advertising on the films.

There is a "most favored" clause in

the pacts, providing that any ad-
vantage in terms or otherwise that
goes to one of the owners must also

automatically apply to the other.

Four pix a year may include not
only films Miss Pickford and Chap-
lin actually produce themselves, but
any made by a company in which
they have a 51% or more interest.

This includes Comet and Triangle
Production, in which Miss Pickford

(Continued on page 23)

While no deals have yet been
signed, Eagle-Lion is continuing to

push negotiations with indie produ-
cers to supplement the company's
product lineup with outside pix.

.Latest..unit_tQ 8gur.e..in..EL!s.-man£ijt

vers with the indies is the Jack
Skirball - Bruce Manning combo,
which parted company with Univer-
sal earlier this year.

Tieup of Skirball-Manning with
EL as its releasing outlet is a dis-

tinct possibility, it's reliably report-

ed, if the producing concern can get
together with Carol Reed, British

producer-director, on a film-making
stint. Reed is still committed to the
S-M outfit to make three pix.

Skirball shoved off for England
this week to huddle with Reed on a
script which the American produ-
cer took with him. It's question-
able, however, when Reed can turn
his attentions to the S-M unit since

he's already set for producing and
directing chores for Sir Alexander
Korda, J. Arthur Rank and Univer-
sal. S-M has rented space on the
Samuel Goldwyn lot for its next pic,

which Reed presumably will direct.

Meanwhile, EL's deal with Walter
Wanger remains in a verbal state,

although it's understood the two par-
ties have reached an agreement on
essentials. Collateral matters, un-
connected directly with the deal,

are holding up the works. EL is to

buy a half interest in the Wanger
(Continued on page 18)

Hempstead East to Confab

On 'Jenny' Script Revise
Further script revisions of David

O. Selznick's "Portrait of Jenny" are
anticipated as a result of producer
David Hempstead's presence in

New York. He's understood confab-
bing with Paul Osborne, who, with
Hempstead and Selznick, did a re-
vision during the spring of the Rob-
ert Nathan yarn.
Revisions at that time held up

shooting about two months. It's

understood vided sequences are now
being planned. They'll be shot in

Hollywood rather than New York,
where most of the pic was lensed.

N. Y. Sureseater Exhibs

Bewail 'I Know' Brush
With J. Arthur Rank's "I Know

Where I'm Going" piling up solid

returns at the Sutton Cinema (N. Y.)

after a rousing critical reception

metropolitan art theatre operators

are doing a sad sack act.. Universal-

Prestige release was brushed off by

all Times Sq. sureseaters as not com-
mercial and then forced to play in

the remote Sutton, located off the

main stem at 57th street between
Second and Third avenues.

Pic racked up close to $14,000 in

its first week, ending Monday (25)

at the 569-seater. "Brief Encoun-

ter," previous Prestige record-holder,

did under $10,000 in its top week
at the Little Carnegie.

Film stars Wendy Hiller in the

central role.

DISTRIB COIN OFF,

EXHIB HOLDS UP
In the face of inflated production

costs and slowing b.o. wickets, the
theatre end of the majors' activities

is proving to be the prime buoying
factor. It's the distribution proceeds,

on the other hand, that are doing all

the jumping and diving.

While trade circles have suspected
that for some time, confirmation
came only this week from both RKO
and 20th-Fox toppers, following
half-year financial reports by the
two companies. In RKO's instance,

theatre profits held to within 12-15%
of last year's earnings for the equiv-

alent period, RKO-er disclosed.

National Theatres showed equal
staying power by doing only 10%
less in profits than last year, a high

20th official said.

Performances in both instances

are remarkable, it's noted, because

RKO's profits before taxes and a

$1,605,852 take from the sale of capi-

tal assets fell to $6,461,494 against

$11,539,703. That represents a dive

of some 45%. With the theatre end
holding to within 12-15% of last

year's earnings, distrib proceeds
dropped considerably more #than

' (Continued on page 18)

Technicolor Requires

New Ad Style to Balk

Public Domain of Label

In a move to prevent its trade name
from falling into the public 'domain,

Technicolor corporation is now re-

quiring producers who use its proc-

ess to word their film credits and
advertising as "In Color by Techni-
color." Technicolor execs have de-

clared that this new requirement has

no relationship to the Government
suit filed against it by the Depart-

ment of Justice's anti-trust division.

In explaining reason for the step,

one company official stated that

Technicolor wants to avoid other

color-processing outfits from exploit-

ing, directly or indirectly, its special

trademark. He_pointed_out that/the

word, ceHopTiane,' "originally "~a Du
Pont invention, could now be used

freely by any other manufacturer be-

cause Du Pont failed to protect its

trademark.

Technicolor's new requirement is

currently being fulfilled by producers

and exhibs in their advertising. It's

proving to be a headache, however,

for marquee designers who now find

they have to squeeze an additional

phrase in their electric signs to in-

dicate color pictures done by Techni-

color.

Terry Turner Slated

As Lawes Pic Producer
Dallas, Aug. 26.

Terry Turner, head of RKO's ex-
ploitation department, who has been
spending a few days here, has an-

nounced that he will be co-producer
on a forthcoming RKO film based
on the life of the late Warden Lewis
E. Lawes of Sing Sing.

Warners had an option on the film

rights to Lawes' biography but
never get a, story to suit him. After
obtaining 7i release on the story

from Warners, shortly before his

death, he asked that Turner, an old

friend, produce the picture under
the title he selected, "Thou Shalt

Not Kill."

Dlleet Preps

United Front

To Face World
Washington, Aug. 26.

Film industry's first team huddled

here today (26) at the Motion Pitcure

Assn's headquarters for . a going-

over of the trying world situation.

Obviously concerned over the rip-

pling out of the British tax crisis

which has already affected film

prospects in Australia, New Zealand,

Bermuda and Argentina, biggies

concentrated on ways- of keeping
the foreign trade doors open. There
was no talk of reprisals against the
British or anyone else.

In the first of what will be a series

of D. C. meetings on international

prospects, industry leaders agreed
on a united front of all groups in

approaching world problems. Be-
sides major company heads, reps of

the Society of Independent Motion
(Continued on page 18)

New MPA London Aide
London, Aug. 26.

Roland Thornton has been named
supervisor of the public information

division and general liaison officer

for press and public of the office of

the Motion Picture Assn. here.

Thornton resigned as editor of the

Daily Graphic to take over the new
job.

•He'll also act as advisor on the

MPA's English activities.

National Boxoffice Survey
New Heat Wave Hits B.O. — 'Bachelor,' 'Father,'

'Stranger,' 'Tights,' 'Wolf,' 'Ruth' Top Six

y.Record heat along the Atlantic

seaboard and in many other parts

of the country is being reflected in

reduced biz in many key cities this

week. But surprisingly enough, the

two top grossers are being little

affected by the weather. It is not

preventing "Bachelor and Bobby-

Soxer" (RKO) fron» soaring to new

highs to easily cop first place nor

hold back the launching of "Life

With Father" (WB) to smash' re-

turns in some six keys covered by
Variety this week.

Besides "Bachelor" and "Father,"

which finished one-two, "Welcome
Stranger" (Par), "Mother Wore
Tights" (20th), "Cry Wolf" (WB)
and "Dear Ruth" (Par) made the

Big Six this session.

"Bachelor" is sock in Chicago, big

in St. Louis, terrific in Providence,

smash in Washington, huge in

Omaha, leader in Boston with a

great total, a new high in Denver,

strong in bath San Francisco and

L. A. and still big in N. Y. in Us

fifth week at Music Hall. It also is

strong for its second K. C. week.

"Father" hit a new record in Pitt,

is socko in Chi, terrific in Phil-

adelphia, big in Cincinnati and Den-

ver and great for second N.

round.
"Tights" hinted enough on its two

dates this week to point up a po-

tentially big grosser. "Walter Mitty"

(RKO), "Rosy Ridge" (M-G), "Car-
negie Hall" (UA) and "Singapore"
(U) made runner-up classification.

Of new entries this stanza, "Down
To Earth" (Col), "Wild Harvest"
(Par) and "Roosevelt Story" (Indie)

appear to have greatest possibilities.

"Kiss of Death" (20th), which comes
into N. Y. Mayfair today (Wed.) is

holding stoutly in second session in

L. A., only spot previously launched.

"Gone With Wind" (M-G) (r issue)

continues to rack up sturdy to big

business in several key spots where
now playing.

"Desert Fury" (Par) shapes only

mild in Louisville and so-so in

Boston. "Angel and Badman" (Rep)
is doing a strong week in Minne-
apolis. "Crossfire" (RKO), which
just finished another big (5th) week
in N. Y.. teed off nicely in Detroit.

"Deep Valley" (WB), while great

in N. Y. helped by strong stage lay-

out, is rated only fairish in Cincy.

"Red Stallion" (E-L), now in second
weeks in three cities, is holding up
fairly well.

(.Complete Boxoffice Reports

on Pages 8-9)

With the supply of American pix
In Britain sufficient to keep thea-
tres there running until February or
March, flood of reissues are expected
to hit the British market at that
time. Feeling is strong among U. S.

execs that large-scale entry of re-

issues in British theatres will

definitely cue retaliatory measures
against the oldies by Hugh Dalton
and Sir Stafford Cripps, Labor Ca-
binet members. It's noted that re-
issues will be just as valuable as
new pix if the American ban against
exports to Britain holds and chances
of their continued escape from the
tax are dubious.

There's a definite feeling among
major company execs, studying cur-
rent Anglo-American loan negotia-
tions, that nothing positive will ba
presented on the film question for
60 to 90 days. Every day lost is being
regretted. And the sentiment has
led to a feeling on the part of some
'film biggies that Eric Johnston, Mo-
tion Picture Assn. prexy, should
have planed back to England im-
mediately after the tax ukase and
raised a scene with responsible
parties.

It's argued that Johnston could
have sought a suspension of the tax
while negotiations to unsnarl the
tangle were under way. Johnston, of
course; has hewed to the opinion
that the matter was past the indus-
try level and must be handled by
the U. S. State Dept.

(Nontheless, all major corn-

pan/ top personnel are stress-

ing the view that nothing should
(Continued on page 18)

Col's B Hive as Result

Of British Downbeat
Hollywood, Aug. 26.

One of the results of the loss of-

the British market in the new tax
on American films is an expansion .

of B productions on the Columbia
lot. Studio toppers, in a meeting
over the weekend, voted to go
ahead with low-budget pictures for
the American market, while keeping
up_with-A-production> -

This year's production at Colum-
bia calls for 54 pictures in various
groups. New idea means about 10
more in the lower brackets. Pro-
ducers in the lower category have
been told to watch out for many
tales that might be filmed promptly
and without too much expense.
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4 Other Governments Follow British

Lead on American Restrictions

U. S. film industry's fear that

Britain's 75% tax bite on its earn-

ings would pop off a chain reaction

of restrictive regulations, quotas and

imposts in other governments
_
is

proving correct. Roundup of the in-

ternational scene indicates that since

Britain made her move two weeks

aso, four other territories have

either followed suit in restricting

flow of film dollars to the U. S. or

show signs of doing so in near fu-

ture. These four markets return

more than $15,000,000 annually to

V. S. film companies.
Three of the territories—Australia,

New Zealand and Bermuda—eco-
nomically tied to the British empire,

are weighing plans to limit coin re-

mittances as a means of helping

England. Fourth country, Argentina,

temporarily suspended exchange
permits on all importations. Step

was taken to allow Argentine P°-
liticos time to study local conse-

quences of last week's Anglo-Amer-
ican agreement to suspend dollar-

convertibility provisions of the Brit-

ish Loan agreement. Because the

agreement no longer permits Ar-

gentina to convert its pound sterling

into much-needed dollars, that coun-

try has slapped a freeze on Ameri-
can revenues for a while.

Protests against the Argentine

step are expected to be lodged with

U. S. State Department by Motion
Picture Assn. officials in Washington.
Likeliest outcome seen is that Ar-
gentina will wind up by imposing a

tax and partial freeze on U. S. earn-

ings, such as Sweden did a few
•weeks ago"after a similar suspension

of imports.

Tax Hits Down Under
Sydney, Aug. 26.

Australia's film industry woke

up with a shock this week to

find out that Britain's 75% tax

on imported films not only af-

fected American but Aussie

films as well. As a result, Nor-
man B. Rydge, chairman of

Cinesound Productions, has is-

sued a cease-work order at the
Pagewood studios and cancelled

over $400,000 worth of equip-

ment recently ordered abroad.

Rydge, who is 50-50 partner

with J. Arthur Rank in Cine-

sound and Greater Union The-
atres circuit, which he also

heads, said the new. British law
is crippling to local product
since Australia looked to the
British market to recover its

production costs. It's also likely

that Ealing Productions will

bow out of the Australian field

after completion of "Eureka
Stockade,'" with Columbia Pic-

tures following.

GEORGE GIVOT
Fifty- two 3 5-minute transcrip-

tions, pop songs in dialect and com-
edy, for Bruce Knox Record Com-
pany:—1819 Golden Gale Ave., San
Franctseo, California,

Thanks to AL LLOYD

Rank Clarifies 'Misquotation;

Against Tax as It Stands Now

Afore Thunder Than Lightning
Sydney, Aug. 26,

Storm threatening here against

U. S. films probably has more
thunder than lightning,, although
enough of the latter to hurt. Reports
here of recent talks in Washington,
D. C, between Australian Ministry

of Information officials and Motion
Picture Assn. execs indicate optimis-

tic outlook for U. S. films. Australia's

Strong dollar balance, as result of

profitable wool trade, plus large pro-

American sentiment growing out of

. mutual war effort, are factors that

make drastic action appear remote.
Australia's Prime Minister, Joseph

(.Continued on page 22)

ENT'S 'NEW MEXICO'

U.S. RELEASE DEAYED
Although virtually ready for dis-

tribution, no domestic release deal

has yet been set for Enterprise's

"New Mexico" (nee "They Went That
Way"). United Artists, which has a

part for U. S. and Canadian distribu-

tion of six Enterprise pix, is not
obligated to handle the hoss opry,

although it is possible it may do so>.

Unusual situation arises from the

fact the UA contract provides that

its half-dozen Erct films need not in-

ciude more than one Harry Sherman
production. UA has thus already
fulfilled its obligation on that score
via release of "Ramrod."
UA execs are understood waiting

to . ee "New Mexico^ before giving a

decision as to whether they'll accept
it as one of their Ent pictures. Pos-
sibility also exists, of course, that

Ent would vvfer to have the west-
em handled oy another distrib. How-
ever, with indie production virtually

at a standstill because of the Brit'sh
tax situation, thus leaving UA with

% Tax Favors

UA's Brit Stand

In Rank Dealings
London, Aug. 26.

With United Artists in a particu-
larly favorable position in England
should the present 75% tax stick,

Arthur W. Kelly reported last week
considerable progress in his negotia-
tions with J. Arthur Rank. UA exec
veepee is here to confab with the
British tycoon ort thawing Rank'.s
frigidity toward playing UA product
on his two circuits.

Kelly also said, that plans were
in the making for production of a
number of pictures here by UA pro-
ducers, although negotiations were
being held up currently by the tax.

He said also that UA producers
might make films in Italy with lire

frozen there.

UA has 18 unrel eased films in
!

England. Kelly stated. Theyhad pilgdj
up as a result of Rank's refusal to]
book them. Now with the tax, how-
ever, UA is paradoxically placed in

an excellent position, since American
diatribs have embargoed additional
pix to England. Thus Rank is in the
situation of needing the UA films to

help keep his circuits operating.
This, of course, has completely
changed UA's bargaining position, so
Kelly's task was considerably light-

ened in his two talks with Rank last

week. 'i

Films which might be m?de
England, Kelly asserted, are "Half
Caste," of which he was originally

slated to be co-producer; Hunt
Stromberg's "The Return of the Na-
tive," from the Thomas Hardy novel: i

Edward Small's "Lorna Doone" and '

Mary Pickford's "Sorrell and Son" I

remake. Also contemplated, UA exec •

said, is production of "Clementine"
,

jointly with Rank.

Speculate on Kelly's

In

His UA Dickering*
Trade circles are wondering

whether Arthur Kelly's own person-
al relationship with J. Arthur Rank
came up for discussion when the

United Artists', exec veepee huddled
with the British tycoon in a plug
for -a better break for UA pix in

British circuits. Kelly is currently

being paid $800 weekly by Rank in

settlement of his- employment con-

tract as the erstwhile prexy of

Rank's U.S. organization.

Payments by Rank continue un-
til the end of 1948. There's consid-

erable speculation, however, as to

whether Kelly's appointment to the

important UA spot may not modify
the settlement with Rank. Question'

is whether the Rank payoff is sub-
ject to cancellation on Kelly's ac-

ceptance of a full-time spot with an-

other fi!m company. ' r '

'

In view of Britain's dollar starva-

tion, Rank would certainly press for

conccllatron if the terms of his set-

tlement warrant the move, it's

thought. Point is that the $800 week-
ly is being forked over in dollars.

Kelly served as prexy of the Rank
outfit from 1944 to 1946, when the
Briton's pact with Universal led to

the former's resignation.

McAvoy BlowsUp at Snakes
E. J. McAvoy, Universal's short

subjects sales manager, is off snake-
hunting for life. McAvoy took a

potshot at a couple of snakes last

week, heard an explosion, was
thrown high in the air, injured his

knee and thigh and landed bodily in

a stream of .water.

Here's how it happened. Film
exec was pottering in his upper
New York state garden when a
couple of moppets ran to him ex-
citedly and told him there were two
snakes on the adjoining road. Mc-
Avoy scrambled for his shotgun and
then got down t6 the road. He
sighted the serpents through his sun
glasses, drew a bead and fired.

Then came the explosion. It seems
the snakes weren't snakes after all

but a couple of sticks of dynamite
which the kiddies had snitched from
their father, a contractor, and
planted along the road to look like

lives ones.

Now McAvoy is limping with the

help of a cane while the kiddies'

father is in the clink for letting dan-
gerous stuff lie around loose.

Uflrfaces
Continued from page 3

Franc Gambling

Threatens to Cost

Yanks $$ Values
Paris, Aug. 26.

Gambling on devaluation of the
franc threatens to cost some Ameri-
can film companies immediate con-
version into dollars of their frozen
funds' here. U. S. firms took a chance
on further devaluation by using
their francs to back native producers
of French films.

Result is that with payoff time
nearing under the agreement worked
out last winter for remittance of
$11,715,000 of U. S. funds, the Ameri-
can companies are finding them-
selves without sufficient francs in

their accounts to equal the coin due
them as shown on French govern-
ment books. Franc is already at 119
to the dollar, but the Americans had
counted on its going down even far-
ther. They are now trying to get
.
_—(goulJuued oh page 53 }

~

. London, Aug. 26.
J.

;
Arthur Rank has refused to

lend himself to reports that the
British film industry could boost
production to the point where its

films would fill the vacuum caused
by the self-imposed American ban
on shipments to England. Obviously
miffed over a claimed misquotation
by a British trade paper, Rank has
issued a statement declaring flatly:

We certainly could not maintain
"anything like our present programs."

British film mogul sounded off:

"There seems to be some misunder-
standing following the publication
in a British Sim trade paper of an
incomplete report o£ what I had ciZ
pressly asked should be an oft'-the-

record meeting. I specifically said,

in my view, while the British and
U. S. Governments were engaged in

discussions, the less said on the
subject, the. better.

"I am quoted as saying," Rank
continued, "that if nothing is done to

find the basis of compromise on the

tax proposals, I could, within 18

months, produce enough pictures to

supply the entire Odeon and GB cir-

cuits and our theatre interests over-

seas. We could supply from pro-
duction and reissues, providing new
material shortages didn't involve
new holdups, sufficient to put on a

program. We certainly could not

maintain anything like our present
programs.

"I am further quoted as saying
that my views about the tax aren't

clear. Of course, they're clear. Not
only in the interests of the film in-

dustry, but in the national interest

(because it will not save a dollar for

many months), I am against the tax
as it stands at present. But I also

appreciate that in time of crisis for

the world as well as for Britain,

'drastic measures may be necessary."

Statement issued by the British

Film Producers Assn. following its

meeting of Aug. 13, Rank said, gave

both his and the position of the

BFPA, "plainly for all to see." That
(Continued on page 22)

themselves know how they stand on
the British market.
Had the English crisis broken just

a little later,- UA feels that it could
have successfully negotiated the
$-r>',00f>,000 production loan it was
planning. In addition, a number of

producers who • were almost at the

I
starting line would have had their

i bank loans committed for, so the

I

company wouldn't have been in bad
shape productionwise.
As the lineup now stands, UA has

a total of 14 major pictures in the
can or in prospect for release. It also

has the Hal Roeeh "Comedy Carni-
val," consisting of two short features,

and a couple of other Roach briefies,

as well as a quintet of Hopalong
Cassidy westerns.
At the rate of two a month, the

Ready for tensing now. Kelly said,
j

14 features would carry the company
are "Just William" and "The Brass

j
through next March. UA officials are

Monkey."' the latter starring Carole : hoping somehow to space out the

a complete lack of product in view j

^"dis. They are to be made at the
j

releases to take the company into

next spring, it seems very likely the 1 Reliance Studios as UA's quota pix. May. Difficulties will be increased

company will accept the second I

Although Kelly didn't disclose the I by the fact that two of the 14 films

Sherman production.
j

fact- }* is understood that Shipman have already had tryout dates in

Four of the other five Eiit UA re- j

& Kin *?> important indie circuit op- which they failed to do satisfactory
' erators, will likely have a financial biz before they were recalled last

interest in UA's larger productions, 'spring. They're Chaplin's "Monsieur
leases are all set. In distribution

are "Ramrod" and "Other Love,"
while "Body and Soul" is in the can
and "Arch of Triumph" is being ed-
ited. Next on the schedule tor film-

ing is "Wild Calendar," starring Gin-
ger Rogers.

Roach 2-Pie Combo
Sold as Top-Biller

Hal Roach's "Comedy C;.~i nival," a

Combo of two of his streamliner com-
edies, which plays its first dates this

week, is being sold by United Artists

as the top-biller is dual situations.

Twin pix run a total of 112 minutes.
In single bill situations, "Comedy

C;-.rnivaJ" is offered as one film. In

the dualers, it actually means the
house plays three pix. Combo opens
this week in first test engagements
at' the Century, Portland, Ore., and
Towne, Milwaukee.

SAG Recommends Okay Of

Indie Pact Concessions

Verdoux" and the Howard Hughes
"Mad Wednesday" (formerly "Sin of
Harold Diddlebock").
Major features now completed and

awaiting release are "Arch of Tri-
umph" and 'Body and Soul" (En-
terprise), "Lured" (Stromberg),
"Christmas Eve" and "Miracle Can
Happen"' (Bogeaiis), "Stampede"
(Hawks). "Heaven Only Knows"
(Nebenzal), "Mad Wednesday"
(Hughes), . "Monsieur . Verdoux

Europe to N. Y.
John Baiaban
Leo G. Carroll
Delmer Daves
Clarence Derwent
Susanna Foster
Victor Francen
George Freedley
Rosalind Gilder
Ronald Gow
fits Hayworth

endv Hitler
Will Hollander
Jack Kapp
Dorothy Kirsten
Tudi Kroeek
Irv Kopcrnet
Jackson Leigbter
Viveca Lindfors
Joseph Lucachevitch
Leonide Moguy
Dennis Morgan
Virginia Payne
A. N. Pritzker
David Sadowsky
Alfred A. Smart
Frances L. Sullivan
George Szefl

Orson Welles

Hollywood, Aug. 26.

Screen Actors Guild sent out a
mail ballot to its membership rec-
ommending a favorable vote on re-
visions granted to indie producers.
Ballots were accompanied by a let-

j
'.chapta/ WfHST*S'ter explaining that budgets on low-

|
(Cagn«y>. In addition there is Hal

f^iK?-^ ™rT? C"
i

Roach-'s "Comedy Carnival." a combo
150 and 200% in the last six years'^ tw„ of his . short comedfcs; two
while revenues to producers Bad ;othel; Roacn short teatw6g< and three
advanced less that 33%. Hopalong Cassidy westerns.

Letter aJso explained that a cut
j

In the cutting rooms are "Sleep
in the production of smaller-bud- My Love" (Pickford-Rogsrs-Cbhn),
geted pictures means more reissues "Atlantis" (Nebenzal), "Vendetta"
in smaller theatres and consequently! ( Hughes) and "Intrigue" (Bischoft).
less work for film players. jAlso a couple Hopalongs.

N. Y. to L. A.
Fay' Bainter
Irving Berlin
B. K. Blake
Noah L. Braunstein
Earl Carroll
Buddy Clarke
Wolfe Cohen
Igor Dega
Ann Dvorak
Ken Englund
Judy Garland
Louis Hcrscher
Lester Linsk
Jack Pulaski
Gilbert Ralston
Carrol Rtphter
Andy Smith
Bernard Si rails

Howard Striekling

Lodewick Vroom
Richard Walsh
Richard Widmark

L. A. to N. Y.
Alan Baxter
Benedict Bogeaus
Sydney Box
Jerry Bresler
George Brown
Helena Carter
Tom Connors
Ronald Colman
.Frank Cooper

_ George Cukor
Paul Cunningham
Ed Downes
Thomas Duncan.
Frank Faylen
James A. FitzPatrick
ivfhtty Fox
Harvey Gillette

E. T. Gomersaff
Michael Gordon

$ Sigrre Hasso
David Hempstead
Paul HoVtister

Harry Horner
Van Johnson
Michael Kanin
Jackie Kelk
Jerry Lawrence
Robert Lee
Sam Levene
David E. L. Loew
Paul McNamara
Fred Meyers
Leo Mittler

Garry Moorex
Elliott Nugent
Edmond O'Brien
Johnny O'Connor
John W. Rogers
Sylvia Rosenberg
Herbert Rosener
Rosalind Russell
Jerry Safroll

Joseph Serdelman
Frank Shaw
Jack Skirball

George Skouras
Spyros Skouras, Jr.

Paula Stone
Deems Taylor
Beverly Tyler
James West
Sam Wheeler
Shelley Winters

N. Y. to Europe
Wallace Beery
William Kapell
Henry Koster
Irving Lazar
Meyer Levin
.fames Melton
Peggy Moran
The Ink Slots
Michael Strange
ila'-ry Allen Towers
Arthur Tracy

'
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EXHIBS MASS FOR ASCAP FIGHT
20th-Fox '47 Net Droops 3 Million

Under '46 Though Gross Income Up
Postwar climb in production costs f

put th« skids under 20th-fox's half-

ir«ar profits, report of that company
last week disclosed. Net dropped to

$8,401,778 for the 26 weeks ended
June 28 against a take of $11,449,449

for the equivalent period in '46.

Comparative profit and loss state-

ment told the story—gross income
mounted $3,443,496 over '46 but
amortization of production expenses
outstripped the gain in gross t<Treach

the resounding figure of $29,042,972.

With last year's sjx-month amor-
tization amounting' to $20,547,634,

20th's hoisted studio expenditures on
pix liquidated during the half-year

period registered an increase of al-

most $9,000,000. AH other expenses
hold fairly even with 1946, high-

lighting the production dent on net

profits.

• Entire drop in net stemmed from
the second-quarter of ;the year, re-

port showed. Profits dived some 55%
during that period with 20th report-

ing a current second-stanza take of

$2,504,175 against $5,897,603 for the

.same period of the year before.

Operating expenses of exchanges
and theatres plus administrative bite

came to $49,569,774, only a shade
higher that the $48,151,921 In '46.

Other expenditures (production ex-
cluded) showed the same hold-the-
line tendency. Participation in film

rentals was $2,762,871 against last

year's $3,397,290; depreciation of

fixed assets, $1,236,914 against $1,146,-

135; interest and bond discount,

$360,935 against $319,274.
Company's gross revenue from

rentals and theatres hit the high
mark of $93,517,473, a gain over the

(Continued on page 18)

Tears' Smash Biz In

N. Y. Nabes Despite

Upped Scale to $1.20
,
Long argument in the trade as to

the validity of upping admission
prices for certain pictures appears
to have found at least one answer
during the past week. That's in the
smash biz rung up in simultaneous

"TUit—Ot"'Sarffael—GoldwynV-"Best-
Years of Our Lives" at 49 houses in

New York and Long Island at $1.20

top.

Pic wound up the week last night
(Tuesday) with just under $1,000,000,

despite the record heat prevailing
most of the seven days and over the
weekend. Goldwyn's fancy deal with
the circuits, by which his income is

based on audited expenses of the

houses, will give him a film rental
of about $600,000 on the week's en-
gagement.
"Years" played 34 RKO houses and

15 Skouras, Randforce. and Century
theatres. Admish was 75c matinees,
$1.20 evenings, and 50c at all times
for kids. Nabe records were smashed
despite the. 38-week run of "Years"
just concluded at the Astor on Broad-
way, where it chalked up $1,312,000,

and a three-week Astor overlap run
at the RKO Albee In Brooklyn,
which brought in $135,000.

Wallis Meets Schedule
Hollywood, Aug. 26.

Hal Wallis has brought in "So Evil

My Love" which he produced in

London for Paramount right on the

nose of a 60-day schedule, 'approxi-

mately seven and a half per cent
under the budget, according to ad-

vices from Britain.

Film was actually completed sev-

eral days under schedule due to the

fact there were two or three holi-

days which the producer hadn't

counted on when he set up the sched-

ule.

'BACHELOR' HAS CHANCE

FOR MUSIC HALL1ILLI0N
"Bachelor and Bobby - Soxer,"

which in its current (fifth) week is

heading for a new money high for
any picture played at the N. Y. Mu-
sic Hall this year, has a chance of
nearing the $1,000,000 mark in total

gross at the N. Y. showplace.
"Bachelor" will hit close to $739,-

000 in the five weeks concluded to-
night (Wed.), which betters the pre-
vious 1947 five-week high held by
"The Late George Apley." Latter
picture ran five weeks ancL-grossed
$682,000. "Bachelor" is set to run six
weeks, which would likely give it an
estimated $874,000. If it holds that
high, seven weeks appears sure for
the RKO comedy. This would mean
near $990,000 as its gross figure on
its initial N. Y. run.
The coming week, with the in-

fluence o' American Legion conven-
tion difficult to estimate, plus the
usual Labor Day upbeat, will to a
large degree determine how long
"Bachelor" will be kept at the Hall.

Capital Assets

Sale Ups RKO '47

Net by 4 Million

RKO's total profits for 1947 will

take close to a $4,000,000 hypo be-

cause of the sale of capital assets, a
company official disclosed this week.
Of that sum, approximately $2,250,-

000 will show up in the company's
third-quarter report as a result of

the sale to Warner Bros, of the RKO
Pathe newsreel. Balance of $1,605,-

852 in profits turned up in the sec-

ond-quarter mainly because of the-

atre transactions with the Fabian
circuit.

WB's purchase of the Pathe news-
reel brought $3,000,000 in profit to

the company out of a total price tag

of $4,000,000. Federal tax amounts
to something in the neighborhood of

$750,000, or 25% capital-gains levy,

leaving RKO $2,250,000 in the clear.

That amount will be incorporated in

third-quarter profits.

Three RKO houses, one apiece in

Albany, Troy and Schenectady, were
sold to the Fabian chain in effecting

a breakup of the pooling arrange-
ment which RKO had with that cir-

cuit." Total sale price of the trio of

-theat«s-~was--$2^QO^Oufl,....aa_RKO_
topper .said, of which $800,000 con-

stituted the book value of the

houses. That figure, however, never

did represent the real worth of the

theatres, RKOer said, since it was
reached during the 1932 doldrums,

when RKO assets were written

down to rock bottom.
Balance of $1,500,000 was subject

to the 25% tax. That left RKO with
slightly more than $1,100,000 as clear

profit on the Fabian deal.

SMITH HEADS WEST

ON 20TH S SALES PUSH
Annual fall sales pysTi of 20th-Fox,

which will be known this year as

the "Andy Smith" drive, will be

held from Aug. 31 through Dec. 27,

with 12 pictures to be made the* ob-

jective of the distribution campaign.
Smith, appointed to general sales

manager post this year, will head
the drive's operation.

Pictures to be available include

"Forever Amber," starring Linda
Darnell and Cornel Wilde; "Captain

From CastiUe," with Tyrone Power;
"Gentleman's Agreement," starring

Gregory Peck, Dorothy McGuire
and John Garfield; "Mother Wore
Tights," Betty Grable starrer; "Kiss

of Death," with Victor Mature, Brian
Donlevy and Coleen Gray; "Foxes
of Harrow," starring Rex Harrison
and Maureen O'Hara; "Nightmare
Alley," starring Tyrone Power;
"Daisy Kenyon," with Joan Craw-
ford, Dana Andrews and ' Henry
Fonda; "Miracle on 34th Street,"

with John Payne and Maureen
O'Hara; "I Wonder Who's Kissing

Her Now," with June Haver and
Mark Stevens: "The Ghost and Mrs.
Muir," with Rex Harrison and Gene
Tierney, and "Moss Rose," with Vic-

tor Mature and Peggy Cummins.
In preparation for the campaign,

Smith left Monday (25) for the west
for conferences with 20th sales of-

ficials and theatre groups on
,
.the

Coast. Ten-day trip will cover San
Francisco, Portland and Seattle. .

SEEK TO KICK

Exhib leaders are weighing the

call to a mass meeting of theatre
operators from all parts of the U. S.

to stop the threatened 300% boost
in seat taxes which the American
Society of Composers, Authors &
Publishers intends putting into ef-

fect. Hopping mad at ASCAP over
what they tag as an "outrageous
gouging," theatre biggies asserted

this week that they would pull no
punches in fighting the hike.

Should the action for a national
confab of all exhibs develop, exhib
leaders said, affoliates would be in-

vited as well as indies. "When your
house is burning," one topper said,

"you don't ask questions as to who's
carrying the hose." Unification of all

exhibs into a solid front to battle

the climb in license fees was gen-,

erally viewed as the soundest way
of heading it off.

Disclosure of the extent of the

boost shocked exhibs at the outset.

Beginning Oct. L.. ASCAP officials

said, theatres would pay the equiv-
alent of what they garner for one
evening performance, at adult ad-
mission scales, for a sellout house.
Previously, exhibs were shelling out
10c per seat for theatres up to 800
seats; 15c for houses from 800 to

l,600_seats; and 20c from the. 1^600-

seater up.
A mass meeting, exhib biggies

said, would spearhead and collate

a series of countermoves which
theatre units throughout the coun-
try had already rolling. Most dis-

continued on page 23)

American Reps Given Little Indication

Of 75% Tax Ease in Eady Huddles

Kaye-Grant Deal on Fire
Hollywood, Aug. 26.

An all-indie production deal's

cooking between Danny Kaye, who
winds up his Goldwyn pact after

"A Song Is Born," and Cary Grant.
It'll be separate from Kaye's deal
for five pictures in seven years with
Warners. The. actors plan to start

production within the next year.

Story and other phases will be
discussed when Grant returns from
England, where he's now talking
over another setup with Alexander
Korda and Carol Reed.

U's

Streamlining Plan
In line with general economy

drives by all companies, Universal
has launched into Streamlining
operations which are figured to save
the company $500,000 yearly. Im-
portant step in the lopping of costs

was taken this week when U trans-

Kissoff

Hollywood, Aug. 26.

Despite layoffs and economy
wave that struck Universal-In-
ternational last week, somebody
on the Valley lot still has a
sense of humor.
Spotted on the bulletin board

in one of the departments was a

clipping from a daily reading
"Second Big Week. 'Kiss of

Death'."

ferred its pressbook and advertising

wings from the studio to the home-
office. Company is al-so cutting out
unit production managers on the

lot as a way of simplifying studio

operations.

Streamlining includes a sharp divi-

sion of expenditures for advertising

from dollars paid out as adminis-
trative expenses in the ad-pub de-

partment. Heretofore these outlays

were lumped together and there was

(Continued On page 16)

Lazar to England To

0.0. Literary, Talent Fields

Irving Lazar, former Eagle-Lion
veepee who recently opened his own
talent agency in Hollywood, is flying

to England Friday (29) to gander
the literary and talent scenes.

It's Lazar's idea to visit England,

Paris, Stockholm, among other coun-

tires, talk to authors, - directors and
talent, and see plays arid films in an
effort to see what Hollywood can

use. It's his belief that many plays

in England wh,ich never reach the

London houses, have stories of suf-

ficient interest to film producers,

Same is true of the foreign films

which have little export value, but

directors of which could be used in

American films.

.

While abroad, Lazar will make his

headquarters with Sidney Bernstein

in London.

im Pic Aides

In N.Y. Meeting

To Fight Firings
With economy axe starting to

swing freely in homeoffices of the
majors, white collarite unions repre-
senting 2,500 N. Y. film employees
are embarking on a do-or-die fight

against further personnel cutbacks.
Opening shot in the campaign will

be fired tomorrow (28) at a joint
membership meeting of the Screen
Office and Professional Employees
Guild and Screen Publicists Guild at

the Hotel Diplomat, N. Y., where the
full strategy will be outlined.
Union leaders are expected to

break ground at the meeting for two
important steps, neither of which is

a walkout, since such an action is

blocked by existing contract obliga-
tions and normal union strategy in

defensive actions. First move will
be to organize mass picket lines

around the majors' N. Y. offices as a
means of bringing the unions' anti-
layoff message to the public. Second
step, which is as yet only in talking
stage, is the complete merger 'of the
SPG and SOPEG, both of which are
CIO. affiliates. Merger of the unions
has been brufted for a long time, bu{
union leaders now regard the cur-
rent job crisis as a propitious time to
take the step.

Meanwhile, film chapter of the
American Veterans Committee has
joined the fight on the unions' side
with strong letters protesting the
layoff policy being sent to Harry M.
Warner, N. Peter Rathvon, Leo Spitz,

Jack Cohn, Charles C. Moskowitz,
Barney Balaban, Grad Sears and
Spyros P. Skouras.
Parade of layoffs last week includ-

ed seven office workers at Metro and
eight publicity-advertising em-
ployees at United Artists. Metro
workers were chiefly clerical help.

At UA, dismissals covered three
members" of the art department, three
pressbook workers, one femme aide
handling mag publicity, and one sec-

continued on page 22)

RKO STUDIO UPS

FILM DELIVERIES
Hollywood, Aug. 26.

Having rolled up one of the big-

gest film backlogs in years, RKO
will begin shipping three or more
pictures a month beginning in Sep-

tember and continue until start of

next year. Studio has 15 pictures

either completed, being cut or be-

fore the cameras.

"Fighting Father Dunne" goes out
before the end of the month. "If

You Knew Susie," • "Memory of

Love" and the documentary "Design
for Death" ship in September.
"Mourning Becomes Electra," "Re-
turn of the Bad Men" and "Wild
Horse Mesa" are down for October
shipment. "Roughshod," "Your Red
Wagon" and "Under Arizona Skies"
go in November. December en-
tries are "I Remember Mama,"
"Miracle of the Bells," "Stations

West" and "Race Street."

Sole January film will be
"Rachel."

Washington, Aug. 26.

Eric Johnston, James A. Mulvey
and Allen Dulles, representing the
American motion picture industry,

found little to give them hope of
any quick relaxation of the British

75% tax in their huddle with Sir
Wilfred Eady in Washington last

Saturday (23). Eady was chief of
the delegation in this country to con-
fer on changes, in the British loan
agreement.
Informal confab was opened by

Eady with stressing of the fact that

he had no authority whatsoever in

regard to the film tax and that he
could do nothing but listen to the
story of the American picture execs.
He didn't even actually state he
would relay the pitch to his

superiors in England, but it was
naturally assumed that he would do
so.

(Eady conferred with Hugh
Dalton, Chancellor of the Ex-
chequer, and Sir Stafford Cripps,
president of the Board of Trade,
on his return to England, Mon-
day (25), according to Variety's
London bureau. He presented
his personal recommendations,
based on reaction to the tax in
Washington. Alternative pro-
posals to the tax are on the

• agenda of the cabinet's future
loan discussions.]

Sir* Wilfred listened politely to the
arguments, informally presented, of
Johnston, Motion Picture Assn. prez;

Dulles, its counsel, and Mulvey,
representing the Society of Indepen-

(Continued on page 16)

Rep. Cuts Features To

27, Ups Outdoors To

20 in '47-'48 Lineup
Republic's 1947-'48 production,

lineup calls for 27 features, 20 out-

door actioners and oaters and four
serials, company announced follow-
ing studio and homeoffice huddles of
top-drawer execs. New season's pro-
gram represents a slash from last

year's 32 features and a correspond-
ing boost in westerns and outdoors
from-the -20 made- during • '~46-'47;-

Rep will stress its Trucolor pro-
cess with 12 of the actioners and
several features filmed in tints.

Reason for the increase, according to
Herbert J. Yates, company prexy, is

extensive improvements in the pro-
cess and marked increase in both
firstrun bookings and b.o. grosses in

Roy Rogers vehicles since these pix
took to color.

Nine top-budgeters will include

"Wake of the Red Witch," "Eagles
in Exile," "Crosswinds," "Sea of
Darkness," "Last of the Westerners,"
"Untamed," "End of the Rainbow,"
"Don Careless" and "In Old Los
Angeles." Two specials set for re-

lease next season are "The Red
Pony," Charles K. Feldman-Lewis
Milestone adaptation of John Stein-

beck's story, and Orson Welles*
"Hamlet." „
Lower-budgeted features consist of

"Down Tahiti Way," "Daredevils of
the Sky," "Slippy McGee," "Singa-
pore Sal," "Campus Honeymoon,"
"Thunder in the Forest," "Strange
Escapade," "Woman in the Dark,"
"South Sea Susie," "The Castaway,"
"Crooked Cargo," "Betrayal)" "Heart
of Virginia," "Secret Service Inves-
tigator," "Contraband," and "Flight
From Fury."
Six Roy Rogers oaters and six

other outdoors will be made in Tru-
color, as well as four cartoons. Al-
lan "Rocky" Lane is set to appear
in eight westerns.

Harris-Broder Shifts

To Realart Pictures Tag
* Harris-Broder Pictures Corp., New
York, has changed its name to Real-
art Pictures, Inc. Outfit is a film

investing corporation, dealing pri-

marily in reissues and foreign re-
leases.

It recently acquired some 300 Uni-
versal reissues, on which it has made
a deal with Film Classics for release

of 10 a year for five years. It also

has a deal on for United Artists re-
issues, which are also expected to be
handled by FC.
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"*^ar*ous entertainment topping even Kaye's previous

fine films* Goldwyn's usual lavish care, taste and staging!"

NEW.YORK

j| I * |u| 4rrnr "Danny Kaye is 100 per cent here* Goldwyn need
uatiyy^Mirror not dream of profits They>n be there!"

<C^m9d Jlatla tribune 7°u 0811 ma'k °*™oth'r 8uccess for Df^v Ka?e-

Very, very funny from beginning to end!"

NGW Y0 T K POSt
' ^ou delight in seven characterizations.

THE CHICAGO SUN
It's Danny Kaye's best vehicle

since 'Up In Arms!"

NEW YORK

DAIlJ\Ofl NEWS "Danny Kaye's best picture!"

HaSllqfoftxfid
By HEDDA HOPPER

"Danny Kaye gets off his best

characterizations to date!"

"Packed with laughs!"

NEW YORK

tilt "Wildly funny!"



LIFE "Movie of the Week. Highly entertaining!

"

I I
1 "Danny Kave*s funniest. In every sense out of this world!"

JL 1 1 VI 1 f

Dll/"YIf"M>1 AV "Meet Walter Mitty and pin a medal on him. Will betw I r LAI you come out shouting for more!"

f^dtvFFviTi> "Better medicine for a box office suffering from

^tlKmJum X malnutrition of laughs can hardly be imagined!"
• \

**r*r\ 1^*I^rN "This Kaye-color-Goldwyn combination should be a goldmine

II [ Iv/vL mJ ^or tfte exhibitor, as easy to sell as cotton candy at a circus!"

TkfejfflEPORTER
The public is flocking to 'The Secret Life of Walter

Mitty/ MrrGoMwyn has a hit on his hands!"

. "A dazzling technicolor dish that gives full play to Danny
il^&mrA Kaye's uncommon talent. Another feather in producerr*U****MW Samuel Goldwyn's cap!"

E

"Your money's worth in laughs and lavishness!"

2VMl_ Surpassing all previous Kaye films, this one

Uyyiy
is fine entertainment for every audience!"

SHOWMENS "Top-notch entertainment with every indication

TRADE REVIEW
of scoring heavily at the box office!"

4 Wdt&i MMj i < 7 * I?
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LA. Full of H.0.'s, 'Ridge' Slow $36,000

In 3 Spots, 'Blaze Dim $29,000 in 2;

'Bachelor Big52G,2, 'Kiss' 42G,5,H.O.'s

Los Angeles, Aug. 26.

Few new entries this week and
they are not creating much furore.

Bulk of attention is going to hold-

overs and a brace of reissues. Net
result is an offish tone. "Romance
of Rosy Ridge" looks very slow $36,-

000 in three theatres. "Blaze of

Noon," in two Paramount houses, is

only $29,000. Reissues of "Marked
Woman" and "Dust Be Destiny" ap-

pear sharp $51,000 in three spots.

Top holdover is "Bachelor and
Bobby-soxer," which will hit great

$52,000 in two locations on second

week. Good takes also are being

clocked by "Kiss of Death" in five

situations, with $42,000, and by
"Singapore," in six spots, with $41,-

600, both in second frames.. 'Car-

negie Hall" is holding nicely in four

small-seaters at $30,500 for second

round
"Red Stallion" also is pleasing at

$26,500 for second week, now in four

spots. "Gone Witjj Wind" on reissue

is solid on second week in one house.

Estimates for This Week
Belmont (FWC) (1,532; 50-$l)r

"Red Stallion" (E-L) and "Blondie s

Holiday" (Col) (2d wk). Neat $4,-

000. Last week, $6,500.

Broadway Grosses

Estimated Total Gross
This Week $785,301

(Besed on 18 theatres)

Last Year ....$910,000

(Based on 17 theatres)

Beverly Hills Music Hall (G&S-
Blumenfeld) (826; 65-$l )—"Carnegie
Hall" (UA) (2d wk). Smooth $10,-

000. Last week, great $6,500.

Carthay Circle (FWC) (1,518; 50-

$l)_"Kiss of Death" (20th) (2d wk).

About $4,500. Last week, fine $6,800.

Chinese (Grauman-WC) (2,048; 50-

$D_"Kiss of Death" (20th) (2d wk).

Fine $10,000. Last week, sweet $13,-

400.

Culver (FWC) (1,145; 60-$D—
"Singapore" (U) and "Big Fix" (E-

L). Sharp $7,500. Last week, "Red
Stallion" (E-L) and "Blondie's Holi-

day" (Col), $7,000.

Downtown (WB) (1,800; 50-$!)—

"Marked Woman" (WB) and "Dust

My Destiny" (WB) (reissues). Good
$21,000. Last week, "Cry Wolf'

(WB) (2d wk), oke $12,800.

Downtown Music Hall (Blumen-
feld) (872; 50-$l )—"Carnegie Hall'

(UA) (2d wk). Hefty $12,000. Last

week, hot $12,700.

Egyptian (FWC) (1,538; 50-$D—
"Romance Rosy Ridge" (M-G). Dull

$9,000. Last week, "Cynthia" (M-G)
. and "Dark Delusion" (M-G)
wk), fair $6,400.

El Rey (FWC) (861; 50-$D—"Red
Stallion" (E-L) and "Blondie's Holi-

day" (Col) (2d wk). Near $4,500

Last week, trim $6,300.

Esquire (Rpsener) (685; $1.20)—
"This Happy Breed" (U) (13th wk).
Oust $1,500. Last week, $1,800.

Four Star (UA-WC) (900; 50-$D—
"Gone With Wind" (M-G) (reissue)

(2d wk). Fancy $9,500. Last week,

$10,350.

Guild (FWC) (968; 50-$D—"Singa-
pore" (U) and "Big Fix" (PRC) (2d

wk). Good $4,500. Last week, near
capacity $7,400.

Hawaii (G&S-Blumenfeld) (956;

B0-$D—"Carnegie Hall" (UA) (2d

wk). Near $7,000. Last week, very
strong $7,400.

Hollywood (WB) (2,756; 50-$D—
"Marked Woman" (WB) and "Dust
Be Destiny" (WB) (reissues). Good
$15,000. Last week, "Cry Wolf" (2d

wk), fair $9,680.

Hollywood Music Hall (Blumen-
feld) (475; 50-85)—"Carnegie Hall"
(UA) (2d wk). About $5,000 or

i over. Last week, solid $6,000.

I Iris (FWC) (828; 50-85)—"Singa-
pore" (U) (2d wk). Nice $4,000.
Last week, good $6,300.

Laurel (Rosener) (890; 85)—
"Storm in Teacup" (Indie) and "Be-
loved Vagabond (Indie) (2d wk).
Good $3,000. Last week, swell $4,350.

Loew State (Loew-WC) (2,404; 50-
$1)—"Kiss of Death" (20th) and
"Little Miss Broadway" (Col) (2d
wk). Neat $15,500. Last week, very
good $24,900.
Los Angeles (D'town-WC) (2,097;

60-$l) — "Romance Rosy Ridge"
(M-G). Faint $18,000. Last week,
"Cynthia" (M-G) and "Dark Delu-
sion" (M-G) (2d wk), medium $12,-
250.
Loyola (FWC) (1.248; 50-$D—

"Kiss of Death" (20th) (2d wk).
Nifty $6,500: Last week, great $8,210.
Marcal (G&S) (900; 75-$1.20)

—

"Best Years" (RKO) (2d wk). Near
$7,000. Last week, terrific $6,500,
above expectations.
.Orpheum (D'town-WC) (2,210; 50-

$1) — "Red Stallion" (E-L) and
••Blondie's Holiday" (Col) (2d wk).
Good $13,000. Last week, great
$21,200.

Million Dollar (D'town) (2,122; 55-
98)—"Sarge Goes College" (Mono)
with Frankie Laine, Betty Reilly,
Mildred Law, Ike Carpenter orch on
stage. Sock $27,000. Last week,
"Brute Force" (U) and "Copaca-
bana" (UA) with John Calvert
Magic Company on stage, thin
$12,000.

Panlages (Pan) (2,812; 60-$l)f-
"Bachelor and Bobby-Soxer" (RKO)

(2d wk). Strong $26,000. Last week,
tremendous $33,200.

Paramount (F&M) (3,398; 50-$D—
Blaze of Noon" (Par) and "Black-
mail" (Rep). Dull $17,000. Last
week, "Dear Ruth" (Par) (2d wk),
yanked at last moment despite build-

ing grosses which kissed off run at

$15,000.
Paramount Hollywood (F&M) (1,-

451; 50-$D—"Blaze of Noon" (Par)
and "Blackmail" (Rep). Oke $12,000.

Last week, "Dear Ruth" (Par) and
"Springtime Sierras" (Rep) (2d wk),
$13,000.
RKO Hillstreet (RKO) (2,890; 50-

80)—"Bachelor and Bobby-Soxer"
(RKO) (2d wk).' Big $26,000. Last
week, terrific $33,600.

Ritz (FWC) .(1,370; 50-$D—"Singa-
pore" (U) (2d wk). Neat $7,500. Last
week, great $11,500.

Studio City (FWC) (880; 50-$D—
"Singapore" (U) (2d wk). About
$4,000. Last week, swell $7,000.

United Artists (UA) (2,100; 50-$l)

—"Singapore" (U) and "Big Fix"
(PRC) (2d wk). Good $14,000. Last
week, great $21,300.

Uptown (FWC) (1,719; 50-$D—
"Kiss of Death" (20th) mnd "Miss
Broadway" (Col) (2d wk). Nice $5,-

500. Last week, very good $9,700.

.Vogue (FWC) (885; 50-$D—"Red
Stallion" (E-L) and "Blondie's Holi-

day" (Col) (2d wk). Trim $5,000.

Last week, great $7,200.

Wilshlre (FWC) (2,296; 50-$D—
"Romance Rosy Ridge" (M-G). Slow
$9,000. Last week, "Cynthia" (M-G)
and "Dark Delusion" (M-G) (2dwk),
$6,800.

WHtern (WB) (2,300; 50-$l)—
"Marked Woman" (WB) and "Dust
My Destiny" (WB) (reissues). Good
$15,000. Last week, "Cry Wolf" (WB)
(2d wk), fair $7,500.

Lights and Shadows
by Jo Mermel—Weio York

EDDIE DAVIS .

Jo Mermel focuses his photo-

graphic Spotlight on Eddie Davis,

the Star who entertains Stars, for

"the longest run on Broadway"

—

18 years at Leon & Eddie's in New
York. " -

.

Pitt Swelters But Father' Record

$40,000; 'Earth'Hotl4G, 'Wolf' 11G, 2d

Key City Grosses

Estimated Total Gross

This Week ........... $8,166,000

(Based on 20 cities, 204 thea-

tres, chiefly Jirst runs, tnciudtno

N. Y.)

Total Gross Same Week
Last Year . . .$3,600,000

(Based on 20 cities, 173 theatres)

'Bachelor Paces

Hub,Wow $38<

Boston, Aug. 26.

Bachelor and Bobby-Soxer" is

sparking a big comeback for the
town at the Memorial. It's terrific

and best in Boston in months. Freddy
Martin band with "Riff-Raff" at the
RKO is not so big.- Met is off with
"Desert Fury," but has been off for

months. "Cry Wolf" is not so forte
in two moveover spots.

Estimates for This Week
Boston (RKO) (3,200; *50-$1.10)—

."Riff-Raff" (RKO) plus Freddie Mar-
tin orch, others, on stage. Modest
$24,000. Last week, "Brute Force"
(U) (2d wk) plus Carole Landis,
Johnny Morgan, others, on stage, fine

$28,500.

Exeter (Indie) (1,292; 44-65)—
"Great Expectations" (U). Second
week still great at $8,000 despite
third viewing in town. Last week
$10,000.

Fenway (M-P) (1,373; 40-80)—"Cry
Wolf" (WB) and "Son Rusty" (Col)
(m:o.). Mild $8,000. Last week,
"New Orleans" (UA) and "Heart-
aches" (E-L), $7,500.

Kenmore (Indie) (900; 40-65)—
"Fantasia" (RKO) (reissue). Now in
its 5th week and cleaning up at $3,-
500. Last week, about same.-

Memorial (RKO) (2,900;- 40-80)—
"Bachelor Bobby-Soxer" (RKO).
Biggest draw for a new film in Bos-
ton for weeks. Huge $38,000 and set
for four frames at least. Last week,
"Long. Night" (RKO) and "That's
My Gal" (Rep) (2d wk), $22,000.

Metropolitan (M-P) (4,367; 40-80)
—"Desert Fury" (Par.) and "Kilroy
Was Here" (Mono). Only so-so $22.-
000. Last Week, "Deep Valley" (WB)
and "Second Chance" (20th), $18,000.

Orpheum (Loew) (2,900; 40-80)—
"Gone With Wind" (M-G) (reissue)
(2d wk). Lively at $25,000 after wow
$30,000 first.

Paramount (M-P) (1,700; 40-80)—
"Cry Wolf" (WB) and "Son Rusty"
(Col) (m.O.). Thin $14,000. Last
week, "New Orleans" (UA) and
"Heartaches" (E-L), $13,000.

State (Loew) (3,200; 40-80)—"Gone
With Wind" (M-G) (reissue) (2d
wk). Very steady at $12,000 after
$15,000, first.

Translux (900; 30-74)—"Amateur
Gentleman" (Indie) (reissue) and
"Muggsy Steps Out" (Indie), All
right $3,500. Last week, "Dillinger"
(Indie) and "Mutiny Big House"
(Indie) (reissues), $3,800.

W Lusty 35G,

Del; 'Miracle' 32G
* Detroit, Aug. 2(

"Miracle of 34th Street" at the
large Fox and "Cry Wolf" at the
Michigan are pacing the new films

this week. "Gone With the Wind"
continues strong at the Adams while
"Welcome Stranger" refuses to

weaken even though in its fifth

week. Continued torrid weather is

keeping business in low gear despite
smash publicity campaigns.

Estimates for This Week
Adams (Balaban) (1,740; 70-95)—

"Gone With Wind" (M-G) (reissue)

(2d wk). Tall $18,000. Last week,
stout $24,000.
Broadway-Capitol (United De-

troit) (3,309; 70-95)— "Marked
Woman" (WB) and "Dust Be My
Destiny" (WB) (reissues) (2d wk).
Doing okay at $13,000. Last week,
$16,000.
Downtown (Balaban) (2,683; 70-

95)—"Frankenstein" (U) and "Drac-
ular" (U) (reissues) (2d wk). Fair
$8,500. Last week, fancy $11,000.

Cinema (Marten) (250; 60-90)—
"Vow" (Indie). Fat $2,200. Last
week, "Nuremburg Trials" (Indie)

(2d wk), $1,800.
"

Madison (United Detroit) (1,866
50-60)—"Honeymoon" (RKO) and
"Moss Rose" (20th). Usual $2,100 in

3 days. Last week, "Farmer's Daugh-
ter" (RKO) and "Brother Talks
Horses" (M-G), $2,500 in 3 days.
Michigan (United Detroit) (4,039;

70-95)— "Cry Wolf" (WB) and
"That's My Man" (Rep). Big $35,000.

Last week, "Possessed" (WB) and
"Little Miss Broadway" (Mono) (2d
wk), tall $18,000.
Fox (Fox-Michigan) (5,100; 70-95)

"Miracle 34th St." (20th). Strong
$32,000. Last week, "Ivy" (U) and
"Time Out of Mind" (U), about
same.

Palms-State' (United Detroit)
(2,976; 70-95)—"Crossfire" (RKO)
and "Millie's Daughter" (RKO).
Neat $16,000. Last week, "Romance
Rosy Ridge" (M-G) and "Desperate"
(PRC) (2d wk), $16,000.
United Artists (United Detroit)

(1,941; 70-95)— "Welcome Stranger"
(Par) (5th wk). Still strong at

$20,000 after big $23,000 last week.

'Father' Colossal

$48,000 in PhiUy
Philadelphia, Aug. '26.

Opening of "Life With Father" and
holdover of "Welcome Stranger" are
overcoming the heat wave which is

taking the starch out of Philly's film

biz currently. Also getting a good
play from the customers is "Mother
Wore Tights."

Estimates for This Week
Aldine (WB) (1,303; 50-94)—

"Brother Talks Horses" (M-G). Only
$7,500. Last week, "Riff-Raff" (RKO),
$8,000 second week.

Arcadia (Sablosky) (700; 50-94)—
"Fiesta" (M-G) (2d run). Fair $5,-

500. Last week, "Cynthia" (M-G),
$5,000 second run.
Boyd (WB) (2,350; 50-94)—"Life

With Father" (WB). Terrific $48,-

000. Last week, "Slave Girl" (U),

$14,500, s'econd week.

Earle (WB) (2,760; 50-94)- "Huck-
sters" (M-G) (6th wk). Oke $17,000.

Last week, fine $19,500.

Fox (20th) (2,250; 50-94)—"Mother
Wore Tights" (20th). Nice $27,000 or
over. Last week, "Kissing Her Now"
(20th). Fair $14,500 for third canto.

Goldman (Goldman) (1,300; 50-94)

—"Dear Ruth" (Par) (5th wk). Good
$15,000. Last week, nice $20,000.

Karlton (Goldman) (1,000; 50-94)

—"Brute Force" (U) (4th wk). Mild
$11,000. Last week, neat $14,500;

Keith's (Goldman) (1,300; 50-94)—
"Cry Wolf" (WB) (2d run). Mediocre
'$6,000. Last week, "Ghost Mrs. Muir"
(20th), $4,000, second run.

Mastbaum (WB) (4,360; 50-94)—
"Welcome Stranger" (Par) (2d wk)
Fine $38,000. Opener, last week, ter.

rif $59,000.

,. Pix (Cummins) (500; 50-94)-
"Great Waltz" (M-G) (reissue) (5th

wk). Still oke $5,500. Last week,
$6,000.

Stanley (WB) (2,950; 50-94)—"Car
negie Hall" (UA) (3d wk). Fair

$18,000. Last week, trim $20,000.

Stanton (WB) (1,475; 50-94)

"Corpse Came C.O.D." (Col). Mild
$9,500. Last week, "Born to Kill"

(RKO), not bad at $10,000 for sec

ond week.

New Pix Up Buff.; 'Earth'

Torrid $23,60a, 'Kissing'

Big 17G, 'Orleans' 11G
Buffalo, Aug. 26.

Weather is sizzling here, and so is

the boxoffice. Tops is "Down to
Earth."

Estimates for This Week
Buffalo (Shea) (3,500; 40-70)—

"Who's Kissing Her" (20th) and
"Crimson Key" (20th). Solid $17,000.
Last week. "Cry Wolf" (WB) and
"Danger Street" (Par), $17,500. >

Great Lakes (Shea) (3.400; 40-70)
—"Gone With Wind" (M-G) (re-
issue) (2d wk). „ Stout $13,000. Last
week, smash $21,500.

Hipp (Shea) (2.100; 40-70)—"Dear
Ruth" (Par) (m.o.) (4th wk). Fancy
$8,000 or near. Last week, $11,500.

Teck (Shea) (1,400; 40-70)—"Cry
Wolf" (WB) and "Danger Street"
(Par) (m.o.). Good $3,000. Last
week, "Romance Rosy Ridge" (M-G)
and "Big Town" (Par) (m.o.), $4,000.

Lafayette (Basil) (3,000; 40-70)—
"Down to Earth" (Col) and "Thir-
teenth Hour" (Col). Socko $23,000.
Last week, '.'Brute Force" (U) and
"Son of Rusty" (Col) (2d wk), neat
$10,000.

20th Century (20th Cent.) (3,000;
40-70)—"New Orleans" (UA) and
"Devil Thumbs Ride" (RKO). Okay
$11,000, Last week, "Riff-Raff"
(RKO) (5 days), fine $8,500. -

'Ridge' Rosy $24,000 In

St. Loo; 'Bachelor' 22G,

'Harvest' Good at 20G
St. Louis, Aug. 26.

Magnetic power on bobby-soxers
by Van Johnson, who made a p.a.

in conjunction with local opening of
"Romance of Rosy Ridge" is givirig

this new Johnson opus a solid week
at Loew's. • "Bachelor and Bobby-
Soxer" is nearly as big at the Am-
bassador. "Wild Harvest," new
Alan Ladd film, is good at the Fox.
City is enduring 37th day of temper-
ature above 90 degrees.

Estimates for This Week,
Ambassador (F&M) (3,000; 50-75)— . "Bachelor and Bobby-Soxer"

(RKO). Great $22,000'or over. Last
week, "The Unfaithful" (WB) and
"Desperate" (RKO) (2d wk), $11,-

000 in 5 days.

Art (S'Renco) (115; 85)—"Johnny
Frenchman" (Indie), nice $600. Last
week, subsequent-run.
Fox (F&M) (5,000; 50-75)—"Wild

Harvest" (Par) and "Philo Vance's
Secret' Mission" (PRC). Good $20,-
000 or over. Last week, "Cry Wolf"
(WB) and "The Trespasser" (Rep),
about same.

Loew's (Loew) (3,172; 50-75)—
"Romance Rosy Ridge" (M-G) and
"Blind Spot" (Col). Solid $24,000.
Last week, "Other Love" (UA) and
"Keeper of Bees" (Col), $21,000.

Missouri (F&M) (3,500; 50-75)—
"Cry Wolf" (WB) and "The Web"
(U) (m.o.). Average $11,000. Last
week, "Who's Kissing Her" (20th)
and "Honeymoon" (RKO) (2d wk),
fine $10,000.

Orpheum (Loew) (2,000; 50-75)—
"Other Love" (UA) and "Keeper
Bees" (Col) (m.o.). Oke $8,000.
Last week, "The Hucksters" (M-G)
(m.o.), $9,000.

St. Louis (F&M) (4,000; 50-75)—
"Perils Pauline" (Par) and "3 On A
Ticket" (PRC) (4th wk). Neat $8,-

500 after fine $10,500 third stanza.

Pittsburgh, Aug. 26.
Continued torrid weather here is

holding the lid down on most pic-
tures currently but it is not pre-
venting . boom biz for "Life With
Father" at the Warner theatre. It

will hit a smash $40,000, new high
for house. All-out ad campaign •

blanketed the city and surrounding
county. :

,

•

Perm is doing fairly well with
"Great Waltz" and "Cynthia," being
first dual bill in history of house.
"Down To Earth" shapes up nicely
at the Harris. "Cry Wolf," however,
is way down in second session at
the Stanley.

Estimates for This Week
Fulton (Shea) (1,700; 40-70)—"Egg

and I" (U) (4th wk). Nice at $5,500.
Last week, big $7;500. -

Harris (Harris) (2,200; 40-70)—
"Down to Earth" (Col). . Got off to
good start and should stand up well
with $14,000 or better. Last week,
"Singapore" (U) $9,500.
Penn (Loew's-UA) (3,300; 40-70)—

"Great Waltz" (M-G) (reissue) and
"Cynthia" (M-G). Smart $15,500.
Last week, "Romance Rosy Ridge"
(M-G), $15,000.
Ritz (Loew's) (800; 40-70) — "Ro-

mance Rosy Ridge" (M-G) (m.o.).
Fair $2,500. Last weew, "Tall Tim-
ber" (Indie) and "Black Stallion"
(Indie), $1,200.
Senator (Harris) (1,750; 40-70)—

"Singapore" (U). Mild $3,200. Last
week, "Slave-Girl" (U), $2,800.
Stanley (WB) (3,800; 40-70)—"Cry

Wolf" (WB» (2d wk). Slim $11,000
or close after excellent initial stanza
of $18,500.
Warner (WB) (2,000; 90-$1.25)—

Life With Father" (WB). . Biggest
noise in years for Golden Triangle
with colossal $40,000, an all-time
record for house. Last week, "They
Won't Believe Me" (RKO), com-
fortable $9,500 for second week.

Indpls. Wilts But 'Ruth'

Rousing $17,000; 'Brute'

Okay 11G, 'Odd Man' 6G
Indianapolis, Aug. 26.

Daily dose of 90-degree weather
has film biz here wilting around the
edges, but "Dear Ruth" is-beating
the heat with a strong week at the
Indiana. "Gunfighters" at Loew's,
"Brute Force" at Circle and "Odd
Man Out" at Lyric, other main en-
tries, are fair to average.

Estimates for This Week
Circle (Gamble-Dojle) (2,800: 40-

60)—"Brute Force" (U) and "Code
of West" (RKO). Average $11,000.

Last week, "Tarzan Huntress"
(RKO) and "Likely Story" (RKO)
dandy $12,000.
Indiana (Gamble-Dolle) (3,300; 40-

60)—"Dear Ruth" (Par) and "Philo
Vance's Gamble" (PRC). Terrific

$17,000. Last week, "Cry Wolf"
(WB) and "Little Miss Broadway"
(Col), $11,800.
Keith's (Gamble-Dolle) (1,300; 40-

60)—"Cry Wolf" (WB) and "Little

Miss Broadway" (Col) (m.o.). Slow
$4,500. Last week, "Kit Carson"
(E-L) and "Last of Mohicans"
(E-L) (reissues), nice $7,000.
Loew's (Loew's) (2,450; 40-60)—

"Gunfighters" (Col) anfJ "Corpse
Came C.O.D." (Col). Modest $11,-

000. Last week, "Romance Rosy
Ridge". (M-G) and "Thirteenth
Hour" (Col), stout $14,000.,
Lyric (Gamble-Dolle) (1,600; 40-

60)—"Odd Man Out" (U) and "Sport
of Kings" (Col). Fair $6,000. Last
week, "Vigilantes Return" (U). and
"Stepchild" (PRC), $5,000.

living' Fast $16,500,

- Frisco; 'Parade' 15G
San Francisco, Aug. 26.

Biz is dull here this week, with
too many holdovers and reissues to -

make a big session. However, "Liv-

ing in a BigWay" is nice at the War-
field and "Hit Parade of 1947" is*

okay at the Paramount. "Bachelor
and Bobby-Soxer" with vaude still

is big in second stanza at the Golden
Gate.

Estimates for This Week
Center Theatre (Lippert) (300; 90-

$1.20)—"Duel in Sun" (SRO) <2d
wk). Oke $7,000. Last week, nearly
same.
Clay "(Roesner) (400: 65-85)—

"Children of Paradise" (Indie) (4th

wk). Fair $2,000. Last week, smooth
$2,400.

Esquire (Blumenfeld) (1,000; 55-
85)—"Last of Redmen" (Col). Nice
$9,500. Last week, "Arizona" (Col)
(reissue), $8,800.
Fox (FWC) (4,651; 60-95)—

"Marked Woman" (WB) (reissue).
Pleasing $22,000. Last week, "Ro-
mance Rosy Ridge" (M-G), fair

$15,500.
Golden Gate (RKO) (2,844; 65-$D

—"Bachelor and Bobby-Soxer'
(RKO) plus vaude headed by Joey
Adams and Tony Canzoneri and
Buster Shaver (2d wk). Big $29,000.

Last week, terrific $38,500.
Guild Theatre (Lippert) (400; 35-

85)—"Gone With Wind" (M-G) (re-

(Continued on page 20)
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Record Heat in Chi Fails to Hold

Back 'Father,' Huge 65G, 'Bachelor'

Tall 25G, 'Women'-San Juan-Lamb 67G
Chicago, Aug. 26.

Despite record heat, "Life With
Father," at State-Lake, is doing
smash $65,000, and the big news here

this week. Strong campaign for sev-

eral days in advance helped sell it.

Another opener that snagged the

great crowds is "Bachelor and
Bobby-Soxer" at the Grand, with a

sock $25,000 or better. Grand has
about 1,200 fewer seats than the
State-Lake.
Chicago theatre is heading for sub-

stantial $67,000 with "Trouble with
Women" plus OJga San Juan, the
Charioteers and Gil Lamb on the

stage.
Holdovers are still big with Danny

Kaye's "Secret Life of Walter Mitty"

tops at the Woods. In fourth week, it

looks to do grand $36,000. Oriental

Is profitable with "Other Love" plus
Marie McDonald and Clark Dennis
on stage being neat $43,000 on second
round. Rialto, now in ninth week
with "The Outlaw," is besting dandy
$13,000.

Estimates for This Week
Apollo (B&K) (1,200; 95)—"Wel-

come Stranger" (Par) (4th wk).
Strong $22,000. Last week, big
$23,000.
Chicago (B&K) (3,900; 95)—

"Trouble With Women" (Par) with
Olga San Juan, The Charioteers and
Gil Lamb on stage. Fat $67,000. Last

' week, "Cynthia" (M-G) plus Perry
Como and Marion Hutton topping
sta«e, terrif $87,000.
Garrick (B&K) (900; 95)—"Perils

Pauline" (Par) (4th wk). Still prof-
itable at $11,000. Last week, $12,900.

Grand (RKO) (1,500; 95)—"Bache-
lor and Bobby-Soxer" (RKO). Sock
'$25,000 or over. Last week, "Brute
Force" (U) (4th wk), $12,500.

' Oriental (Essaness) (3,400 ; 95)—
"Other Love" (UA) plus Marie Mc-
Donald and Clark Dennis heading
stage bill (2d wk). Oke $43,000.

• Opening week was stout $58,000.
Palace (RKO) (2,500; 95)—"Marked

Woman" (WB) and "Dust Destiny"
(WB) (reissues) (2d wk). Just fair

$17,000. First week' was below aver-
age $19,000.

Rialto (Indie) (1,700; 95)—"The
Outlaw" (UA) (9th wk). Dandy
$13,000. Last week, $13,100.
Roosevelt (B&K) (1,500; 95)—"The

Unfaithful" (WB) (2d wk). Firm
$18,000. Last week, nice $21,000.

State-Lake (B&K) (2,700; $1.25)—
"Life With Father" (WB). Giant
publicity campaign helping to smash
$65,000. Last week, "Hucksters" (Mr
G) (4th wk), $22,000.
United Artists (B&K) (1,700; 95)—

"Fiesta" (M-G) (2d wk). Nice $20,-

000 after prime $25,000 opener.
Woods (Essaness) (1,073; 95)—"Life

of Walter Mitty" (RKO) (4th wk).
Still pulling people in for lusty $36,-
000. Last week, hot $38,000.
World (Indie) (587; 75)—"This

Haopy Breed" (U). Nice $4,000. Last
week, "Vow" (Artkino) (2d wk),
mild $2,000.

K.C. Beats 100-Degree

Weather; 'Brute' Fancy

1%, 'Bachelor' 18G, HO.
Kansas City, Aug. 26.

Town continues to show good re-
turns in the face of a protracted
heat wave. "Brute Force, in three
Fox Midwest first-runs, shows sur-
prising strength. Other big news
here is in the holdovers with "Bach-
elor and Bobby-Soxer" taking Or-
pheum to biggest money it has had
in months, and "Welcome Stranger"
proving a top film with a five week
run in the Paramount. "New Or-
leans" and "That's My Marr," other
new first-runs, are merely so-so.
Weather continues to hover around
the 100 mark.

Estimates for This Week
Esquire,.(Fox Midwest) (820; 45-

65)—"That's My Man" (Rep) and
'Jewels Brandenburg" (20th). So-so
$4,500. Last week. "Saddle Pals"
(Rep) and "Soringtime Sierras"
(Ren), sturdv ,$6,000.
Kimo (Dickinson) (550; 65)—"This

Happy Breed" (U). Slow $1,500. Last
week, "Fantasia" (RKO) (reissue)
(3d wk), neat $1,700.
Midland (Loew's) (3.500: 45-65)—
New Orleans" (UA) and "King

Wild Horses" (Col). Moderate $12.-
000. Last week. "Cynthia" (M-G)
and "Great Waltz" (M-G) (reissue),
fancy $16,800.
Orpheum (RKOr* (1.900; 45-65)—
Bachelor and Bobby-Soxer" (RKO)
(2d wk). Film has power, rolling to
solid $18,000 this round; sure to get
a third week. Last week, terrific
$22,000, just short of house record.
Paramount (Par) (1.900; 45-65)—
Welcome Stranger" (Par) (5th wk).

This is iip among top pictures to
run at this house. Helped bv sneak
preview Fridav. nifty $8,500. Last
week, strono $10,000. "Variety Girl"
due m .-mw (Wed.).

So-'- •
. mivnn,.) (95o :

45-65)—
Yoi—r *"tt" (Indie) and "Thief
Meets TM»r (Jndie) (reissues)'.
Mild $1,500. Last week, "Scarlet

Pimpernel" (FC) and "Scarlet Pim-
pernel Returns" (FC) (reissues),
$3,000.
Tower—Uptown—Fairway (Fox

Midwest) (2,100, 2,043, 700; 45-65)—
"Brute Force" (U). Solid $19,000 or
over. Big money. Last week, "Slave
Girl" (U), generous $17,000.

'Bachelor Wham

in Prov.
Providence, Aug. 26.

Another heat wave hit town but
most houses still are doing very
nicely. RKO Albee is setting pace
with terrific weeks. Strand homps
into a fourth with "Dear Ruth".
Vaudeville back at Fay's with
"Springtime in Sierras," doing solid
biz.

Estimates for This Week
Albee (RKO) (2,200; 44-65)-^

"Bachelor and Bobby-Soxer" (RKO).
Single bill with quick turnover going
to terrific $20,000. Last week, "Long
Night" (RKO) and "Seven Keys
Baldpate" (RKO) (2d wk), nice
$14,000.

Carlton (Fay-Loew) (1,400; 44-65)
—"Who's Kissing Her" (20th) (2d
run). Good $4,000. Last week, "Po-
sessed" (WB) and "Second Chance"
(20th) (2d run), peppy $5,000.
Fay's (Fay) (1,400; 44-65)—

"Springtime Sierras" (Rep) and
vaude on stage. Nice $7,000. Last
week, "Corsican Bros." (E-L) and
"South Pago Pago" (E-L) (reissues),

$5,500.
Majestic (Fay) (2,200; 44-65)—

"Cry Wolf" (WB) and "Gas House
Kids Go West" (PRC). Fairly
healthy $12,500. Last week, "Who's
Kissing Her" (20th), snappy $15,000.

State (Loew) (3,200; 44-65)—
"GunSghters" (Col) and "Accom-
plice" (PRC). Not too fast at $16,000.

Last week, "Great Waltz" (M-G) (re-
issue) and "Cynthia" (M-G), $18,000.
Strand (Silverman) (2,200; 44-65)

—"Dear . Ruth" (Par) (4th wk).
Started on Monday. Third frame
hit peppy $11,000 after sock $14,000
second stanza.

Mpls. Hot But Biz Not;

W0kayl6G,'Wolf'

12G, 'Badman' Fat 10G
Minneapolis,, Aug. 26.,

Hottest August weather in local

history, with temperature soaring to
near 100 in shade daily, has been
taking its toll at the boxoffice. Nev-
ertheless, grosses continue fairly
good. It's sixth loop week, for ex-
ample, of record-breaking "Welcome
Stranger." Three of the four major
newcomers, "Romance of Rosy
Ridge," "Cry Wolf" and "Angel and
Badman," will turn in respectable
figures. "New Orleans" also is

picking up nicely.
Estimates for This Week

Aster (Par) (900; 30-44)—"Little
Miss Broadway" (Col) and "Law of
Timber" (E-L) (reissue). Okay $2,-

000 in 5 days. Last week, "Devil
Thumbs Ride" (RKO) and "Web of
Danger" (Rep) split with "Sarf
Demetrio, London" (20th) and "Mag-
nificient Rogue" (Rep), $2,600 in 8

days.
Century (Par) (1,600; 50-70)—

"New Orleans" (UA). Oke at $7.-

000. Last week, "Welcome Stranger"
(Par) (5th wk), big $8,000.
Gopher (Par) (1,000; 44)—"Cor-

sican Brothers" (E-L) and "Pago,
Pago" (E-L) (reissues). Good $4,-

000. Last week, "Western Union"
(20th) (reissue), big $3,000.

. Lyric (Par) (1.100: 50-70)—"Wel-
come Stranger" (Par) (mo.). Neat
$8,000. Last week, "Dishonored
Lady" (UA) (2d wk), light $4,000.
Pix (Cor win) (300;; 50-70)—

"Thief of Bagdad" (FC) (reissue).

Sock $3,500. Last week, "Scarlet
Pimpernel" (FC) and "Scarlet Pim-
pernel Returns" (FC) (reissues) (2d
wk), $2,000. •

Radio City (Par) (4.400: 50-70)—
"Romance Rosy Ridge" (M-G). Trim
$16,000 or near. Last week. "Huck-
sters" (M-G) (2d wk). $12,000.
RKO-Orpheum (RKO) (2,800: 50-

70)—"Cry Wolf" (WB-K Nice $12,000.

Last week, "Brute Force" (U) (2d
wk). $8,000 in 6 days.
RKO-Pan (RKO) (1.600: 50-70)-

"Angel and Badman" (Rep). Strong
$10,000. Last week, "The Web" (U).
$9,000.

State (Par) (2.300: 50-70)—"Pos-
sessed" (WB) (2d wk). Fine $10.-

000 after hefty $14,000 initial stanza.
Uptown (Par) (1.000: 50-55)—

"Miracle 34th St." (20th). First

nabe showing. Smash $5,500. Last
week. "Ege and I" (U). $6,000.

World (Mann) (350: 50-99)—"Th'
Web" (U) (m.o.). Good $3,500. Las!
week, "Happy Breed" (U), $3,000.

PICTURE GROSSES

'Bachelor' Giant $12,000,

Omaha; 'Harvest' 12«/2G
Omaha, Aug. 26.

Heat of 100 degrees is failing to
dent "Bachelor and Bobby-Soxer" at
Brandeis theatre, with result that
gross is biggest since "Bells of St.
Mary's." Cooler weather at start of
this week is helping. Paramount's
"Wild Harvest" looks solid. Move-
over week for "Dear Ruth" at the
Omaha is big.

Estimates for This Week
Brandeis (RKO) (1,500; 16-65)—

"Bachelor and Bobby-Soxer" (RKO)
Terrific $12,000, one of top grosses
to be registered at this house. Last
week, "Marked Woman" (WB) and
"Dust My Destiny" (WB) (reissues),
nifty $8,300.
Paramount (Tristates) (2,800)—

"Wild Harvest" (Par). Fancy $12,-

500, largely on Alan Ladd draw
Last week, "Dear Ruth" (Par)
$13,000.
Omaha (Tristates) (2,000; 16-65)—

"Dear" Ruth" (Par), (m\o.) and
"Back Lash" (20th). Solid $11,000.

Last week, "Kissing Her. Now"
(20th) (m.o.) and "Code West"
(RKO). $8,000.
Orpheum (Tristates) (3,000; 16-65)—"Copacabana" (UA) and "Joke

Son' (E-L). Slow $10,000. Last week,
"Undercover Maisie" (M-G) plus
Mills Bros., Randy Brooks orch, on
stage, smash $22,500 at 20-85c. scale
and over hopes.

State (Goldberg) (865; 15-50)—
"Decoy" (Mono) and 'Night Train
Memphis" (Rep). Nice $4,000. Last
week, "Calcutta" (Par) and "Hap-
pened Fifth Ave." (Mono) split with
"Stella Dallas" (FC) and "Frolics
Ice" (FC), $5,100.

'Bachelor' Terrif

25G, Tops D.C. Pix
Washington, Aug. 26.

With a collection of three-alarm
attractions along the mainstem, busi-
ness currently is the bet since
last spring. "Welcome Stranger,"
"Gone With the Wind" and "Bache-
lor and Bobby-Soxer" are all bell
ringers, while Connee Boswell head-
ing stage is pulling "Arnelo Affair"
to upper brackets at the Capitol.
"Stranger" almost equalled the Earle
house record in its first week.

Estimates for This Week
Capitol (Loew's) (3.434; 44-80)—

"Arnelo Affair" (M-G) with vaude
headed by Connee Boswell. Fine
$27,000. Last week. "Copacabana'
(UA) with vaude, $23,000.
Columbia (Loew's) (1,263; 44-70)—

"Who's Kissing Her" (20th) (2d
run). Very satisfactory $8,500 for
third downtown week. Last week,
"Fabulous Dorseys" (UA), thin
$6,500.
Earle (WB) (2.154; 44-85)—"Wel-

come Stranger" (Par). Elegant
$22,000 for second week after hitting
smash $32,500 in first stanza, within
$1,000 of house record.
Hippodrome (Lust) (365; 44-85)—

"This Happy Breed" (UA). Good
$3,500. Last week, "Private Life
Henry VIII" (Indie) (2d wk),
$2,000.

**

Keith's (RKO) (1.838; 44-80)—
"Bachelor and Bobby-Soxer" (RKO).
Takes this house out of . its recent
doldrums to smash $25,000. Holds.
Last week, "Slave Girl" (U), $13,000.
Metropolitan (WB) (1,153; 44-74)—"Gunfighters" (Col). Looks bigger

than $12,000 which is above par for
course. Last week, "Corpse Came
C.O.D." (Col), $8,000.
Palace (Loew's) (2,370; 44-74)—

"Gone With Wind" (M-G) (reissue)
(2d wk). Trim $19,000 after excel-
lent $27,000 opener.

'Father' $27,000, Cmcy;

'Earth' 24G, Both Sock
Cincinnati, Aug. 26.

Downtown houses are having a
boxoffice fiesta in face of the long
stretch of high temperature and hu-
midity. Smash returns on "Down to
Earth" and "Life with Father," the
latter topping by a small margin, are
bolstering the overall figure to a
high summer level. Other new bill

currently, "Deep Valley," is fairish.
Holdovers are bullish.

. Estimates for This Week
Albee (RKO) (3,100; 50-75)—

"Down to Earth" (Col). Smash $24,-
000. Favored by fine reviews. Last
week, "Corpse Came C.O.D." (Col)
and solid vaude lineup, including
Bonnie Baker. Hal LeRoy, Milt
Herth Trio and Joe Besser, big $29,-
000 at 55-95c scale.

Capitol (RKO) (2.000; 90-$1.25)—
"Life With Father" (WB). Great

(Continued on page 20)

Grosses Are Net
Film gross estimates, as re-

ported herewith from the vari-

ous key cities, are net, i.e., with-
out the 20% tax. Distributors

share on net take, when playing
percentage, hence the estimated
figures are net income.
The parenthetic admission

prices, however, as indicated, in-

clude- the U.S. amusement tax

Heat Return Melts Broadway Biz;

GraHe's Tights'-Logan-Haley Wham

130G, Talley'-Basie Nifty $70,000
Return of heat wave over the

weekend, which pushed the mercury
near highest levels of year, is wilt-
ing Broadway firstrun business this

session, although some surprisingly
good grosses are being run up. With
no letup in terrific heat Monday (25)
and until late Tueday (26), however,
even the biggest pictures are suf-
fering.

In some theatres last Sunday,
grosses were off as much as 30-40%
over the preceding week. It was a
case of millions of New York resi-

dents quitting their sweltering homes
for the beaches and not sufficiently

large number of visitors arriving to

take up the slack. Theatre managers
expected a natural decline in nunrr-

ber of out-of-towners last Saturday-
Sunday, since it's prior to the long
Labor Day weekend and just befoie
the American Legion convention.
But they had hoped to compensate
somewhat by favorable weather
which never arrived.
N. Y. exhibitors are eyeing the

Legion meet this week with a highly
skeptical air and only hoping the
convention will not cut into any La-
bor Day biz upsurge. Although it

brought thousands of visitors to

town, the convention in 1937 actu-
ally hurt trade at the filmeries. Ap-
parently there, were too many coun-
ter-attractions among Legionnaires
themselves.
Ace new entrant is "Mother Wore

Tights," with a stageshow headed by
Jack Haley, Ella Logan and Har-
monicats, at the Roxy. Combo 'was
headed for new popular-scale record
on the week when the torrid weather
hit. Despite the dewt cut into grosses
Sunday and Monday, the house looks
for terrific $130,000.
The other smash vaudfilm new-

comer is "Deep Valley," with sock
supDort from Count Basie's band on
•stage, at the Strand. Appears headed
for near-capacity $70,000,' which
would equal the best non-holiday
week at the theatre. This combina-
tion is a two-week booking.
Third big new moneymaker is

"Roosevelt Story," documentary at

the Globe. It is surmounting the hot
weather to land a .great $38,000 or
near, unusually strong for this type
picture.
Severe heat is cutting into many

holdovers and longruns. It even is

slashing "Life With Father," in sec-
ond week at the Warner, where it

will land close to $53,000, albeit
down from new high of $59,600 open-
ing week.-
The hot weather also is cutting

into "Welcome Stranger," with Car-
men Cavallaro band heading stage-
bill, at the Paramount. Third stanza
for this show is still big at $93,000
but a healthy dip from the $104,000
done on second week. Heat's also
taking its toll on "Life of Walter
Mitty," which will still be rousing
at $54,000 for second session at the
Astor. Same is true of "Black Nar-
cissus." which will be $8,000 behind
the first week with fancy $21,000 for
second round at Fulton.
Many new pictures tee off this

week. Capitol opens "Song of Thin
Man," with Bill Robinson and Art
Mooney band on stage, tomorrow
(Thursday) after six big weeks with
"Hucksters," plus Tony and Sally
De Marco, Charles Trenet, Ted
Straeter band. "Lured" opens on
the same day at the Victoria.
Also on Thursday, "Something in

Wind," new Deanna Durbin film,
preems at the" Winter Garden. "Gone
With Wind," on reissue, is set for
Saturday at the Criterion, where
"Brute Force" is taking three extra
days past its sixth frame, making a
record run at this house in length of
time and money.

Estimates for This Week
Astor (City Inv.) (1,300; 80-$1.80)

—"Walter Mitty" (RKO) (2d wk).
Down a bit to $54,000 after giant
$62,000 for first. Stays indef.

Capitol (Loew's) (4,820; T0-$1.50)
"Hucksters" (M-G) and Tony and

Sally De MaTco, Charles Trenet,
others, on stage (6th-firml wk).
Sagging to mild $40,000 after okay
$55,000 for fifth. "Song of Thin
Man" (M-G) with Bill Robinson,
Art Mooney orch. Lew Parker, Bev-
erly Tyler on stage, opens to morrow
(Thursday).
Criterion (Loew's) (1.700: 60-$1.25)

—"Brute Force" (U) (7th-final wk).
Going just three days in seventh
stanza opening today (Wednesday).
Sixth week, ended last (Tuesday)
night, slid down to $20,000, being off
with others this session: fifth was
nice $30,000. "Gone With Wind"
(M-G) (reissue) set to open next
Saturday (30).
Fulton (City Inv.) (785: 80-$1.50)
"Black Narcissus" (U) (2d wk).

British opus still traveling at fast
clip to get $21,000 on first holdover
stanza after great $29,000 opener.
Stays on.

.Globe (Brandt) (1.500: 70-$1.20)—
Roosevelt Story" (Indie). Helped
by nice reviews and general interest
in this documentary subject, going
to great $38,000 or near, unusually
big for house and such type film.

Holds, naturally. Last week, "North-

west Outpost" (Rep) (2d wk), wound
up at okay $11,000 after solid $18,000
opener.

Gotham (Brandt) (900; 70-$1.40)—
"Man of Conquest" (Rep) and "Old
California" (Rep) (reissues). Mild
$8,000. Last week, "Daring Desper-
adoes" (Indie) and "Heirship Mor-
gan" (Indie) (reissues), $7,500.

May fair (Brandt) (1,736; 70-$1.50)
—"Kiss of Death" (20th). Opens to-
day (Wednesday) on first-run policy
after having been subsequent-run
for years.

Palace (RKO) (1,700; 50-$l)—Sec-
ond week of repertory of RKO re-
issues here looks nice $12,500, despite
heat. First was fancy $18,000. Con-
tinuing with daily change and use of
oldies for several weeks, and pos-
sibly until Oct. 1.

Paramount (Par) (3,664; 55-$1.50)—"Welcome Stranger" (Par) with
Carmen Cavallaro orch, others, on
stage (4th wk). Third week ending
last (Tuesday) night held strongly at
$93,000 after sock $104,000 for second
round. Continues indef.
Park Avenue (U) (583; $1.20-$2.40)

—"Frieda" (U) (2d wk). Holding up
nicely with $11,000 or near in sight
for initial holdover round after
splendid $16,000 opener. In for ex-
tended run.
Radio City Music Hall (Rockefel-

lers) (5,945; 70-$2.40)—"Bachelor and
Bobby-Soxer" (RKO) plus stageshow
(5th wk). Although feeling the ter-
rific heat of last Sunday and Mon-
day, still superb at $140,000 or close,
being first week it has fallen below
$149,000 since opening; fourth was
great $150,000. Continues, with final
week not set.

Rialto (Mayer) (594; 35-85)—
"Corpse Came C.O.D." (Col) (2d
Wk). Showed enough strength on
first week at $7,800 to warrant hold-
over .although may not stay full sec-
ond session. "Last of Redmen" (Col)
is due in next. In ahead, "The Pre-
tender" (Rep). $6,200.

Rivoli (UAT-Par) (2,092; 60-$1.25)
—"Crossfire" (RKO) (6th wk).. Fifth
stanza concluded yesterday (Tues-
day) slid down a'bit to $32,000, still

highly profitable after strong $42,000
for fourth week. Stays on.
Roxy (20th) (5,886; 80-$1.50)—

"Mother Wore Tights" (20th), with
Jack Haley, Ella Logan, Harmoni-
cats, others, on stage (2d wk). First
week ended last (Tuesday) night
appeared headed for new high under
pop scale until heat wave slowed it

down. Despite this, will hit terrific

$130,000. Last week, "Who's Kissing
Her Now" (20th). with Smith & Dale
(1st wk), and Joe Howard, Maurice
Rocco, others, heading stagebill (4th
wk), $66,000.

State (Loew's) (3,450; 43-$1.10)—
"Copacabana" (UA) (2d run), with
vaude headed by Thelma Carpenter,
Hank Ladd. Striking out for nice
$28,000, house suffering from hot
weat'» :r with others. Last week,
"Dear Ruth" (Par) (2d run), with
Henny Youngman, Henry "Red"
Allen orch, others, on stage, fine

$33,000.
Strand (WB) (2,756; 75-$1.50)—

"Deep Valley" (WB) plus Count
Basie orch heading stageshow. Soar-
ing to near capacity $70,000 which
equals best non-holiday week. This
gets terrific boost from band. In for
only two weeks. Last week, "Marked
Woman" (WB) and "Dust Be Des-
tiny" (WB) (reissues) (2d wk),
strong $35,000.
Victoria (Maurer) (720; 70-$1.20)—

"Gunfighters" (Col) (5th-flnal wk).
Limping a bit on final session at $9,-

500 after fine $12,000 in fourth.
"Lured" (UA) opens tomorrow
(Thursday).
Warner (WB) (1,499; 90-$1.50)—

"Life With Father" (WB) (2d wk).
Despite hot weather, continuing near
first week's record gait. This round
looks great $53,000, although off from
record $59,600, new high set first

week. Holds, natch!
Winter Garden (UA) (1,312; 60-

.$1.20)—"Green ror Danger" (E-L)
(3d-final wk). Tapering off to mild
$13,000 after $18,000 for second.
"Something in Wind" (U) opens to-
morrow (Thursday).

'Desert' $12,000 Despite

L'ville Heat; 'Ivy' 9|G
Louisville, Aug. 26.

Extended hot weather term is

making itself felt on downtown
grosses. Currently "Gone With The
Wind" on another return showing
at Loew's State. Third engagement
at that house, looks to cop best gross.
"Desert Fury" at the Rialto is doing
fairly, while "Ivy" at the National
is copping attention.

Estimates for This Week
Brown (Fourth Avenue) (1.200:

40-60)—"Doar Ruth" (Pari and
"Jungle Flight" (Par). Fourth week
downtown, nice $4,500. Last week,
$5,500.
Kentucky (Switow)' (1.200: 30-40)

—"High Barbaree" iM-G) and
•Wonderful Life" (RKO). Lively

(Continued on page 20)
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Better than it ever was on the stage! Some-

Ming tO^ f
°;;;ARD BARNES, N Y. HERALD-TRIBUNE

"ft honey of a picture! It will have as long a

run as the play "if^
"A round-robin of praise is imme*atejf

,„ order for all those who assisted in

filming 'Life With Father'. All that the

fabulous play had to offer is beau-

tifully realized. Warner Bros, can

be proud of a job well done and

the rest of us thankful!"
THOMAS M. PRYOR-IV.Y. TIMES
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Venice, Lido Shells of Prewar Pomp;

Tourists Few, Prices High,Swank Gone
By JOSEF ISRAELS II

Venice, Aug. 12.

Although Venice's magnificent and
prized antiquity was marred by no

bomb or shell (unlike World War 1,

•when Austrian planes dropped puny

bombs in the canals) the social and

political tides of Italy's postwar

changes have considerably altered

the face of the city. This is especially

noticeable at Lido, once perhaps the

swankiest of all Europe's beach re-

eorts.

Where the biggest and richest

ehots of the Nazi-Fascist worlds

eported and spent, the big luxury

hotels are being severely compressed

©n the one side by a mass incursion

of peasant element and on the other

by a diminishing number of U. S.

and British Army requisitioned

hotels and beaches. «The post war
noyeau riche view this with alarm

because as soon as the military lets

most properties go Venice's Com-
munist-controlled city administra-

tion snaps them up and makes public

bathing establishments of them.

It costs 1,030 lira (about $2) to

ewim from the private beaches in

front of the luxury hotels. But the

charge is only 30 lira at the public

beaches, which already take more
than half of the magnificent pow-
dery white sand along the warm,
smooth Adriatic. A hot Sunday
makes the Lido beaches (redundant

because "Lido" . means simply

"beach" in Italian) look like a busy

weekend at Coney Island. But the

human density in and outside of the

barbed wire that separates the high

priced beaches from the communal
ones is very, noticeable.

Hotel prices at the Lido, in spite

of , its increasing plebian character,

are still among the highest in Italy.

Even at the present rate of some
S00 lira to the dollar, a daily tab

of 8,000 lira for room and cakes

makes itself felt. What burns the

visiting Americans and Englishmen
most is the fact that after paying

these prices at the hotels, it's an-

other 1,030 lira a day to use the

beach. Otherwise the customer can

just sit on the sand—not even a

camp chair, much less a cabana, may
be had for less even if. it's an hour
before closing time:

G.I. Customer's

Via Malamocco, Lido's main drag,

used to be lined with branches of

Rome's and Venice's swankiest
shops, displaying top-priced clothes,

jewelry and knick-nacks that would
. appeal to vacationing Count Cianos

and Heinrich Himmlers. Now it be-
gins with a boat landing where a

big steamer from Venice spills a few
hundred more sweaty commoners
with bathing bags onto the street

every 20 minutes. GI's are plenty in

evidence along the Malamocoo and
all over the Lido. They and their

British counterparts are billetted

all over the island. They have^ their

own beaches (officers and . men
snobbishly separated), their PX, Red
Cross house, post office and pix
theatre. U.S. dependent wives and
children are also much in evidence.

In Venice itself, Saint Mark's
square, heart of the town, is alive

as never before with both pigeons
and people. Latter are far more
Italian than they were before the

k war when Venice numbered tourists

H en masse among its most valued
m assets. Tourists still pour in by the

thousands. But they are mostly
Italians. The Americans, Swiss,
English, Egyptians and all the rest

of the money trade are present only
In small numbers. Weekends the
square swarms with hundreds of

.
popeyed Italian peasants usually
herded by an agitated parish priest.

They come on cheap tours sponsored
by political parties.

It's incongruous and a little sad
to walk the circumference of San
Marco today. Toward evening a suc-
cession of cafes around the square
put competing orchestras, swing and
Just plain jazz varieties, on their
sidewalks. Their hideous blarings
overlap, assaulting the ears brutally
irom one block to the next.

A discussion group convenes
toward twilight to gather in tight

and vociferous knots to talk politics.

With the variation that there's al-

ways a watchful eye for a wander-
ing tourift in the crowd. Such a one
is immediately surrounded by offers

to sell lira, buy American cigarettes,

guide him to the town's aquatic
sin spots or show him_ through the
churches. On occasion the political

discussions, degenerate into bloody
rioting, usually between the Com-
munists and Premier dt Gasperi's

Christian Democrats.

Austrian Hams Nixed
Vienna, Aug. 19.

Hope of Austrian radio amateur
transmitters to resume their pre-

war activities was nixed by a 2-2

vote of the Allied Council. U. S. and
England "favored request placed be-

fore them by the amateur group,

while Russia arid Prance objected.

French delegate pointed out per-

mit might be misused in spreading

illegal propaganda. Austrian group

is still a member of the Interna-

tional Amateur Radio Union.

AKM Pacts Austrian Pix

Houses on Royalties For

Music; Russ Included
Vienna, Aug. 19.

Austrian Society of Authors, Com-
posers and Publishers (AKM) has

come to terms with the Assn. of

Motion Picture Houses, according to

which five groschen (by normal rate-

of exchange, one-half of a cent) are

collected for each ticket sold, for the

benefit of AKM members. While ac-

counting with ASCAP and other for-

eign companies is reciprocal, unique
situation has arisen concerning

Russian-controlled filmhouses, where
Soviet production is being shown.
The Soviet Union, not being a

member of the Berne convention,

has so, far not signed contracts with

authors' organizations of foreign

countries. AKM executive board,

however, decided to remit to Sov-

export (Russian film distributing

agency here) the collected royalties,

the money being deposited on special

account. Th,ys action might induce

Russia to change its mind as re-

gards the Berne agreement, is AKM
management hope.

Current London Shows
(Figure shows weeks of run)

London, Aug. 26.

"Annie Get Gun," Col'sm (12).

"Bless the Bride," Adelphia (18).

"Born Yesterday," Garrick (31).

"Bride West;" Fortune (2).

"Deep Are Roots," Wyndhams (7).

"Crime of Foley," Comedy (7).

"Dr. Angelus," Phoenix (4).

"Edward My Son," Majesty's (13).

"Ever Since Paradise," News, (12).

"Girls Quite," St. Martin's (1).

"Here There," Palladium (21).

"Jane," Aldwych (30).

"Jane Steps Out," Embassy (2).

"Life With Father," Savoy (12).

"Linden Tree," Duchess (2),

"Nightingale," Princes (6).

"Noose," Saville (10).

"Off the Record," Apollo (12).

"Oklahoma!," Drury Lane (17).

"Peace in Our Time," Lyric (5).

"Perchance to Dream," Hipp (123).

"Piccadilly to Hayride," Wales (24).

"Present Laughter," Haym'kt (19).

"Proudly Present," Yorks (17).

"Separate Rooms," Strand (l)
-

.

"Sleeping Clergyman," Crit. (10).

"Sweetest Lowest," Ambass. (69).

"Together Again," Vic Palace (19).

"Trespass," Globe (6).

"Voice of Turtle," Piccadilly (7).

"Winslow Boy," Lyric (66).

"Worms View," Whitehall (17).

'DUBARRY' IN TRYOUT

LOOKS BRITISH CLICK
London, Aug. 26.

New version of "The Dubarry,'

presented by newcomer to show biz,

Arthur Lane, and for which Irene

Manning and John Hendrjk have
been imported from America to star,

looks certain click.

Show opened Palace, Manche.'tter,

last week, with Harry Slingsby,

show booker, for Moss Empires' pro-

vincial spots, spotting it second
night and immediately signing it for

10 weeks tour. In all, "Dubarry"
will play 17 weeks out of town, com-
ing to London's West End probably
as Christmas attraction.

Pascal Sets 'Assisi' For

Italy as 1st Indie Pic;

2 Shaw Plays to Follow
London, Aug. 26.

Gabriel Pascal, stepping out as an
indie producer, has lined up three

pictures, with the first one ready for

shooting in early December. Latter

is "St. Francis of Assisi," which will

be made at Tirenia Studios, Italy,

with Cyril Cusack starring and an
all-Irish cast. August Genina will

direct and Frank Dermot, stage di-

'rector of the Abbey theatre, Dublin,
will be director of dialog specially

written by Bernard Shaw.

Two others will be Shaw plays,
"Androcles and the Lion" and "Saint
Joan," both of which Pascal will pro-
duce and direct. All three are
scheduled for completion within a
year. Meanwhile, Pascal's film com-
pany in Ireland, which he founded
with $400,000 plus additional back-
ing, is expected to have its own stu-
dios ready in about two years.

Six French Majors In

Financing Combine
Six major producers in France

have organized a combine to*reha-
bilitate native industry through ade-
quate financing and expansion of

foreign outlets, according to I. E.

Loperf, prexy of Lopert Films, who
returned from Paris last week. New
organization, known as La Co-Pro-
duction, includes Gaumont, Pathe
and Film Sonor, arid has an initial

capital of 300,000,000 francs ($2,800,-

000).

Coin will suffice for about 15 pic-

tures annually to be produced by
combine members or indies who will

put up part of the production money.
Combine hopes to buck skyrocketing
production costs in France by a unit-

ed front against black marketeers
and high cost talent. Lopert's deal
with combine gives him first option

of all of their pictures for firstrun

release in the U. S.

MEX CENSOR EXPLAINS

NEWSREEL SERMON CUT
Mexico City, Aug. 26.

Queries raised about -alleged
mutilation by the pic censors of the
sequence in a Mexican newsreel of
Jose Mujica, who quit as an opera
singer-pic actor in his native Mex-
ico to become a monk in Peru, were
answered by Antonio Castro Leal,
head film censor.

Sequence was cut just as Mujica
(Friar Jose Francisco Guadalupe)
was about to' start his sermon. Cen-
sor claimed this- was not mutilation
of the sequence, but obeying Mex-
ican law which bans sermons from
the screens.

Arg. Broadcasters Gird Vs. Peron

Plans for Govt-Operated Web

Switch on Metro Spanish

Dubbing to Mexico Seen
Mexico City, Aug. 26.

Mexico will be the center of

Metro's dubbing in Spanish if re-

ported dickering it is doing with
the Picture Production Workers
Union (STPC) materializes. If deal
comes to pass, dubbing unit will be
switched here from N. Y.

STPC, formed three years ago
when six locals, dominated by the
players, bolted the National Cine-
matographic Induslry Workers
Union (STIC), Mexico's pioneer pic

labor organization, has many mem-
bers, it claims, who can do M-G's
dubbing.

Mex Film Studios Have

Third Roof Crash in Year
Mexico City, Aug. 26,

Tepeyac pic studios here, owned
and operated by, Theodore and Al-
fred Gildred, who also run an impor-
tant cinema circuit, have halted pro-
duction due to the accidental crash
of a stage roof. Crash gravely inr
jured two workmen. Fall was the
third of the kind at the Tepeyac
studios within a year. Three work-
men-were killed and 10 others in-
jured in the previous roof crash that
halted work at the plant for some
time. x . .

Gildreds and the police are prob-
ing whether these roof crashes are
rer^'v accidental or the result of the
sabotage.

Horror 'City'
Buenos Aires, Aug." 19.

"Open City," the Italian picture,
opened ,at the Ambassador Aug. 15
and looks to repeat the success it's

had elsewhere. The municipal au-
thorities Have insisted on the picture
being advertised as "including hor-
ror scenes" with a warning to the
impressionable to give it a wide
berth.

Local entertainment director
Bolognesi is reported to be only too
pleased if he could keep audiences
away .from the picture.

Montevideo, Aug. 20.

A very tense atmosphere has pre-

vailed in the Argentine radio in-

dustry in the last weeks, following

the confab held by the Broad-

casters Assn. to map out a course of

action to counter Government and
Congress. Latter were getting set to

rush through radio legislation which
would tax the commercial outlets to

finance a government-operated web
operated on a semi-commercial
basis, in competition with the pri-

vate broadcasters, who would thus

foot the bill both ways.

Broadcasters' Assn. worked out a

scheme of its own, involving trans-

fer of some of the superfluous out-

lets from Buenos Aires to outlying

provinces, and re-allocating conces-

sions to insure sufficient outlets in

each major market to cover net-

work affiliations for four major
webs, one of them government-op-
erated, but minus the commercial
slant. Previously there has been
somewhat uneven distribution of

outlets in the country, and some
markets have ho outlets of their

own. Other localities have too many
broadcasting stations, and in some
cases all of these were controlled by
one major Buenos Aires network,
denying the other webs a voice in

the district.

The Belgrano network, which has
made a practice of absorbing local

stations in the interior of the coun-
try, was not represented at the
Broadcasters'. powwows, due to the
fact that the web is still under gov-
ernment intervention. There has
been no confirmation of the rumors
that Jaime ' Yankelevich has sold

out his holdings in Belgrano to pow-
erful financial interests closely ai-

led to the Peron entourage. There
seems to be little chince, however,
of the Yankelevich interests recov-
ering their hold on Argentine radio
matters.
The Posts and Telegraphs Admin-

sttration "has cancelled the license

of LR2 Radio Argentina, a Buenos
Aires outlet, and that of La Voz
del Aire of Panana, Entre Rios.

Although the licenses to operate
these stations had been awarded in

1943 to Alfredo Schroeder, the in-

vestigation into Radio Belgrano's
affairs- disclosed that both these
other airers were under Yanke-
levich's control, and that Schroeder
merely acted as a cover.

The postal authorities have never
favored the outright purchase of
provincial stations by the big webs,
but the Belgrano and Splendid net-

works 'werif~~air out in "buying up
stations all over the country. Mundo
has always followed a policy of
merely leasing time from affiliated

stations, seeking only one outlet in
each market.

Mundo Upsets Cart
When at last the Broadcasters

Assn. had agreed on the outline of
the scheme to be set before Con-
gress as the ideal broadcasting sys-
tem, the fur began to fly when
Mundo was refused representation
on the committee appointed to dis-
cuss the blueprint with Congress-
men. Other broadcasters charged
that if Mundo reps were included
the broadcasters' plan was doomed
to failure, because the web. was so
unpopular in official circles that
anything it approved would auto-
matically earn the black marks of
the ruling powers.

This so irked the major network
that it accepted the challenge im-
plied and resigned from the associ-
ation, and is understood to have
approached Congress and the in-
terested Cabinet members with a
radio scheme of its own. The Mundo
reps on the association's governing
board explained that Mundo had de-
liberately refrained from integrat-
ing many committees set up to
undertake to deal with government
tycoons, in an effort to avoid giving
any impression of dominating the
association by virtue of its position
as the only network with a definite
concession. This "hands off" attitude
had given the web's competitors
plenty of chances to sabotage
Mundo's position in government
circles.

The lack of unity among broad-
casters now means that there are
four plans to be considered when
at last Congress gets down to dis-
cussing radio legislation: one drawn
up by Administrator of Posts and
Telegraphs Nicolini; one drawn by
National Deputy Sustaita Seeber;
the Broadcasting Assn.'s plan and
another authored by Radio El
Mundo.. All these plans may come
up aginst a. stone wall if a current
Cabinet crisis resolves itself into' a

virtual military dictatorship taking
over the reins in Argentina. Gen-
eral Peron and his former buddy
General Velazco, who was Chief
of Police until a month or so ago,
are jockeying for control and if

Velazco gains the upper hand, the
chances are that Argentine radio will
be nationalized.

While the confabs and the behind-
scene battles go on, the postal ty-
coons are lining up the major gov-
ernment network. The slamming
down on Radios Argentina and Voz
del Aire means that there are now
seven of the contry's outlets tempor-
arily shuttered because of their con-
nection with Radio Belgrano, but
slated to be turned over to the
official network, giving it affiliates

in Entre Rios, Tucuman, Santiago
del Estero and San Luis.

The Argentine networks are con-
demned to relaying more govern-
ment spiels every day and as their
best programs are cut into for this,

listeners on the Argentine, side of

the River Plate are tuning to this

Uruguayan side. Apart from the at-

tention Radio Ariel has been getting
through the commentaries by a
mysterious but very effective news-
caster, obviously an Argentine, Ra-
dio Carve is now getting into the
swim and has signed up Argentina's
star radio comedienne Nini Mar-
shall, for broadcasts from Monte-
video In September and October.
Miss Marshall will be on the first

lap of her journey to Cuba fur the
inauguration of CMQ's new studios.

She has been banned from Argen-
tine mikes since the Peron takeover.

So far she resisted all offers to

broadcast from other countries, in the

hope of getting the- ban lifted. Her
pull is so great that Argentine list-

eners will certainly try to tune in

on her from Uruguay—unless the Ar-
gentine goverment jams her broad-
casts, as it used to do during the

election period when Argentine op-
position politicos tried airing their

views from Uruguayan wave lengths.

Jap Premier Mulls State

Theatres Setup to Bring

World Classics to Nips
Tokyo, Aug. 26.

. A chain of state-owned theatres,

which would bring world dramatic

classics to the Japanese people and
would also offer outstanding music
and motion, pictures has been, sug-

gested by Premier Katayama. Kata-
yama is trying to revive the prewar
plan of Kichizo Nakamura.

In a nationwide radio speech the

other day, Katayama said in part:

"I am thinking that things should/
be so adjusted that the public can
freely listen to good music at con-
certs, or go to the theatre or movies.
For this purpose we need State

Theatres. I am personally thinking
of putting my idea into practice if

finances permit.

"Such State Theatres should be
open to home folks so that the artis-

tic level of the general public can.be
elevated. The repertoire should in-

clude Ibsen, Strindberg, Gorky; and
religious plays, too. In a word, the
repertoire should be rich and should
give something to the people upon
which to think and reflect.

"For this purpose I suggest that

the State Theatre put world classics

on the stage so that the public can
have a chance to study the thoughts
underlying them."

LITTLER GOING AHEAD

WITH 'FINIAN'S/ 'SONS'
London, Aug. 26.

Treasury has told Emile Little to

go ahead with his "All My Sons" and
"Finian's Rainbow" productions, gov-
ernment's troubled financial situa-

tion notwithstanding.
• "Finian's" is jn active rehearsal
now, with opening set for Oct. 11 at

the Palace. Show will open cold, in-

stead of the three weeks preliminary
tryout in the provinces as originally
planned. Cast is 95% British, with
Arthur Sinclair playing Finian.

MEX CAPITAL HIKED
Mexico City. Aug. 26.

Capital of the pic industry's own
bank, the Banco Cinematographico,
Jose L. Campo, manager, has been
hiked to $2,000,000, with government
aid, so as to enable to increase its

financing of prdd-ucers. Bank's
formei1 capital was ^800,000.
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Union's Attitude Balks Argentine

Studio Combine; Other Pix Notes
Buenos Aires, Aug. 19. •

Absorption by Emelco of Lumiton

as well as Pampa studios has very

probably been stymied by opposi-

tion from the union of Argentine

film workers, AGICA, which has

opposed the merger on the grounds

that it tends to create a monopoly

and would thus adversely affect

•wages and working conditions, by

the elimination of competition.

The AGICA strike has been affect-

ihg all studios for close on two

months, but .has been particularly

annoying in the case of Emelco,

which has Only converted to major
production in the course of this

year. The strike has been more in

the nature of a go slow movement
and has stymied work on many lots.

Emelco should confirm the Lumi-
ton purchase on Aug. 28, but it is

now understood that in view of the

AGICA attitude it has decided to

cancel the deal and Lumiton will

continue under the direction of

Cesar J. Guerrico, as formerly.

With- the arrival of Dolores del

Rio in Buenos Aires early this week,

the Mexican contingent will soon

be swamping the Argentine sets.

Arturo de Cordova has started work
at- Argentina Sono Film, teamed
with Zully Moreno (Mrs. Luis Cesar
Amador! ) under Amadori's direc-

tion. Miss del Rio is slated to make
"Lady Windermere's Fan" for the

lame studio in September, with Luis
Saslavsky directing.

There is talk of Bob Hope revisit-

ing Buenos ' Aires in 1948, with a

Paramount camera crew along, to

shoot scenes for a picture with Ar-
gentina as a background.

San Miguel Studios is dickering

with Italian legit actress Emma
Gramatica., currently in Buenos
Aires, for one pic by the vet actress

to be shot in B. A.

AAA Artistas Argentinos Asocia-
dos) is waiting for EMELCO to va-

cate the Baires studios which it

leased for two years, to start shoot-

ing a comedy scripted by Samuel
Eichelbaum. "Un Tal Servando
Gomez." AAA is now dickering with
authors Olivari and Pondal Rios for

purchase of a story which would be
sock material for Enrique Muino, of

"La Guerra Gaucha" fame.

Guaranteed Pictures, formerly a

distribution unit, and now about to

launch into the production end, is

dickering wth Ricardo Rojas, noted
Argentine historian, for the pur-
chase of the film rights to his book
on the Argentine liberator, General
San Martin, called "Saint with a
Sword." The story exhibs say, has
tremendous screen possibilities and
other studios have so far fought shy
of it because it would take too high
a budget.

A new company called Rio de La
Plata Film is building a studio with
two sets on the city outskirts, with
the idea of leasing them to inde-
pendent producers.

Tita Mcrello and Luis Sandrini
are back from completing their

Mexican film chores, are due to start

working at Sono Film's studios in

September.

COMMISSION SET UP TO

AID MEX PIC INDUSTRY
Mexico City, Aug. 26.

Mexican film trade is pinning big

hopes on the National Cinemato-
graphic Commission, organized by
the trade and government and which
has absorbed the Super Cinemato-
graphic Council. Latter tried to do
much for the biz but found its scope

too limited. Commission was cre-

ated by decree of President Miguel
Aleman and its announced object is

to "seek the betterment and develop-

ment of the national cinematographic
industry."

"Commission is composed of

Antonio Castro. Leal, chief pic cen-

sor, chairman; Tomas Sanchez Cuen,

pic banking-financing expert; Celes-

tino Gorostiza, stage-screen dramat-

ist; Gabriel Figueroa, Mexican
Oscar-winner cameraman; Jose
Gomez Robleda, author; Jose L.

Campo, manager of the trade's own.

bank, the Banco Cinematografico;

Adolfo Fernandez Bustamante, sec.

gen. of the Picture Production

Workers Union (STPC), and Andres
Henestrosa, author.

Bermuda Hotels Deal
Anglo-American syndicate, headed

by Sir William Stephenson, Canadian
financier, and including Pan-Amer-
ican Airways, has bought out three
class "hotels and a golf club in

Bermuda from the Furness Withy
London shipping line. Deal involved
the Bermudian, St. George and Cas-
tle Harbor hotels, and Mid-Ocean
Golf Club.

' Sale was made to provide a

source of American dollars to Eng-
land from U. S. tourists in Bermuda.
Only one hotel, the St. George, is

currently operating, with others
shuttered since the end of the war.

Shanghai Niteries Hot, Pay Low;

10-Pc. Band Draws $625 Monthly

German Studios

In Mutual Aid

LONDON 'TURTLE' FOLD

AFTER ONLY 8 WEEKS
London. Aug. 26.

Gilbert Miller's decision to close

John van Druten's "The Voice of the

Turtle" Saturday (30>, after only

an eight-week run at the Piccadilly,

was reported likely to cause trouble

with Wendell Corey and Audrey
Christie, two of the three-people

cast. Claim was. they were boo'.-cd

for 13 weeks minimum, and are en-

titled to two weeks', salary, as play

! closed afier 11 weeks (including

By HAL P. MILLS
Shanghai, Aug. 6.

Ever hear of a bandleader drag-
ging down $25,000,(K)0 for a singl*.

month's -labor for his 10-man band?
Well, it. happens, in China every,
month. But there's a catch. The
$25,000,000 is in Chinese national

currency, and the total in American
dollars at the prevailing rate of ex-
change is about $625. In other words,
the boys who make music while
Shanghai dances are just about the
lowest paid in the world.
A handful of the boys are Amer-

icans, both white and colored.

Others are Filipinos. Russians. Hun-
garians and Central Europeans.

Quebec Minister Sees Red

in CIO Film; Warns 16m

Pix Will Be Closely Ogled
Montreal, Aug. 26.

Quebec's Prime Minister Maurice
DUplessis, speaking at Three Rivers

last Wednesday (20), issued stern

warning that from now on the pix

censor law will be applied in full

Vigor in control of the showing of

16m films.

Hitherto, said the Premier, there

has been a leniency in the matter of

this film and advantage has been
taken of that leniency to spread

Communist propaganda in the prov-

ince. The Government, whatever it

may be accused of. would not be
charged with weakness in the mat-
ter of protecting the young genera-

tion against this insidious propa-

ganda, added Duplessis.

The Premier said that only a few
days ago at Quebec City he and sev-

eral of his colleagues had seen a
preview of a film being distributed

in the U. S. and now coming into

Canada, which was sponsored by the

CIO and which preached Commu-
nism and disorder. The people will

be protected against such films, said

the Premier.

Washington, Aug. 26.

New type of service to bring
foreign exchange into Germany has
been undertaken by the Bavarian
Film Studios at Munich. Military
Government has just announced.
Idea is to lease equipment and tech-
nicians and even some actors to

other European film companies
which are not properly set up. First

real by Bavarian has been made
with Praesens Film Co., of Zurich.

Bavarian will' supply Praesens
with some equipment, technicians,

actors and other services to make
a picture on- the. Uited Nations dis-

placed children. Part of the film will

be shot in Bavaria.

U. S. Army spokesmen said
Bavarian can supply facilities, in-

cluding laboratory and cutting, serv-
ices, to two or three outside com-
panies simultaneously without inter-

fering with its own production of
pix. *

three. in the provinces). Miller rep- Kingpin of the Yanks is Bob Hill,

maestro of the Canidrome Ballroom
band. Hill is an oldtimer in these
parts and spent several, seasons in

a Jap internment camp in Shanghai
during the late fracas. . He has just

returned from a sojourn in America.

I
Last month the musicians, who

I are strongly unionized, won a nine-
nel Broadway role, was near capac- day strike and an increase in pay.

resentative said producer was com
playing with British Equity run-of-

play ruling. Amicable arrangement
has been reached on the matter,

however.
"*

Show, produced by Miller here in

association with Alfred de Lia.sre,

Jr., with Margaret Sullavan in or.gi-

!

ity the first two weeks, then taking

a nosedive. Critics were lukewarm.
Persistent heatwave, a general biz

slump and an overlarge theatre were

Del Rio's Prizewinner

Sat for BA Preem With

The average monthly pay per man
is about $3,000,000: Theoretically
one can buy an American dollar for
SI 2.000. Chinese national currency.

other discouraging factors. Miller's The generally accepted black mar-
loss to date is around $20,000.

U.S. Pix Distribs Expect

Mex Labor Settlement In

Spite of High Pay Demands
Mexico City. Aug. 26.

Hope of peace, for another two
years at least, is now entertained by
the 10 U. S. pix distributors operat-

ing in Mexico and the 15 distributors

of Mexican films and those of coun-
tries other than the U. S.-British,

Argentinian, French and Spanish.

Even though they face pay hike de-

. ». _ , , mands from their help, members of

Pic s Star m Personal Loca >

.
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the

t
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at°-

graphic Industry Workers Union
Buenos Aires, Aug. 19.

Cinematografica Inter-Americana
is all set to preem "La Otra," Mexican
production which won an award at

the Brussels exhibition, and which
stars Dolores del Rio, who is already
in Buenos Aires for picture work.
The preem is slated for Aug. 28 at

the Gran Cine Libertador. with the
star expected to attend in person.
Inter-Americana is running a con-
test to pick the best poster bally-

hooing another Mexican psoduction
starring Maria . Eelix

(STIC), of from 54% to "70%.

Optimism is based on progress of

talks the distribs and their lawyers
are having with STIC reps, under
auspices of the Labor Ministry.

General opinion among the distribs

is that, though a strike faces them
Sept. 8 ("expiration of the term the

union allowed for a getting together

on r « e coin for its members), there

will be a settlement, based upon a

moderate wage lift, perhaps as small
as 10%-15«;.

However, -the- -help—nixed -such a

United Artists distribs in Buenos !
hike in 1945. when they demanded

British Unions Submit

Plan for More Prod.
London, Aug. 26.

Film industry's Employee Council,

comprising the major show biz trade
unions, have submitted a plan to
the government and the British
Film Producers Assn. which would
'provide for more British films. Sug-
gestions include full use of American-
owned or controlled studios which,
with few exceptions, are not oper-
ating, concentration on medium-
priced films without sacrificing qual-"'
ity, and more efficient use of exist-
ing studio space and equipment.
Unions underwriting plan include

Equity Musicians' Union, Film Art-
ists Assn.. National Assn. of Theat-
rical & Kine- Employees, Electrical
Trade Union and Assn. of Cine-
Technicians.

Us Novak Due in N. Y.

U.S. Technical Products

Magnet to World Exhibs
The foreign buyers, seeking new

theatre equipment, look on the U. S.

as the miracle country of the world,

according to Eugene S. Gregg, gen-

eral manager of the Westrex Corp.,

who just got back from a three-

month round-the-globe trip. He vis-

ited Western Electric headquarters

in London, Basle, Paris, Bombay,
Cairo, Calcutta. Singapore, Sydney
and Wellington before returning

home.
Gregg found business men in all

lines of industry anxious to visit

America as a result of their interest

in U. S. technical developments dur-

ing and since the war. He discovered

that there is big demand for all types

of American equipment in all coun-

tries he visited. However, currency

controls and import restrictions are

making it hard for exhibitors, pro-

ducers and others to make pur-

chases. While on his global trek,

Gregg attended the meeting of the

International Chamber of Commerce
in Switzerland as delegate from the

U. S.

Aires have inked a deal with Sur
studios to distribute their produc-
tions throughout Latin and Central
America, starting with "Behold the
Lilies of the Field" ("Mirad 16s

Lirios del Campo"). UA also .dis-

tribute Rank's pix in Argentina.
"Caesar and Cleopatra" has been
doing sock business at the Gran Cine
Opera and contrary to expectations
held out for three weeks, making
way for "Green Pastures," a local

production.

All the central firstrun theatres
have preemed local productions si-

multaneously this week. This is

their only safeguard against the fa-

mous protectionist decree. If all ex-
hibit local pix simultaneously, there
can be no unfair competition
amongst them.

Famous Players Can. In

Extra Stock Dividend
Toronto, Aug. 26.

Because of the highest earnings
in the history of Famous Players
Canadian Ltd.. president J. J. Fitz-

gibbons has declared an extra di-

vidend . of 50c pins the regular

a 50% pay boost, and called a strike,

which was settled with wage in-

creases of 20% -35%.
Rumors of a big split between

STIC and the major U. S. pic dis-

tributors, a split so bad that it

could add up to the Americans quit-

ting Mexico, were denied in paid

newspaper ads signed by STIC and
UA, Par.. Col., RKO, 20th-Fox,

M-G-M, U-I and WB. STIC and
these distribs said in the ads that

the public must heed only announce-
ments either the union or the dis-

tributors issue.

k-.i rate presently hovers around
$40,000.

During the golden era just after
V-J Day, the jive boys demanded
and received as hi^li as $25 Ameri-
can money per night. They cannot
earn that much in a full week now.
The Filipinos and Russians stick

to the larger units and the big hall-
rooms, but the Central Europeans
cling to the small night clubs, where
tips are good.

Chinese Like V. S. Jive
The Chinese public likes Ameri-

can music and loves to dance to the
music of a white American band, it

being a pleasing thought to them
that white men toil while yellow
men enjoy themselves.
Despite low pay, the standard of

music is high. The city boasts such
sterling bandleaders as Pomping
Vila at the Mandarin Club, one of
the most expensive night clubs in

the world; Walter Joachim at the
Silk Hat; George Roth at the popu-
lar French Club: Olaf Lundstrom at
the Pacific Ballroom; Zosimo Arnnas
at the Yangtszr Ballroom, and Tony
Diaz at the Majestic Ballroom.
Two Flipino leaders, Don Jo>e and

Jose Contreras, who spent months
in jail here for allegedly collabo-
rating with the Japs, are now free
and back on their jobs, Contreras
at the New Zealand ballroom and
Don Joe at the Lido Ballroom.

'ROOMS' AVAILABLE IN

LONDON; 'GIRL' DUBIOUS

London, Aug. 26.
Harry Novak, head of Universal ; ports in Mexico and the U. S.

Mex Gaming Talk Nix
Mexico City, Aug. 19.

Horse racing, "jai-lai" (handball)

and the national lottery are and

will continue to be the only legalized

forms of gambling in Mexico, Hec-

tor Perez Martinez. Secretary of the

Interior, announced. This nixes re-

that

m Paris, sails for New York Sept. 4
on the Queen Mary on company
business, combined with a holiday.
Looks, however,, that Ben Henry,

head of U in England, won't be able
to romp over this .fall because o£ the
critical British film situation.

the Mexican government would

franchise swanky casinos and other

gaming halls along the U. S. border,

backed by American millionaires. •

Local 'police are systematically

raiding gambling spots ' here, mos'.

housed in lavish mansions.

Vienna. Aug. 16.

Authors and composers abroad,
regardless of their nationality, must
obtain special permit from the Aus-
trian National bank to receive their

royalties here in foreign currency.
Bank management added in its

latest flier that owing to the scarcity

of foreign exchange and the neces-
sity of buying raw material and
food for the Auslrians, only a very
small amount can be set aside for

this purpose. No objection is raised

quarterly payment* of 20c. a share to
' >f Austrian schillings on special

account are accepted.

London, Aug. 26.

"The Girl Who Couldn't Quite,"
opening at the St. Martin's Aug. 20,

is an amateurish uninspiring comedy
of faith-healing hobo, starring Clif-

ford Mollison in a departure from
his usual light comedy role. Though
wc.'l received, wiih few audible clis-

sen-ions, it's most unlikely to suc-
ceed.

"Separate Rooms" opened Aug. 21,

starring Fnnoes Day with Hal
• . ,. Thompson and Bonar Colleano.

Un AUStrian KOVaitieS fe'the American play first

seen on Broadway in 1940. It's pre-

Special Permit Decreed

be made Sept. 20. The bonus makes
a total of $1.20 a share for- the nine
months of 1947 and reasonably as-

sures earnings of $1.40 for the cur-

rent 12-month period.

The 1946 profils reached a new
record of $2,834,957, or $1.63 a share,

but the immediate 5()c. bonus is

warranted despite the fact that FPC
has 22 new theatres now under con-
struction across Canada, according ' —the Normandie. Olympia and Mou
to Fitzgibbons. While paid attend- i

lin-Rouge.

ance at the company's nearly 250
|

Paul Graetz. producer of the film

trans-Canada houses shows a slight : for worldwide distribution by Uni-

decline for the first six months of
j

versal-International, arrived in Paris

'47 over the corresponding period i from New York Sunday ( 23 > to at-

last year, it is anticipated that the j
end the Paris opening. American

large backlog of A productions on 1 preem of the picture i,s slated ror this

hand will at I rati a heavier attend- j fall. Novelist Elliott Paul has writ-

ance during the final of this year. 1 ten the English titles.

Diable's' Triple Preem
Paris. Aug. 26.

"Le Diable au Corp," one of the

prize-winning films at the Brussels
Film Festival recently, will preem
Sept. '3 simultaneously at three of

the leading firstrun theatres in Paris

sented by Leigh Stafford, who or-
iginally came here as the vaudeville
team of Stafford and Louise and is

now identified with Marion Davis in

theatrical ventures. Directed by
Joel O'Brien.

Although press criticisms on play
were divided, reception at opening
was tumultuous with Miss Day genu-
inely accorded speech, being pleas-

ant in lead. Daphne Baker, of nitory

team of Jack and Daphne Barker,
who took up part of Stackhouse's
.stooge, in place of offer to play the
Blue Angel, New York, filled the
niche admirably. Drew big show biz

premiere, including Stewart Gran-
ger. Val Parnell, Harry Foster and
Henry Sherck.

Dunham in Mex Nitery
Mexico City. Aug. 19.

Katherine Dunham, who had a

boff season here in the spring at

the Teatro Iris, followed by a run
at the government-owned Palace of
Fine Arts, opens a two-week engage-
ment with her troupe at Cirois. Aug.
22. Nitery booking is for two
weeks, two-a-night.
Dancer is then scheduled to go to

Hollywood to appear in the film

"Casbah" for Universal
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Carpenters Union Makes Peace Move

But Charges Unfair Play to IATSE
posal, even expressing willingness to

go over the head of Hutcheson, car-
penters' chief.

Summing up his testimony, Father
Dunne expressed the belief that the
producers must revamp their labor
policy and added:

"The name of Nicholas Schenck
figures largely in any discussion of

policy, and there is a common feel-

ing that Schenck calls the tune in

Hollywood."

Hollywood, Aug. 26.

Congressional hearing of Holly-,

wood labor trouble heard its first

peace solution yesterday (25) when
Joseph Cambiano, general rep of

William Hutcheson, carpenters union

prexy, recommended that interna-

tional heads of all unions negotiate

a master contract for all studio

crafts. This peace offer, however,
was accompanied by a statement

that the International Alliance of

Theatrical Stage Employees was go-

ing before the National Labor Rela-

tions Board to be named collective

bargaining agency for studio work-
ers. Campiano asked Rep. Carroll

D. Kearns, conducting the hearings:

"Do you think that is giving your
committee a square deal?"

Cambiano said he saw no reason
why his plan. wasn't feasible, pointing

out that it has already been done in

case of two master contracts cover-
ing the building trades in Califor-
nia. While Cambiano was testifying,

Richard Walsh, IATSE prexy, arriv-

ing at hearing for the first time,

and Roy M. Brewer, local interna-
tional representative of IA, agreed
to study Kearns' suggestion, made
Friday, that representatives of stu-

dio management and studio unions
meet to settle dispute.

At opening of session- Herb Sor-
relt, CSU head, presented a letter

agreeing to Kearns' proposal, as-

suring him that CSU members "will
cooperate in any practical program
fof putting it into practice." Irving
McCann, counsel for the committee,
still insisted that presence of Hut-
cheson is necessary to hearing. He
exacted a promise from Carbiano. to

call international headquarters of

carpenters in Indianapolis, point out
how essential committee considers
Hutcheson's appearance.

No Strike Called

Although it has been mentioned
before, testimony emphasized car-
penter's stand that current labor
trouble is a lockout, not a strike.

James Skelton, business agent for
carpenters, testified union has never
called strike, charged that producers
deliberately made use of "hot sets"

to discharge all carpenters. Numer-
ous witnesses called by Zach. La-
mar 'Cobb, representing individual

carpenters thrown out of work by
dispute, gave detailed corroboration
of this charge.

It was testified that carpenters
working on location, on other work
not involved in jurisdictional row.
were called in, assigned to "hot set"

work which it was known they
would refuse to do. Brief filed by In-

ternational Union of Operating Engi-
neers set forth that even a settlement
of dispute between the CSU and the I paying the tax on a negative or lav-

IA would leave them in the middle. ender sent in and, hence, on the new
They said they have been forced to I prints themselves
affiliate with one union and another

'

"according to which of the powerful
groups was in control at the time."

Father George II. Dunne, a Jesuit
priest and an associate professor of
political science at Loyola Univ.,
caused a momentary detour in the
Congressional investigation during

|

the Friday session by suggesting that

Nicholas Schenck be called to Hol-
lywood to tell what he knows about
the studio labor wrangles.

"War Hof Destruction"

Father Dunne began his testimony
by detailing his activities in connec-
tion with studio labor troubles from
the time he started his own investi-
gation to round up facts for a maga-
zine article. As a result of his
studies he laid the responsibility for
the jurisdictional disputes largely in

the laps of the IATSE and the pro-
ducers. Recalling his attempts to
enlist Roy Brewer, IATSE, in a

Studio Delays Scully
Hollywood, Aug. 26.

William A Scully, veepee in

charge of sales at Universal-Inter-
national, is remaining at- the studio
another week after winding up a
series of sales confabs. He stays for
further conferences with studio top-
pers on upcoming product.

Those who have returned to their

offices are F. J. A. McCarthy, Fred
Myers, E. T. Gomersall, A. J. Keefe,
Charles J. Feldman and Barney
Rose.

Brit. Tax Hits

Negs, Color Mats
Effect of the British tax situation,

already the industry's number one
problem, cut deeper this week when
the British government ruled that all

negatives and Technicolor matrices

shipped into the country after the

75% ad valorem bite was declared

would be subject to the confiscatory

tax. Distribs must pay the levy, lat-

est government ukase holds, on. new
matter sent into the island, regard-

less of whether one" or more prints

were in Britain before the tax was
declared.

Decision is a serious blow to in-

dustry hopes, according to foreign

dept. toppers. It vitally affects Tech-
nicolor features, since it's been the

practice of the companies to first for-

ward a sample print, which is regis-

tered under British law, and then

follow through weeks later with the

^processing matrics. Number of

Techni pix fall into the category,

and therefore won't be shown in

British theatres.

Clarifying ruling works against

the tinted films, because British labs

can only strike off prints from the

matrics themselves. Since any print

derived from the matrice falls into

the tax bracket, sample prints serve

no useful purpose so far as the ad
valorem bite is concerned. •

Paramount and Universal are defi-

nitely hit by the ruling, and it's un-

derstood that most other majors will

take an equal licking. Par lost out

with "Unconquered," since its world I

preem in London was erased on the
j

expectation of the government de-

cision. U is also affected, a company
official said, but refused to disclose !

what features were hit.

Black-and-white pix also fall un-

der the new ruling so far as nega-

tives are concerned. Unless a major
has a negative in its London office,

company won't be able to supple-

ment its supply of prints without

ATA-MPTOA Still Up in the Air

On Officers for Merged Group

HELICOPTER LENSING

COPS H'WOOD CHEERS
Hollywood, Aug. 26.

Scenes filmed by helicopter cam-
era for "Your Red Wagon" have met
with enthusiastic response by John
Houseman, and Nicholas Ray, pro-
ducer and director, respectively, of
the RKO film which utilized this

means of aerial photography for the
first time.

Flying camera permits spectacular
footage otherwise impossible to ob-
tain. After glimming rushes of film

taken last week, studio execs have
decided to make extensive use of

such lensing procedure in the fu-

ture.

One of the most spectacular se-

quence shots had the camera follow-

ing players down a hill, across the

field,' gliding down from a 25 foot

elevation to three feet above the ac-

tors for an important piece of busi-

ness. Method permits faster camera
work with greater effect than stand-
ard camera.

Gassner Winds Up at Col.

Failing to reach satisfactory terms
for a new pact, John Gassner will

wind up his three years' post as play
editor for Columbia Pictures on
Sept. 13. With departure of Ga&ner,
Columbia is dissolving its separate
office for theatre activities and will
merge its play department with the
eastern story department headed by
Janet Wood.
Thomas G. Ratcliffe. Jr., assistant

to Gassner, will remain as Miss
Wood's assistant. Gassner may short-
ly open offices as an indie legit pro-
ducer.

Cohan Into Buchanan's

Publicity Spot at UA
Hollywood, Aug. 26.

Cecil Cohan, head of local United
Artists' foreign department, is ad-
ministering affairs of the publicity

department, which was left without
a top by sudden departure of Barry
Buchanan.
Cohan will keep department func-

tioning until a permanent publicity
chief is named.

Pix Stocks Near

Lows for Year
Still weighted down by the cloud

of the British tax setup, picture
company stocks sagged again last

Monday (25), as the whole stock
market retreated, but yesterday's
(Tues.) market, picture shares re-
gained virtually all they had lost in

Monday's session still being near the
year's lows. Universal dipped 12</2 c

to a new depth. Warner Bros, slipped
fractionally in late trades.

Because previously they have
]

shown little ability to stage much of

a comeback, selling in film issues

Monday pushed Paramount common
|

down to a quarter of a point of its

1947 low while. Universal common
equalled, its previous low point.

Other stocks managed to hold up
better in Monday's dip but all were
gear lowest prices for this year.

In Monday's market, Columbia
Pictures common dipped 25c; Loew's
common was down 50c to within a

point of its low; RKO, off 37M>c,

within a point of 1947 low; and 20th-

Fox and Warner Bros., both off

(Continued on page 22)

Briefs From the Lots

peace move, he continued;
.

"Brewer told me he did not think
peace was possible as long as the
CSU existed—that it was a war of

destruction between IATSE and
CSU."

Father Dunne testified that he had
been subjected to pressure, embar-
rassment and a "smear" campaign as
a result of his efforts to bring about
peace in the Hollywood labor situa-
tion. On March 9, '47, he said, in a

speech^at the Olympic Auditorium,
he advanced proposals to settle the
strike by going back to the 1945
award and starting from there. His
proposal was that the producers, the
IATSE and the CSU take steps to
set up "on the-spot" machinery for
arbitration, with somebody un

British Tax Brings UA

Prods. Into N.Y. This Wk.
British tax situation and other

matters brought a trio of United

Artists producers into New York
from the Coast this week. They are

Benedict Bogeaus, Carl Leserman,

who reps Bogeaus and also partici-

pates in production of "Hopalong

Cassidy" westerns, and David Loew,

of Enterprise.
. ... . »

Bogeaus and Leserman met Mon-
day (25) with UA prexy Grad Sears

and other indie reps in Sears' office

on the British tax. Bogeaus is on

the exec committee of Society of

Motion Picture Producers. Loew
was in on setting a New York thea-

tre date for "Body and Soul."

All three of the indies return to Hol-

lywood-at the end of this Week.

Hollywood, Aug. 26.

Charles Grapewin signed for "En-
chanted Valley," a Cinecolor picture

to be produced by Jack Schwarz...
Joan Barton drew one of the leads

in "Mary Lou," Columbia musical
...Richard Berger's next production
at RKO will be "Pittsburgh Es-

capade," following completion of his

current film, "Rachel" . . . Harry
Shipmah's story, "Texas Sandman,"
was assigned to Colbert Clark's pro-
duction program at Columbia...
Elaine Riley signed for the femme
lead in William Boyd's current
"Hopalong Cassidy" picture, re-

placing Dorinda Clifton who is ill

....Producing Artists' first produc-
tion, "Prelude to Night." got under
way at Motion Picture Center with
Louis Hayward, Sidney Greenstreet,
Diana Lynn and Zachary Scott co-
starring and Arthur Lyons as pro-
ducer,

Lloyd Bacon will direct "The
Flapper Age," Technicolor musical
which Fred Kohlmar will produce
for 20th-Fox, starting in three weeks
...Edith Barrett, away from the

screen for five years, returns to

play in "Prelude to Night". .. Sheila

Graham will portray herself as a
radio commentator in the Barney
Gerard film, "Jiggs and Maggie in

Society". .. Nacho Gallindo signed as

the 14th Mexican thesp in Colum-
bia's "Rose of Santa Rosa"... Larry
Steers, who recently made three

pictures in Argentina, returned to

Columbia for a character role in

"Blondie's Affniversary" . . . Edgar
Buchanan bicycling between "Cor-

oner Creek" and "The Wreck of the

Hesperus" at Columbia."
Republic purchased "The Miracle

of Charlie Dakin," written by
Charles Lawsen, for production by
Allan Dwan...Joan Lorring signed

as top supporting femme in the Leo
McCarey production, "Good Sam,"
for Rainbow Productions . . Steve

Cochran obtained release from his

player contract with Samuel Gold-

wyn and is returning to legit.

Robert Douglas, British thesp,

makes his Hollywood bow opposite

• Washington convention which will
finalize marriage ceremonies of the
American Theatres Assn. and tha
Motion Picture Theatre Owners of
America is less than a month off but
top officials of both theatre groups
still see no solution to the confab's
topnotch problem. With the D. C.
merger meet set for Sept. 19-20, di-

rectorates of the two orgs are get-
ting nowhere in their hunt for likely

designees to fill the slate of officers.

It's not the embarrassment ot
riches but the reverse: Most suitable
candidates (they must be well-
known operators, and indie, to boot)
have all disqualified themselves.
Favorite out has been that pressing
business demands prevent accept-
ance of an important spot.

Snarl grew more tangled last week
when Mitchell Wolfson, head ol
Wometco circuit, stepped out of tha
running. Wolfson,

f
a key Florida

circuit operator, has been in tha
leadoff position for prexy of the new
national exhib unit since the merger
proposal was announced months
back. His defection, along with that
of Si Fabian, ATA's prez; Ted Gam-
ble, ATA board chairman, and Fred
Wehrenberg, MPTOA prexy, leava
the track wide open without a run-
ner in sight.

"

Wolfson told the steering commit-
tee that he couldn't take on the new
job because of rising competition in
his home territory. His Miami
houses face a stiff fight from the
planned invasion of both Harry
Brandt and E. M. Lowe in that lush
territory.

There's still a strong hope that
either Fabian or Gamble can be
urged to' launch the new organiza-
tion, at least for the first year. Gam-
ble, however, has been active build-
ing, up a powerful circuit while
Fabian has expressed a desire to cut
down bis activities outside his cir-
cuit.

Members of the merger steering
committee feel it would be poor tac-
tics to come to the convenion minus
suggesions as to a first-year slate.

But as things now stand they see
little hope of presenting a ticket at
the meeting. They'd like to prep
something which would divide hon-
ors between the two groups.
Complicating the possibilities is

the fact that affiliated execs aren't
likely choices. Otherwise such ex-
hibs as Bob O'Donnell, E. V. Rich-
aids and Bob Wilby would figure
much higher in the committee's
plans.

Art Silverstone Back
For New 20th-Fox Post

Arthur Silvorstone returned on

the Queen Mary Monday (25) after

two and one-half years in London

as general sales exec under Bob Har-

ley and Otto Bolle and, latterly,

working with Bill Kupper, new
British sales chief for 20th-Fox. Sil-

verstone is slated to become an aide

to Andy Smith, Jr., new general

sales boss of 20th.

Incidentally, in light of the current

to-do about frozen sterling, the Bank

of England gave him official permis-

sion to withdraw some 10,000 pounds

(about $40,000) in accumulated Alexis Smith in "Christopher BlaKe

funds. SMverstone, through the sec- I
at Warners . . . Agnes Moorehead

retary of the British company of draws a top support role in "Johnny

petitioned for payments Eolmr'a" at Warn: rs. .
.Pine-Thomas

- frorfi E?.gle

in

affiliated with either the producers
or the unions be qualified to adjust 20th-Fox,

jurisdictional disputes. The CSU. , in installments of $6,000 and two
|

borrowed S H Tyn from E?

he said, agreed to accept the pro- .'remittances of 2,000 pounds each. ILion for the lion tamer sole-

'"Caged Fury"; . .Loyal Underwood,
radio actor, returns to the screen in

"The Paleface'; at Paramount...
Columbia assigned Patricia White to

co-star with Willard Parker in the
Wallace MacDomvId production,
"The Wreck of the Hesperus"...
Paramount bought "Streets of
Laredo," authored by Norman Reilly
Raine, for production by Endre
Bohcn • • Alyn Lockwood returned
from eastern strawhats for a fea-
tured role in "Blondie's Anniver-
sary" at Columbia.
William Berke will direct "Caged

Fury," Pine-Thomas production, for

Paramount release. Metro dropped
its option on I. A. R. Wylie's story,

"The Children," a tale of young
refugees, as too depressing for to-

day's market... Joe E. Brown
wound up his role in Alson Pro-
ductions' "The Tender Years," and
headed east to resume his legit

chores in "Harvey". . .Bobby Ellis,

moppet, was signed to play Jack
Carson's son in "April Showers" at
Warners. . .Michael Curtiz will film

"Shadow of Fear," based on a yarn
by Frances Marion, following his

current task, "Forever and Always,"
at Warners. . .Robert Sparks, cur-
rently producing "Stations West" at
RKO, is readying "Weep No More"
and "Education of the Heart" for
lensing next year.
Dan Duryea signed for a featured

role in "Another Part of the Forest"
at Universal-International... Mary
Treen returns to the screen in a

nurse's role in "The Snake Pit" at
20th-Fox. . . Rosita Mearestina, Mex-
ican songbird checked into Colum-
bia for "Rose of Santa Rosa"...
"Panic" is the new tag on the Max
King production, "I'll Give You 'Til

Monday" . . . RKO's "I Remember
Mama" troupe to Agoura for a week
of location shooting . . . Keenan
Wynn assigned to a top supporting
role in "B. F.'s Daughter" at Metro.
Anne Baxter signed with Metro to

play Clark Gable's wife in "Home- CI _(._,. r\«.,„
coming." . . . Universal-International ^»»ter UOing OH Uwn
bought "Tomahawk," a tale of the

j

Hollywood, Aug. 2G.

Civil War period, authored by Dan- j M. A. Slater, production comptrot-
iel Jarratt. . . . Karl Tunberg fin- ! lcr for Walter W anger for the past
ished the screenplay on "Up In

j
18 months, has resigned effective

Central Park,"" which he will pro- |
Sept. 6 to Open his : own business

duce at Universal - International, management and accounting offices,

starting Sept. 15 with William Seller I He was with 20th-Fox before joia-

(Continued on page 23) 1 ing Wanger.

IA BOARD JOINS PUSH

VS. BRITISH 75% TAX
Boston, Aug. 26.

General exec board of Interna-
tional Alliance of Theatrical Stags
Employees, concluding its regular
mid-summer session here last week,
joined hands with U. S. film industry
as a whole in urging revision of
Britain's 75%. tax on imported films.

Characterizing tax as "confiscatory
and discriminatory," the board
passed a resolution calling upon Sec-
retary of State George C. Marshall
to wield his influence to bring about
a revision.

Similar appeal was addressed by
the Alliance's board to the officers
of Britain's two largest film industry
unions, National Assn. of Theatrical
and Kine Employees and Assn. of
Cine-Technicians. Richard F. Walsh,
IA prexy, during his visit to Eng-
land in July, negotiated with these
organizations a tentative agreement
for the interchange of British and
American film technicians. IATSE
will also seek support in its fight

against the tax from the American
Federation of Labor, its parent or-
ganization.

Exec board also voted unanimous-
I ly to file in Washington the anti-

j

communist affidavits of its officers,

j

copy of its laws and regulations and
j
financial reports of its affairs as re-

I

quired by the Taft-Hartley act,

j

Walsh, however, denounced the act

j

as helping, rather than hindering,
i the communists "in their insidious
: campaign to subvert the American
trade union movement."
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Film Reviews

Golden Earrings
(ONE SONG)

Varunioiintt release o£ Harry Tugend
production. Slurs Kay Milland, M-.ii'lenfe

Dieu'ieh; features Marvyn Vye, ilruce

Lester, Dennis lloey, Quentin Reynolds.

Directed l>y -Mitchell Leisen. Screenplay,
Abraham 1'oloilsUy, Frank Butler,- lielcll

IK'iilsi'li friini novel by Yolanda poliles;

camera, Daniel U Fapp; editor, Alma
.uuororie; music nn<1 lyrics; Victor Young,
.lav Livingston, Ray Evans. Previewed
at Norma mile; X. Y., Aug. -'J, '47. Running
Mine, ltr> MINS.
col, Ralph Denistoun.......,.Ray Milland

l.ydia. .
..' Marlene Dietrich

>,oU:in Murvyn Vye
Uit<l '. Bruce Lester
j,„lT Dennis lloey

Uueutin Reynolds. • Hituse.lt

ITutessor Kroslgk Iteinhold Schunnel

Major Reimann.. Ivan Triesault

Parlay of Ray Milland and Mar-
lene Dietrich in a well-paced meller

makes "Golden- Earrings" a solid

boxolfice item. Despite its oldhat

plot of the anti-Nazi fox vs. the

try and oust the artist from the
apartment.
During the weekend absence of his

vvife, Brent is picked up by an in-

terior decorator (Ann Dvorak)
whose interior is already well dec-
orated with brandies, and, in a fit

of wickedness, he invites her to his

apartment. When she passes out he
thinks she is dead, and stuffs her
onto Bey's terrace. Obviously she
comes to, and Bey, using Brent's
guilt as a stratagem to call off the

landlords, forces Brent to go through
with a mock burial. Criss-cross
farce from one apartment to the
other follows. Brent, finally caught
by his wife, worms the turn in

time-honored fashion.
,

Brent, who seldom gets a chance
to show how accomplished he really,

is in light comedy, easily holds up
his end, but it is Miss Dvorak who
wows as the screwball interior dec-
orator; Reveals an entirely new side

to a public that, if it hasn't exactly

Miniature Reviews
"Golden Earrings" (Par). Ray

Milland and Marlene Dietrich in

brisk anti-Nazi meller; solid b.o.

"Out of the Blue" (E-L).

Screwball comedy with Virginia

Mayo, George Brent. Fair b.o.

"Flashing Guns" (Mono). Rou-
tine action thriller for support-

ing situations.
'

"Master of BankrJam" (British)

Gen). Saga of English milltown
should be good boxoffice.

"The Hat Box Mystery" (SG).
Creditable murder yarn designed

for supporting situations.

Inside Stuff-Pictures .

John Balaban chairmanned an eight-man fact-finding committer
from Chicago who visited DP camps and refugee centers in Palestine,

Rome, Milan, Prague, Warsaw, Frankfort and Paris as prelude to a
$12,000,000 campaign which Chi show business is sparkplugging on behalf
of the United Jewish Appeal. Besides the head of Balaban & Katz, other
Chi leaders' who scouted the situation included Will Hollander, of B-K-
Irv Kupcinet, the. Chi Times columnist; Nat Cummings (grocer), Harry
Hoffman (cheese), A. N. Pritzker, attorney and owner of Corey Glass
(and also film financier for Lester Cowan, et al.), and Leon Caine (Caine
Steel Co.).

All, save Pritzker, returned by air, using a chartered DC-3 to travel
around Europe from Palestine, but returning by regular airline. Pritzker
arrived Monday (25) in New York on .the Queen Mary.

Gestapo hounds, pic is dished up.j forgotten her, never remembers her
this sort of thing. Had the

others fitted as neatly into their
roles, outcome might have been quite
different, but it is very hard to ac-
cept Bey without a turban, while
Virginia Mayo registers only when
she simulates a tough babe. Miss
Landis, in a neutral role, remains
merely decorative. There's some
nice character stuff by Julia Dean
and Elizabeth Patterson..

Story, though basically as sound as
any of this style and sometimes of-
fering sock situations, never quite
makes up its mind whether it's a
sophisticated bedroom farce or an
out-and-out slapstick job. Tries at
times for Lubitsch touches, so-called,
at' others for Thome Smitheries, and
al still others for the general agita-
tion of the windup of a two-reel
come,dy. So it's only when the
.situations themselves are in the slot

I

that it clicks; the rest is by no
means above the timber line.

Production, though okay, is plainly
economical, the opening sequence it-

self (the dog Rabelais coming
through a stagey reproduction ol
the arch at Washington Square) set-
ting the tone. Etie.

with enough suspenseful twists to

give it a novel aspect. War theme,
temporarily in shade of customer
preferences, " is neatly muted, with

film putting fortissimo accent on
perennial ingredients of straight ac-

tion, heavy romance and light com-
edy. '

'

i
Dic's surprise is Miss Dietrich, who

blossoms forth here with new- verve
as a blackhaired, brownskinncd
Gypsy. Switch from henna to \bru-

net not only puts the actress' lodks

.1 a distinctly favorable new light,

jut re-focuses attention on her
'vhole personality. In many chances
< Sered by her Gypsy role, she plays
on all the emotive keys, from sultri-

. ess to tempestuousness and bacl

i -ain, from comedy to earnest
.athos. She's rarely been in better

orm. Milland, as a British officer,

is in a tailor-made part which he
acquits with vigor and finesse.

Backing up the principals is a top

com production that's firmly but-
..essed in the story and scripting de-
partment. Mitchell Leisen's direction

,s positive, with alternation between
..ie chase's excitement and the ro-

mance's heat merging into steady
movement. Supporting cast, includ-

nig Quentin Reynolds in a bit part

playing himself, is uniformly ex-
cellent.

Yarn, which Milland unfolds to

Reynolds on a plane trip from Lon-
don to the continent,' clears up the

mystery of the former's pierced
ears. Flashback sequence opons
into 1939, with Milland, as a colonel

in the British army, and Bruce Les-
ter, his aide, on an espionage mis-
lion to Nazi Germany. After being
caught and breaking out of the
Gestapo's grasp, both Britishers
plun;.<e into the underbrush to carry «»"'i" Kdmuna c<.bi>

in by themselves. \

*>:»>- Merman Mv
Milland meets. Miss Dietrich en

route and, as part of his plan to duck
j

the police, he assumes a Gypsy's i

complexion and garb, hence, the,
pierced ears. Following a knock- •

down, drag-out fight with the cara-
|

van's chieftain" and several close-
calls with his pursuers, Milland gets
the poison gas forYnula and heads
back to England, leaving his vaga-
bond romance -behind. Postwar
windup, is naturally, happy with the
lovers reunited on the same spot in
Germany where they parted.
One number, "Golden Earrings,"

is intoned by Miss Dietrich in her
customary rich, deep-toned style.
Murvyn Vye, as the Gypsy king, also
works over the same tune with a
good baritone and registers with an
overall effective performance.

Ilerm.

Color process used in "Pageant of Russia," Soviet-made documentary—«—^—»—»——— •——— currentiy playing at the Stanley, N. Y., was highly touted in advance
value of British pics, is the dialect, notices as being a new advance developed by Russian scientists. Film's
which is strong Yorkshire, vintage credits do not specify any special trademark to the process, and execs
18

^'i"„ _E?5"
t;

^.

*

oJ
l.f^S.^TV

at
i.« ^i^.

11

c?.*^
01 of Artkino, film's distributors, also do not know What the color is called.

Mystery of its origin, however, has been finally cleared up by an Ameri-
can color technician, associated with Technicolor, who says the process
is the old Agfa three-color system developed by the Germans. Agfa
plant, located in the Soviet-occupied portion of the Reich, was taken
over more than a year ago by the Russians. Some American color experts
say that Agfa's process turns out good tinted films and say it is about
the equal of the best U. S. color processes.

Flashing Guns
Monogram release of Barney A. Ra reeky

production. Stars Johnny Mack Brown;
features. Raymond Hatton. Directed by
L-ambert ITillyer. Screenplay. Frank H.
Young; editor. Fred Magulre; - camera,
Harry Neumann. Reviewed at. New York
theatre. \. Y., Aug. 21, '47. Running time,
57 AIINS.
..Tohnny Johnny Mack Brown
Shelby. Raymond Hatton
Ann .' Jan Bryant
Longden .' Douglas Kvans
Ainsworth ; ...Tames E. Logan

Ted Adams

Disliltaft.; .Ken Adams
DnUe Gary Garrett
Srlrruu Ray Jones.
Sagebrush. . Jack O'Shea
Cannon Steve Clark
J.udRe Frank T^rRue
Casstdy Jack Rockwell

Onit of the Blue
(ONE SONG)

Boston, Aug. 20.

Kaglc I.ion release of Bryan Foy produc.
tl«n». Stars George Brent, Virginia Ma
features Turban Bey, Ann Dvorak, Carol.
Landis. Directed by Leigh Jtfson. Screen
play. Waiter Bullock, Vera Caspary, Kd
ward Nliscu; based on story by Miss Cas- I

pary; camera, Jackson Rose; editor Norman t

Colbert; song, Will Jason, Henry Nemo.
J'revlewed at Brighton, Boston, Aug. IK,
'47. Running time, tM) MINS.
Deborah .Virginia .Mayo

|

Mr. Harlhleigh ..George Br»-iu
David Turban l.'y
Olive ...Ann Dvorak
Mia. Marllilefgh; . . . , Carole Landis
linger Uedda Brooks
Donibry Alton Jfl. Hcnivn
Klevniof Boy Charlie- Smith
Miss Ittl elite Julia Dean
Miss Spring ...Elisabeth Patterson
Noonnu Richard Lane

"Flashing Guns" is a routine Mono-
gram contribution to the action
trade.
The story centers around Johnny

Mack Brown's fight to save a heavily
mortgaged ranch owned by Raymond
Hatton from a crooked banker
alit'ned with the town's gambling ele-
ments. Robbery, marked decks and
forgery virtually deliver the home-
stead to the banking interests, but
Mack's firstrate gunplay eliminates
most of, the baddies and, by digging
tip sufficient evidence of foulplay by
the banker, the family roost is re-

I
tained.
Brown is properly virile, and Hat-

ton does a competent job. Jan Bry-
;int, as the love interest, retains the
tradition of westerners by being as
obsequious as possible, while Doug-

I

las Evans and James Logan stand out

I

among the villains.

The script, however, gives the im-

I

pression of having been improvised
! as shooting progressed. Unnecessary
complications come in to detract
'rom the straight story line. Lambert
Hillyer's direction is well paced, and
Harry Neumann's outdoor photog-
raphy is okay. i Jose.

unleashing of violent passions sup
ply current appetite for such fare.

Story is set in small Yorkshire
town, showing three generations,
opening with tenacious father and
two sons building up their wool mill
from humble to highest position in

the district. Antagonism is thinly
veiled between the boys and when
Joshua, the younger, marries a
weaver's daughter his mother turns
against him and persuades her hus-
band to keen him in a subordinate
capacity. Later both are made equal
partners.

.Zebediah marries a calculating
young social climber and becomes
mayor through building new hospital
wing at the expense of the firm. Rift

between the brothers widens, cul-

minating in a brawl, after which
Joshua dies, with many others, in
collapse of a mill. The elder had
assured his father the upper floor

was safe for looms, but his attempt
to suborn an architect is discovered.
The old man dies before he can dis-

inherit the son and Zebediah remains
in control.

Each son has an heir, Simeon a
credit to his father, Joshua, and
Lancelot, the pampered, idler prod-
uct of his mother's snobbery. Zebe-
diah makes his own boy managing
director, knowing Simeon is the bet-
ter man, and goes to Vienna for
treatment for heart- disease. Word
reaches him of a strike and imminent
ruin caused by his" wife and son's
criminal extravagance. Returning in
time to see his nephew bravely fac-
ing a desperate mob, he declares he
will make him the master of Bank-
dam.
Of a generally excellent cast, out-

standing performances are by Tom
Walls, as the old millowner; Stephen
Murray, as his unscrupulously effi-

cient son, and Dennis Price, as the
younger brother. Only thing mar-
ring Price's usual competence is his
erratic accent, often lapsing intb
straight London tones. Anne Craw-
ford looks almost too refined for her
humble origin as Simeon's wife, but
is meticulous ov»," her dialeet. Nancy
Price as the boys' mother is well in
the picture as the hardened product
of the' child-slavery conditions of
that era. Jimmy Hanley and David
Tomlinson make the grandsons the
requisite opposites of temperament
and grit, and supporting roles all

well characterized.

Direction is concise and unruffled
and on its merits alone, apart from
fame as best-selling novel, film
should attract popular support.

Ciem

In settling touchy problem of which name should come first in the
co-starred billings of Irene Dunne arid William Powell in "Life with
Father," Warner Bros, made an agreement with the two players that
splits the difference. Pact stipulates that in connection with all adver-
tising, publicity and displays Powell's name must appear first on 50%
of 'such material and Miss Dunne's name must be first on^the other 50%.

Special pressbook'for the picture, consisting of 52 double-size pages,
has arranged cflll of its ads, lobby displays and radio plugs to conform
with the 50-50 split. In case of marquees, pressbook instructs exhibs to
oarry Powell's name first on one end and Miss Dunne's name first on the
other. a

Repeated difficulties during production sent the budget on Howard
Hawks' "Chisolm Trail" (formerly "Stampede," formerly "Red Rfver")
to more than $3,000,000. Hoss opry in black and white wae originally
budgeted at $1,800,000. It stars John Wayne and Joanne Dru. Bank
financing was put up by Bankers Trust, N. Y., and Security-First National,
Los Angeles. Second money was advanced by Motion Picture Investors,
financing outfit headed by Edward Small. Small arranged for the release
via United Artists. There was some discussion about a month ago of
pulling it from UA and releasing through another company, but nothing
came of it. Now completed, it will go into distribution this fall.

A number of theatre owners in the northwest territory also are farm-
owners, and during harvest time they pitch in with the farm work after-

noons, occasionally creating problems for film salesmen. When, for example,
Conrad Kriedberg, Selznick branch manager in, Minneapolis, called on
Ralph Seavert, Forman, N. D., exhibitor, the latter was on his farm,
shocking grain. And that's where Kriedberg had to sign Seavert to a deal.

Eady Gives No Encouragement
Continued from page 5

;

The Hal box Mystery
Screen Guild release of Carl Hittleman

production. Features Tom Nenl, l'amela
Ulake. Allen Jenkins, Virginia Sale. Di-
rected by Lambert Htllyer. Screenplay,
Don Merlin; Hittleman from original story
by Maury Nu'nes, fllltleiuan: 'camera. Jim
Brown; editor, Arthur Blown; music,
Dave Chudnow. Reviewed at New York
theatre, N". Y., Aug. HI. '17. Running time,
44 MINS.
Russ Tom Neat
Susan Pamela Ulake.
Harvard .Allen Jenkins
Veronica Virginia Sale
District Attorney Ed Keune
Stevens..., Leonard Penn
Flint... William Ruhl
Joe Zona Murray
Mrs. Moieland. Olga Andre

A curious film to figure, not quite
making the grade as a. screwball
item yet catching a good if spotty
reaction through the incongruity of
Geor«e Brent, Ann Dvorak and Tur-
han Bey working out as comedians.
Chances are it'll appeal to the utban
trade and do well enough outside if

properly coupled, as the names will

get Ihem in, and they'll hardly know
whether they liked it or not. It's

got laughs, but overall impressions
will be plenty mixed.
The yam presents Brent as a frau-

doniinated and generally willynilly

guy living in a Greenwich Village
apartment down the terrace from
Bey. an artist with a big dog and a

bicker appetite for models. Feud be-
tween them is touched off when the
dog buries a bone in Brent's zinnias

and Brent's wife (Carole Landis.

The Master of ltankdam
(BRITISH-MADE)

London, Aug. 20.

Geneial Film Dlslrlbulnr* ielefi.se of Iful-
bein-.N'A Uroasten production: Stars Anne
Crawford, Dennis t'riee. Tom Walls; fea-
tures Stephen Murray, Linden Travers. Di-
rected by Walter Forde. Screenplay and
adaptation by Kdwafd Dryhurst from novel
i,y . Thomas Armstrong;.; additional dialog,
Mole CJlarles. Music, Arthur Itcnjatnln;
camera. Basil Kiomott. Arthur Gtatit. At
Odenn, London. Aug. 1*0, '47.

...Anne Crawford
.Tom Walls

D.-nnls Price
, .Stephen Murray

Xanoy Price
. . .Jimmy Hanley'
. Div-ld Totolinnon
...Linden Travel's

Patrick Holt
. . . Ilerla-rt I.omns

Is ISru

Annie Plcfcersglll. .

.

I Simenii Cfowther. . .

.

! Joshua Cnitt lher. .

.

I Zebedish Crowther.
! I.ydla Crowlher.
Young Shni'tn

! I.Tia-elot Crowlher.

.

i.lara haker
j
Lemuel I'lcliei-sglll .

.

Tain France.
! Kzra HnylelUHixe. . .

.

!
Kdcar Hnyie|v<itiae .

.

Handel raker
i

tVr. t 'lough

"The Hatbox Mystery." inspired by
an actual incident in which a small
package hiding a sawed -off shotgun
was used in an attempted murder, is

designed to meet lower-half. dual re-
quirements. Streamlined 44-mitnites
contains the usual excitement quota
of mystery fare.

Story centers about Tom Neal's
often-idle detective agency where
secretary Pamela Blake takes an as<-

signment from a van-dyked gent to
take a picture of what she believes
to be a philandering wife.. Supposed
camera is contained in a hatbox and
contains a gun, with the result that
she's held for a murder rap. Neal,
however, ultimately finds the culprit
who engaged her and why, not trust

dent Motion Picture Producers.
The British exec asked a few ques-
tions, and stressed England's pre-
carious dollar position, but gave no
indication whatsoever of his sym-
pathies on the tax bite.

Following the meeting, MPA re-

vealed that ".
. . Johnston made

clear that the American film indus-

try was sympathetic to Britain's

economic plight, but stated there

must be a better way out of this dif-

ficulty than the imposition of this

drastic and unprecedented tax. He
said that it immediately affected the

American film industry but the
greater danger is that it may touch
off a chain reaction that would
vitally affect world trade gen-
erally . .

."

Johnston lunched yesterday (25)

with Secretary of the Treasury John
Snyder and also met with William
Foster, Acting Secretary of Com-
merce, to press the industry's view
that the Briti-h film tax was mur-
derous, Johnston discussed the gen-
eral world trade situation and its

effects, along the lines of his earlier
conversation with Eady. The MPA
prexy warned that what started
out tq hurt pix might eventually af-
fect all of American foreign trade
and possibly even world trade. How-
ever, there is substantial feeling in

government quarters that pictures
must not expect too- much from the
British and may get very little. One
spokesman said he could not imagine
the English compromising for a coin
freeze, such as suggested by MPA.
He said the British financial situa-
tion will be critical for some time
and the nation will not want to pile
up a large fund which must be paid
out in dollars in the next couple of
years. He felt that the British would
insist upon a tax and that the best
pix could expect would be a lower
rate.

Other developments:
1. On Saturday also there was an-

Secretary of the Treasury John
Snyder. They urged Snyder to de-

clare the 75% tax illegal, feeling that

the British would back water quick-

ly. However, Snyder ducked that

one.

3. The SIMPP delegation met sev-

eral times with MPA officials and
worked out a plan to present a
united front in favor of repealing
the 75% tax. Once they got past

that stage, they said, they could
fight over the recommendation of

the majors for a freeze of U. S. film

coin in England.

4. Secretary Snyder received a

wire from'Emmett Lavery, president

of the Screen Writers Guild, protest-

ing the British bite; and Secretary
of State George C. Marshall got one
from the general exec board of the

International Alliance of Theatrical

Stage Employees.

5. Sir Wilfred Eady met on Friday
with Dulles and Joyce O'Hara at a

preliminary meeting which set up
details . of the big one the next

day. Johnston flew into Washington
from his home in Washington State,

arriving here Friday night.

ing heraim. s"M vS hiS ^L?^^*™* -P^tory
from a building across the street.

The film has a fair degree of lighter
moments with Alien Jenkins, who
plays Neal's not-too-brighl assistant,
and Virginia Sale, as Jenkins' fiancee.

Nicholas Paiwina Leonard penn as the head malefactor
. . Raymond Rolled
.Frank Henderson

does right by his. role
Lambert Hillyer's direction is

fairly rapid, but the altogether good
Lengthy films being in vogue, this effect of the film is somewhat

adaptation of a wO-page best-seller
j
marred by the unnecessary end, in

should make the grade in public . which there's a round of explana-
,

opinion. Only fault for the U. S. I t'ons for what is already obvious to

fairly unrecognizable) forces him to ! market, which so often detracts from the audience. Jose.

huddle in which British and Ameri
can officials met on the subject of
the film tax. Present at this one
were: H. J. B. Linlott, A. Parker and
J. E. Chadwick. for the British; and
Nathan D. Golden and David M.
Bruce for the Department of Com-
merce; and Carl D. Corse and Paul
Nitzic, for the State Department.

2. The SIMPP delegation met last
Wednesday (20) with Under Secrc

U's 500G Cuts
Continued from page i

no fast way of telling what was spent

for the ads as against the adminis-

trative overhead.

Sizeable reduction in national,

long-range advertising is in the

works. With the future film mar-
ket highly uncertain, U's ad-pub
biggies feel that long-distance ads

won't serve a real need in selling

pix. Main idea is to concentrate on

day-and-date publicity and exploita-

tion so as to hit the public when the

film is on the spot for playing.

Christmas issue ads, institutional

plugs and similar general tub-

thumping will be shaved.

Switch of .pressbook and »dver-

tisirig depts. to the h.o. brings them
under tue direct supervision of

Maurice Bergman, U's eastern ad-

pub chief. John Joseph, overall

chief, and David Lipton, exec co-

ordinator, will both remain stationed

at the studio. Joseph will make fre-

quent visits to New York, it's said.

Lipton will head ymall units kepi on
tary of, State Robert A. Lovctt and the Coast to work with production
on Thursday, put their case to staffers.
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THE DANCE OF THE DOLLARS
IN CHARLESTON!
AH the marvelous things the trade press said about M-G-M's

Technicolor Wonder Show "THE UNFINISHED DANCE"
came true in the first test engagement at Charleston, W. Va.

The eye-filling spectacle, the gorgeous girls^. the pulsating^

drama, the marvelous music—all the brilliant showmanship of

a Great attraction packed the folks in and started the dance

of the dollars to the box-offices of the nation!

M-G-M presents "THE UNFINISHED DANCE" • MARGARET O'BRIEN • Cyd Charisse • Karin

Booth • And Introducing Danny Thomas • A Henry Koster Production • Photographed in Tech-

nicolor • Screen Play by Myles Connolly • Based on "La Mort Du Cygne" by Paul Morand • Directed

by HENRY KOSTER • Produced by JOE PASTERNAK • A Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Picture
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Pix Producers, Distribs Head '45

Non-Mfg. Parade; Increase Over
'44

Philadelphia, Pa., Aug. 26.

Motion picture producers and dis-

tributors were the leading group of

287 non-manufacturing companies in

net sales in 1945, it was disclosed

today by the Securities and Ex-

change Commission.

Making public another in the se-

ries of satistical reports of the sur-

vey of American listed corporations,

SEC revealed that the 1945 net sales

of nine motion picture companies

totalled $836,326,000, compared with

1944 total of $800,566,000.

Net profit after income taxes for

the nine companies was $63,389,000,

compared with the 1944 total of $59,-

982,000. The companies covered in-

cluded: Columbia Pictures Corp.:

Locw's Inc.; Mcngram Pictures Corp.;

Paramount Pictures, Inc.; RKO
Corp.; 20th-Fox Film Corp., Univer-

sal pictures, Inc.": Walt Disney Pro-

ductions, and Warner Bros. Pictures.

With this report, the SEC com-

pleted a study begun last October

which covered a total of 1,669 com-

panies in 76 manufacturing, and 44

non-manufacturing industrial groups*

The survey in which the motion pic-

ture industry tops other companies

in total net sales in part six covers

the following seven major industrial

classifications: Agriculture, construc-

tion- and allied companies, finance,

mining, real estate ( service, trans

portation and communication.

A breakdown of the nine com
panies follows: Columbia: 1944, net

ssles and/or operating revenue, $37,-

002,000; operating profit, $6,589,000;

net profit before income taxes, $6,-

670,000: net profit after income taxes.

$2,006,000; net worth at beginning of

period, $15,317,000; net profit after

income taxes as a per cent of net

worth, 13.1%; 1945, net sales $36,014,

000; operating profit, $3,805,000; net

profit before taxes, $3,693,000; after

taxes, $1,945,000; net worth at be-

ginning, $16,897,000; per cent net

profit, 11.5%.

Loew's: 1944, net sales and/or op-

erpting revenue. $145,121,0Cr; op-

erating profit, $30,434,000; net profit

b_i">e income taxes, $29,679,000; net

profit after income taxes, $14,517,000;

net worth at be/.inning of period,

$116,085,000; net profit after income
taxes as a percent of net worth,

12.5%. 1945: net sales, $154,230,000;

operating profit, $28,452,000; net be-

fore taxes, $25,117,000; after taxes,

$12,913,000; net worth, $124,288,000;

net profit, 10.4%.
Monogram: 1944: net sales and/or

operating revenue, $4,301,000; op-
erating profit, $646,000; net profit

before income taxes, $547,000; net

profit after income taxes, $178,000;

net worth at beginning of period,

$764,000; net profit after income
taxes as a percent of net worth,
23.3%. 1945: net sales, $4,807,000;

operating profit, $457,000: net before
taxes, $402,000; after, $165,000; net
worth, $1,070,000; net profit, 15.4%.

Paramount: 1944, net sales and/or
operating revenue, $153,244,000; op-
erating profit, $42,725,000; net profit

before income taxes, $43,831,000; net
profit after income taxes $14,743,000;

ret worth at beginning of period,

$85,712,000; net profit after income
taxes as a percent of net worth,
17.2%. 1945: net sales $158,235,000;

operating profit, $37,113,000; net be-
fore taxes, $39,833,000; after, $15,-

425,000; net worth, $97,916,000; net I

profit, 15.8%.
RKO: 1944: net sales. $84,903,000;

operating profit. $11,463,000: net be-
fore taxes, $10,757,000; after, $5,206,-

000; net worth, $35,852,000; net profit

14.5%.
1945: net sales. $96,119,000: operat-

ing profit, $12,664,000; net before
taxes, $11,779,000: after, $6,031,000;

irer worth, -$40;282;000; net profltr
15.0%.

20th-Fox: 1944: net sales, $178.-

257,000; operating profit. $39,673,000;

net before taxes, $37,580,000: after,

$12,480,000; net. worth, $75,119,000;

ne' profit, 16.6%.

1945: net sales. $184,703,000; op-
erating profits. $36,674,000: net be-
fore taxes, $34,396,000; after, $12,-

746,000; net worth, n$81,688,000; net
profit, 15.6%.

Universal: net sales, $51,562,000:

operating profit, $12,702,000; net be-

fore taxes, $11,788,000; after. $3,413,-

000: net worth, $11,141,000; net profit,

30.6%. 1945: net sales, $51,049,000;

operating profit, $11,082,000: net be-

fore taxes. $10,382,000: after. $3,911,-

000; net worth, $14,407,100; net profit,

27.1%.
Oisncy: net sales. $4,803,000: op-

er ting profit. $1,066,000: net before

taxes, $707,000; after. $486,000; net

worth, $5,123,000: net profit, 9.5','.

1845: net sales $4,551,000; operating

profits, $487,000; net before taxes,

$441,000; after, $351,000; net worth,

$5,569,000; net profit, 6.3%.

Warner Bros:. 1944 net sales, $141,-

$183,000; operating profit, $29,335,000;

net before taxes, $22,865,000; after,

$6,953,000; net worth,' $98,297,000; net

profit, 7.1%. 1945: net sales, $146,-

618,000; operating profits, $31,001,000;

net before taxes, $29,835,000; after,

$9,902,000; net worth, $105,250,000;

net profit, 9.4%.

ABOUT PIX FORCED

DOWN EXHIBS' THROATS
Jacksonville, N. C.

Editor, Variety:

On pages 8 and 9 of the Aug. 20

issue of Variety appears a "lament"

which I as a moviegoer am moved
to answer.
The sum and substance of the

"lament" seems to be that exhibitors

charge the same price for a "genu-

inely fine picture" that they do for

the regular run-of-the-mill show.

How interesting! It is my observation

that they also charge the same price

for a "flop" that they do for the reg-

ular run-of-the-mill show. -

I believe the record will show that

during the past 20 years, for exam-
ple, that our producers owe the

American public trillions of dollars

for all the bad, and I do mean bad,

pictures that have been forced down
their throats through double feat-

ures, i.e., linking one extremely bad
picture with one fairly bad picture;

through forcing, the exhibitors to

take many bad films in order to get

one fairly good picture; through the

use of many practices that have
forced the exhibitors to -Fesort to

popcorn and candy to make a living.

To sum it up, now that the foreign

market is slightly closed the Amer-
ican producer is going to make a

case that he should receive more
money from the good old American
public to help defray "purported
losses." To carry" the producer's

reasoning a little further, according
to pages 8 and 9 of said issue of

Variety, each type of picture from
Grade "AA" to Grades "ZZ" will

have different admission prices.

Well, that just suits me fine. And
Mr. Producer of Hollywood, if that's

a challenge, I, as one of the Amer-
ican moviegoers, accept it! From
now on, I will only give the ex-

hibitor what I feel is a fair, price,

plus the 3 and %% additional for

advertising purposes for trade maga-
zines only, of course, after, and I do
mean after. I see the picture. No
more buying a "Pig-in-the-Poke."

Hallelujah, a new America!—A pro-

ducer who advocates that the Amer-
ican public should only pay admis-

sion prices for what the picture is

actually worth.
I regret to say that this country

will be faced with many bankrupt-
cies among the American producers
if we only pay what the movie is

worth as far as entertainment value

is concerned.
Yours for better movies and

(much belter radio programs.)

„ LESTER GOULD,
Manager Radio Station

WJNC.

Jerry Fairbanks Sets

6; Seeks EL Release
Hollywood, Aug. 26.

With "Dr. Jim" his first feature

film already wound up after a 10-

day shooting schedule, Jerry Fair-

banks is setting up a program ofsix

pictures a year. Negotiations for

the release of the low-budgeters

through Eagle Lion are now going

on. Roland Reed has been set as

producer for one of the films.

Fairbanks releases his "Speaking

of Animals" and other shorts through

Paramount.
He is due back from Honolulu

where he's currently supervising a

series of commercial pictures for

Dole Pineapple. Release deals will

be finalized early September.

Majors' Theatres
Continued from page 3

45% for the overall to, hit that per-

centage as average.

Parallel situation • shapes up at

20th. Company's 26-week net, after

taxes, was $8,401,778 against $11,-

449,449 last year. This represents a

skid of 35% while NTs earnings

were off only 10%. Distribution end

of 20th's biz, therefor, must have

slumped considerably more than

35%.

Main reason for exhibition end's
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Moguy Emphasizes

France's Need For

A Foreign Market
Lconide Moguy, director of the

French-made "Bethsabee," produced
by Raymon Borderie, is huddling
with Phil Reisman, head of RKO In-

ternational, in New York with an eye
to a possible deal for the American
distribution rights. Moguy arrived
on the Queen Mary Monday (25)

en route to the Coast for other di-

rector chores. He last did "Whistle
Stop" for Seymour Nebenzal IUA)

E-L Drive
Continued from page 3

staying powers, and RKO theatre I and worked at 20th-Fox and RKO.
topper said, is tact that the theatres

j

He just completed "Bethsabee" star-

have had no real ir crease 'in operat-
|
ring Danielle Darrieu*,- at a cost of

ing costs except for' wage levels,
j 45,000,000 francs, or approximately

,

other im- ' $400,000, shooting both in France

company, which in tur.n would make
up to four films yearly for EL re-

lease.

Dickerings with Edward Small

also continue thougH something in

black-on-white remains as elusive as

ever. Negotiations, nonetheless,

haven't been dropped to tie Small

into a distribution deal with EL.

Andre de Toth has already set an

indie producer-director deal with E-

L. He'll make "New Girl in Town"
with his wife, Veronica Lake as star.

Jerry Fairbanks is also close to a

pact with E-L.
Company has also been apr

proached by a number of other

United Artists' producers who want
EL as an additional outlet. Possibil

ity of securing bankrolling, in addi

tion to distributing facilities, is bait

ing the hook. EL, however, has taken

a stand that it won't latch on to any
producer so long as he has commit-
ments with UA.
William Skirball accompanied his

brother on the trip to England. Pur
pose of his trip is to oversee British

distribution of "Birth of a Baby,"

U. S. documentary, currently being

played in Anglo houses. He'll also

hit the continent to set up cistribu-

tion of "Birth" in the foreign-lan-

guage countries. Jack returns in

three weeks while his brother plans

a five-six-week stay.

Real estate rentals and
portant items such as electricity

have remained stationary. Hencer
the theatres are turning m solid

profits.

Distribs, however, have been tak-

ing a double licking. They're hit by
climbing production costs which
have- upped the initial investment

in a pic property. That means, of

course, that all the more has to be
taken* in as rentals before the film

shows a profit. Second important
factor is the sliding scale melhod of

sales now widely used by the ma-
jors.

Sliding scale, industry toppers

point out, has made distribution

highly sensitive to even slight varia-

tions in b.o. returns. When receipts

dwindle as" in the second-quarter of

the current year, rentals slide at an
exaggerated pace since heavies* dis-

trib profits are siphoned from the

top end of the scale. Slide method,
therefor, which distribs devised
when b.o. takings were lush is acting

like a shifting cargo in a pitching

ship, execs state.

Stabilizing role of theatres, it's

said, is a .switch on the depression

days when over-expanded theatre

holdings were attributed as the chief

cause of the downfall of both Para-
mount and RKO. They're going to

be an even more important factor if

the British tax situation doesnt work
out to the satisfaction of the Yank
companies. In short, they're the

chief guarantee that a pic will pay
off domestically.

and North Africa.

Moguy stresses the complete im-
possibility of 100% French produc-
tion without the foreign m:rk! t.

It's worse for the French than the

curtailment of the British merkcl is

for Hollywood because, otherwise,
no film, with existing costs, can
break even in the French market
alone. First there is the "blackmar-.
keting" in cast costs, where sting

are paid one figure and then given
a bonus uijder the 'table in order to

circumvent taxes. An example of

the impossible conditions wrss the

:
5 a.m. shooting on "Bethsabee" be-
cause, during the day, the juice is

turned off. "And how can anybody
feel glamorous at 5 a.m., just be-
cause the law okays the usage of
electric power at night?" iiskes

Moguy.
Rank organization has "Bethsa-

bee" for Canada and England.
SAFAR Films has the Latin Ameri-
can rights. Henri Dorfman disli'ibs

in France.
Moguy is bringing to Hollywood a

Belgian-American film idea, dating
from the early Walloons in the pro-

Revolutionary days. Gavaert, the
Belgian film tycoon, has offered to

cooperate on a new color process
plus the loan of 2,000 costumes from
official Belgian archives.

HAYMES, BURTON TO

CO-PRODUCE 2 PIX
Hollywood, Aug. 26.

Dick Haymes, together . with his

personal manager, Bill Burton, have

set up a new partner-hip under

which they'll co-produce two orig-

inals, one a romance, other a gang-

ster yarn, both of which are un-

titled. Haymes will not appear in

either film.

Deal is separate from the actor's

two-picture deal with Universal-

International for whom he's set to

make "Up in Central Park." It's not

yet decided whether his second film

will be "Bloomer Girl," "Up in Cen-

tral Park" or "One Touch of Venus."

British Gov.
Continued from page 3

20th-Fox Net
Continued from page 5 ;

'46 total of $91,218,724. Added to

this were dividends and realty rent-

als which brought the grand total to

$98,795,228, distinct gain over the

1946 sum of $95,351,732, Production
expenses, however, boosted com-
paT5y's-totai-iexpenses-ro-$82.973,4«8-

J

against last stanza's $73,562,255.

Provision for federal taxes de-

clined to $6,200,000 against $8,850,000

in 1946. Portion of net profit ap-

plicable lo_minority interests was
$1,219,981 compared to $1,490,027.

Half-year earnings were equiva-

lent to $2.91 per share on the 2,768,-

263 shares of common out-landing

against $4.33 per share in '46. Sec-

ond-quarter earnings were 84c. per

share compared to last year's $1.97.

Simultaneously with release of its

report, 20th's board declared a quar-
terly dividend of $1.12'* per .share

on its prior preferred stock payable

Sept. 15 to stockholder of record.

Sept. 2. Quarterly divvy of 75c. per

share on outstanding common was
also directed, payable Sept. 30 to

stockholders of record. Sept. 9.

Melon of '37 'ic per share on outstand

Claud Morris Joins

Small After SRO Exit
Claud Morris, who resigned last

week as exploitation majiager for

the Selznick Releasing Organization,

will become eastern publicity-adver-

tising - exploitation rep for Edward
Small. Currently "on a month's vaca-
tion in New Mexico, he starts Oct. 1

on campaign for Howard Hawks'
"Chisolm Trail" (nee "Stampede")
and then will- work on Small's "Val-
entino." Small has an investment in

"Chisolm," and his New York rep,
|

Harry Kosiner is supervising release
j

via United Artists.

Morris has supervised exploitation
j

of "Duel in the Sun" for Selznick
during the past two years. His de-
parture cuts to two the exploitation

st"aff~wh1ch~once H umbered" 28. "Fur;
ther help will be added when "In

termezzo'

be done by U. S. exhibs by way
of retaliation. To hold back on
playdating would be petty and
short sighted, it's asserted. Of
course, bookers and exhibs may
not feel the. same sense of con-
trol as top execs, it's ^pointed

out, and they may develop a

certain lethargy in booking the
Anglo imports. However, top-
pers have every intention of

carrying through with play-

dates.)

One of the tax's gimmicks, execs
say, is fact that U. "S. companies
would be using up money already in

company coffers in England to pay
the 75% ad. valorem bite on new
imports. Regulations as currently
applicable require preliminary pay-
ment of estimated earnings and sub-
sequent adjustments if the film's

British take varies one way or the
other.

Since the average A film garners
j

about 200.000 pounds ($800,000) in
Britain, distribs wouid be forced to
fork over some $600,000 on each film I

before playing a single British
j

house. '
;

37 HURT IN CRASH

OF THEATRE CEILING
Meadville, Pa., Aug. 2fi.

While nearly a full house in the

1,600-capacity Park theatre here was
awaiting the evening appearance of

Art Mooney's orchestra last Thurs-
day ni^ht (21), a 14-foot-square sec-

tion of 'the theatre, ceiling dropped
50 feet, resulting in injuries to 37

persons, one of them seriously hint.

At least 50 other persons were treat-

ed at nearby drugstores or physi-

cians' offices.

Mooney and his business asent,

Jack Naples, both joined the theatre

staff, Meadville firemen, police and
rescue squad members in staving off

a panic. The three-quarter' house
left the theatre quietly.

Of the injured, 24 persons were
admitted to this city's two hospitals

as patients. However, only one per-

son was seriously injured, Joseph
Maagio, 24„ of Meadville, who in-

curred a crushed chest and de-op

facial and scalp lacerations. ,
All

others suffered minor lacerations

others sufferfed minor lacerations

and bruises.

Mooney, who had just left his seat

in the auditorium to go backstage
before the appearance of his band,

escaped uninjured.. He and Naples
jumped into the thick of rescue work.

Investigation has been started by

stale and local officials.

D. C. Meet
^ Continued from page 3

Picture Producers and the MPA
agreed- to—the-one-foi'-dll tactics-—

Biggies indicated' that they have

reissue goes into release. 1 n0 new offet' lr°m the British as a

substitute for the 75%. ad valorem

Hale Heads UCP Board

'

Hollywood. Aug. 26.

Frank Hale, eastern financier who
recently bought a block of stock in

United California Pictures, has been
elected chairman of the board of that

company.
Eugene Frenke Philip Yordan and

Jonnst Nicflo)as Scnenck Ba
Robert Cummmgs continue as ofti-

Balabani Ned SpyyQ
y

s

Eagle Flies U-I Nest
For Indie With Huston

Hollywood. Aug. 2ti.

S. P. Eagle is checking off I he

Universal-International lot to join

JpJin„H.ust©.n in_an indie . .pj:.oxlu<:L!£in_

unit. Huston's contract with Warners
expires next spring. Eayle leaves or

New York this week to round up
story properties for the new outfit.

Understood U-I is negotiating with

Sidney Buchman to take over- pro-

duction reins on "Song of Norway.

tax. World situation is toughening
and there's fear that other countries
'wiTT' pTek~ ' up the "British example.
Domestic matters were not discussed .

since it was generally agreed that
|

^*™er
.

,» on Eagle's production pfo-

the companies Would go their sepa-
rate ways on problems inside the

U. S. borders.

Among those- attending were Eric

cers of the corporation.

Col.'* 50c Divvy
Dividend of 50c per share on out-

standing common was declared la.st

week by Columbia.
Company also declared same ad-

dition:! divvy of 50c per share ns

ing convertible preferred stock Will
; la t year, with double-mo on pay-

be paid Sept. 30 to record M.«>:k- ' al>le S(r<t. 24 to stockholder*. of rcc-

holders as of Sept. ». , 01 d Sept. 9.

Skouras, John J. O'Connor, Charles
D. Prutzman, Major Albert Warner,
Grad Sears. James Mulvey, Francis
Harmon and others. Allen Dulles

Next, With Mirrors
Albert E. Sindlimer, prexy of NfW

Entertainment Workshop, which de-

velops and tests screen and If y it

plays before production, has added
an electronic division to his outfit

for sharper measurements- of audi"

and Edward S. Cohen of the law ;ence reaction. Department will be

firm of Sullivan & Cromwell, MPA's
attorneys, were also at the meet.
Fact that top-bracket industryites

were on the scene, observers said,

indicated the seriousness of the sit-

uation.

Utld'S ^,-ection of Harold R. B< is*-

former Navy Commander.-
Both Slndlin^or 'and Rci.-'S have

completed a working model on *

ni w device for radio audience ral-

1 ints.



more Crass "A"
top dates!

ORPHEUM - VOGUE - EL RAY

BELMONT • CULVER

of Fox West Coast Unit, Los Angeles

•

PARAMOUNT, San Francisco

SAENGER, New Orleans

LYRIC, Salt Lake City

MAYFAIR, Baltimore

IMPERIAL, Charlotte

FULTON, Pittsburgh

PALACE, Jacksonville

and many more of

the world's finest

theatres are now

booking

"Wyoming" gets off to a smash World Premiere in Cheyenne

followed by 83 day-and-date engagements in Rocky Mountain aren!

fSA GREATOUTDOORVRAMA!
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Americans Abroad, '47 Style
Continued from page

synonymous and it's symptomatic in-

deed that, like the Yankee dollar,

the Yankee brand of showmanship
dominates London's West End, where

"Born Yesterday," "Oklahoma!"

"Annie Get Your Gun," "Life With

Father" and "Voice of the Turtle"

are dominant. The two musicals are

particular smashes, making for a

brand of theatrical history that is

still the talk of the capital, and, in

fact, entire England. This is mani-

fested by the August vacationing in-

flux, as they come in busses from

the provinces, taking their 6 and 7

o'clock theatre, which is actually

4 and 5 p. m. in view of the double

summer time (since gone back to

single daylight savings time). Then
follows the meagre rationed supper,

after the theatre, and this must be

rushed before it becomes dark and
transportation is curtailed.

Paris, in contrast, has none of the

British austerity. There lunch and

dinner are two-to-four hour produc-

tions. The brash Frenchman who, for

some curious reason, doesn't have the

same sympatico for the doughty

Britisher as do the Americans, will

tell you, "Well; yes, we have a black

market here but, at least, here we
have it on the table. The British,

despite all their austerity, go in for

"spivs" (cockney term for the bar-

row boys who sell "hot" rationed

foodstuffs sans coupons and above

ceiling prices) ( but they don't know
what to dp with it."

British Cuisine Can't

Compare With French
Unfortunately, that's too true. The

cuisine can't compare; Woat-'s- more, •

the moneyed Britisher, save for a

meagre steak (very meagre it is,

too), unlike his Continental counter'

part, can't buy it if he wanted to.

In France you get anything if you've

the price. Ditto the Continent over,

from the Norse countries to Italy.

Latter, incidentally, is in excellent

shape, tourist and trade-wise, be-,

cause it devaluated the lire and
made legal what is a black-market
operation elsewhere.' Thus it's a

great tourist lure with its "bargains,"

particularly to the Americans.
The uncertainty pf the money has

given rise to an inflation in enter-

tainment, luxury and ordinary -living

costs. This always makes the native,

as well as the tourist, wonder how
the average man can live under ex-
isting conditions. A good lunch for

four in France is 5,000 francs, legally

somewhere near $50; or under the

theoretical two - for - one "marche
noir" (black market) rate $25.

Prices are geared in ratio to the

"marche noir" so that it's just im-
possible to live at the legal rate.

. More favored than the spurious

trading is the international "borrow-
ing" system whereby the American
visitor uses pounds, francs or lires

of his business allies' pr friends,

"paying" them back in dollars when
the Britisher pr the Continental
comes to the U. S. What the rate of

"repayment" may be is conjectural
but usually it's on a parity with the
unofficial (devaluated) rate.

Inflated Bubbly Prices

That show business thrives under
those circumstances is the more
surprising since hotels, the cham
pagne in the niteries, "consomma
tions" (drinks) which are "obliga
tpire," etc., are doubled or quad
rupled, meaning that the inflated

price has thus been anticipated at

the souree. Non-vintage grape at

3,000 francs ($28) is the rule rather
than the exception in the "white
Russian" Paris bistros like the Mon
seighor, Les Grands Seigneurs,
Sheherazade and the like, where a
barrage of violinists give out with
minor-key vodka melodies. And try
and get away with just one bottle

gust vacation «xodus, Paul Derval's

"Fplie« flergert" starring Nita

Raya, oohtinuei SRO. It's easily

the best show in Paris, which isn't

saying much, however, despite the

lavishneSB of the production and the

perennial Monsieur Dandy, its lead-

ing comic. The Casinp de Paris, Bal

Tabarin, the Mogador ("Waltz

Dream*' revival) and the Opera are

static, with business to match.

From Deauville to the Riviera, in

the casinos gambling continues at

new peaks. For the same reason

that they play ginrummy at a half-

crown (50c.) a point in London they

wager prodigiously at baccarat in

francs. It's all because of the un-

certainty over the money. To many
it's stage money. If you go pn a

shopping spree in France you need

a caddy to. tote those bushels of

francs. Cannes today- resembles

brash wartime Miami with its black-

eteers, and to the average tourist

it's too expensive.
French Gy»-and-Take

The gyp-and-take proclivities of

the Gallics continue as of yore, even

to the Americans. It's strange tp re-

alize that little mpre than two years

ago the Nazis occupied the Cote

d'Azur and yet today the Americans,

who made possible the Liberation,

get rather crudely pushed around on

"confirmed" reservations, which get

the brushofl with a bland "there

must be some mistake/' 'JSie French

Tourism Bureau, which has been

doing a gPPd pitch to get the aver-

age American over at legal ex-

change, and on nominal budgets,

thus has its fine work dissipated be-

cause, since August is the one big

vacatic-n month; some of—Ihe—as«-
sistant managers are on the take, or

there's something else awry.

Film-wise the French can't exist

within their own market, and frank-

ly admit it. Fpr pne thing the under-

the-table paypffs tp stars, who get

half per contract and the rest sub

rosa, have sent costs far out of pro-

portion to the native market This

necessitates an export market, or

else. There again they all look to

America and the possible dollar rev-

enue. All point to '*Les JEnfants du

Paradis," "Well-Digger's DaugKfer7*

"Baker's Wife" and the like as the

goal. -

British Feel Good
About Pix Impact

IFFaTTopenTSecrelramong the "en-

lightened" British producers that

they feel pretty go?d about the im

pact their films have made abroad,

notably in America, and when the

75% tax on foreign pix came to pass

it lent further support to their gen

eral attitude that "Hollywood was

slipping and bur films, which dare

to be 'different,' should continue un

altered with nary a thought to the

American market."

This in effect was told this re

porter at the Pinewood Studios, out-

side Of London, which houses the J.

Arthur Rank independent producers

With George Archibald as managing
director—he was head of the British

Ministry of Information's film serv

ice during the war—the roster of.the

Pinewood producers includes An
thony Havelock-Allen, Ronnie Nea
me, David Lean and Eric Ambler
comprising the Cineguild Produc-

tions ("Great Expectations," etc.)

Michael Powell-Emeric Pressburger

heading the Archers unit; Jack Lee

and Ian Dalrymple (both comprising

Wessex ProductiPns ) ; Frank Laun-

der, solo producer; Sydney Gilliatt

ditto.

100% Nationalistic

Attitude of these producers is

100% nationalistic. They concede

that after Rank, Earl St. John, head

of general production (he's currently

on the Coast), and Archibald OK

entrenched than ever before. Their

attitude is not one of resentment,

nor even of smugness, but having

felt their oats in the world markets

by making films to suit their own
standards, the attitude persists that

the British producer can well afford

to be self-sufficient, providing the

native market supports the native

producer.
One issue all concur on; the big

problems in England now are the

writers and directors. As in Amer-
ica, the war left tpo much impact

on these creative artisans, and'either

they're "written out" pr they can't

back intp the prime cinematic stand-

ards Pf sound film writing. Mpre
than the American market, dialects,

tempp of production, etc., this short-

age lopras as the more majnr prob-
lem.

TOURISM SIDELIGHTS
Truman's Beer dominates England,

which startles the U. S. visitpr,

thinking it's a trailer fpr the Presi-

dent

Despite newspnui paper short-

ages, visiting journalists are al-

ways struck with the oversize .

billing for the byliners.

a lot of valuable news space.

Sid Field, Tommy Trinder, Nervo
& Knox are the tpp comics in the

London variety shows. All yen to

come to the States. Field and
Trinder will be over this winter to

get the feel of the American public.

This roving, correspondent reassured

them that they'll be all right by
substituting gags about smog and
the Dodgers and Jersey for the cur-

rent localism about "spivs" (the

blacfcstcerino barrow boys), "be

kind to my butcher," food rationing,

and alt the other oldies we had dur-

ing our time when foodstuffs were
-rationed:-: — — ~ —--

Picture Grosses

Charles Cochran's "Bless ttie

Bride" a hit chiefly because of

George Guettary, the French juve.

Tunes by Vivian Ellis better than
the Sir A. P. Herbert, M.P., libret-

to, but it has enough of that corny
nostalgic charm, a la "Bitter Sweet"
and "Maytime," to click on Brpad-
way.

Noel Coward's "reaee In Our
Time," showing England under
the Nasi conquest; a, better

-

play

than its critical reception indi-

cates. Beverly Baxter, the only

MP dramatic critic in captivity,

particularly panned it but biz

terrif, despite also the unbear-
_able_heat^.And no air-condition-.,

ing in any London, theatre.

SAN FRANCISCO
(Continued frpm page 8)

issue) (3d wk). Strong $6,500. Last

week, $7,500. _ .

Uu-kin (Roesner) 400; 65-85)—

"Pageant ef Russia"
i(

(Ind'e). Mild

$1 700 Last week, "Genius Night-

ingale" (Indie), $1,800, y- „
Orpheum (Blumenfeld) (2,,448; 55-

85)-"Singapere" (U) (2d wk) Mild

$11,000. Last week, vital $21,WW..

Paramount (Par) (2,646; 60-85)-

"Hit Parade 1947" (Rep). Okay

$15,000. Last week, 'Adventuress

(E-L) plus vaude headed by Billy

De Wolfe and Olga San Juan, great

$34600.
Staeedoor (Ackerman) (350; 60-

85)-"Magic Bow" (U) (M wk).

Hefty $2,500. Last week, big $3,700.

Francis (Par) (1,400; 60-85)-

"Welcpme Stranger" (Par) (6th wk).

Big $15,000. Last week, $16,000.

United Artists (Blumenfeld) (1,207;

55-850—"Carnegie Hall" (UA) (3d

wkJ. -Steady. $10,500. Last week,

"unlMations (FWC) (1,149; 60-

85)—"Red StalliPn" (E-L) (m.o.).

Neat $3,500. Last week, ' Fantasia

(RKO) (3d wk), pkay $3,<HXK

WarBeld (FWC) (2,656; 60-85)—

"Living in Big. Way" (M-G). Nice

$16,500. Last week, "Red StalliPn"

(E-L), nice $18,000.

'Trouble'-Vaude Smash

$21,000 Tops Seattle

Seattle, Aug, 26.

Best straight-pix bets here this

week are "Carnegie Hall," Dear
Ruth" and "Wpnder Whp's Kissing

Her Npw." Sugar Chile RobinsPn
heading vaude is boosting "Trnuble

.With.Wpmen" to smash week at Or-
pheutn.

Estimates for This Week
Blue Mouse (H-E) (800; 45-80)—

"Red Stallion" (E-L) and "Likely

Story" (RKO) (m.o.). pkay $4,500.

Last week, 4th of "Perils of Pauline"
(Par), $5,400 in 9 days.

Fifth Avenue (H-E) (2,349; 45-80)

—"Carnegie Hall" (UA). Stout $13,-

000. Last week, "Cynthia" (M-G)
and "Dark Delusion" (M-G), fairish

$9,700.
Liberty (J & vH) (1,650; 45-80)—

"Dear Ruth" (Par) (3d wk). Great
$12,500 after magnificent $14,300 last

"week:
-

Music Box (H-E) (850: 40-80)

Rank urging BBC to let down its

anti-commercial stance for teleui-

sion, particularly for the big sports

events. Afay get somewheres, too.

Don't travel counting your
francs. It's all very expensive.

There are 15% "service" charges
for everything, but a "supple-
ment" is always expected, bring-
ing the already Inflated prices up
to a fancy 20 and 25% tipping

ratio. America has the dollars,

and if you're a Yank on the lam
you're typed for a hot handout,
or else. And being a Yank the
rahrah spirit Compels you to be
as generous as the glad-mitters

would like you to be.

"Who's Kissing Her" (20th) (m.o.).

Big $6,000. Last week. "Possessed"
(WB) (3d wk), okay $3,100 m 5 days.

Music Hall (H-E) (2,200; 45-80)—
"Romance Rosy Ridge" (M-G). Fair

$7,500- Last— week, "Hucksters"
(M-G) (5th wk), good enough $4,800.

Orpheum (H-E) (2,600: 45-80)—
"Trpuble With Wpmen" (Par) with
Sugar Chile Robinson heading stage-

show. Stagebill boosting this to smash
$21,000. This is especially big in

view of scale and season. Last week,
"Red Stallion" (E-L) and "Likely
Story" (RKO), big $12,700.

Palomar (Sterling) (1,350; 45-80)—
"Last Mohicans" (E-L) and "Kit
Carson" (E-L) (reissues). Good
$7,000. Last week, "Copacabana"
(UA), fair $6,300.
Paramount (H-E) (3,039; 45-80)—

"Honeymoon" (RKO) and "Thunder
Mountain" (RKO). Slow $8,500. Last
week, "Who's Kissing Her" (20th),

good $11,200.
Roosevelt (Sterling) (800; 45-80)—

"Copacabana" (UA) (m.o.). Mild
$4,000. Last week, "Angel and Bad-
man" (Rep) (3d wk), nice $3,600.

'BACHELOR' NEW HIGH,

WOW $25,000, DENVER
Denver, Aug. 26.

"Bachelor and Bobby-Spxer" is

packing the Orpheum fpr npn-holi.

day week record here this session,

soaring to giant $25,000. "Life WitH
Father," at tipped scale in tw<f

houses, will be about $4,000 unde»
this figure but big.

Estimates foe This*Week
Aladdin (Fox) (1,400; 35-74)—

"Ivy" (U) and "Crimson Key" (Col)

after week at Denver, Webber. (Jood

$4,500. Last week, "Duel in Sun'1

(SRO), big $8,000.

Broadway (Cinema) (1,500; 85-74)

—"Of Mice and Men" (UA) and
"There Goes My Heart" (UA) (re.

issues). Fair $4,000. Last week.
"Yank in LPndon" (20th) and "Wild
West" (PRC), poor $3,500.

Denham (Cockrill) (1,750; 35-74)

—"Trouble With Women" (Par).

Nice $13,000 or near. Last week,
"Desert Fury" (Par) (2d wk), good
$10,500.

Denver (Fox) (2,525; 35-74)—
"Dishonored Lady" (UA) and "Road
to Hollywopd" (Indie), day-date
with Webber. Okay $14,000. Last
week, "Ivy" (U) and "Crimsen Key"
(20th), also Webber, good $15,000.

Esquire (Fox) (742; 90-$1.25)—
"Life With Father" (WB), day-date
with Paramount. Big $4,000, and
holds. Last week, "Brute Force"
(U) and "Millerson Case" (Col), also

Paramount, fair $2,500.

Orpheum (RKO) (2,600; 35-74)—
"Bachelor and Bobby-Soxer" (RKO).
Colossal $25,000 for new non-holiday
w'eek' fecord. Last week, "Romance
Rosy Ridge" (M-G) and "Last

Crooked Mile" (Rep), nice $14,500.

Paramount (Fox) (2,200; 90-$1.25)

—"Life With Father" (WB), also

Esquire. Big '$17,000, and holds.

Last week, "Brute Force" (U) and
"Millerson Case" (Cpl), nice $10,000.

Bialto (Fox) (878; 35-74)—"Brute
Force" (U) and "Millerson Case''

(Col), after week at Paramount,
Esquire. Fair $3,500. Last week,
"Who's Kissing Her Now" (20th),

$2,000 u - .

Tabor (Fox) (1,967; 35-74)—"The
Web" (U). Mild $8,000. Last •week,
'Last of Redmen" (Col) and "Ac-
complice" (PRC), fair $8,500.

Webber (Fox) (750; 35-74)—"Dis.
honored Lady" (UA) and "Road to

Hollywood"—(-Indie ), also- -Denverr-
Oke $2,500. Last week, "Ivy" (U)
and "Crimson Key" (20th), $2,500.

"Le Magicien d'Oz ("Wizard of

Oz"), "La Sauvage Blanc" ("White
Savage") "Nanook of the North" and
"Birth of a Baby" are the oldies do-
ing smash film biz in France and
England.

-•
|

the ^budgets, the rest is up to them.—The_initial pitch is for—a- -magnum ' They- pick the stories and- execute
and, if you're a rugged individualist, ' the productions, chiefly with an eye
insisting on one-at-a-time, there's al
ways a spare in the bucket the mo-
ment the grape is poured out into
the over-sized goblets. Londoners
drink champagne by the bucket also
because it's still cheaper than the
unobtainable Scotch, which is $2.20
for a short, highball, "all sent to you
Americans for dollars, you know,"
they will tell you.
The Russian influence makes it-

self felt in other directions. The
Swedes complainJhey hear too much
Russian in the smartest Stockholm
hotels and restaurants. In the
Riviera

to their own cinematurgical initia

tive and, frankly, with no particular

regard to the U. S. boxoffice.

When it was stressed that Rank's

mission to America was in the" in-

terests of a better AnglO-U. S. ac-

cord on talent and markets—all this,

o£ course preceded the Parliamen-
tary 75% ad valorem restrictions

—

these producers as a group none the

less felt that their job was to make
pictures that were "different." Some
British film men concurred on the

idea of trying to please the Ameri-
can palate, but there were a cmrole

completely unconcernedcasinos the French, Belgian ! avowedly
end Swiss industrialists nervously

j

with that,
a.sk sympathetic Americans what

j
With the 75% tax kayoing. for the

they think of the rising tide of Rus-
,
time being at least, the Anglo-U. S.

sian influence in western Europe— ' accord on production, in view of the

and eagerly accept, as gospel, the ' major snafu as of now to the dis-

opinion that it will all level off.
j
tribution end, this' of course leaves

In Paris, despite the great Au- this type of British producer better

Bernard Bros.—Gene has a new
"brother" — whammed 'em at the
Lido, Paris, and ditto at the Palm
Beach Casino (summer casino), in

Cannes. Their zany takeoffs to the
phonograph records have the French
gaga. New and specially good is the
SpiJ«e_Jones_.disk. The new frere
also clicks with "Figaro." Harrison
& Fisher, U. S. dance team, also

clicked first at the Paris nitery and
then repeating at the Monte Carlo
Casino.

Max (Blue Angel and Village
Vanguard, N. Y.) Gordon looking

for talent in France. Partner Her-
bert Jacoby just returned. All find
asking prices too fancy.

Don't leave America unless you're
prepared for a rugged route!

CINCINNATI!
(Continued from page 9)

$27,000, advanced tariff helping. Pic
liked by cricks and puffed via extra
ad and promotional blurbs. Last
week, "Great Waltz" (M-G) (reissue)

(2d wk), okay $6,500 at 50-75c scale.

Grand (RKO) (1,400; 50-75)—
"Fantasia" (RKO) (reissue). Lush
$11,000. Last week. "Romance Rosy
Ridge" (M-G) (2d wk), pleasing
$6,000.

Keith's (CI) (1,542: 90-$1.25)—
"Duel in Sun" (SRO) (4th wk). Con-
cluding engagement with robust $9,-

000 after $12,500' third round.
Lyric (RKO) (l,400;-50-75)—"Dear

Ruth" (Par). Second moveover for
fifth downtown sesh. Plump $6,000.
Last week, "Brute Force" (U) (m.o.),

$5,500. .

Palace (RKO) (2,600; 50-75)—
"Deep Valley" (WB). Fairish..$10,-
500. Last" week, "Perils Pauline"
(Par), strong $16,000.
Shubert (RKO) (2.100; 50-75)—

"Perils Pauline'' (Par) (m.o.). All
right $6,000. Last week, "Dear Ruth"
(Par) (m,o.) (3d wk), hotsy $7,00.0.

Gable's 'Homecoming'

Rolls at M-G Studio
SkeltOn for Jones Hollywood, Aug. 26.

Hollywood, Aug. 26. "Homecoming,"' Gable's third pie-

Paul Jones, former Paramount
:

hire since his return from service,
producer, draws "The Spy," a Red

j

has rolled at Metro' as a Sidney
Skelton starrer, as his first produc- [.Franklin production,
tion at Metro.

|
Co-starred with him is Lana Turner,

Picture will be a comedy of the
j

with Anne Baxter and John Hodialc
Civil War period. 1 featured.

LOUISVILLE
(Continued from page 9)

$3,400. Last week, "Calcutta'.' (Par)
and "Honeymoon" (RKO) $2,800.

Mary Anderson (People's) (1.100;
40-60)—"Last of Redmen" (Col).
Solid $9,000. Last week, "Cry Wolf"
(WB) (2d wk), $6,500.

National (Standard) (2,400; 40-60)
—"Ivy". (U). Well liked by ctix.

Air-conditioning was off Saturday
(23) but quick repairs put the house
back in cool column. Good $9,500.

Last week, "Arabian Nights" (U)
(reissue) and "Heartaches;' (E-L),
moderate $7,000.

Rfalto (FA) (3,400; 40-60)—"Des-
ert Fury" (Par) and "Thunderbolt"
(Mono). Medium $12,000. Last week,
"Woman On Beach" (RKO) and
"Desperate" (RKO), lively $14,000.

Scoop (Louisville Theatre) (700;
40-60)—"Brewsters' Millions" (UA)
(reissue). Is mild $2,000. Last week,
"Queen's Necklace" (Indie), $1.!)00.

State (Loew's) (3,300; 40-60)—
"Gone With Wind" (M-G) (reissue).
Third time at this house, trim $15,000.
Last week, "Romance Rosy Ridge''
(M-G) and "Little Miss Broadway"
(Col), bumper $20,000.
Strand (FA) (1,200; 40-60)—"Wy-

oming" (Rep) and "Trespasser"
(Rep) Medium $6,000. Last week,
"Who's Kissing Her" (20th) and
"Crimson TKey" (20th) (m.o.), $5,500.

Boothmen's Union
Appeals Toledo Decish

Toledo, Aug.' 26.

Court of Appeals (19) has been
asked tp reconsider its decision in

the suit brought by Sam Seligman,
of Toledo, against Local 228, Toledo
Moving Picture Operators Uniun.
The higher court on July 17 granted
Seligman's petition, seeking to en-

join the union from interfering with
his employment as a projectionist in

the Toledo theatres.

Edward J. Yynch, attorney for the

union, said the appellate court

reached its decision on evidence
which was all for Seligman. He con-

tended the court failed to act on his

motion to dismiss the suit, and thus

blocked him from submitting evi-

dence on behalf of the union.
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SMASH!
> Record high business on sensational Day-and-Date

national openings makes 'Big Red" Box-Office Champion!

CITY

Memphis, Tenn.

Altoona, Pa.

Bakersfield, Cat.

Bay City, Mich.

Dallas, Texas

Elmira, N. Y.

Los Angeles, Cat.

five thtatret

day-and-daf

Lincoln, Neb.

Phoenix, Ariz.

Milwaukee,«Wisc.

Oakland, Cat.

Portland, Me.

Portland, Ore.

Kenosha, Wise.

Spokane, Wash.

THEATRE

Warner

State

Fox

Washington

Majestic

Regent

Orpheum, El Key,

Vogue, Belmont,

Culver City

Varsity

Fox

Riverside

Orpheum

Civic

Mayfair

Gateway

Orpheum

CIRCUIT

Warner

Fabian

Fox West Coast

Washington

Theatre Co.

Interstate

Warner

Fox West Coast

Westland

Fox West Coast

Standard

Fox West Coast

Zeitz

Fox West Coast

Standard

Fox West Coast

CITY

Terre Haute, Ind.

Ft. Worth, Texas

Santa Barbara, Cat.

Galveston, Texas

San Diego, Cal.

San Francisco, Cal.

Oklahoma City, Okla.

San Bernardino, Cal.

Fall River, Mass.

Long Beach, Cal.

Green Bay, Wise.

Houston, Texas

Jamestown, N. Y.

San Antonio, Texas

Seattle, Wash.

THEATRE

Orpheum

Worth

Arlington

Martini

! California
)

Loma h
State )

Warfield.

Warner

Fox

Empire

U. A. t Crest

Strand

Metropolitan

Palace

Majestic

Orpheum

CIRCUIT

Alliance

Interstate

Fox West Coast

Interstate

Fox West Coast

Fox West Coast

Warner

Fox West Coast

Yamins

Standard

Fox West Coast

Interstate

Warner

Interstate

Fox West Coast

• . . and a hundred more across the country!

ASK THE MAN WHO PLAYED IT!

EAGLE LION HIT/
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Eagle Lion Switches Top PRC-ers

To Own Banner; Other Xchange Briefs

Eagle Lion pushed through its ab-

sorption of PRC last week by.

switching a number of top-bracket

PRCers to the EL banner. Harold
Dunn, acting sales manager of PRC
for the past few months, was tagged

for the post of EL circuit sales chief.

Jack Bellman, h.o. sales rep for

PRC, was named EL's assistant' cir-

cuit sales head.
Tom Donaldson, heretofore New

England district, sales manager for

PRC, has been shifted to the same
post for EL. His territory will cover
the Boston and New Haven sectors.

Harry Segal, special sales rep for EL
since its inception, takes over as

Boston branch manager. Al Fecke
Is new sales manager in Boston and
Max Salzberg is head of the New
Haven exchange. \
Seymour Schussel was appointed

district sales manager for the New
York metropolitan area. Lou Wech-
sler was upped to the post of N. Y.

branch manager. Schussel formerly
acted in the aquivalent-spot for PRC.
Dunn joined PRC in March, 1946,

as . assistant general sales manager
under Ralph Clark and took over
the latter's job when Clark resigned.

He had served as Far East super-

visor for Warner Bros, and was
taken prisoner by the -Japs while in

that capacity.

EL has named Joe Minsky as dis-

trict manager for the Philadelphia-
Pittsburgh - Washington territory.

Minsky was most recently tied to

International Pictures in exec sales

capacities. Branch lineup in the ter-

ritory lists Fred Rohrs--as D. C. ex-
change head; James Hendel, Pitts-

burgh branch manager; and John
Zomnir, Pittsburgh sales manager.

EL Acquires PRC, Buffalo
Buffalo.

PRC Buffalo Exchange has been
taken over- by Eagle-Lion Films, Inc.

Al Herman and William Shirtin are
new district managers for E-L:

with
Lewis J. Lieser and Robert E. Cla-
bcaux as branch and office mana-
gers, respectively.

Republic in Final Sales Confabs
James R. Grainger, Republic exec-

utive veepee in charge of distribu-
tion, attended district sales confabs
in Detroit and Chicago last week.'
They were the year's final regional

fales meets for the company. The
)etroit meeting was on Aug. 20-21,
with eastern and central district
managers at the session. Chicago
confab, Aug. 22-23, was for the mid-
western and prairie districts.

Walter L Titus, Jr., southern divi-
sion manager, returned to N. Y. over
the weekend from a series of south-
ern district huddles at Atlanta and
Charlotte.

'Henry' for St. Paul Aud
Minneapolis.

St. Paul Auditorium, devoted to
legitimate roadshow attractions, con-
certs and sports and civic enter-
prises, will have its first fling at a
picture, "Henry V," for two weeks,
starting Sept. 1. It will be a road-
show attraction scaled at $1.80 top
nights and $1.20 matinees, with spe-
cial 75c. student prices afternoons
during the two-a-day run.

Picture also played the Minneap
clis legitimate roadshow house, the
Lyceum, last season, as a roadshow
at the same scale and on similar
two-a-day schedule. Trade now ex
pects that St. Paul Auditorium, like
Lyceum here, will be available for
other motion pictures in opposition
to regular film houses. It seats 2,800.

Republic Sets '47-'48 Deal
Republic has closed the first big

Circuit deal on its 1947-48 program
•with Butterfield circuit of Michigan.
Chain operates 128 theatres. James
E. Grainger, executive veepee in
charge of distribution, who went to
Detroit on the deal, worked out the
pact along with Sam Seplowin, cen-
tral district manager, and Irwin H
Pollard, Detroit branch manager.

Goldberg Buys Omaha Houses
Omaha.

Ralph D. Goldberg has bought the
Muse and North Star, local neighbor
theatre buildings. He takes over the
theatres later. Goldberg already has
other, film houses in Omaha,

Lou Brown to Nu-Screen
Lou Brown, vet for 36 years in the-

atre equipment business, joined Nu-
Screen Corp. as sales manager, ac-
cording to an announcement by Her-
man Gluckman, company prexy.
After serving in the first world war,
Brown was with Joe Horstein, RCA
Photophone and National Theatre
Supply.

Nalfy's Buyout
San Francisco.

Michael Naify has bought out the
Interests of his partners, E. M. Em-
mick and Bob McNeil, in United
California Theatres. He thereby as-
sumes complete ownership of the
chain, which controls Golden State
Theatres, T. & D. Jr., Theatres and
San Francisco theatres, comprising

about 100 houses. Transaction means
that the circuit will be held together
and operation will be unchanged.
This spikes the alternate deal,
whereby Robert Lippert was report-
ed trying to take over management
and add the new chain to his own
circuit via financial backing from
Milton Reynolds, wealthy pen mahu-
facturer.
Golden State embraces 37 theatres

in northern California, while T. & D.
has 58, besides owning 50% of six
houses in the San Francisco Thea
tres chain. Down-payment is re-
portedly to have involved $4,000,000.

Reported that Fox West Coast, a 25%
interest holder in T. & D. and 50-50
partner with Naify in operation of a
group of Sacramento theatres, either
supplied or was instrumental in rais-
ing the cash involved. F-WC opposed
the Lippert expansion, the L'PPert
buy^in being under consideration by
F-WC toppers at sessions here. The
Lippert interests had been offering
around $10,000,000. for the entire
setup.

SRO 'Makes Two Changes in Sales
John D. Keating has replaced Ed-

ward Salzberg as sales rep for Selz-
nick Releasing Corp. in Cincinnati
and Amos Leonard takes the place of
Ellis Shefton as sales rep in St. Louis,
according to an announcement by
Milton S. Kusell, veepee in charge of
domestic sales. Mervyn Goldstone
has been made booker and sales rep
for SRO in Toronto, Canada.

Change D. C. Earle to Warner
Washington.

Warners' Earle theatre, its D.C.
showcase, becomes the Warner on
Sept. 11 when "Life With Father"
opens at the house. At the same
time the Earle Bldg., in which the
theatre is located, will become the
Warner Bldg.
The Earle, like the Earle in Philly,

was named after George H. Earle,
Jr., Philadelphia banker and father
of the former Governor of Penn-
sylvania. At the time the houses
were owned by the Stanley Co. of
America, later absorbed by Warner.

WB Managers To New Spots
Springfield, Mass.

Art theatre here named Murray
Howard, ex-WB in Stamford, Conn.,
as manager. He succeeds Charles
Patch.
Another WB man, John Silver-

watch, of Lawrence, is new man-
ager of E. M. Loew Court Square.
Replaces Ed Harrison, resigned.

Pitt Execs Upped by FC
Pittsburgh.

Two former local exchange chiefs
have been made branch managers
with Film Classics, George Lefko,
who used to be with RKO here;
takes over the Indianapolis office
and Mort Magill, ex-UA, the Phila-
delphia set-up. Since leaving Pitts-
burgh, Lefko has been WB manager
in Des Moines and PRC head in Los
Angeles while Magill went from
here to Philly as UA pilot. Ed
Lebby, ex-salesman here who was
with Lefko in LA, is also joining
him in Indianapolis as a salesman.
With transfer of Pete DeFazio to

.Baltimore territory, Jack Kalmenson
has been promoted from West Vir-
ginia territory to Main Lines sales-
man for WB here. Leonard Pearl-
man comes in from the Washington
exchange to take over West Virginia
from Kalmenson.
Ken Hoel, ad-publicity chief for

Harris circuit, celebrates his 20th
anni with the company next month.
Dixon theatre in Dixonville, -Pa.,

leased to Charles Nightingale, of
Greensburg, by John Profughi.
Nightingale has been a distributor of
theatre equipment and theatre serv-
ice engineer for several years.

Sykes Quits Screen Guild
Charlotte.

Hugh M. Sykes, Jr., resigned as
top salesman at Screen Guild to
open a theatre booking office of his
own here.

Old Flicks, Jitterbugs Up B.O.
St. Louis.

When promoters of the Village
theatre, an al fresco playhouse in St.
Louis county, started off on the
wrong financial foot, in an effort to
present legit with a stock company,
they quickly switched to the flickers
and jitterbug contests and found a
bonanza. Jerone Bakewell and sev-
eral associates undertook the job.
The theatre, located in a high-

brow residential district in the ad-
jacent St. Louis County, has been
raking it in since the switch. The
opening program was "A Star Is
Born,

' a Janet Gaynor-Frederic
March revival. The jitterbug con-
test m.c.'d by Bakewell, is the extra
adued attraction.

Kansas-Missouri Exhibs to Meet
„ „it

Kansas City.
The 29th annual convention of the

Kansas-Missouri Theatre Assn. will
be held at the Phillips hotel, Kansas
City, Sept. 30-Oct, f. That was an-
nounced last week by Homer Stro-
wig, Abilene, Kans., exhibitor and
president of the group. The iist of

speakers includes Fred Wehrenberg,
Dave Palfreyman, H. M. Richey,
Leon Bamberger, of the trade, and
Gov. Frank Carlson, of Kansas.
General arrangements are being

handled by Frank Flumlee and
Frank Jameson; ticket sales by. Sam
Abend and George Baker. The wel-
coming committee includes Mrs. T.

H. Slothower, Ralph Lamed, Harry
Till and R. R. Biechele. Fred Meyn
and Virgil Harbison make up the
registration committee and Herman
Illmer will be in charge of favors.

Program committee includes C. E.
Cook, Elmer Bills, Senn Lawler and
Strowig.

Det. Burley House to Fix
Detroit.

The National theatre, long a
burlesque house, has been landed by
Korman theatres. House will be re-

opened as a film ' theatre after
renovation and installation of new
sound and seating equipment.

'. v
Filmack Invades Coast

Los Angeles.
Offices will be opened here this

week by the Filmack Trailer Co.,

Chicago firm, as the first step in its

invasion of the West Coast. Branches
will be opened later in San Fran-
cisco, Seattle and Portland.
Milton Smith will be head of the

new western district, with Jack
Jacobs in charge of Los Angeles op-
eration.

Fight Firings
Continued from page 5

McCausland to Adelman & Sachs
Dallas.

Ross McCausland has resigned as
manager of the Telenews theatre to
join the Adelman & Sachs organi-
zation. He will be manager of the
latter group's de luxe suburban, the
Delman, scheduled to open here
soon. No replacement has been an-
nounced for the Telenews.

Knight to Roosevelt Theatre
Des Moines.

Don B. Knight has been named
manager of the local Roosevelt the-
atre for Tri-States Theatre Corp. He
was formerly assistant manager of
the Des Moines theatre and recently
manager of the IngersoU theatre.
Robert W. Wilcox, assistant mana'ger
of the Des Moines, will replace
Knight at the Ingersoll. Both men
were associated^with Tri-States pre-
ceding overseas service.

• \ St. Loo Changes
St. Louis.

A portion of the roof and wall of
the Senate, a 750 seater owned by
the Kerasotes Bros. Circuit, Spring-
field, 111., collapsed while repairs
were being made. Two workmen
and two women pedestrians were
injured. The company plans to close
the house within a few weeks and
spend $100,000 on a face lifting job.
Marvin Banks has taken over

management of the King Bee, a
North St. Louis nabe from B. A.
Pautler.
Fred Wehrenberg will increase

theatre holding by erection of a new
house in Affton, Mo. It will be a
1,000 seater.
The Springfield, Mo. drive-in

theatre, with a 750 car capacity has
been lighted by Sam Taft.

Etlis N. Shafton, St. Louis branch
manager for Selznick, has resigned
and returned to California. Amos
Leonard, has succeeded.
Uptown Theatre Co., headed by

Albert M. Seff, is spending $70,000
in" converting a building in Sioux
City into a 700 seater.
The Troy, III., Civic Improvement

Assn. has received the green light
from the Office of Housing Expedi-
ter to start the construction of a
$28,000 flicker house in the town.
A. L. Jones has sold the Princess,

a 280 seater, Bunceton, Mo., to James
F. Doyle, former booker for the
Dickinson Operating Co., Mission,
Kans.

Denver Filmites Outing
Denver.

Frank Childs won top prize in the
golf tourney of the Rocky Mountain
Screen Club at Park Hill country
club. Winners' in three flights in-
cluded Joe Stone, Harry Green and
Mayer Monsky. The exhibitors beat
the distributors in a ball game, 15-6.
More than 250 attended the com-
bined picnic and golf tournament,
and more than $1,500 worth of prizes
were given in various events.
Robert Patrick is remodeling a

downtown building into a 500-seat
theatre.
Joe Stallman will unwrap his 200-

seat $40,000 theatre at Lingle, Wyo.,
about Sept. 1, opening the town to
films.

Dick Conley, Canon City, Colo.,
city manager, moved to La Junta,
Colo., succeeding Keith May, who
goes to Canon City.
Paul Hoppen, former theatre man,

opens theatre brokerage office on
film row.
Tom Bailey (Selected Pictures)

takes on physical distribution of
Film Classics and Screen Guild, adds
a salesman, Tom McCormick, is add-
ing a vault to his exchange, and has
taken on "40,000 Horsemen" and
"Mutiny of the Elsinore" for the
Denver and Salt Lake City terri-
tories.

Beavis Upped by Odcon
Ottawa.

Gordon Beavis, manager of the
Otreon uptown fllmer, Centre, named
city manager for Odeon houses:
Centre, new Glebe, nabes Rexy and
Nola.

retary. In addition, UA office man-
ager Phil Shays, who came in a year
ago to succeed Bob Goldfarb, upped
then to assistant of UA secretary

Harry Buckley, was also let go.

Goldfarb returned to his old job.

Meanwhile, economy axe which
UA execs planned for a list of office

workers, reported numbering about
40, has remained poised in mid-air.

Intensive huddles on these Intended
dismissals were held over the week-
end between company officials and
SOPEG chiefs, with agreement ap-

parently reached to delay dismissals

for short while.

Despite union claims that the film

industry is generally enjoying the

fattest profits in its history, individ-

ual companies refuse to pooh-pooh
the cumulative effect on their fi-.

nancial structure by what are called

"petty" economies. One company,
by abolishing overtime, is now sav-
ing $2,000 weekly by this measure
alone, or more than $100,000 on an
annual basis.

Execs says that kind of coin was
okay to toss around in lush war
times, but now that the squeeze is

on in the foreign market, it is essen-

tial to cut down the nut. They point
out that the British market is now
practically a dead loss and that more
efficient distribution in the domestic
market won't materially affect sales

by more than 1%. Therefore, the

only road left open for them is to

cut back on costs wherever possible.

Cutdown On Expenses

Only film companies in which the
grapevine isn't humming with ru-
mors of impending firings are
Columbia, Eagle Lion, RKO and
Warner Bros. At Columbia, this

week, company execs were called

into conclave and told that there
would be savings in expenditures on
facilities but no cuts in personnel.
Facilities cover such items' as
messenger service, telegrams and
expense accounts.

EL intends holding onto all its

employees, according to Max Young-
stein, ad-pub chief. Youngstein
stated it was his belief that this

would be an "economically unsound
time" to slash staffs. At RKO and
Warners, ofiicials emphatically de-
clared that no cuts were contem-
plated.

Ad Vet Hayward Returns

To GUT in Expanded Setup

As Management Executive
Sydney, Aug. J9.

Herbert Hayward, dean of adver.
tising executives here, is returning
to his old unit, Greater Union Thea-
tres, under Norman B. Rydge, after
a long span with Hoyts as advertis-
ing chief.

GUT directors,, it's reported, made
the approach to Hayward. He goes
back as assistant to the chairman
of the management committee, John
Evans, who is chief lieutenant to
chairman of directors Rydge. The
appointment is seen as a major ex-
tension with the coming into GUT
of the Rank interests. Hayward will
take up his appointment immedi-
ately.

Prior to leaving GUT for Hoyts,
Hayward was in charge of all ad-
vertising under the late Stuart F.
Doyle. He was also associated with
Doyle's pic ventures at Cinesound.
Before accepting the post, Hayward,
it's said, informed Ernest Turnbuli,
Hoyts' chief at present in the U. S.
on biz, of the GUT offer. Both
major loops are on a very friendly
basis, it's understood, despite being
in opposition;

Follow British
, Continued from page 4 ;

Mpls. Layoffs

Minneapolis.

Film industry economy wave has
hit Film Row here with exchanges,
acting on home-office instructions,
paring office staffs. It's estimated
that a total of 20 employees have
been discharged or .laid off since the
British announcement of the new
75% tax.

The fact that business at the ex-
changes is at or close to its record
high level means that the employees
remaining have to take on additional
work. As yet, no salesmen have
gotten the gate. There's plenty of
worry now that pay slashes may im-
pend at a time when living costs are
still on the rise.

Rep's 200 Pink Slips

Hollywood, Aug. 26.

Republic is slashing its payroll be-
cause of the British tax situation.
Thus far about 200 pink slips have
been handed out, and more are
pending.

Understood the retrenchment plan
calls for a reduction of 15 to 20%
in studio personnel.

Pic Stocks
Continued from page 15 55;

fractionally and one point away
from year's worst prices.
Feeling in Wall Street this week

is that film shares are better to buy
than sell at present levels, especially
in view of economies being made
by various managements and realign-
ment of production to conform with
curtailed foreign revenue. In addi-
tion, Wall Street is watching to see
how theatre grosses climb once the
hot weather breaks. Any sort of ap-
preciable spurt is looked on as like-
ly to hint of a future upbeat in earn-
ings domestically.

^
Attitude of many in the Street is

that current quotations for picture
shares are out of line with divi-
dends now being paid and which
divvies are likely to be covered by
earnings this year by a good mar-
gin. For example, Paramount, which
pays $2 currently per year, is sell-
ing at around $23. RKO, which pays
$1.20, now is selling at around $11.50
or also near 10%.

B. Chifley, however, sounded a grave
note last week when he said that
his government could no longer im-
port "anything but essentials" from
the U.S. Chifley is pressing for a
tax that would cut earnings to only
20% of last year.

There is some talk that the Aussie
government may limit the importa-
tion of B type U. S. pix. This would
not help much on the saving of

dollars because this type pic doesn't

earn "much coinage. The only good
such a move would do would be to

compel majority of local cinemas to

swing from duals to single bills.

There's also talk that the govern-
ment will impose a freeze on U. S.

pix earnings here until the dollar

problem irons itself out.

Right now there are not enough
studios to take care of homfemade pix
to keep local cinemas open minus
U. S. pix. The Rank-Cinesound?
Pagewood studio, when technically
completed, will no doubt be a
powerful medium to increase home
production. There aren't any pix on
the floor there as yet. But there will

be by the end of the year, the only
major film in work at the moment
is the Universal GUT-Chauve) "Sons
of Matthew." Ealing's "Eureka
Stockade" will get under way early
October under Harry Watt.

: i
New 1 Zealand Tax Proposal

Wellington, N. Z., Aug. 26.

While the U. S. State Department
is still fighting a previous discrim-
inatory tax against U. S. films, New
Zealand government is currently
giving favorable consideration to

a proposal for an additional 15%
tax hike on American picture com-
pany earnings. Aid

:
to-Britain Con-

ference's recommendation would
boost the hire tax on American films

from 25% to 40% of gross earnings
in addition to a supplementary 25%
tax on what's left over. Total tax

on British films here totals 15%.
Exhibs here are up in arms against

such proposals to tax U. S. films out
of the market. R. J. Kerridge, man-
aging director of the Kerridge Odeon
circuit, said that unless a compro-
mise solution is found, there's a pos-
sibility that three-quarters of New
Zealand's theatres would be without
pictures.

Rank Clarifies
as Continued from page 4 ^

statement indicated disapproval of

the Labor Cabinet's ad valorem tax
and declared that "the only satis-

factory method of regulating the

showing and the earning capacity of

imported films is through the' pro-
vision of an improved quota ba.^ed

on the records which this associa-

tion submitted to the Board of Trade
at the beginning of this year and
which they hope will be embodied in

a new Cinematograph Film • Act to

be passed by Parliament during the

course of the next six or nine

months."
BFPA then declared it assumed

that main purpose of the ad valorem
duty was to call a temporary half in

the importation-of films. This would
supply, BFPA said, a period of time
for a detailed and careful consider-
ation of the best method of reducing
the adverse balance of trade.
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METRO GOING HEAVY

FOR NATL MFR. TIEUPS
Metro, on th« hunt for cuffo pub-

licity and advertising, is going to

plunge heavily into national tieups

yith large manufacturers* - Decision

Represents a sharp twist in M-G's

policy on tub-thumping since the

company previously engaged in a

minimum of log-rolling with mer-

cantile outfits.

Revamping of Metro's tactics was
the prime conclusion reached by the

company's top flacks in a series of

homeoffice meets held last week
tinder command of Howard Dietz,

Veepee in charge of publicity and
advertising. While none would say

{hat the British tax situation and
economy waves tied into the re-

versal, it's generally figured that the

Company can whittle expenditures

by upping the tie-ins.

First companies lined up are large

manufacturers of chewing gums,

$oft drinks and cosmetics, a Metro
spokesman said. Company intends

following through with large stores

and other factory concerns.

Studioites attending the meets
were Howard Strickling, publicity

head; Frank Whitbeck, ad chief; and
)Ralph Wheelwright, Whitbeckls ass't.

From the h.o. were Dietz, Si Seadler,

ad manager; William R. Ferguson,

exploitation head; Herbert Crooker,

publicity manager, and Tom Gerety.

JSrnest Emerling sat in for Loew's
theatres.

Brochure Explains Pix

Adaptations to Fans
A glossy eight-page brochure on

"Translating a Best-Seller to *the

Screen," with "Captain From Cas-
tile" as the example, is currently

being pushed by 20th-Fox in a pub-
licity tieup on its upcoming release.

Approximately 50,000 copies of the
illustrated booklet are being dis-

tributed to women's clubs across the
country as part of a study program
on motion pictures.

Various sections of the reprint dis-

cuss scenario problems, research and
location work, ending with sugges-

tions to club members on how they
can support films in their locality.'

PICTURES 23
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Briefs From Lots
am Continued from page is —
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directing. . . . Samuel Goldwyn is

building a complete motel on a sound
stage for "A Song is Born." . . .

George S. Kaufman completed his
first screen director job on "The
Senator Was Indiscreet" but will
stay in town until Sept. 15 to super-
vise the cutting. . . . Frederic UH-
man, -Jr., checked in for his first

production chore, "The Window," at
RKO. . . . Charles Lamont's next
director task will be "Let's Fall in
Love" at Columbia.
Jack Boyle will create and super-

vise dance routines for "Mary Lou,"
to be produced for Columbia by Sam
Katzman. . . . Tom Brown in a clergy-
man's role in "Slippy McGee" at Re^
public. , . . George Raft, William
Bendlx and Marilyn Maxwell led a
location troupe to San Srancisco to
shoot "Race Street" for RKO. . , .

Leo McCarey shifted his "Good
Sam".company to Culver City for a
week of shooting on the RKO-Pathe
lot. . . , Alexis Smith drew the film

version of the Moss Hart legiter,

"Christopher Blake," at Warners. . . ,

"Four Wise 'Bachelors" is the new
tag on "Daddies" at Warners. . .

'.

John Taintor Foote will do the
screenplay on "The Story of Seabis-
cuit at Warners . . . Impossible Pic-
tures' first production, variously
.known as "Romantic Rumbolia" and
"Fancy Nancy Clancy," will be
filmed as "Lassie, Move Over."
Edward Donohue, formerly with

John Ford and Orson Welles, signed
by Independent Artists as Associate
producer on "The Velvet Touch,"
co-starring Rosalind. Russell, Sydney
Greenstreet and Leo Genn.
Robert Welch assigned by Par-

amount to produce "Sorrowful
Jones," a Damon Runyon story in
which Bob Hope will star as a sad
hoss player.

With the completion of the Roy
Rogers starrer, "The Gay Ranchero,"
Republic has the heaviest backlog in
its history, with a total of 17 fea-
tures awaiting distribution.

Somerset Preps Film

On Teachers' Plight
Hollywood, Aug. 26.

Underpaid American schoolteach-
ers will have their grievances aired
in the third film, still untitled, to be
made by the new indie outfit,

Somerset Pictures. Walter Colmes
will produce and direct from a
script by Aubrey Wisberg.
Somerset's first production was

"The Burning Cross" and its second
was "The Dark Road."

Berger Joins 'Enemy'

To Beat 10% Tax
Minneapolis, Aug. 26.

Bennie Berger, head of North
Central Allied, has joined forces
with his ancient enemy, the Mina-
nesota Amus. Co., a Paramount af-

filiate, to beat a proposed 10% ad-
mission tax which the city council
was considering. Local solons unan-
imously rejected the provision after
all exhibs united to stage a knock-
down battle.

Real news is the alliance of
Berger and Minnesota Amus. for
limited purposes. Berger has been
lambasting both the circuit and its

parent, Paramount, for many days.
He's consistently charged both with
rigging a monopoly.
Exhibs here posted petitions in

their lobbies for several days before
the council hearings to support their

fight against the threatened impost.
They collected some 53,000 signa-
tures and presented the list to the
lawmakers as proof that the public
opposed the boost.

LEVIN'S BRIT. PIC
Meyer Levin, author of film and

novel on Palestine, "My Father's

House," planed to London Monday
(25) to start work on a new picture.

Palestine novel, rewritten from
film script, was published by Viking
Monday (25). Picture, produced in

collaboration with Herb Kline, opens
in New York next month.

Exhibs Fight
Continued from page 5

Team Hutton, Reynolds

For 'Time to Sing'
Hollywood, Aug. 26.

Robert Hutton and Joyce Reynolds
will be co-starred by Warners in
"It's Time to Sing," based on an
original story idea.

Jerry Wald will produce, with
Frederick de Cordova directing.

tic of these was a decision by the

Pacific Coast Conference of Inde-

pendent Theatre Owners to raise

$25,000 from exhibs as a war chest

to start legal proceedings. PCCITO
wants to haul not only ASCAP onto
the mat but also all majors with
financial tieups in music publishing
houses.

Majors likely to face court hassles
" if PCCITO carries through its

avowed intentions are Metro, Para-
mount. Warner Bros, and Columbia.
M-G owns the Big Three—Robbins
Music, Leo Feist, and Miller Music.
Par's holdings are in Famous Music
and Paramount Music, while WB's
interest is vested in Harms, Wit-
mark. Advance Music and Remick.
Columbia has a tie-in with Mood
Music, a subsid of Shapiro, Bern-
stein. AH these publishers are mem-
bers of ASCAP, and the PCCITO
plaint is that these distribs get two
whacks at exhibs by virtue of this

membership.
Motion Picture Theatre Owners of

America would take up the question,
MPTOA piexy Fred Wehrenberg
said, at a board meet in Washington,
Sept. 18. Board is huddling then
preliminary to the merger conven-
tion with the American Theatres
Assn. slated for D. C, Sept. 19-20.

ASCAP boost will be brought to
the board's -attention, Wehrenberg
declared, with the idea of recom-
mending it for consideration at the
convention itself. It's more than
likely that the new org which will
then be birthed will tackle the fight
as its first all-industry project.

National Allied, it's reported, may
take the lead in furthering the mass
meeting of all exhibs. North Central
Allied and the Independent Theatre
Owners Assn. of New York have al-
ready started legal actions to ban
seat taxes. AUied Theatre Owners
o£ New Jersey is* currently mulling

a similar legal step.

Denver Theatres Fail

To Quash Court Order
Denver, Aug. 26.

The Denham theatre and Fox In-
termountain Theatres failed in their
efforts to quash an order from U. S.

courts that will require them to fur-
nish all theatre records from Sept. 1,

1944. The records are wanted by
Cinema Amus. Co. operators of the
Broadway, in its suit for $3,000,000

against RKO-Radio, Loew's, Inc. and
20th-Fox.
The records are wanted to deter-

mine costs and profits in operating
Denver theatres. Cinema Amus.
charges conspiracy to violate the
Sherman-Clayton anti-trust acts by
the defendants through establish-

ment of an alleged monopoly in

showing and distribution of first-

run product in Denver. The motion
to quash wass denied by J. Foster
Symes, U. S. district judge, on peti-

tion by Thurman Arnold, former
U. S. attorney general, now counsel

for Cinema. The case will be heard
in Delaware, where it has been filed

in U. S. courts.

6 More Go for Par
Hollywood, Aug. 26.

Six features will get the go signal

at Paramount in September, making
a total of seven films in work at the
same time.

September starters are "The Long
Gray Line," "A Foreign Affair," "A
Connecticut Yankee," "Sainted Sis-

ters," "Hazard" and "The Sealed
Verdict." Holding over from August
is "The Paleface.'

Planet Buys Three
Hollywood, Aug. 26.

Planet International, Inc., bought
three story properties: "Strictly

Commercial," by Al Martin; "Pre-
lude to Love," by Tilly Forster, and
"Dancing on a Cloud," by Beatrice
Blake, for indie production.

"Cloud" will be produced as a mu-
sical by Herb Jeffries • and Frank
Caldwell, with an all-Negro cast.

Pickford-Chaplin
Continued from page 3

Seeks Rin Tin Tin Inj.

Los Angeles, Aug. 26.

Injunction suit was filed here by
Wally Kline, writer, on the film,

"Return of Rin Tin Tin," against

Romay Pictures, PRC, and George
Schaefer and William Stephens, pro-

ducers.

Kline declares he wrote the orig-

inal story and screenplay and had
an agreement to produce the picture

but was frozen out.

D. C. Exhibs Postpone Fight

.
Washington, Aug. 26.

The D. C. Motion Picture Theatre

Owners has notified the District

Recreation Board that it is willing
4 ~ n** n -,w4-;i n=--f Jt*S *1t<ht
lo postpone until hca,

to prevent the showing of industrial

films in playgrounds during the

summer evenings.

The exhibitors have been protest-

ing this as unfair competition with

their business, but now say that the

summer is nearly over and they, are

willing to postpone round two until
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is partnered with her husband,
Buddy Rogers, and Ralph Cohn, as

well as Artists Alliance, in which
she's partnered with Lester Cowan.
Miss Pickford has signed and re-

turned her copy of the contract to

UA. Chaplin's is still awaited.

AA also concluded a deal during
the past week to make "One Touch
of Venus" for Universal-Interna-
tional. That puts Miss Pickford, who
owns 51 % of the voting stock of AA,
in the peculiar position .of selling

away from her own company, UA, of

which she's half-owner. She'll have
no actual hand in the production,
however. It will be made by Cowan
and John Beck, who is resigning as

general manager of the U-I studio

to go into the indie field.

Miss Pickford owned the rights to

the Broadway hit musical. She has
assigned them to AA and will in

turn, of course, hold an interest in

the film, both as payment for the

rights and as an AA partner. Fail-

ure of her and C(fwan to produce
"Venus" on their own for UA can be
chalked up in part, at least, to the

British tax situation. It appeared
like too much of a chance to put up
their own heavy coin needed to pro-

duce the big musical. They also will

get the advantage of a deferment on
studio costs via using U-I facilities

and will have access to the com-
pany's star roster. Deanna Durbin

may play the role filled by Mary
Martin on Broadway. Cowan is try-

ing to line up Frank Sinatra and
Jack Benny for the parts played by

Kenny Baker and John Boles,

U-I will put up a heavy portion

of the financing, in a deal similar to

the one Walter Wanger had. Budget
has not been set. nor has it been de-

cided whether pic will be made in

color. Script has- been completed by

Harry Kurnitz, from the Kurt Weill.

S. J. Perelman and Ogden Nash
musical.

AA. retains a commitment to make
three pix for UA,

Photographers, Exchange Aides Beat

Taft-Hartley Law With Pact Extensions
Beating the Taft-Hartley's Aug. 22

deadline barring all closed shop
agreements after that date, camera-
men locals and exchange workers
locals affiliated with the Internation-
al Alliance of Theatrical Stage Em-
ployees obtained extensions for one
year of the present collective bar-
gaining pacts. International Photog-
raphers, Locals 644 in New York,
No. 666 in Chicago, and No. 659 in

Hollywood, covering 100 newsreel
men, had their contracts extended
to Aug. 21, 1948, with provisions for
reopening wage hike.negotiations on
Jan. 1, 1948.

In like fashion, IATSE locals cov-
ering front and back offices of 31 ex-
changes nationally extended their
union pacts for a year with the eight
majors and Republic. Agreement
covers extension of all terms in the
existing pact until Aug. 21, 1948, ex-
cept for wage clause which is to be
reopened Dec. 1/1947. At that time,
Screen Office and Professional Em-
ployees Guild New York frontoffice

exchange workers of United Artists,

20th-Fox, Loew's and Columbia will

also obtain wage scales equaling na-
tional pattern set by the IATSE lo-

cals.

Efforts of Motion Picture Home
Office Employees Union, Local H-63,
IATSE, to reach an agreement with
Pathe Laboratory officials for a

union pact before the deadline
failed. Talks, covering 40 employees,
have been in progress with company
for more than two months and are
continuing this week.
Extension agreement between the

film companies and the IA exchange
locals was pushed through without
prolonged negotiations. Pat Scol-
lard, Paramount labor rep, headed
the companies' negotiating commit-
tee.

of the film unions to sign a one-year
agreement with major producers.
Pact was signatured just before
midnight last Friday, the deadline
established by the Taft-Hartley law.
Deal grants the erectors, IATSE lo-
cal, a basic wage level of $2.50 an
hour for an eight-hour day.

Two other groups signing shortly
before the deadline were the studio
transportation drivers and the
screen publicists. Latter agreed to

an extension of their old pact to
cover the next eight months.

Chi Boothmen Upped 10c

Chicago, Aug. 26.

Front office union, B-64, IATSE),
of the motion picture house opera-
tors won a 10c hourly increase from
the chain outfits here last week.
Union, which covers ushers, candy
clerks and ass't managers, also got a
two-year contract that covers paid
vacations. Pact was retroactive to
July 1,

Approximately 1,500 employees
were affected. Union , only covers
about a third of the 4,000 house peo-
ple due to large turnover in help.
Members must pass 90-day proba-
tionary period.

Set Erectors Sign "

Hollywood, Aug. 26.
' Set erectors local 468 was the last

Extra Scenes For
Enterprise's 'Arch*

Hollywood, Aug. 26.

Enterprise has ordered added
scenes for its "Arch of Triumph, in-
volving Ingrid Bergman and Charles
Boyer. Understood the sequences
will be shot after Boyer completes
his choreln "MortarCoil" and betbre
Miss Bergman starts "Joan of Lor-
raine" for Sierra Pictures.

Budget on the film is reported
nearing $4,500,000, about half a mil-

lion more than previously an-
nounced.
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CBS Trims Prod. Staff Second Time

In One Year; Becker, Beier Departing
For the second time within a year, +

CBS is trimming the sails of its

dramatic production staff of direc-

tors-producers. It practically strips

*Iown to one man the staff director

personnel on dramatic shows ema-
nating from New York, not count-

ing those on special assignment for

documentaries or the "Studio One"
exclusive for which Fletcher Markle
•was brought down from Canada.

Exiting the network fold are pro-

ducer-directors John Becker and
Carl Beier. And with CBS director

Jack Mosman currently negotiating

for a' switchover to the Milton Biow
agency's production dept., it will

leave only Al Ward among staff di-

rectors on dramatic programs. De-
cision of CBS to retrench in this di-

vision of programming is seen as the

forerunner to the web's emphasis on
dramatic presentations from the

Coast, where William N. Robson is

currently shouldering most of the

burden.
Becker produced the former after-

noon "Cinderella, Inc." series on the

network and also did the "Robert Q.

Lewis Little Show" as well as docu-
mentary assignments. Beier did the

recent "Once Upon a Tune" series

and .also handled documentaries.
Decision to drop them from the di-

rectorial staff predates the exec pro-
gramming reshuffle which found
Hubbell Robinson, Jr., moving in as

program veepee and Davidson Tay-
lor, Jr., succeeding Ed Murrow as

public affairs veepee.
About nine months ago there was

e wholesale exodus of directors-

producers from the network, al-

though a number of these left for

new jobs.

Hopper Hops

Off Hot Seat
Hollywood, Aug. 26.

Hedda Hopper withdrew as pri-

mary guest debater on ABC's
•'America's Town Meeting of the
Air" for Sept. 2, throwing troubled
program into a short-notice dither.

With Miss Hopper goes Howard M.
Rogers, screen writer.

Both were ticketed for affirma-
tive side of locally touchy question,
"Is there really a threat of com-
munism in Hollywood?" Negative
team of Albert Dekker, Emmet
Lavery still stands as show's
handlers scurry about for replace-
ments. Paul Sheldon at ABC said
no excuse was advanced, and re-

ferred further querying to Hopper
office, where no one was available
for comment.

Regional Spot Buyers

Awaiting Time Change

{
On Market Re-entries

1

Chicago, Aug. 26.

Regional spot time buyers seem,
according to station reps, to have
slipped back into the habit of de-

* ferring entry into the market until

after the time change. They want
to make sure they won't be pushed
around or edged out as the result of
the switchback to standard time.
During the war the time factor

was of little consequence to these
advertisers because there was no
change in time. Now they prefer to
•wait for the clock-hand reversal,
Sept 28, and thereby set their spot
requirements more solidly.

According to general reports,
availabilities for spot announce-
ments on network stations are
pretty low. The local accounts have
them well soaked up.

Cantor Wants Stang

ForPabst NBC Show
Arnold Stang. character comedy

stooge of the Henry Morgan and
Milton Berle programs, has been of-

fered a featured spot on the Eddie
Cantor show for the fall. It would
be a three-year deal starting at $800
ft week and going to $1,250,

In order to accept the Cantor
series, which originates from Holly-
wood, Stang would have to give up
both the Morgan and Berle stanzas.

He's understood to have given notice
on both, under the terms of his con-
tracts with them, but he reportedly
hasn't yet signed with Cantor.

Network Premieres
(Aug. 27-Sept. 7)

Wed, Aug. 27

Dennis Day Show,, comedy, •

with Barbara Eilsr, Dink Trout,

John Brown, Bea Benaderet;

Charles Dant, conductor; Verne

Smith, announcer; Frank Galen,

Arthur Allsberg, Chuck Stewart,

writers; Bill Harding, producer.

Sponsored by Colgate-Palmol-

ive-Peet, for Colgate dental

cream (Bates agency); NBC,
from Hollywood; Wednesdays,

8-8:30 p.m., EDT.
Thurs., Aug. 28

"Mr, Keen," drama, with Ben-

nett Kilpack, Jim Kelly, Vivian

Smolen, Walter Greaza, William

Zuckert, Florence Freeman, Jo-

seph Curtin; Lawrence Klee,

writer; Richard Leonard, direct

tor. Sponsored by Whitehall

Pharmacal (Anacin and-.Koly-

nos tooth powder) (Dancer, Fitz-

gerald & Sample); CBS, from

New York; Thursdays, 8:30-8:55

p.m., EDT.
Sat., Aug 30

Judy Canova Show,' comedy,

with Mel Blanc, Ruth Perrott, .

Joe Kearns, Ruby Dandridge,

Sportsmen, Charles Dant orch;

Joe Rines, producer; Henry
Hoople, Fred Fox, John Ward,

writers;,Verne Smith, announc-

er. Sponsored by Palmolive soap

and Halo shampoo (Sherman

& Marquette); NBC, from Holly-

wood; Saturdays, 10-10:30 p.m.,

EDT.
Sun., Aug. 31

NBC Symphony Orchestra,

music, with Arturo Toscanini,

conductor; Don Gillis, producer;

David Hall, writer. Sustaining;

NBC, from New York; Sundays,

5-6 p.m., EDT. (moves to Sat.

night in October).
Walter Winchell, news com-

ment, with Ben Grauer, an-

nouncer. Sponsored by Andrew
Jergens Co., for Jergens lotion

(Lennen & Mitchell); ABC, from

New York; Sundays, 9-9:15 p.m.,

EDT.
Ozzie and Harriet Show, com-

edy, with Janet Waldo, John
Brown, Henry Blair, Tommy
Bernard; Verne Smith, an-

nouncer; Billy May, conductor;

Ted Bliss, producer. Sponsored

by International Silver Co. for

International sterling and 1847

Rogers Bros, silverplate (Young
& Rubicam); CBS, from Holly-

wood; Sundays, 6-6:30 p.m., EDT..
Thur.. Sept. 4

Burns and Allen Show, com-
edy, with Bill Goodwin, Tobe
Reed, announcers; Meredith
Willson, conductor; Paul Hen-
ning, Keith Fowler, Willie

Burns, writers; Al Kaye, pro-
ducer. Sponsored by General
Foods, for Maxwell House coffee

(Benton & Bowles); NBC, from
Hollywood; Thursdays, 8:30-9

p.m., EDT,
Fri., Sept. 5

Baby Snooks Show, comedy,
• with Fannie Brice, Hanley Staf-

ford, Arlene Harris, Ben Alex-
ander, John Brown, Alan Reed,
Leone Ledoux; Harlow Wilcox,
announcer; Carmen Dragon
orch; Walter Bunker, producer;

Jess Oppenheim, ,Frank Tar-

loff, Ashmead Scott, writers.

Sponsored by General Foods for

Jello (Young & Rubicam agen-

cy); CBS, from Hollywood; Fri-

days, 8-8:30. p.m., EDT.
Sat., Sept. 6

"Life of Riley," cc-rv^y, with
William Bendix, John Brown,
Jim Gillis, Paula Winslowe, Bar-

bara Eiler, Tommy Cook; Ken
Carpenter, announcer; Lou Kos-

loff, conductor; Alan Lipscott,

. Rubin Ship, Jack Brecher, wri-

ters. Sponsored by Procter &
Gamble, for Prell shampoo
(Benton & Bowles); NBC. from
Hollywood; Saturdays, 8-8:30

p.m., EDT.
"Truth or Consequences," audi-

ence participation, with Ralph
Edwards; Harlow Wilcox, an-

nouncer; Buddy Cole, conduc-
tor; Ed Bailey. Al Paschal], pro-

ducers; Phil Davis, Bill Burch,

. Paul' Edwards, writers. Spon-
sored by Procter & Gamble for

Duz soap (Compton) NBC. from
Hollywood; Saturdays, 8:30-9

p.m., EDT.
Sun., Sept. 7

"Hour of Charm," music, with
Phil Spitalny orch; Paul Bront-
son, announcer; Joe Ripley,

KLZ's Veteran Night News Editor

William "Bill" Parker
A onetime Reuters correspondent

in Asia and Europe, with Ions ex-
perience as radio news commenta-
tor, Bill Parker is typical of KLZ
news staff selected for their news
know-how.

KLZ, DENVER.

NAB, Justice Dept. Join Affl-FM

Battle; PetriDo Invites Web Parley

'Mrs. Burton' Serial Due

For Title Role Revamp

In Alexander Takeover
Title part on "The Second Mrs.

Burton" serial will be changed wjth-
in the next few weeks. Due to a

change in characterization by
Martha Alexander, who took over
writing of the show about two
months ago, Claire Niesson, who
created and now plays' the femme
lead, will be replaced. Pending
selection of her successor, she'll be
retained, but on a week-to-week
basis. .

•
I

Miss Alexander, who has taken
the show from 38th to 21st place in

the daytime Hooper rating list, is

understood to have wanted to

change both male and femme leads.

Various actors were considered for
the male assignment, with the au-
thoress reportedly favoring Les
Tremayne. However, the' Young &
Rubicam agency recommended to
General Foods that Dwight Weist,
the present lead, be retained, and
the sponsor has approved that ac-
tion.

Of the actresses so far auditioned
for the femme role, Ginger Jones
and June Allison are understood to
have been approved by Miss Alex-
ander. However, the agency intends
auditioning additional candidates.
Meanwhile, a conference between
the writer and the agency produc-
tion men was slated for yesterday
afternoon (Tues.), when the whole
subject of the scripting slant, cast-
ing and production was to be re-
viewed.

"Mrs. Burton" is heard in the
2-2:15 p.m. spot across the board
on CBS, originating in N. Y. Bev-
erly Smith directs the show and
Dave Levy supervises.

The Wing Wait*
American Theatre Wing's Ra-

dio Workshop, which offers to

"produce original dramats by pro-

fessional talent on any N. Y. sta-

tion or network, at a cost of only

about $50 weekly, js going beg-

ging for air time.

Workshop put 22 weekly
shows on WNEW last season, but

went off the indie's air in Feb-
ruary owing to "budget reasons"

and hasn't been able to get on the

air since, except for an "anniver-

sary program" last spring on the

same station. All told, the

Workshop has aired 30 shows,

some of them on WMCA.
"We'd like to interest a net-

work," says George Wallach,

ATW radio supervisor. "There's

always talk about radio needing
new talent, new ideas. We've got

both, but we con't seem to find

a taker."

Only cost connected with the

Workshop productions is for the

small cast of not more than
five or six actors used in

,
each

stanza.

'Pete' Wasser Quits KQV
Pittsburgh, Aug. 26.

G. S. (Pete) Wasser, who did a

lot .to put KQV here on the national

radio map, has checked out as gen-
eral manager.^His plans aren't cer-
tain, but he is reported to have
"several irons in the fire."

Wasser's job has been handed to
James F. Murray, commercial man-
ager of the station arid Wasser's
righthand-man since the station
came under new ownership follow-
ing its divorce from WJAS in 1945.
It was the team of Wasser and Mur-
ray who launched locally the
"Ppinionaire" program idea which
the Mutual network later picked up.
Their coverage of the Pittsburgh
power strike also won them national
recognition.

producer. Sponsored by Light
and Power companies (Ayer);
CBS, from New York; Sundays,
4:30-5 p.m., EDT..

"Quick As a Flash," audience
participation, with Win Elliot.

Sponsored by Helbros watches
(Weinlraub); MBS, from New
York; Sundays, 5:30-6 p.m., EDT.

Charlie McCarthy Show, com-
edy, with Edgar Bergen, Anita
Gordon, Pat Patrick, Eddie
Mayehoff; Ken Carpenter, an-
nouncer; Ray Noble, conductor;
Ear] Ebi, producer; Zeno Klink-
er, Royal Foster, Alan Smith,
Harry Lawrence, Eddie McKetut,
writers. Sponsored by Standard
from Hollywood; Sundays, 8-8:30
Brands, for Chase ..& Sanborn
coffee (Thompson agency); NBC
p.m., EDT.

Theatre Wing s

Radio Upbeat
School days are due at the Ameri-

can Theatre Wing in New York again
and it looks like ATW's Professional-

Training Program for ex-GIs will

tee off its second year with packed
classes, the radio and television di-

vision included. George Wallach, co-

supervisor with Byron McKinney of

the radio, and tele courses, reported
this week that the 11. classes on the
schedule probably will have a com-
bined attendance of around 400.

Two new courses are on the agen-
da. Tom Slater will chairman a
Radio Survey course in which lead-

ing agency, and network execs will

discuss "relations between agencies
and networks, packaging, selling,

casting, airing and promotion of ra-

dio shows on the networks and via

transcriptions." Ted Cott, program
manager of WNEW N. Y., will in-

struct a class in Radio Programming
and Management, first part of which
will cover operation of a local, sta-

tion,, second part the program de-
partment of the station.

Other courses: Radio Acting, in-

structed by working radio directors;

Radio Acting (Preliminary), direct-

ed by Arthur Hanna; Radio Dra-
matic Coaching (Advanced I and
Advanced II), taught by Alfred
Dixon; Radio Production, instructed
by Earle McGill, with Alan Ward as
alternate; Radio Workshop (which
will prepare and produce two 15-

minute shows each week), instructed
by George Wallach; Radio Writing,
taught by Elwood Hoffman; Tele-
vision Seminar, with Byron McKin-
ney as chairman and guest speakers;
Television Laboratory (which will

produce weekly shows), instructed
by Harvey Marlowe.
ATW took over an old Greek

church on Manhattan's west side last
week as a registration center for en-
rollment of students in all divisions,

including theatre, dance, ballet, mu-
sic, publicity, etc. Prospects were
that close to 1,000 vets seeking the
various courses would be turned
away because of limitations. of facili-

ties.

Deadline for enrollment in the up-
coming 10-week session—which will
be the Wing's sixth— is next Friday
(29). Classes will begin meeting
Sept. 8.

Attendance is limited to vets, both-
men and women, who are profes-
sionals in the entertainment field.

Costs of their studies are paid for by
the Veterans Administration under
the GI Bill of Rights.

Monroe Exits Berle Show
Paul Monroe is checking out as

producer of the Milton Berle show
on Sept. 2, upon conclusion of the
2G-week cycle. Situation is said to
stem from differences with the
Milton Biow agency, which handles
the show for Philip Morris. Mon-
roe won't be replaced, with Nat
Hikeu taking over uncier his writer-
director contract.

Monroe will devote his time Id the
Milton Berle. Enterprises package
operation, handling pix-legit-radio
activities of the otufit.

James Caesar Petrillo has dis-
patched a wire to prexies of the
four nets inviting them to meet
with him and his exec commit-
tee in Chicago Sept. 8-9-10-11.

Petrillo's invite came in re-
sponse to a joint telegram to
him from the web toppers last

weeH in which , they "urgently
requested" him to call a further
meeting "as soon as possible to
bring about a solution to the FM
problem."
Industry sources reported

Monday (25) that a joint state-

ment by NBC in behalf of the
four webs was in the offing, but
up to late yesterday (Tues.) it

had not been forthcoming. It

was presumed the statement
would be an acceptance of Pe-
trillo's invitation and possibly an
elaboration of the networks'
attitude toward the AFM stand.

Washington, Aug. 26.

The mounting battle over James
Caesar Petrillo's AFM ban on AM-
FM duplication was joined this

week by the National Assn. of

Broadcasters, through its FM execu-
tive committee, and by the Justice
Dept. Latter joined the House
Labor Committee in -a full-scale in-

vestigation of Petrillo's FM activi-

ties. NAB group, in a lovey-dovey
mood toward FM, denounced the
AFM ban and called tor full NAB
pressure to get it lifted.

Meantime, it was learned that

Justice Dept. legalites. who 'hud-
'

Wanted: A Daniel
Washington, Aug. 26.

Reports continue to reach
Washington that several stations

throughout the country are du-
plicating AM-FM musical shows
on the q.t, and to date have
suffered no bad effects. The FM
Assn. is~bn the lookout for a web
affiliate with enough gumption
to buck the Petrillo ban publicly

and so provide it with a test case

under the Lea and/ or Taft-Hart-
ley Acts
So far such stations have been

as hard to find as hens' teeth,

and with good reason. FMA says

it has no intention of putting any
station on the spot, and is keep-
ing in close confidence any in-

formation it has on duplicated

shows. But, -the association

wants it known that if there's a

licensee around who's about to

retire from broadcasting and
wants to carry the ball- for the

industry, he could be worth his

weight in platinum to eager-

beaver FM'ers.
Meanwhile, WQXR (N. Y.),

the N.Y. Times indie, expects to

go right on duplicating its pro-

grams, including live music, on
its FM affiliate, WQXQ—until it

hears a nix from the AFM boss.

died behind closed doors with FM
Assn. reps last week, will confer

here Thursday (28) with attorneys

and high-ranking execs of the four

major AM networks. Word was
around that the nets, , either just

before or after the Justice confab,

would' issue a joint statement de-

tailing their stand on the duplica-

tion question.

(In New York, a network source

said the nets will "explain to the

Justice Dept. that they do not feel

they can legally duplicate AM pro-

grams on FM under their present

contracts with Petrilfo.'')

Net brass slated to attend the

Justice meeting are Frank Mullen,
exec veepee, and Henry Ladner,
acting general counsel, for NBC;
Frank White, veepee, and Julius

Brauner, general counsel, for CBS;
Robert Kintner, exec veepee, and
Joseph A. McDonald, veepee and
general attorney for ABC, and
Robert Swezey, exec veepee, for

Mutual.

FM Assn. exec, director J. N.
"Bill" Bailey and counsel- Leonard
Marks represented FM'ers at last

week's parley. On the Dept.'s re-

quest, Marks will file a formal brief

this week urging action against

Petrillo for violating the no-fealhcr-
bedding provisions of the Lea and
Taft-Hartley Acts.

. Marks' brief is also expected to

urge a thorough review of the AFM-
network contracts to see whether
any contractual agreements stand in

the way of duplication. This has

(Continued on page 38)
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RADIO'S SAD SAGA OF SAMENESS
Home Brew

Breakdown of sponsor categories on open-end transcribed shows
out of the Frederic W. Ziv lab, which is responsible for about 40%
of the present platter market on 15-minute and half-hour programming,
offers a fairly accurate picture as to types of clients around the country.
Out in front are the breweries, represented by Ziv shows on 223

stations. Next in line are the department stores, with 175 stations.

Bakeries are third, with 126 stations; furniture stores fourth with 98,

and dairies fifth with 77 stations.

Banks, public utilities, auto dealers and life insurance companies
are next in line.

The breweries,- it's been found, like mystery packages.

SEASON LACKING

NBC, CBS, ABC Find No Chi Famine

On Billings; Source of 36% Sales
Chicago, Aug. 26.

Despite the eclipse of Chicago as a

major originating point for network
programs. " the . central division of

NBC, CBS and ABC are jointly the

source of 36%'' of the webs' total

sales. The ratio of 'business has not

changed in the central divisions' dis-

favor, but what has happened is

that the programs support by these

midwest accounts have drifted to

New York and the Coast.

Some -of the older Chicago radio-

ites see in the development of tele-

vision a chance to recapture the

town's early preeminence as an

originator of program forms. The in-

dications are that there will be five

tele transmitters operating in Chi-

cago by the end of 1948. The hope
of these older radioites is based

on the very factor that was to a

large measure responsible for that

preeminence, namely, closer touch

with the grass roots audience. Un-
like the east arid the Coast, video

programers in this area, they point

out, would not be intimidated by

sneers of "corn" from the trade and

the innovating would be influenced
j

solely by the midest spectator's i

tasies and reactions. • The Chicago

"corn" of "Amos 'n' Andy," Fibber

McGee & Molly" and others, these
|

local radioites recall, turned out to

be the bulwark of bigtime radio.

As for the network business com-
ing out of the central division, the

NBC quotient amounts to 40%. The
local ABC cut stands at 39% and
CBS, around 30%. What keeps

business in this division pretty much I

on an even keel is the conservative

disposition of the midwest advertiser,
j

The turnover of sales never get as
[

good as they are in New York, nor
|

as bad. The midwest advertiser

doesn't buy as fast, nor does he can-

cel as fast.

Mixed Drinks
Question of whether beer and

milk mix may be a factor jn de-
termining the new Borden show
for CBS. Young & Rubicam is

pitching up a musical show with
Richard Kollmar as emcee.

But Kollmar also "has another
network commercial, "Boston
Blackie." And the sponsor is

R&H Beer

K&E, Y&R Left In

Borden Running
Doherty, Clifford & Schenficld

agency is out of the running, and the

agency choice for pitching up the

new Borden half-hour CBS musical
show as replacement for "Arthur's
Place" now rests between Kcnyon &
Eckhardf and Young & Rubicam. .

K
& E wrested the account away from
Y&R three months ago

And it .looks like it'll be an audi-

tion battle between Mark Warnow
and Ted Dale. Warnow is K&E's
bid for retention of the billings,

while Y&R is whipping together a

show with Dale's band, plus Richard
Kollmar as emcee. *

Decision will rest with the Borden
executive board, which wants to get
rolling on the new program by mid-
September.

Sets Scheme On

Lend-Lease Of

Radio Scripts

Ronald Dawson, associate pro-

ducer in CBS Network Operations,

has come up with the newest wrin-

kle in local station programming.

Dawson has set up a Local Station
Script Syndicate, for the lend-leas-

ing of established already-performed
scripts to stations around the

country. Thus far the demand is

greater than the supply.' That's be-

cause Dawson numbers among his

clients a number of Blue Book-con
scious stations that, though well in-

tentions, have lacked suitable script

material to put on the air. •

Here, in effect, is how Dawson
operates: He "rents" scripts from
radio writers, all originals, but most
of which have already been done on

network shows with second broad-

cast rights reverting back to the

writer). These are sold to stations

for one performance at anywhere
irom $10 to $50, with Dswfon and

the scripter both in on a percentage

deal.

Cost of operation is small, entail-

ing chiefly a booklet for distribution

among stations and mimeographed
promotion.

Because of the demand. Dawson is

currently negotiating to expand his

backlog by recruiting additional

writers. Scripts run the gamut of

mystery, drama, comedy, love stories,

etc.

By GEORGE ROSEN
The new broadcasting season gets

under way this and next week with
the return of a flock of nighttime
commercials. And it's the opinion
within the trade that the '47-'48 four-

netwprk semester is hitting rock
bottom in terms of expectancy and
anticipation.

Perhaps the tipoff in the lack of

newness or any fresh innovations
lies in the fact that the keenest an-

ticipatory note is sounded in the re-

turn of Al Jolson to a full season
show, as emcee of the "Kraft Music
Hall" on NBC. But even this has
."carryover" overtones, for it's re-

called that Jolson's total of 20 guest

shots last season, particularly on the

Bing Crosby-Philco show, gave him
practically permanent stature during

the '46-'47 season.

True, there's a measure of in-

terest in the upcoming "Ford The-

atre" Sunday afternoon hour-long

Calling the Shots
As indicative of the 'reprise'

shaping up for the fall, the trade

boys are already calling the

shots on at least 10 of the Top
15 programs considered as nat-

urals for another ride on the

Hooper ratings—permitting for

a slight leeway for new entrants

among the flock of .
nighttime

shows.
The Tuesday night NBC Fibber

& Molly-Bob Hope-Red Skelton
lineup; the Sunday night NBC
Benny-Allen-Bergen-Phil Harris
and ABC's Walter Winchell: the

Monday night CBS Lux Radio
Theatre, the Wednesday night

NBC "Mr. District Attorney,"
are regarded as sure things.

Al Jolson's takeover of "Kraft
Music Hail" is expected to put
the show in the Top 15 chips,

but it's considered likely that

Screen Guild Players, no longer
bracketed with Lux, will be
missing from the ranks.

That leaves such items as Bing
Crosby, "Duffy's Tavern," Eddie
Cantor, "Hit Parade," Amos 'n'

Andy. "Take It-Leave It," etc.,

to fight it out for the few re-

maining slots. And all of them
old faves.

Tex & Jinx in Chips Again
Tex and Jinx McCrary, who've

been down to no sponsor lately on
their WNBC (N. Y.) weekday
morning and Sunday noon gab
shows, are due to come back into the
chips next month. Savarin Coffee,
via the Gurjbinner agency, has just

Picked up three •quarter-hours a

week of "Hi Jinx!" effective Sept. 8.

Recently Orbach's department
store bought five quarter-hours and
tlie whole Sunday 'half-hour to start

Sent. 1. That, with the new Savarin
01 'ti"r. just leaves two quarter-hours
opeu.

Sun Oil Sets Three-Man

News Team for Thomas

Sub; 'Preview' Plan Flops

Sun Oil Co. has come up with a

three-man news team as replace-

I ment for Lowell Thomas in the 6:45

i p.m cross-the-board slot on NBC—
!
but it's a far cry from the original

Sunoco plan.

A few months back, shortly after

Thomas signed up for his CBS Proc-

ter & Gamble program. NBC experi-

mented with the "sneak preview"

technique by sending Ken Banghart.

George Carson Putnam, A'lex Dreicr

and Peter Grant, latter of WLW.
Cincinnati, to different parts of the

country, idea being to see which one

came up witli the highest rating.

Apparently Sun Oil wasn't hrppy

with the results, for the team that

goes into the early evening slot

starting Sept. 29 is comprised of Ray

Henle. Felix Morley and Ned Brooks.

Heiile will be the featured commen-

tator, with Morley to provide an

analysis or international news and

Brooks specializing in interpreta-

tion of domestic affairs.

dramatic program, principally be-

cause of its stre s on scripts rather

than stars and because of its con-

centration on ori^ina's, but just how
or whether it will differ from CBS'
"Studio One," "Lux Radio Theatre"
or "Theatre Guild of the Air' re-

mains to be seen.

Virtually the flock of sum-
mertime replacement shows are

getting the heave-ho, . with a num-
ber already off. Only two have suc-

ceeded in snaring sponsors for the

fall-winter network ride—Jack Paar
getting a Lucky Strike contract on
the strength of his subbing for Jack

Benny, and CBS' Sunday night quiz

show. "Strike It Rich," which has

struck the fancy of dialers almost

from scratch, latching on to Luden's

sponsorship. (Latter client, which
last sponsored Hoagy Carmichael on

CBS. will continue with its bank-

rolling of .Ned Calmer'.s Saturday-

Sunday news programs on CBSJ.
ABC is still hopeful of salvaging

the Phil Silvers comedy stanza (sus-

tainer replacement for Crosby i as

potential sponsor bait and has given

the show a- scripting hypo, but trade

opinion i.s divided as to its merit as

a permanent commercial occupant.

And with NBC sold out. all its sum-
mer fills are fading into the limbo.

CBS 'Casualty List'

As for CBS, which has been pour-

ing unprecedented coin into pro-

gram building .
ain;ed al long-range

slotting, here's how the reshuffle

shapes up:
• L'BS is There." which has used

the on-the-spot coverage techique to

retell historic event.:, has faded off.

now that "Lux Radio Theatre" h:is

returned to the Monday night Spot,

but it's due to return on Oct. 7 in the

Tuesday i0:.'J0- 1 1 period. The Bill

Robson-produccd "Escape." which

occupied the other half of Lux

(Continued on page 38)

American Tcbacco Cancels Out

Benny's $250,000 Promotion Coin

Co-op Circa 1938
CBS program files yield some -

interesting data to indicate that

co-op shows, though they might
have been dressed up with fan-
cier titles, actually go back a

decade ago.

For it was back in 1938 that

CBS had a variety stanza featur-

ing Lou Holtz, Richard Himber
and Ted Husing that was sold co-

op, with Trommer's Beer pick-

ing up the tab in New York. .

NBC Hooded

With Bids To

Ease on Di
Since NBC let down the bars on

recorded Coast repeats recently by
giving Ralph Edwards an okay for

his "Truth or Consequences," the

web has been literally flooded with
requests for similar treatment by
other top performers. NBC has
since extended the privilege to

two other shows, Art Linkletter's

"People are Funny" and "Can
You Top This," but has nixed
all other requests. Web feels

that the transcribed ban works the

same hardship on "Top This" and
"People" as on Edwards' "T or C."

Just how far NBC will relax its

ban is problematical, but in some
quarters it's expected that eventually

the bars will be down on all but
musical and dramatic shows.
Meanwhile it's reported that both

Edgar' Bergen and "Amos V Andy"
are particularly pitching for the

right to permit transcribed repeats

of their shows. Bergen and A & A
have long been dissatisfied with the

long-standing arrangement of hav-

ing to do live repeats. Bergen's

reps huddled with NBC vecpee Sid

Strolz on the Coast last week in a

renewed pitch for a transcribed re-

peat.

CBS was the first of the two webs
to relax the ban. It applies to all of

the web's regularly scheduled pro-

grams.

Aces' Live Show

Us Toni-Bound
Jane >nd Goodman Ace look set

for another whirl on live network
programming. Ace has cooked up
a 15-minute cross-the-board show
for- his wife, in which he'll only be

spotted on occasfon, but for which

he's down, as chief scripter. Foote,

Cone & Belding already figures to

wrap up a quick sale to Toni Per-

manent Wave (thus adding to Toni's

multiple network programming ac-

tivity I. The designated spot for

show is 2:30-2:45. following Procter

& Gamble's "Perry Mason" on CBS.
It will - mark Jane Ace's first as-

signment in radio without the lessor

half.. The Aces folded their "Easy
Aces" act in 1944, after a run of

over 13 years, but are now reaping

upwards of $100,000 a year through

a Frederic Ziv transcription deal of

their old platters. Ace is currently

CES' director of comedy.
New quarter-hour show is billed

as a "soap opera . within a soap

opera" with satiric overtones. Show
was cut last week.

American Tobacco Co.'s new three-

year contract signed with Jack
Benny for his Sunday night Lucky
Strike commercial turns thumbs
down on the $250,000 exploitation-
promotion-publicity fund which in

past years had been turned over to

the Steve Hannagan office.

The $250,000 appropriation had
been a Benny "must" in the past few
years and was one of the conditions
laid down by the comedian when
he exited the General Foods-Jello
show at Young & Rubicam and
moved over to the Lucky Strike
camp. Benny had complained that

he was getting a brushoff in proper
promotion. The late George Wash-
ington Hill, Americin Tobacco
prexy, agreed to the $250,000 fund
and permitted Benny to name his

own publicity man, with Hannagan
getting the nod.

Despite the loss of the Hannagan
coin. Benny will have a three-ply
publicity barrage which will ema-
nate from Foote. Cone & Belding,
agency on the Lucky Strike account,
NBC, and the new Amusement En-
terprise operation which will han-
dle the multiple Benny activities,

involving radio packages (including

Jack Paar), pix. legit, etc.

Irving Fine, formerly of Warners
on the Coast, will handle Bonny
publicity exclusively on behalf of

Amusement Enterprise. Hannagan'*
office has turned over all its Benny
files to the new outfit.

Swift Bends

Ear on Strip

Chicago. Aug. 26.

Swift Co. is bending an ear in the
direction of both CBS and Mutual
to propositions for a daytime strip.

The pitching and listening derives
from the tmrn that Swift took when
ABC accepted Toni Permanent Hair
Wave into the "Breakfast Club"
family recently. If Swift does
switch, it. won't be for several
months. Ed Kobak. MBS prez, got
into the Swift situation with his lo-

cal sa'es staff while he wrs in Chi.

Under an oral agreement with
Swi t and Philco, the original web
sponsors of "Breakfast." if any
changes were made in the program's
clientele the prospective new ac-
count was to be brought to the at-

tention of the existing accounts. ABC
did that in the case of Toni and
both Swift- and Philco objected on
the ground that the network was
again, as in the case of Colgate
Toothpaste, whose place T>ni is tak-

ing, mixing bathroom with kitchen

appeal.

Swift and Philco argued that it

should be easy for Aise to get an-

other kitchen product, but ABC,
however, gave the nod to Toni.
Swift and Philco then advised the
network that it was entirely within

its right in acting conlrariwise but
that they still didn't like it.

ROSE DRAWS BATON

ON SKELTON SHOW
Hollywood. Aug. 26.

David Rose has been set to con-

duct the music on the Red Skelton

show. He'll have a crew of 37.

Skelton is auditioning for two new
characters; junior's mother and
Clem's gill friend. Return of mother
to replace last season's grandmother
is result of considerable Ian mail.

Mutual Spends $25,000

For Nielsen Service In

Hooper Rate Protest
Mutual, which scrammed out of

the Hooper service a month back in

protest over the hiking of the rate

to $1,200 a month, last week signed
a contract with A. C. Nielsen. Two-
year Nielsen contract starts Sept. 1.

Actually. Mutual will be spending
considerably more for the Nielsen

service than it would have under the
upped Hooper cost, the NIR service

running to appioximately $25,000 a

year. That gives Nielsen a contract
with each of the four networks, for

which NBC and CBS pay about
$40,000 each a year.

Peggy Lee Joins Schnoz
Hollywood. Aug. 2ti.

Peggy Lee has bieil set as featured

vocalist oiv Jimmy Durante's show
for Rexall.

Producer Phil Cohan and Durante
made the decision in favor of Mis*
Lee over a choral group.
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State Dept. Edict on NBC-CBS Toice

lonopoly' Due to Set Off Fireworks
Washington, Aug. 26.

Fireworks from at least one of the

seven private shortwave licensees is

expected in the wake of disclosure

last week by Asst. Secretary of

State William A. Benton that NBC
and CBS will continue to handle all

government program contracts for

the "Voice of America."
Walter Lemmon, head of WRUL

and the Worldwide Broadcasting
Corp., Boston, was one of the DX
broadcasters who had hoped to cash
in on some of the $6,000,000 in public

funds earmarked for private licen-

sees. Lemmon had worked closely

with Sen. Joseph Ball (R., Minn.)
chairman of a Senate Appropria-
tions subcommittee, who master-
minded the State Dept. "Voice" ap-
propriation and was known to have
planned opening Washington studios,

once assured of a piece of the pro-
gram melon. So far as is known,
Crosley, General Electric and other
private licensees have taken no
strong position on the NBC-CBS
monopoly.
Benton made the disclosure in a

letter to all seven shortwave licen-

sees. He pointed out that the pro-
posal for an independent Interna-

tional Broadcasting Foundation is

still before Congress and that "a
wider dispersion of programming
would make more difficult the prob-
lem of program planning and policy

guidance" during this interim period.

ABC and Mutual were reported to

have offered their services in pro-
gramming some of the "Voice"
shows. .

' •'.-'-
Benton pointed out too that while

NBC and CBS last year handled
75% of the overseas broadcasts, with
the drastic cut in DX schedules for

fiscal 1948, the nets will actually be
responsible for less program hours
this year.

Hectic Setup
These are hectic days in the

careers or radio actress Jone Al-
lison and CBS director Jack
Mosman.

Aside from the fact that

they're getting married next
week, both have some individual

deals cooking. Mosman is in

process of negotiating a deal to

move over into the Milton Biow
production setup, while Miss Al-
lison is one of the two alterna-

tives being considered to step

into the lead femme role of the

General Foods-sponsored "Sec-
ond Mrs. Burton" daytime strip.

Specialized Music Due

For Stressing in WQXR's

Hypoed Fall Programming
WQXR, the N. Y. Times-owned

longhair indie, has ambitious and un-
precedented programming plans for

the fall. As they shaped up this

week, the station will use more out-
side talent than ever before—includ-

ing a "classical disk jockey"—and the
accent, show-wise, will be on spec-
ialized music. As of the moment, the
indie has five new programs of this

category on the "air or slated for
fall teeoffs.

Latest to be pencilled in for an
Oct. 1 bow is Jacques Fray, form-
erly of the piano due of Fray and
Bragiotti, who will do a twice-
weekly half-hour of classical plat-

ter spinning, interspersing "a pot-

pourri of thoughts about music re-
collections."

Station also has inked Emery
Deutsch, violinist with a leaning for

Homany strings, to twirl gypsy
records from his own collection for

30 minutes weekly starting Sept. 4.

Other comparatively new person-
alities on the WQXR sked are Tom
Scott, "the American Troubadour,"
featured in folk songs three times
a week; Pru Devon, playing platters

from his Latin-American collection

Friday nights, and Remy Farkas,
spinning rare European recordings
two nights a week.

Plans are in the works to spot
Farkas in a 55-minute Sunday night
show in addition to his present stint,

starting in October. New stanza will

feature discussions of his personal
collection of some 20,000 foreign
waxings.
Also tentatively set down for a

C5-minute Sunday night spot be-
ginning in October is the WQXR
String Quartet, currently aired
Thursday afternoons. Plan is to slot

the chamber music group, in the
6:05-7 p.m. period vacated by the
New Friends of Music, Town Hall
series sponsored by the Book of the
Month Club. (New Friends con-
certs are reported moving over to

Ira A. Hirschmann's FM station,

WABF.)

Demos To Perk

Up on Airwaves
Washington, Aug. 26.

The Democrats, who have been

running a poor second to the Re-

publicans in their use of radio time

this year, are now showing signs

of fight and striking out for new
ways to exploit radio for political

ends. Democratic National Commit-

tee Director Gael Sullivan announc-

ed last Friday (22) that the party

would hold the first radio rally in

history over the ABC network, Sept.

2, from 10 to 10:30 p.m. He hailed it

as the teeoff of the Demos' 1948 po-

litical campaign via the airwaves.

ABC has offered a similar slot to the

GOP.
At the same time, Demo com-

mittee headquarters admits a step-

ped up campaign to find a radio di-

rector to parallel work now being
done by GOP radio mentor Ed Ingle.

Committee is also trying to drum up
funds to pay for recorded stints by
its Capitol Hill members when Con-
gress returns in Jan. The GOP Com-
mittee footed* the bill for its stalwarts

all last year, but the Demo solons
were strictly on their own.

The show, originating in Washing-
ton, will supply the focus for politi-

cal rallies throughout the country.

Local Democratic groups will meet
to listen to the program, then hear
their own speakers on local issues.

Sullivan says that 10 indies have al-

ready asked for a wireline hookup
to carry the ABC program.
A partial list of the speakers in-

cludes: Mayor William O'Dwyer
from New York; Congresswoman
Helen Gahagan Douglas from Los
Angeles; Senator John Sparkman
from Birmingham; Marshall Hanley,
prez of the Young Democratic Clubs

Indiana, from Indianapolis; and

D'ARTEGA
New London, Connecticut, likes

D'Artega!

They taxed the capacity of Ocean
Beach Park and thrilled to his bril-

liant Latin American Fiesta (August
2nd).

Saturday, August 30th, D'Artega
returns to New London, by popular
demand, to direct the famous Car-
negie Pop Concert Orchestra In a
g*ala "Viennese Night" program of
symphony music.

LANG-WORTH, INC., NEW YORK

Towers Sets

Disk Deals

Down Under
Harry Alan Towers, the interna-

tional transcription packager who re-

cently lured Noel Coward and
Gracie Fields into his roster, stopped
briefly in New York late last week.
He was on his way home to London
from a flying trip to Australia,

where he set up a new branch of

his Towers of London operation, es-

tablished a radio production unit

and inked Aussie film star Chips
Rafferty to an exclusive radio pact.

On top of this, Towers reported
he had sold his entirs T-of-L output
—seven plattered series, including
the "Celebrity Series", starring Cow-
ard and Miss Field's—both in New
Zealand and Australia, with the re-

sult that .every commercial station

Down Under this fall will air not
less than one Towers package. He
estimated the annual gross of the
deals would total approximately
$200,000. Biggest price ever paid for

an e.t. show in Australia was racked
up, Towers claimed, when the Mac-

(Continued on page 39)

From the Production Centres

MVkee Nitery Shops
Chicago, Aug. 26.

With five stations in its own town
io choose from, a Milwaukee nitery,

Club Continental, is buying time on
a" Chicago butlet7~WMAQ,-1:o~T!lug
the spot. The program involved will

be the 1160 Club, presided over by
disk jockey Dave Garroway, from
midnight to 2 a. m. across the board.

Distance between Chicago and
Milwaukee is 90 miles. .

of

Gael Sullivan from Washington.

Balto Mayor Proclaims

'WBAL Month' as Station

Preems New Quarters
Baltimore, Aug. 26.

Elaborate new quarters to house

WBAL, local 50,000-watter, have

been completed and 1 will open to

the public Mon. (1). Seven broad-

casting and two television studios

make up the bulk of the plant which

includes a plexiglas newsroom with

full view of teletype machines.

Ample office space for production

and sales staff surround modern-

istic reception room.

One of the studios has been de-
signed for public performance with
theatre-type seating arranged for

160. This room will house the daily

"Hijinks" studio participator which
is presented daily over the noon
time stretch. The Master Control
room has been designed under NBC
Engineering Department consulta-
tion and can handle four broad-
casts simultaneously. The television

portion of the building will not
be completed until fall.

Smart promotion of the opening
by manager Harold C. Burke in-

cludes - personally—eonducted— pre~
view tours and a proclamation
issued by Mayor Thomas D'Ale-
sandro, Jr., proclaiming the month
of September "WBAL

New NAB Practice Code

To Get Open Hearing At

Atlantic City Meeting
Washington, Aug 26.

The proposed new NAB standards
of practice, still officially under
wraps, will be the subject of a full

morning's floor debate Sept. 18,

final day of the NAB convention,
NAB announced Friday (22). Deci-
sion to let industry have a look at

the code before the NAB board puts
it on the books was alternative pro-
posal to an earlier suggestion that
it be voted on by full membership
before becoming effective.

NAB prexy Justin Miller will

preside at the code session and has
promised full and open debate. Sev-
eral daytime station ops and other
smaller broadcasters have written
NAB, it was learned, protesting

some of the more stringent provi-
sions against racing programs,
money-give-aways, etc. as reported
in the trade press.

Since much of the work on the
document was done by the larger
station men along with NBC's Ken
Dyke and Robert Swesey, Mutual
veepee, it ws believed procedure of
giving the grassroots broadcasters
and weewatters an opportunity to
review the code would bypass dan-
ger that the new standards would
hurt their operation in specific pro-
gram categories.

Meanwhile, the new standards of
practice won the tentative approval
of advertising reps at an NAB meet-
ing with officials of the AAAA and
-the—Assn—-of—National—Advertisers
last week in. New York. NAB is

i
planning another get-together with
agency men during the Atlantic City
convention, probably before the

Latter sights wide area of public subject comes up on the floor for
service contributed by the iiauon. open debate. . .

h»»<
IN NEW YORK CITY . . ...

.

George Heller to Fire Island for week's vacation, .. .Frank Reel to Cin-

cinnati to sit in on the local chapter's disciplinary trial of several of its-

members. ...Howard Teichmann, script editor of the upcoming Ford

dramatic series and writer of "Road to Life," has yanked' the final pages

of a legit play out of his typewriter. .. .Freelance director Ed Downes,

just back from the Coast, to Pittsburgh, to visit his ailing mother

George Zachary to Hershey, Pa., this week to produce the Vaughn Monroe
show for Camel, and to Atlantic City for next week's stanza Abe
Burrows to do a single broadcast of his Saturday night CBS show from
New York—on Sept. 13 Saul Carson doing a special 5,000-word feature

for New Republic for the Sept. 15 issue, a profile of U. S. radio, timed for

opening of NAB convention. . .-.Frank Kingdon off WLIB for several weeks'

vacation, during which time he'll complete a book and write several mag
pieces.

Virginia (Ma Perkins) Payne due back by plane early next week,

after a short visit with relatives in France . . . Lester Linsk back to the

Coast this week after an agenting safari in behalf of his program packages,

"Fraud, Inc.," "Commissioner of Police" and "Myrtle Mooney of Green-

point" . . . Gilbert Ralston, Procter & Gamble director of evening pro-

grams, to the Coast for the season's preem of "Life of Riley" and "Truth

or Consequences." He made a quickie trip to New York last week.
Frank Mullen, NBC's exec veepee', due back last Wednesday (20) from

a fishing trip, delayed until the first of this week as result of a bridge

washout . . . Bob Stephens, radio ed of the Cleveland Press, in town
with his family for a look-around . . . WOR mulling a half-hour show
built around Davey Wayne in his "Finian's Rainbow" role . . . Erling

Boggild, Mutual correspondent. in Denmark, here feu* his first yisjt in a year

... Tess Sheehan, who's been globe-trotting for USO shows, is back
in daytime radio via "Wendy Warren & the News" and "Stella Dallas"

. . . Dorothy Sands into "Backstage Wife" cast . .. . Neil O'Malley new
to "Rose of My Dreams." . . . Video Associates,' Inc., has annexed Joan
Usoskin, formerly assistant director and news writer at CBS, as script

writer-editor and Joanna Neilson as assistant and staff photog in the'

flack dept. . . . Jim Beach, ex-AP radio sports writer Who did football

broadcasts for the Armed Forces Radiq during
. the war, will handle the

color side of ABC's airing next Wednesday (3) of the N. Y. Giants-

Eastern All-Stars game . . . Charles PowPrs. director of the Henry
Morgan Show, which returns to ABC's air Sept. 10, is looking for dif-

ferent comedy musical acts."

Rockmore Advertising agency setting up a radio department for the

first time. Bill Mogle-, musicologist, named to head'dept. . . . Scholastic

magazine doing a series on Radio and Education . . . Harry Salter's sock

musical job on the CBS "We Went Back" documentary still exciting

considerable trade comment . . . Terry Lewis (Mrs. Hubbell Robinson)

writing a play .. . . The m.c. stint on "We, the People" has narrowed down
to the following contenders: George Carson Putnan, Taylor Grant, Roger
Pryor, Edwin C. Hill, Dwight Weist and Lee Vines . . . Rosemary Rice

and Patsy Campbell playing leads Thursday (28) and Friday (29) on
"Lawyer Tucker" and "Molle Mystery Theatre" respectively . . . Clark

Andrews, ABC producer of "The Fat Man," "The Clock," etc., vacation-

honeymooning with new bride, Beth Ullman . . . Elaine Rost tapped for

second singing audition for the forthcoming Broadway production, "Legend

of Sleepy Hollow" . . . Vera Larkin of Compton agency audition depart-

ment slowly regaining her voice after protracted bout with laryngitis. . .

IN HOLLYWOOD . . .

Just. when it looked like Al Lewis was going to lend his peculiar

talents to the Jack Paar script works, in stepped1 Ernie Martin of CBS
to sign him up for the Sweeney and March show, succeeding Mannie
Manheim as producer-head writer. Incidentally, the turnover in writers

by the young comic has Ed Gardner looking to his dubious laurels . . .

Mike Kirk trained back to New York to straighten out the Alan Young
deal with Texaco . . . Radio Directors Guild resumed its monthly
luncheons and had Abe Burrows on the dais to tell them what's wrong
with directors, in a twitting sort of way. He confessed he became an
actor because he got tired of eating benzedrine . . . "Bunny" Coughlin

relieved Lee Strayhorn as producer of Hit Parade. On the show for

the past seven years, Strayhorn remains with Foote, Cone & Belding

to service American Tobacco's three Hollywood shows . . . That grin Jack
Runyon is wearing comes from reading a wire from John Alden. top

man at Biow's while latter is prowling the continent. It was a back-slap

with a salary hike for a job well done in rounding out his first year
with the agency . . . "Beulah" is being recorded as a 15-minute stripper

with an interested agency footing the cost . . . "Gildersleeve's" new
writing battery reads, from left to right, Gene Stone, Jack Robinson,
Andy White and John Elliott. They'll alternate on weekly scripts alter

the story line is pooled . . . Paramount's Marty Lewis will have plugs
for four of his studio's pictures on Lux airing Sept. 22 of "Two Years
Before the Mast." By that time the leads will„ be screening in four
different films . . . Ashmead Scott and Hal Tarloff will work' the Fanny
Brice scripts this season with Jess Oppenheimer. With his nose in a

book he's writing, Everett Freeman is passing up radio fpr the time
being. Oppenheimer returned last week from a honeymoon in Hawaii
. . . Abbott & Costello are going ahead with their plan to use an ,a

eapella group of 16*in their ABC co-op series just in case James Petrillo

remains adamant on multiple music fees . . . Dick Mack chugged in

from 9,100-mile motor jaunt with his son . . . Cornwell Jackson at Thomp-
son summer headquarters on the Snake River in Wyoming huddling
daily with headman Stanley Resor . . . CBS created the post of commercial
relations manager and assigned Peter Robeck thereto . . . Lever's Charles
Luckman ended his. ranch and yachting vacation, pausing briefly in town
before private-planing to Chicago . . . John Milton Kennedy decamped
the ABC announcing staff after six years to freelance . . . Edgar Bergen
will help Al Jolson kick open Kraft Music Hall Oct. 2 . . . NBC was
crawling with security last Thursday. Up in the client's booth to watch
her favorite, Nelson Eddy, broadcast was Margaret Truman. Efforts
of the Thompson agency to engage her for a guest shot went amiss.

IN CHICAGO . . .

I. E. (Chick) Showerman, veepee in charge of NBC's central division,
is home recovering from a gall bladder operation and will be back in
harness Sept. 2 ABC Softball team won the radio league championship
game last week when they defeated NBC:. . .Allen Prescott mc of "Break-
fast Club" program Aug. 25, 26, while Don McNeill fishes WMAQ is

sponsoring a Hi-Li contest for children under 15, through Chicago play-
grounds. Emmons C. Carlson is in charge of the promotion Virginia
Gracious of NBC's continuity department recovering from head injuries
received in bus accident. .. ."Report Uncensored" has changed time slot
and is now heard on Sundays 9:30 p.m Jim Machoney, station relations
director for Mutual, in Colorado vacationing after western business trip. ..

WTMJ, Milwaukee, celebrated its 20th anni of affiliation with NBC Aug.
15 Eddie Reynolds, Bob Meyer, end Dorothy Miller of WBBM pub-
licity, left for their vacations last Friday (22) . . . .Willard Motley, who
penned, "Knock On Any Door," has become a member of WBBM's Speak-
ers' Bureau, which is working in connection with neighborhood groups as
result of -"Repoi*--Uncensor-edii,^.^Bil.l--Meigsr--voGal--lead—in--"CaH—Me
Mister," subbing for Tommy Port on "Musical Milkwagon" while latter
takes holiday on Lake Michigan. .. .Jose Bethancourt, back from music
scouting tour of Guatemala Monday (25), dedicated his first return home
Show to presentation of one of the tunes. . . .Bob Savage appointed ABC
Central Division continuity director to succeed Chris Ford who resigned
to join radio department of Needham, Louis & Brorby.
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Mike Placement

System Perfected

After 15-Year Try
Unheralded after more than 15

years of theorizing and experi-

mentation, a new technique of

microphone placement and control

that adds a new dimension of "life-

likeness" to transmission and re-

cording of sound has slipped into

the broadcast scene. Credit for

originating the system belongs to

J. P. Maxfleld, Bell Telephone en-

gineer, who developed it in co-

operation with, CBS engineering

exec A. B. Chamberlain and other

collaborators.

Although scientifically formu-
lated in a chain of brain-busting

mathematical „
equations, end result

of the system furnishes a concrete

quality of realism to' AM and FM
programs heretofore not enjoyed

by dialers. In addition, at no extra

expense to the program sponsor or

station, use of the technique re-

sults in a meaSurable gain in signal

coverage.

In layman's lingo, technical prob-
lem before Maxfield was to create

sounds, which though being repro-

duced through a single loudspeaker,

have the effect of being heard with
all the depth and directional selec-

tivity that two ears (binaural sense)

can pick up, for example, in a
concert hall. Up to now, loudspeaker
reproduction has eliminated the
dialer's binaural ability which en-
abled him to distinguish between
nearby and distant sounds.
Through placement of mikes at

various calculated points under the

Maxfleld system, which he calls

"Liveness in Broadcasting," studio

engineers are enabled to supply the
necessary accentuation of variably-

distant sounds lost by failure of the
binaural sense, and to eliminate

(Continued on page 37"?

Hooper's B(e) M(y) Bfaby) Fixation
By DICK DOAN

C. E. Hooper's got a new fixation.

It used to be the Cooperative
Analysis of Broadcasting. He finally

took over that rating operation: Now
it's the Broadcast Measurement
Bureau. He's bulldoggedly de-
termined he's going to do business
with BMB. And it's an even money
bet that, sooner or later, in some

I
camp. Instead, BMB blithely issued

fashion or other, he'll make the
]

its third communique of the past

jrade. fortnight on the progress of sub-
Thus far, Hooper's persistent woo- scriptions to its recently formulated

ing of BMB—a quite young, but 15-point, "five-year plan." Said
haughty lass of tripartite parentage BMB: "Despite vacation absences,"

—hasn't gotten him to first base. 45 more stations had come in on
But he's undaunted. Rebuffed in the monthly-fee setup, boosting the

board and technical committee and
also to all Hooperating subscribers.
BMB prexy Hugh Feltis had already
been advised, in letters dated Aug.
7 and 14, that it was coming, Hooper
said.

No BMB Reaction

There was no immediate reaction,

official or otherwise, from the BMB

MBS' $1,250,000 Semler

Biz Via Martin Block,

Billy Rose Strip Show
Mutual bolstered its sagging bill-

ings to the tune of $1,250,000 annu-
ally with the inking Monday (25)

of R. B. Semler to bankroll a seg-

ment of the Martin Block disk show
as well as a five-minute cross-the-

board Broadway chatter stanza with
Billy Rose. Sponsorship of both

starts Oct 13, via the Erwin Wasey
agency.

Martin Block's end of the deal

gives him Kreml shampoo and hair

tonic as sponsor of the 2:30-2:45 seg-

ment, Mondays-Wednesdays-Fridays,
of his hour-long platter strip. Billy

Rose's stint, as yet untitled but to

be based on his syndicated "Pitchin'

Horseshoes" column, has been
slotted at 8:55-9 p.m. and will be
»pohsored Mondays, Wednesdays and
Fridays by Kreml, Tuesdays and
Thursdays by Musterole, a division

of Semler.
Billy Rose sequence will be aired

on 180 stations. Sponsor has bought
the full net for Block. WOR, Mu-
tual's N. Y. outlet, however, won't
carry the Block-Kreml sequence, at

least at the outset. Station has said

it won't air the platter strip unless

it's sponsored—and WOR can't, un-

der BlorVs deal with Mutual, ad-

vertise any product on this show
which is competitive with any of

Block's sponsors on WNEW, N. Y.

One of the gabber's sponsors on the

latter station is Admiration sham-
poo.

"Word is, however, that Block will

drop Admiration when its current

contract runs out in order to clear

the way for his Kreml segment to

go on WOR.

his offer last May to hand over
his incorporated all to BMB for

$1,000,000, Hooper last week tried a

new tack. He called in the trade
press and announced "the avail-

ability" of a new station and net-

work "coverage" survey technique.

It's superior, standards-wise, to the

BMB 1946 technique, Hooper said;

it's also quicker and cheaper. It is

available to individual stations,

groups of stations, networks—and
BMB, right now. And, if BMB
wants it,

.
Hooper"ladded, his outfit is

prepared to do a nationwide study

for around $650,000, "about half" the

cost of BMB's proposed 1949 study.

And he could deliver the findings in

about-three or four months, or about
half the time BMB took to publish

results ol its 1946 survey.

Hooper wrapped up the full de-

tails of his latest pitch in a 33-page
booklet—-"The Listener Coverage In-

dex—an analytical memorandum,"
copies of which he immediately
packed off to members of BMB's

total to 133. Stations with net bill-

ings under $100,000 annually repre-
sented 40% of the total, those be-
tween $100,000 and $250,000, 30';!,

and those with $250,000 or more,
30%,

Feltis. meantime, was out in Chi-
cago for a huddle with station reps
and agency timebuyers to discuss

their statistical needs.

means of supplying Coverage In-
dexes to advertisers, agencies and
others; 5. to offer results, to stations

and networks serving a given area,

on a participating subscription plan;

6. to charge at a rate of $250 per
county separately reported, plus $250
per city reported on, where aug-
mented sampling is necessary for

the latter."

Typical costs, he said, would be

Ford Willing To

Give Air Drama

A '3-Year Chance'
"Ford Theatre" will go on the air

Oct. 5 as scheduled, despite the mo*
i tor firm's current labor troubles.

$400 each where five stations were
j Tnere hac, been talk Qf asking NBC

part.cipatmg and 10 counties and fm. a postp0nement ulltil the ,., bor
cities were reported; $1,941 each icture j d b h - Ken-
where 30 stations were part.c.palu.g

n & Eckhardt rec0mmenrted
and 300 counties and, ciUes were

agn inst such, a gtepl on public rela,
reported.

tions grounds. The series goes info
Hooper said his Index, which the 5 . 6 b m . spot Sundays on NBC,

would be tabulated in the same pushing the NBC Symphony stanza
manner as the BMB 1946 Study, I

would be based on combined an
swers to two questions: "To what
stations do you and your family
listen most frequently and most of

the time?" and "Write in other sta-

tions listened to at least once a

week." He would also include a

Hooper, "while awaiting industry 1 third question: "Write in stations, if

action by BMB," is full of plans to

"achieve a maximum of practical ex-
perience" with his new technique
before it comes time to take on a
nationwide survey. Therefore he
proposes, he said:

"1. To accept commission to con-
duct 'coverage' studies for stations

and networks; 2. to utilize the new
method as a basis of furnishing
'Night' and 'Day' Coverage indexes
for counties and cities; 3. to furnish

complete results to each subscriber
for surveyed counties and cities; 4.

to leave to the- station and network
subscribers the determination of

any, you would like to hear better

but which do not come in well be- I

cause of static noises, fading in and
|

out or interference with other i

stations."

Trade observers could see a neat i

piece of timing in Hooper's strategy.
!

'Hooper's proposals will be fresh in

the minds of broadcasters when they

take off for the NAB convention,

which is only a little over two weeks
away. There's to be a BMB session

at the confab. People like Ken
Baker, chairman of BMB's technical

committee, will be around. So will

Hooper.

ABC-CBS Slugfest

Leaves Joan Davis

Dangling Midair
V

Now that ABC has put its Wednes-

day night programming roster into

the bigtime, both on names and bill-

ings, the web is going to work on

Monday and Thursday nights. Right

now there's considerable jockeying

in a bid to wrap up Joan Davis.

All of which indicates the exist-

ence of an intense slugfest between
CBS and- ABC,, with the latter web
projecting itself more and more into

the limelight via its pacting of per-
sonalities. ABC was interested in

grabbing off the high-budgeted Old
Gold show for back-to-back bracket-
inj with Miss Davis, but Columbia
yesterday (Tues.), got the order for

resumption of Wed. at 9, starting

Sept. 24.

CBS is also trying to ink Miss
Davis to a Saturday night co-op deal,

.but the comedienne, heard last sea-

son on CBS in the Monday at 8:30

slot for Swan Soap, would rather

continue on a straight coast-to-coast

commercial and is listening to ABC
overtures.

Report is Miss Davis wouldn't mind
grabbing off the Monday at 8 ABC
period to pick up the preceding

"Lone Ranger" kid audience. Mean-
while, the ABC-CBS negotiations

continue hot and heavy.

Is This Bad?
Chicago, Aug. 26.

Chicago listeners last week,
got a new slant on how a com-
mercial can be perfectly blended
with the script, even though, as

happened in this instance, the
program's personality Was to-

tally unaware of the scheduled
plug. The sequence caused some
eyebrow lifting even at the sta-

tion—WGN.
Dr. George Washington Crane,

who does a daily strip of

psychological patter on human
problems for Nelson Bros,

furniture stores, had been •

telling women how to hold their

husbands, when he closed with

the following peroration: "It

doesn't matter whether you are

Grade A in the parlor or Grade
A in the kitchen, but where you
need an A plus is in the bed-

room."
The closing commercial that

followed was one for bedroom
furniture.

20G SEARS ROEBUCK

PACKAGE DEAL OFF
Chicago, Aug. 26.

WGN has shelved the idea it had
of auditioning an hour's filmusical

program for Sears Roebuck. If and
when sold, the show was to go over
the Mutual network. *

The proposition called for the use

of film scores, the importation of

stars from Hollywood for the broad-
~c^sas"an"crtlie"eYn^

70-piece symphony orchestra, a

package that would have come to

around $20,000. Dickering for rights
to musicals was going on with
Hollywood When 'if was decided to

call the whole thing off.
'

CBS Miles Mix

Is Cleared Up
For a while it looked like Miles

Labs (Alka Seltzer) was all set to

pull out of its new $l,000,000-bill-

ings deal with CBS for the cross-

the-board "Lum 'n' Abner" show,
because of the difficulty the network
was having in getting clearance for

the series. But apparently the sit-

uation has been straightened out

and L & A officially move over
from ABC on Sept. 29, going into

the 5:45-6 p.m. period, with a 6:30

repeat for the Central Time zone.

Too many stations wanted to do
delayed repeats of the show, so

Miles put up quite a squawk. Some
of the affiliates have been talked

out of it and have agreed to pick

up the show as it comes off the air.

However, other stations, because of

local commitments, still chime in

with a definite nix, but agreeing to

a delayed broadcast. Among these

are CBS' Chicago key, WBBM,
which is committed to a Kroger
Baking commercial.

The Coast, because of similar

previous commitments, will also do

a recorded delay.

LEONARD ASCH'S FM-ER

PARTS WITH MUTUAL
Mutual and its first fulltime FM

affiliate, Leonard Asch's WBCA of

Schenectady—the first FM affiliate,

in fact, of any major network—have

come to a parting of the ways. The

stories conflict. One is that Asch,

one of FM's longest and loudest ex-

ponents, told Mutual he Could do

without their non-musical programs.

- Mutual's story is quite different.

The net. with only a 250-watt outlet

(WABY, Albany) for the Albany-

Schenectady-Troy area, took on

WBCA several years ago "in lieu of

an AM outlet" in Schenectady, says

MBS station relations veepee Bob

Schmid Now, however, Mutual is Eddie Newman bows out next

about to get a 5.000-watt AM outlet, Saturday (30) as Barry Gray's sue

WROW which will' take to the ether cessor on the WOR, N. Y., all-night

in Schenectady on Oct. 1. And i
disk jockey stanza. Newman's spon-

|

WROW will have an FM affiliate.
I

sor failed to renew in time and the
'

~„ , ,„ ,
' station had decided to look around

go

—

m i Oct

—

1. Mutual s -hubs win .
--. - ...——

, j * ,,,,nV .„ wnnw I
for a new boy, anyway,

be switched from WABY to WKUW. i

Asch's FMer will continue picking

Eddie Newman in Bowout

Gallup s Rating

Deferred, to Test

Stars, Auditions
Hollywood, Aug. 26.

Measurement of radio audiences
by Dr. George Gallup's Research In-

stitute, as competitive to Hooper and
Nielsen, will be deferred until next
year. Planned entry into the rating

field this season must await further

development of the planned opera-

tion but that doesn't mean that Gal-

lup will pass up radio entirely.

Two services are now ready to go:

that of pre-testing' audition records

and measuring the popularity of the

show's star as against the star's show.
Picked groups will pass judgment on
programs up for sale through the

use of devices, both mechanical and
hand-controlled. Completed report

will include reaction to the enter-

tainment content, the show's chances

for a rating and how it will fare in

its time spot against other network
competition. Stars will be tested for

their popularity and pulling power
in an effort to pin down the public

on whether they dial the show or

the star.

Actual measurement of audiences

will come later, after Dr. Gallup is

convinced that he can provide -a

service to sponsors and agencies with

a minimum margin of error. Jack

Sayers, v. p., of Audience Research in

Hollywood, is staffing up for the two
services which become operative

with the season's opening.

to a Saturday night time.

Time and talent budget for the
series is $1,300,000 to $1,500,000, de-
pending on the cost of the summer
replacement. The "Ford Theatre"
drama series is set for 39 weeks min-
imum, at about $11,000 a week net
for talent. Ford will underwrite the

entire expense at the start, and the

show will have an institutional copy
policy. However, the dealers may
presently share in the cost, in which
case there would be selling commer-
cials for Ford, Mercury and Lincoln
cars. Since a full-hour show, with-
out names, is likely to take a rela-

tively long time to build to a sizable

audience, Ford is said to be ready to

give the program a three-year
chance.
Opening vehicle for the series will

be "The Great McGinty." adapted by
Stanley R. Evans from the original

Preston Sturges screenplay. . Second
show will be "On Borrowed Time,"
adapted from the original novel by
Lawrence Edward Walkin (rather

than from the Paul Osborn dramati-
zation), and the third will be "A
Connecticut Yankee," based on the

Mark Twain story (rather than the

stare or screen version). In addition

to Evans the stable of freelance

adapters includes Charles Gussman,
Sylvia Berger, Nancy Moore. Will

Glickman, Lillian Schoen and Peter

Lyon. The fee for adaptations is

$500-$l,000, depending on the diffi-

cuHy of the assignment.
It's also planned to do two origi-

(Continued on page 38)

GRAYSON'S 'SUPERMAN'

POST, MUTUAL SERIES

Stromberg-Carlson Is

1st Com'l Sponsor For

Continental FM Net
Country's first major FM network,

the Continental web, got its first

commercial sponsor last week when
the Stromberg-Carlson Co.. Roch-
ester radio manufacturer, signed to

bankroll a 16-week live 30-minute
musical show on the net starting

Sept. 12. Program, called "Treasury
of Music" and featuring a 30-piece

orch, will originate at WHSM, Roch-
ester FM station owned by the spon-

sor. No agency is involved in the

deal and the web's exics declined to

reveal the time or talent bill'ng.

Teeoff of the show is tim<xl to co-
"

incide with the opening of the FM
Assn.'s first annual conv.ntion at

the Roosevelt hotel, N. Y. Program
will be aired Fridays, 8:30-9 p. m.

Continental web now boosts 25

outlets, having recently annexed
four- more, and claims other addi-

tions are in prospect within n:xt 10

days. Maj. Edwin F. Armstrong's
high-powered experimental station,

W2XMN, Alpine, N. J., has FCC ap-
proval to serve as a relay for the

net as well as its N. Y. metropolitan
area outlet. Armstrong g.ts no
money out of the web's Stromberg-
Carlson deal, it's said.

Continental web will use 573 miles

of phone lines and 1.500 miles of air

relays for the S-C broadcasts.

Mitchell Grayson, freelance pro-

ducer-director, who did the "New
World a Comin' " and atom series for

WMCA, NY., has joined the Kenyon
& Eckhardt agency and has taken

over as director-producer of the
|

"Superman" series on behalf of
j

Robert Maxwell Associates. Gray- i

son succeeds Alan Durovney.
Grayson is currently engaged in I

devising new script ideas for the I

Cincinnati, Aug. 26.

show and an expression of the writ- I

Charles H. Topmiller. chief crim-

ing staff is in the works.
j

n™r °£ WCKY since 1933, stepped

Crayson is also set to do a series of I "P this Week as station manager, re

kid documentary once-monthly !
placing Kenneth W

WCKY NAMES TOPMILLER

AS STATION MANAGER

shows for Mutual.
"Today's Children.'

It'll be called

Rod Erickson, WOR program di-

Fimberg's Double Duty

With Coke's Musical
Hollywood, Aug. 26.

Hal Fimbergrformerly associated

with Parkyakarkas as his writer-

nn" Mutual airers on a month-to-
:

rector, has a fancy list of prospects
j

producer, has been set for similar

Zn^ Wis T4 aSiliation to end
'

for the stint, some of them w.k. duty with the Coca-Cola musical

when WROW's FM outlet is ready
j

showbiz names, but up to yesterday
j

toplining Morton Downey, Spike

to go
I tTues.) had made no selection. J Jones and Dorothy Shay.

Church, who
resigned the post to serve in a- simi-

lar capacity with W1BC. Indianap-

olis. Topmiller has been with the
L. B. .Wilson 50,000- watter since

1930. when he became a transmit-
1 tor engineer.

In accepting the advancement,

j

Topmiller withdrew his interest in

i the new WZIP 250-watt daytime sta-

tion, Covington, Ky„ across the Ohio
River from Cincy, which is sched-
uled to begin operation in October.

He sold his holdings to Gregory
Hughes and Arthur Eilermau, hit-

partners in the venture. <.
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SWEENEY & MARCH ARE



We've measured them against 8 top-comedy shows

and we know they can muke your sales-chart laugh!

- A man named Ernest M.Walker invented a machine that

unsentimentally measures the laugh-response of radio audiences.

He measured the response to eight of the top comedy shows

' of last winter (whose average Hooper was 22.1) !

And now he's measured four recent broadcasts of "Sweeney

& March", the brilliant CBS madcap comedy-team.

Mr. Walker's machine reports precisely that people are now

laughing louder and more frequently at "Sweeney & March" than

they did last winter at the eight top comedy shows.

Programs Tested for laugh-Power
Average Volume

per Laugh

Average length

of laughter

Average Time

Between Laughs

SWEENEY & MARCH 78.8% 3.1 sec. 10.7 sec.

8 TOP-COMEDY SHOWS
AVERAGING 22.1 HOOPER 74.1% 3.1 sec. 12.2 sec.

But that sage of show-business—The Hollywood Reporter—

also spotted this, tvithout a machine just a few weeks agb; it

said flatly: "Another CBS offering that wouldpay its way on the sales-

chart is 'Sweeney & March'. If we could, we'd buy 'em ourselves."

You know ... as ever} 7 top-flight comedian knows . . . that it

takes performing time as well as talent to develop the pace and

punch of great radio comedy today.

"Sweeney & March" got enough time on CBS because their

talent was evident from the beginning.

They are ready now. Ready to put laughter to work.

Ready to lift a big sales-curve.

If you haven't heard them in the past few weeks, you Jiaven't

heard "Sweeney & March"!

Tune in CBS Saturday evening at 8:30 EDT and you will

hear for yourself that .. ."Sweeney & March"are ready.

A CBS PACKAGE PROGRAM
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Tele to Alter Show Biz Setup;

Battle Pix to Death, Sez Vallee
By RUDY VAL*LEE

Oil Men in Tex. Video BidAs one who used to crank a pro-

jector in a small neighborhood film

house, and who is at the moment .
Dallas, Aug. 26.

-enjoying the -beginning-of -a-second
j

Application..hasJjeen.^ubmitted .to.

film career, it is my honest wish that
j
the FCC by Rogers Lacy and Tom

nothing happens to change the pres-
j

Porter, two oil men, for a new tele-

ent happy system of large studios,
j

vision outlet to be built here at a

flrstrun houses and eventually the : cost of $300,000.

neighborhood houses, and the enjoy- The station would be located atop

ment of films in all of them with ! a hotel which the duo plans on

the subsequent benefits to perform- J building here. Video reception

ers, technicians and exhibitors. 1 would be made available to every

But being a realist, and a good ™"> in the hotel.

common denominator (which has •

been responsible for my personal

success) and knowing human be-

ings. particularly in the stales where
Winter has its Inclement weather, I

woul like to make the following pre-

diction: that television, unless it kills

itself off by either bad technical

faults or, and most important, con-

tinues slipshod, stiff and amateurish

live production, as it is now doing,

will create a change in our lives

such as we never believed would be

possible, and will keep the family

home four nights a week.

I say four, because I believe that

mother will demand that she get

away from the hot stove and the

kitchen at least three nights a week,

but the tired laborer, and even the

tired businessman in the average

home is going to put on a comfort-

able pair of slippers and a bathrobe,

and four nights a week, between the

- hours of 7 and 10, it is my humble
opinion that he is going to ensconse

himself in a comfortable chair, with

a glass of refreshing liquid at his el-

bow, cigar or pipe in his mouth, and
enjoy the fine 15-minute, half hour

and one-hour film productions which
•re going to be offered him.
He is certainly not going to shave,

climb into a fresh shirt and suit, get

the car out of the garage, drive

down a slippery, icy street hunting

for a parking place or parking lot,

plunk down a parking charge and
then purchase tickets to go into a
*?rk theatre, not knowing who is

seated around him, when he can

have in his own home pictures which
may not be quite as outstanding in

production as those he could see in

a theatre, but films which will hring

(Continued on page 36)

Zoomar Lenses to Be Sold

Outright Instead Being

Leased as First Planned

Pix Majors Ask

FCC Hold Some

Channels Open
Washington, Aug. 26.

Spurred on by the warnings of

Paul Larsen, prexy of the Society

of Motion Picture Engineers and
theatre tele's most active crusader,

heads of- five major film companies
wrote FCC last week urging the

agency to hold open some channels
for additional experimentation.

Their concern grows out of a pro-

posed new allocation of channels in

the upstairs experimental video

slots and in the microwaves which
might squeeze theatremen out of the

picture, unless they come in with a

firm proposal in time. FCC men
say so far as they know activity in

theatre video has not gone much
beyond the talk stage.

The letters came from Paul Rai-
bourn, prexy of Paramount's Tele-

vision Productions, Inc.; Nicholas
Schenck of Loews; S p y r o s P.

Skouras, 20th-Fox; N. Peter
Rathvon, RKO, and John J. O'Con-
nor, Universal. The film execs
echoed earlier recommendations by
Larsen that FCC either continue to

keep some slots open in the 1,000-

13,000 meg range for tele experimen-
tation by pix or, failing that, make
special assignments to theatre video

to be used at some future date.

FCC is now dickering with the

idea of turning over some of the tele

relay channels (needed for pix-

video) for use only by common car

ricrs which would mean that the
atre men would have to lease lines

from the A. T. & T. This would
make nationwide distribution of the

film production more difficult and
probably more expensive. Move was

Fairbanks' 16m Telefilmed Whodunit

Looks OK in Debut; Showcasings Set

HARRY SALTER
MUSICAL DIRECTOR

VARIETY (issue Aug. 20) said in

its "Documentary Reviews." " 'We
Went Back,' Robert Montgomery,
narrator, music; Harry Salter.

".
. . The actual 'Studio' contribu-

tions wore on the superlative side
. . . particularly the remarkably fine

musical score which at times did
more to create the mood and sustain
the theme than the words."

Direction: M.C.A.

;

*»»» »»
| Television Reviews i

Revolutionary new Zoomar tele-

vision lens, which got its first com- -

mercial test last month on WCBS- started to relieve pressure by avia

TV (CBS, N. Y.). is going to be sold

outright to video broadcasters in-

stead of being merely leased to them,

as originally planned. Price hadn't

been disclosed.

Orders have been received lor

three of the first six lenses to be
turned out, a job which will require

six to cicht weeks, it was learned at

the N. Y. office of Jerry Fairbanks,
I

distributor for the newly-developed
J

Jens. Commitments have been made
j

for delivery of one each to CBS,
to WfTL-TV (Philadelphia) and to !

WMAL-TV (Washington, D. C).
NBC is negotiating for two of the

lenses. The sixth out of the first

batch may go to WBKB, Chicago.
Zcomar lens, developed by Dr.

Frank Back, can "zoom" camera
shots from closeups to long-distance,

thus eliminating a switch in cameras
jumping from long to short shots, or

vice versa.

tion and other public service radio
services for more slots in the up-
stairs spectrum.

WOR Shooting For

Own Tele Network

Cross-Country

Net Shapes Up
..Washington, Aug, 26.

Outlook for a cross-country tele-

vision network grew a shade
brighter last week when the FCC
gave the Anter. Tel. & Tel. Co. a
green light to install 512 more miles
of coaxial cable, connecting im-
portant video terminals in the south-
ern and midwest cable routes.

Completion of the project, the
Commission said, would make possi-
ble a complete television loop con-
necting N;w York City, Chicago,
south to St. Louis, Memphis, Jack-
son and Atlanta, and north to Char-
lotte, Washington, and back to New
York City.

Intermediary points to be linked
are: Minneapolis and Des Moines;
St. Louis, Memphis and Frankfort,
Ky. and Augusta, Ga., and Atlanta.

The Augusta-Atlanta link will com-
plete the A. T. & T.'s transcontinen-
tal cable hookup from New York to

Los Angoles via the southern route.

The St. Louis to Memphis link will

be the first step toward a con-
templated Chicago-New Orleans cir-

cuit.

At least two years will be required
to complete the routes, it was be-
lieved. At the same time, there
is no assurance the cable will be au-
tomatically opened to video users
since the phone company has said
availability of video circuits will be
geared to demand. Project will set

the company back a . husky $10,-

940,000.

LEAVE IT TO THE GIRLS
With Maggi McNeills, Eloise McEl-
hone, Harriet Van Home, Dorothy
Kilgallen; William Bradford Huie,

guest; Eddie Dunn, moderator
Director: Fred Coe
Producer: Herb Leder
Sets: Bob Wade
30 Mins.; Thurs., 8 p.m.
GENERAL FOODS
WNBT, N. Y.

(Benton & Bowles)
Mutual's femme chatter session

made its bow as a television item oh
NBC's N. Y. outlet last week (21),

replacing "Author Meets the Critics"

in General Foods' parade of video
experiments. What could be said for

its predecessor can also be said for

the tele version of "Leave It to the

Girls"—dialers who like to listen to

this show will find it doubly attrac-

tive as a visual presentation. (For
men viewers especially, the gals be-
ing not at all hard to look at.)

Preem edition had author and for-

eign correspondent William . Brad-
ford Huie as guest, and he proved
not only telegenic, in a" man-of-dis-
tinction sort of way, but also a keen
needier of feminine fancies. The
girls found him no easy prey.

Couple of filmed skits were effec-
tively injected in the routine to illus-

trate "problems" submitted for the
femme panel's consideration. Eddie
Dunn was a capable emcee. He has
little to do but toss out the question:
the girls grab it and kick it around
with plenty of caustic comment.
Miss McElhone and Miss McNellis,
both regulars on the panel (and
both especially videogenic), had a
couple of equally articulate and
animated teammates in columnists
Dorothy Kilgallen and Harriet Van
Home.
Stanza wisely was given a living-

room setting which made for an in-

formal air about the proceedings.
Camera work was par, possibly al-
lowing for improvement only in a
couple of places where it seemed the
camera might have been closeup on
the person speaking (as it was most
of the time) instead of picking up
a full view of the panel. (Camera-
man, incidentally, had an eye for
Miss McElhone's pulchritude—for
which, who could blame him?—do-
ing the intro shot of her with a slow
plap from the ankles up!)

Sponsor, who chose to plug Certo
on this stanza, inserted the main
commercial two-thirds of the way
through the sequence. It took the
form of a skit depicting a housewife
in the kitchen, wailing "What am [

going to do about my jam and jello
making?", then discovering how
Ceito solves the problem. Device
was passably effective, being suffi-
ciently amusing not to be too
tedious. Opening and closing com-
mercials were acceptably brief and
cued to the show via a "Leave it to
Certo" catchline. Doan.

Network and ad agency execs in
New York will get their first look
at the new Jerry Fairbanks telefilm
today (Wed.) in a closed circuit
demonstration- tor : them at NBC'S"
studios. Tomorrow (Thurs.) a group
of top-bracketed national advertisers
will see a similar c.c. screening. The
trade press got a preview yesterday
(Tues.). The film looked like the
answer to a tele broadcaster's
prayers.

It's a lj-minute whodunit, "The
Case of the Missing Bullets," which
will be the first in a series of 17
titled "The Public Prosecutor." It

was shot directly on 16m with the
Mitchell Professional 16m camera at
Fairbanks' Hollywood studios. It has
a name cast, topped by filmactor
John Howard, who'll be featured
throughout as the prosecutor.

It was shot especially for tele, with
many closeups, no long shots, no
deep blacks or flat whites, but all

in shades of gray. Subjects are cen-
tered to keep them away from the
fringes of the receiving tube, etc.
And the camera techniques, a la

Robert Montgomery's "Lady in the
Lake," makes the viewer a partici-
pant. Story is filmed to permit In-
troduction of studio spectators, if. the

Johnston & Fairbanks
Appearance of McCann-Erick-

son's radio veepee Russ Johnston
as "spokesman" for Jerry "Fair-

banks at yesterday's (Tues.)

N. Y. press preview of the la-

ter's new telefilm has cued
speculation as to the extent of

ttfe ad man's connections with
the film producer.
Fairbanks' tele plans show

evidence of sharp economic and
ad planning, a department in

whfch Johnston is much at

home, having built himself a
rep in this direction while serv-
ing as Hollywood program di-

rector for CBS. prior to joining
McC-E. Johnston and Fairbanks
are old friends, and such a team
would be a tele natural.
Johnston, however, denies any

plans to exit his agency berth.
However, he's understood to own
a chunk of the Fairbanks opera-
tion.

HAROLD SEE TO WBAL

AS VIDEO MANAGER

PROD. OF SETS OFF IN

JULY; SEASONAL THING
Washington, Aug. 26.

Usual seasonal letdowns in pro-
duction and plant vacations caused
a slump in production of radio and
tele receivers in July, the Radio
Manufacturers Assn. reported last

Friday (22).

Video production in July of 10,007

i sets was down slightly from the

ments ' are
"

also" being madeTo" that 1 record 11,484 units "reported in June,

any station between New York and ' ™h ''* FM production was off from

Washington can tie in with the WOR i 1 „
video stations to take our programs," , r

>ver" 11 fl8ure -

WOR, N. Y. key station of the
Mutual radio web. is going to have a

television "network" of its own. Sta-
tion placed orders last week for two
transmitters—one for N. Y. (WOR-
TV) and one for Washington, D. C.

(WOIC)—and announced that the
two will be linked to exchange pro-
grams presumably via the N. Y.-

D. C. coaxial cable.

That WOR toppers have aspira-
tions beyond this two-station setup
also was made known. "Arrange

to 70.649 in July,
including standard

said J. R. Poppcle, WOR veepee in
' broadcast home and portable units,

charge of engineering, who. signi- -

dronPed 10 1-155.456 last month.

visoTof NBC's' new"wa^hin^on, j

> s P.'fW °f 'he Television I
Slump will be more than compen-

D.-C. television station, WNBW. Broadcasters Assn. sated for >n ppcoimng monthly

will exit that post next month to I

°ne of the transmitters was or-
]

totals, however, since RMA reported

Baltimore. Aug. 26.

Harold P. See, operations super-

LET'S LEAUN TO DANCE
With Marlowe Ferris, Nils Brent
Director: Charles Kelly
15 Mins.; every other Friday, 7:45
p.m.

BENDIX AND GEORGE'S STORES
WNBW-NBC, Washington

(Robert J. Enders)
WNBW's first locally-sponsored

show is that usually sure-fire video
staple—a "how-to-do-it" stint. Ar-
thur Murray's' dancers, with local
manager Mrs. Ethel Gomez handling
the narration, put on a pleasant
demonstration of the rhumba. start-
ing with the easiest steps and work-

1

ing up—a little too fast, it seemed— 1

to the tough ones.
The dance team and narrator Go-

mez are both definitely photogenic.
Show should have great aDpeal for
the bobby-soxers and their still nim-
ble-footed elders. Dance team tees
off and after a smooth exhibition.
Mrs. Gomez explains the steps, using
charts to make the foot positions
clearer. Technique is a good one,

(Continued, on page 39)

e here as manager of WBAL's
|

dered from RCA and wi " be in-
j
^ sharp increase in radio production

new video affiliate, WBA1.-TV. The
appointment was annuonced yester-

day (Mon.) by Harold C. Burke,
general manager of WBAL.

See has been active in all phases

of television development for the

past 11 years, most' of that time with
NBC's pioneering N. Y. station,

WNBT. He is credited with being

responsible for development of sev-

eral technical advances and tele

techniques i

stl'eets, N. W.—was started about a

Burke reported that See will take '
month ago and will be completed in

Over his hew job Sept. 15.
8 „^„ ys

' \ ,

WBAL-TV's studios and transmit- I
W0R was granted a construction

ters are under construction and the P°rmlt for a N . Y. tele station in

station is' expected to make its !
1941

>
b« l the »« blocked the sta-

debut about ^oy. X. Jt will be an
j

t,0» s construction. Present blue-

affiliate of the NBC tele network. (Continued on page 30)

stalled in Washington. The one for ! 'or the first week in August and
N. Y. was ordered from General

|

predicts further rises in succeeding
Electric. Both are expected to be .weeks. Of almost 10,000,000 sets off

delivered next March and both sta-
' the lines this year, over 500.000 have

tions are scheduled to get on the air :
been FM-rquipped and 56,396 have

by next summer, Poppcle said. Both
outlets will operate on Channel Nine,
at 186 to 1!)2 megacycles.
Construction of the D. C. antenna

tower—on the highest elevation in

the city, at 40th and Brandywine

included tele bands

KOEPF'S TELE POST
Toledo. Auk. 26.

Jiilni.Kw'iif. WaKhirujtori manager
of the Fori Industry Co for the lafct

18 month;), hai> Iwn named tele-

visor! manager for the firm, v/ith

headquarters in Detroit:'

TBA Elects Lowman
Lawrence W. Lowman, CBS vee-

pee in charge of television, was
elected to the board of directors of
the Television Broadcasters Assn.
Monday (25). (CBS joined TBA
after dropping the color tele battle.)
He'll fill out the unexpired term of
Ernest H. Vogel. who resigned a "tor
leaving his post with Farnsworth
Radio as sales veepee.
TBA board also admitted to mem-

bership WW.T-TV. Detroit, owned by
the Detroit News. This is the sec-
ond newspaper-owned video station

|

to come Into TBA, other being the
|
St. I.ouis Post-Dispatch outlet,

j
TBA directors discussed plans for

Coitipfjnv Is building » television a conference late this year, similar
;

stalioi in Toledo, with r ail letter,.
]
to the one held last October at the

j

WTVT. and -A ', hold a lelevhifnt I Waldorf, but no definite date was
I con-ti uet.'on irntiH in Detroit, j act

station desires, to guess at solution

of the case, ahead of the filmed
windup.
Film is packaged like an open-

end radio transcription, in that it'll

form a 20-minute program with
fore-and-aft commercials running a
total of three minutes. With the
audience participation insert, the

show could run either 25 or 30

minutes.
Russ Johnston, veepee in charge

of radio of the McCann-Erickson ad
agency and longtime friend of Fair-
banks, appeared in the role of

"spokesman" for the latter at the
press showing and will be- on hand
in a similar capacity today and to-

morrow. He said McCann-Erickson
had no connection with the telefilm

production. He also said NBC had
no tieup; the network's facilities

were simply made available for the

demonstrations.
Johnston characterized the "Pub-

lic Prosecutor" series as "the first

serious effort by a recognized Holly-
wood producer to apply motion pic-

ture techniques to television" and
pointed out that the films will make
possible "network operation by
simultaneous release in all existing

television cities." The filmed series

will be available as a weekly feature

starting Nov. 1, he reported, and two
additional series —^ one a "family
comedy" stanza, the other a five-

a-week moppet show—are in prep-
aration.

Many of the country's biggest ad-

vertisers have expressed interest in

the new telefilm. Johnston disclosed,

intimating strong possibility that, a

heavy bankroller might grab the

initial Fairbanks tele ser-ies for spon-
sorship on every video station in

the country.
Fairbanks has no expectation of

showing a profit on his telefilm pro-

duction for at least a couple of years,

Johnston said, but believes that the

swift expansion of television* now
apparently in the offing should put

the operation on a paying basis

within five years.

During shooting of the initial se-

quence for the "Public Prosecutor"
scries, lighting tests and daily rushes
were run on a closed tele circuit

at the Fairbanks studios to assure

the film was meeting video transmis-

sion specifications.
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MY FRIEND IRMA
With Marie Wilson, Cathy Lewis,

Leif Erickson, John Brown, Hans
Conreid, Gloria Gordon; Lud Gins-

kin orcn, The Sportsmen; Frank
Bingman, announcer.

Writers: Cy Howard, Parke Levy
producer: Cy Howard
30 Mins.; Mon., 10 p.m.

LEVER BROS.
WCBS-CBS, N. X. '

(Young & Ruoicam)

This .CBS-created show, which
bowed so auspiciously as a sustainer

last April, continues to rate bows^
now that it's gone sponored. Preefff-

ing Monday (25) under tab of Lever
Bros., for Swan Soap, airer turned

out to be another amusing, warming
chapter in the saga of the likeable

nitwit Irma.

Program has a good, folksy qual-

ity real characterization, and real

wit in its dialog and situations. Cur-
rent (25) airer concerned the non-
chalant manner in which N. Y. apart-

ment-dwelling Irma brought home a

stray dog that picked her up, the
practical consternation of her friend

and roommate, Jane, and the at-

tempts of the two to get rid of the

dog before the landlady found out,

and threw them out. Efforts were
made to palm the pooch off on Al,

Irma's brash but job-dodging boy-
friend; on Professor Kropotkin, their

eccentric neighbor, and others.

Sketch made for an amusing half-

hour.

Format still retains the interesting

setup of Jane as narrator and par-
ticipant in the mixed narration-
dramatization scripting, setting forth

wearily but not disheartenedly the
problems of her friend Irma. Por-
trayals are expert, to hold listener

interest throughout.

Premier pulled a switch, in an
opening singing commercial, not for

the sponsor or product, but for the

show! Commercials were brief, in

excellent taste. Bron.

MEET THE MEEKS
With Forrest Lewis, Fran Allison,

Beryl Vaughan, Cliff Soubier, El-

misa Roessler
Writer-Producer: Les Weinrott
30 Mins.; Sat., 11 a.m.
Sustaining
WNBC-NBC, N. T.

"Meet the Meeks" is Les Wein-
rott's old situation comedy series

which had a long and varied run
under the "name, "Meet Mr. Meek."
The title change doesn't mean the
not-too-bright hero has acquired a

family in the interim. He was al-

ways surrounded and more or less

snowed under by his aggressively
eccentric relatives. But the broader,
if less alliterative title is presum-
ably intended to spark interest

among a*, wider citizenry ("It'll ap-
peal to the whole family, instead of

Just fathers, see?"). A little less

hokey scripting and performance
might help, too.

The show is what's commonly
known as derivative. It might have
been inspired (pardon the expres-
sion) by "The Aldrich Family," but
certain of its principal characters
are reminiscent of various familiar
actors, such as Charles Buggies,
Lenore Lonergan (in "Junior Miss"),
Corliss Archer and a combination
Miss Duffy-ZaSu Pitts. In other
words, the characters are stereotype.
The payoff on Saturday's (23) show
might as well have been announced
at the opening. Possibly because the
studio audience didn't react as ex-
pected, the broadcast ran short, re-
quiring a long organ fill, even after
the detailed talent credits.

The present run is a sustaining
break-in for Swift's sponsorship, be-
ginning Nov. 8. Hobe.
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STRIKE IT RICH
With Todd Russell; Don Baker, an-
nouncer; Hank Sylvern, organist

Producer: Walt Framer; Larry Hard-
ing, assistant; Peter Arnell, stage
assistant; Larry Puck, supervisor

30 Mins.; Sun., 10:30 p.m.
Sustaining »v

WCBS-CBS, N. Y.
After only eight weeks on the air,

this Frank Cooper package has just
snagged a sponsor, Ludens. Ad-
mitting that the potent 10:30 spot
Sunday nights on CBS may have
been a factor, it nevertheless demon-
strates again that there's nothing like
an audience participation show (par-
ticularly if it has a juicy money
giveaway angle) to build an audi-
ence quickly and attract

.
sponsor-

ship. Whether "Strike It Rich" can
hold its popularity (and, ultimately,
sponsorship) against the returning
major programs, remains to be seen.
On the face of it, though, this is an
entertaining show, and should be
good for a profitable run.

The routine of "Strike It Rich" is

merely another variation of the
standard cash - for - correct - answer
formula. Four contestants get a $25
cash kitty apiece, and may bet a
minimum of $5 or all of it on their
ability to answer each of five suc-
cessive questions. The questions are
in various categories and the con-
testant may vary the amount of his
bet according to his. familiarity with
the subject. In general, the ques-
tions are fairly difficult, and con-
siderable suspense is built.

Perhaps the most vital gimmick of
the show, however, is the letter-
writing angle: Listeners are urged
to write to the program, explaining
why they'd like to "Strike It Rich."
Thus, the production staff has in-
dicative background information for
the pre-broadcast selection of the
most promising contestants. As an
indication how well that works, Sun-
day night's (24) show had an at-
tractive-sounding gal artist who's
gotten a part in an upcoming Broad-
way legit and who wants to "Strike
It Rich" so she can go to Paris to
marry her sweetheart, a railroad
chef who wants to take a trip for
pleasure for a change, a dame who
hopes to get a face-lift so she can
get married again, and a sailor with
a new British bride who craves an
electric sewing machine for her.
Each was -colorful, uninhibited,
poised and well-informed. They
made the program.
Todd Russell, the m.c, is almost

hysterically enthusiastic and he's
over-jolly with the contestants, but
he keeps the show in motion and
isn't too obtrusive at filling in the
blank spots. However, he pulled
one inexcusable bit on the show
caught, when he repeatedly referred
to the Negro dining car cook by his
last name alone, pointedly neglect-
ing to use the "Mister" title that's
standard in non-Jim Crow areas.

Hobe.

PUBLIC NOTICE
With Bill Berns, guests; Carl Caruso,
announcer

Writer-originator: Robert Blake '

Producer: John Scott
15 Mins.; Wed., 3:45 p. m.
Sustaining
WOR, N. Y.

Novel idea has been worked into
an engaging 15-minute show by Bob
Blake, assistant flack chief of WOR.
Unusual items are plucked from the
"Public Notices" columns of news-
papers, and the parties who inserted
the items are brought before the
mike to tell the story behind the ads.
Bill Berns, freelance roving reporter
who does a couple of other stints at
WOR, handles the interviewing.

On the teeoff session last week
(20), the guest interviewees were: a
sideshow operator from Palisades
Park who advertised for a veteri-
narian to fill a menacing cavity in a
front tusk of his performing lion; the
editor of the Bowery News who ad-
vertised for girls to enter a Miss
Cloak and Suit Business contest (he
thought she should be "a soulful"
type of girl); "Sundown Slim," a
hobo who will be one of the contest
judges; the proprietor of a 'Green-
wich Village restaurant who adver-
tised office space in his eatery, with
telephone service "and all the good
food you can eat" thrown in; and an
AWVS gal who advertised for volun-
teers to chauffeur disabled yets.

Last-named interview, while it

Plugged a highly commendable cause,
Old not fit too well into the general
tenor of the show. Otherwise, the
stanza capitalizes on the unquestion-
able appeal of oddities in the public
prints and packed a neat quota of
amusing comments. Berns is an
alert, genial, capable prober. Doau.

WANTED: A PLACE TO LIVE
With Wayne Griffin; Don Dowd, an-
nouncer

Producer: Ed Skotch
30 Mins.; Sun., 10:15- p.m.
WM. A. LEWIS
WENR, Chicago

(W. B. Doner)
The degree of genuine service that

a program of this type can render
is pretty much open to question. In
a way it's a sad commentary not
only on a state of domestic economy,
namely, the house shortage, but on
our present mores. Here are other-
wise proud members of the middle
class who are willing to go on the
air and almost tearfully plead for a
place to house themselves and their
children.
What still makes the effectiveness

of this program more dubious is the
way it's treated. The atmosphere
is a combination of soap opera and
agony column. Wayne Griffin, who
does the interviewing of apartment
seekers, pitches his voice most of
the time to a quivering ministerial
strain, while Don Dowd, who dou-
bles from the commercial, chimes in

a la soap opera announcer with the
query, "Will this kind, solicitous and
hardworking mother have to go on
being separated from her children
or will some landlord with a sym-
pathy and warm heart for his fellow
human beings come forward with a

dwelling place for her?"
On the initial stanza (17) six per-

sons appeared to express their wants
for a home. The response was 29

phone calls offering a place and 104

letters, one out of each 12 compli-
menting the program and the others
asking that they likewise be kept in

mind about an apartment.
Those that appeared on the pro-

gram related stories of families scat-

tered because of apartments sold

from under them; a war veteran of-

fered to lay down all his medals for

a place to live, and an elderly widow
explained that she could not be con-

tent with less than four rooms be-

cause only then would she have the

space for furniture and things asso-

ciated with a long and happy mar-
riage. OX marked emotional impact
in these stories were the facets of

profiteering.
The sponsor, William A. Lewis,

operator of two women's clothing

stores, is credited with the idea for

the program. The copy is strictly

institutional. A Lewis store is where
the customer is cordially welcomed
and can feel at home.
The prospects for the first show

were culled from the want ads of

JACK SMITH SHOW
With Tito Gnizar, guest; Earl Shel-
don orch, Terry O'SulIivan, an-
nouncer

Producer: Carl Stanton
Director: Bill Brennan
15 Mins.; Mon.-thru-Fri., 7:15 p.m.
PROCTER & GAMBLE
WCBS-CBS, N. Y.

(Dancer, Fitzgerald & Sample)
Returning to the CBS net for P&G

after a summer layoff, Jack Smith's
show is still a highly listenable
session of straight song. Quarter-
hour session,- spread across the
board, is carried chiefly by Smith's
smooth and ingratiating vocal style
with important lifts by guest artists
and a neat assist from Earl Sheldon !s
full-bodied orch. On preem (25),
Smith crooned "I Feel a Song Com-
ing On" and "Every So Often."
Guestar Tito Guizar obliged with
one expertly rendered Chile num-
ber and duetted with Smith on an-
other for solid results.

Handling of the plugs on this show
rates a paragraph by itself. They
are quantitatively and qualitatively
objectionable. Two main plugs for
the Oxydol product, placed fore and
aft, are delivered with triphammer
force by a pair of announcers. Then,
in the concluding minutes, a femme
voice slips in another short Oxydol
plug with the show fading out to
the strains of another commercial
for a different P&G product, Spick
and Span. Total makes four plugs
on a 15-minute program. Herm,

THE FIVE MYSTERIES
With Carl Caruso, emcee; audience

participants
Director-Producer: Arthur Van Horn
30 Mins.; Sun., 2 p.m.
Sustaining
WOR, N. Y.

Take a whodunit, boil it down to

something less than five minutes'
telling time, transcribe it, multiply
it by five, add five pinches of by-gosh
guesswork and five "mystery minds"
(being five ordinary souls selected
from the studio audience), and
you've got the makings of this new
WOR diverter. It's nothing to shout
about, but it could be a lot worse.
If we've got to have sanguinary stuff

served up to us on a hot Sabbath
afternoon, this stanza at least spoons
it out in easy doses. It preemed last

Sunday (24). •

Competent casts enacted the super-
simplified murder cases, in which
a single fairly obvious clue gave
away the guilty party. Before the
inspector (all the cops in these cases
were inspectors) told why he knew
so-and-so was the culprit, the panel
of "mystery minds" got a crack at

guessing what tipped off the inspec-
tor. Two of the five "mystery minds"
turned out to be almost utter voids
—there just seems to be no way of
avoiding the drawing of several
blanks in 'such deals as this—but the

other three fared fairly well.

Capsule mysteries such as these, of

course, could hardly more that whet
the appetite of a true whodunit fan.

But that may be what WOR is up
to — what with murders coming
thick-and-fast on its Mutual-fed late

afternoon and evening schedule.
Doan.

F.B.I. IN PEACE AND WAR
With Martin Blaine, Arnold Moss,
Ralph Bell, Juano Hernandez,
Amanda Randolph, Duane Alex-
ander, Edith Arnold, Carl Frank,
Julian Noa, Jackie Grimrs, Walter
Greaza, Paul McGrath, Doug
Rutherford, Nat Cantor, Mickey
O'Day, Ann Seymour, Bob Sloane,
Andy Donnelly, Ian Mc A Master;
Len Sterling, announcer

Writers: Jacques Finke, Louis Pel-
Ictier

Producer-Director: Max Marcin
Music: Vladimir Selinsky
30 Mins.; Fri., 9:30 p.m.
PROCTER & GAMBLE
WCBS-CBS, N. Y.

(BtouO
"F.B.I, in Peace and War," return-

ing for its fourth season on CBS,
with a new series of melodramas in
a new time slot, is the same punch-
ing, dramatic session. It was off
Friday (22) to a dramatic start, %vith
a timely yarn, bluntly discussing a
social problem of wide significance.

In pungent scripting and vivid
portrayal, show dramatized the story
of a minority group that tried to
move into an exclusive residential
section of some city, and attempts
of entrenched real estate interests to
prevent. More specifically, it con-
cerned a doctor who had bought a
home and now sought a building
permit to set up a clinic to care for
the sick of his group. The building
commissioner, allied with a venal
newspaper publisher in large real
estate holdings that they thought
might depreciate as result, arouse
public opinion against the minority
element, leading to mob attacks and
entry of the law.

Minority group—whether Catholic,
Jew, Negro or Seventh Day Adven-
tist—was never mentioned, adding
weight to the overall problem. Here
was good dramatic fare, with a
pointed message, and without sugar-
coating. This is what you call good
radio. Bron.

LEE ADAMS
With Jim Conway, announcer
15 Mins.; Sat., 10:15 a.m.
OMNIBOOK
WCBS-CBS, N. Y.

(Schwab & BeaWA
Lee Adams, a homespun philoso.

pher in St. Louis, has been bought
by Omnibook mag and given a 29-

station CBS hookup out of Chicago.

He's doing a sort of Fletcher Wiley
or Galen Drake for the sober, indus-

trious, average-woman listener. His
spiel is too smooth to be extempo-
rized, or even read from notes, but
his delivery is so casual and Seems
so natural that he gives the impres-
sion of ad-libbing. That's one way
of saying he's a professional.

On Saturday morning's . (23)

preem, Adams expounded some
i verities about marriage and finally

worked around to the subject of

I Ernie Pyle and the latter's post-

humous, "Home Country," thence to

the statement that the book is con-

densed in the current Omnibook and
thus getting into the commercial
plug. The latter included' a free-

copy offer, possibly reflecting the

sponsor's uncertainty as to the pro-
gram's audience pull. Jim Conway
closed the stanza with a straight sell

commercial.

As a whole, the series seems likely

to get a limited following, but pos-

sibly enough to justify the modest
time (once-a-week. 15 minutes, day-

time rate) and talent expenditure.

Since the budget is limited to only

once-weekly operation, the Saturday
morning spot is probably the best

potential. And with Adams deliver-

ing commercials, it would be hard
to find as ?ood a show value for the

money. The question is, will this

featherweight effort make any ad-

vertising impression at all Hobe.

ROMANCE IN RHYTHM
With Eddy Clark
Writer: 'Marjorie Houston
60 Mins.; 4 p.m., Mon. thru Frl.
IIELZBERG JEWELRY CO.
KCKN, Kansas City

(Carter-Owens)
Some of the easier listening in the

afternoon locally comes with this
hour-long disk session which uses
any kind of recorded music so long
as it is sweet. Mood set for the show
not only calls for current sweet
tunes, but lets the choice veer over
into many of the light classical faves
such as are prominent in the trans-
scription libraries.

Formula thus calls for a change of
pace from Eddy Clark, who spins
the platters and patter for the hour.
Leisurely pace fits him well, perhaps
even better than other disk shows
for which Clark is better known,
"Romance in Rhythm" is now in its

fifth year on the air. on the same
station and with the same jock, how-
ever, and following it has built up
both for its mood and for Clark is

sizeable.
Helzberg's go in for a bit of extra

plugging by running in spot an-
nouncements transcribed in Holly-
wood by Jim Ameche and Don Wil-
son. Clark chimes in following to
round out the particular pitch for
the day.
For the hot jive followers and the

record hounds the show scarcely
classes as a disk jockey session.
Actually, however, the hour is one
of record spinning, and of recent
months considerable new emphasis
has been put on currently popular
recordings since the sponsor put a
disk department in its store on the
Kansas side. But for the matron
with the housewifely chores, it has
a very agreeable flavor and is every
bit a disk jockey show. Quin.

the local newspapers. One oi those

who got a phone call from a girl in

WENR's sales department
.
was an

executive for a competitive broad-

casting setup. He was Paul McClure,
western sales manager for NBC,
who, as it happened, had also been
running an ad for an apartment.

McClure declined to go on the air.

Odec. .

RED HOOK 31

With Woody and Virginia Klose
Producer-Director: Woody Klose
15 Mins.; Mon.-thru-Fri., 1:45 p. m.;

Sundays, 9 a. m. (WOR only)
Sustaining
WOR-MBS, N. Y.
At least this is refreshingly dif-

ferent from run-of-the-mill husband-
wife chatter shows. And it has the
makings of an A-l item. Woody
Klose. w.k. radio scripter and pro-
ducer, and his wife. Virginia—

a

couple of city folk—with their four
sons have settled down on a 102-acre
farm in Duchess county, N. Y., to

learn, by trial and error, the ways of
rural life. This stanza, which teed
off a couple of weeks ago. is plattered
in the kitchen of their farmhouse, a'

broken-down place which they've
rehabilitated. "Red Hook 31" is

their telephone number.
Their Monday-through-Friday stint

is currently being aired over the Mu-
tual net, but is not being carried by
WOR, N. Y. Latter, however, is

carrying a Sunday stanza, which, in

turn, is not networked.
On the caught sequence (19). Mr.

and Mrs. Klose. who convey an im-
mediate impression of being a

charming couple, gabbed unhurried-
ly about plans for a local clambake
and about Mrs. Klose's excursion at

the wheel of a pickup truck to pick

up a "lend-lease" donkey and burro
from a neighboring farm. The con-
versation had an air of complete
casualness, as though totally unre-
hearsed, and both Klose and his wife
have extremely pleasant voices.

Stanza's main weakness, judged by

(Continued on page 38)

LUX RADIO THEATRE
(A Stolen Life)
With Bette Davis, Glenn Ford,

Elliott Lewis, Lou Silvers orch;
John Kennedy, announcer

Producer: William Keighley
Writers: Sanford Barnett, Sam Car-

ter

60 Mins.; Mon., 9-10 p.m.
LEVER BROS.
WCBS-CBS, N. V.

(J. Walter Thompson)

"Lux Radio Theatre," "grand-
daddy" of the 60-minule dramatic
shows on the air, has again taken
up occupancy of the Monday night
9 to 10 segment on CBS. Which is a
sure guaranty of the network bounc-
ing back into the Monday bigtime,
audience-wise.

For the same painstaking care
that's kept the pix adaptation pro-
gram in the Top 15 Hooper bracket
for a number of years was again in

evidence on the season's preem Mon-
day (25). There's a know-how tech-
nique about this Lux stanza, off the
J. Walter Thompson top production
shelf, and under the helm of Wil-
liam Keighley, that makes its audi-
ence pull understandable. That goes
for choice of pix properties and
showcasing of studio stars, the exact-
ing adaptations, and overall produc-
tion values.

It's been argued in the trade that
the Lux show's popularity has been
no small factor in the 30-minute
"Screen Guild Players"

.
keeping

apace rating-wise with "Radio Thea-
tre" through the years that they
were slotted back-to-back. With
Screen Guild now shoved back to
the 10:30 Monday period under its

new Camel sponsorship auspices
and "My Friend Irma" taking over
the post-Lux 10-10:30 time, the new
season as such provides something
of a test on the ability of Screen
Guild to stand on its own.
Lux's return is also the curtain-

lifter on a season—the first in a
decade or more—that will find four
hour-long dramatic stanzas vieirig
for coast-to-coast attention, the
others being "Theatre Guild of the
Air," CBS' "Studio One" sustainer
and the new "Ford Theatre." Thus
the competitive sweepstakes are on
for "Lux Radio Theatre," but that
it'll hold its own was made more
than apparent by the strictly pro-
fessional aura that surrounded the
adaptation on Monday of Warners'
"A Stolen Life," with Bette Davis
and Glenn Ford in the lead roles.

It was good radio theatre, stunningly
executed. And Lou Silvers backed
it up with his usually fine musical
accompaniment.

Between-acts Lux Toilet Soap
commercials were cued to the stand-
ard "beauty soap of the stars" copy,
via the capsule interviews, etc. For
a 60-minute show, Lux doesn't go
overboard. Rose.

OCR TOWN SPEAKS
With Jay N. ("Ding") Darling, F. W.

Fitch, Forrest B. Spaulding and
others.

Writer: Charles McCuen
Producer: Charles Miller
Conductor: F. Donald Miller
30 Mins., Sat. (16) 1 p.m.
KRNT, Des Moines
The Des Moines stanza on the

"Our Town Speaks" series jelled

well because it didn't spend too much
time on any one cross-section of the

town's varied historical, cultural,

political, industrial, agricultural,

educational or social aspects. The
show took few statistics and little

data from chamber of commerce files

but had good pace in giving cover-

age a friendly, down Tto-earth ap-

proach on a wide range of subjects,

and all neatly cataloged for listener

interest by means of musical bits be-

tween paragraphs.

The human interest angle was
highlighted throughout, from the
opening which was the cry of the
town's newest citizen in a pickup
recording from the Iowa Methodist
hospital maternity floor against the
musical background of "Rockabye
Baby." The name of the town was
held for a denouement at which time
the Indian origin and correct pro-
nounciation was emphasized effec-

tively against the signoff of the Iowa
Corn Song.

Entire KRNT staff did a neat job
in conducting interviews, which in-

cluded an Iowa farmer directing a
threshing Crew in his 50-acre grain
field, Fitch in his factory; "Ding" on
city planning; Spaulding on the cul-

tural angles, etc. Play was given
the Iowa State Fair which opens
next week against a background of

midway calliope and old fiddlers'

contest repertoire. A local quartet
did a barbersbip arrangement of
"Mandy Lee" with professional
finesse and the Drake Univ. Relays
were accented by use of recording
of the 440 yd. relays in this year's

meet by Jon Hackett. For a sock
finale Dick Covey gave a description
of the town from an airplane.

The show as presented made no
attempt to show the importance of

the town, but rather its friendliness

and comfort—even accenting sin-

cerity by mentioning some of the

mistakes the town has made in city

planning. McCuen and Miller are to

be congratulated on . presenting, a

program on the capital of the ,Corn

State without being .corny. MOoF
(
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Long-Range Intra-AFRA Battle

Shapes Up Over Artists Committee
The Artists Committee group in

Hie American Federation of Radio
Artists, which came into the open at

the union's recent convention in

New York, will probably be a per-

manent issue in the organization. In-

dependent members of the AFRA
national board intend to challenge

the existence of the group tomor-
row (Thursday) at the board's regu-

lar semi-weekly meeting. They re-

gard AC as an example of dual

unionism and as being basically un-

democratic.

The move by the independents is

expected tp have little immediate
result, however, as the Artists Com-
«4Jtee, in which the conservative
faction in New York and Los An-
geles have a working agreement,

holds overwhelming power in the

national board, as well as in those

two local boards. Even so, the in-

dependents mean to register a for-

mal protest against the AC, and plan

to wage a continuing battle against

it within the membership.

Rumors that the ultimate goal of

the AC leaders is a working agree-

ment with sympathetic elements in

the various other show business

unions were not denied by Clayton

Collyer, Jr., national first vice-presi-

dent of AFRA and local president -of

the New York- chapter. According
to Collyer, one of the acknowledged
leaders of the group, such a plan

was originally envisioned when AC
was formed about two years ago„
but it has never been carried- out.

He told Vakieiy yesterday (Tues-

day) that had heard nothing of the

idea recently, but did not deny that

such an arrangement was a logical

development of AC activity.

There is already a long-standing

conservative' clique in Actors Equity,

though it has been defeated by the

liberal element on several recent

issues, notably the question of racial

discrimination in theatre admission

and, previously, in the Frank Fay
case. There are conservative groups
in Screen Actors Guild and the

American Guild of Musical Artists,

and a sizable conservative faction

among the agency men in the Coast
chapter of the Radio Directors

Guild. There are also a number of

staunchly conservative-minded radio

scripters, some of whom have re-

mained holdouts from membership
in the Radio Writers Guild. There
may be loose "understandings" be-
tween all these more or less like-

minded elements, but apparently no
actual working agreement.

Ned Wever, who candidly ad-
mitted the existence of an inner gov-
erning group and various special

immittees within AC, could not be
:ached for comment about any
lg range plans of the organization.

; is vacationing in Delaware and is

t due back until next week. Other
-?mbers declined to discuss it. roiv-

• ng apparently delegated Collyer as

their spokesman on all such matters.

Panama Sees Spots
Panama, Aug. 19.

Panamas advertisers on na-
tive-language stations see spots,

and spots only, when they think
in terms of radio selling.

To show how far that sort of

thing can go, Royal Crown Cola
has contracted with one station

here for 75 spots a day—-almost
one every quarter hour!

Panama Getting

English Airing

Wholely Via HOG
Panama, Aug. 19.

Station HOG here, in operation
since Jan 1 last, and broadcasting
exclusively in English, is the' only
one of its kind in the Republic of

Panama. Station has a large and
varied audience, since it covers the
Canal Zone, and since a large per-
centage of Panamanians speak
English. Station, however, hasn't had
too much success in selling many
programs locally.

First, there are too many stations

in Panama, with merchants having
to spread their advertising over
nine other stations. Second, distribu-

tors haven't been sold yet on efficacy

or radio advertising when they
advertise, they think in terms, of
spots only.

Inasmuch as 90% of HOG's pro-
grams are recorded or transcribed,
station has gone in somewhat for
public service programs, lately, es-
pecially those with name guest stars

as listener draw. Station is carrying
the U. S. Treasury's "Guest Star"
bond-plugging series, and is dicker-
ing for the Veterans' Administra-
tion's "Here's To Veterans" platters
on vet info and the Institute for
Democratic Education's "The Ameri-
can Dream" series attacking preju-
dice.

AFRA PACTS 3 UTAH

STATIONS AFTER YEAR
Salt Lake City, Aug. 26.

After nearly a year of dickering,

the American Federation of Radio

Artists signed a contract last week
for an AFRA shop at KALL (MBS),
KDYL (NBC) and KUTA (ABC),
with the national AFRA approval

coming through a few hours before

the Taft-Hartley Act went into ef-

fect.

Contract covers staff announcers

only, with provisions that any new
announcers join AFRA within 30

days. Under the new setup, which
is retroactive to July 1, the three

stations- operate on a 40-hour, five-

day week, with fees for local com-
mercial, interstate network and na-

tional cut-in announcements.

Pay raises amount to about $25 a

month for KDRL and KUTA, while

KALL announcers are guaranteed

the same salary as previously with a

40-hour instead of a 48-hour week.
Included in the contract are pro-

visions for talent fees on local com-
mercial shows in ' the event the

sponsor or agency calls for com-
petitive auditions. Unless auditions

are .held, no fees are accruing. Ex-
ecutives and supervisors can't com-
pete in auditions unless specifically

requested by sponsors.

The present AFRA contract, the

first ever signed here, will be in ef-

fect for a year. Charles Barrington,

KDYL announcer, signed for the an-

nouncers, George Provol inked for

KDYL, Frank Carmen for KUTA
and George Hatch for KALL. A.

Wally Sandack represented the
union.

AFRA PACTS PAY SCALE

WITH 12 COAST INDIES
Hollywood, Aug. 26.

AFRA and the 12 independent sta-

tions here reached a,new agreement
for announcers this week, granting
varying pay hikes according to sta-

tion power classifications of 18, 16V4

and 14%.

KMPC and KFWB hop to $80
weekly. KLAC, KFAC, KFOX and
KGER hike to $66.90. KWKW,
KIEV and KGFJ boost to $60. KXLA
previously settled for $80, and
KFVD and KRKD, also acting sepa-

rately prior to the joint negotiations

of others,' settled for $66.90 deals,

too.

Agreement is for one year, effec-

tive Sept. 17, when the current con-
tract expires. Question of whether
or not KMPC, which soon hops from
10.000 to 50,000 watts, is to be re-

classified, remains open.

AFRA Council Unit Grant

To Mass. Mikemen Cueing

Similar Detached Setups
Hartford, Aug. 26.

Sanction has been granted by na-
tional body of AFRA for combined
group of Hartford and Springfield
mikemen to become first council
group in the history of the organi-
zation. Means "that instead of be-
coming its own AFRA unit, local
group will be affiliated with a par-
ent group, in this case Boston.

It's a means devised by AFRA to
allow full membership to groups
that for some reason or other cannot
operate or function fully as a sepa-
rate entity, due to limited member-
ship, finances, etc. Here staff mem-
bers of WTIC, WONS. and WDRQ
together with mikemen of WSPR,
Springfield, have banded together
under the flag of AFRA. However,
in the form of a council, they are
a semi - autonomous body, electing
their own officers, maintaining their
own constitution, yet remaining an
offspring of the Boston local until
such time as they are in a position
to or want to form their own local.

Understood locally that a second
council unit has been formed at

Portland, Me. and that this had also
received approval of AFRA. This
too is affiliated with Boston local.

Several radio execs around state, as

Inside Stuff-Radio
KRLD, Dallas is receiving kudos widely for its "Kid's World" pro-

gram, which preemed eight weeks ago. After hearing of the work of

Dallas' fighting priest, Father Vern Swartsfager, and his Gremlin Club
of reformed wayward kids, the station started its series of broadcasts,

basing it on tales of delinquents from the padre's files.

Couple weeks ago station got a letter from three kids who had heard
an early "Kid's World" program. Kids were in a West Texas county
jail with sentences of 18 years against them. Station sent the padre
and a crew 400 miles to get the story, taking recordings of the kids and
their parents, incorporating the actual voices into the subsequent dra-
matization. : .

Juve actors on KRLD's series are former delinquents—members of
Father Swartsfager's Gremlin Club. Station feels it may develop talent

out of these kids, while at the start giving them an interest in something
creative. A by-product of the "Kid's World" program is a Kangaroo Court
where the kids sit in judgment on problems of other teenagers. Original-
ly this was part of the program but station now has two airers—the
dramat, "Kid's World," and the "Kid's World Court" forum broadcast.

Victor Riesel, labor editor of the N. Y. Post, is understood to have been
privately advising leaders of the Artists' Committee, the conservative or-
ganization within the American Federation of Radio Artists, on matters
of factional policy and strategy. The group is also reported to have its

own legal counsel, as distinct from the official AFRA attorneys, Jaffe &
Jaffe.

Ned Weaver and Clayton- Collyer, Jr., generally regarded as the direct-
ing heads of AC, are said to be on friendly terms with Riesel, and in a
recent Post article about AFRA, the columnist gave George Heller, Collyer,
Eddie Cantor and Ken Carpenter major credit for the union's enormous
progress since its start in 1937. In the case of Heller, he was, in fact,

one of the original handful who began organizing efforts among radio
performers when Actors Equity had jurisdiction in the field.' He has
probably done more than any other single person to build the union
to its present size and strength. However, Collyer and Carpenter have
come into prominence in AFRA comparatively recently, although they
have been increasingly active in the last two or three years.

Chi Bar Committee Frowns

On Airing Traffic Cases &

Wire Recorders in Court
Chicago" Aug. 26.

Chicago lawyers, as represented

by their bar association, and local

judges differ onj their respective

conceptions of what constitutes

dignity of the court" when it comes
to broadcasting proceedings. "This

was revealed last week when a
committee of the Chicago Bar Assn.,

after studying the plea for a year,

ruled against the use of wire re-

corders in the court and the airing of

traffic cases from the court room.

WJJD had submitted the petition

for the traffic court pickups, while
it was Bill Ray, news boss ob NBC's
central division, who. as president of

Chicago Radio Correspondents, asked
for the privilege of making wire re-

cordings of trials for later broad-
casting. Ray has been battling for

years to -get the same recognition for

radio in the local courts as the press.

In rejecting both requests the bar
association committee stated that the

pickups either way would "upset the

dignity of the court," but a number
of Chicago judges don't see it that

way. For instance, Municipal Chief
Justice Edward S. Scheffler has ex-
pressed the view that when WJJD
broadcast traffic cases several years
ago he felt that the airings helped
reduce accidents and the number of

traffic deaths because, as he put it,

punishment then meant something
and the first-hand publicity brought
the problem home to the people. An-
other advocate of the broadcasts was
Judge John Gutknecht. Franklin M.
Kreml, city traffic consultant, also

favored lifting the ban.

. Two special transcriptions of sound effects o£ actual baseball crowds,
plus photographs of every National League park and a few other gadgets
have enabled' Harry Caray and Charles "Gabby" Street, sportscasters of
all Cardinal baseball games, to keep the b.b. fans in the Mississippi Valley
guessing. The station and gabbers have been flooded with inquiries
whether the play-by-play stuff is from the field or whether it is from
the ticker.

Caray. who was voted the No. 1 National League b.b. gabber for 1946
by the Sporting News, keeps a record of every player participating in the
game before him and1 informs the dialers on batting, fielding and other
records.

The photographs of the ball parks enable him to tell the fans exactly
where the ball has been hit, aided by a Western Union ticker code which
is passed on to Caray by the operator. Caray and Street are employed
by the Ruthrauff Sc Ryan agency which handles the St. Louis Cardinal
account and has a web of 25 stations in Missouri, Illinois, Iowa and Ken-
tucky carrying each ball game during the season.

Some of the members of the American Federation of Radio Artists are
getting kittenish in Stand By, the official publication of the New York
local. In the August issue of the mag, the following letter from Alan
Hewitt was printed in Sydney Smith's by-lined column:
"When I went into the Army in 1943, I did not feel that I was fighting

for mother's blueberry pie. Mother never could cook. On the contrary,
I wanted to make it possible for me and my fellow actors to have a new
pencil sharpener on the eight floor. Accordingly I suggest a campaign
among AFRA members toward the purchase and presentation to NBC of
a new pencil sharpener, and I am enclosing my contribution (5c.) to
launch the fund-raising drive: I should think that like amounts from
directors and musicians might also be welcomed. After all, eighth floor
tenants include such worthies as Joe Mansfield, Arturo Toscanini, Fred
Allen and, of course, Roger de Koven."

With U. S. film stars going to England for appearances in British pictures,
WNEW, N. Y., has made arrangements with Sir Alexander Korda to make
a series of interviews and behind-the-scenes transcriptions, of five-minute
duration, for shipment and airing here. WNEW will use disks as part of
its "Hollywood Newsreel" show, and have same exclusive in N. Y. Disks
will then be available to other stations throughout the country. Each
record will contain three five-minute spots. Arrangement was made
through Irving Kahn, radio director of 20th-Fox.
WNEW has also set a novelty half-hour show, titled "Four O'clock

Special," to preem Sept. 3, which employs its studio orchestra in novel
setups.. The orchestra will do musical impersonations of well-known
small ensembles, like the King Cole Trio, Joe Mooney Quartet, Jan August
ensemble, etc. Program will consist of a live impersonation of each group
by WNEW's band, immediately followed by a recording of the original
outfit impersonated.

WBIB IN PACT ON LEGIT,

PRO FOOTBALL AIRERS

Spalding Picks Up Tab
On Nat'l Tennis Matches
Nationnl tennis matches at Forest

Hills. N.Y.. Sept. 13 and 14, will be
broadcast by WNEW, N.Y., with A.
G. Spalding & Bros., picking up the

tab. Deal was set through Detroit

office of Stanley G. Boynton agency,
with Ira Herbert as station's account
exec on the deal.

WISE '. in addition, will act as a

k..y » n to feed the matches to

\ nv -'
•> • :*fwork of other indies,

New Haven, Aug. 26. ,

WBIB, local FM station, has added
two features which should draw
plenty of state interest this fall.

First is a double-header in connec-
tion with legit opening nights at the

|
Shubert. Schedule calls for exclu-

these

to include a 15-minute backstage in-

terview with principals, etc. and an
after-curtain interview with audi-

|
ence members and critics in theatre
lobby.

I
First portion tagged "Opening

aining. N ight interviews," hits the 7:15-7:30
WDRC. WTIC, WONS and WSPR

; slot and second, "First Nighter
have signed pacts with the announc- Forum," will be transcribed in lobby
ers, with "all drawing back pay to

the beginning of the year. There p .m Sol Chain, WBIB general man
has been an uppmg of minimum ageri w jjj do mike duty,
salaries and an upgrading of talent Second feature is another exclu-
ra *e -

I
sive, broadcasting all home games of

In order to get ball rolling of local Now Haven Bears, newly organized
council. Mikemen Pete Stoner of pro football team which opens sea-

a result of this membership-embrac- ,

ing move of AFRA. foresee-thc Bos- |

s,ve broadcasts from theatre,

ton local as an octopus with all-em-
bracing tenacles on the New Eng-
land area. However, it's a means :

of giving a weak local body the ad-
vantages of a strong unit.

As a result of AFRA ban

Lot of television fans in the N. Y. area have been puzzled because
WCBS-TV docs not carry all of the Dodger ballgames, since the CBS
video outlet has sponsored deals with Ford and Post Toastics. Explana-
tion boils down to one fact: the net has simply not seen fit to budget
enough coin to permit the tele department to function on a seven-day
basis. Only 50 of the 77 Dodger games are bankrolled, it's pointed out,
and while some games are aired on a sustaining basis, the tele crews
are employed on a five-day-a-week schedule and there's no replacement
for them on their days off so some of the games don't get covered. Mon-
days and Tuesdays are normally the "dark days" around' WCBS-TV.

WNBC, N. Y., tees off a new Parliament ciggie show next Wednesday
(3). 7:30-7:45 p.m., featuring Johnny Duffy, composer-organist; Tommy
Port, vocalist formerly with Glenn Miller's band, and a "singing star"
named Marylin, What the NBC flagship isn't spreading about—but which
won t be any secret when the stanza hits the air—is that "Marylin" is
Patti Clayton, the chrrper who's had a big network buildup over at CBS.
Parliament (Benson & Hedges) stanza,' via Kudner agency, is plattered.

WTIC has been named treasurer of

the local offspring. Posts of presi-
dent, vice-president and secretary
will be filled, at a later date,

Man Must Eat
Albany, N. Y., Aug. 26.

Harold E. Smith will, sever a 22-

year connection with WOKO on
Sept. 1, when he starts work on a
potato chip factory at the old
Chateau Puul nightclub. Variety
first • reported during the hearing
here on the applications of the
Joseph Henry Broadcasting Corp.,
the Governor Dongan Broadcasting

and aired next day from 12 to 12:15
j
Corp. and the Van Curler Broad-
casting Corp. for WOKO's present
wavelength, that Smith was entering
the potato chip business. Witnesses
for the Henry company—composed
of veteran WOKO employees—testi-
fied that the present general man'
ager would not be associated with the
group, if its request received an FCC
greenlight.

Smith, now also g.m. of WABY,

son Sept. 18 against Jersey City. Jay
Alden, WBIB sportscaster, will

divvy mike handling with Hank
Bcrtiaette, .staff announcer.

Stoopnagle, Amsterdam,

Cal Tinneys W0R Show
The "Can You Top This?" sort of

routine is due for a double play on

WOR, N.Y., Station is propping a

stanza titled "Stop Me If You've

Heard This One," with Col Stoop-
nagle, Morey Amsterdam and Cal
Tinncy.

It's Tinney's show, is being di-

rected by Mitch Benson and is slated
for a mid-September teeoff in the

Sunday 9-9:30 p.m. period.

announced (21) that he had pur-
chased the former nightclub—long
known as the Crescent Casino and
closed for sometime—for $15,000.
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. • . But many important markets are

still open for sponsorship!

IT'S A SCOOP! The American Broadcasting Company scoops the field with the

first all-star comedy variety show ever offered on a LOCAL co-operative basis.

Advertisers in markets of all sizes, located everywhere—are getting in on it. YOU
can too!

More than 40 markets already sold—but plenty of cities are still available.

You can buy one or as many markets as you wish (subject to prior sale) . But you
must move fast!

ABBOTT & COSTELLO , a top-notch show with a ready-made audience, is

especially produced and transcribed in Hollywood and will be broadcast from there

over ABC every Wednesday at 9:00-9:30 PM Eastern time, and 8:00-8:30 PM in

all other time zones, beginning October 1, 1947.

WHAT A SEQUENCE! Look at this all-star program sequence—a Murderer's

Row of talent and high-rating programs—to build maximum audience for your

ABBOTT & COSTELLO sponsorship. Ifs one of the strongest line-ups offered in radio!

- 8:00- 8:30 PM (Eastern) MAYOR OF THE TOWN
(with Lionel Barrymore)

8:30- 9:00 PM VOX POP
(with Parks Johnson and Warren Hull)

9:00- 9:30 PM . .
.
"... ABBOTT & COSTELLO

9:30-10:00 PM JACK PAAR
(Lucky Strike's sensational new comedian)

10:00-10:30 PM ........ . BING CROSBY

10:30-11:00 PM HENRY MORGAN
V • t . ..

S

IT'S THE CHANCE OF A LIFETIME! abbott & COSTELLO is one of radio's

top-rating comedy shows (average Hooperating under Camel sponsorship: 17.7).

YOU can tie YOUR sales messages to this big-time variety show! (In addition to Bud
and Lou, there are vocalists and a superb chorus!) Although it costs ABC thou-

sands of dollars each week, your costs are a mere fraction of this figure, because'

you pay only for your own area. Yet you're in a class with the biggest advertisers

in radio!

DON'T DELAY! For full details, including costs in your area, contact your local ABC
station or station representative today . For a group ofmarkets, write, phone or wire—

CO-OPERATIVE PROGRAM
DEPARTMENT

ABC American Broadcasting Company
New York Chicago San Francisco Los Angcle* Delroit

3.? WV»/ 42nd St. Civic Opera Btdg. 15$ Moufttomery St. JH0 HighlandA ve. Stroh JBldg.
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Gold Rush Seems Over as FCC Gets

First Postwar License Turned Back
Washington, Aug. 26. -f

Gloomy portent of things to come
was disclosure last week that the
first postwar radio license was being
turned back to the FCC. At least

20 construction permits have been
forfeited when the bidders began to

get cold feet about the competition,
but WBIX, one of four stations in

pint-sized Rome, Ga., is the first

postwar outlet to just plain "give

up the ghost" after only six months
on the air.

Station has contracted to sell its

equipment and lease studios to

WROM, another Rome outlet. WBIX
apparently despaired of attracting

"bidders and jumped' at chance to

get return on its physical assets.

This news followed hot on the
heels of announcement by Blue Book
station WQQW, Washington, that no.

purchase bid worthy of considera-
tion had come in for its facilities.

Fact that station was on the block
was made public last month. Station
stockholders decided to try to re-

finance or to wait for a bid closer

to their $181,000 investment. They
will hold a second meeting here
Sept. 3 to see if the situation has
bettered itself.

Meanwhile, Assistant FCC general
counsel Vernon Wilkinson reports
that flow of new station bids is still

heavy, averaging around 45 to 50 a
month. This is only slightly under
the rate for last summer when the
gold rush in radio was at its height.

In the usually sluggish month of
July, 45 requests for new stations

—

most of them in the local-cha.nnel
class—reached Washington.
Without considering the . increase

in FM transmitters, still more com-
petition in the AM Afield is due
when -FCC decides the long drawn
not controversy between the bigtime
clears and the daytime stations

which sharecrop on their wave-
lengths. Right now, 1-50 bids for new
sunup to sundown stations are tied
up at FCC on this count.

• It is expected that Commission

—

If it gets a green light from the,

courts—may hew to its former prac-
tice of permitting some daytimers

'Orange' Peel
Washington, Aug, 26.

Failure of FCC to push pub-
lication of its comprehensive re-

port on the economic outlook
for radio, completed almost
three months ago, may mean ac-

tual dollars-and-cents losses to

some new station bidders who
have rushed into the field with
more enthusiasm than know-
how, and now are losing their

dough fast.

Publication of the "orange for

caution book" has been delayed
by absence of three FCC'ers in

Atlantic City and fact that some
of the FCC bench wants- only
the non-controversial sections of

the book released.

The document is known to

point out danger areas and cities

where, according to FCC econ-
omists, it appears the volume of

retail sales, etc., can't support
the number of permits already
handed out.

within 750 miles of the big fellows.

This will probably be the "go" sig-

nal for the 150 daytime bidders now
on file, even if the Commission shuts
additional daytime requests on these

channels. FCC is aiming to get some
decision out on daytimers by Oct. 1.

Another result of an FCC decision

on daytime operators may be a rush
of new limited-time station bids for

the small non-radio towns^ Would-be
licensees frequently are willing to

become the first station in a whistle-

stop town, if they can go off the air

at sundown and operate on peanuts.

McDonnell to F-C-B
Thomas McDonnell, for the last

couple of years active in the free-

lance package production field, has
joined Foote, Cone & Belding. He'll

work on the Toni hair rinse account.

Before entering the program pack-
age field, McDonnell was in ABC's
program department during the La-
Roche regime.

Out of BBC Rather Than

Censor Revue Material
London, Aug. 22.

British Broadcasting Corp's sud-

den cancellation of "Now is the

Time," 30-minute feature, due in

Home Service program today, busted

wide open battle royal between BBC
and West End revue star Hermione
Gingold.

Star had program recorded, com-
prising three comedy items. Two
were "Mother India" and "Etchings,"

latter by Alan Melville, writer of

most of the material in "Sweet and
Low" revue series, which has been
running at Ambassadors' for nearly

five years. Third item was Dorothy
Parker's "Here We Are," revival

from "Spread It Abroad," revue

which was done at the Saville

theatre before the war.

BBC told Miss Gingold stuff was
not suitable, with Michael Standing,

variety chief, asking her to change
her program. Star's respond was
pithy and to the point: "Don't ask

me to broadcast again."

Other statements given to the

press by star was along epistle,

which she addressed to Standing:

"Mr. . Moodie (producer of BBC
show) knows perfectly well what
sort of artist I am and what ma-
terial! do. It is extremely sophisti-

cated and not, like most BBC music
hall programs, vulgar in the worst
possible way.

"The Dorothy Parker sketch was
played for several months at the

Saville theatre, without anyone tak-

ing offense. 'Etchings' was passed by
the Lord Chamberlain and hrd been
played for over a year. As for

'Mother India'," we have had several
Indians in front and none of them
has taken the slightest offense.

"It is
:

no good expecting artists

like myself to do the kind of ma-
terial put over by a broader come-
dian, I suggest in future you don't
approach us, as our material is ob-
viously not suitable for BBC listen-

ers. It is a complete waste of time."

Miss Gingold expects to go to New
York this fall to stage excerpts from
her revues on Broadway. It will

probably be by arrangement with
the Theatre Guild.

Comfort Counts
Bypassing the usual coin de-

mands, new pact signed by Bea,

Wain and Andre Baruch for

thett WMCA (N. Y.) disk jockey
show, puts major emphasis on.

remedying petty annoyances that

have cropped up during their

first year, Pact includes the fol-

lowing guarantees:

1. .Year-round air-condition-

ing in their studio; 2) the right

to transcribe their shows when
they go out of town on golf

tourneys: 3) all candid pictures

must be submitted to them be-
fore being released to papers.

SCREEN GUILD SlSYS ON

CBS; BOB HAWK TO NBC
William Esty agency and R. J.

Reynolds (Camels), have finally

reached a decision to keep Screen
Guild Players on CBS and move Bob
Hawk over to NBC in the old Abbott
& Costello Thursday night spot.

Under the new alignment SGP is

separated from Lux by half an hour,

Lever Bros, having exercised its pp-
tion on the time for "Friend Irma"
after Lady Esther pulled out.

Curtain-raiser Oct. 6 for Screen
Players will be a repeat of "Bells of

St. Mary's" co-starring Bing Crosby
and Ingrid Bergman. Penciled for

the next two airings are Bob Hope,
and Dorothy Lamour in "My Favor-
ite Blonde" and the Bogarts in a
Warners vehicle.

CBS Sells Out Sabbath

Nite; Afternoon Spaces
With the sale of its Sunday night,

at 10:30, "Strike It Rich" quiz show,
CBS network's Sabbath evening
time slots are now sold out. (De-
Soto has bought the 10 to 10:30 seg-
ment," formerly occupied by "Take
It Or Leave It," for the new Ed By-
ron dramatic package).

However, Sunday afternoon is an-
other story. Network is still shop-
ping around for a new sponsor for
the N. Y. Philharmonic concerts in

the 3 to 4:30 strip, following bowout
of U. S. Rubber. And the 2:30-2:45

and 5:45-6 (latter Joseph Harsch)
are unsold.

Baseball Fever Rampant

In Cincy, With WCPO
Leading Caster Parade

Cincinnati, Aug, 26.

Baseball fever is rampant here
after a lapse of several seasons. Lika
the gate at Crosley Field, radio pro-
grams related to the Reds' bid ior
advancement

. to the Nationat
League's first division also have
greater following.

WCPO, whose Waite Hoyt is the
exclusive play-by»play announcer oil

Reds' games, has hypoed its ratings
mightily. Hoyt's tagging is for
Burger Beer. The ex-big-leagua
hurler, who has been broadcasting
baseball in Cincy since 1942, is solid
with the fans hereabouts. Current-
ly his WCPO airings are relayed by
12 stations in Ohio, Indiana, Ken-
tucky and West Virginia. Hoyt also
is in his sixth year of sports spiel-
ing for Alms and Doepke, depart-
ment store, in a 15-minute series at
6:15 p.m. daily, except Sunday, tha
account moving with him to WCPO,
in 1945, after three years on WKRC.
Dick Bray, dean of Cincy sports-

casters, who is in his 10th season
of a "Fans In the Stands" series,
heard for 15 minutes before airings
of Reds' games on WCPO, with
bannering for Rubel Baking Co., i9

doubling on WSAI with "Sportslight
Parade," 5:45 to. 6 p.m., Monday
through Saturday. This new series,
for Bavarian Xavier Univ. athleta
of note, was later a Big Ten football
and basketball official, and . teamed
up with Red Barber for several
seasons on WSAI.
Dick Nesbitt, former all-American.

pro football player of the Chicago
Bears, and a vet staffer of WKRC,
where he assisted Hoyt in baseball-
casts, does an evening series, daily
except Sunday, of sports chatter on
that station, tying in with Red Bar-
ber's CBS feedings. During football

seasons Nes.bitt does a complete
schedule of selected games in Ohio
and the near midwest for WKRC.

Roanoke—Fred Burke has joined
the announcing staff of WSLS, Ro-
anoke, replacing Dick Noel, resigned.
Bill Kidd, former WSLS announcer,
has been promoted to assistant pro-
gram director of station.
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N. Y., Already U. S. Tele Capital Should

Concentrate on Video Field: Hoge
New York's Mayor Wm. F.

O'Dwyer could do the city much
more good by concentrating his ef-

forts on maintaining N. Y. as the

world's television capital, instead of

trying to lure more major film pro-

duction from Hollywood to Gotham.
That's the opinion of Hamilton Hoge,

U. S. Television prexy, based on his

optimistic belief that tele will some-
day overshadow motion pictures as

the nation's leading entertainment

medium.
Pointing out that N. Y. already is

considered the nation's tele capital,

Hoge, who's a veteran of 11 years

in the business, declared that the ef-

'. retorts currently being expended by
'
the city government on the film in-

dustry could be put to much better

advantage in video. Industry is now
"hissing like a rocket poised for the

takeoff," he said, "and the rocket's

big boom should occur soon."

Tele's growth has been centered

around N. Y. and about 85% of the

industry's activity is in the city now.
Situation for the mayor presents a

case not of
t
trying to "lure" an in-

dustry here' but an effort to capi-

talize on "what's here already." And
that industry, Hoge is convinced,
will grow much larger than the film

industry—it should reach the pro-
portions of the automobile industry.

"Television is a natural here while
the film industry is not," Hoge said.

"Motion pictures started in this area
but California became their mecca
because of weather conditions and
other factors. The use of this city

for location purposes is a result of

high construction costs for film sets,

a condition that became intensified

during the war. The film outfits,

however, are permanently based in

Hollywood and some are increasing

their studio space there at present."

N. Y.'s possibilities for tele, on the

other hand, are innumerable, accord-
ing to Hoge. City has always been
the legit capital, and legit stars, as

well as vaudevillians, are always
available for tele purposes. "Tele-
vision art requires a different ap-
proach than the Hollywood tech-

nique," he declared. "Televised pro-
grams must present more variety

and pace and must be capsuled into

the hour and part-of-hour time lim-

itations, as in radio. New York has
an abundance of experts on necessi-

ties of this type of art."

Stations springing up in other
parts of the country are patterning
their operations after N. Y. stations.

In addition, Hoge said, there's a

great reservoir of knowledge and
statistics compiled by N. Y. broad-
casters for the guidance of those in

other cities.

"Everything- that's needed to keep
step with the country's great indus-
try of the future, television, is avail-

able in N. Y.," the UST prexy de-.

clared. "It would seem wise to con-
centrate on keeping this the capital

of television rathtfr than trying to

lure here an industry which eventu-
ally will be swallowed up by tele-

vision anwway. Television networks
will eventually link the entire
country.

Vallee
„ ;

Continued from page 30
'

him new stars who will in time be-

come stars of television as we have
created stars in radio.

We all know that no restaurant,

nor theatre could exist on three

nights', business. Whether we like it

or not, I think it wise that we pre-

pare for the great curiosity draw of

television when full bloom in color,

with a large screen, three or four

years hence, with fine production,

90% of which will be films made
With little production, but with ac-

cent on acting and story by televi-

sion interests who have no chain of

theatres to worry them, and with

only one .interest— the interest of

feeding the voracious appetite of

television with the fodder to keep
people at home.

NBC's Shibboleth

To those who give considerable

thought and worry to the difficulties

•of rehearsing, memorization of lines,

makeup, costuming, etc., for live

productions, let me say that they are

thinking in the same terms that the

network interests have used as a

means of discouraging transcription

radio. Remember NBC's shibboleth

about the analogy between live radio

and canned radio: "would you rather

kiss a girl or her picture?" This held

true when the quality of transcrip-

tions was inferior, but today I defy
anyone to peg a recorded radio show
from a live one.

There should be no question in the

mind of the owners of the big stu-

dios and the chains of theatres that

previous competition in the home
will be as nothing compared to tele-

vision when it really gets under way.
The withholding of product and
stars by the big studios will not avail

anybody anything.
The fellow with nothing to lose

will build a nest of small—extremely
small—film studios with 16m equip-

ment, and on the assumption that

the budget of television will be
about the same as it is now in radio,

have 15 or 20 small units turn-

ing out films that cost anywhere
from $500 to $20,000—films that will

be made in a day or an afternoon.

It is my belief that television will

use- up 200 15 or 30-minute produc-
tions weekly between the hours of

7 and 10, not even accounting for

the daytime shows.
Musicians and stagehands will

have to play ball with this small

budgeted procedure or face charges

of monopoly or arbitrary attempts
to strangle an important medium,
and will have to permit staffs that

will operate with one man alone on
camera, one man alone on lights,

with the writing, musical and other
budgets correspondingly cut to the
bone.
Perhaps I am being over-practical

and perhaps the present habit of
going out is too deeply rooted in the
American home, but the challenge
to the makers of film production for
television is one that will not be
lightly ignored by those who are
going to make productions for tele-

vision. As I see it, it will be a battle

to the death, and even if at the end
"of a year the curiosity on the part of

the family at home becomes satiated

with the excellent television in the
home, the damage to the neighbor-
hood house may have been dcTie.

As .for radio, I agree with Arch
Oboler that the medium that has
done so much-for me will be deader
than a dodo bird.

WORLD SERIES TELE

DECISION DUE MON.
Definite. word on whether or not

the 1947 World Series will be ttele-

vised has been promised by next

Monday (1), it was learned yester-

day (Tues.).

Exec council of Baseball, the big

leagues' formal organization, is cur-

rently huddling in California and re-

ports are that the council is almost

solidly opposed to selling tele rights

to the Series. •

Commissioner A. B. (Happy)
Chandler 'is understood to be plump-
ing for television, however, and the

final decision may rest in his hands,

it's said, if the council hopelessly

deadlocks over the issue.

Tele 'Backsliders' Now

Returning With FCC Bids
Washington, Aug. 26."

A mere handful of the" tele bidders

who pulled out their applications in

the heat of the color vs.' black-and-
white squabble last year has refiled

to date, but FCC reports that sev-

eral new tele requests are in the
offing from these backsliders.

Last week, J. Frank Katzentine,
licensee of WKAT, Miami, asked
FCC to reinstate his bid for Miami
Beach but said he would have to

look for a new site and had not yet

decided on a new frequency. Other
bids are expected momentarily from
the Beck Radio School of Minne-
apolis and from Marshall^Field, new
owner of the Chicago Times.

'Author' Picked Up As
Gen. Foods Institutional
"Author Meets the Critics," Martin

Stone's book gab session, is set for

another brief go on television. Show,
which' was sponsored for sir weeks
on^.WNBT (NBC), N. Y., by the
Maxwell House division of General
Foods, has been picked up for a
run of at least three weeks, maybe
more, as a GF institutional offering.

' Benton & Bowles agency booked
the stanza for Maxwell House, re-

placing "Author" last week with
"Leave It to the Girls." Under its

new GF deal, via Young & Rubicam,
"Author" will tee off tomorrow (28)
in the 8:30 p.m. slot immediately
following "Girls."

WBZ TV's Mobile Unit
Boston, Aug. 26.

WBZ-TV, Hub's first video outfit

readying for fall debut, acquired a
mobile television unit this week for

spot coverage. No tests are planned
for some time but vehicle, a special

unit on a Chevy chassis, is being
used for personnel training under di-

rection of W. H. Hauser, WBZ-TV
chief engineer.

Outfit has a two-camera video
pickup plus Microwave Relay Unit
for relaying spot coverage- back to
main transmitter when coaxial lines
are not available. It's figured that
new WBZ studios, under construc-
tion in Alliston, will be ready by
Christmas. New building will house
television center as well as stand-
ard band, FM. administrative staff
plus shortwave affiliate WBOS.

WOR Tele
\

Continued from page 30 — '

prints call for erection of WOR-TV-'s
antenna on the 44-story midtown of-
fice building at 444 Madison Ave.,
but station engineers are field-test-
ing other locations before a final de-
cision is made.

Total cost of putting the two WOR
tele stations into operation is ex-
pected to exceed $1,500,000.

Site has not yet been found for
WOICs studios. Poppele said that
if studios had not been completed
by the time the station's transmitter
was ready, WOIC might tee off with
a temporary schedule confined to
film pickups and program feeds from
WOR-TV.

In New York, additional floor
space is expected to be taken over
at 1440 Broadway, home of WOR,
for the construction of WOR-TV's
studios.

Kansas City—George "Doc" Hal-
ley, manager of Arthur B. Church
Syndicated Features, is back at his
desk at KMBC after more than a
month's recuperation from an opera-
tion to benefit his hearing. Halley
has been with Arthur Church about
19 years.

Video Seen In

' Fast Upsurge
Philadelphia, Aug. 26.

Television is fast moving into the
million dollar class, and predictions
that it will be a billion-dollar in-
dustry within a five-year span are
certainly warranted.

This opinion was expressed here
Wednesday (20) by Jack Poppele,
president of the National Television
Broadcasters Assn., speaking at the
first general meeting of the Tele-
vision Assn. of Philadelphia.
Poppele also forecast :a multitude

of job opportunities in television sta-
tion operation for actors, actresses,
directors, producers, writers, artists,
engineers, lighting experts, makeup
personnel, maintenance, studio per-
sonnel and musicians.
"With production on the upsweep,

the receiver end of the business is

pushing forward into the million
dollar brackets. For example, as-
suming that the 500,000 figure in pro-
duction will be reached and ex-
ceeded before the middle of 1948,
the cost of the average television
receiver, i n c-l-u-d-l-n-g installation
charges, approaches $500. With
500,000 receivers at $500 per set this
gives the industry an income of
$250,000,000!"

Touching on tele programs, Pop-
pele said:

"If one were to ask me what I

thought was the primary need of
television today, I could sum up my
answer in two words: good pro-
gramming. "Technologically speak-
ing, television has advanced much
farther than it has program-wise.
Technically speaking, television has
been on the way for nearly a half-
century—in one form or another.
Program -wise, it has been here for

less than a decade."
Kenneth W. Stowman, president of

TAP, declared that the argument
that "Philly was best bet for tele cov-
erage, of the GOP national conven-
tion" swung the Republican National
Committee away from Chicago and
brought the conclave here. He pre-
dicted that a similar pitch would ba
used to' convince the Democratic
National Committee to hold its con.
vention here also.

TRANSCRIBED
AND

AVAILABLE

That's a whale of a rating,

But that's what the Texas

Rangers get at WGBI, Scran-

ton, Pa. They get it with their

famous transcription service—

which features the western

and folk songs that never

grow old. And they get the

tall Hooper at 6:30 p. m., too,

when there is a 37 per cent

sets in use figure. Yes, Scran-

ton listens to and likes the'

Texas Rangers. It's no wonder
WGBI renews year after year.

Buy the Texas Rangers trans-

criptions for your market.

They build a big audience at

WGBI and at scores of other

stations, too. They can do the

same for you. Wire, write or

telephone.

The Texas Rangers
AN ARTHUR ft. CHURCH PRODUCTION

Pickwick Hotel • Kantas City 6, Mo.

In Detroit, WWJ is more than a commercial

radio station, more than just a source of

entertainment for its millions of listeners. It is

an old friend whose solicitude for the com*

• • munity's welfare is clearly evinced by WWJ's

continued leadership in public service features.

\ Largely due to this 27-year-old friendship,

products advertised on WWJ receive greater

acceptance by Detroiters. Sales resistance is

lowered. ... sales are increased. That's wha*

makes WWJ the preferred radio medium

in America's 4th market!

•otic NBC AlfilM*

Aitocfal. FM Station WWJfM.
UUvithn Stat!*, WWJ.TV

950 KILOCYCLES

/S000 WATTS

FIRST IN DETROIT. ..Own*** and Ojttratal by THE DETROIT NEWS
National RcpruMtaf/vu: THf CSOttGC P. HOLUNGBtRY COMPANY

(Tenth in a Series on Television).

Simmel-Meservey Sets

Tele Rates for Educ. Pix
Hollywood, Aug. 26.

Simmel-Meservey educational film
outfit here has set up' a television
rate schedule for its 16m produc-
tions, offering them to video outlets
at rentals ranging from $10 per reel
per showing on sustaining second
and subsequent runs up to $50 per
reel per showing on sponsored first-

runs.

The Alms are pitched up as ful-
filling "all requirements for public
service programming." Firm said
that "much study has gone into the
problem of rates which will aid the
new station, be equitable for the es-
tablished station, yet bring fair mar-
gin for the high production cost of
today's education picture—a cost be-
yond our control."

Rates are set up in two general
categories, sustaining sponsored,
with two subdivisions under each,
one for stations in areas with more
than 10,000 receivers, the other for
outlets in areas with less than 10,000
sets.

Films range from one-reel to
three-reel subjects, some with mu-
sical accompaniment, others silent.
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WOKO Channel

To Dongan Corp.
.Washington, Aug. 26.

»CO today (tfues.) announced a

ur'6fi6«ed decision to grant the

WOKO channel for Albany, N. Y„ to

the Governor Dongan Broadcasting

Corp.—leaving two other bidders,

|ne Joseph Henry Broadcasting

Corp. and the Van Curler Broad-

casting Corp., out in the cold. Main

(basis for the decision, FCC said, was

that all 35 stockholders in the Don-

gan org are longtime Albany res-

idents, prominent in civic affairs.

Commission meantime granted

WOKO's present management an-

other 80-day reprieve, to Sept. 30,

fn order to wind up affairs and get

off the »ir. Dongan group, FCC
fruled, can take over WOKO's facili-

ties on an interim basis until the

fiew licensee's transmitter is in oper-

ation. -

Present WOKO operators lost their

license because of stock conceal-

ment.

Decision Tomorrow (28)

On Johnny Olson Successor
Chicago, Aug. 26.

Replacement m.c. for Johnny Ol-
son on "Ladies Be Seated" will be
named Thursday (28) at a meeting
of Quaker Oats Co. and Feature
Productions, which produces the
show. Latter has meanwhile taken
first turndown options on the five

who auditioned for the job, namely,
Tom Moore, Durwent Kirby, Clark
Kirschner and John Slagle.

Olson's retirement from "Ladies"
grew out of one of those agreements
to disagree. Feature, which took
over the show's production from
ABC on a royalty basis in March,
and Olson have had counter points
j>f view for some time. When the
show moved out to Chicago Olson
wanted to resign but ABC pre-
vailed upon him to stick. Feature
produces the second half of "Ladies"
for Tonl under contract with the
network.

New Mike
Continued from page 27

De* Molnei—WHO, Des Moines,
wound up It* Flood Relief Fund
with 6,222 remittances for a total of

$06,520.16.

SEARS TO REPEAT TAB

ON WGAR FOOTBALL
Cleveland, Aug. 26.

With Sears Roebuck again picking

up the tab, WGAR will carry com-
plete schedule of the Cleveland

Browns home-and-away football
games in the professional All-Ameri-
ca Football League, starting Sept.
29, with pre-season game, with
Baltimore. Schedule includes 14

games.

WGAR sportscaster Bob Neal, who
called plays on the Browns games
last year, will repeat assignment
this season with Bill Mayer hand-
ling color. Agency handling deal
was Lang, Fisher and Stashower.

CIRCLING THE KILOCYCLES

Corpus Christi—Carr P. Collins,

Jr.,' has applied to the FCC for a
new standard broadcast station to be
operated here on 1010 kilocycles
with a power of 10,000 watts daytime
hours of operation contingent on the
approval of the sale of KWBU to the
Baylor Univ. and removal to Hous
ton. KWBU is owned, and operated
by the Century Broadcasting Co.,
here, of which Collins is veepee.

Des Moines.—B. J, Palmer, presi-

dent of Central Broadcasting CO.,

operators of WOC, Davenport, and
WH6, Des Moines, has announced
the following adminlstra'tlves

changes at WHO following the death
of J. O. Maland, longtime manager
of WHO.
Paul A. Loyet has been named

resident manager of WHO while oon-

tinuing his other duties as vice pres-

ident and technical director of the

station. Ralph Evans becomes ex-

ecutive veepee, with offices in

Davenport. Woody Woods has been
advanced from public service direc-

tor to assistant resident manager
and Reed E. Snyder from control

room head to chief engineer at WHO.
At WOC, D. D. Palmer is named a

veepee and treasurer of Central
Broadcasting Co. and Wm. D. Wag-
ner is named secretary.

Miss Cele Roberts of Columbia,

J.

ft, will be the station's program
ireetof.

Charlotte. — Francis Fitzgerald,
general manager of WGIV which is

scheduled to begin broadcasting in

Charlotte in October, announced that

Omaha—For the third year, WOW
will iete 1,200 4-H club boys and
girls at the Nebraska State fair in

Lincoln Sept. 2. The station has
now made an annual affair of it.

Banquet will be served Army style

through cooperation of the 2nd Air
Forces stationed at Ft. Crook here.

Lynchburg—Frank E. Koehler has
been appointed general manager at

WROV, Roanoke, succeeding Lam-
bert B. Beeuwkes, resigned. Koehler
was formerly with NBC in New
York and later with the Times-Dis-
patch Radio Corp., in Richmond.

Kansas City—Manly Banister, con-
tinuity editor at KCKN, is due to

leave the station at the end of the
month to set up a photograph studio

on his own in an eastside location.

Station is naming no successor for

the time being.

undesired accentuation of sounds

caused by reverberation. System

depends, therefore, upon original

placement of mikes and skill of

the engineer in controlling the pro-

gram oh the dials of the studio

rhixer panel.

In case of broadcasting large

symphony orchestras, through place-

ment of the mikes the listener can

be made to feel that he's occupying

any seat from the front to the

back row" of the auditorium. Under
actual tests, CBS, in broadcasting

the N. Y. Philharmonic Symphony
orchestra from Carnegie Hall, the

"liveness" factor of the program
was so controlled as to place the

listener accoustically in the portion

of the auditorium usually reserved

ioi the music critics.

Symph Improvement

Response of CBS listeners to the

improved quality of the symphony
music, despite fact that no an-

nouncements were made about the

new technique, was immediate and

widespread. Dialers were not only

impressed with the program's real-

ism, but by thf'fact that they could

turn their volume down to mini-

mum levels without picking up

tinny, irritating musical tones. This

sensation of increased loudness pro-

duces the coverage gain since dial-

ers can operate sets with lower
electrical signal power with a cor-

responding decrease in static and
other noises. ,

Currently, CBS is the only major
network to give, a full-scale tryout

to the Maxfield system. On NBC,
"The Telephone Hour," bankrolled

by the Bell Telephone System, em-
ploys the technique under Maxfield's

direct supervision. NBC engineering

staff, however, is currently develop-

ing' a system of microphone place-

ment which they term "similar to

the Maxfield1 system but much modi-
fied."

Techniques akin to the Maxfield

system, but without its scientific

calculability, have been employed
in radio for many 'years. Several

years ago, "Rise of the Goldbergs'

used an eight-ball mike, which ex-

tended over the cast table on
boom and everybody took their

own fades for realistic movement.
George Wallach, director on the

American Theatre Wing Workshop
radio shows on WNEW, N. Y. and
other indies, has employed a similar

overhead mike on a boom. Bob
Steele, producer of CBS soap opera
for Ruthrauff & Ryan, has also ex
perimented with systems similar to

the Maxfield system'.

CBS has expended around $25,000

in mastering the Maxfield system
for general application to all pro-

grams. Progress; according to en-

gineering heads, has been steady

but not too rapid due the necessity

of reorienting studio engineers to

the refinements demanded by the

technique.

Seattle—Edwin A. Kraft, owner of

KINY, Juneau, Alaska, and KTKrJ,
Ketchikan, has entered into an
agreement to sell the two stations to

William J. Wagner of Alaska Broad-
casting Co. Agreement is subject to

FCC approval. Wagner now owns
KFQD, Anchorage, and is building
new stations in Fairbanks and Sew-
ard, ' so acquisition of KINY and
K.TKN will give him five stations in

Alaska.

NOW C. E. HOOPER

PO I 5 FIRST
in

NO OTHER HAS

MORE LISTENERS

CINCINNATI
WCP0 RATES

1st IN LISTENERS

Affiliated with the

CINCINNATI POST
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this edition, is an apparent need for

just a Httle more preparation. The
experiences of a city couple learn-

ing about country life can be equally
amusing.to urban and rural listeners,

and certainly there must be enough
happening in the daily life of the

Kloses to load up a 15-minute seg-

ment. But in the caught sequence
the couple seemed to be padding out

their chatter, going into arlittle too

much detail to sustain close listening.

A few more diverse topics and a lit-

tle punching up of their comments
would improve the item. As it is, it

holds nice promise. Doon.

CINDERELLA WEEKEND
With Floyd Richards, Bob Tyrol
Writer: Harvey Bullock
Producer: George Bow —-.

Asst. Prod.: Bob DuFour
30 Mins.i Mon.-Thurs.-Fri., 9 a.m.

WTIC, Hartford
With its best foot forward, WTIC

has taken a strong step in the right

direction in bucking two competing
a.m. shows. Strong airated Don Mc-
Neil's "Breakfast Club" and WDRC's
"Shopping By Radio" are what this

50.000 station has turned its sights

or. WDRC originally bucked "Break-
fast" with its giveaway show cn the

premise that a strong local show
would be able to offset pull of a
network airer. Now WTIC has same
feeling but is training its guns in

two directions.

"Cinderella Weekend" is an aud
participant show, briginating in a

local bistro- and strictly for the

femvnes. Each morning an elimina-

tion contest is held for gals, with
four winners of preceding days bat-

tling it out on Friday for award of

weekend in New York and all em-
bellishments that go with it, in this

case, shows, night clubs, clothes, ho-
tel rooms, etc.

Weekend is a guinea format for a
show that is currently being peddled
by VIP, organization that arranges

manufacturer and merchandise
awards for plugs on radio stations.

It's a Cinderella fantasy with all ac-

tivities assumed to start at the magic
hour of midnight. A clock is assigned

to each of the contestants with the

minute hand being advanced for

correct answers. At conclusion of

show gal whose clock, rates her out
the latest' wins right to appear in

the Friday finals.

WTIC is also using the show to

develop a couple o£ its mikemen into

radio personalities for later use. Is

a shrewd move by the etherer. Gives

station a reserve supply of fresh

blood at minimum cost. Both Bob
Tyrol and' Floyd Richards, emcees,

work hard and deserve all the ac-

colade that can be knighted them
for their work. Show is strongly

paced and is a fast half hour of en-

tertainment. Climaxing the aud are

plugs for each award presented with

a comeon as to what the etherer is

about. Production and scripting both
good. Bc/c.

jockey in your own home." Program
also features Prof. Mischa Muchmore
and his singing ducks, some very
unusual effect made by Bennett of

speeding up certain transcriptions.

There is also the Bennett Barbed
Wire Recorder which recreates

sounds and scenes of goofy events

of the past and present.

On his afternoon session he uses

the voices of Jimmy Whittler, film

correspondent and his little black

and blue book; Crillton J. Moss and
his musical analysis of the latest

disks; H. Kalt V'Enborn, pseudo

news commentator, who ends his

session with "Good night" because

he's in the dark most of the time;

F. Benay, celebrated pseudo French
singing personality, who vocalizes in

the Chevalier-Sablon style and the

telling of up-to-date fairy tales, in

dialect, such as "Uncle Remus and
the Flying Saucers."

It all adds up to a fast-moving

session of music and gags, with Ble-

wett Smythe as straight man for the

jibes. Smythe also is heard as com-
mercial announcer for the-many spot

announcements woven cleverly into

the various scripts.
.

Programming' of disks is highly

commendable with enough boogie

woogie, classics and semi-classics to

satisfy all types of listeners. Andy.

Petrillo-FM
Continued from page 24

FRED BENNETT'S 550 FOLLIES
With Joe Morin, Tony Rosance, Blc-
wett Smythe

30 Mins.; Mon.-tbru-Friday, i p.m.
KTSA, San Antonio

The San Antonio entry in the na-
tional disk jockey race is KTSA's
Fred Bennett, who rides herd on a
series of three daily programs, one
heard Monday through Saturday, the
other two aired Monday through Fri-
day.

Bennett's bag of tricks includes
impersonations which add a lift to

the airings. Throughout the airings

are "extras" which make for more
pleasant listening and tend to make
each program something more than
just a disk show.
On his "Merry Go Round" heard

Monday through Saturday Jhe creates
the "soap opera" which asks the
question, "Can Life Be As Sad As It

Is On The Radio," playing the roles

of Sudsy Waters, the girl heroine,
Ransome Transome, the villainous
radio announcer and Rex Upson,
Australian Disk Jockey and hero pro
tem. Also on the airings he is giving
lessons on "How to become a disk

Sad Saga
Continued from page 25

;>»»{

: Follow-up Comment!!

Nedick's "Little Nick" jingles can
be added to the list of hard-to-take
commercials. .

They're unquestion-
ably memorable, but whether be-
cause they're so irritating or merely
because of their frequency in the
New York listening area isn't clear.

In any case, that shrill Little Nick
voice is an ear-sore.

Hit.: LOU CLAYTON
CNITKl) RttXALL DRUG CO.
Friday—CBS—9:30 p.m., EDST

M-G-M—"This Time for' Keeps"
"It Happened In Brooklyn"

time, is also off, but is due for a fall

reprise on Oct. 1, when it takes over
the "Doorway to Life" segment.

Latter show, also produced by Rob-
son and which has been hailed gen-

erally* as one of the better summer-
time efforts, will return in the fall in

a Sunday segment. "Roofstops of the

City" faded out last week (22).

The Robert Q. Lewis half-hour

cross-the-board program goes off,

but Lewis, considered one of the po-

tentially promising comics, will be

showcased for 45 minutes each Sun-
day afternoon starting Oct. 5 in the

2-2;45 period, with the weekly news
review being dropped to make way.

CBS has already pitched up Lewis to

Procter & Gamble and though the

overtures were unsuccessful, the web
still regards him as choice sponsor

I bait. .

Meanwhile, CBS is still convinced
it has valuable properties in the Bill

Goodwin and Sweeney & March pro-
grams, which stay on, along with
the Abe Burrows, Saturday night 15-

minute comedy program. The Tues-
day night "Studio One" 60-minute
dramatic show, opposite Fibber &
Molly and Bob Hope slots, stays put.

Tex and Jinx show was solid en-
tertainment last Wednesday night
(20) on NBC for Bristol-Myers.
Building the stanza on the idea of
getting the story behind familiar
radio voices, it wove together a
funny scene including Clarence
Nash doing his familiar Donald
Duck characterization, actor Ralph
Bell as the bloodthirsty villain he
frequently plays on the air, and Jay
Jostyn in his Mr. District Attorney
role. Spot was skillfully laid out
and effectively performed. However,
a palpably framed pick-pocket gag
was a letdown at the close. Beryl
Davis was the final guest on the
show, contributing a throbbing ver-
sion of "Take Me Out to the Ball
Game" and rapping across "Night-
ingale in Berkeley Square" and
"Mother, Mother." Incidentally, be
sides working with McCrary in the
B-M .commercials. Miss Falkenburg
blew her script out of the studio at
one point when she mis-ad-libbed a
speech about becoming a mother
again.

Ford Show
2 Continued from page 27

nals in every 13-week cycle, and
eight name scripters have been com
missioned to do them. They include
Don Quinn, Carlton E. Morse, John
Whedon, Milton Geiger, Norman
Rosten, Arthur Miller, Budd Schul-
berg and True Boardman. Not all of
them are expected to come through
with stories. However, those who do
will be paid $100 for a plot outline,

plus $1,900 for the accepted script
If. any script is unusable, even be-
yond revision, the author will be paid
$1,000 and retain all rights to the
material. In any case, the writer
will retain subsidiary rights, but the
sponsor will have repeat broadcast
and all television rights^ but will

have to pay for such use. It's planned
to do many repeats.

Unsolicited original story outlines
will not be paid for and will be ac-
cepted only if accompanied by re-
leases. If an unsolicited original
outline is accepted, the writer will
be paid $1,000 for the completed
script. Howard Teichman is script
editor of the series and George
Zachary is producer-director. Lyn
Murray will conduct a 21 -piece or-
chestra. The permanent m.c. hasn't
been selected.

ON TARGET

Covering ground quickly and efficiently ii

second nature with Weed men, who travel

more than 200,000 miles a year to give

expert service to the stations they represent

WEED
one company

RADIO
STATION
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been a sore spot between the FMA
and the networks, with the webs

taking the view a 1945 AFM edict

tied their hands on duplication. FMA
is also known to have blood in its

eye against the webs, whom it sus-

pects of secretly supporting Petril-

lo's FM pronouncement.

As a result, it was believed the

webs might come to town armed

with a strong statement of their own

on this subject. Since Justice Dept.

has called for a brief from FM'ers,

a similar statement of facts will be

sought from the webs and later on

from the AFM.
Peter Brown, acting head of the

Dept.'s Criminal Division, is con-

ducting the Petrillo probe with the

assistance of four' other Justice at-

torneys. They have already ex-

amine* Petrillo's testimony before

the House Labor Committee. '

NAB-FM exec committee's stand

was hailed by ardent FMers in at-

tendance as the first time NAB has

really gone all-out to push FM with

holds barred. It was the first

get-together of the group under new
committee chairman Leonard Asch

(WBCA, Schenectady) and with the

new NAB-FM Dept. chief Arthur

Stringer.

Committee declared FM "is not

a separate and distinct service (as

Petrillo recent averred) but rather

an advancement in the art of broad-

casting." NAB was urged to con-

tinue efforts to make duplication

possible and the AFM ban was
dubbed "contrary to public inter-

est."

NAB group asserted that since

FM is merely a better way of

transmitting AM shows, neither the

charging of premium wage scales

nor the employment of duplicate

AM and FM program and produc
tion personnel was "economically
justified."

Committee recommended a survey
of current rate practices among FM
stations; encouragement of more ex-

tensive daily schedules than the

minimum six hours required by
FCC, and development of a simple
device to measure FM set owner-
ship in a given area. Committee also

wanted all NAB material distrib-

uted to members scrutinized to see

that it applied to FM as much as

AM.
NAB reported it has set aside one

evening session during the upcom-
ing Atlantic City convention in»

which Maj. Edwin F. Armstrong,
FM inventor, will demonstrate his

new relay system for connecting
stations.

FMA Burns Nets

Meanwhile, these were the other
developments:

1.The nets are still burned up at

strong-arm tactics of FMA men and
can be expected to put up strong
anti-Petrillo front in their talks with
Justice Dept. this week, it was re-

ported. They may have a second
statement to this effect.

2. FCC, which has been following
the Petrillo fight closely, could get
in on the act by calling a general
hearing on .the progress of FM. How-
ever, in view of the absence of three
commissioners and a heavy schedule
for the next two months, this move
is • unlikely. An FCC spokesman
pointed out that Petrillo's activities

are well-known and Justice Dept.
can act more swiftly, if punitive ac-
tion ia necessary. He said, how-
ever, such a hearing would prob-

ably clarify the networks' attitude
toward FM and, in this respect,
could perform a useful service.

3. Petrillo's reversal on FM, ac-
cording to other industry reports,
was made to gain time until current
contracts with the record companies
expire Dec. .31 and net contracts
lapse on Feb. 1. At that time,' Petrillo
might try to double present royalties
as price of permitting AM-FM dup-
lication. For this reason, it was be-
lieved industry would cooperate
fully with Justice Dept. to forestall
this action.

No Violation Yet

4. Lawyers here point out that
mere statement by Petrillo that webs
cannot duplicate is not in itself a
violation—of featherbedding bans in
the Lea and Taft-Hartley Acts. The
music czar would have to call a
strike on a station which was dup- -

licating in order to violate the law.
On the other hand, he might mere-

ly .'throw a picket line around a sta-
tion, which employed no local mu-
sicians, but was duplicating net
shows. This conceivably could start

a new round of litigation on "right
to picket" under the Lea Act. The
Supreme Court did not rule on the
constitutionality of the Lea Act as it

might be applied to picketing and
other constitutional guarantees on
free speech and free assembly.

LAMPING CHECKS IN

AT RADIO MOZAMBIQUE
Johannesburg, Aug. 12.

Frank Lamping arrived here this

week to take over management of

radio division of Davenport &
Meyer, representatives of Radio
Mozambique in this area. Lamping,
at one ' time, was associated with
Meyer in London, running Radio
Normandy. Most recently he's been
in the British West Indies, laying

the groundwork for a new station.

Radio Trinidad, Port of Spain.

Interest in the British South Afri-

can market on the part of adver-
tisers, through use of Mozambique
in Portuguese East Africa, is on the
increase. Longines last week was
booked for a series of time signals.

Hartford Airs Longest

Remote in Mich. Fight
Hartford, Aug. 26.

WTIC went to Flint, Mich., last
Friday (22) to air its longest remote.
Occasion was the" world champion-
ship featherweight fight between
Willie Pep, of Hartford, and chal-
lenger Jock Leslie. It was the only
broadcast of the event and was
carried strictly to WTIC listeners.

WTIC sent its sportscaster, Bob
Steele, to give the blow by blow de-
scription of the event. While at
Flint, Steele ethered his regular
nightly "Strictly Sports' show giving
the station two remotes from that
city in the same night. Event'is be-
lieved to be the longest- remote in
the history of New England radio.

'

Marion, O—San ford Marshall, staff

announcer, has been ^promoted to

program director of WMRN, Marion.
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Phifly Band Maestro, Dairy

Expert, Contracted to Do

Farm Program on KYW
Philadelphia, Aug. 26.

Ted Steele, former Stork Club or-

chestra leader and Tin Pan Alley

luminary, recently retired from show

business and settled down on a farm

near New Hope, Pa. Last week, he

s'"ned to do a farm program over

K""W.

Steele, however, is no Johnnie-

come-lately with agriculture. He
was raised on a dairy farm near Bel-

mont, Mass., just outside Boston, and
maintained a constant interest in

farming while making a name for

himself in show business.

Commenting on his KYW pro-

gr. 'n, which began Monday (25)

tm*2er the title "R.D. 1000," Steele

said, "It is my ambition to put on a

f: rm program aimed at the rural

communities around Philadelphia

—

with farm news, agricultural reports

I weather bulletins."

Steele, who recently turned 30.

bought a farm in the Catskills in

1939; another one at Pearl River,

N. Y., in 1941, and still another at

Perkasie, Pa., in 1944. His p esent

acreage is in Solebury township, Pa.

He said his principal interest in

the new farm will be the raising of

pure-bred Guernsey cattle.

Steele recently concluded an
ei jht-week engagement at the Stork
Club. He is the composer of '"Smoke
Dreams," the theme for the Chester-
field Supper Club, and his arrange-
ment for Perry Como's platter of

"Temptation" sold over a million

records.

Further zing was p'ut into farming
in Philly last week with WFIL in-

augurating a special farm service on
current fruit, vegetable, egg and
poultry market reports and prices

on a p.m. news period.

At the same time, it was an-
nounced that Amos Kirby, WCAU
farm editor, is making a tour of the
county fairs in the Pennsylvania,
southern New Jersey and Delaware
areas, making wire recorder pickups
for his "Rural Digest" show.

Ben Grauer to Tokyo
Ben Grauer' planed out Monday

(25) for Tokyo, to be gone two
weeks. He's an NBC staff man and
the trip is to gather background
material, and possibly broadcast.

His presence in Tokyo will coin-
cide with V-J day (Sept. 2 there, but
a day earlier here). He was at the
Paris peace conference the same
date a year ago. He's due Sept. 8
back in New York, taking five days
for the return flight.

In
. order to make the trip, Grauer

begged oft* the final two broadcasts
of the Alec Templeton summer re-

placement series and will miss the
season premieres of the Walter
Winchell show and the NBC Symph-
ony. However, he'll join- them on
his return, and will also add the
new Perry Como program for Ches-
terfield, starting Sept. 8. During his

absence a sub will handle his late

Saturday-Sunday evening news spot

and the "Home Is What You Make
It" stanzas Saturday afternoons.

RADIO 39

Fire Prevention Jingles

Newest WNEW Wrinkle
WNEW, N. Y. indie that's been

'

prominent in developing spots to .

promote public service (on safety,
|

tolerance,, yet insurance, etc.), will

do a series of spots on fire preven-
tion. Series of six jingles, of half

and full minute length, will be
launched during Fire Prevention
Week. Oct. 5-11, but will continue
on the station aferwards.

Station is also offering the spots

for distribution nationally to other
stations. Jeff Sclden is scripting the

jingles, with Roy Ross doing the
musi" and Ted Cott, station's pro-

gram director, producing.

Television Reviews
Continued from page 30

,

AHca's 300G Splurge
Chicago, Aiiy. 26.

Alka Seltzer has extended the

coverage of its "News of the World"
on NBC to the complete network on
Tuesday and Thursday as well as

Monday, Wednesday and Friday and
will repeat the program to the

Coast.

NBC's additional revenue from
the expansion figures $300,000 a

year.

Hudgens Upped at KRNT
Des Moines, Aug. 26.

Phil Hoffman, manager of KRNT,
Des Moines, has named Joe G. Hud-
gens promotion manager of KRNT
to succeed Leon M. "Tex" Taylor,
resigned. Hudgens was promotion
manager of the KRNT Radio Thea-
tre last year and before that was
commercial manager of KORN, Fre-
mont, Neb.

Taylor has been named Public Re-
lations Director of Trinity Univ.,

San Antonio.

though charts should be black on i

white, since the average viewer
practically has to put his nose in the
set to see their present- markings.

j

WNBW's blurb says that comedy
touches will be added later by a
series of "Dancing Don'ts" which
will indicate, by exaggeration, com-
mon dancing faults. Show is good
watching and should succeed in get-
ting viewers out Of their chairs and

4
in the swing. Technically, stint was
marred by the blinking effect result-

ing from shift of cameras from dis-

tance to closeup shots and vice versa.

Commercials were adequately han-
dled by shot of a radio-combo unit

in which rhumba disk was playing.

Program was produced under gen-
eral supervision of WNBW program
director John Gaunt. Holt.

Raleigh—For owners of FM radios
in and around Raleigh, WRAL be-

San a news series of symphonic pro-
grams this month.

TEEN TOWN
With Marguerite Stevens, Germaine

Golds, Marianne Betrand, Dolores
Tohin, Sue -Nierman and Dan
Little

P. oducer: Buleah Karney
Write-: Marguerite Stevens
15 Mins.; Tues., 7:30 p.m.
Sustaining
WBKB, Chicago
This is one of a 15-minute,

series of programs,
with juvenile problems.

Format consists of a' dramatized skit

! after which three teenage jurors dis-

|
cuss problem presented. Jurors are

. fed questions by Miss Stevens, who
writes the show and acts as media-

1 tor. • Basically, writer had a good

a-week
cerned

once-
con

-

idea for television, but missed the

boat with repetitous, corny remarks
about phone etiquette and how
wrong it is-to use other-peoples' cos-
metics.

In stanza caught, trite episode re-

volved around sloppy, jean-wearing,
gabby miss who ties up the phone
moaning about her favorite crooner.
Young sis loses out on opportunity
to meet singer by not getting dressed
in time to go to crooner's supper
club. Momentous problem, pre-
sented to young jury, was whether
or not older sister should have told
her about club before hand and
whether it was right for junior miss
to use phone to excess.

Cast went overboard on minor
situation trying to make it appear
vastly important and failing by
overacting. In the question and an-
swer part of the show, jurors
couldn't think of appropriate com-
ment and repeated themselves con-
stantly. Scripter is *iot good teie
material as she accentuates facial

expressions. Only cast member who
impressed slightly was kid sis, Ger-
maine Golda.

Camera work was not too good,
with the picture blurred in many
frames. While setting of teenase
bedroom reflected "crooner influ-

ence," contrast was poor with lirrht

dresses not showing up well against
white background.

Des Moines.—Gene Milner, sports-
broadcaster for KCBC, Des Moines,
is joining WPAC, Detroit, soon.

CLUB 15" originates est KMX

Towers
Continued from page 26

Qtiarrie Network signed for two 13-

week segments of the "Celebrity

Series" at $40,000.

Towers also disclosed that he re-

cently obtained exclusive world ra-

dio rights to the Abbey Theatre o"

Dublin, that he will platter a dramat
series with the group, waxing the

shows at the theatre; that .he has
formed a New York company and
will open offices in Gotham in the

fall, and that he expects'to form a

Towers of America outfit to pack-
age and sell plattered programs in

this country. Plans call for "full-

fledged production" operations in the

U. S., he said.

He flew back to London Saturday
'23), but said before leaving that

he expected to return to N. Y. early

in the fall. Towers also has branch
offices in Paris, South Africa and
Toronto. His Noel Coward show,
which the playwright-composer plat-

tered in French as well as English,

tees off on the French radio Oct. 7.

Towers carried home a waxing of

the first of a disked dramat series

starring Chips Rafferty, titled "The
Sundowner." Show already has been
sold in Australia and will be offered

in other parts of the empire. Stanza
is being directed by Peter Finch,
w.k. Aussie film director.

Rafferty, who jumped to fame in

"The Overlanders," is under film

contract to J. Arthur Rank.
Towers sold his "Secrets of Scot-

land Yard" series starring Clive

Brook to the Major Network, based
in Melbourne, on a 52-week basis.

He sold station 2UE, Sydney, his

"London Playhouse" dramat package
and also an experimental, 15-minute
weekly "Show Business" series, 50 r

i>

of which is being recorded in Lon-
don, the other 50% in Hollywood.
Stanza is "mostly interviews."
The New Zealand National Broad-

casting Service bought Towers'
complete service and will make the

shows available to sponsors, the

packager reported.
Regarding the Abbey Theatre se-

,
ries. Towers said that white most
of the production would be under-
taken in Dublin, "part" of it would
be produced in the U. S. He de-

clined, however, to elaborate on this,

other than to say October was the

starting date.

. . . to does "Johnny Murray Talks It Over"

It pays to pamper your radio program. And that's just

what happens at KNX— CBS in Hollywood — where

your local radio show gets the same royal treatment

as the big CBS coast-to-coast programs.

For example, take Club 15 and Johnny Murray Talks

It Over. Club 15 is Campbell Soup's famed five-a-week

carnival of song. Its roster of stars is almost as long

as the list of Campbell's tempting varieties. There's

Bob Crosby, Margaret Whiting, Patti Clayton, The

Modernaires, Jerry Gray and his orchestra. And, of

course, Club 15 goes coast-to-coast.

Detroit—Jack CaYman has been

appointed flack at WXYZ t ABA) to

succeed Jim Quefln. who recently

shifted to WJR tCBS).

Johnny Murray Talks It Over is aimed at Southern

California only. Its star, Johnny, has a knack for turn-

ing current magazine articles into sparkling conversa-

tion pieces. And KNX makes sure that every minute

of it gets network quality production. The.same tech-

nical facilities and KNX stalfmen that serve cross-

country shows like Club 15 are at the command of

Johnny Murray Talks It Over. The result . . . Johnny's

sponsor, Smart ir Final, Ltd., has renewed his program

for the 8th year.

If you want your sales messages to make a good im-

pression in Southern California, call us or Radio Sales.

We'll have KNX program specialists give your local

show a big-time radio grooming.

KNX LOS ANGELES • 50,000 WATTS

I COLUMBIA OWNED

Resuttntcd >j Radio Silts. H>« SP0I liejdMrtwf Kv>s*n CBS He* Yoik, ChiM,o. t»j *i»|«ltj. B»lt*». Wlxit*. San fraiwsti
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Disk Artists Going Through Era

Of Interpretations'; Lots of Copying

Recording business during the*

past couple of months seems to have

been developing a new trend. During

the period before the war the artist

seemed to carry the most strength

and to a fair extent could sell disks

even with a bad or poor song. Later

the song became the main item and.

even the most powerful performers

on disks couldn't sell a dog tune.

Now, it seems, the interpretation of

a particular tune has the upper hand

and apparently both recording man-

agers and talent are going along with

that in mind.

In the years since the recording

bus'ness came out of its big slump,

back around 1938, if an artist and

company turned out a hit disk, rival

artists and manufacturers would try

to better thetferformance via differ-

ent arrangement. Today, when an

artist hits with an interpretation

other companies and artists do their

best to record versions as closely

patterned as possible on the original.

There are examples; "Peg O' My
Heart" as done-Jaytne Harmonicats,

on Vitacustics label; was done slow-

ly, almost as a dirge. . Followup

cuttings were in almost the same

tempo despite the fact that the song

as originally performed years ago

was slightly up-tempo. Another ex-

ample was RCA-Victor's attempted

duplication of Red Ingle's Capitol

recording of "Tim-Tayshun," which
subsequently was withdrawn when
Capitol squawked loudly. Latest is

the obvious attempt by various

labels to copy as nearly as possible

Francis Craig's interpretation of

"Near You" for the Bullet label.

Elliot Lawrence's version for Colum-
bia is almost as corny as Craig's; by
comparison with his past perform-

ances, so is Alvino Rey's version for

- Capitol.

Monroe Cracks Mark
Pittsburgh, Aug. 26.

Vaughn Monroe, who's been do-
ing very handily at the b.o. on one-
nighters through the Pennsylvania
territory, ended his most recent trip

Saturday (23) by cracking the rec

British Best Sheet Sellers

(Week Ending Aug. 14)

London, Aug. 15.

Now Is the' Hour. .Keith, Prowse
Sorrento Rioordi

People Will Say Chappell

Gal in Calico Feldman
Souvenirs Wright

Old Spanish Trail Maurice

Mam'selle F. D. & H.

Sun in the Morning. .. Chappell

Marianne Southern

They Say It's Wonderful. .Berlin

I Believe E. Morris

Heartache Connelly

Second 12
What Beautiful Morning.Chappell

Galway Bay -....Box & Cox
Donegal Leeds

Time After Time Ed. Morris

This Is My Lovely Day..Chappell

If I Had My Life. B-W
My Adobe Hacienda.. Southern

Garden in the Rain Connelly

Imagine?. Noel Gay
Nicaragua Leeds

Guilty «F. D. & H.

Never Too Late Mend.Strauss-M

New Policy
Dallas, Aug. 26.

A new policy has been inaugurated

here by Showland. Instead of new
bands coming in at regular intervals,

a house band has been organized and

guest leaders will be secured to

baton the band as well as m.c. the

floor show.
First guest leader will be Roland

Drayer. Ralph Wingart will be ar-

ranger for the band and will be as-

sistant conductor. .

Col. Now Doing 2 Masters

Of Tune in Policy Switch

For Latin-American Market
Columbia Records has .decided on

a new recording policy as a means

of having masters of pop tunes ready

for the Latin-American market. In

the past, when a new tune showed

signs of life south of the border and

the original, included an American

lyric, the artist who cut Columbia's
version of that tune made a new
master without the vocal, strictly for

L-A distribution.

Columbia's new idea is to have an
artist do two masters during the

same session—one for U. S. con-

sumption and one for the Latin

trade. This will be done of course

only when the U. S. version includes

When the original inter
ord at Hershey Park, Hershey, Pa
Monroe played to 7,790 admissions I a lyric.

and took out $6,100 as his end of the
|
pretation is solely instrumental it

night's b.o. haul. will be unnecessary.

10 Best Sellers on Coin-Machines

Mediocrity Of

UJS. Pop Songs
«

.

Noted by Kapp
Back on the Queen Mary Monday

(25) from two months' travels

through England, Holland, Belgium,
France, Switzerland and Italy, Jack
Kapp, president of Decca, was struck

by the general European reaction, to

the mediocrity of American songs.

At least that's what the music men
in the respective capitals told the

disk exec. .. \
.

Similarly the record business in

each country is limited, this time
because • of native inadequacies,

chiefly on the production side.

Queueing up for records is as mat-
ter of fact as waiting in line for

food, clothing or other rationed ne-

cessities. Queue-up habit, in fact, is

now matter-of-course in everything
from waiting for a bus to standing
in line at your greengrocer's.

A smash Crosby record in England
may sell 200,000" platters but it's

usually more nearly 25,000; and on
the Continent the sales are more
around the 5,000-per-platter average.

Finds Disk Biz Spurting

Jack Kapp brought back a flock

of English, French, Scandinavian,
Italian, Dutch and Belgian and Swiss
recordings from abroad and plans
to transfer his business all this week
to a suite at the Hotel Plaza, N. Y.,

near the Decca hofneofflce and thus,

in an intensive series o' business
luncheons and dinners, catch up on
things. Kapp, upon his return, found
business had spurted.

With production availabilities eas-
ing, Decca will merchandise many
of its backlogged items. One of these
is a nostalgic cavalcade of each
year's top tunes 'or the last 25 years.
Eight sides will comprise as many
as 24 choruses of the top melodies
from 1922 to date.

Jocks, Jukes and Disks
i By George Frazier

.

( Tex ' Williams Capitol

(Phil Harris Victor

Ingle-Stafford Capitol

5 Harmonicats . . .Vitacoustics

Three Suns RCA-Victor

(Frankie Laine Mercury

| Sammy Kaye . .RCA-Victor

( Perry Como RCA-Victor
j Mills Bros .Decca

( Dorothy Shay Columbja
(Tex Beneke RCA-Victor'

(Oxford) J
Perry Como ...RCA-Victorwxtorcu

j Blue Barron M-G-M

(Robbins) . i
Eddy Howard Majestic

(KODbins)
| Tony pastor Columbia

1; Smoke, Smoke; Smoke (5) (American)

2. Temptation (7) (Robbins) . v

3. Peg O' My Heart (14) (Robbins)

4. That's My Desire (20) (Mills)

5. When You Sweet 16 (8) (Chappell)...

6. Feudin' and Fightin' (5). (Chappell)..

7. Chi-Baba (13)

8. I Wonder (11)

9. Tallahassee (3) (Famous)

.

10. Across Alley Alamo (15) (Capitol)...

J
Crosby-Andrews .....Decca

\ Mercer-Pied Pipers .Capitol

j Mills Bros Decca

( Woody Herman ... .Columbia

. ( Vic Damone. . . Mercury
(Barton)

j Frgnk sinatra .Columbia

Apple Blossom Wedding (Shapiro-B)

.

^Coming Up
. , _ „„ , (Freddy Martin. .RCA-Victor
Lady From 29 Palms (Martin).. "{ Andrews Sisters. .... .Decca

I Have But One Heart

1 Wonder Who's Kissing Her (E. B. Marks). Perry Como RCA-Victor

Come to Mardi Gras (Southern) Freddy Martin. .RCA-Victor

j Buddy Clark Columbia
"

( Sammy Kaye Victor

j Jo Stafford Capitol
Ivy (Burke-VH) } Vaughn Monroe. .... Victor

Hurry On Down (Criterion) Nellie Lutc'her Capitol

When I Write My Song (Exclusive) Herb Jeffries Exclusive

Ask Anyone Who Knows (Witmark) Margaret Whiting ... .Capitol

.. Danny Kaye Decca

(Dick Jurgens Columbia
•• (Three Suns RCA-Victor

( Elliot Lawrence ..Columbia
*• (Sammy Kaye ....... ;Victor

. . Jo Stafford ........ .Capitol

On Old Spanish Trail (Maurice) Eddy Howard. .... .Majestic

_ ,„ , ..... (Tex Beneke.. ..RCA-Victor
As Long As I'm Dreaming (Burke-VH) ... .

j Harry James Columbia

.. „, .„ . .> I Margaret Whiting. .. Capitol
Old Devil Moon (Crawford)

|, Gene Krupa Columbia

On the Avenue (Leeds) Andrews Sisters Decca

Bloop Bleep (Famous)

Cecelia (Bourne)

Echo Said No (Lombardo).

I'm So Right Tonight (Leeds).

*' „ , . ,„ .v (Benny Goodman ...Capitol
To Be Loved (Paramqunt)

j Bery
» Davis victorI Want

Pancho Hernandez (United) Woody Herman

Julie Stern Cops Top

Prize in N.Y. Pro Music

Men's Golf Tournament
Julie Stern, general professional

manager of Broadcast Music, Inc.,

copped the top prize in the annual
New York Professional Music Men's
golf tourney last Thursday (21).

Stern walked off with the cup and
a complete set of clubs and bag by
turning in a gross score of 89 against
a 23-stroke handicap. Songwriter
Larry Stock took second prize for

a low gross of 84 on the Blue course
at Bethpage State Park, Farming-
dale, L. I.

Tourney, run off in one day under
medal play rules as against the
match play method of recent years,
which often required weeks of play-
offs before a winner was determined,
took on the aspects of a picnic. First
foursomes teed off at nine a. m. on
two courses. A luncheon was served,
after which many players went out
on a second round. In the evening
a steak dinner was laid out, after
which came the awarding of prizes.

Affair finally broke up at about 10

p. m<? after Bob Miller, head -of the
contact men's organization, and Harry
Weinstein, a member, had been giv-
en a round of kudoes for their han-
dling of the shindig. It was agreed
that the outing was the best in years.
Other winners included Weinstein

for low net in the "A" group of play-
ers; Lou Comit, hottest of the "B"
players; Irving Seigal for topping
the "C" group, and Duke Niles in the
"D" batch. Monroe Golden won a
putting contest; Paul Case, driving
match; Victor Pell, chipping, and
Charles Ross and Norman Foley for
tourney shots closest to pin on short
holes on Blue and Red courses. Lee
Savin, of Majestic Records, won top
guest prize with a gross of. 101 and
a 35-stroke handicap. Manie Sacks,
of Columbia Records, won Freddy
Martin's donated prize of a RCA-
Victor radio, for low guest gross of

.Columbia 84.

George Frazier is still tlred;~ffe'$

on vacation. Herewith another

guester to make Frazier's life easier.

By Jim Lounsbury
(WHAS, Louisville)

So the jerk . . . er . . guy writes

and says . , . . "Lounsbury, ' in all

my years I have never seen such an

egotistical ham. Your efforts are

actually pitiful. Quit bragging and

lousing the show up. You've lost

practically all your listeners, and

you need all you can get."

As another listener said in rebut-

tal . . . where does the guy think all

the letters come from—Santa Claus?

Meanwhile, another epistle shows

up on the very same day, and from

the same distant city. TJiis writer

has different ideas on the subject.

He says . . . "You're the greatest

. . the best . . . disk-man ever to hit

the show."
It happens every day. If a guy

were neurotic he would flip his wig

for sure.

Another friend (?) follows up a

humorous fictitious Garlic Week an-

nouncement contributed by a fan

with . . . "You don't need Garlic

Week, you smell enough without

Garlic. Of all the lousy comedians
inflicted upon a defenseless public,

you are the worst. Why not tie a

large rock to your neck and jump in

the river. It would be a blessing to

the world at large."

Then the rebuttals start rolling in.

"Why hot run a contest and award a

record to the first person sending

in that so-and-so's scalp, if he has a

head." Another wonders how any-

one coming from that particular

state could write such a gentleman

as I such a disgraceful letter . . .

and adds that I should pay no at-

tention to those smart guys. After

my creation the mold was broken.

(Now it's mxJurn to throw the dirt.)

A typical week in a platter spinner's

life.

No, life is not dull. Anything can

happen, and usually does, when a

hardworking American citizen —
merely trying to make a living—ex-
poses himself amid the shellac these

days. Try it sometime—but first,

a word of warning. Assume an air

of self-confidence, and some char-

acter will immediately call you a

conceited, egotistical braggart. Take
the pessimistic dis-interested tack,

"and you're still nowhere . . . trying

to fluff everybody off—dead on your
posterior, etc. You can't win!

Eventually you give up worrying
about it and do what comes nature

ally . . . now you're with it pops.

Anyway, the collegiate sheepskin
never teaches the things you learn

as a biscuit spinner. What a course
in human relations. What you don't

discover about the human race!

What are their ideas of you? John
Q: Public almost unanimously pic

tures the jock as breezing into the
studio a few minutes be'ore airtime

. . . whiling away the time from a
plushy chair, playing whatever
comes to mind, chatting casually
with fans by phone . . . and then

extra hours making with the cor-

«

respondence, planning shows and
listening- to new disks, among other
things. Which brings us around to

the musical angle of the business.
That's usually the whole idea of a
disc show; (No, I'm kidding!)

A lot of gripes have been flying
around like mad in many writings
the past few months. Complaining
is not the main pitch here, but I'll

get around to a few things before
rolling it in the hangar. First, a
happy note. A word of commenda-
tion for the work offinost record
companies today. Things are de-
cidedly improved over conditions of
a year ago. At least as far as this
particular area is concerned. Al-
most all of the slicings most in de-
mand actually get here now. Just
a couple of gripes—some of the sur-
faces are still lousy, and even the
top companies still press some of
em off - center, which kills 'em
deader than the proverbial door-
nail. But all in all, things are good.
Now a look at what gives jocks

and jazz in this area.

This, the Derby city, is commonly
termed the Gateway to the South.
From here down you're in un-hip
territory, brother—and that's the
problem of the spinner who wants to

give with the righteous stuff. Yes,
there's very little jazz in the South.
Of course you can always find its

disciples here and there, both in

musicians and those who appreciate,

but they are few in comparison with
those In other sections of the U. S.

Luckily some of the boys are able

to do a good job. They deserve

laudation, but they aren't getting it.

A well-known trade magazine re-

cently surveyed jazz in this area and
came to the correct conclusion that

it isn't. Survey I speak of. left the

impression that every disk show in

the South was nothing, but pure hill-

billy. Bosh! As an example of

the ludicrousness of the survey, the

character penning the wordage (evi-

dently the more he writes the more
he «ats) made some vague reference

to my show here. Something about

the fact that there was one station

on all nite but nothing was spun

but requested pops. And to top it

all off he didn't even have the loca-

tion and call letters of our operation

correct. Oh brother! For the bene-

fit of that character, and others who
have the same impression; "it ain't

it." r We run the gamut from Dixie to

Bop along with good pops for five

hours.' In that five hour period, a

half hour of frantic non-request

modernistic wax and a half hour of

light classics are inserted, in addi-

tion to the spotting of both types

elsewhere in the show. Does that

sound like hotel music? That's an

example of what other jocks are try-

ing to do in the forgotten South.

Somebody recognize the guys please!

We, the disk jockeys, have a me-
dium the importance of which is

just now becoming accepted as a

means of education in the different

aspects of music. Many of us are

attempting to use it as such. We
leaving, it all behind, but fast, with .

the theme. How wrong can you w0"ld like to have people enjoying

get? At least in most cases the everything in music. Be-bop as well

twirler is around the place plenty of ' (Continued on page 43)

Inside Orchestras-Music
Hassle late last week between Tommy Dorsey and Benny Goodman,

on the set of Sam Goldwyn's "A Song Is Born," during which T. D.

crossed one to B. G.'s jaw, created a howl in N. Y. when the story broke,

but not surprise, There's been little love lost between the two maestroes

for- years, since before they both became bandleaders as a matter of

fact. That the argument hit the front pages and was made to seem
much more explosive than it actually occurred was attributed to studio

flscks, who saw in the battle a windfall of unexpected publicity for the

picture being made. T. D. probably wasn't averse to the publicity either,

if he thought about it, since he's due to start his first theatre tour in

a year early in October, a short time after his transcribed record jockey

series gets going on stations all over the country.

Thomas G. Rockwell is not factually the owner of all the capital stock

of General Artists Corp., as cited in last week's Variety" although it's

quibbling to say that he isn't. Rockwell had two partners in GAC
up until a.year and a half or so ago—Mike Nidorf and Tom Martin, both

holders of minority pieces. Rockwell made a deal with both to buy out

their pieces on an installment plan. Neither has been fully paid for

their shares as yet, but will be by February of next year. Meanwhile,

the stock is set aside until such time as it becomes Rockwell's property.

"Body and Soul," Johnny Green-Eddie Heyman tune written 20 years

ago, is top pop courtin' ballad according to disk jockeys, in a poll taken

by Barry Gray, edging out Hoagy Carmichael's "Stardust" by a nose.

Originally, Green and Heyman couldn't get to first base with the tune

with U. S. publishers; they sold the English rights to Gertrude Lawrence
who plugged it to popularity overseas. A few years later it was introduced

on Broadway by Libby Holman in "Three's A Cro^d."

Sheraton hotel, Chicago, formerly the Continental, switches back to

band policy in the New Horizon Room, Sept. 8. Inn, recently taken over

by the Sheraton chain brings in Joe Vera's orchestra with Evelyn Nations.



DISKERS SEEK WAY TO PAY AFM
Par, N.Y., Seen Taking Lead On

Dropping Standby Band Payments
Taft-Hartley bill became law Fri-f

day (22) and despite the fact that i

jt will be illegal and unnecessary for

theatres using name bands in stage

shows to pay standby salaries, all

N. Y. houses are being cagey about

halting such payments. N. Y. Local

802 of the American Federation of

Musicians, which has jurisdiction

over the standby situation within its

territory since the rule is and always

has been a local problem, has not yet

issued an order to the theatres elim-

inating the payments. And the thea-

tres hesitate to take a stand "until

legal departments advise a course."

However, it's very probable that

the Paramount theatre will take the

lead this week and eliminate standby
payments to Carmen Cavallaro's or-

chestra. Latter is a "travelling" band
and 802 has been drawing standby

salaries from the Par ever since the

combo opened at the house two
weeks ago. Strand theatre, which has

Count Basie, also a travelling band,

also is undecided on what to do.

Basie opened Friday (22) the same
day the law went into effect. As for

the Capitol and State, both operated

by Loew's, neither is confronted with

any problem at the moment. Neither

is using a travelling orchestra. Cap's

next band is Art Mooney, also an all-

802 group.

No Word On 'Directive*

In the meantime, there is still no
word from the Treasury Department
regarding the promised "directive"

to point out the course to be taken

by the American Federation of Mu-
sicians relative to elimination of the

union's Form B contract. More than

six weeks have gone by since the

U. S. Supreme Court decided that

Form B was a subterfuge to saddle

band buyers with the necessity for

paying Social Security and Unem-
ployment taxes for musicians and
the AFM is making no moves toward
devising a new contract form until

it hears from the government
agency.
Supreme Court decisidh was

handed down in the case of the

Crystal Ballroom, Dubuque, Iowa,

vs. the' Internal Revenue Dept. Spot

sued to recover tax monies paid in

behalf of Griff Williams orchestra.

It won its case in" a lower Iowa
court, had it reversed by the state's

Appellate Court and won again on
an appeal to the highest court.

Robbins Also Going In

For Promotion Wrinkle

Via 'Tunedisk' Bally

Robbins Music is picking up the

idea recently tried by CaPit°l Songs
as exploitation and advance promo-
tion for its new tunes. Idea in-

volves an actual demonstration of

the tune selected inscribed on a

"Tunedisk," which is no more than

a cardboard base cut and printed to

resemble a title page.

However, whereas Capitol went
into the idea in a small way, Robbins
intends doing it up brown. Idea is

to secirt-e able demonstrators from
among b.o. ranks, to perform forth-

coming plug songs. These demon-
stration versions "will be imprinted

on "Tunedisks" which will imitate

a title page on one side and a lead

sheet of the new tune on the other.

It's estimated that 1,000 copies of

such demonstration disks, for ship-

ment to artists, disk jockeys, etc.,

will cost 40c apiece, including costs

of talent to do the performance, but

that the exploitation possible from
much a gimmick will be well worth
the outlay.

Initial tune will be "Those Things
Money Can't Buy."

Black & White Opens

Door, Lets McVea Out
Hollywood, Aug. 26.

Jack McVea and Black & White
Records have agreed to part. Con-
tract, which had 14 months to run,

last week was dissolved after long

wrangling. McVea had been object-

ing to waxery's policy of asking him
to cut only what he deemed to be
race-recordings, and also there was
some friction because B & W had
been lethargic in keeping up to con-

tract commitment of 24 sides to be
etched yearly. McVea gave the

plattery 'ts only big national hit, the

first "Open the Door, Richard" re-

lease, late last autumn.
On Thursday (28), McVea's five-

piece combo opens brief stand at

Somerset House, Riverside, Calif., at

$850 per week. On Sept. 10, group
starts. up-Coast tour along with Herb
Jeffries", on skein of dates booked by
Reg Marshall agency.

J.D. Sets Dates

Pending Pact
Jimmy Dorsey is going through

the same booking routine that Sam-
my Kaye has employed in recent
months due to his (Dorsey 's) inde-
cision over his future booking agen-
cy affiliation. His contract with Gen-
eral Artists Corp. expires Sept. 29

and the negotiation of a new deal
with that agency is nowhere near
concluded satisfactorily. As a re-

sult, in order to protect himself
against a layoff beyond the GAC
contract, he has other people setting

dates for him.

.

Dorsey will be in the Palladium
Ballroom, Hollywood, from early

next month until Oct. 12. Thereafter
he will play theatres and one-night-

ers on the Coast, the former booked
by Harry Romm from New York
and the single dates by Mus-Art
agency men. It's emphasized, how-
ever, that though Romm and Mus-
Art are filling in open time for him,
Dorsey is not under contract to

either. At the moment they are
simply a means to an end. GAC has
been given Dorsey 's requirements
before he will agree to a new con-
tract with that agency and if those

demands are met the likelihood is

that he will renew. If they are not,

he won't.

Kaye, incidentally, has not re-

newed with Music Corp. of Ameri-
ca as yet. His contract with that

agency expires next month, too, and
he is making his own demands.
Meanwhile, his own office, under
Mike Nidort, is going about setting

dates beyond the MCA contract in

order to protect the maestro against

open time.

2 INT TO AVOID

POSSIBLE FIGHT
Chicago, Aug. 26. I

It's reliably reported here that two '

of the major disk companies are

racking their brains to devise a

method of avoiding the terms of the

Taft-Hartley bill and continue pay-
ing James C. Petrillo and the Ameri-
can Federation of Musicians the roy-
alty per record sold that all disk
manufacturers have been forking
over to the union for the past few
years. Companies involved in the
gray matter ' cudgeling are asserted
to be RCA-Victor and Columbia.

Taft-Hartley act bars the payment
of royalties by a manufacturer to a

union as a means of being able to do
business, and since the act was
passed the recording companies see
themselves getting into a dispute
with Petrillo which may prevent
their recording for some time, as

they were prevented several years
back, when Petrillo originally forced
his royalty terms upon them and
they resisted for months. They don't

want such an occurence duplicated
and to that end are said to be en-
deavoring to arrange a method of

paying tribute to the AFM without
becoming involved with the terms
of the T-H act.

In the event such a objective is

achieved, it's more than likely that

the recording companies will be
hearing from music publishers.

When the diskers originally agreed
to pay Petrillo his demands, there
was a general feeling among music
men that if the recording companies
can afford to pay Petrillo a royalty,

they can afford to pay the full statu-

tory publisher royalty of 2c per' side'.

They then were paying l%c per side.

(Continued on page 46)

WB Music Pub Subsid Now Goes

After Majestic; Sues for Royalties
1—— Majestic Records found itself late

_ .last week on the business end of a
\agH a I npai Wantc suit by Music Publishers Holdingoeame Locai wants Corp _ (Warner Bros. music pllb .

Tn frpatfl IWnr» InKc I

lishing group) for retusin " 10 Sllb"

10 V/ICdlC IIIUIC JUUVmit to orders as to which of the.

Seattle, August 26. j

company's artists should record the

Seattle American Federation of .

combine's songs and what xong.^

Musicians local president, Harry L. !

should be cut. WB served Majestic

Reed, says that a small levy in Seat- I with papers in an action demanding
tie would annually provide cisjht an accounting and approximately

times the present $7,500 granted by
the city council fo the seasonal
band concerts ii the city's public

$1.6.000 in back royalties admittedly
owed the publishing houses by Ma-
jestic. This move followed several

parks. Five concerts this summer !
meetings between reps of the two

Vita-Coustics Expands
Chicago, Aug. 26.

Leo Diamond, harmonica artist;

was signed by Vita-coustic Records,

Chicago indie, last week. He was
arranger for the Harmonica Rascals
and has an NBC program. Also
signed by Vita were the Marl Young
orch and the Sid Fisher quartet with
Darwin Dane, soloist.

Vita has also obtained pressing

facilities in Quebec for Canadian
distribution.

Play That Spiritual

Slow, Boy, or NANM

Will Be On Warpath
St. Louis, Aug. 26.

Jazzing up by dance bands of Ne-

gro spirituals was frowned on here

last week when the delegates to the

National Assn. of Negro Musicians

unanimously adopted, a resolution

denouncing such tactics. Clarence

H. Wilson. St. Louis, national prcz.

said, •'spirituals were composed as

religious music, and we feel they are

too sacred to be played as popular

music by dance bands. It started out

with just a few bands playing a few

of the spirituals, but now its got to

the point where they are playing a

great many of them all the time. We
think it's time the desecration

stopped."
Move to enlist the aid of broad-

casting chains, asking them to bar

spirituals from the networks when
not played in a reverent manner,

also was decided. The support of

James C. Petrillo, head man of

American Federation of Musicians,

also will be asked.

Denver Disldbx

Biggies War On

Small-Fry Ops
Denver, Aug. 26.

There's a big jukebox war raging
in this Rocky Mountain mart, and
tavern and restaurant operators are
ranking in the spoi's. Bigtime ti'<s-

trib-operators have launched a drive
to squeeze out the lesser fry and,
with that in mind, are reportedly of-

fering as much as $1,200 to the din-
ing and v/ining spots for the right to

install their coin boxes.

What's more, the top juke distribs

are gilting lump-cash offers with pro-
posals to up the take of tavern and
restaurant operators from the pres-

ent 50-50 basis toifiO-40. Box-tycoons
are aiming to corral all of Denver's
estimated $2,000,000 per year reve-
nues from the jukes.

It looks like bigtimers will win be-

cause they can install the boxes a

lot cheaper and use the coin saved
that way to elbow their lesser com-
petitors. Sudden activity by the top

concerns is reported to stem from the

belief, that the city administration

will soon legalize pinbal) machines.
City is hard put for revenue and

it's thought that all machines ex-

i
ccpt the out-and-out one-armed
bandit will be greenlighted in short

order. When and if that comes, the

large firms want assured locates for

their pinball apparatus.

have drawn heavily and the union
chief believes that the public is hot
for more such concerts.

Local itself is putting on Thursday
evening concerts at Lincoln Park,
financing them with funds derived
from royalties on records and tran-

scriptions.

Says Reed: "Eventually this type
of public entertainment shc-jld be
supported by a small tax levy as it

is in Long Beach, Los Angeles, San
Francisco, Indianapolis, Cleveland
and other cities throughout Hie
country."

Fox Cracks Down

On 3 Disk Outfits

Harry Fox, representative of mu-
sic publishers on mechanical and
synchronization, cracked down on
three minor disk companies last

week, starting Suits against two and
beginning an investigation of an-
other over unpaid royalties. Fox
stepped in on Irving Gwirtz' Dia-
mond Record label, adding a suit for

$10,000 to one for $12,000 in behalf
of Ralph -Peer, both of which fol-

lowed a previous suit for $12,000
filed by Colonial Music.

Figures quoted in the suits against
Diamond are arbitrary due to the
fact that Gwirtz refuses to give an
accounting of recordings sold of Jan
August's "Misirlou," backed up by
"Babalu." Gwirtz, as a matter of
fact, refuses to acknowledge a roy-
alty debt to the publishers. Peer
owns "Babalu" and Colonial Mu.'ic

owns "Misirlou" and the selection of

the above figures is based on hear-
say regarding* the disk's sales. Fox's
$10,000 suit is over unpaid royalties

of tunes published by other clients.

Other suit begun was against Com-
modore label, formerly owned by
Milton Gabler, but now under the
Decca wing. Fox claims to be owed
$2,500 in royalties from ' the period
before Decca took over the label's

masters. Gabler, incidentally, works
for Decca.

Remaining argument over royal-

ties is with Vogue. Fox assigned
two Detroit attorneys to check into

Vogue and endeavor to determine
how much that company owes his

publishers. Vogue never really got
j

started as a manufacturer, but did

put out sufficient recordings to make
sizable royalty sums due.

during which the dispute could not
be adjudicated.

Crux of the argument seems to be
that Herman Starr, head of the pub-
lishing houses, took the attitude that

if he was going to give Majestic con-
sideration in the payment of royal-
ties, the disk company should be
willing to give him consideration in

its recordings of his songs. He
wanted certain tunes cut immedi-
ately by top Majestic artists. This
the disk company refused to do, but,

in consideration for recording cer-

tain of the proferred tunes, it sought
to work out a method of paying
royalties owed over a period of time,

a pirn similar to one worked out
previously with Harry Fox, repre-
sentative of a majority of publish-

er in the collection of mechanical

j
royalties. This Starr refused and

1 the suit followed.

In cracking down on Majcstie,

Starr has just about covered the re-

cording field. In the past year or so

j
he has tackled all of the majors with
the exception of Decca, forcing all

into his way of thinking insofar;

i
the recording of his songs go, by de-

: m: nding the full two-cent statutory
i rate for recordings of WB tunes.

I
Since the standard rate is"one and
three quarter cents, plus which Starr
heads the most powerful .catalogs in

the business composed of songs that

every recording company worth it»

salt must eventually include !in al-

bums, etc., they all bowed to his

wishes. Over a year's time, the

money saved in the one-quarter cent
difference in royalty per disk can
add up to considerable cash.

Majestic is admittedly behind in

its payment of royalties. Its deal
with Fox called for a percentage of

arrears to be paid in installments,

with the company alwajs one-
quarter behind its debts. Last quar-
ter, however, it fell farther behind.

When the second quarter payment
was due the 15th of this month, only

65% of the first quarter cash had
been paid. There's still 35% of it

coming and all of the second quar-
ter due.

Coast Office for Bloom
Ben Blpom shoves off for the

Coast early next month for the

purpose of establishing a Coast of-

fice for his new music publishing

company and to put a man to work
running it. Called Ben Bloom
Music Corp. the Coast branch is

being set up to help push the fil m's

first tune, "Sipping Cider by the

Zuyder Zee."

Eloom recently left Advance
j

Music to set up his own firm. Prior

to that he had be. n wilh Irving

;

Berlin and Saul Bernstein for years.
,

AFM Tosses Out Wald,

Foster Bandsmen's Bid

For Retroactive Pay
American Federation of Musicians

last week denied the application by
members of the bands of Jerry Wald
and Chuck Foster for retroactive

pay, based on scale increases which
they did not get while working with
the respective leaders at the New
Yorker hotel, New York, at separate
times during the past two years. De-
cision to toss out their claims was
made by the AFM's international

executive board, to which the cases

were referred.

Arguments stemmed from the fact

that the men involved began work
with Wald and Foster at one pi ic^

and during band's run, in each in-

stance, scales for the spots were
boosted. They did not get commen-
surate raises in p,ry and wnrn they
left the respective b.vds. filed cln'm-i

for the extra coin.

Upswing in Sheet Music

Sales Heartens Jobbers,

Pubs; Hope Slumps Over
Music jobbers felt a slight stirring

in sheet music sales last week, and

they look to the next two weeks to a

month to give some indication of

how far sheet sales will rise out of

the worst slump the business has ex-

perienced in years. Rise in sale*

figures last week wasn't sufficient to

herald a general recovery, but It at

least gave publishers and jobbers

heart, indicating that the end of the

slump was near.

Of all the new tunes fighting for a

toe-hold on sales, Supreme Music's

(Bregman, Vocco, Conn-Decca firm)

"Near You," seems to be the most

promising, with Leeds' "On the Ave-

nue" also stirring. "Near You" is

another one of those hot items start-

ed BV a small disk company— in this

cn.-e the Bullet label. Francis Craig,
win wi oie the son" v : "i Kc-mit
Go'd, recorded the tune for Bullet

and for some time it wns, the only
recording out. Its succ.ss prompted
tvfi'y major label to rc:'o-d the tune
with tcp artists, and,- w t.h few net-

work phi's, the tune is t'lrrtng into

a bost s il'er. Andrews F'-ters 'lid it

for Dec ;:: El'iot Lavvrc " for Co-
lumbia; Alvlno Rey for C^,| '. ol.
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10 Best Sheet Sellers
'

(Week Ending, Aug. 23)

Peg O' My Heart Robbins

Who's Kissing Her Marks
That's My Desire Mills

Sweet 16 Shapiro-B

Feudin' & Fightin' Chappell

Apple Blossom Wedding. . . S-B
I Wish Didn't Love. .Paramount

Across Alley Alamo Capitol

Anyone Who Knows. . .Witmark
Chi-Baba Oxford

Second 10
Whiffenpoof . .Miller-Schirmer

Long I'm Dreaming. .Burke-VH
Almost Being in Love Pox
Smoke/ Smoke, Smoke. American
I Wonder, I Wonder. .. .Robbins

Tallahassee Famous
Lady 29 Palms. Martin
Aint'cha Comin' Back. . .Sinatra

Near You. Supreme
Echo Said No. Lombardo

Wednesday,, August 27, 1947

Bands at Hotel B.O.'s
Cover* Total

Weeks Funt Covers
, Band Hotel Played Week On Uat*
Skinnay Ennis. .. Astor Root (850; $1-$1.25) 2. 3,275 6,625

Jack Fina Waldorf (400; $2) 3 2,725 ,11,650
Skitch Henderson. Pennsylvania (500; $1-$1.50K . .. 9 1,550 15,225
Jerry Wald' New Yorker (400; $I-$1.50.) 4 1,125 5^275
Johnny Pineapple. Lexington (300; $1-$1.50) 41 750 37*900

Songs With Largest Radio Audiences
The tt>p 34 songs of the week, based on the copyrighted Audience Cov-

erage Index Survey o1 Popular Music Broadcast over Radio Networks

Published by the Office o! Research, Inc., Dr. John G. Peatman Director.

Survey Week of August 15-21, 1947

Across the Alley From the Alamo......... Capitol

Ain'tcha Ever Comin' Back Sinatra

All My Love'.... .....Harms

All Of Me ,
....Bourne

Almost Like Being In Love— ""Brigadoon" ...Fox

An Apple Blossom Wedding Shapiro-B

As Years Go By.. ....... -Miller

Ask Anyone Who Knows...... Witmark

Chi-Baba ••• ••• Oxford

Come To the Mardi Gras Southern

Don't Tell Me—f'Hucksters" ..Robbins

Every So Often Warren/

Ev'rybody And His Brother .... BMI
Feudin' and Fightin'—f"Sons O' Guns" Chappell

Fun And Fancy Free—t"Fun and Fancy Free" ,
Santly-Joy

I Have But One Heart... • ... Barton

I Wish I Didn't Love You So—f'Perils of Pauline" ....Paramount

I Wonder I Wonder I Wonder ........ Robbins

I Wonder Who's Kissing Her Now—t"I Wonder Now". ...-E. B. Marks

Ivy—t"Ivy" '
'• •
.Burke-VH

Je Vous Aime—t"Copacabana" ..Crawford

Just An Old Love Of Mine ,
C-P

Kate :
Berlin

Kokomo, Ind.—f'Mother Wore Tights" BVC
Love and the Weather ....Berlin

Oh My AchhV Heart « . ...Mood

Peg O' My Heart • • ..<-•:.• • • • .Robbins

Story of Sorrento Pemora

Tallahassee—f'Variety Girl" Famous
That's My Desire Mllls

Tomorrow .... Morris

When You Were Sweet Sixteen—fjolson Story".,.,.. Shapiro-B

You Do—f'Mother Wore Tights", BVC
You're Not So Easy To Forget.... \ Feist

The remaining 16 songs of the week, based on the copyrighted Audience

Coverage Index Survey of Popular Music Broadcast Over Radio Networks.

Published by the Office of Research, Inc. Dr. John G. Peatman, Director.

Survey Week of August 15-21, 1947

As Long As I'm Dreaming—f'Welcome Stranger" ...Burke-VH
Cecilia •• ABC
Echo Said "No" ..... '.....Lombardo

For Once In Your Life .Dreyer

1 Want To Be Loved...... Melrose

If My Heart Had a Window : Mutual
Lady From 29 Palms Martin

Lazy Mood Capitol

Mam'selle ..Feist

My Future Just .Passed1

. .
Beverly

Old Devil Moon—*"Finian's Rainbow" ....Crawford

On the Avenue Leeds

On the Old Spanish Trail Maurice
Passing By ... ..Chappell

Red Silk' Stockings and Green Perfume Morris

Stella By Starlight
, , . . .

Beverly

t Ftlmusical. • Leyit Musical.

(Copyright Office of Research, Inc., New York)

Just Released!

ETHEL SMITH'S DECCA
Recording No. 241 35

A

LA BAMBA

DE VERA CRUZ
Orch. by

Johnny Warrington

PAOLI P10NEER MUSIC CORP.

SUES UA, S-B FOR

SONG INFRINGEMENT
United Artists along with music

publisher Shapiro-Bernstein and Sid
Silvers and Fred Finklehoffe, were
named defendants last week in a
song-piracy suit field in N. Y. fed-

eral court. Plaintiff, Irene Manghir,
charges infringement of her song,

"Gypsy Serenade* in the Silvers-

Finklehoff tune, "Now and Then."
UA used "Now and Then" in its

rncture, "Mr. Ace," according to the
suit. Shapiro-Bernstein published
it. Injunction, damages and an ac-
counting are sought. •

Just Suppose This

System Was in Use

In U S, Night Clubs
Buenos Aires, Aug. 11.

An unprecedented case has arisen

in Buenos Aires, which only proVes

that the Argentine.. Federation of

Musicians is not as powerful as its

U.S. counterpart.

In B.A. the musicos are less pow-
erful than the waiters' fraternity. As

a result, management of the Adlon
Bar and Tea Room on the Calle

Florida" has been forced to oust two
top-flight bands—Vicente Tagliacoz-

zo's Gypsy Ensemble and the Mario

Cesari Jazz unit—on the bidding of

its waiters.

Argument put up by the waiters

is that the bands were proving too

costly an item in the eatery's budget

and curtailed their cut. According to

labor agreements instituted under

the Peron regime, waiters and res-

taurant personnel collect a commis-
sion on the gross turnover, in lieu

of the old system of collecting tips

from patrons. ,

Adlon management had to com-
pensate the two ousted bands for

suspension of con'ract and this alone

came to a tidy item. Argentine mu-
sicos are now waiting to see how
Icr.g the eatery keeps going without

the lure of the name bands. They
predict a b.o. slump since the chie'

draw at this eight-year-old locale

was its custom of featuring popular

combos.
Waiters' argument is that if peo-

ple want to eat and drink they will

do so whether or not an expensive

|
band is making with the jive. Adlon
is on the second story of a building

in the upper part of Calle Florida,

nearest to the business section of

the city. Around 6 p.m. it was a

familiar sight to see crowds gather-

ing" in the street below to catch the
strains of Tagliacozzo's gypsy music
or Cesari's hot jive issuing from the
open windows above, and plenty of

customers were attracted, to the
place in this way, whereas they
might otherwise .never have known
that it existed. Oi.ly time can tell

whether the musicos., or the waiters
win out.

*Ice Revue at New Yorker.—Ginny Simms at Waldorf

Chicago
Del Courtney (Marine Room, Edgewater Beach; 1,100; $1.50-$2.50 min.).

Temperature nearing 100 mark has all night club biz off. Outdoor, danceiy
pulling in only 9,100, still good. >,,;

Freddie Nagel (Empire Room, Palmer; 650; $3.50 min.). Liberace aud
Michael Douglas taking same beating. Slumped to 2,700.

Benny Strong (Boulevard Room, Stevens; 550; $3.50 min.). Another
slow spot. Slim 3,300.

Charlie Ventura (College Inn, Sherman; 900; $2.00-$3.50 min.). First
big letdown after top preceding week. Slow 4,000 covers.

Lois Angeles
Eddy Howard (Ambassador; 900; $1-$1.50). Excellent 2,500 covers.
Russ Morgan (Biltmore; 900; $1-$1.50). Pace perked; 1,900 tabs, fairish.

Location Jobs, Not in Hotels

(Los Angeles)

jack Barrows (Aragon, B„ Ocean Park, 12th wk). Closed out with mild
3,300 admishes; Lawrence Welk opened month stand last nite (Tues ).

Tommy Dorsey (Casino Gardens, B., Ocean Park, 12th wk.). Also a
windup, after wow biz all summer. Final frame saw pace slow due to

coolish weather along beach front,, but 7,000 customers okay. Frankie
Masters in this week., •

Frankie Carle (Palladium, B., Hollywood, 5th wk.). Up to 10,000 admishes,
plenty alright.

(Chicago) >

Marty Gould (Chez Paree; 650; $3.50 min.). With Danny Thomas out
Tuesday (19) and Carmen Miranda following, plus All-Star-Bears foot-

ball visitors, spot did town's top take. Rousing 6,100.

Henry King (Aragon; $0.90-$1.15 adm.). Not doing well, despite air-

conditioning. Weak 11,000.

Ray Pearl (Blackhawk; 500; $2.50 min.). Took nosedive. Thin 2,200.

Teddy Phillips (Trianon; $0.90-$1.15 adm.). Slid to 11,900.

Buddy Shaw (Latin Quarter; 700; $2.50 min.).- Lowest total covers this

season. Only 3,600. Marie McDonald replaces Ben Blue Aug. 27.

' " -

Pianist • Conductor • Arranger

CARL SANDS
AND

HIS ORCHESTRA

THE NEW AUGMENTED BAND

ORIENTAL THEATRE

THANKS TO:

CHICAGO

EDWIN SILVERMAN WILL J. HARRIS
JACK BELASCO CHAS. A. HOGAN

PAT LOMBARD

Nat'l Assn. of Disk

Jocks Jumps to 200

Members; Hughes In

Chicago, Aug. 26.

Membership in the newly formed
National Association of Disk Jockeys
now stands at almost 200. It's a jump
from the 80 jockeys that enrolled
when the NADJ met for its organi-
zation meeting in Chicago a couple
weeks ago. Barry Gray, chairman,
claims that the enrollment includes
Rush Hughes, of St. Louis. Hughes
had refused to attend the convention
on the grounds that he didn't want
to be a party to a promotion stunt.

Hughes was referring to Universal-
International's sponsorship of the
meet as a plug for "Something in the
Wind." He submitted his application
after being assured that the organi-
zation would never again be a party
to any such tieups. Dues for the org.
incidentally, is $10 a year.
Latest plans of the association call

for regional meetings throughout the
country, with possibilities of another
nation-wide assembly within the

I next six rmmths. Date and location of

I next convention have not been de-
I cided.

First issue of the new weekly
: jockey publication, "Inside Groove,"

I

with distribution conBned to the disk
jockeys, will be in the mail Aug. 29.

Paper, was Gray's idea, in collabora-
tion with Lou Levy pf Leeds Music,
before being elected head of the or-
ganization, and upon taking office,

offered publication to the associa-
tion. Acceptance of paper by the
jocks was" criticized by several trade
papers, on grounds that the Levy re-
lationship would prove a disadvan-
tage in regard to influence on fair
programming. Since, Levy has
dropped out of the deal, and "Inside
Groove" will be an exctusive disk
jockey endeavor.

MURRAY BAKER
SUGGESTS FOR YOUR PROGRAM

YOU'RE

A
SWEETHEART

Music by . . .

JIMMY McHUGH
ROBBINS MUSIC CORP.

SMOKE!
SMOKE!
SMOKE!

(That Cigarette)

AMERICAN MUSIC. INC.
»10» SiWH«t Blvd., Caret Kooitro
Hollywood 46, Cul. 65 W. 42 St., N.Y.C.

King Cole Trio Getting

2G Vs. 60% on Concerts
Hollywood, Aug. 26.

King Cole Trio starts cross-coun-
try trek next week, with a few lo-
cation jobs salted in among a skein
of one-niters, and quite a lineup of
concert dates. For the latter, combo
is asking $1,500 to $2,000 guarantee
against 60% of gate. First concert
set is Sept. 13 at Louisville, with
bookings in Chicago, Pittsburgh,
Charlestown, W. Va.: Lansing, Mich.;
Rochester, Minn., also inked.

Trio starts tour with week stand
at Jerry Jones' ballroom in Salt
Lake City next Monday (I).

i^eto fear**

DICK HAYMES

IS DOING HIS

CHRISTMAS DREAMING

A LITTLE EARLY THIS YEAR

HOW ABOUT YOU?
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Music Notes
Carmen Lombardo back on Coast from Hawaiian vacash . . . Nellie

Lutcher, Capitol Records' latest find, hurriedly etched eight faces for the

label last week . . . Dave Bernie, Hollywood rep of Santly-Joy, on
tune-touting trek through Pacific Northwest . . . Keenan Wynn com-
pleted a kidisk album for M-G-M Records . .• . Dinah Shore cut two

jiew sides for Columbia . . . Bill Anson, disk jock on KFWB, Hollywood,

opening own music pub..'. . Harry James sessioned for Columbia Sunday

(24) . • • Lou kevy, Leeds Music prexy, scoots back to Hollywood Sept.

15 . . . Eddy Arnold waxing a rustic rhythm album for RCA-Victor this

week . . . Eddie Janis, BMI Coast rep, in Gotham confabbing with head

jnen . . • Howard da Silva parted by Decca to albumize humorous yarns

. Spina-Green's upcoming tune, "One Little Tear Is an Ocean," has

been etched by Lionel Hampton tor Decca, Beryl Davies, RCA-Victor;

Artie Wayne, Majestic . . . Alexander Lazlo cutting an album for Colum-

bia label . . . Eddy Howard cut eight sides for Majestic in Hollywood.

vf+ »M ******************************** ********** *±

On the Upbeat

Victor Sets Deals For

ro,

RCA-VIctor has snagged the cast

of the forthcoming "Allegro," by
Richard Rodgers and Oscar Ham-
merstein, to record an album of the
show's music as performed. Victor
completed the deal last week with
the two writers and they, as well
as the Theatre Guild, which is pro-
ducing the show, will participate in

the album's proceeds via a royalty
arrangement.

Victor also has an agreement with
Monty Proser and Joseph Kipness,
producer of the soon-to-open "High
Button Shoes," to record and mar-
ket an album of that show's score,

with the original cast.

f4+ <
New York

Abe Bloom back with Melody

Lane music as professional manager

under general prof, topper Jerry

Johnson I . . Stan Kenton set at

Frank Dailey's Meadowbrook open-

ing Dec. 23 . . . Guy Lombardo
orchestra is and has been for some
time top seller on Decca label among
bands . . . Frankie Carle drew
$68,000 royalty check from Colum-
bia Records for six-month sale of

around 3,000,000 disks . . . Retail

Record Dealer's Assn. shindig, Sept.

22 at Manhattan Center, N. Y.
growing; Vic Damone and Frankie
Laine added to talent that will be
showing wares . . . Sammy Kaye
cracked Surf Club, Virginia Beach,
attendance mark Saturday (23) by
over 200 people . . . Broadcast
Music, Inc. office closed down yes-
terday (Tuesday) while staff had
e picnic . . . Xavier Cugat into

Click, Philadelphia, Oct. 6 thence

OUR
HOUR
(The Puppy Love Song)

SANTLY-JOY, INC.
1619 Broadway, New York

TOMM IT VAJC.ANDO, Geo. Pro. Mgr.

MILLS Record-Breahing STANDARDS

WEDDING BELLS
(Are Breaking Up That
Old Gang of Mine)

. •

OH PETER!
(You're So Nice)

Alvino Rey (Capitol B4521)
•

IDAHO
Gent Amnion* Sextet (Mercury 8048)

MILLS MUSIC. Inc.

1619 Broadway New York 19

THANKS

ALLAN DRAKE

EDDIE and GEORGE
JAILORS TO THE STARS

.Smart nttlre for Acts and Builds

When in the Cost Call or Wire
for Representative with Samples

S06 S. Broad St., Philn.

Dione: I'Eiiuj pinker 6-1656

to Mexico . . . Tomrrty Dorsey not

playing Click, incidentally, due to

failure to get together on deal . . .

Marvin Scott and Dardanelle col-

laborated with Lionel Hampton on
current Decca release of "Adama
Blew His Hat," which lists Hamp-
ton as sole writer . . . Horace Heidt
seeking new Columbia Records af-

filiation; old one had expired
Hassard Short's forthcoming Broad-
way musical, "Music In My Heart,"
will have 20 tunes in the score,

published by Robbins . . . Frankie
Carle into Pennsylvania hotel,

Dec. 26.

Hollywood
Red Nichols sitting in as sideman

on some Capitol Records releases

billing self as Red Loring . . .

Lionel Hampton and 1 Louis Arm-
strong collabed on a jump tune,

"The Goldwyn Stomp," for inclu-

sion in "A Song Is Born," Goldwyn
film in which leaders are appearing
. . . Tex Beneke band into San
Francisco's Paramount theatre, week
of Nov. 26 . . . Harry Owens has
had option lifted at St. Francis,

Frisco and now is getting $3,500
weekly. StaHed stand in July at

$3,000, plus a split after first $2,500
in covers . . . Eddie Oliver back
into Ciro's Friday (29) . . . Russ
Morgan winds up 16-month stand at

Biltmore here to make way for Jan
Garber Oct. 9 . . . Tommy Rockwell,
GAC prexy, trained to N. Y. late

last week; expected back here at

his ranch in about six weeks . . .

Don Kent quit L. A. police force
to join Jerry Brent band as vocalist

. . . Boyd Raeburn flew back east
oyer weekend after a quickie flip

here to talk things over with his
band's bankroller, Stillman Pond,
the Lake Arrowhead realtor . . .

Cress Courtney, William Morris'
band-booker in from N. Y. He will
zoom back to his office after Duke
Ellington's Hollywood Bowl concert
Sunday (31) . . . Chuck Newton quit
Capitol Records' flackery to join
Stan Kenton as advance-man.

Chicago
Buddy Winefield doing first Mil-

waukee jazz concert Sept. 21 at Elks

Hall, with Charlie Ventura and Gene

Ammons first names set.... Bill

Johnson orchestra opens at Frolics,

Detroit, Sept. 5 . . .Dizzy Gillespee

dated for Parkway Arena Aug. 31.

with Andy Kirk down for Sept. 14

....Anne Rooney and her all-girl

band open at the Biltmore Club.

Ottawa, Illinois. .. .Glen Garr at

Trocadero, Evansville, Ind., Aug. 26

for two weeks, to be followed by
similar stay at Plantation, Nash-
ville . . Herbie Fields at Stage Door,
Milwaukee, for couple of weeks with

options. .. .Morrey Brennan orches-

tra set for the Sky Club, Chi., open-
ing Sept. 26. with George De Carl

in! same spot after four weeks....
Jean Mattice's femme orchestra in

second week of Top O' the Town St.

Louis date.

A GREAT LIVING AMERICAN

Irving Berlin
Read this brilliant tribute by

George Frazier columnist

CoronetIN THE
SEPTEMBER

Jocks-Jukes
Continued from page 40

ASCAP Finally Goes Into Action In

Bid for Additional Theatre Coin
American Society of Composers,

Authors and Publishers has been
planning for more than two years-to-

boost theatre seat tax revenue, a

move finally executed last week
when it sent out communiques to

17.000-odd theatres advising that
when contracts come up for re-

as Guy Lombardo. Progressive jazz

as well as Dixieland. But how is

that going to be acomplished? How,
when some of our supposedly top
critics are so gone on one particular'

type of music, or jazz that they can't

competently judge any other. Those
who are presumed most learned
are really often most narrow-
minded. Some trade magazines are
now in the same groove. It's getting

rather tiresome seeing guys like

Goodman, Dorsey and Condon being
raked from stem to stern simply
because they don't go on a pure
modern kick. It's also rather sicken-

ing' to hear old schoolers down pro-

gressiveness (bop, etc.) It's equally
exasperating when admirers of the

big band swing school (Basie, Good-
man, etc.) turn their noses up at all

other types of music. In my opinion
any music well played can be inter-

esting. There's beauty in the old
school's playing from the heart.

Likewise, in powerful overwhelming
big band swing. Then there's the
tremendous section and experimen-
tal work of progressive big band
jazz, and the technical intricacies of
frantic Bop . . , music from the
head.

*The only thing critics seem to be
able to agree upon is what is not
jazz . . , the Monroes, Lombardoes,
etc. that make no pretense of pro-
ducing such.

The answer, for one perusing cri-

ticism nowadays, seems to be as fol-

lows. Any criticism must be con-
sidered in the light of realizing to

which musical "party" the critic

belongs.

Well, let me say it's been a dis-

tinct pleasure filling in for George
"vacation" Frazier. He'd better be
enjoying that siesta. Pardon me
while 1 collapse!

MPPA, SPA Ready

To Resume Talks
Meetings of committees represent-

ing the Music Publishers Protective

Assn. and the Songwriters Protec-

tive Assn. may be resumed next

week in an effort to get further
along toward concluding the terms

of a new contract between members
of both organizations. With sum-
mer vacations, etc., just about over,
it's hoped that enough members of

the two committees can be rounded
up to renew talks.

It is almost a year since the SPA
committee assigned to the contract
chore fired its first gun aimed at
securing better terms from publish-
ers who exploit their songs. It was
on Sept. 19, '46 .that a draught of

the SPA demands was handed to

MPPA men. In November, the first

meeting between the committees
representing the two factions took
place and confabs have been going
on at intervals ever since. Despite
this long period of time, the com-
mittees are not very much nearer a
solution to demands and counter-
demands than they were a year
ago. Meanwhile, the old contract,

which expired Dec. 31 last, is tem-
porarily renewed monthly.

newal its rates will be increased
• further details on page 5). Dick
Murrayrone of the four-men running
the Society, subject- to the organi-
zation's executive board, since the
death of John G. Paine this spring,

was originally brought into the or-

ganization Jan. 1, 1946, to plan and
carry out seat-tax boosts.

Murray launched his first attempt
for additional theatre coin last sum-
mer, via a conversation with Charles
Moskowitz, Loew's, Inc., exec, but
at that time drew a blank. There-
after the Society went slower in its

moves.

Original cause behind the raises

being asked, which add up to ap-

proximately a 300% boost overall, is

ASCAP's rate-dispute with . radio

back in 1940. One of the objections

radio people raised during the dis-

pute, which kept ASCAP music off

the air for almost a year, was that

the medium was contributing to

ASCAP coffers considerably more
coin annually than the film-theatre

industry, comparatively. Radio peo-

ple felt that ASCAP head men were
deliberately by-passing the thought

of asking increased rates from film

and exhibitor interests due to the
fact that the majority of the more
powerful ASCAP publisher-member
catalogs were and still are owned
by film producers.

Sammy Kaye Prez Of

Chi Vet Foundation
* - Chicago, Aug. 26.

Sammy Kaye was named president

of the Hospitalized Veterans Founda-

tion here last week. Maestro replaces

Jack Benny, one of the organiza-
tion'^ founders. Foundation is dedi-

cated to provide radio sets and other
entertainment for nation's 125,000

bedridden vets.

Eight new directors were also

elected.

come BACK

BIGGER
THAN MR

WHY SHOULD

I CRY

OVER YOU?
Wo'd' o-d Mji.c by

Ned M,jipr ana Ch.-si.-. t^r

; t| 1*1* Iraodwey • Rtw Y«rk. N. V.

- \ HARRY UNK, G«n. Prof. Mgr.
im*} CCORCEDAUN.frol.Mgr.

/\/a tide t(jdUtiiXf ~ Vt'b juii—

FEATURED IN THE WARNER BROS. PICTURE

"DARK PASSAGE"
Starring

HUMPHREY BOGART

LAUREN BACALL

BING CROSBY (Decca) KING COLE TRIO (
Ca P ito1

)

TONY MARTIN (Victor) jo STAFFORD (Capitol)

HARRY JAMES (Columbia) DICK FARNEY (Majestic)

EDDIE DUCHIN (Columbia)

and many more on the way

HARMS, INC, New York 20, N. Y.

MOSE GUMBLE, Director of Standard Exploitation
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N. Y.s Yiddish Bistros May Swing

To Name Policy to Survive
The Yiddish niteries on the lower*

east side of New York may change
their entire • modus-operandi this

coming fall. Start is likely to be

made at Jack Silverman's Old
Roumanian. Silverman is currently

at Saratoga Springs and is expected

to make bids for Yiddish name
talent when he returns next week

New SonjaHenie leer

Preems in Indpls. Nov. 12
Indianapolis, Aug. 26.

Sonja Henie's 1947 "Hollywood Ice

Revue" will precm in Indianapolis,
He's considering Molly Picon as the

j

Nov.12, for a 17-day run at the Coli-
initial starter under the new policy, I Seum.
and may follow with other names
from Yiddish legit stage.

The lower east side cafes, like their

uptown counterparts, have been hit

during the current economic lull.

Business in most of the sector's

nightclubs including the Rainbow
Inn has been way below par.

Clubs in that sector, it's claimed,

have a peculiar problem, particular-

ly at the Old Roumanian where
prices are on par with uptown
boites. Few residents of that area

can afford the $4.75 tap for a steak

dinner and $1 for drinks. Conse-

quently, they have to draw on

Jewish patronage from other pre-

cincts.

In going after the important

•penders, the clubs have to compete

with the uptown boites, inasmuch as

greater part of the patronage are the

cloak-and-suiters, who are also an

important factor in the midtown
clubs. Consequently, it's felt that

since they must go after the same
customers, they must eventually

use names just as the midtown
spots are doing.

However, the downtown operators

will only use top budgeted talent as

a last resort. They know that once

they start on name programs they

have to continue that type booking

because patronage will thereafter

expect a continual flow of names or

will go elsewhere. As it is, they

still have a chance to do. normal

business, .with the medium priced

talent, and unless business drops to

the point' where grosses are below

the breaking point, they'll try to get

along without expensive acts.

LATIN QUARTER, BOSTON,

PACTING TOP TALENT
Mickey Redstone, operator of the

Latin Quarter, Boston, now closed

for the summer, has signed Eleanor

JPowell for his opening show. Red-
stone plans to continue the name
policy with Martha Raye slated to

go in Oct. 12 and Ted Lewis fol-

lowing Nov. 2,

Redstone .also owns the May air,

Boston, which has been shuttered for

sometime. Plans for that spot are

still indefinite. However, there's talk

that if Redstone is guaranteed suf-

ficient name talent for both spots,

he'll reopen the Mayfair as well.

St. Louis has been added to this

year's tour, which also will include

Chicago, Detroit and New York.
Show will be put together in Chi-
cago and come to the Coliseum for

its dress rehearsals.

Como s $87,600 Chi

Gross; Pockets 29G

Plus $2,000 Bonus
Perry Como ran into an unusual

situation at the close of his week at

the Chicago theatre, Chicago, which
marked the end Qt his summer thea-
tre tour. In on a guarantee and
percentage, he drew $29,400 as his

end of an $87,600 gross for the week—
and on top of that was given a $2,000

bonus. Latter was given him by the
management because the picture

Metro's "Cynthia," ran 98-minutes,
thereby preventing a faster turn-
over which might have allowed the

gross to go over $100,000 and Como's
cut to go higher.

Como played six weeks of theatres

and a half week at the Steel Pier,

Atlantic City, on his summer tour
and earned, himself a total of $142,-

500 in round figures for his pains.

In addition to the $31,400 out of

Chi. he got some $27,000 out of

Cleveland, $26,500 out of Boston,
$17,500 for 22 shows at the Steel

Pier' and $40,000 for four weeks at

the New York Paramount, *n an
adjusted four-year old contract
which originally called for $4,000.

Como opened last night (Tuesday)
at Frank Dailey's Meadowbrook,
which also was an' old contract, call-

ing for $1,000 weekly. He fulfilled

the date more as a favor to Dailey
to launch the spot on its fall season
than because of the commitment.
His date at Dailey's incidentally, has
brought General Artists Corp., the
singer's agency, requests for dates on
him from similar clubs.

FRANK MARLOWE
"THE FALL GUY"

. Currently week August 28 at the
RKO Boston as the extra, added at-
traction with Louis Prima and his
orchestra.

Returning
York, soon.

to the Strand, New

Mgt.: Singer <t Tishman
701 Seventh Avenue, New York

Fishman Sues Glaser

For Commission Split

On Ruth Etting Dates
Hollywood, Aug. 26.

A suit asking for accounting and
commissions allegedly due as part-
ner in agenting return to show busi-
ness of Ruth Etting, songstress, was
filed in superior court here against
Joe Glaser, of Associated Booking
Corp., by Ed Fishman, of Capitol At-
tractions.

In the complaint filed by Irving
Cohen and Harry Platner, attorneys,
it is alleged that Fishman, as person
who instigated Miss Etting's return
from retirement, was to share in

commissions on bookings after turn-s

ing her over to Glaser. Added
cause of action is alleged in similar
nonpayment of commissions due on
bookings of Rudy Vallee.

National AGVA, My Local In

New Flareup on Confab Delegates

Paris Cafe Date, P.A/s

In Works for Lena Home
Lena Horhe may play the Mon-

signeur, Paris, late this year. Music
Corp. of America is negotiating a

deal to have the singer play four to

eight weeks of vaudeville in London.,
make some recordings abroad and
follow with Paris nitery date.

She's expected to sail for Europe
sometime in November.

Baseball Opposish Sunk

Crabbe's Water Show
. Albany, N. Y., Aug. 29.

Buster Crabbe's "Hollywood Water
Follies" had an unprofitable four-

right engagement last week at the

Mid-City Pool, lack of publicity

being one of the prime reasons.

Aside from modest-Size newspaper
advertisements four days before
swimming champion opened, there
was little other advance publicity.

The first night audience did no{
number more than 250 (at 75 cents
top). Show also ran into terrific

opposition from an exhibition ball

game, a block away, at Hawkins
Stadium, between the Albany East-
ern league club and the Pittsburgh
National league team.
Crabbe told Variety: "I, decided

to give Albany a trial with a water
show, but the attendance seems to
indicate it will not support one—in
the baseball season at any rate. I

am on an eight-week tour between
pictures. I expect to take out a
siiow, with 100 swimmers and
divers, for the Arena Managers
Assn. in the fall, playing the big
spots. The AMA will take care of
publicity and all details on this tour."

Wheeling, W. Va., was Crabbe's
best date in the first four weeks.
Show will close in Detroit. Carry-
ing 17 people here (two acts were
out), the "Follies" pleased those who,
attended.

'NIGHT PAGEANT' WILL

SPARK CAL. STATE FAIR
Sacramento, Aug. 26.

California State Fair opens Thurs-
day (28> with a spectacle titled

"Night Pageant," staged by Alan
Dwan.
Hollywood names here for the

opening include Marilyn Maxwell,
Jack Holt, Sonny Tufts, William Ben-
dix. William Demarest, Lina Romay,
Eddie Bracken, Burl Ives, Helen
Walker, Michael O'Shea and David
Street.

N Y. CAP SET ON BAND

SHOWS UNTIL NEXT JAN.
With the booking of Tommy Dor-

sey for the Capitol theatre, N. Y„
Sid Piermont, booker for the Metro
flagship, has a sufficient* number of
headliners to go beyond New Year's
day. Dorsey is slated to head the
Christmas and New Year show at
that spot. He'll follow the Paul
Whiteman layout.

^

Other shows booked for house In-
clude Frank Sinatra, who'll go in
with Skitch Henderson, and two
other acts still to be signed, start-
ing mid-November; Dave Rose Orch,
Gene Krupa and the BUI Robinson
layout. Latter will follow current
bill. Piermont has also set Tex
Beneke and Xavier Cugat for next
year. »

Agcys. Claim

Profit Despite

Lean Summer
Despite the fact that nightclubs

have just completed one of the
worst summers in many years, tal-

ent agency cafe departments report
one of the best seasons in some time.
An important factor in the increased
agency trade is the salary decline
of many medium priced acts.

Until the summer, performers
who during the war period com-
manded $750 weekly, had been in-
sisting upon that coin or else laying
off. However, with the slack of
trade, these acts started taking
lower salaries. In many cases, less
than half of former boom take. In-
crease in number of such sales
boomed agency commissions con-
siderably.

Another factor contributing to
the upped income is the increasing
demand for names. The talent of-
fices have not as yet bBen able to
supply all bonifaces that would like
to play the top acts. Salaries for
these performers are still on the in-
crease and will continue to go
higher until more names come to
the fore. For example. Lena Home,
who is getting $6,500 at the' Copa-
cabana, N. Y.. has been booked for
$8,500 at the Town Casino, Buffalo.
Carmen Miranda, who worked at the
same spot for $7,500 is getting a re-
ported $9,000 at the Chez Paree,
Chicago. Milton Berle, whose Car-
nival, N. Y.. deal last year was set
at $7,500 plus a percentage on the
take over $42,000. could go back on
a $12,500 contract.

In all these instances, operators
are glad to shell out the upped sal-
ary as these names meant a sizable
increase in business and a profitable
operation. Since the take decreases
with lesser names, operators are
outbidding each other for the top-
bracketed performers.
Consequently, agencies fortunate

to have a healthy roster of names
are hitting the highest takes in the
cafe department's history.

N.Y. COPA SETS NEW SHOW
Completed bill for the Copacabana

show headed by Joe E.Lewis, start-
ing Sept. 11, will include Mario and
Floria and George Tapps.

Marie McDonald Ankles

Nitery Date in Billing Row
Chicago, Aug. 26.

Marie (the Body) McDonald
walked out of her date at the Latin
Quarter because of a disagreement
over billing. She was to open to-
morrow (27) for two weeks. Buddy
Lester, comic, set for same show,
contended that his contract calls for
top billing and refused to share with
songstress.

Miss McDonald had also insisted

on doing two shows a night instead
of the three which is regular sched-
ule at the nitery.

Moon Cancelled
A full moon over the Dominican

Republic's horizon has cancelled plenty by visit from brother'and his

Saranac Lake
By Happy Benway

Saranac Lake, N. Y., Aug. 26.
Al Pmard, Jr. former minstrel and

musician, in for a vacash, visited the
lodge and mitted many of the old-
timers.
The Benedict Webers motored in

from Philadelphia to visit Dickie
Moore, who is now enjoying all
privileges.
Pauline Russell, who cured here,

has joined the staff of the local gen-
eral hospital.
Joseph and Steppie Profeta dan-

cers, enroutc from Montreal stopped
off to visit the gang at the lodge.

H. D. "Hank" Hearn and his frau
ended a two week vacation here
planed back to Charlotte, N. C. He
came in for general checkup and
was given an all-clear.
Sam (RKO) Lefko. who took

two years to beat the rap, has been
okayed and returned to Philadelphia
to resume work.

Drs. Harold Ehrenkrantz and Irv-
ing Ross, former Rogers' medicos, in
for a two week vacation.
Frank tRKOl Scheedel popped up

TOWN CASINO, BUFFALO,

REOPENING SEPT. 6
Harry Altman. operator of the

Town Casino, Buffalo, has signed the
Three Suns for the precm layout
starting Sept. 6. and will follow with
Lena Home, who's been set at $8,500.
The rest of the layout will include

!

Eddie Schaeffer. Purcell & Ray
Mimic Men. Gloria French, the St!

|

Leons and the Shoragard trio. •

Altman has al.s0 lined up the
Vagabonds to start Oct. 6. and Jan.
August and Monica Lewis for his
Nov. 6 show.

the fete scheduled for Cindad Tru
jillo, capital of the Latin American
republic, slated to start tomorrow.
Explanation was given that appear-
ance of a full moon in that area is

regarded as a warning for torren-
tial downpours, making outdoor
events impossible.

Eddy Manson and Marjorie Welles,
who were slated to appear' at the
fete, were consequently cancelled
out.

sister on birthday last week.

i

Seni Okun, author, all agog over
•earning his wi'e. Delia Okun, will
spend the balance of the season here
to be near him.
Carl Kessler ("Amazing Mr. Bal-

lantme'l visited by his mother and
sister last week. Lad is flashing good
reports.
Joseph Braun. manager of the

Palace • N. Y., Nitery planed in to
chat with G. Albert Smith, who is
taking to the routine like a veteran
Write to those tvhe are ill.

'Water Follies' Pays Tab

Of Toledo Civic Festival
Toledo, O.. Aug. 26.

Gross receipts from Sam Snyder's
"Water Follies of 1947" were suf-
ficient to cover all expenses of the
Xl-day civic festival at the Toledo
Aquarama, also a profit of $2 500
according to Robert A. Stranahan!
prexy of the civic committee which
sponsored the event
The Aquarama was underwritten

by localities for $65,000. The profit
.will be turned over to one of the
city's charitable institutions. It was

j

estimated that 10,000 persons .par-
ticipated in the various events, and
500.000 attended. Paul Spor and Lou
Greiner were given credit for the
success of the celebration, which
may become an annual affair.

"* Jurisdictional dispute - between
Philadelphia local of American
Guild of Variety Artists and nationalAGVA flared anew last week when
the parent body of the talent union
was ready to set the pre-convention
meetings for Philadelphia members
Since loyalty had been seemingly
split between both factions, nationa'lAGVA was in a quandary as towhom of the Philly membership
would be eligible to vote on selection
of delegates from that area to repre-
sent them at the convention.

Modus operandi set up by nationalAGVA and ratified by Associated
Actors and Artistes of America
specifies that only paid-up members

I
shall be permitted to vote in either
the pre-convention meets or the con-
vention itself. Upon check of the
matter by AGVA auditors the great-
er number of several hundred mem-
bers of the Philly local ars not in
good standing on their books since
they claim, there has been no re-
mittance of dues from that branch to
national AGVA since last February
or since Richard Jones, exec secre-
tary of the Philly group refused to
accept dismissal from Matt Shelve/
head of national AGVA, and forward
all funds to that body. Instead Jones
instituted several court suits to nul-
lify discharge. Which are still pend-
ing in the Philadelphia courts. Dur-
ing the interim he is alleged to have
continued to collect dues and held
them in Philly instead of sending
them in to national AGVA. It is such
members who may have paid dues
to Jones, instead of national AGVA,
that are concerned in the present
flareup.

National AGVA, through Shelvey
and auditors, in order to circumvent
any chance that actually paid-up
members of the union not having a
voice and vote in the convention,
have bulletined members of the
Philly local with a four-page bro-
chure highlighting the various stages
of controversy with- Jones and ask-
ing such members to forward dues
receipts to national AGVA. If they
are paid up, regardless of to whom
they paid dues, they'll get certifica-
tion to participate in pre-convention
meet for that area to be held in
Philadelphia, Sept. 15. If they com-
ply promptly they will immediately
receive proper certification to nom-
inate their delegates at this meeting.

Philly Union Rep Held

On Embezzling Rap
Richard Jones, discharged execu-

tive secretary of the Philadelphia
local of American Guild of Variety
Artists, has been arrested in that
city on complaint of Matt Shelvey,
national head of AGVA, on a charge
of fraudulent conversion of talent
union funds? said to run into thou-
sands of dollars.

After arraignment before Magis-
trate E. Davis Reiser, he was held
in $1,500 bail for further hearing.
Bond was. furnished and Jones was
released. Shelvey was in Chicago at
the time and arrest was made at the
instigation of Arthur S. Cowan, at-

I torney, who has been representing

|

AGVA in t*e jurisdictional dispute
between Philly local of union,
headed by Jones, and national
AGVA.
Complaint^harges that Jones', who

had been dismissed by Shelvey last

February, had continued to collect .

dues from members which he did
not send into AGVA's national office.

When national AGVA attempted
to take over affairs of the Philly
local. Jones filed an injunction suit

against such takeover and dismissal,
which is yet to be adjudicated -in

Philadelphia common picas court.

Sunbroek Rodeo" Set
- For Midwest Tour

Larry Sunbroek. the embattled
rodeo impresario, whose ventures in

showbusiness have been marked
with continuous battles over non- fc

payment of salaries, and other
charges, has lined up a series of ro-
deo dates in the midwest starting
Monday (1).

Sunbroek has an itinerary which
starts at Toledo for three days and
follows with Cincinnati. Torre
Haute, Indianapolis, and Washing-
ton, D. C. All dates are for three
days except for Washington, which
will run eight 'days. Ken Maynard
will headline show.
Talent agencies selling Sunbroek

acts have insured payment by col-

lecting in advance.
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"To all performers of high or low degree, or of

whatever professional station, botak* yourselves to

tho corner of 51 It Street and Eighth Avenue in the

lorough of Manhattan . . . and there learn tome

of the secret* of the ancient and honorable art of

buffoonery .... This Is a special course of In-

Ion, made possible by Dean Nicola Blair. To

the Johnnycome-lateiys of Broadway, those third rate

comics who have been masquerading on Broadway,

I suggest that they run, not walk to the Carnival!

Assembled on one floor are four exponents of four

different comedy techniques. Hotti is the master

story teller; the self-assured, leisurely type of comic*

Wheeler is the abashed tittle fellow who tells his

iokes furtively; Patsy Kelly Is the shrilly adroit

comedienne, who is the mistress of timing; Diosa

Costello is the bouncing latin who possibly is the

best straight-woman roaming the national stages. . .

I urge Johnny-Come-Lately to sit back and find out

how it is done, and then go out and ape the manners

of their elders and superiors. Hoydcnish Patsy Kelly

was the first to blast the show wide open . . . Patsy

really stopped the show cold. . . . Holtz and Diosa

tied the show in a knot. . . . Patsy Kelly and Barry

Wood had whipped the show into a pulp . . . then

Holtz slaughtered them. Diosa Costello and Holtz

rocked the place and for good measure Diosa stopped

the show all over again on her own. . . . Bert Wheeler

went to work on an audience that had apparently been

drained of laughs, and what he achieved was a little

short of miraculous. Wheeler rolled them in the
• ..

aisles. . . . The message is as old as the hills . . .

there is no substitute for talent."

ED SULLIVAN, Daily News.

"There was Carnival in the air and spirit in the

Carnival. Mr. Holtz, a brooder .of 18 Karat dimen-

sions. . . . Mr. Holtz as an interpreter of Diosa

Costello's Spanish garrulities is as hijarious and de-

lightful an entertainer as you will find anywhere. ...

The diminutive Bert Wheeler was cute and whimsical

and appealing as ever . . . confirmed a long conviction

that here is a true artist in every sense of the word.

The dynamic Diosa Costello ... the irrepressible

boisterous dead panned, sorrowful-eyed Patsy Kelly,

the handsome baritone and sturdy straight man, Barry

Wood, all fitted neatly into a pattern of solid enter-

tainment to be enjoyed to the last drop of a pun.

the final note of a parody."

LOUIS SOBOL, N. Y. Journal-American.

"Nicky Blair presented a company of laugh

artists and, to give d one-word critical opinion^ I say

they're a wow. .... .1 can't remember laughing more

heartily during the past season than at the drolleries

and superb story telling of Lou Holtz and the com-

bined antics of Bert Wheeler. Patsy Kelly, Diosa

Costello and Barry Wood. Diosa does her specialty

of torrid Latin American singing and reverse bumping

and Barry sings some popular favorites with profes-

sional styling, but they also enter into the slapstick

spirit of the show with some priceless lines and

actions. Holtz is an old hand at directing

comedy, as a ringmaster would present his attractions.

He gets things off winging Later, Lou returns

to tell his stories, keeping them clean enough not to

worry the family trade. Bert Wheeler works more on

the stooge end. appearing in the balcony in disguise

to drive a woman nearly to hysterics and working with

a bonafide stooge to secure laughs in other bits.

Patsy Kelly comes on as Barry Wood has fin-

ished Together they sing In between the

lyrics they manage some of the funniest comedy of

the year. The artistry of Diosa Costello has long

been established.
"

ROBERT DANA, World-Telegram.

of BOX OFFICE STARS!

Currently 8th
w

-^Sliliilll
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Saratoga Winding Worst Season;

Niteries, Casinos 50% Under Last Yr.

In the midst of the worst season

Saratoga has had since the war,

wails are coming from that resort

that the failure of the current

bookie probe in New York has done

them no good. Not a single important
bookmaker hps been seized. If there

were, some major arrests, it's felt,

important betters would have taken
a powder to the spa to place wagers
and try their luck at the gaming
tables. So far this hasn't material-

ized. .

Meanwhile, cafe operators are

complaining that business is off as

much as 50% of last year, and casino
activity has also dwindled. Boni-
faces feel they'll be lucky to break
even when the racing season closes

Saturday (30). This in in contrast
to last year when the nitery rooms
of the larger establishments walked
off with profits averaging around

DOD

DODSON
AND HIS

"Jungle Jitterbugs"

"There Is No Business

Like Monkey Business"

NOW

LOEWS STATE
NEW YORK

Thanks to

SIDNEY PIERMONT

Dir.: JACK KALCHEIM

RKO Building, New York 20

$100,000 and the back-rooms chalked
I up fabulous earnings.

|
The failure of the Saratoga sea-

ison is regarded as another indication

j that the big monied wartime spend-

,
ing is over. Cafe owners feel that

the majority of customers are from
the nearby towns of Albany, Troy
and Schenectady, and the boys who
threw" the coin around recklessly are

conspicuously missing. The cafe

men could use some of the black-

market dough that floated around
during war years.

The drop in revenue comes at a

time when the cafe men have spent

more heavily for talent than in pre-

vious years. The big spots have
been using names such as Sophie

Tucker, Joe E. Lewis, Carmen Mir-

anda, Harry Richman, Jackie Miles

and others in the four-figure salary

class. On top of that, they've gone
in heavily for production, which has

increased overall costs considerably.

Talent costs in some cafes are
borne by the Syndicate operating the

back room, but in most spots floor-

show costs are borne by the cafe.

In the latter type deal, bonifaces get

a better break on the rental of the
spot.

Closing dates of the various clubs

hasn't been set as yet. • There's still

the chance that the money men may
come up when the crowds leave, in

ord.er to have a more liesurely time
at the spa, but cafe hopes of pick-
ing up an appreciable amount of
money in the post-season operation
are exceedingly slim.

'Water Follies' 25G On
2d Wk. at Salt Lake Expo

Salt Lake City, Aug. 26.

"Water Follies of 1947" finished its

second week at the Utah Centennial

expos with a good $25,000 at the gate.

Show has ironed out opening diffi-

culties, such as tank trouble and bad-
ly cued music, and is hitting a steady

average of 2,500 at each perform-
ance.

Atlantic City Readies for Swan Song;

Race Meet Under '46, Nitery Biz Dived

Jack Green Gets 2-Year

Suspended Term; Pleads

Guilty to False Returns
Jack Green, former operator of the

La Conga, N. Y., nitery later known

as the Rio Cabana, was given a two-

year suspended sentence and five

years probation by Judge Gaston L.
j

Portorie in N. Y. federal court last

week <2l) on his guilty plea to- a 10-
|

count indictment for making returns

and withholding payment of 20%
nitery tax when operating the cafe.

Upon plea by his counsel, former
U. S. assistant district attorney Jos-

eph L. Delaney, jail sentence was
suspended so that Green could make
restitution to the Government for

the $55,500 due in taxes and penal-

tie 1
;. Conditions are that.Green pay

$10,000 in two weeks and the re-

mainder at the rate of $10,000 yearly.

If he defaults jail sentence becomes
operative.

U. S. assistant district attorney,

who handled prosecution, claimed
defendant had withheld taxes, via

false returns or none at all, over a
protracted period to the amount of

$37,000, but insisted he be made to

pay the larger amount.

THERE'S ONLY ONE

FRANCES

FAYE
Aug. 24 to Stpt. IS
HOUSE OF HARRIS
San Francisco. Cat.

Direction: M.C.A.

Comerford Houses

Resuming Shows
The Comerford houses in Pennsyl-

vania and western New York are
slated to resume shows Sept. 17.

Chain will operate five houses on a

j

split-week basis on a consecutive

i

route so that acts will get two and-a-
half weeks of solid playing time.

I Operating on a Thursday, Friday
j
and Saturday basis are the Penn,

j

Wilkes - Barre; the Binghamton,
l
Binghamton, N. Y.; and the Capitol,

I

Scranton. Monday, Tuesday and

j

Wednesday fill-ins will be at the
Feeley, Hazelton, and the Hippo-

|

drome, Pottsville.

Other Comerford operation. Fay's
theatre. Providence, resumed last
week (Friday) on a six-day basis.

Joe and Abe Feinberg book these
houses out of New York.

Diskcrs-AFM
Continued from page 41

t
¥

+

|-X
-X

"the 'Heifetz'

of the harmonica"
~(N. Y. Journal-American)

'HOLLYWOOD ON ICE'

SET FOR HONOLULU
Boris Petroff has booked his new

blade show, "Hollywood on Ice," for
two weeks in Honolulu under aus-
pices of the Shrine Patrol. Troupe
sails Sept. 4.

Revue features Buff and Joanne
McCusker, Dot McCusker, Fred

I Wadle, Marie Purviance, Tommy
I DePauw, Val Valentine and a line
of gal skaters, with Dick Finney as
singing emcee.

AT********************* *
*
*
*
*

*
*

*

*

Just Completed

CAPITOL, WASHINGTON. D. C.

* BEN UPSET
•* 1350 Broadway, New York
* CH 4-2468

NOW
Loew's State, New York

Timolol. s-i)Ni:v pikkmont
OPENING September 27th

Park Avenue Club, Miami Beach J
(Indefinite Engagement)

MARGERY WELLES
At the Piano

Later, six months or so ago. all

major disk outfits boosted retail

prices to 60c a record, which de-
manded the full 2c per side royalty.

Again they gave in to the disk com-
panies request for a break by agree-

ing to split the difference and ac-

cept l%c per side.

Meanwhile, there's a feeling among
recording executives and company
attorneys that Petrillo left the

union in a fairly poor position
last week when he asserted that the

AFM would issue no more recording
licenses until the current situation

involving the Taft-Hartley law and
the union's royalty arrangement
with operating disk manufacturers
was resolved. It's the belief of the
execs and attorneys that Petrillo's

move is (1) in restraint of trade,
even though bonafide unions are not
open to such action, and he might
be forced to issue a license if any-
one wanted to go to bat against him
• the licensing arrangement he em-
ploys may be the gimmick since it's

not an accepted union procedure)
and (2) that he's courting the forma-
tion of recording companies using
non-union musicians, since the lat-

ter cannot be interfered with under
the Taft-Hartley act. Of course using
non-union musicians has never been
barred if a company could stand off

the obstacles thrown in its way by
unionized affiliated crafts, but the
row would be much simpler to hoe
under the T-H statute.

It's very probable that Petrillo de-
cided not' to issue -new licenses to
new-born recording outfits on the
theory that the minute he does, the
recording companies that are now
payng him a royalty per recording
sold will call him to account. In the
contract between the AFM and these
companies, which expires late this
year and which will thereafter be
outlawed by the T-H law, there is a
clause stating that if Petrillo gives a
better deal to any other company
Die same terms are automatically
applied to their deals.

In so far as using non-union
musicians is concerned, the legal
eagles are of the opinion that any
recording company refused a license
by the AFM can conceivably begin
operations anyway by the simple ex-
pedient of rounding up high school,
college and other possible non-union
musical combinations and record to
their -heart's content without inter-
ference from the AFM. Of course,
to record, it's probable that union
engineers would have to be used, but
here again it's felt that Petrillo could
not interfere under the T-H act in
the event he has working agreements
wilh the engineer's unions. Barring
reniHing records from unionized
radio stations and other outlets
would be difficult, too, under the
?;H..S?tv .

Atlantic City, Aug. 26.

—With Labor Day- coming earlier

this year, Sept. 1, most of the big

summer attractions are due to move
out the coming weekend.

John Harris' "Ice-Capades," at the
Auditorium, closes Sunday night

(31 ). David Lowe's Auditorium the-

atre folds with repeat of "Anna Lu-
casta" Saturday (30).

Burlesque, at the Globe, shutters

Sunday night (31). The two piers,

Hamid's arid Steel, remain open,

Hamids' running until Sept. 7, with
Al Donahue's band the last of the

season. Steel Pier closes its ballroom

with Ray Eberle and Eugenie Baird.

Niteries will also curtail shows
after Labor Day. Spots like Bath
and Turf, Paradise, and Harlem may
also call it a season unless conven-

tion biz warrants extended season.

Miss America Pageant gets under
way on Labor Day, with a Board-
walk parade on Tuesday (2) and
judging in the Auditorium, starting

Acts Up Biz

In K. C. Niteries

Kansas City, Aug. '26.

Vaude virtually expired here
when stage shows were discontinued

at the Tower theatre. However,'
the yen for entertainers is not dead,

as a number of clubs are' finding out
much to their benefit. „

Two downtown spots, which usu-
ally play only bands through sum-
mer, have added acts, and its pay-
ing off. The Drum Room of the
Hotel President has the Leon Man-
drake Magic Show. Teamed with
the Gene Eyman or'ch, Mandrake is

putting on two shows nightly and
drawing good biz..

Terrace Grill, Hotel Muehlebaeh's
supper spot, has Monica Witni,
singer-pianist, and Bobby Meeker
band.

Flesh will get its big chance later

this season when John Antonello
and Jimmy Nixon get their Sni-A-
Bar Gardens going as a deluxe club
on the outskirts of town. Name
bands and acts are to be featured
there.

-A number of downtown clubs are
angling to bring in acts which have
clicked in the outlying clubs. Herb
Cook tops shows at the Hotel Lee.
Putsch's 210 Club has Vic Colin and
Kay Hill, and Sharp's Club has
Charlotte Mansfield. Margie Ricard,
sbngstress, and Judy Conrad band
hold sway in the Crown Room of
the LaSalle Hotel. •
Summer biz, especially at bars, is

nothing to brag about. But those
having entertainers keep biz from a
deeper sag, and a number of clubs
may even go for increased budgets
for their fall and winter shows.

Wednesday, with winner to be se-
lected the following Saturday;

—

-

Year round amusement spots hope
for a good off-season from 172 con-
ventions starting in late September.

Atlantic City Racetrack closed
Saturday (23) after second 21-day
meet of season somewhat under last
year in attendance and take. This
was because the 1946 meet had
slightly better dates, 24 summer days
and 18 fall days as against 21 spring
and 21 summer days this year. At-
tendance in 1946 totalled 562,820 and
the handle $50,642,114—4,011 more
patrons and $3,564,439 higher handle
than this year.
Handle for this year was $47,077 -

675 with 558,809 attending. Track's,
gross at six per cent of take was
$2,825,000 with $291,000 in breakage
to total $3,116,000. State's cut of four
per cent or $1,883,000 plus $63,000
breakage or a net of $1,946,000.
While it is too early for accurate

check, reports are that the season
has been better than average, ex-
cepting niteries. Hotels have been
filled to capacity all season.

COMEDY
PATTER

For All RroiHiien ot Thratrinih
SPECIAL SUMMER PRICES!
FUN-MASTER GAG FILES

At SI.OO'Knrll, or
• Jinn. 1 Thru IS for $10
Nos. 14 Thru 22 nt $1.00 Kucll
or SKX OF 22 HTLV& for * 18.00

WOTTA BUY! HURRY!
"BOOK OF BLACK-OUTS"
S Vols, nt SUA per Vol.. or

$30 for S. Vols.

"BOOK OF PARODIES"
Ov*ir 10 Snerinl-WrKit-n
S<x-k Parodies ONLY $5.00

"HOW TO MASTER THE
CEREMONIES"

(How to 18* an Emrfe)
$& nor Cony, Inol. 2 i'-ag Hies :

NO C.O.D.'S
Be Sure fo Send Termanrat Address

PAULA SMITH
200 W. Mill St. New York 19, N. I.

Tracy Planing to London

On PJL's, Disk Deals
Arthur Tracy, the Street Singer,

is slated to fly to England, Sunday
(31), to negotiate a series of per-
sonal appearances and recording
dates. He'll return at the end of
September.

Tracy, a longtime fave in England,
will also survey chances of taking
some coin out of the country. He is

reported to have around $100,000
tied up there since before the war.
However,, there's little likelihood
that he'll be able to move any of
that coin because of the freeze
there.

Jerry Lester has been booke'd for
the Club Charles, Baltimore, starting
Sept. 2.

The Exclusive and Amusing

LAURETTE and CLYMAS
"DANCUMORISTS"

Bill KKTURN ENCASHMENT
HOLLENOEN HOTEL. CLEVELAND

HELENE and HOWARD
'Comedy Dane* Antics'

OOWNS HS ERNESTO
Currently

TOWERS THEATRE
CAMDEN. N. J.

Dir.: MATTY KOSl'.N

authors

; /

LEONARD GREEN AGENCY, inc.

139 E. S7th St.. N. Y. C. PL. »-747«

MAX IN
SULLIVAN

VILLAGE VANGUARD, New York

NOW (Indefinitely)

RADIO: Sundays, 3-3:15 P.M., WHEW
Direction:

MUSIC CORP. OF AMERICA
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fmportanf—To A// /Members

Rush Your Permanent Address to

National AGVA
1697 B'way, New York 19, N. Y.

DON'T FAIL TO EXERCISE YOUR
PREROGATIVE AS A MEMBER

OF AGVA
ATTEND THE MEETING-
NOMINATE—VOTE

MATT SHELVEY
National Director—AGVA

FOLLOWING IS THE SCHEDULE OF NATIONAL MEMBERSHIP

MEETINGS TO NOMINATE DELEGATES TO
THE NATIONAL CONVENTION OF AGVA

BALTIMORE v. . . .... September 15th

BOSTON AREA
Boston . ...... .September 15th

Providence ......... .September 16th

Springfield, Mass September 17th

Hartford, Conn September 18th

BUFFALO AREA
Buffalo ......... . .September 15th

Rochester September 16th

CH ICAGO ... September 1 5th

CINCINNATI September 15th

CLEVELAND
~ Cleveland September 16th

Youngstown .September 17th

Akron . .September 18th

Columbus September 15th

DALLAS ..September 19th

DETROIT AREA
Detroit September 15th

Toledo September 16th

EASTERN PENNSYLVANIA AREA
Allentown September 15th

HOUSTON September 20th

KANSAS CITY. MO September 18th

LOS ANGELES . September 17th

MIAMI September 15th

MONTREAL September 15th

NEWARK September 15th

NEW ORLEANS September 15th

NEW YORK . . September 15th

PHILADELPHIA September 1 5th

PITTSBURGH September 15th

PORTLAND . . . • September 1 8th

ST. LOUIS, MO .September 17th

SAN FRANCISCO September 15th

SEATTLE September 17th

ARIZONA AREA
Pheonix September 15th
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Night Club Reviews
Riviera, Fort Lee, N'» «!•

Georgie Price, Kay Vernon,
Miriam La Velle, Chandra Kaly

Dancers (4), Tony Bavaar, Line, Joel

Herron and Luis De Lano, Orchs; $4

minimum.

The drunk first-table center slept

benignly on amid the tumult of

dancing femmes and blaring brass.

Nothing disturbed his revery as the

Riviera's roster o£ performers dis-

played their wares.

Chandra Kaly, as usual, puts on

an entertaining performance with

his East Indian interpretative dances,

aided by three girls. Kaly is m two

spots here and really clicks with the

sober customers.

But the drunk first-table center at

this catching- slept on.

Kay Vernon, a tall blonde, has

•nough in a singing vein to attract

attention, despite a sometimes poor

choice o£ tunes. But Miss Vernon
has a voice and pleasant manner. .

The drunk first-table center

emitted a wheezing grunt as' he de-

posited his head more comfortably

in the bowl of celery.

There's a good-looking, personable

tenor, Tony Bavaar, who goes over

nicely too, especially with the

femmes, but what's a guy gonna do

with a drunk who, as conspicuous as

you please, insists on snatching any-

where's up to 40 winks while the

ehow is on?
Miriam La Velle is the best aero

around of her type. She does things

with her body that would scare a

confirmed drunk into taking the

pledge. She's almost unbelievable.

But this drunk slept!
•

The line of girls lined up by Bill

Miller, the Riviera bonlface, is as

Lovely

Lady

of

Song

JANE

JOHNSON
Bach

to

Boogie

Marimbisl

GEORGE]

good-looking as any you'll find in

town. But you'd think they were
wearing fakeries the way this guy
snoozed on.

Diminutive Georgie Price has sel-

dom been better. Right from the

walkon, with his perennial "Bye
Bye Blackbird," the vet comedian
still evidences all the oldtime show-
manship and schmaltzy flair of an-
other generation in show biz. He
really socks over. His imitations of

Jessel, Jolson, Cantor, along with a

Yankee Doodle Dandy imitation of

George M. Cohan, are whammo
whether it's Bill Miller's Riviera,

1947, or Gus Edwards' "Schooldays,"
1912.

Well, fan my fevered brow and
call me Georgie Price! There's that

drunk on his hoofs applauding just

like he was sober.
Then the line again. The drunk

went back to sleep. Kahn.

Charley Foy's, H'%vood
Hollywood, Auff. 20.

Charley Foy, Eddie Gary, Frankie
Flyers, Billy Green, Sammy Wolf,
Johnny & George, Marguerite
Padula, Abbey Browne Orch (3) ; tio

cower or minimum.

GUEST
New York Kep.: KDItllC SMITH AGENCY

Clil.ugo Hep.: I'HIL TYUKKI.I,
i'"' 1 =g
Parodies! Special Songs! Bits!
* Ornw froiS> oor library, one of the

largest, rnost* comprehensive In
Sliowbix

!

* CittulOR rilHE!
it Exclusive material onr specialty!

J. & H. KLEINMAN
25-3 1 -K 30lh Road, I. I. Gly 2, N. Y

Telephone: Astoria 8-6985

A night at Charley Foy's is a

throwback to the days when the Pal-

ace meant more than just the name
of a place where a king hangs his

hat. Foy says it himself, in his open-
ing routine, "I'm what happened to

vaudeville."

The filmfolk still pour into this

valley spot when they want their

entertainment fast and fancy-free.

There are no lavish productions but
each act clicks and Foy emcees a

swiftly-paced show in addition to his

own stints.

Newcomer in current layout is

Eddie Garr, making his first appear-
ance here since recovering from* the

injuries sustained during a USO tour.

He got off to a slow start and wasn't
helped any by the masterminds who
kept pulling light switches at the

wrong time, but he became surer of

himself as he went along and finally

bowed off to a well-deserved hand.
And by the second show, it was the
old "Eddie Garr which means smooth
patter and miming. He's added two
sock dramatic sketches to his routine

and both earned acclaim.

Heading the holdovers is Frankie
Hyers who seems destined to carve
out a local version Club 18 career.

Zany has some new topical material
that scores and his ad-libs still are
neat off-the-cuff . humor. Also nee-
dling the yocks is stooge Sammy
Wolf whose act-heckling is sure-fire.

Wolf also obliges with impersona-
tions, his Jolson number being par-
ticularly effective. And, Wolf, Hyers
and maitre D' Carl Hollingsworth
team up for a side-splitting comedy-
acro bit.

On the musical side, rhythm duo
Johnny & George draw continued
encores with their fast arrangements;
and Billy Green and Marguerite Pa-
dula in their individual stints please
with their versions of yesteryear
faves.

Foy himself is on and off the stage
all night, scoring with songs, pat-
ter and hoofing. He's the center of
all the action and he has a field day
at every show drawing heavy salvos.
At show caught, Mary and Madeline
Foy were on hand and reprised their
"Sal" and "China Song" as an added
fillip to the regular show. Femme
members of the Foy family still

know how to put a song across neat-
ly and their two numbers click sol-

idly.

Backing the show and handling
terping is the Abbey Brown combo
which does a neat job. : Kop.

Chez Paree, Chi
Chicago, Aug. 21.

Carmen Miranda, Nick Long, Jr.,

Hal Winters, Galante & Leonardo,
Line, Marty Gould Orch; $3.50 min.

For an exhibition of glitter, skill

and motion the new bill here is of

upper crust quality and conception.

But conspicuous by absence, particu-

larly in this spot, is laughter. Car-

men Miranda, all decked out in her

new strawberry blonde hairdo, gives

'em but occasional cause to unloosen

the chuckles. As. headline successor

to Danny Thomas, the Brazilian has

no easy chore either under the spot-

light or at the turnstile, but from
the viewpoint of change of pace and
manner Mjss Miranda and support-

ing lineup should find happy going

from the cafe's regulars.

The Miranda that faces the cus-

tomers here is as polished a per-

former as they come, perhaps too

much so. The old zip and sauciness
prevail in goodly quantity, but that

bouncey self-assuredness that, comes
with sustained success can at times
alter the original characteristics into

something too radical for old ad-
mirers. At the opening show Miss
Miranda was going like a house afire

until she removed her fruity head-
dress and revealed her brilliant cas-

cade of hair. From that point on it

seemed the interest of those out
front was centered more on her hair
than on her work. Her final two
songs fell oft in level of response to

no little degree. Nevertheless, the
general excitement toward her rep-
ertoire and personality was as po-
tent as ever and her garb set off

perfectly a figure that's a fortune in

itself.

The bill's dancing department pre-
sents two acts that are masters in
their respective fields. Nick Long,
Jr., top-rater among tap technicians,
softens 'em up for the rest of the
field with his eye and ear admiring
routine of great-dancer impressions.
Aces at rhythm and ballroom acro-
batics, Galante and Leonarda work
up to an overhead one-arm whirl
and neckspin that are twin winners
of sock applause. It's a class plus
act ot its genre.
For Hal Winters the date sums up

as pretty much of a pushover. The
youthful vocalist came into this spot
about six months ago to fill out an
engagement that Tony Martin had to
chop short because of "a previous
commitment and ingratiated himself
strongly. Winters' charm'' and ex-
uberance still slays 'em. While as
an interpreter of pop tunes Winters
may have his limitation, the boy
packs lots, of saleability.
Olive Bernard, house producer,

dishes up two numbers that shine
brilliantly with color and movement.
The girls here are, as usual, trained
dancers of a high order and they
prove it hi a big way in a -number
captioned, "The Spirit of Mardi
Gras." Marty Gould is his cus-
tomary expert self at batoning the
orchestra through the floor show.

Odec.

First Postwar Ottawa Faff Tops All

Records; Vaude Acts Are Big Draw
Ottawa, Aug. 26.

Attendance records were smashed
at the first postwar Central Canada
exhibition which ended a week's

run at Lansdowne Park here Satur-

day (23). Agricultural and manu-
facturers' exhibits, World of Mirth
midway and George Hamid's .Grand-

stand Follies were main features.

Admissions to the park for the

week totalled 324,192, largest in the

Ottawa fair's history and nearly

77,000 above the 1941 attendance,

the last fair year and the record un-
til then. Tickets sold three for a

dollar in advance, 50c. at the gate,

advance sales earmarked for a new

Mack Triplets Slap

25 |G Suit on De Luxe

In Contract Breach
The Mack Triplets, femme sing-

ing trio, last week filed a $25,520

damage action against De Luxe Rec-
ords in the New York supreme
court, charging contract violations

arising out of disk firm's failure to

properly exploit four records the

singers cut, failure to complete a
series of disks contracted for, and
failure to pay on one date.

It's alleged by the girls' attorney,

Milton Rosenbloom, of O'Brien,

Driscoll, Raftery and Lawler, that

Phil Farrell, trio's jinanager, stipu-

lated in an initial contract signed
in November, 1945, that the singers

were to cut eight sides, which were
to be heavily publicized. The girls

cut four sides and were given $320
for the date. However, De Luxe
never filled the remaining part of

the contract, and the girls claim that
no publicity was sent out.

It's also charged that another
contract signed with the firm for
two sides at $200, the trio .was never
paid after making disks.

Mack Triplets are asking $25,000
damages to their career lor failure

to give proper exploitation to their

efforts, and the remainder for failure

to payoff on the contracts.

Copaeabana, Miami
Miami Beach, Aug. 23.

Henny Youngman, Pat Rooney, Sr.,
Mayta, Germaine, Bob Dixon, June
Taylor Girls (8) , Frank Linale Orch;
no minimum or cover.

This swank spot, which has been
enjoying a healthy summer run de-
spite pessimistic predictions that a
big room couldn't make dough in
the "off season," should continue to
draw sizable trade with current
show.
Henny Youngman, in the top spot,

reaffirms impresh left here last
spring, that he's a solid nitery come-
dian when showcased in a room of
this type. Drawing the better type
of cafe patron, it has always pro-
vided an audience made to order for
the faster comics. Youngman's one-
liners, this time out, average a ratio
of laughs that make for a sock ses-
sion. He's slowed up his delivery
somewhat, (though still tending to
throw line away) to gain more val-
ues from the topical twists which
spark the laughs in his material.
Gag-grist covers a wide variety of
subjects from girls to new Tucker
car, with a reference to Sophie a
howl bnnger. Tops with his "life
story" set to music to wind into
resounding walkoff mitt.
Supporting lineup is strong most

of the way. Pat Rooney contribs his
nostalgic tap-turn with a spryness
that belies his years. The white-
haired vet gets them all the way
with his savvy and personality, to
build aud-receptivity to a solid send-
off when he teams with young tap-
stress Germaine, in a jitterbug
sequence.

Mayla, exotic looker with a class
approach and gowning, did not come
up to expectations at show caught,
due to a badly blended song stint*
Pace was much to slow after the
zi ngy tempo set by production and
specialty numbers which preceded
her. Fault, however, may have been
due to opening night jitters, for sub-
sequent showings found new num-
bers inserted to brighten her se-
quence. Linguistic ability is featured
m somewhat dated, though still ef-
fective "I Am An American" lim-
ning of French. Spanish, Russo and
Chinese gals. With proper material
written for her sultry personality,
hers. could be a class turn. Overall
garners good reception. ,

Production numbers are new and
bright, with the June Taylor girls

handling the routines in top fashion.
Bob Dixon backgrounds the group
numbers with his singing and in own
spot clicks with his versions of the
pops. Germaine improves with each
viewing. Her spin taps have taken
on a whirlwind tempo that brings
gasps.

Effective backgrounding is pro-
vided by the Frank Linale orch. In
the dance seshes they keep a con-
siderable number of patrons on
floor with their sweet-swing music.

Lary.

Community Sports Centre at Lans-
downe Park.
Grandstand shows, afternoons and

evenings, differed, with early per-
formance strictly from the center
ring and the evening show a boff
stage revue. All handled by George
Hamid with Lee Barton JSvans man-
ager and m.c. Late show, termed
Hamid's Grandstand Follies, drew
total for the week of 47,0d2 people
at price scale of 40c. to $1.50.

Grandstand shows were both
varied, with the evening per-
formance more lavish and plenty
slick staging in spite of outdoor
handicaps and audiences spread
across broad stand and in emer-
gency bleachers. "Acts included Ben
and Betty Fox on their 125-foot-
high pole; Ben Yost Cavaliers and
Loyal Rapinsky Troupe. Show also

had Roxyettes, chorus line.

Other acts "were Four Fantinos,
Charles Riano, Hip Raymond,
Charles Frank, Gautier's Steeple-*

chase, The Collegians, Seven Bran-
nocks, Mile. Palmira, Wilfred Maa
Trio, Marie Manners, Three Shel-
tons, Bobby Whaling and Yvette,
Prof. George Keller's Wild Animals.
Joe Chester, The Appletons, Gaud-
smith Brothers, Glen Childers, and
Joe Bowers. In the pit was Gov-
ernor General's FOotguards band.
Edwin Franko Goldman's band

gave two concerts a day on the
grounds, relieved at intervals by
Royal Canadian Air Force, Royal
Canadian Mounted Police and GGFG
bands.

TEX mAWHIMS
"SMOXE. SMOKE.

SMOKE"
•

Management:

MEIVIUE A. SHAUER

AGENCY

CUFF CARUNG. ASSOC.

THEATRE TOUR

Booked by

HARRY A. ROMM
38 E. 57th St New York N Y

Mark Hopkins. S. F.
San Francisco, Aug. 20.

Hildegarde, Salvatore. Hal Kan-
ner's Orch; (12); $2 couer.

The impact of Hildegarde is as
sock in current stanza as it was last
season when sKe captured the town
for four weeks of hoff biz
in the Mark Hopkins' Peacock Court.
Turning on the traditional Hilde-
garde magic, plus nifty wardrobe
and new song specials, the Chanteuse
bewitched the jam-packed opening
night crowd.
Opening with "It's So Nice To Be

Nice To Your Neighbor" and then
"Ask Anyone Who Knows," Hilde-
garde moves into her own with "Oo
La La" and her nifty "There's No
Business Like Show Business,"
tapering off to "Be Good To Your-
self" for the first half of her stanza.
With the customers now in the palm
of her hand she carries on with a
piano selection, Tschaikowsky's
Valse from The Nutcracker Suite,
expertly done, backed by Sal-
vatore and Hal Kanner's Orch.
To round out stint of over an hour,

she also gives out on "I Was Lucky"
(in French and English), "Bel Ami"
and "I'm Going To See You Today,"
with such stand bys as "Vienna In
Spring Time" and "Gypsy in My-
self—pouring on "And So To Bed,"
"Always A Lady" and "Ca Fait
Boom" for good measure, and piano
medley of Strauss Waltzes for finale.
Off to solid acclaim. Ted.

JUDY MAGEE
Panto-Mimicry

th WEEK
LE RUBAN BLEU

New York

Featured Au(t. XTtll (Tonlte).
Tele»l»ion—"The Dim' Bar"

WAUD (DuMont) 8 to »:!("» P.M.

WA'APPENS!
America's No. 1 Rumba Personality

PUPI CAMPO
and his orchestra

Opening September 4

BILL MILLER'S

RIVIERA
Per Dir. G.A.C.

THE INK SPOTS

Opening Sept. 1 for 6 Weeks
London Casino, London, England

Mgt.—UNIVERSAL ATTRACTIONS
565 Fifth Avenue, New Yo»l •
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House Reviews

Boxy, N. Y.
Pat Terrj/, Roy Molonc, Jerry Mu-

rad's Harmonicats (3), Jock. Haley,

Victoria Cordoua, Ella Logan, Gae
Foster t-ine, Paul Ash House Orch;

"Mother Wore Tights" (20th.); re-

viewed in Variety, Aug. 20, '47.

Jack Haley and Ella Logan are the
co-headliners of this about-average-
entertainment stage bill, with more
talent in evidence than there is ma-
terial to support it. It's the familiar

situation at this 20th-Fox showcase

and at the nearby Music Hall—hand-
some physical production enhancing
the value of standard show ingre-

dients. , . ;.

Haley, with a buildup via his re-

cent Sealtest radio series and various
pictures, makes three sizable appear-
ances. The first is with a monolog
gag routine. Much of the material

for this' spot suggests the joke file

(he even used a couple of wheezes
about his hotel room) and his deliv-

ery seems a bit rigidly set, but the
comic's emphasis and timing get the
act across.
The second spot is with Victoria

Cordova, following her neatly pro-
jected vocal, and involves some of

the usual romancing business, with
a few insult gags delivered by the
singer, and some obviously, prop
breakups by her. They exit with a
clowning duet of "Nobody's Baby."

Haley's final spot is a similar one
with Miss Logan, only she gives him
more authoritative and emphatic
support. Before the comic joins her,
the singer scores with stylized ver-
sions of "There's No Business Like
Show Business," "Sunny Side of the
Street," and "Take Me 0*t to the
Ball Game." The main bit of their
act is a Scotch dialect comedy' rou-
tine segueing into a 'duet of "We'll
Make Sweet Music Together."
Of the supporting acts, Sat Terry

offers an acceptable vocal for the
show-opener ' routine by the Gae
Foster line; Ray Malone closes, it

with an okay tap routine, and Jerry
Murad's Harmonicats trio contrib-
utes three shrewdly varied harmon-
ica arrangements. Hobe.

Capitol, Wash.
Washington, Aug. 21.

Connee Bosioell, Hank Sieman,
Dave & Dorothy Workman, Frank
Evers & Delores; "Arnelo Affair"
(M-G),

It's all Conne Boswell at the
Capitol this week, rest of the stage
bill being in a minor key. The gal
comes through nobly, pulling no
punches and giving the customers
full value for their boxoffice invest-
ment. Musically she runs the gaunt,
offering nearly everything but grand
opera. She is especially hep in *
"Show Boat" medley which she uses
for an encore, delivering in full rich
tones which make this her best of-
fering. Others are "Across the Alley
frorn the Alamo," "Peg O' My
Heart," "Chi-Baba," "That's My
Desire" and. "Feudin* and Fightin."
Hank Sieman has a ventro act

with novel twist. Aside from work-
ing with Archie, his dummy, he
also operates with two youths from
the audience, putting one on each
knee and conducting a dialoge be-
tween them while they open and
shut their mouths at his direction.
This proves good for beaucoup
laughs. Sieman also runs a two-way
conversation on stage. He talks with
one of the youths and has Archie
carry on a pow-wow with the other.

The Workmans move through
their standard routine of making
music with brandy glasses, cowbells
and windup with Dave Workman
fingering a tune 'out, of a flute which
is fed air from a rubber tube into
which partner blows.
The opener brings on Evers and

Delores on the low wire. Evers is a
fine wire dancer but the gal not so
good. However, she dresses up act
by being shapely and well costumed,
working in sequinned tights and
once bringing down the house by
doing bumps on the wire. Lowe.

"That's My Desire" while Gene
Conklin whistles "Nola" and "Hora
Staccato" for nice reception. Musical
end.of it, in fact, is plenty okay, but
is slanted to the nighttime audi-
ences rather than the juves, who
shove the grosses up into the top
brackets.

Specialties are Allen and Kent,
who bring out Emma Francis for a
contrast in styles as wind-up, and
Jack E. Leonard, whose patter gets
a big nod from the customers.

Elie.

Chicago, Chi
Chicago, Aug. 22.

Olga San Juan, Gil Lamb, Chario-
teers (4), Chesterfields (3), Lou
Breeze Orch (15); "The Trouble
with Women," (Par).

With current layout having Olga
San Juan, Gil Lamb and the Chario-
teers, the Chicago theatre has plenty
of sock appeal. It's a robust revue,
abundant with talent, proven by re-
ception opening audience gave it.

Excluding Miss San. Juan, who's
making her first theatre appearance
here, the lineup comprises familiar
faces.
To sharpen rather flat opening,

management should have included
brisk band number as starter. How-
ever, it did not impede impact of the
Chesterfields aero routines. Most re-
sponsive trick, done in slow motion,
involves anchor man sitting on one
partner's back, with third man on
his shoulders doing hand stand,
while pro--* member, in interlocked
grip aro; ; anchor man's waist, is

pulled up. Bounce off stage in this
position to heavy returns.
Miss San Juan, currently touring

in interest in her new film, "Variety
Girl," is a hip-shaking screen per-
sonality. Wearing slinky black, bare
midriff gown, she limits her program
primarily to Latin numbers, "Bim
Bam Boom," "Managua, Nicaragua,"
"Cowbell Song," and "L Cum Ban
Chero." What might have been her
smash number, an impression of
Ethel Merman doing "They Say It's

Wonderful," from "Annie Get Your
Gun," was fluffed when she hit an
off key note. Gil Lamb practically
steals the show. The lanky come-
dian tees off easily with his"When
You're Smiling," routine working up
to explanations on different types of
songs. His freshest material is "Lit-
tle Jack Horner" nursery rhyme,
done in medley of Cole Porter's,
"Night and Day," Vincent Youmans',
"Without a Song" and Russian mel-
ody. Follows with latest motion pic-
ture excerpt, a Spanish tap adagio
dance, with imaginery partner.
Winds with his jitterbug in a the-
atre takeoff to plenty applause and
begoff.
The Charioteers, sepia vocal quar-

tet, click in their song stanza. Open-
ing with "Gaucho Serenade" they
follow with "Baby, You Was So
Right," "Ride, Red, Ride," and "Chi-
Baba" for healthy returns.
The Lou Breeze orch put aside

regular instruments during Miss San
Juan's stanza, and backed her up
with a rhythm section, flutes, mara-
cas and hand drums. It made .a

swell rhumba combination. Loop.

he gets em. Capably aided by
Francetta Malloy in comedy repartee
and vocal, he works up stanza for
plenty merriment and happy returns.

Richard and Flora Stuart,' person-
able and talented terp twain, click
as usual with their expertly done
ballroomology. Trio of numbers are
sufficiently varied and pointed up
by clever lifts and spins of top-
drawer caliber. Off to solid ap-
plause.
Sammy Fidler, -who is batoning

house orch while Lou Basil is vaca-
tioning, backs show neatly. Edba.

Strand, N. Y,
Count Basie Orch (17) with Jim-

my Rushing, Bob Bailey; Pearl
Bailey, Lewis & White, Edwards
Sisters (2)} "Deep Valley" (WB),
reviewed in Variety, July 30, '47.

The Strand, after a two-week
hiatus of stage shows, is back • in
stride with an all-Negro layout
topped by the Count Basie Orch and
Pearl Bailey, both of whom are able
to insure their potency at the box-
office and carry the bulk of enter-
tainment values. The parlay plays
comparatively well, except for a cou-
ple of gaps in the act department,
which merely serve as stagewaits for
the Basie and Bailey contributions.

Basie coming in with an instru-
mentation of eight brass, a quintet
of reeds and three rhythms plus his
superior pianistics, isn't showing the
best outfit he's ever had, but what
he has is sufficiently potent to be
above par. He doesn't show as much
as many in the crowd would have
liked because of time limitations,
but his boogie-woogie numbers hit
top audience response, and other
pieces generate sufficient heat for
the mob.

Basie's longtime blues singer, Jim-
my Rushing, adds his considerable
weight to the crew's offerings with
his low-down chanties, which reap
top applause. The crew's other sing-
er, Bob Bailey, at show caught, dis-
played considerable nervousness,
which resulted in many clinkers.
However, he has a fine upper regis-
ter and a good falsetto with the re-
sult that his two ballads get by.
Miss Bailey is probably one of the

strongest acts to be hitting the
Strand periodically. Having a deliv-
ery which contains a terrific sense
of humor, a high degree of expres-
siveness and finely delineated hand
movements, make the crowds
pushover for her.
The surrounding bill with Lewis

and White ,(New Acts) and Edwards
Sisters (2) fail to come up to the
high standards of the rest of the
session. The gals work energeti-
cally at tapstering, but routines
aren't sufficiently imaginative to
Class them apart from run-of-the-
mill hoofers. Jose.

Variety Gills
WEEK OF AUGUST 27

Numerals In connection with bills below Indicate opening i\ay of »liow
whether full or split week

Letter in parentheses indicates circuit t (I) Independent; (I.) Loew;
(P) 1'iirumuant ; (R) RKO; <W> Warner

RKO, Boston
Boston, Aug. 22.

Freddie Martin Orch, Jack E
Leonard, Allen & Kent;. "Riff Raff"
(RKO)

.

A pretty solid band show with a
couple of okay, if somewhat routine
spcialties, but it just isn't drawing
dispite fact that there's plenty of
biz around.
Freddie Martin orch tees off with

Tchaikovsky's concerto theme and
finishes up with a concerto medley,
traversing in the meantime such
items as "Managua Nicaragua,
"Come to the Mardi Gras" and
"Claire de Lune," but the style

makes no particular impression on
the audience one way or the other.
It's smooth and musical and expert,
but the customers apparently like

more character.
'

They went big, in any case, for
Barclay Allen, shot them some
fancy stuff on the piano with "Bum
ble Boogie" and repeated with
"Miserilou" and '^Comana." Three
vocalists, Clyde Rogers, Stuart Wade
and Glenn Hughes do nicely with
such tunes at "I Have But One
Heart," "Lady from 29 Palms," and

State, W. Y.
Thelma Carpenter, Hank Lfldd,

with Francetta Malloy; Richard &
Flora Stuart, Johnny Barnes, Make-
believes (3), Rigoletto Bros. &
Aimee Sisters, Sammy Fidler House
Orch; "Copacabana" (UA).

Current layout at the State, If. Y.,

is plenty diversifying and shapes up
as good summer fare on overall.

Though none too potent in the way
a marquee lure, bill is well-balanced
and smoothly paced to bring desired
results.

Rigoletto Bros. & Aimee Sisters,

two men and two gals, provide novel
opener with mixed routine of magic,
dancing, bell playing and aero stunts
that win merited salvos. The boxing
bit, wherein guys are garbed as pugs
and sock out medley of pops on
bells, is a new switch on bell ringers,

and their closing balancing stuff

gives act an additionally potent wal-
lop.
The Makebelieves, trio of person-

able lads with (lair for comedy, con-
trib pantomime to recordings of
Crosby-Mary Martin on "Wait Till

The Sun Shines. Nellie," Sinatra,

Ink Spots, and wind with Andrews
Sisters on "Pennsylvania Polka,"
which is by far the topper of their

routine and garners heftiest ap-
plause. Johnny Barnes is equally
socko in a brace of tap routines,
highlighted by boogie terps.

Thelma Carpenter, sepia song-
stress, walks on to good reception
and holds them throughout her song
stanza. Tees off with slick arrange-
ment of "Who Cares?" for nice re-

turns, then "Mam'slle," "Necessity"
and other pops for solid sendoff.

Garland Wilson backs her neatly on
piano.
Hank Ladd, comic who has been

piecemealing his material via em-
ceeing other acts, plants his regular
turn in next to closing. His easy-
going delivery is far superior to his

material, although he has some fresh
gags. His nonchalant approach takes
awhile to capture his audience, but

NEW YtlKK CITY
Capitol (I.) 28

Art Mooney Ore
Bill Robinson
Lew Fiirker
Beverly T.\ler

Music Hall (I) 28
Paul Hanlton
Joseph J.evinofC
Stephanie Anile
OUu Serova
Earl Covert
Corps de Ballet
Rocket les
Sym Ore
Paramount (P) 27
M Williamson
C Ca vallaro . Ore
B Allen & I. .Long
Raul &• Eva Reyes
Nip Nelson

Rosy (I) 21
.Tack Haley
Ella. Logan
Victoria Cordova
Harnionlc'atw

State (I.) 28
Dodson's Monkeys
Eddy Manson
Georgle Kaye
Adrienne
Baer * Rosenbloom
The 1>' Ivons

Strand (W) 29
Count Basie Ore
Pearl Hailev
Lewis ft While
Edwards Sis

QDEENS
.lainaica (I) 21-30

Harris ft Anders
Prank Tucker Co
Julia Cummings
Dolly Reckless
Steve .Murray
.lack Collins
Strut. Flash
(two to (ill)

ATLANTIC CITY
Steel Pier (I) 25
P Sydell ft Spotly
Don Cunimings
Dolly Dawn
Dorothy Reed
Roxyelles
Clare ft Hudson

BALTIMORE
Hippodrome (1) 28
The Del Rios
Mack Triplets
Ross & stone

Stute (I) 28-30
Fields ft. Cam
Roberta Welch
Mickey Deems
Lewis ft Van

81-3
Belle * H'ly'd Pals
Gllberl ft Carroll'
(two to till)

Olyinpia, Miami
Miami, Aug. 21.

Jerry Wayne, Mel Murray, Benson
& Mann, Mack, Russ & Page, Margie
& Lenny Ross, Les Rhode House
Orch; "The Hucksters" (M-G).

Current layout plays in generally
diverting manner to please stubhold-
ers drawn in by marquee appeal of
"The Hucksters."
Topliner Jerry Wayne rates the

spot. Handsome radio personality
clicks with his easy-mannered war-
blings. Stint values are enhanced
by intelligent blend of songs, ranging
from "I Wonder Who's Kissing Her
Now?" to dramatic version of "War-
saw Concerto" with comedy-lined "I
just Can't Understand Women" send-
ing him off to solid salvos.
Switch from singles holding down

comedy slot in previous weeks to
straight-man, comedian setup in per-
sons of Benson and Mann is refresh-
ing. Though material is none too
new, delivery and timing, plus show-
manly presentation lend fresh values
for steady stream of laughs.
Mel Murray, local fave, goes well

with his boogie-woogie pianoing and
accompanying chants. Zesty, noisy
sequence doesn't let down, and gar-
ners healthy palm pounding.
Margie and Lenny Ross tee off to

nice pace with novel bag-punching.
Keep an assortment of the leather-
ovals going to rhythm background
to rate solid reception.
Closers Russ, Mack and Pag j make

for a neatly devised mixture of tum-
bling and comedy antics. Les Rhode
and house orch back show solidly.

Lary.

New Act

LEWIS & WHITE
Comedy
14 Mins.
Strand, N. Y.
Lewis & White are familiar comics

to Negro vaude stands, but are little

known to the midtown trade. This
Negro pair have a naive brand of
comedy, but show strength in the
dance and novelty departments,
They open with one of them com-

ing up from audience. Exchange of
banter shows a banal brand of gab
that's lost effectiveness through long
usage by others. Fresher material in
this sector would help, inasmuch as
sense of timing and stage demeanor
is okay.
Probably the best effort is in the

baton twirling, which has some un-
usual twists and induces a high de-
gree of audience excitement. Jose.

BOSTON
Boston <R) 28

Louis I'rinia Ore
Kobert S & White
Prank te Marlowe

CAMDEN
Towers (1) 29-1

Al & Val Reno
Randy Crane
D & D Workman
.Morris & Ryan
Russ, M:tek & Page

CHICAGO
Chicago (P) 29

Charioteers .

•

Gil Lamb
:i Chesterfields
Olga Sail Juan

Oriental (I) 28
Henry Buose Ore
Crosby ^Is
Edwards Bros
Carl Rands Ore

Regal (D 28
Erskine Hawkins B
Ml Greeii
4 Stepj) Bros
Biooklns & Van

MIAMI
Olympia <JP) 28

The Maftine
Al Schenk
Harry Babbitt
Chris Cross
Lane Bros
1'HILADErrilIA
Carman <1) 28

Gene Fields
.lim Ilarnae Co
Malo 3

Carlton & Dell
KOCKFORD

Palace (I) 29
Ted & Art Miller
Pat McOaffery
Hollovvay Sis
Mary Jane I")odd
Clark & Bailey
Paul Walker Ore
SAN FRANCISCO
Golden Gate (It) 27
Tommy Dlx
Golden 3

T-A-D Hoffman
Ann Triola
(two to fill)

SPRINGFIELD
Court Sf| (I) 28-31
Marilyn Frechette
Garner & Wilson
Herb Lynn
Roy Davies
Astor & Rene
S Grauman Revue
WASHINGTON
Capitol <L) 28

"Going Native"
Howard <I) 29

Cab Calloway Ore
Stump & Stumpy
Berry Bros
C & Countess Leroy

Rhumba Oro
Roberto
Hotel New TorUer
Jerry Wald Ore
Marion SneVnan
Arnold Shoda
Narena & Norrls
Connie Conn

Waldorf-Astoria
Glnny Simma
Jack Fina Oro
Leary Bros
Florence BudThy
Jo Anne AxteH
Frankie Frissaura
Blimpy Blank Ore

I.uiln Ouitrte*
Willie Howard
At Kelly
Mazzone-Ahbott D*b
Gloria Le Roy
Emtle Boreo
Piroska
Miriam Gwynne
Bon Vivants
Vincent Travers O

Hotel Taft
Vincent Lopez Oro
Charlie Drew
Hotel Lexington

A lorn us Hawaitano
Hotel Pennnylvmitt
Skitch Henderson
Ore
Hotel Hilt more

Ray Heatherton
Arthur Ravel Ore
Rosario & Antonio
Village Vanguard

Maxlne Sullivan
Three Flames
Don Frye

Hotel Pierre
Roberto & Alicia
Chaa Reader Oro

Hotel Plaaa
Jimmy Savo

Hotel St Regis
Milt Shaw

Lasvja & Peplto
Paul Sparr Oro
No. 1 Firth At*
Pat Bright
Jack Kerr
Hazel Webster
Downey & Fonvlll*
Highlights

Riviera
Georgie Price
Kay Vernon
Tony Bavaar
Joel Herron Oro
Curbello Ore
Miriam La Velle
Mlseha Borr Oro

Relniont-PtaM
Blair & Dean
Martha King
Roy Douglas
Payson Re Oro
Nino Oro

Kuban Rleo
George Kreisler
Muriel Gaines
Xeil Stanley
Judy MoGee
Cedrio Wallace $
Watly Blacker

VerjiHltlet
Dean Murphy
Bob Grant Oro
Panchito Ore

Village Barn
Ann Dennis
Stubby Oro
Lou Cecil
Corday * Trlano
Pappv Below

Hotel Edleon
Geo Towne Ore

Wlvel
Bob Lee
Kay Carole
Stuart Langley
Peggy Palmer
D'Qulncey & Giv'no

CHICAGO

ENGLAND

2f>

BRISTOL
Hippodrome (I)
Korl nga
D Ha J O'Gorman
Len Young
Hetschel Henlere
Jenks & Williams
A J Powers
Mary Priestman
Katie & Babette

CARDIFF
New Theatre (I) 25
Rcky Mtn Rhy'in
Bill Campbell Co
V Julian & Pels
Norman Carroll
Maida 3

Rosi nas
Hyd Ma kin
II A Milton
8 Ace Girls

CHESUICK
Empire <1> 25

Stand Easy
c, Charlie Chester
Ken Morris
Arthur Hayties
Len Marten
Ramon St Ctalr
Rene Powell
Leslie Noyes
Dave & Maurine
E Gramidas & Peter
Monna Tymga 4

DERBY
Grand (I) 25

Get Jn 0
Bartlett * Ross
Louis Hayden
Cliff Sherlock
Tom Dick & Harry
3 Kemble Bros
Manuel Francois
Eric Man-
Sidney James
Paul Rising
Barry Jn mes
Len Howard Co

HACKNEY
Empire (I) 25

S Peters Sis
Billy Russell
T Jover Haf & Fe

Cookes Ponies
Billy Matehett
Lupe & Velez
Terry
Tuppy Oliver

LEICESTER
Opera House <I) 25
Fools Rush In

Palace (1) 25
Carroll GlbbonB
Douglas Byng
Bertha Willmott
Bobbie Klmber
Haig & Escoe
Ernie Dillon
M'Don'd & Graham
Gaye Bros

LONDON
Stoll (I) 25

Arnolds Tee Revue
MANCHESTER

Hippodrome (I) 25
Max Miller
Ellinger & Pointer
Piat & Naudy
Smith & Marjorie
Charles Hague
Grafton S & Jacq's
Declroa Martyn
Harris & Christine
SHEPHERDS B'SH

Empire (I) 25
Madhatters '47

Syd Seymour
Madhatters Bd
< Constance Evans
Pat O'Brien
Sereno & Joy
A If Kay
Earle & Oscar
Jim Mac & Frank
HeymOre Lovlies
Henry D Adams
WOOD GREEN
Empire (I) 25

A nne Shelton
Mooney & King
Johnny T^ockwood
Cleet & Morony
ToscanelJI
Ron Parry
P Gray & Dawn
Dennis Gilbert

Cabaret Bills

NEW T0EK CITY

Cn Te Society
,
(Downtoivn)

Stanley Prager
Mary Lou Williams
Anna belle Hill
Dave Martin Ore

CarnHal
Bert Whetler
Lou Holtz
Diosa Costello
Wood & Kelly
C & T Valdea
Yvonne Adair
Jimmy* Ellison
Paul Gavotte
Reid Ore

China Doll
John Tib
Moo Song
Fran Yn ng
Jadine LI Sun
Tai Sings

Cot »; ivnhuna
Lena Home
Copsey & Ayres
Nancy Doran
Terry Allen
Michael Durse Oro
Fernando Alvarez O
Diamond Horsesboe
Rose & La Pierre
sin
Herman Hydo
Turner Twins
Rosebuds
Billy Banks .

Tables Davlf
Renald & Rudy
Jack Mathers
Nobis Sissle Ore
Syd Strange Oro

El Chlco
P.oslta Rios
CnbalU ros

Uavonu-sindrld
Frakson
Pan cho & Diane
L<seuOna Boys
Chino Ore

Iceland
Leafy & Flags

Little Club
Walter Gross

Leon ft Eddie's
Eddio Davis
Art Waner Oro
Patsy Howard
Sylvia De Salvo
Lee Kerry
Catron Bros
Mara & Maurice
Shepard LJne

Zimmerman's
Paul Smith
Janczl Makula
2siga Beta
Paulens
Doria Haywood
Gene- Kardos O

Motn* Cnrm
Joel Shaw Ore

Blaekhnwti
Ray Pearl
Sherman Bros (3)
Dorothy Biegan

ChCE Paree
Carmen Miranda
Nick Long Jr
Marty Gould Oro
Barry Sherwood
Chez Adorables (10)
Hal Winters .

Hotel Bismarck
The Talbots (2)
Lorita Mahoney
Eddie Fens Ore
Benno Delson Oro
Gil Robinson
Orln Morehouse

Helsings
Sid Fisher Oro
Al Morgan
Del Breeze
Adrian Lorraine
H Edge-water Beacb
Alex Konyat
Del Courtney Ore
Mayo Bros s

The Juvelys
D Hlld Dan'rs (16)

Hotel Shernuin

Carl Marx
Jackie Cain
Charlie Ventura Or*
Clark Dennis
Jose Metis,

Hotel Stevens
Ren n y St rong Or«
Bob Hopkins
Acroinaniaca'
Fay Ac Gordon
Boulevar-Dears

Latin Quarter
Marie McDonald
Sian Fisher
Stepp Bros (4)
Latin Lovelies
Buddy Shaw Oro
Dick Hyde

Palmer House
Ltherace
Freddie Nngel Oro
Michael Dougliiu
Abbott D'ncers (12)
G^wer & Bell

Vine Gardens
Lillian Lee
Yvonne York
Jackie Soo
Joe Kish Oro

Reimbursement
Continued from pa£e 1

that the U. S. has tacitly or actually

agreed to abrogation of the agree-

ments—should fall on one group of

businessmen. -

Committee's suggestion, therefore,

was that the aid be underwritten by

the nation as a whole by reimburs-

ing those producers • who would
otherwise be forced to shut down
future operations. This

.
could be

done by repaying the indies part of

what they were taxed or, giving them
dollars in return for frozen British

credits. It should be legally accom-
plished, they said, via the Export-
Import Bank.

SIMPP group consisted of James
A. Mulvey, prez of Samuel Gold-
wyn Productions; Qunther Lessing,

v;p. and general counsel for Walt
Disney; Milton Kramer, board chair-

man of Selznick Releasing Organiza-
tion, and Marvin L. Faris, exec as-

sistant to Donald Nelson, SIMPP
prez. They presented their views to

Acting Secretary of State Robert
Lovctt, Secretary o£ the Treasury
John Snyder, William McChesney
Martin, president of the Export-Im-
port Bank, and Assistant Secretary
of Commerce David Bruce. Th«
quartet of government officials

served on the advisory council which
met with the British party on
changes in the loan agreement in

Washington last week.

Indies stressed that a freeze would
be almost as hard on them as the
present tax. They pointed out that

they had no theatre or distribution

income to fall back on, as did the
majors, and must derive their takt
partially from the British market.

Suggestion that there be some re-

imbursement of the indies by th«
U. S; Government got surprising
attention from the Washington lead-
ers. They expressed no opinion on
it, nor on the general aspects of the
indie plea for consideration. SIMPP
committee felt It had gained a point
in having an opportunity to make its

position clear to the quartet of top

U. S. negotiators, but otherwise took
no great feeling of encouragement
out of the meetings.
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Pension Fund, Raises Included In

New Met Agreement With AGMA
American Guild of Musical Artists

»nd the Metropolitan Opera Assn.

inked a pact last week featured by
two points—pay raises for principals,

chorus and ballet, and provision for

* pension fund.
Fund item is the first time that

AGMA, or anyone in the Associated

Actors and Artistes of America, has

ever set one up. AGMA has agreed

to let its Met artists donate services

for a benefit performance,,with man-
agement to match the sum raised.

Joint receipts will be used as nucleus

for the pension fund. More' money
will have to be raised, of course, so

that pensions aren't likely to be paid
out for some time. It's estimated that

the benefit would net $20,000, which
with the Met's matching would give

the fund $40,000 with which to start

off..

Pay raises totalling about $40,000

were also pacted. Choristers were
raised from $82 to $85 weekly, and
road sustenance upped from $6 to

$G.50 daily. Thus, on tour, a choris-

ter's weekly take went from $124 to

$130. Ballet dancers, of whom {here

are 35, were raised from $56 to $60,

with their daily road sustenance
hiked from $5.50 to $6.

There was no problem raised

about the number of choristers—

a

fight which delayed last year's Met
season and brought on threats of a

strike. Chorus is the same as last

year, 78 people. Pact includes sever-

ance pay for'the seven choristers not

re-engaged last season, who pre-

cipitated the AGMA fracas.

AGMA also got an increase in ra-

dio fees for the chorus to $13.75. It

also doubled the number of prin-

cipals entitled to the $50 fee for ra-

dio broadcasts. Principals (those

earning $200 a week or more) now
get $3 a day sustenance when tour-

ing; last year they got nothing.

AGMA also won an increase in the

rehearsal rate for the chorus, from
$1 to $1.25 an hour.
Hyman R. Faine, AGMA exec sec-

retary, represented the union in the
negotiations, with Julius F. Seebach,
Jr., secretary, and Frederick Paul
Keppel, controller, representing the

Met.
Season will open Nov. 10 and run

18 weeks.

IVORYTON EXTENDED

WITH 'MENAGERIE'
Ivoryton, Conn., Aug. 26.

Milton Stiefel will extend his

regular strawhat season beyond

Labor Day by adding "Glass

Menagerie" for week of Sept. 1.
*

Stand will be a return visit for

William Eythe, who did "Dear Ruth"
here earlier in the season. It's the

first time in a number of years

that a star has played a double date

at this cowbarner.

Stiefel, who has had a big season

to date, is mulling a second Septem-
ber attraction to tollow "Menagerie."

'Volpone' for Broadway

Skedded by H'wood Lab
Hollywood, Aug. 26.

Actors' Lab will invade Broadway
In October with "Volpone" and a
cast headed by J. Edward Bromberg,
with Morris Carnovsky directing;

Ben Jonson play will get a San
Francisco break-in before moving
east

Show will be financed here, with
profits earmarked for a new Lab
theatre and workshop.

MAREKWINDHEIM
Now appearing as "AH Hakim'

(The Peddler) In The Theatre Guild

'Washington Sq.' Set

For Biltmore Sept. 25
Fred Finkelhoffe's production of

"Washington Square," with Wendy
• Hiller, Cedric Hardwicke and
Patricia Collinge, will open Sept. 25

' at the Biltmore, N. Y., without a"

road tryout, Jed Harris is directing.

Oscar Serlin gave the script an
out-of-town tryout last spring, but
dropped it when John Halliday, who
had come from Hawaii to play the
leading part, bowed out.

Walt Whitman Play
Los Angeles, Aug.' 26.

John Ridgley bought stage rights

to "There Lived a Simple Man," a
play based on the career of Walt
Whitman, authored by John Dick.
Understood Ridgely will double as

producer and star of the legiter.

Rewriting Abbott Prod.
Robert Lee and Jerry Lawrence,

authors of the book of the forth-

coming musical comedy, "Look, Ma,
I'm Dancing," have arrived east to

do rewrite as suggested by George
Abbott, who is to produce-direct it

this season. Jerome Robbins is to

stage the dancing for the show,
tvhich deals with ballet.

Rehearsals are slated for October.

Strawhat Jottings

The Central City (Colo.) Opera
House Play festival this year ran

more than six weeks—62 shows—and
grossed a smash $205,000. . .Getting

the jump on their neighbors at Belle-

vue, who have announced the for-

mation of a strawhat theatre group,

with opening set for next summer,
the Mercer Island Summer Theatre,

near Seattle, opened Friday (22)

with "Mr. Pirn Passes By."

Joe Crosby,, whose Bolton Landing
(N. Y.) summer Players cltfsed an
eight-week season here Sunday (24),

has leased .a large barn in Bolton

Landing for use as his summer the-

atre next year. . ."Profile," new com-
edy by Charles and Michael Robin-

son, starring Faye Emerson, is being

presented at the Spa theatre, Sara-

toga, for the final week of, its season,

Aug. 26-31. . .The Lake George Play-

ers, at Lake George Village, and the

Bolton Players, at Bolton Landing
on Lake George, have discontinued

for the season.

Lakeside Summer theatre, Lake
Hopatcong, N. J., is offering a new
comedy by Belle Blumenthal, "For
Better Or For Worse," from Aug.
26 to 31". ...Buddy Ebsen stars in

"The Male Animal," being produced
at the Bucks County Playhouse,

New Hope., Pa., beginning Sept. 1

Pocono Playhouse, Mountain-
home, Pa., opens Sept. 1 with' "End
of Summer" Last production of

Lake Whalom Playhouse, Fitchburg,

Mass., will be Cole Porter's musical,

"Anything Goes," opening Sept. 1.

"Three's A Family," current at

Woodstock, N. Y., Playhouse, with
Gerald Savory staging. .'. ."Squaring
the Circle" is this week's bill at the
Sail Loft theatre, Germantown, N.
Y. Joseph Singer was featured there
last week in "Papa Is All".... The
Maiden Bridge, N. Y., Playhouse
concludes its second season under
the, management of former service-
man, with "Petticoat Fever" as the
show. Final performance will be
given Aug. 30.

Universal Playhouse, Mashpee,
Mass., is staging a new play by San-
ford Friedman, "Dawn From an Un-
known Ocean," starting Aug. 25. . . .

Final production of Robin Hood the-
atre", Arden, Del., is Noel Coward's
"Blithe Spirity' opened Aug. 25. . . .

Hampton Playhouse, Bridgehamp-
ton, L. I., is currently staging new
play by Pauline Williams, "Personal
Island." . . . "Uncle Tom's Cabin" is

currently being produced by Surry
Playhouse, Surry, Me. . . . Lakewood
Players, Skowhegan, Me., opened
Aug. 25 with revival of "On Bor-
rowed Time." . . . "Twelfth Night"
opened 15th Annual Drama Festival

of Barter Theatre, Va., on Aug. 25.

. . . Kennebunkport Playhouse, Ken-
nebunkport, Me . , is staging
"Charley's Aunt" this week. . . .

Greenbush Theatre. Blauvelt. N. Y.,

presenting Conrad Smith's ."Trial

Honeymoon" for this time this

summer starting Sept. 1. . . . Valley
Players will ' present "Made In
Heaven," starting Sept. 1. . . . Glenda
Farrell is currently starring in
"Brief Moment," at County Theatre,
Suffern, N. Y. . . . Cape Theatre,
Cape May, N. J., is staging "Three'6

a Family" this week.

Production, of "Oklahoma!,
Drury Lane Theatre, London.

at

Strawhat Reviews

Almost Faithful
Clinton, Conn., Aug. 22.

Samuel Wasserman production of com-
edy-drama in three acts, seven scenes,* by
Harry Wasstaff Grlbble. Produced and
staged by author; settings by Frederick
Fox. Opened at Clinton Playhouse, Clln-
lon, Aug. 18. '47; *2,88 top.

Aftuiene Druce ..Dorothy Donegan
Frank Broderick James Edwards
Diane Giles , .Basile Spears
Muriel Broderick. lane White
Francis Broderick, Jr.Chas. Meriwether, Jr.

Bert Tinkle Monte Hawley
Walter Dots Johnson
Mrs. Pratt Maude Russell

Inside Stuff-Legit
Clarence Derwent, head of Equity, who returned from abroad recently,

addressed the council last week with a proposal that' the association's

membership cards be interchangeable with those of British Equity.

His general contention was that "art is international," but the plan
didn't-meet with-favorable response. Equity feels-that-if its- restrictions
were dropped it would lead to an influx of British actors, to prevent
which the present alien actors rules were adopted years ago. The income
from visiting players is an important item in its annual revenue.

Foreign players are required .to pay $100 initiation fees to Equity
when appearing in the U. S., also 5% 'of their salaries, with a minimum
of -$10 weekly. Same rules do not apply for unit shows coming from
England such as John Gielgud's troupe, that of Donald Wolfit and Old
Vic. During the spring, British Equity announced it would have similar
initiation fee> and dues rules as a retaliatory move. It's understood that
such rules were not enforced when American shows opened in London
during the spring but ""may become operative if Equity definitely rejects,
the interchangeability proposal. There are a number of British Equityites
who are not subject to the alien rules, having appeared over here for
some time prior to the adoption of the restrictions. They have not be-
come American citizens and are known as "resident aliens."

Alien players are barred from stock but there are exceptions oc-
casionally made.

When a manager discharges an actor the replacement must get the
same salary as the letout, according to an Equity rule, but the regulation
is due for clarification on one phase, such as that brought up by a pro-
ducer recently. Showman voluntarily boosted the salaries of actors in
a hit and one was dropped from the cast for insubordination after he
played the part for more than a year. Manager contended that the re-
placement player was entitled ,to the salary originally contracted for,
rather than the figure it was increased to. Equity conceded the point
was well taken and the rule will probably be modified .to cover- such
exceptional cases. Rule was originally made to prevent managers from
ousting players from the original cast and hiring replacements at lower
pay for the purpose of reducing the operating, nut at the expense of
better-paid incumbents. When an actor voluntarily withdraws from a
part there is no salary restriction for the replacement.

Harry PfeiPs Seattle Co.

Seattle, Aug. 26.

Harry Pfeil, oldtime producer and
manager of touring companies and
light opera player, is organizing a

local light opera company.
George Metcalfe is musical direc-

tor.

A tryout performance that at-

tempts to combine ace pianology
with mediocre thesping in the star
role ends up a jumble that succeeds
in neither department. This story of
a famed Negro pianist who tries to
wean her vocal accompanist

.
away

from his family circle calls for
acting talent first and musical abil-
ity merely as a secpndary virtue.
The opposite is the case in this in-
stance, result being that script assets
are shunted aside due to misplaced
musical emphasis.
Playing the pianist role, Dorothy

Donegan's skill at the ivories only
serves to distract from story concen-
tration. Her dialog delivery gives an
impression of rote recitation in a
part that calls for* expert emoting.
Authof has written enough words

here for two ordinary plays. Many
of the lines can be classified simply
as Gribble's drivel and should read-
ily be deleted as excess baggage. The
remainder can possibly be made to
jell by concentrating on the comedy-
drama angle and letting the musical
sequences just go along for the ride.

Story, per se, involves attempted
murder,v.a suicide, the near breakup
oi a happy family, and a secondary
romance between another femme
pianist and a Mohammedan acrobat.
Which is a lot of territory to cover
in one script.

Cast is a mixture of good and so-so
talent. James Edwards does an in
and out job as the family man who
falls—just once—for the piano queen.
As his understanding wife, Jane
White gives the play's best perform-
ance and one that can well lead her
to bigger things. Dots Johnson is
convincing as the nonchalant acro-
bat, and Basile, Spears has her ups
and downs as' his femme admirer.
Monte Hawley's version of a pickled
10%-er is fair enough.
Frederick Fox's double apartment

sets represent an ambitious under-
taking for a strawhat production.

Bone.

Symphony concerts have been given seasonally in aid of the emer-
gency fund of the musicians union but a recent proposal was made that
legit shows also give benefit performances for the same purpose. Evi-
dently only musical shows would be called upon- but straight plays
could be also asked to follow suit. "Brigadoon" has assented, cast anoT
chorus of the musical expressing willingness to play a benefit for the
union, but the proposal has not yet gotten the nod from Equity. Latter
takes the position that if any other stage employees, including the deck-
hands, are to be paid, then the company must likewise be compensated.
It's assumed that the' "Brigadoon" pit band would work gratis, since
its union would benefit.

"I Remember Mama" is to be done in London by H. M. Tennent, Ltd,
and Emile Littler, rather than John C. Wilson, who was originally

mentioned as co-presenter. Littler has also completed negotiations for
the English rights to "All My Sons."

'Tobacco Road' in 2d Nix

For London Public -View
London, Aug. 26.

"Tobacco Road," currently playing
New Lindsey, private membership
theatre, was refused license by Lord
Chamberlain for public performance.
This makes second refusal, since

play was privately produced by the
Gate theatre around 1930, when cen-
sor nixed commercial showing.

Once Upon a Holiday
Guilford, Conn., Aug. 20.

Lewis Harmon production of musical com-
edy in two acts, six scenes. Book by Rob-
erl Chnmpluin.; mnsic adapted from Franz
l.if-zl by Walter Hendl: lyrics by Ethel
Jaeobson. Staged by Champlaln; sellings.
Robert GUndlnch. Opened at Chapel Play-
house, Guilford, Aug. 18. '47; $2.88 top.
Grand Duke O. Tolbert-IIewitt
Auguste Bruce Adams
Princess Sayn .-.Ruth Altman
Slephan Boldlnl William Jackson

Liszt... Norman MacKav
N'lcholas Cztrkel -.Dennis Allen
Joseph ;...Ladd Haynes
Valentine Frances Thaddeus
Anna Adelaide Bishop
Tina. Pamela Hyde
Frieda Gertrude Klnnell
2eppl Dean While
liaker Reichel Arthur Baric
Isoljcl Czlrkel Carlotta Sherwood
Singing Teacher O. Tolhert-Ilewill
Acting Teacher Norman Roland

Pianist, Frank Glazer

The development of an additional
meat on this skeleton of an operetta
could conceivably raise it to a very
interesting plane. Played, as it is.

against the curtailed background of
strawhat limitations, sans the embell-
ishments of ballet and choral groups,
opus nevertheless manages to show-
case itself sufficiently to indicate a
fair gamble for further expansion.
Actually, the production is only a
sample o£ what might be done with
it, but the basic pattern is there.
Based on an episode in the life of

Franz Liszt, libretto tells engagingly
of his romantic leanings, his efforts
to compose and also to promote

musical careers for others. Central
thread is a brief affair with a coun-
try lass when he returns to his birth-
place for a holiday. Equilibrium is

restored when a more mature prin-
cess steers 'him away from infatua-
tion and into channels more condu-
cive to composing.

Score is considerably condensed,
being confined primarily, to solo
work. What there is of it is okay but
it would require extensive enlarge-
ment before it could emerge as a
full-fledged musical. Numbers are
accompanied via a single off-stage
piano, at which Frank Glazer shines
in various adaptations from Liszt
melodies.

Ruth Altman and Norman MacKay
head the cast as the princess and
Liszt. Creditable work is done by
both, Miss Altman displaying a well-
trained voice. Also good on the
vocal en«l is Adelaide Bishop, as the
youthful charmer who temporarily
distracts Liszt. Bruce Adams makes
a capable comic, and further laughs
are drawn by Frances Thaddeus, a
sort of parlay of ZaSu Pitts and
Marie Wilson. O. Tolbert-Hewitt
and Norman Roland contribute amus-
ing bits as a pair of eccentric teach-
ers.

Summer budget and space re-
strictions have voided set elabora-
tion but they manage to come
-through with one fairly attractive
one of a room in oldtime Hungary.
Robert Champlain has staged his
own script well, in such manner as
to convey a favorable impression of
its possibilities. . Bone.

become corrupted by the worldly
older man. Robinson twists tale so
that the Fitzgerald-era student settles
down, while his younger roommate
goes hook, line and sinker for the
photogenic, hard-boiled photog-
rapher, who is well-limmed by Haiia
Stoddard. Play has a curtain that
should have the author paying royal-
ties to GBS because of situation and
line similarity to .."Candida."

First act is badly in need of prun-
ing because of dull repetition of
comedy's theme. There are a lot of
laughs in last two stanzas and it is

easy to see why Hal Wallis bought
the property as a framework to hang
a campus flick. Nice Princeton atmos-
phere built by Robinson.

Miss Stoddard and Post as leads,
and Cliff Robertson, as impression-
able undergrad, turn in expert per-
formances. Joseph Sweeney, as gin-
distilling janitor; Arthur Foran, Jr.,

playing a dean and former classmate
of returned GI, and Elizabeth Brew,
as crusading mother of the kid
round out balanced cast. Don Her-
shey kept action moving as well as
long-winded script allows. William
Lee Steger's setting, modeled after
"Voice of Turtle," is well designed,
but poorly painted. Soja.

The Lady and the Tiger
Clinton, N. J„ Aug. 26.

Eddie Rich production of Michael Robin-
son's [day in three acts (four scenes, two In
second act), with Hal la Stoddard and Wil-
liam Post. Slaged by Don Hershey; settings
designed by William Lee Sieger. At
Cllnlou Music Hall, Aug. 18 to 23; $2.40 top.
Mike, Joseph Sweeney
Hollisler Wallabout, Jr Cliff Robertson
Mrs. Nancy Wallabout. .. .'.Elizabeth Brew
Tom Kwlng Arthur Foran, Jr.
Amnry Halliday...,., William Post
Leslie Boolh Haila Stoddard

"The Lady and the Tiger," as
caught here, is • a slender comedy
against a Princeton University post-
war background that needs consider-
able reshaping if it is to get to first
base on Broadway.
Michael Robinson, who wrote

"Profile'' with his brother Charles
this summer for the citronella cir-
cuit, is again scripting a story about
a mag worker. This time it is a Luce
lens gal, who accompanies her 42-
year-old ex-GI boyfriend back to old
Nassau, where he was an undergrad
in the Scott Fitzgerald days of 1924.
The jazz-age lad. played by Bill Post,
never got his sheepskin because of
his fondness for bathtub gin. A re-
quest from the State Dept. to readmit
him for his A.B. is cause of his
campus return.
His roommate, an earnest, squash

playing lad, the university fears, will

Plays Abroad

The Girl Who C ouldn't
Quite

London, Aug. 21.
Michael Hickman production (by arrange-

ment with Bernard Goodman Productions
and Hyde Productions) of play in Hires
acts, by Leo Marks. Directed by William
Motllson. At St. Marlin'a, London, Aug.
20, '47.' ~ — —
Janet Taylor Louise Hampton
Paul Evans .Basil I'unard
Tony _ Owen FeUowes
Sir John Oxley. John Turnbull
Pnm Taylor Bellv Hlocklield

Rulh Taylor Patricia Plunkett
Tim Clifford Mollison

Trite comedy which is missing on
all cylinders. It's badly constructed,
ponderous and tiring, with a lot of

good acting wasted.
Ruth is a brat who never smiles

and is rude to everybody. Mother
(Pam), and friends of family are
worried,

: especially grandmother
(Janet). Tim, a hobo, comes on the
scene and changes gal entirely; she
becomes almost human. He proves
a wonderful psychologist and even
manages to win over Sir John Ox-
ley and Paul Evans, the ritzy family
friends, to go slumming with him, in

hobo's attire.

. Tim also reveals hypnotic powers,
putting the influence on Ruth, un-
earthing cause of trouble—a vicious
nurse in her childhood, who hurt her
to such an extent that she shunned
everybody.
As result of hypnotic experiment,

(Continued on page 52)
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Theatre Party Agents Set 'Allegro'

Deals in New Scattered System
Theatre party agents seem to have *

...concentrated^ upon "AUegro,'V_ the

new Rodgers and Hammersfefn rfm~

sical being produced by the Theatre

Guild, aware that it is generally re-

garded as the first probable musical

itandout oi 1947-48.

Although "Allegro" is only in re-

hearsals, up to this week there were
. 22 parties arranged for, and so many
proposals for others have been re-

ceived that similar sellouts will

doubtless extend the past the first of

the year because of a scatter system

being used by the Guild. There will

be no parties until after the sub-

scription period of approximately

three weeks, party deals thereafter

being limited to three a week.

Scattering of parties, instead of a

succession of such deals for virtually

every night for months, such as ap-

plied last season to the musicals
'.'Brigadoon" and "Finian's Rainbow,"
appears to have been a compromise
arrangement between the Guild and
Rodgers and Hammerstein, who
wrote, and composed "Oklahoma!"
~snd "Carousel," Guild smashes. Last
season, when the author-manager
team of R. & H. presented "Happy
Birthday," they definitely declared
themselves against parties, stating

too many regular theatre patrons-

found tickets unavailable thereby,

except by payment of excess prices

usually charged by benefit organiza-
tions, which make up the bulk of

parties. No parties were arranged
for "Birthday" nor for "John Loves

—Shows in Rehearsal
-

"Man and Superman" (revival)

—

Maurice Evans.
"Command Decision" — Kermit

Bloomgarden and Sidney Phillips.

"This .Time Tomorrow" ("The
Death of a Rat" )—Theatre Guild.
"The Big People"—Theatre, Inc.

"The Heiress"—Fred Finklehoffe.
•"Allegro"—Theatre Guild.
"How I Wonder"—Ruth Gordon,

Garson Kanin, Victor Samrock, Wil-
liam Fields.

•••Music in My Heurt"—Henry
Duffy.
"High Button Shoe*"— Monte

Proser and Jos. Kipness.
"I Gotta. Get Out"—Herb. Harris

and Lester Meyer.

LA. GROUP TO PREEM

NEW SAROYAN DRAMA
Los Angeles, Aug. 26.

William Saroyan's new drama,
"Sam Egos. House or Angels Aghast."
will be unveiled here by the Circle
Players at their own theatre, Oct. 14.

—Little theatre-group was-giveu the.

green light following its staging of
Saroyan's "The Time of Your Life."

Managers, Equity Waste No Time

In Setting New Basic Contract

•Musical.

Slock Try in S. F.

May Bellwether

Return Elsewhere
Resurgence of stock companies in

key cities, especially those far re-

moved from Broadway, is a possi-

. ^™J,tl*,w I
bility within the next few seasons.Mary, another R. & H. production , , . ., ,.
This type of stage- attraction was one
of the major activities for actors

|

prior to the advent of pictures, but
was considered too strong opposi-

Guild Freezes

On Iceman

(both current), it's understood.

"Allegro" is the most costly pro-
duction so far on the fall list, esti-

mated outlay being $250,000. Guild
will have some partners in the pres-

entation, as it did with the other
R. & H. musicals. Said to be the
heaviest investors are 20th for $50,-

000 and Howard S. Cullman for $15,-

000. Show will be $6 top and is due
into the Majestic, N. Y., Oct. 2, after

trying out inr New Haven and Boston.

tion by exhibitors. In many cities

they absorbed theatres and elim-
inated the resident stocks, which
numbered well over 100 and which S

operated from September until May.
Since then summer stocks have

become the vogue, especially in the
east. This summer saw over 120
strawhats, including open air oper 7

etta projects. There was an up-
surge of summer stocks on the
Coast, too, and film studios have
occasionally indulged in stock out-
fits as a training ground between
camera engagements. Strawhats
often are in the hands of immature
showmen.
What may be the first of newly-

established winter stocks is planned
for the Trivoli, San Francisco, this

fall. House is one of string con-
trolled by Joseph Blumenfeld, who
has confined himself to pictures. He
has expended around $50,000 on the

Tivoli to ready it for stage shows.
Among the changes is a system of

acoustics, a Tiffany glass ceiling

having been replaced under the di-

rection of specialists from Carnegie
Tech.
John Jennings, formerly with

RKO's story department, is the man-
to Nov. 30. I aging director. Tivoli enterprise is

Use' of a free baggagecar calls for
]
a non-profit organization sponsored

Eugene O'Neill's "The Iceman
Cometh" will not tour again, deci-
sion to keep the production in the
storehouse having become final ap-
parently after a huddle between the
Theatre Guild, which produced the
long drama, and its author. There
was some doubt about extensive
touring after the show went to the
road last spring, when it fared none

\

too well in a limited number of
stands, only one or two reportedly
showing an operating profit.

"Iceman" started like a smash at

the Beck, N. Y., last fall, when out-
of-town critics joined firstnighters at

the premiere. It sold out for months,
but then ended in the red, estimated
to be around $50,000, most of which
represented road losses. There were
some critical dissenters, but it's be-
lieved the real reason "Iceman" did
not round out a full season on Broad-
way was the drama's exceptional
length, also the fact that it was held
to be repetitious.

Another O'Neill drama, "A Moon
for the Misbegotten," was tried out
last spring, and it's understood it I

won't be brought to Broadway by the

Guild this season.

Balanchine Returns
George Balanchine, ballet and

Broadway choreographer, returned
to N. Y. last weekend after a five-

month stint as guest choreographer
with the Paris Opera. Balanchine,
whose last Broadway assignment
was the dances for "The Chocolate
Soldier" last January, left for France
in February, to stage four of his
works at the Opera. These were a
new ballet. "Crystal Palace," and re-
vivals of three of his oldies, "Apol-
lo," 'Serenade'' and "Baiser de la

Fee."

Balanchine has a new ballet, as

yet untitled, for Ballet Theatre,
which that group will preem in No-
vember during its season at the City
Center, N. Y. He also expects to do
a couple of works of a non-commer-
cial nature for Ballet Society.

25% Baggagecar

Increase Expected

For Touring Shows
A 25% increase in baggagecar re-

quirements for road shows was ex-

pected to be effective, starting Sun-
day (31), but no confirmation of the

tilt has been made by the Interstate

Commerce Commission. Application
for the increase was made by trunk
lines last winter and contested by
the managers, who conferred with
ICC last March, when the date for

the proposed new tariffs was fixed to

become operative Aug. 31, but it's

understood' that ICC considers such
dates as more or less elastic. Re-
port now is decision will be set back

S5 first-class fares instead of the
present 20, or 32% coach fares, as

compared to 25. Application for the
increase accompanied a general tilt

in transportation rates, which rail-

roads contend are necessary because
operation costs have steadily ad-
vanced.

Straight plays would mostly be af-

fected by the new baggagecar re-

quirements. Average number of ac-

tors and staff people transported for

dramas and comedies is 21, while the
average for musicals is around 60, so

that the number of fares (tickets)

required more than meets the new
levels. Where extra baggagecars are

required for any-type of attraction,

12% additional fares shall be paid

instead of 10.

Helen Hayes Hurt in Home

Fall, 2 Shows Cancelled

«

by Coast socialites, who similarly

participate in symphony orchestra
and civic light opera activities.

Among cities believed to be again

ripe for stock are St. Louis, Kansas
City, Denver and Dallas. If such

stands support resident casts, any
number of additional spots should

open up.

'STATE' QUITTING B'WAY

AFTER 96-WEEK RUN
"State of the Union" is in its last

three weeks on Broadway, ringing

down Sept. 13, when-the. Lindsay,

and. Crouse topical, laugh play will

have run 96 weeks. Two road com-
panies of "State" toured last season

but only one will go to the road

next month. It will be headed by

Kay Francis, only name player en

Helen Hayes, starring in "Happy
Birthday" on Broadway, is supposed
to have a bandage on her arm when
making her first entrance. When
she appeared Saturday (23) after-

noon the bandage was actual.., It

was applied by a doctor.

Miss Hayes slipped in the bathtub
at home after taking a shower, gash-
ing the left hand and forearm, sev-

eral stitches being required to close

the wounds. Miss Hayes did not ap-
pear on Friday night, and the show
was cancelled. There was around
$3,000 in the Broadhurst. N. Y., box-
office which was refunded.
Show went on for both Saturday

performances and the star was re-

ported okay early this week.

player out of the present cast fiinal

ing at the Hudson. Ralph Bellamy
is the N. Y. company's other star.

Tour will include a flock of split

weeks and one nighters. Film ver-

sion is due for the cameras soon, to

be. produced by Frank Capra for

Metro release. Play will be followed

at the Hudson, Sept. 30, by "How I

Wonder." by Donald Ogdcn Stewart,

it being the first managerial try by
Ruth Gordon and Garson Kanin.

Victor Samrock and William Fields,

of the Playwrights Co. staff, are as-

sociated in the production.

Robert Goodhue of the Hollywood
branch of the Frederick Bros,

agency has transferred to the legit

dept. of the New York office.

Theatre Wing Sets

New Semester For

Servicemen Pros.
American Theatre Wing's refresh-

er and training courses for pro-
i fessionals who were in uniforms will

begin the fall session Sept. 8 and
|
will continue until Nov. 15. Last

j

season cost of the courses amounted
. to ,$500,000, expended in fees to in-

I
structors of acting, rental of re-

i

hearsal halls and studios, to teachers
I of voice, dancing and other stage

I arts. Wing was reimbursed by the

I
Veterans Administration to the ex-
tent of $483,000, so that the Wing's
share of the administrative costs

was $17,000.

Under the bill of rights, Veterans
are entitled to such courses gratis

just as the tuition of former service-

men and women in colleges is paid
by the Government, Registration for

the courses started last week and
will continue until tomorrow (28)

at school headquarters, 432 West
44th street, N. Y., but certified pros
in summer stock who will not re-

turn to N. Y. until Labor Day may
register at the Wing's offices, 730

Fifth avenue, for three days starting

next Tuesday (2-4).

Wing has issued a catalog of new
courses, changes and developments
for the new season, training being
available to all Equity and chorus
members in the fields of theatre,

radio, television, dance and music.
New courses include stagecraft for

stage managers and technicians (in-

cludes lighting), conducted by David
Heilweil, wi'.ii specialist aides from
each field: voice and diction by
Fanny Bradshaw and Aristede d'An-
gelo; radio survey, by agency and
netyvork executives, conducted by
Tom Slater of Ruthrauff & Ryan
agency; radio writing lab conducted
by Elwood Hoffman of the CBS
script department; radio program-
ming and management, conducted
by Ted Cott, WNEW; expanded are

courses in theatrical producing and
publicity; playwriting, scripts to be
analyzed by Robert Anderson and
Orrin Jannings; acting, one class to

be especially for showcase showings;
acting of classic plays conducted by,

Peggy Wood, directing by Lee
Strasberg.

Romney Brent, who gave a spring

course in acting for singers; Frederic
Tozere, and Joe Anthony, are also

j

on legit staff.
1

In addition to the courses the

[Wing will continue to send shows

I

to veterans' hospitals indefinitely.

! There are fewer hospitals in the

j

metropolitan district but Wing of-

|
fices in Washington and Boston will

' supervise . shows to those in the
'respective areas. Attendant ex-
' penses are defrayed by the Wing.

Basic agreement between the
League of New York Theatres and
Equity was set "last week, but has
not been ratified yet by League
membership. No quorum was
available this week, but League will
try to get quorum for meeting next
Tuesday (2).

Promptness with which the revi-
sions of the basic agreement were
negotiated is explainable by the fact
that the respective committees were
empowered to okay final terms with-
out the necessity of first reporting
back to their boards, a process which
in the past led to long mulling.

Washing(olirTDTC:;Tregrt)-segrega-
tion issue, which threatened to sty-
mie the extension of the agreement,
was surprisingly phrased, being
minus the finality that was first
threatened; it is understood that the
contract stipulation was modified
during final negotiations. Stated
originally that no-Equity actor would
be permitted to appeaT in D. C. after
Aug. 1, 1948. unless the exclusion of

|

Negroes in Washington legit theatres
(namely, the National) prior to that
date was nixed. Actually the stipu-
lation reads:

"The actors shall not be required
to perform in any theatre in Wash-
ington, D. C., where discrimination
is practiced against any actor or pa-
tron of the theatre, by' reason of his
race, color or creed."

It is therefore doubtful that Equity
would discipline a member appear-
ing in Washington after next August
should the segregation problem not
be solved there and a manager pro-
ceeded regardless, granted that the
house will not have changed its
policy.

Anti-Sepegation

Seen Restricted

Just to Capital
That the audience-segregation stip-

ulation written into the pact be-
tween the managers and Equity last

week will be extended to other
border cities and the south is not
indicated by the actors, and certainly
not entertained by the showmen.
Equity participated in the Negro-

segregation agitation when it started I

last season on the ground that the i

color line should not exist in Wash- I Equity's ideas on the Taft-Hartley
ington, particularly because it is the ! act are summed up thusly:
capital of the nation. Asked if the I "v*,-,, f„... i

"movement" would expand to other I

tn^ATh
pe0p

,

le are
(

™h enou8h

stands where Negroes are not ad- '-^ u'ta declaration as to just what . . the
bill will do to organized labor . . .

those at all informed agree that it

mitted on the lower floor or limited
to upstairs, a prominent Equityite
expressed a determined negative. _
There is little doubt that the issue ™£s ll ea

,

sler father the worker

was a headache although success- !
? employer who does not choose

fully handled 1
w wlt unions, to work with-

Managers and Equity have agreed I

?"* "?em " Alter °P|"inS tnat esta °"

to form a joint committee in an effort I p
Sh
*f

mana !?e" and most current

to secure a Congressional bill or city I

Equ
!
ty membe" would not fight or

ordinance whereby the color line ! .

e Polling minimum wages

would be eliminated legally in

Washington next summer. It will

probably require the support of local

civic organizations, and could hardly
be confined to legit but rather in-

cludes cafes and major picture the-
atres, where segregation is general.

Broadway picture houses have a

certain percentage of colored
patrons, as have legiters, but Negroes
are rarely seen in midtown cafes,

apparently preferring Harlem or

other sections of the metropolis.

'SWING MIKADO' TO BE

ENTIREY NON-UNION
"Swing Mikado", with an all-

Negro cast revived for out-of-town
by Jules Pfeiffer, is to be entirely

non-union, first instance of a legiter

on that basis since the Taft-Hartley
act.

Pfeiffer^ an independent Chicago
showman, who

.
presented "Maid in

the Ozarks" in its long run in the

Loop several seasons ago, contends
he has the right to operate without
union restrictions under the new
labor curb law. He is not a member
of the League of New York Theatres,
which signed a basic agreement with
Equjty last week. Legit actors as-

sociation is' aware that indie maTia^
gers could attempt operating outside
Equity regulations but will observe
developments in the "Mikado" in-

stance before taking action.

Association of Theatrical Agents
j and Managers take a different slant,

j

stating that when Pfeiffer had
"Maid" on the boards he signed a

basic agreement with the union
which has two more years to run.

Currently there is no A'fAM ad-
vance man nor company manager
with "Mikado." though the show
odened at the Zoo Outdoor Theatre,
Toledo. Thursday (26). Agents and

|

managers union claims it can ask

j

other unions for support it Pfeiffer

|

does not comply with its rules, be-
cause such action would not con-

| stitute a secondary boycott, barred

I

by the Taft-Hartley law.

I
Mike Todd had a similar Gilbert

j
and Sullivan colored musical, called

j
"Hot Mikado." which played Broad-

j
way and at New York's World Fair,

i with Bill Robinson starred.

and working conditions, it was com-
mented that there may be newcomer
managers who may try to cut cor-
ners at the expense of the actors.

Equity cautions its members, espe-
cially the younger group, not to ac-
cept less than minimum conditions,
lest the reforms made possible by
the strike of 1919 be lost. The warn-
ing pertains to possible offers from
possible newcomer managers who
may contend that Equity can make
no reprisals if present regulations
are evaded, because of the Taft-Hart-
ley law.

Paul Dullzell, executive sec of
Equity, sent a letter to the managers
expressing appreciation of the man-
ner in which they accepted the revi-
sions in the contract, which is really
an extension of that of 1945. Such
felicitations are exceptional rather
than the rule in relations between
actors and managers.

'Magic Touch' Lives

Up to Its Title With

Preview Performances
"The Magic Touch", set back from

opening in New York this week and
dated to "officially" open next 'Wed-
nesday (3), gave performances

nightly at the International last

week same applying currently, al-

though no announcements were
made nor were there ads in the
dailies. All hands received regular
salaries.

This strangely undercover pro-
cedure was made possible by a suc-
cession of benefit performances,
known as paid previews, subscribed
to by labor unions in aid of their

benevolent funds.
Exceptional receipts are reported

for "Touch," a comedy that opened
in Buffalo rece-ntly, then played
Newark at $6 fop under benevolent
auspiees but the scale aroused re-

sentment among those asked to pay
that rate. Claimed that the gross
last week was over $23,500, and
Sunday (24) night's takings were
quoted at $3,700. Matinees were
played Saturday and Sunday under
auspices, same going for

.
this week.
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Bway Spurts; Hope for Increase

Via Legion Convention; 'Annie

Shows Top Gain, Back to SRO 45G
Technically the 1947-48 season in

legit starts Labor Day, next Mon-
day (1), there being one Broadway
attraction listed to debut during the
week.
Broadway's business improved

somewhat last week with better
weather, but by Saturday (23) the
heat was on again. Visitor volume
has been steadily mounting in the
metropolis,, namely the American
Legion convention the last half of
this week. Legionaires haven't gone
for shows previously but managers
are now hopeful of some patronage
from them.

Best increase was scored by "An-
nie Get Your Gun," boxoffice lines
and agency sales indicating the re-
turn to capacity pace. "Oklahoma!"
improved and registered the best
gross of the summer.

Estimates for Last Week
Keys: C (Comedy), D (Drama),

CD (Comedy-Drama), R (Revue),
M (Musical), G (Operetta).

"AH My Sons," Coronet (30th

"week) CD-1,095; $4.80). Picked up
further, the gross being approxi-
mately $12,500; visitor trade mostly
upstairs.
"Annie Get Your Gun," Imperial

(67th week) (M- 1,427; $6.60). Return
of musical's star (Ethel Merman) ac-

counted for steady boxoffice lines;

gross went back to virtual capacity;
over $45,000.

"Born Yesterday," Lyceum (82d
week) (C-993; $4.90). Barged ahead
first part of last week but Saturday
ajjain was under normal for stayer;

but okay $17,000.
"Brlgadoon," Ziegfeld (24th week)

(1,626; $4.80). Musical smash still

virtually selling out as it completes
sixth month (next week); figured
over $42,500 and' aimed through new
season. .

Call Me Mister," Majestic (71st

week) (M-1,659; $4.80). Improved to

$23,000 or better with further operat-
ing, profit earned; may move to an-
other house when "Allegro"" arrives
in this hquse early in October.

"Finian's Rainbow," 46th St. (33d
we?k) (C-920; $6). A standout of last

season* sock musicals that should
span the new season;; $42,000 is the
pace, capacity.
"Happy Birthday," Broadhurst (43d

week) (C-1,160; $4.80). Was slated to

better the previous week's business
but Friday (22) night cancelled be-
cause of an. accident to Helen Hayes,
who resumed Saturday; $18,000 in
seven times.

"Harvey," 48th St. (147th week)
(C-920; $4.20). Jimmy Stewart's draw
continued at capacity, the gross bet-
tering $18,800; Frank Fay returns
next week, and continuance through
new season anticipated.

"Icetime of 1948," Center (13th
week) (M-2,994; $2.40). On a 10-per-
formance basis, skating revue getting
list's top money; over $50,000 quoted.
"John Loves Mary." Music Box

(29thSweek) (C-979; $4.80). Picked
up and was quoted at better than
$13,000; laugh show slated through
autumn.
"Oklahoma!" St. James (227th

week) (M-1,505; $4.80). Amazing
vitality of champ-run musical
proven in past several weeks when
mors visitors intown; around $24,000.

"State of the Union," Hudson (93d
week) (CD-1,057; $4.80). In final

three weeks; well over $13,000.
"The Medium" and "The Tele-

phone," Barrymore (17th week) (M-
1.064; $4.20). .May play concert
dates in fall rather than tour as road
attraction; around $11,500.

"Voice of the Turtle," Morosco
(176th week) (C-939; $3.60). Picked
up. and last week's takings around
$8,500, best figure in past two months.
"Young Man's Fancy," Plymouth

(17th week) (C-1,075; $3.60). Picked

up with field last week, too, and was
credited with bettering $7,500; okay
for comedy with mostly junior cast.

REVIVALS
"Burlesque," Belasco (35th week)

(C-1,077; $4.80). Has achieved pur-
pose of playing through summer, and
should prosper when moving to road;
$10,000. , ,

"Sweethearts," Shubert (31st

week) (M-1,382; $4.80). Materially
better, and more than $20,000
claimed; announced to play until

Oct. 11, and then to road.
NEIGHBORHOOD

"Dream Girl," Windsor, Bronx.
"Joan of Lorraine," Flatbush

Brooklyn.

Sidneys 'Joan' Poor 7iG

In Second Philly Week;

Fall Show Sked Heavy
Philadelphia, Aug. 26.

It just wasn't in the cards for the
Sylvia Sidney production of "Joan
of Lorraine" to do anything at the
b.o. when it tried to beat the regular
season's start by opening on the 11th
at the Forrest. Torrid weather over-
came any good the theatre's air-con-
ditioning might have done. "Joan"
stumbled along and came up with a

scant $7,500. Two weeks' engagement
was under $14,000.
Next legit activity comes Labor

Day night (1) when "The Red Mill,"

comic opera revival, starts a return
engagement at the Shubert where
it had a very profitable month's stay
last winter. Each of the four regular
legit houses here will have a differ-

ent opening date, all one week apart.

The Walnut will relight the 8th
with the new race-track comedy, "I

Gotta Get Out," in for two weeks.
Then on the 15th the Forrest gets

the ' musical tryout, "High Button
Shoes," for a three weeks' run and,
finally, the Locust makes its start

on the 22d with "The Big People,"
also a try-out.
The Shubert follows "Mill" with

"Music in My Heart" (Henry Duffy
show from Coast) on 17th. and re-

vivals of "The Firefly" and "Show
Boat," the Guild's. "Carousel," Eva
Le Gallienne's "Alice in Wonder-
land," and what is billed as "musical
.repertory" listed for three weeks
starting Sept. 29.

"Lady Windermere's Fan" (Oct.
13). "Sweethearts" in return engage-
ment, Nov. 3, and an as yet untitled
musical tryout Nov. 24, are listed

for the Forrest. The Locust has
Judith Anderson in "Medea," and
two tryouts, "For Love -or Money"
and "A Streetcar Named Desire" set

to follow "The Big People." Walnut
has "Another Part of the Forrest"
(22). Blackstone (Oft. 6), "All My
Sons" (20) and "I Remember Mama"
Nov. 17 for four weeks with "Born
Yesterday" (return) understood as
following.

'Roots' 10G, AC.
Atlantic- City, Aug. 26.

"Deep Are the Roots," with Henry
R. Scott as Brett Charles, did $10,000

at the Auditorium theatre last week.
"Anna Lucasta," back for repeat

performance, opened Monday (25)

and will be last show of the season
Show grossed highest of all appear-
ing this summer, $18,000, when it was
offered in early July.
David Lowe is pleased with the

summer venture and will try to

make arrangements to return next
year. Spot was miffed because of

lack of air-conditioning. Auditorium
may give Lowe better break with
its installation next summer.

N.B.C. - J YEARS

B'WAY MUSICALS

Now
Producer ond

Musical Director

TAMIMENT

SUMMER
THEATRE

Tamiment, Pa.

VINC MERLIN

'Mobn' Terrif 25G
In Memphis Finale

Memphis, Aug. 26.

"New Moon" did terrific $25,000
last week as final production of
Memphis Open Air Theatre's eight-
week, 10th anniversary jubilee sea-
son.

.
It puts summer opera outfit

clearly in the black for 1948.
Final show garnered high praise

from press.

BLOOD DONORS
ARE PAID

An appointment is unnecessary.
Apply in person daily 9 A.M. to 4
P.M., Saturday 9 A.M. to 12 Noon.
Blood Bank of NEW YORK POST
GRADUATE HOSPITAL. 20th St.

and 2d Ave., New York. Please
bring this announcement with you.

Ewing Options Play
Los Angeles, Aug. 26.

Sherman Ewing. New York pro-
ducer, took an option on a new legit
play, "It Could Only Happen," and
slated it for autumn production.
Piece was authored by Harry Clork

and M. Coates Webster.

lassie Tees Off

New Hub Season
Boston, Aug. 26.

Legit season appears to get under
way this week here with two open-
ers as of last night (25) and a nice
list of prospects ahead. Strawhatters
dwindling fast, with about one more
full frame after this week.
Openers were "We Love a Lassie" at

the Shubert, one week only pre-B'way
and Blackstone back to the Colonial
for two weeks at $2.40 top including
Sundays. Next are "Stars Weep" at

the Wilbur Sept. 1, "Allegro'; at the
Colonial (via Theatre Guild-Ameri-
can Theatre Society) Sept. 8, "Alice
in Wonderland" at the Opera House
Sept. 15, and "Man and Superman"
at the Shubert Sept. 22.

Boston Summer theatre did fairly
well with "Slight Case of Murder"
last week, catching an estimated
$4,500. "Profile," at Marblehead,
despite poor notices on debut at
Cape Playhouse, Dennis, did fine,

probably exceeding $7,000. Paul
Muni in return engagement there
this week, • and Jane Cowl at the
Boston strawhatter. Three new.
plays trying out this week. "Dawn
From An Unknown Ocean," by San-
ford Friedman at Mashpee; 'Name
of Action," by Gayne Richards, at
Bass Rocks, and "Harvest of Years,"
by Arthur Beckhard, at Falmouth,
last named pre-B'way.

'SKIN'WCYl^OOO

IN 10 WEEKS AT L. A.
Los Angeles, Aug. 26.

Robert McCahon's production of
"Skin of Our Teeth," first offering
of Pelican Productions, bowed out
Saturday night (23) after 10-week
run in town that resulted in a juicy
$52,000. First four and one-half
stanzas at the Coronet were SRO and
first two frames of the final five
and one-half weeks also played to
capacity. Bowout was hastened one
day in order to give rehearsal space
to La Jolla Actors' company version
of "Biography" with same cast that
scored at the strawhatter. S. N.
Behrman piece conies in Thursday
(28).

Pelican's third presentation, Jean
Paul Sartre's "No Exit," opened last
Thursday (21) to mixed notices but
advance sale indicates capacity house
lor two weeks at least. Preparations
went forward, meanwhile, for fourth
Pelican presentation, "Dark of the
Moon."

Estimates for Last Week
"Blackouts of 1947," El Capitan

(270th week) (1,142; $2.40). Book-
keepers mark down the total in their
sleep; $17,000 again. •

"Desert Sons;," Greek Theatre (1st
week) (4,419; $3.60). Next-to-the-last
offering at the outdoor theatre
opened to almost capacity business
and wound up with a tremendous
$44,500, best this year.
"No Exit," Coronet (3 days) (255;

$3.60). Existentialist drama drew
mixed notices but Pelican Produc-
tions has built such a following
through first two presentations that
house is a sellout for initial two
frames anyway. First split week did
capacity $2,400.
"Skin of Our Teeth," Las Palmas

(5th week) (388; $2.50). Finaled with
slow $3,500 to wind up 10 weeks be
tween Coronet and Las Palmas.

The Bride Goes West
Londoc, Aug. 15

H. J. Barlow (Magnet Entertainments,
Ltd.) production of comedy in three acts by
(alaiivor Mostyn. Directed by Frederick
Tripp. At Fortune, Lojidon, Aug. 14, '47.

Warren Wilson....' '..John Stuart
Caroline Wilson Nuna Dnvay
Aunt Agatha Winil'rede Nelson
"Jackie" Wilson Belty Bladder
Helen Morris...... Carol Peters
Joe Wilson ..Jefferson Searles
Violet , ...Genine Graham
Geoffrey Wallace Trevor Reid
Aunt Chrlntnbel . Violet Farebrofher
Herman Marvel John Killner
Postman Josef Shear

Current Road Shows
(Period covering Aug. 25-Sepf. 6)
"Allegro" — Shubert, N. Haven

(1-6).

"Blackouts of 1947"—El Capitan,
Hollywood (25-6J.
"Blackstone" — Colonial, Bost.

(25-6).

"Born Yesterday"—Erlanger, Chi.
(25-6).

"Call Me Mister" — Blackstone,
Chi. (25-6).

"Carousel"—Shubert. Chi. (25-6).
"Private Lives" — Harris, Chi.

(25-6).

"The Red Mill"—Natl.. Wash. (25-
30); Shubert, Philly (1-6).
"The Stars Ween -'—Wilbur, Bost.

(1-6).

"We Love A Lassie" — Shubert,
Bost. (25-30): Nafl, Wash. (1-6),
"Harvey"—Music Hall, K. C. (29-

30); Cass. Dct. (1-6).

"I Got To Get Out"—Playhouse,
Wilm. (4-6).

"I Remember '.Mama" — Geary,
Frisco (25-6);

"Oklahoma!"—Cass.. Dot. (25-30);
Royal Alex., Toronto (1-6).

.!)(.-/, < i i ( 1, l » 1 (

lilF 28G, Wash.
Washington, Aug. 26.

With showbiz in the midcity sud-
denly red hot again after a period
of doldrums, the general trend fol-
lowed through at the National where
musical, oldie, "Red Mill." bowled
them over for a $28,000 first week at
a $4.20 top. House manager Ed
Plohn reported that from early re-
turns the Vsecond week also appears
^Qcko..,

"Love a Lassie" moves in for a
single week, Sept. 1, following its
one-week opener in Boston.

'Marietta' 40G,Tndpls.
Indianapolis. Aug. 26.

J. Charles Gilbert's production of
'Naughty Marietta." feal tiring Edith
Fellows, Dennis Carroll and Fred
Lightner. brought centennial series at
Butler Bowl to a close with a bumper
$40,000 take in eight performances,
Aw. 16-23.

Not one performance in 33 nights
of operettas, concerts and grand
opera was rained out.

Chi Outlasts Heat; 'Lives Capacity

$21,200, 'Carousel' Tops at

Plays Abroad
HH Continued from pag* SO cs

Girl Who
gal develops amnesia and doctors de-

cide best for her hot to see Tim
again, as he might be the cause of a
return of her unhappy condition.

Patricia Plunkett, who registered

in last year's production of Elsa
Shelley's "Pick-Up Girl," emotes
considerably but has a lot to learn
in diction. However, ttie talent is

there, given a proper vehicle. Clif-

ford Mollison as the cockney vagrant
"healer" performs creditably—a de-
parture from his usual light comedy
roles.

*

Direction 'by William Mollison is

commendable, considering the pauc-
ity of material at his disposal.

Regt.

This is an unpretentious comedy,
clumsily constructed, with more
screen than stage potentialities—the
settling down of a GI bride in a
new environment.

A bank clerk returns from the
war to his small township with an
unannounced cockney shopgirl wife.
His parents and young sister wel-
come the girl but she is struck dumb
with the rural stagnation, having
imagined America to be a variation
of Hollywood or New York.

The couple bicker, and the pres-
ence of hubby's ex-girl friend
arouses jealous outbursts. The dis-
illusioned and homesick Londoner
makes up her mind to go back to
England. Tactful schoolmaster father
and understanding mother, who
really sympathize, revert the girl's

decision, coupled with the fact the
boy may get a transfer to England
from his bank.

Genine Graham looks lovely
enough to have ensnared any GI
from thoughts of his home town.
Betty Blackler gives a delightful
study of adolescence as the kid sis-

ter. While the cast is wholly com-
petent, the mixed accents are un-
convincing. Jefferson Searles, as the
lanky, uneven-tempered husband, is

typical of his background and suf-
ficiently irritating to arouse sym-
pathy for his bride. Ciem.

The Linden Tree
London, Aug. 16.

London Mask Theatre production (in "asso-
ciation with Arts Council) of drama in two
acts by J. B. Priestley: Directed by Michael
Macowan. At Duchess, London, Aug. 15,
'47.

Professor Robert Linden T.ewis Casson
Isabel Linden Sybil Thorndlke
Rex »lnden John Dodsworlh
Dr. Jean Linden Frieda liave
Marlon de Vaury Sonia Williams
Dinah Linden Tilsa "Page
Alfred Lockhurt J. Leslie Frith
Kdllh Wealraore Cimnel McHharry
Bernard Fawcctt Terence Xoal'l
Mrs.- Cotton Bverley Gregg

Noel Coward pulls the ultra-so-
phisticates, while J. B. Priestley's
adherents are the middle-class. For
them the author has concocted a
play, or rather a series of charac-
ters - to expound all the author's
thoughts, ideals and passions.

Middle-class family, the Linden,
comprises three daughters, a son. and
per and mere. Father is smalltown
college professor. He is 65, and it
is his "birthday, with whole family
gathered to pay him homage. But
mother is scheming to get him away
from the job. It's time he retired
and took it easy. That's to satisfy
father, but, really, she is tired of
the one-horse town, and wants to go
places. Family is divided on this
The old lady quits, and goes to end

her declining days elsewhere. Final
fadeout reveals one of the daughters
sticking by father to carry on his
work, although the college board
has put. him on half pay as alterna-
tive to retiring him:•-» -

Behind this thin plot, the ingeni-
ous Priestley reveals his real ino-
tive. That is an attack on the La-
bor government, the civil service,
and kindred other postwar condi-
tions. Whole thing is a soapbox
harangue; just an attack, with no
remedy.

Priestley's name, coupled with
Lewis Casson and Sybil Thorndike
in leads, should pack the theatre for
months. First «ighters gave it
splendid sendoff, and whole show
ran faultlessly, having toured for
some months before coming here.

Rege.

'

, .
>

..
Chicago, Aug. 26.

__Legit business continued for the
second weeIc~fo be up against an
upper. 90-degree heat wave, but the
all around take for the surviving
foursome was unexpectedly good
"Private Lives" continued to pull
capacity, grossing over $21,200 for
its fifth frame, while "Carousel" in
its 13th week> was still the top coin
counter, $33,000.
Civic Opera- House, dark since

"Red Mill" left in July, will be relit
Sept, 2 for the swing version of "The
Mikado" and its all-Negro cast. "The
Chocolate Soldier" is skedded for
opening here Oct. 20 but showcase
is still unassigned.

Estimates for Last Week
"Born Yesterday," Erlanger (26th

week) (1,334; $3.60). About $11,500.
Looks okay till about mid-October

"Call Me Mister," Blackstone (15th
week) (1,358; $4.80). Beauty shop
conventioneers' party Tuesday night
and almost capacity house Friday
helped show bring in $21,000. Looks
set to leave Sept. 20.
"Carousel," Shubert (13th week)

(2,100; $4.80). Holding as top grosser
with $34,000; 100th performance goes
on the boards this week.
"Private Lives," Harris (5th weekV-

(1,000; $3.60). Still SRO with capac-
ity gross of more than $21,200. No
letup expected till Labor Day holi-
day.

'Golden Boy' 14G, Det.;

'Okla.!' Boff $30,000
Detroit, Aug. 26.

"Golden Boy," starring Dane Clark
and Constance Dowling, reaped a
golden harvest of $14,000 for eight
performances at the 1,800-seater
Music Hall.
"Oklahoma!", at the 1,500-seat

Cass, was its usual sellout with a
$30,000 week at a $4.20 top.
Music Hall has captured fancy of

Detroiters who have long yearned
for a home town theatre.

We Love n Lassie
Boston. Aug. 25.

Shubert production of play In three acis
(four scenes) by Marcel Wallenateiti and
Kathleen Kennedy. Direcled by Melville
Cooper. Set by J?dWard Gilbert. At Shu-
bert, Boston, Aug. -a, '•)-; $3.<!o top. I

Mrs. (lalbraith Barbara EvenVst
Arlanne ; lulle Harris
Parmalee Leslie Ban ie

i-iugo , Frank Tweddell
Willie John F. Hamilton
Syme , Philip Tnnge
Dymmoclc. '. A. Winfleld lloeny
Jan Dynmioek. .....Winston Rosa
Aiec MeFee Richard Barrows
Carrie MeFee Mary Michael
Laehlan Jock McCraw
A Visitor Valerie Cossart

The Scottish Highland background
of moors and sea, plus plenty of
Highland characters, could make "We
Love a Lassie" into a good film. But
as a legit entry it hasn't got much of
a chance.
Story focuses On Arianne Gal-

braith, an illegitimate brought up
in her grandfather's home following
the disappearance of her mother -20

years previously. Action begins when
reading of the grandfather's will be-
queaths 1:10,000 to the girl's father
if he will reveal himself, thus re-
moving the stigma the girl has lived
under all her life. Two of the
town fathers, those most sternly op-
posed to her, promptly step forward
to get in on the mo.ney.
The mother, a shabby number,

likewise reappears and lays plans to

take the girl away to London, It

then turns up the grandfather's
money was gained via^ an illegal

whisky still, but the late moon-
shiner's partner destroys the evi-

dence in time and when the girl's

real father proves to a helpless booby
she'd always known as her uncle,
the grandmother engineers the girl's

elopement.
The plotting is awkward on the

stage, going in fits and spurts, while
the dialog (in a species of Scottish
dialect), ranges from dull to inept
with occasional laughs springing
from an Irish Character. But plenty
of offstage action is suggested and,
properly routined and treated, the
film possibilities are clear.
The cast, though it seldom agrees

on the proper accent and has no mar-
quee attraction, is okay. Barbara
Everest does a nice job as grand-
mother, and Philip Tonge is out-

standing as one of the fathers. The
others make the best of their chances.
John Hamilton scoring as the Irish-

man, and A. Winfleld Hoeny, though
occasionally overplaying, good as

another father. Julie Harris as Ari-
anne has some good moments, but
role isn't strong enough to show
what she can do.
Hard to tell at the moment how

Melville Cooper's direction is, thong'1

there is room for improvement i"

staging, but the Messrs. Shubert pro-
duction is entirely satisfactory, the
Edward Gilbert set being rich and
atmospheric, and the costumes highlv

authentic. Eiie.
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Literati
Bob Sylvester's New Tame

Robert Sylvester, N.Y. Daily News
drama reporter, will have a second

novel. "Rough Sketch," published in

January. Dial will publish the book,

a 400-page biog of an agent in show

biz.

Sylvester's first novel, "Dream
Street," story centered, on Broadway,

which Dial brought out last No-
vember, has sold about 27,000 copies

to date. Tome was sold to Milton

Sperling's U.S. Pictures for $35,000

down payment, plus percentages, and

Js reported next on Sperling's pro-

duction list.

New Louis Sobol Book

"Some Days Were Happy" is a book
we've been waiting for ever since we
read short articles about Louis
Sobol's youth, in his column in the

N. Y. Journal-American. We knew it

would be just a matter of time when
some smart publisher would make
Sobol tell the whole story. . And
Random House did.

The introduction to "Some Days
Were Happy" was written by Gene
Fowler and is - a literary lollypop.

The story is about Sobol's youth in

Connecticut, but it's yours and ours,

too. It rounds up fugitive memories,
and turns back the pages in the
album of time. His chapters about
the "Old Kitchen Stove," "The
Raise," and "Get Going, Satan," in

which he had his first tilt with sex,

are gems of humor, a hCarious vig-
nette of his vintage years.

It's an honest story by an honest
kid who made his way from writing
highschool stuff on a Waterbury,
Conn., paper to becoming one of our
top columnists.

Reading this book will unharden
your sophisticated arteries. It will
youthify you. There is no terrific

struggle for laughs in Sobol's word-
smithing. An honest story from an
honest guy, who used his heart for
a typewriter ribbon. It gives you
mental hiccoughs—you sigh and re-
member your own boyhood. What
more do you want for $2.50.

Joe Laurie, Jr.

which 22 Guild leaders are seeking
H national offices.

Nominated for- the presidency at
the Sioux City convention in June
were Harry Martin, amusements
editor of the Memphis Commercial
Appeal and Variety mugg in Mem-
phis, and Willard Shelton, Wash-
ington correspondent for PM.

Chi Chit-chat Duo
Roy Topper was added to the Chi-

cago Herald-American bistro eol-

munists last week. Paper has Nate
Gross, whom it says it intends to

keep, HlSKing daily the only sheet
with two chit-chat writers. Editor
says that lounge experts may alter-

nate, and that coverage is in differ-

ent fiejds.

Topper, Who started an answer
column in the paper several months
ago, has dropped original idea and
is now concentrating on the glamor-
itcs.

Cass Canfield on Book Biz

Parlous state of book business to-

day, and need for "publishers to share
in subsidiary rights such as film
sales, is discussed by Cass Canfield,
chairman of the board of Harper &
Bros., in a letter to Bennett Cerf's
Saturday Review o£ Literature col-

umn, out this weekend (30).

"Your analysis of the present state

of the trade book business,'' writes
Canfield, "seems to me basically
correct. It is important that all

those involved in publishing—-auth-
ors, publishers, book-sellers and
manufacturers—should be aware of

the situation today.
"As you indicate, the publisher's

profit margin in his sales volume
has been eliminated because present
manufacturing costs and salary

overhead have nearly doubled in the

past few years. In consequence,
publishers must depend for their

profit upon a share in the sale of

subsidiary rights. This is not a

healthy situation, and m:ikes the
publication of the experimental book.

* vital function of the publisher,

extremely hazardous.
"The solution to the problems now

confronting trade publishers is dif-

ficult inasmuch as an increase in

present retail prices is highly ih-

G'ross on Opera
Milton Cross' "Complete Stories of

the Great Operas" is set for Novem-
ber publication by Doubleday & Co.

Book will consist of four parts.

First section will have play-by-play
description of 72 operas. Second
section will discuss how to enjoy an
opera, what to listen to, what to look
for. Third part will discuss history

of the opera, with chronological table

of operas, composers and important
events. Fourth part will discuss bal-

let as a traditional part of opera.
.

(apa's 'Focus'

Robert Capa, war photog for Life,

has combined the best pix he took
for the mag with a humorous narra-
tive of his experiences in getting

them into a book, "Slightly Out of

Focus."
It will be published by Holt

September.
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CHATTER
Ruth Hussey turned in an article

for the October Patents Magazine.
Robert Bruckner's novel, "The

Night Watch," will be published
early in 1948 by Doubleday.

Clifton Fadiman, Waller Ross and
Gjon Mil in Hollywood lining up
financial support for their "47 maga-
zine.

Dorothy Spcare's sixth novel,

"Spring on 52nd Street," just pub-
lished by Rinehart.
George Dixon, Hearst Washington

tvitz, frfMtiO; AUYoa Newman, £i:i.KH!!;

i.loyd .NuIhii. tUMVti Maureen o'ilara,
* I '.Hi, mill: William Pfrlbai-B, *ls2,<H)o: t>.
roue l'owei-, $110,400; Otto -Vremimtei,
$10l,OW: gtfgory' Rntoff, fliMKSMr; l.-w
SrhifllKT, $S7,000; George K. Sraimi,
MM.IXKI.
«pyi»« SlJourns, $201,000: Jolin M. £11.1)1,

-$lTS,!Hti: c-ua Tierriey, $iM,0t(S; i.:hiwit
Trtittl. $14!>.ria>: Darryl F. Zanuek, $2flO,«iK):

United Artists, Uradwell r„ Sears, $1."kI,-

Hftl; lleam Consolidated Publications.
VV lUinm Uandnlph Hearst, $100,000; Hearst
Pulilh alUm*. William llundulph Hfar-t,
$100,000; American Broadcasting Co.. Ches-
ter J. LaHuache, $84,3711; Mark WwhIs,
$8.*»,(mm); Columbia Broadcasting System,
I'aul KMtetM $05,784: New York Atirmr,
Walter Winohelt, $!I7,080: National Bmnil-
i-astint; Co., Niles Trammel!, $lln.408; Jta.llo
fo.rp. of America, Frank M, Folsom, $00,-
000: David SarntW, *100.(K«.
Fox West Coast Asency, Charles TV

Skouras. $130,000; T.os Anseles Tnr! Cllib.

Charles H. st-rub, $.".41,412; MonoKt-nin Ptc-
tnres, s. nr<Kdy, $78,788; National fhtslffij
Amusement Co., charle» P. StfmTras. THIS.-
U3; Bertram AUefiliel-f- $117,'J!iO; . I'tiil

licffe. fttO.IXri; Hal Koach Studios, WIHIam
Bemltx, $1.10,200; Vanfruard Films'. Nell F.
AKnew. $ll7.r.SKi; Ren Herht. $93,.i;i8:

: Daniel
T. O'riht'iij $77,100; Gimser RoBer*. $l17.r.!l:
Don- Sohary, $1711.80.'!; King Vldor. $«f.cn«.

It & K Management Corp.. John i:at-'lr-n,

$104,000; Fox Midwest Amusement Corp.,
Klmer c. rtboden, $118,080; Columbia I'io-

lorr-s Corp.. living Brisltln. $7-«.flOO: Ifal-rv
Cohn, HOO; .Tack Cohn. flilO.OOO; Al
Hall, $i:i»,ON»j Don Hartman. $i2D,O00:
Rita llaywortb, $117,000; B. K. Kahtine;
$70,791; Aliraham Montague, $81,000: Abra-
ham Schneider. $02,M«; Nat B. Hulnenhi,
SSft.RI.-,; Virginia Van Upp. $117,000:
Charles Vldor, .fill ,60(1; Albert K. Chnjnn.'ii.
SS7.1IS.'',: Charles K. Flint, $711,314: Tlloihaa
.1. Hart-rave. $127,007: C. E. Kenneth Jlees,
$N3,O10: TTe-rjntin c. sievers, fW.iTS.
Paramount Piei'uTes, Harney IMlaban-,

$1.",B.oofl; ICdward V. Bracken, $!::•!. iMl;
chailen Br> r'sott', $11(1,000: Frank Holler,
$117,000; Bins Crosby. $17~.(I00: Robert
Ciimmincs. $110,000: Olivia De llavlTland,
$200,044: Brian Donlevy, $00,708; .5.>hu V.
Farrow, $1.'I2..1X.1; Frank Freeman. $180,000:
Henry <;m.-ber«. $18»,5ft.1i Pauletle (io.1-

dawl, $00,000; Albert Haekett & Frances
Coodrieh. $l."1,H7r.; Dorothy Laiooor, $lt'J.-

S72; Paul M. Jones, $01,000: Austin C.
Keoueb. $78,000: Alan W. Lartd. $HI7.<NIO;
Sidney T.aolield, $108.333 : Mitchell' Leisen,
$IS0.1>02.

Pulitzer Publishing Co., Joseph Pulitzer.
ttrt.iPn: l.arry Mi-.-Phnll. $110,310: AtoV,-.

lean Weekly, Mortimer Bertcowltz. $I.V_MHfi;

It.K.k of the Month Club, Harry Sehorhcit,
$110.2IK1; Crowell-Colller PublishlnK Co..
Thomas IT. Reck. $.«7.74(); He-rsf. Ma»-
nines, Richard K. Berlin, $1r.8,77»; T.eiim-n
K- Mitchell. P. W. 1^-nnen. $83,333: ll-olers
lllfcsl Assn.. Albert T.. Cole. $St.71.": Ken-
neth W. Payne. $84,500: Hewitt Wall-ice,
SHi. -".On; Time. Inc., Charles 1,. Stmlmnn.
$80,1113*.' i-i'rlls Publishing Co., W. U.
Fnller. *77.1!>7.

Tile treasury ali^o released, some Mircre--

for the previous year which had Oct been
reported earlier. Amonc; these are Fiimous
A '-I [sis Corp.. Charles K. Felilman. $'0'..-

IflC: -Hen rut Publications. William Ran-
dolph Hearst. $100,000; CBS. Paul K'e-len.

$hr,.!ttJl; Hearst Corp.. Walter Wineh.lt.
Kft,S4V: Hnrok Attractions, Marion Ander-
son, $120.5.11.

SCULLY'S SCRAPBOOK
By Frank Scully

Franc Gambling
Continued from page 4

bank loans to make up the differ-

ence due them.

Delays caused by bookkeeping
complications have prevented the

•French from starting the payoffs this

corumnist,"wili'WirHoll7wo'od"For month as scheduled. They were^to

the next few weeks.
William R. Reddig, feature editor

of Kansas City Star and author o£

"Tom's Town," appointed editor of

Charlotte, N. C, News.
Iowa novelist Phil Stong visiting

the Iowa State Fair, Des Moines,
and being given an honorary degree
at Drake Univ. commencement.
Irwin Shaw is working on a novel

at his summer home at Santa Moni-
ca, Cal„ but taking time out periodi-

cally for a piece for the New Yorker.
Emmett Dcdmon. novelist and col-

uminist on the Chicago Sun Book
Week, named literary editor of the

Sun. He succeeds John W. Rogers,
who is returning to Dallas.

Drew Pearson reported planning
to enter the newspaper publishing
biz, starting dailies in Wheeling and
Parkersburg, W. Va. Two towns
now have but one daily each.

"They Make Me Laugh." a collec-
I

tion of sports stories and anecdotes. I

reported by Sam Molen, xlirector of

be made during August, September
and October. Payments are on money
frozen in the past and do not "cover

current income.

Failure of the French to remit the

coin has given Frank McCarthy, Mo-
tion Picture Assn.'s Continental rep,

an opportunity to win other con-
cessions. First of these is recognition

by the government of contracts held

by American companies on about
100 pictures brought in by the Of-

fice of War Information immediately
after the liberation. Contracts were
doubtful, since the films had never
been registered.

Second concession gives the Amer-
ican firms the right to use frozen

funds for all expenses of their opera-

tion in France and for visits of their

execs.

advisable. Other ways must be sports for KMBC, Kansas City, is due
found to reduce expenses such as off the presses next month. Dorrance
technological improvements in book

j
& Co., Philadelphia,^ publishing,

manufacturing and the reduction I

whenever possible of all the cost

Items that go into the publication of

» book; On the positive .side of in-

creasing the publisher's revenue. I

entirely agree with you that the
—

-

Continued from page Z
,

publisher should get a fair share of
[
and are not on salary. Stock

rriotion picture rights in view of the dends are also excluded.

C. Skouras Leads

divi-

relation between book sales and the
price obtained for such l ights.

"A word about book sales. They
•re substantially down as compared
to a year ago. On the other hand,
sales today are still well above the
prewar average. That, is an en-
couraging factor in the face of many
adverse ones."

Guild Election Next Month
Individual ballots in the Amer-

ican New.'paper Guild's national
election will go out to every mem-
ber in good standing Sept. 4.

Local Guilds must start holding
their elections within 10 days after
that date and all ballots must be
mailed back to- national headquarters
in New York postmarked not later
than Sept. 26. Elections committee
will meet in New York Oct. 3 to tab- I ooo

ulate returns and discover results of
jm'^OMO:

'

tomtom •'. Mldtei.
current nationwide campaign in 'niynW Jtlfh-U, fia.,.»"»i J«fI*

The company, the individual and
the salary received follow:
Famous Artists Corp.. Charles TC. Feld*

man. $K:i.4a>: Fox Inter-.Motntaiii \nmse-
inent Corn,, F. II. litcietson, .1.-.. S''7.»;7-i:

Kenneth Ma. Cowan, $7ft.0l,n
: tl-orKe Mai-

shall, $150,00(1: Thomas I.en MrCarex ,
$::.'i,1,-

427: Harryl Stenuclt. $ani,o»l>; Itaviu.md

Uilland, ftKMttia: Selon I. Miller. $l;ix.4(Kl:

Charles M. Itcaftan, SMI .7:r> : IVo-hai-i Stan-

wyek, $140,000; Reity Million, »1 (lit, 1183;

Harrv TilK-nd. $14!l,:i.MI; Karl il. Tonli'iU,

$01,0(10: Blllv Wil l. ,-. $I00,1'(10; Adollih
l,or, $15!l,4i'«.

Hchlne Chain Theatres, J. XK S.-blnp,

$loo.o|io; -lUh-Fm:, IVilli; in A. R .ch'-r.

$78,000: I.lnvd I'.acon. $ I (C. 7<>8 ; I'hnfles

Hoyer. $t."».IMil>: Thorn --; .1. I'.inn-rs, 1
1 I".-

inii; John Cnonntll. $!!:!..Too: Irvine cnin-

mlliKS. S!"l.33;i: tliehnr.l W. Diy, $7V.0OO:

Aliio Fayc. $llll.lim: llrv.in l-'oy. SlOt.n'ai:

Slack Cordon. $77.8.'!3: K'.l tol C.ooldiiiK.

$85,000: llctly Co-able. $L1|8,0«0: lleniy

llatbaony, $tiU».0<XI: lllch-ld

$14:i.:iS3: Siimuel Iloif'iisn

Itarrv IT. .lames. * 1 1; 1 . «:<:n ;

(leorse Jess-el. $I1((..-.00: It. n -v Klnfr. SiH...

Rt:«; tvalter It, t.anx. $1.11,444; l<nn> 1>.

l.iBhlon. $l."3,(l«n: Krne-.t I. .bits-li. $i:>'

Fl-.-d AlacMniTay. $20fl.fi2Ti: .1

bid.-/. S182.000: Ctiioen AH
$!

Miss Truman
Continued from page 2

It.

purely vocal basis. The name draw,

of course, is another matter.

Miss Truman has a pleasing and
promising voice. She sings with

courage and straightforwardness,

and there is every indication that

the full tonrs can be developed to

concert stature. However, at the

moment, she can hardly be com-
pared with a musicomedy second

lead.

Apart from the need of more
coaching, Mi.ss Truman also could

stand some guidance in the Selection

of her numbers/ Opening offerirv.

particularly Mozart's aria "Voi che

sapete," from "The Marriage of Fig-

aro," is a little above her at present.

Crowd on hand was enthusiastic

and friendly and called her back for

a dozen bows and two encore. Her
final encore, the Mexican "Cielito

Lindo," was probably her best effort

although even then, with the eve-

[ning behind hor and assured of the

amicability of her audience, she be-

trayed nevousness.

Remainder of the program was
topnotch, under the Conducting of

jOrmandy. Highlight was a brilliant-

eoh r„ 1 ly-executed version of Respighi'x

Synnhonic Poem "The Pin"s of

Jlo-d.u- Rome." Kop.

M:-vrn'»,
SSIA'iO;

Bar Harbor, Me., Aug. 26.
'

Constant reader that I am of Radie Harris's parties, though glad to be
spared the fatigue of smiling through lite as an active member of same,
and additionally grateful never to be driven on a Moscow mule (one part
vodka, one Whole lime and ginger in a mug of ice) to the parties of Howard
Hughes, I share the toolmakcr's aversion to party-throwing as a career.

With mine own ears therefore I was astonished to hear Jack Paar regale

Earl Wilson in an NBC dressing room with details of what a party-
thrower the Scullys were and that, short of Madame dfc StaeHl in an
18th Century drawing room, nobody could Coflect more brains on less

noticeatjej less drinks than Madame de Scully and her quince-consort.

As Paar painted scene after scene of a Vauiktt mugg as a boniface,

Wilson and I stood fascinated and a little flustered, too, because a newer
and slimmer Dorothy Larnour slopped by and was standing in the door-
way, and wherever we looked she was beautiful. Wilson looked only one
place, dropped his notes, greeted her and then returned to pick his notes
from the floor while Paar proceeded to give Bcriside'Manor such a good
notice you'd think he had discovered "Life With Father." '•'

"One night he had four generations of show business at the table," said

Paar. "He had Burton Holmes, Eugene O'Brien, Rudy Vallee and tis for

dinner. And what a dinner!"

"It was a corned-beef-and-cabbage supper," I corrected.

"Beer and the choicest wines, a table set with green, Irish linen, red

hibicus flowers for decorations and gold tableware," corrected Paar.

All Not Gold That Glitters

"It was dirilyte," I said, "not gold. From Sweden. We put it on to im-

press two Yale guys. Si Newton, who never made more than $25,000,000

or lost more than $20,000,000 in one day, and Rudy Vallec who never made
or lost more radio listeners in the same time."

"That Vallee!" exclaimed Paar. "He mutes me. I'm a gabby kid', but he
mutes me. I can listen to him for hours. He's really unbelievable, even
after you've spent hours with him. You should not leave Hollywood with-

out seeing his place, Earl. It's only three miles from Hollywood and Vine,

but it's really inaccessible as Berchtessaaden."
Wilson struggled with his notes while Paar plied him with five differ-

ent drafts of directions.

"I'll take you up some time." I said finally. "It's on the top of Mull-
holland Drive near Errol Flynn's place,'' Ann Harding built the beginning

of it. It puts Falcon's Lair to shame. In fact, it covers five levels of

living, and if you're sore at yourself or your guests you can shout "Get
Lost!" and actually not find each other lor days. The hills are all cut

out like breastworks . .
."

"Breastworks?" said Wilson.

"Well, more," I said, "like rice fields as you see them terraced in the

National Geographic."

Wilson Pockets His Tape Measure
Wilson's eyes became glazed with a lack of interest.

"Tell him about last week's party that started at your house and finished

at Vallee's," prodded Paar.

This, I thought, is beginning to sound like a script of Jack Benny's.

"The time Gene O'Brien arrived not quite sober and came home the

same way, if not more so," pursued Paar.

So I told the visiting Wilson bow one day when driving around
Whitley Heights I pointed out the house where Eugene O'Brien lived

since he retired from pictures. Vallee said, "O'Brien? Not Gene
j
O'Brien? Not really? He was one of my earliest heroes. I projected
his pictures by hand when I was a kid in Maine. I'd love to see him."

"Okay," I said, "I'll have him to dinner."

At first Gene was suspicious, but when I assured him that no war
contracts, politics or other ulterior motives were involved he accepted.

The party went off beautifully and afterward we all repaired to the

brick terrace of Bedside Manor and looked over the gaily lighted town
where every prospect pleases and only man is vile.

On The Double
Suddenly Vallee said, "Let's po lip lo my place. I went to show them

my place. My place is much higher."

"I love Whitley Heights," said O'Brien.

"May I telephone?" said Vallee. "I want the house staff to prepare for

our arrival."

Me telephoned. He told his home guard to light up the dace.
I

We took the long road so that we could see the villa lighted like a

,

nightclub. It wasn't.

|
Vallee blasted the air when he saw that either tpg or domestic inatten-

tion to orders had left his place as dark as the Chicago Conacabana.
"You know. Gene," I said to relieve the tension of an entrance that had

pancaked. "I first saw you with Alexandria Carlisle in 'The Country

|

Cousin' in 1914 and I last saw you at Jim Tully's funeral^ That's a lot

1 of years."

Vallee Remembers—But Good
"I always remember performers at their best," said Vallee. "I always

remember Gene in those Norma Talmadge pictures and I always remem-
ber John Barrymore in Hamlet.' Their tops remain. Their floos are for

. their critics to gloat over. But I str-y with them on the heights."

I By then we were so high we had ringin? in the ears. We drove up.

a

last narrow road to the beyond of Villa Vallee. There was no room to

I
turn, around. The master got out and touched an electric switch. The

' car turned around. We were on a turn table. The car was run down
the road. Others coming up were treated to the merry-go-round. There
was no charge.

j

Lettered in gold was a sign which rearl:

j
"Careless people throw cigarets and stubs around. Considerate people

. find ashtrays and use them."

| That was all seemingly that was left of the Lodge on Lake Kc/.ar, Me.,

I

where the former Fleisehmann Yeast-man used to entertain 60 members
j
of his old band, including their wives, sweethearts and friends during

j
the summers when radio was hardly more than a gleam in the huck-

j

ster's eye.

Having previously enjoyed the 50c. tour of Villa Vallee, my shopworn
bride and I waited by the pool until .the other guests had been wa'ked

j

through two floors of the main villa. We went down a flight of stone

|
steps to the lighted pool and sat at the far end where an outdoor b/r-

|
becue cut off only a small part of a view back toward Hollywood, In the

j

other direction lay the whole San Fernando Valley, from the Warner Bros,

studio to Hidden Valley, where Winnie Sheehan used to hide.

Five Flights of Yesterday
A short flight below the pool cut out of a cliff was a hard-serviced tcn-

i pis court. Additionally, the asphalted court served as the roof of two moie

I

floors of the Vallee domain. Directly below the roof was a picture thea-
i tre and at the end of the projection room a kitchen and beyond that a b; r

j

and billiard room. Along the w hole length to the left was a gallery of
: Vallee pictures, framed copies of Vallee son"?, Vallee souvenirs. • Along

i
the length of the building to the right was a corridor which contained a

j

wine cellar, slot machine and other games to chance. Some gave you 10

i
shots for a cent.

Thouqh Vallee claims to be half French and half Irish, there is a

i

definite outcropping of Russian in him. He wakes no shout rpUlnight and
', goes better as two approaches three and three approaches dawn. Know-
i
ing this. I started to pull out by two and as my job included guiding
the Paars down the hill and getting O'Brien home, I practically broke
•up the party. As the old vattrle gag went, Vallee bad a dirty look but
I didn't give it to him.

Incidentally, for those who have lo work the next day Annie Sheridan
! has the cure for hangovers. It's out-part vodka and the rest tomato
i juice. ,' a

\
"The vodka picks you up," she says, "and the tomato juice kills the

aroma of the vodka."
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Broadway
Mrs. Arthur Kober's third opera-

tion to enable her to walk.

Bob Russell off to Montreal for a
repeat date at the Normandie Roof.

Copacabana biz strongest of town's
liiteries, with Lena Home the head-
liner.

Beaumont Bruestle, legit actor, to

teach drama at Tulsa Univ. for the

season.

The Billy Jacksons celebrated
their 38th wedding anniversary. He's

the talent agent.

Lillian Hellman reducing "Another
Part of the Forest" to a one-set play
for its national tour.

Grad Sears, United Artists prexy,
returned Sunday (24) night from a

fishing trip in Canada.
Joe Lucachevitch, after five

months in Paris, back to Hollywood,
where he has his home.

"Sweethearts" has nearly doubled
original engagement at New Ams-
terdam theatre in 1913.

Daughter of Goldwyn salesman-
ager Arthur Sachson became engaged
on her birthday last week.

Bill Doll engaged by Mike Myer-
berg to agent "Dear Judas" though
still on Mike Todd's .staff.

Eddie Dowling commuting from
East Hampton for his "Big Break"
radio show Sundays on NBC.
The Grossinger Hotel, in the

Catskills, officially opened its priT
vate airport over the weekend.
Not generally known that Lena

Home is sister-in-law of Cab Callo-

way. Her sister is Mrs. Calloway.
Actor Alan Baxter in from the

Coast, and Universal-International
exec Matty Fox on the same plane.

Melville Cooper replaced Harold
Winston as stager of "We Love a
Lassie," trying out in Boston cur-
rently.
Warren O'Hara to be house man-

ager of the Alvin this' season, open-
ing with "Man and Superman" next
month.
Myer Hutner of the Carl Erbe

office attracting attention- with the
trick cast on his arm, the result of

a swimming accident.
Earle Larrimore to teach acting

and opera technique at NYU's di-

vision of general education, starting

end of September.
Coloratura soprano Helen Stein-

brecher arrived by plane from Ber-
lin this week. She's contracted with
the San Carlo Opera Co.
Gene Tierney and Don Ameche

guests of the New York Turf
Writers Assn. annual dinner at Pip-
ing Rock, Saratoga, last week.

Earl Carroll visited New York and
Chicago last week, coming from the
Coast to further plans for a na-
tional "mail-order" beauty contest.

Ann Dvorak and her dancer-hus-
band, Igor Dega, returned to the
Coast, Sunday (24), from New York,
after honeymooning there for the
past two weeks.
Rhumba maestro Noro Morales

wed to his vocalist, Nita del Campo,
at Young's Gap Hotel, in the Catskills

where they're playing for the sum-
mer.

. Ken Englund, scripter who col-

labed on Samuel Goldwyn's "The Se-
cret Life of Walter Mitty," returning
Coastward after a New York vaca-
tion. ' .

Henry Jaffe, theatrical attorney, to

Ogunquit, Me., over last weekend to

see "Caprice," in which his wife
;

Jean Muir, is doing a strawhat tour.

Arthur Schwartz and Howard
Dietz reunited on score for musical,
"Inside U.SA.," based on John Gun
ther's book. Schwartz will debut as
Broadway producer with this one.

Georgie Price, who opened last

week at Bill Miller's Riviera, nursing
an injured knee sustained when he
slipped recently. Incidentally, Price
is an expectant father for the fourth
time.
Howard Strickling, Metro's studio

pub-ad chief, heads for the Coast
from New York today (Wednesday)
after a week's session with eastern
publicity - advertising - exploitation
toppers.

Milton Shubert, recently dis-

charged from a Navy hospital on the
Coast, waiting for the libretto of the
operetta on the life of Puccini to be
finished before completing details of

that musical.
Entertainment industry reps meet-

ing tomorrow (28) at the Madison
Square Garden club to discuss de-
tails of a benefit to be held Oct. 30

for the NYU-Bellevue' Medical Cen-
ter Fund.
Hank Senber, press agent who

joined Samuel Goldwyn's publicity
department in June, leaves the film

company this week to return to legit,

on national tour of "Another Part of

the Forest."
Unusual telephonic conversation:

Jack Kapp (Decca) phoned Milton
Biow in the mid-Atlantic, the adman
being eastbound on the Queen Eliza-

beth and the disk company prexy
heading for New York on the Queen
Mary.

J. M. Goddard, lawyer, and Walter
Batchelor, agent, own the Sawdust
Trail on West 44th which they have
given entirely free during the day
to the kids of the theatre, who would
otherwise have no place to go. They
call it the Broadway Club.

British playwright Michael Hut-
ton planed in from Paris on Air
France transport after a few days
in -the French capital. He said that
Lee Shubert and John C. Wilson
have his new ..play, "Power Without
Glory," which he said will open soon
in Gotham,

Richard E. (Dixie) French, for-
merly general manager for John
Golden, is acting in a similar capac-
ity for Robert Reud, but is slated

to rejoin the Golden staff when that
manager starts producing this sea-
son. Reud is readying "Duet For
Two Hands" a melodrama, with "O
Coward Heart" to follow.

Miami Beach
By Larry Solloway

Irving Romm, agent, in town for
vacash.
Gracie Barrie turning down offers,

to keep working On that sun-tan.
Bill (Bar of Music) Jordan to New

York on business and pleasure trip.

Lee Mason back in agency biz,

opening Southern Center Service
this week.
Van Kirk, comic, heads west this

week for an engagement with Spike
Jone's unit.
Olympia theatre bookers setting

many of the better local acts for
September engagements.
Judy Lynn into Embassy Club,

Jacksonville, after holdover engage-
ment at Blackamor room here.
Charles Dowski, former drummer

with George Olsen's band, now an
exec with the Tropical Tobacco Co.,
Key West.
Copacabana closing for necessary

refurbishing after current Henny
Youngman show. Will reopen in
November.
Jerri Blanchard, Pat Henning,

Harry Babbitt, Hennv Youngman,
Aurora Roche-Carlyle Dancers,
Amory brothers, Leon Kramer, com-
prise show set for Variety Tent
benefit preem of "Variety Girl" at
Beach theatre, Wednesday (27).

Minneapolis
By Les Rees

Earl Morgan into Curly's nitery.
Herb Greenblatt, RKO district

manager, a visitor.

Joe Mooney Quintette held over
second time at Hotel Radisson Flame
Room.
Hotel Nicollet Minnesota Terrace

Sept. bookings include Carl Ravazza
and the Merry Macs.
Paramount to pre-release "Wild

Harvest," story of grain -

, fields, at
State here next month.
Fred Bunkelman, Universal sales-

man, discharged from Asbury hos-
pital following recovery from major
operation.
Lowell Kaplan, Theatres Associ-

ates' booking combine assistant gen-
eral manager, daddy of 7Vfe-pound
baby girl.

Plantation Playhouse strawhatter
offering "Home of the Brave," with
"The Drunkard" to follow for fort-
night's season windup.

Cornell MacNeil, local singer, and
his wife, recently of "Sweethearts,"
looking over scene here with idea of
offering summer opera season next
year.
Eddie Condon flew in from New

York with wife and child to visit

wife's parents at Minnetonka Beach,
local suburb. w,

Chicago
J. J. Shubert checking local legit

houses.
Mrs. Jack Lait in from N.'.Y. for

two week stay.
Fred Astaire dance studios opened

last week.
Noel Coward here to see "Private

Lives" at the Harris.
Lawrence. Farrell new manager of

the "Carousel" company.
Herman Levin, producer of "Call

Me Mister," in from Hollywood.
"The Benchwarmer," with Bert

Wheeler set for the Selwyn Sept. 21.

Peggy Cass replaced Jan Sterling
in "Born Yesterday" while latter
vacations.

Sophie Tucker stoppmg off for
several days before embarking for
Las Vegas.
Tony Martin on the 50-yard line

for the College All-Stars-Chi Bears
game at Soldiers' Field.
Lake Zurich Playhouse closes

summer season Aug. 28 with "You
Can't Take It With You."
Jan Peerce sang to crowd of over

80,000 people on closing night of the
Grant Park summer concerts.
Danny Thomas presented the Chi

University Cancer Fund With $5,000
check before departing for the Coast.

Herb Carlin of the Civic Opera
House back from Manhattan with
several properties for the fall-winter
season.
Art Steagall of the Oriental

Theatre back from New York after
viewing prospective talent for
house's fall season.
John Balaban and Bill Hollander

back from trip to Europe as mem-
bers of committee studying dis-
placed persons situation.
Monte Prosser and Jules Styne ex-

pected here for confabs with Clark
Dennis, regarding singer's opening
at the Copacabana, N. Y. next month.
Ralph Kettering, Danny Newman,

J. Golden, and J. Michael Lambur
to Boston to begin casting "All Gaul
Is Divided" which will bow soon.

London
Harry Green's boy entering the

exclusive Harrow school, through
the offices of the comedian's friend,
Winston Churchill.
Matt Brooks, American comedy-

scripter, here with three plays,
huddling Harry Green, Lee Ephraim
and Emile Littler on production
deals.
Warner Bros.' Sam Schneider and

Victor Blau (music end) here. Ditto
UA exec veepee Arthur W. Kelly,
latter huddling J. Arthur Rank's
John Davis, et al.

Abe Aronsohn (400 and Embassy
Clubs) joined the Cannes brigade.
Lady Gordon Craig, wife of the

head of .British Movietonews, ac-
comped Mrs. Murray Silverstone
(20th-Fox) to Cannes.

Washington
By Florence S. Lowe

Fred Hoffman, WWDC news chief
on vacation.
Glen Echo Amusement Park folds

for the season Labor Day.
Peggy Wilson, Miss Washington,

leaves for the Atlantic City "Miss
America" pageant on Labor Day.

D. C. Musicians Union furnishing
bands gratis for weekly dances at
six Washington recreation centers.

Carter Barron and Sam Galanty
named co-chairman for D.C. Variety
Tent's annual dinner-dance Nov. 22.

Raymond E. Bruen, N. Y. hotel-
man for- the past 30 years, has been
named general manager of the Lee-
Sheraton Hotel.

Bill Jenkins, WTOP "morning
man", played a college professor in

a two-reel Department of Agricul
ture film just completed.
Morton F. Leopold, supervising

engineer for the Motion Picture Sec
tion, U. S. Bureau of Mines, will
address government film workers on
the production of industrial films
today (27).

South Africa
By Joe Hanson

New admission ' taxes in Cape
Province into operation Aug. 1 de-
spite protests and petitions.
Appointment of Spaniard Enrique

Jorda as new conductor of Cape
Town Symphony Orchestra arousing
criticism in many circles.

Laurence Olivier and Vivien
Leigh reported contemplating a
South African visit early next year
to do Shakespeare and other produc
tions.

Considerable decline in cinema at-
tendances is reported by Johannes
burg paper following a recent sur
vey, contending that only outstand-
ing films now draw full houses.
"The Outlaw" currently showing

in Johannesburg and Cape Town
cashing in on protests from church
and other organizations, and doinf;
capacity biz. Local papers pannec
film.

Radio Quiz between Australia and
South Africa is scheduled for Sep
tember. Special team selected from
local quiz contests will answer
questions put via radio telephone
from Australia.

Stockholm
By Sven G. Winquist

British actor Hugh Williams in
town on vacation.
Stan Laurel and Oliver Hardy due

in soon from London.
Sonja Henie in town; was guest at

the Sandhamns Regattan.
French singer Charles Trenet due

in Sweden in mid-September.
Jean Paul Sartre, here on vacation,

is also planning a book from Sweden.
American dancers Copsey & Ayres

expected here soon to appear before
His Majesty.
Thatcher Winslow (Metro Scan-

dinavian manager) back in Gothen-
burg from U. S.
Zarah Leander still banned from

appearing here. She formerly
worked in Nazi Germany.
Negotiations are on between Mexi-

can filmers and Swedish Kungsfilm
Co. for a Mexican production of "The
Girl-from the Marshcroft."
Actor Lauritz Falk, opera singer

Carl-Axel Hallgren and conductor
Sixten Ehrling recently awarded the
Warschau medal on Polish day.

Vienna
' By Emii W. Maass

Writer Max Graf returned after a
long exile in U. S.

Schauspielhaus' next premiere is

J. B. Priestley's "Der Inspektor
Kommt."
Marjka Roekk, cleared of collabo-

ration charges, to appear in Schau-
spielhaus.
Hermann Leopoldi, Viennese com-

poser-pianist, on visit in Salzburg
from U. S.

Willi Forst, back from London, re-
turning there in October to start film
"Elizabeth," story of Hapsburgs.
Austro-French-Suisse- Film Co. to

start work on picture depicting li'e
of Henri Dunant, founder of the Red
Cross.

State Burgtheatre rehearsing Jean
Cocteau's "Aigle a deux tetes"
("Double-headed Eagle'), Habsburg
tragedy.
Hubert Marischka directing "Rote

Tuch" ("Red Towel"), with Hans
Moser and Willy Danek, a Donaufilm
•production.

Rudolph Steinboeck, manager of
Josefstadt theatre, in Paris as Aus-
trian representative at international
theatre conference.
"End of Hitler Myth," book by

Josef Greiner, banned by govern-
ment, because parts of it were
claimed to be pro-Nazi.
Austria will be represented at

Cannes film festival by Cziffras pro-
duction "Immortal Face" and
Ucicky's "Singing Angels."
Ralph Benatsky operetta, "My

Sister and I," to be fall season
premiere of Schauspielhaus, under
new management' of Karl Marek.
Heinz Ruehmann, German film

star, coming to Vienna with his wife
Hertha Feiler, also a thesp. He
signed with Star Distributing Co. for
production of a Curt Hofmann pic-
ture. "The Man Who Did Not Com-
mit a Murder,"

San Francisco
By Ted Friend

Marty Rackin in; ditto Perry
Charles.
Charles Skouras and Joe Schenck

back to L. A.
"Gas Again" originating from

local KFRC-Mutual for eight weeks,
George Raft, Marilyn Maxwell and

Bill Bendix in for shooting on "Race
Street".
Ground broken for Golden Gate

Garden, 12,000 seat, $2,000,000 sports
arena.

Bill Gavin, new disc jockey at
KPO-NBC accompanies recordings
with piano-playing.
Hildegarde and Anna Sosenko

threw post-opening party with
Lucienne Boyer, Misha Elman, Vic-
tor Moore, Irene Bordoni and others,,
turning it into a glamorous affair.

Cafe society turned out en masse
at Barbizon Room for Damon Run-
yon Memorial Fund, raising $15,000
for the charity. Joey Adams em-
ceed show which included all big
names in town.

Montreal
By Marc Thibeault

Nan Blakstone still drawing solid
biz at Ruby Foo's.
Logan Stewart organizing Pent-

house theatre for Mount Royal
hotel.

Station CKAC, affiliated with
CBS., will go on the air 24 hours
daily starting Sept. 27.

Quebec Productions mulling screen
adaptation of "Two Solitudes" as
next production.
Jean Monte, who resigned from

the local French CBC staff, now a
producer for Radio Programme
Producers agency.
Varietes Lyriques, French-Can-

adian operetta company, has engaged
French stars Andre Dasary, Ger-
maine Roger and Jacques Jansen for
next season.

Manila
Manila's leading film producers are

organizing the Philippine Movie Pro-
ducers Assn.

Station KZPI of the Philippine
Broadcasting Corporation, recently
celebrated its first anniversary.
"Tayug," a Filipino romance, is the

first picture to be produced by Pedro
Vera, Jr., son of the late Pedro Vera,
one of best pre-war film producers.

Philippine Board of Review at a
recent meeting voted six to four to
permit "The Outlaw" to play in
Philippine. Board reversed its orig-
inal stand.
Universal has opened an office in

Manila for its pictures, with Bert H.
here biit Gregorio Araneta, Inc.,
handled the agency for U films when
the war ended.

Baguio, summer capital of the
Philippine Republic, has a new film
house, the Session theatre which
opened recently. This modern
cinema cost $150,000.
Avellana &' Co. studios have

bought the film rights to Filipino
Playwright Wilfrido Maria Guer-
rero's play "The Forsaken House."
It has been staged more than 100
times in English and Tagalog.

Anti-Semitism Pic
Continued from page 1

Bureau of Personnel, under which
picture distribution comes.

"Crossfire," currently going into its

sixth week of top biz at the Rivoli on
Broadway, received excellent notices
from the critics. It hasn't started into
general release yet, but has been
playing in summer resort towns, also
to good grosses.

While garnering plaudits generally
as a tightly-drawn thriller, the anti-
Semitism angle has created some
controversy among Jews themselves.
A great many of them favorlhe pic,
but one segment, headed up by the
American Jewish Congress, takes the
view that the subjpet is better left
untouched, at least in this type film.

In addition to "Crossfire," the U. S.
Navy has banned two other films
from its screens in the past year,
"Duel in the Sun" and "The Out-
law."

"Duel" was nixed because the
Selznick Releasing Organization
asked rental terms that the
Navy considered excessive. Howard
Hughes' "Outlaw," on the other
hand,> was turned down because of
the criticism and controversy raging
around it. Navy figured it didn't
want to be in the middle on that.

Hollywood
Connie Haines opened at Ciro's
Dick Bare to San Francisco on

vacation.
Jane Harvey opens Sept. 2 at the

Bocage.
Frank Perritt to. Oregon for two

weeks.
Joan Crawford_to_Carmel for two

weeks.
William Fadiman to Lake Tahoe

for a week.
David Rose aired to Chicago on

music business.
Renee DeMarco divorced Joseph

Hutchinson in Reno.
Greer Garson filed suit for divorce

against Richard Ney.
Betty Hutton and Ted Briskin re-

turned from Chicago.
Donald Nelson to Catalina to rest

until after Labor Day.
Dr. George Gallup in town on

mingled business and vacation.
Peter Lind Hayes and Mary Healy

north to open at the Cal-Neva Lodge.
Van Johnson to St. Louis for the

opening of "The Romance of Rosy
Ridge."
Jack Carson to Milwaukee as

guest of honor at the Wisconsin
State Fair.
Norman Krasna and Groucho Marx

going east next month to produce
their legiter, "Elizabeth."
Martin Jurow elected business ad-

viser of the Actors' Lab.
Edgar Kennedys celebrated their

23rd wedding anniversary.
Ernest Tumbull in from Australia

to buy films for Hoyt's circuit.

Russell Holman in from New York
for Paramount studio conferences.
Ben Kalmenson and Wolfe Cohen

in town for sales huddles at Warners.
Alan Hale returned from the "Life

With Father" preem in Skowhegan,
Me.
Lou Swerdling in from New York

for transcription huddles with Larry
Finley.
Jack Mitchum, Robert's brother,

changed his screen name to Jack
Gaynor.
Henry Kohn in town to revamp

the local branch of National Screen
Service.
Leonard L. Levinson east to open

drive-in theatres in Minneapolis and
SJ. Louis.
Fred Weller named general coun-

sel for the Independent Theatre
Owners Assn.
Manuscript of a. new play, "The

Monday Man," stolen from Elliott
Nugent's car.

Capt. C. F. Cook checked in at
RKO after sailing in the yacht race
to Honolulu.

Susan Reed going on a 10-week
concert tour on completion of her
current film role.

Ben Lyon and Bebe Daniels en-
tertained 15 RAF flyers at their
Santa Monica home.
Tex Ritter south on a three-month

tour of Paramount houses with his
horse, White Flash.
Bob Hope tore a three-inch gash

in his hand in a scene for "The Pale-
face" at Paramount.
Ernest Bachrach, RKO lenser, won

the John LeRoy Johnston trophy at
the Still Photography Show.
Melvyn Douglas checked off the

Paramount for a vacation before
starting work on an indie produc-
tion.
Dan Dailey wound up his Arrow-

head vacation and checked in for
dance rehearsals for "The Flapper
Age." I

Simeon Shimin commissioned by
Paramount to paint six canvasses to
plug the Cecil B. DeMille picture,
"Unconquered."

Sid Rogell and Robert Wise in
from Mexico City where they
checked facilities for filming RKO's
"Mystery in Mexico."
Jose Iturbi and Otto K. Oleson

turned over $6,306 to the Shriners
Hospital for Crippled Children, fol-
lowing a concert in the Hollywood
Bowl.

Bucks County, Pa.
Sol Jacobson

Walter Slezak farm at Ottsville
up for sale.
Arthur Schwartz visiting the Moss

Harts at Aquetong.
Eleanor Pollock, editor of Cue,

taking week's vacash at New Hope
home.

Luise Rainer broke b.o. records in

"Joan of Lorraine" at , New Hope
week before last.

Tony Brown and Norman Anthony
down to catch "Apple of His Eye"
at Playhouse last week.
Buddy Ebsen in for rehearsals at

New Hope of "Male Animal" Tues.
(26). Staying at Logan Inn.
Frank Heller's daughter cut foot

on broken bottle Tues. (19), disrupt-
ing rehearsals for day of "Eileen'
at Playhouse.
American Legion holding carnival

for three nights in New Hope on
Logan Inn grounds, New Hope start-

ing Thursday (28).
Jo Ann Sayers living at Shirley

Booth's Newtown farmhouse this

week during performances of "My
Sister Eileen" at Playhouse.
Theron Bamberger, Phyllis Perl-

man, Ken Nicholsons, Charlie Colh-
gan, Tony Williams to Clinton, N. J.

to gander Mike Robinson's new
comedy, "The Lady and The Tiger.

Ezra Stone checking out of Buck-
stone Farm at Washington's Crossing
for rehearsals in Reading of, "How
Now Brown Cow." which he's stag-

ing for Green Hills Theatre. Spouse
Sara Seeger playing in it.
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GEN. JAMES G. HARBORD
Lieut.- Gen. James G. Harbord,

USA, retired, 81,_honorary chair-

man of "RCATBoard" ot~dtrectors,

died at his home in Rye, N.Y., Aug.

20, after a Jjrief illness. He was ac-

tive board chairman of RCA from
1930 to last July 11, when he retired

because of ill health.

Gen. Harbord achieved fame in the

military service, where he rose

through every grade from private

to major general. He entered busi-

ness in 1922, when as a pioneer in

the radio industry, he became presi-

dent of RCA. He also actively en-

gaged in polities, especially in anti-

Tammany Hall campaigns, and was
mentioned as the possible vice-presi-

dential candidate at the Republi-
can National Convention in 1932.

After he became associated with
RCA following his retirement from
the Army, the- concern expanded
greatly and his activity was largely

In Commemoration of My Beloved

Friend and Theatrical Mentor

PAUL ARMSTRONG
Who Patted Away Aug. 30, 1915

BEN. J. PIAZZA

responsible for the development of

radio into a. major industry and an
essential part in national defense. In

1944, he reported to stockholders that

RCA was manufacturing 300 types of

apparatus not manufactured by any-
one before the war, as well as 150

new electron tubes.

His business connections included,

besides board chairmanship of RCA,
chairmanship of the board of RCA
Communications, Inc., and of RCA
Institutes, Inc., director of National
Broadcasting Co.. Marconi Telegraph
Cable Co.. Bankers Trust Co., the
Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe rail-

road and New York Life Insurance
Co. He was also a member of the
executive committees of the Santa
Fe and of the Employers Liability

Assurance Corp., London, and of the
Committee of Directors of Western
Railroads.
Survived by widow and two step-

children.

EARL B. FULLER
Earl B. Fuller, former musical

director at Rector's in New York
and later manager of WFBF in Cin-
cinnati, O., died in his home in Mor-
row. O., Aug. 19. During the 1920's,

he was among the best known band-
leaders in the country.

After prohibition closed Rector's,

where he had worked for six years,

Fuller was the first bigtime orchestra
leader to invade the hinterland. On
basis of his reputation achieved via
his first dance recording of those
days, he started a "world tour" of
vaude circuits from coast to coast.
Among the musicians in his band
were Pat Ballard, Ted Weems, Art
Weems and many of the men later

formed the basis of the late Ben
Bernie's first stage band.

Ted Lewis first came to promin-
ence in Fuller's orch at the original

manager of the Kansas City terri-

tory, covering Omaha, K.C., and St.

Louis, since early in 1946. Before
that he had -been manager of the
UA exchange in Atlanta, Ga., and
had held other positions in Florida
and Georgia.

A native of Kansas City, Kans.,
Allen joined the old Vitagraph Co.
in Kansas City in 1923. . He later

went with RKO, where he held
various executive positions, and be-
came branch manager for Kansas
City. It was this position he left to

go with United Artists in 1942.

Widow, a son, daughter two
brothers and a sister survive.

PETER ROCKELLI
Peter Roekelli. 46, who began his,

career as an amateur singer with
Kate Smith at "Colonial Beach, Va.,

died in - Washington, Aug. 19. He
was buried Saturday (23), his 47th

birthday.

A drummer, vocalist and orchestra
leader for the last 28 years, Roekelli

played weddings and dances in

Washington, where he lived all his

life. For the last two years his band
was at the Campus Club. Earlier, Ms
orchestra had played the Homestretch
Club and during prohibition had ap-
peared in such suburban Maryland
spots as Green Gables, Maryland
Club Gardens and Maridor Club.

Roekelli was taken suddenly ill

while on his way to Marshall Hall,

amusement park on the Potomac
River, where he was going to close

an engagement for his band.

ARTHUR B. ALLEN
Arthur B. Allen, 66. vet character

actor of stage and radio, died' in

New York Aug. 25. Startng his pro-
fessional career more than 40 years
ago, .he was among the first legit

actors to turn to radio.

His stage appearances included
parts in "The Emperor Jones," and
"The County Chairman," and in 1937

was featured in "The Farmer Takes
a Wife." He also appeared in the
original stage productfon of "Our
Town," a I'd later in the screen
version. Among his radio shows
were "Uncle Abe and David," "Gus
and Louis," "Schradertown Band,"

Charles B. Dillingham

August 30, 1934

GONE BUT NOT FORGOTTEN*

R. H. B.

1

"Soconyland Sketches," "Stebbins
Boys," "Simpson Boys" and "Dream
Dramas." He was noted for his

homespun Yankee characterizations

IN LOVING MEMORY
Of Our 0<or Hutband and Father

PAUL KIRKLAND
Who I'M- <l Awar Aajrart I* 194«

Ever in Our Thoughts, Sadly Missed
By Wife, Jo; Daughter, Josephine and

», Son, Paul

Rector's, where he employed the best
musicians in N.Y. Jazz bass players
were at that time non-existent, so he
got one from the Metropolitan Opera
House. During his tour, Fuller made
an appearance at the Cincinnati
Keith theatre. Just before the first

matinee all but three of his musi-
cians went on strike, but Fuller or-
dered the curtain up on a fancy full

stage set and led the three musicians
with a three-foot baton.

MARY K. DIGGES
Mary R. Digges, former actress

and wife of Dudley Digges, the ac-

tor, died at the South Side hospital,

Bay Shore, L. I., Aug. 21. Mrs.
Digges, whosa maiden name
was Ma ire Quinn, was one of the

founders of the Abbey theatre in

Dublin and appeared in many of its

early productions around 1900.

She came to this country with a
troupe of Irish players in 1904 to

present plays at the St. Louis World's
Fair. In 1907. she married Digges, a

member of t lie same troupe. From
1911 to 1914. she played with George
Arliss in "Disraeli." While in Ire-

land, she was also associated promin-
ently with the nationalist Sinn Fein
movement of that time.
Survived by husband and sister.

"Oceana Roll," and subsequently
wrote scores for over 20 musical
comedies and 50 vaude acts.

A. L. Erlanger produced several of

his shows at the Liberty theatre,

N. Y„ and from 1925 to 1930 he was
chief musical director of A. L. Er-

langer Enterprises at Erlanger's and
New Amsterdam theatres, N. Y. He
also led orchestra for other Broad-
way shows, and before he retired did

scores for film shorts.

Survived by widow.

the U. S. branch of the International d'Or' ("Silence Is Golden") for Reno
Society of Contemporary Music.
Survived by widow and son.

JAY I. ENGLISH
Jay I. English, 45, chief architect

of Odeon Theatres of Canada
(Rank), was drowned in Lily Lake,

near Toronto, Aug. 20, while

canoeing.
A graduate of the University of

Toronto, he specialized in theatre de-

sign in Canada. He joined the J.

Arthur Rank Organization in 1941 as

chief architect. In 1945, he made a

trip to Britain to study theatre ar-

chitecture there. He was the designer

of 19 theatres being built by Odeon
in Canada.
Survived by widow, son and

daughter.

ALEXANDER ESWAY
Alexander Esway, Hungarian-born

French director, died at Saint Tro-
pez, France. Aug. 23. His latest- pro-

duction was "Battalions of the Sky."

S" war film,
:

One of his prewar films, "The
Barge-Keeper's Daughter," was
shown in New York in 1945.

EDGAR MOSS
Edgar Moss, 66, former 20th-Fox

district manager in Pennsylvania,
died in Philadelphia last week. He
retired about a year ago because of

ill health.

Moss entered the film industry in

1916 as salesman for the Inter-

national Film Corp. in Chicago and
later joined Paramount, where he
became' sales manager. In 1922, he
was manager of Samuel Goldwyn's
company until the merger with
Metro. In 1925, he joined Fox as a

district manager.
Survived by wife, step-daughter

and two brothers.

CHARLES HERBERT WALKER
Charles Herbert Walker, 80, retired

stage and screen actor, died ofpneu-
monia Aug. 22 in Los Angeles.

Starting as a boy- of 13, Walker
played in New York and on the road
with stars of bygone days, including

Richard- Mansfield, Kyle Bellew,

Minnie Maddern Fiske and Rose
Coghlan. As a character actor he
toured with numerous Shakespear-
ean companies and spent two seasons

aboard the showboat. Bell Queen.
Moving to Hollywood 19 years ago,

he played bits in western films as

Tex Walker, retiring 10 years ago.

Clair and RKO here in France, I
was again, being different. If I make
a Hollywood film this winter—and
as you know I have three different

propositions — it. must be under the
same auspices of selectivity and
specialized casting. I am no kid (he
looks in his early 40s] I want to

spend five months out of every 12 in

Cannes.
The PerfectiJmsl

"To Cannes come the most inter-

esting men in the world and the
. I most beautiful women in the world.

ROMEO COLANDO COLANTUANO !

When 1 !eave m* ,10us0 fsome 10

_ y~, , , . .„ kilometers from Cannes proper) and
Romeo Colando Colantuano, 56,

[ sjt at m Miramar terrace cafe (bar)
concert staler, died in Providence,

7 an(J , Qf an evening(
'
Aug

' ' eventually I must meet the most ex-
He sang with Metropolitan Opera citing people in this civilized globei

Company during the 1917-18 season,
j
But in the other seven months that

From 1922 to 1024, he toured the
,
rm working I want to be as much

U-. S. with the Russian Prince Una
;
a perfectionist as possible."

Quarter. I Chevalier's home is an attractive
blend of the best features of native

PAUL RENN Normandy provincial architecture

Paul Renn, .28. projectionist at the imain house) blended with the best

Gem theatre, St. Louis county, and
|

features of such Hollywood influ-

his 'on. Ronald. 2, were killed in an
,

ences as Pickfair, Chaplin's house,

automobile collision in St. Louis .
Selznick's and .other's, because he

county last week. His wife and sis-
j

frankly states he combined the clay

ter-in-law were also seriously in- tennis courts, swimming pool, out-

jured. door Dar and barbecue, landscaping
and kindred features from his Coast
friends of many years' standing.

Chevalier's mellowing sentiment is

vividly to the fore in many ways:
his mother's wedding ring on a chain
around his neck; the nautical influ-

MARTIN T. JONES
Martin T. Jones, 56, was found

dead on Chicago trolley car, collaps-

ing from heart attack, Aug. 20.

Was once partner in the Gifford & enCe
" around

Jones theatrical booking office, and
was active in carnivals and stock.

CLARENCE W. ALLEN
Clarence W. "Ching" Allen, 47,

Kansas City district manager for

United Artists, died Aug. 24 at the
University of Kansas Medical Cen-
ter, Kansas City. Kans. He had had
heart trouble periodically for several
years, and was taken to the hospital

with a sudden attack Aug. 22.

Famil'arly known in the trade as

"Ching," he had been UA district

FORREST HUFF
Forrest Hurl', 71. actor and opera

singer, died Aug. 21 in New York.
Huff joined the Castle Square Opera
Co. in Boston at the turn of the cen-
tury, when it was under the man-
agement of Henry W. Savage. Later,

he appeared with Al Jolson in "Sin-

bad" and in 19M0 he played in the
Victor Herbert-Hairy B. Smith
operetta, "The Serenade," at the Jol-

son theatre.

Among the shows in which he ap-

peared were "Dolly Varden," "The
Ham Tree," "A Knight for a Day,"

"The Rose of Panama," "The Merry
Countess." "Alone At Last" and "The
Chocolate Soldier." In 1936 he di-

rected a WPA Federal Music project

production of Ernst Toch's chamber
opera. The Princess on the Pea."

Widow survives.

GERTRUDE HARLOW
Gertrude Corey' Harlow, 73, legit

star of the 1890's, died in her home
in Hartford, Conn., Aug. 22, after a

long illness. Her last show was "Ex-
celsio Jr.," in which she was the

understudy of the star, Fay Temple-
ton.

Mrs. Harlow played 1,000 perform-
ances on Broadway in the 90's in

"1492," which commemorated the

400th anniversary of Columbus' voy-
age. She also was the singing star in

many stage extravaganzes, forerun-

ners of modern musical comedies.
Survived by husband.

BONIFACE P. VANDEPUTTE
Boniface P. Vandeputte. 81, former-

ly associated with Metropolitan
Opera Co., N.Y., died in Glenford,

N.Y., Aug. 20. He had been a viola

player in the orchestra for 40 years.

Survived by widow, son and
daughter.

LYNNE MONROE
Lynne Monroe, 69, exec of Prin-

cess and Rex theatres. in Shinnston,

Ws Va., died in Fairmont, W. Va.,

Aug. 18. She built the Columbia
theatre in that town in 1922.

EDWARD M. SINCLAIR
Edward M. Sinclair, 60, head of

RKO's property department, died

Aug. 19 in Los Angeles.

SAMUEL KOMM
Samuel Komm, 47, operator of a

chain of indie nabes in St. Louis,

St. Louis county and several Illinois

towns, died last week of a heart ail-

ment at Jewish hospital, St. Louis.

Komm's latest venture was a co-op
plan with Harry C. Arthur, Jr., for

the erection of a deluxe nabe in

South St. Louis.

Widow, a son and two daughters
survive.

Mother, 77, of Ernest Truex. film

and legit actor, died in Roslyn.Park
(L. I.) hospital, Aug. 25.

MARRIAGES
Mary Maynard to John E. Helton

Hbllywood, Aug. 20. Bride is s

screen actress; he's West Coast rep
j

France wanted to see but couldn't

for United World Films.
j

because of the July-Aurust holidays

Renee De Marco to Paul V. Coates. I Z"is unmistakable. Despite hor

legend "La Louque" on the prop
life-preservers — thai was his pet
name for his mother: a picture of
himself dated 1906, when he was
18, inscribed to his mother is in the
key position in the main house.
There are two other survivors of the
nine Chevalier children. One brother
administers the Maurice Chevalier
Charity Fund; the other is a butcher
in Paris.

His house, on a promontory com-
manding the Mediterranean, is

flanked by rows of trees leading
down to the sea, and made a perfect
bastion for the Germans, who
erected blockhouses on the rise still

further back of his house. By some
miracle the two man-servants
Chevalier left behind during the Oc-
cupation were able, as Chevalier de-
scribes it, to scream, protest, cajole
and charm the Nazi command in not
destroying the house, not mowing
down the trees, which theoretically
interfered with the sweep of their

guns high on the- hill back of the
house, nor even to reouisition the
house. Chevalier's gratitude to the
two is unmistakable. He has set up
one of the men as a smart men's
sports apparel shopkeeper in Cannes.

Chevalier's enthusiasm for Edith
Piaf — whom every American in

Reno, Aug. 20. Bride is a dancer;
he's a press agent.

Jane Greer to Edward Lasker. Las
Vegas, Aug. 20. Bride is a screen

Frenchiness he thinks she'll kill the
peonle in the States.

Of . his gallery of photographs
—Dietrich, Lubitsch et al—his stand-

actress; he's partnered with Milton i

°" 1 is Jolson's with the inscription:

Bren in Capital Productions. Dear Maurice, You re the greatest

_ r u it , „ thing France has sent us since Lafa-
Dorothy Manners to John Haskell. 1 „«*<>» Ah,i

Beverly Hills, Cat, Aug. 19? Bride
*

is a film critic.

Kathryn Grayson to Johnnie John-
ston, Carmel, Cal., Aug. 22. Both
are performers.

Dorothy De Grange to Thomas
Wood Baldrisge, Winchester, Va.. re- I readiedi several of which may not
cently. Groom is Middle Atlantic

B'way Legit
Continued from page 1

DON ALDENDERFER
Don Aldenderfer, 45, died in Chi-

cago Aug. 21, with burial in Colum-
bus. Was chief sound engineer for

Wilding Pictures he.e for -eight years
and previously was employed in sim-

ilar capacity for the now defunct

Metropolitan Pictures of Detroit

He was also employed by several

eastern film companies.
Survived by two brothers and a

stepmother.

States Promotional rep for Metro.

Patty Allen to Noiman Kaaihue.

open on Broadway. However,

!
shrewd insiders are enthusiastic

New York recently. Bride is mem- 1 about half a dozen new shows in

ber of vocal group, Honey tones;
|
the making, or about to start re-

groom is nitery performer.

Katherine Hatcher to Lester Cole-
man, Ontario, Calif., Aug. 22. He's

assistant to George A. Smith, Para-
mount's western division manager.

j

hearsals, but many, more will be

LUC1EN DENNI
Lucien Denni. 61. composer and

musical director, died in Hemosa
I Beach, Calif., Aug, 20. after a five-

! year illness. In lflll he wrote one

I
of the early popular jazz numbers,

FRANK E. GOFF
Frank E. Goff. 100, died last week

after a short illness. He was the

first to show films in Omaha, nearly
50 years ago. He owned a couple of

store-front theatres, then went, on
the road with portable equipment
and was known widely through the

midwest. Goff played the first Vita-

graphs, Biographs, Esssnays and
Edison pictures shown in town.

needed on Broadway to make
1947-48 a successful season.

Among the starting ventures last

season was the Experimental The-
atre, which, while unproductive of.-

Broadway possibilities, h:s received
unlooked-for support in the coming
year. Rockefeller Foundation is re-

ported making a grant of $2,500 to

ET, and the Dramatists Guild is
who, in a large measure, alsd has it

j
slated to donate $2,000. It's likely,

—he warms up the audience the mo- therefore, that the movement to de-

Chevalier
Continued from page 1

ment he opens his mouth. I remem-
ber I had that feeling way back

when I wqrked with Paul Whiteman

velop new playwrights will have a
wider scope. The American Na-
tional Theatre and Academy started
activities, too, principally in steering

for Ziegfeld on the New Amsterdam I ET. It proposes to expand mate-

Root ("Midnight Frolics") and Bing

was one of the Rhythm Boys with
Whiteman's orchestra. I think 'that

even Sinatra has a soupcon of that

and may attain further stature".

Chevalier's mellowness is frankly
manifested by his statement, "I will

wind up here at Cannes; That's wiy

rially, especially out of town, which
is one of the principal items on its

agenda.

BIRTHS
Mr. and Mrs. Eddie Elkort, daugh-

ter, New York, Aug. 23. Father is

i
i' mus7continue taigas."much "the

'

the
.

cate **pt of Music Corp. ofHENRY S. GERSTLE
Henry S. Gcrstle. 56, composer and ;

perfectionist as possibie! I 'gambled :Am«frica£ mother is Lillian Cavell,

arranger, died In Hot Springs, Va.,

Aug. 21. He was head of the orches-

tral arrangers' department of NBC
from 1925 to 19311. In recent years

he had been secretnry-treasttref of

on my. so-called American 'comback'
j

hoteI and mtery s>n«<'r -

tour by banking everything on my- I .Mr. and Mrs. John K. M. McCaf.
self as.a one-man show. If I flopped frey, son, New York/ Aug. 22. Father
I hr.d nobody but mvself to blame, is irt Metro's eastern story depart-

, j. 1 i » :
•

So, when making 'Le Silence est .
ment.

i i-.'i 1 i •.iH-5 1' "t
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MYRNA LOY
star of

RKO Radio Pictures

-THE BACHELOR AND
THE BOBBY SOXER"

9 out of10 Screen Stars use Lux Toilet Soap_/ax£/r& #re £oise//er:
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